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POLITICOS BAIT PIX, RADIO
Jukebox in Doctor s Office

Fort Worth, Aug. 6,

Dr. Henry Harppr, Fort Worth physician, has installed a jukebox in

the waiting room of his office suite in the Medical Arts Buildtngr When
a patient enters, he or she is handed a slug by the nuirse. Slug will

operate the machine.
Records are changed weekly.

SaratOjga, in Chips Witii Best Season

In Yrs, Caught Short By Big Crowds

By ABEL GREEN
Saratoga, Aug. 6.

Judging by the weekend Influx,

this is the year which last year, and

some seven years prior thereto, was
to have been 'the' year at the Sara-

toga spa. But it has come to pass

In 1941 and, unless the hoopla and
to-do, which always attends Sara-

toga's August racing season when the

lid goes off, suddenly brings a clamp-
down, it should be happy-days-in-

Dixie all aroimd.

Saratoga is now geysering, with
the first big crowds arriving Friday

(1), although the race meet started

a week ago (28) and the joints found
It ' an open-sesame from the gong.

When Governor Lichman visited the

spa on Thursday (31), for a quiet

dinner, there was some concern, as

Saratoga is very sensitive to any
(Continued on page 54)

Defense Coin Hypoing

Hinterland Niteries, But

Passing Up N. Y. Spots

Defense spending is a nitery hypo
in many smaller key cities, although
New York has yet to feel the back-
wash of the Government's billions.

But it is booming the hinterland
through keeping people anchored to

their native cities, or to the centers
wherein the U. S. defense activity is

dominant.
N. Y. hotels and cafes know this

too well already, because of the

(Continued on page 42)

SAM SCRIBNER, ONCE IN

MILLIONS, \m BROKE

White Plains, N. Y., Aug. 5.

Will of the late Samuel A. Scribner
has been filed for probate at White
Plains, N. Y.,. county seat of his
home town of Bronxville. His pass-
ing reveals that another showman,
supposed to have been fabulously
rich, died virtually broke. Although
he was one of thd most active men
in theatrical charities, none were
mentioned in the will for the simple
reason that Scribner had nothing to
bequeath.
He was treasurer of the Actors

Fund and president of Theatre
(Continued on page 40)

Par Tests Pola Negri

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Paramount, the studio where she

starred in the silent days, will test

Pola Negri for the Pilar role in 'For

Whom the Bells ToJl.'

She's due .'in this week after being

detained in New York by immigra-
tion authorities.

RAH-RAH SONGS

FOR PRO GRID

GAMES

Under a tieup with George Mar-

shall, Harry Link is having 'official'

songs written for all the professional

football teams this fall, starting with

Marshall's Washington Redskins.

Paul Cunningham, Ira Schuster

and Leonard Whitcup doing the

authoring of the entire series which
Link's firm, Feist, will publish.

FIRE

Washington Sees Isolationist

Bloc Willing to Use Any
Weapons, Including Anti-

Semitism, to Discredit
Roosevelt's Foreign Policy

NYE'S RADIO BLAST

Washington, Aug. B.

No blows or weapons are barred in

the fight the isolationists are making
to discredit the foreign policy of the

Roosevelt Administration. The re-

cent attacks upon the film industry

and the raising of anti-Semitism in a

new form by Senator Gerald P. Nye
are interpreted in Washington as the

final, all-out, last ditch stand of the

America First bloc. It suits the pur-

poses of the enemies of the President

to raise the hue and cry of 'propa-

ganda.' "the film industry itself is

thus made the football of politics.

Trouble for the motion picture and
radio industries is rolling up on the

national horizon with vehement
members of the Senate isolationist

bloc calling Friday (1) for a thor-

ough" investigation of alleged propa-

gandist activities in film and radio

circles.

Both industries are threatened

with a long drawn-out and vigorous
(Contmued on page 4)

Silk and Pix
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

The Government's silk embargo
has hit the film industry.

Edward Stevenson, RKO designer,

goes to New York this week to dis-

cuss with manufacturers about

fabrics which can possibly be used

as substitute.

Fihns' Pressure for Radio Plugs Forced

ASCAP to OK Unattractive NBC Terms

Comics^ New V Deal

Hollywood, Aug. B.

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello

signed a revised contract with Uni-
versal, calling for three pictures a

year on the home lot and one annual
outside job at ^letro with two-year
options to be taken up a year In ad-

vance. In addition, the comic team
was handed a bonus of $29,000 on
each of' two completed fllmj, 'Buck
Privates' and 'Hold That Ghost.'

Signed originally for one picture,

'A Night In the Tropics,' the come-
dians have had the pact changed
three times. The two-year option

clause was Inserted- to give them a
feeling of security . in their new
homes, swimming pools, and whatnot.

Their first Metro job will be in 'Rio

Rita.'

DENY TRENDLE

BIDDING FOR

BLUE NET

Niles Trammell denied Monday (4)

the rumor that George Trendle, head

of WXYZ, Detroit, and the Michigan

Network had made a bid for the

NBC-Blue network.

Trammell stated that not only

hasn't Trendle made a bid to buy,

but he hasn't approached NBC in

any way on the subject.

RECORD REFUTES VICIOUS ATTACK
If there is a single distinguishing charac-

teristic about show people, it is their tradi-

tional capacity, highly commendable, to mind

their own business.

As a group, men and- women of the thea-

tre, in all its various forms, engage less in

public controversy than almost aiiy category

of professional workers. The ability to keep

his nose out of the other fellow's affairs is one

of tlie marks of a showman.

The reason for this is apparent. The thea-

tre attracts to its doors men, women and chil-

dren from all walks and conditions of life, from

every section of urban and rural occupation.

The'universality of its appeal is as expansive

and tolerant as the school and the church. Yet

the theatre is without public subsidy, except

its own priceless good will. It is private. en-

terprise, operated within strict legal limita-

tions both as to its physical plant and its stage

and screen entertaiinnent.

As an institution, the theatre is an outstand-

ing symbol of the American way of life, and
conclusive proof that such an instrument of

service to a free people can and does reflect the

best in the national spirit.

But one of the functions, and by no means a

lesser one, of minding one's own business is to

protect one's aflairs from vicioiis assault, un-

substantiated by a single iota of truth or fact.

Riding high and hysterical on the outstand-

ing airlanes of a national network last Friday

night (1), U. S. Senator Gerald Nye (Rep.,

N. D.), addressing an America First rally in

St. Louis, turned loose a volume of spleen and
abu.se against the film industry and some of its

(Continued on page 4)

Consumation of a contract be-
tween NpC and the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers has been met by the mu-
sic publishing industry with a feel-

ing co-mingled with disappointment
and relief. The vast majority of
publishers affiliated with ASCAP
expressed themselves as deeply dis-

appointed by the terms that have
been granted radio but at the same
time glad that the fight and period
of inaction is over and that the
industry could now go back to work.
They figure that it would take them
from three to six months to get their

catalogs rolling in full force and
even if they had' to take less from
radio they ought to be able to re-

coup more than the difference from
an already indicated boom ir) the
sheet music business.

ASCAP publisher affiliates mako
no bones about admitting that they
have emerged from the row with
radio in a badly dented condition.

Not only will they be collecting less

from radio but it will take many of

them from six to nine months to
recover the losses suffered in their

business since the first ot the year.

It is estimated that some of the large
firms have been hit for as much as

$4p,000 a month, while not a few
small ones, with no standard catalogs

(Continued on page 42)

Sunday, Thursday

And Monday Best

Nights for Radio

In a breakdown of sets in use for
the period of October, 1940, to April,

1941, the Co-operative Analysis of
Broadcasting has' found, according
to a booklet released yesterday
(Tuesday), that while Sunday and
Thursday nights continue to capture

the week's peak audiences in that

order, Monday has replaced Tuesday
as the third best listening night of the
week". The report also showed that,

daytime sets in use from 9:30 a.m.

to 5:30 p.m. didn't vary much dur-
ing the week, except Monday when
it was slightly oft the level prevailing

from Tuesday through. Friday.
It was also disclosed that mor*

sets were tuned in Saturday after-

noon than any other matinee of the
week.

ORSON WELLES TOUCH

TO NEXT CHAPLIN FILM

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Charles Chaplin bought a story
idea from Orson Welles calling for a
complete departure from the old
comedy role that made Chaplin fa-

mous.
Picture is slated for United Artist*

release as soon as Chaplin gets

around to filming It.
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Spchronized With Europe?

Show business, which is usually easy going and liberal in attitude,

freely accommodating Gentile and Jew, white and Negro in its ranks,

Is shocked by the recent anti-Semitism that has been focused upon

Ihe film industry and, a little, against broadcasting. Senator Nye's

studied exclusion at St. Louis Friday tl) night of all Gentile-sounding

names from his list of those who control films is one of the most pro-

foundly shocking developments in years to show business. By Implica-

tion and connotation it seems to reveal depths of bigotry and animosity

which good-natured showfolks temperamentally don't like to believe

exist
In casting about for an 'explanation' for the venom that seems rather

suddenly to have come to a head in the States, some observers take

note of the synchronization of the latest outbursts on this side with

reports that Germany is having internal difllculties and is. again in-

flaming the racial question, blaming its troubles upon the whipped and

cowed and blacklisted Jews within its- ghettos. An import traffic in

Nazi ideology seems to have been more than ordinarily active of late.

Or so the timing of events on both sides suggests to some observers.

Show business is shuddering at the suddenly revealed willingness to

dismiss all the crimes of the Nazis by subtly misrepresenting the

whole struggle as just part of 'the Jewish question.' Catholics and

Negroes who, each in turn, have known the sting of intolerance and

prejudice are reported to be giving plenty of thought to what might

happen to show Ijusiness if the forces of Ku Kluxism are revived

under the hatreds engendered by the war situation.

Reporter Saddens Airport With

News of London s Liquor Shortage

By GEOBGE FBOST
Sfliinp!Hi smota scotch-sated souls

covering New York's liaGuardla

Jield this week when newsman Paul

Manning, of Newspaper Enterprise

Assn., flew in from Lisbon aboard

the Dixie Clipper to relate that

though food is plentiful in Old

Blighty, beerless daya exist in Lon-

don's suburbs and many public pubs'

vend but one drink of Scotch to a

customer per day.

Tipplers' tears were shed for the

brethren 'cross the seas when Man-
ning murmured: 'The beer pubs are

out of beer two or three days a

week. Very often you will see a

•ign in front of the pub which reads

•Beer Tomorrow." He said that in

the larger hotels it is possible to

get two or three drinks of Scotch

at a sitting. Near the end of the

month, however^ when the supplies

teach an ebb, but one drink of the

Scot nectar is obtainable even in

the best of places.

As usual, the Clipper-Trippers ot

the w.eek included a bushel of 'head-

liners,' . with Kathleen Danetree,

member of the executive committee

(Continued on page SS)

Gert Nie^ Sensitive

San Francisco, Aug. 6.

Monte Niesen, father of Gertrude,

tipped, the reason why newsreelers

were barred from her newly ac-

quired 22-bedroom shack in New-
port, althoujch a Life phbtog got in.

Miss Niesen remembers a clip on a
sweepstake winner, .in. which un-
suspecting subject was held up to

ridicule for a laugh, and figured the

lensers would be tempted to try the

same tactics on her new home.
Singer currently is filling four-

week engagement at the Club Mod-
erne here.

Bad Heart Complicates

Lew Lehr's Breakdown

Lew Lebr, who suffered a nervous
breakdown about six months ago, is

In such bad health that his position

es head of 20th-Fox shorts depart-

ment has been taken over by Jack
Darrock. Lehr Is reported as being

in a sanitarium where he is suf-

fering from a bad heart aS well.

Lehr's condition is quite widely

known to have re6\ilted from too

Btrenuous work. Besides hcErting

the 20th-Fox short feature division,

he appeared twice weekly in the

company's Movietone newsreel

v/here his comedy was rated a hi.<jh-

light of the reel. His newsreel com-
L-edy brought him several network
I radio shows.

Besides having to prepare his ra-

dio programs, Lehr scripted all his

material for the newsreels and, of

course, supervised all the shorts de
partment material. Besides all of

this activity, Lehr found himself in

great demand as an after-dinner

speaker. Always obliging, he tried

to fill many of these extra-currlcu

lar dates. Windup came when this

Intensified activity forced him to

take a leave of absence in an effort

to recover his health.

Catholic Univ. WiU Do
Musical Biog of Dowling

Washington, Aug. 5.

-- • Eddie'DDwHng is the next theatri-

cal figure due to have his biography
' set to music in an original musical

•how written and performed by
speech and drama department of

Catholic University. cSet for next
spring, the musical account of Dow-
ling's life la the third such venture
at the school.

This past spring it was Joe Cook's
bidg, 'Cook Book,' and last year the

students staged the first of their

original musicals, "Yankee Doodle
Boy,' with George M. Cohan as the

central flgtire.'

Pld Spitahy to Honor

AS€AP;WaringWams

BMI of New Leaning

Phil Spitalny declared over the

weekend that he was going to cele-

brate the ASCAP-NBC peace with

the tossing of a dinner to profes-

sional men connected .with all

ASCAP-ailillatcd publishing firms.

He said that he would announce the

date and the place as soon as the

NBC affiliates have ratified the

agreement.
At his weekly luncheon to contact

men Fred Waring last week told

representatives of firms affiliated

with Broadcast Music, Inc., that he
wanted to be frank with them in

letting them know that as far as he
was concerned their close business

relations would have to taper off

since he. would be giving major at-

tention to the mass of material

available from ASCAP publishers.

Miranda Congas East

Hollywood, Aug. B.

Picture making becomes manana
next week for Carmen Miranda, who
goes back to New York to fill a

stage engagement for the Shuberts'

'Crazy House.'

She pulled a westward rhumba on
a two-month furlough from Broad-
way to make 'That Night in Hlo'

and stayed 10 months to wind up
'Weekend In Havana.'

LARRY SCHWAB

WITH BlowAD

AGENCY

Lawrence Schwab, legit and film

producer, will join the Milton Biow
agency in New York next week as

general producer of its radio pro-
grams. The assignment has been un-
der discussion between Biow and
Schwab for some weeks, but it wasn't
closed until Monday (4).

Either on his oWn or in association

with others Schwab produced such
Broad\yay hits as 'Good News,* 'New
Moon,' 'The Desert Song,' "The Ging-
ham Girl,' 'Follow* Thru,' Take a
Chance' and 'She Loves Me Not.' He
also did considerable production in

Hollywood for 20th Century-Fo».

Hudson Theatre May Be

First Legit Devoted

To Coaxial Television

The Hudson Theatre on 45t)i Street
may become the first Broadway le-

giter devoted to enlarged television

of the type RCA demonstrated some
weeks ago in bringing a Madison
Square bout to the New Yorker The-
atre by coaxial cable. This - was
strictly invitational; not an admis-
sion enterprise.

Showmen think the curiosity con-
cerning television and the backward-
ness of set distribution may create a
place for some theatres dealing in
large screen television at this time.
They regard the RCA system as-

highly promising.
Possible theatre usage of television

may be one reason why the Shuberts
have been adding to their string of
houses on Broadway.

FILMTTES INVADE COAST

CHINATOWN FOR UCR

Metro Sponsors Film
- Bow of Marta Eggerth

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Marta Eggerth, Hungarian singer

and wife of Jan Kiepura, opera
warbler, signed an acting contract

with Metro, without any particular

picture In sight for her debut.

The Kiepuras have bought a home
In Beverly Hills, intent on perma-
nent habitation in these parts.

BRIAN AHERNE IN PHILLY

He Oivea All, and H(s Hostess Is

Unique, Too

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Brian Aherne, film actor, turned

ov'er his entire fee for his' symphonic
reading at the Robin Hood Dell—re-

ported at more than $2,000—to the

Hollywood division of the British

War ReUef.
The reading was halted in the mid-

dle by last Thursday's (31) down-
pour. Aherne vofunteered to com-
plete the program the following

night saqs extra charge.

Aherne's Philly hostess, Mrs. Con-
stance Wolf, wife of a local sports-

man-aviator, stole the headlines from
the program by peeling her evening
gown as soon as the storm broke.

She had a' bathing suit underneath.

Hollywood; Aug. 9.

Not only fljm stars but constella-

tions of studio execs go celestial

over the weekend to brighten the
'Moon Festival,' to be celebrated for
the benefit of United China Relief.

It is an Oriental three-ring charity
circus, to be staged Aug. 7-9 in Old
Chinatown, Chinatown and
China City, by a committee headed
by David O. Selznick, representing
all phases of the picture industry.

Among the execs on various com-
mittees are Charles K. Feldman, Abe
Lastfogel, Bert Allenberg, William
Koenig, John Joseph and Harry
Malzllsh, in charge of advance ticket

sales. Committees estimate a total

attendance of 500,000 in the three

barricaded areas during the three

days.

Rabinowitch's Schnitzler

Yarn for Miss Darrieux
Gregor Rabinowitch, the French

film producer, who has decided to

try independent producing In U. S.,

has purchased 'Llebelei' ('Light of

Love'),- by Arthur Schnitzler, and
probably will use it as a starring
vehicle for Danielle Darrieux, who
is scheduled to arrive in U. S. next
month. Rabinowitch, recently ar-
rived in the U. S. after trying to get
out of France for a whole year, has
Miss Darrieux under contract. His
picture, 'Gibraltar,' finished in Paris
during 1939, is credited with doing
nice business in the Latin-Americas,
where it is being distributed by
Metro.
Rabinowitch also has prints of

other recently finished French pic-

tures, hitherto not shown in U. S.,

which he completed before forced
out by the Hitler regime in France.
He was in Berliii until 1034 when
forced out by Hitler.

THE BERLE-EVG POINT i

By Milton Berle
> t»«»4*»«« M «««»V>

Chicago, Aug. 5.

My final week at the Chez Paree. Off I go. But I'm tired of traveling.
Think I'll send my agent out on a personal appearance tour—and let hini
earn his 10%,

Going back to Hollywood to make a new picture called 'Between the
Devil.' After all, what has Clark Gable got that I haven't got? I'm sorry
to say.

Everyone in Chicago was wonderful. The bookmakers were very polite
to me. When they found out I was leaving they formed a single line to
collect their money.
Talk about heat waves. It was so hot the other night when I came home

the electric fans in my room took turns cooling one another off.

Broadway Department

Harry Gourfaln writes that things are so good up at Groasinger's they're
doing the lemon bit with avocados.
New thing at the Luxor Baths: With every Swedish massage, the rubber

sings two choruses of "The Hut Sut Song'.
Will Mahoney cabled from London: The movie . theatres, in order to

stimulate business, are giving away guns in plac6 of dishes—looks like
they're playing 'Bango' instead of Bingo.

The Theatrical Phstrmacy on West 46th street advertised for a new
counterman. Qualifications: 'Must know how to mix a salad and be a
good straightman.'

Bollywoodlana
^

Cesar Romero knows a quickie producer who saw a flock of eagles flying
in the clouds and called to his cameraman: 'Hurry up. Shoot that scene
and we'll make an aeroplane picture out of it.'

Maxie Rosenbloom is the only successful actor who has made a career
out of ignorance,
Joe Frisco just signed a three-way contract—actor, producer and handl-

capper.
Music Department

Do you think BMI songs will build up Henny YoungmanT
Bob Crosby knows a musician whose hair was so long he played a club

date with Phil Spitalny's All-Girl orchestra.

Badio Departmtnt

Am starting Sept. 12 for Ballantine's Ale on a coast-to-coast program
over Mutual with Charles Laughton and Bob Crosby's band. Afterthought:
If I can loan Bob Hope my jnother for next season, will he loan me his
Crossley?
Dennis Day signed a^new contract with Jack Benny. Next week they're

going to let Dennis read it.

There's No Trolh to the Hiim«r

That Peggy Hopkins Joyce will get married again, providing her next
husband gives her a two-year guarantee with options . . . That Skinnay
Enni* took a quarter out of his pocket and lost hli balance.

Hangnail Descriptions

Carol* Landit: The Magnificent Construction ... Richard Htmber: A
Professional Bllpd Date . . . Lindy's Reitaurant: A Struggling Monopoly

. . Barbartf Hutton: Bareback with Greenbacks . . . Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Rose: Judy and the best . . . Jerry Colonna; Mustache Cup with Legs.

pbservations

Broadway Rose .Is not using perfume any more. She says 'flit' Is cheaper.
Went to a night club in Chicago called The 606.' It's the first cafe I

ever saw with a bouncer to every table.

Eavesdropped at the Camellia House; She looks like a million and she'*
Just as hard to make.
Eavesdropped at Martins: He looks like he stepped out of Esquire—and

fell flat on his face.

My brother (who is also my secretary) bought himself a new car to fit

his disposition—a Stanley steamer.

Whatever Became of-

Venita Gould
O'Donnel & Blair

Aijssie & Czech

Ina Alcoma & Marty Young
Riggoletto Bros.

The Swanson Sisters

Afterpiece
Thank God we live ln'"& country where a blackout Is only the end of a

sketch.

HOOF TO HARMONICA

Joint Concerte by Larry Adier and
Paul Draper in Prospect

Larry AdIer will preem Jean Ber-
ger's concerto for harmonica, the
first symphonic piece ever composed
specially 'for - that instrument, when
tie appears as guest soloist Nov. 9

with the Rochester (N.Y.) symphony
orchestra. He wanted to give the
first public performance of the com-
position Saturday '(9) night when,
he guests with the N. Y. Philhar-
inonic-Symphony at Lewisohn sta-

dium, N. Y. However, it would have
cost about $1,000 to have orchestra-
tion made in time, so he abandoned
the idea. Adler guests tomorrow
(Thursday) night with the Philadel-
phia orchestra at Robin Hood Dell,

Phila.

Plans are tentatively set for a joint

concert tour this fall by Adler and
Paul Draper. Former would do sev-
eral solos with or without orchestra
accompaniment, and Draper would
ditto several dance numbers. There
would. also be some numbers with
Adler providing harmonica accom-
paniment for Draper's dances.

Par Courts Ginger Rogers

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Ginger Rogers and B. G. de Sylva
are talking a contract calling for one
picture a year for the next three
years at Paramount. Deal between
the actress and RKO is for two pic-
tures a year with plenty of leeway
for outside commitments.
At present the home studio has

nothing definite in sight, Her idea
is to make only three pictures a year.

Montgomery on Leave

Only; Metro Denies

'AO Washed Up' Report

Hollywood, Aug. 6.

Robert Montgomery, currently
assigned as assistant naval attache
at the U. S. Embassy in London, is

not 'all washed up in pictures,' ac-
cording ' to executives at the Metro
studio where the actor is. under
contract. »The 'washed-up' state-

ment was attributed to Montgomery
in a press dispatch from England. .

Montgomery, according to the
studio, is under contract for four
more years. At present he is on a
14-w.eek vacation, with 10 more
to go. If, the execs declared, the
Navy wants to keep Montgomery on
duty for a long term, there will be
no objection from the studio.

Russian Marching Songs

Released in America

Figuring to capitalize on Russia's

stand agaihst the Nazis, Columbia
Records is issuing in two, weeks an
album of Russian marching tunes re-

corded some time ago in the U.S.S.R.

by the 'Choir of the Red Army,' di-

rected by A. V.Alexandroff. Choir

is said to be composed of active

soldiers, selected from the ranks.

Some of the tunes in the book are

In French, 'La Marsallaise' and 'Le

Chant Du Depart' (French-Russian).

Others are all in Russian tongue in-

cluding 'Boatmen of the Volga,' 'Sonf

of the Village Mayor,' 'Song of the

Plains' and 'The White Whirlwind.
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CANT MAKE RED SLUR STICK
Mention of Bnrley Not So Hush-Hush

In Hwood Since Abbott-CosteDo Click

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Burlesque_has gained a social rat-

ing in Hollywood since the advent

in films of Abbott and Costello.

Whereas in former days- social

amenities in the film colony frown-

ed at any mention of the old hurley

wheels in connection with fllm great,

there is much publicity given to the

background which was Spoken of

only in whispers in past years as

studios concentrate a search to dis-

cover new comic talent that will

ring the bell at the boxoffice.

Apropos of Variety's appraisal that

low comics are upping fllm biz, old-

time burlesque veterans now In Hol-

lywood assert the fllm business won't

find much new talent on the pres-

ent-day hurley circuit. As 'a train-

ing school for worthwhile comedians

who might be adaptable to films it

is no go, they say. •

The old burlesque theatres offered

• great training ground for comies,

especially from the standpoint of

timing, and the majority of the film

laugh-getters played the burley

wheel at some time in past years to

acquire the ability to succeed in

pictures, according to the claims.

John Grant, special writer for

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, him-
self an old burlesque straight man,
writer and producer, and at one time

assistant general manager of the

Columbia burley wheel, stoutly as-

serts that the present-day burlesque

theatres bears no relation to the old-

timer.

Of course, the biggest example
presently at which the oldtimers

point with pride to bear out their as-

(Continued on page 46)

CAESAR,GORDON

ALMOST TRADE

BLOWS

OR MAYBE BURLESQUE

NO LONGER IS A LURE

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Mebbe it's on account of national

defense or mebbe there's no more
glamour in a stage career lor Philly

girls—but there's a serious shortage

in these parts of burlesque chorinesi

Last week Izzy Hirst, burly im-
presario, advertised for 208 girls tq

fill spots in the line for the 13 trav-

eling shows in his circuit. Only
eight applied.

The same chorus girl shortage! has
been expressed around Broadway, as

regards road company and also

forthcoming new legit musicals.

Re: Comeback of Burlesque

Naples, Me.
Editor, Variety:

Have been checking on the come-
back of burlesque for some time, as
I had several conferences with a
view of starting a circuit of a better
type burlesque and I wanted to con-
vince myself there is a field for it,

We've always heard about the de-
mand for something new and along
come Abbott & Costello and a few
others and do burlesque bits that bC'

long to everybody, along with some
that are protected by copyright, and
the picture business wakes up to find

that the public )s still eager to laugh
at that brand of humor. This con-
vinces me, as It always did: comedy
does not have to be' filthy to get
laughs.

One tiling that deterred me from
moving faster with respect to form
ing a circuit are .the many unions
that have been injected which would
not only up the cost for a regular
show but might hamper Its opera'

•tlon. The present shows I under
stand carry no scenery, stage crew
and the ,saving from these is about

•halt the cost of operation,

flamev Gerard.

&E0R6IE WANTS SOPHIE
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

George Jessel is here for a con
tract confab with Sophie Tucker for
the musical he will produce on
Broadway with the Shuberts.
Rehearsals start around Aug. 18.

Elsa Maxwell's Diary

Elsa Maxwell turns columnist
in September. She'll do a six-

day-a-week stint to be syndi-
cated by Press Alliance. Pillar

will be Miss Maxwell's first 'ef-

fort for syndication, although
she has done writing for th«
slick mags in the past.

Column will be a 'daily diary'

and contain chat of the com-
ings- and goings of society, plus

a bit of a Winchellesque scoop
now and again. "There will also

be debunking 'wherever de-

bunking is necessary.'

Hollywood, Aug. B.

Bitter exchange of words between
Irving Caesar, prez of the Song-
writers Protective Assn., and song-

smith Mack Gordon at 20th-Fox
studio Monday (4) nearly resulted

in trading of blows, but friends

stepped in when tempers flared.

Coming out of the studio cafe,

Caescur encountered Gordon and took
him severely to task for latter's as-

serted statements that the studio

had been egging on songwriters to

devise means of getting music on
air during the ASC.^P-broadcasters
impasse.

Caesar said he knew for a fact

that Gordon had been fronting for

the studio in fomenting revolt

among fllm songwriters and told him
bluntly neither he nor other ASCAP-

(.Continued on page 42)

Heifetz An Artistic and B.O.

Wow at Lewisohn Stadium;

Baseball 'Symphony' as Gag

The Le^yisohn Stadium Concerts

this week were featured by one seri-

ous and another ludicrous appear-
ance. First was the appearance' of

Jascha Heifetz as soloist on Thurs-

day (31 ) in the Brahms Concerto for

Violin and orchestra; while the sec-

ond, on Sunday (3), was the first

presentation of Russell Bennett's

'Symphony in D for the Brooklyn

Dodgers.'

Heifetz is considered by many the

world's greatest violinist, and with

bad weather and the threat of rain,

he still played to 18,500 admissions

paying around $9,200.

The 'Dodgers Symphony' attracted

some 5,000, paying $2,200, who mixed

cheers with catcalls as Brooklyn

came from behind in the ninth with

a smash over the wall by Dolf Ca-

milli winning the game. Red Bar-

ber, Brooklyn's WOR announcer, de-

scribed the proceedings, while Larry

MacPhail was introduced during in-

(Continued on page 42)

CIIIIST FLOPS

Communists In Film Studio

Unions ?—Try Hard to

Prove It But Some Testi-

mony at Hearings Back-
Ares

BIZ KEEPS COOL

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

KfYorts of a California State Leg-

islature committee to smear the

fllm industry with a red tint have

failed! Certain witnesses and un-

dercover agents corralled by the

committee tossed out a raft of in-

nuendoes and rumors, but little or

no definite information. Some of

them believed the Communists were

trying to Infiltrate into studio

unions. Others believed Soviet coin

was being slipped to screen writers

in return for grinding out Com-
munist propaganda, it was a good
show for the newspapers, with red

socks being waved from the witness

(Continued on page 54)

Two Hits On

One Record

Is a Record

PUBLICmr BRINGS IN

OLD TOO HOO' SONG

Al Jolson-Buddy DeSylva pop tune

hit of 1919 titled 'I Hear You Call-

ing Yoo-Hoo* is being revived by

two of the pop recording companies

to follow up on the recent Incident

involving the Army's Gen. Lear and

a group of soldiers in the midwest.

(Army head penalized the enlisted

men for 'yoo-hooing' shorts-clad girls

on a golf course).

Tony Pastor recorded the tune

yesterday (Tues.) for Bluebird. Co-

lumbia has not yet assigned it to any

band.

Jimmy Dorsey's recording of

'Green Eyes.' backed by 'Maria

Elena' is unique in that it's cut with

two distinct hit tunes, forcing coin

machine operators to buy two rec-

ords in order to be able to insert

both in machines. Of course, it the

tunes had been grooved separately

they'd still have to buy both, but

with both on the same platter it's a

bit irksome to buy two. Only con-

solation they get is that when both

tunes wear out from con.^tant play-

ing, they're flipped over to get two
fresh versions.

Currently running two-three in

Vaiubtt's 10 most popular coin ma-
chine records 'Green Eyes' and
'Maria' have topped Dorsey's strong-

est previous record, 'Amapola,'

which went over 400,000 copies.

Pix Anxious to Lay It on the Line

For B way Productions, Prior To

Filming, But Can't Find Scripts

Charity Gag?

The day after Patricia CHon-
eychile') Wilder went into vol-

untary bankruptcy she was
guest-of-honor at Leon & Ed-
die's (N.Y.) Sunday night party.

This parallels another recent

L.&E. incident, where the Sun-
day night guest was supposedly
on the verge of being locked out
o( his hotel just about the same
time he was being toasted as an
actor who had 'arrived.'

SHUBERTS DROP

MEMORIAL TO

BRO.SAM

'AUNT' ANOTHER LEGIT

JINX FOR PHtt. BAKER

Phil Baker's Ill-luck in his own
legiters continued with his revival of

'Charley's Aunt,' which closed in

Chicago Saturday (2) after one week.
Show in which he appeared in the

title part started In Atlantic City,

where business was mild. Evident
mistake was made in jumping the

revival from the resort to the Loop,

what with the transportation cost,

while another error was booking it

into the Studebaker there, regarded
disadvantageous in show circles.

First night's takings in Chicago

were around $400 and word was sent

Equity to send money on deposit

there to pay salaries. Payroll was
around $1,000, not including Baker,,

venture being incorporated as Rekab,

his name reversed.
• -Believed that the picture version

of 'Aunt' with Jack Benny militated

against the play's chances. However,
it played the summer stocks last year

and turned in an excellent engage-

ment on Broadway at the Cort. Last

year Baker and others were inter-

ested in Leonard Sillman's costly

flop, 'AU in Fun,' but he withdrew

both as backer and player before the

show came to Broadway, where it

quickly closed.

New Haven, Aug. S.

Sam S. Shubert theatre here,

originally a memorial to the late

showman and the state's only, con-
sistent legit house for some years,

has t>een taken over by new inter-'

ests. Shubert tenancy dated since

house was built 26 years ago. Shu-
berts failed to renew their lease,

which expired June 1.

New setup, Yorkhaven Enter-
prises, Inc., with $50,000 capital

stock, is headed by Morris A. Nunes
as president. Nunes also heads' the
Progressive Premium Co., distrib-

utors of theatre premiums. He was
formerly with Paramount in the
New England district and currently
owns theatres in Westport and Guil-
ford, Conn. Associated with Nunes

(Continued on page 55)

Never in history have fllm com-
panies been more willing to lay out
coin to back Broadway shows than
they are for the coming season.

Now their plaint is that there are no
suitable scripts to be had.

Metro, Warner Bros., Paramount,
Columbia and RKO are openly in the
fleld to finance legiters. Only Metro
and Warner Bros, have found any-
thing to suit their fancy. Metro has
'Wookey,' by Frederick Hazlitt Bren-
nan. It opens in Philadelphia or
Washington Aug. 25 and preems at .

the Plymouth, N. Y., week of Sept.
8. Brennan got a record-breaking
$30,000 advance royally and a $100,-

000 minimum guarantee for stage
and screen rights.

Warner Bros, is backing 'Banjo
Eyes,' musical version of 'Three Men
on a Horse,' in which Eddie Cantor
will star. It is also mulling produc-
tion of a Vromedy by Joseph F. Dih-
neen about a county jail operated
along the lines of a country club.
Edward Childs Carpenter is collabo-
rating on rewriting, success of whicli
will determine WB's participation.

Both Warners and Metro are in tl r

(Continued on page 42)

Eddie Leonard Outlived

His Type But in Heyday

Was Shrewd Showman

Eddie Leonard, who died in strange
circumstances last Tuesday (29), was
buried Friday (1) in Cedar Grove
Cemetery, Flushing, L. I., following
Baptist and Masonic funeral services

at the Walter B,. Cooke chapel, N. Y.
Though reported the American So-
ciety of Composers. Authors and Pub-
lishers had to bury the former min-
strel and vaude star, this is denied
by the society.

Only explanation for I,eonard
checking into the Imperial hotel in

the Herald Square section of N. Y.,

where he was found dead a few
hours, later, is that, he wanted to be
back in the vicinity of his former
stage triumphs. The 70-year-old

blackface performer the day before

had left the Imperial hotel, on West
44th street, where he was living with
his wife, the former Mabel Russell,

and when he failed to return several

(Continued on page 55)

M. P. RELIEF FUND'S

HOME TO HOUSE 250

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Motion Picture Relief Fund's re-

treat for aged and indigent fllm in-

dustry workers will be called the
Country Home and will house more
than 250 when completed.' Immedi-
ate care of 65 is contemplated for

earliest occupancy. Plans are be-

ing rushed with suggestions by stars,

directors, producers, execs and
writers being incorporated into the

blue print.

Treasurer's report this week re-

vealed fund is now receiving and
disbursing four times as much as

three years ago.

HELEN MORGAN WEDS

IN SUCKS TO lY BILL'

Miami Beach, Aug. 5.

Helen Morgan's marriage early last

week (27) to Lloyd Johnson, Cali-
fornia businessman, on the Dempsey
Vanderbilt pool deck, hit a new
something or other in nuptial pro-

.

ceedings.
Both Miss Morgan and the groom

wore • slacks, while the orchestra
played 'My Bill' for the recessional.

ANOTHEK STAR IS BORN
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

After one picture, 'Lady Be Good,'
Red Skelton has been given starring
status at Metro.
He shares top billing with Ann

Sothern in 'DuBarry Was a I^dy.'
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Politicos Bait Fix, Radio
;C«ntlnDcd from page I5

probe ot their affairs, when a resolU'

tion jointly . sponsored by Senators

Bennett (Champ) Clark, Missouri
Democrat, and Gerald P. Nye^ He-
publican of North Dakota, reaches

the hearing stage. No time-limit

attached to the investigation of radio

and film matter which the keep-us-
out-of-war group in the Senate de-

scribed as 'designed to influence the

public mind in the direction of par-

ticipation in the European war.'

The resolution, for which Clark
asked unanimous consent to submit
and have referred to the Senate In-

terstate Commerce Committee ac-

cuses radio and the motion picture

industry of propaganda 'directed to

one side of the important debate now
being held, not only in Congress but
throughout the country.'

'Whereas all of this propaganda
has been' directed to one side of the

important debate now being held, not

only in Congress but throughout the

country; and
'Whereas this propaganda reaches

weekly the eyes. and ears of_a hund-
red million people and is' in the

hands of groups interested in involv-

ing the United States in war,' the

isolationists are ready to make a'

bitter fight against radio stations and
the film studios. Subpoena powers
are provided in 'the resolution and
the subcommittee which will be ap-
pointed by the Senate Interstate

Commerce Committee will be given
power to 'sit and act during the

sessions, recesses and adjourned
periods of the Senate in the 77th and
subsequent Congresses.'

"Very Determined' Bloc

Ordinarily legislation of this char-
acter would be given a small chance
of survival, since Senators and House

. members are concerned primarily
with matters pertaining to national
defense. The Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee however, points

out that the isolationists are 'a very
'determined group.' .

'Fact that Senator Burton K.
Wheeler, Montana Democrat and
leader of the isolationist "blpc, is

chairman of the full Interstate Com-
merce Committee, gives virtual as-
surance that the witch-hunt will oc-
cur as soon as a subcommittee can
be chosen. The only two loopholes
that can be seen at the present time
are (1.) the ponderous procedure
that accompanies the setting-up of
any important subcommittee and (2.)

. the fact that, before a committee can
be chosen and the hearings started,
the United States may have become
Involved in Europe's war.

Industry representatives who will
be called to Washington to testify in
the projected propaganda hearings
win neid their ablest counsel, ac-
cording to observers: Isolationists

vs. interventionist feeling in the na-
tion's capital - has reached the hair-
ptilling stage and little sympathy will
be displayed by Chairman Wheeler
and his colleagues to any group dis-
playing the faintest trend toward
militarism.

While film and radio witnesses
Oiay anticipats a roughing-up at the
hands of the isolationists, the fight

Is not going to be one-sided. Too
much indication that the country is

rapidly approaching the feeling that
was apparent in 1917, coupled with
the fact that the Administration is

using every weapon at its command
to encourage radio and motion pic-
tpres to further ventures along the
paths they have already selected.

2,600 CufFo Attendants

At America 1st Rally
St. Louis, Aug. 5.

The Hollywood film industry re-
ceived a verbal shellacking for its

. "war propaganda' pix Friday (1)
from tJ. S. Senator Gerald P. Nye
(N.D.) who addressed a crowd of 2,-

600 in the air conditioned conven-
tion hall of the $7,000,000 municipal
auditorium. The vet Republican
lion-interventionist charged that,

while the motion-picture industry in

foreign countries is owned by gov-
ernments, in the United States it is

owned by individuals, 'who, for some
reasons, have been operating as war
propaganda machines almost as if

they were being operated from a
central agency.'

The mob, culfo guests of the Amer
Ica First Committee which sponsored
the rally, booed and hooted, when
Nye condemned, with heavy sarcasm,
the trend in American motion pic-

ture films recently. 'We see pictures
Slorifying war, telling about the
grandeur and heavenly justice of the
British Empire, depicting the pas-
sion for democracy and the love of
humanity of the generals and trade
cento of Britain/ Nye declared,

'while all the people who are op

posed to her, including courageous

little Finland, are drawn as coarse

bestial scoundrels. *.

'You have seen these picture.";:

'Convoy,' 'Escape,' 'Flight Command,"
That Hamilton Woman,' 'Man -Hunt,'

•Sergeant York,* 'The Great Dictator'

and 'I Married a Nazi.' At least 20

pictures have been produced in the

last year to drug the reason of the

American people, to set' aflame their

emotions, to fill them with fear that

Hitler will come over and capture

them. You do not have to take my
word for this. The President him-

self recently thanked the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts for 'explain-

ing' the lease-lend bill, and only a

couple of days ago he had Sergt.

York at the White House and told

him that the new picture would do

much to arouse our people.
' 'Only,' the President said, 'he

didn't like so much killing in the

Wheeler's Sarcasm

Senator Burton K. Wheeler
squawked to Mutual Saturday

(2) about the failure of WOL,
Washington, an afltiliate, to carry

the speech of Sen. Gerald Nye
the night before and Mutual re-

plied that it would be glad to

provide another halt hour for. a

Nye broadcast Senator Nye'a

speech had to do with anti-inter-

vention.

The Montana senator wired

Mutual that WOL's explanation

for not carrying the Nye talk

was technical trouble and he

wanted to know why when 'war

propagandists' broadcast Mutual
stations don't seem to experience

technical .trouble. WOR, New
York, also passed up the broad-

cast, but WGN, Chicago,, did re-

lay it from a platter.

picture. The movies have ceased to

be an instrument of entertainment.

They have become the most gigantic

engines of propaganda in existence

to rouse the war fever in America
and plunge this nation to destruction.

'Let's See Whose Doing It?'

'Now let's see who is doing this.

The men who dominate the major

film companies are well known to

you. There is Harry and Jack Cohn
of Columbia Pictures, Louis B.

Mayer of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
George J. Schaefer ot RKO, Barney
Balaban and Adolph .Zukor of Par-

amount There is Joseph SchencK
and Darryl Zanuck of 20th Century
and Murray Silverslone of United
Artists. There is the great Sam
Goldwyn, Inc., and there are the

three Warner brothers, ' Arthur.

Loew, Nicholas Schenck, Sam Katz
and David Bernstein of Loew's, Inc.

.'In each ot these companies are

production directors, many ot whom
are from Russia, Hungary, Germany
and the Balkan countries. Do not

misunderstand me. I say nothing

against the sturdy people of these

countries, liut in this great era of

world upset the film propaganda en-

gine is in the hands of men who
are peculiarly susceptible to these

emotions. Great Americans like

Sen. Wheeler, Col. Lindbergh and
Gen. Wood are in many places de-

nied the use ot a hall to speak for

America. But these men, with the

motion picture films in their hands,

can address 80,000,000 people a week.

Why do they do this? Well, be-

cause they are interested in foreign

causes. .

Pans British Acton .

'Hollywood is a raging inferno of

war fever. The place swarms with
refugees and British actors. In

Hollywood they 'all it the Army of.

Occupation. Iliey want to push us
into war to see that Britain wins,

because if she does not, a lost Brit-

ish market for American Alms

—

with most companies the margin ot

profit."

The Senator also took a shot at

the newsreels stating that they now
contain .about 70% of What are called

'national defense pictures,' but in re-

ality are pictures to glorify war, to

glorify Britain and now of course
you'll probably begin to see pictures

glorifying Russia.

being accomplished by the motion
picture screen.'

Chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee noted that he
had recently seen 'Blossoms in the
Dust,' which is about the work in

caring for children of a woman in

his home state. Metro pic apparent
ly brought on his - statement, which
was incorporated in the Congres
sional Record.

Senator Connally's

Plug for Film Biz
Washington, Aug. 5.

In direct refutation of the remarlts
anent the film industry'by Senators
Wheeler and Nye last .week, Senator
Tom ConnaUy of Texas this morn-
ing paid high praise from the floor

of the Senate to the grand work.

Hollywood Doing An
Off-the-Record Bum

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Hollywood as yet is taking no offi-

cial notice of Senator Wheeler's at-

tacks on the f)Im business with re-

spect to the industry turnout for

the Wendell Wi'llkle meeting at the
Hollywood Bowl recently. That is,

none of the representative heads of

the industry, including Will Hays, is

officially refuting Wheeler"s tirade.

But off the record it is another
matter. Folks will talk and they are
not restraining the flow ot conversa-
tion to choice language either^

N.LNATHANSON

DENIES ANY

UATIE

Denial of any plan or thought ot

joining United Artists was made'

yesterday (Tuesday) by N. L.

Nathanson in New jYork. Former

prez of Famous Players-Canadian

Corp. was said Yo be negotiating a

deal for financing UA producers
which would give him an important
part in UA affairs.

Arthur W.' Kelly, UA's operating
head, likewise denied that Nathan-
son was negotiating any such deal
with the company. Kelly admitted
there might be confabs between
himself and the Canadian theatre

operator, but said they were purely
on routine product buys.
Other quarters, however, were less

certain that something might not be
up between UA and .Nathanson, who
was in New York last week and re-

turned yesterday . from his Toronto
headquarters. Arrangement would
be advantageous to UA, if in no
other way, in giving it the Nathan-
son theatre outlets in Canada.

It was recalled that Nathanson
was offered the presidency ot Para-
mount about four years ago, before
Barney Balaban took it UA, being
in the market at the moment for a
prexy, made the prospect of Nathan-
son's joining the company not illogi-

cal.

My interests lie In Canada and
will remain there,' Nathanson told

VARirty.

Vicious Attack
; Continued from page l;

Films' Wannongeriiig

Refuted By U. of So. Cafif.

Poll on Tropaganda'

Contradicting Senators Wheeler
and Nye, recent poll of public opin-
ion shows that Americans are not
'annoyed' by 'war propaganda' in

feature pictures, newsreels or shorts.
Figures were obtained by a research
staff under, direction ot Dr. Floyd
Ruch, associate professor of psychol-
ogy at the University of Southern
California.

To a query as to whether 'you
have been annoyed by any propa-
ganda in featui;es recently,' 77% of
those asked replied lio, 16%Ves, and
7% didn't know. -Questioned as to
whether "you have been annoyed by
propaganda in newsreels and shorts'
brought '68% negative answers to
25% positive and 7% who didn"t
know.

94 Players at Par

Hollywood, Aug. 9.

New contract list at Paramount
discloses 77 players under teym deals
and 17 more tied up by special pic-
ture pacts.

Roster lists four producer-direc-
tors, 16 directors and 16 writers.
Studio is shooting seven pictures.

TATLOB'S HEZT
Hollywood, Aug. E.

Robert Taylor's next picture at
Metro will be 'Johnny E^ger.'
Mervyn Leroy will direct as soon

as he completes "New York Story.'

leading executives. He charged the industry with having be-
come tlie propaganda tool of forces, within and without the
Government, that seek for selfish purposes to plunge America
into the voftcx of the world war.

Then, to 4)rove his point, he listed a half dozen feature films
that have been released over the past two years as 'examples'
of an unholy allience between the industry and 'warmongers.'

Thereafter, with elephantine subtlety he associated with the.<;e

films the names of film company presidents, producers and ex-
ecutives who, he charged, are inspired by alien influence of birth
and parentage.

And for climax, having by his own statements stamjied him-
self and the isolationist cau.se for- which he was speaking as
viciously intolerant, Nye reached his peroration with this mas-
terpiece of inconsistency

:

'Qreat Americans—great Americans like Wheeler, Lind-
bergh, and Gea Wood—(applause)—Americans like these
in many places are denied the use of a hall to speak up for
America, but these men, with the motion picture films in
their hands, can address 80,000,000 people a week, cunning-
ly and persistently inoculating them with the virus of war.
Why do they do this? Well, because, among other things,
they're interested in foreign causes. You cannot doubt this.
Go to Hollywood. It is a raging volcano of war fever.,
swarming with refugee.o. It also swarms with British act-
ors. In Hollywood they call it the British Army of Occu-
pation. (Laughter and applause.) The leaders are almost
all heavy contribiitors to the numerous committees of all

sorts, organized.under the guise of relief to Britain, Greece
and Russia, organized to propagandize us into war.'

There was a lot more, much of it to do with the fallacv that
the American film companies were pleading for war in order to
save their foreign incon^e, without which, he said, they would
go bankrupt within a year. And for authority he quoted from
an anonyjuous Wall Street market letter, written by some keen
analyst who must have had the financial statements of 1932 in
front of him. For the benefit of Nye and his 'authority,' it might
be mentioned that this is 1941, and the film companies', despite
huge sums frozen in foreign countries, are doing all right.

It is a waste of good print paper to attempt to dissuade Nve,
Wheeler and their group from their hatred for films. But it is

well to make the point that no one within the knowledge of
present day showmen possesses the ability to make propaganda
pay at the boxoffice. Only entertainment gives a return on
investment.

As for the issue in its broader aspects, Paul Smith, of the
San Francisco Chronicle, speaking in rebuttal to Nye over the
same network the following night (2), closed the argument by
deftly stating that the problem currently disturbing the Amer-
ican people is not the motion picture industry, but adequate
national defense.

Discharging its duty to itself, the film industry has only to
show its daily record of patriotic performance, prompted bv
the fullness of love of country. The theatre,. as a free institu-
tion,, has played its active role as a patriot long before Nye,
Wheeler and their like ever breathed American air. And it

will continue to do so when they are gone and soon forgotten.

N.Y. to L.A.
Harry Cohn.
Cass Daley.
Jack Durant,
Charles Glett.

Joan Perry.
Rex Smith.
Joni.e Taps.
Bobby Warren.

L. A. TO N. Y.

Willie BiofT.

George Breslin.

Harry Cox.

Jerry Danzig.

Ed Dowling.

Don Francisco.

James R. Grainger.

Nedda Harrigan,

John Healy.

Alexander Korda.

Thomas J. La Brum.
Rosemary Lane.

Michael Luddy.

Haskell Masters.

Bessie McGaflney.

Joseph Moskowiiz.

Dick Pollard.

Casey Robinson.
David Rose.
Nicholas M. Schenck.
Jack Scholl.

John Schulman.
Papl Shear.
Spyros Skoucas.
Edward Stevenson.
Claude Stroud.
John Waters.
Meredith Willson.
Ed Zobel.

TITLE TROUBLE

William DIeterle's (RKO) Tags all

Tkngle'd Vp

William Dleterle Productions,
which releases through RKO, is hav-
ing title trouble— in spades. Its

major difficulty at the moment is in

finding a handle for what was orig-

inally 'The Devil and Daniel
Webster,' then 'Here Is a Man' and
now well, that's what RKO would
like to know.

Same trouble is being experienced
with' next Dieterle production, al-

though it is not so acute inasmuch
as it hasn't gone before the cameras,
yet and lack of a moniker isn't caus-
ing delay ot the pub-ad campaign.
New one started out as 'The Band
Plays On,' and was then switched to

'Syncopation,' It was discovered,
however, that the latter was used by
RKO itself in 1929 and to prevent
confusion that this is a remake it

will be changed again.

Shift from 'Devil and Daniel
Webster' and 'Here Is a Man' is said

to result from boxoffice experience
that the words 'devil," 'man' and
'mother' on a marquee' are not con-
ductive to patronage. One exhib
also complained about 'Webster" that

he didn't want any picture about a
dictionary.

SAILINGS
IraAug. 8 (Caribbean cruise).

Ashley (Santa Paula).
Aug. 7 (New York to Lisbon),

Anna Neagle, Herbert Wilcox
(American Clipper).
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WALL ST. AND AMDS. STOCKS
Analysis of Par s Statement Shows

Theatres Dipped But Distrib Upped

Indication of th» severity of the

slump in theatre grosses throughout

the country during April, May and

June was made clear in the earnings

statement for the period issued by
Paramount last week. It revealed a

drop of virtually 30% In theatre in-

come from the same three months of

1940.

Par's theatre earnings are taken

by the Industry as an excellent guide

to general grosses, as It operates or

Is partnered In the operation of

houses in most of the states of the

union and not only has first-runs but

a variety of subsequents.

Analysis of the figures shows the

big slide taken by \h9 grosses was
in the second quarter,' although the

first three months were also off.

VThile the Aprll-May-Juna spiU was
approximately 29%, that for the first

elx months was only 1S%. Theatre
(Continued on page 2B)

Correa Hints He May

Ask Bioff-Browne's

Bail Be Re?oked

Trial of George E. Browne and
'William Biofl, president and west
coast representative of the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, previously set for Aug.
18 in N. Y. federal court may be
deferred. Yesterday (Tuesday) Judge
Edward A. Conger told both the
Government and defense counsel that

no judge may be available before

Aug. 25. Browne and BloiT are

charged with violating the anti-

racketeering act through threats of

calling a strike of their union if

major film companies failed to pay
them off. Government charges

$550,000 was extorted from Para'

mount, LoeVs, 'Warner Bros, and
loth Century-Pox.
Mathias F. Correa, U. S. prosecu-

tor, told the court that he was con'

eidering asking for the revocation of

bail for. the two defendants, each of

whom has put up $50,000. Correa
cited Judge John C. Knox's ruling

last May in which the court declared

that if any Government witness was
Interfered with, he would revoke
balL (Correa declared that Nick
Circello, described as a 'Chicago

Individual who has been on Browne's
payroll from 1935 to 1940, although

he Is not a member -of the union,'

disappeared shortly after the indict,

ment of Browne and Biofl on May 23,

and P.B.I. men and U. S. marshalls

In Chicago cannot locate him. He's

better known as Nick Dean.
Correa indicated that If Circello

did not turn up by Aug. 18, he would
ask the court to revoke ball.

Attorneys for the defendants asked

that the case be postponed to Sep
tember, and while Correa admitted

the Government would not be ready
' by Aug. 18, he opposed the delay and
cited the disappearance of the wit
ness as the reason for Government
failure to be ready.
Defense counsel denied any knowl-

edge of the whereabouts of the wit-

ness. Also yesterday (Tuesday),
Federal Judge Simon Rifkind re-

served decision on pleas by both
Bioff and Browne to quash the In-

dictments against them. Both men
claim that the anti-racketeering act

under which they are to bo tried Is

unconstitutional and violates the fifth

amendment to the Constitution.

Bioff East for N. Y.

Trial; Browne Later
Hollywood, Aug. 6.

Willie Biofl, personal representa'
tive on the Coast for lATSE pres
Ident George E. Browne, has
started east, to be followed In a few
days by his attorneys, George Bres-
lin and Michael Luddy. They will
prepare the defense for the Chicago
hoodlum's trial there Aug. 18 with
Browne on charges of extorting
$550,000 from four major film com
panies on asserted threats to call a
strike of theatre projectionists.
Both the accused are at liberty on

$50,000 bonds.

Lionel's Muse

Hollywood, Aug. S.

Lionel Barrymore gets screen
credit as a musician as well as
an actor in 'Dr. Kildare's Wed-
ding Day' at Metro.
He oomposed Tableaux Riisse,'

an orchestral suite played in the
picture.

PAR'S NWB.O.

MUCH BETTER

Minneapolis, Aug. 8.
''

Considerable theatre business im-

provement throughout the Minne-

sota Amus. Co. (Paramount) circuit,

in evidence the past three weeks, is

very encouraging to John J. Friedl,

its president, and he feels that this

bears out a trade contention that

there's nothing wrong with the In-

dustry that reasonably good eco-

nomic conditions and first-rate pic-

tures can't correct.

Films have ~just as strong a hold
as ever on the public and haven't

lost any substantial amount of

ground In the face of more and
tougher entertainment opposition, In

his opinion. -

Moreover, the outlook for the
Northwest is excellent because of

fine crop prospects, comparatively
high farm prices and much greater

Industrial activity, Friedl points out
It Is these factors, plus strong prod-

uct, that have boosted grosses in re-

cent weeks and which will result in

increasingly satisfactory boxofllce

returns the ensuing fall and winter,

he feels.

As for stage shows, Friedl says,

as many big names as are available

will be brought into the Orpheum
here next fall and winter. While in

New York last month he says he
contacted agents and gave the latter

carte blanche, but as yet nothing

definite Is lined up.

ROGERS ENDING INDIE

PROD. DEAL WITH COL

Hollywood, Aug. B.

Independent producer deal be

tween Charles R. Rogers and Colum
bia terminates Aug. 10, with the stu-

dio buying Rogers' rights to the

story, 'The Gentleman Misbehaves,'

production of which was delayed by
casting problems.

Moving put with Rogers are his

chief aide. Bill Pierce, and his en-

tire stafl. Negotiations are going on

for the release of two other Rogers

story properties, 'Jane Addams of

Hull House' and 'Mermaids on

Parade.'

Sylvan Simon Nearly

Had His Vacation
Pittsburgh, Aug. B.

S. Sylvan Simon, Metro director

who had planned to spend several

days here with his mother, Mrs. Eva
Simon, got to see her Saturday (2)

for only a few hours, having been

summoned back to Coast three

weeks ahead of his scheduled re

turn to pilot new Wallace Beery pic

ture, 'Steel Cavalry,' formeHy 'Com-

bat Car.' Studio paged him at

Schroon Lake, N. Y„ where he had

been vacationing with his wife, just

a short time after he had left

Hollywood.

Shooting on Beery film was
scheduled to get under way this

afternoon (5), just a few hours after

Simon's arrival Studio had script

waiting for him in Chicago upon

his arrival there Sunday (3) so he

could go over it on train trip to

Coast

SPOTLIGHT ANEW

Paramount and Warners' Ac-
tivity of Late Inspired By
Strong Earnings' State-

ments — Reduction oi

Funded Debts Makes Is-

sues Even More Attractive

INVESTMENT TRUSTS

With Paramount and Warner
Bros, common shares hitting new
1941 highs and becoming two of the

12 most-active stocks on tiie N. Y.

Stock Exchange last week, fresh in-

terest la being evidenced in film

shares by the trading fraternity. An.

other stock to hit a new peak for the

year is Universal common certifl'

cates (on the N. Y. Curb), shares

gaining a full point In a week to

reach $7.87^, by far the highest mark
recorded by the shares In more than

a year.

Excellent earnings statements by
1>oth Par and Warners last week
were held responsible for the spurts,

while Universal recently showed fine
profits with chance that the third
quarter of the current fiscal year will
even better the record breaker of
1940.

Stock traders In the financial dis-

tract are not so optimistic about all

film company shares but where
profits of picture corporations are
running far ahead of last year fiu'-

ther Interest is bound to show, they
say. Executives with different com-
panies In which there has been ex-
tensive buying lately claim the
miniature bull move is traceable
both to better earnings and the im-
proved all-around financial picture.

Fact that investment trusts this

year bought more in Paramount
common than probably any other is

reflected in the steady climb of these
shares. There is no disposition to

sell at these levels, according to

opinion in Wall Street The amount
of first preferred outstanding also is

linked to this heightened interest in

Par common. Reported this week
that there is less than $12,500,000

worth of the first preferred currently

outstanding as ' compared with
$25,000,000 originally outstanding.

While Par has Indicated no decision

to call in the first preferred, the

public's gradual shift from this con.

(Continued on page 20)

SEE $800,000 THIRD

QUARTER NET FOR U

Although the third quarter of

Universal's fiscal year just ended last

week, expectation 'in Wall Street

Is that the company will show a net
profit of around $600,000 for the
quarter. This would be slightly

above the $780,803 shown in the
third quarter of the last fiscal year,

which ended Oct. 30, last.

While such earnings would in-

dicate that the company is merely
holding the pace set in 1940, the
third quarter last year was one of

the heftiest in U history. Also the

quarter took in the dull boxoffice pe-
riod of June and July, unusually
dismal this year.

if Nick Schenck Doesn't Okay It

BIO Rodgers Win Forget UA Mer

Atlas' RKO Stake

Activity of Atlas Corp. in RKO
and its subsidiaries is revealed in

the six-month report issued last

week, with the company listing

6,882 shares of Kelth-Albee-Or-
pheum 7% preferred, sold to

RKO, ai one of the major sales

in this period. Corporation also

showed that It increased Its com-
mon stock portfolio through the
purchase' of about 79,000. addi-
tional shares of RKO common,
making 1,076,197 ehares now
held.

Atlas also listed the sale of

7,000 shares of general Theatres
Equipment

WBNETPROHT

UPmB
Showing an Improvement of near-

ly $2,000,000 ovu the first nine
months 'in the previous fiscal year,

Warner Bros, last' week reported net
operating profit of $4,483,449 for the
first 30 weeks in the present fiscal

year ending last May 81. This com-
pares with $2,450,713 In correspond-
ing period of the previous fiscal

year.

Warner earnings are equal to $1.12

on the common stock, best per share
earnings this company has shown in

some time for this portion of a year's

business. They are figured as being
equivalent of $44.60 per preferred
share. Company reported a little

more than $33.68 as being dividend
arrears on these shares.

Company listed gross income at

$76,609,471 and net Inoome of $11,-

653,358 before deductions for amorti-
zation and depreciatioi> of properties,

interest expense, $1,058,000 provision

for normal Federal income taxes and
other deductions. Gross Income last

year in same period was only about
$225,000 below 1941. Warner Bros,

wrote ofl $914,000 al provisions
for contingencies, believed prlncipal-

(Continued on page 20)

CAPRA-SELZNICK-UA

WAITING FOR LAWYER

Completion of United Artists'

deal with Fvank Cm>rt and David
O. Selznlck will now wait on the
end of the Toriy Sudekum (Crescent)
anti-trust trial in Na^ville, ex.

pected to take about two weelcs

more. Necessity of the presence in

court of Ed Raftery, UA attorney, is

causing the delay.

Originally Raftery intended to

leave Nashville and proceed to Coast
without awaiting finish of the trial,

but he has since changed his plans.

In the meantime, he has been con-
fabbin by phone and mall with
UA's Coast rep, Loyd Wright and
pact Is nearing final form, so that a
minimum of time will be needed be-

fore It is signed.

Huddles between Nicholas M.
Schenck, Metro prez, and William F.

Rodgers this week will determine
whether the Metro salesmanager
will be released from his contract to

take the presidency of United Artists
which has been offered him.
Schenck's repeated denials to news-
papermen, however, that he would
not release Rodgers made It appear
unlikely that he will change his at-

titude.

In that oase, it is understood,
Rodgers will make a public state-

ment and withdraw entirely as a
candidate for the UA job. His atti-

tude is that if his departure from
Metro cannot be arranged com-
pletely and amicably to everyone
concerned, he will make no further
effori.to obtain his release. He's ex-
tremely anxious, it is said, not to

disturb the friendly relations that
exist between him and other execs
at Metro, -which he has served since
1924.

Despite Schenck's denial to news-
papers that Rodgers had asked for
his release, It Is known definitely

that the Metro sales chief had made
such proposals and that Schenck was
cognizant of theiii. Schenck arrived
in New York from the Coast over
the weekend and Rodgers, it is

learned, will sit down with him this

week on the matter. '

Hurley Sets Up Own

Outfit to Produce A's

Sacramento, Aug. 6.

Articles of Incorporation were
filed here by Theatre Attractions,

Inc., headed by Harold Hurley,

former assistant managing director

at Paramount.
Hurley plans a series of 'A' pro-

ductions in Technicolor and is ne-

gotiating for a United Artists re-

lease.

Par Moves Up Garyey

Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Stanley Garvey, member of the
stafl for seven years, was upped to

associate story editorship at Para-
mount to succeed Julian Blaiistein,

who reported for Army duty.

John Hanagan, head of the read-

ing department became assistant to

Bill Dozier, chief of the scenario and
story stafl.

SCHWABTZ'S COL. SALE
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Arthur Schwartz, songwriter, sold

to Columbia for $20,000 'Young
Girl's Fancy' which he and Everett

Freeman authored.
It's for .Tpnn Arthur.

WuL Fox's 2 Attacks

WJiile Testifying

In Bribery Trial

Philadelphia, Aug. B,
' William Fox suffered two diabetle

attacks while testifying this week as
star Government witness in the sec-
ond trial of U. S. Circuit Judge J.

Warren Davis and Morgan S: Kauf-
man, former Federal bankruptcy
referee, charged with accepting
bribes from the onetime millionalr*
film magnate.

Fox's first attack came while he
was on the stand Fridiy, and he was
stricken again yesterday (Mon.).
Despite bitter cross-examination by
defense counsel William A. Gray,
Fox stuck to the story he told in

the previous trial—which ended la
a jury deadlock—that he had given
Judge Davis $27,500 so that he might
obtain a favorable ruling in the Cir-
cuit Court on bankruptcy litigation.

Kaufman is accused of being the go-
t>etween In the deal.

Fox testified that Davis had asked
him to 'concoct' a story that would
clear the jurist when the F.B.I. ques-
tioned him regarding the possession

of $1,000 bills which the Government
claimed they traced from Fox to

Judge Davis' daughter's bank ac-
count.
Gray declared that Fox had

changed his story in order to get
leniency from the Ck}vernment when
he comes up for sentence. The for-

mer film mogul has pleaded guilty.

Gray alleged that Fox owes the Gov-
ernment about $5,000,000 In de-
linquent Income taxes.

Hakims Sue Gabin On

Old Picture Conunibnent

Los Angeles, Aug. B,

Germany's invasion of _,France

echoed in Superior court Here in a
suit against Jean Gabin, French ac-

tor, currently under contract at

20th-Fox. 'Action was filed by Rol>-

ert and Raymond Hakim, owners of

the Paris Film Production Co.

Hakims assert they had Gabin
under contract for the picture, 'Tht

Golden Helmet,' In Paris but wers
prevented from producing It when
the actor was called to the French
colors. After his discharge from ths

army, they declare, he refused to go
through with the contract. Plain-

tiffs charge the story was bought
with the stipulation that Gabin
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Challenge Right of Arbitrator To

Set Up New Qearance on Coast

Los Angeles, Aug. B.

First clearance case under the

consent decree in this district has re-

sulted in an appeal questioning the

right of the arbitrator to create a

clearance where none had existed.

Appeal was filed by the Edwards

circuit against the decision handed

down by Herbert Cameron in a suit

Involving O. W. Lewis, operator of

the Mission Playhouse, San Gabriel;

James Edwatds, Paramount
Warners, United West Coast Thea-

trestres and Alhambra.Amus. Corp.

Contention is that the clearance

situation in Alhambra, Hosemead,

Garvey and San Gabriel is a factual

one, which precludes it from arbitra-

tion under Section A of the consent

decree, a clause that permits arbi-

tration only where clearances al-

ready exist. Under present arrange-

ments the appellants run their pic-

tures 21 days after the Fox West

Coast houses in Alhambra. Cam-
eron's ruling is that the 'maximum

, clearance' which may be granted to

Alhambra over Rosemead and

Garvey may be seven days after the

Mission Playhouse in San Gabriel.

The idea is that while the arbitra-

tor's ruling does not necessarily

create a new run, it makes a poten-

tial seven-day clearance in favor of

San Gabriel, which might nullify the

existing day-and-date arrangement

with the Rosemead and Garvey
houses.

Feud On the Range

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Two generations of film cow-
poltes are whipping up a new
feud on Gower Gulch, without

gunplay but with plenty of vocal

heat. It started when the elder

Buckaroo star, who doesn't croon,

cast aspersions in a published

interview on the new breed of

range riders who know more
about guitars than branding

irons.

The old chase, he declared, is

being slowed up by tenor solos

which cheapen the picture and

give the Juvenile film fans an

erroneous Idea of the rugged

life on the prairies.

BROADWAY'S PARTIAL

BLACKOUT LAST NITE

Cmnmings' Par Repeater

Hollywood, Am. 1.

Irving Cummlnga, currently diraot-

Ing 'Louisiana Purchase' at Para-

mount, remains on the lot lor an-

other picture although he la xmder

contract to 20th-Fox.

Pact with the Westwood atudio

calls for two outside films annually.

MICH. CO-OPS'

ANTI-DUAL

DRIVE

1939 Incomes Over $75,000

Somersons Lose

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Arbitrator H. Evans Rhell yester-

day (Mon.) dismissed the complaint

filed by Samuel and Morris Somer-
Eon, operators of the Palm, seeking

better clearance break in Kensing-
ton area in competition with Stan-

ley-Warner houses in the zone.

Defendants along with the S-W
circuit were Metro, Paramount' and
20th-Fex. Rhell ruled that the exist-

ing clearance was 'justl and that any
change would disrupt the ' situation

In Kensington and harm distributor

and exhibitors alike. He assessed
the cost of the -complaint on the
plaintiffs.

Bynfys Withdraw Complaint

San Francisco, Aug. 6.

First consent decree arbitration
here, sought by William and Paiiline

Syufy over clearance for the Rita,

Vallejo, ended abruptly at the open-
ing of the second session (21) when
W. Byron Oryant, attorney for the
Syufys* withdrew the complaint.
Defendants, RKO, Paramount, WB
and Fox, had contended the plead-
ings were incomplete, a point the
plaintill said- was 'well taken' in ask-
ing . dismissal which was granted
without prejudice by arbitrator Don-
ovan O. Peter;;. Rita is the newest of

five houses in . VaUejo, a military

boom town across the bay from
Frisco, with a sixth dark house soon
to reopen. All situations but the Rita

are operated by Fox-West Coast,

with Syufy using product five or

more years old.

Only other case, on clerk Charles
Chambers' calendar is that of Ijaurel

theatre versus the Big Five, set for

Aug. 12 with Roger Sherman as

arbitrator.

Blackout 0% spectacular Broadway

signs and theatre marquees and up-

rights, which was scheduled from 9

to 9:30 last Wght (Tues.), was pre-

ceded by considerable tightrope-

walking and ticklish maneuvering

by operators of the houses. Their

aim was to keep their fronts alight

but to avoid running into a labor

situation, in which they were in no
way involved.

Calling the Bright Way blackout

were members of the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
who are involved in a strike with
the Consolidated Edison Co. They
were using the light-dousing tech-

nique merely to call attention to

their battle.

Difficulty they faced was that

while their members control spec-
tacular* such as the Wrigley, Chev-
rolet and Wilson Whiskey signs, th«y
are not in charge of theatre marquee
operation. That falls to the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, who are on perfectly

amicable terms with their employers.
lA was reported publicly not in

. sympathy with the marquee blacken-
ing, but an IBEW official declared

' yastarday afternoon that that was
just window-dressing—that they did
not want to antagonize their employ-
ers, but that they would pull the
marquee and upright switches at
B p.m. in promised cooperation with
the IBEW.
Broadway, it was said, would take

on the aspects of Fifth avenue, with
the high-powered advertising maz-
daa tuned off, but street lights and
store wliidows continuing alight

Detroit, Aug. B.

For the first time in five years,

Michigan Co-operative Theatres are

seriously planning to attempt to do

something about eliminating double-

bills. Just what the move will be,

exhibs aren't quite sure yet, but a

meeting was held last week to map

out campaign.
Main idea of conference was to

plan ways to rfvive business. Also

under consideration is an Intensive

campaign to include contests and

similar features to get the public

back in the picture houses.

2 APPEALS

Loews In Phllly and BKO-WB Id

Albany

Philadelphia, Aug. 6.

First appeal from arbitrator's de-

cision in the Philly arbitration office

was filed recently by Loew's, Inc.,

petitioning a reversal of the decision

which granted David Silver 'some

run' at the Earle, New Castle, Del.

Defendant in the case was Loew's,

Wilmington. The case goes to the

appeal board set up under the con-

sent decree.

Lansdowne vs. WB Ending

With Latter's Takeover
Philadelphia, Aug. 5

A suit for $210,000 triple damages
against the Stanley-Warner circuit

and the major distribs filed last year
in Federal court here by the oper-

ators of the Lansdowne appeared
dead with the announcement that

the house had been leased to War-
ners for a 10-year period. Norman
Ball, attorney for the Lansdowne,
said the suit had not yet been of-

ficially dropped, but negotiations

were still going on with the dis-

tributor-defendants. The Lansdowne
corporation would stUI retain an in

terest in the house.

The suit was the first of the many
filed against Warners here which
asked for treble damages under the
Sherman and Clayton anti-trust

laws. The house, owned by the Har-
rison -Interests, was formerly leased

to Warners but reverted to its own-
ers in 1937. '

The Lansdowne ^owners claimed
that the 'run of the house had been
moved back by the distribs as soon
as the Warner circuit relinquished

It.

C. g.

ADD: CRESCENT

Va. Bndekam Chain Continnes
Ob- Trial

BKO and WB Appeal

Albany, Aug. B.

Notices have been filed with John
G. Rawson, clerk of the local AAA
o'Sice, by RKO and Warners, of ap'

peals from the award made July 15

by Morton J. Hall, arbitrator, in

which he granted the application of

Alec Papayanakos, owner of the

American theatre in Canton, for re

lief from clearance given by the two
distributors to the Schine circuit's

Strand and Pontiac, Ogdensburg.
Hall, after a number of hearings and
a study of briefs filed by counsel for

both sides, ordered elimination of

the 14 days' clearance for the Schine
houses against the Papayanakos the
atre in Canton, 22 ipiles away. It

was the first arbitration case here
under the consent decree—a stipU'

latlon joined the complaints against

RKO and WB.

Nashville, Tenn., Aug. S.

Judge Elmer Davies promises that

niUngs will be made today (Tues-

day) on the admission of Crescent

Amuiement Co. . (Tony Sudekum)
playoff sheets and income tax re-

turns. Friday's (1) session saw a

heated debate on income tax re-

turns dating from 1935 to 1939 and
yesterday (Mondoy) was occupied

with the Government's introduction

of the playoff sheets in its anti-trust

suit against the Sudekum chain.

Da'vles said he would make the
decision on the admissability of
playoffs today, but indicated that if

he overrules the introduction of
this evidence it would be stricken

trom the records. The Government
attorneys declared that if playoffs

are overruled the case would be
prolonged s^eral days, as additional

witnesses would have to be called.

Maoklin's 37-Day Clearance

Milwaukee, Aug. 5,

After five months of delay and
postponement following filing of com
plaint with the Arbitration Ass'n, the
case«brought by Lee Macklin, oper-

ator of the Grand and Mer Mac the^

aires of New London, Wis., against
Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warners, RKO
and Loew's was finally settled by the
parties without bringing it to hear
ing.

Macklin's complaint was' that Ap
pleton. Wis, key town for the zone
he is in, was permitted to hold' back
product until it was so old and stale

by the time he got It that it had lost

all attraction for his potential cus-

tomers, many of whom went into ad'

jacent zones to see pictures while
they were still new. Agreement was
reached whereby all product hence-
forth will be cleared in 37 days.

She'H Stand Off Marines

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Binnle Barnes will be the charmer
in the Leatherneck {Picture, *The
Marines -Are Ready,' co-starring

Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe
at RKO.
Lupe Velez was originally slated

for tite part but 'was detained by
her job In Kay Kyser film, 'Play-

mates.'

Put Up Your Dukes
Hollywood, Aug. 6,

David Durand has been assigned
by Columbia to star in four come-
dies with prizefight backgrounds, to

be produced by Jules White.
- First of quartet is slated for Sep-
tember filming, from script by Felix
Adler and Clyde Bruckman.

THAT AIDBICH KD)
Hollywood, Aug. 6.

•Mr. Aldrlch's Boy' is the next in

the Henry Aldrich series at Para-

mount
Father and son drama starts Aug.

11, with Hugh Bennett directing and
Sol C. Slegel producing.

NEW YORK
B. B. D. * O.

William H. Johns—W7,B7B,
COLUMBIA BBOADCASTINO
Edward Klaubei^$94,484.
WiUiam S. Paley—$204,270.

DONAHUE * COE, INC.
K. J. ChurchiU—$129,400.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
Frank W. Lovejoy—$161,64'7.
HUBOK ATTBACTIONS, INC.
Marian Anderson—$95,819.
KINO FEATUBES SYNDICATE
George McManus—$99,960.
R. L. Ripley—$143,098.
LENNEN & MITCHELL, INC.
Philip W. Lennen—$80,000.

MABCUS LOEW BOOKING AG'CY
Leopold Friedman—$83,200.
Charles C. Moskowlte, $104,000;

NATIONAL THEAT. AMUS. CO.
Charles P. Skouras—$150,000.
Spyros P. Skouras—

$

228,000.

PABAMOUNT. PICTCBES
Jack Benny—$127,500.
'Claude Howard Bmyon—$76,958.

Robert (Bob) Bums—$77,380.

Madeline Carroll—$127,186.
Ronald Colman—$194,747.

Gary Cooper—$187,713.
Bing Crosby—$250,000.
Roy Del Ruth—$84,169.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—$191,718.
Y Frank Freeman—$104,100.
Edward H. Griffith—$100,000.
Henry Hathaway—$128,500.
Bob Hope—$77,847.

Arthur Hornblow, Jr.—$156,000.
Harold H. Hurley—$117,733.
William LeBaron—$182,093.
Jas. Mitchell Leisen—$98,000.
Albert Parsons Lewin—$92,375.
Frank Lloyd—$108,500.
Fred MacMurray—$240,333.
Sherman Chas. Ruggles—$79,666.
Wesley Ruggles—$83,333.
Mark Sandnch—$81,500.
Barbara Stanwyck—$92,500.
Preston Sturges—$143,000.
Harlan Thompson—$83,168.
Dale Van Every—$78,000.
Wm. A. Wellman—$148,354.
Adolph Zukor—104,200.

BKO BADIO PICTUBES
Brian Aherne—$82,500.
Pandro S. Berman-$161,868.
John Cromwell-^$144,166.
William Dieterle—$103,333.
Gary Grant—$93,750. 1

George Haight—$90,500. '

Norman Krasna-$82,500.
Gregory La Cava—$175,000. •

Charles Laughton—$116,170.
Carole Lombard—$211,111.
Leo McCarey—$127,500.
Adolphe Menjou—$74,999.
George- O'Brien—$120,400.
Ginger Rogers—$219,500.
George Stevens--$139,833.
BADIO CORP. OF AMEBICA
David Sarnoff—$100,240.
BOCKEFELLEB CENTEB, INC.
Hugh S. Robertson—$80,000.
J. WALTEB THOMPSON CO.
Stanley Resor—$81,000.

20th CENTUBT-FOX
Don Ameche—$128,583.
Warner Baxter—$101,923.
Harry Joe Brown—$127,500.

Claudette Colbert—$150,079.
Richard M. Day—$76,500.

Roy Del Ruth—$110,490.
Allan Dwan—$109,125.

Alice Faye—$140,291.
Henry Fonda—$103,246.
John Ford—$235,000.
William Goetz—$102-000.
Raymond Griffith—$104,625.
Sonja Henie—$249,166.
Nunnally Johnson—$85,833.
Al Jolson—$128,125.
S. R. Kent—$179,370.
Henry King—$155,833.
William Koenig—$76,500.
Sidney Lanfleld—$112,875.
Walter Lang—$77,083.
Kenneth MacCk>wan—$102,000.
Gene Markey—$97,875.
Wm. Anthony McGuire—$96,708.
Tyrone Power—$166,250.
Gregory Ratoff—$109,375.
Joseph M. Schenck—$113,833.
Randolph Scott—$80,208.
WiUiam Seiter—$119,000.
John Stone—$76,500.
Shirley Jane Temple—$116,570.
Harry Tugend—$76,500.
Sol Wurt^el—$178,500.
Darryl F. Zanuck—$255;000.

UNITED ABTISTS COBF.
Maurice Silverstone—$145,500.

VITAGBAPH, INC.
S. C. Einfeld, $98,900.

. Gradwell L. Sears, $98,900.

WABNEB BBOS. CIRCUIT
Joseph Bernhard, $125,400.

WABNEB BBOS. PICTUBES, INC.
Lloyd Bacon, $196,000.
Henry Blanke, $92,750.
Charles Boyer, $100,000.
.George Brent, $110,833.
James Cagney, $368,333.
Michael Curtiz, $183,900.
Bette Davis, $129,750.
Wilhelm Dieterle, $78,500.
Errol Flynn, $213,333.
Leo. Forbstein, $79,500.
Bryan Foy, $138,750;
Mark Hellinger,. $80,625.
Miriam Hopkins, $102,500.
William Keighley, $117,083.
Anatole. Litvak, $150,000. -

Robert Lord, $140,450.
Merle Oberon, $85,000.
Pat O'Brien, $164,666.
George Raft, $138,000.
Claude Rains, $95,000.
Casey Robinson, $99,833.
Edward G. Robinson, $255,000.
Max Steiner, $79,500.
H. B. WaUis, $265,000.
Albert Warner, $106,000.

B. M. Warner, $159,000.
J. L. Warner. $185,500.

CALIFORNIA
ABGOST COBP.

John Ford, $85,000.

BEBG-ALLENBEBO, INC.
Phil Berg, $127,187.
Bertram Allenberg, $94,000.

CHABLES CHAPLIN FILM COBP.
Charles Chaplin—$152,000.

DABMOUB, INC.
Jack Holt, $80,384.
WALT DISNET PBODUCTION8
Walter E. Disney—$85,000.
FAMOUS PBODUCTIONS, INC.
H. E. Edington, $101,000.

FELDMAN-BLUM COBP.
Charles Kenneth Feldman, $75,923.
SAMUEL GOLDWTN, INC., LTD.
Samuel Goldwyn—$107,000.
Jo Swerling—$81,666.
Archie Mayo—$175,156.
Sam Wood—$177,000.
William 'Wyler—$104,999.
Gary Cooper—$295,106.

HEABST eONSOL. PUBLICATIONS
William Randolph Hearst, $100,000.
* HAL BOACH STUDIOS, INC.
Hal E. Roach—$103,500.
Stan Laurel—$82,500.
Adolphe Menjou—$100,000.

SELZNICK INTERNAT. PICTUBES
David O. Selznick—$185,500.
Alfred Hitchcock—$136,818.
MTBON SELZNICK te CO., INC.
Myron Selznick—$130,000.

WALT. WANGEB PBODUCTIONS
Walter F. Wanger—$130,000.
Joel McRea—$84,499.
Tay Garnett—$96,883.

ILLINOIS
BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMEBT
J. G. Sample—$105,000.
Hill Blackett—$105,000.
E. F. Hummertr-$1 19,343.

LADY ESTHEB, LTD.
Syma Busiel—$96,000.
AUred Busiel—$96,000.

LOBD & THOMAS, INC.
Don Francisco-^$102,536.
Sheldon R. Coons—$109,536,

J. P. SEEBUBG COBP.
J. P. Seeburg—$91,011.
N M. Seeburg—$78,603.
H. T. Roberts—$82,830.

MASSACHUSETTS
LEVEB BBOS. CO.

F. A. Countway—$383,210.

NEW JERSEY
ATLAS COBP.

Floyd B. Odium—$200,000.

Stadio Contracts

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Regis Toomey's contract renewed
by Warners.

Jean Wallace's minor pact with
Paramount approved by Superior
Court.

Cornell Wilde drew a player ticket
at 20th-Fox.

Barbara Slater gained court sanc<
tlon'for her contract with 20th-Fox.

Stanley Clements inked player
Ucket at 20th-Fox.
Carol Bruce's option hoisted by

Universal.
Marta Eggerth signed by Metro.
Leo Tover renewed for one year

as cameraman at Paramount.
Jinx Falkenberg joined Columbia's

contract list

Edgar Buchanan's player option
picked up by Columbia.
George Montgomery drew option

lift at 20th-Fox.
Bruce Edwards' actor option

hoisted by 20th-Pox.
Carole Landis had her option

lifted at 20th-Fox.
Ann Todd signed to a 20th-Fox

contract.

John Kimbrough inked contract to

star in -westerns at 20th-Fox.
Robert Planck handed cameraman

ticket by Metro.

Ty's New Girl Friend

Hollywood, Aug. 6.

Tyrone Power gets a new femme
lead, Maureen O'Hara, in 'Benjamin

Blake,' after several pictures with

Linda' Darnell as his romantic In-

terest

Filming starts around Sept 1 with

John Cromwell directing at the stu-

dio and a second unit going to Ha-

waii for tropical scenes.

Like Falling Outa Tree
Hollywood, Aug. B.

Frances Gifford escaped so many
tropical perils in 'Jungle Girl' that

Republic Is starring her in another

tree-hanger, 'Perils of Nyoka.'

New serial, a sequel to the jungle

adventure, Is slated for 15 chapters,

starting In October.
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'MOST SENSIBLE SELLING'
Exhib Pkads for Tradeshowings;

Asks Decree Be Given FuD Trial

By Ray Branch

.

(PrttideM, Allied Theatrai of Michigan, Inc.)

Detroit, Aug. 1.

Kditor, Variety:

For many years now, I have listen-

ed to a lot of complaint from ex-

hibitors all over the country, aljout

having to buy their pictures by num-
ber, and that having no knowledge

of what was being offered for sale

<was like buying a cat In a beg.'

Whether or not I personally care

about seeing them before contract-

ing for them, Is beside the point.

The fact now Is—the Cat Is Out of

the Bag. Under the terms of the

consent decree, the new product

must be tradeshown in each ex-

change territory before they are of-

fered for sale. This affords exhibit-

ors the opportunity of seeing before

buying, and it also answers that age

old complaint.

The various distributors are com-
plying with the term and are of-

fering their pictures to be trade-

shown In each territory and they

are not asking you to sit In their

t)wn screen rooms but are rather ar-

ranging a screening under regular

theatre atmosphere and conditions,

and In most instances they are not

asking you to stay up until mid-

night, and further they are screening

one picture each day so as not to

burden you with the necessity of

spending too much time at any one
screening.

What are you doing about It? I

attended a screening last week and
counted seven salesmen, one branch
manager, and four exhibitors be-

sides myself. Maybe you do not

care to look at them and axe will-

ing to take someone else's word for

them, but if I don't miss my guess,

this practice will soon be changed
around, and maybe the court will

decide that you were not so Inter-

ested In seeing what you >^ere buy-
ing. One thing is sure: needless ex-
pense and hardships upon parties

to the Decree will not be tolerated

long. If you desire to lose the ad-

vantage, of seeing before buying,

iust stay away from these screen-

ings in large numbers and you will

get your wish.

No Catch to It

I have felt all along as I studied

the decree that by virtue of the fact

that pictures must be finished and
tradeshown before they could be of-

fered for sale, would definitely do
one thing; assure us of much better

product, and judging the ones that

nave been offered to date, I would
say that the dope was about right.

A lot of exhibitors thhik there is a

oatch to this new plan, and that it

Is only a means of establishing high-
er rentals. It may be ' that such a

thing will happen, but if you do
really get worthwhile pictures In-

stead of a lot of quickies, then you
won't mind the change. At least up
to this point It la all in your favor
Mr. Exhibitor.

I .don't say that each and every
exhibitor can or should be In at-

tendance to every screening, this

would undoubtedly be financially

and physically impossible. But I

do say that a large attendance Is

desirable and beneficial, and that we
at exhibitors should encourage the

distributors to continue if It proves
practical.

Has Its Advantages
I am skeptical of the fellow that

Bits back and claims that every-
thing constructive Is a trick. After
all the decree says that you don't
hava to buy, even after seeing, un-
less you want to. How in the world
are we ever going to know whether
this thing will work unless we give
It a traU? I couldn't afford to at-

tend every screening In the ex-
change center, and I could not take
the time If I wanted to, but I be-
lieve that there can be some ar-

rangement made whereby some rep-
resentative person can see them all.

And we can see the ones that we
think will be to our advantage to

see.

In. conclusion, let's remember the
one thing that brought about this

new plan. The Ebchlbltor, meaning
you and me, protested for years that

we were buying a cat in a bag, and
now we are doing a swell job tell-

ing the world that this is not what
we wanted at all.

N. J. AUied For, MPTOA
Against Tradeshowings

with the New Jersey Allied be-
lieving that more tradeshowings are
needed and the Motion Fictifre The-
atre Owners of America describing
tradeshows under the Consent De-
cree setup a complete 'bust,' it be-
came more and more evident this

week that the matter of tradeshow-
ings is a contradictory exhibitor
worry. The distributors, however,
are following the letter of the De-
cree, and there have been promises
that additional cities will be used
for tradeshowings if there is suf-

ficient demand. Also most distribu-

tion companies have Indicated that

they would supply prints to repu-

table exhibitors in almost any spot

if they want to look at films (this

has been a practice to some extent

in the past). This would enable the

exhibitor to look at any particular

film at his own convenience. Indi-

cations presently are that much buy-
ing, even under the Decree, will be
about as it wasfin the past—based on
the different company's reputation

for delivering boxoffice pictures and
the stars available for worthy films.

But the exhibitor is the one who
must worry about maintaining a

steady flow of product; hence, much
buying sight unseen appears in pros-

pect, excepting that it will be in

groups of three or five or single, as

the distributor may offer.

Attitude of the MPTOA is that the

present tradeshow setup is a flop,

and the small exhibitors will not and

cannot look at pictures to select the

ones they want. Statement from this

organization also points out that

many small theatre exhibs prefer to

see the pictures they book at the

first-run theatres anyway because

thus best able to gauge audience re-

action first-hand.

EXCHANGE GIVES

IIS VIEWPOINTS

20th-Fox Office Manager in

Minneapolis Can't See
Why This Scientific
Method Isn't the Best

Sales Plan

CITES BENEFITS

Prefer BIockbookinK?
Milwaukee, Aug. 6.

Blockbooking of a season's product

Is .preferred by many Wisconsin ex-

hibitors to the blocks-of-five plan

set up by the Consent Decree, ac-

cording to Jack Frackman, Repub-

lic manager, and to this preference

he attributes the fact that In spite

of generally adverse business con-

ditions he Is currently doing a far

greater business than at any pre-

vious time in the more than 20 years

he has been selling pictures in this

territory.

'There's a lot of squawking about

the light attendance at the trade-

shows,' said Frackman, 'but exhibit-

ors all over the state tell me they

simply cai^Itjffprd to be running

into Milwaukee all the time to screen

pictures. It costs them $40 or $50

to make the trip, besides the time

they have to be away from their

theatres. They'd rather buy as they

have in the past and be through

with it. They're smart enough to

know they'll get a weak picture now
and then, but they're also smart

enough to know that just because

they buy in blocks-of-flve every pic-

ture isn't going to be a wow either.'

'Confidential Reviewing'

Harry Perlewitz, business manager

of the Independent Theatres Protec-

tive Association of Wisconsin and

Upper Michigan, agrees with Frack-

man to some extent on the causes

for the light attendance at trade-

showings, but declares that the or-

ganization's confidential reviewing

service obviates the need for exhibs

personally attending them, and

says this service has been received

with great enthusiasm.

This service has now been ex-

panded to cover six states, accord-

ing to the indie chief, although he

declined to identify these localities

as inimical to the best interests In

the working out of the confidential

reviewing plan.

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.

Selling in groups after the pic-

tures have been made and seen—by
trade paper critics, if not .by ex-

hibitors—and after they've been re-

viewed in the trade press, is the most

sensible film sales' plan. The plan

makes it much easier than ever be-
fore for the salesman to sell good
pictures and get fair prices for them.
And the exhibitor customer finds the
plan the most satisfactory yet
evolved.

The.se are the observations of Jack
Cohan, 20th-Fox office manager and
city salesman. They were made
after Cohan, oldest of the com-
pany's local salesmen in point of
service, had completed a special trip

into North Dakota and closed an ex-
ceptionally large number of deals.

When your group happens to in-

clude at least three pictures which
have won rave notices, as "Is the case
with the first Fox five,' says Cohan,
'selling is as easy as taking candy
from a baby. You simply walk
through and don't miss a town or a
bet.

'If exhibitors say they haven't seeh
the product, you simply shove trade
paper reviews and comments under
their notices and convince them.
But, of course, the opposite holds
true when you have poor pictures

and it will foe tougher.

The effect of this should be to

spur producers on to greater efforts.

As a result, there undoubtedly will

be an" improvement in film quality
and better returns to the producers
for meritorious product. These bet-

ter returns will probably permit the
producers to toss bad films into the

scrap heap.

'Much less sales reistance is en-
countered than before and less time
is consumed in making a deal when
^you have a group like our first one.

"And there isn't as much opportunity
for the exhibitor to dicker with
prices.

'Nearly every exhibitor visited

told me that he much preferred to

buy in small groups and know what
he's buying, instead of buying an en
tire season's product blindly, with
only the company and salesmen's
promises to go on. There's no
chance any more to feed the ex
hibitoTs with lies and baloney and
they know it and appreciate the new
cards-on-the-table deal.

'The only few exhibitors encoun
-tei-ed byme who don't like this new
deal are ones who have a reputation
of not wanting to be fair with the

film- companies. - -They're the ones
who don't want to pay reasonable
prices for good pictures—chiselers

who always are trying to put some-
thing over on the distributors—the

boys who are opposed to sharing
boxoffice prosperity with the pro-
ducers responsible for It.'

Neagle-WOcox in Canada

Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox
left New York Monday (4) for To-
ronto prior to departure tomorrow
(Thursday) or Saturday (9) for

England from N. Y. Miss Neagle ap-

peared at a Canadian war relief

benefit organized by the Toronto
Star.

Difficulty with Portuguese visas

is making starting date of pair's

flight to England uncertain. They
will make pictures in Britain and do
not Intend returning to the United

States. They return to New York
tomorrow and clipper out for Lisbon

Immediately If visas have arrived,

otherwise wait until Saturday.

Disney Strikers Win AO Their Demands,

Including 100 Hours Back Wages

The McCoy

Hollywood, Aug. S.

Samuel Goldwyn is taking
great pains to obtain faithful
portrayals of characters in his
forthcoming picturization of the
life of Lou Gehrig.
Late ball player's widow is

being tested so comparisons can
be made with the femme player
who will play her on the screen.

20TH ROLLS?

HLMS IN AUG.

Hollywood; Aug. 5.

Starting today (Tues.) with 'Con-
firm or Deny,' 20th-Fox rolls seven
features during August.
Other six are 'Green Entry,' 'He-

member the Day,' 'Flight Surgeon,'
'Young America, 'Fraternity' and
'Lone Star Ranger.'

San Antonio Honors

Hoblitzelle-Interstate's

35th With 'Movie Month'

San Antonio, Aug. 5.

August was designated as 'Movie
Month' in this city In a proclama-
tion issued here Friday (1) by Mayor
C. K. Quin in honor of the Inter-
states' 35th Anniversary In Texas.
The proclamation read:

'Since 1906, when their president,
Karl Hoblitzelle, opened the old
Queen Theatre on Alamo Plaza, the
organization has always- striven to

present to the people the finest en-
tertainment available in the theatri-

cal world.
'They have made It possible for the

citizens of this fair city of ours to
see and thrill to Hollywood's finest

productions.
'Their motto throughout the

state Is, 'Dedicated to Community
Service,' which is most commend-
able. "Their policy has always been
to present clean, wholesome enter-
tainment in a manner befitting our
beloved city.

'Therefore, I urge the populace In

these strenuous times to go and see
a movie, relax and enjoy them'
selves, for it is showtime in San An-
tonio during the month of August.'

Golden Shower for Pis

Workers on Back Lots

Hollywood,*Aug. B.

Striking cartoonists have woa
practically everything they demanded
from Walt Disney's cartoon factory
under the findings of the U.S. Con-
ciliation Service. They wlU also get
backpay to the amount of 100 hours
work.

The company has already agreed
to a closed-shop contract, two weeks'
vacation with pay, severance pay,
sick leave and minimum wage scales
for the various classifications. This
starts with $85 per week for top ani-
mators and graduates downward to
about $22.50 for workers who for-
merly received $16 and $18 per week.

A final move by the company to
'freeze out' the strikers by calling
only a few of them back to work
after agreeing to arbitration was
blocked by James F. Dewey, ace
conciliator for the U. S. Labor De-
partment, who arbitrated the dis-

pute. Dewey pointed out to Gun-
ther Lessing, Disney attorney, that
the agreement called for all the
strikers to be restored to their jobs.
The company had been paying all of
them, but only 25 or 30 of the nearly
400 strikers had actually been put
back to work.

The Guild was represented at the
arbitration sessions by Herbert Sor-
rell and attorney George E. Bodle,
who acted with a Guild committee
of employees. Roy Disney, Lessing
and William Qarrity did the talking

for the company, - Dewey was as-

sisted by Stanley White, a U. S. la-

bor conciliation commissioner with
headquarters in San Francisco.

SEALS NECESSARY FOR

PENNSY TRADESHOWS

Hollywood, Aug. B.

Santa Clause jingled Into Holly-,

wood In the middle of July with a

retroactive payday amounting to ap-

proximately $1,000,000 In back wages

to workers in the film Industry. Ex-
tra payments ranged from 11c to

about $i2,000.

Paramount let loose with about
$120,000, RKO with approximately
$100,000 and other studios

.
accord-

ingly. Among the substantial old-

timers rating retroactive checks
were a grip, with $1,500, and a sound
man who drew $1,100. There was no
wild . spending. Most of the recip-
ients made payments on their homes
or automobiles.

The Line U Forming
Hollywood, Aug. S.

Cinema Service, Inc., has been
formed by T. R. Williams, former
producer, to provide finances for

picture production and to act as

Coast representative for eastern fi-

nancial outlets.

Connected with the new organiza-

tion Is Sherwlll Productions, a pro-

ducing company, also headed by Wil-

liams.

Philadelphia, Aug. B.

Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman of
the State Board of Motion Picture
Censors, last week sent warnings to
local ' exchanges against screening
films at tradeshowings without a
state seal of approval. Mrs. Carroll
said that the only time that films
can be shown without seals is at
screening In exchanges with only
exchange employes present.

The warning followed on the heelf
of the ban on the showing of the
Soviet double bill, 'Red Army' and
'Soviet Frontier,' as well as the Nazi
pic, 'Sleg Im Westem.'

.
Newspapers and liberal groups

this week blasted the action of tha
censors In turning thumbs down on
the Red films In view of the present
alignment of the Soviet- govern-
ment. Louli F. McCabe, attorney
for Artklno, dlstribs of the fihns, 1«

drawing up an appeal against ih*
censors' action to be filed shortly
in Common Pleas court,

CmiiPaoch^Hi$.Way

Oat of Repiblic Pic

Hollywood, Aug. S.

Billy Conn, .who achieved film

stardom by staying 13 rounds with
Joe Louis, checked out of Holly-
wood for his home town, Pittsburgh,

after winding up hl| work in tha
Republic picture, The Pittsburgh
Kid.'

Final scenes In the film, directed

by Jack Toymley, were made In

Hollywood Legion Stadium.

Flynii Sheds Ubei Sdt

Los Angeles, Aug. B.

Errol Flynn asked the dismissal,

without prejudice of his $2,000,000

libel suit against Harcourt, Brace St

Co. and Constanda de la Mora, au«
thor, in U. S, district court,

Actor charged ha had been libeled

in a book, 'In Place of Splendor, ths
Autobiography of a Spanish Woman,'
published by Harcourt

,
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WHISTLING IN DARK
Hollywood, July 30.

M«tra niease of a«orc:e Halght produc-
tion. Fcaturoa Red Skelton, Conrad V«I<U,
«Ann Rutherford, Virginia Orey. Directed
by S. Sylvan Simon. Screenplay by Rob-
ert MocOuntgle, Harry Clork, Albert Mann-
hoimer; based on pluy by Laurence Oroua
and Edward Chlldo Carpenter, as presented
on stage by Alexander McKnlg; camera,
Sidney Wagner; editor, Frank B. Hull.
Previewed nt Alexander, Glrndale, July 20,
'41. Running time, 70 MINS.
V,*c"y. Bfnton Red. Skelton
Joseph Jbnca conrud Veldt
enrol Lambert Ann Itutli'^rrord

•Fran* Post Virginia Grey
Sylvester 'Rngs' Raglund
Plilllp Post Henry O'Melll
•Buzz' Baker ICve Ardcn
Jennings Paul Stanton
Gordon Thomas Don Douglne
*Koose' Oreen '. Don Costello
Robort Gravea...* William T.tnnen
Boau Smith Heed ll.-idloy

Hlltln .NUirlska AUlrluh
XJpshaw Lloyd Corrlnan
Cummlsslonor O'Neill Geoige Cixrlcton
Herman..« Will Leo
Mrs. Robinson Ruth Robinson

Most Important factor in this re-
vamped remake of 'Whistling in the
Dark' is the showcasing of the com-
edic abilities of Red Skelton, who
displays possibilities of future star-

ring comedy importance if provided
witn proper material from here in.

Lacking marquee heft, picture will

groove as a breezy program comedy
with meller trimmings, and will

amply entertain the customers once
they are inside.

Skelton, lifted from the stage and
vaude, has had several bits in pic-
tures, but takes fullest advantage of

opportunities offered in the lead.

His timing and delivery of laugh
lines and situations—despite the fa-
miliar hoke injected—catches maxi-
mum audience reaction. The liberal
doses of broad comedy concocted by
the scripting trio, and paced in lively

fashion by direction of Sylvan Si-

mon, are delivered in expert fashion
by Skelton.

Although new version of the Lau-
rence Gross-Edward Childs Carpen-
ter play gets major revisions, the
basic idea is the same. Skelton is a
radio favorite—writer of, and air
solver of ingenious crimes for the
enjoyment of listeners. He's kid-
napped by gang of racketeer cuUists
headed by Conrad Veidt; taken to a
hideout mansion; and detailed to

provide a perfect murder of a man
who stancis in the way of a be-
quest of $1,000,000 to the cultists.

His flance, Ann Rutherford, and
sponsor's daughter, Virginia Grey,
are also snatched. Skelton works
out a poison potion and plan which
is acceptable; and from that point
on its a merry chase for the trio to
forestall the . murder,- achieved
through utilization of the receiving
set of a radio hooked up to a tele-
phone line, which, in turn, is hooked
up for his regular broadcast
Although Skelton carries major

burden of the picture, he gets ma-
jor assistance from Veldt, Miss Ruth-
erford, Miss Grey, and 'Rags' Rag-
land. The two girls do some hefty
knockabouts in rough-and-tumble
battle with Rafland for the climax;
and also combine with Skelton for
thrill surprises in the prop chan:->er
of the mansion ' when trying to find
an exit.

Writing trio of Robert MacGunigle,
Harry Clork and Albert Mannheimer
freshens both dialog and action, and
Simon's direction is smartly-paced
throughout, with few dull passages.

Wolt

Bad Men 6f Missouri
(WITH SONG)

Hollorwood, Aug. 1.
Warner Bros, release of Harlan Thompson

production. Features Dennis Morsan. Jane
Wyman, Wayne Morris. Arthur Kennedy,
Directed by Ray Knrlght. Screenplay by
Charles Grayson, from story by Robert E.
Kent: camera, Arthur Todd; editor. Clar-
ence Kolster; Asst. director. Art Lueker;
dialog director, Robert Foulk. Reviewed at
Warner Hollywood, July Si, '41. Running
time, 76 MINS.
Cole Younger Dennis Morgan
Mary Hathaway Jane Wyman
Bob Tounger Wayne Morris
Jim Tounger Arthur Kennedy
'William Merrick Victor Jory
Jesse James AInn Baxter
Mr. Pettlbone Walter Catle'tt
Greg Ullson Howard da Sllva
Martha Adams Fayo Emetson
Hank Tounger Rusi^ell Simpson
MI'S. Hathaway Virginia Brlssac

Sf-.^.S'?!" Ervllle Alderson
Fred Robinson Hugh Sothcm
liash.. SamMcDanlel
Mrs. Dalton ..Dorothy Vaughnn
?^.';r."'

B"""""
• •

. William Gould
Willie Younger Robert WinklerAmy Younger Ann Todd

Roscoe Atos

This Is another cinematic glorifica-
tion of the exploits of a daring band

.
of desperadoes operating in Missouri
during the post-Civil War years,
closely following the trail of story
previously told in 'Jesse James' and
'When the Daltons Rode.' Ifs strictly
a shoot-'em-up action meller with
plenty of excitement Injected along
the way, maKing for a programmer
that will find tough riding.
The Younger Brothers, three of

the toughest outlaws of the period,
are made lily-white at the start-
it's those damyankee carpetbaggers
who turn them to crime when the
neighbors' lands are being grabbed
iot a prospective railroatf right-of-
way, Directing their initial banditry
against Victor Jory, responsible for
their father's death, the boys branch
out for. the usual desperadoing over
a wide area, team up briefly with
Jesse James and his gang, and then
so on alone to final ambushing in
Minnesota. Kven while the three of
them are In the prison hospital re-

covering from wounds, the audience
is informed that friends are work-
ing for pardons.
Picture makes little pretext of

providing anything more than plenty
of riding, holdups and chases. Script
and story both fail to establish

credulity, and use technique of a
quarter century ago. And the
Younger boys nave charmed lives,

riding through hails of bullets with-
out being scratched. And when
Wayne Morris does get hit In the
chest, he comes out of the doctor's

office with his arm in a sling!

Dennis Morgan, Wayne Morris and
•Arthur Kennedy portray the three
bandits in regulation fashion, with
former singing one song. Jane Wy-
man is the girl friend of Kennedy;
Victor Jory and Howard de Silva

the heavies, and Walter Catlett a
jittery bookkeeper who supplies

"mild comedy antics. Alan Baxter,
Rus.sell Simpson and Sam McDaniel
highlight the supporting cast, with
sparkling bits. Ray Enright's direc-

tion maintains a fast clip, and oho-
tography is okay. Walt.

Adventure in Washington
Columbia release of Charles R. Rogers

production. Stnrs Herbert Marshall and
Virginia Bruce: fetitures Gene Raymond.
.Samuel S. HInda. Ralph Morgan: directed
by Alfred E. Greon; screenplay by Lewis
R. Foster and Arthur Caesar; camera,
Henry .Sharp; dim eilltor. James Sweeney.
Reviewed nt Loew's Stale, N. T.. week
July 31, '41. Running time, 82 MI>'S.

Senator John Coleridge. .. .Herbert Marshall
Jnne Scott ^ Virginia Bruce
Marty Drlscoll Gene Reynolds I

Senator Henry Owen Samuel S. Hlnd.s
Senator Cummlngs Ralph .Morgan
Bundy Vaughan Glaser
Collins Charles Smith
Abbott . ; Dickie Jones
Frank Conroy Pierre Wntkin
Jim O'Brien J. M. Kerrigan
Peewee Hnynes Tommy Bond
Chubby Wells B'lly Dnwaon
Lenny Root Charles Llnd
Miss Nolan Mary Currier

Miniatnre Reviews

'WhlsUlDg In the Dark' (M-G).
Red Skelton spotlighted as fa-

ture comedy star In breezy pro-
grammer that will satisfy.

'Bad Men of Mtssoorl* (WB).
Desperadoes ride again in a
shooting, riding outdoor meller.

'Adventnre In Wdshlneton'
(Col). Herbert Marshall-Virginia

Bruce, starrer strictly a pro-
grammer. -
•Tanks A Million' (Roach-

XT. A.) 'Streamlined' slapstick

pic (50 mins.) a good dual filler.

•Hiehway West' (WB). Mild,

but well acted gangster dualer.

'Mystery Ship* (Col). Hokum
actioner for dual support in the
secondaries.

'Citadel of Crime' (Rep).
Gangster hokum partly saved by
Robert Armstrong; fair support
on twinners.

'The Terror' (Indie). Mild
British-made meller despite Wil-
frid Lawson's presence.

'Adventure in Washington' is a
programmer of fair calibre. Will
do best in those spots where the
clientele isn't too discriminating
about casting and credulity. of story.
Having the very British Herbert
Marshall in the role of a U.S. sena-
tor is akin to casting Alfred E. Smith
as the King of England.

The story is far-fetched and puts
the Senate page boys in the light of
Washington heroes. Scripters Lewis
R Foster and Arthur Caesar, in fact,

strayed beyond the borders of fic-

tional license in having a page. Gene
Reynolds, selling senatorial secrets
to a stock plunger, who in turn
cleans up on advance information
relating to a billion dollars in de-
fense expenditures.

Marshall, as the senator, and Vir-
ginia Bruce, in the sillily devised
role of a radio gossip, are working
against script handicaps all the way.
Nor can director Alfred E. Green
be blamed much for the slow pacing,
the script being all talk and little

acti6n.

Evolving ' from a feud between
Marshall end Miss Bruce, and the
injection of tough moppet Raymond
as a page, is an unbelievable story
about the U.S. Senate that isn't go-
ing to help Columbia Pictures' rela-
tions with that Governmental botiy,

strained last year by the same stu-
dio's 'Mr. Smith Goes to Washing-
ton.' The latter film indicated some
senators as dishonest; this one indi-
cates that some of them handle their
duties and secrets' very loosely—also
that the page boys are permitted to
take over the senatorial chambers
for their own mock sessions and
pranks.
Windup of the picture has the

senators agreeing to the page boys
holding trial on moppet Raymond
after he confesses selling informa
tion. This in itself is ridiculous,
made doubly so when the pages ex-
onerate the kid for what is highly
untheical, and maybe treason. Ray-
mond, however, does an excellent
job of delivering an Americanism
speech at the finish and this removes
some of the curse. All the kids, in
fact, do better acting as a whole
than do the adult performers.
Samuel S. Hinds and Ralph Mor-

gan are in routine roles as solons.
Vaughan Glaser Is properly sympa'
thetic as mentor of the pages, while
Pierre Watkin does an okay, -^1

stereotyped, job as the villain who
bribes tiie kid. Others are in for
strictly minor roles.

Camera work is average. Scho,

TANKS A MILLION
(STREAMLINED)

Hollywood, Aug. 5.
United Artists release of Hal Roach pro

ductlon. Features William Tracy, James
Gleason, Noah Beery, Jr., Joe Sawyer and
Elyss Knox. Directed by Fred Gulol.
Original screenplay by Paul Gerard Smith,
Warren Wilson, Edward B. Seabrook.
Camera, Robert PIttack; editor, Richard
Currier. Reviewed at Alexander theatre.
Glendale, Aug. 4, '41. Running Ume, M
MINS.
Dodo William Tracy
Barkley James Gleason
Charlie Noah Beery, Jr.
Sergeant Ames. Joe Sawyer
Jeanne Elyse Knox
Capt. Rossmead Douglaa Fowley
Radio Announcer Knox Manning
Sklvic Frank Faylen
Monkman '. Dick Weasel
Cleary Frank Melton
Ueut, Caldwell... Harold Goodwin
Majer Green William Gould
Major Norman Kerry

Hal Roach designed his new series
of 'Streamlined' features specifically
to catch bookings as dual support,
limiting the running time to 50 min-

utes, and. using economical cast and
production setup. 'Tanks a Million'
is the first of a group. Parading
laughs with slapstick situations and
easily understood dialog, it grooves
as a good dual filler.

Although there are no tanks in the
picture, story picks up the induction
of a draft recruit whose memory
wizardry gets him in and out of
trouble In the training camp. He
skyrockets to a sergeant rating; en-
counters trouble in putting his com-
pany of recruits through training;
but winds up delivering a radio ad-
dress for the colonel to save latter
from mike fright Slapstick corn
and hoke Is served in liberal por-
tions, and picture is reminiscent of
tempo and technique of the Mack
Sennett comedies of two decades
ago. Audiences easy to amuse will
get sufficient laughs to carry the
picture through the dualers.
William Tracy, as the young re-

cruit, handles the main role in good
style; with tough top sergeant Joe
Sawyer providing plenty of support.
James Gleason comes on for the final
10 minutes, btrt gets over several
lau^h broadsides during the period.
Script is typical setup of old two-
reel slapsticks, with director Fred
Guiol carrying through in same
style and fast c\lp. Current public
interest in draftee camp background
in this Instances allows Roach to pad
out a two-reeler to 50 minutes, but
next few streamliners will give bet-
ter line on whether or not he can
double the running time of gagged
comedies to the lenigth intended and
hold them for extended footage.

WaU.

HIGHWAY WEST
Warner Bros, production and release.

Stars Brenda Marshall, Arthur Kennedy;
features Olympe Bradna, William Lundl-
gan, Slim Summervllle. Directed by Wil-
liam McGannr Screenplay. Allen Rlvkln,
Charles Kenyon. Kenneth Garnet, hosed on
play by Leon Abrams. George Abbott; cam-
era, Ted McCord; editor. Jack Kllllfer. At
Albee. B'klyn, week of Aug. 1, •41. Run-
ning time, 62 MINS.
Ctalre Foster ..Brenda Maraball
George Foster Arthur Kennedy
Myra Abbott Olympe Bradna
Dave Warren William Lundlgan
Gramps' silm Summervllle
Wellington willlo Best
¥,>>fl>h Frank Wilcox
4'!!' John RIdgely

Dorothy Tree
SS.'j'.o Noel Madison

• Pat Flaherty
victor Zimmerman

William B. Davidson
Dick Richsvtae James Westerfleld

'Highway West,' a transparent tale
of a hunt for a bankrobbing mur»
derer, isn't strong enough in any de-
partment to stand on its own any-
where. Brenda Marshall, Arthur
Kennedy or Olympe Bradna haven't
marquee pull, but as a secondary
companion in major duals, or the
lead in lower-priced twosomes, Itll
do its part

Director William Mcdann has
turned out a smoothly moving, oc-
casionally suspenseful set of reels
with the material given him, largely
because of the performances turned
in by the various actors with whom
the weak yam is peopled. Arthur
Kennedy is easily believable as the
head of a band of gunmen, and
Brenda Marshall acquits herself ad-
mirably as his wife, deftly handling
the moods her part calls for. How-
ever, the top honco's go to Olympe
Bradna for her interpretation of a
rebellious sister of Miss Marshall,
continually dissatisfied with the
boredom of operating a roadside
Hotel and gas dispensary, and ach-
ing to beat it for the bright lights.
Story is full of holes, particularly

in the deductions mad« by pursuing

Trade Showings

.Next Warner, Bros, trade-
showings under the consent de-
cree will be 'Flight Patrol,'

'Smiling Ghost' and 'Na'vy Blues.'

All three films are to be shown
Aug. 12, mostly In local firm ex-
changes in 31 key cities. No'
other tradeshows in view.

poUca. Kennedy kills a bank teller

in a holdup at the outset and there-
after is <m the lam with Miss Mar-
shall, who thinks he's a travelling

businessman. She catches on and
leaves him, only to be forced to pro-
vide protection for him three years
later when he breaks jail. That's
the sum and substance of the whole
business. Holdup, jailing, the prison
break and the rest all centers around
the roadside business operated by
the two sisters, Kennedy, of course,

is finally stopped—by a bullet from
Slim Summerville's 'blunderbuss.'

Suminerville, Willie Best and Wil-
liam Lilndlgan, in that order, bring
up the support, the former playing
to the hilt the part of an old wind-
bag always relating Imaginary
heroic exploits. Lundigan's part as
suitor to Miss Marshall, who never
reveals she's hooked to a killer, is

not very prominent, but it's handled
well enough.
Photography, mostly outdoor, is

okay. Dialog, for the most part,

avoided digging out old lines. Score
helps the more tense situations.

Wood,

MYSTERY SHIP
Hollywood, July 20.

Columbia release of Jack Fler production.
Features Paul Kelly, Lola Lane. Larry
Parks. Directed by Lew Landera; screen-
play by David Sllveratoln and Hoyston
Branch; story by Alex GotUleb; camera. L.
W. O'Connell; film editor, James Sweeney.
Previewed In Projection Room. July
41. Running time, 65 .MINS.

Allan Harper Paul Kelly
Patricia Maraball Lola Lnne
Tommy Baker Larry Parks
Ernst Madok Trevor Bardette
Condor Cy Kendall
Captain Randall .Roger Imhof
Turlllo Eddie Laughton
Sam John Tyrrell
Wasserman Byron Poulger
Van Brock Dick Curtis'
Rader Dwlght Frye
Gormafa Kenneth MacDonald

Conveniently concocted for the ac-
tion audiences, 'Mystery Ship' will
sail an uneventful course as a dual
filler In the secondary houses. Y&rn
tugs and strains with obvious Intent
to display as much excitement and
rough-and-tumble fighting as possi-
ble, without aiming for credulity.

Just why a G-man is delegated to
ride In the hold of a ship with a gang
of the worst crooks, thugs and fifth

columnists culled from state and fed-
eral penitentiaries aroimd the coun-
try—all being deported to a country
or countries ney^r identified—is

never explained. Apparently he was
assigned as a convenient stooge for
the scripters in order that he could
engage in the proper heroics at the
proper moment. Newcomer Larry
Parks Is the victim of the writers'
imagination, with Paul Kelly, his
sidekick G-man, 4n charge of the
ship's voyage under sealeti orders.

Lola Lane is naturally Kelly's girl
friend, and reporter who stows away
to secure the sensational story.

Major portion of the yarn details the
plotting of the criminals below to se-
cure control of the ship—their event-
ual victory—with Kelly regaining
control through what looks like
smart maneuvering, but to onlookers
as pretty static writing.

Direction of Lew Landers Injects
plenty Of excitement and battling
into the footage, despite the material
at hand. Kelly and' Miss Lane do as
well as possible with their roles,
while Parks, recruited from the the-
atre, shows sparks of ability in a
tew spots. Support is mainly sup-
plied by Cy Kendall, Trevor Bardette
and Roger Imhof. Walt.

CITADEL OF CRIME
Republic release of George Sherman pro-

duction. Features Robert Armstrong,
Albert Albertson. Linda Hayes. Russell
Simpson. Directed by George Sherman.
Original screenplay by Don Ryan; camera,
Ernest Miller; editor. Les Orlebeck. Pre-
viewed In Projection Room. N. T., July 31,
•41. Running time, 08 MINS.
Col Fullerton Robert Armstrong
Jim Rogera Frank Albertson
Ellle Jackson Linda Hayes
Jess Meeklns Russell Simpson
Chet Skeets Gallagtier
Turk ^.William Haade
VInce ; Jay Novello
Gerro Paul Fix
Martin Jackson Bob McKenzle
Rnfe Wade Crosby
Wea Ranklns William Benedict

gun battle. Also he wins the inn-
keeper's daughter.
With such a fable, director George

Sherman manages to bring in some
degree of plausibility. He's capably
assisted by Robert Armstrong, as the
ex-mountalneer who's been framed
and who plots to get the com liquor
in order to save his own hide. Frank
Albertson is the dashing, voung rev-
enuer, who cops the innkeeper's
pretty daughter, Linda Hayes. Both
are likeable without being especially
brilliant. Russell Simpson makes the
Jess Meeklns character ring with
sincerity. Remafnder of cast is Epi-
cal, but good.
(Camera work of Ernest Miller Is

outstanding, particularly on the ac-
tion shots whl£h include a fight atop
a speeding freight truck, two mad
automobile chases and picturesque
mountain views. Weor,

THE TERROR
(BBI'TJISH-MADE)

Alliance Picture release of Walter C.
.Mycroft production. Features Wilfrid Law-
son, Bernard Lee, Arthur Woniner, Linden
Trovers. Directed by Richard Bird. Screen-
play by William Freshman adirpted from
Edgar Wallace's novel. 'The Terror'; cam-
era, Walter Harvey; editor, Lionel Tomlln-
Ron. At New York, N. T., dual, week July
20, '41. Running time, 64 .MINS.

Mr. Goodman Wilfrid Lawson
Ferdle Fane Bernard Leo
Colonel Redmayne Arthur Wontner
Mary Redmayne Linden Travers
Connor Henry Oscar
Soapy Marks Alostalr Sim
Mra. Klvery Iris Hoey
Veronica Elvery Leslie Warelng
Ha.wklns Stanley Lathbury
Inspector Halllck John "nimbull
P. C. Lewis RIchnrxl Murdock
Inspector Doble Edward L«xy

British producers have made a

mild cops-and-robbers meUer out of

what obviously was a well-turned
'

Edgar Wallace thriller. Film will fit

nicely into the lower section of a
double-feature setup when the No. 1

picture is strong.

It manages to sustain audience in-

terest despite wanderings of the di-

rector and a shabby cutting job.

Fact that Wilfrid Lawson, he of

'Pastor Hall ' and Arthur Wontner,
another topflight English actor, are
featured helps overcome some of the
plot stumbling blocks.
A million-dollar robbery of a bank

truck, attributed to a mysterious
crook dubbed' 'The Terror,' is the
motivation for the relentless search
of Scotland Yards for the master-
mind despite the 10-year sentences
served by his two accomplices. Bulk
of action occurs after this pair re-
turns from their jail terms vowing
vengeance on the ringleader. In
typical Wallace fashion, the machi-
nations of the Terror are spotted In

and about an old English castle, now
used by a retired army doctor as a
public inn.
Chief diflficulty In story Is that the

director has failed to leave enough
clues on the Identity of the mysteri-
ous Mr: Gooilman, a Scotland Yards
operator who has pursued the 'Ter-
ror' for 10 years, nor the reason for
others who wander in and out of the
sets. Case of a clever mystery yarn
that is made too clever lor average
audience consumption.
Xjawson, playing the strange Mr.

Goodman, Is easily outstanding.
Arthur Wontner, as the retired army
doctor, does a neat job, though he's

too mysterious for his own good.
Alastair Sim makes much of a sub-
ordinate role as one of the vengeful
thugs. Bernard Lee is overshadowed
in a mouthy role. John Tumbull
again is cast as a Scotland Yards in-

spector to good effect. Llnder Trav-
ers, principal femme, Is far too dra-
matic—to the point of absurdity.

Weor.

Neat little package of gangster
hokum, smoked up as an original, is

partially saved by the presence of
Robert Armstrong and Russell Simp-
.spn. 'Citadel of Crime' is studded
with implauslbilitles -from the orlgr.

inal premise to the gunbattle climax.
It's a modest budgeter good enough
to serve on the lower bracket of
twin setups where they're not too
fussy. Fact that the film maintains
a steady pace is a help.

Original scrlpter, Don Ryan, would
have his auditors believe that a syn-
dicate racketeer persuades a former
West Virginia mountaineer to swing
the moonshiners of his native state
into suf)plylng com liquor to his
racketeers. To accomplish this, be
springs said mountaineer, Cal Ful-
lerton, from a framed murder charge.
Cal goes back to his old home camp-
ing grounds, after years of racketeer-
ing in the big wicked city, and ac-
tually does persuade Jess Meeklns,
leader of the moonshiners, to provide
a' steady flow of liquor to the city
booze syndicate. 'Course, then the
law steps in via honest Jim Rogers,
a^ent for the federal liquor tax di-
vision. And, of course, Jim defeats
the city gangsters In an old-fashioned

Veinte Anos y Una Noche
('20 Tears and One Night')
(ARGEN'nNE-MADE)

Buenos Aires, Aug, 1.

BFA production and release. Stars Delia
Garces and features Pedro Lopez Lagar,
Camlla Qulroga, Mllagros de la Vega,
Carlos Perelll. Meeha Lepoi, Bloy Alvarez,
Cesar FlaschI, Adolfo Meyer, Augustin
Barros, Juan Carrara. Hllde PIrovano,
Joaeflna Dessein, Jose Vlttorl, Juan Farias.
Story by Alejandro Casona. Directed by
Alberto de Zavalla. Reviewed at the Monu-
mental theatre, Buenos Aires. Running
time, es MINS.

(In Spanish)

Chief criticism made against "Veinte

Anos y una Noche' Is that author

Alejandro Casona was inspired .by

'Rebecca' and holds too closely to the

Daphne Du Maurier work to be truly

original. Complaint, while justified

to a certain extent, by no means
cripples the picture and the result is

one of the best of the Argentlne-
mades to appear this season, having
plenty of suspense, well-played per-
formances and technical status above
the average.

Delia' Garces, a dark Latin type
somewhat reminiscent of Hedy I^a-

marr, dominates the picture from
start to finish and hands in the best
performance of her screen career.
She looks like a good Hollywood
possibility, if something besides a
nierely ornamental South American
type is wanted.

Story starts when she leaves a
convent where she lived for 20 years
and goes to the home of her aunt to
live. Opening scenes, when she ar-
rives in a pouring rainstorm and

(Continued on page 20)
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Kiss Boys -Jerry Colonna Topper

In Sluggish Chi; 'Caroline Mild

$12m 'Store IIG, Holdovers Oke

Chicago, Aug. 0.

Heat continues unabated and Is

washing out much of the public's

energy for theatres. They're buying
most of their tickets for train and
bus seats in the hope of getting some
place where it's cooler.

Uneup of pictures in the loop in-

dicates sati^actory strength, and
with a half-way break from the
thermometer, there is no reason why
the wickets should not be generally
satisfactory.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' is the
Chicago leader, and with Jerry
Colonna and Dinah Shore on the

stage for considerable b.o. aid, the

take this week will be an easy profit

mark.
Two ex-Chicago theatre pictures

continue to roll in the loop. 'Caught
In Draft,' which did three smash
sessions in the Clilcago, is now in its

third week in the holdover Apollo
and 'Bride C.O.D.,' following a good
session in here last week, continues

run at the Garrlck. Palace pulls

'Life With Caroline' and 'Hello

Sucker' after one week, and today
(Tuesday) the house starts with
•Hold That Ghost' plus 'Dr. Chris-

tian.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Caught Draft' (Par) (3d wk).
This makes it the sixth week in the

loop for this out-and-out money pic-

ture, and will garner great $6,000 for

present session, after snagging a
snazzy $6,900 last week.
Cbloaeo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

'Kiss Boys' (Par) and stage show.
Jerry Colonna and Dinah Shore
headlining on stage. Combination is

good currently and will whirl to

snappy $38,000. Last week, 'Bride
C.O.D.' (WB) came up with happy
$36,600, and moved to the Garpick
for more loop time.
Osrriok (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB). Here for

more looping and will take fine $5,-

600. Last week, 'Miami' (20th) for

second loop week managed good
$4 800
brIenUI (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44)—

•In Navy' (U) and 'Blood Sand'
(20th). Subsequent-run combina-
tion is powerful and lifting' the bags
to strong $8,500. Last week, 'Mata
Hari' (M-G) (reissue) and 'Woman's
Face' (Sl-G) were just fair at $6,100.

Palace (RKO) <2,500; 33-44-66)—
'Hold That Ghost' (U) and 'Meet
Again' (RKO). Opened today (Tues-
day) and on the Abbolt-Costello fad
should be a cinch for big money.
Last week, 'Caroline' (RKO) and
'Sucker' (U) managed an okay ses-

sion at $12,000.
BooaeveU (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Big Store' (M-G). Marx Bros,

picture figured for good weekend
trade, should total good enough $11,-

000. Last week, 'Pot o' Gold' (UA)
failed to get started at all and wound
up with meek $7,300.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
•Bad Man' (M-G) an'd vaude. Flicker
had previously played loop but Wal-
lace Beery name okay and looks for

neat $17,500. Last week, 'Singapore
Woman' (WB) was fine at $17,900.

United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G)
(2d wk). First week was good at

$12,700 and will stick another week
for $8,500, good. But on the cur-
rently sliding pace doesn't figure for
much more than a fortnight.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 33-44-55)

—'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) (4th
wk). Frank Buck freakie continues
to creak along and currently holds
to $6,500 after taking okay $7,400 last
week.

Mpls. Takings Snrrive

Dog Days; 'Shepherd'

Tom, Dick' Okay {8,500

Minneapolis, Aug. S.

The boxoflice picture here still

being painted in brighter tints de-
spite heat and vacations. Takings
are clinging to the higher levels
which they attained a month or so
ago.

Holdovers cojitlnue to be much in
evidence^ There's a pair of them cur-
rently—'In the Navy' and 'The Bride
Came C.O.D.' The Abbott-Costello
comedy is in its third loop week,
having been shifted from the Or-
pheum to the World. After a profit-
able week at the SUte, 'The Bride'
has moved to the Century. . 'Shep-
herd of the Hills' and 'Tom, Dick
and Harry' are the only important
newcomers and both are doing
nicely.

Estimates (or This Week
„ Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—
•Hit the Road' (U) and 'Washington
Melodrama' (M-G), first-runs, split
with 'Cyclone on Horseback' (RKO)
and 'Scattergood Pulls' (RKO), also
first-runs. Looks like okay $1,800.

Last week. 'Prisoner Davll'a Itlmnd'
(Col) and 'Point Widow* (Par), flrtt-
runs. Satisfactory $1,200 for flva
days.

Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-3S-44)—
'Bride COD.' (WB) (2d wk.). Trans-
ferred here from State and in a po-
sition to grab oS still mora f«minin*
trade because of closer proximity to
shopping center. Fair $3,500 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Met Bombay'
(M-G) (2d wk.), good $4,000, after
strong $8,000 first week.
Esqnire (Berger) (290; 20)—'De-

sign for Murder' (Indie) and 'Shark
Woman' (Indie). First-nms aiming
for sensation seekers' trade. Fair
$800 in prospect. Last week, 'Viva-
cious Lady' (reissue), bad $400.

Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—"Time for
Rhythm' (Col). Spanked by critics,

but strong lineup of cast names
bringing in some customers. Pretty
good $3,000 in sight. Last week, 'Out
of Fog' (WB), $3,500. Good.

Orpheom (P-S) (2,800; 28-39-44)—
"Tom, Dick and Harry* (RKO).
Femmes going for this one and mati-
nee trade better than usual. Opened
Thursday and in eight days should
garner a good $8,500. Last weelc. In
the Navy' (U) (2d wk.), okay $5,200,

after swell $10,000 first canto.

State (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44-55)—
'Shepherd of Hills' (Par). Plenty of
praise for this one and the fair sex
is going for it, too. Prestln of

novel helping to offset lack of cast

names. Stretching toward first-rate

$7,500. Last week, 'Brid« COD.'
(WB), $8,000, good.
Uptown (Par) (1,300; 28-39)—

•Penny Serenade' (Col). First nabe
showing and hitting good $3,B00

pace. Last week, 'Meet John Doe
(Col), good $4,600 In 10 days.

World (Par-Steffes) (350: 28-89-44)

—'In Navy' (U) (3d wk.). Movad
here from Orpheum. Fair $1,900 in-

dicated after big previous fortnight

Last week, 'Cheera Bishop' (UA) (Sd

wk), disappointing $2,000.

m'-WHITEMAN

$22,500 IN PITT

Pittsburgh, Aug. B.

Bi2 pushing forward again, with

every likelihood of topping even

last week all along tha Una which
wasn't bad. Town's ace houses,

Stanley and Penn, are both pushing

into upper., brackets, with Paul
Whiteman and 'Barnacle Bill* turn-

ing the trick at former spot and
'Blossoms in Dust* doing it at Penn.
'Tom, Dick and Harry' on h.o. at

Warner got a swell week-end, suf-

ficient to insure it an okay week,
and 'Caught in the Draft,' at ^tz for

fourth downtown week, a summer
run record locally, is still making
dough for Par. Only Senator, with
twin bill of 'Dance Hall' and 'Hit the

Road,' is off.

Penn didn't let big national ad
campaign take care of 'Blossoms.'

Management screened film several

times for different women's groups,

creating a lot of favorable word of

mouth in advance, took a 'Shopping
News' exploitation campaign In ad-

dition and pushed the femme angle

for all it was worth.
Estimates for This Week

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35-

50)—"Blossoms in Dust' (M-G). Tear-
jerker called an expert job by press

and public alike and doing nicest biz

here in several weeks. Pace indi-

cates bang-up $15,000, perhaps more.
That figure practically assures Greer
Garson starrer of second week at

Warner and third at Ritz. Last
week, Tom, Dick, Harry* (RKO) got

some momentum down the stretch

and pulled up at $12,500, fair but
still disappointing.

Ritz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Caught
Draft' (Par) (4th wk). First picture

here this summer to grab oft such an
extensive run. Bob Hope comedy
coming here after fortnight at

Warner and previous week at Penn.
Still has considerable stuff left, as

hefty $2,700 for this smaU-seater em-
phasizes. Last week, 'Shepherd of

Hills' (Par), on moveover from
Penn, pretty bad at $1,800.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)

—'Dance Hall' (20th) and 'Hit Road'
(U). Couple of minor pix and doing
minor biz, too. House has been
merely marking time for last month,
playing reissues and slufTs, waiting
for its next thing of b.o. promise,
which will be Abbott and Costello

in 'Hold That Ghost' (U), opening
tomorrow (6). Doubtful if current
twinner will even get $2,600. Last
week, 'Navy Blue and Gold' (M-G)
(reissue) and 'Her First Beau' (Col).

exceUent at $3,900.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 23-40-60) —
'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and Paul

First Rmu on Broadway
(Suhitet to Changt)

Week ol Aug. T

Ast«—'Sergeant York* (WB)
(Sth wk).
Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(39th wk).
Capitol—'Hold That Ghost' (U).
(Revi«w«d~<n Vaiort July 30)

Criterion—'Stars Look Down*
(M-G) (3d wk).
Haale Hall—"Here Comes Mr.

Jordan* (Col).
(Reuteioed In VAioxrr July 30)
Paramonnt—'Shepherd of the

Hills* (Par) (2d wk).
Boxy—'Cniarley'a Aunt' (20th)

(2d wk).
Blalto—'Ellery Queen and the

Perfect Crime* (Cbl).
Strand—'Bride Came C. O. D.*

(WB) (3d wk).
Week of Ang. 14

Astor— 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde' (M-G) (12).

Broadway—'Fantasia* (Disney)
(40th wk).
Capitol—'Hold That Ghost' (U)

(2d wk)<
Hollywood — 'Sergeant York'

(WB) (Continuation of Astor
run).
Hnslo Hall—'Hera Come* Mr.

Jordan' (Col) (2d wk).
Paramoiint— 'Kiss the Boys

Goodbye' (Par) (13).
(Reoleined (n Vabott June 85)

Eoxy—'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
(3d wk).
Strand-'Bad Men of Missouri'

(WB) (15).

(Revletoed (n Current Issue)

OMAHA UPBEAT; 'BRIDE'

12G,WHERD' {11,500

Omaha, Aug. S.

One of hottest weeks of year didn't

hurt the boxofflca, which shows all

downtown houses playing to extra

good business. Top item will be
'Shepherd of the Hills* and 'Power
Dive' at the Omaha. 'Bride Came
C.O.D.' and 'Passage from Hong
Kong* °at the Orpheum is slightly

better.

Estimates for This Week
Omaha (Trlstates) (2,000; 10-30-40)

—'Shepherd Hills' (Par) and 'Power
Dive' (Par), grand $11,500. Last
week 'Met Bombay' (M-G) and 'CJet-
away' (M-G) wound up with a nlf^
$9,800, not big, not poor.

Orpheum (Trlstates) (3,000; 10-30-
40)—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Pass-
age Hong Kong' (WB), fine $12,000.
Last week 'Hamilton Woman' (UA)
and "Thieves Fall Out' (WB), good
$10,000.

Brondels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-
26-35-40)—'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO)
and 'Knockout' (WB) (2d wk), strong
$4,000. Last week, same program,
smash $6,500, very big for this house.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
'Wings' (Par), 'Blood Sand' (20th)
split with 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep), 'Un-
der Age' (Col) and 'Devil Dogs Air'
(WB), fair $950. Last week 'Love
Crazy' (M-G) and 'Sunny' (RKO),
split with 'Trial Dugan' (M-G), 'Rage
Heaven' (M-G) and 'Dare Not Love'
(WB), fair $875.

Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
—'Cyclone Horseback' (RKO), 'Mur-
der Friends' (20th), 'Great American
B'cast' (20th), triple split with 'Be-
yond Sacramento' (Col), 'Father and
Son* (WB) and 'Shot Dark' (WB),
'Knew Answers' (Col), 'Sunny'
(RKO), okay $1,100. Last week
'Painted Springs' (Col)C 'Scotland
Yard' (20th) and 'Pot Gold' (UA),
triple split with 'Dead Men Tell'
(20th), 'Beau Geste' (Par) and 'Llano
Kid' (Par), 'Lone Wolf Chance'
(Col) and 'Great Lie' (WB), fair
$1,000.

Avenue - IMilltary - Dondee <Gold-
berg) (960-600-300; 25) — 'Wings'
(Par), 'Blood Sand' (20th). split with
'Sis Hopkins' (Rep), 'Under Age'
(Col) and 'Devil Dog. Air' (WB),
average $1,000. Last week 'Love
Crazy^ (M-G), 'Sunny' (RKO), split

with 'Trial Dugan' (M-G), 'Rage
Heaven' (M-G) and 'Dare Not Love'
(WB), neat $1,100.

Jack Benny's 'Aunt' a B'way Honey.

Whiteman band on stage. First time
for Pops here in several years and
he still has a name to reckon with.
Headed for $22,500, although some
of that can be credited to Wallace
Beery, whose pictures seem to be
consistently b.o. here. Last week,
Rochester unit and 'Underground'
(WB) okay at $22,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50) —
'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) (2d wk).
Moved here from Penn and by com-
parison doing just as well here as It

did at its original spot. Even a bit

better, as a matter of fact. Around
$5,800 looked' for, which should be
enough to send it to Ritz Friday (8)

for another stanza. Last week, sec-

ond of 'Caught in Draft' here and
third downtown, fine at $5,300. On
four-week stretch (Hope COmedy
now is at Penn), It should gross

$33,000, great.

; Erskine Hawldns-lnkspots

Jive 'Shepherd' to Snazzy $46,500

Again it's only the extremely pop-
ular product tliat is getting the
money currently on Broadway. Mati-
nees at several houses have suffered
ever since femme patrons, began
wholesale expeditions to purchase
hosiery after ban on silk was an-
nounced last Friday night. Proposed
blackout of Broadway by electricians
(IBEW No. 3), striking against the
Edison Co., hurt business last night
even though it was mainly a threat.
Police and stagehands helped guard
the theatres.
Outstanding item on the main stem

is Jack Benny's 'Charley's Aunt,' at
the Hoxy, where $60,000 seems likely
on the first week. Radio comedian is
responsible for bulk of draw, sensa-
tional in view of the new low, under
present management, made in pre-
ceding week. Other coin-getting
newcomer is 'Shepherd of the Hills'
at the Paramount, where a trim stage
bill is helping to overcome adverse
newspaper reviews. Sturdy $46,500,
neat profit for time of year, and stays
for second session.
Holdovers are making the other

best showings, with 'Bride Came
C.O.D.' plus Phil Harris band, at
Strand, getting nice $30,000 on the
second week, and "Tom, Dick and
Harry,' at Music Hall, garnering
$73,000, strong for third' stanza, after
$194,000 on first two weeks.

'Sgt. York,' which did splendid
$19,000 in its fifth week at the Astor,
moves out Sunday, and continues
run at the Hollywood, up the street.
'Fantasia,' at the Broadway, hung up
a great $9,900 on its 38th week, and
now seems destined to better the best
long-run of any talking picture.

'Reluctant Dragon' at Palace is

doing a satisfactory $10,500 on its

second w'eek, with the house revert-
ing to its old dual policy tomorrow
(Thursday). Others on street are
mostly blah.

Estimates- for This Week
Astor (WB) (1,012; 75-e5-$1.10-

$1.65-$2.20)—'York' (WB) (6th. wk).
War hero picture showing stamina,
only slipping sUghtly in fifth week;
ended week Monday (4) night to
$19,000. Not far off pace of $20,000
In previous week. 'Dr, Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde' '(M-G) opens here Tues-
day (12), 'York* moving out Sunday
(10) to continue at Hollywood thea-
tre.-

Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 55-75-
$1.10-$l.e5-$2.20) — 'Fantasia* (Dis-
ney) (39th wk). Bettered previous
week's figure in 38th week, getting
$9,900. Matinee tmusually big dur-
ing past week. Disney epic soon
should exceed longest run of any
talking picture, with present busi-
ness seemiqg to assure run into Sep-
tember.

Capitol (Loew's) (4.520; 35-55-85-
$1,10-$1.25)—'Ringside Maisie' (M-G).
Slim takings at around $10,000, even
below 'Barnacle BUI' (M-G) in
previous week. Latter got nearly
$12,000. 'Hold That Ghost' (U) opens
tomorrow (Thursday), first time this
distrib has been in this house in
some time.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,662; 35-44-
55-75)—'Sters Look Down' (M-G)
(3d wk). Cronin story about miners
heading for $8,000 on second sesclon
ended last CTuesday) night, and
stays a third week. Trim profit at
$14,000 in first stanza.
Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)—

'Gangs, Inc.' (PRC). May reach
$5,000, okay. 'Bullets O'Hara* (WB),
in ahead, profitable $5,000. 'Officer
and I.ady' (Col) due in Saturday (9).

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-
.65-75)— 'Reluctant Dragon' (RKO)
(2d wk). Pulling for sturdy $10,500
on second session, after healthy
$14,000 on first week. House reverts
Thursday (7) to double-feature
policy.
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 35-55-85-

99)—'Shepherd of Hills' (Par) and
Ersldne Hawkins band, Four Ink
Spots, Stump & Stumpy on stage
(2d wk). Second stanza opens to-
day (Wednesday). Robust $46,500 in
prospect, despite panning from
critics. 'Kiss Boys* (Par) in next
week, with Ink Spots holding.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5.960; 44-55-85-99-$i:65)—<Tom,
Dick, Harry' (RKO) and stage show
(Sc" wk). Continues to show remark-
able strength on third week; will
grab profitable $73,000. Same combo
$90,000 on second week. 'Here
Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col) opens -to-
morrow (Thursday).

Blalto (Mayer) (750; 28-44-55)—
'Lady Scarface' (RKO). Snappy
$5,500 or better. In ahead, 'I Was a
Prisoner* (Col), not so good $4,500.
'Ellery Queen Perfect Crime' (Col)
comes in next Saturday (9).

Boxy (20th) (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85)
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and stage
show. Jack Benny's new comedy
soaring to smash $60,000 or there-
abouts, and holds for at least, one
more week. 'Parson of Panamint'
(Par), on previous session, saF^ed to
new low at this theatre under cur-
rent management, $14,000.

State (Loew's) (3,400; 28-44-55-75-

90-$M0) -'Adventure Washlngf-"!'

(Col) (1st run) plus Cass Daley.
Larry Adler, Barry Wood, Joe Rines
orch. Picture little help and stage
show responsible for most of fair
$14 500. Last week, 'Uncertain Feel-
ing' (UA) (2d run) plus Harry Rich-
man, Jack Cole dancers, others, poor
$14,000.

Strand (WB) (2,767; 36-55-75-88-
99)—'Bride C.O.D.* (WB) and Phil
Harris band on stage (2d wk). Har-
ris' outfit, plus pull of Davi6-(jlagney,
keeping this right up in the money,
with slick $30,000 or thereabouts
likely. First week, splendid $46,000.
Holds for third session.

loss BOYS' OKE

$10,500 IN CLEVE.

Cleveland, Aug. 9.
Kiss Boys Goodbye' isn't breezy

enough to land any big dough dur-
ing this muggy weather but its
blowing up a steady trade that puts
the SUte out in front. 'Tom, Dick,
Harry,' at Hipp, is showing the most
power comparatively speaking, al-
though holdover, 'Reluctant Dragon*
hitting right down Kiddies' Row
and deriving a good piece of change
from youngsters.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)

—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB). Rather
quiet moveover,' but okay $3,500.
Last week; 'Moon Miami' (20th) on
similar shift had no trouble nabbing
good $4,500.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42-

55)—'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO).
Sweet going even on h.o., $9,000 be-
ing assured after rolling up swell
$13,000 on first round.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—'Reluctant Dragon' (RKO). Top-
notch afternoon trade as result of
kiddies, although light at night
May push up to sturdy $9,000. Last
week, 'Bad Men Missouri' (WB)
fooled 'em by roping a nice $8,000,
groving they want fast action stuS
ere.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par). Good
escape fare for war-weary natives,
and walking along steadily to satis-
factory $10,500. Last week, 'Blos-
soms Dust' (M-G), suffered usual
fate of heavy drama In dog-days,
barely hit mild $9,000.

Stlllman - (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-
55)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G). Using
all publicity build-up shrewdly, this
moveover' is being rewarded with
$4,500, affable considering what it

did at State. 'Shepherd Hills' (Par),
last stanza, also shifted In for an-
other round, fair $4,000.

Jack Benny Speedy 8G

In Baho; Dndergronnd'

Leads Town at $14,000

Baltimore, Aug, 5.

.

Big doings of the week here is the
surprising action being chalked up
by iJnderground' at the deluxe Stan-
ley. Off to a healthy weekend, film
has held up well with a h.o. already
underlined. Also strong is 'Charley's
Aunt' at the limited seater New,
where an extended run to good re-
turns is in the bag. Rest of town
fairly good.

Estimates for This Week
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 15-

28-44)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (2d
wk). Holding nicely with strong
femme response helping to build
good $6,000, after all right opening'
round- to $11,600.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

15-28-39-44-55-68)—'Reluctant Dra-
gon' (RKO) plus annual local talent
'star Dust Revue' staged by Ted
Routson In tie-up with the News-
Post Pleasing combo reaching out
for okay $13,000. Last week, second
of 'Tom, Dick' (RKO), and vaude
headed by Dinah Shore, added mild
$10,700 to strong initial sesh at

$16,600.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406: 15-

28-39-44)—'Shepherd Hills' (Par) (2d
wk). Stretching out to meet open-
ing of 'Hold That Ghost' (U) set for
Thursday (7). Might make $4,000
after fairish first week of $8,900.
N«w (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35-

44)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th). Hitting
it off at merry pace and aiming for
rosy $8,000 a solid figure in this
smali-seater. Last week, third of
'Moon Miami' (20th), built and made
okay $13,200 for three-week run.

Starley (WB) (3,280: 15-28-39-44-
55)—'Underground' (WB).. Cracking
down in socko fashion for bullish'
$14,000 and a sure second round. Last
week 'Kiss Boys' (Par), disappointed
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Baseball Competish Plus Weather

Slougb PhOly; 'Manpower $15,000

Philadelphia, Aug. S.

Tlie combination of clear skies and
torrid temperatures is proving tough
competition for the cinemas this

week as another huge movement of

potential customers continues out of

Uie city to vacation resorts. De-

spite the gasoline curlew, roads out

of town were Jammed over the

weekend, with some experts calling

It the greatest exodus on record.

Four new films preemed here this

week and only one, 'Manpower,' is

seemingly able to overcome the

hurdles. Other newcomers are 'Kiss

Boys Goodbye,' 'Lady from Chey-
enne* and 'Dance Hall.' Latter is

paired with a stage attraction at the

Earle. , „
Show biz here has dusted oft an

alibi that hasn't been used in nearly

a decade—'competish from big

league baseball.' For the first time

since the early 'SO's, Connie Mack's
Athletics are showing signs of life

and are attracting record-breaking
throngs.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (Sablowsky) (600; 35-46-

57)_'Moon Miami' (20th) (2d run).

Nothing to crow about with $3,000.

Last week, 'Met Bombay* (M-G)
snared a poor $2,000 for second week
of deuce run.
Boyd (WB) (2.560; 35-46-57-68) —

•Kiss Boys (joodbye' (Par). Disap-

Sointing $12,000. Last week, 'Tom,
lick' (RKO) only slightly better

with $12,500.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Dance Hall' (20th) with Vaughn
Monroe band onstage. All signs

Eoint to a fair $16,000 for this combo,
ast week 'Sunny' (RKO) and Paul

Whiteman's aggregation drew a good
$17,500.
rox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68) —

•Underground' (WB) (2d wk). Div-
ing badly during holdover and will
be lucky to clear $10,000. . Bow-in
netted an okay $15,000. 'Charley's
Aunt' preems Friday (8).

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) (2d run).
Okay $6,000. Last week, 'Shepherd
Hills' (Par) staggered to a punk
$3,000 for second run try.

Keith's (wb) (2,220; 35-46-57-e8)—
•Caught Draff (Par) (2d run) (2d
wk). Almost anemic after fifth week
at $2,800, probably held too long.
Opener of second run showing fair

. $3,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,916- 85-46-57-68)

—'Manpower' (WB). Bucldng han-
dicaps to reach house par of $15,000.
Last week) "Bride C.O.D.' (WB)
lumped to $10,000 lor second canto
after okay bow-in.
S«Mt«B (WB) (li57; 36-46-57) —

T^dy Oh^emBft' (u). Just under
wire with $4,000. Last week,

T!oohey«d SaUqM^ (UA) flopped tp
Buny ^,800. 'Bad lien S^ouri*
(WB) opeu hare Trldiay (8).

CiMyAboTC Par Despite

Heat;W Yk $12,500,

YiM Beys' Elegant lOG

Cincinnati, Aug. B.

ThTM ot the Jour current releases

ar« tusging above par, despite pro-
kngcd keat wave, Ginoy's severest

tills Mason. 'Charley's Aunt,' at

Albee, Is 'Uie top grosser, a couple
of notches ahead of 'Kiss Boys Good-
bye'

.
In the Palace. 'Reluctant

Dragon' is registering a swell week
for the Grand.

EstUnatcs tor This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-60)—

•Charley's Aunt' (aorUi). Nifty $12,-
BOO. Last week, 'Blossoms Dust'

. (M-G), good $11,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—

^Blossoms Dust' (M-6). Moveover
from Albee for second week. Fair
$4,000. Last week, 'Caught Draft'
(Par), third week of moveover run,
dandy $4,600.
Family (RKO)' (1,000; 15-28)—

•Bride Wore Crutches' (20th) and 'I

Was a Prisoner' ((3ol), split with
•Sunset Wyoming' (Rep) and 'Bow-
cnr Blitzkrelg* (Mono). Heat fading
take In this unchilled house to-$l.-
700, mild. Same last week, with
•(Tyclone Horseback' (RKO) and
•Met Argentina' (RKO), divided with
Thieves Fall Out' (WB) and 'Double
Cross' (PRC)
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

•Reluctant Dragon' (RKO). Swell
$6,000. Last week, "Tom, Dick'
(RKO) (2d run), nice $4,500.

Keith's (Llbson) (1.500; 33-40-55)—
•Ringside Maisle' (M-G). Taking the
count for a dull $3,000. Last week,
•Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO), nine days,
very good $5,500.
Lyrlo (WCO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—

•Caught Draft' (Par), second changfc-
ovef for fifth week on front line.

Okay $3,000. Last week, 'Bride
C.O.D.' (WB) (3d run), aU right

$3,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 33-40-50)—
•Kls.q Boys Goodbye' (Par). Slick

$10,500- Last week. 'Baraade BlU'
jM^), sluggish $7,500.

'Bombay' Leads Newark

At $16,000; ^Bnde' 14iG

Newark, Aug. 5.

Town's best attendance-getter has

been 'They Met in Bombay,' at

Loew's State. In second place is

'Bride Came C.O.D.' at Branford.

Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-33-44-

55)—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Lone

Wolf Chance' (Col). Good $14,500.

Last week, 'Manpower' (WB) and
'San Antonio Rose' (U), fair $13,500.

Proctor's (RKO) (2.400; 28-44-55)

—'Dance Hall' (20th) and 'Girl

News' (20lh). This dual plus five

acts of vaudeville on Monday, Tues-

day and Wednesday evenings will

probably bring in moderate $11,000.

Last week, 'Moon . Miami' l20th).

'Young Lady' (20th) (2d wk.) and

five vaudeville acts on Monday and

Tuesday evenings, very nice $12,000.

State (Loew's) (2.600; 28-33-44-55)

—'Met Bombay' (M-G) and 'Rich-

est Man Town' (Col). Good $16,000.

Last week. 'People vs. Dr. Kildaje

(M-G) and 'Uncertain Feeling (UA),

fair $13,500.

'DRAFT' 4TH IN B'KLYN

Bob Hope $13,000, Equals 'Old Maid'

Rnn—'Bombay' 16G

Brooklyn, Aug. 5.'

For second time in history of

Fabian Paramount a picture is being

held over four weeks. , It is the

cyclonic 'Caught in the Draft' which
is doing rousing biz. Only other oc-

casion was in 1939 when 'Old Maid
was on screen.
Loew's Metropolitan doing well

with 'They Met in Bombay* and 'I'll

Wait for You.'

Estimates for This Week
'

Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—
•Moon Over Miami' (20th) (2d wk.)
'Highway West' (WB). Quiet $12,000.

Last week, Grable-Ameche film and
'Accent on Love' (20th) drew placid

$11,000.

Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)—
'Time for Rhythm' (Col) and 'Ad-
venture Washington' (Col). Perky
$14,000. Last week, 'Manpower'
(WB) and 'Angels Wings' (Rep) (2d
wk.), quiet $12,000.
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)—

'Met in Bombay' (M-G) and 'Wait for
You' (M-G). Strong $16,000. Last
week, 'In Navy' TU) and 'Un-
certain Feeling' (UA) (2d wk.), good
$14,000.
Paramonnt' (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35-

80)—'Caught Draff (Par) and •Poi-

son Pen' (Rep) (4th wk.). Nifty
$13,000 for this pair. Last week,
same combo; good $13,000.'-

'

L'VILLE BIZ BETTER

Cooler Weather Helps—"Kiss Boys'

Stnrdy $8,IH»»—•Manpower* 70

Louisville, Aug. 9.

Biz is good along the main drag

currently, and b.o. figures are

holding to an even keel. Weather
has moderated from the terrific

temperatures prevalent last week,

with patrons seeking entertain-

ment to get their minds off the

heat. Payday at Fort Knox on
Thursday (31) brought bumper
soldier trade to downtown houses.

Topper of the current week likely

will be 'Kiss Boys Goodbye at the

Rialto, with good word-of-mouth
helping. 'Manpower' at the Mary
Anderson is shaping up as h.o. pros-

pect while 'Reluctant Dragon is

profiting from juve trade at mati-

nees and a hefty soldier play.

Estimates fo^ This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Tom, Dick, Harry'
(HKO) and 'Saint's Vacation' (RKO),
with March of Time. Heading for

medium $2,000 on moveover from
Rialto. Last week, 'Moon Miami'
(20th) and 'Ride Vaquerb' (20th),

held up well to fine $2,300.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 15-25)

—'Million Dollar Baby' (WB) and
'Reaching for Sun* (Par), four days,

and 'Affectionately Yours' (WB)
and 'Power Dive' (Par) (three days),

medium $1,200. Last week, 'Wagons
Roll' (WB) and 'Great American
Broadcast' (20th), in spite of torrid

weather, took okay $1,300.

Loew's SUte (Loew's) (3,300; 15-30-

40)—'Blossoms Dust* (M-G) and
'Free and Easy' (Col). Rather heavy
screen fare and indications are for

fairish $6,500. Last week, 'Barnacle
Bill' (M-G) and 'Dr. Kildare'. (M-G),
took mild $6,000.
Marv Anderson (Libsnn) (1.000;

15-30-40)—'Manpower* (WB). DU-
playing power at the wicket.
Grabbed splendid notices from
critics. Traveling at healthy pace
with swell $7,000; and likely h.o.

Last week, 'Bad Men Missouri' (WB),
on second week, light $2,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400: 15-

30-40)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye* (Par)
and 'Paper Bullets* (Par). Looks
like a natural b.o. draw for folks

in these parts. Result should be by
far the be.st figure In town prob-
sbly excellent $8,500. Last week,
'Tom. Dick* (RKO) and 'Saint's

Vacation' (RKO), olus March of
Time, town's best, $7,500, and move-
over.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
15-30-40)—'Reluctent Draeon* (RKO)
and 'Hurry Charlie' (RKO). Disney
pic pulling plenty of kid trade In

afternoons, and soldier trade first

three days was a b.o. Ubost. Buddy
Pepper, local boy In the cast, also

sllglit hyno to the result Indicated
fine $4,000. Last week. 'Jungle
Cavalcade' (RKO) and 'Bringing Up
Baby' (RKO) (reissue) surprised
with dandy $3,800.

CAN'T SCASE US
Hollywood, Aug. B.

•Ghosts at Night' went Into work
at Monogram with Bela LugosI
working with the Dead End Kids:

Spooky play la produced by Sam
Katzman, with Phil Rosen directing.

New Fix inDeL Overcome Heat Wave;

Tom Hefty $22,000; 'Shepherd' $15,000

'Bombay* Fine $16,000,

•Bride' 14G in J. City

Jersey City, Aug. 6.

C!lear, cool weather has been kind

to boxoflices this week. They Met':

in Bombay,' at Loew's, Is catching

most of customers.
Estimates for This Week

Loew^s (Loew's) (3,205; '28-33-BO)

—'Met Bombay* (M-G) and 'Richest

Man Town' ((5ol), fine $16,000. Last

week, 'Dr. Kildare* (M-G) and 'Un-

cerUln Feeling' (UA), low $11,700,

Stanley (WB) (4,500; 28-33-50)—
•Bride C.O.D.* (WB) and 'Bullets

O'Hara* (WB). Nice $14,000. Last

week, 'Caught Draft' (Par) and
'Young Lady' (20th), excellent $15,-

600.

Slate (Skouras) (2,150; 28-33-50)—

•Jungle Cavalcade* (RKO) and
'Dance Hall' (20th). Poor $5,500.

Last week, 'Moon Miami* (20th) and
'Accent Love' (20th). neat $8,000 for

a dual which played over a three-

day period the previous week.

MOWT'L WAY OFF

'Bombay' Mild $5300, Best On Tap—
•Undergroand' Fair $5,040

Montreal, Aug. 6.

Another depressed week in grosses

is ahead with nothing touching

$6,000 in sight. Best is 'Met Bombay'
at Loew's where take will not pass

$5,800. 'Jungle Cavalcade' at Prin-

cess is liable to do better for house
than recent weeks, but balance Is

poor.
Estimates for This Week

Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

'Bride C.O.D.* (WB) (2d wk). Best

hope Is fair $3,500, after middling
$5,500 last week.
Capitol (CT) (2,70Q; 30-45-62) —

•Underground* (WB) and •Kisses

Breakfast* (WB). Pacing for fair

$5,000. Last week, •Big Store* (M-G)
and 'Passage Hong Kong" (20th), not
so hot $4,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-36-67) —

'Met Bombay' (M-G). Sighting

$5,800, lair. Last week, 'Shepherd
Hills' (Par), off at $3,500.

Princess (Ct) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and •Play
Girl' (RKO). Above average $4,500

in sight. Last week, 'Time Rhythm'
(U) and •Under Age' (U), middling
$3,000.
Orpheam (Ind) (1,100; 80-40-60)

'DIofator* (UA) (7th wk). Struggl-
ing along to poor $l,eOO currently,

after weak $1,800 last week.
Ctaema da Paris (France - Film)

(60O; 30-M) — 'L'Bsclave Blanche'
(2d wk.) Flop $700, with about same
flours Iftv^ wcclia

St. DanU (Franoe-Fibn) (2,300; 30-
40)—'Quatre Cent Treize* and 'Sonn-
•tta I'Alarme.' Pin Money at $2,000,

LMt week, "Marohe Nuptlale' and
•Jacques at Jiacotte,' poor $1,800.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
Jack Benny Starts Big as *Aunt,* Joins Laugh Cycle of

*lSavy,' *Draft,' 'Tom, Dick' and *Bride C.O.D.'

It's 'Charley's Aunt* (20th), starring Jack Benny In

curls and skirts, that Is out In front of the week*s new
feature film releases. First reports give It something
a shade less than smash business, but nevertheless top
rating for summer bookings, with prospect of extended
holdovers In all keys. First of the new season*s output
from any of the majors given general showing. It fills

a groove in Initial runs recently vacated by •In the
Navy' (U) and 'Caught in the Draft' (Par).

Returns as listed in telegraphic reports from Variett
correspondents Indicate boxoffice strength manifested
everywhere.. The old Brandon Thomas farce. Is a thea-
tre perennial. 'Aunt' reaches $60,000, plus, on Broad-
way at the Roxy; Los Angeles, two houses, $31,000;
"Frisco, swell $20,000; Kansas City, holdover In two
theatres; Cincinnati, nifty $12,500; Baltimore, a capacity
$8,000 in a sipall house and held; also big In Topeka,
Wichita, Utica and Milwaukee.
. . Of particular interest during the week Is the first

off-Broadway engagement at advanced prices of
'Sergeant York' (WB), which played to $25,000 at the
Earle, Washington, a figure comparable to the best of

regular releases but somewhat less than the price scale

promised. Other trial runs to be arranged, but Warn-
ers In no hurry until cooler weather.
Despite a long list of holdovers, early August theatre

receipts are maintaining a gross somewhat better than
showmen's .anticipatiops, considering th^. most of the
new product 'is being held back until 'S^pt. 1 by the
consent decree. In former years the dog days brought
out the best that distributors had to offer as leaders In

block selling. The come-ons were samplers of the
year's program. All pictures, both released and yet to

be produced, were always' great in August.

THEY WMT 'EM FUNNY
Theatre-going public wants *em funny and one laugh •

Is worth a hundred tears, judging the extraordinary
popularity of Ginger Rogers in 'Tom, Dick and Harry'
(RKO), James Cagney and Bette Davis In 'The Bride

Came C.OJJ.'. (WB); 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' (Par)

and the tenacity of Bob Hope In •Draft' (Par), which
continues In Its sixth week In Chicago, fifth in Phila-
delphia and Detroit, and fourth In Pittsburgh and
Brooklyn.

Tom,' Is best of Miss Rogers' starring films. "Frisco
opening week reached $21,000, smash; Detroit, first

week, hit $22,000; Minneapolis and Seattle In the big
coin, and strong holdovers in Buffalo, Portland and Los
Angeles. 'Bride* also stands up In extra stanzas in
Kansas City, Buffalo, and good starts in Newark,
Minneapolis and Omaha. _
With more heft than earlier reports Indicated, "Man-

power' (WB) leads Boston with $18,000, very big; plays
|to a par $15,000 in Philadelphia, and Is best In town in
Denver and Louisville. Good second weeks in Seattle
and 'Frisco. 'Underground' (also WB) is socko $14,000
In Baltimore, but light on holdovers In Philadelphia
and Portland.

•Shepherd of the Hills' (Par) Is running to previous
form, good in midwest and far west, distinctly n.s.g. on
the eastern slope.

Observed from the ticket-chopper: 'Blossoms In the
Dust* (M-G) stirred up $15,000 in Pittsburgh, first run,
responding to flowery advance exploitation, and a tip

off that there's cash in sight for this film for exhibitors
who are willing to work. Reissues generally im'

responsive, although 'Can't Take* and 'Thing Called
liOve' (both Col) turned neat week*s profit In Seattle
•Ringside Ma isle* (M-G)' no knockout In Los' Angeles
and'Kansas City, but good in Providence; 'Hold That
Ghost' (U), tlie new Aljbott-Costello, turned in $8,000,

second week, after big $14,000 opener In 'Frisco. Set
for Chicago starting yesterday (Tues.). 'Life With
Caroline' (RKO) Into Boston at $16,800, and worth
watching. Valentino reissues drawing well in the
metropolitan subsequent runs.

Circuit bookers are reported to be struggling with
chart-Itis, an empty feeling superinduced by close

study of the balance of August release lists generally.

Labor Day and the new films can't come too. soon.

Detroit, Aug. 8.

Some fresh product has been
:
lumped Into town and fans are eat-
Jig It up after a couple of weeka
during which holdovers flooded tha
market This, too, despite the sum-
mer's most prolonged heat wave.
Best of the week looks to be Fox,

which should rake in $22,000 with
Tom, Dick and Harry' and 'Time
Out for Rhythm.' Opening day (31)
best of summer. Michigan's new
biU of 'Shepherd of Hills' and 'Topper
Returns' will do a very fine $15,000.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)

-'Sunny* (RKO) and 'Two in Taxi'
(C^l.) Former brought over after
week at Fox; latter new. Not too
bad $5,600. Last week, 'Moon Miami'
(20th) and 'Bride Wore Crutches,"
(20th) about average $5,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40.

55)—'Tom, Dick and Harry' (RKO)
and 'Time For Rhythm' (Col.). A
very hefty $22,000, with probable
holdover. Last week, 'Sunny^ (RKO)
and 'Adventure Washington* (Col.).

Surprisingly better than expected
$14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-55)—'Shepherd of Hills' (Par)
and 'Topper Returns' (Par). Smart
$15,000. Last week, 'Bride C.O.D.*
(WB) and 'Singapore Woman* (WB).
Groovy $12,000 on second week for
entire bill.

Palms State (United Detroit)
(3,000; 30-40-55) — 'Caught Draft
(Par) and 'Sea Wolf (WB). Fifth
and probably last week for this, good
for satisfactory $7,500.

Jack Benny Wow $8,000

In Memphis, Others Blah

Memphis, Aug. 5.

Meinphis has 'Charley's Aunt' in
its p^nts this weelf. Jack Benny
opus is wowing Loew's Palace trade,
mlance of Main Street rates defl.

nltely blah.
'Singapore Woman*- at Warner,

holdover for Tom, Dick and Harry*
at Loew's State, and Malco's split-

weeklng on 'Parson of Panamint' and
'San Antonio Rose* are scarcely cqm-
>etition for Benny comedy, either
ndlvidually or collectively.

Estimates for This Week
Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—

Singapore Woman* (WB). /Frail ap-

Eeal of this one wlU be lucky to
ire $2,500. Last week 'Bad Men'
(WB), $4,400, better than expected.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—

'Charley*s Aunt* (20th). Best draw
Benny ever offered, might get $8,000,
swell. Last week "Jungle Cavalcade
(RKO), $2,200, about as anticipated.
SUte (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—

'Tom, Dick' (RKO) (2d wk). Might
do $2,500 on h.o. Last week, ditto,

$9,700, not too good.
Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)—'Parson Panamint' (Par), four days,

and 'San Antonio Rose' (U), three
days. Maybe the brace will snag
mild $2,500. Last week 'Kiss Boys'
(Par), $7,000 for nine days, splen*
did.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-

33)—'Caught Draft' (Par) (2d run)
and 'Officer and Lady' (Col), split
week. Points to very nice $1,'750.

Last week 'In Navy" (U) (2d run),
three days; 'Sign Wolf (Mono), two
days; and 'Thieves Fall Out' (WB),
$1,850, best week In months.

'Blossoms' Sole Winner

In Laggard Lincoln

Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 6.

'Blossoms in Dust' makes tha
Stuart again the town's only winner.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; 10-15) — 'Sunset Wyoming'
(Rep) and 'Behind News* (Rep)
split with "Lone Rider Rides OtC
(PRC) and 'Water Front" (WB).
Gene Autry's 'Sunset" should -.lure

healthy $1,100. Last week, 'Plane
Robbery* (Col) and 'Range War*
(PRC) split with Thunder Over
Prairie* (Col) and •Face Behind
Mask* (Col). Lukewarm $860.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;

10-20-25)—'DevU Dogs' (WB). Sec-
ond reissue In row looks toward off-

key $2,000. Last week, 'Ruggles Red
Gap* (Par). Flopped for murderous
$1,500.
Nebraska (J. H. "Cooper-Par)

(1,236; 10-15-20)—"Wide Open Town'
(Par) and Thieves FaU Out' (WB).
Just so-so $1,600. Last week, 'Young
Lady" (20th) and 'Scotland Yard*
(20th). Likewise.
Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;

10-25-40)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G).
Powerful matinees will bring classy

$3,400. Last week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par).

Very fancy $3,800.
Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1.100; 10-

20-25)' — 'Adventure Washington
(Col) split with 'Puddin" Head'
(Rep). First got three days. Canova
looks like five. Total can't be more
than $2,700. Not too bad.

.
Last

week, 'Bad Men Missouri" (WB).
Very sad $1,800.
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'Charley's Aimf Big Tom' Smash

$21,000 Tops Frisco, 'Kiss Boys Okay

PICTURE GROSSES 11

San Francisco, Aug. 9.

Golden Gate, with Tom, Dick and.

Harry,' and the Warfleld with

•Charley's Aunt," are doing the biz

this week, okay for time ot year here.

George Bole cooked up • 'No One

Seated During Last Five Minutes'

campaign on the Ginger Rogers opus

which got the thing oft to a stert

which topped 'Kitty Foyle; by sev-

eral bucks the first day. Is follow-

Ina. up inside with a trailer signed

'Janie'^ asking fans please not to tell

•which man I marry.' Also got co-op

irom the crix on keeping the payoff

Disney Festival at the Geary Is

celling a heavy matinee play In its

fecond stanza, although nights are

light.

Estimates for TbU Week

FoK (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—

•Manpower*- (WB) and 'Kisses for

Briakfast' (WB) (2d wk). Holdover

doing rather well lor only ipildish

M 500 First week a little under ejc-

oe'ctalions at $18,000, but still big.

Geary (Cur?an) (1,286; 35-40-50)-

'Snow White' (BKO) (2d wk). Dis-

ney Festival pulling daytime trade

lor mild $5,000. First week finished

with $6,500, nighU being light.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 39-44-

B5)-'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) and

vaude. Opened bigger than Kitty

Foyle' and going great guns for

smash $21,000. Last week, 'Tight

Shoes' (RKO) plus Bowes Ams and
O'Neill Kiddies surprised with $14,-

*"orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,400; 35-

40-50)-'Hold That Ghost* (U) and

•San Antonio Rose' (U) (2d wk).

Holdover moving along nicely for

Strong $8,000. First week terrif $14,-

*"paramounf (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-

80)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par) and
'Shining Victory' (WB). Consider-

able competish but healthy $15,000

probable. Last (8-day) week,

underground' (^B) and 'I'll Wait

For You' (M-G) just average $13,-

"^St. Francis (F-WC) (1.475; 35-40-

BO)—'Underground' (WB) and 'III

Wait For You' (M-G) (moveover).

House usually averages around $5,000

and this looks average. Last (move-

over) week. 'Shepherd Hills' (Par)

and 'Dance Hall' (20th) got $4,800.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)

—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
•Dressed to Kill' (20th). Benny
opus got' off to a terrific start, mak-
ing $19,000 possible. Last (2d-flnal)

week, 'Blossoms in Dust' (M-G) and
•Accent on Love' (20th) faded away
to $7,000.

New Films Up Denver

Biz; Ulanpower' lOG,

'Dust; ICiss Boys' 9iG

Denver, Aug. 5.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye* Is strong

enough to stay around another week
t the Denham. But town*s leader

Is 'Manpower' at the Denver. 'Fan-

tasia' Is holding for a third week at

the Aladdin. 'Bad Men of Missouri'

looks fine for the Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 55-$l-$1.50)
—'Fantasia' (RKO) (roadshow. 2d
yk). Fine $5,000, and stays a third,
last week, 'Fantasia* (RKO) did a
smash $9,000 opening week 6n road-
snow.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)

^'Tom. Dick, Harry* (RKO) and
Til Wait for You* (M-G), alter a
week at the Orpheum, good $3,000.
Last week, 'Big Store' (M-G) and
•GeUway' (M-G), good $3,000, after
• week at the Orpheum.
Denham (Cockrlll) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye* (Par).
Fine $9,500, and Is holding over.
Last week. 'Shepherd of Hills* (Par)
(3d wk) and 'Forced Landing' (Par),
nice $7,500.

. Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—
•Man Power' (WB) and 'Blondie So-
ciety' (Col). Mighty neat $10,000,
and leads the town. I^ast week. 'Man
Hunt' (20th) and 'Dance Hall' (20th)
good $10,000.
Orpheam (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)— Blossoms Dust* (M-G) and 'Navy,

Blue and Gold* (M-G) (reissue), sur-
prls ng $9,500, and nice profit. Last
week, 'Tom. Dick, Harty* (RKO) and
1 11 Wait For You*^(M-G), good $14,-
vUO.

Paramonnt (Fox) (2^00; 25-40)—
Bad Men Missouri* (WB) and 'Sweet-
heart Campus* (Col). Going along
to sturdy $7,500. Last week, 'Out of
fog (WB) and 'Bachelor Daddy'
(U). fair $5,000.
Elalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—-Man

Hunt' (20th), after a week at the'
Denver, and 'Daftce Hall* (20th).
Good $2,000. Last week, 'Bride Came
C.O.D.* (WB), after a week at each
the Denver and Aladdin, and "Rich
Man* (Col), good $2,300.

Key City Grosses

Esllmaled Total Gross
Thli Week tl,405.e«0

(Based on 27 cities, 168 thea-
tres, chie/lv frtt runs, includinj;

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ,.$1,316,700

(Based on 26 ciixes, 169 theatres)

BUFF. BEATS HEAT

'Blossoms* $11,000, •Bride' Terrif
lOG on 2d Wk—'Tom' Good H.O.

BENNY SWAMPS

K.CJWELL11G

Kansas City, Aug. S.

•Charley's Aunt' at the Uptown
and Esquire is th6 best bet on the-

atre row, and the greatest Fox-Mid-

west has had in months. It will get

a swell total and be held over in

both spots, with the name of Jack

Benny the answer. Orpheum, re-

opened last week is keeping its doors

apart with a holdover of 'Jungle

Cavalcade' although first week was
very mild. Newman got a surprise

in 'Bride Came C.O.D.' which turned

out as one of strongest magnets of

the season.
Weather has been mercilessly hot

and sultry for more than a week.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820 and 2.043; 10-28-44)—
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) solo, day-
and-date in two houses. Strong from-

opening and one of the best here in

months.' $11,000 is swell takings and
a cinch to holdover. Last week,
'Tight Shoes' (U) and 'Singapore
Woman' (WB) twinned for so-so

$5,000.
MIdUnd (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)

—'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and 'Un-
certain Feeling' (UA). Mediocre
$7,800. Last week, 'Blossoms in Dust'

(M-G) and 'Sweetheart Campus'
(Col). Satisfactory $10,500, with
much coming from big matinees.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 10-

28-44)—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB). Topped
expectations in its first week and
rolls right along into a better than
average second stanza. Currently

$6,000. First week $10,000. very
good.
Orpheum (RKO) (1.500: 10-28-44)

— 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) com-
bined with program gf four Disney
shorts. Reopened the house last

week for a mild take end runs into

second week merely for the sake of

policy. Currently $3,750; first week
$6,000 okay:
Tower (Joffee) (2.110; 10-30)—

'Dance Hall' f20th) with vaude. On
strength of pictur.e,- $6,500, above
par. Last week, 'Mountain Moon-
light* (Rep) and variety bill on stage

held up to the weaver Bros, stand-

ard at $6,000. .

PORT. PACKS PLENTY,m BOYS' BIG $7,300

Portland, Ore., Aug. 8.

'Kiss the BoyS Goodbye' is the only
new opener this week, doing a heavy
biz for the (!)rf)heiun aftef a good
newspaper baUy. B?st h.o. Is 'Tom.
Dick and Harry,' in its second stanza

at the big Paramount, with 'In the
Navy' holding Its own in a third

week at the Broadway.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

50)—'In Navy' (U) and 'San Antonio
Rose' (U) still pulling well and beat-

ing second week at good $6,000. Sec-

ond week, with 'Flame of New Or-
leans' (U), good $5,000.

Maytair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 35-40-50)—'Shepherd of Hills'

(Par) and 'Vegas Nights' (Par), m.o.

of 'Shepherd' from Orpheum for sec-

ond week, swell $4,500. Last week
'Blossoms in Dust' (M-G) and 'Tight

Shoes' (U) closed a second stanza for

fair $3,500.
Orpheam (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 35-40-50)—'Kiss Boys Good-
bye' (Par) and 'Adventure Wash-
ington' (Col) going over for nice

$7,300. Last week 'Shepherd Hills'

(Par) and 'Thieves Fall Out' (WB)
took satisfactory $6,200, and 'Shep'

moved to Mayfair.
Faramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 35-40-50)—'Tom, Dick, Harry'
(RKO) and 'Ride Vaquero' (20th),

second week looks like great $5,100.

First week clicked to strong $8,000.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-

40-50)—'Underground' (WB) and
'Puddin* Head' (Rep) (1st), second
week going around okay $4,000. First

week, with 'Out Of the Fog* (WB),
did high $5,500.

Buffalo. Aug. 5.

Ticket tills are continuing to pay
oft in gratifying style along the
rialto this chukker. Sweltering
weather is slowing the turnstiles
only a fraction. 'Blossoms in Dust,'
at the Buffalo, Is leading, with a re-
peat stanza for 'Bride Came C.O.D.'
at the Lakes showing plenty of
strength.

'Tom. Dick and Harry' is a sturdy
holdover at the Century.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55) —

'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and 'Dressed
to Kill* (20th). Should do over
$11,000. oke. Last week. 'Reaching
for Sun* (Par) and Vaughn Monroe
and orch on stage, moved up to bet-
ter than $12,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 35-55)

—'Bride Came C.O.D.' (WB) and
'District Attorney' (Rep) (2d wk).
Strong second stanza round $10,000.
Last week, very potent, over $12,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 30-45)—'Stars

Look Down' (M-G) and 'Puddin'
Head' (Rep). Only fair, probably
$5,000. Last week, 'Moon Miami'
(20th) and 'Passage Hongkong' (WB)
(2d run), down to poor $4,500.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3.300; 30-40)—'San Antonio Rose' (U) and 'Big

Boss' (Col). .Weakie, around $4,000.
Last week. 'Under Age' (Col) and
'Richest Man in Town' (Col), sotso,
under $5,000.

20th Century (Dipson) (3.000; 30-
44)—'Tom. Dick, Harry' (RKO) and
'Meet Again' (RKO) (2d wk). Still
forte, around $7,000. Last week,
very neat, $8,500.

Seattle's Mardi Gras

Helps; Tom, Dick' Slick

$8,600;llanHnnt'7iG

Seattle, Aug. 5.

Seattle's mardl gras celebration,
the Potlatch, emphasized aviation
and defense and brought some folks
to town, especially for the Friday
parade. This broke at 11 a.m.. and
flooded most of the theatres. Rated
general^ favorable with Seattle live-
wires credited with another success.
Vic Gauntlett, adv. mgr. for Ham-
rick-Evergreen, was executive chair-
man. "

Cooler weather likewise reacted
favorably for a better tone at the
theatres. But nothing to rave about,
boxofflces being slow responding to
the improved employment picture
.locally.

Liberty has two revivals that has
the town on its ears,' looking to be
good summer antidote. They are
This Thing Called Love' and 'Can't
Take It with You* at the Liberty.
'Barnacle Bill* wound up two good
weeks at Paramount. 'Tom. Dick and
Harry' is getting the publicity bar-
rage at the Fifth. 'Manpower' is

strong enough for 2d week at the
roomy Orpheum.

Estimates for This.Week
Bine Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(^50; 30-40-50)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-
G) and 'Sunny* (RKO) (2d run) hot
from Fifth Avenue, indicated $2,600.
okay. Last week 'Shepherd of Hills'

(Par) and 'Accent on Love' (20th)
(2d wk). $2,100. fair.

CoUscDm (H-E) (1.90O; 21-35)—
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Million Dol-
lar Baby' (WB) (2d run) two with
;ip, pointing for $2,900, good. Last
w6ek 'In Navy' (U) and 'Hamilton
Woman' :,(UA) (2d run), $2,700. good.

fifth Avenue (H-fi) (2.349; 30-40-
50)—'Tom. Dick, Harry* (RKO) and
'Bride Wore Crutches' (20th). bill-

board campaign bolstered heavy
newspaper blasts, with a great $8,600
on tap. Last week 'Blossoms Dust'
(m-Qt) and 'Sunny' (RKO), nice total
at $6,400.

Liberty (J-vH) (1.640; 21-30-40)—
•Can't Take It* ((Sol) and Thing
(jailed Love* (Col) (both reissues),
anticipated $4,600, good. Last week
'Naval Academy' (Col) and Sweet-
heart Campus' (Col). $3,300. fair.

Musle Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-50)—
Barnacle Bill' (M-G), hot from Par-
amount (3d wk), teamed with Saint's
VacaUon' (RKO) (1st wk). Big $2,-

900 expected. Last week 'Caught in
Draft' (Par) and 'Monster and Girl'
(Par) (4th wk), $2,200. good.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-50)—

'Manpower' (WB) and 'San Antonio
Rose'^ (U) (2d wk). Okay $4,000.

Last week, same films, great $7,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 21-40)—'Puddin' Head' (Rep) and 'Passage

Hongkong' (WB), ph.- vaude, ex-
pected $4,500, good. Last week 'Man
of Timberland' (U) and 'Bachelor
Daddy' (U), plus stage. $4,200, good.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-50)

—'Man Hunt' (20th) and 'Dance Hall'

(20th), headed for big $7,500. Last
week 'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and 'Un-
certain Feeling' (UA) (2d wk), $3,-

900| oksy.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-35)—

'Pot of (jold* (UA) and 'Lady Chey-
enne' (U) (2d run), nice $2,200. Last
week (30-40-50), 'Bad Men Missouri'
(WB) and 'Out of Fog' (WB) (2d
wk). fair $2,400.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (BOO; 16-

30)—'Nice Girl* (U) and 'Back
Street' (U) (2d run), looking to hit

around oke $2,000. Last week 'Zieg-

feld Girl' (M-G) and 'Penalty* (M-
G) (2d run), slow $1,700.

'Charley's Aunt' Trim $31000 in Two

Spots, Big L A. Winner; 'Shepherd'

Sturdyl4Gon2dWk.;Tom'OKH.O.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $294,400

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $262,300

CBo-sei on 11 tliza.tTw'i

'MANPOWER'HUB

TOPPER, $17,1

Boston, Aug. 5.

'Manpower' and 'Barnacle Bui' are
pacing eiach other for top coin here
this week, with 'Life With Caroline'
also showing pleasing power. 'Tom,
Dick and Harry' gets a third week in
town; moving over from the Keith
Memorial to the RKO Boston.
Steady stream of Hollywood per-

sonalities making appearances in

strawhats around Boston are no
great menace to the film houses, but
they are figured to draw some trade
away from the intown ::inds.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 28-39-44-55)

—'Tom Dick' (RKO) (3d wk in
town) and 'Cyclone Horseback'
(RKO). Heading for adequate $6,000.
Last v/eek 'Mata Hari' (M-G) and
'Navy Blue and Gold' (M-G) (re-
issues) skidded, after promising
opening, to $5,000.
Fenway (M&P) (1.373; 28-39-44-

55)
—

'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Shining
Victory' (WB) (both continued from
Metropolitan), will take so-so $4,000.
Last week, same for 'Underground'
(WB) and 'Sons o' Guns' (WB).
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28-

39-44-55)—'Life with Caroline'
(RKO) and 'Her First Beau' (Col),
aiming at pleasing $14,000. Last
week 'Tom. Dick' (RKO) (2d wk)
and 'Scattergood Strings' (RKO) (1st
wk). turned in $13,000. okay.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4.367; 28-39-

44-55) — 'Manpower' (WB) and
'Kisses Breakfast' (WB), getting hefty
night trade for a possible $17,000
tally, very good. Last week 'Kiss
Boys' (Par) and 'Shining Victory*
(WB). $15,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44-

55)—'Barnacle Bill* (M-G) and Time
for Rhythm' (Col), pointing to near-

ly a staunch $17,000. Last week
^(six days), holdover of 'Met Bom-
bay' (M-C}) and 'Sweetheart Cam-
pus' (Col), $12,000.
Faramount (M&P) (1,797; 28-39-

44-55)—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Shin-
ing Victory' (WB) (both continued
from Met), will draw about $6,000,
fair. Last week 'Underground* (WB)
and 'Sons o' Guns' (WB), same.
SUte (Loew) (3.600% 28-39-44-55)—'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and 'Time

Out Rhythm' (Col), flirting with
okay $12,000. Last week (six days)
holdover of 'Met Bombay' (M-G)
and 'Sweetheart Campus' (Col),
$8,000. '

Transloz (Translux) (900; 15-25-
44)—'Murder by Invitation' (Mono)
and 'Angels Dirty Faces' (WB) (re-
vival), may hit $2,00(1. with weather
breaks. Last week 'Poison Pen*
(Rep) and 'Hound Baskervllles*
(20th) (revival), $1,500.

JACK BENNY $12,000,

Drrro 'maisie,' prov.

Providence, Aug. 6.

'Charley's Aunt' is topping the
town at Majestic this week, despite
near record heat. 'Ringside Maisie'
is not bad either at Loew's State.

Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 28-39-

50)—'Million Dollar Baby' (WB) and
'Fog' (WB) (2d run). Not too good,
and heat isn't helping either for
so-so $2,000. Last week 'Man Hunt'
(20th) and 'Tight Shoes' (U) (2d
run), same, $2,000.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—

'Murder by Invitation' (Mono) and
'Tumbledown Ranch' (Mono). On
the go with good $2,000. Last week
'Dead Man's Shoes' (Mono) and 'Des-
ert Bandit' (Rep), okeh $2,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Ride on
Vaquero'- (20th). Ever-popular Jack
Benny dragging them in for a very
high $12,000 for this sort of weather.
Last week 'Million DoUar Baby'
(WB) and 'Out of Fog' (WB), nifty
$9,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and 'Officer

and Lady' (Col). House holding own
for neat $12,000. Last week ^Blos-
soms Dust" (M-G) and 'Scattergood'
(RKO), good $10,500.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—

'Ruggles Red Gap' (Par) and 'Wings

Los Angeles, Aug. 5.

'Charley's Aunt' is getting the top
coin this week with $31,000 in pros-
pect for combined take at the Chi-
nese and Loew's State. Chinese
started off with a $2 preem Thurs-
day night (31) which brought in
$3,400.
Paramount is holding up well on

its second session at around $14,000,'
after good $17,000 on first week.
'Shepherd of the Hills' on its second
week now is duaied with 'Sweet-
heart of the Campus' with Rube
Wolf on the stage.
Business is spotty in other situa-

ti9ns. Downtown and Hollywood
will aggregate only $ll,000 with 'BadMen of Missouri' and 'Angels With
Broken Wings.'

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,615; 83-

$1.10-$1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney ) (27th
wk). Ringing up another $5,000,
plenty good after approximately $5,-
500 on .the 26th weelt.
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2 034*

^''"i''."!*"''^'
—'Charley's Aunt' (20th)

and Dance Hall' (20th). With ap-
proximately $3,400 in the till on the
premiere. Jack Benny picture looks
like winner with $15,800 likely. Lastweek Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and
'Big Store' (M-G), light $9,500.
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 30-44-55)— Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and

Angels With Broken Wings' (Rep)
"P."^

promising with less than
$8,000 indicated. Last week. 'Man--
power (WB). corralled good $6,800
on holdover.

ccf"'Ji..^'"'' <UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44-
55)— Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (3d wk)

downbeat with approximately
$3j600. Last week hit close to,$4,-

Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 30-44-55)— Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
Angels With Broken Wings' (Rep).
Disappointing $3,000. Last week.
Manpower" (WB), rolled up $6,000
on holdover.
Orpheum (B'way) (2,200 30-44-55)

—'Too Many Blondes' (U) and 'Scat-
tergood Pulls Strings' (RKO) with
Brenda and Cobina on stage. Healthy
$9,000 coming up largely due to
stage show. Last week, 'Wait For
You' (M-G) and 'Repent Leisure*
(RKO), $7,000.
Panta?es (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—

'Tom, Dick and Harry' (RKO) (3d
wk) and 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO).
Fair $6,500 On the Ginger Rogers
repeater indicated, with the jungla
picture also helping. Last week
profitable $9,500. ^
Paramoont (Par)' (3,595; 30-44-55-

75)—'Shepherd of Hills' (Par) (2d
wk) end 'Sweetheart Campus' (Col)
with Rube Wolf on the stage. Tap-
ered off a bit but good at $14,000.
Last week, first of 'Shepherd of
Hills' strong at $17,000.
RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—

'Tom. Dick and Harry' (RKO) (3d
wk) and Frank Buck's 'Jungle Cav-
alcade' (RKO). Mildish $5,300 in
sight after good $8,500 last week.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2.204; 30-44-
55-75)—'Charley's Aunt' and 'Dance
Hair (20th), Benny starrer got off
to a good start and should hit nifty
$15,500. Last week, 'Ringside Maisie^
(M-G) and 'Big Store' (M-G), $11,-
500 on eight days.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100:

30-44-55)—'Ringside Maisie' (M-G)
and 'The Big Store' (M-G). Point-
ing towards so-so $2,700 on move-
over. Last week, 'Moon Miami'
(20th) and 'Young Lady' (20th), less
than $2,800 on eight days, weak.
Wllshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-55)—'Ringside Maisie' and 'Big Store"

(M-G). Light gross expected with
about $4,000 In sight. Last week,
'Moon Miami' .(20th) and 'Young
Lady' (20th), rang up $4,500 on eight
days.

'Blossoms/ Nice $10,000,

'Shepherd' S'/zG, Indpls.

Indianapolis, August 5.

Both Lyric and Loew's nad the
best opening matinees they've had
in several weeks, and business is

holding up well.
Estimates for This Week

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.600; 25-30-
40)—'Shepherd of Hills' (Par) and
'Forced Landing' (Par), okay at $8,-

500. Last week, 'Tom. Dick' (RKO)
and 'Meet Again' (RKO). Plenty
good at $9,800.
Loew's (Loew's) (2400: 25-30-40)—'Blossoms Dust (M-G) and

'Blondie Society' (Col) swell at
$10,000. Last week. 'Barnacle Bill'

(M-G) and 'Sweetheart Campus*
(Col), fair $8,300.

Lyric (Lyric)—'Kisses Breakfasts
(WB) plus Little Jack Little and
Roscoe Ates on stage. Okay at
$10,500. Last week, 'Shining Vic-
tory' (WB) plus Jerry Colonna and
acts on stage, fair $9,900.

in Dark' (reissues). Moving slowly
for so-so $4,500. Last week 'Sweet*
heart Campus' (Col) and 'Naviil
Academy' (Col), slow $5.500.
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*/7>^eii^/^ WILLIAM SAROYAN

On ATTENTION ! ^
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER, RKO, PARAMOUNT,
WARNER BROTHERS, TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX,

UNITED ARTISTS, and olhers

Let's do some war-time business, as follows:

Thanks to the American people and the American way of life you don't

need money and I don't need money.

I hereby offer any of you absolutely free of charge
all motion picture rights to my play ''The Time of
Your Life/'

My terms are the simplest and most equitable:

Everybody connected with the making of the picture, including the

studio— its equipment -and executives—shall donate free of charge his

time, talent, or technical services.

Every penny of the proceeds shall go to National Defense.

I believe in this emergency, and I believe you believe in it.

You and I both need the American way of life even more than the rhil-

lions of men in the military and naycd services.

We owe these men. their families, and our government something more
than mere- dislike of the enemy, and we have no right to be any less per-

sonally involved in the present emergency than they.

I believe that art, in its way, is as great a weapon for the defense of

right as a strong army and a strong navy.

Let's not get richer in material things until the day after tomorrow, and
let's not be poverty-stricken in spirit at a time which so graciously invites

generosity.

You can reach me at 1821 15th Avenue, San Francisco.

Yours truly:
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Fred North Heads RKO in Detroit;

Kemper Resigns; Exchange Briefs

Detroit, Aug. 9.

Fred North, chief of the Detroit

exchange for Warner Bros, until his

recent resignation, has been named
branch manager here for RKO. He
succeeds James Sharkey.

ynited Artists, Detroit's perennial
summer closer among flrst-run

houses, will reopen Aug. 28 with
•jeltyl and Hyde.' Place has been
shuttered since first sign of summer
heat.

Kemper Beslgns 20th, Buff.

Buffalo, Aug. 5. .

Richard Kemper, manager of Dip-
son's 20th Century, resigned; report-

ed assigned to another Dipson spot

following an extended vacation.
Attendance at trade-showings has

now narrowed down to about an
even doz&n spectators.

Pic Magazine will feature a pic-

torial story showing employment
and training of the 'Glamour Usher-
ettes' at Dipson's 20th-century.
Howard Lurle of the Orpheum,

Buffalo, will marry Jean Dautch,
non-professional, in September.

A. Charles Hayman, of the Cata-
ract and Strand, Niagara Falls, and
Lafayette, Buffalo, left July 15 to

spend the rest of the summer at his

French River, Ontario, camjp.
Lyric and Schiller Park, Syracuse,

are closed for the summer.
Denise Skouras, daughter of Spy-

rous Skouras, has been a guest of the
Nikitas Dipsons for a fortnight.

Lincoln, Rochester, undergoing
complete face-lifting under directioo
of George Lurie.
New Drive-in theatre on site of

the dog track at Harlem road and
Genesee street was washed out by
rain Wednesday night, necessitating
postponement of opening set for
Thursday (31).

Wilsress Besirna

Montreal, Aug. 5.

Resignation of L. D. Wilgress,
deputy Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, as a member of the National
Film Board, announced by War
Services Minister J. T. 'Thorson

. when he presided for the first time
at a meeting of the board recently.
Thorson stated that Justice T. C.

Davis, associate deputy Minister of
National War Services, would re-
place Wilgress to fill latter's unex-
pired term, which runs to August,
1942. Jurisdiction of the National
Film Board was transferred from the
Trade and Commerce department to
the department of National War
Services at beginning of July. En-
largement of the t>oard's duties will
be undertaken in near future.

Molllver's Exchange
Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

David Molliver opening new ex-
change to handle Mohawk Pictures
(old Grand National product).
William Z. Porter, chief booker

and office manager at the Monogram,
leaves this week for Coast to take
post of traveling auditor for Mono.
Porter is president of Film Exchange
Employees union. He will be re-
placed at the local office by Maurice
Rosen, son of exchange manager
Samuel Rosen.
Barney Cohen, former manager at

Lansdowne, now at Stanley-Warners'
Cross Keys. Tiny (3oldsmith shifted
from Cross Keys to Drexel Hill.
Dave Segall acquired Band Box,

Middleburg, Pa.
• James Cfarla now operating Lyric,

Throop, Pa.
. Frank Sculli upped from booker to
a member of the Metro sales staff.
His spot at the booking desk being
taken byJEred Cralker.

Conn. HPTO's Goltery
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Connecticut holding its sixth annual
golf tourney Aug. 19 at Race Brook
Country club. Orange, Conn., near
New Haven. Herman M. Levy Is

chairman of tournament committee.
Last year more than 125 attended.

Stanley, N.T., Leased
Stanley theatre, on Seventh ave-

nue near 42d street. N.Y., formerly
operated by Harry Brandt interests,
leased to Markmo Amusement Corp.,
headed by Maurice Mauer. House
has been closed for five or six weeks.
New company plans remodeling and
reopening shortly on much the same
policy as formerly in use there.
Deal includes the two-story build-

ing. Stanley in recent years has op-
erated' on grind policy and as a sub-
sequent run.-

Belen 'Gwynne at WB
Helen Gwynne, added to Warners'

eastern ad-publlclty staff to handle
magazine exploitation under Mitchell
Hawson,

Pink's Due
Los Angeles, Aug. S.

Sidney Pink, former Fox-JVest
wast booker, operating the Century
»na Princess, here, formerly run by
oimon Lazarus.

J. W. Bace building new theatre

In Ford City, Cal., to replace the
Roxy, recently destroyed by Are.
Fox-West Coast has added three

L.' A. houses to Us operation. It

bought 51% interest from George
Burke and M. E. Baylis in the 600-

seat Nurart; 750-seat Tivoli, nnd a
new 900-seat house being built hear
the Douglas Aircraft plant.

Eebert's J. C. "Spot
Jersey City, Aug. 5.

Arthur Egberts has been appointed
assistant manager of Loew's Jersey
City theatre. Egberts was formerly
publicity agent for liOew's in New-
ark and Jersey City. He replaces

W. H. Stillman, who resigned.

Ne^ England Outing
Boston, Aug. 5.

New England members of motion
picture industry will get together
Aug. 25 for a full day and evening's
outing at Old . Silver Beach, West
Falmouth, Mass. Over 400 exhlbs.
film salesmen, bookers, exchange
employes and allied workers will at-

tend.
Heading the committee are William

Cuddy of RKO and Major Patrick
Healey of the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Safety.

Theme Song

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

It wasn't bad enough for the
boys wha drew the first num-
bers In the recent 21-year-old
draft lottery, but they had to be
Invited to see a picture as the
guests of the Warner theatre.
The picture, of course, was
'Caught In the Draft.'

Stunt grabbed lots of free
space.

B'WAY THEATRES NK
NEW INFO CENTER

W. Va. Convention
West Virginia theatre managers

convene at White Sulphur Springs.
Aug. 25-28. J. C. Shanklln, of
Ronceverts, W. Va., is convention
chairman.

LIppe in Newark
Newark, Aug. 5.

Albert B. Lippe appointed acting
assistant' manager of Loew's State
here. Formerly was with Loew's
publicity in Manhattan.

Pitt Delivery Strike Ends
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Regular transportation of films
from exchange to theatre was re-
sumed here yesterday (4) when a
two-week strike by AFL drivers of
Exhibitors Service came to an end.
Exhibitors also makes deliveries of
local newspapers but this phase of
their transportation was not affected
by the walkout.
Under terms of the agreement,

drivers obtained Sc hour increase for
night work, paid vacations and time
and one-half for overtime.
Heads of all the exchanges here

have declared Aug. ^1 a holiday to

permit Film Row employees to at-

tend annual Variety Club picnic for

charity. Joe Killer, local booker and
agent, is chairman of affairs and en-
tire proceeds will be donated to

Camp O'Connelly, which Variety
Club regularly maintains as a vaca-
tion spot every summer for city's

underprivileged children. Charles
Bearesi West View owner, has turned
b£|Uroom over to Club for night of

picnic and nationally-known band is

being dickered for to play for danc-
ing open to public—at a price, of

couse, since it's all for sweet charity.

Bill Bryan, Vandergrlft city man-
ager for Manos circuit, has resigned

his post to become a hotel manager
in that town.
Max Felder, from New York, new

manager of the Capitol, ace WB
house in -Steubenville, O.

Queen's Voice Trailers

Trime Minister' (WB)
Ottawa, Aug. 9.

Audience at the American pre-

miere of 'The Prime Minister' at the

Capitol here next Wednesday (13)

will be greeted by Queen Elizabeth

of England, whose voice will be

shortwaved by the British Broad-

casting Corp.

'Minister' was made by Warner
Bros! at its studios in Teddington,

near London. Princess Alice, wife

of the Earl of Athlone, (jovemor

General of Canada, and Prime

Minister Mackenzie King top the list

of names who will attend the preem.

Proceeds of opening performance go

to Queen's Canadian Fund.

Street Bally

Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth

repeated one of their dance se-

quences from 'You'll Never Get

Rich," Columbia picture, on the Wil-

son sign at 46th and Broadway, N.Y.,

Friday (1) night:_Jt's not the first

time that motioi^ picture clips had

been, employed on the giant 4,104-

lamp sign, but fisst instance known
where a scene from a picture was

adapted for use in an animated elec-

tric cartoon.

Douglas Leigh, creator of sign. In-

vited the press . to view the scene

from reserved window tables in the

Automat directly across the street

from the Wilson display.

Broadway picture theatres have
been braced by a new outfit which
is promising great things for busi-
ness. It Is called Theatre Informa-
tion Centre, claiming to have offices
in Manhattan, Bronx and Brooklyn.
Idea Is to have a central source of
theatre information available, but no
Broadway houses are going for the
plan.

Ostensibly all that is requested is

that the theatre manager submit
future programs to the Centre, sup-
posedly for the information of poten-
tial customers. But check by sev-
eral exhibitors revealed that thea-
tres were expected to unite in ad-
vertising the Theatre Info Centre
phone number—and that later both
the theatre and phone company
would be asked certain fees. Idea
of such information service being
outside each theatre's own direct
supervision does not meet with exhib
approval

Coast s Insistence on Home Caused

Charlie McCarthy to Resign 20th

Whelan-United's Windows

Offered for Theatre Ads
Latest bally device being offered

theatres in New York are 165

Whelan - United Drug and Cigar
stores. Window display space for a

quarter sheet, card-size sticker is $75

weekly for the group of stores.

Picture theatre advertisers are nix-

ing the Whelan proposition gener-
ally, not only because they feel that

newspapers are the best medium for

advertising and their news stories

but also because exhibitors always
have been adverse to paying coin

for window displays.

Prn DAILIES NK
'BLOSSOMS' COPY

More New Drive-ins

Buffalo, Aug. 5.

First drive-In' in this part of the
country opened by Paul Wlntner gf
Cleveland last week on site of
former dog track. Entire proceeds
of Inadgural performances turned
over to USO.

Combo Drive-In and Nitery

Albany, Aug. 5.

Fabian plans to build a drive-in,

along with a night club, at the inter-

section of the Albany, Schenectady
and Karner roads. Details of 500-

automobile theatre and a large, mod-
ern night club, at a cost of 'about
$50,000,' announced by Louis R.
Goldlng, division manager.

Greensboro, N. C, Drive-In
Greensboro, S. C, Aug. 5.

Greensboro Drive-In opened July
24. Equipped to hanille 320 cars on
seven ramps arranged so that any
car may enter or leave' without dis-

turbing the vision of any other
group.

Ed and George Harris, of At-
lanta, operators of similar theatres

in Durham and Charlotte, operate
the theatre.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Although okayed and accepted in

leading papers all over the coun-
try, including some of the most con-
servative sheets, one big ad in

Metro's national series for 'Blossoms
in the Dust' couldn't make the
grade in Pittsburgh, except for sin-

gle daily and then only one edition.

It was the 4 col. by 13- inch spread
headed: 'Bad Girls Don't Have
Babies.'

Morning Post-Gazette and after-

noon Press, Scripps-Howard sheet,
turned it down flat; Hearst's Sun-
Tele took it but yanked the copy
after first edition. Penn theatre and
M-G exchange hastily changed the
top line, switched It to one of the
lines from the picture: 'There are
no illegitimate babies, only Illegiti-

mate parents.'

Penn, where film Is currently
playing, pointed out that Scripps
papers in other cities- took 'Bad
Girls Don't Have Babies' copy with-
out question; ditto other Hearst
sheets and that second Paul Block
daily, Toledo 'Blade,' accepted it,

too, while Block's Pitt. P-G would
have no part of It.

Now It's a Jap Cycle
San Francisco, Aug. 5.

Twenty-four hours after the Jap-
anese crisis broke Ellis Levey had a

22-minute subject entitled 'America
Faces Japan' grinding at his Oakland
house. Worked all night to edit it

down from four March of Times,
using 'Crisis In the Pacific,' 'Spoils

of Conquest,' 'Philippines, and
'Japan, Master of Orient.'

Subject playing Frisco Telenews
this week and will b« distributed In

this area by the local RKO exchange.

Advance Tipoff on Fihn Yams in Fan

Mags Held Injurious to Theatre Trade

Los Angeles, Aug. 9.

Coast chain and independent the-

atre operators are bringing pressure

to bear on major studio exploitation

heads to stop feeding Actionized film

yams to fan magazines. It Is claimed

that advance publication of complete

stories is affecting subsequent run

houses adversely through beauty

parlor and waiting room circulation,

which takes the edge off coming at-

tractions.

Problem is receiving sympathetic
consideration from Coast publicists,

the Hays office and homeoffice execs

In New York. Southern California

exhibs, who have been complaining

about story tipoffs via the fan pub-
lications, received word last week
that the Hays office. Paramount,
RKO and other studios are in favor

of discontinuing release of complete

story material. Protests from Coast

theatre men, added to those already

received in New York from mid-

west and eastern operators, was the

culminating factor in swinging the

decision.

It Is reported that Paramount has

already advised fan magazines that

no more complete yarns will be
available for publication. Studio

publicists have long held the view

that fan writer is not sufficiently

skilled to fictlonize a valuable screen

property costing hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars. Belief la now ex-

pressed that advance publication of

yarns not only serves to reveal the

plot but does so in a crude fashion

which undermines interest In the

forthcoming release.

Beef which brought action came
in connection with subsequent runs

for which protection was asked be-

cause these houses are most vulner-

able to this form of exploitation.

Word-of-mouth following key show-
ing, added to publication, rob pic-

tures of most of the novelty by the

time they reach the second and third

runs, it is claimed. Exhibitors have
asked studio and home office execs
whether it is worth while to handi-

cap the bread-and-butter subsequent
run market for the sake of a few col-

umns of space.
Mystery 'Stories and others with a

trick or unusual finale are com-
pletely undone by advance publica-

tion though all types of product suf-

fer. In one instance a circuit pub-
licist on the Coast was previewing
forthcoming product In a projection

room and was trying to pick the

criminal in a murder mystery. His

wife kept on telling him he wasn't

even close. This happened on sev-

eral occasions with pul^llcist finally

being wised up to the fact that his

wife got the tipofl from fan mags.

As an alternative to complete flc-

tlonizatlon it has been suggested that

fan publications nm screen stories

only in part without printing the

ending or otherwise tipping off too

muc'h.

Insistence of Joe Schenck, Darryl
Zanuck and other studio execs on
the appointment of Hal Home to do
special exploitation for 20th-Fox
was the spark that brought on the
resignation Monday (4) of Charles
E. McCarthy as director" of adver-
tising and publicity for the company.
McCarthy objected to the employ-
ment of Horne to work independ-
ently of his office and when he ran
head on into the s'tudio crowd on the
is.sue, he turned in his papers.
Horne will do special, independent

exploitation on three pictures, as a
starter. But this activity may affect

the entire pub-ad-exploitation staff

at the home office, as it will prob-
ably"be extended to other big pic-

lures. 'A Yank in the R.A.F' will

tee off.
'' Successors to McCarthy and
Maurice Bergman, whose resignation
as advertising director immediately
followed that of his boss, have not
been decided upon. McCarthy, in
deference to request of prez Sidney
R. Kent, will shelve his desire to
gel out immediately and remain on
unlil Sept. 1.

No successor will be named until
Kent returns from a vacation at
Thousand Islands at the end of this

month, it was said. Horne has been
mentioned for the top job, as result
of McCarthy's bow-out, but that
prospect hasn't been fully discussed
as yet. It's understood he wasn't
interested in It at first, as he de-
sires to carry out his idea for tha
indie exploitation service. However,
it's a growing possibility now.

Horne, who resigned recently as
eastern rep of Walt Disney Produc-
tions, returned to New York Mon-
day (4) from the Coast, where he
discussed his Ideas with Schenck,
Zanuck, Joe Moskowitz, eastern rep
of the studio, who returned from
Hollywood at the same time as
Horne; Harry Brand, director of

publicity at the studio; Hermann G.
Place, chairman of the 20th-Fox
executive committee, and other pro-
duction execs.

Convention Entry

They brought up Home's name at
the time of the Fox convention on
the Coast about three weeks ago
and McCarthy came forth with an
immediate nix. He thought the thing
had died when suddenly it burst
forth again over his head. He re-

fused to' compromise, preferring to

give up the post that he has held for

the past 10 years and which is said

to have paid him $600 a week.
Resignation of Bergman, who went

to Fox last Dec. 1, after4hree years
as head of advertising and publicity

at Columbia, was a matter of loy-

alty to the man who had hired him.
'Mr. McCarthy disapproved of a

policy,' Bergman explained to

Vaiiibtt yesterday (Tuesday), 'and,

inasmuch as it was a policy of which
I myself would have disapproved
had I been in his shoes, I went right

along with him. I feel tt\at I would
not have been happy otherwise.'

Bergman's Background
McCarthy and bergman both will

'vacation before deciding on any
other posts. Bergman, a former film

account exec at Lord & Thomas', de-
parts Friday (8),

In a statement announcing his

resignation, McCarthy declared:

'Certain problems have arisen in the

operation of the company which, to

me, appear insoluble. Therefore,

although I have a contract which
has two more years to run, I asked

Mr. Kent to relieve me of this ob-

ligation, as this would appear to be
best for all concerned. Mr. Kent,

with whom I have been associated

for nearly 25 years, accepted my
resignation with regret.'

As far as is known, Rodney Bush's

po.st as exploitation head of the com-
pany is not affected by the moves.

Bush has been out ill since early in

July. Almost simultaneously with

his being taken sick work of the de-

partment was divided. Bush, who
had been, doing both exploitation and
publicity, was ordered to devote his

full time to exploitation and all the

publicity work was put on the

shoulders of Earl Wingart, who had
been handling It under Bush. No
announcement of the switches was
made by the company.

U UEETINO TUUAS.
Regular meeting of Universal di-

rectors Is scheduled for tomorrow
(Thursday). Only routine business

Is scheduled to come before the di-

rectorate with sevend U executives
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FOR VARIETY
. . . the great entertainment diver-

sity that 20th Century-Fox
offers you in its great product

line-up for 1941-42!

FOR VALUES
. . . the obvious boxoffice strength

and power in the 20th Century-

Fox stars and titles and stories

for 1941-42!

FOR VIGOR
. . . the vigorous showmanship with

which 20th Century-Fox gets

behind its pictures, promoting

the Values and the Variety that

will mean bigger boxoffice than

ever in 1941-42!
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AUG. 1

release

JIUG. 15
release

JIUGr29
releas^

SEPT. 12
release

SEPT. 26
release

OCT. 10
release

OCT. 17
release

OCT. 30
release

NOV. 13
release

CHARLEY'S AUNT
Btarxing JACK BENNY

WILD GEESE GALLING
sfamngHENRY FONDAi JOAN BENNETT

SUN VALLEY SERENAD
stmtingSOmH HENIE and JOHN PAYNE with GLEHN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

XER

-A YANK IN THE R.A.f;
ste/iintrTYRONE POWER witii BETTY GRABLS
A Daxryl F^ Zanuck Production • Directed i^^Henry Kin^

BELLE STARR
IN TECHNICOLORiTiYARANDOLPHSCOTtaadGENETIERNEy

NA
NMIRANDA,

WEEK-END IN H
IN TECHNXCOtO% Miarring AUCS FAVE,
JOHN PAYNE. CESAR ROMERO

with WALTERWSmm^ #iy£mtS^TON. ANNE BAXTER,
DANA ANDREWS

HOT SPOT'
starringBZTSYGRABtE.VKTrORMATURE withCAROLS LANDI8

HOW GREEM WJis mt VALLET
»/ariingWALTER PIDGSOK. IfAUREEN 0*HARA. ANNA LSB
A Daxryl F. Zanuck ProdMMk • Dir«ct«d by John Ford

km GREATER THAN eVeR IN 1941-42!
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Nazis Seen Fomenting Mexican

Workers Strike vs. U. S/Film Cos.

Mezieo City, Anr- B.

Motion plctnre nnloiu Ii»Te ex-

tended the strike o»II ac^liut Ameri-

can companies until' Aug, 13 from

Aue. 10. bat IltUe hope If held out

(or averting strike move. American
film reps* aver* they are willing to

confer bnt laborltes do not favor

such confabs.

Union spokesmen declare that It

the strike occorred It would not be

disastrous to Mexican picture indus-

try because enough Latin-American

films are available* to keep the cine-

mas going. Exhibitors, however, are

frankly worried, discounting the

union bragging and saying that

Mexico cinemas must have American
product to keep open.

The intrigue of Nazism is seen be-

hind the voting of a strike for Aug.

10 by the national film workers

union against the eight major Ameri-

can film distributors in Mexico. This

Hitler move, evidence shows, is in-

tended to afford yet another wedge

In Mexico against the U. S. and

democracy by. eliminating the most
Important American films, splendid

vehicles on anti-totalitarian propa-

ganda. It's also reported to be a

desperate attempt to make Mexico

a wide open field for Nazi, Fascist

and other undemocratic pix.

Evidence of this latest Nazi drive

Is that Hitler agents have, pledged

themselves to certain film labor

leaders to finance the entire strike,

to the extent of assuring the strikers

not only full dinner pails but com-
plete pay, on the basis of their cur-

rent wages, during the tieup. This

is a juicy proposition for the work-

ers. The strike pay of their union

would ordinarily get skimpy plenty

fast, and under an*amendment to the

labor laws, they only receive a "per-

centage of their old salaries during

the strike.

Film labor chiefs roundly deny
this evidence, but it is learned on
excellent authority that American
G-men operating in Mexico have
straight information to the effect that

Nazis are back of this new move to

block, or at least greatly embarrass
the American film companies. The
U. S. and Mexican secret service

operatives, it is understood, are en-

gaged in running down those who
.have offered coin to the film work-
ers' union .chief. Arrests are ex-

pected soon, for this bribing can be

considered as sabotage. Those con-

victed would probably be deported.

It does not seem likely that the

trike would open up Mexico to Ger-
man and Italian pix, as some appear
to be confident that it would. The
Confederation of Mexican Workers,
which for long has been Moscow-
Inclined, is the avid enemy of Naz-
ism and Fascism. It made that plain

long before the war, and is now
more than ever opposed to the doc-

trines of Hitler and Mussolini.

Possible withdii^wal froln Mexico
ef the Americans, because they are

wearied of labor troubles that were
supposed to have been definitely

nxded with the settlement of the

four-months strike against them in

1935 and 1936, is causing some worry
In pic labor circles.

The union" leaders assert that, as

American pix dominate this market
by about 98%, It is only just that the

exchange workers get a bigger cut

In profits. The distributors' senti-

ment is that their help is already
about the highest paid in Mexico.

London Exhibs Ask

Earfier Theatre Hrs.

London, July 22.

Following official statement extra
hour of daylight over normal sum-
mer time would cease to operate be-
yond end of this month, London
exhibs are petitioning license authori-

ties, for new Sunday hours for metro-
politan cinemas. Permission Is being
sought to open from 3:30 p.m. till 8

p. m.. and that these hours should
hold indefinitely. West End screen-

ing times for Sunday are currently
from 4:30 to 10 p.m.

Suburban houses are seeking new
Sabbath times from 3 p.m. to 8:30.

Exhibs feel the earlier opening is

more to patrons liking.

PUSH OUSTER OF

BRITISH PIX

IN AUSSIE

Sydney, July 25.

British interests are alleging that
a major circuit exec is moving po-
litically to have the British quota
wiped out insofar as this particu-

lar zone is concerned by intimating
that there are insufficient British

pix circulating to comply with the
15% compulsory British screenings

as imposed by the late Stevens' Gov-
ernment.
To offset any such move the Brit-

ish distribs aver that the retention
of quota in New South Wales is very
vital because of the increased costs

of production in England. Assistance
in the form of a quota, not only In

N.S.W., but in other parts of the Em-
pire, therefore becomes more im-
portant than previously, Britishers
say.

It has been announced that for the
year ended March 31, '41, the entire
output from British studios totalled

65 pix; and in view of wartime cir-

cumstances this is looked upon as
a 'remarkable' effort. Mention Is

made that although only 42 of these
pix acted is Renters Quota and 23
were registered for Exhibitors Quota,
all 65 pix are eligible for playdates
under the Act operating in N.S.W.,
and are sufficient to fulfill the 15%
quota setup as presently operating.

RED TAPE DELAYS 'DOE'

IN FOREIGN MARKET

Squawks are pouring Into Warner
Bros, homeoffice from nearly every
foreign country where 'John Doe' is

being readied for release because of

the red tape involved on every deal
lor this picture. Sales rep for Frank
Capra's' unit, which made the pic-

ture, must okay terms, number of
' prints and substantially the adverUs-
ing budget for each country before
the- film can be shipped out.

Deal for 'Doe* is one of the few
outside deals Warner Bros, has made
In some years. Understood' that War-
ners has an 80-20 deal for the pic-
ture, the picture company being on
the small end. Setup has produced
mostly percentage deals with few flat

rentals;.

Lococo Outlines Needs

For Yankee Pictures To

Click in the Argentine

Buenos Aires, July 29.

No more picts with phoney Latin
themes, plenty of sophisticated
comedies with name casts and bet-
ter Spanish titling, both for the
marquee and on the screen, are the
three points which wiU do more them
anything else to bettet sell Holly
*ood films to South America, ec
cording to Clemente Lococo, biggest
exhib in Argentina. Latter not only
consumes more American films than
any other country south of the bor-
der, but also produces more of Its

own product that any Spanish
source.

Lococo is particularly able to see
both sides because in addition to
owning the first run Opera, Ideal,
Normandie and Suipacha in 'down-
town B. A., he also owns a flock of
houses outside and Is head man of
Empresa Filmadora Argentina
(EFA), one of the largest of the Big
Five Jn national production.

Ary Luna Upped

Another change in Warner Bros,
Latin-American setup was revealed
this week with announcement that
Ary Lima, formerly assistant sales
manager In Brazil, had beert made
managing director in that . country,,

succeeding Arthur G. Abeles, re-
signed.

Warners has opened a new Sranch
at Monterey, Mexico.

New 20th-UA House
Capetown, July 1.

Another new theatre addition to

be ferved by the 20th-Fox, United
Artists booking combo in South
Africa, is the 20th Century, Pretoria,

near here, a 1,300-seater which
opened June 5.

The Rex, a 450-8eater, Is due to

open soon at Greenside, Johannes-
burg suburb. The Curzon, with
1,000 seating capacity, is set to open
late this month or early in August
at Wynberg, suburb of Capetown.
United Artists and 20th-Fox also

have deals whereby their product
also plays these two houses.

Shanghai Exhibs Face

Pix Shortage; Censors

Nix All War Footage

Shanghai, July 8.

Local exhibs are holding back pix
and extending runs slightly in order
to overcome a potential famine,
which is due to shipping shortages
on the Pacific. With a single ex-
ception no President liner will ar-

rive here before Sept
All Canadian Pacific boats have

been off the run tor months.
Police censors viewed 200 features

during six months of current year,

banning nine, because of interna-
tional conditions. War pix are defi-

nitely out, although Germans and
British privately screen them. All
references to war in newsreels also

cut
Several Marches of Time were cut,

and 'Arise My Love,' censored four
months ago, was banned for six

months more.

BEHFS m: $7,500,

TOP GROSSER IN B. A.

Buenos Aires, July 29.

Personal appeal of Bette Davis
pushed. WB's 'Great Lie' into the
best money division here last week.
Playing the Ambassador, film drew
only mixed notices from the metro-
politan critics but star's following
kept them lined up at the boleterla

putting down the pesos and week
closed with a very nice $7,500 on mat
and nite trade only,. .

Estimates, at the Rate of 4.19 Pesos
to the V. S. Dollar

- Ambassador (Lautaret and Ca-
valo) (1,400; $2, $1.50 m/n) 'Great
Lie' (WB). $7,500.

Ideal (Lococo) (1,046; $3, $2.50

m/n) 'Nice Girl' (U) (2d wk). Weak
$2,500 on the\ second week. First

week had a fairly good $4,500 and
drop Is blamed more on the pic than
on Durbin, who rates high here.

Rex (Lautaret, Cavalo and Cor-
dero) (3,305; $2, $1.50 m/n) 'Men of

Boys Town' (M-G), $8,800, which is

nice going although not quite up to

the Rooney musicals,
Normandie (Lococo), (1,420; $2,

$1.50 m/n) 'Kitty Foyle* (RKO).
Excellent $5,300 on the second run.

Monumental (Coll and Di Fiore)

(1,330; $2, $1.50 m/n) 'At Toque del

Clarin' ('At the Sound of the Bugle')
(Argentine-Sono Film). Satisfactory

$3,800 and expected to do better in

the nabe houses.

Opera (Lococo) (2,500, $2, $1.50

m/n) 'Adam Had Four Sons' (Col).

Pretty good $5,800.

Broadway (Lautaret and Cavalo)
(1,863, $2, $1.50 m/n) 'Keeping Com-
pany' (M-G). Very weak $2,000.

Snlpacha. (Lococo) (950; $2, $1.50)

Night Train' (20th). Oft to excel-

lent notices to draw $2,500 and build-

ing- by word-of-mouth.

Union's $98327 .Net

London, July 22.

Union Cinemas, Ltd., subsid of
Associated British Pictures Corp^
made a trading profit for year end-

ing December last of $1,136,456.

After provisions . for taxation and
reserves, net is $98,328.

'

Krier Seeks Passage
Bob Krier, assistant to Ben Mig-

gins, 20th-Fox European manager, is

waiting for a boat at Lisbon to carry
him back to the U. S., according to

latest word.
Krier has been supervising Work

for 20th-Fox in tbe Portugal and
Spain markets.

SHANGHAI BANS STBIPFEBS
Shanghai, July 8.

Invasion of strip-teasers- from ex-
tra-Settlement areas' is twing com-
bated by the Shanghai piSlice.

A recent raid nettedWflVe, who
were jailed for a total of 50 days.

Argentine Producers Would Interest

Whitney in Joint Distribution Plan

DaYid Rose Hops Back

To London Saturday (9)

David Rose, Paramount's manager

in England, arrived in New York

Monday (4) from the Coast, prepara-

tory to starting back to London. He
plans hopping off by Clipper Satur-

day (9).

Rose huddled with Y. Frank Free-
man and Buddy DeSylva relative to

plans for production in England.
Understood that he has completed ar-
rangements for an English star to
play the' title role in 'Admirable
Crichton,' soon to start production in
Britain.

PAR GIVING UP

MARKET IN

SPAIN

Fred Lange, Paramount's manager
for Europe, who arrived in N.Y. last

week from Lisbon, has nearly com-
pleted liquidation of Par properties

and assets in European countries

from which It was barred by Nazi
order. Latest country to come un-
der Lange's attention is Spain, with
Par definitely decided to give up all
attempts to carry on operations
there under the current regime. He
had been working out of- Lisbon on
the Spanish liquidation.

Most other U.S.. major companies,
with properties and elaborate dis-
tribution setups in Spain, also are
quitting the Franco-dominated coun-
try after trying for more than a year
to obtain reasonable terms under
which they might remove their rev-
enues. Franco regime wanted to
freeze such a large percentage of
total monies owing American dis-

tributors (and then onlv via an in-

volved arrangement calling for U.S.
companies to produce in Madrid)
that they gradually have withdrawn
from all activity in Spain.

Lange -plans to remain in N.Y. in-

definitely. He has spent most of his
time in France, Belgium, Portugal,-
Spain and other European countries
trying to engineer liquidations since
Hitler ordered American distribu-
tors- to halt operations in nations he
controlled.

Fernando Wagner Set

For Sth Mex Season

Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Fernando Wagner opened the fifth

consecutive season of his Pan-Amer-
ican theatre, the rendition of se-
lected dramas and comedies in Eng-
lish, at the Palace of Fine Arts (Na-
tional theatre) to good response.
He opened with the Kaufman and
Hart comedy, 'You Can't Take It

With You.' The season is to con-
clude the end of August.
Wagner's- veteran players Include

Annelies. Morgan, Ray Adams, G.
Alton Summers and Rickey Austin,
who are doubling on the semi-
weekly 'Pan-American, Hour,' which
the local municipal government pre-
sents over radio station XEQ (50,000
watts). •

Wagner imported several players
for his new season. Newcomers in-
clude Maria Temple, who played' on
Broadway last year; the Tom Ire-
lands, of the Cleveland Playhouse;
Ed Greene, Rilla Cady and Pol Del-
gado. Wagner is to follow up 'You'
with 'Ladies in Retirement.'

20th Office Burns
OlTice of 20th-Fox in Manila, P. I.,

was destroyed by fire last week, ac-
cording to word received at the N. Y.
homeoSice. One employee was
killed in blaze, which resulted in a
complete loss of company files and
other property in the structure.

Arthur Doyle is district manager
for 20th-Fox in Manila.

Buenos Aires, Aug. 9.

Top execs of Argentina's five lead-
ing picture producing studios are
again huddling over the idea of some
kind of joint distribution plan where-
by films made here would be dis-

tributed throughout Latin-America
and the States by U. S. companies.
Forthcoming visit . of Jock Whit-

ney, of the Rockefeller Committee,
to coordinate cultural end economic
relations with the American Repub-
lics has pointed up Interest, localites

believing that, if they have some sort

of definite proposition to offer, Whit-
ney may be interested. Argentine
producers claim that even with pres-
ent loose system of distribution else-

where than in -Argentina, Chile and
Uruguay, their pictiures are getting

to be better and better foreign gross-

ers and they declare that it Holly-
wood doesn't take advantage of the
opportunity while its ripe, it may
soon be to late.

, Cash is generally admitted to be
the stumbling block. Most local pro-

ducers depend upbn retainers and
outright paid-in-advance purchase tp

obtain funds for production. Despite
increasing reliability end money
making possibilities of local produc-
tions, bank loans to film producers
here are still rare, with only the
Nazi banks being really' willin| to

put up real coin. Therefore pro-

ducers with flat pocketbooks but
good ideas have to resort to every
means to get i>eBOs, selling distribu-

tion rights for whole provinces and
groups of countries as State rights

have been sold in the IJ. S.

Number of American companies
have expressed willingness to dis-

tribute Argentines—and Columbia
and Lumiton are currently mulling

such a deal—but none were willing

to put up cash, especially the kind
demanded. Average local producer,

some U. S. reps here think, feels the

Hol^wood companies are wallowing
in money and that they , should be
willing to help subsidize local pro-

duction.

Joint distribution -^opening the

way to Joint production—would be a
practical goodwill builder and its on
these grounds that producers hope
to interest Whitney.

LONDON GROUP AIDS ON

SCRIBE ENTERTAINING

.London, July 8.

Committee, to organize entertain-
ment and get-together for American
and Dominion scribes in their leisure
moments in London, has been-
formed, headed by Hannen SwafTer,
Quentin Reynolds, Flanagan and
Allen, Leslie Henson, Henry Home,
,^rthur Riscoe, Tom Bostock, Wil-
liam MoUison, Joe Evans and Cyril
Smith.

First affair takes place at His
Majesty's theatre, July 20, when
scribes will be introduced to entire
casts of 'Up and Doing,' 'Shephard's
Poe,' 'Black Vanities' and 'Lady Be-
have,' when they will be entertained
with impromptu program, inter-
spersed with eats and drinks.

London in Wartime

Phyllis Neilson-Terry doing fire

watching in the Marylebone London
area.

Flanacan and Alien wiU do a week
at the Hippodrome, Coventry, giving
their entire earnings to Coventry
Hospital appeal fund, for rebuilding
the hospital which was demolished
during a blitz.

George Black, Jr., has been pro-
moted to lieutenant in the Army.

Edward Stirling, who used to
operate the only English theatre In

Paris, has opened at the French In-
stitute, South Kensington, London,
where he gives plays in English and
French.

Sir John Pratt, who is brother of
Boris KarloS, has resigned his' post
in Ministry of Information.

Colonel PbDlp Astley, Deputy
Director .of Army Public Relations
in Cairo, is ex-husband of Madeleine
Carroll. They were divorced nearly
two years ago.

Brace Sievler, lyric writer, pro-
moted Squadron Leader in the RAF.
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Studios are currently sioinging into full stride on
1941-42 product wttU peak of activity likely to be
reached' around the end of the month. All majors
already have a sizeabie portion of next season's sched-
vle well on the way towards completion, with most
of the consent decree signatories amply stocked for
tradeshowings. Total of 48 pictures are now in- cut-
ting rooms of the eight major releasing companies,
with 58 shooting and 22 (.including those tradeshown
com-rtetcdj. .

The big push at 20th-Fox has placed 17 pictures on
the shooting and cutting lists in addition to five already

tradeshown, making a total of 22 under way. Metro
has 12 shootiit0 and titree cutting, in addition to three

completed, U'htle KKO-Radio, having tradeshomn the

yirst block of five, has five more nearing completion in

addition to four westerns.

Paramount, with a complete product setup for 1941-

42 as yet undetermined, has tradeshoum five with

eight more in the cutting stage and seven shooting.

In releasing 29 pictures (same as last year) , the studio

schedule is well on the way towards completion, not
taking into account the Sherman westerns and Pic-

ture Corp. of America releases which are still in early

stages of preparation. Universal is making strong

headway with one or tvoo of the nine in the cutting

rooms awaiting release and sevpn more shootina.

Warners has five coming up for tradeshbwing shortlj.

in addition to one apmpleted and eight shooting.

FILM BOOKING CHART

Colambia

Promised Com- Hlinot- Now
4 1-1? vlfttd Ine CuKInK Toko

Features 48 0 5 7 36
Westerns 16 0 1 1 14

Serials 4 « 0 0 4

Totals . 68 • 6 8 54

Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

THE MEDICO HITS THE TBAIL, western; prod.,

William Berke; dir., Lambert Hillyer; no writing

credits; camera, Benjamin Klinex. Cast: Charles Star-

rett, Patty McCarthy, Cliff Edwards, Forbes Murray,
Frank LaRue, Archie Twitchell, Edmund qpbb (40-41).

GO WEST YOUNG LADT, musical; prod., Robert
Sparks; dir, Frank Strayer; cameira, Henry Freulich;

no writing credits. Cast: Penny Singleton, Glenn Ford,

Ann Miller, Allan Jenkins, Charles Buggies, Onslow
Stevens, Edith Meiser, Bob Wills and Texas Cowboys.

HARMON OF MICHIGAN, drama; prod., Wallace
• MacDonald; dir.. Charles Barton; no writing credits;

camera, John Stumar. Cast: Tom Harmon, Anita
Louise, Oscar O'Shea, Warren Ashe, Larry Parks, For-
est Evashevski.

BACHELORS' BABIES, formerly THE STORK
PATS, comedy; prod.. Jack Fier; dir., Lew Landers; no
writing credits; camera, L. W. O'Connell. Cast: Maxie
Rosenbloom, Rochelle Hudson, Victory Jory, Danny
Mummert, George McKay, Forest MacMahon, Bobby
Larson.

TILLIE THE TOILER, comedy; asso. prod., Robert
Sparks; dir., Sidney Salkow; screenplay, Karen Morley
and Francis Martin; camera, Phil Tannura. Cast: Kay
Harris, William Tracy, Daphne Pollard, George Watts,
Jack Arnold, Benny Bartlett (40-41).

KING OF DODCitE CITT, western; asso. prod.. Leon
Barsha; dir., Lambert Hillyer; orig. screenplay, Gerald
"Geraghty; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bill Elliot,

Tex Hitter, Judith Linden, Dub Taylor, Gus Ashe, Dick
Anderson, Pierce Lydon.

TWO LATINS FROM MANHATTAN, formerly
GIRLS FROM PANAMA, drama; asso. prod., Wallace
MacDonald; dir., Charles Barton; orig. screenplay,
Albert Duffy; camera, John Stumar. Cast: Joan Davis,
Jinx Falkenburg, Joan Woodbury, ' Carmen Morales,
Marquita Bonanova, Don Beddoe, Richard Fiske, Lloyd
Bridges, John Dilson, Dick Elliott, Tim Ryan, Chuck
Morrison.

MYSTERY SHIP, drama; asso. prod.. Jack Fier; dir..

Lew' "Landers; screenplay, David Silverstein and
Houston Branch; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Paul
Kelly, Lola Lane, Larry Parks, Roger imhoff, Cy
Kendall, Trevor Bardette, Dick Curtis, Dwight Frye,
Byron Foulger, John Tyrell. (40-41).

OVR WIFE, comedy; asso. prod, and dir., John Stahl;
original screenplay, Lillian Day, Lyon Mearson; cam-
era, Henry Sharpe. Cast: Ruth Hussey, Melvyn
Douglas, John Hubbard, Charles C^burn, Frank
Yaconelli (40-41).

HERE COMES MB. JORDAN, formerly MB. JORDAN
COMES TO TOWN, formerly HEAVEN CAN WAIT,
comedy; asso. prod., Everett Riskin; dir., Alexander
Hall: based on play by Harry Segall; screenplay, Sid-
ney Buckman, Seton I. Miller; camera, Joseph Walker.
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rita Johnson, Claude Rains,

' James Gleason, John Emory, Halliwall Hobbs, Evelyn
Keyes (40-41).

LADIES IN RETIREMENT, drama; asso. prod., Les-
ter Cowan; dir., Charles Vidor; screenplay, Reginald
Denham and Garrett Fort: camera, George Barnes.
Cast: Ida Lupino, Louis Hayward, Elsa ' Manchester,
Edith Barrett, Evelyn Keyes, Isobel Elsom.

THE MEN IN HER LIFE, formerly WOMAN OF DE-
SIRE; formerly TONIGHT BELONGS TO VS, drama;
Srod.-dir.', Gregory RatofT; screenplay. Lady Eleanor
[ercin-Smith; camera, Arthur Miller and Harry

Stradling. Cast: Loretta Young, Dean Jagger, Eugenie
Leontovich, Conrad Veidt, Victor Varconi.

TEXAS, western; asso. prod., Sam Bischoff; dir.,

George Marshall; story, Michael Blankfort, Lewis Melt-
zer.; screenplay, Horace McCoy, Michael BlanUort,
Lewis Meltzcr; camera, George Meehan. Cast: William
Holden, Glenn Ford, Claire Trevor, George Bancroft,
Edgar Buchanan, Andy Tombes, Edmund MacDonald,
Harrison Green, Merlin Nelson, George Lloyd, Ralph
Peters, Addison Richards, Don Beddoe (40-41).

THUNDER OVER- THE PRAIRIE, formerly THE
MEDICO RIDES, western; asso. prod., William Berke;
dir., Lambert Hillyer; no writing credits; camera,
Benjamin Kline. Cast: (Charles Starrett, Eileen O'Hearn,
Eanny Mummert, Cliff Edwards, Stanley Brown, Ted

L Adams, Dan Curtis, Cal Shrum and his Rangers orch.

I
(40-41).

f.
BLONDE FROM SINGAPORE, drama; asso. prod.,

Jack Fier; dir., Edward Dmytryk; story, Houston
Branch; screenplay, George Bricker.; camera, Lou
O'Connell. Cast: Florence Rice, Leit Erickson, Gor-
don Jones, Don Beddoe, Adele Rowland, Alexander
Darcy.

SOARING FRONTIERS, western; asso. prod., Leon
Barsha; dir., Lambert Hillyer; no writing credits; cam-
era, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bill Elliott, Tex Hitter,
Ruth Ford, Bradley Page, Frank Mitchell.

Columbia Fix in Prodnctlon
YOU'LL NEVER GET RICH, com. drama; asso. prod,,

Sam Bischoff; dir., Sidney Lanfleld; no writing credits;
camera, Phil Tannura. Cast: Fred Astaire, Rita Hay-
worth, Martha Tilton, Sunnie O'Dea, Kay St. Germaine
(40-41).

THREE GIBLS ABOUT TOWN, comedy- prod., Sam
Bischoff; dir., Leigh Jason; no writing credits; camera,
Franz Planer. Cast: -Joan Blondell, Janet Blair, John
Howard.
YOU BELONG TO ME, comedy; prod.-dir., Wesley

Buggies; screenplay, Claude' Binyon; camera, Joseph
>walker. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, Edgar

Buchanan, Melville Cooper, Harold Waldridge, Charles

Arnt.

THE LAW OF THE WINCHESTER, western; prod.,

Leon Barsha; dir., Wally Fox; no writmg credits; cam-
era, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bill Elliott, Tex Hitter,

Virginia Carpenter, Frank Mitchell, Luana Walters,

Bud Buster, George Chesboro, Francis Walker.

DUTCH SHOE MYSTERY, meller; prod;, Larry Dar-
mour; dir., James Hogan; story, EUery Queen; screen-

play, Dwight Taylor; camera, James Brown. Cast:

Ralph Bellamy, Margaret Lindsay, Charley Grapewin,
James Burke, Mona Barrle, Paul Hurst, Blanche Yurka,

Tom Dugan, Leon Ames, George Zucco. Dennis Moore,
Charlotte Wynters, Jean Fenwick, "Pierre- Watkin.

LONE WOLF DOUBLECBOSS, metier; prod., Jack
Fier; dir., Edward Dmytryk; no writing credits; cam-
era, Phil Tannura. Cast: Warren William, Ruth Ford,

Eric Blore, Thurston Hall, Fred Kelcey, Mario Dwyer,
Victor Jory, Victor Killan.

BOYAL MOUNTED PATBOL, meller; prod., Wm.
Berke: dir., Lambert Hillyer; no writing credits; cam-
era, George Meehan. Cast: Charles Starrett, Russell

Hayden, Wanda McKay, Lloyd Bridges, Don Curtis.

Metro

Shoot-
Ins
12

Now
Cultlnr Toko

3 32

Pronilfi«il Cofn-
41-42 pl««rd

Features 50 3

Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

LIFE BEGINS FOB ANDY HABDY, comedy; gen.

office prod.; dir., George B. Seitz; no writing credits;

camera, Les White. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone,

Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford, Sara- Haden, Ray Mc-
Donald, Patricia Dane.

KILDARE, No. 8 (tentative title, MARY NAMES
THE DAY), drama; gen. office prod.; dir., Harold
Bucquet; no writing credits; camera, Sid Wagner. Cast:

Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore, Laraine Day, Samuel
Hinds, Emma. Dunn, Red Skelton, Fay Holden, Nils

Asther.

SMILIN' THROUGH' drama (Technicolor), asso.

prod., Victor Saville; dir., Frank Borzage; orig. by
Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin; camera, Olive Marsh.
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Brian Aherne, Ian Hunter,
Patrick O'Moore, Jackie Horner, Eric Lonsdale, David
Clyde.

Metro Pictures in ProdacUon
THE YEARLING (production suspended until

spring), drama (Technicolor), asso. prod., Sidney
Franklin; dir., Victor Fleming; orig. screenplay, Mar-
jorie Kinan Rawlings; camera, Hal Rosson. Cast:

Spencer Tracy, Gene Echman, Ann Revere, Chill Wills,

Adeline deWalt Reynolds.

HONKY TONK, drama; asso. prod., Pandro Berman;
dir.. Jack Conway; no writing credits; camera. Bill

Daniels. Cast: Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Claire
Trevor, Marjorie Main. Frank Morgan. Albert Dekker,
Rags Ragland, Chill Wills, Henry O'Neill.

THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER, musical: asso. prbd.,

Victor Saville; dir.. Hoy Del Ruth; no writing credits;

camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Nelson Eddy, Rise Stevens,
Nigel Bruce, Florence .Bates.

UNTITLED GABBO, drama; prod., Gottfried Rein-
hardt; dir., George Cufcor; no writing credits; camera,
Joseph Ritteriberg. Cast: Greta Garbo, Melvyn Doug-
las, Ruth Gordon, Robert Sterling.

MARRIED BACHELOR, comedy; asso. prod., John
Considine; dir., Eddie Buzzell; no writing credits; cam-
era, George Folsey. Cast: Robert Young, Ruth Hussey,
Felix Bressart, Lee Bowman, Sam Levene.
UNTITLED TARZAN, drama; prod., B. T. Fineman;

dir., Richard Thorpe; no writing credits; camera, Clyde
DeVinna. Cast: Johnny WeissmuUer, Maureen O'Sul-
livan, Philip Dorn, Tom Conway.
THE NEW YORK STORY, drama; pro.d., Sam Marx;

dir., Mervyn LeHoy; camera, George Barnes; no writing
credits; Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Edward Arnold,
Laraine Day, Marsha Hunt.
WHEN LADIES MEET, drama; co'-producing, Robert

Z. Leonard and Orville O. Dull; dir., Robert Z. Leonard;
no writing credits; camera, Robert Planck. Cast: Joan
Crawford, Greer Garson, Robert Taylor, Herbert
MarshalL
FEMALE OF THE SPECIES, comedy; prod., Joseph

L. Manckiewz; dir.. W. S. Van I^ke; no writing credits:
camera. Bill Daniels. Cast: Don Ameche, Rosalind
Russell, Kay Francis.
BABES ON BROADWAY, musical; prod., Arthur

Freed; dir., Busby Berkeley; no writing credits; camera,
Lester White. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland,
Fay Bainter, Hay MacDonald.
PANAMA HATTIE, musical; prod., Arthur Freed;

dir.. Norman McLeod; no writing credits; camera
credits not set. Cast: Ann Sothern, George Murphy,
Red Skelton, Hags Ragland, Ben Blue.
H. M. FULHAM.

.
ESQ., drama; dir.. King Vidor;

original story, J. P. Marquand; camera, Bay June. Cast:
Hedy Lamarr, Robert Young, Ruth Hussey, Charles
Coburn, Van Heflin, Bonita Granville.
KATHLEEN, drama; prod., George Height; dir.,

Harold S. Bucquet; original story, Kay Van Riper;
camera Sid Wagner. Cast: Shirley Temple, Herbert
Marshall, Laraine Day, Felix Bressart, Gail Patrick.

Monogram

Promlwd Cmm- Shoot- Mow
41-42 pIcM tmm OaMlac Toco

Features 26 I S I 22
Weiterna 16 1 fl t IS
V^ayne re-isanea.. 8 8 • t •

To4«l» 80 "» "« "» 88

Pictures in cutting room -or awaitiii( release:
DYNAMITE CANYON, western; piod.-dlr., Robert

Tansey; original story and screenplay, Robert Emmett,

(Continued on page 20)

(For l»i/ormation of theatre dnd /!fm exchange boolcer.<! VAniBiv presents

a cemplefe chart of feature releases of all the American di.<!tribu(iiig com-

panies for the current quarterly period. Dote of reineuis as given in

Vabietv Gild the running time of print* ore included.)

Key to Type Abbrei'iationj; M—Meloarama; C—Comedy, CD- -Comedu

Drama; W— Western; D—Drama; RD—Romantic Drama, AJU— Musical.

Figures hereiuith indicate date o) Vamety^s review and running time.

COPYKIOHT, 1*40. B1 VAKIBTT INC. ALL BMiHTH RR.SKHVRU

WEEK OF BJELEASE—6/28/41

Time Out for Rbythm (Col) 5/28
Hands Across the Rockies (Col)
The BIe Store (M-G) 6/11
West Point Widow (Par) 6/11
Reluctant Drason (RKO) 6/11
Nevada City (Rep) 7/16
Man Hunt (20th) ' 6/11
San Antonio Rose (U) 6/25
Fassace 'rem Hongkong (WB) '

MI)
W
C

CD

D
Ml)
D

74 B. Vallee-R. Lane
BUI EUlot-M. Daily

84 Marx Bros.-'X. Martin
63 A. Sbirley-R. Carlson
73 Olsney Cartoon
S8 R. Bogers-G. Bsycs
100 J. Bennett-W. PldgeoB
62 R. Palge-J. Fiazee

K. Donglas-L. Falrbanki

WEEK OF RELEASE—6/2T/4I

Sweetheart of the Campus (Col) 6/25 MU
Medico of Painted Springs (Col) 6/25 W
Wanderers of the West (Mono) W
They Met Id Bombay (M-G) 6/25 D
The Parson of Fanamlnt (Par) 6/25 W
Jangle Cavalcade (RKO) 7/( M
A -Very Young Lady (2«th) 4/36/41 CD
Poison Pen (Rep) 7/2 D
Puddln' Head (Bep) 7/t C
Kansas Cyclone (Ben) W
Hit the Road (U) 7/9 D
Underground (WB) 6/25 D

64
59

92
84
76
86
66

R. Keeler-O. NelKon
C. SUrreU-T. Walker
T. Keene-B. Miles
C. Gable-B. Russell
E. Drew-C. Ruggles
F. Back
J. WIthers-N. Kelly
F. Bobson-R. Newton
J. Canova-F. Lederer
D. Barty-L. Merrick
G. George-B. MacLana
t. Lynn-K. Verne

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/4/41

Prisoner on Dcvtl't Island (Co!) 7/1*
Barnacle BUI (M-G) 7/2
Murder by InviUtlon (Mono) 7/30
Caught In the Draft (Par) 5/28
Tom, Dick and Harry (RKO) 7/16
Moon Over Miami (20th) 6/U
Bachelor Daddy (U) 7/2
Kisses for Breakfast (WB) 7/23

D
CD
D
C
C

MU
C
c

-76 D. Woods-S. Ellers
90 W. Beery-v. Weldler
67 w. Ford-M. Marsh
82 B. Hope-D. Laraour
85 G. Bogers-G. Murphy
92 ' D. Ameche-B. Grable
•1 Baby Sandy-E. E. Morton
81 D. Morgan-J. Wyatt

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/11/41

Two In a Taxi (Col) D
Navy Blue and Gold (H-G) (relsaae) D
Father Steps Out (Mono) D
Forced Landing (Par) 7/9 M
They Meet Again (RKO) D
Gangs of Sonora (Rep) 7/16 ' W
Mountain MoonUght (Rep) CD
Accent on Love (20th) D
Hello, Sucker (U) 7/2 C
Bride Came C.O.D. (WB) 7/2 CD

62
95

63

66

61
60
94

A. Lonlse-R. Hayden
R. Yonng-jr. Stewart
F. Albertson-L. Grey
R. Arlen-E. Gabor
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
3 Mesqulteers
Weaver Bros. Elvlry
G. Montgomery-0, Masses
H. Herbert-T. Brown
B. Davls-J. Cagney

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/18/41

Blondle In Society (Col) 7/2 C
Son of Davy Crockett (Col) 7/9 W
SUrs Look Down (M-G) 1/3/40 D
Arizona Bound (Mono) - W
Shepherd of the BlUs (Par) 6/19 D
Hurricane Smith (Rep) D
Sunset in Wyoming (Rep) W
Dance HaU (20th) 7/23 D
Kalders of the Desert (U) W
RaWhIde Rangers (U) W
BuUets tor O'Hara (W9) 6 '30 D

77
59
104

98

73
60

SO

P. SIngleton-A. Lake
B. EUIott-1. Meredith
M. Redgrave-M. Lockwood
B. Jonies-X. McCoy
J. Wayne-B. Field
R. Mlddleton-J. Wyatt
G. Autry-S. Burnette
C. Romero-C. Landls
R. Arlen-A. Devine
J. M. Brown
J. Perry-B. Pryor

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/25/41

The Officer and the Lady (Col) 7/16 D
Blossoms In the Dust (M-G) 6/25 D
The Deadly Game (Mono) D
Burry, Charlie, Hurry (RKO) 7/9 C
Ten Nights In a Bar Room (Rep) M
Bad Men of Missouri (WB) 8/16 D

59
98

65

75

R. Hndson-R. Pryor
G. Garson-W. PIdgeon
J. Lang-C. Farrell
L. Erroll-K. Howell
R. Armstrong-L. Hayes
J. Wyman-D. Morgan

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/1/41

Thunder Over the Prairie (Col)
Ringside Malsle (M-6) 7/30
Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
FuglUve Valley (Mono)
Kiss the Boys Goodbye (Par)
My Life With Caroline (RKO)
Rags to Riches (Rep)
Charley's Aunt (20th) - 7/23
Cracked NuU (U)
Three Sons o' Guns (WB)

7/39

6/25
7/16

W
C
D
W
CD
C
M
C
c

CD

59
95

83
78

80

C, Starrett-E. O'Hearn
A. Sothern-G. Murphy
W. Hull-L. Gorcey
R. Corrlgan-M. Terhune
M. Martfn-D^ Ameche
R. Colman-A, Lee
A. Baxter-M. Carlisle
Jack Benny

' M. Auer-U. Merkel
W. Morrls-T. Brown

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/8/41
Ellery Queen and Perfect Crime (Col) M 69
Whistling In the Dark (M-G) - 8/6 D 76
Dynamite Canyon (Mono) W
Wide Open Town (Par) 7/30 W 77
Six Gun Gold (RKO) W
Dressed to KlU (20th) 7/23 M 75
Hold That Ghost (U) 7/30 C 89
New Wine (UA) 7/30 MU 82'

Manpower (WB) 7/9 D 103

R. Bellamy-M. Lindsay
C. Veldt-A. Rutherford
T. Keene-E, Flnley
W. Boyd-R. Hayden
T. Holt-L. White
L..NoIan-M. B. Hughei
Abbott-Costello
I. Massey-B. Barnes
E. Boblnson-M. Dietrich

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/15/41

TUlle the Toller (Col)
Medfco HIU the TraU (Col)
Life Begins for Andy Hardy (M-G)
Doctors Dont Tell (Rep)
Ice-Capades (Rep)
Wild Geese Calling (20Ui)
This Woman Is Mine (U)

7/30

C
w
C
D
C
D
D

78

K. Harrls-W. Tracy
C. Starrett
M. Rooney-A. Rutherford
J. Beal-F. Rice
J. ElUson-D. LewM
H. Fonda-J.Bennett
F. Tone-C. Bruce

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/22/41
Dr. KUdare's Wedding Day (M-G) D
World Premiere (Par) C
Scattergood Meats Broadway (BKO) CD
Under Fiesta Stars (Bep) W
Bad Men of Deadwood (Bep) W
Private Nurse (20th) 7/30 M
A Dangerous Game (U) 3/1 M
BIghway West (WB) 8/6 D

L. Ayres-L. Day
J. Barrymore-F. Farmer
Guy KIbbee
Gene Agtry
Boy Bogers
J. BarweU-B. Joyce
A. Devlne-R. Arlen
B. Marshall-A. Kennedy

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/29/41
Our Wife (Col) C
When Ladle* Meet (M-G) _C
Saddle Mountain Bonndnp (Mono) w
Aloma of the South Seas (Par) BD
Sun VaUey Serenade (20th) 7/23 CD 86
LydU (UA) BD
Major Barbara (UA) 8/T O 115
Dive Bomber (WB) D

M. Donglas-R. Hussey
J. Crawford-R. Taylor
Range Busters
D. Lamour-J. Hall
S. Relne-G. Miller
M. Oberon-A. Marshal
W. HUIer-R. Morley
E. Flynn-F. MacMurray

SEQUEL TO OOME
Hollywood, Aug. B.

Ray McCarey's next directing
•t aOth-Fox Is 'Between the 'Devil,'

following hli current chore ai pilot
of 'Cadet Girl.'

Walter Morosco is producer of the
'Pevll,' icreenplayed by Harold
Buchman and Lee Loeb.

HUGH SAPEE, TOO
Hollywood, Aug. B.

Procedure it reversed in the pic-

ture, 'Tommy in the U. S. A.,' In

preparation at 20th-Fox fo follow 'A
Yank in the R. A. F.'

Story is about young Britons who
come to American airfields for train-

ing.
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S^iggest newspaper syndicate and radio coverage for any picture in the last eighteen months

resulted from the sensationally different preview in the Winery of the famous Padre Vineyards

at San Bernardino! Every big-name Hollywood correspondent wired hundreds of papers about

a great, great picture—plus details of the time-capsule buried to mark the passing of Hollywood

previews! A headline stunt for a headline .attraction headed for headline business at your theatrel

• 0

"A gvnn so different from the utual Hollywood movie

:thdt it mutt delight the soul of audiences. Mono Massey

brcothtakingly bfecutiful. Alan Curtis* love scenes are

fine and hit portrayal effective. I don't know when I

enjoyed a picture to much!"

—Louella Parsons, International News Service

f\i will attract profitable business m key houses. Music

lovers will find the picture a melodious treat while gen-

eral audiences will- recognize the high quality of the

.numbers." —Daily Variety

"This It a great picture. 'New Wine' bids fair to recap-

ture the popularity of that success, 'The Great Waltz.'

"

—Film Daily

"It It a film of rare beauty, both to hear and see, and
one which affords thowmen extraordinary opportunity,

the film It tuitable for any and all occasions in any and

all eommunifiot." .^Motion Picture Daily

"Entertainment rich in appeal to eye and ear, a tribute

to the production and ability of William Sekely. A film

of character and distinction. Ilono AAassey, Alan Curtis

.
and Albert Basserman contribute three>tperformances that

stamp It with dramatic appeal. United Artittt exploitation

men hove been campaigning on behalf of the ftim In

advance of releate, Idying the groundwork upon which

local campaigni may be developed."

r—Motion Pioture Herald

Nerii ProIboUobs PriMBl*

"The story is^^ender one and has deep human appeal.

The production values are good and the performances

are charming. Here Is entertainment that will be enjoyed

heartily. Suitable for all."

—Pete Harrison, Harrison's Reportt

"It achieves a considerable degree of genuine lucceti.

Ilona Massey is an extraordinarily charming and beau*
tiful actress. The music is there—authentic and beautiful.**

—Hollywood Citizen

"It departs most gratifyingly from the usual formula.'

Can scarcely fail to meet universal response. Vivid en*

tertainment which everyone can enjoy. It has heart-warm*

ing romance. It has humor. It It olwoyt completely human
and the music has been presented superbly. Film buildl

steadily with increasing dramatic power to potent

'''""oxes." v^Hollywood R^pmter

"A heady draught indeed for music lovers. Properly

merchandised it wiH be a popular libation among the

great rank-and-file. A heart-warming romonHe itory of
a great love; an alleviah'ng sprinkling of humor; and the
less tangible but patently Infiuentiol contribution! of
solid production and superb direotloh. The oott too will

prove highly satltfaetory with Nona Massey and Alan
Curtk delivering notable performances and o mogntfi*
cent bit by Albert Basserman."- —Boxo0ic9

"Excellently presented muilocril ft holdt together wed,
Sound recording of the muile li one of the be*t track*
heard in many month*. Kty *poH will get profHable re*

action with proper eMplottatlon."
w-lPferteey

DEU/ U/inE
ALAN CDRTIS • BiHNiE BARNES • ALBERT BASSERMAN

-JOHN QUALEN- BILLY GILBERT -SimiNB HOLLOWAY

ProM h WILLIAM SEKELY • Dirnhd REINHOLD 8CHUNZBL

'RILIAIBD TNMV VNITID JIRTIITf

7

A rSW OF THE HIGHLIGHT BRjEAKS included i,4oo newsp<v>m

,^ featuring the wire story from International News Service;JHeddo Hopper's coast-to-coost rcidio

broadcost telling millions " 'New Wine' will have; you rayinglV.;; f«|f<-page picture of the

Wine Cellar Queen in Life; ;Jhe Best Publicity Stunt of the Month in^^Hollywood Reporter!
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Advance Production Chart

(Continued from page 18)

Frances Kavanaugh; camera, Jack R. Young. Cast:

Tom Keene, Sugar Dawn, Evelyn Finlay, Slim An-
drews.
MOUNTAIN KODNDCP. western: prod., Geo. W.

Weeks; dir^ S. Hoy Luby; story, William L. Nolte;

screenplay, Earle SneU, John B. Lahos; camera, Rob-

ert Clmex. Cast: Ray Corrigan, John King, Max Ter-

hune, Lita Conway.
Monoersm Pictures in Production

GENTLEMAN FBOM DIXIE, formerly LTL
LOCISIANA B£LLE, drama; prod., Edward Finney;

dir., Al Herman; story and screenplay, Fred Mython;

camera, Marcel Le Picard. Cast: Jack LaRue, Marian

Marsh, Clarence Muse, Mary Ruth.

LET'S GO COLLEGIATE, comedy; prod., Lindsley

Parsons; dirl, Jean Yarbrough; story and screenplay,

Edmond Kelso; camera, Mack Stengler. Cast: Frankie

Darro, Manton Moreland, Jackie Moran, Keye Luke,

Gale Storm, Gordon Jones.

GHOSTS IN THE NIGHT, meller; prod., Sam Katz-

man; dir., Phil Rosen; original screenplay, Carl Fore-

man, Charles Marion; camera, Marcel Le Picard. Last:

Bela Lugosi, Leo Gorcey, Hunt Hall, Bobby Jordan,

Dorothy Short, Dave O'Brien.

Paramoflnt

PromlRcd Com-
41-42 plelrd

Etadio 29 (7) 5

H. Sherman 9 (9) 8

Pic. Corp. of Am. 3 (7) 0

Fleischer • ^

Slioot-
lllE

7
1
0

Now
Cuttlnr To ko

8 9

e 8
0 3

Totals 41 5 8 8 M
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release;

THE GREAT MAN'S LAD¥, formerly PIONEEB
WOMAN, drama; asso. prod-dir., William A. Well-

man; screenplay, W. L. River; camera, William

Mellor. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Brian

Donlevy, Lloyd Corrigan, Ette McDaniel, Thurston

Hall, Katherine Stevens, Helen Lynd, Mary Treen,

Lucien Littlefield, Anna Q. Nilsson.

NIGHT OF JANUARY IfiTH, drama; asso. prod.,

Sol C. Siegel; dir., William Clemens; screenplay,

Delmar Daves, Robert Pirosh, Eve Greene; camera.

John Mescall. Cast: Ellen Drew, Robert Preston, Nils

Asther, Donald Douglas, Roy Gordon, Marg^et Hayes,

Clarence Kolb, Harry Hayden, Edwin Stanley, Paul
Stanton, Willard Robertson, James Flavin, Georges
Renavent, Paul Irving, Cecil Kellaway, Jean Phillips,

Barry A. Bailey, Broderick O'Farrell, J. W. Johnston,

Jack Richardson, Hayden Stevenson, Alice White,

Keith Richards, Rod Cameron, George Guhl, Byron
Foulger, Eric Wilton, Norman Ainsley, Gus Glassmire,

Sam-Ash, Pop Byron.

SULLIVAN'S TRAVELS, drama; asso. prod.,

Paul Jones; dir., Preston Sturgess; no writing credits;

camera, John Seitz. Cast: Joel McCrea, Veronica
liake, Raymond Walbum, . William Oemarest, Ftanklin
Pangborn, Porter Hall. Byron Foulger, Margaret
Hayes, Torben Meyer, ' Robert Greig, Eric Blore, Al
Bridge, Esther Howard, Almira Sessions, Frank Moran,
George Renevant ' -

SKYLARK, comedy; asso. prod.-dir., Mark Sand-
rich; screenplay ' by Allan Scott; adaptation, Z.

Myers; camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert,

Ray Milland, Brian Aherne, Binnie Barnes, Walter
Abel, Ernest Cossart, Grant Mitchell, Mona Barrie,

James Rennie, Virgina Sale, Fritz Feld.

GLAMOUR BOY, comedy; asso. prod., Sol C. Siegel;

Ted TetzlafC; orig. screenplay, Bradford Ropes, Val
Burton; camera. San Fapp. Cast: Jackie Cooper,
Susanna Foster, Ann Gilli.s, Darryl Hirkmnn, Jackie
Eearle, William. Wright (40-11).

SECRETS OF THE WASTELANDS, western; Harry
Sherman prod.; dir., Derwin Abrahams; screenplay,
Gerald Geraghty; camera, RusseU Harlan. Cast: Bill

Boyd, Brad King, Andy Clyde. Barbara Britton. Doug-
las Fowley, Keith Richards (40-41).

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS Technicolor);
asso. prod., Monte Bell; dir., Alfred Santell;
screenplay, Frank Sutler, Seena Owen, Lillie Hayward;
camera, Karl Struss. CasV. Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall.

Lynn Overman, Rita Shaw, Katherine DeMille, Fritz
Lieber, William Edmunds, Philip Reed, Noble Johnson,
Francis MacDonald.
BIRTH OF THE BLUES, musical; assoc. prod..

Monte Bell; dir.,' Victor Schertzinger; screenplay,
Harry Tugend and Walter DeLeon; camera, William
Mellor. Cast: Bing Crosby, Mary Martin, Brian Don-
levy, Carolyn Lee, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, Jack
jreagarden orch,

AMONG THE LIVING, drama; asso. prod., Col-
bert Clark; dir., Stuart Heisler; screenplay, Lester
Cole and Garrett Fort; camera, Theodore .Sparkiihl.
Cast: Albert Dekker, Susan Hayward, Harry Carey,
Frances Farmer, Gordon Jones, Jean Phillips, Maude
Eburne, Archie Twitchell, Ernest Whitman, William
Stack, Ella Neal, Catherine Craig, Eddy Chandler.

OUTLAWS OF THE DESERT, formerly SHEIK OF
BUFFALO BUTTE, western; Ebrry Sherman prod.;
dir., Howard Bretherton; no writinjg credits; camera,
Russell Harlan. Cast: William Bod^, Bradley King,
Andy Clyde, Jean Phillips, Duncan Renaldo, Blickey
Fissa (40-41).

^ WORLD PREMIERE, drama; asso. prod., Col-
bert Clark; dir., Ted 'Tetzlaff; screenplay. Earl Fel-B ton; camera, Don Fapp. Cast: John Barrymore, FrancesK Farmer, Ricardo Cortez, Don Castle, Richard Denning,
Eugene Pallette, Cliff Nazarro, Martha O'Driscoll, Vir-

flnia Dale, Fritz Feld, Luis Albernl, Sig Rumann, Ellza-
eth Dow, William Wright.

RIDERS OF THE< TIMBERLINE, formerly TIUBEB
WOLVES, western; Harry Sherman productipn; dir.,

Ziesley Selander; no writing creditii; camera, Russell
Harlan. Cast: William Bovd, Brad King, Andy CUve,
Eleanor Stewart, Victor Jory (40-41).

Paramonnt Plz Now In ProdnoUea
BAHAMA PASSAGE, drama (Technicolor) asso.

prod.-dlr., Edward H. Griffith; screenplay, Vir-
ginia Van Upp; . camera. Leo Tover and Allan Davy.
Cast: Madeline (Carroll, Stirling Hayden, Maiy Ander-
son. Leigh WUpper.

. REAP THE inU) WIND, drama; Cecil B. DeMille
prod.; asso. prod.. William H. Pine; dir, Cecil B. De-
Mille; screenplay, Alaq Xie May, Charles Burnett, Jesse
Iiasky. Jr.; story; .Tbelma Strabel; camera, Victor Mil-
ner. C;ast: Ray Sulland, John W^vne, Paulette Goddard,
Raymond l^^sey, Robert Preston. Susan luyward,
Lynne Overman. Walter Hampden, Louise Beavers,
Martha O'Driscoll, Richard Denning, taoe Chandler,
J. Farrell MacDonald, Joseph CrahaSn, John St Pol^s,
torn T^lt/e, Harry Woods.

THE REMARKABLE ANDREW, drama; prod., Rich-

ard Blumenthal; dir., Stuart Heisler; novel and screen-

play, Dalton Trumbo; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl, Cast:

William Holden, Ellen Drew, Brian Donlevy, Rod
Cameron, Richard Webb, Nydia Westman Spencer

Charters, Frances Giflord, Porter HaU, Wallls Clark,

Tom Fadden, Murdock MacQuarrie, Broderick O Far-

rell, Bruce Mitchell, Brick Sullivan, James A. Millican,

Margaret McWade.
LOUISIANA PURCHASE, musical (Technicolor);

asso. prod., Harold Wilson; dir., Irving Cummmgs;
screenplay, Jerome Chodorov, Joseph Fields; based on

story by B. G. De Svlva; camera, Harry Hallenberger;

color camera, Ray Rennahan." Cast: Bob Hope, Victor

Moore, Zorina, Irene Bordoni, Dona Drake, Raymond
Walburn, Maxie Rosenbloom, Frank Albertson, Phyllis

Ruth Donald MacBride, Andrew Tombes, Charles

LaTorre, Sam McDaniel, Frances Gifford, Catherine

Oaig,
SWEATER GIRL, drama; prod., Sol C. Siegel; asso.

prod., Joseph Sistrom; dir., William. Clemens; no writ-

ing credits; camera, John Mescall. Cast: Eddie

Bracken. June Preisser, Betty Jane BUiodes, Phil Terry,

Nils Asther, Don CasOe, William Henry, Ella Neal,

Kenneth Howell, Johnny Johnston, William C:abanne,

Freida Inescourt, Charles D. Brown.

HER JUNGLE MATE, drama; asso. prod., Monta
Bell; dir., Al Santell; no writing credits; camera, Wil-

liam Mellor. Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Richard Denning,
Helen Gilbert.

TWILIGHT ON THE TRAIL, western; Harry Sher-
man production; dir., Howard Bretherton; no writing
credits: camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd,
Brad King. Andy Clyde, Jack Rockwell, Wanda McKay,
Norman Willis, Robert Kent, Tom London, Fftnk Aus-
tin, Clem Fuller, Johnny Powers.

FLY BY NIGHT, drama; asso. prod., Joseph Sistrom;
dir., Robert Siodmak; no writing credits; camera, John
Seitz. Cas\: Richard Carlson, Nancy Kelly, Albert
Basserman, Martin Kosleck,

NO SELF-COMPETISH

WB Cancels Relssnes In Deference
to 'Dive BoBber*

Hollywood, Aug. 6.

Reissue' of its pictures with army
or navy backgrounds has been

halted by Warners so 'Dive Bomber,'

which premieres Aug. 12 at San
Diego, ,can have the right of way
without competition from the stu-

dio's previous similar-type films.

Company is after top grosses for

'Bomber' and wants no conflict with

its own product

See Consofidated's

Move to Retire Pfd.

Via Suft in Bj-Laws

MORE NEWSREEL

THEATRE BLDG.?

Features
Westerns
Serials ..

PromlHccI Com- Slioot- Now
41-42 plrted ln» Cutting To CO

0 1 0 29
32 • 2 1 29

0 0 e 4

« 8 1Totals ....

Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

SUNSET IN WYOMING, formerly UNBEK FIESTA
STARS, western; asso. prod., Harry Grey; dir., William
Morgan; no writing credits; camera, Reggie Lanning.
Cast: Gene Autrey, Smiley Burnette, Maris Wrixon,
George Cleveland, Robert Kent Sarah 'Edwards, Dick
EUiott, Sammy Blystone, Monte Blue, Fred Bums,
Eddie Dew (40-41).

ICE-CAPADES, drama; asso. prod, Robert North;
dir., Joseph Santley; no writing credits; camera, Jack
Marta. Cast: Dorothy Lewis, James Ellison, Jerry
O>lonna, Vera Vague, Alan Mowbray, Phil Silvers, Gus
Schilling, Renie Riano, Belita, Vera Hruba, Megan
Taylor, Red McCarthy, Robin Lee, Phil Taylor (40-41).

KING OF THE >rEXAS KANGERS. serial; asso.
prod., H. S. Brown, Jr.; dir, William Whitney and Jack
English; oiriig. screenplay by Ronald Davidson, Norman
S. Hall, 'wUliam Lively, Joseph O'Donnell, Joseph F.
Poland; camera, Reggie Lanning. Cast: Sammy Baugh,
Duncan Renaldo, Neil Hamilton, Pauline Moore, Monte
Blue, Josef Forte, Howard Hughes, Bob Barron, Stanley
Blystone, Roy Barcroft William Kellogg, Buck Bryant
BAGS TO RICHES, drama; prod.-dlr., Joseph Kane;

no writing credits; camera, William Nobles. Cast: Alan
Baxter, Mary Carlisle, Jerome Cowan, Eddie AcuS,
Paul Porcasi, Balfe Harolde, Susanne Kaaren (40-41 ).

/DOCTORS DON'T TELL, drama; prod, Albert J.

Cohen; dir., Jacques Tourneur; no writing credits;
camera, Ernest Milles. Cast: John Beal, Florence Rice,
Gladys Gale, Edward Norris, Bill Shirley, Grady Sut
ton, Douglas Fowley, June Bryde," Ward Bond, How-
ard Hickman, Betty Blythe, Bet^ Farrington, Maiy
Currier (40-41).

Republic PIx In Production
BAD HAN OF DEADWOOD, western^ i^rod.-dir.,

Joseph Kane; no writing credits; camera. Bill Nobles.
Cast: Roy Rogers, George 'Gabby' Hayes, Sally Payne
(40-41). — *

THREE TEXAS RANGERS, western; prod., Louis
Gray; dlr, Les Orlebeck; no writing credits; camera,
Ernie Miller. Cast: Tim Tyler, Hufe Davis, Bob Steele,
Chuck Morrison, Richard Beach, Lee Shumway, Lois
Collier, Tom Chatterton, Joel Fredkin, Peggy Lynn,
Roy Barcroft, Philip Trent
THE PITTSBURGH KID, drama; prod, Armand

Schaefer; dir.. Jack Townley; no writing credits; cam~
era, Reggie Lanning. Cast: Billy Conn, Jean Parker,
Veda Anmborg, Don Douglas, Allan Baxter. Ernest
'Whitman, John Kelley, Etta McDaniel.

APACHE KID. western; prod.-dir, (George Sherman;
no writing credits; camera, Harry Neumann. Cast:
Don Barry, Lynn Merrick, John Elliott Robert Fiske,
LeRoy Mason.

Recent action of Consolidated Film
Industries in altering by-laws so

that the management can buy up its

preferred stock, even when divi-

dends are in arrears, is reported as

the forerunner of a campaign look-

ing toward the retirement of many
preferred shares. This will be done
via the purchase of preference stock

as a continuous and regular policy.

Previous to the action, such buy-in
could not have been made without
clearing up arrearages.

With Consolidated buying in pre-

ferred shares presently outstanding,

management will accomplish two
things. First, the number of shares

in the active public market .will be
considerably reduced. Secondly, this

will enable the management to retire

a certain proportion of outstanding
stock without paying dividend ar-

rearages.
Gradual buy-up of the preferred

would make the few remaining
shares many times more valuable
than today. Also it would make pos-
sible for Consolidated to actually

call in remaining outstanding pre-
ferred after paying up divvy arrears.

This would leave only the common
stock outstanding and naturally in-

crease the value of these shares.

Consolidated. I>esi .es its labora-
tory printing work, also is benefiting

presently from increased earnings
of Republic Pictures, the film-pro-
ducing - distributing subsid, and
Moulded Products, another wholly
owned subsid. Latter is reputed to

have a booming business partly
given Incentive by the increased use
of moulded products during defense
preparations, and additionally by the
increased vogue of such articles.

San Francisco, Aug. 5.

Milton Wlesman, of Telenews
Corp., and Ellis Levey, in charge of
Frisco and Oakland houses, are
maintaining silence regarding re-

ports that Telenew£j is surveying
more than a dozen cities with view
to further expanding the chain.

Aaron Goldberg's new Newsreel,
Oakland, opens Aug. 15 with a
KROW tieup. Miniature deluxe
reeler, 287 seats, will have a radio
studio after manner of the Telenews,
plus a tieup with the Post-Enquirer.
Original will be a writing room for

those who would pen letters, a la

hotels, complete even unto postcards
bearing picture of the house. In
addition to daily newscasts, three
weekly production shows will air via

KROW from the theatre. Half-hour
broadcast also has been set for the

51 Scribes ToO at 20th

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

High literary content, established
last January, is being maintained on
the aOth-Fox lot with 51 writers at

work on 41 stories.

Iiasf year the average weekly
scrivening payroll was 41.

Oakland Telenews, country's larg-

es newsreeler, did better in its sec-

ond week than in its first but it's

still too soon to tell yet if location

and size can be overcome.

WB's Net
Continued from page 5s

Anus. Stocks
i
Continued from page 5;

RKO-Radio

Pramlfied Com- Shaot-
4\-n pictcd tag

Studio 24 S 3
Westerns 6 8 t
W. Disney 3 0 0
S. Goidwyn 3 0 0
H. Wiioox 2 0 0
W. Dieterie 2 0 0
Jerrold Brandt. ... 3 0 0

'

J. Votlon. loo

Now
OnttlnK To t!<>

15
2
3
2
2
2

Totals ..44 8 5 4 30
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE, comedy; assoc. prod,
William Ha\rics; dir., Lewis Milestone; play by George
Berrand and Louis Verneuil; adaptation by John Van
Druten; camera, Victor Milper. Cast: Ronald Colman,
Anna Lee, Charles Winninger, Gilbert Roland. Hugh
O'COnnell, Murray Alper, Matt Moore, Jeanlne Cri^In
(40-41 ):

BEFORE THE FACT, drama; prod, dir., Alfred Hitch
cock; from the novel by Frances lies; camera, Harry
Stradline. Cast: C^ary Grant Joan Fontaine, C^edric
Hardwicke, Nigel Bruce, Dame Itey Wliitty, Isabel
Jeans, Heather Angel, Auriol Lee.

LADY SCARFACE, drama; asso, prod, CUB Reid;
dir., Frank Woodruff; screenplay, Amaud dUsseau,
Richard Collings; camera, Nick Musucara, Cast: Den-
nis O'Keefe, Judith Anderson, Frances Neal. Rank

(Continued on page 22)

vertible preferred to common may
soon cut the first preferred issue to

a minor amount and make possible
higher dividends on the common.
'Cause of the bullish sentiment

towards Par shares is not entirely
traceable to strong earnings (the
first and second preferreds also hit
new highs last week, the first pre-
ferred soaring more than five

points). Additional factors are that
the funded debt of Paramount has
been reduced from $52,000,000 to
$33,000,000 since the new manage-
ment took charge about five years
ago. In the last five years, the
amount of both preferred shares
outstanding has declined from
(32,000,000 to $18,000,000. Also it U
predicted that this year will be far
and 4way the best year Vax has ex-
perienced under the present man-
agement with close to $9,000,000
profit hinted even this early.

Warners' glowing financial report
for the first three quarters of the
current fiscal year, which showed
$1.12 on the common and $44.50 on
each share of preferred, already has
%een reflected by the directorate's
action in declaring $2 divvy on the
preferred. Company's $4,433,445 net
operating profit for the 39 weeks of
the present fiscal year gave hope that
Watner Bros, common shares earn-
ings might top $1.40 for the full

year, a remarkably 'fine sJiowing.

Fact that the Warner preferred
shares also registered new highs for
1941 last week at $72 revived talk
that some method might be- devised
to bring Into &e company. treasury
all or a portion of the preferred
outstanding.

ly to cover possible losses in the

foreign field, although not specified.

Company noted that realization of

a tax loss arising from sale of all

capital stock of, and advances to,

Brunswick Radio Corp., a subsidiary

previously consolidated, has reduced
the estimated normal Federal income
taxes for the 39-week period by
$415,000. While the book value of

the investment in Brunswick Radio
Corp. was adjusted each year for the
losses of this subsid., not all adjust-

ments were deductible for Federal
income tax purposes. Warner Bros,

has offset its loss, resulting from the
sale, including a substantial portion

of the accumulated adjustments re-

ferred to, against taxable income in

computing normal Federal income
tax in this period.

Warners noted that additional pro-
vision for contingencies increased
the reserve in respect to net assets

of subsidiaries operating in foreign
territories to $1,250,000. Cash in the
U. S. on May 31 last totaled $10,284.-

296 as compared to $10,932,279 on
March 1, 1941.

WB ANNUAL EARNINGS, 1930-41
Not proflt.

1930 $7,074,631

1931 7,918,605
1932 •14,095,054

1933 •6,291,748

1934 •2,530,514

1935 674,159

1936 3,177,313

1937 5,876,183

1938 1,929,721

1939 1,740,908

1940.. 2,747,472

(1940 hy QxMTteTs)
First quarter $642,120
Second quarter 376,368
Third quarter 932,218
Fourth quarter 796,759

(1941 bv Quarters)
First quarter $1,276,316
Second quarter 1,506,228
Third quarter 1,650,901

• Deficit

Veinte Anos y Una Noche

(Continued from page 8)
mother once lived, set the mood,
which is sustained throughout She
meets the son of a neighboring fam-
ily, falls in love at first sight but is

ordered by her aunt not to see him
again because of the family feud.
The aunt consistently refuses to

tell her how her mother died,) and
the story builds for climax when the
aunt reveals she killed the mother
in a fit of hate and jealousy as the
mother was about to elope with the
boy's father. Delil>erately slow
rhythm maintained by director Al-
berto de Zavalia is used to build sus-
pense. And the drama is such that
at times it causes the picture to drag.
Extended sequence in which the girl

and her aunt are caught in a run-
away coach, while marked by excel-
lent trick work, seemed superfluous.
Occasional comic bits alleviate the
tension, but dialog often becomes
overly emphatic and theatrical.

Settings have been done without
that eye on the budget, which so

often marks Argentine production
and location - shots in Cordoba, now
the favorite locale for Argentine film

makers, are generally good. Pedro
Lopez Lagar gives Senorita Garces
excellent support, although at times
retaining mannerisms which make
him appear studied. Photography
okay and music by Alejandro Gutier-
rez del Barrio Is adequate. Ran.
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W. R. Frank on Both Sides of Fence

Now Dieterle's Production Partner, He Demands %
Terms—Opposes % as an Exhib

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.

W. R. Frank, local Independent ex-

hibitor leader and head of one of the

territory's largest and most success-

ful circuits of 16 theatres. Is now re-

garded as 'almost a Benedict Arnold'

by his fellow Northwest Allied mem-
bers. It's because he has blossomed
out as a film producer. Long one of

the 'toughest' and hardest-boiled film

buyers and severest critics of pro
ducers-distributors, always a thorn

In distributors' sides and ever in the

Iront rank of this territory's aggres

Bive exhibitors agitating for trade re

forms to bring relief to the indies,

I'^ank now is threatened with a dose

of his own medicine.

Frank joined forces with William
Dieterle and Robert J. MacDonald,
the latter also a Minneapolitan, to

organize the Dieterle Productions

He's treasurer and one of the prin-

cipal stockholders. Product will be
released through RKO.

First of the company's offerings,

•Here Is a Man," formerly titled The
Devil and Daniel Webster,' is one of

RKO's first groups-of-flve under the

consent decree and was given a trade

showing here last week.
What's hardest for Frank's erst-

while pals among the local indie ex-

hibitors to take is the fact that RKO
Is demanding percentage for 'Here Is

a Man.' As an exhibitor, Frank al-

ways hais been one of the most im-

placable of the many territory foes

of percentage. Now, as an exhibitor,

he's still agin it, but as a producer

he's for it.

Frank says he expects to con-

toibute to the new company a typical

successful . independent exhibitor's

viewpoint on what the public .wants

In the way of pictures. A close watch
on the pulse of the boxoffice at his

theatres, he thinks, will help to guide

toward successful production.

Par's Statement
^Continued from paEC 5s

Too Many Gov't Agcy.

Fih Shorts Hireaten

To Cktter tbe Screen

-I With numerous Government agen-

cies including the Navy,' Army, Ma-

; rlne Corps, Coast Guard, Air Corps,

Department of Agriculture, Home
i Defense and OPM, crowding to get

! • their pet defense items on the na-

! tlon's screen, red light is up in the

Industry to prevent the screen from

*V being cluttered up wijh material
'

i) that may sour audiences on vital de-

::'| fense items.

The film business Tias Its own Na-
\''\ tional Defense organization, with

Francis Harmon as national coordi-

\\': nator, and many exhibitors now are

i ' willing to show only the national

!.; defense clips which have received

.
.' tiie seal of the defense committee

headed by R, B. Wilby. Aboht 10,000

-theatres have agreed td'use material

! i approved by this committee.

I
Because there is an over-supply of

10-minute shorts coming out Just

;
sow, the recent statement of Will

Hays regarding the overdoing of

propaganda on the screen is believed
i as a warning to those interested in

making national defense subjects.
'[ Idea of industi'y experts, and nat-

urally that of exhibitors, is that de-

fense subjects can become tiresome
..M hammering too much on the same
subject, U too long or if there are

I
. too many subjects, no matter how

I short.

i;-

Nite Baseball Giveaways

Add to Exhibitors' Grief
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

As though night baseball in Itself

isn't enough opposition. Twin City
theatres now have night baseball

'giveaways' to contend with.

The St. Paul American Association

baseball team started it with a Mon-
day 'wash night' at which two hold-
•rs of the lucky numbers receive
washing machineSi Other 'wash' and
gift nights also are planned.

income was down $92,000 in the sec-

ond three months and only $66,000

in the first three.

While the proceeds from theatre

dropped, Par's take from its picture-

making activities was up, apparently

reflecting results of economies and

sweeping exec changes made at the

studio. It used to be that the the-

atre-operating subsids of Par carried

the film company, but the latter is

now more than standing on its own,
while the theatre operations, despite

the decreased take, still showed a

good profit. Result was a highly sat-

isfactory second quarter and half-

year statement

Theatre Income for the sixmonth
period was $881,000, against $1,039,-

000 last year. For the second quar-

ter it was $231,000, against $323,000

last year. Revenue in the totaliza-

tions is given only for the houses in

which Par is partnered and not for

those it owns outright Inasmuch as

the great majority are in the for-

mer category, however, it is pretty

safe to take the figures as an indi-

cation, of results in the entire cir-

cuit.

Paramount earnings for the sec-

ond quarter were estimated at $1,-

904,000 after all charges, according to

statement issued by the company
last week, as compared with $1,478,--

000 In the June quarter of last year.

This is only slightly below the Wall
Street estimates. Earnings are

equivalent to 66c on the common as

compared with 48c a year ago in

corresponding quarter.

Earnings are after computing nor-
mal Federal income taxes at 30%.

Paramount report shows $4,379,000

earnings in the first six months of

present financial year ending July
5 last as compared with $3,084,000

in the first half last year. No de-
ductions were made for excess
profits taxes because' estimated that
none accrued.

Par estimated the first half earn-
ings to be equal to $1.56 per com-
mon share as compared with $1.01

in the first six months last year. If

present earnings gait is maintained
Paramount would wind up the year
with at least $3 per share on the
common.
Paramonnt AnnnaV Earnings, 1935-40
1935 $3,153,167
1936 3,889,020
1937 6,045,103

1938 2,533,279
1939 2,737,533
1940 7,633,130

(1939 by Quarters)
First quarter $622,000
Second quarter 530,000
Third quarter 333,000
Fourth quarter 1,252,533

(1940 by Quarters)
First quarter , $l,Oa0.OQQ_
Second quarter.' i . . 1,478,000
Third quarter 1,726,000

Fourth quarter 2,823,130

(1941 by Quarters)
First .quarter . .$2,475,000

Second quarter 1,004,000

Advance Production Chart

RAW FILM TAX WDLL

HIT NEWSREELS MOST

m. 2 OISEH-TOHNSON TEAM
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

With an Olsen-Johnson picture,

<HeUzapoppln', coming up, Universal
here is able to boast an Olsen-John-

' son team on Its local sales staff.

They're Harold Johnson, a veteran
member, and Clarence K Olson, for-

mer Warner Bros.' branch manager,
who Just has joined UniversaL

New 10%" tax on motion picture
film stock, which affects principally
Eastman Kodak and DuPont will
further increase the cost of every
film production. While a minor item
in the overall cost of picture-making
it will be heavily felt by newsreel
companies because of the vast quan-
tities of negative used twice a week
Estimated that the 10% levy will

mean a 7% tilt in cost to aU flhn
companies for their negative stock

HVood's Defense Comm.

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Change in the makeup but not the
spirit of Hollywood's defense cam-
paign was announced by Y. Frank
Freeman. New title Is the Motion
Picture Committee Cooperating for
National Defense.

New members of . the group are
-Arthur Ungar, W. R. Wilkerson and
Ri^bert Riskin. Idea is to take ii^

all activity pertaining to the flim

industry.

(Continued from page 20)

Brooks, Mildred Coles, Eric Blore, Lee Bonnell, Marion
Martin, Horace MacMahon (40-41).

DCDE COWBOT, western; asso. prod., Bert Gilroy;

dir., David Howard; screenplay, Morton Grant; camera,

Harry Wild. Cast: Tim Holt Marjorie Reynolds, Eddie

Dew, 'Lasses White, Ray Whitley, Helen Holmes.

THE GAY FALCON, formerly MEET THE VIKINO,
formerly THE GAY FALCON, drama; asso. prod.,

Howard Benedict; dir., Irving Reis; orig. by Michael
Arlen; screenplay, Lynn Rott and Frank Fenton; cam-
era, Nick Musuraca. Cast: George Sanders, Wendy
Barrie, Allan Jenkins, Anne Hunter, Gladys Cooper,

Edward S. Brophy, Arthur Shields, Damian O'Flynn,

Turhan Bey, Eddie Dunn, Lucile Gleason (40-41 ).

LOOK WHO'S LAUGHING, formerly LOOK WHO'S
TALKING, comedy; asso. prod.-dir., Allan Dwan;
screenplay, James 'V Kern; camera, Frank Redman.
Cast: Eklgar Bergen, 'Charlie McCarthy,' Jim Jordan,

Marion Jordan, Lucille Ball, Lee Bonnell, Dorothy
Lovett. Harold Peary, Isabel Randolph, Irving Bacon,
Neil HamUton (40-41).

MEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BABY, formerly LORD
EPPING SEES A GHOST, comedy; asso. prod., Leslie

Goodwins; dir.. Cliff Reid; screenplay, • Jerry Cady;
camera, Jack MacKenzie. Cast; Leon Errol, Lupe
'Velez, Don Woods, ZaSu Pitts, Elizabeth Risdon (40-41).

sue GUN GOLD, western; asso. prod.» David How-
ard; dir., Bert Crilroy; orig. story, "Tom Gibson;
screenplay, Norton S. Parker. Cast: Tim Holt Lee
'Lasses' White, Ray Whitley, Jane Clayton, Fern Em-
met Lane Chandler. Davidson Clark.

THE LITTLE FOXES (Goldwyn) drama; dir.,

William Wyler; screenplay, Lillian Hellman; cam-
era, Greg Toland. Cast: Bette Davis, Richard Carlson,
Patricia Collinge, Carl Benton Reid, Dan Duryea,
Charles Dingle, 'Teresa Wright, Jessie Grayson, John
Marriott

WEEKEND FOB THREE, comedy; asso. prod., Tay
Garnett; dir., Irving Reis; orig. by Budd Schulberg;
screenplay, Dorothy Parker and Alan Campbell; cam-
era, Russell Metty. Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Jane Wyatt
Philip Reed, Edward Everett Horton, Franklin Pang-
born, Marion Martin (40-41).

UNEXPECTED UNCLE, comedy; asso. prodn Tay
Garnett; dir., Peter Godfrey; orig. story, 'Ecic Hatch;
camera, Robert DeGrasse. ' Cast: Anne Shirley, James
Craig, Charles Coburn, Astrid AUwyn, Jed Prouty,
Russell Gleason (40-41).

'

BKO Pix Now In Production

OBLIGING YOUNG LADY, comedy-drama; asso.
prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Richard Wallace; orig. by
Ferenc Molnar; screenplay, Sam and Bella Spewack.
Cast: Joan Carroll, Edmond O'Brien, Ruth Warwick,
Richard Carlson, Franklyn Pangborn, Marjorie Gate-

.

son, John MUjan, George Cleveland, Charles Lane,
Andrew Tombes, Pierre Watkins, Fortunio Bonanova,
Elmira Sessions (40-41).

BIDING THE WIND, western; prod., Bert Gilroy;
dir., Edward KiUy; story, Bernard McConville; screen-
play, Erie Snell, Morton Grant; camera, Harry Wilde.
Cast: Tim Holt, Mary Douglas, Ray 'Whitley, Lee
'White.

PLA'YMATES, musical comedy; prod.-dirj, David
Butler; screenplay, James Kem, M. M. Musselman;
camera, Frank Reidmond. Cast: Kay Kyser, John Bar-
rymore, Lupe 'VTelez, Patsy Kelly, May Robson, Ginny
Simms.
SCATTEBGOOD MEETS BBOADWAY, comedy-

drama; prod., Jerrold Brandt; dir., Christy Cabanne;
original story, Clarence Buddlngton KeUand; camera.
Jack MacKenzie. Cast: Guy Kibbee, William Henry,
Mildred Coles, Frank Jenks, Joyce Compton, Bradley
Page.

FOUB JACKS AND A QUEEN, comedy; prod., John
Twist; dir.. Jack Hively; original screenplay, John
Twist; camera, Russell Metty. Cast: Ray Bolger, Anne
Shirley, Desi Amaz, Eddie Foy, Jr., June Havoc, Jack
Briggs, Jack Durant, William Blees, Lou Holtz, Heiuy
Daniell, Fortunio Bonanova.
LAND OF THE OPEN BANGE, western; prod., Bert

Gilroy; dir., Edward Killy; no writing credits; camera,
Harry Wilde. Cast: Tim Holt, Xasses White, Ray
Whitley. .

'

Features .

Westerns

20th Centory-Fox \

Promliied Com- Bhoot- Mow---«« plol^d Jar .--CuttljiB .T*»o
.. 48 6 ,B $ 28..4 0 0 t 2

30Totals 52 S 9 8
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

BELLE 3TAKB, drama (Technicolor), asso. prod.,
Keimeth Macgowan; dir., Irving Cummings; no writ-
ing credits; camera, Ernest Palmer, Ray Rennahan.
Cast: Gene Tierney, Randolph Scott Shepperd Strud-
wick, Dana Andrews, Louise Beavers, Olin-Howland,
Elizabeth Patterson, Chill Wills, Paul Burns.

LAST OF THE DUANES, drama; asso. prod., Sol
M. Wurtzel; dir.,' James- Tingling) -story by.Zane Grey;
screenplay, Irving Cummings, Jr., and 'William Con-
selman, Jr.; camera, CJharles Clarke. Cast: George
Montgomery, Lynne Roberts, Eve Arden, Francis Ford,
George Stone, Joseph Sawyer, Truman Bradley.

CHABLIE CHAN IN BIO, drama; exec, prod., Sol
M. Wurtzel; dir., Harry Lachman; screenplay, Sam-
uel G. Engel and Lester Ziffern; camera, Joseph P.
MacDonald. Cast: Sidney Toler, Mary Beth Hughes.
Cobina Wright Jr., Ted North, 'Victory Jory, Harold
Huber, Sen Yung, Robert Derr, Jacqueline Dalya, Kay
Linaker,

A YANK IN THE B. A.F., drama: asso. prod., Lou
Edelman; dir., Henry King; screenplay, Darrell Ware
and Karl Tunberg; camera, Leon Shamroy. Cast:
Tyrone Power, Betty Grable, John Sutton, Reginald
Gardiner, Donald Stuart, John Wilde, Richard Frazer.

MABBY THE BOSS' DAUGHTEB, comedy; asso.
prod., Lou Ostrow; dir., Thornton Freland; orig.'
screenplay. Jack Andrews; camera, Charles Clark.
Cast: Brenda Joyce, Bruce Edwards, George Barbier,
Hardie Albright, Ludwig Stossel, Bodil Rosing, Frank
Sully.

BIDEBS OF THE PUBPLE SAGE, western; prod.,
Sol M. Wurtzel; dir., James Tingling; orig. by Zane
Grey; camera, Lucien Andriot Cast: (George Mont-
gomery, Mary Howard, Patsy Patterson, Lynn Roberts,
Jane Richmond, Oscar O'Shea, Leroy Mason, William
Pagan, Richard Lane, Ethan Laidlaw, Robert Barrat
James Gillette,

WE GO FAST, comedy; asso. prod., Lou Ostrow; dir.,
Williabi McGann; orig. by Douglas Welch; camera,
Harry Jackson. Cast: Sheila Ryan, Lynn Bari, Alan
Curtis, Don Forest, Ernest Truex, George Lessey, Tom
Dugan.

MAN AT LARGE,' meller; asso. prod., Ralph Dietrich;
dir., Eugene Forde; orig. screenplay, John Larkin;
camera, Virgil Miller, Cast: Marjorie Weaver, Richard
Derr, George Reeves, Milton Parsons, Steve Geray.

° 2eth-Fox PIx In Prodnotion

BOW GBEEN WAS MY VALLEY, drama; Darryl
F. Zanuck, production; dir., John Ford; screenplay,
Philip Dunne: camera, Arthur Miller. Cast: Walter
Pidgeon, Maureen O'Hara, John Loder, Anna Lee,
Roddy McDowell, Donald Crisp, Sara AUgood, Evan
S. Evans, James Monks, Patric Knowles, Arthur Shields,
Richard Frazer, Rhys Williams.

WEEKEND IN HAVANA, formerly CABIBBEAN
CRUISE, formerly HONEYMOON IN HAVANA,
musical (Technicolor); asso. prod., William LeBaron;
dir., Walter Lang; music. Mack Gordon and HSrry
Warren; camera, Ernest Palmer. Cast: Alice Faye,
Carmen Miranda, Cesar Romero, John Payne, Cobina
Wright, Jr., George Barber, Leonid Kinsky.

HOT SPOT, drama; prod., Milton Sperling; dir., H,
Bruce Humberstone; no writing credits; camera, Ed-
ward Cronjager. Cast: Betty Grable, Victor Mature,
Carols Landis, Laird Cregar,

DANGEROUS BUT PASSABLE, drama: prod., Wal-
ter Morosco; dir., Alfred Werker; no writing credits;
camera, Lucien Andriot. Cast: Lynn Bari, John Sut-
ton, Dan Dailey, Lillian Yarbo.

SMALL TOWN DEB, drama; prod., Lou Ostrow; dir.,

Harold Schuster; no writing credits; camera, 'Virgil
Miller. Cast: Jane Witheirs, Jane DarwelL Cobina
Wright Jr., Bruce Edwards, Katherine Alexander,
Cecil Kellaway, Buddy Pepper.

CADET GIBL, drama; prod., Sol M. Wurtzel; dir,
Ray McCarey; no writing credits; camera, Charles
Clarke. Cast: Carole Landis, George Montgomery,
John Shepperd, William Tracy.

GREAT GUNS, comedy; prod., Sol M. Wurtzel; dir.,

Monty Banks; no writing credits; camera, Glenn Mac-
Williams. Cast: Laurel and Hardy, Sheila Ryan, Ed-
mund MacDonald, Dick Nelson.

SWAkMP WATER, drama; prod., Len Hammond; dir.,

Jean Renoir; screenplay, Dudley Nichols; based on
novel by Vereen Bell; camera, Lucien Ballard. Cast:
Walter Huston, Walter Brennan, Dana Andrews, Eu-
gene Pallette, 'Virginia Gilmore, John Carradine, Anne
Baxter, Mary Howard, Guinn 'Williams. Russell Simp-
son, Joseph Sawyer, Ward Bond, Paul Burns.

. CONFIRM OB DENY, drama; asso. prod., Len Ham-
mond, dir., Fritz Lang; no writing credits; camera, Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Don Ameche, Joan Bennett, John
Loder.

United Artists

fromlNcd Com- Shoot- Now
41-42 pleted ! Cnttln* Torn

Wanger 4 0 1 0 3
Baach 10 2 1 1 «
Korda 4 0 1 1 2
Small 9 0 0- 1 8
Gloria Pics 1 1 0 0 0
Lesser 1 0 0 0 1
Lnbitsoh-Wanger . 1 0 0 0 1
Loew-Lewln 2 0 0 0 2
A. Presaborger. ... 2 0 0 0 2
Bowland 1 0 0 0 1
Pascal 1 0 0 0 1

Totals 36 S S 3 27
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

NEW WINE, musical; asso. prod.. Dr. William
Sekely; dir., Rheinhold Scheunzel; original by Ladis-
laus Bus-Fekete; camera, John Mescal. Cast: Dona
Massey, Binnie Barnes, Alan Curtis, Albert Basser-
man, Billy Gilbert
LYDIA, formerly ILLUSIONS, drama; Alexander

Korda production; dir., Julian Duvivier; screenplay,
Ladislaus Bus-Fekete; camera, George Barnes. Cast:
Merle Oberon, Alan Marshall, Joseph Gotten, Hans
Jaray (^orge Reeves, Edna May Oliver, John Halli-
day, Sara Allgood, Billy Roy.
INTERNATIONAL LADY, formerly G-MEN OF

SCOTLAND YABD, meller; Edward Small prod.; dir.,
Tjm Whalen; screenplay, E. Lloyd Sheldon, Jack da
Witt, Howard Estabrook; camera, Hal Mohr. Cast;
nona Massey, George Brent, Basil Rathbone, Marjorie
Gateson, Wyndham Standing, Gene Lockhart, Rita
Quigley, George Zucco.

ALL-AMEBICAN COED, musical; Hal Roach produC;
tion; prod-dir„ Leroy-Prinz^Hal Roach, Jr.; story, Ken-
neth Higgins; screenplay, Cortland Fitzsimmons, cam-
era. Bob Pittack. Cast: Frances Langford, Johnny
Downs, Marjorie Woodworth, Harry Langdon, Noah
Beery, Jr., Tanner Sisters, Esther Dale, Allan Lane.

UA Pictures hi Production
MISS POLLY, comedy; Hal Roach production; dir.,

Frank Gulol; story, Ned Seabrook; screenplay, Eugene
Conrad; camera. Bob Pittack. Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Slim
SummerviUe, Elyse ICnox, Dick Clayton, Brenda
Forbes, Kathleen Howard, Dink Trout
JVNGLE BOOK, drama (Technicolor): prod^ Alex-

ander Korda; dir., Koltan Korda; screenplay, Lawrence
"Stalllngs; camera, Lee Garmes, Duke Green. Cast:
Sabu, Jerome Cowan, John Qualen, Rosemarle De-
Camp, Patricia O'Rourke, Frank Puglia.

SUNDOWN, drama; Walter Wanger production; dirs.,
Ernst .Lubitsch and Henry Hathaway; screenplay,
Barre Lyndon and Sheridan Gibney. Cast: Bruce
Cabot, Gene Tierney, George Sanders, Joseph Calleia,
Carl Esmond, Reginald Gardiner.

Universal

PramlRed Com- Bhoot- Xow
_ ^ 41-42 plet«d biK Cottlnc Toko
Features 44 0 7 9 28
Carlllo-Devine-
Foran 7 0 a 0 T

Westerns 7 0 0 0 7
Frank Lloyd 3 0 0 0 3
Serials 4 0 6 0 4

Totala 65 . e ~7 ~B 49
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

'

SEALED LIPS, formerly BEYOND THE LAW,
drama; asso. prod.. Jack Barnhard; dir., George Wag-
f"*''i,°£?S- screenplay, George Waggner; camera, Stan-
ley Cortez. Cast: William Gargan, John Litel, June
Clyde, Anne Nagel, Mary Gordon, Addison Richards,
Eddie Hart, Charles Sherlock, Chuck Morrison, Russell
Hicks.

BURMA CONVOY, formerly HALF WAY TO
SHANGHAI, drama; asso. prod., Marshall Grant; dir.,

(Continued on page 24)
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Inside Stutf-Pictiires Advance Production Chart

First run film houses in Los Angeles are cutting down on advertising

(pace in th« L. A. Times because of two of the newspaper's columnists.

Paramount whittled Its ad from 40 to 14 Inches following Jimmie Fidler's

column which proposed that all theatre admissions be reduced to 25c or

less. Metro withdrew its appropriation for Times advertisements of its

first run pictures in local theatres because of the weekly comments of

Richard Griffith, New York correspondent of the Times, panning pictures

which had been favorably reviewed by local Times writers. Following

Griffith's remarks on 'Blossoms in the Dust,' Louis B. Mayer gave orders

th^at the Times get no more of Metro's first-run ad appropriations, al-

though two other morning papers were allotted their full quota. Fidler's

attack on admission prices drew protests from the local theatre managers
association, which takes in Fox-West Coast, Warners and RKO-Pantages.
They declare the columnist's utterances are harmful to the film industry.

Because about S0% of Kelth-Albee-Orpheum had not been obtained by
RkO up until July 31, expiration date of original offer, under its offer to

buy the outstanding minority interest in K-A-O common, RKO last Friday

(1) extended the offer to purchase until Aug. IS. Offer had been made
to buy the K-A-O common at $5 per share, having been made early in

July.

RKO statement in extending the offer pointed out that approximately
half of the K-A-O common held by the public at the time such offer was
made has been acquired by the parent company. At the same time, it.

again was pointed out that some years ago holders of the minity interest

In the common -of K-A-O were entitled to exchange their stock share for

share for the common capital shares of the predecessor of the present
RKO company, but that such exchange no longer is available since the

offer had been made by the predecessor corporation.

Although conceding the excellence of Metro's 'Blossoms in the Dust' as

a picture, localites think it has done Milwaukee dirt, and Larry Lawrence,
editor of the Milwaukee Journal Green Sheet, in a signed story bemoans
the fact that Green Bay, Wis., is getting a lot of publicity that rightfully

should go to this beer town—all because the boys who doped out the
scenario took a few liberties with historic truth. Miss Edna Kahly Glad-
ney, {he heroine, in the picture is born in Green Bay where some of the
dramatic scenes take place whereas, according to her own tell, she was
never in that town in her life and really was born in Milwaukee, living

here until 16 years old. Green Bay cops the publicity and Milwaukee gets

nothing, hence the squawk..

To get an audience reaction to his forthcoming picture, 'Three Sheets to

the Wind,' Tay Garnett staged it before an invited attendance of 600 in

the CBS studio, meanwhile recording the piece on wax for possible radio
sale. Cast in the radio tryout, headed by Brian Donlevy and Helga Moray,
are the same actors who will appear in the picture, to be filmed by Garnett
Independently. Story is backgrounded by shots he made on a world yacht-
ing cruise two years ago.

Republic, not a member of the Producers Association, is getting the
overflow of studio visitors, barred by the major studios. Valley studio is

hand-shaking about 500 tourists a day and building' up a friendly follow-
ing in the east and midwest. Lot is also filled with visiting newspaper-
men, who are not barred by the other stiidios but are grabbing off photo-
graphs and news items for the home town papers.

Sammy Kaye walked out of the Chicago theatre, Chicago, two weeks
ago with $10,071 as his end of the $45,142 business done by the theatre
that week with 'Moon Over Miami' (20th) hooked up with his band. Kaye
was booked into the theatre on a guarantee of $6,500 and a 50% split over
a gross of $40,000. Band is current at the Riverside, Milwaukee.

Insiders seeing RKO's 'Tom, Dick end Harry' are amused by an ex-
Variott man calling to his mate. Pic was produced by Bob Slsk, former
staffer on the sheet, who, in one sequence, has Ginger Rogers' character
in^th«r reminiscing on old boy friends and remarking: 'Remember Joe

—

Joe Blgelow.' Joe Bigelow, now a radio writer, was for a number of
years a sidekick of Sisk's on VAiuBrr.

Biggest tieup to date between radio and fUms Is the deal closed by
Jerry Brandt for bis 'Scattergood Balnes' pictures with William Wrlgley,
Jr., whereby the Chicle company plugs the film on all Its alrshows.

New York Theatres
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New Sohlner

Akron, Aug. 5.

Contract for new 1,400-seat Schine,
Ashland, O., awarded Knowlton
Construction Co. Work gets under
way within few weeks, according to

Wilbur Eckard, Schine manager at

Ashland.

(Continued from page 22)

Noel Smith; screenplay, Stanley Rubin and Roy Chans-
lor; camera, John Boyl6. Cast: Charles Bickford,

Evelyn Ankers, Frank Albertson, Cecil Kellaway, Tru-

man Bradley, Willie Fung, Viola Vaughn, Keye Luke,

Len Christy, Dorothy Vaughn, Grace Lem,

JAILHOUSE BLUES, formerly BIG HOUSE BLUES,
formerly RHAPSODY IN STRIPES, comedy-
drama; asso. prod.. Ken Goldsmith; dir., Albert S.

RogeU; no writing credits; camera, Elwood Bredell.

Cast: Anne Gwynne, Nat Pendleton, Robert Paige,

Elizabeth Risdon, John Kelly, Charles Sullivan.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS, comedy-drama; asso.

prod., dir., Gregory LaCava; screenplay, Eugene
Thackery; camera, Joseph Valentine. Cast: Irene

Dunne, Robert Montgomery, Preston Foster, Eugene
Pallette, Esther Dale, Walter Catlett, June Clyde, Dick
Foran, Samuel S. Hinds, Kathryn Adams, Hugh Beau-
mont, Virginia Brissac, Mary Jo ElUs, Rev. Neal Dodd,

Hope Landin, Frank Shannon, Thomas Ross, Phyllis

Barry, Richard Davies, Virginia Engels, Beatrice Rob-
erts, Chester Clute, John Sheehan, Matt McHugh, Fred

SahUey, Dorothy Granger, Grace Stafford, Phyllis

Kennedy, Jack Voglin, Eddie Fetherston, Paul Fix,

Dora Clemant, Reed Hadley, Boyd Irwin, Frank Cogh-
lan, Jr., Hillary Brooke, Lester Dorr, Grace Hayle,

Dorothy Vaughan.

SWING IT SOLDIER, formerly BADIO REVELS
OF 1942, musical; asso. prod., Joseph G. Sanford; dir.,

Harold Young; no writing credits; camera, Elwood
Bredell. Cast: Ken Murray, Frances Langford, Don
Wilson, Skinnay Ennis and orch, Susan Miller, Senor

Lee, Lewis Howard, Iris Adrian, Tom Dugan, Blanche

Stewart, Elvina Allman, Hanley Stafford, Peter Sul-

livan, Six Sweethearts.

FLYING CADETS, .drama; asso. prod., Paul

Malvern; dir., Erie Kenton; no writing credits;

camera, John W. Boyle. Cast: Edmund Lowe, William

Gargan, Peggy Moran, Frank Albertson, Frank
Thomas, Roy Harris, Charles Williams.

SING ANOTHER CHORUS, formerly MAID IN
MANHATTAN, formerly SING ANOTHER CHORUS,
comedy-drama; asso. prod.,- Ken Goldsmith; dir.,

Charles Lament; screenplay, Marion Orth, Paul
Gerard Smith and Brenda Weisberg; camera, Jerome
Ash. Cast: Johnny Downs, Jane Frazee, Mischa Auer,

Walter Catlett, Sunnie O'Dea, Iris Adrian, George
Barbier, Nell O'Day, Joe Brown, Jr., Rosario and
Antonio, Ronald Peters, Ed Kane, Greta Grandstedt,

Ann Duran.

MOB TOWN, drama; asso. • prod., Ken Gold-
smith; dir., William Nigh; no writing credits; camera,
Elwood BredelL Cast: Dick Foran, Anne Gwynne,
Dead End Kids, William Wright, Claire Whitney, Eva
Quig, Dorothy Vaughan.

TERROR OF THE ISLANDS, meller; asso. prod.,

Paul Malvern, dir., Joseph Lewis; no writing credits;

camera, Jerry Ash. Cast: Una Merkel, Nat Pendleton,

Claire Dodd, Richard Davies, John Eldredge, Lionel
Atwill, Noble Johnson, Rosina Galli, Al Kikume.

THIS WOMAN IS MINE, formerly I JAMES LEWIS,
drama; prod.-dir, Frank Lloyd; no writing cred-

its; camera, Milton Krasner. Cast: Franchot Tone,

Walter Brennan, John Carroll, Carol Bruce, Nigel

Bruce, Leo G. Carroll, Roger Imhof, Paul Hurst, Frank
Conroy, Ray Beltram, Morris Ankrum, Lewis Mercier,
Philip Charbert Jerome DeMiccio, Walter McGriU,
Dale Van Sickle, George Brogerman, Jerry Frank
(40-41).
HIT THE ROAD, drama; asso. prod.. Ken Goldsmith;

dir., Joe May; story, Robert L«e Johnson; screenplay,

Robert Lee Johnson, Brenda Weisberg; camera, Jerome
Ash. Cast: Gladys (Jeorge, Barton MacLane, Billy

Halop, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Bernard Punsley,
Evelyn Ankers, Charles Lang, Shemp Howard, Bobs
Watson, Hally Chester, Walter Kingsford, Eily Malyon,
Edward Pawley, John Harmon, Less Lee Brooks,
Charlie Moore, Kernan Cripps, George Sparks (40-41).

ARIZONA CYCLONE, western; asso. prod.. Will
Cowan; dir., Joseph Lewis; no writing credits; camera,
Charles Van Enger. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy
Knight, Nell O'Day, Beatrice Roberts, Herbert Rawlln-
son, Dick Curtis, Robert Strange, Glenn Strange, The
Notables, Buck Moulton, Carl Sepulveda (40-41).

BOMBAY CLIPPER, drama; asso. prod., Marshall
Grant; dir., John Rawlins;- no writing credits; camera,
Stanley Cortez. Cast: William Gargan, Irene Hervey,
Charles Lang, Maria Montez, Mary Gordon, Lloyd
Corrigan, Wade. Boteler, Richard Davies, Turhan Bey,
Truman Bradley, Roy Harris, Billy Wayne, Warren
Ashe, Peter Lynn, Pat O'Malley (40-41).

Universal Plx Now In Production

BIDE 'EM COWBOY, comedy; asso. prod, Alex
Gottlieb; dir., Arthur Lubin; no writing credits; cam-
era, John Boyle. Cast: Abbott and Costello, the Merry
Macs, Dick Foran, Johnny Mack Brown, Anne Gwynne,
Ella Fitzgerald, Samuel S, Hinds, Charles Lane, Wade
Boteler, Harold Daniels. ^
BADLANDS OF DAKOTA, feature western; asso.

prod., G«orge Waggoner; dir., Alfred E. Green; no
writing credits; camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Robert
Stack, Ann Rutherford, Richard Dix, Frances. Farmer,
Brod Crawford, Hugh Herbert, And^ Devine, Fuzzy
Knight, Lon Chaney, Jr., Addison Richards, Carleton
Young, The Jesters.

THE GREAT MAN, formerly NEVER GIVE A
SUCKER AN EVEN BREAK, comedy: dir., Edward
Cline; no writing credits; camera, Charles Van Enger,
Cast: W. C. Fields, Gloria Jean, Butch and Buddy,
Beatrice Roberts.

APPOINTMENT FOR LOVE, drama; prod., Bruce
Manning; dir., William Seiter; no writing credits; cam-
era, Joe Valentine. Cast: Charles Boyer, Margaret
Sullavan, Reginald Denny, Virginia Brissac, Mary Gor-
don, Charles Ray, J. M. Kerrigan, Doris Lloyd, Cecil
Kellaway, Romaine Callender, Lilyan Irene, Roman
Bohnen.
SAN ANTONIO ROSE, drama; asso. prod..

Ken Goldsmith; dir., Charles Lamont; no writing
credits; camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Robert Paige,
Jane Frazee, The Merry Macs, Eve Arden, Shemp
Howard, Lon Chaney, Jr., Louis DaPron, Roy Harris,
Charles Long. ... .

ALMOST AN ANGEL, drama; asso. prod.,
Joseph Pasternak; dir., Henry Koster; no writing
credits; camera. Rudolph Mate. Cast: Deanna Durbin,
Charles Laughion, Robert Cummings, Margaret Tal-
llchet, Guy Kibbee, Leonard Elliott, Irving Bacon, Gus
Schilling.

THE AMERICANOS, western; asso. prod.; Ben Pivar;
dir., William Nigh; no writing credits; camera, John
Boyle. Cast: Dick Foran, lieo Carrillo, Andy Devine,
Marcia Ralston, Ann Doran, Antonio Moreno, Francis
McDonald, James Seay, Nester Paiva, Leyland Hodg-
son, Guy Usher, Tony Paton, Stanley Price, Beatrice
Roberts, Carmela Cansino, Wade Boteler (40-41).

HELLZAPOPPIN, comedy; prod., Jules Levey; dir.,

Henry C Potter; no writing credits; camera, Elwood

Bredell. Cast: Olsen and Johnson, Martha Raye, Jane
Frazee, Mischa Auer, Katherine Johnson.

Warners

Promised Com- Shoot- Now
41-42 pleted ln(. Cutilna Toko

Studio 4B(7) 1 8 S 34
Lasky 1 '0 0 0 l

ToUls 49 1 8 B 3S

Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

HIGHWAY WES*, drama; asso. prod., Edmund
Grainger; dir., William McGann; screenplay, Charles
Kenyon, Allen Rivkin and Kennett Gamuet, camera,
Ted McCord. Cast: Brenda Marshall, Arthur Kennedy,
Olympe Bradna, William Lundigan, Slim Summerville,
Willie Best, Dorothy Tree, Frank Wilcox (40-41).

DIVE BOMBER, drama (In Technicolor); asso, prod.,
Robert Lord; dir., Michael Curtiz; story by Com. Frank
Wead; screenplay. Com. Frank Wead and Robert Buck-
ner; camera, Bert Glennon and Wenton Hock. Casti
Errol Flynn, Fred MacMurray, Ralph Bellamy, Regis
Toomey, Robert Armstrong, Louis Jean Heydt. Cliff
Nazarro, Craig Stephens, Garet Craig, James Anderson
(40-41).

FLIGHT PATROL, drama; assoc. prod., Edmund
Grainger; dir., Lothar Mendes; screenplay, Leonard
Hoffman and Barry Trivers; camera, James Van Trees.
Cast: Ronald Reagan, James Stephenson, William Lun>
digan, Olympe Bradna, Eddie Foy. Jr., Reginald Denny,
Charles Irwin, Crauford Kent (40-41).

BULLETS FOR O'HARA, drama; asso. prod., William
Jacobs; dir., William K. Howard; orig. by Abem Finkel
and Harold Buckley; screenplay. Raymond Schrock,
Cast: Joan Perry, Roger Pryor, Anthony .Qulnn, Dick
Purcell, Maris Wrixson, Richard Ainsley, Roland Drew,
Joe King, Joan Wlnfleld, DeWolf. Hopper, Sidney
Bracy, Victor Zimmerman, Kenneth Harlan, Frank
Mayo, Hank Mann, Jack Mower, Lea Baird (40-41).

NAVY BLUES,' drama; asso. prod., Jerry Wald
and Jack Saper; dir., Lloyd Bacon; orig., Sam
Perrin and Arthur T. Horman; screenplay, Jerry Walo
and Richard Macauley; camera, Tony (3audio. Casti
Ann Sheridan, Jack Oakie, Martha Raye, Eddie Albert,
Jack Haley, Jack Carson, Jack Gleason, Frank Orth,
Edward Gargan, Tom Dugan, Maris Wrixson, Jeail
Ames, Mary Brodel.

THE SMILING GHOST, drama; asso. prod^
Edmund Grainger; dir.. Lew Seller; screenplay, Keii
Gamet and Wilbur M. Beatty; camera, Arthur Todd.
Cast: Wayne Morris, Brenda Marshall, David Bruce,
Richard Ainley, Willie Best Helen Westley, Lee Pati
rick, Alan Hale, Alexis Smith, Roland Drew, Charles
Halton.

LAW OF THE TROPICS, formerly KING RUBBER,
drama; asso. prod., Ben Stolofl; dir., Ray £n«
right; orig. screenplay^ Barry Trivers; camera, Sid
Hickox. Cast: Jeffrey Lynn, Constance Bennett, Moni
Maris, Regis Toomey, Roland Drew, Hobart Bosworth,
Frank Puglia.

NINE LIVES ARE NOT ENOUGH, meller|
asso. prod., William Jacobs; dir., A. Edward Suther-
land; screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr.; camera, Ted McCord.
Cast: Ronald Regan, Joan Perry, Howard da Silva.

Peter Whitney, Faye Emerson, Charles Drake, James
Gleason, Edward Brophy, Cliff Clark, Billy Dawson,
Tom Stevenson, Vera Lewis, Walter Soderling, Ben
Weldon, Paul Phillips, Howard Hickman, Olaf Hytten,
Eddie Chandler, John Maxwell.
THE MALTESE' FALCON, drama; asso. prod.,

Henry Blanke; dir., John Huston; screenplay by JohO
Huston; camera, Arthur Edeson. Cast: Humphrey
.Bogart, Mary Astor, Gladys George, Peter Lorre, Lee
Patrick, Barton MacLane, Ward Bond, Sidney Gransted,
Jerome Cowan. James Burke.

Warner Plx In Prodnotion

NEW ORLEANS BLUkS, musical-drama; asso.
prod., Henry Blanke; dir., Anatole Litvak; screen-
play, Edwin Gilbert, Robert Rossen, Harold Arlen.
Johnny Mercer; play by Edwin Gilbert; camera, Ernest
Heller. Cast: Priscilla Lane, Richard Whorf, Betty
Field, Lloyd Nolan, Jack Carson, Peter Whitney, Wally
Ford, Billy Halop, Elia Razita, Joyce Compton, G^ot^f
Lloyd, Charles Wilson, Herbert Hayworth, William
Gillispie, Matt McHugh, Ann Edmunds.
ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN, drama; asso. prod..

Robert Lord; dir., Irving Rapper; screenplay, Casey
Robinson, Abem Finkel, Harry Chandlee, Ralph Block;
camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Fredrlc March, Martha
Scott, Elisabeth Eraser, Carlotta Jelm, Frankie Thomas,
Casey Johnson, Ernest Cossart, Elizabeth Risdon.
Roscoe Ates, Fred Kelsey, Hobart Bosworth, Ollii

Howland, Leah Baird, Gene Lockhart, Paula Trueman,
Clara Blandick.

THEY DIED WITH THEIR BOOTS ON, drama;
prod., Robert Fellowes; dir., Raoul Walsh; screenplay,
Aneas MacKenzie, Wally Klein; camera, Bert Glennon.
Cast: Enrol Flynn, Olivia de Haviland, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Stanley Ridges, John Lite], G. P. Huntley, Jr,
Gene I<ockhart, Anthony Quinn, Sidney Greensireet,
Regis Toomey, Frank Wilcox, Ward Bond, Walter
Hampden, Charles Grapewin, Anna Q. Nilsson, Selmer
Jackson, DeWolf Hopper, Jr., Hattie McDanlel, Frank
Orth, Hobart Bosworth, Vlrghila Sale, Renee Riano,
Willie Best, Spencer Charters.

CAPTAINS OF THE CLOUDS, drama (Technicolor) t

prod., William Cagney; dir., Michael Curtiz; story, Ar-
thur Horman; screenplay, Arthur Horman, Norman
Reilly Paine, Flight-Lieut. Owen Cathcart-Jones: cam-
era, Sol Polito. Cast: James Cagney, Dennis Morgan,
George Tobias, Alan Hale, Russell Arms, Clem
Bevins, Roland Drew, Michael Ames, Byron Barr.

KINGS ROW, drama; prod., David Lewis; dir., Sam
Wood; based on novel by Henry Bellamann; screen-
play, Casey Robinson; camera, James Wong Howe,
Cast: Ann Sheridan, Robert Cummings, Ronald Reagan,
Nancy Coleman, James Stephenson, Judith Anderson,
Charles Coburn, Harry Davenport, Kaaren Verne,
Maria Ouspenskaya, Ernest Cossart, Ludwig Stossel,
Hattie McDaniel, Pat Moriarity, Ilka Gruning, Scottie
Beckett, Douglas Wheatcroft, Mary Thomas.
MAN WHO. CAME TO DINNER, comedy; asso.

prods., Jerry Wald, Jack Saper; dir., William Keighley;
screenplay, Philip and Julies Epstein; based on play
by Geo. S. Kaufman and Moss Hart; camera, Tony
Gaudio. Cast: Betty Davis, Ann Sheridan, Montv
Woolley, Billie Burke, Richard Travis, Grant Mitchell,
Elisabeth Fraser, Harry Lewis, Mary Wickes, George
Barbier Reginald Gardiner, Jimmy Durante, Laura
Hope Crews, Chester Clute, Charles Drake, Frank
Coughlin, Jr.

ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT, meller; asso. prod.,

Jerry Wald; dir., Vincent Sherman; original screen-
play, Leonard Q. Ross, Leonard Spigelgass; camera,
Sid Hickox. Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Judith Anderson,
Frank McHugh, Peter Lorre.
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THREE WEBS MEET FLYAGAIN
Fight Radio Tax Sock in Senate

Washington, Au{(. 6.

Radio withheld ita fire Monday (4) permitting the House of Repre-

sentatives virtually by default to enact leviei on annual advertising

billing graduated from B% to 15%. Radio is keeping its powder dry

for an assault via the Senate Finance Committee.
National Association of Broadcasters has its fingers crossed but

thinks outlook is at least hopeful.

Playlets as Summer Substitutions

Prove Disappointing to Advertisers

With the exception of . Lord St

Thomas the advertising agencies

which turned to script shows this

season for summer flU-ins on night-

time schedules admit that the ex-

periment hasn't turned out so well.

Most of the agencies involved have
come around to the point of view
expressed by vaudeville men when
that medium of entertainment was
at its height that people In the warm
months weren't inclined to favor

sketches whether dramatie or light

eomedy.

Much of the booking of sketches

(IS pinchhitters resulted from a lack

of available musical material due to

the ASCAP situation. With the quiz

cycle pretty well shot, the agencies

would have preferred to resort to

their old summer formula, orchestras

and singers doing light familiar

American music, but the continued
impasse between NBC and CBS and
the performance rights Society made
this impossible. Agency quarters

foresee such fare the prevailing pre-

icription for the summer of 1942, im-
lase some freak type of entertain-

ment, like the quiz, comes to the fore
meanwhile.

Among the dialogic pinchhitters
this season are 'A Date with Judy'
(Pepsodent), 'Reg'lar Fellers' (Jell-

O), 'Claudia and David' (Grapenuts)
and 'Bringing Up Father' (Rinso).

t<ord & Thomas, which is responsible
for 'Judy,' contends that while this

series has been received with any-
thing but critical favor its ratings

^ave so far proved quite encourag-
ing.

POLESIE AS SALESMAN

In N. T. to Peddle Bert Lahr-Tony
Martin-Dava Rose Fsckage

Herb Polesie, who left the produc-

ing staff of the J. Walter Thompson

agency several years ago for picture

work, has been in New York the

past week circulating the agencies

with a recorded audition of a vari-

ety show.

The east eonsiste of Bert Lahr,

Tony Martin and Dave Rose.

WALTEROmFE
AS 'HIS HONOR'

Ruthrauil it Ryan agency listened

Monday (4) to an audition of a script

show, 'His Honor, the Mayor,' star-

ring Walter O'Keefe. Account in-

volved is Quaker Oats. Audition was
held at the Vanderbilt theatre, oft

Broadway, which is under lease to

NBC for the Fred Waring (Chester-

field) broadcasts.

A. & S. Lyons is egenting the

show.

Ben Paley, WaHace h
Chicago for Petrilio

Huddles on CBS Scale

Hollywood, Aug. D.

Ben Paley, CBS program execu-
tive in Hollywood, and J. K.
T'Splke') Wallace, head of Local 47,

^ the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, are in Chicago parleying
yith AFM president James M. Pe-
trilio on a new contract for the net-

work there after their inability to

reach an agreement in confabs here.

Network is balking at the union's
prolTered terms, chiefly a proposed
provision to pay musicians at KNX,
Los Angeles, on a sustaining basis.

Local 47 contract has been ac-

eepted by Dpn I.ee-Mutual and Is

Expected to be signed this week by
NBC.

SUBMIT FRANK FAY

FOR TUMS PROGRAM

Frank Fay was featured In a half-

hour program which the Hesse-

McCaflrey office auditioned for the

Stack-Goble agency last Wednesday
night (30) at the NBC studios. Turns

(Lewis-Howe) is the account.

Fay's last network connection was

the Royal Gelatin series in 1639-37.

Mann Holliner In N. Y.

Mann Holliner, producer of the

Fannie Brioe-Maxwell House show

for Benton & Bowles, ii ourrently

vacationing in New York. He'll re-

main about two weelu more, seeing

the Broadway shows and holding

periodic huddles with agency execs,

returning to the Goast in time for

the program's resumption Sept. 4.

Miss Brlce, Frank Morgan, Mere-

dith Willson and the rest of the show

will be unchanged.
^

Gene Dyer's New Role in Chicago;

Has Herb Sherman for New WAIT

Chicago, Aug. 0.

Gene Dyer, successful operator of
•mall nabe stations in this town,
breaks out into bigger wattage com-
pany with the start of the season
when he switches his current WCBD
Station to new wave-length, new
power and new call letters. New
outfit will be known as WAIT, will

have 5,000 watts and be located on
820 on okays from the FCC.
With his entry into new competi-

tion Dyer has Herbert Sherman set
as his general business manager.
Sherman was until last week with
the Rajph Atlass station, WJJD, as

sales chief, and was a potent factor

in building up WJJD as an inde-

pendent station over nine years.

His deal with Dyer is a long-term

contract arrangement which will

give Sherman an opportunity to de-

vote full time and energies to WAIT.
In setting up his new deal Dyer

is moving his key offices for WAIT
into the heart of the agency sector,

taking over a suite in the London
Guarantee building. These offices

will be in operation by Sept. 1 and

it is figured that WAIT will hit the

air around Sept. 15. In the mean-

time, Sherman is working out of

the offices of Whythe Walker, na-

tional sales rep for Dyer.

[

FOR GONTRIIGTS

Involved Problem of Time
Availability Beyond Prc-

•mptions Already Existing

—Fly Apparently Will

Give NBC Up to Two
Years to Liquidate the

Blue

OTHER ASPECTS

NBC, CBS and Mutual officials

will resume tomorrow (Thursday)
their discussions with James L. Fly,
chairman of the Federal Communi-
CE^tions Commision, on a compromise
accord in connection with the com-
mission's enunciated . rules on net-

work-affiliated stations relations.

The group had held a session in
Washington, Monday (4)-,

Spokesmen for the three networks
have so far made slow progress in

arriving at compromise formulas
satisfactory to themselves and that
might be acceptable to the commis-
sion. Columbia, it is reported, has
coma around to the Mutual proposed
'basis of use' in allocating time on
supplementary stations in communi-
ties where there are not Sufficient

comparable facilities, but NBC has
declined to make any concessions in

that direction.

The Mutual formula is predicated
on the proposition that the division

of option time on such stations

should be determined by how much
they have been used for network
commercial purposes in recent years.

In other words, if NBC has provided
an affiliate with two hours of com-
mercials in the morning, two hours
in the afternoon and three hours at

night that network could under the

proposed plan preempt that amount
of time before any share of that

station's time could be made avail-

able to Mutual. In arriving at this

allocation the station's schedule
would be split up into three five-

hour segments. John Shepard, 3d,

of the Yankee Network, who re-

cently interposed an objection to this

formula, let it be known over the

weekend that it was now okay with
him.

It has been intimated in Washing-
ton that the three networks have not
more than a week to get together on
a compromise, since the extended
deadline for the effectiveness of the

new rules is Sept. 18 and it would
take at least four weeks for the net-

work to negotiate new contracts with
their affiliated stations.

On the question of network own-
ership of local stations it now looks

that only two of them, WBT, Char-
lotte, and WTAM, Cleveland, will

be subject to FCC pressure. In'

volved in these instances Is the prob-

lem of limited facilities for the par

tlcular community.
It has already been intimated in

Washington that NlBC will be given

as much as two years in which to

dispose of the blue network.

LIPI MAQ PROTESTS

Shell 'Comes (o the Party' Is New
SnbstUnte Tide

" San Francisco, Aug. B.

Art Linkletter's 'Shell Goes to a

Party' show will hit the air as 'Shell

Comes to the Party' following pro-

test from Life magazine, delivered to

CBS In New York after announce-

ment of oiler's intentions in Variety.

Long-distance calls to Frisco, where
deal was set, .sent Art Kemp, CBS
Coast chieftain, and Norman Strauss

of J. Walter Thompson, representing

Shell, Into a huddle, out of which

came the new handle which report-

edly has Life's blessing.

Show kicks off Thursday (7) on

the Colimibia Pacific web.

Nashville.—Al Jennings, WSIX an-

nouncer, has resigned in order to

enter grocery business in Alabama.

Helen Hayes and Burns & AOen

Must Be on Same Web, Says Y&R,

And CBS Has Time Predicament

ON KATE SMITH SHOW
Nan Baye, Maude Davis Set for Six

In First 13 Weeks

Nan Raya and Maude Davis have
been signatured to appear on six out
of the first 13 programs when Kate
Smith returns to CBS for General
Food this September.
Booking from WiUiam Morris to

Ted Collins office.

M. M. McBRIDE

TO NBC SEPT. 2

Mary Margaret McBride goes NBC
Sept. a as conductor of a daily 45-

minute participation program on
WEAF, N. Y., key for the red net-
work. The schedule will run from
Monday through Friday and her deal

with NBC Is similar to the one she
had with WOR, Newark, namely,
a broad cut on the proceeds ob-
tained from participating adver-
tisers.

' After leaving WOR, Miss McBride
last season did a daily series for

Florida Citrus over CBS.

m& MRS. NORTH' UP;

MAY BE FOR HORME
'Mr. and Mrs. North' will be au-

ditioned this Sunday (10) for B.B.D.
& O. The agency has not disclosed

the account, but it is believed to be
for DuPont, which has for years
bankrolled 'Cavalcade of America.'
Peggy Conklin has been set for the

femme lead.

Stoop-Down RoDaway

Colonel Stoopnagle (F. Chase
Taylor) is investing his coin with
nine others in a combination bowl-
ing' alley-bar-restaurant in Wilton,
Conn., on Route 7.

The spot, whose construction will

be completed in late September, is

to be tagged, 'Stoopnagle's Bowling
Alleys.'

Elsie Dick Joins WOR
Elsie Dick, former p.a. and mag

editor, has joined the continuity
staff of WOR, New York, in charge
of religious and educational pro-
grams.
She was at one time continuity

editor for the radio division of the
Federal Theatre.

Bob Hllle. gabber at KXOX, St.

Louis, in local hospice for tonsillec-

tomy.

CBS' sales department is being
hard put to keep the Helen Hayes
show (Lever Bros.-Lipton Tea) on
its schedule this fall and also to be-
come the release for the Bums and
Allen-Paul Whiteman program that
Lever has contracted for Swan Soap.
Columbia has been advised by Young
& Rubicam, agency on both prod-
ucts, that the two shows must ba
carried by the same network. The
NBC-Red hasn't the required time
available and if CBS can't take care
of Miss Hayes and B. Ac A. the two
programs will go to either the NBC-
Blue or Mutual.
The Hayes stanza filled the 8-8:30

spot on CBS for the past two sea-

sons. Coca Cola's Andre Kostelan-

etz program now occupies this pe-

riod but Y. & R. understands the

network's contract with the beverage
company has a recallable clause.

NBC Adds Two PAs,

O'Brien ond Doherty, On

hstitntiona] Assignments

Two men have been added to the

NBC press department in New York
to handle Institutional assignments

not regularly provided for in Red
and Blue newspaper service. They
are Don O'Brien, from China Relief

and Time, and John Doherty, whose
experience Includes Carl Byolr's

office.

They will specialize on matters
affecting the President's office (Niles

Trammell), television, shortwave, the

NBC Recording Division, defense

programs, and so on.

ED RICE FROM TORONTO

FOR BERLE-LAUGHTON

Ed Rice, staff producer for J. Wair
ter Thompson, is being taken off his
Canadian assignment to do the script

of the Milton Berle-Charles Laugh-
ton show (Ballantine Ale), which
opens on Mutual In September. Phil
Mygatt replaces him as Canadian
producer. The two shows involved,

each originating from Toronto, are
'The Family Man' and 'Dr. Susan.'

Rice is due in the agency's New
York office this weekend. 'The Bal-
lantine series will originate from
Hollywood,

Goodkind's New Acct.
Chicago, Aug. 9.

Ooodkind, Joice Se Morgan agency
has been awarded the Illinois Trav-
eling Men's Health Association ac-

count, effective Immediately.

OJ.&M. figure to buy consider-

able air time around here on this

new account.

Compulsory Automobile Insurance

Creates New Radio Prospects in N.Y.

BOB WELCH FOR CANTOR

Comedian to Use T. * R. Man—Vic
Knight to Fred Allen

Eddie Cantor won't bring in a spe-

cial producer for his Bristol-Myers

series this fall but will use Bob

Welch, of the Young St Rubicam

agency staff, Welch last season was

Via Knight's assistant on the produc-

tion.

Knight has been signatured by
Fred Allen to direct the Texaco se-

ries when It reopens on CBS Oct. 1.

Two insurance companies havs

taken the recent enactment of com-

pulsory auto insurance legislation in

New York state as a cue for a flier in

spot broadcasting. They are Aetna

and Mutual Liberty.

B.B.D.O., which is doing the scout-

ing for Liberty Mutual, has inquired
for evening announcement availabili-

ties. Schedule would be from 6 to 10

a week.

Agency on Aetna is Marschalk Jb

Pratt and the inquiry Is this case has
been announcement periods prior to

8 a, m,, five days a week.
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White Introduces Senate Bill Aimed to

Curb FCC, Guarantee Judicial Review

And Embody 'Right to Reply in Law

Washington, Aug. B.

Curbs on the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, specifically to pre-
prevent repetition ot such crack-
down Incidents as the anti-monop-
cly reforms were proposed in legis-

lation handed the Senate Thursday
(31) by -Senator Wallace H. White,
Jr., of Maine, leader of the bloc
vhich has been condemning the ma-
jority of the regulatory body for its

attitude. Drastic changes in both
the organization and the methods of

supervising the radio industry will

be required if the measure ge\s the
nod.

White's bill does not pretend to be
comprehensive revision of the 1934.

act, though it does have some gen-
eral clauses that affect every station

operator. Streamlining of the FCC
Is one of White's objectives, and
would be accomplished by splitting

the seven-man tribunal along funda-
mental lines. ' Severance of 'public

communications' (meaning radio)

from those of a private nature—thus

getting persons with a common-car-
rier philosophy into a room by
themselves—would be the greatest'

accomplishment

'BIcht to Beply'

A tree-speech amendment, such as

was advocated frequently during the

reform hearings before Wheeler's
committee. Is an important clause.

Legislation would establish Hie

'right to reply' theory, broadening
the unsatisfactory Section 315 by re-

quiring licensees to allow some ac-

credited spokesman from the oppos-

ing faction to answer the remarks
. of any 'public officer' other than the

. President who uses a station to dis-

cuss a controversial topic. Explain-

ing this proposal, White pointed out
that he would allow station mana-
gers the ritfht to examine speakers'

manuscripts and to require deletion

of anything libelous, slanderous, or

otherwise might lay the licensees

open to damage suits. The present

no-censorship feature is thoroughly
Impracticable, in White's view.

Definite ban against Comnfish In-

terference with business manage-
ment is provided in the legislation,

which also is intended to rub out any
doubt about applicants' rights to ap-
pear at hearings before action is

taken affecting their interest. There
has been widespread yelping from
industry lawyers that constant nar-
rowing of the right to intervene has
come from a belief the FCC knows
everything. The Maine solon re-
minded his colleagues that 'the right

to notice and hearing is ot the very
essence of orderly procedure,' com-
menting the Commieh 'for a consid-
erable period of time' did give every-

. body a break but lately has been
flint-hearted.

Bill's 'Appeal' Objectives
More certainty of the right to seek

Judicial review of FCC actions is one
of the objectives of the bilL White
proposed to make any order of .the
Commish appealable to the District
of Columbia Court of Appeals or to
«ny xither circuit Various changes,
such as removing doubt about the
time in which an appeal can be

.
taken, are proposed on the ground

.
they are imperative if the Commish
Is not to run hog-wild. White ac-
knowledged he has gone somewhat
beyoBd the recomipendations of the
Attorney-General's committee, but

- argued that more protection is need-
ed to present injustice.

Return to the old examiner system
ot holding hearings would be a semi-
eutomatic rt^sult of the measure.
White proposed that a uniform type
of report, containing conclusions of
law as well as a summary , of the
facts, should be filed whenever a
matter is heard by less than a quo
rum of either division. In the past
there has been great controversy and
confusion) he complained, adding
that oral argument should be assured
Bny individual dissatisfied with a re-
port, recommendation, ot proposed
finding. At present, the Commish
has discretion, about hearing argu-

. mentst though generally they are al-

lowed as a matter of course.-

Prospects for enactment of the bill

•r« not especially bright, since the
House has shown no inclination to
take up' such matters. There is a
better-than-even chanc6 White can
set .action in the Senate—though
members of the Interstate Commerce

AGENCY PREZ REACTS

TO PHIL SPITALNY AD

Detroit Aug. 1.

Editor, 'VAFirrY:

Thank you very kindly for your

Stroh article about the Stroh pro-

gram. I greatly appreciate your
courtesy in giving us this space.

I get quite a kick, however. In

reading the advertisement by Phil

Spitalny, on page 64, of the .same

issue, where he states he broke a

70-year record by attracting 10,000

people to the Chautauqua to listen

to his AU-Girl Orchestra.

I think attracting an audience of

between 6.200 and 6,300 in a small

industrial town like Flint. Michigan,

to listen to the Stroh-Gus Haen-
schen Show has that record beaten
at that!

Walter F. Zimmer,
Pres., Zimmer-Kcller Agcy.

(Stroh fleer progrom to tvhtch ref-

erence is made, travels out of Detroit,

being probably the most pretentious

radio revue to originate from the

area. Talent for the program com-
mutes to Detroit -from New York
weekly.—Ed.).

It's Tougher Now

JOHNANTHONY

ASDm DIET

Mutual is slated to get a dally strip

featuring. John -J. Anthony, of the
'Good Will Hour,' from Sterling Pro-
ducts through the Blackett-Sample-
Hummert agency.

The schedule would have Anthony
on the air every day of the week but
S|aturday. The 'Hour' itself is on the
NBC-Blue, Sunday nights.

KSO-KRNT BIG PICNIC

WITH FREE FUN FOR KIDS

Des Moines, Aug. B.

KSO and KRNT will again stage a
public picnic for listeners at River-
view park, Aug. 10. People from
over the entire state ate invited, to
attend. During the Celebration there
will be^ free rides, free dances, con
tests and entertainment by radio tal

ent

Last year approximately 25,000 at-

tended the festivities.

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

WIP has changed the question-

ing technique on its 'Dialing for

Dollars' program so as to stump
set owners who name the right

station but can't describe the

show's details. Now a "listener

queried over the phone Is re-

quired to name not only the pro-

gram and the sponsor but how
much money had been given

away up to that point Because
the amount of the jackpot varies

with each call the dialer must
listen intently for the correct

answer.

In the free apd easy days of

the series the program's an-

nouncer would call a radio home
and ask, 'Is this the home of Mrs.
Joe Doakes? To what station

are you listening?' If the an-
swer was 'WIP' a messenger shot

out to the liouse with $5 and up,

according to the wealth of the
jackpot at that/ point. As listen-

ers got privy to the windfall

every home called gave the same
answer, 'WIP,' and that included
all sorts of telephone surveyers.

RCANETPROm

$536,494 IN

SIXMOS.

Radio Corp. of America cansoli-

dated net profit amounted to fS,306,-

491 In the -first six months of this

year ending June 30, as compared
with $3,185,222 in the same period
last year. This $2,121,272 increase is

traceable largely to a gain ot nearly

116,000,000 in gross income from
operation, RCA reporting $72,136,304

in the first half of the year. "Vast

improvement in profit was made
despite $4,740,000 provision for nor-
mal income tax and excess profits

taxes to the Federal Government
(including $825,000 hike as per new
revenue act proposed for 1941), or
an increase of about $3,150,000 over
same period in 1940.

Profits for the first half of the year
are equal to more than 26c per com-
mon share against 11c last year,

RCA paid out $1,609,779 In pre-
ferred dividends during the period,
about the same as last year.

The corporation reports $2,571,921
net profit for the three-month period
ending June 30 against $1,238,328 in

comparable quarter last year. Gross
income from operations picked up
around $9,000,000 in the quarter, as
compared to 1940, to $37,984,934.

'DUFFY'S TAVERN' MOVING?

Likely t« Be Heard on NBC—CBS
Originated Show

'Duffy's Tavern,' due back on the
air in mid-September for Schick
razor, may move from Columbia to
NBC. J. M. Mathes agency didn't

like the Saturday night spot the
show had last season, but has been
unable to get a suitable time on CBS.
Understood there are open, spots on
both the Red and Blue networks ot
NBC, with the latter one said to be
somewhat more advantageous. How-
ever, a definite decision may not be
made for a couple of more weeks.
Ed Gardner, producer-lead on the

program, returned last week from a
South American cruise and left a
couple of days later to spend about
a month at Nantucket and Cape Cod.

Spider in WBEN'i Web
Buffalo, Aug. 6.

WBEN just completed new trans-
mitter on Grand Island but it had to

switch' back to old Martinsville,

N. Y., plant last week.
Spider got' into antenna base,

shorted it and knocked new tower
off the air.

Committee are by no means unani-

mous on several of the- issues raised

when urgent defense legislation is

out of the way, but his bill may be-

come the vehicle for some statutory

handcuffs for the industry.

GULDEN'S WAXED SHOW

FOR FALL ON WJZ, N. Y.

Gulden's mustard,' which had a
live musical show on NBC-Blue
(WJZ) the last few seasons, switches
to a non-name recorded series this

fall, airing locally over WJZ, New
York. Stanza will be heard 6:30-

8:45 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays,
starting sometime in October.
Charles W. Hoyt is the agency.

Milton Krents' Status

FCC Showdown on Absent StaUman

Newspaper Probe Recesses Following Testimony By

Means, Latham, White, Aylesworth and Others

New York
Editor, 'Variety:

I am writing to ask if you will
amend the story in last week's issue
about my leaving NBC to go with
The Council for Democracy. The
statement was made that The Coun
cil had not before had a salaried
radio director, which is not the case.
Milton Krents has been handling
radio tor The Council for some
months, and will continue his activi-
ties with them as in the past.

The increasing range of their
radio plans for the future has made
it necessary for them to add an ex-
perienced radio man to their staff.

My responsibilities will be confined
to certain* regular series, and Mr.
Krents wiU handlc^special events.

Albert N. Willianu,
Council for Democracy.

Glen Law, news commentator for
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, spending
a- week in New York City in the
news room of CBS, NBC and Mu-
tual,

Washington, Aug. 5.

A test of legal strength was in-

vited Saturday (2) when the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
obtained Federal court help in its ef-

fort to force press figures to take

the witness stand In the FCC's news-
paper-ownership inquiry. Show-
cause order was Issued for James
G. Stahlman, former president of

the American Newspaper Publish-
ers Association, and now in the

Navy.

Threatened drastic action was
taken with surprising speed in re-

sponse to instructions from Chairman
James L, Fly. When Stahlman, now
on naval duty here as a reserve of-

ficer, refused to show, the Commish
law department got Federal Judge
James M. Morris to direct the Nash-
ville Banner publisher to ..explain

on Aug. 11 his refusal to respect

the demands of the kilocycle cops.

The action is clearly a Commish
move to find out just how much
authority the law gives them in the
way of forcing persons to testify and
to surrender requested information.
Fly on Friday (1) told Commish
barristers to 'proceed forthwith'

when neither Stahlman nor Edwin
S. Friendly, the New York Sun
business manager, checked in after

being summoned to take the stand.

The Commission's power to force
anybody to testify at a so-called leg-

islative hearing was challenged at

the outset of the Inquiry by Elisha
Hanson, general counsel for the
ANPA. He advised four persons 're-

quested' to become witnesses to re-

sist and predicted the regulators
will take a licking on the issue.

Faced with such_ a challenge, the
FCC deliberately served Stahlman in

order to show it can't be bluffed.

Recess of the inquiry until Sept,

17 was ordered meanwhile after

three more days ot wearisome testi-

mony that included case of WCSC,
Charleston, S. C, about the treat-

ment given by the News fit Courier,
owner of WTMA. Other witnesses
include State Senator Cotesworth
Means, of South Carolina, who has
been feuding with the rag for years;

Dr. L. D. H. Weld, research di-

rector for McCann-Erickson agency;
Merlin H. Aylesworth, former NBC
president;- John R. Latham, exec-
utive vice-president of the Amer-
ican Network, Inc. (planning a
string of Frequency Modulation
plants); John Shepard, of Yankee;
Joseph V. Connolly, head of King
Features; Paul White, public affairs

director of CBS and Lloyd Stratton,

assistant general manager of the
Associated Press.

Most telling accusation so tar in

support ot the Commish suspicion

that newspapers gang up on their

broadcasting competitors was given
by John M. Rivers, president of

WCSC. The station proprietor was
tossed around rudely, however, on
cross-examination, and forced to

conceae~'he made " a much bigger"

profit after the rival station was
placed under newspaper manage-
ment,

Thatcher. Qalzxes

Rivers spent several hours on the
stand in the wake of State' Senator
Means, who sponsored a resolution
In the South CEirolina legislature

asking tor a formal legal opinion
whether st^te monopoly laws can be
applied to radio-press situations.

Means explained under quizzing by
Thomas D. Thatcher, counsel for the
Press-Radio committee, he doesn't
'agree' with the editorial policy of
the News & Courier, though he
thinks the Evening Post, owned, by
the same Interest, is satisfactory.

Policy of the Charleston rags.

Rivers testified, was to 'ignore' his
station and glorify their own outlet.

This testimony was bulwarked by
bales of corr'eispondence concerning
publication ot station logs, letters to
Mark Ethridge and the crusading
Newspaper Publishers'. Committee,
photostats of radio pages from the
papers, and similar documents.
Spectators chortled when Rivers
acknowledged he never would have
sent a telegram—saying the only
thing the Charleston papers would
print about his station was his obit-
uary—If he'd anticipated the regula-
tors would prowl through his files.

Revealing he previously told
Chairman Fly about the cold-shoul-
der treatment. Rivers still persisted
he was 'an unwilling witness.' His
complaining, however, was shown to

have been considerable since he took
over the plant management
Testimony of Dr. Weld likewise

was tindermlned when'the press at-

torneys went to work on his charts
showing the trend of advertising
outlays. The McCann-Ericksbn ex.
pert voiced the opinion that radio
has hurt farm papers Talher seri-
ously' and no doubt taken some bus-
iness daily newspapers would have
enjoyed.
The tables do not include many

forms of advertising, such as busi-
ness papers, direct mail,' and novel-
ties (matches, beer glass mats, etc.),

Dr. Weld agreed. He said nobody
can vouch for the accuracy of fig.

ures on advertising but inquired,
'what are a few million dollars be-
tween friends?'

Advertising as a whole ha.<!n't re.
covered from the depression the
way other types of business have,
the commish was advised. In a
meandering discussion of what in-

fluences advertisers, everything ex-
cept the sun-spot cycle was men-
tioned as having some effect on the
trend of the business. Dr. Weld
stuck to his guns in declaring the
present outlay is much smaller than
in the 20's on the basis o( percentage
of national Income and per-capita
payments.
The publishers' attitude toward ra-

dio on the whole was praised by
Aylesworth, while Paul White
agreed the journalistic fraternity has.

buried the hatchet. Aylesworth said

he never believed there was any
'real competition' between the two
media and pointed out that by now
all press associations have seen the
wisdom of making news available

to broadcasters without limitation.

Early difficulties were admitted by
Aylesworth as well as Jame.s W.
Barrett, former city editor of the

New 'York World and of the Press-
Radio'^News Bureau. White dusted
off the musty records ot warfare be-

tween the webs and the wire ser-

vices, before allowing that 'radio

broadcasting and the pre.ss associa-

tions, working in perfect harmony,
have made this country the best in-

formed In the world.'

LAVA TO Blow.

FIFTH AGENCY

ON P.&G.

Assignment of the Lava Soap ac-

count to the Blow agency from
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency

takes effect Sept. 1.

Makes five agencies now handling

the Procter & Gamble business, the

other being Compton, Pedlar &
Ryan and H. W-. Raster 4c Sons.

FRED PALMER AT WCKY,

FORD BILUNGS OUT

Cincinnati, Aug. 9.

Fred A. Palmer took over Friday

(1) as sales manager of WCKY, CBS
affiliate. He succeeded Ford BilU

Ings, who assumed the post last fall

and resigned July 24.

Palmer formerly was president

and general manager of WBNS, Co-
lumbus, O., and helped found and
was first head of the Ohio Associa-

tion of Broadcasters. He later was
vice-president and general manager
of KOY, Phoenix.
Miles MacDonald, of Chicago,

joined the WCKY sales staff last

week, simultaneous' with Palmer's

start on the station.

Charles Van Loan Upped
Charles Van Loan, Accountant of

WOR, New York, for the last 12

years, was upped to assistant treas-

urer of the station, effective Mon-
day (4).

Before joining the outlet in 1929,

he was assistant treasurer of the

Soap Converting Co.

..John C. CUrk, owner of WNBF,
Binghamton, N. Y., and Mrs. Clark

are occupying a home at Saratoga',

for the month of racing. Clark is

also president ot the Miami Jockey

Club.
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IIS NEW YORK CITY ...
John McMillin, radio head of the Compton agency, back after severe

cold. ... Henry M. Neely on 'Orphans of Divorce" serial. . . . Josephine
Victor added to 'David Harum' cast. . . . Edgar Stehli, of the legit
'Arsenic and Old Lace' comedy, also in 'Mr. Keen' troupe. . . . James
Meighan, Ethel Wilson and Colleen Ward joined 'Second Husband' com-
pany with Helen Menken.

Florence Freeman, Karl Swenson, Bennett Kilpack, Effie Palmer, Anne
Elstner and Erin O'Brien-Moore being written out of various Air Features
shows the next few weeks for vacations. . . . Edward K. Oates, of the
WINS engineering staff, elected chairman of the executive board of Asso-
ciated Broadcast Technicians, radio unit of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (AFL). . . . Miguel Rosa, Puerto Rican concert
tenor, doing six-a-week half-hour series over WBNX.

Draft board may switch the date, but radio writer Mort Lewis expects
to marry non-pro Beulah Allison next week Walter Raschick, of Knox
Reeves agency, St. Paul, iti town currently shooting publicity stills on
General Mills serials 'Vox Pop,* under Bromo-Seltzer, broadcast from
West Point and Pensacola Flying school first two weeks.

Marge Morrow, CBS casting head, on Caribbean cruise. . . .Wilbert New-
gold and Alma Dettinger doing flve-mornings-a-week comment series,
'Other People's Business,' on WQXR during August. . . . Hal James and
Florence Sperl (Mrs. James), of the Compton agency, to Toronto last
week. . . . Martin Block and Maurice Hart, both of WNEW, expect to
become fathers soon. . . . Joe Bier, WOR farm editor, subbing on the
'Musical Clock' early-riser series during John B. Gambling's cruise vaca-
tion in the Sound.

Ben David readying a defense show for a network spread, but as a spon-
sored series Albert Aley.and Jack McBryde added to 'Front Page
Farreir east. .

'.

. Bill Adami and Alan Reed joined 'Mr. Keen' troupe.
. . . Burgess Meredith and Margo on the 'Forecast' show Monday (4)
night, their first stint together since legit and film versions of 'Winterset.'

. . . Ann Erskine, continuity writer for 'Met Auditions east from Central
City, Col., this week.

Michael Fitzmaurice replaced Macdonald Carey in 'Stella Dallas' series
Carey went to the Coast for a picture contract after clicking in 'Lady

in the Dark' Maxine Keith, who did femme comment series for WINS,
dittoing for WOV Lawson Zerbe, Tom Gorman, Hal James, Jack House
and George Brengle caught a total of one small fish during an all-day
tuna-angling cruise off Long Island. . , . Nancy Bashein and Skippy
Homeier joined 'Second Husband' cast. . . . Ann Eden added to 'Joyce
Jordan' company. . . . Jack Ryden, of. the Blackett-Sample-Hummert
art department, a draftee, joining Ed Hauser and Dan Kane in that cate-
gory from the same agency. .. .Betty Shay, of the NBC production depart-
ment, to Chatham, Mass., to stage four weeks of productions at the
Monomoy theatre. 5

Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune film critic, resumes his midnight
reviewer series Aug. 18 for WOR Neal Hopkins, of the NBC script staff,

to Aberdeen for several-day stay to gather material for a defense pro-
gram Peter Donald, of the 'Second Husband' troupe, added to 'Buck
Privates' series Bill McGrath, WNEW program director, three-week
vacationing on the Cape Ranald MacDougall, now scripting the
National Assn. of Manufacturers-NBC 'Defense for America' series, in

New York for several broadcasts frorn the studio Jimmy Carson, 11-

year-old radio actor-singer, signed 20th-Fox film contract. . . . Wonder
bread had a non-broadcast 'preview' . Thursday (31) night of the 'Maudie'
series, with Mary Mason, starting Aug. 14 on CBS.
Larry McPhail, president of the Brooklyn National league baseball club,

will guest on 'Information Please' Aug. 8. Professor Lyman Bryson, con-
ductor of Columbia's "The People's Platform' played a return date on the
quiz show last week. .. .Katherine Ann Porter, short story writer and
novelist, guested on Columbia's 'Invitation to Learning,' roundtabler on
the classics.

Eddie Baker (real name Bebko), organist and member of the musical
tafi at WHOM, guesting with his three brothers next Tuesday (12) night
on 'Battle of the Sexes'. .. .Joseph Savalli, WHOM announcer, and his wife,

Ida Mortenghi, office manager at the station, vacationing.
Maurice English, former foreign correspondent, scripting a series on

U. S. armament efforts, short-waved to Britain Sunday mornings by
NBC... Edith Dick, o&ice manager of WWRL, vacationing at her Mastic
(L. I.) summer home this week Bert Lebhar, Jr., WHN sales director,

defending his title this week in National Bridge Championship at Asbury
Park, N. J.... Jessica Tandy, the English actress, added to 'Mandrake the
Magician' cast.... Ira Ashley, director of 'Grand Central Station,' leaves
this week on Caribbean cruise.

Dorothea Beckman, WQXR press rep, to Lake George for coupla weeks.
. . . Ben Gross, N. Y. Daily News radio editor, discontinued bis WMCA
commentator series until fall . . . David Levy, formerly assistant on the
show, succeeded Joseph Hill as director of 'We, the People' . . . Hill now
handling 'Reg'lar Fellers' . . . Frances Chaney playing leads regularly on
'Great Moments from Great Plays' for Philip Morris . . . Marjorie Harris
has joined Lilian Okun talent agency in charge of musical talent . . . Her-
bert Stiles and Philip Monaghan joined NBC technician staff . . . Jack
Feeney, tenor on WINS, flying to Chicago , to participate in Grant Park
concert Friday (8) night.
.Phil Carlin, of the Red, stole 'Strictly From Dixie' from Billy Hillpot,

of the Blue, when the latter, who thought up the show, foolishly went
away on vacation. .. .Mrs. Don Withycomb for months studied Spanish-
then hubby went to South America alone last Friday Joe McGillvras
are in a new home at Ossining. .. .Arthur George Corey experienced a

comic Odyssey enroute from Adirondacks to Manhattan for his 'Pibby
and the Houlihans' special on CBS Forecast series missed train, took
a bus, missed bus. thumbed a pick-up to Albany.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Ed Hartrich got oft his chest at KNX what he couldn't while he was
CBS correspondent In Berlin. He goes to New York after a fortnight here
for his next assignment Stella Unger ferreting out cinema features for

her 'Hollywood Newsgirl' program. .. .Walter Johnson will cast Gulf's

Screen Guild Theatre after four years as Coast radio head of Music Corp.

Tom Lewis back from Hawaii, with wife, Loretta Young Rudy
Vallee buying Hollywood hills manse onetime occupied by Ann Harding
and Harry Bannister Peter Barhum here to go over the new Campbell.
soup program with Bob Burns Martin Ciosch and Howard Harris fin-

ished their writing assignment at Paramount and hustled back to New
York to audition 'Mr. and Mrs. North' for a Ruthrauff & Ryan prospect

....Jack Richardson, Jr., here from Chicago to check up on a pair of

Russel Seeds' Coast shows Harry Maizlish initiated Mix Dancer, Black-
ett-Sample-Hummert head to the mysteries of a Hollywood first night
Edgar Sisson getting the bugs out of the Orson Welles deal for Pedlar It

Ryan's Lady Esther account John Nesbitt back on the air with his

Passing Parade' after long studio writing grind Galen Drake topped
his mentor, Fletcher Wiley, In the Coast survey.

IN QUESTION 8?

Meantime Brand- Minded
Gasoline. Companies Ex-
pected to Keep Up
Radio Programs Through
'Emergency Period' of Cur
fews and Other Limita-

tions Upon Sales

WELD'S ANALYSIS

An implied bias against advertis-

ing is 'seen' by oil companies in the

questionaire addressed to all of them
recently by Thurman Arnold, United
States Assistant Attorney General.
In particular the oil companies and
their advertising counsel are dis'

quieted by the possible meaning of
Arnold's last question in a group of

eight to which he asked that replies

be sent to him. Question eight asks:

'A statement outllninfr the

necessity and desirability of ad-
vertising the branded product!
of your company, together with
available statistics showing cost

of advertising per dollar of sales,

cost of aduerttsing per unit of
commodity sold (gallon of gaso-
line, quart of lubricating oil,

etc.) and the extent to .which
competitive forces have, com-
pelled the adoption of advertis-

ing methods and policies of your
company.'

'Grade Selling'

It has been whispered lately that

some Washington, minds wish to

abolish 'for the emergency' all brand
selling of lubricants and substitute

'grade selling'. This proposal causes

a shudder throughout the business

world far beyond the oil industry.

Fairly or unfairly it suggests to the

busine.ss mind a general Govern-
ment-led, or at least Government-
blessed, attack on mass advertising

methods as now known to the busi-

ness community.

However, even with the threat of

'grade selling and the 7 p.m. curfew
of gas stations put through last week
by Secretary of the Interior Harold
Ickes it is not at this time thought

likely that the gas companies will

drop radio advertising. Assuming

—

and this is apparently the sugar-

coating for the pill—that the Gov-
ernment restrictions will be tempor-

iary, the companies are reported of

the opinion that the going concern

and trademarks values must be pre-

served during the interium period, if

brand selling is to be resumed after-

wards. Hence they may adhere to

their radio programming as before,

unless or until new hints suggest

that they are kissing their private

initiative good-bye forever.

McCann-Erlckson Statement

,
McCann-Erickson, agency for

Standard Oil of New Jersey, through

its economist and research expert,.

Dr. L. D. H. Weld, has rather elabor-

ately answered Thurman Arnold's

number eight, or nervous indigestion

clause. Weld's analysis points out,

in part:

'Advertising is a fundamental fea-

ture of our competitive system: Our
free economy involves the right of a

company to influence people to buy

its prodijcts. This means it can use

competitive selling methods, include

ing advertising, or not, as it sees

fit. Advertising is a part of the sell-

ing process. There is no more rea-

son to curtail advertising than there

is to curtail competitive selling.

'In this questionnaire it is asked

to what extent 'competitive forces

have compelled the adoption oTlia-

vertising methods.' This is asked as

though there were something sinister

if an oil company is 'compelled' by

competition to advertise. To be com-
pelled is not the proper way to put

it, any more than it would be to ask

whether an oil company is com-
pelled by competition to keep pro-

duction costs as low as possible, or

to put out the best possible product,

(Continued on page 34)

Network Premieres

Aug. 14
"Maudie's Diary,' adapted by

Albert G. Miller from Graeme
and Sarah Lorimer's maga-
zine series, replaces 'Your Mar-
riage Club for Continental Bak-
ing (Wonder bread). Time is

7:30 p.m. Thursdays (with an
11:30 p.m. repeat) on CBS. Mary
Mason is starred in the title part.

Wm. Morris office producing for
Ted Bates agency.

uhn-america

week in troy

Troy, N. Y., Aug. 8.

In connection with the 'Latin-
American Week' here Oct. 6-12, sta-
tion WTRY will carry daily broad-
casts by some of the principal speak-
ers. More Important of the shows
will be aired over NBC-Blue.
Woodbury Carter, program di-

rector of WTRY, is in charge of
radio arrangements for the 'Latin-
American Week.' Other members of
the steering committee include Dr.
James Lawrence Meader, president
of Russell Sage College, and Dwlght
Marvin, editor of the Troy Record
and Times Record.

DONALD WITHYCOMB SAILS

Aide to M. H, Aylesworth Departs
for Argentine and Brazil

CHATHAM (NEW)

SHOWS

Donald Withycomb, assistant to

M. H. Aylesworth, who heads the
radio branch of the Nelson Rocke-
feller coordinators' office on Latin-
American Relations, sailed Friday
(1) for South America. It's his first

trip to the Southern Hemisphere
and Is strictly to find out what the
Latins think and want. He will look
over the situation with regard to

Associated Press and United Press,
the two channels Aylesworth espe-
cially wishes to utilize.

Withycomb accompanies Edward
Tomlinson, of NBC, on the S. S.
Brazil and will visit Rio and B. A.
before his return by clipper plane
in late September.

WLWO's Lingual Routine

Cincinnati, Aug. S.

WIrWO, Crosley's shortwaver, op-
erating with 75,000 watts, inaugu-
rated its daily European broadcasts
July 20. Airings are from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. EST, seven hours slower
than European time. Speaking al-

ternately in English, German,
French, and Spanish and closing in

English.

Howard Chamberlain does the
English speaking to Europe, Eme-
terio. Gongalez and "Alfredo Buxo
the Spanish, and Edward B3Ck the
French. Man who does the Ger-
man speaking is identified only as

Rudolph.

Women conducting participation
programs on local stations have a
new national spot advertiser friend

in Chatham Blankets starting about
Oct. 15. Account is undertaking
radio for the first time in its his-

tory, having previously used only
publications. Monte Hackett agency
is handling the account.

In purchasing participation In

some 30 markets Chatham will usa
such feminine personalities as Bessie
Beatty in New York, Laura Mae
Stewart in Philadelphia, Katherine
Roche in Chicago and Agnes White
in Los Angeles. Radio advertising

will supplement merchandising cam>
paigns.»»»»»

London Cafling

London, July 20.

Grade Fields was given an air

spot at the noon hour in which to

greet listeners on this side. BBC ex-
plained the delay in arranging tha
spot as due to difficult shift in sched-

ules.

Has Sponsor Arrested

Mexico City, Aub. 5.

Station XEQ has had Efrain
Gomez Centeno, a busine.'is man here,

arrested on a charge of fraud result-

ing from his failure to pay $5,5C5

(Mex.) for advertising. Rafael Gul-
Icn Margain. legal representative of

tha station, handled the action tell-

ing police that after many attempts
to collect from Centeno latter at last

tendered a check that bounced.

Quentin Reynolds got load of fan
mail on his ribbing of Gocbbels, but
BBC will have no further air deals

with the roving scribe. Attitude of

the radio moguls to this broadcast is

reported as being 'agin' its sensa-

tionalism. Ten-minute spiel from
Reynolds drew verbatim reports' in

the press.

Suthern .Sisters (3) given a 15-m!n.

.ie.ssion in the morning schedule by
BBC. It's first regular air date for
harmony warblers.

Mabel Constanduros has sold an-

I

other comedy script to BBC, collab-

ins with Howard Agg.

Jack Buchanan signed by BBC to

i
do a musical series for eight weeks.
Half-hour session will also go short-
wave.

Leon H. Lion will .hold down the

monthly guest spot, with Val Giel-

gud's Drama Dept.

Jack Hulbert and Cicely Court-
ncidgc will air for BBC in Septem-
ber. They have a new stage musi-
cal due In the West End around that
time. '

Montreal, Aug. 5.

Because of the large amount of

time required for war service pro-

grams on its major network th*

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. ha*

opened up what it terms a 'second or

alternative national network.' This

hookup will consist of 22 or mor«
stations extending across the con-
tinent and include, when and if

available, the 50,000-watters, CBK,
Watrous, and CBA, Sackville. Com-
mercial schedules on this second
network will start after 6 p.m.

Stations on the alternative web
will be sold only as a group, subject
to the regular frequency discounts,

5%, 10% and 15% for 13, 26 and 5i
weeks. There will not be any re-
gional discounts, while wire rates
are to be on a basis comparable to
those prevailing for the major CBC
network. Combination ' discounts
for the two webs will not be granted.
The alternative network allows

only for Engli^-opeaklng coverag*
and the cost per 1,000 homes is al-

most identical with that of the major
CBC hookup.

4
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Bond Stores Renews 3 on WOR;

Horn &Hardart Re-Signs WMCA

Gotham was quiet the past week,

with most local stations reporting

only a handful of new accounts,

though several have verbal commit-
^

ments which should swell next

week's new biz listings. WOR made
the best showing, garnering a num-
ber of new accounts as well as sev-

eral renewals.

WMCA: Ben Marden's Riviera,

through J. R. Kupsick agency, 'Rush

Hughes and the News,' five times

weekly, 13 weeks; Horn & Hardart,

through the Clements Co.. renewal,

flve lS-minute newscasts weekly, 13

weeks.
WNEW: Canada Dry Ginger Ale

(tor Spur), through J. M. Mathes,

renewal for eight weeks, of 15-min-

ute thrice-weekly period; South Car-

olina Peach Growers Association,

series of announcements; Warner

Bros, (for 'Sergeant York"), through

J. Walter Thompson, 11 announce-

ments.

WOR: Maltex Co., through Sam-
uel C. Croot, participations in 'Uncle

Don,' six days weekly, 52 weeks;

Roclavood & Co. (candy), through

Federal Adv., participations in 'Bes-

sie Beattie' programs; Hartz Moun-
tain Products (bird food), through
George H.. Hartman, 'Singing Ca-
naries,' quarter-hour once a week;
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co. (Rem
and Rel), through Joseph Katz,

'Professor Swizz,' five minutes six

times weekly, 28L weeks; Ben Mar-
den's Riviera, through J. R. Kupsick,

announcements during 'Here's Mor-
gan'; O'Cedar Corp. (waxes, pol-

ishes), through H. W. Kastor, one-
minute announcements; Consolidated

Drug IVade Products, through Ben-
eon 8i Dall, haU-hour program six

times a weiek; Bond Stores (men's
clothing), renewal, 'Gym Classes

with John Gambling,' three-quarter
hour three times a week, 52 weeks,
renewal of Transradio News with
Frank Singlser,' quarter-hour once
a week, i2 weeks, and renewal, "Con-

fldentally Yours with Arthur Hale,'

quarter-hour three times a week, 62
weeks, all through Neff-Rogow.

K. C. UNITS DIVE

Sleep Prop All Around—Illsteen

Frods. on KITE

Kansas City, Aug. 5.

Biz Is still on the skids which be-

gan with slight evidence month or so

back. By now it's no longer doubtful

and heat of summer is evaporating

many accounts. Attitude of station

commercial departments seem to be

'it held off longer than we expected,

and that it's here we'll get it over

with as quickly as possible and get

the fall ball rolling." Dearth is hit-

ting all departments, but despite

gloomy tone, averages still' holding

up over same period of last year.

KITE: American Bible Club, two
quarter-hours daily for 13 weeks,

through Allen & Reynolds; Histeen

Products, four-week announcement
testing program beginning Aug. 11,

placed through United Advertising

agencies.

Spot Looks Up

Business of placing spot cam-

paigns looked up somewhat last

week after a protracted lull.

Following are some of the ac-

counts that showed activity in

that field:

Dr. Hesse & Clark, thi'ee five-

minute discs a week for 30

weeks. N. W. Ayer.
Tootsle Rolls IJoe Lowe Corp.),

announcements, according to de-

sirable evening spots iiv scat-

tered markets, starting Aug. 11.

Biow.
Groves Bromo Quinine, local

shows and spot announcements.

J. Walter Thompson.
Beaders pigest, evening spot

announcements for eight weeks

at the rate of three a week.

B.B.D.&O.
Occidental Flour (Russell Mil-

ler Milling Co.), 300 announce-
ments on 30 rural stations at the

rate of 10 a week starting in

September. N. W. Ayer.
Liberty Magazine, three quar-

ter-hour news periods with Bob
Jared on CBS Pacific network,

starting Aug. 13. Erwin-Wasey.

Comparative Unit Coant

% 01

Au;.2. July 28. Chance.
Network ... 6,70« 6,850 — 2.2

Local 4,386 4,666 — 6.0

Nal'l Spot.. 6,00} 6,718 —10.6
Tout 17,091 18,234 — 6.2

(Includes: KCKN, KCMO, KITE,
KMBC, WDAF, WHB)

GEBHARDTCHILE

ADS SPOTTED

ONWOAI

WALTHAM PEN

PGMS.ONWJJD

Chicago, Aug. 9.

There was some bright local trade
•round town last week, with WJJD,
coming up with tbe best list of new
contracts. Station drew four con-
tracts which included an announce-
ment schedule fnmt the Fox Head
Corp. through Van Auken, Ragland,
Kass Clothing, 15 minutes six days
weekly through the Weiss agency,
Fred Walsh Co., IS minutes once
weekly, through the Burton Browne
agency, and Waltham pens, 15 min-
utes daily, through United Advertis-
ing.

WGN: Hurley washing machines,
15 minutes three times weekly
through the E. H. Browne agency;
Horlick's Malted Milk, 30-minute
period once a week, through Erwin,
Wasey.

7th Day Adyentists Buy

26 Quarter Hours on WHO;

Colorado (State) Uses KSO

Comparative Unit Count

. % «t

Aug. 2. JvIr2S. Change.
Network 9,445 9,415 +0^
Local 6,498 6.4SS -(-0.7

Nal'l Spot.. 11,533 11,490 +0.3
Total 27,476 27^ -|-0.4

(Included: WBBM, WENR, WGN,
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)

DETROIT RECOUPS

Units Cover Previous Losses—Total

. Detroit, Aug. 5.

Detroit business seems to be on the
bounce here, with the networks, last

week's big loser, jumping right back
to about summer normal with nearly
• five .percent, gain, Locals also

showed an increase, with national

spot dropping slightly.

San Antonio, Aug. B.

Biz continued at an even pace
here, with top time-buying honors
going to the Interstate Theatres
Circuit who are observing their 35th
anniversary throughout the state this

month.
KABC: Alamo Distributing Co., 10

announcements per day; Arthur
Baird, one five-minute program per
week; Rossman Monumental Works,
one quarter-hour program per week;
First Federal Savings & Loan As-
sociation, through Coulter-Mueller-
Grinstead, six five-minute programs
per week; Novadine Chemical Co.
(hair tonic), quarter-hour program
three times per week; Menger
Beauty Salon, three quarter-hour
studio programs per week; Tankers-
ley's, three spot announcements; In-
terstate Theatres, two quarter-hour
programs, five announcements con-
cerning the March of Time ^nd
seven one-minute e.t.'s concerning
the showing of 'Shepherd of the
Hills.'

KONO: Carta Blanca Restaurant,
two spot announcements per day;
Modern Radio Service, six e.t's per
week for Willard Batteries; Milam
Finance Co., through Bernard
Brooks, five one-minute e.t.'s per
week.
WOAI: Jorrie Furniture Co., one

announcement per week, direct;

McNeal Jewerly Co., direct, one an-
nouncement per week; King Furni-
ture Co., through Marion Johnson,
two quarter-hour' newscasts per
week; Interstate Theatres, series of
four half-hour broadcasts to be
aired through the Texas Quality
Network; Frank Bros., through Ma-
rion Johnson, one spot announce-
ment per week; Reader's Digest,
through BBD&O, three one-minute
e.t's per week; Chattanooga Medi-
cine Co., through Nelson Chesman,
three one-minute e.t's per week;
Ivory Soap, through Compton, three
one-minute announcements per
week for one year; Perfection Stove
Co., through McCann • Erickson,
three • five-minute programs per
week; Gebhardt Chile Powder Co.,

through • Pitluk, one announcement
per week.

Nescafe (Powdered Coffee) Tests On

KFRC; Flonda Gtms to KSFO

SALT LAKE SPRIGHTLY ,

Local Climbs to 9.6% — Garment
Union on KUTA

Salt Lake City, Aug. 5.

Units hereabouts showed some
pretty animated action during the

past week. The local total was es-

pecially impressive, climbing the

biz barometer for a reading of plus

9.C%.
KDYL: Local Philco dealers, di-

rect, six announcements daily, 13

weeks; Steven's (ladies' shop), direct,

300 announcements; Crawford & Day
Furniture Co., through Gillham

agency, 52 day and night announce-

ments; Macfadden Publications (True

Story magazine), through Arthur
Kudner, series of chain breaks; Proc-

ter & Gamble (Ivory soap), through
Compton Advertising, • nighttime

time signals; Utility Engineering In-

stitute, through First United Broad-

casters, fiv^-minute programs three

times weekly; Maxfleld Feed &
Grain, direct, renewal of daily par-

ticipation in 'KDYL Dude Ranch";

Grains of Gold (cereal), direct, par-

ticipation in 'KDYL Dude Ranch.'

r Comparative Unit Count

I

Comparative Unit Count
|

%ol
Ang. 2. Jaly26. Chance.

Networfc:'';,i v7>650 7^ . .+tS
JAml lifiSe 12,372 '-{rti
Nnt'l Sport.. ' 4,603 4,627 —4J!

Tatal 24^ 24,357 +2£
(Included: CKLy^, WJBK. WJBL>

WJB, WWJ, WXYZ)

Comparative Unit Count

% of
' Ang.2, Jaly 26.. Change.

Network .. 5,490 5,560 —14S

Local 10,043 10,035 +0.08
Nat'lSpot.. 1,871 1,861 +•£
Total 17,404 17^ —04
(Included; KABC, KONO, KMAC,

. ICTSA, WOAI)

. Clande MaeBa«,«iicfaieer*t.WSGN,
Binplagbam/ bacic at work after

mlnor'operation.

Des Moines, Aug. 5.

Units in this city continued their

slumbers during the past week. Na-
tional spot sunk deeper into lethargy,

showing a loss of 9.4%, while the

network figure remained at the pre-

vious week's level.

New business locally includes:

WHO
Vinton Hybrid Corn Co., Weston-

Barnett agency, Waterloo, 174

periods of 15 minutes each.

Monarch Camera Co., Henry J.

Handelsman, Jr., Chicago, 48 periods

of 5 minutes.

Iowa Conference, Seventh Day
Adventlsts, 26 periods of 19 minutes
each.

DeKalb Agricultural Assopiation,

DeKalb, 111., Western Agency, Ra-
cine, for 42 announcements of 200

words each.

Quaker Oats Co., Sherman & Mar-
quette, Chicago, for periods of 30
minutes each (Man on the Farm) by
wax. •

Little Crow Milling, Rogers &
Smith, Chicago, 156 periods of IS

minutes each. i

Peters Certified Poultry Breeders'
Association, Coles, Inc., Des Moines,
for 132 periods of 15 minutes each.

Chamberlain Laboratories, Cary-

Ainsworth, Inc., 130 announcements
of 30 words each.

American Chicle, Badger &
Browning & Hersey, New York City.

76 periods of 15 minutes each, and
72 announcements of one minute
each.

Florida Citrus' Commission, Ar-
thur Kudner, New York City, 65 an-
nouncements of one minute each.

Washington Apricots, Pacific Na-
tional Adv. agency, Seattle, six an-
nouncements of 65 words each.

Hamilton Leghorn Farm Hatchery,
Bancroft, Iowa, direct for eight an-
nouncements of 65 words each.

KSO
State of Colorado, 13 announce-

ments. Max Goldberg agency.
Crete Mills, dally participation,

.Helen Watts Schreiber program, K
A. Moritz agency.
Clinton Oo., 3-per-week participa-

tion,' Helen Watts Sohreiber program
—direct!

Clicquot Club Beverages, one-mihr
ute transcriptions, N. W. Ayer &
Sons.

Reed Ice Cream Co., daily news
program, Battenfleld agency, Des
Moines.
Consumers Oil Co., "two quarter-

hour programs weekly through
(3ary-Ains\rorth, Des Moines.
Superior Oil Co., daily-flve-minute

programs, through Battenfield agen-
cy, Des Moines.

KBNT
True Story Magazine, 13 an-

nouncements through Arthur Kud-
ner agency.
Lever Bros., one-minute announce-

ments through Ruthrauil & Ryan.
Cuticura, one-mlnuta transcrip-

tions, two daily, through Atherton
& Currier.

Bath Packing Co., one-half hour
pi'ogram weeUy, through Young tc

Rubioam.
Fox Chemical Co., daily participa-

tion Andy's 'Farm Family Circle'

% of

Aag. 2. Jnly 26. . Change.
Network .. 6,690 6,545 + 2.2

Local...... 2,292 2,091 +9.6

Nat'lSpot.. 1,159 1,171 —1.0

ToUl 10,141 9,807 +3.4

(Included: KDYL, KSL, KUTA)

DEPT. STORE ON

TWO STATIONS

IN BALTO

Baltimore, Aug. S.

O'Neill's, conservativa local de-

partment store, bought on two sta-

tions here to bolster seasonal pro-

motion. Soma national spot action

noted also, but biz in general not yet
in the right groove.
•WFBR: Marytand Clothes, through

Maurice Chessler, 156 spots; Balti-

more Salvage Co., through Maurice
Azrael, ten-minute airings weekly;
Morrell & Co (E-Z Cut Hams),
through Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
dally five-minute participations on
afternoon women's program; House-
hold Finance, through BBD&O, p.m.
spots; Fine Fur Co., through Apple-
stein & Wagner, 78 spots; Ritz
Camera Stores, through Henry Kaufl-
man, 24 announcements.
WCBM: Careful Laundry, through

Jos. Wilner, ISO one-minute an-
nouncements.
WBAL: O'NeiU's Department Store,

four spots; Consolidated Gas & Elec-
tric Co., 26 spots; Arrid, through
Spot Broadcasting, 156 spots; Auman
Sc Werkmeister (furs), through
Katherine Miahool, 68 spots; Beech-
Nut, through Newell & Emmett, 00
spots; Schaefler Pens, via Russel M.
Seeds, 32 announcements; Procter St

Gamble (Duz), through Compton
adv., five spots weekly; All State In-
surance Co., through, E. H. Brown,
93 quarter-hour shows.

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aug. 2. July 26.. Change.
Network .. 7,495 7,560 —0.9

Local 4-,744 4,729 +0.3
Nat'l Spot. . 2,015 1,919 +4.9
Total 14^54 14,208 +0.3
(Included: WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,

WFBR)

San Francisco, Aug. 5,

KFRC's Breakfast Club picked up
a new sponsor this week in Nescafe

(powdered coffee), which will use

three quarter-hours weeKly on a 12-
week test starting Sept. 15. Leon
Livingston agency handled the deal.
Fels Naphtha soap, which has used
the other Monday-Wednesday-Pri-
day quarter on the show for the past
year and a half, also renewed,, leav-
ing only Tuesday and Thursday va-
cant. Five-a-week comedy stint rid-

ing at 8 a.m. has a heavy fan follow-
ing, pulling 26,000 letters in the past
two years. Latest Hooper gives it a
4.0, topped only by Kate Smith (4.8)

and Bob Anderson's news (6.6), both
on KSFO. .

Same station also picked up 243

five-a-week health talks from Amer-
ican Health Products Association via

Segall agency, and another partici-

pant for Its newly acquired House-
wives Protective League, New Proc-

ess Laundry, sold direct.

United Advertising Companies of

Chicago has notifl^ KFRC that on a

recent Waltham Pen spot campaign
station yielded the lowest cost per

return out of 224 stations used and
that only two juicers moved more
pens at SO cents a crack, winning a

second try starting Aug. 10. Outlet

peddled 3,570 pen sets.

Eagle Vineyards (Baronet Wines)

is expanding its radio coverage with

spotting of 'Famous Fathers' tran-

scribed series on KYA. Platters

spin for 26 weeks starting (16) at

7:45 p.m. Mondays. " Segall agency

is handling. Same winery has a

Garftnkle show on KSFO with 'Paul

Pry,' using two five-minute spots
.

weekly.

KROW has signatured the Jackson

Furniture Co. to 156 one-minute

jingle transcription In behalf of

Philco. radios.

KFRC: Standard Oil of California,

through McCann-Erickson, 52 one-

hour programs on Don Lee network,

'Standard Symphony' (renewal) and

28 weekly half-hours for network

release, 'Standard School Broadcast'

(renewal) ; Standard Beverages

(ParTPak), through Emil "Rein-

hardtr 312 participations. House-

wives Protective League; Par soap,

through Tomaschke-EUiott, 312 par-

ticipations. Housewives League;

Hale Brothers (department store),

through Segall, 312 participations.

Housewives League; New Process

Laundry, 78 participations. House-

wives League; Southern Pacific

Co. (rtilway), through Lord St

Thomas, 78 participations, House-

wives- League; Beneficial Casualty,

through Stodel Advertising, weekly

quarter-hour, indef., 'Captain Quiz';

Kellogg's Ant Paste, through W. C.

Jeffries, 30 participations, 'Bess Buy';

Pacific Brewing & Malting Co. (Wie-

land's Beer), through Brewer-

Weeks, 26 spots; Stewart's Ground
Gripper Shoe Stores, direct, 30 100-

word spots; Mcllhenny Co. (tobascs

sauce)", through Augrey, Moore St

Wallace, 24 one-minute spots.

KSFO: Florida Citrus Commission,
through Arthur Kudner, 65 one-min-

ute ET spots; Black Jack gum,

through Badger, Browning St Her-

sey ,six one-minute spots weekly

through Dec. 31; Homestead bread,

through Leon Livingston, 45 spots;

S. Martinelli & Co. (for apple cider),

13 weekly quarter-hours, 'Diala-

word'; First Federal Savings St Loan

Association, direct, participations in

Home Service Council through July,

1942; Americans United of Northern

California, through Walter Barusch,

eight spots; H. C. Capwell Co. (de-

partment store), through Jewell Ad-

vertising, 13 spots.

through Fairall advertising agency,
Des Moines.
Kelley Feeds, one-minute an-

nouncements through Meneough ad-
vertising agency.
Rpycraft Iowa Co., daily one-min-

ut« transcriptions through Batten-
fleld agency.

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aug. 2. Jair 26..CbaBce.
Network .. 7,0M 7,09C *..

Local . . 3,413 S,3B6 +0J
Nat'l Spot. . . 2321 3414 —9.4
TaUI 13,320 13,595 —1.9

* No change.
(Included: KRNT, KSO; WHO)

Comparative Unit Count
• % »'

Aug. 2. July 26. Change

Network .. 8,780 8,780
*

Local 4.174 4.139, +0.8

Nat'l Spot.. 1,720 1,726 —0.3

Total 14,674 14,645 +0.2

•No change.
(Included: KFRC, KGO, KJBS,

KPO, KSFO)

Dept. Store on KSTP
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

Golen Rule, St. Paul department
store, on KSTP for a daily Monday
through Friday program, The- Wish-

ing WaU.'
Set by Stack-Gobl«.
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$50,000 ACCT. GIVES VIEWS
TOO MANY AGENCY

Spot Advertiser Writes 'Va-

riety' of His Experiences

—

Finds Local Stations Have
Been Recommended By
Agencies Unaware of Bru-

tal Program Competition

And Relatively High Cost

FORTNIGHTLY CHECKS

the best audience, nevertheless, with
no outstanding attraction, we were
attempting to buck the mo.st power-
ful local-Interest program on a coni-

petitive station. Needless to say,, re-

sults were about what you would
imagine.

Must Check Con.stantIy

We had been using for some time
a station in Indiana. All o( a sud-

den, business, requests, etc., fell oft

alarmingly. Once again, a check
showed that a competitive station

had moved a very popular program
to the same time as our—and there

we were! I know it might be im-
possible to check a situation like this

every week, but once again, there

should be some check at frequent
intervals.

All this adds up (o: that even
before checking the audience ot any
particular station at any particular

time (more about that phase of it

later), it is equally, if not more im-

portant, to check competition at that

time. In bringing this out further,

and in closing this part of it, I would
like .to write of an experience we
had in the New York market a few
years ago. We used a 50,000 watt
station in New York around 11:30-

12 noon. Results were dismal; but a
check of the New York market
showed that Major Bowes and his

Capitol Family Program, following
the Horn & Hardart Kiddies Hour
had corralled just about all there

was to have on Sunday mornings.
The recent Hooper Survey corrobo-
rated this, giving the . Major and
WABG about 65-70% of the audi-

ence at that time. It certainly would
not have required much imagination
on the part of an advertising agency
to discourage the use of time on a

different station against these out-

standing programs.

Carry-Over Audience

Now about the carry-over audi-
ence— this is .seemingly so elementary
that you would imagine an agency
or a station rep would automatically
check this before selling or .suggest-

ing time to an advertiser without a
name to attract his audience.
Nevertheless, it would amaze you to

know how few times such a check
is never done. In a large city in

Ohio, wc used a 50,000 watt station

with apparently good results. Once
again, it suddenly dropped in its

efficiency to us. A check showed
that heretofore our program had fol-

lowed a fine sustaining musical show
—but all of a sudden this show was
dropped and a talk on the 'desire

of a permanent burial plot' was sub-
stituted, sponsored by a local mor-

tuary. I don't have to tell you what
happened to our program there.

The preceding data, perhaps, might
not be of interest to a network ad-
vertiser, with an opportunity to build
up an audience. But to the national
spot advertiser, without the facili-

ties of spending too much for talent
—or to a medium-size advertiser just
getting his fingers into radio, it cer-
tainly is important. You may b«
interested in knowing what we did
about it.

Fortnightly Check

Firstly, wc asked from our pres-

ent agency, a report every two weeks
of what we followed on our station,

PLUS a report on what competing
stations had at the same time, with
a brief summary about these com-
peting programs. This not only gave
us the information we wanted, but

(Continued on page 32)

(Jhicago, Aug. 1.

Editor, Variety:

Your recent boxed-item, 'The Lazy

Way' on page 35 of the July 23

issue of VAHiE'rT, has led me to write

this letter to you.

You may find the material here-

with of sufficient interest to war-
rant publication in a future issue of
VARiETif—but if so, would ask you
NOT to use my name, the name of

the company above, or to mention
our product, which is. This
is not because of my personal de-
sires, but because of a policy adopted
by the owner of the company, for

reasons which I believe will be self-

evident as you read this.

The nature -of our- product is so

limited, not only as to potential cus-

tomers, but also, as' to potential vol-

ume. For instance, a tooth paste or
soap manufacturer has approximate-
ly 60-70 potential users 61 their prod-

ucts in 20 families. My product is

lucky to have one user in 20 families

throughout the United States. Be-
cause our radio time costs us the
same as it costs the others, it is

therefore necessary that we receive

the maximum amount of advertising

from 'any broadcasts we spon.sor.

For the past several years, we
have been using 15 minute and half

hour programs spotted throughout
the major markets of the country,

spending about $50,000 annually.

After a year or so of indiscrimi-

nately placing this business at the

discretion of an advertising agency,

or a station representative or even
stations themselves, the results were
CO spotty, we realized we would
either have to discontinue radio ad-

vertising or to make a radical change
in our policy of placing this busi-

ne.ss.

I believe the results of our in-

vestigation, and our subsequent pol-

icy will prove of interest to those

advertisers who do. not have a Jack

Benny, a Fred Allen or a Kate Smith

to bring listeners to their programs.

Time Buyer's Fall Down
First about Advertising Agencies:

The usual procedure we found, was
that after telling an agen<ftf we were
interested in advertising in a certain

city, their time buyer would call up
what they thought was the best sta-

tion in that particular city, or the

representative of that station, tell

him they were thinking of buying a

15 minute program, and ask him if

they had a period open. The rep

would then say, yes, we have a few
periods open, he believed such and

such a time was the best—and that

was the end of it. That's where our

program went. Not a word men-
tioned as to what program it fol-

lowed, not a word about what was
on competitive stations at the same
time, but moreover, no analysis upon
the part of the agency to compare
rates, coverage, etc., of the compet-

ing stations in that particular city

or market.
We have found that the most irn-

portant thing to check in an ordi-

nary run of the mill 15 minute pro-

gram, is the competition on other

stations. For instance, in a. certain

mid-western city, we used the most
powerful station in that market, and

Incidentally, the most expensive. On
our own check of the situation in

that city, we found, that a competi-

tive station at the same time, had
their most popular, local participat-

ing program. While it might be

true that the station we were using,

over the week, might have by far

"MEET THE G. G. SMITH FAMILY"
Here are the G. G. Smiths, another of the up-to-the-

minute farm families who live in the rich, produc-

tive midwest and rely daily on the services of WLW.

Their 375 acre farm is located on Route No. 3 in Tip-

ton County, just nine miles northwest of Tipton, Indiana.

Mr. Smith, employing. modern farm methods, rotates

375 acres of wheat, clover, corn and soy beans. His

ninety acre permanent pasture homes an enviable

herd of Aberdeen-Angus prize cattle. Mr. Smith won
the 1940 Champion Calf award at the Indiana State

Th« gold et lh« MIdwatt
pour* fr»m Ihii combin*.
Mr. Smith flndt addtd In-

l«r*it In "Everybody**
Farm Hour" tine* lh»

breodcatt hoi movad .to

"Evwybedy's Farm" n*ar
Moton, Ohio.

Fair, netting over one thousand dollars for his

prixe entry.

This friendly, progressive farm family is In full ac^

cord with WLW's extensive farm programs. In fad;

it is their firm belief that The Nation's Station

offers MOST to the midwestern farmer. They verify

this belief by referring to their WLW favorites

"Top O the Morning'*, Paul Allison, News, Mar<*

kets, and Ed Mason, WLW Farm Program Director;

and other entertainment and service features. To

Ihe Smiths, WLW is a prize-winning station. Liking

the best i

:

: they listen to WLW most.

MPMSENTATIVEJ, N.» York - Tr«.«.«Ie« Iroodctta, & T.I.»I.I«. Coni. CH*.fl.-WlW. »0 H. MkMfM AvMM. S« Froelwo- lrt.nHi««J "^I.

WLW
THE NATION'S

STATION
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$50,000 Account Gives Views
iContlnued from pace 3:

also made our agency conscious of

our competition, and our carry-over
audience with the result that often

at the same time we received this

report from our agency, there was
also a letter from the agency sug-
gesting a change to a different time
on our present station when com-
petition was not so keen or even, a

suggestion as to changing to a difler-

«nt station which suddenly had a

period open with a good carry-over
audience.

The second step we took to over-

coma these problems was to in-

truct our various salesmen through-
out the country to listen to our pro-

gram every time it went on to the

air. As our programs are usually

50,000 WAns

serving Richmond

and Norfolli

Sundays, this did not involve any
particular hardship. They also re-

ceived instructions to report on

what was on our station immediately

before our program, and what com-
peting stations were using. In that

way a double check was placed Cipon

all our advcrti.sing because we do

have salesmen throughout the coun-

try.

Competitive Costs

All of the above are only two fac-

tors that we found out inllueiTCing

our radio advertising. There are so

many more, that I believe a book
could be written on the advantage-

ous spotting of programs, stations to

use, etc., etc. For instance, you find

that few suggestions are ever re-

ceived showing that for example

—

one station at half the rate of an-

other, delivers 75-80'i of the audi-

ence of the other. Also, while it is

true that in the past few years, the

time costs on various stations have

had a tendency to follow their usual

No Direct Selling

Attention, Sponsors!

The sponsoring Arm whose
executive wrote this letter to

Variety 'would be happy to dis-

cass these problems, details,

etc. with other advertisers with
the same type of merchandlsine
problems.' He sugfesls that mu-
tual advantages may follow Euch
an exchanee of experience and
asks that letters be addressed as

follows:

M.N.
C/o Radio Editor
Variety,
154 W. 46th Street

New York City
Letters will be forwarded (un-

opened, of course) to M. N.
upon receipt by Variety.

San Francisco, Aug. 5.

No direct commerciaLs are be-

ing used on a quarter-hour show
spon.';orcd by Martinelli Gold
Medal Cider. Firm is using

Clinf Howell's 'Dialword,' tele-

phone crossword puzzle.

Announcer Jack Gregson gets

aciuss sales messages while gab-
bing on phone with fans who
dial KSRO with word solutions

to code numbers broadcast dur-
ing program.

Cal Tinney Back

On Air for Phillies,

Dnz Ads to KYW

audience nevertheless, there are
many instances where some stations
—for various reasons—are ridicu-
lously low in their. card rates. (Note:
WDAF, 5000 watt, Red Kansas City,
about $22 per quarter hour). You
will And that very few advertisers,
even agencies, ever check these com-
parative costs.

Then there are such things as po-
sition on the dial—and too often the
time buyer at the desk in an agency
knows no more about the positions
on the dial than the buyer of adver-
tising. He knows it is either the
Red Station, or the CBS station or
the Blue station, and advertises ac-
cordingly. I repeat, for an adver-
tiser with a prominent star expen-
sive show, etc., this might be all that
is necessary to - know. But, for the
spot user, with an ordinary show,
depending to a great extent on the
carry-over audience, more informa-
tion Is necessary,

I have started to see commei\ls
about duplicate coverage appearing
now and then. That too. Is important,
but what agency will discourage the
use of an additional station because
there is another static^ giving good
coverage in that particlilar market?
Or what agency will advise a client
that outside of the particular city
a station is in, the listening habits
of the rural audience might be more
for one large station than another.
I'm afraid the only way to do that
is for a more definite check of the
area desired to be covered with ad-
vertising.

In closing, I would like to men-
tion just one more point. Stations
as a rule are extremely anxious to
meet representatives of their adver-
tisers. Even if a salesman, or a Job-
ber, just drops up to say hello to
the station, you would be surprised
at the closer cooperation possible.
Many an account we were after for
a long time was gotten for us by a
call of one of the station local men.
Many a bit of newspaper advertising
of a program was put out by the sta-
tion in the local newspapers after a
visit by a representative of the ad-
vertiser, etc., etc.

As a matter of record, today, we
use a medium sized agency, cooper-
ating nicely with ua taking cogniz-
ance of our past experiences, and
helping us along the lines mentioned
above.

(Signed M. N.)

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

P. B. White & Co., tailors, one of

the oldest radio advertisers in Philly,

come back on the air after an ab-
sence of a couple of months. The
firm has been off since their program
was eased out at WIP when that
outlet joined Mutual and a network
commercial made it Impossible to

carry White. (A suit is still pend-
ing).

White signed a contract Saturday;
(2) with WFIL for a one-hour re-
corded show, Monday through Fri-
day, for 52 weeks. It will be handled
by Mort Lawrence, w.k. free-lance
gabber here. Deal was set through
Harry Feigenbaum agency, and starts

Sept. 1.

Cal Tinney, also off for some time
locally, started airing his 'Sizing Up
the News' broadcast yesterday over
Mutual via WIP. Show's bankroller
is Bayuk Cigar Co. (Phillies).

WCAU: Household Finance Co.,
780 spots, through BBD&O; House-
hold Finance Co., 52 participations
in Laura May Stuart program,
through BBD&O; Bell Telephone
Co., eight spots; True Story maga-
zine, 23 spots, through Arthur Kud-
ner; Reader's Digest, 26 spots,
through BBD&O (renewal); R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco, 78 spots, through
William Esty; Manhattan Soap Co.,
six fine-minute news programs a
week (52 weeks), through Franklin
Bruck; Triplex Shoes, nine spots,
through Chalmers & Wiswell.
KYW:National Bakers Service,

daily participation In Ruth Welles
program, through R. Foley; Mil-
dine Corporation (face cream), daily
participation in Welles program,
Iowa Soap Co., participation in
Welles program, through James G.
Lamb (all for 13 weeks); Carnation
Milk, five spots weekly,- through Er-
win-Wasey; Procter & Gamble
(Duz), 65 spots, through Compton
Advertising; Wesson Oil, six spots
weekly, through Kehyon & Eck-
hardt; Foster-Milburn Co. (Poan's
pills), six spots, weekly, thtough
Street & Finney (renewal)

.

Comparative Unit Count

. % of
Aug. 2. July 26.. Change.

Network .. 9,373 9,778 —».l

Local tO,eS8 20,608 -f 0.2
Nat'l Spot. . 5,019 4,795 +i.8
Total •. 35,046 " 35,178 —0.3

Rutland Power Boost
Rutland, Vt., Aug. B.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission has- authorized station
WSYB, Rutland, to change frequency
from 1,490 to 1,380 kilocycles.
Also to Increase -power from. 250

watts to 1,000.

Royal Typewriters

Plugged on KFEL
Denver, Aug. 5.

Best sale was that of three quar-
ter-hours a week for a year by KOA
to the Kortz Jewelry Co. Other
business mostly announcements.
KoA: Kortz Jewelry Co., through

Raymond Keane, 156 quarter hours;
State of Colorado Revenue Depart-
ment, through Max Goldberg, five
announcements; Intermountain Trav-
elers Association, two spots; Elitch
Gardens, through Robertson agency,
two spots; Dupler's Furriers, through
Ted Levy, 48 announcements.
KLZ: J. C. Robinson Seed Co.,

through E. H. Brown, 26 announce-
ments; State of Colorado Revenue
Department, through Max Goldberg,
five spots; May Co. department store,
52 announcements; Chas. E. Wells
Music Co., 39 announcements.
KFEL: Young Peoples Church of

the Rockies, increase of quarter
hours to half hours, one weekly, one
month; Elitch Gardens, through
Robertson agency, four announce-
ments; Alamo Exposition, through
Max Goldberg,. 14 announcements;
Royal Typewriter Co., five spots;
Cramer Foot Comfort Shop, through
fed Levy, 13 five-minutes; Monitor,
13 spots; H. & I. Tire Co., 13 an-
nouncements.

Comparative Unit Count

% ol
Aug. 3. July 26.. Change.

Network .. 7,916 7,735 -1-2.3

Local 6,478 6,984 —7.2
Nat>l5pot. . 2,433 ' 2,463 —1.2
Total 16,826 17,182 —2.0

Ford Dealers Buy

KFI; Ivory Soap

Plugged via KNX

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Units tumbled last week on all

fronts. No alarm, however, as de-

creases are slight, and slough season
will soon' run its course.

KFI: Par soap, 29 quarter-hour
transcribed broadcasts of 'Meet the

Missus.' through Thomaschke-Elliott;
True Story magazine, 16 announce-
ments, through Arthur Kudner; Nes-
bilt fruit products, 26 quarter-hour
periods of John Nesbltt's 'Passing

Parade.' through Walter K. Neill;

Town Talk bread, 156 quarter-hour
periods of transcribed 'Dearest
Mother,' through Olian Adv.; Ford
Dealer Advertising Fund, 78 quarter-
hour programs, through McCann,
Erickson.

KECA: Southern California Floral
Association, five quarter-hour bfoad-
casta of 'Garden Club of the Air';

Bullock's department store, 25 one-
minute transcriptions, through Dana
Jones; Kelly Kar, 143 quarter-hour
newscasts, through Milton Weinberg;
L. A. county fair, 13 announcements.
KNX: Ivory soap, 13 announce-

ments, through Compton Adv.; Kel-
logg's Pep, 55 announcements, through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
KHJ: Home Makers Club, 65 half-

hour programs, through Glasser-
Gailey; Gilmore oil, 10 five-minute
broadcasts of 'War Letters,' through
Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Comparative Unit Count

% of
Aug. 2. July 26. Change.

Network ... 11,866 11,945 —0.7
Local 4,391 4,476 —1.9
Nat'l Spot.. 1,617 1,669 —3.1
Total 17,874 18,090 —1.1

KIRO'S TARM FORUM'

MARKS SOOTH B'DCAST

Seattle, Aug. B.

KIRO sold a participating spot in
six times weekly 'Housewives, Inc."
to Minzels, cosmetic manufacturers,
and also added a direct marketing
service to the early morning 'Farm
Forum,' Bill Moshier's broadcast to
farmers. New service, direct by re-
mote from the U. S. Agricultural
Marketing Service In the Federal
building, will give producers the
day's wholesale and shipping point
prices for the day. Formerly prices
were for previous day. This week
also marks the 500th consecutive air-
ing of the Forum. The Columbia
station put on a show for ad agency
representatives Wednesday night
(30) at the Arabian theatre, present-
ing a preview of 'Tap a Tune' audi-
ence participating variety show with
a quiz angle. Jerry Ross emceed,
with Bob Dickinson's orchestra han-
dling the music.
KOL added to network totals with

two prize fights: Zivic-Cochrane and
Abrams-Soose.
KOMO-KJR's commercial mana-

ger, Hugh M. Feltis, is very active In
the public relations campaign being
carried on by the Pacific Coast Ad-
vertising Association for business
and in defense of the consumer.
Feltis is president of the Seattle Ad-
vertising and Sales Club, which is
working with 22 other ad clubs on
the Coast in this campaign

Comparative Unit Count
|

% of
Aug. 2. July 26. Change.

Network ... 7,430 7,300 -fl.9
I-ooal 7,036 6.974 +0.9
Nat'l Spot.. 734 756 —2.9
Total 15,200 15,030 -f-1.1

WCAE'S Dept. Store Acct.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 6.
Continuing to open up the depart-

ment store field locally, Hearst sta-
tion WCAE has landed still another
commercial here from Gimbel's. It's
a six times weekly show called 'News
of the New' and goes out every
morning except Sunday at 9:15 for
quarter-hour. Francine (Blum),
store's fashion expert, will do the
commentating, and program Is de-
signed almost wholly for fenime ap-
peal, featuring news of not only new
clothes but also new books, new
music, etc.

Or, as the WCAE pybliclty release
relates, 'she will likewise present the
woman's point of view In a man's
world—a taut world wher« condi-
tions xequire the .subordination of
the feminine viewpoint.' Honest,
that's what It said.

'

MONTREALDEPT.

STORES IN RADIO

Montreal, Aug. J,

The Big Four department store.q

in this city, under continual sales

pressure by local radio for past year,

are t>eginning to break down and are
now definitely in the radio field.

Their hard and fast rule was to buy
100,000 line contract with the Star
and La Presse and smaller space
with the other papers every year
with little more than spot announce-
ments on the air.

Canadian Marconi station CFCF
has Morgan's signed to a year's con-
tract of transcription CPinocchio")
stories to run every week commenc-
ing in October, and Easton's has
booked Christopher Ellis for a news-
cast every morning at 8 a.m. for
six months starting August 18 as a
goodwill program.

WHEELING

After 15 Years

Of Patient

Waiting

Now
Full

Time!
19M

Consecutive

Hours

Daily

BASIC BLUE

BLAIR Represents Us

Virginias

only

50,000
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radio

station

-night

and day
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The Story of Gov t Programs

Number Three in the Friedrich-Sayre Studios In

'Radio Control' Appears Under Rockefeller Grant

By BOBERT J. LANDRT
The Radiobroadcasting Research

Project (Rockefeller - financed)

,

•which Is headed by Carl J. Friedrlch

at Llttauer Centre; Harvard Unlver-

lity, has published the third of a

proposed half dozen small volumes

(50c) each of which is a study In the

control of radio.' All students of

broadcasting must hail these book-

lets for their' brilliant clarity, their

bringing together of the many
threads of broadcast history. Young
though this medium is, so much has

happened and Is happening, so vast

and many-sided Is the field that

these small books convey big bene-

fita upon those who value perspec-

tive and the relation of 'what* to

•why.'

In the case of 'An Analysis of the

Radiobroadcasting Activities of

Federal Agencies' (No. 3 in the

series) Friedrich's research associate,

Jeanette Sayre, has told the high-

lights of the story of radio's

changing relationship to Governnient
from the earliest Dept. of Agricul-

ture and Dept. of Labor series on
NBC (and before there was an
NBC) down to the present policy

shift as exemplified in CBS' 'Re-

port to the Nation' series.

Although part of the booklet is al-

ready familiar stuff to the cogno-
scenti of broadcasting. It's a dis-

tinct service and a blessed con-
venience to have so much data, dates
and scholarship assembled in a single
binding. As for those who come
afterwards and without previous
knowledge of the field this muster-
ing of incident with running com'
mentary is sure to^ be 'educational'

In the best sense.

The Friedrlch-Sayre method does
not limit itself, as is so often the
case with radio 'scholarship,' to life-

less documents and pompous official

statements. A judicious selection of
verbatim quotes from testimony,
private conversations, trade com-
ment, the journalistic footnotes of
the moment infuses the record with
a sense of contending forces that
were and are specific persons.

A lot of industry and « lot of na-
tional history clicks Into place, like
the tumblers of a combination, as
the fight for advantage via radio is

retraced by Miss Sayre. It was not
Just party politics. It was destiny
moving up to new positions.

The romance between business
and the N.R.A. did not last long, but
while it lasted, and while it was
'patriotic' to support the Blue Eagle,
most of the exhortation was heard
on the radio. The press was pretty
eour on the N.R.A. almost from the
first screech of the test tube fowl.
The Administration turned spon-
taneously to radio to offset the hos-
tility of the publishers. The press
at the time was also feuding with
radio. Radio was new, pert, un-
handicapped by complacency as of
that date. The press was suffering
a little just then from a recently
fly-specked reputation in the realm
of economic and political prophecy.
The country was being suddenly
drenched with new ideas. Ideas that
professors and economists and eO'

cial scientists and students of pub-
lic opinion had bottled unknown to,

or at least unappreciated by, the
men of the markets. All these criss

crossing currents made themselves
felt on the radio and at a time when,
it must not be forgotten, there were
advocates of Government ownership
of radio stations in constant cry.

The ultimate pattern of American
radio win undoubtedly include room
for Government programs. Mean-
time, how Government programs
got that way and how they have
been financed, produced, dissemin-
ated Is pithily told In this Harvard
booklet. Due consideration Is given
the attacks and the defense strategy
to date. Allusion Is made, also, to

the unrewarded, so far, attempts In

Washington, to get the bureaucrats
routed through a central radio book-
ing office, an attempt that has
bogged down under the disinterest

congenital to Bureaucrat A as re-

gards the publicity welfare of Bu-
reaucrat B.

For a worm's eye-view of Amer-
ica adjusting itself to radio and to

expanding concepts of democracy
this latest booklet from Cambridge
Is highly recommended to all

thoughtful broadcasters and men of

affairs.

IT'S PELLETIER AGAIN

Sherwin-Williams Paint Benewt Its

Metropolitan Auditions

Means Little

Sherwin-Williams paint has re-
newed for the 'Metropolitan Audi-
tions of the Air* program Sunday on
NBC-Blue and the series will resume
in October.
. Wilfred Pelletier will again baton
the show, with Anna Ersklne writing
the scripts. Warwick & Legler is the
agency.

New York City—Richard Link-
roum, formerly operations super-
visor In the CBS production depart-
ment, has joined the ^network's pro-
gram service department in a gen-
eral capacity and as contact on the
Maj. Bowes show.

Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 6.

Goodwill programs from the
United States to South and Cen-
tral America are having little

effect. Only weathy Latin-
Americans can afford shortwave
•quipped radios.

Professor Noemy DaSilveira
Rudolfer, professor of psychology
at the University of Paolo in
Brazil, gave this opinion to the
Conference on Religion and the
World at Harvard University
here.

DON LEE BREAKS OUT

WITH 1ST COAST FM

Hollywood, Aug. fl,

Don Lee's frequency modulation
transmitter makes its bow Aug. 11

and remains on the air every day
thereafter from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Appropriate ceremonies mark the
inaugural for K45LA, first of the

western FM's to throw out a signal.

Figured around 3,000 sets in the
coverage area will take the pro
grams.

Musicians Union Wants 100 Members

On Regular XEW Staff Payrofl

GEORGE CASE TO WCFL

Will Be Program Director of Chi-
cago's Labor Station

' Chicago, Aug. 8.

George Case comes in as produc-
tion manager and program director

at WCFL, the Chicago Federation of
Labor station.

Case previously was with WTMV,
St. Louis, where he had been located
for the past two years. Prior to that
had been associated with several sta-

tions in the. midwest and south.

Corpus Christl, Texas.—Announc-
ing staff at KEYS is now composed
of fours members. William Newkirk
is program director and handles the
sports; Lester Kaminsky is a general
announcer and does selling; other
new additions are Al Kelrsey and
Bill Sharp, both of-KROD, El Paso,
Texas.

Mexico City, Aug. 8.

Station XEW, largest in Mexico
(750,000 watts), faces a strike by th*
radio branch of the Musicians Union.
Talks are in progress under tht
supervision of the Federal Board of
Conciliation In an effort to avert a
break.
Although by far the largest singl*

radio employer of musicians, XEW
is faced with demands that, It asserts,

are unreasonable. Union wants
some 100 of its members to be classi-

fied as regular members of the XEW°
payroll. The station has employed
some 300 musicians in all, but has
been using them in various combins-
tions and at times and In manners
to suit station and sponsor needs.

Othon Velez is handling the nego-
tiations for the station.

PhlladelpbUu—Betty McGarvy will

leave WPEN to take post as alrlin*

hostess with TWA.

Mary Margaret McBride
TO BROADCAST OVER WEAF

Her well-known participation-program for

women will go on the airSeptember 2,1941-

will be broadcast to the world's richest mar-

ket, Mondays through Fridays, 1 to 1:45 p. mj

WEAF

For nearly seven years,MaryMargaretMcBride's

45-minute radio feature haEi been outstanding

in the New York market. To advertisers, aa

well as audiences, Miss McBride has endeared

herself. And she has built an enormous follow-

ing among women who buy, in amazing

quantities, the products she recommends.

Now, with WEAT's impact of 10,000 watt*

delivered the Salt Wafer Way to America's

riehest mMket, Mary Margaret McBride's pro-

grams ean vceeh bigger autyMieec than evet

—ean show bigger reeults than ever to adver-

tisers who know the sales power of a woman

speaking to women about their products I

1

Write or telephone today for complete details.

Represented Natienally by ^ mm Sates Offices S.»»
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PayroD Traffic

Milwaukee — Martin McGeehan,
formerly of WEMP and recently on
th« Coast, has returned to the mid-
dlewest, joining the sale<t department
of WIND, Gary, Ind.

San Francisco — Jack Bennett,
KGO-KPO announcer, has shifted to

KGEI to handle the 3 to 9 a.m. shift

of programs beamed toward Asia.

Lynehbnrr, Va. — Grover Cobb
from Salina, Kan., and Wayne Tyler
from WTNJ, Trenton N. J., now on
announcing at WLVA.

Earl Hotaling, commercial spieler,

shifted to WBTM, the Tri-CiUes
' mouthpiece at Danville, Va.

Hamilton, Ont— Dave Bobbins,
publicity min at CKOC here, has
joined the Canadian army. Lloyd
Westmoreland subbing until a suc-

cessor is appointed.

New York City.—Sidney Bobbins,
formerly with the commercial de-

partment of WALA, Birmingham,
and WINS, New York, has joined

the sales staff of WWRL, .Wood-
aide, L. I.

Springfield, Mass.—Jerry Lansing
formerly of WTRY, Troy, at WMAS
as program manager. Replaces F.

Turner Cooke, now a lieutenant.

Junior grade. United States navy.

New Haven.—Jerry Lewis shifted

from news to regular announcing
ataff at WELI, replacing Bob Flem-
ing, now in army. Bill Dukeshire,
off WELI for several months, re-

turns Aug. 1 to assist news editor

Carey Cronan.

Re(Ina, Sask.—Bill Speers, assist'

•nt manager of CKCK, Regina,

moved to CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., as

assistant manager.

ard O. Sheets in the control room.

Sheets is from KXYZ, Houston.

Tommy Reynolds has been named
program director and chief an-

nouncer here for station KABC by
Charles B. Meade, station manager.

Jack Copeland, former program
director, will be in charge of the en-

larged KABC newsroom.
Additions to the KMAC announc-

ing staff are Ray Hone, Bob 'Pat'

O'Brien and Eddie Hyman. Hone
comes from the staff of KABC here,

other two are newcomers to radio.

Boston.—Natalie Porter, of Minne-

apolis, has been added to WEEI's

staff, assisting chief engineer Phil

Baldwin.

Atlanta. — Jack Swift, formerly

with WSUN and WTSP, St. Peters-

burg, has joined WSB news staff.

Jamestown, N. T.—Station WJTN
here lost Frederick W. Winters, Jr.,

transmitter enginesr to army, and

Marshall Shantz, Jr., program direc-

tor, goes off to be a Flying Cadet.

director of agricultural broadcasting

for General Electric Company on

WGY, Schenectady, PhiUips having

been shifted to KGEI, GE short-

waver In San Francisco. Dwelle S.

Hoag, formerly with WGNY, New-
burgh, N. Y., is chief engineer of

W474, new FM station put into op-

eration in the Helderberg Mountains

by Capitol Broadcasting Company
of Schenectady. Leonard Asche Is

general manager of the station,

which employs four engineers,, three

announcers and a program director.

Atlanta—Bob Pollock, assistant

production manager at WSB, given

his summons by the army as a sec-

ond looie.

Seattle—Phil Riley, formerly with

Mutual in San Diego, is now musical

librarian at KIRO, Seattle.

Phil Crane, formerly of WBBM,
announcing for KOL.

San Francisco—KYA additions:

Fred Daiger, announcer formerly

with WSUN and WAPI. E. A.

Dorais, account executive formerly

in newspaper field.

Philadelphia.—James Felix, mem-
ber of KYW dramatic department,

has been called to Army duty. He'll

report Aug. 6.

New additions to WPEN staff are

Frank Kent, announcer, formerly of

WHOM, Jersey City; Harry Wood,
announcer, formerly of KYW; Ger-

ald Hiltz, engineer^ionce of WCBA;
Miss Georgia Bunn, new secretary

to general manager Arthur Simon.

Phil Frankenberger of the promo-
tion staff now handling publicity.

Joseph Corr, ex-spieler on WBAB,
Atlantic City, has joined the WDAS
staff.

Maose Jaw, Sask.—New announcer
mt CHAB is George Broatch and
new engineer and operator is Leo
Haydamack.

Saa Antonio.—Recent additions to

tha WOAI staff are James Alfred
Landers in tiie news room and How-

SUNDAY
THE STAR-BFAKOLED THEATBE
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The Seuthernaires

Toungstown, O.—Carl Lindberg,

for ten years radio engipeer at

WKBN, Youngstown, left Sunday
(27) to take up duties as engineer at

WJSV, Washington, D. C.

BoHala.-New faces at WEBR are

Jean Carr, doing women's shopping

stint, and Anthony Kaye on news-
casts. Latter was with WMCA and
WNEW, New York.

Plttsborgh—Nelson C. Nicholls is

new engineer on staff of Hearst sta-

tion WCAE. He replaces Walter
Thompson, who resigned to go with
WGN in Chicago. Nicholls was for-

merly with WWVA in Wheeling, W.
Va.

New York City—Two NBC page-
boys have resigned to take outside
jobs. Thomas Armstrong has joined
WTRY, Troy, N.Y., as announcer,
while Kenneth E. Shaw has taken a
laboratory job with Dumont Tele-
vision.

Donald Lewis, formerly In the
NBC mail room, has joined the net-
work's special events staff, succeed-
ing Lars Skattebol, who left to go
with the Associated Press.

St, Louis.—Louis McComas Young,
chief engineer at KMOX, dons khaki
this week as major in the U.S. Air
Corps. Will be assigned at Wright
Field, Dayton, O.

Schenectady. — Henry Bachrach
takes the place of Merrill PhiUips as

assistant to G. Emerson Markham,

San Francisco.—Neil Mclntyre, re-

cently with' KSRO, Santa Rosa, is

new addition to KJBS mike staff, re-

placing Merle Peterson, who has gone

to.NBC.

Ft. Wayne.—Marjorie Zurbuch,

new at WOWO-WGL, Ft. Wayne,
under Frank V. Webb, sales man-
ager.

Kent Josef joins WOWO-WGL as

staff announcer Aug. 11. '
_

Bob Wilson, WOWO-WGL news-
caster, on sick list with infected arm.

Oil's Answer
:Contlnued from page 27 ;

Inside Stuff-Radio

Office of Howard Relnhelmer, the lawyer, denied last week the report
that Lawrence Stallings, co-author with Maxwell Anderson of 'What Price
Glory?', had objected to the use of their CapL Flagg and Sergt. Quirt
characters In a radio series by Mennen's. The Relnheimer office stated
that It had granted M6nnen the right to use the Flagg and Quirt monikers
'for a consideration.'

The series, which will feature Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen,
starts on the NBC-Blue (Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m.) in September. The all-
around cost for the program, handled by the Russell Seeds agency of
Chicago, is $3,000.

As a result of Varibtt's 'Follow Up Comment' last week that there wa»
an 'unexplained knocking sound effect' on a recent 'Story of Bess Johnson'
broadcast, there was an investigation by the NBC production department.
It developed that a carpenter, working In a studio In Radio City, N. Y
had been hammering on the floor above the one where the 'Bess Johnson'
show originated. Basil Loughrane, director of the program, had com-
plained about the noise, but was overruled by the NBC engineering staff,
which explained that the hammering sound was of such low frequency
it wouldn't be picked up by the microphone. Check of the recording of
the show proved the engineering department's misapprehension.

or to provide as efficient service as

possible.

'Advertising is an integral part

of competitive selling. The right to

advertise is one inherent in our basic

economy. And it brings social bene-
fits, as will be pointed out below.

'Competition exists in the oil busi-

ness: Since the existence of compe-
tition is a fundamental premise in

this argument, the fact that compfe-

tition exists in the oil industry must
be established. No extensive proof

will be attempted here—nor is it

necessary.

'Proof enough is found in the fact

that leading oil companies' propor-
tions of total business in their mar-
keting territories are much lower
than they used ^o be, due to the en-
trance of new companies; that the
percentages of total business -are
watched very jealously; that from
time to time the different companies
invade each others' territories, the

fact that the various oil companies
are continually taking dealers away
from each other; and that price wars
often break out. . . .

'Competition results in product
differentiation, and improvement:
One of the results of competitive
advertising is that each company is

constantly looking for methods to

make its products different from and
better than those of its competitors.
It is looking for 'talking points' to

play up in its advertising. Adver-
tising is often charged with bring-
ing about inconsequential differences

or of adding worthless gadgets to its

products.

'But who is to decide whether an
improvement is worth while? Ob-
viously the consumer makes the

final decision. This applies to mi-
nor improvements as well as to radi-

cal ones.

'The cost of advertising per unit of

product is extremely low: As com-
pared with other industries the cost

of advertising oil products, especi-
ally gasoline, is way below the aver-
age. It is to be measured In tenths
of a cent per gallon, and has no ap-
preciable effect on prices.

'Government restriction of adver-
tising would be a definite step
toward the destruction : of our com-
petitive economy: If one believes
that we make progress through pur
system of free enterprise and compe-
tition, he can't help believing in ad-
vertising. Without advertising there
would be little incentive to strive
for product differences, which mean
product Improvement. As pointed
out above, gradual changes result
over a period of time in substantial
improvement and progress. And this
striving for improvements is defi-
nitely stimulated"by the right to in-
fluence the public to buy—a right
that Is Inherent In our free economy.
Advertising is therefore at the very
root of our competitive system,
Anything that hampers advertising
would tend to break down Our sys-
tem of individual incentive and free
competition.

United Press in a publicity release last week asserted it was revealing 'a
hitherto well-kept trade secret' that the U. P. has long maintained a wireless
receiving station and shortwave listening post in Valhalla, N. Y.' The U. P.
post is not quite the secret that the press agent suggests (it has been men>
tioned in Variety on at least two occasions), but he does reveal some data:
Valhalla is manned night and day by 12 men, a printer circuit connects
with the U. P. headquarters In Manhattan, and on busy days in the Euro-
pean mess 40,000 words have been relayed. Only a small pertentage is,

of course, passed on to U. P. clients.

Episode 23 of Brisacher, Davis, San Francisco agency's beer platters,
'Barrel of Fun' which will ether around the end of August, was cut at
March Field, near Riverside. Entire company, headed by Charles Ruggles
and including Dave Rose's orchestra, did its stuff before 3,500 enlisted men.
In addition to the 30-mlnute waxing, troupe did a 20-minute pre-show and
an afterpiece running an hour and a half, giving Uncle Sam's boys two
and a half hours of talent.

Edward Lasker. general manager of Lord & 'Thomas, denied last week
the report that his frequent trips to Washington recently have to do with
his becoming a commissioned officer in the U. S. Navy.

It was also disclosed last week that the agency has no intention of
naming a general director of radio, as replacement for Thomas McAvity,
who recently resigned, but that L & T would resume its old arrangement
of letting each individual office run its own radio activities.

H. R. Gross, a former newscaster for WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, and now
with WLW in Cincinnati, is said to be considering entering the Republican
primary race in Iowa as a candidate for the United States senate. Gross
will visit Iowa on his vacation about Aug. 15 and will check with sup-
porters and friends regarding the advisability of entering the campaign.

Gunnar O. Wiig, general manager of WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., was
sworn in as a citizen at ceremonies last week before Supreme Court Jus-
tice Lewis A. Gilbert. Wiig is a native of Oslo, Norway, and carrve to this

country in 1904, when he was two.

Milton Samuel, KGO-KPO, San Francisco, press chief, discovered a 14-

year-old amateur ventriloquist named Shirley Dinsdale who works with
a doll. Girl has now been on Bennie Walker's amateur hour, a special

with Joe E. Brown, and a department store stunt

Negotiations are in progress for Gladys Swarthout to appear on a new
radio show starting in October supported by Deems Taylor as commenta-
tor, and with Frank Black's orchestra.

After a couple of months absence with stomach ulcers. Bill Miller, of

the NBC press department, is back on the job in New York headquarters
of the web.

GERTRUDE FEUN SETS

CBS' MEXICAN MEET

Mexico City, Aug. B.

Arrangements are being made here

by Miss Gertrude Felin, representa-

tive of CBS, for the first convention

on the Radio School of the Americas
in this city August 14 to 16. The
conference is aimed at the Latin

American countries and Is designed

to further Pan American relations.

CBS, It Is understood, chose Mex-
ico City for the base of this Latin
American radio contact as a resiUt of
negotiations made by Luis Sanchez
Ponton, the Mexican Minister of
Public Education, during his recent
visit to the U.S.

WBNXm*.
•-"-Si'SAtKt APPROACH 1",

MARKET.

5000 WATTS '/^
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GUT LOMBABDO ORCHESTRA

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Satarday, 8 p.m.

WABC-CBS, New York
(Ted Bates)

Colgate recently dropped Its 'Spot-

light' program with Ed East's 'ama-

teurs' and Charles Hathaway's or-

chestra to pick up Guy Lombardo.

Latter shifted from Lady Esther (his

place taken by Freddie Martin, re-

viewed also in this issue) and the

change has brought to Colgate the

perennial, popular-flavored, syrupy

stvle that has put and kept Lom-
bardo on a high level over the years.

Plans for the initial Colgate show
were neatly drawn, designed to en-

compass all sorts of tempi and

tunes, brisk, sweet, old and new,

which made for a fully rounded

session Lombardo. is continuing his

spotlighting of future hiU' and also

ihcludes, late in the show, a medley

of requests filed by listeners.

Production was responsible for

much of the smooth, running pace.

Commercials hammered at the same
'Colgate's brightens your teeth' an-

cle but they were neatly dressed

ind woven into the pace. One, for

instance, cued by vocalist Kenny
Gardiner, gave as his reason for be-

ing late for rehearsal his chance

overhearing of the plaint of a gal re

the opposite sex. Of course she had

dull teeth. -Wood.

«P€N AND PUNISHMENT
With John Cameron Swayze
80 MIns.—Local
KMBC, Kansas City

In the heat of summer KMBC un-

veiled this audience-participation,

punning game on a sustaining basis

with the hope it will make a com-
mercial package in the faU. The old

game of 'teakettle' under KMBC's
revision becomes the game of 'yak,

and the program Is a guessing con-

test rather than a quiz. Four con-

testants vie to And the key word
covered by the word 'yak' in sten-

tences and conversations of the

board of three 'yaksperts' and John
Cameron Swayze, the m.p. (master

of pundemonium). Failure of a con-

testant to guess the word in a min-

ute and a half sends the announcer
to a member of the audience for the

answer.

Commercial possibilities, if on the

tardy end of a cycle, are favorable

for the type sponsor whose product

can easily be out into the audience's

hands via the prize route. Exec Karl
Koerper enlisted most of the sta-

tion personnel from Don Macon who
worked out the idea which began
with script writer Janette Huckins,

to Frank Barhydt of publicity, and
Felix Adams, program director.

Initial stanza had an able trio of
yaksperts in Landon Laird, K. C.

Star columnist and critic, Keith Mar-
tin, director of the Art Institute, and
Harold Hunt, superintendent of

schools. Likewise John Miller, a
public speaker; Lyman Moore, as-

sistant city manager; Helen Finch,
teacher .and book reviewer, and
Mary Pillow of Independence were
'fortunate' choices as contestants.

Miss Finch and Moore tied for dupli-
cate awards of ten-buck books of

defense savings stamps, but finer di-

vision of points in the future will
probably eliminate the possibilities
of ties.

Although especially pretentious for
a local production, this one was not
without some lumps which will
probably get ironed out with experi-
ence. Swayze was evidently under
pressure in the opener as were some
other participants. Little less for-
mality beginning with Swayze
should permeate the entire half-
hour for better listener and audience
Interest.

Question as to whether the audi-
ence shall be let in on identity of
key word for laugh interest while
It is being used is to be worked out
in next few stanzas. Next scripts
should play down the pun angle
somewhat overworked In this ses-
sion, Quin.

»
:: Telemon Reviews ::

VAUDEVILLE SHOW
With Giles O'Connor, Dancing Debs

(2), Bonzo the Dog (AI Latell),
Caroline Marsh, The Rowlands
(2), Charles Althoff, BankhoB and
Girlie

60 Mins.
Monday, 8:30 p. m.
WCBW (CBS), New York
As handled by CBS in its by-now

familiar ad-libbish style, this bill

of standard vaudeville acts was con-
tinuously amusing Monday (4) night.

Entire . 60-minute stanza had been
given only a sketchy run-through,
but no formal rehearsal. Thus, there
were innumerable flaws, such as the
cameras or the director being just

too late to catch a comedy touch, or
slight confusion resulting from an
act missing a cue. But that off-the-
elbow manner of presentation pro-
vides an informal, relaxed, leisurely

and intimate show.
This vaude program took the form

of casual gathering of acts, appar-
ently oblivious of an audience and
performing for their own and each
other's amusement. Thus, m.c. Giles
O'Connor didn't introduce the acts,

but wandered about, asking them
their names and what they did and
if they'd show him their stuff. They
talked to and about each other and,
intermittently, about television.

Worthington Miner, from legit, di-

rected the show.
Of the individual acts, the Dancing

Debs (Lillian and Gertrude) did two
tap and an aero routine, Bonzo the
Dog (Al Latell) was In and out of

the action with laughable clowning,
Caroline Marsh sang three numbers,
The Rowlands (Lew and Dorothy)
roller skated, Charles Althoff of-

fered his standard and always hilar-

ious rube comedy violin act, while
Bankhoff and Girlie, a good act from
way back, presented-~comedy and
acrobatic dances that bore the marks
of authority.
Much of the entertainment was

due to the showmanship of the pres-
entation. Hobe.

RICHARD HUBBELL
News
15 Mins.
Monday, 8 p.m,
WCBW (CBS), New York.

As a 15-minute starter for its 90
minute television show Monday (4),

CBS offered an illustrated reading
of the war news dispatches. An^
nouncer Richard Hubbell was the
spieler, using a pointer and gummed
markers to indicate on wall-mapS)
the locale of reported action.

There was little movement or pace
to the stanza, but more than it would
have been via radio, as the maps and
Hubbell's appearance offered some
visual diversion. Rudy Bretz di-

rected. Hobe.

TAMARA
Songs
15 Mins.
Monday, 8.15 p.m.
WCBW (CBS), New York.

Tamara, the legit actress-singer. Is

okay for television. Her sexy good
looks register clearly via the icono-

scope and she avoids mugging as

she warbles English, Russian and
Spanish folk songs and ballads. Fact

that she supplies her own guitar ac-

companiment for some of the songs

also adds to the visual effect.

A3 caught Monday (4) night, it

was an entertaining 15 minutes for

the ear and eye. One notable effect

was obtained when a light fuse blew
out and one side of the singer's face

was in shadow. It accidentally gave
the number an ' attractively arty

quality. Fact that Tamara's session

ran a bit overtime forced fading her

out before the end of the last num-
ber. That, too, was an effective de-

vice. Steve Marvin directed.
Hobe.

Intermountain Market
pcopk prefer the lively

S/un/Vnum^hifi all

NBC
RED

NITWOIR

•SONG WITHOUT END'
With Burgess Meredith, Margo, How-

ard Barlow Orchestra
40 Mins.
FORECAST No. 6
Monday, 9:20 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York
The makers of beautiful music

have often lived strange and un-
beautiful lives, thereby creating dra-

matic situations for the makers of

entertainment years afterwards. Lee
and Jake Shubert paved their fa-
mous alley in New York with the
steady profits extracted from the
tale of Franz Schubert (no relative
but what a pal!) as embodied in that
one night stand perennial, 'Blossom
Time.' There is an eloquence and a
pathos in rich melody which can
fill in when the story falters, and
infuse meaning and nostalgia. And
who, in an imperfect world, is more
plausibly the misunderstood, frus-

trated, tortured and lonely figure

than the composer, especially he who
slaps the conventions of his day?

If all the curtain calls of all the
tenors that Stopped the show in

'Blossom Time' could be reduced to

a statistical chart—so that an ad-

vertising agency could understand
it—what a great presentation it

might make for this CBS program,
which is one great big super-colossal

'Blossom Time' in plan and pattern.

If any reader of these lines saw
a number four road company of

'Blossom Time' in Strawberry Bend,
Idaho, about 1924 these remarks are

cancelled as unfair, misleading and
ancient history. Like 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin,' there have been perform-
ances and there have been mutila-

tions of 'Blossom Time.' The point

is that the unrequited love and ex-

quisite music of the starving Vien-
nese was of such universal senti-

mental appeal that the tale became
an institution.

For the record and without quib-

ble it was an expertly contrived and
paced piece that Columbia offered

Monday night (4) as its showcase
sample of what 'Song Without End'

would be like. It wasn't Franz Schu-

bert who starved to death, but

Claude Debussy who lamented his

lost Gabrielle Dumont for decades,

meantime glorifying France, music

and humanity.

This sort of thing is not simple.

But for radio it must seem simple.

That is why Jean HoUoway's script

and WilUam Spier's production rate

the comment that both seemed ar-

ticulate, sensitive and a lot of things

radio writers and radio directors

often ain't.

Repeat the story? Summarize the

essence? The story was an impres-

sion, the unfoldment was a frank

dawdle In the world of dream.

Sparks. Color. Mood, A faint

chemical trace at best of plot or

point. Simply an Introduction to a

man who was supremely perceptive

to his surroundings and a genius in

tone.

Howard Barlow's directing of the

70-piece orchestra bore the stamp of

fine musicianship. The piece was

cued and scored and played to nicely

bottle up the perfume of Debussy.

Burgess Meredith, occasionally

sounding too much like Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., and perhaps too con-

sciously cast for his ability to poet-

ize dialog, was in the groove with

the faint reservations noted. Margo

made Gabrielle make the grade.

The first 20 minutes of the broad-

cast gave preview samples of other

proposed installments in the series

and was especially clever in being

both entertainment and advertising

simultaneously.

One thing about the Columbia ra-

dio equivalent of 'Blossom Time:,

the casting director won't have to

worry if the leading men can get

into those difficult pants .
Land.

CAL TINNEY
Homespun Commentator
15 Mins.
PHILLIES CIGARS
M-W-F, 8 p.m.
WOR-MBS, New York

(Ivev It Ellington)

When you first hear him you Im-

mediately say to yourslelf 'that isn t

Will Rogers—it just sounds like Will

Rogers.' It's Cal Tinney, of course.

Cal Tinney who has a sound In-

stinct for the gold that lies in au-

thentic American idiom, but who
can't quite seem to get the needle of

his larnyx off that familiar record-

ing of the rope-spinner. But maybe
if he keeps trying he'U pull the right

valve and something will come out

that will be good American and im-

proved Tinney. It's hard to be pro-

voked with Tinney even when he

Insists upon being somebody else.

It's sort of disarming—the simple,

corny way he pulls up his buggy
for a chat, straw in teeth and hair,

wearing his chuckle on his sleeve.

The voice of Silas is a trifle too im-

itative, the patter is uneven, but the

attitude is right.

Tinney reacts to current events as

a homespun commentator. There's

no serious pretense to be' an author-

ity. Just a good-humored, kindly,

sane gent. Not brilliant, although

always on the point of being dryly

witty. Maybe awfully like a lot of

Americans and r&ther likeable if

you're not snobbish about a little

ickiriess.

And he sells five-cent cigars; the

best that money can buy. Lond.

20 Winks

If the gas stations close, how
many all-night programs will

close with 'em? Early hour ra-

dio seems to count heavily on
these service boys. Incidentally,

about this all-night thing. Do
you think there are more
dressed than undressed listeners

between midnight and 5 a.m.?
And is a late night audience
worth going after, anyway?
Listen to the effort Jerry Law-
rence is making in New York
over WOR. He mixes various
ideas neatly. Not so many, nor
as original, as Allen Courtney
did nights for WMCA, but
Courtney went three months last

winter without picking up a
commercial and Lawrence now
really only has one. Against
these two looms Stan Shaw who
has just completed six years of
all - night broadcasting for
WNEW. And he classifies as a
straight request record-spinner.
Hence, who's right, Shaw or
Lawrence? To date the evidence
is certainly with Shaw. But
this paragraph thinks Lawrence
is handcuffing himself in more
ways than one; also that there
is more to this all-night situ-

ation. So let's turn out the
light, etc!. . .Plenty of bands are
still playing Glenn Miller's ver-
sion of 'Tuxedo Junction' in the
guise of other tunes. That's
how good that arrangement
was. .fCugat's commercial is re-

ported being sent to Latin
America. If it sounds down there
like some of those South Amer-
ican broadcasts do up here
Cugat might as well be on a
smart 1908 Edison record...
NBC's news room continues
without dramatic sense. Sun-
day, evenings they hop all over
the Far East but do absolutely
nothing to dramatize those tre-

mendous distances. Making it

very nice for CBS which does
. . .It looks as if that Spivak band
is going to tr«fad water until it

stops believing its own billing

of. The" Man Who Plays the
Sweetest Trumpet in the World.'
The outfit needs some fire. .

.

Irving Berlin's 'Any Bonds To-
day?' will whisk a few memories
back to 'Watch. Your Step,' his

first score for a show produced
in '14.

Shudders of the week: Hey,
Lawrence. No kiddin'. How
about trading in 'Here's Morgan'
for Uncle Don?

'HAROLD TEEN'
With Charles Flynn, Bob Jellison,
Lcretta Poynton, WHIiaid Water*
man. Beryl Vanghan, Rosemary
Garbell, Marvin Mueller

30 Mins.
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
WGN-MBS, Chicago

(Roche, Williams & Cunnynsham)
Long one of the nation's favorite

coml: strip characters, Harold Teen
loses some of its appeal through this
radio presentation. There is not
enough comedy to make it engross-
ing for a half-hour period, and there
is an''apparent tendency to ring in
old, worn-dut situations.

Role of Teen, played by Charles
Flynn, registers oKay. Bob Jellison
as Shadow is not so good, however,
and his voice here has an annoying
quality. Loretta Poynton as Lillums
and Williard Waterman as Harold's
father are satisfactory, as is Beryl
Vaughn as Cynthia, Harold's other
throb. Rosemary Garbell as Josie
and Marvin Mueller as Beezie are
only fair.

Script centered about Harold's
dilemma at being stuck with two
girls on one evening. ' Gags were
too obvious, and there was faulty
timing, which may be overcome in
future shows.

Plugs were well worked into the
script, what with the boys stopping
into the "Sugar Bowl' for malteds.
Idea offers a lot of scope, but con-
siderable improvement must bo
shown to make this show a winner.

Script written by Fred Kress, with
Carl Ed, creator of the comic strip,
acting in advisory capacity. GoUl.

BERNARD MILES
Monolog
10 Mins.
Wednesday, 8 p.m.
BBC, London
Actor has had several stabs at the

air medium and definitely clicks here

in a brand of humor rich and dif-

ferent. He's reading in a hick dia-

lect on subjectsi which lend them-
selves royally to the hinterland in-

terpretation. Two of these 'de-
spatches from the barnyard' take up
the 10 mins. If anything he's giving
too much stuff over the air and
there's a feeling of his being rushed.

Session opened with a version ol
the small-town schoolmam taking
her class for a tour of Shakespeare

FREDDIE MARTIN ORCHESTRA
30 Mins.
LADY ESTHER
Monday, 10 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Pedlor and Ryan)
Lady Esther has changed Its band

but not its brand of powerhouse
commercials. 'Messages' from the
sponsor remain the same, unmerciful,
icky, over-long, hammering inter-
ludes they've always been, playing
right up to the border-line of pub-
lic tolerance.

Martin's band, a fixture at the
Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles, is not
unknown to commercial radio, hav-
ing been aired by several different
sponsors in the past. On this pro-
gram the outfit's interpretation of
tunes in widely different, yet popu-
lar grooves, was satisfying. But
something ought to be done before
the next session to get better bal-
ance of instruments. Brass sounded
too close to mikes, and the booming
bass .(checked on two different sets)
got very annoying after the first 10
minutes.

Beyond that and a few seemingly
nervous minutes when the outfit's

tempi didn't seem quite right be-
hind vocals, Martin's crew Impressed
as an able successor to Guy Lom-
bardo. Strings, mutes and good taste
in selection of tunes left a good im-
pression. Wood.

land. To anyone who's done the tour
Miles missed nothing of the enter-
tainment that's available; the spiel

was characteristically couched and
clever in its ribbing. A smooth
swingover took him into delivery of
a highbrow hick's version of 'Tris-

tan.' This treatment of the book
of the opera was a wow and showed
a keen penetration of how to dress It

for laughs.

There's definitely room for the
type of stuff Miles is doing here; It'a

out of the rut and comes as a pleas-
ant antidote to the material from the
average radio comic.

From grocerie* to replica diamonds . . . fromreiitoroolNles'to a

loo . . . the WNOX sponsor list spans the alphabet to spell out pho*

^ nomcnal results.
.

A man conies 150 miles to buy a WNOX.«dvcrlised c«r| a
drug product reports a record sales increase;' » fuiniture co.mpeny'*

in ib fifth year of daily newscasts:—little stories of Mc rMulU,-

in the richTVArea}'

Use the A-Z IrealinenU:^dd ^ip to sake with WNOXt
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Berkshire Festival in Strong Start;

26,000 Attend Koussevitzky Concerts
4-

By EDWARD SMITH
Lennox, Mass., Aug. B.

n»* first week ot the eighth an-

rual Berkshire Symphonic Festival

with the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra under Serge Koussevitzky closed

Sunday (3), with a total of 26,000

fieople in attendance, largest in his-

017. Sunday (3), also saw 9,700 at-

tending the concert, another- Festi-

val record.

Festival has become perhaps the

most Important American summer
musical attraction, with cars ' from
every 'state in the union represented,

koussevitzky seems to be succeeding

In making the Festival an American
Salzburg.
Program for Saturday (2), includ-

ed Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony,
which was brilliantly played with

the beautiful lyricism brought out to

the fullest, and the Beethoven's Leo-

nore Overture No. 3, which fairly

pmoked with fire and brilliance of

Its interpretation. Concert closed

with Shostakovitch's Fifth Sym-
phony, with the orchestra and con-

ductor bringing out meanings in the

score undreamed of before,' and left

e cheering audience recalling the

Inen and their leader repeatedly.

On Sunday (4), Brahms Fourth

Symphony, which opened the con-

cert, had a tendency to drag in spots

until the finish of the finale which
tang with the, clarity and power of

the reading.

Copland's 'Quiet City' and Hinde-

inith's concerto for Violincello and
Orchestra followed, neither of which
showed anything, both works being

dull and uninteresting, and saying

nothing.

The concert and week-end closed

with Rimsky-Korsakov's 'Caprlccio

Espagnol, with the orchestra work-
ing to an unbelievable climax in in-

tensity power and brilliance of Its

playing.
' All surrounding towns and villages

have been sold out for weeks with
fantastic prices being asked for ac-

commodations, and none actually

Available. For a 20 mile radius the

countryside la reaping a small for-

tune.

Cilicy Opera Draws Bh(

Crowds With G. Moore

And (lioTaiiffl Martinelli

y

Cincinnati, Aug. B.

iOrace
Moore, (Gladys Swarthout

nd Jamys ileltoa sparked the Cln-

Iwtatl SuMier Opera to a 19,274

raw last week. It was the peak
•W for flrat five weeks of tiie

iK-week season, which is setting an
(^U-Ume high for the 20 consecutive
summers bf this venture.
Sunday (Z'T) Grace Moore, with
glo Pilotto and Michael Bartiett,

d 3,177 In liB Tosea.' It was
Moore's debut In that opera.

Treated the performance to

8,B42 admissions Tuesday (29).

Gladys Swarthout and James Mel
ton. In 'Mlgnpn,' were heard by
8,684 persons Thursday (81) and re-
peated to 4,250, the ° season's tops,

Saturday (2).

'Pagliasci,' with .Giovanni Marti'

Selll, Robert "^eede and Vivian
lella Ohiesa,.and 'Cavallerla Rustl-

«ana,' with Rosa Tentoni, Harold
Lindi and Claudio Frlgerio, were
presented Wednesday (30) to an
audience of 1,994 and Friday (1) to
t,655.

'n Trovatore,* with Giovanni Mar
tinelll, Robert Weede and Nicola
Moscana was offered Sunday (4)
night to 1,978 admissions.

WINSLOW, FrrZ-SlMMONS

DANCE TOUR ENDING

Miriam Winslow and Foster Fltz
Simmons, winding up a three-month
<lance tour of South America, sailed
last week (27) from Buenos Aires
ioT New York.
Final performance was at a Gov-

' ernraent-sponsored show Friday
(25) night at the People's Theatre,
B. A.

Elman's Oct. 13 Start
Mis(Aa Elman opens his fall tour

pet. 13 In Rochester and Is booked
for three appearances with the Chi-
cago Symphony orchestra Nov. 11, 13

end 14.

Violinist will have about 30 dates
thl£ fall

McNaiy's Bookings

Include Radio Talent
Troy, N. Y., Aug. 5.

James D. McNary, concert im-

presario who has met with consid-

erable success the past two or three

seasons in presenting singers (includ-

ing radio and picture stars), Instru-

mentalists, etc., in large Albany and

Troy film houses, launched a sum-
mer series at Round Lake, near Ball-

ston Spa. Dorothy Harrigan, mezzo
soprano and Gordon' Dilworth, bari-

tone, appeared In Joint recital in

first of the affairs Aug. 1.

Others booked and the dates are:

Metropoliten Trio, Aug. 7; Muriel

Wilson, mezzo soprano ('Mary Lou'

of the longtime ether favorite,

'Showboat'), and Fred Huffsmith,

tenor (also of radio), Aug. 14; Percy

Grainger, pianist, Aug. 21.

AGMA Reversal

Over AFM Quite

Sweeping Ruling

Last] week's decision by the New
York State Court of Appeals, at Al-

bany, reversing the Appellate Divi-

sion on the American Guild of

Musical Artists' injunction action

against the American Federation of

Musicians and James C. Petrillo, was
much more sweeping than earlier

reports indicated. Ruling virtually

amounts to outright instruction to

the Supreme Court to grant the in-

junction. Decision followed the

same court's ruling in the previous

case of Opera-on-Tour versus the

AFM, as a Vabieiy story of May 14

indicated it might.

Having overruled the Appellate

Division, the Court of Appeals noti-

fied the Supreme Court to reinstate

AGMA's complaint against AFM and
instructed it to follow the line set

forth in the Albany decision. AGMA
will Immediately file notice of trial,

and the case should come up in the
October term of court, provided
Petrillo and the AFM defend It

Meanwhile, AGMA leaders have de-
clined to speculate on what, if any,
action may be taken against Albert
Spalding, who resigned from AGMA
toJoin the AFM.
Court of Appeals opinion, in which

a majority of five of the seven judges
concurred, was unusually terse and
decisive. In outlining the case, . It

stated, 'No controversy exists herein
as to the standards, wages or condi-
tions of employment of members of
the defendant union' (AFM). It then
oited the Opera-on-Tour case.

Henry Jafle was attorney for
AGMA. Samuel Seabury and Henry
A. Friedman represented Petrillo
and ^e AFM.

Refuses to Discharge

Tokaytan From B'k'ptcy

Armand Tokaytan, Metropolitan

Opera tenor since 1922, was denied

a bankruptcy discharge In the N. Y.

federal court Monday (4) by Judge

John W. Clancy. The court. In de-

nying the plea, upheld a ruling of

referee Robert P. Shephenson who
ruled that the tenor, having filed a

bankruptcy some six years ago, was

not entitled to a discharge yet.

Tokaytan filed for $8,004, with

earnings of $10,000 from opera and

concert in 1940, and $7,178 in 1939.

C. L WAGNER'S

TASQUALE'FOR

26 DATES

Concert Reviews

Charles L. Wagner has booked

'Don Pasquale* with Oscar Lassner,

Austrian baritone, as the Don, Bruno

Landi, Met tenor; Francesco Valen-

tino, Met baritone, and Stella An-

dreva. Met coloratura, for 26 dates

starting on Oct. 13. Opera will run

six weeks, four times weekly, with

two extra performances being given.

The manager will also have The
Barber of Seville,' last year's attrac-

tion, booked in- 24 spots in places

missed last season. Cast will include

Hilde Reggiani, Armand Tokatyan,
Carlos Ramirez, John Gurney, Pom-
pilio Malatesta and Earl Wrightson.

30,000 Attend Lucy

Monroe's First 'Sing'

Washington, Aug. 5.

Lucy Monroe's first 'community

sing' concert under sponsorship of

RCA-Victor drew an audience of

30,000 and a gate of $5,000 last night

at the Water Gate stadium. Prima

had accompaniment of National

Symphony Orchestra, under dlrec

tion of Charles O'Connell.

Participation portion of concert
lasted an hour and a half with gross
of 68 numbers. Irving Berlin's 'Any
Bonds Today' touched the high spot
of the night

HAWAIIAN DATES

Mildred Dlllinr Set for ConcerU »(
Harp Music In Angast

MARIAN ANDERSON

SINGING 60 TIMES

Marian Anderson has been booked
by S. Hurok for approximately 60
concerts for the forthcoming season,
opening Oct 13 In Raleigh, N.C. Thfe
contralto will have about 20 more
concerts before the season Is out
with her fee ranging from $2,000 up.
During the summer she. will make

two appearances, the first at Ocean
Grove Audltorlun), Aug. 0, and the
second at Atlantic City, Aug. 16. The
rest of the time will be spent resting
at her home in Connecticut.

Mildred Dilling, harpist, sailed
from Los Angeles (31) for a tour of
the Hawaiian Islands.

She opens in Honolulu Aug. 8 and
appears In Kauai and Maul before
sailing back to the States on Aug. 29.

Conceit People

4« M « HMM »^!

Grace Moore's 'Tosca'

Cincinnati, July 29.

Opera In threa actj mualc by
Qlufopp* -Puoclnl proaented at the CInoln-
nntl Summer Opera Co. Conductor, Fnueto
Cleva. StBKe director, Anthony Stlvan-
ello. Ohorua of 23. Orchestra ot BO.

Toaca Orace Moora
Mnrlo Cavaradnul Mlchncl Bnrtlett

Scarpla Angolo Pilotto

Cosare AngelottI Curtia Rica
Spoletta Oluacppo Cavadora
Snrrlalnn Pomplllo Mnletesta
Shepherd Mildred Ippollto

Sclarrono Wilfred Bngclman

Highlight of the Cincinnati Sum-
mer Opera season was the assimip-
tion of the title role of Tosca by
Grace Moore, her first dramatic role,

Soprano had previously been heard
in only lyric operas.

From the point of view of Grace
Moore, the performance was a de-
cided success. Some doubts as to
her acting ability in the part were
quickly dispelled as the soprano
handled all her emotions with con-
siderable restraint and a fine sense
of the theatre. It was vocally, how-
ever, where she shone. The singer's
voice has grown considerably in size
with the passing of years and her
handling of the 'Ora stammir a
sentir' and 'Vissi d'Arte' displayed
considerable power and a firm rich
ringing tone as well as a long flow-
ing line and an excellent use of
legato. Unlike most of her prede-
cessors, the singer declines a too
obvious use of portamento which
adds considerably to her interpreta-
tion of the music. With a couple of
other 'Tosca's' under her belt, Miss
Moore's newest role should rival her
Louise' and 'Mimi' in popularity.

Michael Bartlett proved a 'pleasant
surprise as I<dario, for the tenor,
after a strained B flat in 'Recondita
Armonla,' sang capably and with ex-
cellent stage presence for the bal-
ance of the performance. His 'Vit-
toria, Vittpria' in act II with the
three successive A sharps, together
with the duet 'Amaro sol per te'

with Miss Moore in the last act,
were the high points of his perform-
ance.

Angelo Pilotto marred an other-
wise excellent opera with a bad
vibrato and forcing as Scarpla. His

wasacting of the dissolute Baron
overstressed considerably.
The orchestra played capably un-

der the direction of Fausto Cleva.
Met maestro, ^

'THE IMPRESARIO'
Bennington, Vt., Aug. 4.

Mualo by Wolfgang Mozart, pronented at
the BonnlnKton School of Arta with nicm-
bara of tho Vermont Symphony Orchestra
under tho direction of Otto Luonlng.
The Impresario nichard nmni'borlaln
Mrs. Heartfelt Ethel Luenlnn
Mrs. Sllverelone nulh Ivea

Mozart's one-act comedy, 'The Im-
presario,' has had very few perform-
ances in this country, despite its 155
years of age, since the opera being
in one act is too brief, and the ter<
rifle demands it makes on its sing-
ers prohibits adequate casting. Sun-
day (3), It was presented in Eng-
lish for the first time in this cen-
tury by the Bennington School of
Arts in a performance which was
probably equal to anything the Met-
ropolitan might have done. Staged
simply (sets costing $12), the three
vocalists ranged over two to three
octaves to the 'F' above high 'C,' all
showing painstaking care in prepara-
tion, delightful acting ability, and
thoroughly adequate voices. None of
the singers could be termed a stand-
out in comparison to the others, so
well did the ensemble work go.
Ethel Luening, head of the vocal
faculty of the College, showed more
flnish in her work, but Ruth Ives and
Richard Chamberlain, trained by
their associate, were equally as good
vocally and dramatically.
English translations by Eric Bloom

with additional dialogue by Francis
Fergusson were modern, and yet
perfectly attuned to the story of the
woes of an impresario in attempting
to cast two prima donnas for one
role.
Opera has been brought up to date

so well that, if longer, it would be
adequate for Broadway. School is

working on 'Seraglio,' of the same
composer, and the two together
should be a definite click in Manhat-
tan. Otto Luening, conductor, and
master mind of the presentation, pre-
sided over the festivities with bril-

liance and precision. 5)nitlt,

Bruno Walter's Piano For

Lotte Lehmann's Albiunl'

Lotte Lehmann, dramatic soprano
of the Met and Brimo Walter have
just completed an album of records
for Columbia. Tho conductor ac-
companied the singer on the piano.

Album Is of lleder.

Colnmbla has signed Adolph Busch,
Rudolph Serkln, and Bruno Walter to
exclusive recording contracts.

Robert Marshall, American dra-
matic tenor, has been signed by the
New Opera Co. to sing Macduff in
the fall presentation of Verdi's 'Mac-
beth' In N. Y.

Jan Peerce of Music Hall

To Give 30 Concerts in '42

Jan Peerce's. concert tour this year
opens in Washington Dec. 4.

Music Hall tenor is then booked
for 30 appearances until the end of

February.

Cossacks Open Sept. 27
The Don Cossack Chorus under

Serge JarofI opens its fall tour at

Bayontie, N. J., on Sept. 27.

Chorus is booked In 65 cltie;; from
Coast to Coast

}ullu8 Hnehn, Met baritone will
sing in Beethoven's Missa Solemnls
at the Berkshire Festival on Aug. 14.

Bndolph Hoklnson, pianist, now
summering at Nantucket booked by
Coltimbla for 39 concerts starting In

October.

Carola Goya, Spanish dancer, opens
her season Oct 11 with a recital for
the Peoples Symphony Concerts at

Washington Irving High School, N. Y.

Blanche Thebom, mezzo-soprano,
opens a 20-date concert tour Oct.
17 in Dubuque, la.

Artnr Rubinstein opens his 64-

date concert tour Oct, 21 in Patersori,

N. J.

Alexander Boronsky, who has been
touring South America, returns to

the States in the middle of October
to launch his concert tour which will

be about 25-30 appearances in major
cities.

Concert Dates
(Aug. 6-17)

Jaselui Helfetc—(with Los Angeles
symph) Hollywood Bowl (7),

Sao! Caston—(cond. Phila. orch)
Robin Hood Dell, Phila. (7).

Engcne OroiMidy—(cond. Phila.

orch) Robin Hood Dell, Phila. (8).

Alexander Smallens—^Tcond. N. Y.
Philharmonic) Lewisohn stadium,
N.Y. (8-9, 11-13).

James Melton—Oklahoma City
(6); Tulsa, Okla. (7); Toronto (14).

John BarblroIU—(cond. Los An-
geles Philharmonlb) Hollywood
Bowl (7, 8, 15).

Herman Adier— (cond. N. Y. Phil-
harmonic) Lewisohn stadium, NiY.
(6-7).

Helen Traubel— (with N. Y. Phil-
harmonic) liCwisohn stadium, N.Y.
(6).

Larry Adler—(with Phila. orch)
Robin Hood DeU, Phila. (7); (with
N. Y. Philharmonic) Lewisohn Sta-
dium, N. Y. (9).

Dean Dixon—(cond. N. Y. Philhar-
monic) Lewisohn stadiunv, N.Y.
(10).

Efrem Zimbaltet—(with N. Y.
Philharmonic) Lewisohn stadium.
N.Y. (11).

Lily Pons-Andre Kosielanets—
(with Los Angeles Philharmonic
HoUywood Bowl (12).

Gregor Flatlgorsky—(with Los
Angeles Philharmonic, Albert Coates
con.) Hollywood Bowl (14),

Serge Koassevltzky — Berkshire
Festival, Stockbrldge, Mass. (7, 9, 10,

14, 16, 17).

John Charles Thomas—Milwau-
kee (12).

PHIUIARMONIC

FREEDOM RALLY

The N. Y. Phllharmonio wiU ap-

pear under Alexander Smallens at

Madison Square Garden, Aug. 19, In

a program of all American Music un-

der the auspices of the Council for

Democracy. 'Ballad for Americans'

will be featured.

Speakers wiU Include Rear Ad-
miral Richard E. Byrd, Swen
Roberts, and Lewis E, Lawes.

J.

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS'

OPERA, CONCERT SKED

John Charles Thomas has been

booked for a 45 concert tour getting

under way In Toronto on Oct 9.

The baritone will also make ap-

pearances at the Chicago, St. Louis,

and Metropolitan Opera companies

this fall.

Morton Qonid at Lewisohn
Morton Gould wiU conduct his

own composition 'A Song for Free^
dom' at the National Youth Admin'
Istration concert at Lewisohn Sta'

dium, N. Y., Aug, 18.

Tune will be done by an 110-plece

orchestra and 45-plece choir.

Harriet Henders Set for 3

In Chicago Under Stock

Harriet Henders has been booked

for three performances of tho Bach

B Minor mass with the Chicago

Symphony under Frederick Stock on

Jan. 8, 0 and 11.

Other soloists include Jussl BJoer-

llng and Kersten Thorborg.

BOOKS BOY CONDUCTOR

11-Tear-Old Lorln Maazel Set

Grant Park on Sept. 8

for

Lorln Maazel, 11-year-old conduc*

tor who recently gained much pub-

licity through his conducting of the

NBC Summer Symphony, has been

engaged to conduct a Grant Park

concert, Chicago, on Sept. 6.

NBC will broadcast the concert.

ELLEN BALLON IN CHI FEB. 7

Ellen Ballon, pianist, has been

booked for an appearance with the

Chicago Civic Symphony Feb. 7.

Hans Lange will conduct
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'JeDy Roll' Mortons Distinction

'Jelly Roll' Morton, pioneer in jazz and blues styles of music, who
died July 10 in Los Aiieeles, often referred to himself as the inventor

of the two styles and went so far as to carry engraved personal call-

ing cards which noted the claim. Morton- was born In New Orleans

Sept. 20, 18B5.

Though he was widely known as a composer and pianist, Morton

began his musical life as a student of the guitar. He switched to piano

only after several professional male pianists, visiting New Orleans,

convinced him that the instrument was not 'sissy.' He got his train-

ing on the keys at St. Joseph's University.

Morion's first public appearance as a pianist was in New Orleans

sporting houses, playing in the early hours of the morning after the

regular instrumentalists had gone for the night. It -was during that

period that he first became acquainted with blues pianists Buddy
Caster, Tony Jackson, Joyce Adams, and- blue singer Mamie Desdume,
and the association did much to mold his passion for blues.

From that beginning Morton trailed through his 55 years of life,

playing with some of the more widely known jazz bands, Including
that of King Oliver, and writing all sorts of melodies, the more fa-

mous of which are 'King Porter Stomp,' 'Mister Joe,' 'Winin' Boy
Blues,' 'Buddy Bolden Blues,' 'Wolverine Blues,' 'Jelly Roll Blues' and
'Don't You Leave Me Here.'

Dairy Farm Abandons Daiice Gardens

On "Noise Protests From Citizens

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Alexander (Fekula) and His Band

got a tough break here last week.

Outfit, only recently organized, had

won out over several better known

local bands in auditions held by

Isaly's Country Gardens, outdoor

dance spot built by big dairy -firm

here for $20,000, and was just get-

ting some attention when spot

dropped dancing. Management faced

an injunction from residents near

South Park, where Country Gardens

was located, because of noise and

rather than face unfavorable pub-

licity, inasmuch as it is essentially

a dairy outfit and not in cafe busi-

ness, Isaly's decided to shut up shop.

Same South Park residents got an

Injunction against Drive-In theatre

last year, and forced Norbert Stern,

the owner, to put In underground
loud-speakers, which don't carry be-

yond the Drive-In boundaries, be-

fore it could operate this summer.
Alexander had contract with Isaly's

until Labor Day but refused to hold

management to It under the circum-

stances.

BAD ACOUSTICS

ASl-HTER

MENACE

Cedar Point, Aug. 6.

Raymond Scott thinks that many a
name band proves a disappointment
to patrons hearing it for the first

time, because of an unsatisfactory
public address system. Frequently,
he believes, this is caused by un-
familiarity with its operation. Scott,

who is known as a very exacting

V leader and an authority on sound
reproduction, says that one-night
stands are particularly bad, because
It takes several days to learn the
best location for the mikes and the
proper degree of volume.

Often, he adds, a band gets hot
with the result that it practically
drives the customers out of the hall.

Most of this can be eliminated by a
litUe study, he thinks, but adds that
anoustics are something that a band
Just had to take.

EDDY DUCHIN ENDS

BRAZIL DATE AUG. 29

Rio de Janeiro, Aug. 5.

I!ddy Duchin and his orchestra
close here at the Copacabana Aug
29 and fly back next day to New
York. WiU go on tour of U.S.A. as

part of a 'goodwill ambassador'
buildup under MCA auspices.

He then comes into the newly
done-over Empire Room of the Wal-
dorf-Astoria, N. Y., Oct 5.

'SEE—IT'S EASY'

Harry Moss Barns Vp Space On
Bosiness Jonket

One - night bookers occasionally,
but not often, get a taste of the high-
speed trails they lay out for travel-

ing bands. Harry Moss, one-night
boss of MCA, booked himself on a
short trip last week, ostensibly to

contact promoters, but probably
more to convince slow - moving
leaders what could be done.
Shoving off from N.Y. at 6 p.m.,

he was in Atlantic City at 9 talking

to Ray Scott, stayed over and next
morning, at nine, skipped to Balti-

more. Leaving the latter at 3 p.m.,

after a three-hour sales meeting
with the Patomac River Boat Line,

Moss was >n the Berkeley-Carteret
hotel, Asbury Park, N. J., for din-

ner with Tommy Tucker, coming by
way of Chester, Pa., where he had
another conference. Hit N. Y. same
night

Berigan Cbanges Orchs

Aftei^ Old Members Take

Back Pay Beef to 802

Bunny Berigan'g band "gave him
quitting notice en masse last week
in New York and filed' an appeal

with local 802 of the American Fed-
eration of Musicians tor approxi-

mately $900 in back salaries. Berigan
immediately gave the union $300 and
made arrangements to pay oS the re-

maining money in weekly instal-

ments, thereby avoiding suspension.

Band, however, listened to pleas to

work with Berigan only two nights

beyond its notice, then left him.
Leader has since taken over an

organized band out of Trenton, N.J.,

formerly led by Al Zahler, and has

begun a four week stay at Buckeye
Lake, O. MCA has taken over the

handling of Berigan's financial af-

fairs, at his request. Johnny DiSanto,

his road manager, left him along

with the band.

Xavier Cugat's Record

Xavier Cugat who establishes

something of a precedent at the

Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., by being the

only band to remain the entire sum-

mer season, closes there Oct. 1. He

then gives his Carnegie Hall conqert

of Latin-American music Oct 6, and

goes into the Broadway Paramount
Oct 8 for three weeks.

The maestro has five weeks of the-

atres and it due into the Cocoanut

Grove, L. A., Jan. 1.

BQBERTS COAST JAM
Los Angeles, Aug. S.

Two charges of moral offenses

against' girls, aged 9 and 13, were Is-

sued against Harold William Rob-

erts, onetime bandleader at Uni-

versity of Southern California and

now doing public relations work for

local musician's union.

He was released on ball and gets

preliminary hearing Thursday (7).

Goodman With Columbia

For Five More Years
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Benny Goodman has contracted

with Columbia Records for five more
years. New contract went into effect

immediately and the band cut its

first records under it Friday (1).

Band is now at the Sherman hotel.

Horace Heidt also got together
with Columbia here recently and
signed up for another two years.
He's at the Edgewater Beach hotel.

BOOZE CURBS A

TOUGH BLOW IN

MONTREAL

Montreal, Aug. 5.

Some 60% of Montreal's profes-
sional musicians will be out of work
and on the dole before the year is

much older. This was the gloomy
prediction of I. Aspler, president of

the Musicians' Guild of this city, in

urging official support by the city

administration for suggested modi-
fications to the new liquor laws of

the province. The amended liquor

laws have banned the sale of liquors

after midnight and have heavily
restricted the number of places

where liquor can be sold, thus clos-

ing a number of the smaller cabarets,

night spots and dance halls through-
out the city and province. Others are
finding the going too tough with the

shorter hours and are falling by the
wayside weekly.
Aspler said that already 150 mu-

sicians of the 1,000 Guild member-
ship are out of work and estimated

that the number unemployed would
reach ,a possible 600 as the season
progresses. He added that the Guild
had been looking after its own unem-
ployment as it did not wish to see

any professional n;)usician on direct

city relief but if the situation de-

veloped 'we should be forced to bring
our unemployed members to the

city's door, something we have never
done before.'

Ten years ago when musicians had
suffered a bad setback with the in-

troduction of talkers, putting many
musicians out of jobs in picture the-

tres, the Guild had then fot-med a

fund of its own to take 'care of such
cases and in the last decade had paid

out $65,000 for those purposes. The
burden was, he said, now more than

could be carried.

Recommendations by the Guild
were that legislation be changed to

do away with the present require-

ment of a 40c meal with each drink

and to permit the sale of liquor on
Saturday nights until 2 a.m. instead

of midnight as at present.

SPIVAK PLAYS FINALS

OF N.Y. NEWS JIGATHON

Charlie Spivak and Xavier Cugat's

orchestras have been set to play the

finals of the New York Daily News
annual Harvest Moon Ball at Madi-

son Square Garden, N. Y., Aug. 29.

Woody Herman had. the pop band
spot last year and Jimmy Dorsey

two years ago.

Spivak is currently at Glen Is-

land Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y.

where he closes Aug. 27, and Cugat

is at the Waldorf hotel, N. Y.

The News' own Ed Sullivan will

again emcee.

NO CUSTOMS ON MUSIC

Dancers In Canada, Orchestra on

U. S. A. Parking Lot -

Fort Fairfield, Me., Aug. 5.

Yankee ingenuity was employed
when a Canadian ban on a United

States orchestra almost spoiled the

plans for a dance here. TTie Aroos-

took Valley Country club was the

scene of the difficulty. Its clubhouse

is situated on the Canadian side of

the line in New Brunswick, while its

guests park their cars on the U. S.

side.

The Fort Fairfield Rotary and

Lions clubs were informed at a late

hour that it would not be permitted

to use the American orchestra due

to irnmigration laws. A Canadian

band could not be reached.

The Yankee musicians were assem-

bled on the parking lot and a public

address system was used to pipe the

music into the club.

Goodman, MiUer, Monroe, Lomhardo,

Diichin,Kaye, Messner, Barron,James

Set for N.Y. Runs; 0. Tucker Maybe

55 MEMBERS DRAFTED

Milwaukee Union Has Some Man-
power-Scarity Problems

Milwaukee, Aug. 5.

With 55 members of the Milwaukee
Musicians' association. Local No. 8,

AFM, already drafted for the national
defense program, VoUmer Dahl-
strand, president of the union, is hav-
ing some difficulty in maintaining
the desired instrumentation in vari-
ous playing units.

Biggest headache thus far came
when 14 piano players were taken at
practically one swoop and had to be
replaced immediately.

Fitch Bandwagon To

Remote Beverly Twins

From Jacksonville, Fla.

Fitch Bandwagon program, which
uses new bands each week on its

NBC Blue Sunday broadcasts, goes
to Jacksonville, Fla., Aug 17 to pick
Up the Beverly Twins outfit. Group
is the one that debutted in New
York last winter, composed of seven
sets of twins.

Program will be done from the
Roosevelt hotel, Jacksonville, where
the band is- current Expenses of do-
ing the shot from there, cost of lines,

etc., are to be split by Fitch and
Charles Griner, operator of the
hotel.

OPPOSE CIVIL SERVICE

BANDS PLAYING DATES

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Latest headache for Local 77,

American Federation of Musicians,

is a swing band formed by the Po-
lice and Firemen's organization,

which is taking cuSo bookings at

dances sponsored by political organ-

izations. Officials of the imion last

week protested to Mayor Robert E.
Lambertoif and Superintendent of
Police Howard P. Sutton urging that
the outfit be barred from playing at

affairs which normally would hire
professional musicians. So far the
union has received no reply to its

protest.

Two weeks ago the local stopped
the Police and Firemen's brass band
from broadcasting over WCAU from
ceremonies at Independence Hall in

connection with the convention of

the Police Chiefs Association,

Don Pedro Steps Out

At Chi's Rhnmba Casino

Chicago, Aug. 9.

Don Pedro and his orchestra take

over the key band spot in the new
Rhumba Casino in the loop on Aug.

20. Pedro's new band will carry 12

people, with Pedro to take care of

the vocal solo assignment in addi-

tion to doing general m.c. duties on
the floor show.

Pedro and his band have been in

the Casino since its opening, but
have been handling the fill-in as-

signment primarily, while the top
spots were held by first, Eddie Le-
Baron, and currently, Carlos Mo-
lina.

Max Tarshis Runs Cafe
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

After spending practically all his

life in the band biz. Max Tarshis has
become manager of Trelon Cafe, new
JSeKt Liberty night club and restau-

rant. For years, Tarshis has been
iv.o leader of Four Aces, small dance
ccmbo, who recently closed long stay

at apci he is now piloting.

Tarshis is a brother of Archie
Tar.<;hi.s, with Herman Middleman's
Yacht Club band and for a time at

the heart of that crew.

Lineup of name bands for New
York hotel jobs beginning within
the next two months for the winter
season is practically set. There ara
only one or two spots that are still

indefinite about new faces. Benny
Goodman returns to N.Y. hotel com-
petition

,
after two season'' absence,

going into the New Yorker Oct. 9,

replacing the current Johnny Long.
New Yorker date is to be preceded
by three weeks at Frank Dailey's
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J,
opening Sept. 15.

Pennsylvania hotel, competition to
the New Yorker, will have Glenn
Miller back again for four months,
opening Sept, 6, followed again by
Jimmy Dorsey the first week in

January. Penn is shuttering name
bands in its Cafe Rouge Aug. 13,

when Bobby Byrne exits, until
Miller's opening, Room will have a
five or six piece combo for dinner.

Most important of the rest of the
openings will be that of Vaughn
Monroe,' whose comparatively new
outfit is set for the Commodore,
starting Oct. 9. Guy Lombardo goes
back to the Roosevelt around Oct.
2, definite date unsettled; Eddy
Duchin goes back into the Waldorf's
Empire Room (being completely re-
decorated) on Oct. S. Biltmore, in
the same area, is not yet set on a
band, but Orrin Tucker had been
mentioned.'

Essex House gets Sammy Kaye,
opening Oct IS or 20; McAlpin
brings back Johnny Messner Sept 9;

Blue Barron returns to the Edison
Sept 4 and Harry James goes into
the Lincoln about the same time.
Astor, which has been mulling keep-
ing its roof in operation through the
winter isn't sure on what's going to

happen. It has been interested In
Alvino Rey to follow the current
Will Bradley for the rest of the sum-
mer and Into the- tail.

SWITCH RULE ON

OUTSIDE ARMY

TOOTING

Camp Blanding, Fla., Aug. 5.

Army division bands stationed hei«
will be permitted to entertain at out-
of-camp engagements since Major-
General Morris B. Payne, camp com-
mandant, rescinded a recent order
cancelling them.
His action followed the filing of a

complaint with the War Dept by an
unidentified Jacksonville union mu-
sician who claimed that the .appear-
ance of 43d Division bands in nearby
cities had deprived musicians of
work. Then Gen. Payne ordered the
bands to stop.

On his new action. Gen. Payne re-
ceived a storm of congrdtulations
from the mayor and city commis-
sioners of Daytona Beach, assuring
him that the concerts presented in

the island city by the New England
bands had greatly increased the in-

terest' in band music, and that by no
means had these appearances de-
prived union musicians of work.

Kallen, Garvin Back

With Teagarden After

- WSM, Nashville, Spell

Kitty Kallen and Clint Garvin,
vocalist and trumpeter,, who left

Jack Teagarden's band last year to
join WSM, Nashville, Tenn., return
to that outfit next week, Garvin
lef( first last year to be studio player
at WSM to be near his family, on*
of whom was ill. Miss Kallen fol-

lowed and married him and becams
staff singer at the station. They
start with the band Aug. 16 at
Meadowbrook Country Club,- St
Louis.

Teagarden stops ofl at his horn*
town, Verona, Tex., next week (13)
to play for a charity, concert and
dance, doln« the Job on the cuff.

.
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BAND ROUTES

(WEEK OF AUGUST 8)

Present whereabouts, or fixed addresses, of dance orchestras are

given below, alphabetically arranged. Eve^'y effort will be made to

keep the list as complete and correct as possible. Band leaders and
their managers are Invited to cooperate by notifying Variety of

changes and corrections. There is no charge for listing.

Abbreviations used are as follows: B—ballroom; C—cafe; CC—
country clob; H—hotel; NC—night dub; K—restaurant; T—theatre.

Booking office abbreviations are: MCA, Music Corp. of America;

GAC, General Amusement Corp.; CRA, Consolidated Radio Artists;

F. B., Frederick Bros.; Wm. M, Wm. Morris.

AU1)3, Vic, Book-CnilMlnc H., Dclroll.

Aenow, Chalicd, CnbnmmuH C. rrbnna. O.

Alexnndcr, Van. CRA, NYC.
Allen, Hob, OAC. NYC.
Allen. Red. MCA, NYC.
Andrews, Gordon, Club 18, NTC.

Annatrong, Louis, Joe Ginscr. XXC
Arnhclni, Gus. MCA. NYC.
Ash, Paul, Roxy T., NYC.

Astor, Bob, Wigwam. Budd Lake. N. J.

AjTps, Mllehell, NVi-sl End Cnslno, Deal,

M. J

Bardo. Bill. GAC. NYC.
Barlow, Ralph, Oriental B, Delcvan. Wis.

Barncl, Chnrlle, Cnaa Munnna, Culver
City. Cal.
Boron, Paul, Wm. M., NYC.
Barrle. Dick. Donahue's, Mountain View.

K. J.

Barron. Blue. tRA, NYC.
Bartha. Alex, Steel Pier. Atlantic City.

Basle. Count. WM. NYC.
Baum, Charles, CRA, NYC.
Becker, Howard, The Pines. PcrrysvlUe.

Berlgan, Bunn>^ Bui>keye Lake, D.
Bcrnle, Ben, Manhattan Beach, Brook-

lyn.
Bestor, Don, Sol Claser, NYC.
Beverly Twins, Roosevelt H.. Jockson-

Tllle, Pla.
Block. Teddy, CRA. NYC.
Bofr. MIscha, Waldorf H., NTC.
Bradley, Will. Aelor H.. NYC.
Bradshaw, Tiny Club Lincoln, Columljus.

O.
Brandywynne. Nat, MCA, NYC.
Brandt, Eddy, Terrace C, Virginia

Beach, Va.
Breesc, Lou, Chicago T.. Chicago.
Brigode, Ace, Chippewa Lake, O.
Britlon, Milt, GAC, NYC.
Brown, Lc9. Log Cabin, Armonk, K.T.
Bundy. Rudy. PB. NYC.
Busse, Henry, Claridge H.. Memphis.
Byrne, Bobby, Pennsylvania H., NYC.

Calloway, Cab, GAC, NTC.
Carlsen, Bill, MCA, Chi.
Carroll, Irving, Dcmpsey's Rest., NTC.
Carter, Benny. Moe Cale. NYC.
Casino, Del, Roosevelt H., 'New Orleans.
Cavallaro, Carmen, Rltz Carlton H., At

lantic City.
Chester. Bob. Bea Qlrt Inn, Sea Girt,K J.
Cliavez Orch., Beachcomber, NYK;,
Chllds, Regie, Arcadia B.. NYC.
Clarke, Buddy, Park Central Hotel, NTC.
Clinton. Larry, GAC, NTC.
Coe. Joy. Wm. M., NTC.
Coftey, Jack, Jenklnaon Pavilion, Point

Fleasant, N.J.
Cooper. Al. Savoy B., NTC.
Coleman, Emil, Piping Rocti C. Saratoga

Springs, N, T.
Coumtey, Del. Tune-Town B., St. LouU.
Craig, Francis. Hermitage, NashvUle.
Crosby, Bob, MCA, KTC.
Cugat, Xavler, Waldoqf H., NTC.
Cuininings. Bemle. MCA. NTC.
Curbello, Fausto, Riviera, Fort Lee, N. 1,

FEATURINa

BETTY *» BOB
Bradley Haymes

OPENING AU®. 7

SEA CaRT INN
Sea drt, New Jersey

EXeLUSIVI

BLUEBIRD Releases
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Curbello. Herbert, ST W. 57lh St., NYC.
Culler, Uen, Wm. .M., NYC.

Dalv, Duke, Playlnnd Casino. Rye, NYC.
Diivls. Eildle. La Hue's, NYC.
l^ivls. Johnny 'Sent,' Trianon B., Souih-

g:ile. Cal ^
l);iwn, Dolly, Roselnnd B.. NYC.
Djty, Bobby. Cork O'Kecfc, NYC
Denny, Jark, UriKhton Beach, NYO.
Doutscli, Einery, Wm. .M., NYC.
Doniihuc. Al. GAC, NY'C.
Tjnniihue. Jjnni. Wm. M.. NYC.
Diir.vcv. Tommy. MCA. NTC.
l>ursoy. JiDiiny. Surf Beach C. Vlrglniu

Pi'ach. Va.
Donoll, Snxle, MCA, NTC.
Duchiii, Kddy, CopncobanH, Rio De Jane-

iro.

Duffy. Geo.. Cleveland H.. Clove.
Dunham, Sonny. Meadowbrook, Cednr

Grove, N. J.

E
Ellington, Duke, Mayan Theatre, Los An-

geles.
Klllot, Baron, O. Henry Park, Chicago.
Ennls, Sklnnay, Palmer llouav, Chicago.

Field.<f, Shop. Stanley T., Vltts,
Flo Rllo, Ted, MCA. Chicago.
Pluhor. Buddy. Enna Jettick Park, Au-

burn. N.y.
Fisher. Freddie, Old Vienna, CinclnnatL
Fitzgerald, Ella, Moe Gale. NYC.
Fontaine. Nell, Walton H., Roof, Phila-

delphia.
Foster. Chuck. Blltmore Bowl, L.A.
Fox, Roy, F.B., NYC.
Frasetlo, Joe, WIP, Pblla. .

Fredericks, Jan, Boulevard Tavern, NTC
Funk, Larry, Lookout House, CovlngtoiL

Ky.

Gogen, Frank, MCA, NYC.
Garbcr, Jan, MCA. Chicago.
Garr. Glen, St. Anthony H., San Antonio.
Gasparre, Dick, Plaza H., NYC.
Gill, Emerson, Casa Loma C, Charleston,

W. Va.
Golly, Cecil, Rainbow Gardens, Straf-

ford, Pa.
Goodman. Benny. Sherman H., Chicago.
Gordon, Gray, CRA, NYC.
Grant. Bob, DraGe H., Chicago.
Gray, Glen, Cedar Point, Sandusky, O.
Grayson, Hal, Casino, Catallna Is., Cal.
Grier. JImmie. Saltalr, Salt Lake City.

Hamilton. Geo., Mansion, Toungstown, O.
Hall. Sleepy, Kew Gardens, L.I.
Hallett, Mai, Million Dollar Pier, Atlan-

tic City.
Hampton, Lionel, Joe Glaser, NTC.
Harris. Jack, La Conga, NTC,
Harris, Pbll, Strand T., NTC.
Hawkins, Erakine, Paramount T.. NTC.
Heatherton, Ray, Blltmore H., NYC.
Heldt. Horace, MCA, NTC.
Henderson, Fletcher, FB, NTC.
Henry, Chuck, Tarle Inn, L. A_
Hei.'beck, Ray, Geneva-on-ljake. Geneva,

O.
Herman. Woody, Palladium. H'wood.
Herth. Milt. Syracuse H., Syracuse.
Hill. Tiny, Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh.
Himber, Richard, CRA, NTC.
HInea, Earle, WM, NTC.
Hite, Lea, CRA, NTC.
Hoagland, Everett, Bill Green's, Pitts-

burgh.
Holden, Lou, OAC, NTC.
Holmes, Herble, Beverly Hills C. C,

Newport, Ky.
Hoist, Ernie, Bl Morocco, Westchester

Bath C., N.T.
Hopkins, Claude, Wm. M^ NTC.
Hudson, Dean, MCA, NTC.
Hugo, Victor, Little Rathaksller, Phlla.
Hutton, Ina Ray, Terrace C, Virginia

B.. Va.

Inkspols, Paramount, NTO.

James, Harry. Lincoln Hotel, NTC.
Jarrett, Art, MCA, Chicago.
Jones. Isham, Coney Isle P.. CIney.
Jordan, Lou, Capitol Cocktail Lounge,

Chicago.
Joy. Jimmy, Bismarck H., Chicago.
Jurgena, Dick, St. Catherine H., Cata-

llna Is,, Cal,

Kassel, Art, Lakeside Park, Denver,
Kay, Horble, MCA, NTC.
Kaye, Sammy, MCA, Chicago.
Koams, Joey, WCAU, Phlla,
Kavelln, Al, Palisades Park, Fort Lee,

N.J.
Keller, Leonard, SL Anthony H., Ban

Antonio.
Kendls. Sonny. Slork Club, NTC.
King, Geo., MCA, NTC.
King, Henry, Giro's, Hollywood,
King, Teddy. Skyvue, Pittsburgh.
King, Wayne, MCA, NYC.
Kirby, John, La Martinique. N. J.
Kinney, Ray, Lexington H., NTC,
Kirk, Andy, Joe Glaser, NTC.
Knight-Bob, Cafe Pierre, NYO.
Krupa, Gene, MCA, NTC.
Kuhn, Dick. Statler R.. Buffalo.
Kyser, Kay, MCA, Hollywood.

L
LeBaron, Eddie, MCA, Chicago.
Leonard, Hal, New Casino, Walled Lake,

Mich.
Levont, PbU, Rice H., Houston.
Lewis, Ted. Wm. M., NTC.
Light, Enocb, Pine Point Casino, New-

burgh. N. T.
Little, Jack, CRA, NTC.
Lombardo, Guy, Strand T., NTC.
Long, Johnny, New Torker H., NTC.
Lopez, Vincent. Taft H:, NTC.
Lord!, Carl, F.B., NTC.
Lorlng, MIcbael, Luna Park, Brooklyn,

NTC.
Lucoa, Clyde, MCA, NTC.
Lunceford, JImmie, H. Ozley, NTC.
Lyman, Abe, Majestic T., San Antonio.

M
Ifadrlguera, Bnrlc, St. Francis H., San

Francisco.
Uelneck, Matty,- Chase H,, St, Louis.

', Manohe, Wlngy, Joe Glaser, RCA Bidg.,
NTC.

Mnrsala, Joe, Brass RiUI, Chicago,
Marll. Frank, Piping Rock C. Saratoga

SprlngH. N. Y. „ , .
Mnrlln, Freddy, Cocoanut Grove, I,. A.
Martin, Lou, I^nn A Kddle'a, NYC,
Miistors, Frankle, Eailo T.. Phlla.

.

IMcl'oy, Civile, .MCA, Chicago.
MrCune, 11111. .MCA. NVC.
M»;(1op. Jiibiiny, Yankee Lake. Bi'ook-

Ml'l''ailnnd Twins, Jones Brach. NYC.
.Mi'liiiln-. I.anl, Iroquois Ourdcns, Lex-

InKlcii. Ky.
Mo,-JHiK-r. Jithniiy. Jcirer.''on B.. Detroit.
Millar, lloli. Nli'Oliet II.. Minn.
.MilliT. t;u-nn, OAC, NVC.
.MUllndor, l.ucky. Snvoy It.. NTC.
Miillii;i. Ciirlii.". Uhumbil ( asino, Chicago.
McMiiiiP, VauKbn. W.M, NYC.
Miioiiey, -Vn, llorilcwiik's, Tuckalioe. NT,
Miiore, Carl. 'Deacon' Ohio H., Y'oungB-

liiw n.

.MHrnnil. Jiisi\ I.l.lo C. Long Beach. N.T.

.Mui-gan. Hu."9, Tutcnt I'oie U.. Boston.

N
NagPl, Freddy, Utah H., Salt Lake City.

NiiKlo. llarl.i. Park ria-/.a H. St. Louis.
NcLsOM, Ozzle, Wm. M.. NYC.
McliiilH. I'.pd. Melody Mill, Chicago.
Noble, Uiiy. WM. NYC.
.Noble, Li'iKlMon, Trianon B., South Gate,

Cal.
Noivo. Red. MCA, Cillcngo.
.NottlnRham, 'Gar.v, Dai Tabarin. San

Francisco.

Oliver, Eilille, La Marilnique, N. J.

Olman, Val, Ambassador East H., Chl-
COKO,
OlHpn. George. Wm. M., tNY'C.
Osborne. Will, Paramount T., Los An-

geles.
Owens, Harry. ^Ilramar H., Santa Mon-

ica, Cal.

Palilo, Dan, Palm Beach C, Dct.
Fulge, Hot Lips, Kelly's Stables, NTC,
Punchlto, Versailles, NYC.
Pancho, Rlvieru, Fort Lee, N.J.
Parks, Bobby, St. George H., Brooklyn.

NYU,
Pastor, Tony, Capitol T., Washington,

D. C.
I'corl, Ray, F.B., NYC.
Pedro, Don, Rliumba Casino, Chicago.
Pendarvla, Paul, Cavalier H.', Virginia

Beach, Vn.
Perry, iNewt, MCA, NTC.
Perry. Ron, LaQunrdin Airport, NYC.
Petti, Emile, Aml>assador East H., Chi-

cago. '

Pineapple. Johnny. Lum Feng's, NTC.
Pollack, Ben, Shcmiau Inn, San Diego.

^Po^vell, Teddy, Rustic Cabin, Englewood.

Pniger, Col, Manny, Manltou Beach,
Mich.
Prima, Louis, Casino Burden Lake, Troy.

N.T.

Raeburn, Boyd, Chez Pareo, Chicago.
Ramos, Ramon, Chase H., St. Louis,
Rapp. Bnmey, CRA. NYC.
Rttvazza, Carl. Palace H., San F.
Rclchman, Joe, Plantation C, Dallas.
Rellly, Mike, Sea Girt Inn, Sea Girt,

N. J.
Relsman, Leo, Colony Surf C., West End.

N. J.

Rey. Alvino, MCA, Cleve.
Reynolds, Tommy. Falmouth Beach,

Masr.
Rlmoc, Ciro, MCA. NYC.
RInes, Joe, W.MCA, NYC.
Roades, Rusty, Antlers H., Colorado

Springs. I

Roberts, BUI. Olympic H., Se.ittle,
Rodrlgo, Nano, Club Ball, Phlla.
Rogers, Dick, Steel Pier. Atlantic City.
Rogers, Eddy, Lowry H., St. Paul.
Rolllnl, Adrian. Brigantlne B.. N. J.
Russln, Bnbe, Famous Door. NTC.

S
Savilt, Jan, MCA, Chicago.
Saunders, Hal, St. Regis H.. NTC.
Scott. Raymond, Elltch Gardens, Denver.
Shand. Terry, Plantation C, Houston,
Shaw, Artie, G.\C, NYC.
SIssle, Noble, Diamond Horseshoe, NTC.
Smith, Russ, Rainbow Grill, NTC.
Smith, Stuff, Endure Rest., Bklyn, N.T.

^SiHilh, .Eddie, MIdtown Cafe Society,

Spanler, Muggsy, Idora Park, Toungs-
town. O.
Spltalny. Phil, Variety, NTC.
Splvak, Chnrlle, Glen Island Casino, New

Rochelle, N.T.
Stabile, Dick. Hipp T.. Balto.
Stearney, George, Le Coq Rouge, NTC.
Stock. Gus,. Brook Club, Summit, N.J.
Stoeffler, Wally, Riley's Lake' House,

Saratoga, N. T.
Straeter, Ted, Arrow Head Inn. Saratoga

Springs. N. Y.
Strong. Bob, Villa Modems, Chicago.
Stuart,- Nick, Broadwater Beach H,.

Blioxi. Miss.
Sudy, Joe, Del Mare. Santa Monica, Cal.

Tcagarden. Charlie. Euclid Beacb, Ol»v».
Teagarden. JocK, MCA, Chicago.
Tliompson, Grant, Three Rivers Inn.

Clay, N.T.
Thompson, Lang, MCA. Clove.
Thornblll, Claude. GAC, NTC.
Tomlln. Pinky, Wm. M., NTC.
Travers, Vincent, Wm. M.. NTC.
TrinI, Aiithony, Village Bam, NTC.
Tucker, Orrln, Edgewater Beach H., Chi-

cago. «.

'fucker. Tommy, Berkley-Cartaret H..
Aebury Park, N. J.
Turner, Don, Mount Royal H,, Montreal

V
Varaos, Eddie, Provldence-BIItmor* H.,

Providence, R. I,

Venutl, Joe, Centennial Terrace, Byl-
vanla, O.
Vincent, Victor, Apache H., Lai Vegas.

Nev.

Wald, Jerry, GAC. NTC.
Waller, Fats, MCA, NTC.
Walsh, Sammy, Roosevelt H., New Or-

leans.
Warnow, Mark, OBS, NTC.
Watklns, Sammy, Hollendon H., Cleve-

land.
^Weeks, Anson. Muehlebach, H., Kansas

Weeks; Ranny, Mayfolr Club, Boston.
Weems, Ted, Peabudy H., Memphis,
Wolk, Lawrence, F.n., NYC.
Whiteman. Paul, WM., NTC.
Wlldo, Ran, Cal-Neva Lodge, Lake

Tahoe, Nev.
Williams, Griff, MCA, Chicago.
Williams, Sando, Statler H., DetrolL

j^,Wllson, Teddy, Downtown Cafe Society,

WInton, Barry, Rainbow Room, NTO.

Heine Mack quitting Freddie Car-
lone's sextet as pianist, at tha 1^
Conga Club in Cleveland, to turn
nitery impresario. Taking over the
Spanish Gardens at Chippewa Lak«
Park, O., as result of illness of his

uncle, John Wldeman, who owng It

Jules Mark replacing Mack In the

Cbrlone t)utflit.

On the Upbeat

Eddie Trnnian, music director for

KSO-KKNT, Des Moines, Ia„ is

spending his vacation at the Berk-
shire Muslo Festival at Boston. He
is studying under Aaron Copeland
and Paul Hlndemuth, and is also at-

tending the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra rehearsals.

Dick Shelton's orchestra is now
playing at the Crooked Lake Hotel,

back of Troy, and is broadcasting via

WOKO, Albany.

Louis Prlma's band, with Lily Ann
Carol, Jack Powers and Frank Fred-
erico, opened Aug. 1 at Burden Lake
Casino, Burden Lake, N. Y.

Brad Hunt's band closed at Merry-
Go-Round, Pittsburgh, last night
(5). To Greystone Ballroom, De-
troit, for 'w^k. Succeeded at Mer-
ry-Go-Rpund by Benny Burton.

Bon Aston into West View Park,
Pittsburgh, tonight (6) for short
stay, following Al Kavelin outfit.

Latter opens Saturday at Palisades
Park and then goe( to Virginia
Beach for week.

from New York where they will be
concluding at '.he Strand theatre

'

Brooklyn.

Jimmy Vincent's orchestra opened
on^the^Hotel Ten Eyck Roof, Albany,

Tommy Cullen's orchestra sum-
mering at Rock View, Montague,

J.

Dick Rogers' band returns to tha
Roseland Ballroom, New York for
10 weeks Sept. 5. Aug. 14 they be-
gin three weeks at the Ritz Carlton
hotel, Boston.

Valero Sisters band gets a re-
turn shot at the Rainbow Room N
Y., opening Oct. 8 for 13 weeks'.

Bay Noble and band booked Into
the Trianon, Seattle, for weekend of
Aug. 8 and 9, with Henry King set
for the 20th and 21st.

Teddy King band began limited

stay Tuesday (9) at Sky Vue, air-

port nitery near Pittsburgh.

,
Tiny Hill band comes into Kenny-

wood Park, Pittsburgh, on Monday
(11) for two weeks on heels of Ray
Herbeck outfit

Three Tachtsmem and George
Weber, organist, have replaced Billy

Merit band at Trelon, Pittsburgh. .

Harold Nagel band comes east to

Park Plau hot«l, St Louis, opening
Aug. 14.

Jimmy Dorsey booked for two
straight weeks at the Chicago thea-
tre, Chicago, going in Sept 10.

BeggU Chllda and Eddy Brandt
bands now booked by Wm. Morris.

ChoTlU Margolis (Marlowe) in
New York to straighten out business
affairs.

Deoo* Beeords cutting album of
sides with Bob Hannon, who re-
placed Lanny Rosa on latter'g broad-
cast during vacation.

Fletehar Hendarion band played
at Valdosta (Ga.) oelebratlon during
which Handeison'a father was
awarded medal by Georgia Gov-
ernor. He's the founder of a colored
school there.

Sea Qlrt Inn, Sea Girt, N. J., name
band stand, may remalA open all

year around.

Johnny Lour cutting an album of
coUeg* tunes for Deooa Records.

LeoU Lee W new ttirush with Har-
old Austin band, now at Crystal
Beach, Ont, denaery.

Bernl* Sandler orew at WiUiams-
vllle, N. Y., Casino loat bass player,
Bemle Goodman, to Unela Sam, and
added Al Fisher on trombone.

Horry James one-alofated Sunday
(27) at Pleasure Bea6(i, Bridgeport.
Al Donahue Aug. S.

Vaughn Monroe pl^« Canadian
National ExhlbltioB, Toronto, first

week In September.

Loa Breeae has had hit week's en-
gagement beginning Aug. 8, at Chi-
cago's State-J^ke theatre switched
to the Chicago theatre.

John B. SalllTsn ha* signed per-
sonal management contract with
Weems, Inc., of CHilcago, effective
immediately. Band has been work-
ing mosUy Texas territory, but East-
ern itinerary is planned.

Jimmy Palmer, who pat-ted from
Bobby Byrne several month* ago, re-
joined Um Saturday (2). Dorothy
Claire, who has been hospitalized
with appendloMla, goes baok tonight
(Wed.).

Helen Forrest handed quitting no-
tice to Benny Goodman last week at
Sherman hotel. Ohloa^o. She has no
immediate plana.

Oy Shrlbman Is planning to have
Vaughn Monroe play a Labor Day
eve dance either at Kimball's Star-
light B., Soulfa Lynnfleld, Mass., or
at Symphony Hall, Boston. This will
necessitate flying Monroe and band

Billy Jones' New Yorkers at Rug.
gles Beach, Ohio.

Gent and Terrace' Beach, Catawba
Island, Ohio, has Jimmy Franck'g
orchestra.

Flnzel's Marine Orchestra playing
on big steamer Put-in Bay, 2,680
passenger capacity, on Lake Erie out
of Detroit.

Bob Veott at Vermilion-on-tha-
Lake, Ohio.

Al Donahne will lose Ray Kranz,
trumpet and Don Kavanaugh, trom-
bone, since they took their physical
exam on Monday (4). No replace-
ments as yet.

Les Schorn, pianist for Emerson
Gill, left him to go into the army.
Gill booked for Aug. 16 dance that
will launch 100th anniversary cele-
bration given by Notre Dame U. In
Cleveland.

Erie Greenwood and his Cocktail
Rhythm alternates with Bill Dielil's

band at Wilmer Vogt's tavern, Moun-
tainhome. Pa.

Len Matzen at the Penn-Stroud
hotel, Stroudsburg, Pa.

- Harold' Austin has new vocalist,
Jack Kennedy, for his Buffalo band.

George Sedols left trombone seat
with Bob Armstrong's WBEN house
band, Buffalo, to go with Alvino
Rey.

Alice O'Connell of Toledo is now
singing with Bobby Byrne's orches-
tra, pinch-hitting for Dorothy Claire,
who recently underwent an appen-
dectomy.

Bobby Day's opening at Chatter-
box. Mountainside, N. J., moved up
to Friday (7).

Clyde Loom band shifting agen-
cies, MCA to Wm. Morris, eflectlv*
Sept 1.

Tommy Dorsey entered Johns-
Hopkins hospital, Baltimore, last

Friday (1) for scheduled tonsllec-
tomy.

JIMMY
DORSEY

and His Orchestra

Onmntlr

ON TOUR
Personal UuuccmcDt— BILI, BUItTON

IN A SUBWAY
FAR FROM IRELAND
Columbia Record No. 36211

By

RAYMOND
SCOTT

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

NEW YORK
(Presented heretulth, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated couer

charge business beino done by name bonds in various New York hotels.

Dinner btisiness (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel giue

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates u;ceJ:end and

holidaw price.)

tl'>n(l

Bobby Byrne.

Xavier Cu^jat Waldorf i375. $1-S1.,S0) . .

.

Ray Heathei-ton. . Biltmore (300. $1-$1.50).. .

.

RayKlnney* Lexington (300 75c-$1.50).

Coveri Tutal
tV««ka INlHt Covers

On llnl-

900 6,625

16 2,400 3.400

2,525 7,125

8 475 3,425

, 16 1,325 21,075

8 1.550 10,700

11 450 4,575

Band Bookings

Hal Saunders ....St. Regis (400; $1-$1.50)

Asterisks indicate a supportine floor shoiu, althouph the bond it the

m«ior drau;

Chicago
Benny Goodman (Panther Room, Sherman Hotel; 700; $l-$2 min.). At

finish of first week, Goodman comes up with the swell total of 5,700

payees. Always a good draw in Chi, band looks set for a strong money

•tay.

Sklnnay Ennis* (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 supper min.).

Ertnis continues to be a real money puller. An increase over last week

wilh 4,500 patrons.

Boyd Haeburn* (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.),. Milton Berle head-

ing the floor show keeps this b.o. humming, with another flne week of

4,800 customers.

Jimmy Joy* (Walriut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Provmg

to be a consistent attraction, Joy and his crew drew in 2,300 patrons for

the week; ,. . ,

Bob Grant* (Camellia House, Drake Hotel; 250; $2.50 min.). With smgle

act show (Peggy Fears), Grant band has established itself as a swell Chi

attraction, pulling In 2,700 people past week.

Bob Strong (Villa Moderne; 400; no min.). One of best money outfits

In this area. Strong crew came up with a banner week of 3,500 patrons in

this outslde-city-limits roadhouse.

Los Angelea
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $l-tl.50). Despite all competition

Martin's crew topped its normal 2,500-cover mark with a one-night sellout

for a wedding party."" Better than 2,650 on the week. *»

Chock Foster (Biltmore; 1,150; minimum $1-$1.50). Wearing the end of

eight-month run but stiU pulling around 4,000 diners and dancers weekly,

last stanza being slightly above that due to heavy hotel registry.

Woody Herman (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-83c). Town's fair-haired lad and

good for an 18,000 haul in second stanza. Has four more weeks to go.

Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Sania Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Averaging

around 350 payees nitely on a four-night weekly schedule and probably

sticks through the summer.
Hal Grayson (Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28c-44c). Couldn't get past

the 9,000 mark on the week. Not helping the spot out of its worst season

In many years.

Johnny 'Scat' Davis (Trianon, Southgate; 1,200; 40-55c). Cant catch on

here; again under 2,000 on the week.

Gharile Barnet (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; 55c). Biz way off,

lust under 3,000 stubs on his second week.

Cab Calloway, Aug. 22, week.
Earle theatre, Philadelphia; 29, week,
State Lake theatre, Chicago; Sept.

5-7, Palace theatre. Canton, O.

Frankle Masters, Aug. 18-22.. Steel

Pier, Atlantic City; 29, week, Stan-
ley theatre, Pittsburgh.
Russ Morgan, Aug. 8, week. Totem

Pole B., Auburndale, Mass.; 17,

Babb's Park, Suffield, Conn.
Harry James, Aug. 8-13, Steel Pier,

Atlantic City; 15-21, Eastwood Gar-
dens, Detroit; 22, Idora Park. Youngs-
town; 23, Aud., Buffalo; 24, Myers
Lake Park, Canton, O.; 26-Sept. 1,

Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass.
Bill Bardo, Aug. 16, two weeks,

Iroquois Gardens, Lexington, Ky.
Larry Clinton, Aug. 8, Prom B., St.

Paul; 9, Sheboygan theatre, Sheboy-
gan, Wis., 10, Paramount theatre,

Hammond, Ind.; 11, Winona Beach,
Bay City,

Dolly Dawn, Sept. 9, four weeks.
Chanticleer, Balto.

Chuck Foster, Sept. 4, four weeks,
St. Anthony hotel, San Antonio.
Lani Mclntlre, Aug. 16-17, 20-21,

Swiss Garden, Holgate, O.
Dick Rogers, Aug. 9, Lakeside

Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 10, Her-
sheV Park, Hershey, Pa.
Ben Bernle, Sept. 5, two weeks,

Ritz-Carlton hotel, Boston.
Raymond Scott, Aug. 7, Eastwood

Gardens, Detroit; 10, Rialto theatre,

Joilet, 111.

Shep Fields, Aug. 31, eight days,

Manhattan Beach, N. Y.
Count Basle, Sept. 9, Armory,

Charlotte, N. C; 26, Apollo theatre,

N. Y. •

Del Courtney, Aug. 13, Lakeside
B., Guttenberg, la.

Bay Noble, Aug. 29, 10 days, Cali-

fornia State Fair.

Bob Allen, Aug. 9, two weeks.
Buckeye Lake, O.; 23, two weeks,
Yankee Lake, Brookfleld, O.
Pinky Tomlln, Aug. 9, Macon the-

atre. Franklin, N. C; 10, theatre,

Asheville, N. C; 17-23, Manhattan
Beach, N. Y.
Abe Lyman. Aug.''15, Majestic the-

atre, Dallas; 22, Worth theatre. Fort
Worth.
Bobby Byrne, Aug. 14-17, Steel

Pier, Atlantic City.

Ersidne Hawidns Helps to $46,500

Week at Par;M Harris H.O. Big

SAN FRANCISCO
Carl Ravaiza* (Rose Room, Palace Hotel; 500; 50-$1.25). Third week

topped the second with 1,600 covers.

Lieut. Andrew White, a former
singer with Fred Waring's band.
Corporal Robert L. Jticobson, ex-

trumpeter in a dance orchestra, and
Sergeant Robert Shackleton, erst-

while musical comedy singer, gave
show-business touches to the broad-

cast of 'We, the People' from Camp
Dix, N. J.

Will Osborne's New Band

Gets Film Assignment
Will Osborne's new band has been

signed to work in Warner Bros.

'New Orleans Blues,' in addition to

Jlmmie Lunceford's. Osborne began
work on his chores for the film Mon-
day (4).

Lunceford- completed his part

July 22-25.

Everett Hoagland opened indefinite

engagement Monday (4) at Green's,

Pittsburgh, replacing Clyde Knight

outfit. Fourth time for Hoagland at

pot in a year.

DUKE
DALY

and his band
PLAYLAND CASINO

RTE BR.^CH, NEW VORK
WOB - Motnal

MANAGEMENT
GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

JOHNNY
LONG
and hit orcheitra

HOTEL NEW YORKER

NBC—DECCA RECORDS

MANACEMEST

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Bernie Big at Manhattan Beach, N.Y.,

Cab Stars Over Alabama, $3,500

(Estimates)

Ben Bernle (Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn, Aug. S). Bernle cracked Sun-

day record here with approximately 16,000 pull at $1.65.

Loo Breeie (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., July 28-31). Continuing

solid biz he started last half previous week. Breese pulled 1,500 Monday,

2.000 Tuesday, 2,500 Wednesday, 2,600 Thursday at $.1.35 pair to ring up

seven-day total 16,900-$11,407. Exceptional.

Cab Calloway (Aud., Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 2). Calloway lured 3,700

customers through rain, piling up approximately $3,200 at $1.25 top, av-

erage 85c. At Charlotte, N. C, Armory, July 31, baiWl pulled fair 1,300

at 90c dancers, 75c white lookers-on.

Larry Clinton (Riverview Park. Des Moines, la., July 30). Cllhton's

draw of l,000-$750 at 75c was rated 'splendid' here. At Fairyland Park B.,

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 1, more than 3.000 turned out to top any take in

five years. Advance, 70c; gate, 90c, scratched up $2,400; heavy sugar.

Bob Crosby (Cotton Festival, Vatesville, Ark., July 24). Rain didn't

stop 2,143 seeing Crosby at $1.25. Dripping skies won out, however, at

Municipal Aud., Jackson. Miss. (25), still 1,311 at $1.20 was okay. Next

night (26) 2,731 piled into Aud.. New Orleans at $1.20; Cedar Lake. Ope-

lousas. La. (27) got 890 at $2.20; Camp Hulen, Pelacios, Tex., (28) date

pulled 934 at $1.20; Plantation Club, Houston, next day (29) turned up

1611 at $1- Palm Isle C, Longview, Tex., there were 1,714 at $1; at Plan-

tation C, Dallas (31) dropped to 1,387 at $1. Aug. 1-3 band pulled 4,441

into Spring Lake Park, Oklahoma City at $1.

Al Donahue (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Aug. 1-2). Donahue

established fave here; this time, howevier, he hit new high with 3,300

Friday 3,700 Saturday, at $1.35 pair equalling $4,725. At Pleasure Beach,

Bridgeport, Conn., Sunday (3). Donahue grabbed nice 1,860 at 66c.

Jimmy Dorsey (Mutual Arena. Toronto, Can., July 29). Dorsey took

Toronto by storm, establishing highest draw mark for any similar event

ever seen; dailies front-paged It. Drew 4,852 at $1.

Glen <»ray (Peony Park, Omaha, July 30). Solid sock; 1,100 customers

paid $1 785 at 85c. One of best nights In history of park. At Excelsior

Park B, Minneapolis, however. Gray's pull of 1,254 at 88c wai disappoint-

ing. Heat In 90's In usually cool spot saddled with blame.

Frankle Masters (Saylor's Lake, Saylorsburg. Pa., Aug. 2). 'One of best-

liked outflU to play here this season,' but band drew only »00 at 83c for

$425
Alvino Rey-KInc SUieri (Celoron Park, Jamestown, K. Y., Aug. I).

Rey's playing date Friday (1) at Erie, Pa., only 5S miles away, hurt his

stand here; 780 at $2-$2.80, however, was rated good.

Terry Shand (Lake Worth Casino, Fort Worth, July »7-Aug. I). ««-

cepUonal 5,600 at 44c to 75c equaUed $3,380 for leven nl^U.

Grill WillUms (Ye Old Mill, Dalles, Ore., July 80). Fln« 1.100 dancer*

tor gross of $1,000; at Natatorium Park, Spokane, next day (81) band drew

smallest crewd of season; 800 to gross $700,

That's My Boy'

Kansas City. Aug. 5.

Pearl Wiese, secretary o£ gen-
eral manager John Schilling of

WHB, has just returned from her
vacation at Excelsior Springs.
Spent most of the time beam-

ing while listening to her .<;on's

orchestra, which is at the Elms
hotel there.

LEAFERS USING NAMES

FOR SPOT NEAR TROY

Trov. N. Y.. Au". 5.

Burden Lake Casino, back of Troy,
has started a policy of name bands.
Jack Melvin's orchestra opening
there July 25. The new Will Hud-
ton-Eddie De Lanee unit will follow
Aug. 1. Willard Alexander is hand-
ling the booking.

The Casino is managed by Allen
and. Nate Leafer. for several years
captains in the Rainbo Room of the
New Kenmore Hotel. Albany.
Brothers hope to keep the Casino
open during the winter months.

Kenny Sargent Released

For Out-of-Town Jump
Minneanolis. Aug. 5.

After being arrested with a woman
in his room in a local hotel for di.---

orderly conduct. Kenneth L.
('Kenny') Sargent. 34, vocalist with
Glen (Jray's Casa L^m.?' orche.<!tra,

spent half the night in jt-il. but wa'
released without charge at 6:25 a.m.
to permit him to catch a train wit*'

the band. The woman was fined $^
for drunkenness.
The hotel incident occurred after

the orchestra had played a one-
night stand at Excelsior Park Ijall-

room. A house- detective, who said
the couple were disorderly, called
the police. When they refused to
quiet down and demanded to be
jailed, the police complied.

(Estimates for This Week)

Ersklne Hawkins, New York—
(Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99).

With Four Ink Spots. Stump tt

Stumpy on stage and 'Shepherd of

Hill.s' (Par) on screen. Evenly bal-

anced between flesh and pictures,

with both nicely sold and overcom-
ing unfavorable reviews. Sturdy
$46,500, and show stays a second
week.

Phil Harris, New York— (Strand;

2,767; 35-55-75-85-99). Screen at-

traction is 'Bride Came C.O.D.' i2d

wk. for both). James Cagney-Belte
Davis in comedy is okay but that

extra lift Is being given by Phil
Harris' organization. Neat $30,000 or

thereabouts for second se'.'sion after

robust $46,000, first week. Combo
stays a third.

Joe R'nes, New York— 'Stale;

3.400; 28-44-55-75-90-$!. 10). 'Adven-
ture in Washington' (Col) ilst run)
is picture. Nice stage support in

Cass Daley, Larry Adler, others, but
film is not helping greatly despite
fact that it is first-run. Limpid
$14,500 likely, or about the same as
last week.
Vaughn Monroe, Philadelphia

—

(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75). Plug
•Dance Hall' (20th) on screen. Whole
town sweltering in heat, and biz way
ofT as result. Film is not helping
any. Fair $16,000 in prospect.

Paul Whltcnian, Pittsburgh

—

/Stanley; 3,800; 25-40-60). Wallace
"Eeery's latest, 'Barnacle Bill' (M-G),
credited with attractirlg good biz

here. First time Whiteman's been
here in several years and he's be-
ing welcomed with nifty $22,500.

JEAN WALD REORGANIZES

Girl Band Opens at Hotel Fort
Hayes in Columbus

WLW'S DANCE LIST

Cincy Station Goes Far Afield for

Remote Pickup

Cincinnati. Aug. 5.

Glenn Rendezvous, remodelled
.streamlined nitery in Newport, Ky.,
opposite Cincy, which opens Wednes-
day (8), has been added to WLW's
already long string of remote spots.

Place Is named after its operator,
Glenn Schmidt, who formerly inan-
aged Beverly Hills, on the outskirt;

of Newport. Initial show at the
Glenn has Chris Christen.^en's band.
Jackie Heller. Mala and Hari.

Evelyn Farney and Marc Ballero.

WLW Is airing music from Bever-
ly Hills and another nearby Ken-
tucky nitery. Lookout House, also

Old Vienna, the Netherland Plaza
hotel. Coney Lsland, and Castle

Farm, in Greater Cincy, plus Lake
Breeze hotel at Buckeye Lake, O
The station has deals pending for

special wires into 'Pop' Lantz's

Merry-Go-Round. Dayton, O., and
the Deshler-Wallack hotel, Colum-
bus, O.

Freddie Fifher's Schnickelfritz

band. In the third month of its

fourth engagement at Old Vienna,

moves the middle of August into the

Merry-Go-Round, Dayton, for sev-

eral weeks while Old Vienna Is be-

ing remodelled. The Fisher combo,
which is magneting turnaway biz at

Old Vienna, will return there for

the reopening.

Bert Farber'e band, from WLW, Is

having a summer run at the Nether-

land Plaza to good returns.

Other apota remoted by WLW
have road bands for brief stays.

Pittsburgh, 'Aug. S.

After four-month vacation, Jean
Wald, local band leader who dis-

banded her all-femme outfit follow-

ing winter engagement in Florida, is

reorganizing again and will break
in new crew shortly at Hotel Fort
Hayes in Columbus, O. She has Mary
Osborne, electric guitarist who was
with Dick Stabile last year, and bass
violist Mary Flo Woods, whose hus-
band, Fred Pariese, recently re-

placed Frankle Carle at piano for

Horace Heidt.

Both Miss Osborne and Miss
Woods were members' of the old
Winifred McDonald Trio on station

KDICA here. Threesome left radio

spot to join band of Buddy Roger.s
with whom they toured for couple of

seasons.

Ben Bernie's Tour

Following his current week at

Manhattan Beach, N. Y., where he
hung up a hew Sunday record with
over 16,000 payees at $1.65 (op, Ben
Bernie vacations for two weeks and
then one-nighters through New
England.
He moves Sept 6 Into the Ritz-

Carlton, Boston.
'

: HARRY f

^ JAMES ^

1

AND UI8

Music Makers Orchestra

Columbia Recordi

ON TOUR
Dir.: — Motle Corp of Amcrira

LOU BREESE
And His Orchestra

NOW PLAYING

CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago
(Week Augutt 8)

r«r*oiuil Manager, SAM LUTZ
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Macy s Complains That Pre-Releases

By Disc Jockeys Jams Merchandizers

Record jockeys running platter

programs on independent stations in

New Yorli are being very carefui

currently in their use of pre-release

masters of recordings by popular
bands. Tiiey now make sure to ex-

plain to listeners that the tunes are

not yet available at record counters.

Department stores, Macy's in par-

ticular, which has an extensive rec-

ord department, cracked down on

some of them in the last couple

weeks for turntabling masters bl

stuff without the important explan-

ation tagline that pressings had not

yet been put on sale.

Practice among record program
m.c.'s of securing master cutting:>

tvom press agents, leaders, is in-

creasing. Seems to be a rivalry

among 'em to be the first to broad-

cast a recording of a tune that's ex-

pected to hit a high mark in sales.

One broadcaster recently went '
so

far as to use on his show an ofif-the-

air platter of an arrangement by a

certain band. He couldn't wait for

the master. Meant that he was air-

ing the tune weeks before it was
released on wax.
Macy's squawk that it was getting

requests for records not yet avail-

able substantiates the theory thai

the playing of records on the air

helps rather than hurts retail sales.

MARION HUnON BACK

TO GLENN MILLER

Marion Hutton, former vocalist

with Glenn Miller, returns to that

band Aug. 15 before the outfit opens
at the Pennsylvania hotel, New
"Vork. She will replace the present

Paula Kelly. Miss Hutton was with

Miller during his band's push to the

top of the healp, but left him last

fall to becdme a mother.

She's married to Jack Philbin

manager of the Johnny Long band,

now at the New Yorker hotel, N. "Y

George Smith's Promotion
i, Fort Worth, Aug. 5.

George Smith, manager of Casino

Park at Lake Work, who recently

signed to operate a cafe-ballroom at

the Texas State Fair in Dallas in the

fall, has also landed contract of

similar nature for the South Texas
State Fair at Beaumont beginning
Oct. 30.

,

Smith will handle these enterprises

•long with his Casino management.

Count Basie Set

Cafe Society, uptown. N. Y., is

going in for big bands this fall.

Count Basic's orchestra opens at the

spot Sept. 16 for an indefinite stay.

Length of his run depends on

whether Duke Ellington agrees to

follow him. Ellington is currently on

the Coast with 'Jump For Joy,' new
legit musical.

Basie has'n't located in a New
York spet since the spring of 1939

when he flr.<!t played N. Y., at the

Famous Door.

Sam Scribner
^sContlnued from page

Authority and devoted much time to

aid to the indigent. Only his three

children are mentioned in the will,

they to share the estate equally, but

informed sources indicate they will

receive little or nothing. The home
in Bronxville was in the name of

Mrs. Scribner, who died some years

ago. There also was,a trust fund in

her name, but nothing is revealed as

to its present value. Their children

are to have the use of the house dur-

ing their lifetime, also the proceeds

from the trust, furtd.

Scribner was supposed to have

cleaned up a fortune when he sold

^e Columbia Burlesque Wheel, but

insiders on the deal say he got

nothing. At one time he was a

millionaire. About 15 years ago he

and other burlesque showmen in-

vested in a Pennsylvania coal mine
near Scribner's home town of Brook-

ville. The holdings went sour and
when the others dropped their

interests, Scribner stuck and sunk
all told around $500,000. I. H. Herk,

at that time close to Scribner, was
among those in the mining venture

and pulled out $25,000 in the red.

Ed J. Flynn, prominent Bronx
politician and Democratic National

Chairman, is said to have aided

Scribner by securing him receiver-

ship a.ssignments. Jacob I. Good-
stein, formerly attorney for Colum-
bia Wheel, is aJso said to have as-

sisted Scrijjner.

Fully Defined

Milwaukee, Aug. 5.

Just what constitutes a taxable

coin machine is defined in a

manner admitting of little doubt

in the ordinance just worked'

out by the Milwaukee common
council. The definition:

'Any machine or device which
is so constructed or installed

thot upon the insertion in <he

slot of the machine of a coin, it

returns, dispenses, discharges,

produces, delivers, or vends

candi/, gum, nuts, bottled or tm-
bottled drinks, edibles, articles

for personal use, postage stamps,

cigarets, cigars, tobacco or smok-
ers' stipplies of any description,

tn/ormation shotoing uieight, pic-

tures, photographs, reproductions

of music, sounds or speeches, or

any sound on film reproduced
through o mechanical speaker,

either with or u)ithou( a cinema
or moving picture reproduction

in connection fheretuith.'

Coin-Catching Records-and Others

Kay Kyser 'Ton and 'I'—'Cowboy Serenade* (Colnmbla 3S244)

Here's a tune with machine possibilities. More Meredith Willson's
ballad is heard the better it gets. Kyse^'s slow-tempoed cutting is played
well and vocal by quartet of singers helps. Dick Jnrgena also tackles the
tune (Okeh 6289) and, while it's behind Kyser's, his is saleable also. Best
release so far, however, is by Glenn Miller,, out recently. Kyser's coupling
is a pleasant cowboy melody sung by Harry Babbitt, a good thing for sit-

uations which like westerns. Jurgens backing is 'Starlight, Starbright,'

so-so, Harry Cool vocals.

Eddie Boblnaon, giving up his own
orchestra since the Gourmet Club
shuttered in Cleveland for the sum-
mer, 'has joined Manny Landers'
outfit |at Akron's Mayflower Hotel as

pianist. Bob Shelley, former trum-
pet for Benny MerofT, another addi-

tion to Landers' unit.

10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines

(Records belou) ore grabbing most nickels this week in jukebotes
throughout . the country, as reported by operators to Vabiety. Names
of more thnn one band ox vocalist after the title t7idicntes, in order of

popularttt/, whose recordings are being ) pkii/ed. Figures and names in

parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respectii;e publishers.)

( Sammy Kaye Victor

\ Andrews Sisters Decca

I Jimmy Dorsiey Decca
7 Tony Pastor Bluebird

8, Green Eyes -(5) Southern Jimmy Dorsey Decca

4. Goodbye Dear, Be Back vear (4) C.toC.
[ S°rRo"b:i'k: ! ."."'DtJa

.. Rose and a Prayer (4) BVC......;
"V/^'^Jl^eS

Jukeboxes In

Front of Spots

Impede Traffic

Group of 21 coin machine pp-

erators were fined in Rockaway

Beach (N, Y.) court last week for

placing coin boxes in front of their

concessions on the boardwalk.

Brooklyn jitterbugs were interfer-

ing with boardwalk traffic with their

hopping to the grooved rhythms set

in motion by their nickels.

Magistrate Peter A. Horn labelled

the racket and jitterbugging as vio-

lations of nuisance and anti-noise

ordinances. ^

Wnriitzer Reports 40%

Drop in Jukeboi Output

Doe to U. S. Priorities

1. Daddy (9) Republic

S. Maria Elena (6) Southern.

•. Yours (3) Marks. ( Jimmy Dorsey Decca
.

I
Vaughn Monroe Bluebird

7. Things I Love (2) Campbell..
1 ^^J;^^^^. "i; -^^^^

B. Yes, Indeed (1) Embassy. (Totnmy Dorsey Victor

Boy, Goodbye (1) Famous {^"-^^ Z:::^
10. Hut-Sut song (7) Schumann

| ^s";::!";;: ! l^lH^blJ^

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records are directly below the first 10 in popularifj/, but growing

In demand on the coin machines.)

.Bluebird
..'.Victor

BufTalo, Aug. 5.

Uncle Sam's defense priorities are

about to hit the o'ounger set right

where it hurts—in the juke boxes.

Fewer of the nickelodeons are being

turned 'OUt at l^udolph Wurlitzer

plant in North Tonawanda, one of

biggest firms in the field, because

materials vital to their manufacture

are being diverted to defense chan-
nels. Plant faces serious threat of

closedown unless it can start produc-
ing defense parts.

Plant officials, who said sales could
be booming if they could get mate-
rials, declared, production had fallen
off to 40% in three months and one
of three shifts had been laid off, per-
haps permanetitly, reducing employ-
ment from 1,750 to 1,350. Metals
which can't be obtained right now
are chiefiy steel' die castings, alu-

minum, zinc and copper.
Supply on hand will last two

months or so, Farny R. Wurlitzer ex-
plained,, after which the fui-ther

manufacture of jt^e boxes is only a

probability.

Don't Cry Cherie (Shapiro) ,

{
f^^^/^'iye

When Sun Comes Out (BVC) • 1^^"!^ '
'

' '^l'^^(Charles Spivak Okeh

Goodbye Little Darlin' (T. B. Harms) ^ ^'"^ Crosby Decca

I
Gene Autry Okeh

Til Reveille (Melody Lane) i
^ing Croiiby •••Decca

(Kay Kyser Columbia

I Glenn Miller Bluebird
(Tommy Dorsey Victor

Guess I'll Have to Dream Rest (Block).

Little Bit South pf North Carolina (Porgie) . |

^^''^ Robertson... .... .Decca

Peaceful in' Country (Regent).

Gene Krupa Okeh

( Charli.e Spivalc Okeh
(
Harry James Columbia

Lang Thompson Departs

With Pittsburgh Talent
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Before leaving tri-state .area,

around which he has been barn-

storming for last month. Lang
Thompson made raids on flock of

Pittsburgh bands, taking along four
men from Local 60 in addition to a
vocalist. Men are replacements for'

Thompson musicians recently called
up by the draft, and girl, Patti Jean,
is a temporary flller-in for Peggy
Dolan, who was seriously injured
several weeks ago in an - auto acci-
dent.

Tooters Thompson signed up here
were Dean Sayre, 'Pat Oliver, Ward
Kaler and Bobby Milliken. Latter,
formerly with Sid Dickler, cele-
brated his new connection by marry-
ing Betty Benz, Pittsburgh night
club dancer.

Tommy Dorsey 'For You'—'Swing Low, Sweet Chariot' (Victor 36399)
Dorsey is marketing 12-inch platter arrangements of standards every so

often. Both of these two click solidly. Best is perhaps 'For You,' a neatly
knit arrangement striing with listenablc instrumental ideas. Dance-tem-
poed, well played piece is studded with breaks. Jo Stafford's vocal socks.
Rhythmic 'Swing Low,' straight instrumental, bangs the bell, too. It's also
peppered with solos. Sales should be strong.

Al Donahue 'Do This More Often'—'Be Honest With Me' (Okeh 6294)
First tune is a pleasant entry, but it's not strong enough for much ma-

chine use. ponahue's "band handles it beautifully, on an easy rhythmic
kick and the arrangement is good. Pat Kaye lyrics. Reverse is also okay,
but it lacks the punch necessary to get very far. Phil Brito vocals. In
view of this band's great improvement all around it might be wise to hand
it better tunes.

Lew Pollack writing four songs,
'Kit Kit Kitty,' 'Horse's Heaven,' 'I

Can't Get Away From You' and the
title tune for Harry Sherman's
'Hoppy's Holiday' at' Paramount.

Sbep Fields 'Hungarian Dance No. S'
—'Don't Blame Me' (Bluebird 11225)

Fields' new bra.ssless band displays very effectively on the first side the
.solid drive and push it gets without a bank of brass. An adaptation of

a Brahms piece, the arrangement by Lew Harris is filled with color. How-
ever the side will sell best for private use. Band hits an unusually good
dance tempo on the reverse, a well-played standard. On machines fact
that Fields' band has no brass means nothing; few average listeners can
tell. To get anywhere in the coin box field Fields will have to click with
a pop, dressed in the fine tone colors it's possible for his arrangers to
get with the wide instrumentation of the band.

Charlie Barnet 'Be Fair'—'Wasn't II You' (Bluebird 11223)

More like it. Barnet's long delayed switch to pops brought a few
weeks ago an attempt that sounded more like Glenn Miller. This job on
'Fair' is not readily identifiable as Barnet,' except throuh his sax solos, but
neither is it anyone else—but it's good. Bob Carroll's vocal is okay. It

tune moves in machines, and it should, this side will go, too. Reverse
isn't as strong a melody. Carroll and Quintones vocal.

Vaughn Monroe 'Sleepy Serenade'—'Love Me Little' (Bluebird 11221)

Few, if any, of releases out on first include a vocal. Monroe's lyricing,

while hampered a bit by the slow temp), can start the tune rolling in ma-
chines. Up to now it hasn't dnne much. Tasty muted band work backs
the singer. Reverse brings up Marilyn Duke vocalling another pop. It's

okay.

Tommy Dorsey 'Guess I'll Have to Dream'—'Loose Lid' (Victor 27526)
Dorsey "s arrangement of 'Dream' should shove the number into the

solid hit class in machine and counter sales. . Formula 'is similar to last

year's 'Never Smile Again,' using Frank Sinatra, PieM Pipers and good
band work, including standout muted trombone break. Glenn Miller's
recent cutting is second to Dorsey's. Harry James made it, too. (Col.

36255) with Dick Haymes vocal; it's okay, but will be smothered by Dor-
sey and Miller. Same fate is in store for Les Brawn's (Okeh 6308), which,
though equal to James', suffers because of Ralph Young's occasionally
sloppy pronunciation. Sy Oliver arrangement, couple good rhythmic
swing .moments, backs Dorsey's side. James' flipover is another good pop,
"I'll Never Let a Day Pass By,' spotlighting Haymes again. Ralph Young
redeems himself on Brown's reverse, running 'Be Fair' to a good total.

Kay Kyser 'I've Been Drafted'—'Do This More Often' (Columbia 36253)
First is one of better musical ideas based on conscription. Neat piece

of material easily suitable for machine play. Kyser's version, well played
and cutely sung by Sully Mason is good; tempo's fairly fast. Chuck
Foster's version (Okeh 6304) isn't as capable; quintet of singers vocal.
Kyser's coupling is tasty arrangement of 'Why Don't We Do This More
Often," arrangement improving the tune. Ginny Simms, Harry Babbitt
vocal. Fester's backing, 'Kiss Polka,' is from Sonja Henie's new film, tune
with possibilities in view of film exploitation it will get. It's done innoc-
uously heie, however, sung by Dorothy Brandon and Three D's.

Dinah Shore 'You and I'—'On Bicycle Built for Two' (Bluebird. 11233)
Mi.<:s Shore pitches a brilliant vccal of the strong pop melody. It'll sell

commercial or counter. Continuing her standard couplings, 'Bicycle,'

rhythmically arranged, compares with anything she's done. It's swell.

Gene Krupa 'Got Letter From Kid'—'Have Tou Changed' (Okeh 6306)
First melody is unusual selection for krupa. Story of kid's letter to his

dad carries a punch—for counter, not machine. Wallop is all in the vocal
by Howard Dulaney. Reverse can easily be forgotten. Tune isn't worth
much. Roy Eldridge's trumpet rides it smoothly and Dulaney vocals.

Glenn Miller 'Chattanooga Choo-Choo'—'I Know Why' (Bluebird 11230)
From Miller's film with Sonja Henie, 'Choo-Choo' doesn't figure to cut

much ice commercially, except by Millers' own version and possibly
Johnny Long. Miller's side is rhythmic and nicely arranged; Tex Beneke
and Modernaires vocal. Not as well done, but still satisfying is Johnny
Long's cutting (Decca 3905) in the usual Long method of Bob Houston
vocal and band chorusing. One which won't do much outside his imme-
diate fans is by Cab Calloway (Okeh 6305). Tune is least effective under
him. 'I Know Why,' Paula Kelly-Moderhaires vocalling, is pleasant Miller
backing. 'Booglie Wooglie Piggy' is not as auspicious as Long's coupling;
'Take- 'A' Train,' Calloway's reverse has been done much better before.

Teddy Powell 'See Million People'—'Jungle Boogie' (Bluebird 11232)
Weather eye ought be kept on first number; it's marked with definite

machine possibilities for nickel or counter sales. Powell's arrangement
and playing, in rhythmic dance tempo, is saleable; Rutb' Gaylor vocals.
Backing drives, another of Powell's unliiijited stock of sizzlers.

Tony Pastor 'Found Ton In ll|ln'—'J21 Day, Once Month' (Bluebird 11231)
Initial melody is based on good idea, but somehow it lacks the spark to

lift it out of average rating. Eugenie Baird sings it well. '21,' another con-
scription entry, has nwchine pdtentialilies; lyric is a timely lament.

Charioteers 'Tes, Indeed'—'Cowboy Serenade' (Okeh 6310)
Another release of 'Indeed,' which just adds to the total. Not stro,

enough to disturb ranking ones; formula is same as others. 'Cowboy,' slow
paced, is average in effect.

Mitchell Ayres 'Goodbye Dear'—'At Old Town Hall' (Bluebird 11234)
'

Late release of tune now riding machines, Ayres' cutting of first is

smoothly done, sung by Johnny Bond. Doesn't improve on current
versions, however, Victor didn't have release of It is the answer.
Coupling dpesn't cut much of a swath outside of Mary Ann Mercer's vocaL
Melody seems familiar.
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'FORGET PAST, LOOK AHEAD'
Long-Pun Meet of ASCAP-Radio

Feud ShowsUp in Dkc Sale Fall-Off?

Limitation of new 'popular music

material, caused by the prolonged

flght between NBC-CBS and ASCAP,
has begun to have its eSect iii a ma-
jor way with the sales of the phono-

graph record' companies. Columbia

lor the second quarter of this year

sold 800,000 discs less than it did for

the previous three months. In actual

payoff of royalties to copyright own-

ers this will mean a difference of as

much as 25%. Victor's .pop disc sales

Is also reported to be off, while

iJecca won't have its accumulative

sales figures ready untU the end <}l

this week.
The record companies didn't feel

the pinch resulting from the shut-

down of production by ASCAP pub-

lishers until the second quarter was
under way. These companies had
until then been riding on material

that ASCAP affiliates had produced

and exploited prior to the break

with radio (Dec. 31).

JOE GOLD BEATS OUT

VOCCO IN GOLFERY

Joe Gold, of Harms, stroked Rocco
Vocco off the course last Thursday
(31) in the finals of the Profes-

sional Music Men's amateur golf

tournament at Glen Oaks G. C,
Great Neck, L. I. Gold finished

Vocco 7 and 6 after 36 holes.

Win gave Gold the PMM's silver
' trophy and Guy Lombardo's $250
set of clubs and bag, and a club do-
nated by Saul Bornstein. It was
his second win In the seven years
the tournament has been held. Vocco
took Tommy Dorsey's $50 prize.

A flock of prizes were distributed

all along the line, the awards ex-
ceeding the number of entries.

Takes Over Greek Melody

North 4c South American Music,
the Warner Bros, subsidiary wherein
Xavier Cugat Is partnered in the
Latin song catalog, has taken over
a Greek melody, 'Misserlou.'

Columbia is waxing this in nov-
elty manner. Cugat will do the

conga version and Benny Goodman
will be the back-up with a swing
arrangement of the same tune.

Morris Wires From Coast

Denial of N. Y. Rumors;

Raps Pubs' 'Hypocrisy'

While the NBC deal was at the

height of discussion last week, the

board of directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers received a long wire from
Edwin H. Morris, head of Mercer it

Morris, expressing • resentment at

rumors circulating in^the trade about

his imminent release "of a Kay Kyser
film score to NBC and Columbia.

The telegram, which came from Hol-
lywood, also asked that his (Morris*)

name be withdrawn as a publisher

candidate for. the ASCAP board.

Morris' wire charged that the ru-
mor was totally without foundation
and remarked about the 'hypocrisy'

of certain other publishers in the
Society. It said that five other pub-
lishers had bid for the catalog, with
most of them either assuring or im-
plying that they would have no ob-
jection to the score's release to the

networks for exploitation piuposes.

THIirS GIST OF

BERNSTEIN PLEA

Hopes That Negotiations

With CBS, Now Expected,

Will Be as 'Correct and
ImpeKsonal' as With NBC
—Society Disappointed in

Deal at 2y^% But Glad to

Be Back on Air—^Auditors

Disagree on Annual Yield

PERHAPS $3,500,000

As acting president of the Ameri-
can Society of Composers,. Authors
and Publishers (Gene Buck being on
a month's vacation in California),

Louis Bernstein last Friday (I) in-

structed the management to ap-

proach CBS, when it becomes ex-
p«dient to negotiate, with as friendly
and cordial an attitude as possible.
Bernstein urged that John G. Paine
and E. C. Mills avoid in their dis-

cussions with CBS any tinge of acri-
mony or recrimination and that they
convey by their manner a desire to
eradicate as quickly as possible the
bitterness that has prevailed be-
tween the two factions for the past
two years and to return to amiable
business relations.

ASCAP's radio committee has ex-
pressed itself as'rouch impressed by
what they termed the 'gentlemanly
and considerate' approach and man-
ners of the NBC negotiators. So
much as a hint of personalities had
never come up in the weeks of dis-

cussions and even though the° com-

(Continued on page 42)

ASCAP Hopes Broadcasters Will

Join It in Stemming Tide Of

State Laws That Help Nobody

Pluggers Pleased

There's much glee in Tin Pan
Alley among the pUiggers at
least even though the executives
figure the NBC-ASCAP accord
was a 'forced' deal, with an 'or

else* attitude.

The pluggcrs who have been
chafing for action since Jan. 1

now look forward to getting on
the bandwagon literally and
start 'making' the nation's hits,

with cooperation of the major
networks.

Meyer-DeSylya Protest

'Calif/ Song Sale To

20th for $150; Sue Pub

Joseph Meyer and B. G. De Sylva

will apply to N. Y. supreme court on

Aug. 26 to dismiss the defenses of

M. Witmark & Sons to ^ $50,000 suit

they are bringing against the pub-
lislj^r. Suit claims Witmark sold
'California, Here I Come,' to 2pth-
Fox for $150, costing' them $50,000.

Song was written in 1923 and
given to Witmark to publish. It is

claimed Witmark sold the song in

1939 to 20th for 'Rose of Washington
Square,' without permission, for

$150. The defense asserts that Wit-
mark owns the rights and that both
plaintiffs knew of and approved the
sale.

ASCAP proposes to try to stem
the spread of hostile state legislation
through the strategy of appealing to
the broadcasters' self-interest. The
Society will point out to this licensee
element that if it continues to stir
up local legislators on the proposi-
tion of taxing ASCAP the broad-
casters will in time find that the
thing has boomeranged and that the
same legislators will look with tax-
acquisitive eyes on the profits of
radio, as has already happened in
the case of Congress.

It is ASCAP's belief that the
broadcasters, instead of keeping up
their local war barrage against the
Society, should join with ASCAP in
fighting against such type of legis-
lation in behalf of both the music
and the broadcasting industries.
Radio has been for several years
showing state salons how much
money there is in the performing
rights business and how to tax it,

and ASCAP figures that since there
is a lot more in broadcasting there
would be nothihlg to prevent these
same solons to turn their attention
to radio once they've got through
with ASCAP.

CAMPBELL nrCOBFORATES
Albany, Aug. 5.

Jimmy Campbell Publications,
Inc., has been chartered to conduct
a printing-publishing business in
New York. Directors are Frederick
Zane, Philip Lippner and Belle
Seligman, New York City.
Alfred Sebol was fllhig attorney.

He's formerly of Campbell-Con-
nelly, London ' music publishers.

HISTORY WITHOUT HYSTERICS
As they drink to 'peace' in the un.sati.sfying, tepid

lySfo brew of NBC, the men of A.SCAP are under-

standably far from jubilant. Peace, it ain't entirely

wonderful.

Now begins the autumn of discontent and post-

mortems. This is the open season for I-told-you-so

recriminations. ASCAP has had eiglit months of

unpleasant surprises and it is human nature no

doubt to deposit the blame on i^articular doorsteps.

"Which is strictly ASCAP's business. But perhaps

this much may be said here—there is a lot of

work to be done, there is ground to be re-won,

there are problems that will take plenty of time and

energy and ingenuity. Too niucli squandering of

brainpower on bitter afterthoughts will be an ex-

pensive luxury that ASCAPers now, more than

ever, cannot afford.

The fact needs to be faced that when the plugs

stopped the music business stopped. Not just for

the reasons the broadcasters would perhaps give,

but because publishers had too many of their eggs

in the radio basket and could not, or at least did

not, open up new channels. All the talk of what
they would do ju§t was forgotten. Throughout
most of 1941 the production of new .\SCAP hits

nearly stopped. If the writers turned 'em out the

p^ublishers didn't publish 'em. The songwriters who
remained active were employed in Hollywood film

studios from whence came tlie greatest pressure to

?ettle the radio row, even at unfavorable terms.

ASCAP publishing houses are at this moment
islowed down to a walk. Without putting all the

blame on them, the opening of Mutual a couple of

months ago only proved that ASC.KP wasn't able

to take advantage. And for tlie next weeks or

^months perhaps there will be more than plenty of

Gershwin and Herbert, Berlin and Kern. All good
stuff, of course, but not new. I'op music thrives

on newness. It's the life-blood of its c.vcitement,

it's the steam behind the sales drive. Tliatp why

they've got to step up the tempo so markedly to re-

capture their prestige.

Maybe it's fair to say that ASCAP entered this

fight with radio under certain illusions. Those illu-

sions are now pretty well boiled out of ASCAP's
system due in large measure to the convenient aid

the Government rendered to radio in the fight.

Meantime, perhaps, as the fight ends, radio broad-

casters and radio advertisers are suffering from an

illusion or two of their own. In particular radio

men seem to think they have proved that quality

doesn't matter—enough—in music. Every show-
man, every man with standards, all the commonly
accepted lore of theatrical experience, cries out that

this radio idea is an abomination, a distortion, a

specious misinterpretation of the facts.

If ' quality didn't count, the broadcasters would
never ' sign with ASCAP on any terms. They
wouldn't be in the mood. That much, at least,

should be clear. ASCAP signs at unsatisfactory

terms simply because the alternative course of hold-

ing out is too costly. Most publishing houses are

not big business. Their chief customer—radio—is.

Bigness beat littleness. .A-lthough BMI has im-

proved and turned out its quota of hits they were

not numerous considering that BMI had a monop-
oly of the air for eight months. It is by no means
proven that producing hits is a business that any-

body can enter from scratch.

As for the taunt of broadcasters that the public

didn't give a hoot about ASCAP as ASCAP, that

it true. That was one of ASCAP's illusions. But

has there been any spontaneous uprising of the

public to protect radio which is being attacked in

Wa.shington just now? No. Radio's pleased dis-

covery about the public and music also applies to

the public and radio. People are rather bu.sy now-

adays worrying about the war, ta.ses, jobs, economic

dislocations.

uals buy music. And individuals will always have
likes and dislikes, and always lean to quality as
against mediocrity.

Ainong the reasons being advanced by ASCAP
publishers for ASCAP's ill-faring are weak public
relations on ASCAP's part through the years, plus
a country-wide antagonism it had accumulated in

licensee quarters because of arbitrary methods of
conducting business. In more recent years ASCAP
has made marked efforts to change both the method
and the tone but it apparently had come too late.

There was public apathy toward the issues in-

volved, principally because the war offered more
important and pressing concern. Radio was also

endowed at the moment with a powerfully attrac-

tive item of loudspeaker fare, news and news com-
ment, to offset the need for music. Listeners in

large numbers under normal conditions might have
considered the music far below par, but this senti-

ment was outbalanced by a desire to keep apprised

of latest world and domestic events.

Hundreds of newspapers throughout , the coun-
try either operated their own stations or were affil-

iated with stations. So' ASCAP's side of the issue

received limited favorable treatment. An analysis

of clippings made by ASCAP at one point of the

battle disclosed that it got its brtaks almost solely

from newspapers that had no connection with sta-

tions.

The masses may not care about music in .the ag-

gregate, but the mas.scs don't buy music. Individ-

Radio interests' constant citation of ASCAP's
multi-million-dollar income, found the public react-

ing to the argumentative fanfare as merely involv-

ing a fight between two major business interests.

ASCAP countered with citations of the broadcast-,

ing industry's huge profits and it is ASCAP's
opinions that the .'\S('.\P-radio fight plus such cita-

tions i)roved of considerable detriment to NBC and
Columbia when lliey aj)pea]ed to public opinion

against tlie restrictive rules that the Federal Com-
munications Commission sought to impose 'on them
several months later. The networks likewise found
the public apathetic to their pleas for sympathy.
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IS Best Sheet Music SeOers
(Week endint; Aug 2, 1941)

Daddy Republic

Maria Elena Southern

Things 1 Love Campbell

Hut Sut Song Schumann

Intermezzo Schuberth

You and I
WiUson

Green Eyes Southern

Till Reveille Melody

You Are My Sunshine Southern

Yours Marks

I Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest. Block

I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time Broadway

Until Tomorrow Republic

I Understand
South of North CaroUna Porgie

Films' Pressure On ASCAP
sCODtlnued from page li

to fall back on, had reached the point

where they had exhausted their re-

erves and were going along on bor-

rowed money. Some pubs estimate

that actual losses plus potential

profits during this period might eas-

ily total $2,000,000 for the industry.

Sees ASCAF Abasement

Last week proved what the oldest

directors described as the most hec-

tic and dramatic period in the his-

tory of ASCAP. When the ASCAP
board had passed its final vote on

the NBC deal, tempers and nerves

had been so direly frayed that no

one showed signs of being gratified

that the end of the battle with radio

was near. Out of the heated board-

room sessions had come but one res-

ignation, that of Edgar Leslie. It

was during the Thursday (31) meet-

ing that Leslie bitterly attacked the

terms that- were to be offered

ASCAP and the next day, Friday,

Leslie's resignation was in the hands

«f the acting president, Louis Bern-

stein. The board will act on the

resignation at its next meeting. Les-

lie had, in an advance statement to

the board, declared that he could

not tolerate the abasement that

ASCAP -was showing toward radio

and that under the circumstances he

islt that his services were of no lur-

ttier value to ASCAP.
Decision of the ASCAP board to

take less' than the Mutual deal from
NBC, which also meant from CBS,
resulted from a gruelling fight put

on by Bernstein and a combination

of disturbing circumstances which
had developed on the West Coast.

Sojj^a of the Hollywood studfois were,

A3GAP had learned, lining up con-

tract writers to assign to' them the

performing rights of their new
•cores so that they could be licensed

etis to NBC and Columbia with the

mary view of getting the pic-

es involved exploited. Holly-

wood writers, Bernstein was aware,

were ge^ing restive over ASCAP's
failure to make a deal with NBC and
Oolumbia, and .that unless ASCAP
kcted soon the ^tsaftecton from this

uarter might become serious and
|tirengtiien the position of the two
•Ider networks.

This sizing up of the situation was
•bnflrmed when Irving Caesar, an
ASCAP director and member of the
radio committee, reached Hollywood
kt a flying trip last Thursday (31).

Before he had left Caesar had op
posed coming down from the Mu-

Pix Legit Coin
^Continued from pace Is

tual terms but on Thursday he

phoned to his fellow member on the

board, Otto Harbach, that the 'boys

on the- Coast were for the deal' and

to put it through at once. On that

same day Harbach received similar

sentiments by long distance from

Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammer-
stein, II, both also members of the

ASCAP board. Kern also spoke

from Hollywood to Max Dreyfus, a

boardman and Kern's partner in T.

B. Harms.

Fear of Hollywood

Only one at Friday's (1) board

meeting which gave final ratification

to the -NBC deal who voted in the

negative was Herman Starr, head of

the Warner Bros, publishing inter-

ests. Starr argued that it the So-

ciety would hold out a while longer

it would be able to get from NBC
and Columbia the same terms ob-

tained from Mutual. He said that

terms represented a terrible come-
down for ASCAP and that he felt it

was his duty to 'refuse to affirm

them. There was no disagreement

with his contention that ASCAP
might get- better terms if it held out

a while longer but it was pointed

out to him what was happening in

Hollywood and also argued that the

industry was in favor of an intmie-

diate peace. Starr questioned this

reflection of Industry sentiment and
stated that he was prepared to go on
fighting.

Within the radio committee itself

the vote favoring' recommendation
of the NBC compromise had been
far from overwhelmingly favorable,

With Hammerstein absent in Holly-

wood, the final aye ballot consisted

of Walter Fischer, Otto Harbach
and Bernstein, while Starr and
Caesar voted >n the negative. Curi-

ously, while ASCAP was undergoing
some of the sternest sessions in its

history last week it had difficulty

at times whipping together a forum.
Four of the boardmen were in Cali-

fornia, one had walked out, while
others- were either ill or unavail-
able because of other business.

After the radio situation has been
cleared up ASCAP, it has been in-

dicated, will experience several dras-
tic changes- from within. The over-
head has already been cut down by
$600,000 a year and intimations have
been made -that other economies will

be instituted and that a drive will

be made to increase the number of

licensees in other fields.

market for further properties to

back. Paramount has had a number
of deals cooking since spring, but

each has failed to jell. Studio com-
plained that scripts weren't positive

enough picture material.

All companies are demanding that

plays they back be primarily film

possibilities; that's one of the things

holding up deals. Even more basic,

however, is the beef that there are

no good scripts—the perennial

squawk from legit and film pro-

ducers alike.

Despite the annuounced demand
that plays to be backed be film po-

tentials, It is known that at least,

WB, Par and Metro are willing to

go afield if something very excep-
tional comes along. 'Wookey' falls in

this category. Although it is admit-

tedly solid for legit, there's some
doubt as to how good a film it will

make.

Heifetz
^Continued from page 3;

Inside Stutf-Music

'Mama, Put Your"Bomb Britches On/ London air raid shelter song by
Ted Courtney, who never saw an air raid shelter, is being waxed by
Freddy Martin, the 'author has been notified. Courtney is a Frisco ama-
teur songwriter. Eddie Stone of the band took an interest, whipping song
into pro shape for a third of the proceeds. Ditty has had considerable
publicity in Canada due to its theme.

Originally held by Bregman, Vocco Si Conn, 'I Don't Want to Set the
World on Fire' was returned to the writers when the firm failed to pub-
lish it after a stipulated period. Tune is now In th« catalog of Cherio
Music Publishers, Inc., a non-ASCAP affiliate.

The 1,135 branches of Bundles for Britain, Inc., in the U. S. are tied in

with plugging "The V Song (V for Victory),* ^y^itten by Saxie Dowell and
Bill Livingston, published by Dash-Connelly, Inc., which published
There'll Always Be An England.'

Current local hit. in Panama is 'Guarare,' written by Ricardo Fabregas,
but actually a Panamanian dance, which can be played either as a rhumba
or a conga.

Gabriel Ruiz, writer of 'Desesperadamenle' ('Despairingly') and 'Amor,
Amor' ('Love, Love'),' has just completed eight weeks in Havana as guest
conductor over CMQ, and Is returning to XEW, Mexico City, where he is

a fixture.

Bob Wachsman, who recently completed biography of tunesmith Harold
Arlen, is now working on one of Jerome Kern. Het Manheim agenting.

termission. Symphony as such
lacks originality, and seems to be a

composite of many familiar themes
by other composers.

Other performances of the week
included Lily Pons and' Andre Kos-
telanetz on Tuesday (29), drawing
some 15,000 admissions for their

postponed concert or $6,900.

Wednesday (30) was rained out,

and Friday (1) a crowd of 1,500 paid

$650 to hear Wagner and Glazbunoff.

Saturday (2) with Ania Dorfmann
as pianist soloist in the Mendelssohn
concerto, 5,500 admissions drew $2,-

100 in the till. Rest of program con-

tained the same composer's Italian

Symphony, and works by Offenbach,

Gershwin and Liszt.

Monday (4) a crowd of 8,000 paid

$4,200 to hear Harold Bauer, Charles

Naegele, Moshe Paranov, Beveridge

Webster, Georges Barerre, and John
Corigliano.

Harry Revel is polishing his novel, 'I Found an Eardrum,' a tale of the
song-writing business.

Defense Cuin
^Continued from page 1;

paucity of tourism. Leon Enken
(Leon and Eddie's), worried by the

smallness of the spring-summer
tourist crop, made a personal tour

and discovered that N. Y. was no
longer a lure to the hinterlander, be-
'cause—^like radio and pictures—the

Broadway cream of the crop is

brought to the sticks. The best type

acts now play the local stands; and
even the smallest bistros and pubs
have cheaply scaled acts to amuse
the masses.

Yet, according to Enken and other
bonifaces in New York, the influx

was expected to be good if only for

the reason that it's summer vacation
time and cruises, etc., are no longer
possible amidst the international

tangle.

Caesar-Gordon

Matual Network Plug^

" The 7oTI6ujfnff"TaT)ttTiiMon 6/ rietuiofk' popular' music perfoTtnances is not
•on/lned to WOR, New York release for Mutual Broadcasting System, but
olso includes the entire MBS chain. (Compilation hereuuth coiiers the week
beginning July 2B (Monday) and ending Aug. 3 (Sunday)

, from 8 a.m. to

^ a.m. bated on daily recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting
Service and the MBS logs,

TITLE PUBLISHER TOTAL
'^urora Bobbins '. 33
^s« Boys Goodbye—CKiss Boys Goodbye) Republic 32
Kut Sut Song Famous 32
I Understand ....!• Schumann 28
laddy Feist 28
n't Cry Cherle Shapiro 20

arbor of Dreams Miller 20
ilores—('Las Vegas Nights) Paramount 19

'11 Be With You in Apple Blossom Time Broadway 17

intermezzo—('Intermezzo) Schuberth 16
ours . ..Marks 16
ov« Me a Little Little Mayfair 15
ose and a Prayer BVC 15

ioutti of North Carolina . .

.

'. Porgie 15
Ball It Anything, It's Love Berlin 12
k (Suess I'll Have to Dream the Rest Block ' 12
'

a, I Miss' Your Apple Pie : Loeb 11

ings I Love Campbell 11

Until 'Tomorrow » Republic 11

As It You Didn't Know—('time Out for Rhythm). Mills 10
Maria Elena ....Southern 10
Time Was ^. Southern; 10

•Filmusical excerpt.

^^Continued from page

ers thought it 'a decent thing of an
ASCAP' writer to do.' One word
led to another, with exchange drip-

ping with vitriol, but friends led

both away when it looked like one
or the other would start swinging.
Caesar is here with John Schul

man, attorney for SPA, to propose
to Coast members the SPA plan for
local autonomy at a meeting Mon-
day (4) night. Understood a similar
autonomous action was also prof-
fered to popular writers and stand-
ard writers. Local songwriters, em
ployed in picture studios, would
also have own setup, preferably a
section of SPA rather than a Guild
as originally proposed. Committee,
named to report on proposal in two
weeks, comprises Jay Gorney, chair
man; Ira Gershwin, Yip Harburg,
Johnny Mercer, Lew Pollock, Harry
Warren, Hoagy Carmichael, Leo
Robin and L. Wolfe Gilbert, ex-of-

flcio member.
Move to autoiiomize film studio

writers is expected to bring into
SPA fold 10% of the Coast writers
not now members, many of whom
withdrew .during the synchronization
fight. Shulman returned to New
York Tuesday, but Caesar sticking
around to ca^t a show he'll do on
Broadway. '

'Forget Past'
Continued from pat* 41;

mittee came out of the negotiations

with the feeling that it (ASCAP)
had yielded to a bad deal for the
Society there had not been the
slightest doubt of the early state-

ment of Mark Woods, NBC v.p., that

the network wa^. sincere In getting

the matter cleaned up as soon as

possible, providing tha terms were
reasonable.

Woods' Estimate
Woods had estimated that, based

upon the 1940 time sales figures,

ASCAP will derive under the new
agreement a minimtmi of $3,500,000 a

year from the broadcasting indus-

try. ASCAP statisticians disagreed
with this estimate during the ne-
gotiations, figuring $500,000 less, but
within ASCAP bookkeeping circles

it was surmised that .it all the sta-

tions are brought under license and
ASCAP collects all that is coming to

it the proceeds from tha broadcast-
ing industry might go over $4,000,000

a year. ASCAP in 1940 drew
$5,000,000 from the industry and
business in radio so far this year is

around 15% over the 1940 level,

Hetha Glaz at Berkshire

Hetha Glaz, contralto, has been
engaged as soloist with the Boston
Symphony at the Berkshire Festival

on Aug. 14. The contralto -will also

appciir with the St Louis Opera Co
in October in 'Martha' and 'FalstafI'

with John Charles Thomas.
Both operas will b« sung in Eng-

lish.

SPA WOULD JOIN ALA;

H'WOOD PROTEaiON

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Irving Caesar confirmed reports

the Songwriters Protective Ass'n.

would make overtures for member-

ship, in the Authors League of

America for its projected Motion

Picture Section, thereby aligning

with the Screen Writers Guild and
sewing up studio composing jobs for

its members.
Main idea would be to set a mini-

mum for straight song deals to keep
out, what Caesar prefers to call,

'lyric-writing sharecroppers and
tune-writing oakies.' He said for

protection of established songwriters,

SPA should help weed out those who
sell songs to studios for as low as $25.

Music Notes

Conslanlin BakalelnikoB, on loan

from RKO, scoring The Men in Her
Life' at .Columbia.

Edward Ward doing tunes and

backgrounds for Hal Roach's 'Fiesta.'

Harold Arlen checked in at Metro
to write tunes for 'Rio Rita.'

Leich Harllne to Miami to com-
pose background music and score

for 'Mr. Bugs Goes to Town' at the

Fleischer studig^

Sydney Mills was scheduled for

induction Into Army last week, but

got himself deferred until January.

NBC-CBS Plugs

will Bradley, down for stretch at
Sherman hotel, Chicago, opening
Sept. 26. He has taken on Benny
West, iand Tommy D. Carlo, -trum-

pets, in rebuilt stetlon. and is .to re-

place .one more.

Following compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York out-

lets covers the week beginning July 28 (Monday)- and ending Aug. 3

(Sunday), from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulations fur-

nished by the Office of Researchi-Radio Division of the College of the City

of New York.
PUB-

TITLE LISHEB TOTAL
Green Eyes Southern 45

Til Reveille Melody Lane. ... . 44

Daddy Republic 37

You and I Wilson 33

I Went Out of My Way BMI 30

Things I Love '. Campbell 30

It's So Peaceful in the Country. Regent 29

Maria Elena Southern 28
South of North Carolina Porgie 28
Until Tomorrow Republic 27
1 Guess I'll Have to Dream tha Rest Block 26
Time Was Southern 26

Hut Sut Song Schumann 25
Yours Marks 24
Do You Care? Campbell 23
Lament to Love Roe . . . .• 22
Intermezzo—'Intermezzo . . ; Schuberth 21
What Word Is Sweeter Than Sweetheart? Reis 21
Booglie Wooglle Piggy , Mutual 19
Nighty Night ...Beacon 18

Amapola Marks 15

Cowboy Serenade Marks 12

Wasn't It You? : , BMI 12

Everything Happens to Ma Embassy 11

Let Me Oft Uptown Reis 11

There'll Be Changes Mad* Marks 11

You Talk Too Much Southern : . . 11

We Go Well Together ..Regent 10

Yes, Indeed Embassy ...' 10

Ydu'U Never Know Sheldon 10

Ftlmusicol escerpt.
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PodeD s Role and Counsel in Pact

David L. Podell, the lawyer whom ASCAP had originally retained to

start anti-trust proceedings against NBC, CBS and the National Asso-
ciation ot Broadcasters, played an important part last week In the
consummation of a licensing deal with NBC. It was Podell who first

urged the ASCAP board not to grant NBC any exemption from ob-
ligation for fees on programs fed into Florida and Nebraska, where
ASCAP had been outlawed, and who later devised a compromise that

proved acceptable to the network.

At the height of the discussions about meeting NBC on the fees It

offered, Podell told the ASCAP board that he was confident that if a
triple damage action were started against the two older webi ASCAP
would win up to the highest court. But at the came time, Podell (aid,

he wanted to be sure .that the music industry was deter^nlned to see
the thing through. The fight would have to take from nine to 12

months, and perhaps longer, and, emphasized Podell, the ASCAP
publishers should be certain that they could stand the financial bur-
den that such waiting would entail.

As for the compromise deal (2%% on network business and 2%% on
local station billings) that some of the publishers were urging. It was,
stated Podell, a sound one, considering what the Industry has had to go
through the past seven months and what it would have to go through,
if it elected to go on fighting. As a lawyer Podell could advise his
client (ASCAP) that it had a strong case, if it wanted to go Into the
courts. As a businessman Podell was of the belief that ASCAP mem-
bers had more to gain by making as best a peace as possible and
taking up the threads of their individual enterprises where they left

off when the radio war broke In December.
Podell is still of the opinion not to settle with CBS but proceed

against that network on conspiracy, etc.

Fascist Spain Dissolves Music

Performance Societies a la ASCAP

Madrid, July 22.

, The Spanish equivalent of ASCAP
and Its affiliates were dissolved by
decree and a new organization set

up to represent the Interests of au-

thors and musicians in Spain and
abroad.

The organizations dissolved are the

Sociedad Autores Dramaticos de
£spana and affiliates Sociedad de
Autores de Variedades, La Sociedad
Espanola del Derecho Ejecucion
la Sociedad Espanola de Autores
Liricos, Iia Sodiedad Aspanola de)

Derecho Reprudlccion and La So-
ciedad de Autores Cinematograflcos.
The new ^oup Is called La So-

diedad General Autores de Espana.
This will, be the only entity in Spain
henceforth representing the interests

and rights of the authors 'in Spain
and abroad.

LARRYSPe

TOCHAPPELL

Folio Cost Up

Several of the major pop pub-
lishers have notified jobbers and
retailers that because of an In-

crease in the cost of paper they
have been compelled to up the
price of folios from two to five

cents.

Same sources disclosed that
there was no intention to raise

the price on sheet music and
that the tilt on folios had been
largely prompted by the fact

that this type of publication re-

quires so much more paper.

GARDNER HEIRS REJEa

RENEWAL WITH HSHER

Larry Spier has folded his own
office and moved in with Chappell &
Co. but will continue operation of
Spier, Inc. from the new headquar-
ters. For the past three years Spier
has been in the publishing busi-
ness, using Helf & Hager, Mc-
Kinley Music Co. and Frank K. Root
& Co. catalog as the nucleus of his
operations.

Spier disposed of his office furni-
ture to Ralph Peer. Before becom-
ing a publisher Spier had for some
years worked for Max Dreyfus, who
operates Chappell.

Spier's economy keynotes but . a
portion of what the ASCAP-radio
"war' did to publishers and writers
with limited resources.

DESI HALBAN ON NBC

DaDthtcr ot Selma Kurtz to Be Heard
With Spltalny

Desi Halban, lyric soprano and
daughter of Selma Kurtz, Austrian
opera singer, has been signed by
NBC to appear Aug. 10 with Leo-
pold Spitalny's' orchestra.
Program is jsustaining.

Heirs of the late William H. Gard-

ner, who wrote 'Can't You Hear Me
Calling You, Caroline?', have ad-

vised the Fred Fisher Music Co. that

they have decided to rescind the

contract on the renewal of copyright

for that tune which Fisher held.

Accompanying the letter of revoca-

tion was a check for $300 which the

Gardner heirs had received a^ an
advance on the renewal rights. Let-

ter stated that the heirs had recently

found that Fisher made false repre-

sentations when he sought to obtain

the rights and that the granting of

the renewal had been induced by
these representations.

Fisher obtained the assignment in

May, 1938. The renewal rights do
not become effective for seven

months. Letter of revocation was
signatured by Ruth Gardner, of Bos-
ton, and her two brothers, Edwin
and Donald H. Gardner, all children

"of the song's author. The heirs have
now assigned the renewal rights to

M. Witmark & Sons, the song's

original publisher.

BERLIN, INC.'S SUIT
Irving Berlin, Inc., filed suit Friday

(1) against Jimmy's Cafe Savini,
Inc., operators of the Cafe O'Oree,
East 49th St., N. Y., charging the
defendant with playing two of Ber-
lin's songs without permission. An
injunction and $260 damages for
each playing is asked.

Suit, which was filed in N. Y. fed-
eral court, claims that on April 8,

1641, the defendant played 'Blue
Skies' and 'Easter Parade' without
permission.

EneenU BnxtoD, pianist, has been
booked as guest artist at the Sigma
Alpha Iota sorority concert io Los
Angeles on Aug. 10.

Jonie Taps to Coast

Jonie Taps, general .professional

manager of Shapiro, Bernstein &
Co., leaves next week for another

visit to Hollywood to scout for

flimusical scores. Taps was on the

Coast three weeks ago.

His firm is turning to the picture

market for material. The flow of

songs from Britain, upon which it

had depended much in recent years,

has practically stopped. Jimmy
Kennedy, from whom it had ob-

tained quite a few hits, is now serv-

ing with the R.A.F.

Frank KeKon and Irv Romm part-

nered in a new music pub firm, their

first, 'My Foolish Heart and I,' by

Harold. Barlow, author of 'The Things

I Love.' BMI licensed.

Harry Warren, who has been in

ill health on the coast, temporarily

replaced with collaborator Mack
Gordon, by Harry Owens.

NBC CAREFULLY RESPECTS AFFILIATES'

RIGHTS ON ASCAP PACT RATIFICATION

ASCAP Worries

The threat of atate-by-state legis-

lation against ASCAP, akin to the

Florida and Nebraska statutes, is a

rankling annoyance to the Society,

and in view of the 'rebate' proviso

in the NBC contract it will always be

a bother.

Many ASCAPERS don't fancy be-

ing tied down for nine more years

under a pact with the broadcasters

which may be fraught with increas-

ing non - unpredictable financial

stymies.

It's sure that 'the jam will be

spread thin' among writers and pub-

lishers.

Some music men now question the

former value of getting back on the

air under new conditions. Many
firms, BMI license, are not prone
to be eased off the air lanes, ASCAP
isn't minimizing the continued effect

of such new competition.

One more worry, what if the cab-

'arets and hotels, for example, de-

cide to again buck ASCAP now that

radio seemingly was successful? The
picture theatres are eliminated for

the nonce since they are more or

less tied in with ASCAP publishers

and may be considered pro-Society.

INDICT 9 IN N.Y.

SONG SHEET

RACKET

An indictment charging two print-

ers, a wholesale distributor and

six peddlers with violating the Fed-

eral copyright lews In printing and

selling song sheets, was handed up

by a Grand Jry Friday (1), to Judge

Harry E. Watkins In N. Y. Federal

court. Defendants are charged in

nine counts with misdemeanors,

which are liable for fines of $100-

$1,000, and one one count of con-

spiracy, carrying a possibility of two

years in prison and a fine of $10,000.

The indictment covers the songs

'Don't Cry .
Cherie,' 'The Pen of

Stephen Foster,' 'When You Dance

With An Old Sweetheart, 'Simpa-

tica,' 'Amarillo,' 'The Last Time I

Saw Paris,'_'A Moment in Sorrento,'

'Beneath the Lights of Home.'

Men indicted, on charges and evi-

dence secured by assistant U. S. at-

torney John Hilly, were Fernando
Costa and Alexander Aliana, print-

er.<!; Thomas Bruce, wholesale dis-

tributor: Ciro Salerno, Matthew S.

Peters, Frank Kane, George Dacyen-
ski, Walter Kynsky and Benjamin
Miller. The alleged ringleader has

still not been iaken into custody. He
is known as John Doe, alias Sammy,
alias Flash.

Coast Station Signs Per

Use Deal With ASCAP

. Los Angeles, Aug. 5.

One-year deal calling for per use

payment of 10% after agency com-
mission has been signed by Calvin

Smith, manager of KFAC, with

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers. Arrangement
allows for switch to blanket pay-

ment plan. Indie station has al-

ready lined up two local accounts

on the strength of its ASCAP tieup.

Smith ha.<; been unable to strike a

bargain with Broadcast Music and

has relied solely on public domain
tunes since first of the year.

WFIL Okayfe: ASCAP Deal
Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

WFIL, Philly NBC-Blue outlet, on

Saturday (2) approved the pending

NBC-ASCAP contract, making the

first network affiliate in the city to

come to terms with ASCAP.

Wants No Anti-Web Politics at Next Conventioi

Nine-Year Deal Set Goes Thru as Podell Works
Out Florida-Nebraska Formula—^Arbitration in '49

NBC had by yesterday after-
noon (Tuesday) received ap-
proval et the ASCAP-nelwork
contract from over SS Elations.

' This was In response to a tcle-

gram about the deal that NBC
had sent out over the weekend.
Network officials were of the

opinion yesterday that it will

take nntil Aur. 15 before they
resume broadcasting ASC.\F mu-
le, but there was still the pos-
Blblllty, it was added, that the

TOlnme ot favorable returns
might be of such proportions
that it might be decided to pni
on ASCAP material a day or two
before the I5th. Copies of the

NBC contracts with explana-
tory letters are due to go out to

.

the airiliates the first thing this

morning ([Wednesday).

High NBC officials let it be known
yesterday (Tuesday) that the net-

work will not do anything that

might be construed as seeking to

rush the NBC affiliated stations in-

to ratifying the licensing agreement
it has made with the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. Before resuming ASCAP
music on its network facilities NBC
wants to get overwhelming approval
of the terms from the affiliates and
It figures that this will happen with-

in the next 10 days. Indications are

that ASCAP will refrain from offer-

ing CBS the same terms as contained
in the NBC agreement until the
latter has been put into actual effect.

NBC intends to mail to each af-

filiated station today (Wednesday)
copies of both the network contract

and the NBC managed and operated
stations contract, whose terms are

likewise available to all stations as-

sociated with the network. When
NBC received ASCAP's counter
proposition of 2Vi % on network busi-

ness and 2V4% on local station busi-

ness it consulted 22 of its leading

affiliates and from 21 of them got the

nod. Despite this strongly favorable
sample NBC feels that the affiliates

in general should be given ample
opportunity to study the terms so

that at the next convention of the
National Association of Broadcasters
recalcitrants will not cau.se to charge
that the stations had been high-
pressured into approving the deal or
that they had been sold down the
river by the network.

Discs as Leverage
ASCAP doe.sn't anticipate happy

sailing when it comes to bringing
local stations back into the fold. The
Society realizes that the antagonism
among hundreds of local broad-
casters is still deep and that it may
be several months before the vast
majority ot them will be back to

paying ASCAP fees. The instrument
which ASCAP publishers figure will

serve to expedite the signing of local

station contracts is phonograph
records. With their tunes back on
the network the ASCAP pubs fore-

see the phonograph record com-
panies opening their repertoires

widely to ASCAP tunes and since

most stations make use of records at

some time of the day or night they
will find it expedient to take out an
ASCAP license.

Counsel for NBC and ASCAP

worked over the past weekend to

put the terms of the two agreements

into contract form. The network
document was completed Satiurday
(2) but the final and/or wasn't put
to the local station covenant until
Monday (4). Bob Myers, of NBC's
legal staff, did most of the legal
phrase juggling for Ihe network,
while David Podell and Herman
Finkelstein performed the like duties
for ASCAP.

Per Program Alternative

As required under ASCAP's con-
sent decree with the Government the
network and local stations contracts
each include a per program plan
as an alternative selection by the
stations. As for NBC itself the
plans for both hookup programs and
M. & O. outlets will be strictly
blanket, or a fiat percentage on
billings. As soon as the NBC agree-
ments have been ratified by the af-
filiate stations ASCAP will offer
Mutual the right to convert its con-
tract from the one it signatured in
May to the one accepted by NBC.
Mutual has been paying 3% on net-
work business. It was suggested
Monday (4) by Mutual that the con-
tract it holds with ASCAP contains
a clause which gives it the privilege
of not only getting whatever better
terms given later to another network
but of retaining whatever terms it

wishes that are contained in the
original contract.

Impasse between ASCAP and NBC
over the Nebraska-Florida angle
was broken Friday (1) when Podell
submitted a compromise under
which NBC would pay the fees on
programs fed to stations in states
where ASCAP is outlawed and then,
if failing to collect these stations'
share after a reasonable period, the
network could ask ASCAP for a re-
fund. This solution wat readily ac-
cepted by NBC.

Arbitration In 1949

One condition which NBC got that
ASCAP had adamantly refused
Mutual concerned the arbitration ot
price terms after the present agree-
ment running until Dec. 31, 1949,
had expired. As the agreement
stands it can be extended auto-
matically for any period not over,
nine years and if NBC refuses to pay
an increase in fees the matter must
be submitted for arbitration. In
return for this concession NBC
dropped demands for the right to
arrange, that ASCAP grant it a tele-

vision license and that it be per-
mitted to make records for files or
delayed broadcasts without payment
of mechanical fees. It was how-
ever agreed that frequency modula-
tion and international shortwave
programs will be subject to the same
terms as A-M .broadcasts.

NBC will pay a flat fee of $200 for

each M & O stations and affiliated

outlets to cover network sustaining
and public service programs, while
the fee for local sustaining programs
will be 12 times a station's half-hour
rate, if the net receipts are over
$150,000 a year and 12 times the
quarter-hour rate if a station's net
receipts are between $50,000 and
$150,000. Stations doing less than
$50,000 will pay an annual fee of

$12 for their sustaining license.

The Official Song of "Bundtea for Britain*'

• CLEARED FOR ALL NETWORKS •

through *'Bun(lleft for Britain, Inc."

THE "V" SONG
...— ("V" FOR VICTORY)

Hear the INK SPOTS stop the show at the Paramount, New
York. Hear and see it magnificently produced at the Boxy,
New Yorit.

Write—Wire—Phone—Copies and Orchestrations Beady
We Also Publish

THERE'LL ALWAYS BE AN ENGLAND

WE'LL MEET AGAIN
DASH, CONNELLY, Inc.

1619 Broadway, N. Y. T«l.i CI B-7M0
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Monte Proser Puts N.Y. Beachcomber

In Bkptcy.; Owes 47G, Including Acts

Monte Proser, who parlayed a

zombie into a national institution,

had to throw his Beachcombers Res-

taurant, Inc., in the Winter Garden

Theatre Bldg., New York, into vol-

untary bankruptcy last week. Cor-
poration, which 'had a million part-

ners,' in show biz argot, lists $47,319

In debts and $37,636 in assets. Latter

includes $24,858 for fixtures; $10,000

In insurance; $1,493 in cash, and $500

stock in trade.

On July 1, when Proser, managing
director, had to drop the Beach-
combertag by court order, as result

of 'Don the Beachcomber of Holly-

wood' suing for unfair trade com-
petition, he planned to call it The
Zombie.
However, Proser meantime was

beset by a flock of headaches at-

tendant to his shortlived Dancing

Carnival at Madison Sq. Garden,

which lost his syndicate over $100,

000 and cost him $20,000 personally.

This included life insurance, his

equity in the Beachcomber and the

more successful Copacabana niteries,

etc. The Copa cleared some $60,000

net this year, its first of operation,

which means that it was one of the

more successful N.Y. class bistros,

more than paying off for itself 100%.
It reopens in the fall.

The Beachcomber had Walter
Batchelor, Harry Kaufman, the

Shubert's attorney, Jack Goddard,
et al. holding 'pieces.' Proser started

Beachcombers in Providence, Boston,

Miami Beach, etc., but the Broadway
opinion is that he was paid off in

billing. Proser's name value was
good and it was utilized to fullest

extent by his silent partners, who,
however, somehow collected a . net
gain weekly, while easy. -going
Proser, a former p.a., didn't bother
too much about sordid financial de-

tails; or so it seemed. Anyway, his

press-agentry goodwill stood all his

ventures in very good stead.

The Miami Beachcomber was a
notable success, but Ben Gaines,
owner of the Dempsey-Vanderbil*.
hotel in Miami Beach, who was his

chief partner,^eGmed to realize most;
ditto. Batchelor and Goddard.
The Garden hoofery fiasco cost

him almost his entire nersonal for-

tune. However, Proser is currently
partnered with Julie Podell in the

Piping Kock, Saratoga, for the

August racing season. Podell also L>

the backer of the Copacabana, N.Y.
Among the Beachcomber's liabili-

ties is $10,538 owed to 20 employees
and for taxes. Theatrical creditors

ar« E. Chavez and orchestra, $561;

Nick D'Amico orch, $374; Carmen
D'Antonia, $297; Toy and Wing, $133;

Monte Proser, $1,300; J. M. Goddard,
$1,300; Walter Batchelor, $1,300;

A3CAP, $379; La Fargc Studios,

$2,468; Robert Gordon, $2,500, and
the Trebufs Realty Co., $13,635, on

lease.

Monte Carlo Beach Will

Be Year-Round Operation
Fefe Ferry and Gene Cavallero

will continue the Monte Carlo Beach
operation jointly with the winter

Monte Carlo room, which is next

door, and they will be connected for

overflow crowds. It's akin to the

Stork Club's Cub room annex.
Ted Straeter, currently at Arrow-

head Inn, Saratoga, returns in the

fall, and John Kirby, current at the

Beach, has been signed for a year
as the co-band.

Mpls. Niteries, Which

Ppfd Teams as Low As

$12, Signing With AGVA

Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

While a strike notice against it

was pending and hearings had been
started before the state labor con-
ciliator, the Happy Hour, one of the
city's leading night clubs, signed up
with AGVA, agreeing to pay floor

show performers a minimum of $35

a week. The Minnesota Terrace and
Curly 's, two other large niteries, had
been signed up previously.

Ted Brown Alch, local American
Guild of Variety Artists* executive
secretary, has served strike notices

on another pair of night clubs, De-
laney's and the Anglesey, In his

campaign to whip the entire town
into line.

.Before the AGVA drive, perform-
ers in floor shows here were receiv-

ing as little as $2 a night and $12
a week was not an uncommon sti-

pend for dance teams.

COPS PINCH MAN POSING

AS AN AGVA OFHCIAl

.
Chicago, Aug. 6.

Pending further investigation,

Clifton Williams, alias Jerry Barton,

alias Goeffrey Lloyd, Is being held

by Chi police on charges of repre-

senting himself an official of Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists.

Williams was apprehended when
an entertainer, Ruth Berger, not a
member of AGVA, reported that he
had taken $7 from her on a promise
of obtaining employment lor her,

and promising, in addition, to get her
a membership card in AGVA, Miss
Berger further asserts that Wil-
liams told her he was a representa-
tive of the union and could make all

financial arrangements necessary
with AGVA.
Jack Irving, local head of AGVA,

testified that Williams was in no way
connected with the union and was
unknown to him, but is making an
investigation to discover whether
Williams, under this name or an
alias, has been responsible for any
similar actions in other cities.

Williams was arrested in the
Palmer House here.

ADAMS IN NEWARK

RESUMING LAST HALVES

Adams, Newark, will again operate

as a three-day, weekend vaude spot

the coming season, reopening Aug.
26. Name bands will dominate the

stage layouts.

As last year, Eddie Sherman's of-

fice will do the booking.

Ice-Capades' Set

Atlantic City, Aug. B.

'Ice Capades,' at the City Auditor
turn, holds over until Sept. 1, when
it is due to switch to St Paul for 18

days starting Sept. 4.

Show also Is booked to open the

new ice arena In Dallas and remain
over for the Texas Fair, closing Oct.

22. It goes to the Coast next June,

John H. Harris is prez thereol

Defense Coin Adds

To Milw. Cafe Boom

Milwaukee, Aug. 9.

Night life in this conservative
bailiwick is undergoing a distinct

change due to booming defense in-

dustries. Whereas Friday night alt

during the depression years was the
big outing occasion of the week and
Friday night fish frys became an in-

stitution, the tafit that all the boys
not In the army or navy are work-
ing Saturdays has swung the pedu-
lum back to Saturday nights as the
one time during the week when the
town turns out for a fling.

Night clubs are sold out, one has
to fight his way up to tavern bars,

the crowds have money to spend and
a fish fry no longer has to be used
as a lure for patrons who have put
the five-day week behind them;
weeks now are six days plus over-
time. Too, more entertainers than
ever before are being hired to

amuse the spenders.

To Storm Cellars, Men

Hollywood, Aug. B.

Brenda and Cobina, femme comics,

move east tomorrow (Wed.) on a

stage tour of six cities before return-

ing to the Coast to resume their Jobs

on the Bob Hope radio show In Sep-
tember.
Route includes Chicago, Cleveland,

Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia
and one more spot.

Harry Katz, Chi,

May Get Lyric

In Indianapolis

Chicago, Aiug. 9.

Harry Katz Is dickering with

Charles Olsen to take over the lat-

ter's Lyric, Indianapolis, veteran

vaudfilmer. Katz now operates the

Circle and Indiana, straight-filmers.

In Indianapolis, as well as the Pal-
ace theatres iri Akron and Youngs-
town, both occasional vaudfllmers.

Deal between Katz and Olsen is

said to be near the point of actual

signatures to contracts.

. When Katz takes over the Lyric,

It's figured Lawrence Golde, of Ed-
die Sherman's oftice in N. Y., will

do the stage booking. Golde for

years has been buying the shows for

tlie theatres in Akron and Youngs-
town.

BOOKING STYMIES FOLD

SEVERAL Ui.O. UNITS

SUNBROCK WILL

HAVE TO PUT

UP BOND

Chicago, Aug. 9.

Apptearing before an arbitration
board and the American Guild of
Variety Artists, Larry Sunbrock. out-
door promoter, was notified that all

back salaries and cash bonds must
be posted before he can operate in
Chi again.

Sunbrock, who has booked his out-
door show for three days, Aug. 30-

Sept. 1, in Chi, will be required to

pay all back salaries due performers,
and in addition, put up sufficient

cash to aasure payment in full to

performers -on his Cbl booking.

Mpls. Mayor Giring

mnest Police Chief

Choice to Continue

Cite Pitt Boogie Woogie
Club for 'Lewd Shows'

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Boogie Woogie Nut Club here,
owned by Harry (Boogie Woogie)
Sherman, entertainer, and Sonny
Miller, former newspaper circula-

tion man, was cited before the
Liquor Control Board last week for
presenting 'lewd, immoral and im-
proper' shows. One liquor control
agent said he went back, a second
time to get the point of some jokes
he didn't get his first visit.

Another agent testified Miller was
downright nasty to him when he at-

tempted to
. .Bhptpgraph cartoons

adorning the walls of the club. Mil-
lar told the board the pictures were
copied from magazines of national

circulation. But that made no dif-

ference to the agents, who described
them as 'lewd and obscene.'

Now it's up to Examiner A. W.
Mcllvalne to decide what's humor
Snd what Isn't He hadn't made up
his mind over .the weekend.

Showboat SoM

St. Louis, Aug. 6.

Th* Cotton Blossom, Ohio and
Mississippi river showboat, last week
was purchased at an auction sale by
the Gold Medal Shows. Purchase
price was $3,000. Floating playhouse
was tied up after the filing of claims
aggregating $1,326.00 against its

captain, James Bonelll, Covington,
Ky.
nia river theatres In the midwest

are gradually becoming extinct, al
though the Goldenrod, owned by
Captain John W. Menke, is still pre-
senting old-time mellers at the local

port.

Duncans H. O.
. San Francisco, Aug. B.

The Duncan Sisters, originally

booked Into the Club Lido for four
weeks, arc being held over lor two
extra frames.
Pair probably will play Reno next,

With present plans calling for them
to return to their own nltery In

Ift A. about Sept L

Booking dIfTicultles have caused

closing of several of the USO-
flnanced Citizens Committee mobile

vaude troupes currently touring
Army camps. Unit A, headed by
m.c. Lew Parker, closed Sunday
(3) at Camp Pendleton, Va., and will

not be re-established. Unit B, of

which Milton Douglas is m.c, closed

Monday (4) after touring eastern

and southern camps, but will reopen
in ab9Ut eight days in the north-
west -

Unit E, with Don Cummings and
Stubby Kaye as m.c.s, will wind up
at the end of this week at Fort
Niagara, N. Y. The three other
troupes will continue for at least

several weeks more.

Painfol Prattfalls

Pittsburgh, Aug. 9.

Luck, all of It bad, continues to

dog the steps of the Hollywood

Blondes, roller-skating act. Quartet
recently lost one of their members,
Dorothy Yates, when an injury--to

her spinal column forced her to with-
draw permanently from turn on doc-
tor's orders. As a result. Blondes
were down to a trio when they
opened here at Villa Madrid 10 days
ago. Last week they , were down to

a duet when another of them, Joan
Reid, sprained her back so severely
during a trick spin that she had to

be removed to Allegheny General
hospital for treatment.

In meantime, remaining two have
been auditioning local gals for re-

placements, although Miss Reld Is ex-
pected back by end of week.

Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

Finally interviewed by Mayor
Marvin Kline for the first time since

his sudden, unannounced resignation

and departure from the city nine
days after he took office and clamped

.

oh the lid, Police Chief E. B. Hansen,
recovering from Sleeping sickness,

said that illness prompted his action.

With two newspaper reporters pres-

ent, he denied that the local under-
world had forced him to clear out,

or that the mayor had used any
pressure on him following his dec-

laration that the lid was on to stay.

Hansen's wife, who left Minne-
apolis with him, said that her hus-
band apparently was in good health

when they departed. Fellow police

officers also assert he gave no in-

dication of being ill. However, Han-
sen, from his sickbed. Insisted to the

mayor he didn't remember resigning

or running away. The police chief

was located In the Duluth hospital

two days after his .abrupt departure.

After the Interview, Mayor Kline,

who had appointed Hansen from out-

side the department ostensibly with
instructions to 'clean out all the

rackets,' asserted 'Hansen will con-

tinue as chief if his health permits.'

The sick chief himself said that he'd

like nothing better' than to show the

mayor 'the job can be done' provid-

ing he gets well enough.
If the underworld did have any-

thing to do with the Hansen run-

out—and few here in the know be-

lieve any such thing—it pulled a

faux pax. The result has been news-
paper demands for a showdown, a

grand jury Investigation and an air-

tight lid, with the mayor and police

very much on the spot. Alt-night

unlicensed liquor and gambling spots

and resorts are closed, and '14' dice

and other gambllrig games are taboo

in night clubs and tevems. Even
horserace- bookies ire lying loww- •

NTG's Wrong Pop-Off

Los Angeles, Aug. 9.

•Funzapoppin' sounds too much
like 'Hellzapoppin* to be a mere co-

incidence, in the opinion of Judga

Emmett Wilson In Superior court.

Nils T. Granlund, producer of the

'Funzapoppin' floor-show at Floren-

tine Gardens, was enjoined from fur-

ther use of the title, following a suit

by Olsen and Johnson.

JOHNNY BARNES
Youthful Dance Stylist

OPENING AUGUST 13TH
CASINO ATLANTICO

RIO DE JANEIRO
Thank* to HAL SANDS

Parional Diractlon:—BERNARD BURKE

CARLOS MOLINA
AND HIS MUSIC OF THE AMERICAS

Now Featured at the New RHUMBA CASINO, Chicago

INDEFINITELY
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Gov. Signs Bill Forcing Licenses

On Afl Agents Doing Biz in Pennsy

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Governor Arthur H. James Friday

(31) signed the Employment Agency
Bill, enacting into law the most far-

reaching measure affecting show
business ever passed in Pennsyl-

vania. The law becomes effective

September 1.

Under the act no unlicensed agent

can book acts anywhere in the State,

and to get a license an agent must
have an office here. This is aimed

at the big New York offices (MCA,
William Morris, etc.) and was writ-

ten into the law at the behest ol

local bookers.

Evils to be curbed by the law—if

It is enforced to the letter—include:

commission-chiselling; strartding of

acts; booking' into spots with bad

reputations; forcing entertainers to

'mix' with customer.':; splitting of

commissions with spot owners. The
act provides for fines ranging from

$25 to $1,000 for various infringe-

ments and imprisonments up to one

year.

The enforcement staff in the Slate

will probably be augmented, since

the law provides that records of

bookers must be examined three

times a month, and books audited at

least once a year.

Gayety, Akron, Reopen^

Friday With Vaudfiim
Akron, Aug. 5.

Gayety, revamped with stage and
dressing rooms, opens in downtown
Akron Friday (8) with a combina-
tion policy. Warreh Irons, for many
years in burlesque i$ behind the ven-
ture, and plans stock company var-
iety shows but says the policy will
not be out-and-out burly. Four
shows a day plus Saturday midnight
performance,

|

WB HOLDING

Pin VAUDE

Bob DuPont, Johnny Bsnrnes

AmongYankeeYaude Turns

Booked in South America

Hal Sands, New York agent, has

booked a flock of acts for South

America.
Bob DuPont, who sailed July 18,

opened Aug. 1 at the Atlantico, Rio

de Janeiro, for six weeks; Carol &
Sherod sailed Aug. 1 to open Aug. 16

at the Casino Vincente, Santos,

Brazil, for four weeks, and thence

to the Atlantico for six weeks;

Johnny Barnes, hoofer, likewise

sailed Aug. 1. but he opens Aug. 15

at the Atlantico for six weeks, while

Ethel Smith, who sailed on the same
boat, opens Aug. 15 at Copacabana
Casino for a 16-week run, with an

option for an additional six months.

She's the first U. S. organist booked
' Jnto S. A.

'

CHI AGYA LOCAL PLANS

ANNUAL CHARITY BALL

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Usual summer suspension of vaude
won't take place this year at Stan-

ley, WB deluxer. House has been
rolling again lately with vaudfiim

policy after couple of years of in-

and-out biz and. Harry Kalmine,
Warner' zone manager, doesn't -want

to take any chances of interrupting

the morhentum. As a result, spot

has been booked solid through re-

mainder of warm weather and will

keep' on going from there.

Paul Whiteman is current and he'll

be followed Friday (8) by Shep
Fields, with Alvino Key's band and
King Sisters set for week after.

Kalmine currently dickering for

name orch to fill Aug 22 and for

Labor Day week (29) show will be
built around Jerry Colonna.

NO MPLS. BURLESQUE,

BUT A BREAK FOR PAR

Chicago, Aug. 5.

Local branch of American Guild
of 'Variety Artists is making plans

for its first annual charity ball to

be held sometime between Sept. 15

find Oct. 1.

Purpose of the ball will be to raise

money for a welfare fund, and all

theatre circuits, indie theatres,
' agents and bookers are beihg so-

licited for full cooperation.

'Disgusted' at Quality Of

Acts, So Sets 'Drunkard'

Cleveland, Aug. 5.

Disgusted with the quality of cur-

rent nitery acts, Jerry Hathaway is

yanking floor shows out of his Regal

Club and Barhumizing it with a

eong-and-dance version of the

'Drunkard.'
For the last five months Hathaway

had been toying with the idea but

couldn't find any tent-show troupes

In these parts. 'Doc' Frederic Mer-
rill, whom he finally signatured last

w.eek for a three-month contract

with options, will produce the old-

time temperance melodrama in the

theatre-casino Aug. 8.

Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

As result of the destruction of the

interior of the Alvin .by fire, Min-
neapolis probably will be without
burlesque the coming season for the

first time in a quarter of a century.

Harry Hirsch and Harry Katz, local

burlesque impresarios, had planned
their regular season to open at the

Alvin Aug. 15, but W. A. Steffes,

the owner, hasn't decided yet

whether he'll rebuild and no other

theatre is available.

Steffes says he'll decide his plans

about the Alvin after an adjustment

is made on the fire insurance. The
amount of the insurance isn't suffi-

cient to repair the entire damage.
Although a blow for Steffes and

for Hirsch and Katz, who were left

without a place to go and who had
$20,000 worth of stage settings,

equipments and costumes destroyed

in the fire and carried only $5,000

of insurance on the property, the

blaze was a lucky break for the

Paramount circuit. In order to keep
competing pictures out of the thea-

tre. Par was leasing the theatre from
Steffes at $14,000 a year and then

sub-letting it back to him for $7,000

per annum. The $80,000 fire, .cauiicd

by defective wiring, automatically

cancelled the leases.

Yaude Respite

Milwaukee, Aug. 5.

Unable to obtain attractions strong
enough to buck the midsummer heat
wave, the Riverside theatre, only
vaude house in town, closed Thurs-
day (31) for the first time in the

eight years it has been operated by
Ed. J. Weisfeldt.

House will be shuttered, however,
for only two weeks, being scheduled
to reopen with Horace Heidt the

week of Aug. IS,

Milw. Riverside

Shuts With Rash

Of ASeged Debts

Milwaukee, Aug. 5.

After operating continuously for

the last eight years, the Riverside

theatre, only vaudeville house here,

closed its doors Thursday night (31)

for an indefinite period, due to in-

ability to get attractions. Coincident

with the shuttering, Ed. J. Weisfeldt,

the manager, started action in Civil

court through his attorney, Robert
A. Hess, to obtain six weeks' back
salary ($1,380 at the rate of $230 per

week) allegedly due him from the

Middle States Corp. and the Water-
Wisconsin Co., operators of the the-

atre and owners of the Empire build-

ing housing it. Funds of the corn-

panies in the Home Savings bank
were tied up by court order.

Stagehands, musicians and projec-

tionists, as well as rest of the house
help, were all paid off, but musicians

Local No. 8 is threatening suit for

the balance of their contract, which
they claim still has five weeks to run.

When closing of the house was first

rumored, it was said it would reopen
on Aug. 15 with Horace Heidt. Mu-
sicians union demanded $1,400 on its

contract for the two weeks the the-

atre would be closed, so the house
cancelled the Heidt engagement
rather than hand over the possible

profits of it to the local orchestra

men.
Head of the theatre operating com-

pany is Charles L. Schwerin, a Chi-

cago and Milwaukee real estate man
and reputedly Weisfeldt's employer.
Clashes between Schwerin and Weis-
feldt became frequent and reached
their climax the first of the current

year when Schwerin insisted upon
taking over the huge Minnesota the-

atre ill Minneapolis, Minn., again.st

Weisfeldt's advice. It was a -terrific

flop and closed after seven weeks of

staggering losses.

With the closing of the Riverside,

there are now six dark theatres in

downtown Milwaukee—Davidson and
Pabst, legit; Empress, burley; Al-
hambra and Garden, pictures. Only
four houses, all pictures, are current-

ly in operation—Fox's Wisconsin,
Palace, Strand and the Warner.

LOEWS BOLSTERS LIGHT

PIX WITH YAUDE NAMES

Rochester Minus Stabile,

Gracie Barrie in N. Y.

Al Borde to N. Y.

Chicago. Aug. 5.

Al Borde, one of the lop unit pro-

ducers in the middle west, is open-

ing a production office in New York
City about Sept. 1.

' Borde plans to maintain his Chi

booking office, from which, he han-

dles such spots as the Colony and

Hi-Hat clubs, and Is looking about

lor a local office manager. . An assist-

ant booker, Johnny King, will re-

main ia his present capacity.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Because Dick Stabile and Gracie

Barrie both played rival Loew's

State recently, although separately,

they won't be in the Wbhester unit

when it opens two-week stay at

Strand theatre, N.Y., Aug. 15. Clyde

Lucas' orch will sub for Stabile out-

fit, with latter rejoining Rochester

show when it resumes tour after

Strand engagement.
Won't be a layoff for Stabile

however, since he has a week
booked at Coney Island, Cincinnati,

and other- week of one-nigh.ter.s.

Both he and his wife, Mi.ss Barrie.

have been set for a joint appearance

at Strand in October.

Washington,. Aug. 9.

Loew's Capitol theatre here is going

in heavily for vaudeville names both

to offset the seasonal slump and to

bolster light films until new season

brings along the top picture product.

Current are John Boles and Har-
riet Hoctor. Opening Thursday (7)

is Tony Pastor's orchestra.

Listed for appearances in the near

future on the Capitol stage are Ella

Logan, Ciro Rimac orchestra, James
Barton, Sheila Barrett, Paul Haakon,

Patricia Bowman, Smith and Dale,

Adelaide Moffat, the Hartmans and

Will Bradley orchestra.

Magis Meet

Patricia Romero Vice

Isa Reyes at Saratoga
At the last minute Patricia

Romero, who was the last 'June
Hart' partnered with Jack Holland,
joined Monte Proser's Copacabana
revue at Piping Rock, Saratoga, re-
placing Isa Reyes. Latter was forced
out by immigration technicalities

and has to go to Havana for re-entry
into the U. S.

Incidentally, Prcser will make a
regular practise of touring his Copa
revues from New York to the Ritz-
Carlton, Boston, Hotel Roosevelt,
New Orleans, and the Baker, Dallas,

via deals with MCA and the William
Morris agency.

Ben Yost's Units

Ben Yost, choral arranger and di-

rector, is readying several vaude

units for theatre, club and conven-

tion dates, etc. First will be built

around Wini Shaw.
It's Yost's first try as a producer.

Cedar Point, Aug. 5-

The Central States Magicians held

a three-dciy convention here Aug. 1-3,

and rabbits and pigeons popped out

all over the place. One of the high

lights of the meeting was a program

of acts of magic, put on in the ball-

room Saturday night (2), where Glen

Gray and his orchestra were plyaing.

The convention was under the di-

rection of General Chairman Chas

R. Brush. Others on hand included

Harry Cecil, known as the 'World's

Worst Wizard'; Ted Heuber, Howard
Sticklet, Nevin Hoefert, Robert Nel

son and 'Baffles.'

Andre Lasky Says Cbi Promoters, Not

Mexico, to Blame for Acts Difficulties

PITTS AGVA

SEEKS RAISES

Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Local
,
chapter of the American

Gu^ld of 'Variety Artists is clearing
decks for drive to hike pay for ban-
quet entertainers and night club
performers, according to Nat Nazar-
ro, Jr., executive secretary of Pitts-

burgh branch, In some cases, raises

up to 20% will be asked, he said

here last week. Understood that de-
mands are to be made of cafe own-
ers .^nd bookers here first of Sep-
tember.
Strength of AGVA has grown here

of late as result of agreement made
with musicians unisjyin which local

60 will stand beKmdxvariety artists

group. Navarro credited with swing-
ing this after local 60 had consist-

ently held out against going into

such a collaboration.

COAST AGVA IN TOP

QUARTERLY 4A PAYOFF

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Los Angeles Local of American

Guild of 'Variety Artists paid $3,000

to the Associated Actors & Artistes

A n\ e r i c a for the last quarter.

Leslie Litomy, local executive sec-

retary of AGVA, disclosed this was
the largest amount ever paid the

International by an AGVA local unit.

Litomy also has advised the mem-
bership that the local finished the
quarter with a net operating surplus

of $375, compared with a deficit of

$1,700 for the quarter before he took
charge. He also pointed out that

$1,063 was recovered from agents for

AGVA members during the quarter
and that an additional $600 would
be recovered within the next few
days..

The local collected $7,420 for the
quarter, compared with collections

of $4,100 the previous quarter. A
total of $1,100 was secured from the

Theatre Authority for needy AGVA
members, and an amount nearly

equal to that was paid into TA,

Jan Garber to Tee Off

RKO Vaude in Dayton

Cincinnati,' Aug. 5.

RKO Colonial, Dayton, which re-

opened Friday (1) for four weeks of

pictures before going into vaudfiim,

will have Jan Garber's band topping

the first week's stage show, starting

Aug. 29. Ted I,ewis' ork is to be the
headliner week of Sept. 5. Both
combos will be supported by three

acts. For the week of Sept, 12, Gypsy
Rose Lee will head the vaude layout.

Bookings are handled by Arthur
Frudenfeld, a.ssistant to Ike Libson,

general manager of RKO theatres in

.southwe.st Ohio, with headquarters
in Cincy.
Opening of the vaudfiim season

for the RKO Shubert, Cincy, has not

as yet been set. House is shuttered

for the summer.

Editor, Variety:
Mexico City.

In reference to the article by
Douglas L, Grahame in VARiEry,
July 23: I

The writer had nothing to do
whatsoever with the burlesque show
that appeared here, in reference to

which the article was written, and in

fairness to all concerned with show
business in Mexico, Grahame should
have mentioned the names of those
involved to protect acts from swin-
dlers. I think it is very unjust to

mention the Follies Bergere theatre,

the owner of which is innocent of
the affair, and at th" same time
omitting the names of those guilty.

I have spent the last four years in

Mexico and have provided some ex>
cellent engagements for American
acts, all of whom were completely
satisfied and repeatedly expressed a
desire to return for other engage-
ments. I will mention a few of the
acts who will testify to the above:
Don and Bud Gilbert. The Martin-
gales, The Arnolds, The Mayfields,
Natalie and Howard, Maidie and
Ray, Paige and Jewett, and a great
many others. In all my contracts
with acts, everything was definitely

stated, and not 'sketchy' as Grahame
states is the case in Mexico. Every
contract by me states the act is to

be paid in American currency, or at
the equivalent rate of exchange, and
all acts were paid in full. My con-
tracts stated every detail of the en-
gagement so that the acts were com-
pletely aware of all working condi-
tions before leaving the States.

I have 4eased the Follies Bergere
theatre for the season 1941-42, open-
ing Aug. 29, and will use 10 Ameri-
can acts, changing acts every four
weeks. Thus far I have invested a
large sum of money for re-equip-
ment and remodeling the Follies

Bergere, and it will be the American
theatre of Mexico City. I am going
in this together with Cantinflas, the
foremost comedian here. 'Your
article may reflect on my business
dealings in the States. You will re-

member that before coming to

Mexico I produced unit shows out of
the (Chicago territory, and I have
always had a good reputation. The
Mexican Union here will substan-
tiate everything above-mentioned.
So you will understand accurately

what occurred here, let me explain
that the Follies Bergere- theatre has
always had a very good name and
was regularly operated by very fine,

well-known people. When the regu-
lar season closed early in March,
Messrs. Barger and Byton ' of Chi-
cago contracted the theatre from the
owner for a certajn length of time,
stipulating in the contract that the
show was to be a decent show. As
it was, they brought' down a bijr-

lesque show with a lot of striptease

dancers, without the knowledge of
the owner, of the theatre, J. Fursten-
berg, who is unfortunately ill and
residing -in 'Vera Cruz, not being able

to come to Mexico City on account
of the altitude. It is true that the

sHow was a flop because, the Mexican
people do not patronize cheap shows,
particularly burlesque shows. It is

also true that Messrs. Barger and
Byton were in difficulties, but cer-

tainly this excludes the Follies Ber-
gere theatre, and it excludes Mexico
as a whole, and I think in fairness

to the theatre, to Mexico, and to my-
self you should print a correction in

your' next Issue.

I would like the names of the Chi-
cago talent agencies involved, to en-
able me to stay away from them.

Andre Lasky.

Roadhouse Burns

, Lynchburg, 'Va., Aug. 5.'

Riverview Club, Halifax county

night spot, burned to the ground last

week.
Origin of the fire unknown.

AGVA PUTS CHI VILU

VENICE ON WAIRUSr
Chicago, Aug. S.

Albert Bouche, owner and op-
erator of Villa 'Venice, roadhouse
outside Chi city limits, who has been
placed On the national unfair list of

American Guild of -Variety Artists,

will not be allowed to open his Mi-
ami cafe until full settlement ii

made with AGVA.
' Cited on many counts in viola-

tion of AGVA rules, the latest diffi-

culty concerns Bouche's refusal to

make good in any way for the loss of

costumes and other clothing, be-
longing to performers, in the recent
fire at Villa Venice, .

In addition ^ to '^wUfiHe'^ being
placed on th6 unffffr ' list, -'611 per-
formers- appearing at the villa 'Ven-

I ice have likewise been declared un-
fair.
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The Good Old Days
Hereioith appears a Variet? revtexo 0/ a N. V. Palace bill o/ 20 years

ago. The intention is to reprint these weeklu using t/te relative week oj

1921 u'il/i tlie current date o/ issue. No special reason in reuiuing these

reviews other than the interest they may liave in recalling Uie acts which
were piaying at that time, the manner oj putting topetlier a big time slioui

(booking), which radio statioiu nmy find pertinent, and as a resume o/ the

tlyle of vaudevtUe reviewing o] that day.

PALACE, N. Y.
(Reprinted /rom Variety o/ Aug. 5, 1921)

Humanitarian work for indigent actors is in fashion this season. I( this

column nnight digress from its carping functioning to assume a fleeting

affectation of constructive suggestion, it would diffidently point out that

a salient and even salutary welfare might eventuate if every vaudeville

performer now 'laying off' in New York were given a free seat at the

Palace to see Ethel Barrymore bow. Even Eddie Leonard, the champion
bow-wow-wowow'-w-w-wow-er of the show world, against who every
whiteface hope has taken the count, might learn something here.

Our First Actress acknowledges the plaudits of her effusive public with
neither the frigid ritz of a successful contortionist, nor the sycophantic
mendicancy of a hopeful deuce-spot jazzerina. She smiles affably but
not cravenly; she bends courteously but not beseechingly; she responds
promptly but feverishly; she makes exit with- a dignity but with no sigh

or quiver or make-me-come-baick-again chicanery. She comports herself

In the only time when she is the individual and not the artiste, as a

woman, a lady and a star. God has given the Barrymoies those truly

patrician graces which are of the fibre and not of the specious, acquired
buncombe. Miss Barrymore is^ a masterpiece of demeanor and deport-
ment. Even copying a masterpiece requires soul, artistry and technique

—

but it is worth the trying.

Th« halo of Miss Barrymore's distinction—and, of course, her excellent
playing—again carried the genius of J. M. Barrie as expressed in 'The
Twelve-Pound. Look' to a legitimate success. Miss Barrymore might turn
her mind toward its successor only because she has so often repeated it.

She will perhaps never get another one-acter as subtle, as de6p and as

becoming, but she can easily find better vaudeville, for this- admirable
little classic calls for only so little of her most pronounced talent. Only
a Barrymore would immortalize a 'sketch' in which she is off at the
curtain, in which she has never a ringing line or a tense moment (except
In the audience reaction through the brilliant and biting wit so effort-

lessly projected by her), and In which she wears a go-to-work $uit tliat

would make a burlesque showgirl walk out at the dress rehearsal.

Vaudeville has been rather kind to Miss Barrymore. She owes it some-
thing beyond even her own iridescence and Sir Barrie's satiric philbsophy:
she owes it thrills. They need not be brash nor broad, but they must be
tingling. Something approximating a tabloid 'Declasse'—or a brief 'Mid-
Channel'—would graciously meet the heartiest desires of audiences in

these theatres. Sarah Bernhardt always recognized this preference. Of
course Miss Barrymore draws audiences and draws appreciation as it is,

and can have, all the 'time' she will accept as it is. But the Barrymores,
excepting in this instance, have been known for quickly—sometimes too
quickly—casting aside the tried successes for the progress and onpress of
new creation. So, why does Miss Ethel cling so unwaveringly to her
twelve-pound look?—especially when the pound has dwindled so in value
that her parenthetical program hint, "The Twelve Pound ($60.00) Look,'
should now be revised to read 'The Twelve Pound ($44.64) Look.'
The headUner closed intermission. She followed a smashing hit by

Fradkln and Jean TeU, the clutching violinist and the excellent show-
woman soprano. Miss Tell is one of the most accomplished and one of the
most effective laryngeal tricksters behind the footlights, and is one of
vaudeville's surest bets. Fradkin is no despiser of hurrah work-ups him-
self; he could—though it Is not meant here that he should—throw away
every sleight-of-hand twist. And Miss TeU should not, either, because
she is a wizard at selling her songs and herself. She took fully one-half
of the gravy. It is a peach of an act.
Jay Velie (it used to be 'Joe,' usedn't it?) has a new sister team. Suc-

eaeding the Randalls are the Blossom Sisters. Velie is a one-man act in
himself. But he is not left on his own, but Paula Chambers, a snappy-
eyed brunet, helps him. Their chummy 'roadster drive' number was the
high peak of the turn; It sounded reminiscent of another act, but it was
better done, otherwise the routine was ragged. The anticipated main-
stay, a number called 'Mignonette,' after which 'Ihe offering is titled, is
«n unqualifled plagiarism of 'Poor Butterfly.'

'Hie opening is olever asd new, Velie organizing his feminine foursome,
then figuring out on a blackboard the expenses of the' act, even to com-
niiaslons—yes, even,to author's royalty, which is better knovm In public
but not as promptly met In private. Velie Is a flrst-rate dancing man and
has a powerful and ingratiating ballad voice. He could do a corking
double with Miss Chambers and throw away the blackboard. The least h«
mi^t do is to throw away the number In which the Blossom Sisters sing
about how wonderful it ia to travel with them; it got a few unexpected
laughs Monday. No royalty on these laughs was included In the invoice.
Fraak Oaby twoed. Barring his opening bit, which was awful; ha was
claaa waMop in his ventriioauies. TOie opener was a tortured British

•arlaetura, j«t whieh he not otilr painfully did the absurd popular con-
•epMon of a sffly ahss, but used the phrase; that was nothing—he did the
•wiwfe Is my 'atT' fla^ and one about hoarding sugar. But when he got
*o Ui dummies and ^en to his duramyless oomedy he cleaned up and
•a»ad his hit. Mrs,, t, Mathewsy TurnbuU opened the second hall (New
Acta). ofiEerlng was Just as thrilling, romantis and exciting as her
ttaipe would indicate.
The loy-epiaode vt the algbt came with Harry 3. Conley and Naomi

Ray. Gonley, as Hie w^m USk, kleked a canyon through the theatre any
. jf^.*^**-

The lau^ were Uiictslddes. The attention was wns'verv-
Ing through the many quiet and often beautiful moments, and the astute

WILLIE SHORE
America's Youngest Singing and Dancing Comedian

NOW At the

CHASE HOTEL
ST. LOUIS' FINEST

OBIGMALLT BOOKED FOB St WEEKS, NOW IN
HIS 0TH WEEK MS STILL OOINa STBONa

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
AL BORDE .

203 N. WABASH AVE.
Franklin 4406 Chicago, lifi.

mechanic&l finish started, developed, worked up, climaxed and crashed into

a howl that rattled the root. Seldom has a new Palace comer sent over
such an Immediate, decisive and reverberating comedy sensation. Conley
put himself across for life, and has a 'Lightin' ' for vaudeville in 'Rice

and Old Shoes.' Following one of the most stupid turns ever beheld any-
where his triumph was the more astonishing.

Kramer and Boyle did their usual business next to closing, Kramer
tearing out the laughs and Boyle, the sweet singer, peddling the melodied
sentiments. A hit. Bostock's Riding School held well for the closer, with
laughs for the plants. Four Lamy Brothers opened, not seen by this re-
viewer, who was faithfully in his seat at 8:14 like a good kid, but still

too late to see the closing or the opener and too early to miss the opening
of Gaby. " Lait.

Burley Flowers
; Continued from page 1;

sertions is Abbott and CosteUo.
Team's separate and joint appear-

ances in burlesque in past years

gave them the training to enable
successful film appearances. Abbott
and his brother formerly operated

three burley houses in the east be-

fore Bud turned straight man, later

teaming with CosteUo in the fall

of 1932.

Walks Out On Big Break
CosteUo started in burlesque in

1929. By walking oOt on a contract

at the Follies in downtown Los An-
geles during the early summer of

1932, CosteUo missed a chance that

might have started him in pictures

nine years before his Universal suc-

cess. Brought to the Coast by the

Daltons, operators of the Follies,

CosteUo drew such a big business at

the house that Metro notified its

scouts to catch his act. He walked
the night before they appeared, due
to a contract squabble with the Dal-
tons, heading for New York and
Minsky's where he met Abbott and
formed their partnership.

Costello's walk from the Follies

brought a tragic opportunity to the

late Bobby Wilson, who was called

in to fill at the Follies on the night

the Metro scouts were present.

Talent searchers were impressed
with Wilson and he was tested at the
studio. A week later, while walking
out of the studio waving a new con-
tract at his wife, who was waiting
outside, he dropped dead. Wilson's

heart, which had withstood many
financial ptmips during his burlesque
career, wasn't able to bear up under
the strain of sudden success.

A check of the film rolls show
many burley oldtimers now working
in various capacities in the plctui'e

business. One of the most arty of

filmdom's arty motion picture stars is

whispered to have served time in

burlesque before going on to suc-

cess in the legit and picture fields.

So completely has he buried that
portion of his experience that no
trace of it shows on the HoUywood
records, although a few oldtimers
claim it to be a fact.

Names familiar around HoUywood
who formerly worked the burley
wheels include WiUiam Koenlg, once
manager of a burlesque house in
Minneapolis, who is 20th-Fox pro-
duction manager; Seymour Felix,

who once staged burlesque musical
numbers; Ben Holmes, director, who
was a straight man; Alex Hyde,
brother of Johnny Hyde of the
WilUam Morris office, and now a
musical director in films, and Jack
McGowan, the writer, Who started as
a burlesque straight man.

Bnrley'8 Gift. to Films . .. .

Fanny Brlce, Eddie Cantor, Al
Jolson, Jack Haley, Leon Errol,
James Barton, Bart Lahr, Lou Kelly,
Roger Imhot, Ben Bard, the l^te
Eddie - Collins, Rags Ragland, PhU
Silvers, Hugh Herbert, Joe Yide,
Richard Lane,< BiUy GUbert, Jack
Pearl, the late' Joe .Penner, Abe
Reynolds, Gypsy Rose'Lee, who had
a brief 'screen "appearance at 20th-
Fox, are some of the names pointed
out by Grant as starting out their
careers In burlesque.
- James Halt, now <teai and best re-
membered lor his role in 'HeU's An-
gels,' came to pictures after starting
In burlesque. Larry Ceballos staged
burlesque shows In New York be-
fore turning to pictures as a dance
director. Ceballos staged the first

show that brought together Ben
jBard and Jack Pearl as a comedy
team, The Powder PufI Revue.'
At any rate, the hush-hush put on

burlesque backgroimds by films In
the past is over since the skyrocket-
ing of Abbott and CosteUo, who
have brought a ceUuloid social rat-
ing to the time-honored art of get-
ting a laugh from a prattfaU, as con-
ceived on the burley boards.

H.O. Schnozz

Seattle, Aug. 5.

Jimmy Durante was held over a
second week at Mike Lyons' Music
Hall. He foUowed Sophie Tucker
into the spot, which Is now booking
names.
boor admlsh la SOc

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, Aug. 9.

Agnes Hemingway is vocalizing
with Bryce Lavign orch.

Joy Navarre, who has been shifted
to a bed routine for some time, was
cheered by her dad, who motored in
from Lynn, Mass.

Joe Bishop, formerly of the Woody
Herman band, has 'added so much
weight that he can't tie his own shoe
laces.

Petite Hazel Smith has tamed a
little sparrow that comes daily for
his meals at Hazel's window.
Molly Picon stopped off to ogle the

WiU Rogers and at the sflme time
visited Margaret Newell. It was a
'Do you Remember when' visit, as
Margaret has ozoned here for over
a: decade.
The Vaughan Sisters came in Irom

Detroit to check-up on their sister,

Vivian, who is doing mightly well,
Len Grotte who is here vacashing

called on Harry Martin at the Rogers
and whispered, 'How do I look
Harry,' Martin bellowed back, 'Crawl
in bed with me, and I'll Introduce
you to my doctor'.

Mickey O'Shea was cheered up by
a surprise visit from his wife.
Margie Reagon, Jimmy Johnston's

ex-sec, is perting up daily and flash-
ing a mess of good reports.
Jimmy Ricketts has added so much

poundage, he is getting a special
chair made.
The gang at the WiU Rogers went

over the top doing their bit for the
U.S.O.
Simon Rudnich is a newcomer at

the WUl Rogers.
Dickie Moore, a star of yesteryear,

manages to hand out laughs to those
who are bedridden.
Many thanks to C. U. Clark, of the

Rialto Music Co., New York, for the
reading matter sent In and ditto for
his good cheer message.
Temperature in this actors colony,

which lies in the center of the
Adirondacks, registered 08 degrees
in the shade for three continuous
days a week ago.
Among those here expecting a

go-home okay in one hand a rail-
road time table in the other are Sid
Grill, Jimmy Yoimg, Leandra Rens-
ler, Rudy Gales, Ben Schultz and
Paul Sorkin.

Patricia Wallace got the thrlU of
her life when she was bedsided by
her folks, who came in from Cali-
fornia.

Stanley Rousch has -been added to
the list of official greeters at the
lodge. That denotes a wonderful
comeback.
The Len Grottes (Loew's Prospect,

.FJushiog.. L, I.) have arrived here
bag and fishing, tackle. They wUl
comrnute between our local flsh
market and Upper Saranac Lake.
Lou BettS mastered the first stage

of that rib operation and was shot
back to the WiU Rogers from the
general hospital all smUes and proud
of the 'cut.'

Howard Friend, Great Neck, L. I.,

ogling the actors colony and mitting
his friend Harry Clifton. Also hold-
ing hands with his frau, ozonlng at
Stony Wold san.
Francis Fuller (and Mack), who

left here years ago after mastering
a cure back for a checkup. They
couldn't find a thing the matter with
him.

Cliff Heather, who ozoned at the
Rogers, t»i rejoin his former mates
and band, the Mark Warnow orch.
Downtown highlights: Lillian

Mansfield nursing a sUght setback
and in bed; Harry and Charlie Bar-

CHI COURT CANCELS

EVANS' AGENT PACT

Chicago, Aug. 5.

On a ruling by Superior Court
Judge John C. Lewe, managerial
contract between ventriloquist Bob
Evans and agent Joe Viner was can-
celled.

Contract, which gave Viner 10%
of Evans' earnings for 10 years, was
voided by the court on the grounds
that It was Inequitable since it didn't
stipulate the given amount of work
Viner was to secure for Evans, and
questioned Viner's right to enter into
such a contract Inasmuch as he does
not hold an agent's license.
Action to recover past commis-

sions due was also denied.

Cleve. Private Club

Opened to Public

Cleveland, Aug. 5.

Taking down the membership bars
of his Eldorado Club, which hereto-
fore has been a privatie Iclub for the-
atrical and newspaper folk, Herman
Pirchner opened it to the John Pub-
lics last week with Jimmle Mac-
Kenzie's Hawaiian orchestra brought
In for the occasion.
Aggie Auld, the hula dancer, tops

first show in the Eldorado, consid-
ered one of the smartest Intimate
spots here. It's unique in that it's

practically inside of another Pirch-
ner-owned nltery, the Alpine Vil-
lage, but so sound-proofed that
crffwd downstairs can't get an earful
of its Hawaiian music.

War's Effect

Chicago, Aug. S.

Showing the effect of the war on
biz, Eitel Bros., owners and operators
of 'Old Heidelberg Restaurant,' have
changed the name to Eitels.

Ills considered only a question of
time before the name of the Bis-
marck hotel Is altered, as biz there
has fallen off considerably since new
world war.

Pitt EI Chico Folds
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Heat was too much for El Chico,
town's only congarhumba spot, and
it folded last week for remainder of
summer.. However, Joe Sala, former
Nixon Cafe bartender who openetl
spot with his own coin last Septem-
ber, is holding the franchise by.keep-
ing the bar part of his establishment
going and says he'll swing into

action again in about six weeks.
.El thico has announced it would

install a cooling plant for the warm
months, but biz fell off to such an
extent in recent months that Sala
confessed he wasn't able to finance
the air-conditioning.

rett both staging a brave battle in
making the grade; Jimmy Marshall
still ozonlng at' Gabriel and holding
up nicely; Percy Wenrich will be
able to write soon, so look for new
song hits; Mary Conlon (and Rogers)
leaving for her Boston home with
that absolute okay; Monte Fisher,
ex-burlesquer, getting ready for an
operation; Cliff Heather, musician,
showing daily improvement; yours
truly still taking those treatments
from Dr. George Wilson, which have
added 10 pounds.
A. B. ("Tony') Anderson back on

duty at the local Pontiac theatre
after a two-week vacash in New
England and N. Y. C.
Eddie (Hurst and) Vogt perting

up to nifty reports, spending most
of his personal time doing extra
work around the WiU Rogers bene-
fiting others.
' 'Any Ghowfolks who are aUing In
the actors' colony, be they star or
usher, are welcome at my theatre
any time, -any day,' wires E. O.
Dodds, Lake Placid, N. Y., exhib.

Write to those who are UI.

' NOW APPEARING

STRAND THEATRE, NEW YORK
Broadway'a Newest Dance StylUU

The BILLINGTONS
(ORRIN AND BETTY LOU)

Pcnonal HuuweoMntl—JACK USTNT, 191 7th Are., N. T. ±1
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Varietv Bills
WEEK AUGUST 8

Namerals in eonnectlon with bills below indicate opening day of

show, whether tnll or split week.

Paramomit

KF.W TOKK cm
FAramooDt <6)

Ersblno Hawkins O
4 Inkipots
Stump & Stumpy
Bill Bailey

CHICAGO
Chlcaio <S>

AndrawB 61b

£ou Brcese Or«

Betty Bruce
J & 3 McKenna

State Lake (8)
Case Daley

SUAMI
Oljmpla (8)

Myrth & Mack
Raymond Wllbert
Ross & Bennett
Yola Oalll
Christy & Brown

NEW yOBK CITS
Strand (8)

Phil Harris Ore
Amn & Arno
Bllllngtons
lilme Trio;
PHIIyAJ>EI<PHIA

Earl* (8)
Frankle Masters Ore
Dennis Day
Lano & Ward
Arnaut Bros •

YaURhn Monroe O

Blltmorettes
Johnny Burke

riTTSBl'RGH
Stanley (1) .

Paul Whiteman Ore
Jack QIKord
Robinson 2

WASinNGTON
Esrle (8)

Boxyettes
Helene Fnye
Dnrleo & Novello

NEW YOKK CITY
State (7)

Ade Duval
Eddie Rio Bros
Beverly Roberta
James Barton
« Willys

BICHHOND
Loew's (8)

John Boles

Rhythm Rockets
K & R Mills
Nathane Bros
Harriet Hoctor
WASHINGTON

. Cnpltol (8)
Tony Pastor Ore
Virginia Austin
Vines Mondl
Bobby Pine

NEW TOBK CITY
Mnsle Hall (1)

Paul Haakon
Johnny Woods
Duclee Kerekjarte
Mario Gray . _
Selma Kaye
Mario Berlnl
Nicholas DAks
LouiHe Fornaca
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Erno Rapee Sympb

RoiT (8)
Archie Robblni
Don Arres
Lane Bros
Toy & Wing
Ben Berrl
Stan Ross
12 Esquires
Gae Foster Gla
Paul Ash Ore
ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (8>

Gae Foster Ols
Ohezzls
Katherlne Harris
Abbott & Costello
O ft B MalHon
Rarry James Oro
Bobby Byrno Oro
West & MeGlnty
ChrlstlanI Tr

. Bharkey
Oautler Co
Richard Dana
Pinky Lee
Ryan & Benson

.,Beo Tost Co
Hinioii Dollar Pier
Mai Hallett Oro
Belle Baker
Bvana Sc Mayer
4 Dowling Ols
Seed & White
(One to fill)

UALTIMOBE
Hippodrome (8)

Rochester
pick Stabile Oro
Oracle Barrle

Walton & O'Rourke
Ruby Ring
Kitty Murray

State (10-13)
Ch Fredericks Co
6 Lucky GIs
(One to All)

(7-9)
Val Eddy
3 Drews
Fred Rookie Co

CAMDKN
Towers (9-10)

8 Olamorettos
Bill Ames
Edwards & Klleen
4 Marks

FLVSHINa
MEADOWS
Stadlam (6)

Jack & Betty
Marie Bartell Co

FBJEEPOBT
Freeport (8)

Television 8

Mack ft Lynne
Duke Norman
Verga & Capra
(One to fill)

JONRS BEACH
Stadium (7-9)

Harold Boyd Co
4 Coeds
3 Harmonica Bees
PHILADELiPHIA
Cnrman (12-M)

8 Glnmorettes
Bill Ames
Edwards ft Klleen
(Two to nil)

(8-11)
Pryde ft Dell
Stuart ft Taylor Co
Nellie Arnaut Co
WILLOW GROVE
Willow Grove Park

(10 only)
Pryde ft Dell
3 Drews
Lane & Ward
Fred Rookie Co
Nellie Arnaut Co

Cabaret Bills

NEW TORE CITY
Ohateaa Hodem*Armando's

Geo Morris Ore
Pedrlto Oro
Shirl Thomas
BlU BertoMtrs

Mola Day
Lynn Russell
Marianne Farrar
Jane Choroblll
Edith Lambert *

Annette
Moya Olttord
Ginger Lane
Don Sylvlo Ore
Angelo Oro

BlU's Gay •Cs
Charles Strickland
Lulu •Bates
Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard
Harry Donnelly
Bemie Grauer

Cats Society
(Mldtonn)

Eddie South Oro
Calvin Jackson
Kennoth Spencer
Hazel acott
Amm^s & Johnsim

Cafe Socloty
(Vlllace)

Toddy Wllsin Ore
Sammy Price
Art Tatum
Helena Horns

Annette Guerlaln
Covert ft Reed
Lnclle Jarrott
Maurice Bhaw Oro
Gabriel
Lou Splelman
Dorothy Tanner
Carmellta

ClarsmOBt Inn.

Jos RIcardel Oro

Clob 18

G Andrews Oro
Jules Slower. Ore
Pat Harrington
Jack White
Roy Sedley
Frankle Hyers
Archie Robblns
Stan Ross
Vlnce Curran

Club Oaoobo

Don Avendano Oro
Currlto & Coral
Luis Camaehe
Joso Perez
Rosa RIn
Harriet Carr
Renee

Cora & Irene's

Joe Bills Ore
Rlngo & Harris
Betty FrooB

Mareella Clair
Nick Leeds

Diamond Horissbos
Mae Murray
NIta Naldl
Cnrlyle Blackwell
Joo E Howard
Rose Wyse, Jr
June Mnnn
Delia LInd
Geo Fontana
LI la Lee
Gllda Gray
Charles King
Mangean Sis
Clyde Hagcr

El Chico
Don Alberto Oro
Benito Collada
Fadllla SIb
Tereiilta Oeta
Anita Sevllln
Antonio de Cordova

Famous Door
Babe Rusflin Oro
Ri)y Sedley
Blllle Holiday
Dixie Hoberts
Sid Walker
Johnny & George
Dixie Roberts
Mousey Garner

llavana-Madrld
Frollan Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanabria O
Alberto Torres
Ramon ft I^uclnda
Delen Ortega
Alda Rodriguez
Fay Torres
Arturo (fortes
Dolores DeLoon

Hickory House
Bill Turner Oro
Mercedes
Carol Bosd
Rollln Smith
Ginger Wayne

Hotel Astor
Ina Ray Hutton Ore
Will Bradley Oro

Hotel Belmont
riaza

Arthur Ravel Ore
Joe Pafumy Oro
Bea Perron
Gwen Gary
Eleanor Eberle
John Hubert
Belmont fialladeere

Hotel Blltmore
Ray Hoatlierton O
Judy Clark

'

Olawson Sis
Electra Allison
Plckert ft Ross

Hotel Bossert
(Brooklyn)

Bobby Parks Oro
Imogen Carpenter

Hotel Edison

Una- May Carlisle

Hotel Essex UoDse
Nick D'Amlco Oro

Hotel LexlDgton

Ray Kinney Ore
Meymo Holt
Nniiua
Lollanl laea
Nanl Todd
Lehua Paulson

Hotel Lincoln
Harry James Oro

Hotel McAlpIn
Arturo Arturos Oro
Wendy Bishop
Hotel New Vorber

Johnny Long Oro
Adele Inge
Peter Klllam
Jo Ann' Dean
Gene Borg
Del'Orles Zlegfcid
Le Verne
Marlbel Vinson
Guy Owen
Ice Ballet

HoUl Park CeatnU
(Coeoanut Grovo)

Buddy Clarke Oi'o

AKonso Oro
Jack Waldron
Elenore W.ood-
Hlbbert, Dyrd Co
Wlnton ft Diane
Bunny Howard
Ginger Dulo
Wilson t>ang

Hotel Pennsylvania

Bobby Byrne Oro
Dorothy Claire
Stuart Wade

HoUI Plaia

Dick Gasparre Ore
Chlqulto Oro
Paul Haakon
Maxlne Klsor

Hotel Bnroy-Plaxa

Howard Lally Oro
Peggy Fears
Milton Douglas

Hotel St. Merits

Ford Harrison Oro
Csiis Franklin
Carla ft Fernando
Betty Black.

Hotel St. Begis

Hal Saunders Ore
Gus Martel Oro

Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Ore
Ann Barrett
Sonny Skyler

Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria

(Starlight Boof)

Xavler Cugat Oro
MIguellto Valdes
LIna Romay
Frakson
Evelyn Turner

H Williams, 3

Unrrleane
Dave Dennis Oro
Roman I Ore
Billy Vine
Iceland Restaurant
Lllyan Dell
Amelia Gllmore
Teddy Eddio Ore
Joo Hembreo Oro

Kelly's Stable

Hot Lips Page Ore
Blllle Holiday

Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brlerly
Mitchell Leisen Rev
Freddie Martin Ore

Earl Carroll

Dr Rockwell
B MInnevltch Co
Helen O'Hara
Gene Shelton
Harney Grant
Dorothy Ford
6 Dcbonalra
Beryl Wallaos
Reyes' Rhumba Bd
Bill Brady
Mpnny Strand Oro
Florentine Garden
Corrlnne ft Tita
NTO
Billy Rayes
Fred Scott
SuRar Gelee
David Marshall Ore
Charlie Foy's Clab
Charlie Foy
Leonard Sues
Jerry Lester
Lorraine Elliott
no<l Stanley Oro
Cnice Hayes Lodge
Mary Ilealy
Novlllo Flocson

Palladino
Woody Herman Ore

Paris Inn
Kenny Henryson
Marg'rlte ft M'rtlnez
Henry Monet
White Sis
Carlos & Dortliea
Fred & Jerry
Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Oro

Pirates Den
Henry Grant
(iaby La (''Itte

nilly Burt
Shadrack Boys
Nick Cochran Oro

Rliomboogle
Harlam In H'wood .

Lovey Lane
T.rf)ls Galloway
liuck & Bubbles
Cce Pee Johnson O
!>chcheruzade Cofe
niolmrd Smart
Tna Mlraeza
Yascha Iforowskl
Russian Gypsy Oro

Seven Seas
Lllla KIplkona

Flllpe do Flores
Martinez ft Devlin
Carlos MoUnas Ore
Eduard ft Diane
Pan-Am Dane
Don Pedro Oro

eog Clob
Billy Carr
Alyce Cerf
Cell von Dell
Margie Kelly
Edith Evans
Hugo. ft Myra
Diane Rowland
Jean Mode
Sparklet Ols
Elayne

NannsttA Carmen
Mllllo Wayne
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

VUla Moderns
Bob Strong Oro

VUla Venice
Roslta Ortega
I'ogh'l & Igor
Tana
Vanessa ft Snndlno
JacQuellne Mli;nao
Ted Adair
Buzzonnle
Illnaldl
Auroite Sis

ATLANTIC CITY
Ambassador Hotel

(Surf Boom)
Johnny Pick Ore

Bnbette's Club
Don & R Marshall
Owen ft HnrUor
.Ginger Ford
Milton Huber Ore
I'^ernandez Ore
Guy Martin Rev
Both ft Turf Club
Jerry Cooper
Pupy
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Billy Danlols
Stuff Smith
King Cole Trio

La Martlnlqae
(West End, N. J.)

Eddie Oliver Ore
Herbert Curbello O
Ge'orglo Tapps
Adrlenne

Le Coq Rouge
Jos Smith Oro
Bell BIzony
RudI Tlmflold

l^on ft Eddie's

Lou Martin Oro
Nerlda Ore
Eddie Davis
Dance Players
Joan Wood
Clay Bryson
Barbara Perry
Sherry Brltton
Shirley Lloyd
Milton Dahlberg
Jean Mona

Place Elegante

Ernest Franz Oro
Bill Farroll
Vincent DeCosta
Art Tubertlnl
Victor Harlo

Queen Mary
Roy Stewart Oro
Jerry Blanchard
Caroline Night
Kiml Toye
Ginger Wayne
Maxlne Loomls

_

Balnbow Grill

Rubs Smith Oro
Ashburns

Rainbow Boom
Barry Wlnton Ore
Chlguita Venezla
SIgrld Lassen
Clements Oro
Daclta
Russell Swann
Aaron & Olanez
Julian ft Marjorl

" Blvlem
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Fancho Ore
Fausto Curbello O
Hal LeRoy
F ft J Hubert
Marie Austin
Irene Vernon
Lathrop Bros ft Lee
nower ft Jeanne
Chea Hale GIs

Edith Boarfc's Club

Joe White Oro
Henry Marko
Helen Fox
Ruth Gallagher
Russell HIrd
Tex Gentry
Pat Bennett .

Ruby Carr
Edith Roark
Boss Fenton Farm
(Asbury Pk, N. J.)

M Borgere Oro
Carole ft Shorod
Sally Gay

Rubun Blen

Edwin Matthews
Vera Sanoft

Russian Kretchma

Nicolas Matth'ey O
Petor Nemlroft Ore
Olga Ivanova

,

Nostia Pollakova •

Maru'la Sava
AdU KvinptzoB ..„
Senia Karavaen
Michel Mlchon
MIehl Uzdanofr
Arjslak Arafolovs

Splvy's Boot

Nora Sheridan
Wally Blacker
Eddie MayholTe
Betty Bryant

Sterk Clob

Sonny Kendls Ore
Ray Benson t)ro
Angellta Harmes

VersaUlet

N Brandwynne Ore
Panehlto Ore
Murjorle Galnsw'th
Tommy Wonder

Village Bam
Gene Austin Oro
SherrlU Sis
Zsb Carver
Bud Sweeney
Don ft Ruth Lane
Pappy Below
Roberta Welch

Peter Llnd Hayes o
Caiiylo
Grace Hayes
Jack Boyle
Mary RelUy
Mary Lee
Val Delmar
Mavis Mlms
Incclta

House or Murphy
Frankle Gallagher
Jfan Meunler

'

Ooi'don Bishop
Bob Murphy

•If Cafe
Stop. Look ft Listen
Peter Ray
Joe
Dave Forrester Oro

Macambo Cafe
Edwardo Agullar O
Phil Ohman's Oro

MIramar
Harry Owens Oro

Sybil Thomas
Benny Kaha «

puananl Mathews
MlKl Willi
Chief Snutlnl
Malua
Charlie Openul
Bobby Mathews
Eddie Bush Oro

SInpsy Moxles
Den Blue
Cully Richards
Sid Toinlek
Kels Bros
Benny l^essy
PattI Moors
Sam Lewis
Pat Shaw
Joe Oakle
Al Bard Oro
Somerset Honse

Joe Moshay Ore
Trlnnon

Johnny Davis Oro

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Mnsle

Bill Jordan
George Kent
Ann Harriett
Tony Sharrabba
Dick WInslow Oro

Blltmore Bowl
Margery Dayo
Jack Gywne
Jimmy Castle

Royal Guards
Max ft His Gang
Dorothy Brandon
Max ft Gang
3 Doe's
Chuek Foster Oro

Cnsa Mnnana
Charlie Barnel Ore

Cocoonot Grove

Mary Parker

Ambassador Hotol
(Pomp Room)

Val Oman Ore
Maggi McNeills

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnnt Boom)

Jimmy Joy Oro
Botty Burns
Maurice ft Maryea
Art London
Tune Tessers
Hadley GIs
Art London
(Tarem Boom)

Dave Frltehard Ore

Blaekbawk
Art Jarrelt Ore
Gall Bobbins
Lloyd ft Willis
Pearl Islanders

Blacbstone Hotel
(Ballncae Bm.)

Eddie White Oro'

Brcvoort Hotel
(Crystal Boom)

3 Nlblles
Poggy Lester
I.rf>lB LaChanes
Bob Billings

BroadmoDi
Wally Rand
Pat Patterson
Betty Coeds
Anita Page
June Darling
.Saily Barr
Herb Rudolphs Ore

Brown Derby
Harriet Norrls
Jo Ann Dare
Charlotte van Day
Mary Earl
Chlqulta
Evelyn Lee
Virginia James
Joe Franks
Edith Mitchell
Savage Trio
Marsha DeLand
Jim Polk
Ethel Brown
Mickey Dunn
Advocates
Sammy Frisco Oro

Oapltol Lounge
ModulatorB Oro
Maurice Bocco
j^uls J6raaD Ore

Chet Pare*

Milton Berle
Janeleys
Carole Rhodes
Raquel ft Tarrlba
Bill Gary
Ben Tost Singers
Boyd Racburn Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore
Uvans GIs

Club Alabam
Larry Vincent
Pancho ft L Roche
Irene Burke
Natasha
Ilamona Hughes
Bernle Adler
Paulette LaPlerre
Dotty Dale
Marlon Moore
Allan Coe

Coloslmos

Vrank Quatrell Ore
Gale e

Honee Villon
Hose Perfect
The Harlzells
Don Baldwin
Frank Prince
Harry Pooli>y Ore
Ooliby Danders

Congress Hotel
((ilnss Hot Bm)

Jerry Shelton

Del Shore
Bddlo Danders Ore

Drake Hotel
Camlllla House)

Bob Grant Oro

CHICAGO
Peggy Fears

Edgewater Beach
Hotel

(Beach Walk)
Horace Heldt Oro
Donna ft Juans
Ronnie Kemper
Bernle Mattlnson
.Ulnnls Cabanne
Burton Pierce
Nlghthswks-
Dorben GIs
Herb Foots

SSS Club
Johnny Howard
The Conrads
Ann Suter
Fin DoVnlcrl
Julio Garcia Ore

BlOO Club

Danny Thomas
Roberts & Reynolds
Mary Beth Sires
The Bartons
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark Fisher Oro
Garrlck Stagebar

Stuff Smith
Clarence Profit t

Graemere Hotel
(Glass Honse Bm>
Crusaders
Dorothy Tlmmlno
Betty Grey

HI Hat
Guy Cberney
DeMarlos
Jim Penman
Andres Andrea
J Manzaneres Oro
Vounser GIs
Eddie Fens Ore

Ivantioe

Florence Sehuberl
Al Trace Oro
Holly Swanson-
Vlerra Hawallans
Helen Sumner

I/Alglon

Splros StaraoB Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell
Edna Sellers

'

Isabel de Marco-
Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

House)

Manlred Ootthelf

Xew Vorker

Morey Amsterdam
J ft J Walton
Mary Ann Russell
Doris DuPont
Mary Camp
Kretlow GIs
Arne Barnett Oro
Al Milton Oro

Old Heidelberg
Hans Mucnzer 4

Doris WIttlch
Cosmo Pusa-Terl
Heidelberg 4

Ratbskelbw
Louis & Ore

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Sklnnay EnnlB Or?
Rosarlo ft Antonio
Carlos Ramirez
3 Pitchmen'
Johnny Mack
Inez. Gonan
Carmine Calhoun
Pedro DeLeon Ore
Abhiitt Dancers
Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Gene Kerwln Oro
Jaros Sis

(Panther Room)
Benny Goodman O
Corl Marx
Coleman Clark

Rhumba Casino

Joan Merrill
Ooorgle Tapps
Gloria Gilbert
Oalll Gslll

Gerardo
Jack Whitehead O

Benson's Cafe
Princess Whilewing
Bobby Wallace
Rita Cunnlhgiiam
Roe Coletta Ore

Breakers Hotel
(Ship Deck)

Beale Street Boys
University 8
Pearl Williams
Brlgoiillne Hotel

(Treasure Is Room)
Adrian Rolllnl 3

riorldee Hotel
(Mayfnlr Room)

Marty Magee Ore
Chelsea Hotel
(Terrace Boom)

Johnny Hamp Or«
Billy Van 3

Cllqnot Clob
Ann Howard
Eddie Lang
Cosmo ft Auita
Ramona
Mildred Gllson
Eddie Brown
Bucky I..opez

Tony Glllard Oro
Chez Faree

Bolhwell Brown
Helen Jerrico
H Montgomery'

Club Harlem
Jackie \fabley
Cook ft Brown
Frances BrocK
Myra Johnson
Garland Wilson
Larry Steele
Anise & Aland
Derby Wilson
Beachcombers
Frank Roane
Coleridge Davis O

-Dude Bottch

Dude Ranch Oro
Endicott Oro

Ele|>hant Cafe

Joe Armstrong

Joe Doyle
Rita Roberta
Poggy Shields

BOO Club
Cross ft Dunn
Dorothy Blalns
Margie Greene
Pick Finney
Henry Jerome Ore

Jockey Derby Club
l..enny Ross
Bobby Johnson
VCIkl HhII
Pcppl farman

Norre
llonny Ferris

Nonud Club
Jarlde Whalcn
r>etica
Dixie Sullivan
Elaine Cotton'
Melon t'olby
Zola Gray

President Hotel
(Round -World Km)
Josephine Delmar
Franco ft Beryl
Hod Sweeney
tMarence Stroud
.Maiion Powers
Choena de Simone
Lat^'imparsft Uunc
Phyllis Baker
Adrian Holllnl 3

AMHOlnio Sacasas O
Juai)lta*s Bd

Pnnidlse Club

Bardu All Ore
Wllma Middleton
Charlie ft Dotty
HonI Coles
Candy ft Pepper
Virginia Vigal
Tnmpa Boys
Catherine Atkinson
Ethly Love
Thelroa Price

Paddock Intl

Darmar
Hamon Talavera
Jackie Richards
Vlckl Cooper
Marie Klbbey
Penn-Atlantle Hotel

(Palm Room)
8ue Mitchell Ore
Rltz-Carlton Hotel
(Merry Go Bound

Boom)
Carmen Cavallaro O
Traymore Hotel

(Stratospliere Bm)
Dill Maddcn's Ore
Loretta ft Navarre
Pooslme-Pooshee-
LaHola

T, K, • Club
Alan Gale
Grace O'Hara
Estelle Sloan
Eddy Blum
Jnily Oummlngs
Ralph Brown
Eddie Thomas
Bobby Lee

VUlnge Gunirn
'Black Horse Pike)

Don Gibson
Lenny Burke
Ginger Altken
Jack Darners
Seminole Oro

Danny Richards
Gloria Dale
Lenny Pegton Oro
Andree & Frances

BendexTons
(Hotel Senator)

Tiny Kaye
3 Flashes

Sam's Cafe
Frank Pontl
Doris Fields
Variety (3)
Mike Ray Oro

Showboat
GIrard Ream
Catherine Wolf GIs
Mary-Anna
Valor Bros
Harry Taylor Ore

suter Fleet Inn
Betty Gaynor
Lola Clare
Chle Lauler
Max Levin
Joe Lenny
Phil Mills Oro
Joo Scotty

Silver l4ike Inn
Iris Wayne
Geo Keed
Barney ft Longle
AUoQ Lucey
Frank Hessel Oro

Stamp's
Margie Drummond
Sherman Sis
VlrKinla Lamour
Hal PfalT Oro
Jack Crinin

Stamp Trio

«9th St. BatbslMlla*
Lillian Russo
Paul Allen
Pbyllls Cains
Ruth Templeton
Victor Nelson Ors

20th Century
Stylists
Rose VenutI
Kenny Shaffer Trio
Marjorle Hyoms
Arthur Strobman

Weber's Hot Bran
Camden

Jules Flaeco's Ors
Pen Bannermau
Sane Souce
Syd Golden
Pumphandle Trio
Al Goldecker
Nils ft Joanne
Harry Rocli
Jack Smith
Roy Pifhard
Signer Carmlno
Haths'r Bldoradlai)s
Dave Plerson

Wilson's
Joe Hough
Gypsy Monya
Honey Breen
Frankle Page
Fred Werner
Joss Alimlller
Geo lianuet Oro

Vnclil Club
Judy Renault .

MiilHhlnnian
Catherine King
Mhnl Stewart

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village

Novell Bros
Gregory & Raymond
Hub c:i>)>ror

• :nrl Mueller
.

Ottu Thurn Oro '

E) Dumpo
nob Manners Oro
Sammy LIpman
.\niuinettes

Kldorndo ^lub
Aggie Auld
J .Mackenzie Ore

Hotel Allerton
Joe Baldl Oro

Hotel Carter
Tlilxlon Sprengor
Ambnpsadors Ore

Hotel Cleveland
George Duffy Ore
Hotel Fenway Hall
dohnny CowglU

'

Grant Wilson

PHILADELPHIA
Club BaU

RamonI Rhumba Bd
Alan Fielding Oro
Ball-lovelies
J ft A DIGIanto
Virginia Ramos
Ellsse
Deloyd McKaye
Howard Brooks

Ben Franklin

Ralph Eastwood
iMo Zullo Oro
Efien MlCbliell
Barbara Blane
Birmingham Inn
(Pemberton, N. J.)

Birmingham Ore
Jean ft R Carney
Jerry Gordon
Bob ft Mary
Gibsons (2)

Cadlllae Taren
Harry Dobbs Oro
Cadlllae .Capereties
Sally Osborns

Carroll's

Charlie Galnest Oro
Isobol Brown
li..ena Martlnei
Maxlne Tork
Al Farr
Harry Ross
Jean Lee
Car'rollettes
Jack Shaw
Myrna Dean
Ccdarw'd Log Cabin

(Malaga, N. J.)

Dale ft Williams
Ray O'Day
Cynthia Evans
Carol Kent
Lucille Evans
Moore Blondell

Embasny
Susan Lang
Alllda ft ChIco
Johnny Farrlsh
Chlqulla
CarloB Reyes Oro.

Evergreen Caaino

Maureen ft Norva
Vivian Vance
Pete Rubino
Pat Shevlln Ore

(B Walton Boof)

Glamour GIs
Helen Heath
Earle ft J Leach
Madyln White
Vera Neva
Adrienno
J/OU Morrison
Nell Fontaine
Nltza & Hevell

Jam Besslon

Geo Verrechia
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmo

Hopklns'Batliskeller

Jimmy VenutI Oro
Frank Lester
Lillian Chapman
Ohandor ft Margo
Jimmy Evans
Agnes Carry

Lido Venke
Darlene
Ch Dougherty Glo
Danny versee Oro

Little Bathskcller
Muriel Krlllow Dan
Victor & Ruth
De Lloyd McKay
Jackie Hill
Leon Fields
Victor Hugo's Oro

Manoa Ion
Gene Tohin
Dot Gareey
Bdythe Sallade
Frank Cuneo Oro
Nancy Newell

Jflnstrel Tavern...

Tony Callazo
Bd. McGoldrlck. Jr.

Margie Rose March
Sissy GInnle Loftus
Bd McGoldrlek, Br

Jjlileu Marriott

Nell DIeghan'B
Barry ft King
Leonard Cooks
Aroaro
Itoy Hottugh
Alma ft Rowland
Old Falls Tavern
KIppee Velez
Billy Hayes' Oro
Frankle Richardson
Lorraine Chevalier
Al Kilbride

Park Casino
Tommy Monroe
Idols of Rhythm
Feaeock Gardens
(KIng-of-PruasIa,

Pa.)

Don I.eo

CM Fitch Ore
Margie George
Artie Singer

Balnbow Terrace
(Strafford, Pa.)

Ceell Golly Ore
.Margie Kelly
Gene Hyman
Jimmy Englor
Hal Flfor

Red Hill Inn
(Pennsaukcn, N. J.)

Julia (;ummlngs
Jris Wayne
Renalilo
Warren Phillips
Murray Ann

.
Roman Grille

Ornoo .Steele

Ifolrl llollenden
Ramon & Renlta
Jerry Itcrgcn
Kiiy Vernon

,

Sloun & Gary
Snrclll
Sammy Watklns O

Hotel Stntler
Jules Duke Ore

Im Conga Club
Freddie Carlono Ors

I.lndMiiy's Skybar
Jaun Florer

'

Peaii de Lucca
.Monaco's Cafe

Jack Pollack Oro
Regal Club

Ducky Malvin Ors
3700 Club

Arc West
Ruth Fnrranli
Pat Jordan
Don Walsh Ore

DETROIT

Book-Cadlllae Hotel
(Book Casino)

Loren Parsons
Sanford Mandel
Barry Wilkinson

(Motor Bar)
Vlo Abbs

Boweiy
Beatrice Kay
Bardays
Paddy Cliff
Arden Dftno
Johnny King
Chas Carlisle
Benny Resh Oro

Casanova
Glamour GIs (6)
Ramona
Bob I.ewlB
Riiy Hamilton
I.eola Taylor
Armand ft Juliana
Lee Walter Oro

Casino Gardens
George Olsen Ore
Dun Royale Ore
.Miissey ft Miller
Fehnova Ballet (16)
.Sellers

Chet Dolphin
Clob Congo

Botty St Claire
Gladys Madden
Alice Lyons
3 lluds
Snowball ft Johnny
Joyner ft Joyce
6 Hecdettes
King Perry Oro
Corbtown Tarem

Dolly Stirling
Beth Farrell
Ellen Kaye
Joe E Kernfl
Colo ft Corte
6 Voslers
Les 'Arquotte Ore

Hand's
3 Old Timers
Manuel Lopez
I^ondon Chop Honse
Tonia ValentI
Harney Green
Frank Whitman O

Club Har-Jo
Paul Regan
'June Carson
Dancing DIetrlchs
Merritt Lamb Oro

Morocco
.'Gey. .Nineties' Rev
Buddy_ pjjjay
'Joe Voder Or'o~"

Madelon Baker
Neblolo's

Beth Farrell

O'Donnol 'ft Loycs
Eslralllta
l«eonard Seel Ore

Nortliwood Ina
Anita Jacobl
Woodu ft Bray
Harry Schilling
Roslieo ft Lee
Ray Carlln Oro

Olde Wayne Club
DInorah Ore
Bernlce Bishop
HoffiQan Bros

Palm Beacb
Bob Tolly
Doris Wlilte
Fay ft Andre
Gabby Bros
Don Pablo Oro

Hock's Bedford Ina
Mac McGraw Oro

Club lUyala
Sibyl Bowi'uan
Ruth Potty
Adrian ft Cecllle
Dorothy Keller
Pamela Brltton
Don McGrane Oro

Btntler Hotel

Sande Williams Or*
Hiin Diego

Al Alexander Ore
Udell ft Days
Burns Bros
Dolly Dawn
Marya ft Martyn

The Tropics

Betty Ttlair

Jeati Field
Linda Druee
The Friars (3)
Vincent Dragiile Oro

.V«oe:R
Billy Meagher
Virginia RIndell
Frani'lsco ft M'liulta
Jill Dean
Alto Fryer Ore

WliKller Hotel
(Cold Cub Boom)

Herman FIno
Wooiler Bar

Pat Nash
ConsucMa
Hy Ilnron-Ore
Castrlllos Ore

B09 Clob
Dale Itliodes
Dl Giovanni
Marg'b"Go6d
OBod A-OOffdr""""
Verne Wilcox
John ft Jessie Hem
Olga Ray
Horace Houck Ors

BOSTON
Beachcomber.

Harry MorrlBsey
Harry Day Dane
.Monica Lewis
Jean Mona
Val Voltalne
Buster Kelm Rev

Bllnstrub's

Karl Rondo Oro
Boyd Heathen
Goorge Ross
Allen Drown
Dolly Kay

Cusa .Maooos
Al Miller Ore
David Bsllentlne
Kayo Thome s
Virginia Melford i
Ccpa .Manana Gls'

Club Uaytair
nanny Weeks Oro
ncrnle Bennett O
Georgo LIbby Rev
Dr Marcus
Claire ft,Senna Sis
Diamond ft 'Arthur
Doris Abbott

Club .'Vniilty Fnir

Kal Nira Oro

Stella Ray
DIna Vance
May Duane

' Coeoanut Grove
Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Ore
Wnlly Wanger Rev
Mllly Paine
Marianne Francis
Mata ft Harl
Amapola Lopez
Gellentl ft T^onardo
FItz ft Carroll
Hassan. 2d

(Melody Lounge)
Marjorle Garretsba
Herb Lewis
Crawford Houao .

Ray Collins Ore
Miriam Johnson
Crawfordettes
Carole Hall
Hill MDhoney
Anno Houle
Ralph James

Fox ft Hounds
Milton George OIO

Hl-Hat
Pete riorman Ore

(Continued on pane 54)
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

Erskine Hatofcins Orch 16) with

Ida James, Avery Parrish; Bill

Boitev, Stump & Stumpy. Inkpots

H): 'Shepherd o] the Hills' (Pot),

reviewed in Variety, June 18, 41.

the same act as his previous appear-

ance. He whips It off in a hurry, goes

into the familiar violin bit and
clicks solidly. Nathane Brothers

don't change, either, and still win
approval for acrobatics performed
while playing mandolin and violin.

Biz good Sunday night. Mac.

Par takes the edge off the heavi-

ness of its Ozark Mountain screen

fare, "Shepherd of the Hills,' with a

stage layout that's based on rhythm
from end to end. Lineup represents

one of the few exclusively colored

packages the Par has used, bill hav-

ing been arranged as backing for the

Inkspots, who have played so many
weeks here the ppst year th^ re

almost a house group. Quartet is to

holdover into the next bill, too,

headed by Claude Thornhills band,

set to come in Aug. 13.

Though it's not an outstanding

combination, as a whole, the setup

constitutes good entertainment aU
through. Erskine Hawkins' jump
rhythms, put forth by an outfit com-
posed of five sax, three trumpets,

three trombones; four rhythm, led by

Hawkins' '20th Century Gabriel

trumpeting, provide concrete foot-

ing for the work of the acts on the

bill, and on its own the band con-

tributes a dish of well played num-
bers None, however, are powerful

enough to lift the band above the

Impact made by Stump and Stumpy,

Bill Bailey, or the 'Spots.

All of Hawkins' arrangements are

neatly worked out rhythm things

that have no particular character

other than that lent by his high-

pitched trumpet up front. And, at

this catching anyhow, the horn was
very much under wraps in campan-
son to past revlewings at the Apollo,

Harlem. Par's production efforts

went long way toward helping the

band, it's lighting during an inter-

pretation of 'Nonah' being partic-

ularly outstanding. Ida James, good

looking, strikingly costumed vocalist

with the band, goes over strongly

with 'Beau Night in Hotchkiss Cor-

ners' and Daddy.' Avery Parrish,

band's pianist, gets in one' inning

solo of 'After Hours'; not very ex-

citing.

BUI Bailey, a familiar figure in

Harlem haiuntd, won this crowd with
his tapstering and chatter, the same
lines and routines the dancer used
when caught recently. His chatter

went over much better this time
seemingly because he has improved
his delivery. He could have done
more.^

Stump and Stumpy, who have
played on Broadway before,-- are a
resounding cUck, the audience going
for their crazy antics hook, line and
sinker. Routine is the same, vocal,

taps (which don't suffer much with
Bill Bailey on the same bill) , imita-
tions of Donald Duck, W. C. Fields,

'Ted Lewis, all interlaced with the
spontaneous - appeai^ing, whacky
bounciiig on and off stage in the mid-
dle of each other's routines.' If this

pair don'^ watch out they'll wind up
lA a Broadway musical. Applause
they drew outdistanced the reaction
to the Inkspots, stars of the layout.

'Spots score solidly, however, with
'Jumpin' Jive' (bit aged), 'Do I

Worry,' 'If I Didn't Care,' -You're
Just a Brown Gal' and a march-
tempoed ''V Stands for 'Victory.' Only
negative conunent on the quartet is

that the te'nor seems to be trying too
hard to sell his stuff. In interpreting
'Worry' and 'Care* he seemed to be
pressing to impress, thereby destroy'
ing the smoothness which charac'
terizes the quartet's recordings of
the same tunes.
Biz good. WftoA.

CAPITOL, WASH.

HAMID'S PIER, A. C.
(HIPPODROME)

Atlantic City, Aug. 3.

Willie Howard & Co. (4), Mitzl

Mo«/oir, Gene Marcey, Juggling

Jewels (4), Chester Fredencks with

Barbara Lane, Clifford and Canom,_ _ _ Adler, a virtuoso of unquestioned

Don' Goldte's House Orct\ (10) with class on the harmonica, just couldn't

Sands; 'Hurricane Smith'Herb
(Rep)

STATE, N. Y.

Joe Rines orch (12), Harriett Lone,

Larry Adler, Com Daley. Barry
Wood, Stuart Morgan Dancer* (4);

'Adwenfurc in WotMnpton' (Col), re-

viewed in this issue.

Three truly ?reat stage acts, Larry
Adler, Cass Daley and the Stuart

Morgan dancers, plus the name value
of Barry Wood, singer on radio's

'Lucky Strike Hit Parade,' place this

vaude layout above the ordinary.

They help cram a barjaln-load of
entertainment into 68 minutes, more
than making up for the mediocre
first-run 'Adventure in Washington.'

Willie Howard is back at George
Hamid's amusement center for the

third time this summer, but this

time with different skits. He starts

out with caricatjires of Al Jolson and
Eddie Cantor singing 'Sonny Boy,'

then quickly dons Mexican sombrero
and blanket- to pose as 'Shapiro the

Caballero' while singing a dizzy ditty

called 'She Could Be Made With a

Sweet Serenade.' Later he returns

with his 'Krummy Breakfast Food'
skit from 'Qrazy With the Heat.' and
his "Russian Tavern' numl)er from
same show. Distinct hit when
caught at Sunday afternoon (3)

show.

Mitzi Mayfair shares topbilling

with Howard. She appears in deep
blue velvet slacks and bolero jacket
with tiara to match and confines her
performance to tap routines and
ligh-kicking. Her eye appeal for
audience, and her leg-slinging antics

to tune of 'St Louis Blues' at act's

end clicked.

Gene Marvey, tenor, draws heavy
applause by making the most of his
personality. Ha sings , IH Hear a
Rhapsody,' a medley and 'Rancho
Grande,' and encores with 'The Band
Played On.'
Chester ' Frederick scores with

hoofing and slapstick, assisted by
Barbara Lane, a looker in brown
skirt and Lana Turnerish top-piece.
They get best results with a take-
off on typical jitterbugs. Fredericks
also pleases with some amusing pat-
ter, but some of this appears
strained.
The lour Jewel women do okay

with fast and intricate Indian club
juggling routine. Clifford and Ca-
nova are a pair of 17-year-olds given
a week's work after winning a jit-

terbug contest on the pier last week.
They are utterly lacking in show-
manship. -

^
Other entertainment for 7Sc ad-

mission includes Tommy Reynolds
orch and Eddy Morgan's house orch
in ballroom, TerreU Jacobs circus
acts, Sylvia's Washington Debs orch,
and fun bouse. Carter.

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

JVfiami, Aug. 1

Condos Bros.. Sunshine Quartet,
Ray Mayer and Edith Evans, Goynor
and Ross, The Albtns, Jack McCoy,
Harry Reser House Orch; 'Shepherd
of the Hills' (Por).

Washington, Au0. 5.

John Botes, Marty May, Harriet
Hoctor, Nathane Brothers (2),

Rhythm Rockets Hottse Line (16),

. ...jSam^'acfe Kaufman and House Orch;
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G).

John. Boles hasn't been .seen here-
abouts lately, on stage or screen, but—--when -he-mskes hb-appBHTance iv
this show there's no mistake about
his standing with the customers.
That his name dragged them into the

^ 'theatre is m'ade quite evident by the
m burst of applause which greets him

when he walks on stage.
K<' And Boles doesn't let his admirers

down. When he sings a song it

knows it has been sung. He opens
up lightly with a pair of popular
numbers, then goes into 'One Alone,'
which apparently Is still the item his
fans remember and want most to
hear. He concludes with -Waiting at
the Gate for Katy,' which is woven
into the finale, or the customers
never would let him off stage.
Revue opens -with what is pur

ported to be first vaudeville house
presentation of Irving Berlin's 'Arms
for the Love of America,' with Har^
rlet Hoctor dancing to accompani-
ment of pit orchestra and male quar-

' tet. Dance doesn't mean much, but
it's jperformed with Miss Hoctor's
usual skUL She shoivs off her tech-
nique to much better advantage,
however, in mid-show appearance in
production number also involving
Rhythm Rockets in pretty effect with
luminous colored skirts on darkened
stage.
Marty May's comedy Is the sort

which still sells even when Its much

Even such dull screen fare as 'The
Shepherd of the Hills' falls to put a
damper on this zingy little layout
There isn't a lull in the 'lineup, and
that's sufficient cause this summer
to- unveil « plaque in the lobby. On
the Coast, after scoring; in two cur-
rent Hlms, the Condos Brothers are
the main mazda magnet but their
candle power doesn't dim the sup-
porting turns. These include a
home-grown barbershop quartet that
really ties the show up in knots.
Boys copped top honors in a recent
city-wide warbling contest, this
booking being one of the awards.
They don't disappoint
The Condos have been around, but

this is their initial workout in the
south in the summer. They are a
pair of Ughtning tapsters, whose
b.o. is further bolstered by recent
-cinen-ia clicks." 'UttUzf rb'ulifies em-
ployed in 'Moon Over Miami' for
socko results.

In the Opening spot are Gaynor
and Ross, a fast-working skating
team. Duo uncorks some difficult
aero swings atop an elevated stage
to get the' house off Its hands in a
hurry. Ray Mayer and Edith Evans
follow through without a letdown.
Mayer, who affects a cowboy bon-
net and boots, is a moderately comi-
cal fellow, and when he gets around
to it an ace exponent of boogie-
woogie piano. Spends most of his
time, however, kibitzing with Miss
Evans, who, when she gets around
to it ,opens up with a powerful s^t
of pipes.
The Albins really knock them-

selves out with their ballroom buf-
foonery, but they lack the subtlety
and finesse of the Hartmans, whom
they obviously copied. It's a clicky
turn, nevertheless, and -gets plenty
of action from the audience. .

Jack McCoy is an affable m.c. and
pantomimic. Material is rather lim-
ited, but, given a chance to develop,
heU tie a wortiiy addition to any
bill.

'

Harry Reser continues to do a fine

job with the house band. House full

when caught Friday night (1).

Leslie.

give this audience enough. After
doing 'Begin the Beguine,' a gypsy
flamenco piece and a Gershwin med-
ley, he still had to come back for

Strauss' 'Blue Danube.' Then the
well-filled house demanded still

more, and he told a cute little anec-
dote anent a concert he gave at the
British Embassy in Washington,
where Mrs. Halifax asked him if he
could -play boogie woogie. This was
the prelude to his delivery of 'Beat

Me Daddy Eight to the Bar,' and
that brought him even more ap-
plause than his previous pieces.

Finally., he had to beg off by claim-
ing he didn't have permission to

play Ravel's 'Bolero.'

The slim, curly-haired performer,
who has gained himself an interna-
tional reputation on what is consid-
ered. a toy instrument, is perhaps
best with the Gershwiniana. Of the
same race as the late brilliant com-
poser, Adler puts a feeling into the
Gershwin music that is as compelling
as though it were being played by
a symphony. As for showmanship,
Adler is tops.

Cass Daley, a pretty girl who con-
tor' her face and body to such an
exaggerated extent that she's a
comic howl, and the adagio Stuart
Morgan Dancers just about run neck
and neck in applause. Miss Daley,
like Adler, also had to beg off, while
the adagioists, closing the'show, were
saved by the traveler. Best descrip-
tion of Miss Daley is that she's a

femme Schnozz Durante. She sings
specials in a rough-house manner
and looks ~s though she would be
sensational in the old Clayton, Jack-
son and Durante 'wood number.'
Heretofore she's been a regular at
the opposition Parar>ount; she's a
welcome 'new face' for the State.

The Stuart Morgans are among
the last of a rapidly becoming ex-
tinct type of act. Adagio dancers,
once numerous in the days of the
late Meyer Golden, have passed out
of the pictun to the - extent that
there are- only a couple of such acts

left doing the routines straight. The
Morgan act, produced by Cieorge
and Maurice Golden, is probably the
best The throws and catches by
three huskies 'of a neat little blonde
border on the sensational.
Barry Wood is in the next-to-clos-

ing frame preceding the adagio
quartet and is a nice singer of songs.
Baritone gives out with "There's
Going to Be a Great Day,' a medley,
"El Rancho Grande' and finally

Irving Berlin's new patriotic piece,

'Arms for the Love of America.
Wood has an easy delivery and
smooth baritone and clicks.

Joe nines, WMCA bandleader. Is

the show's orchestral background,
spotted on the stage. WMCA is out
of the'billing (due to Loew's owner-
ship of opposition WHN), which is

probably just as well, the WMCA
house band of 11 pieces that Rines is

maestroing not being much to brag
about Rines himseU is a cute per-
sonality and okay m.c, and quickly
establishes himself personally via
the excellent magic trick of smoking
two clay pipes that are obviously
minus tobacco. Later he crushes the
pioes and gets smohe out of the
frs<nrents.

Only other act on the show is

Harriett Lane, singer who has but
one style for all three numbers she
does. "Music Maker,' 'The One I

Love' and 'I Love Coffee, I Love
Tea,' may sound differently, but the
way she sings 'em they look alike.
One thing she should do immediately
is to get a more becoming costume;
the light blue gown she was wearing
at this catching being distinctly un-
flattering. Scho.

ing without apparent rbym* nor
reason. It's akin to lomattilng out
of troubled drMm. On analysif

iff hard to flgur* out what th« boyi
actually do, but they'r* effectlvt and
get a hearty ovation.
Neatest act to play here in a long

time is team of Fayna and Foster.

Rubbing rims of water-filled glasses

to produce music doesn't sound ex-
citing, but it's socko th« way this

pair sells it. Tones are sweet and
clear and mike pickup is satisfactory

due to way glasses are mounted on
a portable table, which somewhat
resembles an elongated jukebox.

Midway, table top suddenly flips

over to reveal a forest of rubber doll

heads which yield notes when
squeezed. Another quick change re-

veals bells, and they finish as bell-

ringers. Way act is handled reveals

a showmanship that lifts it far above
"average.

Esquillo Brothers are on next,

debuting as cowboy singers. .With-
out missing a note, they slow^ strip

to black velvet trunks and go into a
control acrobatic routine, singing or
whistling throughout. It's a novel
switch and clicks. Boys were seen
here about a year ago In 'Grand-
fathers Follies' at the Bal Tabarln.
Jumping over from a date just

finished at the Bal are Harris and
Shore, comedy dance team in the
next-to-closing, using satires on 'Be-

gin the Beguine,' ballroom and
rhumba and encoring with 'Love's

Lullaby.' Gal is the whole show, a
tin^ bundle whose mugging and
mangling of steps is routined with
plenty of tempo for bountiful laughs

and cinch appeal. Team lands in a

large way.
' Line girls are used only once, in

a production number built around
Carlyle and Mamba. Scrim hides

band as gals twist and writhe in

red lighting, electric fans in the
foots blowing scarves for added ef-

fect. Switch to blue, which brings

out fluorescence in' line costumes,

hails arrival of Carlyle, who goes
into gyrations around his veiled

Mamba. Guy is definitely a good
dancer, but the routine doesn't spell

anything in particular save an at-

tempt to sex things up as much as

fr'^nMy audiences will allow.

, Biz good at oi>ening. Went.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Auo. 1

Little Jack Little Orch, Koscoe
Ates, Harry King and Artina, Mon-
ocled Ambassadors, Kathleen Quin
and Kirk Woods; 'Kisses for Break
fast' (WB).

ROXY, N. Y.

The Lyric comes through with a
well-rounded presentation this week
and the attendance is good. Little

Jack Little and his band and Roscoe
Ates provide the marquee attractions

and both click plenty.
Little has a small band, four sax,

two trumpets, one trombone, drums,
two pianos (when he plays) and
bass. He trots from mike to piano
to band to audience, playing, direct-

ing and keeping the show moving in
his usual suave, and unassuming
manner which has made him a lot
of friends and is making him plenty
more this week. His two singers,
Kathleen Quin and Kirk Woods, both
seU, and his . novelty presentation

I

with a hoky trio is one of the high-
spots. Maestro's big moment is the
show closer, in which he presents a
medley of all the well-remembered
tu"es he has written.

Roscoe Ates comes through with
some new angles on gags—a card
trick routine that was just fairly
well received, and some trick fiddle
playing that scored.
The Monocled Ambassadors also,

got over, with a clever presentation
rrTihir'Txr acrobatics and comedy.
Harry Kins and Arlina present some
top lap routines ala jitterbug style.
A very smooth working pair. Kiley.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS)

Arch{« RbbMns, Don Arres, Lane
Bros., Toy & Winp, Ben Berri, Stan
Rosf, 12 £squlre<, Gae Foster Roxy.
ettes (24), Poul Ash house orch:
'ChorUy** Aunt' (20fh), reviewed
in Vabiett, Jttlj/ 23, '41.

Four flrst-rate acts, aided by a
capabla m.c. and his stooge, are
nicely stnmg along with the Gaa
Foster Girls and 12 Esquires (male
dance combo) for a slick stage pres-
entation. Paul Ash has ^oved the
Roxy house crew up. on the stage
and the musicians are nicely framed,
on a fancy stand that slides front
and t>ack as thcf turns demand room.
Archie Robbins, introduced as. on

a N. Y. stage for first time, opens
as a gag teller and then carries on
as chief announcer of different acts,
a la radio musical broadcast Signoff
for the show is done in same man-
ner. Robbins has nice delivery, but
his material is mostly of ancient
vintage—and some of it blue. Stan
Ross, though not plainly tagged as
his assistant, obviously is his stooge
enters late in show In a series of
well-done imitations of screen per-
sonalities, with the stooge doing the
gestures and Robbins the chatter.
Additionally, Robbins helps on song
ensembles. Works nicely with aU
the acts, even on some clowning
with the Lane Brothers.

The Lane Brothers rate top spot
on this layout. They pack a large
amount of tricks into their brief 10
minutes of acrobatic dancing, fancy
rope-skipping and comedy gyrations.
Cleaned up here right from start

Toy and Wing, tabbed two Chinese
who were bom in N. Y., presently
are -using a swift-gaited dance act.

Their ballroomology is slick, as is

tbe'r soeedv 'm'^-^tinn of American
jitterbugs. Miss Toy's toe dancing is

rigjit in the groove, hinting - pains-
taking practice for her fancy meneu-
vers. Their finale also is calculated
for cleanup results.

Ben Berri (last time reviewed his
name was spelled with a single 'R'),

comedy juggler, is a bright addition
to the bill. He employs kidding
technique for his most difficult jug-
gling and Indian club twirling feats.

Berri employs the stray juggled ball
routine repeatedly to build increas-
ing laughs.

Don Arres, radio tenor, parades a
group of Latin-American tunes, in-

cluding 'Rancho Grande' and 'In Ar-
gentina,' for nice returns. He's
more accustomed to stage work than
when he was here last year and does
not drag out his repertoire, a previ-
ous mistake.

Roxyettes are using a small hoop
drill and routine, closing with the
time-worn phosphorescent effect

shining on the hoops in front of a
dark background. Closer is the real
clincher, with Robbins and Arres
baUading The V Song,' tabbed the
official tune of Bundles for Britain.
This, of course, brings the Foster
femmes out in tricky costumes, each
forming a letter "V when qrms are
upraised. And naturally the finale

builds into - giant formation with
the Enquires. Swell showmanship.

Biz near capacity final show Fri-
day (1), with Jack Benny's comedy,
'Charley's Aunf the big draw.

Wear.

EARLE, PHILA.

Philadelphia, Aug. 1-

Vaughn Monroe orch (15) with
Morylin Duke, Ziggy Talent, Bilt-

morettes, and Johnny Burke; 'Donee
Holt' (20th).

GOLDEN GATE, S. F.

Son Francisco, July 30.

Norman Harris <t Sylvia Shore,
Foyne & Foster, Three Jays, Eguillo
Bros. (2), Three Chocolateers, Jimmy
Collins, Corlyle <fe Mamba, Peggy
O'Neill line (12), Charles Kaley orch
(13); 'Tom, Dick and Harry' (RKO)

House has whipped up a snappy
bill this week, opening on the Tbree
Jays, fast and well-costumed trampo-
line act comprising two boys and a
nifty femme. Trio keeps the net
bouncing and works comedy angles
tor a sharp opening.
Second slot goes to Jimmy CoUins,

singing winner of Dean Maddox's
KFRC amateur contest who tenors
'Things I Love' and 'Did Your Mother
Come from Ireland?'. Lad has fair
set of pipes, but needs polish.
Show goes completely surrealistic

in the trey with the Three Choco-
lateers, billed as from the Cotton
Club. Colored cavorters are in high-
speed motion entire time they are
on the stage, stepping, leaping, pack-

With world attention centered last

week on the Soviet-Nazi war and the
Far East there was little red meat
available for U. S. newsreelers. Even
if any action stuff had been obtain-
able, it couldn't have been brought to
this country in time. So the reels
had to fall back on either library
stuff or away-from-the-scene mate-
rial. As a result, the biU . was com-
paratively tame, consisting mostly
of passive subjects and pre-staged
stunts.

One good clip was th$ Embassy's
special on physical tests for would-
be New York firemen. Other fairly
graphic bits were Universal's shots
of a Chicago Are, Australian soldier
boxing bouts (Fox), Spanish crowd
bull-fighting (Fox) and tennis
matches at Seabright, IT. J. (Uni-
versal). London's V-for-Victory
propaganda drive got attention from
Parmount and Pathe, while the for-
mer had views of the Dutch fliers

who recently visited New 'York en
route to England from Batavla. Pathe
had an encouraging clip showing the
arrival of U. S.-manufactured war
materials at Cairo, and Fox offered
a human interest bit of members of
the Eagle -squadron broadcasting
from England.
Remainder of the bill was an im-

exciting succession of shots . of
rodeos, horse races, yachting, planes
in flight and spiels by politicians (or
similar Special pleaders) on their
pet causes, Hobe.

There's very little—if anything

—

on the marquee to lure anyone in-

side the gate of' the Earle this week,
either in the way of stage attraction
or screen fare.

Monroe's band, virtually unknown
here, stacks up musically with the
other jltteroo outfits that have shown
here and seems to score with the
younger set down front. The tall,

goodlooking Monroe works hard. In

fact, he works too hard. He could
very well cut down on his number
of appearances before the mike.
Monroe could also delete several of

(he ooeratic numbers he essays.

They slow down the band's stint to

a crawl, once he gets it in high with
pop stuff. Best in his vocal reper-
toire are 'Maria Elena' and 'Donkey
Serenade,' which he yodels in a
throbbing .baritone.

Marylin Duke, a looker, gives out
with the popular 'Hut-Sut' and
"Daddy.' (Don't the canaries sing

anything else these days?) Ziggy
Talent is amusing in his stint with
his version of Joe E. l«wis' 'Sam.
You Made the Pants Too Long' and
"Ants in My Pants.' • An encore
brought him back with a comic
parody on the baUad, 'Tress.'

Johnny Burke's standard dough-
boy monolog act clicks a little more
solidly this trio than during the days
before the present big fuss. Even his

corniest gags sample, They had
two sizes in the Arnjy—too small
and too large') bring guffaws from
the stubholders.)

The Biltmorettes, femme trio, have
an entertaining turn with number
of difficult aero routines, including

some adroit tumbling through twist-

in" rooe?!.

Biz Friday evening was just fair.

Shot.
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STANLEY, PITT

PitUtwgh, Aug. 1.

Paul Whiteman Orch (17), Jack

Guilford, Robinson Twins, Dolly

Mitchell. Frank Houwrd, Mike Knao-
tore, Murray McEochrett, Buddy
Weed, Willie Kodnjittez; 'BonMicle

Bill' (MG).

A Buy sUU has to pay off on Paul

Whiteman. He's a better than even

bet the minute he steps on any sUge;

half way through the odds are way
out of line and at the finish they're

oosiUvely exorbitant. The King of

Jfazz he was, he still is and the

crown will probably be his as long

as he cares to hold it. Since the

Eood old days, the Whiteman band

has changed personnel more often

that the presidents of a South Ameri-

can repuDlic, but the magic of his

name remains potent enough to

grab off the top men in the biz.

That's particularly evident in his

present setup. It's a solid, substan-

accomplished enough to get them out
of the usual opening spot for acros
and spot them on the far side of
mid-snow. They have devised sev-
eral ways of pyramiding three high
in precarious positions.

Closing 12 minutes are filled by
Freddy Gordon and Jimmy Rogers,
colored lads with line of rhythm
songs, chatter and terplng. Uke
most colored performers, their best
work is terping, in which they fea-
ture the jumping splits. Songs are
so-so and their chatter material is

dusty. Two work hard and give
some of the flare needed to close the
45 minutes. Quin.

HIPP, BALTO

Baltimore, Aug. 3,

'Stardust Revue' with Mary Ahlers,
Bob Stickney, Bill Herson, Three
Girls in Blue, the Claytons (2)

Norman Young, Fort Meade Fun-
sters (3), Floryne Neuberger, Con-

STEEL PIER, A. C.
(MUSIC HALL)

Atlantic City, Aug. S.

RocTiester, Frances foye. The
Kidoodler* (3), Kenny ond Norris,
Joey Rardtn, Gae Foster Ballet (16);
Ben Yost Singers (8), Dick Dlna,
Pinkie Lee, Bobby Morris, Ryan ond
Benson, Walter Morton, Music Hall
Orch (9).

Night Gub Reviews

CLUB MODERNE, S. F. |r?S:c,.a\§^if^r.?l''o«1
place for several weeks, playing

San Francisco, July 31. | other niteries, as well as theatres, in
Gertrude Ntesen, Jock Marshall, I

the east
Rosita and Deno, Raybum Dancers

Cohen.

tial, showy outfit, fortified to the stanza Greco, Boltimore Rocfccttes

hilt' in every department and a crew

that makes plenty of music, the

Whiteman way, of which there is

little better. Regular lay-out has

three trumpets, two trombs, three

fiddles, five reeds, bass, drums, piano

and banjo, but flock of the men
double, and Whiteman can put half

dozen fiddles or seven or eight

Baxes in the field any time he wants.

It's a versatile gang, but then he has

always had a versatile gang, so that

isn't news..

Just as always, what Whiteman's
peddling is real jazz; the brasses are

outspoken and the reeds and strings

keep the undertones sweetly mel-
low. 'Rhapsody in Blue,' of course,

continues to be the openei>-White-
man wouldn't be Whiteman without

H—'Interoiezzo,' with an arrange-

ment thafs different, is a high spot

and, for a finish, there's a medley of

tunes Whiteman originally made
famous, with Buddy Weed, Mike
Pingatore, Willie Rodriguez and flock

of others getting .their innings. Weed
makes the piano sing with 'I Got
RhyUim' and Pingatore's still a whiz
on the banio and brings the house
down with his flying fingers.

Whiteman's carrying two new
vocalists, Dolly Mitchell and Frank
Howard. Former he introduces as a
17-year-old and she's a little lady
with lots of class. Doesn't look like

the regulatipn band singer and re-
sembles a sub-deb or a Vassar
sophomore, and has a voice with
oomph in it. Held the spotlight for

five numbers at this viewing, click-

ing heaviest with 'Hut Sut' and
•Daddy.' Howard's a good-looking
fellow with . a basso-baritone pipes
and could easily become a femme
pash. There's a nasal something
that creeps into his voice every once
in a while, but since it isn't contin-
uous it can probably be easilyi cor-
rected. Otherwise, he has what it

takes.

Jack Guilford proves his clever,
sophisticated stuff is just as salable
to a foiir-bit audience as it is to a
$3.30 crowd ('Meet the Peogle') or a
cover charge clientele

(16), Felice lula and House Orch
(13) ; 'The Reluctont Drogon' (RKO)

.

ciety). Youiig comic cleans up on
everything, his chatter, his slow mo-
tion sportslight and finally his satire
On 'Coming Attractions,' whodunits
and *Dr. lUIdares.' Has an engag-
ing, effortless manner and he's won-
drously graphic both audibly and
visually. Mopped up here. Robin-
con Twins, boy and a girl and couple
of cute redheads, are the other out-
tide act and their hoofing turn is

okay if slightly conventional. An-
other click is Murray McEachren,
the one-man band who unlike most
one-man bands doesn't merely give a
flock of Instruments the bid one-two
brush-off, but actually plays theni.
and goodr He also batons the band
while the acts are on.

Biz fine at last show tonight, with
full house upstairs and down. And
the mercury hovering around 100.

Cohen.

Annual revue staged in tieup with

the Baltimore News-Post by Ted
Routson makes for good supporting

portion to film on tap. Nicely set

up and highlighted by Meda Cor-

dova's well-trained chorus routines,

current layout plays okay right up
to finale, a stirring Pan-American
picture number.

Fellowing opening vocal by
Mary Ahlers, chorus, coming on
from audience, starts things with
precision stuff, after which 3ob
Stickney, on stilts, gives out with all-

right legemania^ Makes way for Bijl

Herson, from WBAL here and cur-

rently on tap as m.c, to bring on
Three Girls in Blue, harmony trio.

Do arrangements of 'Hut Suf and
'I«t's Ciet Away From It All.' Gals
sing well and set hiatters for the
Claytons, boy and girl whip-cracking
and lariat team, who strike note for

cowboy hoofery by line, a bellringer
very nicely spotted.

Norman Young, leglt vocalist,

takes hold for musical comedy
medley followed by 'Old Man River,'
after which the Fort Meade Fun-
sters, trio of draftees from nearby
Fort Meade, contribute real punch
with mouth-organ playing, army
gags and hoofery, all well sold and
surefire for any audience. Hoofery
by Weldon OToole, one of trio,

shows possible professional back-
ground.

Herson takes hold next with some
vocalizing at piano accompanied by
clarinet, bull fiddle, and electric

guitar down front from house orch.
Gives out with 'Everything Happens
To Me,' and 'Stop Kissin' My Sister,'

nicely delivered and just enough.

Elaborate finale, with portion of
gals - whacking castanets to solo by
Floryne Neuberger, followed by
some conga motif and a sockaroo

(£afe 'So- '
d^nce in flamenco style by Con-

TOWER, K. C.

KaTuas City, Aug. 2.

Gordon & Rogers, The Three
Kings, Maxtne Turner, Seror Ttoins,
iester Harding, Herb Six house
orch. Kenneth Heim; 'Dance Hall'
mm.
Entertainment average is improved

on this bill over past couple of
weeks, mainly on the individual ap-
peal of each act. None hits espe-
cially high spots, but all have a
little more than average to offer.

The Six crew leads with ' a special
arrangement on 'Friendly Tavern
Polka' and Miss Turner follows to
turn in a pair of control terp rou-
tines. Her dancing is limber and
varied and she has looks on her side.

Lester Harding takes over as m.c.
to bring on Kenneth Heim, blind,
am-winning trumpet player.
Neat bit is offered by the Seror

twosome, identical twins. Make a
great deal of play over their re-
semblances, topping this department
with the inevitable mirror washing.
Also contribute some novelty stunts,
best of which is their picking mu-
sical tunes gut of each other's coats.
Harding turns his baritone on the
patriotic range and makes Irving
Berlin's 'Any Bonds Today' readily
acceptable as his solo chore.
Work of the Three Kings, strong

.nan with duo of fem balancers, is

stanza Greco, builds to big show
girl parade. Girls in typical native
costiimes are brought on with flags

of Pan-American countries, climaxed
by Canada and the Stars and Stripes,
to the accompaniment of the 'Star
Spangled Banner,' all in front of a
colorful eye. of flags and patriotic
details.

Biz good. Burm.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.

Los Angeles, July 31.

Rube. Wolf and Orch (14), Low,
Hite and Stanley, Bobby Gilbert,
flarbarina and Pals, Fanchonettes
(20); 'Shepherd of the Hills' (Par)
ond 'Sweetheart of the Campus"
(Col).

Eddie . Anderson, 'Rochester' of
Jack Benny's radio show, talks and
sings and dances as top name of good
vaude bill at Frank Gravatt's Steel
Pier on another peak week-end.
Raspy voiced comedian got big hand
on appearance at opening show Sun-
day (3), and drew laughs with his
chatter.
However, his announcement that a

big surprise was in store for audi-
ence because of a visit of someone
they would like to see, etc., and ask-
ing for big hand of welcome, was
not so good. Steel Pier audiences
are accustomed to seeing screen and
radio stars in person, and many in
audience who believed Jack Benny
was appearing got a marked let-down
when Rochester remarked: 'Mr.
Benny would like to have heard
that.'

His trucking and jitterbug routine
with Kitty Murray, plump colored
girl, clicks. Caleb Peterson, who has
joined Rochester's act, does excel-
lently with dramatic vocalizing of
'Old Man River.'
Frances Faye, who is topbilled for

week after Rochester's weekend
here, warbles two numbers in lusty
tones. They are 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter', and 'Beat Me Daddy' to
her own piano accompaniment. Joe
Rardin, who bpars marked resem-
blance to Jimmy Cagney, does some
excellent imitations of. comet, slide
trombone and bagpipes through nose
and mouth. His gags and Imitations
of various auto horns and drivers is

good for chuckles. He winds up
with dramatic impersonation of Cag-
ney in death scene from 'Angels wiUi
Dirty Faces.' .

Kenny arid Norris put on a neat
comedy trapeze act, combining talent
with clowning antics. Team breaks
up aifter this week, when Kenny
goes.into the army. The Kidoodlers,
comedy instrumentalists, provide
some timeful rhythms with their
various-sized instruments and novel
gadgets. Gae Foster Girls appear in
two colorful numbers; first in Span-
ish dance with tambourines and later
in waiting-for-the-train number.
Ben Yost Singers warble 'Strike

Up the Band' and later, attired in
white flannels and colored sashes,
they sing 'Amapola,' joining the Fos-
ter girls in their Spanish number.
Comedy bits are interspersed by

the end men of Frank Elliott's min-
strels, with Dick Dana as m.c. Pinkie
Lee's turn before mike with Dana
as straight is good, ditto his song
and dance number.
Eight shows skedded. Sunday, as

on previous day, when high temps
brought huge crowd to shore. Other
attractions thrown in for 83c admis-
sion included Abbott and Costello's
new film, 'Hold That Ghost' (U);
Jimmy Dorsey's orch in Marine Ball-
room; outdoor circus; winter sports;
Gautier Bricklayers and Children's
Theatre. Carter.

(6), Carlton AckUv's Orfc (5); $1.50
minimum.

Seeking to lift this 250-cover
street-level spot out of the doldrums,
Joe Merello has called in Sam Rosey,

Rube Wolf, backed up by the
Fanchonettes and a couple of vaude
turns, sums up as substantial . fare
here. It's a combo of vaudeville and
presentation house - fodder which
goies over well. Wolf nifties and
handles his crew deftly, getting the
best results from solo effor,ts„by
clarinet, accordion, trumpet, sax and
other players. His arrangements are
suitable for family house trade,

though not of the most recent vin-

tage. A medley of snatches from
popular numbers comes in for handy
returns.

Aside from Wolf, the outstanding
turn on the bill is Low, Hite and
Stanley. This trio comprising a

midget, a seven-foot, nine-Inch giant

and an average-sized citizen, un-
cork a topnotch comedy routine.

Boys click as hoofers with smooth
routines which are not sold entire-

ly on wide disparity in size of the

performers. Laughs are plentiful,

with Low being employed to advan-
tage in scraps with the other two.
Fanchonettes form the colorful

and eye-filling mainstay of the show.
Gals are expertly routined and im-

press strongly as a flash attraction

with precision and tap dancing num-
bers. Bobby Gilbert^ets over with

violin gagging in collaboration with
Wolf. Barbarina clicks with a clever

novelty dog act. The Poms are cute

and well trained, while the girl dis-

plays gams liberally and does an

'acrobatic number with one of the

pooches balancing on her torso.
Mori

Blue Room, New Orleans
(HOTEL BOOSBVELT)

New Orleans, Aug. 1.

Tito Coral, Rosita Rios, Estelle and
whose initial prescription is a show i Leroy, Victoria Cordouo, Samba
headed by Gertrude Niesen. Tonic Sirens and Del Cosino's Orch; $1.50
should prove beneficial, opening : minimum week days, $2.50 Sotur-
night bemg better than usual, al-ldays.
tnough crowd was slow in coming!
and caused first show to be set back! Giving every indication of being
half an hour.

| the biggest draw this class spot has
Running 45 minutes, first portion ever had, the Copacabana Revue is

is zipped at a fast tempo, then un-:a crackerjack show in pace and en-
dergoes a change of pace after tne terUinment. It is a departure from
final line number to give Miss Niesen usual policy of town's leading nitery
free reign to set her own mooas, and a credit to the management,
which run the gamut and close the Room was sold out completely on
show. At the opener she had to opening night.
fignt off a drunk who wanaered onto ; Revue is comprised of a bevy of
the floor, but overcame the upset for Latin American names, line group of
a sock finish which had the crowd lookers with nifty chassis and oomph,
with her 100%. At show caught. ' and Del Casino's band.

Mlnwrn,,°S,1?^'*-Mv'IJ'.n''^,^nH .M^mJ EntcrUinmcnt gets underwav with

Vr^iire'roT encorC wit^'FrS f„--'^and 'Oh Jihnny' wiUi Bonnie Bakerl '"e./efj"''"f, Vich^riS
and Mae West interoplations, which ^"J*"™ ^^?!„^n«?iSS' ^nS the
ont n„.r r,<.rfi^,.i..ori« ,u,.ii '

,
Cordova, Latin songstress, _ Mid the

got over particuluarly well.
With Jack Marshall as m.c, pro-

STATE-LAKE, CHI

Chicago, Aug. 2.

Monroe and Grant. Three Fresh-
men:, Lathrop and Lee, Al Bemie
Uncle Harry Jamboree u)ith Aunt
Agnes; The Bad Man' (MG).

' Samba Sirens, a sextet of lovelies

o»;jir«"»?»Tn»n?,Vr/f»rt'"'hi ^t^l who form pretty background.

R»^hn?n « ?h?^ wIm m^toh^S follows with a grOUp Of

SS^X^^'^^- b^^^^sit^tnrS {^/.-^l^ar^'^lf
>
's"hT ro^elwho offer fast ballroom, whirlwind

^^utj^^^^n"^ an ear-slSuiing^cl

^»urs.^'i«d"aru?fi^°^ liy^'^^^y
n1lntt"'i,«t'' F^m^e'l ^Sl^r^^^j'^'roi''

Outstanding contribuUons are her

?,!mi^ic n^iv nnH^^it.^^fiMc Latin vcTsioSs of 'Ferryboat Sere-

M«rS,«i^?^„^*?..^^. ^^,m£^»vt nade' and 'Amapola.'

u tLin H. I EsteUe and Leroy, a classy dance

^trPtr^ ri,^^ »>5.,,f ;^t!r team, proved socko In their turn.

aa«^ri h^c f^iS fniw^nB h'^r/ costumcd, their smooth
ago and has a big followmg here. ^ ' ;'. eve-nleaslne
MangUng his mobile mush into

and 'sa^yj
/^^^^^^^

«r"^^ond,i£rhP°S^?k=*°„f^n?v"rf '
assSlo any^show. Thei? act includes

car conductor, he packs plenty of
, •{^iroom steps, turns and

R;?f«;'n°,ymt?"/i""nl«%'i^vi^h'*Vii;' spfnsTand some slick variations.

tll^ ^. r„^^^/„iin<, nSh^i^w ;i Th* Samba Sirens are costumed

^=?i;itL^hi^h h^^ir. ™I,?§iv Vntn well in their three tropical routines

en*d&ombfnaUoliTtn?«
??1h=e°?e^vju'e"*^

B^*^''.i°Jlw^?«L^Tn^lHTiv^ The work' of Casino's crew is a

tifri^t ^J^thJ^<.„.^?^i o.^?^»^ featiire the show, boys

1?,^ *T*in»^Uvnwf ^Tfh^nii».M U«in equally at home with sweet

n?,?^k«r fninf^^Tii^r H„.^i.?t i ^nd IwiSg as weU as the Congtt and
S^f.'?^ ft "-humba rhythms. Casino sin^ with

^=%'»n^f;.^«"^hfVfn^5 to^iS^,* the band. He foregoes batoniSg dur-
half and leaves the stage to Miss jhe show for t^e m.c. chore.
Niesen.
Songstress wears a pink frock with

black net top and bare midriff be-
tween. Reportedly in here on
straight salary for a flat four-week
booking, plan being to run in a new
name every four stanzas. Wern.

which he handled nicely without
being too wordy. Liuzza,

New Acts

This week's bUl, with the' WGN
Uncle Harry' Jamboree (New Acts),
is sure stuff for the youngsters.
Otherwise it ranks as just average
entertainment.

Opening are four straight vaude-
ville acts which save the show, start-

ing otl with Monroe and Grant,
trampoline act. Turn consists of two
men, one working in comedy attire,

who do a series of well executed
tricks. There are a multitude of
laughs and act scores well.

Following are Lathrop and Lee,
classy man and .woman tap team,
who offer a subtle exhibition of terp-

lng. Woman does a swell solo bit,

which is topper of the act, and shows
her to be a reaUy fine hoofer. Ap-
pearance equally clean and impres-
sive.

Al Bemie Is on for his familiar bit

of mimicry and manages to get great
results by use of some bright gags.

Male hand-balancing trio, the

Freshmen, displays a neat assort-

ment of tricks, interspersed with
some okay comedy to win the house
.over. . Act has improved since Its

last showing here and was well re-

ceived. Following these straight

vaudeville acts, Uncle Harry's Jam-
boree takes over for the balance of

the show.
Biz good first show Saturday.

Gold.

TO EAZE HISIOBIC THF.ATBE
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Demolition i? scheduled shortly for

the historic T-pf-o V'^-^^-'o, one of

the oldest local playhouses.

The Hidalgo is booked to go in

plans the civic administration has ap«

proved for affording the city yet an-

other boulevard.

YACHT CLUB, PITT.

Pittsburgh, July 29.

Nan Blakstone, HerTTian Middle-
man Orch (8), Jay Jayson, Park and
Clijford, Virginia Manch Girls (6),
Shirley Heller; $1-$1.S0 minimum.

Unlike most Pittsburgh night
spots. Yacht CHub isn't selling its

summer customers short. Name
shows that were launched early in
spring to turn Little Jackie Heller's

place from a big loser into a sizable
winner are being continued during
warm months as well. Current
headliner Is Nan Blakstone, who
hasn't been around since the days
of the old White Mansion, a swank,
exclusive casino which has since
gone the way of all i>oUce protec-
tion. -

Blakstone gal is still a slick ped-
dler of sophisticated song stuff, but
Yacht Club's too big for her. She
needs a small intimate room for her
type of material; double entendre in-

variably requires a clubbiness with
the audience. By the time it filters

through a big room," the Blakstone
metier has a tendency to lose some
of its cleverness. Even so, she: gets,

results, as much because of a smart
head on her shoulders as through
perseverance. For instance, she can
size up an audience, . Knows j^st

how far. she. can go with any given,
crowd and senses the reaction im-
mediately. If reaction she wants
isn't there, she smiles a 'so well' and
switches immediately to another
number. Gal's not only clever but
also smart, except for knocking her
brains out in such a big room.

Visual stuff has invariably been a
push-ovei at this spot so smasho of

Park and Clifford is no surprise.

They're a couple of hand-balancing
experts and as good as they come.
Some of their tricks are next thing
to impossible and they mop up, but
clean, with the high class grip-and-
grunt repertoire. M.c, is a talented

young man named Jay Jayson who
works his way good-naturedly into

the graces of the audience and then
gives out double-barreled with the

jokes, the patter and the impersona-
tions. All Jayson needs is somebody
to edit his material; most of it's good
but could be condensed.

Virginia Manch dancers, good-
looking line of six, not only have
looks but also legs that can dance to

mateh. They're on and off several

limes and give show a lift each time,

liusic by Herman Middleman's eight-

piece outfit is more than just service-

able, with okay vocal sets by Shirley

FBAKSON

8 Mins.
Waldorf-Astoria. N. T.
Technically Frakson Is by no

means a 'new' act He was first no-
ticed at the Palace in 1026 by Con
who emphasized Frakson's sklU with
cigarets, palming, etc., in the Car-
dini manner. Since the latter's dom-
inant identity with that sort of thing,

in recent years, the progressiva
Frakson has wisely switehed around
completely, using that incidentally
and going In for Houdlniesque iUu-'
slons.

The kingpin is the disappearing
radio. A very substantial' looking
practical radio, with .wjre._ fiord,

which may or may not be picking
up 'something from the air (more
likely It's a disk that emits music
and dialog) Is -made ..to .uiisappear
under the fancy shawl, much in the
birdcage manner. Only this looks
more difficult.

Another strong trick Is the one
with the large deck of playing cards
and the shift of the selected cord
into a balloon. It's an excellent
illusion.

Frakson Is a smooth and suave
perfomec When the old Keith
vaude scouts ' drst

'

' brought blm
over In '26, the Impression was that
he's French. Actually Spanish, bis

address Is_stlll properly stilted to

.Impart that.JipjjtinejieiVWuc^
..

clicks big at the Waldorf-Astona's
Starlight Roof, where caught, and la

a cinch for i-ostrum or cafe floon
anywhere. Abel.

CNCLE HABRT iAMBOBEE (6)

Kiddie Bevue
30 Mlns.
State-Lake, Cblcaso
Well known as a kiddie radio

show, this act figures to draw good
biz wherever the program is aired.

Presenting all kid talent, act as-

sumes nature of an amateur show,
but withal is pretty fair entertain-

ment. Idea of the program on ths

air is a safety club for children, and
some semblance of the Idea remains
in the stage presentation.
Uncle Harry 'seems at home on th«

stage and plays the piano to ac-

company the youngsters, Injecting

humorous comments at frequent in-

tervals. Aunt Agnes doesn't fare so

well, seemlnj: 111 at ease, and ap-
parently not knowing what to do
with herself In front of an audi-
ence. Kids are only fair and, out-
side of looking cute, have little tal-

ent.
However, act Is good for kid audi-

ences. CoW. .
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B'way Still Ambling; Ice/ $21^,

Now Leads, Topping Hattie,' $20,000

That expected summer boom Is

«tlU not In evidence and doubtful
that It win materialize. September
arrivals may perk up business, but
80 far residents and visitors are par-
tial to beaches and the country.

Key: C (Comedy), D (Drama), R
(Revue), M (Muiicol), F (Farce),
O (Operetta).

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(30th week) (CD-938; $3.30). Ap-
pears less affected by the summer
let-down than any other show; last

week the gross was again (juoted

over $16,0Q0. or virtual capacity all

times.
'CUndia,' Booth (25th week) (C-

712:43.30). Indications still are that
engagement will hold over well into

fall period; business remains solid,

though not heavy with gate around
$8,500; Chicago company being
formed.

'Hellzapoppln,' Winter Garden
(150th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Talk-
ing about another house when 'Crazy
House' is ready, and that's possible;

$15,000 provides some profit.

It Happens on Ice,' Center (second
repeat engagement) (3d week) (R-
3,027; $1.65). Went up another $1,500
and business during last week indi-

cates that strong resumption pace
was not a freak; quoted around $21,-

500, quite profitable for rink show.
'Lite with Father,' Empire (90th

week) (C-1,006; $3.30). Still making
goodly profit weekly, but attendance
on the offish side, with last week's
gross $11,500; looks sure to hold over
mto fall period.
'My Sister iElleen,' Biltmore (32d

week) (CD-991; $3.30). Again quoted
at $8,500, which is very good consid-
ering season and .conditions; figure
topped Chicago company gross as
previously.

'Pal Joey,' Barrymore (32d week)
(M-1,104; $4.40). Cast changes may
count in slipping biz, but other fac-
tors probably more pertinent; down
to around $12,000; management
changed mind and talks of touring
next mbnth; Dave Bums replaced
Jack Durant. /

'Panama Hattie,' 46th St. (40th
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Had been
topping list since 'Lady in the Dark'
suspended, but now off; around $20,-
000, with 'It happens on Ice' the
best money-getter now; Loma Lynn
replaced baby Patsy O'Connor.

'Separate Rooms,' Plymouth (71st
week) (C-1,107: $3.30). Anna Sten
mentioned to join cast in Gilenda
Farrell's place; around $3,500; 'The
V^ookey' slated to follow in Sept. 8.

'The Beantifol People,' Lyceum

Tatber' Fme $12^00

In 9th DeL Week

Detroit, Aug. S.

'Life with Father' Is on its way to

become an institution here as it

enters its tenth week at the Cass
with boxofflce stlU very much on the
pleasant, side.

Ninth week was good for estimated
fine $12,200, a drop of only $300 from
previous week, despite heat wave.

'EILEEN; $7,600,

ONLY SHOW

IN CHI

stopped last Saturday (2) after play-
Ip^ 15 weeks; dround $3,000; 'Mr.
Big' next attraction probably in Sep-

I

tember,
The Corn Is Green,' National (36th

week) (D-1,162; $3.30). Confident
that engagement will continue well
Into fall period, although business
has been off; around $8,000.
'Watch on the Bhine,' Beck (18th

week) (D-1,214; $3.30). Although not
capacity, i£ getting great business for
drama in summertime; quoted
around $16,600; only 'Arsenic' is on
that level among straight plays.

.'Bitter Sweet' Opens OK

Injt Loo; ^Widow/ 41G

St. Louis, Aug. B.

Noel Coward's 'fitter Sweet,' pre-
sented In the Municipal Theatre
Assn.'s alfresco playhouse In Forest
Park In 1933 and 1936, opened an-
other one-week stand last night
XMonday) before a mob that paid an
estimated $4,000. Norma Terris, who
scored in the 1936 presentation, ahd
Roy K Shafer, tenor, clicked in

bearing the brunt of the warbling
chores. It Will be the only p.a. of

this .pair during the current season.
Hose Ingraham, Palmyra, Mo.,

songbird and a discovery of the
Grand Opera Assn., made a success-
ful bow. Those in the supporting
cast who click are William O'Neal,
Joseph Macaulay, Jack Donohue,
Ruth Urban, Bob Lawrence, Ethel
Taylor, Maryon Dale, Frederick
Persson and Patricia Bowman.
,
The Merry Widow,' the Franz

Lihar piece that has always proved
a coin-gatherer here, wound up
seven-night stand Sunday (3) with
a swell take of approximatery $41,-

000. Fine cast, o.k. weather and
raves by crix combined to put the
piece across.

Chicago, Aug. 5.

Now there is only one show in the

entire city of Chicago, and that is

'My Sister Eileen,' following the duck
last Saturday (2) of 'Hellzapoppln'
after 12 weeks and Phil Baker's
'Charley's Aunt' after five days.

Demise of 'Aunt' was one of the
quickest in the history of Chicago
legit, and especially so for a show
with a nan)e background. Came in

on Tuesday (29), drew favorable no-
tices but failed t% top $400, and in

midweek was runnmg under $200 per.

Estimates for Last Week
'Charley's Annt/ Studebaker (1,200

$2.75). Opened on Tuesday (29) and
closed on Saturday (2). Press was
excellent but business was not, and
the show finished quickly on a take

under' $2,500.

'Hellzapoppln,' Erlanger (12th and
final week) (1,400; $3.30). On final

week zoomed to near capacity and
took down walloping- $25,000. Had
moved into the Erlanger after five

weeks in the mammoth 4,000-seat

Auditorium. Show moved to Coast.

'My Sister Eileen,' Harris '(24th

week) (1.000; $2.75). Comedy is do-

ing steady business and is holding

easily to a profitable pace; $7,600.

Margot Grahame Plays

Ml Kisco Under Waiver

Courtesy to Ben Boyar

Margo^ Grahame, former London
legit actress and more recently in

Hollywood, will star in a tryftut of

'Hollywood Story' late this month at

the Westchester playhouse, Mt. Kisco,

N. Y. She is also set to do the show
on Broadway in the fall, it it is

brought in.

Ben Boyar, who has an interest in

the play, was given a waiver yester-

day- ^Tuesday) by the Equity council

to the association's alien rule, to per-

mit Miss Grahame's appearance.

Selznick's Play

David O. Belznlck took an option

on 'London Nocturne,' legit play

written by Jamee Hogan, film direc-

tor, and Tom Dugan, actor, for

strawhat production at Locust 'Val-

ley, Long Island.,

Selznick's Idea Is to produce It as

the second of his summer stock

shows at the LK>bero.

'JACKErWHl

GO TO B'WAY

Marblehead. Mass., Aug. 5.

'The Yellow Jacket,' with Alex-
ander Woollcott, is now reported to

be a definite Broadway possibility

for next fall. 'Jacket' is being re-

vived by North Shore Players here
Aug. 11 with Woollcott, Harpo
Marx, Rex O'Malley and Fay Wray.
Jane Cowl will star in 'Candida'

for the first time at this same the-

atre, week ot August 18.

Molnar Preem
Gloucester, Mass,, Aug. B.

Oscar Serlin is staging the world
premiere of 'The King's Maid,' by
Ferenc Molnar, at Bass Rocks the-

atre here Aug. 25.'' This is the first

play Molnar has written since com-
ing to the U. S. in January, 1S40, as

a refugee from Hungary. Sam Jaffe

and Teresa Wright will play the lead
roles, and^ Martin Manulis, co-man-
ager of tfie strawhat, will direct.

Both Serlin and Molnar will come
to Gloucester next week when re-

hearsals-start.

'Accent' $7,400 in A. C.

AtlanUc City, Aug. 6.

'Accent on Youth,' with Sylvia
Sidney and Luther Adler. j'r'^oi—-' rn.

§roxlmateIy $7,400 for week ending
unday (3)- at Garden Pier theatr^.

This is largest b.o. here this summer.
The Man Who CTame to Dinner,'

with Taylor Holmes, opened last

nlKbt (Monday).

'CABIN' PULLS $25,000 IN

2 U. WKS^W lOG

Los Angeles, Aug. 5.

'Cabin in the Sky' wound up with
estimated $13,000 on the second
and., final week of engagement at the.
Biltmore, representing a neat $25,000
for the tw;o-week stay. It bowed out
Saturday' night (2), giving way to
incoming 'Hellzapoppln', which re-
lights the Biltmore tomorrow night
(Wednesday) for a fortnight and
will be followed by Tobacco Road.'

Other colored musical here, Duke
Ellington's 'Jump for Joy,' at the
Mayan, is still going strong with ap-
proximately $10,000 for the fourth
week, Ellington show, which has
been considerably revamped, con-
tinues to draw heavily from the
negro colony.

•The Vinegar Tree,' with BiUle
Burke, completed a six-week stay at
the El Capitan, Aug. 2, with $7,000.
House goes dark pending another
booking.

'Show Off $6,600 m S.F.

San Francisco, Aug. 5.

Fourth week of Joe E. Brown's
'The Show Off* at Duffy's Alcazar
collected estimated $6,000, okay.

Stays a fifth frame, then makes
way for 'Quiet, Please.'

Ann Corlo De-Bumped
Fitchburg, Mass., Atig. B.

Ann Corio boarded at the' home
of a local minister here last week
but it carried no weight with the
town censors. They ordered a bump
—which she never resorts to in bur-
ley—deleted from The Barker.'
Peeler renewed last week the

strawhat tour which was interrupted
when she broke her ankle about a
month ago in doing an over-strenu-
ous Tondeleyo in 'White Cargo.'
She's playing Metunuc, R. I., this

week.

Selznick's 'Dnndass*

Santa Barbara, Aug. B.

'Lottie Dundass,' by Enid Bangold,
British playwright,- is slated as the
second play in David O. Selznick's

summer stock season at the Lobero
theatre.

Show opens Aug.. 13, following the
opener, 'Anna Christie.' Star and
cast are still to be named.

BIr 'Colony' Biz

Manteo, N. C, Aug. B.

Paul Green's 'The Lost Colony,'
currently in its fifth summer at the
Waterside theatre here on Roanoke
Island, is having a record season.
Attendance for 20 performances dur-
ing July 'was, about 8,(H)p_more.tfean
for 25 performances in July of last

year.

Decreased rainfall is credited with
some of the improved business, but
an added factor is believed to be the
unprecedented number of tourist
visitors. '{

'Finest Hour' Tryont

Pittsburgh, Aug. 8.

Their Finest Hour,' new play by
J. Franklin Jones, radio soripter
and former actor, being tried out this
week at the Pine Grove Playhouse,
(Cambridge Springs, Pa. Brock
Pemberton has been working •virith

author on some revisions.
Jones is a Pittsburgher and got

his start here with old Geprge Sharp
stock company, but for last several
years has been in New York writ-
ing radio shows.

Preview* for Soldiers

Marion, Mass., Aug. S.

Cledge Roberts, manager and di-

rector of the Harbor Playhouse here
located a few miles from Camp Ed-
wards on Cape Cod, is giving the
soldiers a break and they are pro
vlding him a test-preyiew audience
each week. < >

Boys in khaki are given a preview
every Tuesday night at 25c a head,
and the Army convoys up to 500
offcers and private;^ to the play-
house.

Up Price for Ian Keith

St. Louis, Aug. B.

For the second time this season
the Civic theatre, St Loais County

Inade Stuff-Legit

Irving Berlin will operate the ,Music Box, N. Y., which was actively
handled by the late Sam H. Harris. That was decided on when Berlin was
named by the board of directors as treasurer ot the 230-247 West 45th
Street Corp., the post held by the late showman. Widow, Mrs. Kathleen N,
(China) Harris, was elected secretary. Balance of the board are Dennis f!
O'Brien, Lee and J. J. Shubert. Latter are respectively president and v,p!

ot the owning company.
Shuberts, however, do not control, as their stock interest is one-third of

the corporation. Berlin and the Harris estate own one-third each and
voted together at the board meeting. Other executors of the estate who
voted that portion of the stock with Berlin are George M. Cohan, Mrs,
Harris and O'Brien.

Same staff is expected to remain at the Music Box, with Morris Jacobs,
general manager, and William G. Norton the house manager. Moss Hart,
co-author ot 'Lady in the Dark, final production made by Harris, is now
the titular manager of the show, which relights at the Alvin on Labor Day.
He has signatured the cast's contracts for next season. Late showman was
one of the managers not' required to post salary guarantees with Equity,
but the new management must do so and $12,000 was placed on deposit for
that purpose. Paramount has a considerable financial Interest in 'Lady.'

United Booking Office watched with Interest the business drawn by
'Native Son' at Maplewobd, N. J., last week. Much to the surprise of the
house management, the draw was strong at matinees, getting $700 at 77o
last Wed. (30) afternoon. Indicated that 'Son' is one of the shows that UBO
will take an interest in next season because ot the road possibilities. 'Son'

played the St. James, N. Y., staged by Orson Welles in a spectacular
manner, but closed around $35,000 in the red despite critics' praise.

Maplewood showing and other summer bookings are under stock con-
ditions, show presently being operated by Wee & Leventhal, with Canada
Lee and Anne Burr, ot the original cast, appearing. As a stock attraction,

local settings are okay, but, when and it the show tours regularly, stage- -

hands' requirement calls for 27 men in the crew, as at the St. James.
Unless a concession is made by the union, it is not certain that the show
will go out.

John Golden Is expected to open an office in Chicago, principally for

press purposes in advance of two attractions, probably the first incomers
in the Loop for the new season. John Pollock and Gertrude Bromberg
trained for the stand Monday (4), one month ahead of 'dlaudia' and
'Theatre,' slated to open at the Selwyn and Harris theatres.

Cornelia Otis Skinner will star in 'Theatre,' adapted from a Somerset
Maugham story. Leads for 'Claudia' will be set this week, principally the
selection of a young actress to play the title part. Other principals

mentioned as engaged are Don Wood, Beverly Bayne and Margaret
McNamara. Original 'Claudia' is expected to holdover at the Booth, N. Y.,

until Thanksgiving.
' Monday evening Golden presented defense bonds to all the cast, staff and
crew ot 'Claudia' in celebrating of its 200th performance. Bonds valued
at $200 were the average gift. Total amount around $3,000.

John Peter Toohey and Benny Kornzweig will press agent the new
George S. Kaufman-Edna Ferber play which Max Gordon will present. It

is the play that the late Sam H. Harris was to hays produced. Kaufman
will be co-producer, but whether his name will be used in the billing has
not been decided. Show is due into the Music Box, N. Y., early In the fall,

but there is some differences over sharing terms. 'Mr. Big,' which is slated

into the Lyceum, will be Kaufman's first show as a producer on his own.
Toohey and Kornzweig will not be on the payroll until Aug. 15. Same

press office will continue to be the press contact tor 'Lady in the Dark,'

Alvin, resuming Labor Day.

BoxoSice of the Alviii, N. Y., has reopened for the sale of tickets for

'Lady in the Dark.' When the show suspended early in June the b.o. re-

mained as is for a time, but it wa^ decided that the relighting date for

'Lady' was too far in advance to keep a staff on the job.

Extra space ads were inserted in the dailies Monday (4) announcing
the ticket sale. It is made clear that thb resumption's start wlU be Tuesday.
Sept. 2, one evening after Lat>or Day, there being a sell-out party booked
on the latter evening.

Nocky Johnson, political boss ot southern New Jersey who was given
the limit of 10 years in Jail for tax evasions last week plus a $20,000 fine,

was rather well-known to show people, dating from the time when major
musicals opened at Atlantic City. He was also Interested in night clubs at

the resort, principally through his friendship for name artists. His
marriage to a former show girl, Florence Osbeck, the evening before the

severe punishment was meted out, was an ironic touch.

Joseph W. McGovern was appointed special master to determine the

amount of damages suffered by Nellie Harris for the plagiarism of her
husband's book in the play, 'Oscar Wilde,' by Gilbert Miller, Norman
Marshall, Leslie and Sewell Stokes and Heron Productions. Judge Vincent
Lelbell in N;Y. federal .court had ruled that the defendants had appropri-

ated material from Frank Harris' 'Oscar Wilde, His Lite and Confessions'

for .their play. Profits are estimated to be approximately $80,000.

strawhatter, has tilted Its ^dmish
scale when a name actor has been
brought here to play a lead rolel

Ian Keith, in Twentieth Centuryjt.
gets underway tonight (Tuesday)
with the usual admish of $1.12 hiked
to $1.68. Several weeks ago, Philip
Merivale played in 'The Talley
Method' at $2.20.

Current Road Sliows
(Aug. 8-17)

•Anu Christie' (Ingrid Bergman)
—Curran, San Francisco (6-18).

'Cbarley'a Annf (Phil Baker)—
Brighton, Brighton Beach, N. Y.
(11-16).

'Hellzapoppln'—Biltmore, Los An-
geles (6-16).

'Jump for Joy'. (Duke Ellington)—
Mayan, Los Angeles (6-16).

'Life With Father' (Dorothy Gisb)
^ass, Detroit (6-16).

My Sister Eileen'—Harris, Chi.
(6-16).

'Native Son'—Windsor, Bronx, N.
Y. (6-10); Flatbush, Brooklyn (12-

17).

'Quiet Please'-Alcazar, San Fran-
cisco (7-13).

'Show Oir (Joe E. Brown)—Alca-
zar, San Francisco (6).

'Vinegar Tree' (Billia Burke, Paul
Cavanagh)—El Capitan, Hollywood
(6-16).

CORNELIA SKINNER

IS EQUrrV'S 2ND YJ.

Cornelia Otis Skinner and Dudley
Digges were named vice-presidents

of Equity yesterday (Tuesday) by
the council, to serve until the next

annual meeting in June, 1942. Miss

Skinner succeeds Florence Reed as

second vice-president, and Digges

replaces Peggy Wood as fourth vice-

president
Miss Reed and Miss Wood resigned

the offices and as council members
In protest over the recent re-election

of Alan Hewitt to council of an in-

dependent ticket,

Jessica Tandy Set
Jessica Tandy, British actress,

whose last Broadway appearance
was In The White Steed,' is set for

the part of the villainous AblgaU Hill

in 'Anne of England,' which Gilbert

Miller will place in rehearsal about
Sept 1 tor an opening at the St.

James, N. Y., Oct. }. She wUl be
featured In support of Flora Rob-
son.

Adaptation by Mary Cass Canfleld

and Ethel Borden . from Norman
Ginsbury'* "Viceroy Sarah,' which
was tried out last summer at Deer-

trees tiieatre, Harrison, Me., has

current historical connotations.
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Gaim Shuberts Can't Control Leagoe,

Despite Operating 23 B way Houses

Although ttie Shuberts undeniably
-will operate a distinct majority of

Broadway legit houses (23 out of

87), It la atated that they oannot
control the League of New York
Theatres, deq>ite some opinion to the

contrary. Pointed out that the Shu-
berts have but one , vote in the

Ijcague, same going for any other

members who may have multiple

theatrical enterprises.

That was set forth In letters sent

by the League to the half dozen
producers who withdrew last win-
ter, when other managers threatened

cuit against the Dramatists Guild
over changes In the basic agreement.

Since theii the rift has healed and

It is.claimed that the League mem-
bership is more in harmony than at

any time heretofore. Invitation to

rejoin also included the suggestion

that the League should be entirely

representative and as all showmen
necessarily operate under contracts

arranged by the League with the

various unions, all should partici-

pate In the making of such agree-

ments. Participation In the ex-

pense of the League was made a
secondary matter.

Those who withdrew included the

playwrights, Oscar Serlin, Lindsay

and Grouse and George Abbott, most
of them being members of the Guild

also. When legal proceedings were
started, a leading author-manager
declared that it was inspired by the

Shuberts, who had threatened to

'get' the Guild, allegations in the

complaint being that the latter was
a monopoly. Indicated at the time

that the Shuberts controlled the

managers body.
Dues to the League consist of pay-

ment of $10 weekly for each week'

a

theatre is lighted, same sum being

payable from shows when playing

If all 23 houses were lighted during

the season the Shuberts would pay
$230 per week, plus $10 on each

show they present.

League has a rule that no man-
agement is required to pay more
than $3,000 per year in total, no mat-

ter how many shows and houses are

In the same hands. That rule was
claimed to have been adopted '

for

.the benefit of the Shuberts. Move
was made to rescind, placing all

managers on the $10 per week per

show and per house basis, but the

Idea was shelved. With the Shuberts

having such a flock of theatres un-

der their control, however, the mat-

ter may again be threshed out

3 Mpls. Houses Invite

Wreckers; Would Leave

Town Minus Legit Site

Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

Minneapolis will be without a

home for legit roadshows this sea-

son if insurance company owners of

the Lyceum,* 2,300-seater, go through
with proposed plans to wreck the

structure to save taxes.

There also are reports that the

4,000-seat Minnesota now in receiver-
ship and dark, will be torn down for

a parking lot. There is no tenant in

prospect for the house.
Still another Minneapolis theatre,

the Alvin, recently badly damaged
by fire, may 'not be repaired. It is

•the only spot available for burlesque..

CHI AUD GOES DARK

Attempts by Citizens to Keep It

Open Fall

Chicago, Aug. 9.

Auditorium theatre and hotel
finally went dark on midnight July
31 despite all the attempts of civic-

minded citizens and authorities to

save the town's most notable the-
atrical landmark and acknowledgedly
one of the world's finest .theatres.

Auditorium shuttered when the Con-
gress hotel, across the street, served
no.tlce that it would no longer serv-
ice Auditorium property with light

. and heat, an arrangement which had
existed from the beginning.
Meanwhile, the Auditorium Music

Foundation, recently formed for the
express purpose of saving the prop-
erty from demolition, continues to

struggle with the maze of involve-
ments of tax, water, light and heat
bills, etc., and continues to hope that
it may be able to get the house open
again by Nov.- 1.

North, CU Literary

Ei Wins Pby Prize

Chicago, Aug. B.

Sterliing North, literary editor of

the^ Chicago Daily News, received
the' nominal award for the best orig-
inal play, 'Sarly to Bedlam.' pre-
sented through Marjorle Montgomery
Ward Bakar and the Oconomowoc.
(Wis.) Coach House Tlieatre, which
Is headed by Thoda Cbcroft, press
agent and chief of tiie American
Theatre Society-Theatre Guild In

Chicago.

Due to recent sale of the Wisconsin
estato there la no Coach House sea-
son tbla aummer, but, In order to

keep tip. interest among playwrights,

a nominal award of $05 for the best
script was decided upon, instead of

the regular $300.

New housing plans for the Coach
House for next season, however, are
underway.

Saroyan Yanks

Teople After

15 Dizzy Wks.

After spectacular stunts attracted

attention to WiUiam Saroyan's 'The

Beautiful People' at the Lyceum,
N. Y., but not much business, the

play finally folded Saturday (2),

after playing IS weeks. Saroyan had

his last fling, following a 'posi-

tively last week, we think' announce-
ment For one day the ads were
changed to read the last times and
then went on to announce: . 'Next

season, best play of the year again;

'Jim Dandy.' If It's a Saroyan play,

it's got a plot'

There was quite, a difference of

opinion over whether there was a

plot in 'People,' but the author had

grounds for the 'best play' Idea, be-

cause half a dozen critics said so

when they voted on the annual

award. 'Dandy' is one of Saroyan's

new flock of scripts.

In his telegraphic message from

the Coast to shutter 'People,' he

added: 'And don't give away any

dishes or tips on horses.' That prob-

ably referred to his earlier idea of

giving patrons their money back if

they didn't like the play—or even

if they did. A number of people,

mostly those who had 55c tickets lor

the gallery, did get the kickback, but

most of those who attended during

a period of two and one half weeks

didn't have the nerve or the inclina-

tion to get the refund.

Whether "Saroyau made coin with

'People' is not certain, although he

claimed the cost of production had

been earned back some weeks ago.

The play operated in the red dur-

ing the past month of its engage-

ment
'People' is slated for two weeks

with Wee & Leventhal early in Sep-

tember; biit iiiay play Atlantic City

before then and goes to the road in

the fall. Saroyan sent a 188-word

salute by wire to' ifie" cast on the"

closing day which-read;

'As the time for the final curUins

fall draws hear, let me send each of

you sincere thanks and warm re-

gards. Through you the theatre has

once again demonstrated its youth-

fulness, revealed the source of its en-

durance, and proved its capacity to

accept and refine the life and talent

of its time. 'The Beautiful People'

now stands as a mark of easy-going

punctuation in the chronicle of our

theatre—something casual like a

comma—halting the necessary phrase,

to make way for another. Marks of

punctuation are more difficult to ap-

preciate than the language they con-

trol or create, but even so, your

work In establishing this play con-

stitutes another triumph for the the-

atre and for the people it serves.

Asking and giving no quarter but

faith, the contest has been well

waged by both sides, and has proved

Itself well worth the waging. As

always in the best contests, the op-

ponent has been no enemy, and the

victor has been no fool with a

sledge-hammer and a dollar's worth

of supper—but anybody with a smile

Taking tke Bows

Toledo, Aug. 6.

loha W. Ehrle, managing director
of the Toledo Civic Opera Ass'n, and
his wife, Electa Leonard, are the
leads 1b the 'New Moon,' final pro-
gram of the four-week current sea-
son at the Zoological Park amphi-
theatre, which opened Monday (4).

Other principals are Lucius Metz,
John Tyers, Detmar Poppen, W. J.

McCarthy, Clifford Steele, Howan
Tudor, Melissa Mason, Virginia Bo-
len, Billy Sully and Dalton Hille.

Maurice Kelly, dance director of
the company, and his assistant Betty
Yeager, also appear in the operetta.

TWO MORE FILM

CHAINS SET

TATHE'

New Equity Proposals, Inchding Pay

Boost to $50, 'Endangering' Strawhats

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.

"Life With Father' has been booked
over the circuit of the Minnesota
Amusement Co. during the coming
winter period. Chain is an af-

filiate of Paramount and it is imder-
sto^ that the Oscar Serlin stage
play will be presented elsewhere in

Par-operated film houses.
This foUows the lead taken re'

cently by RKO in opening up its

theatres to Tather.'

Stooge Asks 25G For

Injuries in Dante Bit

St. Louis, Aug. 5.

Because he served as a volunteer
stooge for Dante, the magician, and
suffered injuries In a 'spook'

chamber act last February, M. Jack
Garden, an attorney, last week filed

suit in Circuit Court for $15,000 dam-
ages against the Southern Real
Estate and Investment Co., owner
and operator of the American (legit)

theatre In which Dante appeared for
two weeks. Garden's petition charges
that at the request of members of

the act, he left his seat in the audi-
ence to participate in the 'spook'

routine.

On reaching the stage he was
directed to sit on a chair in a dark
box, the petition recites, and while
there was 'suddenly kicked from the
box,' landing on the floor of the
stage, suffering severe and perma-
nent back Injuries.'

B. * K. Books 'Father'

Chicago, Aug. B,

' A. W. Jones, for Balaban & Katz,

has booked "Life With Father* into

film theatres at Rockford, Peoria,

Springfield and Decatur, play to be
shown during January. Other B & K
houses are expected to be opened to

the stage play next season.

TREASURERS' UNION

ASKS CONCESSIONS

Treasurers union has asked for

several changes in Its basic agree-

ment with the managers, notification

having been sent the League of New
York Theatres. Principal proposal

is that three people be employed in

the boxofflce In theatres where the

capacity is 1,000 or more—that la, if

business warrants the added ticket

seller.

Most managers engage a third per-

son for successes or during the period

of strong business. Union suggests

that a committee of two—one from
the League and one from the Treas-

urers—shall decide when a third man
should be put on.

Third person would be paid- $60

weekly, same as the assistant treas-

urer (treasurers are paid $65). Box-
office union also seeks pay for pre-

view performances, since they are

required to be on the job whether
tickets are gratis or not Another
concession sought is tnot the ticket

staff be put on the payroll one week
prior to premiere,—instead^ot..three

days before.

Objection is made to the presence

in the boxoffice proper of producers
and company managers. Interfer-

ence at times is claimed and, as

ticket-sellers are under bond, other

persons are not supposed to be with-

in the iMxofflce. Union is also look-

ing foi-ward to possibilities.- -They

say that if the cost of living in-

creases^ as indicated by published In-

"d'exes, they want the" "right"to talk

over pay hike$.4o. equalize the boost..

and a nickel's worth of faith,

luck, always.'

Good

Letter from Saroyan
Fresno, Calif.

Editor, Variety:

Here's news:
Saroyan fails to write play in

three days.

William Saroyan (listed in Who's

Who) last week broke another rec-

ord by failing to write a new play

In three days. Title of play was to

have been 'Action, Action.' Story

was to have involved gamblers,

prize-fighters, soldiers and two

young worten, both named Hazel.

Writer, working easily in hometown
Fresno, attributed new record to

wonderful weather and abundance

of relatives on hand. Writer Is also

said to be jiving with well-heeled

picture studio on deal involving $50.

Studio wants writer's name for $100.

Writer Is settling for $50 and the

first half of his name, William.

Bill Saroyan.

Joint Mgr.-Agcy.

Group Wifl Ask

Wash, to Revise

Movement has started for the
purpose of seeking revision of the
federal regulation as regards stamp-
ing the price of tickets sold by agen-
cies. Strict interpretation in Wash-
ington of the rule as applied to

tickets ordered over the telephone
by brokers is recognized as an im-
I>ortant problem both by the agency
men and tiie managers. Expected
that that a Joint delegation, for the
first time, will seek relief for

what is generally regarded as an
unnecessary hardship and business
deterrant
A Washington official declared

that every ticket sold by a broker
must be stamped with his name and
the price charged, whether the

ticket is actually jp his possession or
not. A few agencies claim that when
last-minute orders by telephone are
made a man is sent to the theatre

and the tickets stamped. Others say
such a process is impossible or im-
practical, unless such sales are held
to a minimxmi. Still others explain
that the ticket order is stamped with
the price paid—which the tax peo-
ple have nixed as Insufficient

There were 17 brokers Jlned from
$100 to $500 each recently for not
actually stamping tickets sold at the

'last minute' usually by phone. They
are aware that they are sub-

ject to further punishment which
may include Incarceration for fur-

'If Equity make^ any more rulea
that would restrict summer theatres,
they will all close,' was the observa-
tion of a well-informed member
when told of the number of proposals
made In council recently. While it

Is generally conceded that many
rural shops are faring exceptionally
well so far this season, there are
plenty which aren't and reported
just about getting by.
Whether the suggestions were mads

by new councillors was not stated,
nie attitude of the newcomers named
to replace those who resigned be-
cause of dissatisfaction over the re-
cent election has not yet been estal)-
lished.

Among the new demands from
strawhats are electric fans in dress-
ing rooms and private lavatories.
Some of the surhmer spots are quit*
modern plants, but the majority are
old, converted buildings operated by
people with backing too limited to
include reconstruction. Equity re-
gards the summer stocks as summer
surcease for younger players and
rank-and-fllers, and opinion appears
to be that if some actors don't lilce

conditions in the country they should
not accept such engagements. Lead-
ers also say that the same require-
ments for the comfort of actors that
apply to Broadway and the road can
hardly be expected in the bams.
One proposal doubtful of getting

the nod would raise the minimum
pay from $40 to $50 weekly, placing
it on the same footing as New York
and the road. Contended that this is

too radical, and that such a boost
might result in most rural spots be-
ing forced into the red, the margin
between operating profit and loss be-
ing that narrow. When Equity
raised the minimum to $50 last sea-
son, the summer theatres were ex-
pressly not included for that very
reason.

One of the most vexing problems
to the rank-and-fller is the matter of
his standing in Equity. Many are
back in payment of dues, and when
offered a job in the sticks are hesi-
tant to accept because the amount of
pay is hardly as much as they ow«
the association and the engagement
may be for a single week. Appeal!
have been made for a solution, since
it has been the custom in Equity to
modify the dues owed by members
who have been victims of unemploy-
ment Some members in the sara*
predicament are said to have ac-
cepted the quickie jobs, taking •
chance on being called to account

Maplewood Strawhat,

With 30€ Net m Sight,

WiU Top the Haylofts

Although the management of th«

a quandary about selling tickets by
phone order.

The managers are cognizant of the

situation and agree that the regula-

tion should be changed, else a con-

siderable amount of business will be
lost There is little last-minute sell-

ing at this time, but a change in the

won't admit it for several reasons, it

is indicated that the Fabian house
will make a bigger profit on the sea-
son than a flock of other spots com-
bined. House was. not included
among those country theatres reput-
ed to be away ahead in a partiaKsur-

rute'iiTielievcd to"be"

a
'n"iust bi^forep'ej' -J^' week,, which lact-steamed-.

the new season gets Into stride.

iftANS N. W. CIRCUII

FOR DUFFY'S Sf. SHOWS

San Francisco, Aug. 5.

H. M. Becket of Metropolitan The-
atres in Seattle, has approached
Henry Duffy with a proposal to de-

velop a northwest circuit for shows
Duffy Is building' at the Alcazar here.

Operator seemingly is very anxious
to route productions north and has
specifically asked for Joe E. Brown's
Show Off,' current.

Can't take show in question until

after Labor Day, however, so that

particular deal will hinge on what
Brown is doing at the time, comic
closing here this week.

Wayburn Seeks Material
New Wayburn, who directs a

'junior player' group at the Starlight

theatre. Pawling, N. Y., will present

a new revue, 'Off the Cob,' at the

strawhat Aug. 26-31.

He is assembling material and
doing casting now.

up the Maplewood bunch.
Stated that the spot will net $30,-

-OOO-^r more, provided the balance of
the -«7\ven^^^s^^
the flrsl fiailT.' "In o"tfiir summers moat
summer stocks called It a good sea-
son if earning $2,000 or $3,000. Thos*
strawhats are iisuolly limited ca-
.pacity hideaways.
Maplewood has a larger capacity

than the average summer theatre^
with more than 1,200 seats, it for-
merly being a picture house. Other
places of similar capacity includ*
such stocks as Marblehead, Mass.,
Indianapolis and Denver (Elitch
Gardens).

BBOmET'S B'WAY FLANS
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 5.

Harold Bromley, partner with
Harold J. Kennedy in presenting
a five-week summer theatre sea-
son which opened here Monday (2)
with Ruth Chatterton in 'The Con-
stant Wife,' plans to produce a new
play, 'Triplicate,' by William Rooi,
on Broadway this fall.

Although Roos is better 'biown for
detective yams, hid play -concema
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Plays Out of Town

ANNA CHRISTIE
Santa Barbara, July 30.

Drama In four acut (four iicenc.>f) by
Eugone O'NoIll, prcaonloO by Tho Sclznick
Co.: dlrtcleJ by John Huuscinnn; proUuf-
tlon dejilgncd hy Knte Dmtn Liiw.siin front
•ketcheu by William Cnmi^ron Mcnzlo.<«: at
Ixibcro, Snnia Barbara, July 30, '41; $3.30
top.
CqbI: Infirld Borgman, J, Edward Drom-

bcrt;. Uamlcn O'Klynn, JeHale Uualcy, Wal-
ter Brooke, John Miller.

Eugene O'Neill's hoary old Pulit-
zer prize winner of 1922 was jostled
out of its well-earned retirement to
launch David Selznick's summer
stock season in the Channel City,

some 90 miles to the north of the
cinema citadel. Choice of this piece
for the opener, rather than world
gremiere of Enid Bagnold's 'Lottie

lundass,' which follows, is partly
explained in the most elaborate pro-
gram ever passed out for a legit at-

traction, to wit, 'in the season will

be featured older plays that have
long since proven their right to a
permanent place in dramatic litera-

ture.' Left unsaid was that 'Christie'

groves a meaty morsel for Ingrid
ergman, one of Selznick's brighter

stars.

Revival proves a triumph for la

Bergman but also sends the dramatic
stock of J. Edward Bromberg soar-

ing. His flawless portrayal of Chris,

captain of the coal barge, will do
more for hiih cinematically than his

last dozen pictures. For in the audi-
ence of 700 were scores of sprocket
personalities, with a goodly sprink-
ling of producers, directors and writ-

ers. The applause for him trans-

cended that accorded Bergman. The-
reward was well deserved. He
played the old salt with a natural-

ness that disarmed critical appraisal.

Bergman's 'Anna* was persuasive
and moving in its many changes of

moods. As the soiled dove fighting

to rehabilitate herself in the none-
too friendly environs of the water-
front, she rises to dramatic heights

In the third act when she lays bare
her soiled past, defying her father
and stoker, Mat Burke, who finds in

her 'the first clean woman I've ever
met.' Here she turns loose the dra-
matic power that made her an over-
night film somebody. Lobbyists
compared her 'Anna' with Garbo In

the cinema and Pauline Lord 20
years before In the original unfold-
ment and gave Ingrid Bergman the

Samien OT'lynn, with a Celtic
brogue think enough to slice, had no
easy assignment as' the stoker, but
came through with a comihendable
performance. The ale-sodden hag,
who bunked with the captain, was
made a standout character by Jessie
Busley. Brief role won her a solo
curtain call.

Direction of John Houseman was
aurely paced and dramatically effec-
tive. One of the organizers of Mer-
cury Theatre with Orson Welles, he
Is now on Selznick's film production
BtafT and managing director of his
strawhat project in this city of
yachts, estates and polo-playing mil-
lionaires. Alfred De Liagre, Jr.,

rates the title of resident director.
Kate Drain Lawson, who designed
'Anna' with a fine flair for locale,

wlU likely dress the remaining four
chows. Mary Barthelmess, daughter

NORMAN

HARRIS
and

SYLVIA

SHORE
aOUDBN OATB, SAN VBAN0I8CO,

.... Jf»n«jremMiti WM. KENTm« Btoadwar New Swk

SAMUEL FUENCH
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AUTHOR*' REPRESENTATIVI
PlMtt fir n*|«. 'acraM «< RidI*
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Ut Wtit 7tb etratt Lot AaitlM

of the onetime film star, serves as
assistant to the production staff.

In his program foreword, Selznick
says 'new plays that meet with suf-
ficient audience approval will be
taken north, and then east.' That
means Los Angeles will be pa.ssed

up, for reasons best known to him
and the best guess being that the
Angelenos ore too cinema-minded
and prone to .be none too gentle in
their criticisms. Albeit, Selznick
promises a renaissance of the drama
if this season of plays is to fulfill its

purpose. Failing there, it at least
will give a few youngsters some
stage training and showcase others
for better things to come.

After five performances at the Lo-
bero, 'Anna' moves to the Curran
in Frisco for two weeks, but not
south and unlikely east. Next attrac-
tion gives Geraldine Fitzgerald star
billing in 'Lottie Dundass.' Helni.

What Became of Kitty
Los Angeles, July 29.

Comedy drama in three acts, by Rny-
monri nond. StaRod by Lee Prather and
Wendall Mayex. Presented by the Holly-
wood Players Guild at the Kollytown the-
atre, l^a Angeles, July 20, '41; top.
Bert Doolcy s.Raymond Bond
Corry Van Dine Johnny HenUi
Kitty Dooley netly Compson
June Dooley Virginia Wllllnms
Johnny Bowman Wm. D. Whitman
Estelle Bowman Anita Keith
Bruce Carlln Hcennn Rlllott
'Ma' Mattnx Polly Myers
Ross Newberry Hob Dane
•Perry Todd Lee Prather

This is a completely rewritten ver-
sion of 'Kitty Kelly of Times Square,'
which was tried out several years
ago. If so, the major operation per-
formed on the script was likely due
to wrong diagnosis. A basic need is
for new glands via more potent dia-
log. In its present form the piece
is too obviously dated.

It's a backstage theme revolving
about a couple of vaudeviUians who
inherit a hamburger stand in a small
western town. The male partner of
the team Is portrayed as a bit on
the wrong side, the payoff coming
when the wife discovers that he has
been routining a new act with an-
other femme, has placed their last
$200 .on a horse, turned down a-
week's engagement, and condones
the relationship of their daughter
with a ventriloquist. Mother and
daughter shove off lor the estate In
the country with father following
later. Adolescent romance has ite
hurdles also, with the cynical, world-
wise mother barring the ventrilo-
quist from communication with her
daughter, despite that he's given up
racetrack touting and femme chas-

I;Betty Compson, one-time film star,
comes through with an okay per-
formance in the lead roll as the fem-
inine half of the vaudeviUe act. For
the rest, the 't>roduction serves to
showcase several acceptable film col-
ony jperformers. Polly Myers makes
a minor part as the gossipy, hinter-
land restaurant cook stand out. Ray-
mond Bond, Heenan EUiott, WiUiam
Whitman and Anita Keith also con-
tribute good support.
The stay here, scheduled for two

weeks, does not Indicate much proflt
and Is made possible only through
special arrangements with the castA NewiTork run is contemplated, but
chances on Broadway are doubtful

MoH.

tim, has been running some kind of
dope smuggling business, and his
mysterious demise brings in a New
York police inspector and a narcotic
agent from Wasjilngton. The gard-
ner and butler follow him. A shifty
nifty dame among the house guests
later di«s of fright, and that nar-
rows down the suspects to a mere
handful. Bad man turns out to be
the adopted son of Cyrus who has
his reasons, but they're not. quite
clear. Doesn't matter much because
the excitement's all over when he
wolfs down a poison potion to abol-
ish himself.
As played here some of the actors

gave out with too much gusto which
could have been traded profitably
for more movement about the stage.
At times single players and groups
remained glued to spots for several
minutes in a tableau technique that
would make a clambake, in contrast,
look like a horse race. Robert Em-
hardt, though he over-played his cop
part, showed commendable talent
underneath and grabbed off plenty
of laughs. Evans also displayed
latent talent in the newspaperman
role which he wrote and acted ac-
cording to the old bottle-ln-hand
conception of the working press. He
has been in and out of the news-
paper business for several years, but
Cives no Inkling of it here. H. E.
Currier, as a boozy old eccentric
doctor, handled the corny humor of
his lines and business with a relish
that had the local customers in the
aisles; and John C. Webb adequately
portrayed the narcotic agent who
spotted his love interest long before
he cornered the murderer. Fox.

He Takes It in His Stride
New Milford, Conn., Aug. 2,

Drama In three acts, four scenes, by Jean
Archibald and Arthur Hansl. Staged by
Hudson Fnussett; settings, Lloyd Hollock,
Jr. Presented by and at Thoatre-ln-the-
Dale, New Milford, Conn., July 30, '41.

Letetia Upson Helens Heigh
Clara Oates Mary Olldea
Robert Up^n Edmond Le Comte
Lorraine Upson Jane Huntington
Countess Joncscu Jeraldlne Dvorak
Jackson Louis Townsend
Martin Pearson Otto Nelsen
Ssollle Solitaire Hubert Long
Kennedy Michael O'Hara
Hammlnoft Oerald Cornell
Oar)- Lavrson Russell Conway

Second tryout at this summer spot
indicates lazy writing In that it
merely brushes the surface of what
might have been meaty material.
Story has a social upheaval back-

ground, with the daughter of a reg-
Istrite family, gone broke, eventu-
ally marrying the ex-milkman on
their route. Plot has a communistic
tinge, but never gete very Jar with
it. Theme concerns the Upson
family, of the 400, who have only
the two ciphers left after business
reverses hit the father. Daughter
Lorraine is engaged to. playboy Mar-
tin Pearson, but gets fed up when
the gossip columns cormect him
with a clothes designing countess.
An apartment house stlckup oiTers
an excuse for Lawson, the passing
milkman, to come to the family's
rescue and to fall for Lorraine, who
makes it mutual.
Reduced circumstances, later find

Lorraine working and the" father
holding down a menial job that
brings him in contact with a group
of reds, includine his own former
chauffeur-valet. Upson: Is elected to
wave an oratorical red flag and is In
the middle of rehearsing his speech
when a news flash brings .word of
the reopening of a mine previously
considered worked out Family dis-
covers some old stock In the mine
among their belongings and, on the
strength of their regained wealth,
father ditches his commy friends
for evening clothes and 'a table at

job had been dona with 'Duloy' the
week before.
'Comes the Stunmer* atarts cB with

an acceptable idea tot bawdy, rough-
and-tumble farce. Half a dozen
young men belonging to a Coney Is-

land social and cultural club make
the acquaintance of a night club en-
tertainer, who has taken a room In

the building where they hold meet-
ings. Singly and en masse, the boys
go on the make, and when the en-
tertainer reveals she Is pregnant, the
whole club finds Itself in a position
of responsibility, with the prospect
of the entire membershiQ. having to
support the child till It reaches the
age of 18.

Unfortunately, the authors treat
this situation with a leer and a
smirk, and they go quite far with
their dubious comedy.

Several people In the student com-
pany give the impression of being
capable players, but 'Comes the
Summer' is certainly nothing to
judge them by. Paul.

Miss Nelly of N'Orleans
Cohasset, Mass., Aug. 4.

Revival of comedy by Laurence Eyre.
Stars Qmco Qeorge; directed by Frederick
Burleigh: setting by David Lengworthy;
presented by South Shore Players at Town
Hall, Coha-Hset, Mass., Aug. 4, '41.

Cusl: Grace Qeorge, Carroll Ashbum,
Donald McClelland, William Eythe, Jose-
phine StontoB.

SCARLET
Marion, Mass., Aug. 1.

Mys'Sy In thr«e acts by A. B. Qryn-wald (Bruce Evans), presented by Cledge
Roberts. Staged by Cledge Robefts. withMltlng by John Blankenchlp; at Harbor
Playhouse, Marlon, Mass., Aug. iT
Vl-.QS top. '

^'"'if Richard v. Hare
jS. pit^i

Harmon NoIsoS
l^fi Helalne Leeds

JMsS M^JSh' ...Clyde Keutzer

ifxTd? •• Underwood
silk. Robert Bmhardt
iSL 9tM?r " P' Shea

J. Towanda Sllnkard, M.D....if b! CuSor

Lacking tiie .gripping suspense ofa good whodunit and the sock laughs
'5%?,w?'^^J'"v°?y**^^y Broadway.
Scarlet might easily be developed
Into a feir murder film for the dual
runs. It would need, in addltioij to
script polishing, the more careful
production that H could- not get In a
one-week strawhat rehearsal.
Author employs most of the stand-

ard devices for this type of play: old
house, queer characters, a convoy of
suspects, swinging fireplace and
comic cop; and In this production
Bruce Evans himself plays the role
or calloused newspaperman. Three
men are murdered in the first act, a
girl dies of natural causes imder un-
natural circumstances In the second
and the murderer commits suicide Jn
the third act. Evans manages to
keep the audience suspicion shifting
qulfe skillfully all over the stage and
gives his villain a unique device—

a

floor wited for electrocution.
Cyrus Marsh, owner of the house

(on Long Island) and the first vlc-

clothes and 'a table at ^rady attended the opening, and It rnnv' i^^^^

pt^cri:

the play Is the role of the milkman
as handled by Russell Conway.
Father Upson never 'can decide
whether to be sincere about his
newfound philosophy, while the
roles of the playboy and the count-
ess are left more or less In midair.
Helene Heigh's work as the mother
is okey, which also applies to Jane
Huntington as daughter Lorraine.
Play looks to have been chopped

considerably, running less than two
hours with two Intermissions, and
staging Jeans to the Indifferent side.

Bone.

COMES THE SUMMER
Woodstock, N. Y., Aug. 2.

Play In three acts (10 scenes), by Mark
Jerome and Sidney Schweber. Directed by
Cecil Clovolly. setting by Ray Taltmaii.
Presented by tho Maverick Wieatre, •Wood-
stock. N. T., Aug. 1, '41.

Cast: Oordan BenwUt. Joe Crahara, Mar-
vin Eppy. Bob <3reene, Bob Chamldes, Wade
Dent, Michael Barrett, Don Haggerty
Joyce Hanley, Emily McNalr, Amelia
Balnes, Orllt Evnns, Aslher Hayden, Jack
Woods, Soil Merle. Betey Ross. Shebn
Wilson. Jackie Dorsey, Phil Welch. Gnby
Qero, FellE UcClure, Paul Welch. Beryl
Berney,

Following a postponement, which
presumably allowed time for rewrit-
ing, 'Comes the Summer' now makes
Its bow and turns out to be a half-
baked play in the worst possible
taste. The performance also hits one
of the season's lows, with a high per-
centage of forgotten lines. On the
first night at least. It looked as
though the ' cast was in the midst
of a bad dream, powerless to restore
order out of chaos. Apparently It
was not a typical Maverick perform-
ance, however, for audience com-
ment Indicated that a much smoother

Grace George in 'Miss Nelly of
N'Orleans,' by Laurence Eyre, de-
lighted a minority of first-nighters at
Town Hall here tonight (Monday)
and gave the majority a chuckle now
and

.
then. But as a Broadway pros-

pect for 1941 It would offer very
limited appeal. To watch Miss
George carry on . with her unerring
skill and smooth technique Is usually
a worthwhile evening for any play-
goer, but in the present Instance her
assignment Is a bit too much even
for this veteran of the stage.
The 22-year-old piece Is too dated,

with its asides, obvious comedy and
faked swoonings of the wom^gi, for
the nerve-wracked audiences of this
era. No doubt they will buy escape
drama and comedy this sesaon, but
they will not rush to see 'Nelly.'
Well produced here, with Frederick
Burleigh directing, the nostalgic
tinge of a near forgotten period in
the theatre Is there all the way, and
in that respect It U Interesting to
sample.

Plot concerns a revival of an'old
love between middle-aged Nelly and
a hot-headed gent who years ago
spumed her at the altar when he
misunderstood the circumstances of
a rival leaving her home at an Im-
proper hour. Her niece and his son
are now in the throes of young love,
and the embittered old folks try, in
their respective ways, to prevent the
match. A Mardi Grai party calls for
reminiscences and explanations and
the aging widower ultimately capitu-
lates to Nelly's, charm, while the
younger duo take iip from where
they were Interrupted,
Miss George mcikas her scheming,

mischievous worldly Nelly the most
interesting person in the proceedings
as she vacillates between farce and
comedy In her Interpretation. Car-
roll Ashburn, as the stubborn old
suitor, carries off his role with com-
mendable flair and a French accent.
Donald McClelland, portraying the
other old rival, now a priest, makes
his character equally plausible, In a
more subdued manner. William
Eythe and Josephine Stanton attack
the roles of the young lovers with
plenty of verve, but with a script
that places thera behind the eight-
ball, according to present theatncal
standards.
Both the author and William A.

Brady attended the opening, and It

problems of the profession such aa
the difficulty of finding a script to
produce, which Gellendre goes into
at length. But even if such prob-
lems were potentially of general in-
terest, they are not dressed up at-
tractively enough in this instance
Richard Odlin brings a light touch

to the role of Hal, an actor reduced
to trying to sell oil heaters. Joseph
Wood, composer of songs for the
show, appears as a cemetery em-
ployee who wears dark glasses and
earmuffs and carries a clothespin for
his nose so that he can't see or hear
the funeral ceremonies or smell the
flowers. A newcomer from the
dance field, Pleter Dominick, is seen
to advantage as a wouM-be actress
who has to work at Macy's, and
among others in a large cast, Ursula
Schnetzler, Arthur De Huf, Peter
Joray, Gar Hubbard, Margaret Anne
Rogers, Barbara Vallin, Rita Alt and
Steffi Rachmann stand out.

The title, 'Fire on the El," which
seems to promise a lot, refers to a
play which Gellendre's characters
talk about producing; but never do

Paul."

LOVE IN OUR TIME
Westport, Conn., Aug. 4.

Comedy In three acts by Leslie Reads.
Stars Dennis King and Ilka Chase; fea-
tures Ben Smith. Staged by Lester Viill
Presented hy Tlicatre Guild at Westnort
Country Playhouse, Westport, Conn., Auir
4, '41; »2.75 top.

*

Russell Oakland Dennis King
TrudI Hamburger Minerva Pious
Hilda Webb Charlotte Ives
ij\\\a Chandler Grover Burgess
Mme. Rozonova Llll Valoniy
Carlotta Webb Oakland Ilka CImse
Marian Douglas ..Elaine Anderiion
Irving Hunt Zochnry Scott
Frances Ballard Celeste Holm
Orover Granby... Ben Smith
Mary TonettI Anna MInot
Martha Goldstein Augusta Roelund

Leslie Reade's topical comedy, long
mulled by the Theatre Guild, needs
plenty of doctoring before It's

brought to Broadway. With tighten-
Ing play may have a moderate
chance in N. Y.
Guild aegis, attractive cast headed

by Dennis King, Ilka Chase and Ben
Smith, and advance talk about plot
aroused above-average Interest in
'Love In Our Time,' but show didn't
Jell In first Westport warmup.
Play compounds the career vs.

love problem with the Influence of
big business on journalism. Carlotta
Webb (Ilka Chase), femme news-
slanter with 6,000,000 readers, plots
a look'-see abroad with her husband,
Russell Oakland (Dennis King),
economist-military expert. Oakland
refuses to go along on the trip and
insists that his wife stay home and
get started on a family. He signs
a contract as defense expert for a
metropolitan daily run for the con-
trolling bank by Grover Granby
(Ben Smith), a Wall Streeter who's
bought his culture by the package.
Frances Ballard (Celeste Holm),
daughter of the bank president, knew
Oakland before he was married, and
wants him some more.
When Ballard girl goes off with

Oakland, Granby makes passes at
Carlotta, who turns jealous at ab-
sent spouse. There's a minor over>
night incident, Oakland's walk-out
and banker's attempt at an interna-
tional stock coup with Fascists in
Iraq before the button-up. Last act's

liveliest and best, Oakland com-
manding

.
situation and one-two'ing

Granby to the floor. Audience be-
gan to get some feel then, but it

was prettjr late.
For an important world observer,

Carlotta Webb seeips unusually
lightheaded, but as written It fits

Miss Chase, a natural fast-mover and
a first-rate comedienne. King, in an-
other sally out of the musical field,

a series of revivals In New York this
season. David - Langworthy turned
out a commendable garden set on a
small stage,

THE FIRE ON THE EL
Goshen, Conn., July 24.

A Broadway parody in thre* acts by
Harbort V. Gellendre. Muslo by Josepli
Wood; setting by Q. Harald Akermark;
staged by Gellendre; dances by Pleter
Dominick. Presented by Gellendre (Coun-
try Theatre, Goahen, Conn., July 23 '41

Joseph Wood
S"' Richard Odlln
Sf" Arthur Do Huff

'Pleter Dominick
vV-i.'l'S'*'"*'' •foray
Vnltchka Ursula Sohnoizlor
i'"<"'- Oar Hubbard
?°''-:- Fred Krause
S?.'""" Jane Wiggins

Franclaca Pcteraon

f^y"". Edward Stevens
......Meyer Kass

Ph'?;;,'
• .Robert Schneider

g;?J"» .......Hubert Wllkc, U
S;,','/ Margaret Anne Rogers

Het'tV.'.'.v::;;:;;;::: """""^.Z^T.
is;;'"'".

iiV.sVoWr Rachmann
i?« Boys Thomselvon
Glory.

Themselves
Rita Alt

fuJ'/^ ^ represents recent
theatrical tendencies of formlessness
and fantasy carried to an extreme,
bome of it la amusing and pointed-
most of it is dreamlike in its lack of
coherence, and the whole thine is
so wordy that It bogs down long be-
fore the end.
Purporting to take place in the

lodge room of a shabby hotel, cur-
rently being camped In by unsuc-
cessful theatre folk, Gellendre's play
has a lot to say about what Is wrong
with legit, including the imions.
What the author overlooks Is that
most people who attend the theatre
are not primarily concerned with i

(14-16),

but was strong at the finish. Smith's
heavy assignment is a confused part
and he has trouble selling it.

Manhattan apartment Interior, in-
tended to bring out Oaklands' fail-

ure to make themselves at home, la

people by the writers' secretaries.
Minerva Pious (comedienne in Fred
Allen's 'Mighty AUen Art Players')
as a German refugee .maid, and LIU
Valenty, as an exotic blue-haired in-
terior decorator. Elem.

Premieres
(Aug. 6-16)

'Love in Onr Time,' by Leslie

Reade, with Ilka Chase and Dennis
King, at Country playhouse. West-
port, Conn. (6-9).

'Dark Enemy,' by Peter Calvey, at

Montowese playhouse, Indian Neck,
Branford, Conn. (6-9).

1 Killed ihe Count,' by Alex Cop-
pel, at Brattleboro (Vt.) playhouse
(6-0).

'Beggar's Opera,' Lehman Engel's

new version of John Gay original, at

Bucks County playhouse. New Hope,
Pa. (11-16).

'Walk Into My Parlor,' by Alexan-
der Greendale. at Sayvilla (L. I.)'

playhouse (12-16).

'As It Comes,' by Edgar Eagers, at

Lakemont theatre, Toledo (12-16).

'Concert Tour,' by Frank Thomas,
Sr., and Henry K. Moritz, from an
Idea by Murray Boltinofl, at Wood-
stock (N. Y.) playhouse (14-17).

'JTorlSland,' by Arnold Simdgaard,
at Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va.
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Broadway

Roy Chartier (Variety) to' Miami
for three weeks' vacation.
Broadway p.a. Eddie Jaffe operat-

ing a picture syndicate on the side.

George Tobias came in Irom the

Coast over the weekend for a short

vacash.
Judy Bentley with new House of

Theatre, Ruby Reed's troupe on
West 52d.

Irvitxg Berlin to the Coast on his

Paramount (Bing Crosby) picture

next week.
Martin J. Desmon), theatrical at-

torney, now doing guest shots on ra-

dio shows.
Herman Tlmberg, Jr., reportedly

Inked to tour in Al Jolson's 'Hold
On to Your Hats.'

Jack Toohey, Oscar Serlin's p.a.,

on a vacash tour of New England
and Pennsylvania.

Willard Keefe again press age%t
for John C. Wilson, 'Blithe Spirit'

being first assignment.
George Hamld highlighted in Sun-

day Times, which rated him the most
active outdoor showman.
Cass Daley,, vaude comedienne,

Soes to the Coast to start work Sept.

in Par's The Fleet'* In.'

Dude Harris' trousers, filched dur-
ing night from his room at Saratoga,
found later with $60 absent
Olsen and Johnson stills still adorn

the Winter Garden. They've been
out of 'Hellzappoppin' for months.
Max Ophuls, Ftench director, ar-

rived on the S. S. Excamber. Irvin
Marks is agcntlng him for Holly-
wood.
Nldc Holde was host to Broadway

friends Sunday at his Staten Island
stronghold where a lobst^ feast was
staged.
Joe Seidelman, Universal's v.p. in

charge of foreign, to the Coast over
the weekend for confabs at the
studio.
Paul Ross, Roy Wilson and Belle

Goldstein, longtime Adolph Zukor's
secretary, are with Mills Novelty
Co.'s Minoco Productions (jukebox
films).

Adele Rivle set to. appear with
Fortune GaUo's San Carlos opera
company and Lee Shubert is report-
ed considering her for forthcoming
musical.
David E. Green, now publicizing

RKO's William Dieterle production
of a band cavalcade, back in N. Y.
until production is completed the
end of next month.
Barney Balaban back from Quebec

by plane. He'd gone up to attend
first two days of four-day session of
Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
there, which began Aug. 1.

George Weltner, assistant to John
W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount foreign
sales chief, spent his vacation serv-
ing one month of active (^uty in the
Coast Guards Reserve Force.
Georgie Price marked his. show

biz comeback at Club Lido, Long
Beach, this past Sunday under MCA
auspices. Broker-actor wants to get
back into thesping.
Llewellyn Miller, femme who

wrote 'Pinal Answer,' recently tried

out at Woodstock, N. Y., strawhat,
is editor of Screen Life, fan mag.
Some flJUn interest in the play.
The Hartmans' strawhatting in

'Anything Goes' in Springfield, Mass.
opening Aug. 11, stymied a Saratoga
booking into Arrowhead, succeeding
Hildegarde, who was held over a
third week.
Nedda Harrigan due east this

weekend and will spend rest of Au-
gust as guest of Mary Mason at
Wilton, Conn. She was on Coast to
settle estate of her late husband,
Walter Connolly.
Hildegarde just made her opening

tm^^-m^Dm^
hours from a 1

Casino date, and leased a house for
the August 'racing month blind.
P. S.—She got stuck.
Charlie MacDonald, RKO division

manager, back ' from a West Indies
cruise, was inspired to an ode on
'Regan, Rothsteln tc Hop Lee Jung,'
a South American import Arm which
Intrigued him in Costa Rica.
Music Hall has installed a' special

United Press news service in the
grand lounge. Service employs lat-
est Trans-Lux/ projector which auto-
matically flashes news reports on
screen as received off the teletype.

Billy Daniel-Mary Parker reviie,
produced by Mitchell Leisen, cur-
rently at the Cocoanut Grove, t.os
Angeles, may induct a new nitery
policy at the Versailles, including
a line of girls instead of 'names' this
fall.

weekend, including Ben Washer,
Clara Weiss, Jack Toohey, Gertrude
Broraberg and PhylUs Perelman.
Ed Fenton, who runs Delaware

Valley bookstore in New Hope, au-
thoring a juvenile circus yarn, 'Mrs.
Fatima,' to be published by Random
House.
Kearney family, owners of Tren-

ton Times, buying farms in this neck
of woods. Tom has new shack at
Stockton; Mrs. Jim, Sr., and Peggy
each have farms near New Hope.

- Playhouse collected close to $1,000
for 'Actors Fund during 10 perform-
ances last week of 'Man Who Came
to Dinner,' which broke standing-
room records for Nicholson & Bam-
berger.
flpyhouse auditioned local singers

in Philly, New Hope and Quaker-
town for Lehman Engle's production
of 'Beggar's Opera,' opening Aug. 11
with Jane Pickens, Walter Cassell
and Dick Hale.

Paris

London

Director Marcel Came underwent
operation.

Comic Milton now doing turn in
Amar circus.

New 20-centime pieces made of
zinc circulating in Irance.
Vichy announced that 'Interna-

tlonaJe' can no longer be played.
Marie Samary, Comedie Francaise

thesp, died in Paris at the age of 93.

Paul Collin, ex-prisoner, back in
Paris in music-hall show at the
Avenue.

Director Jean Paul Paulin married
Jeaniune Pelissier du Besset at
Cannes.
Marcel I'Herbier back in Paris to

take over job ia Association Film
Authors.
Erstwhile film and legit daily

Comoedia made reappearance in
Paris as weekly.
• Philippe Gaubert, Opera orchestra
conductor, died in Paris from cere-
bral hemorrhage at the age of 62.
Henry Garat back in Paris after

operation. Will bp featured in film
with scenario by Albert Willemetz.
Most gardens of large, ritzy prop-

erties in 7th Arrondissement in Paris
now turned over to growing vege-
tables.

Rina Ketty, one of France's most
popular music-hall singers, resting at
Tunis prior to taking role in musical
film by Vincent Scotto.
Bernard NatMan again appealed to

second correctional court in Paris for
shortening of prison sentence. De-
cision wlU shortly be given.
Sacba Guitry purchased love letter

written by French monarch Henry
IV to his mistress, G a b r i e 1 1 e
d'Estrees, paying 60,000 francs.
Controversy in all of France is

whether women should be permitted
to wear shorts or not As a matter
of fact they've been outlawed in
most of France.
Scrapped films won't be thrown In

junk pile. By new decision, whereby
films released prior to 1937 must be
withdrawn, celluloid will be used to
make nail polish.
Here are some of the food prices

In Paris: One kilo melon. 300 francs;
peaches, 35 francs apiece; plums, be-
tween 7 and 10 francs each; box of
25 strawberries, 55 francs.
Germans in Paris reportedly rifling

previously sealed stores of Yank films
for special showings for German of-
ficers at Marignan on Champs
Elysees. Prefer original versions to
French dubbed.
Film director Adolphe Osso, who

knocked down Edouard Bourdet,
dramatist and ex-director of Comedie
Francaise, in Paris in February, 1940.

,*A«|«tf)}jM|d-Ji^^^^2S«Sla«^.L^
court to pay 100

francs for medical expenses. Osso is
in free zone.

Backs County, Pa.

Edna Ferber guesting at George
Kaufman's Aquetong farm.

Dr. Martin Vorhouse off on cruise
with Herman Shumlin on latter's
boat. Heading up St Lawrence,
Nina Hill off to play in 'Out of

Frying Pan' at Pine Grove Play-
house, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Roy Hargrave replacing Fred Kelly

this week in his original role in
'Blind Alley' at Nat Burns' Yardley
theatre.
Lenore Marshall, wife of N. Y. C.

Board of Education prexy, Jimmy
Marshall, scribbling mag pieces on
her farm.
Althea Hoffman, executive secre-

tary of Playhouse, in hospital over
weekend for appendictis scare. No
surgery needed.
County full of legit p.a.a over

Noel Coward's 'Blithe Spirit' at
the Piccadilly, did $7,600 in its first
week.
Len Urry has bought the touring

rights of Ian Grant's revue, 'Orci)ids
and Onions.'

Barry K. Barnes and his wife,
Diana Churchill, have yen to break
into vaudeville field.

Marie Loftus left around $150,000.
Daughter Cecilia benefits consider-
ably from the estate.
Jack Rose, formerly with Jack

Hylton, now stage director and man-
ager for Jack Taylor.

Disney's 'Fantasia' will get dual
West End release July 23, playing
New Gallery and Marble Arch Pa-
vilion.

Joanna Horder is being tested by
Robert Donat for part in 'Pitt the
Younger,' which Gainsborough Films
is doing for 20th Century-Fox.

Leislie Posner, manager for Hyams
Bros.' State theatre, Kilbum, has
been elevated to supervisor of their
circuit, replacing Micky Hyams, now
in America.
Geoffrey Goodhart intends to star

Jessie Matthews in Oscar Straus'
'Three Waltzes,' which is being done
in England for the first time. Show
will tour the sticks for 10 weeks,
then come to London.
Old Cinema Club Idea has been

dug up by Scottish exhibs in effort
to get around existing Sabbath re-
strictions. So far it's being held to
servicemen, but if okayed by Home
Office may be in for wide play
throughout the country.
That attempted heavy-band by Air

Force commandant on a local exhib
was effectively quashed by White
hall biggies. Incident was tagged as
due to "misunderstanding.' Com
mandant had told the exbib to ad
mit his men half-price, 'or else.'

remote control. He was playing at
West View Park here and she was in
New York.
Harold Weinberger, who had

same post here, new M-G office
manager in Los Angeles. He was
also an assistant director on Metro
lot for couple of years.
Malcolm Milligan, a Playhouse sen-

sation here in "Night Must Fall' and
who later toured with Raymond
Massey in 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,'
has enlisted in the Air Corps.

Minneapolis
By Les Rces

Atlantic Gty
By Mildred Cuter

Al Jolson here for weekend.
Russell Markert recovering from

recent illness.

Chester Hale, who has started
work on new Icecapades, joined by
his wife.
Don and Ruth Marshall head new

revue, which opened Saturday (2),

at Babette's nitery.
Josephine Delmar and Clarence

Stroud head new revue at Round the
World Room of President hotel.
Home of P. Mortimer Lewis (Wiel-

land-Lewis chain) struck by light-
ning during severe storm. Roof
torn off.

International Theatrical Alliance
of Stage Employees opened annual
convention Monday (4) at Ritz Carl-
ton hotel
Gypsy Rose Lee plays week's en-

gagement at Steel Pier Music Hall
beginning Aug. 17. John Boles makes
p.a. for week 'beginning Aug. 23.

America's first victory flag—the of-
ficial British V with three dots and
dash on field of blue, bordered in
red—was unfurled Sunday (3) on
Hotel Ambassador with elaborate
ceremonies.
Sigmimd Spaeth, Betty Humby,

British pianist; William Primrose,
'cellist, • will be among "artistes to
give concert Aug. 15 at Dennis hotel
for Aid for British CHiildren founda-
tion. Bob Novak, of Young & Rubi-
cam, will m:c.

Pittsbflrgb

By Hal Cohea

Anstrafia
By .Erie Gorrlck

Greater Union Theatres' stocks up.
Williamson-I^it reviving 'Sally' in

Sydney.
'Susan and God' continues as legit

click in Melbourne.
'Great American Broadcast' (20th)

given an air play over the national
network prior to Sydney preem.
Universal's sleeper, 'Buck Privates,'

is proving a high click in this terri-
tory via the Greater Union loop.
Norman B. Rydge offering $200 to

manager of theatre bringing in most
biz over a limited span for Greater
Union.
Street & Smith is publishing some

pulpers in England in order to over-
come ban here on U.S. mags via dol-
lar conservation.
Unconfirmed report has it that

Creswell O'Reilly, Chief Film Cen-
sor, may retire shortly, with Col.
Hurley going into the job.
Melbourne managements have de-

cided to start matinees earlier in or-
der to cooperate with transport of-
ficials, preventing traffic lams at
evening.
Expected that Robert Schless will

huddle with Hoyts on new contract
setup with Warners. Schless is

touring the Down Under territory
currently for WB.
Exhibs are strongly against radio

stations giving out opinions on pix
playing around the various zones.
Exhibs aver radioers overplay criti-

cisms and turn payees away from
many pix already keenly exploited.

and Robert Bonaftce will be marrfed
Sept 6.

-

Ruth Brody of Carnegie Tech
drama school, to Baltimore for some
summer stock work.
Milton Frankel has resigned his

sales post at WB exchange here. No
successor named yet
Lieutenant Bob Jacobs, son of the

Warner district manager, has been
transferred to Hawaii.
Frank Smith, manager of WWSW,

also named president of corporation
which controls station.
Harry Kalmine will to.ss his an-

nual outing for WB gang at West-
moreland C.C. Tuesday (12).
Walter Thomas, assistant manager

of WB's Rowland in Wilkinsburg,
has enli.sted i< the marines.
Gray Carpenter, actor-son of Brad-

dock exhib, has passed his physical
for enlistment in air cori>s.

C. J. Lattas have a silver anni-
versary coming up and they'll also
be grandparents any day now.
George Gomperts named special

exploitation rep for 20th-Fox in

Pittsburgh-Philly-Wa.'ihington area.
Fred Kelly, Gene Kelly's brother,

doing lead in 'Blind Alley' at Yard-
ley (Pa.) summer theatre this week.
Mrs. Ken Hoel, wife of Harris

circuit's publicity chief, coming
around all right at St John's hosp
after serious operation.
Dave Broudy's lad, Leonard a sec-

ond looey at Fort Monroe, Va., re-

moved from re.serve officers' list and
placed in regular army.

Russell G. Connolly, lawyer and
for three years Pitt Cap and Gown
Club's 'leading ladv,' now a corporal
with 176th Field Artillery at (:amp
Meade. Md.
Al Kavelins had to celebrate their

fifth wedding anni Saturday (2) by

M-G here shooting Minnesota trav-
elog short in color.

Phil Dunas, Columbia district man-
ager, in from Chicago.

Jan Garber spotted lor Excelsior
Park ballroom Aug. 20.

RKO offce staff had moonlight
steamer ride on Mississippi.

Verne Sessler, Paramount sales-
man, resigned to take over Roxy the-
atre, Roseau, Minn.
Don Arias orchestra, with Susana

Cantu, spotted for Hotel Lowry,
Minnesota Terrace.

A. Selby Carr, Paramount office
manager, in Abbott hospital recover-
ing from major spine operation.
Nat Rochlin, Metro home office

auditor, here with his bride on com-
bined honeymoon and business trip.,

Twin City Variety club will spon-
sor Minneapolis-Louisville American
Association baseball game for MUk
Fund benefit Aug. 21.
Excelsior Amusement Park staging

contest Aug. 17 to choose a Miss
Minnesota for Atlantic City 'Miss
America' beauty contest.
Cedrlc Adams, Star-Journal col-

unonist, on his feet again and out of
hospital, where fractured ankle kept
him for nearly a month.
M-G promoted Le Hoy Smith, for-

mer booker, to sales' staff and ad-
vanced Claude Dickinson from ac-
counting to booking department
Glen Smith, WLOL announcer,

playing lead in University of Minne-
sota's final summer season offering,
Saroyan's 'Love's Old Sweet Song.'
Dowsley Clark, long-time Morning

Tribune managing editor, who has a
wide theatrical acquaintanceship, ap-
pointed regional information - officer
for national defense.

Strondsbnrg, Pa.
By John BartheUncw

Mark Dawson at Skytop.
Tony Pastor at Dorney's.

Claude Seals at Camp Tamiment.
Henry Hayden, magician, «t Po-

cpno Haven, Mt Pocono.
Hal Longenbach continues his or-

ganlogs at Saylor's Lake Tavern.
'Meet the Wife' current with Earle

Mayo's New York Players in Domer
auditorium.
The Buck HiU Players, directed

by Cornelia Stabler Gillam, present-
ed Glenn Hughes' 'Funny Business'
last night (Tuesday).
The Studio Theatre Players of

New York open Saturday <9) with
•Racketeers' Paradise* at the Worth-
ington theatre, Shav nec-bn>.Dela-
ware.
Tommy Donlin's Pennsylvanians,

current at Pocono Manor Inn, Po-
cono Manor, selected to play for the
annual Horse Show Ball at the Penn-
Stroud hotel.
The Karl Emersot Williams Play-

ers offer 'Love Me—Love Me Not'
following presentation of 'Cyrano de

,
^Igyrac' Jn_t>e T.utherland Casinr

Hollywood

Lloyd Bacon on vacation, his first
in five years.
Jack Skirball back from Universal

home office huddles.
Fortunio Bonanova applied for

flniil citizenship papers.
Harry Rosenthal opened a music

store on the Sunset strip.
Allan Christie joined the Ruth

Collier agency as an associate.
Nancy Kelly called off her divorce

action ngainst Edmund O'Brien.
Osa Masscn, Danish film player,

applied for American citizenship.
George Dembow in from. New

York on National Screen Service
biz.

Ted Loeff and Allan Hcrsholt
opened publicity agency in Beverly
Hills.

Joseph Bernhard, general manager
of Warners theatres, here for biz
ses.'rions.

Bierne Lay, author of 'I Wanted
Wings,' back to duty in U. S. Army
Air Corps.
James E. Grainger back in town to

huddle with Herbert Yates on Re-
public sales.

Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign man-
ager for Universal, arrived for studio
conferences.

F. Hugh Herbert screen writer,
sued by his former wife for $4,310 in
h^k alimony.
Buster Crabbe back in town to

ride a horse in films after an eastern
swimming tour.
Bob Hope emcees the American

Legion convention dinner in Mil-
waukee Sept 18.

Al Daff, supervisor for Universal
in the Far East, arrived for his an-
nual visit to the studio.
William Cagney returned from

Canada where Warners is shooting
'Captain of the Clouds.'
Carlisle Jones. Warners publicist

recuperating from a brain operation,
goes through another next week.
Nate Gross spending a month in

town to pick up material for his col-
umn in the Chicago Herald-Ameri-
can.
Phil Berg reported bankrolling

Felix Young and Lou ^ ertheimer in
the reopening of the Trocadero in
October.
James J. Corbett's widow due in

Hollywood next week to consult on
her husband's film biography at
Warners.
Vera Steadman well enough to

leave the hospitial in a wheel chair,
recovering from motor accident last
January.
Ed Mann upped temporarily from

film editor vo director on added
scenes for 'Doctors' Don't Tell' at
Republic.

Lillian Roth, who obtained annul-
ment ot her marriage to Eugene
Weiner, dropped her $5,971 suit
against him.
Johnny Hyde granted a divorce

from Anne Bjrrnes Hyde after agree-
ing to a property settlement of $20,-
000 and $250 monthly alimony.
Private Kenneth Wilkinson, ot

Camp Lewis, given a silver plaque
as the U. S. Army's No. 1 film un.
He has seen 312 pictures since last
Oct. 4.

Franz Spencer, screen writer at
Metro, tells about political and mili-
tary eruptions In Europe from 1914
to 1939, from his observations as a
newspaperman in 'Battles of a By-
stander,' published by Liveright.

Madrid
By jM«fh D. BaTetto

John McKnIght, AP's Lisbon ehSet,

transferred to Rio.
Jose Tudela; stage and screen ac-

tor, died in Madrid.

annual festivities.

Bnenos Aires
By Bay Jo«cpb«

Municipality put 'That Night in
R)0' (20th-Fox) on banned list for
kids.

Soprano Christina Maristany in re-
cital at Ateneo before heading for
the SUtes.
WinsIow-FitzSimons. U. S. ballet

sails home after series of extra re-
citals at the Odeon.
'Blood and Sand' first U. S. pic in

years to come down without Spanish
sub-litling. Will be dubbed locally.
Hector C. Aliseri withdraws from

Pablo Aliseri Co., big exhib in Ros-
sario, second largest city in Argen-
tina.

Pantalla CScreen), .new film-fan
mag featuring both Hollywood and
local gossip, being readied for Sep-
tember.
Pampa Films and Ariston Distrib-

uting reach agreement on formation
of joint stock company to include
heads of both firms.
Report Alberto Vila—rechristened

Villa in Hollywood—may be called
back from L. A. for new pic at Sono
Film. He's reported readying two
for RKO up north.
Municipality approves new regula-

tion permitting downtown houses to
remain open half hour later until
1 a.m. 'Vermouth' shows—local pre-
dinner matinees—must end at 6:30
nightly;

. Manuel Romero starts direction on
'Mi Amor Eres Tu' ('You Are My
Love'), with Pauline Singerman,
Elida De Caro, Arturo Garcia Buhr,
Scvero Fernandez and Enrique
Rolan, at Lumiton,

Pamplona to film
Fred Leslie, Fox Movietone cbict

and wife off to San Sebastian for
rest.

Spanish female thesp, MaruchI
Fresno, off' to Buenos Aires for
three-month rest
Spanish authorities stiffening on

restaurants, cafes and hotspot ob-
servation of food and. shuttering re-
strictions. This week handed out
about a dozen fines for various vio-
lations.

Papers here write that Venice Bi-
ennial this year will be divided into

three sections. First will be series

of theatrical spectacles at the end of

July, second the Cinema Festival at

the end of August and the Musical
Festival set tor the second half of
September.

Hayana
By Fred Wbllncy

Eleonor House, American thrush,
di.shes out swing on the air.

Rene Cabel, touring in Puerto Rico,
comes back home this week.
Hugo del Carril reportedly getting

$1,000 per day for 21 days at CMQ,
The Servando Diaz Trio are down

the Island on a personal appearance
tour.
Jesus Alvarino and Alicia Ric«

have a new idea at RHC entitled,
'The Art of Being Happy.'
Alberto Gomez, Argentinian rival

to del Carril, arrived Aug. 1 for con-
tract with RHC, CMQ's rival net>
work.
Garrldo and Pinero, comics, arc

signed with a batch of others to ap-
peor for, CniccIIag (Colgate-Pahn-
ollve-Pcet) at CMQ,
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OBITUARIES 1
MABGAEET LONG

(Macrle Cteire)

Margaret Long, 75, known to cir-

cus fans of long past as Maggie
Claire, died Tuesday (20) in the

Burtha M. Fisher Home for Aged,
Detroit. She performed with the

original Barnum Circus in the 70's,

touring Europe as well as this coun-
try. She was also with the Cole
Circus and Sells Bros. Her career

began at the age of ten and ended
35 years later. She was crippled in

a fall from a flying ring.

She married Harry K Long, 'also

a circus performer, in 1879 and they
organized their own small show,
which was killed by bad weather,

after which they came to Detroit to

live in retirement. Long died in

1931.

Mrs. Long is survived by her

daughter, Mrs. Louise McCloskey,
and tour grandchildren.

MAI WELLS
Mai Wells, 79, stage actress of the

last century and in pictures for

nearly 20 years, died Aug. 1 in gen-
eral hospital, Los Angeles. She ap-
peared in David 'Belasco plays and
toured this country 'and Europe in

'First Born.'

Came of a theatrical family, her
' father Sam Wells, being one of the
earliest Coast singers, and her
mother having played with Edwin
Booth. She was both a dramatic
actress and singer, and dancer.

Rites, were conducted by the
Troupers in Hollywood Aug. 4.

MABJOBIE WBIGHT DALLAS
,

Marjorie Wright Pallas, 38, ac-

tress, died last Friday at her home
In Webster, N. Y. She attended the

Denishawn School in Los Angeles,

spent three years on the stage with

the Duncan Sisters and played in

•No, No,, Nanette,' "The Desert Song'

and other shows.

She leaves her husband, Harold R.

Dallas Webster, and her mother,

Mrs. Daisy Tyler of Rochester.

MOE STBEIMBB
' Moe Streimer, United Artists

•peci'al homeoRice representative,

died July 31 in Kew York after a

long Illness. He had joined UA,
when the company was first or-

ganized in 1919, as manager of the

N.Y. exchange. From this post he
moved up to become special h.o.

representative in 1936, covering the

New York territory.

Funeral services were held Aug. 1.

GBACE LAMBEET

.

Grace Lambert, 41, sister of Ed-
ward J. Lambert, vaude comedian
and songwriter, died Aug. 3, after a

abort illness in ' Farksville, N. Y.
Though not a performer herseU, she

traveled with her brother for years

and had a wide circle of friends In

the trade.

Funeral services were held In New
York Monday (4).

Surviving is his sister, Mrs. Grace
Buckbee.

WILLIAM BOVNER
William Rovner, 37, operator of

the Laurel,, Laurel Spring, N. J., died

at his home at Camden, N. J., Aug.

4, following a heart attack. He was
a member of a family which 'has

operated theatres in South Jersey

for many years. '
i

He is survived by his widow and a

five-month-old son.

ROBERT GREENSTONE
Robert Greenstone, projectionist at

Little theatre, Rochester, N. Y., for

the last 10 years, died of a heart at-

tack July 25 during heat wave. He
leaves his wife, two sisters and a

brother.

He is a nephew of the late Ju1e.s

Greenstone, owner of the Empire
theatre for many years.

CLARENCE E. SMITH
Clarence E. Smith, 70, president of

Midland Theatres, Inc., Newark, O.,

died Aug. 2 at Marietta. He was
also a southeastern Ohio oil arid gas
producer.

A son, Herbert U., former Wash-
ington County representative in the
Ohio Legislature, survives.

JOSEPH W. THOMAS
Joseph W. Thomas, 72, retired Chi-

cago and Coast exhibitor died Aug. 1

in Los Angeles.

Mother, 86, of Crane Wilbur,
former film actor and now producer
of 'Big Town' radio show, died Aug.
2 in Los Angeles.

Georce A^ Baoshaw, 47, manager
of Nortown theatre, Detroit, died
last week of heart attack. Started
in film field in 1914 as salesman for
Casino Feature Film Co.
Survived by widow.

Mother, 69, of Jerry Hoffman, film

studio publicist, and Joe Hoffman,
film writer, died July 25 in Holly-
wood.

John Grellc, 75, life member of
Musicians Local 47, died July 26 on
Catalina Island.

Nix Red Slur
^Contlnncd from paic 3^

stand, but the hearing developed no
alarming' evidence of un-American
activities among the 40,000 motion
picture workers.
Th« hearing frequently backfired,

when witnesses questioned about at-
tending meetings suspected of hav-
ing been initiated by Communists
or commy sympathizers, testified

they attended the session in com-
pany with Jack B. Tenney, former
head of the Studio Musicians, and
chairman of the legislative commit-
tee. One of these was James Bur-
ford, leader in the Columbia Re-
cording Corp. strike here. Asked if

sters, testified as to believing Com-
munists were present in the studio

unions. Other than to charge that

Jeff Kibre, former leader of the

United Studio Technicians Guild's

fight to oust Willie Bioff was a

pinko, none of them had any con-

crete evidence on which the com-
mittee could proceed.

Kibre
Although it had been hinted that

Kibre had been subpoenaed but

could not be located, he wired a de-

mand fromi San Francisco that he
be permitted to appear before the

committee. He denied having been

subpoenaed or hiding out, and
stated he had been engaged in the

'vital defense work' of getting the

sardine season started in the north-

west.

Charles Backsy, who has been in-

vestigating red activities since the

days of A. Mitchell Palmer as U.S.

attorney-general, was scheduled as

the major witness, but like the

others disclosed little of real value.

He told of posing as a Communist
in the writer colony at. Carmel, and

claimed to have been initiated as a

'fellow traveler' by Ella Winter. He
expressed the belief that Jeff Kibre

was the 'No. 1 Communist' in the

picture industry, but other than to

state he had heard the Soviet money
for the film writers was handled by
Kibre, disclosed no real evidence.

He told of erecting a huge star at his

Carmel home to signal passing ships,

but admitted that all of the signal-

ing was done by himself. Asked
about the messages, he replied they

consisted of 'HeUo,' 'Goodbye,' 'We
are holding a meeting.'

MARRIAGES
Jrfiriam McClure, secretary to na-

tional sales manager Loren Stone,

kiRO. SeatUe, to Joe McCoy, non-

pro, on July 25 in Seattle.

Helen Morgan to Lloyd Johnson,

in Miami Beach, July 27. He's a

Los Angeles auto salesman.
Virginia Blaire Moore to Edgar

Caldwell, In Las Vegas, Nev., July

26. She's a screen player. He's ' a

dancer.
Donnasue Lohmeyer to John Boe

in Kansas City, July 19. Bride is

'June Martin, the food scout' for sta-

tion KMBC, groom is non-pro.

Margai;et liewerth to Dr. Winfield

E. Stumpf, Aug. 1, at New York.

Bride is a radio writer.

Helen Bartlett to Philip Stahl,

scheduled for today (Wednesday) in

Stockbridge, Mass. He is an an-
nouncer at W^R, New York.
Ruth M. Morse to Harry Maizlish,

July 1, in Hollywood. He's manag-
ing director of KFWB.
Mary Helen Scapelliti to Dr. ' M.

Harvey Fand, Aug. 5, in Lockport,
N. Y. Bride Is 'Story Hour Lady'
over WBEN, Buffalo.

Ruth Taub to Carl Esmond, in
Las Vegas, Nev., Aug. .'2. Bride is

a literary agenl; he's a stage and film

actor.

Rosalie Dickason to Gerald R.
Spencer, recently in St. John, N. B
He's associated with the Spencer cir-

cuit in St. John.
Joan Perry to Harry Cohn, in

New, York, July 31. Bride is a
Warner contract player; he's prez of

Columbia Pictures.

Saratoga In Chips
;Contlnned from pair 1:

political reflexes from Albany, some
SO miles distant.

The trouble invariably stems from
somebody beefing when 'not being
taken care of.' They show press

clippings that if 'such-and-such place

can operate a casino, why can't we,'

and thus action is forced, despite a

general inclination to be 'Iil>eral.'

That's the case rigKt now, as matter
of fact; not every roadhouse and inji

has the green light, but there's plenty

of action around for them that wants
it.

Bad Catering

An idea of the extent of being

caught short was keynoted by the

poor service at the topflight inns Sat-

urday night. Captains explained that

'the season never gets rolling until

the second or third week, and the

opening weekend is usually light,

which is why we only bring half

crews up from New York.'

Incidentally, the Saratoga approach
on public catering adds to Saratoga's

mystery, year after year. Firstly is

the basic premise that the show and
food are incidental to the gambling.
If you're a known gambler, you're

catered to; the house rarely presents

the check and often throws in the

bubbly, so long as they get you into

the casino. On the other hand, the
gastronomic Icheme of things is

awry and doesn't add up. Charlie
Manny will import Marcel LcMaze
from Hollywood to handle the cui-

sine—and LaMaze gets as much bill-

ing on the signboards and ads as does
Hildegarde, Georges and Jalna and
the Ted Straeter and Oscar de la

Rosa bands .

Popnlatlon EzlreraM
Also anomalous about Saratoga, of

course, ' are the two extremes of

things. Basically, it's a spa, and the
vast majority are there for the
waters, or are merchants, medicos
and mendicants catering to those
taking the cure. Comes August, the
sporty crowd moves in.

That's when society with a capital

horseflesh takes over. That brings
the Broadway element, the sports
followers, and with it the bigger
shows at the roadhouses. But the
town isn't geared to take care of the
de luxe bunch. The Gideon-Putnam
takes reservations a year in advance
for August, and the U. S. and Grand
Union are more museum pieces than
hostelries, but charge like the Wal-
dorf. And the Gideon charges like

two Waldorfs—$20 to $35 a day, and
try and get in. The horsey set, of
course, have their year-round es-

tates, but they're a handful relative-
ly. The rest of the town looks like

a cross between Arverne with its

dialectic, cheap hotels and the Luxor
Baths with its neo-Llndy's type of
trade.

Top NItcrles •

The two top night spots are Arrow-
head an4 Piping Rock, where Monte
Proser and Julie Podell have in-

stalled their Copacabana Revue from
New York, plus Emile Coleman's
crack dansapation. Joe E. Lewis
came in this weelc (4) and next
week Adelaide Moff^tt replaces

prez of WCAU, Philadelphia, with
his protegee, Manie Sacks, record-
ing chief of Columbia Records (both
of whom thought that ASCAP 'made
a lousy deal for itself); Rube Bloom,
songsmith; Julian T. Abeles, the-
atrical attorney; Jack Bertell, among
sundry other agents; Jack Kirkland,
squiring Haila Stoddard of thp Spa
theatre troupe; Denis Dufor, associ-
ated with Ted Hammerstein in op-
eration of the Spa; Mike Nidorf,
band booker.

Phil Ober and Vivian Vance, in
'Mr. and Mrs. North' at the Spa last
week (succeeded by C. Aubrey
Smith, this week, in 'Old English'),
plai^ to become Mr. and Mrs. Ober
soon.
- Arrowhead pulled a neat stunt by
advertising its Hildegarde and sup-
porting show on the first page of the
official racing program.

Riley's Lake House, management
Tom Leonard, has Diosa Costellc^
Sammy Walsh, Columbus and Car*
roll and Wally Stoefier, featuring
Marvis Dinning.

Alice Dawn heads the Newman's
Lake House show with Bernie Col-
lins band, Victor Montez's Latins
and the Three Majors.
Spivy was at the Bali for one night

only (they didn't savvy her) with vet
Al Shayne emceeing the Earl Lind-
say revue that includes 16 girls,

Freda Sullivan, Barba LeMarr (sic!)

and Jack Sherr's orchestra.

Tony DeMarco, who is going into

the Arthur Murray type of resort
ballroomology, has a classroom at

the Spa theatre.
' Hammerstein-Dufor have a 'bar-

gain' deal for the Spa, which is

State-owned, paying only $1,000 tor
the season. They plan doing an orig-

inal, as a pre-Broadway tryout, at
their season finale.

Jack Diamond not only exploits

Monte Proser's Piping Rock but also

chaperones the Copacabana Revue.

Bills Next Week
^'"tinned from page *1sSm

Luclll* Grey
Trank Petty

Holal BrMdCord
(CJr«uii Ro«in)

Floi-onc* Hallnian
RunkI* A Laniktrt

Hotel Rkitx
Erneat ^luri'ay Ore
BMly Kolly
Jack llnnnlnr
Al T.ewls
Vlrtor Donate
Adeiii V.orrv
Rtta Hpnderaon
AHra Martin
Joan Day

Hotel Gardner
Burt Shaw
Kvalyn Harvey

Hotel Blierttton
(Sky (iarden)

Don Dudley Ore
Hotel Btatler

. (t'afe Rotlse)
Saivy Cavlc'Cblo Ore

Hotel Weatmlaele*
(Root Uardeo)

Jimmy MoHale Or«
Hurry Drake Rev
Roof Garden Gle
Alice O'Jjeary
3 rhord.H
Hal Freed
Noel Sherman Gla

Hotel Rlli rarleloa
(Bits Roof)

Dick Raaparre Ore
Dr Giovanni '

Marcia & Gunsett
Marjan Burroui^ha

Interoatlonai CaelM
Henri Jolwrt Org

The CaTo

Ralph Porraa Oro
J<,ck Flaher
Tamara Dorlva
Jerry & I.IIMan
Cnllia & Corral
Pull Barry

prrrsBUBGH
ADcliorase

Hufth Morton Ore
Maynard. Deana
Arltncton Lodge

Phil i^ave^/.a Ore

HARBT bUSHET
Harry Bushey, 55, stagehand and

for many years business agent for

the Omaha stagehands union, died
suddenly on a street car around mid-
night on Aug. 2 as he was returning
Irom hia^work at the Orpheum the-
atre. Bushey is survived by his wife
and three brothers.

Burial in Omaha. '

ADOLFO CABVSO
Adolfo Caruso, retired United

States Army officer and husband of
the San Antonio singer, Josephine
Lucchese, died at a San Antonio hos-
pital, July 29. For the past five years

^he had been a manager for Skouras
^Theatres.B Besides the widow, he is survived

W^y three sisters, Julia, Olga and Dora
Caruso, of Rome, Italy.

GEOBGE BBINDMOUB
George Brindmour, 71, ]uiown for

years in vaudeville as the 'Handcuff
King,' died July 31 at his home in
Los Angeles. He was a headliner on
the big time a generation ago and
later played character roles in pic-
tures.

Surviving is his widow, Helen Hil-
Uard, who appeared in his act.

WILLIAM MOLITOB
WiUiam F. Molltor, 70, retired the-

atre manager, died July 29 in HoUy-
woodo Before going to the Coast 15
jrears ago, he had been associated
with Artbvr ttanunerstein and John
Cort ancl handled such plays as 'Peg
O' Mjr Heart' and 'Friendly Enemies.'

Federation for Political Unity at

Fresno, Burford replied in the af-

flrmatCve, stating he nvade the trip

in a car with Jack Tenney and Sam
Yorty, both then members of the
legislature. Yorty at that time
headed the Assembly red investiga-

tion, now being championed by
Tenney.

Bombshell
A real bombshell was hurled Into

the hearing when the committee
subpoenaed Herbert Sorrell, busi-
ness representative of Moving P'ic-

ture Painters, Local 644, and leader
of the Walt Disney strike of Car-
toonists. Sorrell charged that the
committee was being used by Willie
Qioff, Chicago labor hoodlum who
had been ignored by the Cartoonists
when he tried to chisel into the Dis-
ney strike. He denied he was a
Communist or had ever attended a

Communist meeting, and frequently
questioned the sincerity of the com-
mittee. Sorrell said he had been ad-
vised by Bioff stooges that he would
be called before .the committee an^
charged with being a Communist
because of his attack on Bioff, now
under Federal indictment in connec-
tion with the asserted extortion of

$550,000 from four major film com-
panies.

Aubrey Blair, American Federa-
tion"of Labor organizer; L. C. Helni,
business representative of Studio
Utility Employees, Local 724, and
Lew C. G. Blix, formerly with the
International Alliance' of Theatrical
Stiage Employees, but now an or-

ganizer for the 'dowiitown Team-

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dawn, daugh-

ter, in Lod Angeles, Aug. 1. Father
is head of Metro's make-up depart-
ment.
Mr. and ' ^rs. Murray Baker,

daughter, July 31, in New York. He
Is general professional manager for
Bobbins Music'
Mr. and Mrs. Frank T u 1 1 1 e

,

daughter, in Los Angeles, July 29,

Father is film director; mother for-
mer dancer.
Mr. and Mrs. AUred R. Milton,

daughter, In Hollywood, July 30.

Father is superintendent of still

photography at Universal.
Mr. .ajnd Mrs. Hubert Scott, son,

Aug. 1, in Indianapolis. Father is

assistant manager of Loew's, In-
dianapolis.

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Ayres.
daughter, in New York, July 24,

Father is bandleader; mother former
Georgia Jarvis, of legit
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Horowitz,

daughter, in New York, July 25.

Father is with Mayfair music;
mother is the former Molly Klinger,
vaude and radio pianist.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kraike,
daughter, Aug. 2, in Los Angeles.
Father is in the Paramount story de-
partment.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dannenbaum,

son, Aug. 3, in Hollywood. Father
Is publicist at 20th Century-Fox.
Dr. and Mrs. S. S. Hockenberg,

son, in Des Moine3,-*Jitly 31.' Mother
is 'the former Dorotby^BOTke, Broad-
way dancer and prodra^n

rest it's the same lineup with Juani-
ta Juarez and Patricia Romero (in

place of Isa Reyes), Chandra-Kaly
Dancers (3) and the Samba Sirens,
six lookers. Frank Harti's samba
band from the New York Copaca-
bana also has been brought here.
The Piping Rock is the most

Gotham-looking spot at the spa. It's

a blend of the Cdpa and the Stork,
what with managing director Jack
Entratter, Joe Lopez as maitre (sans
the tape, as at the Stork); several
Stork and Copa captains, plus ;the
entire crew.
Hildegarde at the Arrowhead—the

traditionally the No. 1 room re-
placing the Brook (since burnt
down)—is drawing and clicking tig
with a class crowd. It's qn even
larger room than Piping Rock, but
not as attractive, either from the
standpoint of the customers' perspec-
tive or in its general decor. How-
ever, 'Charlie Manny has an unde-
niably fashionable following. Georges
and Jalna do their class ballroom-
ology as an hors d'ouvre to Miss Hil-
degarde's distinctive chansoning, and
Ted Straeter, a Saratoga fixture, who
has been long at Fefe Ferry's Monte
Carlo in New York, gives out with
sock syncopation. Hildegarde is be-
ing held a third week, for the final
two sessions another name is due in.

Saratoga Chips
Opening weekend visitors included

E. Ray Goetz, who has a house here;
Jock Whitney, who forgot about his
Pan-American goodwUling in the ex-
citement of a winning' entry; Liz
Whitney, his divorced wife with an-
other 'cafe society' party; Ike Levy,

Bill UrccD'a

Clyde Knl(ht Ore
Janet l.cfl

Herb Rohrer
Moosle-Woosle Club
Boor Sherman
Maxie Ulmon
Hurry Comorada
Buddy Blaine
'I'ubby Miller
Reitsle Dvorak
Cork and Bottle

Lloyd Fox
CulOBlal

Benny Burton Ore
3 Tarhtsmen

Eddie PejtOB'e
Betty Benson
Art Bhamberff
Sandy MrCllntock
Marlon Muller

Kversreena
Revelera
Kay Burke
Ray Valance
Nancy Grey

Hotel Flirt Pitt
Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mltrhel)
Harry Walton

Hotel UfatT
(NUver tirlll)

Stan Rucker 4

(Gay Wn)
rorothy Neabltt
Hotel Tth Avenae

Uevs Satindera
Ida lola
.Kverelt Kardn
Betly Donnhoe
Al Devin
ETercrecB Qardea*
Revelera
Sam Bweet
Alice Sone
Zelda
Wlrked Wllllea

Hotel KooHeTelt
.Tohnny Kaalhua
Royal Hanllana
Hater Wm PeaB
(ContlBcntal Bar) '

'Wanda
Eacorie

KennywoAd Parli
Ray Herbeck Oro

Ray Olson
Ouy McConiaa
George Van
Benny Stabler
* aidneya
Kric, the Great

;.' ^•J^»-'.TK:^•
Gay rarllvie Ore
Lorraine St LaMaiV
Sue Stevena
Buddy Birch
Jimmy Wllllama

Klxon Cafe
A I Marleco Ore
Bob Carter
Ifden Sla
Don RIcardo Co
Renee St Root

Nut RoDM
Sherdlna Walker 0
Ted Blake
Georfce GregR
Bvelyn .Nellla
Palmer St Harper
George & Georgett*.

Oneli

Bobby Annis Ora
Stu Bradan

Fine*
Howard Becker Oi%
Mae Harris

Treloa
Billy Merle Oro
June ('olllna
Bernard

Tacbt Club
H Middleman Or
Nan Blakstone
Jay Jaeon
Park St Clifford
Manch Ola
Shirley Heller

Skr-Vne
Fran Elchler Or.

Union Orlll

Art Yagello
Frank Natale
Mike Sandreito

Villa Madrl<l

Bi:<l Covato Ore
Mark Lane
H'lvood Blondea
Peter HIgglna
Key Taylor
I Antoinettes

West View Farli

Al Kavelln Oro
Vivian Blaine
Flying Beeheep
Rose Sullivan

I

6 Avalons
6 Romanofla
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Literati
'Lord Broadway' Out

Next week (Aug. 12) is the pub-

lication date of "Lord Broadway'

Dayton Stoddard's fictional 'biog-

raphy' on Sime Silverman, founder

of Varibtt.

Wilfred Funk publishes; list price,

$3.

GoUd Appeases Critics

Five pro-administration candidates

lor office in the American Newspa-

per Guild proposed last week to

withdraw from the race in favor of

their opponents 'as our contribution

to working unity' in the Guild. Un-
precedented move to heal the pres-

ent schism in the ANG would give

the anti-administration forces one of

the two full-time paid Jobs and at

least five out of 13 board posts.

Although the vote at the recent

Detroit convention gave the adjnln-

istratioriites an edge, they said in a

letter to some 200 of their support-

ers July 29: 'With the present criti-

cal condition in the Guild, the pol-

icies and program we stand for can

best be carried out if a widely rep-

resentative board is elected.'

Letter was signed by 12 leading

•administratioh adherents, including

President Donal M. Sullivan and the

two paid officers, exec v.p. Milton

Kaufman and secretary • treasurer

Victor Pasche. If recipients of the

letters indicate their approval of the

withdrawal scheme—and indications

CO far are tliat they will—Pasche
will lose the Job he has held for four

years. Automatically succeeding to

his place would be William W. Rod-
gers, of Washington, strong critic of

the administration.

Others who have offered to back
out of the running are James Whit-

taker of New York, candidate for

v.p. from Region I (east); Frank
Laro of San Antonio, candidate for

v.p. from Region n (south); and
Donald Pinlcston, Sioux City, and
Alexander Kendrick, Philadelphia,

v.p. candidates at large,

Anti-administrationltes declare
they have come to no official poljpy

yet on their reaction to the with-

drawal proposals Their approval
• would not be necessary, however, as

the move by the administration can-

didates is entirely a unilateral one.

rest of Armando Arce, publisher, and
Auguslo Cespedes, editor of Calle
came simultaneously with Bolivia's
action in declaring the Nazi Minister,
Herr Ernest Wendler, persona non
grata and ordering a state of siege
in La Paz, the capital, to quash
putsch attempts.

Nazi paper was one of the chief
instruments used by .the Nazi propa-
gandists in attempts 'to stir up local
dissension. Like other Berlin-run
sheets throughout South America, it

constantly shouted against alleged
Yanqui-Britlsh-Jewish imperialism
and cloaked itself in the garb of a
super-patriot out to . defend the
country from those who would sell

it down the river. When Embassy
funds were insufTicient to keep it

running, German advertisers were
forced to toe the line and in some
cases Nazis representing U.S. firms
were leading advertisers.

'Hayrlde's* 4th Frlnting

A fourth large printing of 'Louisi-
ana Hayride' ('The American Re-
hearsal for Dictatorship'), by Harnett
T. Kane, of New Orleans, has been
announced by William Morrow, pub-
lishers.

Reader's Digest will excerpt part
of the book in its next issue. The
Harper's Critic Poll for the spring
season listed 'Louisiana Hayride'
fifth among the 112 general books
published during the past three
months.

Carny Owner Shoots

Soldier; That's M Bro.

Truro, N. S., Aug. 5.

Angered by the shooting of one of
their number by Frank Elliott, owner
of the Elliott Shows, a group of sol-
diers raided that carnival at its lot
here. About 500 of the army men par-
ticipated. Before the outbreak was
quelled by about 200 army police and
town police, about every piece of
equipment in the small touring car-
nival was demolished. Included the
merry-go-round, all the game and
concession stands and tents. The
trucks were turned over and dam-
aged. The raiders were driven off

before the ferris wheel was seriously
damaged.

The wounded soldier had been
watching a money game, when one
of the players claimed to have won
$5. When this was disputed by
Elliott, of Amherst, N. S., owner of

the carny, there was some gunplay.
The soldier, Richard Dufresne, of
Montreal, was shot, although he was
reported just an onlooker. He was
taken to hospital, where the wound
was found to l>e superficial. He is

b^ing held In the hospital for further
observation.

Elliott was arrested on a charge of

doing the shooting. He was released
on bail of $3,000, in the district court,

pending the hearing. The soldiers

assembled near the carny lot and de-

scended on the grounds. The 45 army
police were unable to cope wiUt
them, and the additional soldier cops
had to be rushed from the camp.

' Staodinr ot the Clabi

The survey which the N. Y. Daily
News conducted via the L, M. Clark
agency on five typical issues of the
newspaper, to ascertain the popular-
ity of different features, showed C.
D. Batchelor, cartoonist, featured on
the editorial page, as read by
56% of reader triple. That made
him No. 1.

Inquiring Photographer (Jimmy
Jemail), also on the editorial page,

finished 57%, the same rating that

was scored by The Neighbors, an-
other cartoon in the Daily News.

Galld Demand* on N. T. Times

Minimum wage of $65 for report-

ers and $80 for deskmen of three

years or more experience will be
asked in the contract at the New
York Times, on which the American
Newspaper Guild is about to open
negotiations. Guild won a 295 to

202 victory over the American News-
paper Writers Association, A. F; of

L. in a National I<abor Relations
Board election, results of which
were annoimced last week.

Present wage average in the

Times' editorial department is $55.

One of Guild officers explained that

•while a large number of Times em-
ployees get very high salaries, an-

other even larger group gets very
low ones.' Highest wage scales in

New York now are the $55 for re- pevans, Rochester attorneys,

prevail under Guild contracts on the

Hearst papers (Mirror and Journal
American) and the News.

' Guild last week won what it calls

a 'dream' contract from PM. It jpro-

vides three weeks vacation with pay
after one year's • service, wage in-

creases, full Guild shop and no em-
ployee to get less than $25 a week
after a year's employment. There is

also a war service clause providing
for two weeks' pay to draftees, with
rehiring at end of military service;

maternity clause granting six

months leave with double vacation
pay; severance pay up to four weeks'
salary for two to two and one-half
years' service (PM was a year old
on June^8); a provision that vaca-
tion and severance pay are effective
if the paper should suspend publi-
cation and a clause making wage
and vacation terms retroactive to

April 30.

Guild admits It has about given
up its effort to get a flat 10% in-

crease for employees of Time, Life
and Fortune to 'meet the increased
cost of living.' Reason' was said to

be 'lack of Interest by the employees
in the increase inasmuch as Time-
Life-Fortune pay scales are already
so high.'

Bollvte'B Nazi Sheet

GovemnSental crackdowns on Nazi
newspapers throughoi^t South Ameri-
ca is likely to follow Bolivia's action
in arresting the publisher and editor
of La Calle (The Street) as prin-
cipal figures in the plot to seize con-
trol of the land-locked country. .Ar-

4a Tank.Groaps Overseas

Booklet Issued by The American
Outpost in Great Britain cites no less

than 40 different American relief or-

ganizations operating now in British

relief. Work being done by these

groups is recognized as extensive.'

American Outpost this side furnish

the booklet In answer to requests

from U.S. and in effort to co-ordinate

the various types of assistance being-

rendered services and civilians in

Britain.

Gannett Stock Bedueed

Reductions of capital stock in Gan-
nett Co., Inc., headquartered at Roch-
ester, N. Y., from 240,000 shares, no
par value, to 223.932 shares, no par

value,' and then from 223,932 shares

to 208,190, no par value, have been

made.

Papers were filed with the Secre-

tary of State in Albahy by Good-
win, Nixon, Hargrave, Middleton &

Rochester attorneys.

LITERATI OBITS

George B. Sykes, 56, former news-

paperman, who had been executive

assistant to the State. NYA admin-
istrator in Jefferson, Mo., died in that

city July 31.

Wiiilain E. Severn, 72, former

staffman With the New York Times
and the New York Herald, died In

Washington, D. C, July 29, after an

illness of several months. As ad-

vertising director of the old New
York Globe, he was credited with

having founded that newspaper's

radio guide department

Dr. Walter J. Coates, 60, poet,

editor and president of the League

of Vermont writers, died of a heart

attack JOly 29 which he suffered

after an auto accident on a Mont-
pelier, Vt., street.

Victor W. Cupples, 77, retired

president of Cupples It Leon Co.,

book publishers, died of a heart at-

tack July 29 in Mount Vernon hos-

pital, N. Y. .

Sir Enuley Carr, 74, chairman

and editor-in-chief of News of the

World, Br<lish weekly whose circu-

lation exceeds 4,000,000 copies, died

July 31 after a week's illness at his

home at Walton-on-Hills, Surrey,

England.
Eagene Clifford, 55, former New

York newspaperman, who also

worked as a script .writer for sev-

eral Hollywood studios some 15

years ago, died Aug. 2 In Warwick,

N. Y. In recent years he had been'

publisher of the Orange County
Leader in Florida, N. Y.

Airlines
-Continued from page 2;

of the Royal Academy of Dancing,

in from London on Monday's ' (4)

American Clipper.

Sun^py's eastbound Dixie Clipper

flew off with Mrs. Frances Strickland

(Gordon, editor of the British edition

of Harper's Bazaar; bound for home
after a six-month business trip ind
visit here.

Mrs, Vincent Sheean Arrives

Saturday's (2) Atlantic Clipper

brought in Diana Sheean, wife ot

Vincent, with material for a book on
how la guerre has affected a typical,

but mythical, British family. She
left hubby in London garnering facts

for an article.

Also in on the clipper that

brought the Scotch saga, was Fred-

erick W. Liange, general continental

manager of Paramount Pictures, who
had been in unoccupied France,

Spain and Portugal, liquidating much
of his company's business there,

while that day's outbound flying boat

toted off Lydia Lopokhova, the for-

mer Russian ballet dancer, and her
husband, England's famed econbmist

John Maynard Keynes.
Monday (4) saw Eunice Jassen, of

the stage, in on American from' Buf-

falo with her remarkable black cat,

.while Saturday's spy was Irene Rich
off to L.A. the TWA way. Grace
Moore, TWAed in Friday (1) to catch

an Eastern Airliner southbound for

a tour of Latin and South American
music-lovers' hangouts.

Bird Slags Bcfcree Donovan
—I.aueh . of. .the, week . came Friday

(I), when Arfnur Donovan, m'^if^lTr

referee, Americaned in from L.A.

fresh from the filming of the 'Pitts-

burgh Kid,' Republic pic starring

Billy Conn. Donovan was skedded

to tote a magpie, that he purchased,

eastward, for James O'Neill, Equity

exec and Actors' Fund representa-

tive, but the bird caught cold and
was kept in L.A.

Meanwhile Mrs. O'Neill had come
out from the couple's Broadway
Magpie Cafe, with two other birds,

and Donovan was photographed with

one which mauled the devil out of

the ref. Arbitrator of a thousand

fights, Donovan was injured for the

first time when the bird slashed his

thumbs.
Sammy Click Suns

Saturday (2) saw a new speed rec-

ord for cabs when Ralph Edwards,
of the 'Truth or Consequences' pro-

gram, and his wife, grabbed a United

Airliner for a Florida vacation. Edr
wards called United and asked to

have the midnight plane held a

minute or two, as he had an 11:30

pjn. repeat program to get out of the

way before departure. He paid off

with a mention of U.A. on his pro-

gram.
The radio laborer said he had the

world's fastest taxi driver — one

Sammy Click—and that he would be

at the port before the plane's props

got hot. The cabbie made LaGuardia
Field from Radio City so fast that he

beat the Terminal coach out and the

Edwards pair had to sit around and

wait 'til the rest of the world caught

up to them.

WHAT THEY THINK
Duchln's Trailer for Rio

Editor, Variety:
Rio de Janeiro.

I have heard about Rio, and read

about Rio, and seen films of it—but

nothing can do it complete justice

except to see it. It is without exag-

geration one of the ihost beautiful

spots in the world. It has a natural

setting which couldn't have been

planned any better. One has the bay

and ocean for a front-yard, and the

mountains for a background.

The Copacabana Casino is a beau-
tiful place, very luxuriously fur-
nished. We play in the Golden Room,
which is'beautiful and Very pleasant
to work in. The Copacabana district

is one of the loveliest districts in Rio
—and the Copacabana Beach which
is directly across from the Casino is

one of the well-known ones in the
world. The climate at this time of

the year is perfect—not too hot,, or
too cool, with brilliant sunshine most
of the time.

Our show has been going tremen-
dously well, and we are doing capac-
ity business. Bob Evans the ventril-

oquist, and the Merriel Abbott Danc-
ers have been going extremely well.

Of course, this is the third time for

the .
Abbott Dancers here and they

feel very much at home. The people
enjoy them so much, and remark
especially about their beautiful cos-

tumes.

It was pleasant to have to follow
Paul Draper in here, because he
made a- tremendous hit h^re. I don't

think any one person has ever come
tp Rio and made the artistic and per-
sonal hit that Paul Draper did. He
was taken in by. the best society and
they just could not get enough of

his work. Of course, I suppose by
this time you know that Paul was
married here to Heidi Voessler, the

dancer, and that I was best man at

the wedding. One of the most bril-

liant parties of the season was given
in the Golden Room the night of his

marriage. I can think of nothing in

aU my days of working that gave me
the thrill that evening's performance
did.

The season is in full swing now,
and all the Casinos are playing
American acts. Some acts are good,

and some bad, but I think nothing
but the beet should be sent down
here. The Yale Glee Club was here
and gave two concerts and were an
enormous success. They came to the

Golden Room after th£ concert, and
I certainly was proud to be an Amer
lean when I saw those boys come in

to the room. They were so typically

American, most of them with 'crew

haircuts.' They gave the audience a

thrill when they sang a song from
their table. The American Ballet

was here for two weeks and was
also a big success.

This is the first time, I tlilnk, that

a 'name band' has played Rio, and
the people here are most anxious for

that type of talent. They have the
records of the various orchestras,

and know them better than most
Americans do. The other night
played a medley of all the theme
songs of various American bands

—

ice shows are all illegitimate attrac-
tions that shouldn't rate with the
'boards.' Yet that is apparently
where the term 'legitimate theatre'
arose. The others were thought of

outcasts and unworthy of associa-
tion with the 'legitimate.'

We ought to make it the speaking
stage or the human stage.

Carl Peterson.

Dorsey, Benny Goodman, etc., and
after each theme song I asked the
audience what band it was and I

wish you could have heard how
quickly the responses came. I do not
know of any place where American
music is more appreciated than down
here.

Jo Davidson, our famous sculptor,

is down here now making a head of

Getulio Vargas,' president of Brazil,

and he is as crazy for Brazil as I am.

Rio Is full of Americans and refu-

gees from various countries; and one
hears a lot of English and French
spoken. The French Theatre with

Louis Jouvet is on now, and every-

one seems to enjoy it. American
movies are very popular here; Bra-
zilians are great movie fans. 'Phil-

adelphia Story' is current and has

had a long run at one of the theatres.

They also enjoy football and have
six games every Sunday.

Mr. Duarte A^alaya who runs the

Casino here, and for whom we work,

has been marvelous to all of us, and
bends over backwards making things

pleasant for the people working for

him.
£ddv Duchin.

It's All Legit Now
Chicago.

Editor, Variety:

Isn't it about time the word legiti-

mate in connection with the dra-

matic theatre were abandoned?
Are we to think that the movies,

the circus, the amateur stape and the

Dorothy Lewis and Bellta

Hollywood.
Editor, Variety:

Would appreciate a correction con-
cerning a statement in Variety July
9 ot Miss Belita of the Hotel New
Yorker in show, stating Miss Belita
and I were co-attractions, which
isn't so.

I have both the skating and ro-
mantic lead in the picture "Iceca-
pades' and am in no way connected
with Miss Belita in billing or public-
ity.

I am sure you can understand my
position and how I must watch for
any such misstatements. Am sorry
to trouble you, but it is important to
me.

Dorothy Letuts.

10-20-30 Book
Editor, Variety:

Baltimore.

Am writing a comprehensive his-
tory of the Ten, Twenty, Thirty
melodrama days from 1885-1912 and
am especially anxious to get the ex.*

periences of actors, managers, agents]
stagehands and lithograph printers
who were a part .of that branch of
show business. Old clippings, pro-
grams, photographs of performers
and scenes from the plays especially
desirable,

Robert B. Byrnes.

Eddie Leonard
-Contlnned from page 1;

hours later she notified the police.

However, all theories of foul play
were ruled out following an autopsy,
which established Leonard's death
as due to natural causes.

Once one of the big-money head-
liners, Leonard died virtually broke.
Practically his only Income at the
time of death was from ASCAP,
where he had a very low rating and
from which he couldn't have re-

ceived a subsistence. He was credited
with being the author of five songs,
including 'Roly Boly Eyes' and 'Ida,

Sweet as Apple Cider,' the two most
identified with him, and 'Mandy
Jane,' 'Don't You Never TeU a Lie*

and 'Didn't It Rain.'

Bom in Virginia and a ballplayer
before going on the stage, Leonard
shrewdly fostered himself and was a
heavy advertiser of his own talents.

Several times, for instance, he came
into Variety's office and laid $2,500

on the line for advertising and,

though he always asked how to spell

'thousand' when writing a check, he
was a sharp judge of exactly what
type of ad copy would do him the
most good. On one occasion he want-
ed to insert an eight-page layout

of that, and Leonard settled for half

that space.

Besides his widow, Leonard Is also

survived by an 'adopted' son,

Eddie, Jr., now living in Watervale,
Mich., and recently recipient of a
master of music degree from the
Eastman School of Music.

Shubeits
;Contlnae4 from page 3;

is Maurice H. Bailey, owner of local

nabes Whitney, Whalley and West-
ville.

Policy of house will continue as

far as legit bookings are concerned,

but vaude and name bands will be
added to fill in. Approximately 95%
of legit bookings for the past several

seasons have been for last-halves

only, leaving house dark a good part

of the season. There's a possibility

of bringing in Sunday variety shows,
but it's questionable if this could
hold up against large capacity (6,000-

seat) Arena, which has run fall and
spring series along these lines for

several seasons. Legit bookings for

house will be handled through
U.B.O.; vaude by Dow agency.

An attempt is being made to re-

tain E. D. Eldridge, manager of the
house throughout Shubert corttrol.

Preliminary modernization Is'^ In

.pi-ogress for spot's opening ' ard.nhd

Sept. 1, but ° extensive alleratioi^*

will not be instlttittd till 'next si'irtl-

mer.
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THE TRADE
PRESS SPEAIG]
"The answer to yout prayers for

new faces. Red Skelton destined to

become one of Hollywood's top

comedians.'Whistling in the Dark'

will wow every audience every-

where." -MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"The preview audience literally

tore down the house. Reaction

colossal. Lobby talk was that

Skelton will become one of the

top film comedians."

-MOTION PICTURE HERALD

/•"Whistling in the Dark* will

bring radiant smiles to the faces

of all exhibitors. Skelton hailed

as bright new star is dynamite

with an audience."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Skelton slated for big things on
th« screen. Picture packed with

entertainment."

-BOX OFFICE MAGAZINE

"Sur«'fire box'offic« introduction

for Red Skelton. Audience re-

action definit* aae«ptence of the

sereen birth of a new eomedian."

-PHMDAH.Y

THE PUBLIC

SPEAKS I

Riotoui Preview* at the Alexander

Theatre, Olendale, Cal. and Loew's

Theatre, New Rooholl*. N. Y. , Such

hilarious scanet hav« navar been

witnessed bafora. Cat busyl Circus

this filml Shout about iti It's packed

with pleasure and profit!

RED SKELTON
YOUR NEW
M-G-M STAR!
RED SKELTON, Th* N«u> Stor, in "WHWTLINO IN THE DARK" with Conrad
Vcidt • Ann RutkM-ford • Virginia Gray • ''Rags" Ragland • Henry O'Neill • Ev«
Ard«n • SerMn Pky by Robtrt Ma^OimigU, Harry Clork and Albert Mannhcimer
Ba§ed upon th« Play by Lauranca Oro§» and.Edward Childs Carpantar a Presented

on the Stag* by Alewandar MeKa4| ^ Pkaafad by $. Sylvan Simon • Produced bY
George Halght • A Matro'GoIdwyn'Mayer Picture
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FILMS TO HGHT NYE SLURS
Grown-Up Boy Scout Is Prepared

Corinth, N. Y., Aug. 12.

While thS Aerial Iiakes were doing their turn with the Mills Brothers

Circus here, the lights went out in the tent, leaving the feminine part-

fier balanced on a 40-foot pole held by the man. A member of the

audience prevented possible hazard to the act by flashing a torchlight

he was carrying on the troupers.

Carrier of the torch was Andrew J, Pohl, Jrtfan adult executive of

the Boy Scouts, whose motto is 'Be Prepared.'

Charge U. S. Army With Falling Down

On Adequate Shows for Service Men

With almost a year gone by since

the first National Guardsman and
. draftee marched into camp, the U. S.

Army has virtually failed com-
pletely, in the opinion of seasoned

' observers, to provide the entertain-

ment so badly needed for the morale

of its troops.

'If the rest of our national defense

effort' were' on a par with the snail's

waltz of the morale program,'

cracked one critic, 'the boys would
ba out there learning how to shoot

• flint locks.'

An occasional vaude show—once a

month or even more infrequently

—

has been the sum total of entertain-

ment in many camps, aside from the

..
ever-present barrage of B films

. which even a recruit can take just

so many nights a week. And even
the vaude has not been provided by
the Army but by the charity-sup-

being charged with over-frugality in

(Continued on page 25)

Billing ... —
Portland, Ore., Aug. 12.

The V for Victory has turned

up atop the marquee of a local

cinema theatre.

In red neon light, . . V
shines forth from the Broadway
theatre.

SCARED EM INTO

SEHLING UP

WITHU.S.?

RAGIAL ISSUES

STIR INDUSTRY

Leaders, East and West, Lay
Plans to Enter Battle of
American Public Opinion
As Senate Hearings Are
Set fpr Sept. 9— Bitter
Fight Anticipated — In-

dustry Unites to Its Own
Patriotic Defense

COUNTER-BROADCAST ?

SHUBERTSMULL

BlAY 2-A-DAY

Primed by the click of 'Hellzapop-

pin' on the road and Broadway, the

Shuberts are keen on the idea that

vaudeville has a good chance for a

'comeback.'

They're flirting with the idea of

converting the Broadway (now oc-

cupied by Disney's 'Fantasia') into

a 'Palace policy' of two-a-day.

Plans to Raze Two N. Y.

Legiters for Parking Lots

Setback to B'way Upbeat

Amidst the hoopla ^y civic boost-
ers to bring-Broadway->a'ck to its

yesteryear glory, the campaign may
be given a sharp setback when and
if Vincent Astor sells a' couple of his

Times Square theatres for parking
lots.

It's no secret he'd like to dispose
Of the 44th St. and the St. James
theatres for auto parks, and feelers
bave gone out accordingly.

B.***.^ .^.'fr- ^^^'V.

By JOHN C. FLTNN
Realization that the motion pic-

ture industry is facing one of its

major battles in the war of Ameri-
can public opinion, leaders in the
business during the past week have
been shaping a course of action to

refute charges by Senators Wheeler
and Nye alleging that Alms "have
been propagandizing for war under
leadership of pressure groups intent

on plunging this country into the
European fracas.

Thoroughly aroused as to the seri-

ousness of the charge and the intol-

erant implications by Senator Nye of
racial motivations, and at the same
time confident of public support
in their position ot all-out co-

operation with the Roosevelt foreign
policy, industry leaders are not dis-

counting the difTiculties of combat-
ting the strong isolationist group in

(Continued on page 4)

Suburban Patronage May Be Cut

Via Gas Shortage; Nabes Benefit

Maizlish's Topper

Hollywood, Aug. ti.

Harry Maizlish, KFWB head,

who has had a hand in every
lofal benefit since the war broke,

topped himself the other day in

the promotion of donations for a

Hollywood Chinatown ceremony
in aid of United China Relief.

He talked the Japs at the local

flower market out of 100,000

blooms, with all coin going into

the China fund.

It's reliably reported that the U.S.

government, as a result of the Joe

Schenck income tax convictions, has

made high headway among Holly-

wood figures in effecting speedy back
collections on income taxes. Total

amount' cited as having been efltected

in settlements is $11,000,000.

One Hollywood producer is re-

ported as having agreed to pay the

Government $3,000 a week out of his

weekly $5,000 salary toward settle-

ment of the Revenue department's

claim.

BONNIE BAKER DEPARTS

Singer of 'Oh Johnny' Leaving Orrlo

Tucker Orchestra

Bonnie Baker, who was largely

credited for last year's success of

the Orrin Tucker orchestra, with her

interpretation of 'Oh Johnny,' is

leaving that band within a month.

Tucker's recording of \he tune sold

over 500,000 discs and shot the

band into important money brackets

almost over night.

Band's management thinks (1) the

'baby talk' vogue is now dated; and

(2) the split is better Business.

EDUNING OUT OF STATK?
Cinematic parade of the states

marches on.

Latest registrations include 'Cali-

fornia' by RKO and 'Utah' by Para-

mount,

WOOLWORTH EMPLOYES

AS RADIO TALENT

1 P. M. REVUE

THEATRE' AT

N.Y.BAYES

A '10 o'clock theatre' will be in-

augurated atop the 44th St. theatre,

the old Nora'Bayes, New York, by
CliiTord C. Fischer, former Paris and
London showman. He figures that

a satirical revue house, patterned
after the former French capital's

Theatre Dix Heures' ('10 o'Clock
Theatre') is ripe for America. H .y
*tt*3iP:*!w-T*>*'W^'*»'>'«»*-**^^'*

'

regisseur and participating star, on
percentage.

Theory is that the growing habit
(Continued on page 25)

Utica, Aug. 12.

F. W. Woolworth chain repeated
on WIBX this week the type of pro-

gram which it used last year to

mark the opening of a Utica store.

It's a half-hour show with the cast

confined to store employees. Lat-

ter were assembled and trained by
the station's staff pianist and choral

director, George Davis. Top officials

of the chain were on hand for the

anniversary event.

WIBX prograni has been used as

a model for opening of Woolworth
stores throughout the country.

Maestro Earns Enough On
IviUk Route to Buy Nitery

Cleveland, Aug. 12.

Doubling in brass as a bandmaster

and as a milkman in his spare hours

finally paid dividends to Don An-
thony, who quit Mike Spooher's

White Oak nitery to become co-

owner of the Noble Road Club.

Accordionist managed to save up

$10,000 in last five years by riding a

morning milk route for a dairy com-

pany, after leading his five-piece,

outfit until dawn. With Frank Long,

his bass player, as partner, Anthony

bought his way into the local nitery,

but he's still holding two jobs. Be-

sides being a proprietor, he is con-

tinuing to direct his own orch.

IT'S THEIR YEAR

Abbott and Coslello Getiinc II From
All Side*

An all-time record salary for a

one-show stage date will be paid
Abbott and Costello by the Sacra-

mento, Cal., State Fair, where they
appear Sept. 1. Fair is paying 'em

$3,200 for the single performani^e.

An idea of how hot the boys now
are as a boxoffice act is their cur-

rent appearance at the Steel Pier,

Atlantic City. Two years ago they

appeared there at $400 for the team
per week. Currently, in for a nine-

day stand, they are getting $7,500

plus bonuses for extra shows. They
did 19 shows over the past Saturday
and Sunday alone and it's indicated

they'll come out with $10,000 in all.

Chemin-de-fer Vogue

Chemin-de-fer (a form of bac-

carat) is growing surprisingly in

popularity in the casinos adjacent to

the sundry resorts all over the coun-
try.

It's amazed the croupiers how fast

the 8-9 (banco) game has caught on,

apart from the fact that the -recent

crop of repatriated moneyed Con-
tinentals gave 'shimmy' a mild son
of impetus.

Show business in general looks to

suffer when and If the gasoline

shortage on the eastern seaboard be-

comes so acute that the present 1

p.m. to 7 a.m. sales curfew is ex-

tended to actual rationing. Down-
town film deluxers, legit .theatres

and sundry other amusements will

immediately face the loss of much
suburban patronage should Secre-
tary of the Interior Harold Icke*
rule, as expected, that gasoline will

be limited to a certain number of

gallons per week to non-commercial
vehicles.

On the other hand, some contend
that curtailment of private car usage
will result in people using the money
they ordinarily spend on gas for
taxis. Latter, like buses, physicians'

cars, etc., are not expected to be
rationed, though it is believed that

the numbeir of cabs on the streets

will be greatly curtailed.

Least likely to suffer >much by gas
rationing are such cities as New
York, Boston and Philadelphia,
which have excellent train trans-

(Continued on page 49)

COMPTROLLER

-JUSO-HANSl

Bridgeport, Aug. 12.

City Comptroller Perry W. Rod-
man, who books attractions into

Pleasure Beach Park, tops the bill

himself Aug. 18 as guest piano solo-

ist with Bridgeport Symphony Or-
chestra under Frank Foti.

Direct booking.

Book Oscar Levant For

31 ConcertDates;Pianist

Also Does a Monobg

Oscar Levant's first full concert

tour this year has 31 dates, opening
Nov. 3 in Toledo. The concerts will

combine talks wit)i pianistic exhibi-

tions.

Levant's tour is being booked so

that he will have time off for ap-

pearances on 'Information, Please'

for Lucky Strikes.

Gaby Deslys Film Biog
Metro is mulling a film saga of tha

life of Gaby Deslys the French star

who was known on Broadway some
20 years ago and her then dancing
partner, Harry Pilcer, who accompa-
nied her back to Paris.

Pilcer, incidentally, is a recently

repatriated American, long domiciled

in France until the Nazi occupation.
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Ty Power and Annabella, in liliom'.

Draw Celeb-Studded Mob to Westport

By HOBE MOBRISON
Westport, Conn., Aug. "12.

Tyrone Power and Annabella,

making their first joint stage appear-

ance in a strawhat revival of 'Lili-

om,' drew a dressed-to-the-eyelashes,

celebrity-packed mob of Broadway
and Hollywood names, society peo-

ple and eagerly curious last night

(Monday) at the Country playhouse

here. Spot was jammed, with extra

chairs, lots of standees and prob-

ably as many turnaways as were
present indoors. AH tickets are gone
for the entire 20-performance en-

gagement.
Just prior to curtain time it was

announced that the show would be
closed temporarily after tonight's

performance, to permit Power to fly

to the Coast for retakes on his

forthcoming 20th Century-Fox pic-

ture, *A Yank in the RAF.' Actor

will plane back over the weekend,
reopening 'Liliom' next Monday
night (18) and playing through Aug.
30. There will be extra Friday mati-

nees both weeks and the complete
advance sellout already guarantees

an all-time house record.

Power's performance as the trucu-

lent, lusty Liliom surprised observ-
ers, who had judged his ability by
the romantic roles he's played in

pictures and were unprepared for

his swaggering and tough portrayal.

.Since leaving Broadway as an ob-

. Ecure juvenile .six years ago, he has
gained considerable skill, authority

and acting vitality.

Her Stage Debnt
Annabella, facing her American

tage debut In one of the longest

and most difflcult parts she has ever
played, was obviously nervous and
uncertain. She Improved in the
latter scenes, but was hampered by
her strong French accent and inflec-

tion, plus Inexperience in legit and
tiie perplexing task of projecting the
subdued, passive emotion of the role
of Julie. But she has an appealing
radiance and gamin-like blonde
looks. Betty Garde was expertly
convincing as Mrs. Muskat, the prin-
cipal supporting lead, and Art Smith
also clicked as the furtive Sparrow.
John Keonig's four sets were help-
luL
With photographers laying down a

barrage of flash bulbs in and out of--

the theatre before the Atovr and dur-
ing intermission, and shoving
through the mob backstage after-
'ward, a horde of local gawkers eyed
luch personalities as Simone Simon,
Edmlind O'Brien, Tonio Selwart,
Elsa Maxwell, Clifton Webb, John
C. Wilson, Lawrence Langner and
Armina Marshall, Jack Kirkland
nd Haila Stoddard, George Abbott,
Anne Seymour, BUlie Rose, Eleanor
Hohn, Clifford Odets, Joseph H. Mos-
kowitz, John Anderson, Arlene Fran-
cis, Neil Agnew: Richard Rodgers,
Carly Wbartbn, Martin Gabel, Lloyd
Rosamund, Marian Shockley, George
Zachary and Alexander Ince.

Wrong Cue

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Red balloons, warning avia-

tors away from film companies
on outdoor jobs, have kicked
back on the producers. Since
the recent rule barring gander-
ing tourists from the studios',

the visiting rubbernecks have
learned to scan the sky. Troupes
on location; sometimes 30' miles
from Hollywood, start working
without interruption in the
wildwood and are suddenly sur-

rounded by herds of cars from
Maine, Georgia, Washington and
all the states between.
The tourists have learned

about the red balloons and act

accordingly.

Cantor East to Ready

Play for Boston Break-h

Hollywood, Aug. 12.
Eddie Cantor hauls east today

(Tuesday) to begin preparations on
his stage show, "Banjo Eyes,' which
hell take to Boston for the break-in
In November. Broadway stand will
open around Thanksgiving.

Cantor goes back on the air for
Sal Hepatica-Ipana, Sept 3.

Cantor's Frisco Rally
San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Eddie Cantor did a terriflc job as
m.c. of the San Francisco Examiner's
free show Saturday (0) in Civic
Auditorium dedicating Hospitality
House for soldiers. Everything was
on the cuff, but the comedian worked
like a Trojan all evening, including
a blackface bit, before, an audience
of 10,000, mostly iri uniform.
Few of the otiiers contributing en-

tertainment were Connie Boswell,
Alec Templeton, Linda Darnell^ Bin-
nie Barnes, Ann Rutherford, Edward
Arnold, Virginia O'Brien, the De-
Marcos, Duncan Sisters and Gertrude
Neisen.

M-G SIGNS FORRESTER

AS T PRODUCER

TYRONE POWER'S READING

Doing Victor Record With Barry
Wood as Vocal Assistant

Tyrone Power is to Join with
Barry Wood next week in cutting

for popular Victor records the 'Saga

of the Leathernecks' which he re-

cently did on the 'Millions for De-
fense' radio program. Side was to

be cut tomorrow (Thurs.) but it has

been deferred until next week.

•"On the reverse side of the Power-
Wood combo work, the latter will

repeat Irving Berlin's 'Arms for the

Love of America.' This time it will

be made with" Ray Block's chorus

and Al Goodman's orchestra. First

cutting, issued few weeks ago, was
made with Lynn Murray's chorus

and a studio band.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Jack Forrester, American, recently

repatriated from Paris where he

produced French pictures for 12

years as head of Forrester-Parant,

maintaining an elaborate exchange
system as well throughout France,

Belgium and Holland, ' has been
signed by Metro as an 'A' producer.

Neil McCarthy, local attorney,

represents Forrester's -interests. His

first M-G assignment not yet set.

McCarthy is also acting for For-
rester on a camera-focusing patent,

dating back to 1927, which ,he owns,

and which the former French pro-

ducer thinks was infringed upon in

a recent U.S.-inade picture.

GRIFFIS' BOMB SCARE

NbbI Boaib Soavenlr (De-NUroed)
Upsets Far Exeo

Al Woods' Retum^s

Active Legit Producer

Recalls Faboloiis Era

When Al Woods returns to active

legit producing .this coming season,

it will mark the return of a show-
man who is one of the few surviv-

ing a fabulous age. Woods has seven
scripts lined up and reiterates he'll

do at least six of them, trying them
out first in Hollywood and San Fran-
cisco, with Broadway .the goal. The
Coast angle stems from a more re-

cent partiality to the California

climate.

Woods, who produced 409 plays in

his. career, is the father of the bed
room farce and the staunch advo-
cate of the courtroom play, from
which he made fortunes, Including
•Trial ' of Mary Dugan,' 'Within the
Law,' 'Common Clay' and more re-

cently "Night of Jan. 16.' He re-

mains perhaps the most colorful of

the vet producers with his w.k. salu-

tation of thello sweethearf and clos-

ing love and kisses,' whether ad-
dressing man, woman or child.

At one tlmf Woods' Chicago hold-
ings alone were reputed to be worth
nearly $10,000,000 and his fortune is

said to have reached nearly $20,-

OOO'.OOO.

THE BERLE-ING POINT \

By Milton Berle

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Still working at the Chez Paree. They're holding me over until three
busboys come back from their Saratoga vacation.

Talk about service: at the hotel where I'm stopping the last time they
had hot water was when the place was on fire. (From the picture, 'In Old
Chicago*).
Went to the Ringling Circus the other day; ate so much cotton candy all

night long I kept singing. "Tote that barge, lift that bale.'

Bet on a horse at Washington Park that came in so late a convoy of
fireflies had to show him to his stable.

New ruling at Lindy's restaurant—to be allowed in you must wear a
herringbone suit (marinated yet!).

Max Gordon has made so much money with his latest success, he's

changing the title io, 'My Sister Eileen and Her Annuities.'

Don Ameche told his wife he was going to buy her a new car—so she
went to the Paramount Studios and asked Bob Hope and Bing Crosby for
a 'Road Test.' . * .

Do you think BMI songs will bring back the turkey, trpt?

. There's No Truth to the Bomor
That Phil. Harris was the inspiration for "Th6 Corn Is Green' That

Jerry Colonna has his mustache insured against Are, .theft and collision.

Horseracing Is the only sport in the world where the man with a million
asks the guy without a quarter, 'What's good in the next race?'

• Eavesdropper
Eavesdropped at the Rhumba Casino: 'He's a credit to the community

—

and every finance company in town.'
Whatevef Became of 7

Ja-Da Trio Lester & Garson
Winnie Liphtner Lane & Harper
Phil & Eddie Ross De Vito & Denny

SEZNICn STRAWHAT

GOES FET ON COAST

Mild bomb scare was tossed into

the lap of Stanton GrUfls, chairman
of Paramount's executive commit-
tee, when an evil-looking Cierman
bomb was delivered at his office in

the N. Y. Par building Friday (8)

afternoon. It had been originally

addressed care of Brentano's book
store and bad been mailed from
Pittsburgh. Because Griffls did not
recognize the 'H. Robertson' listed as

sender, he quickly notified the Par
building superintendent who imme-
diately called the N. Y. bomb squad.
Members of the squad took It out of
the building, removed the cap and
found that it was barml^.

Griffls in the meantime had heard
from his Pittsburgh office informing
him it was a souvenir bomb, the first

received from England out of batch
dropped along the coast of Eng-

been removed. The bomb Griffls re-
ceived was originally sent over to
the U. S. by Douglas Williams of
Ministry of Information, England.
Bomb is the remodeled incendiary
type, dated 1036, recently 'used by
the Nazis, designed so that if it fails

to go off It win explode when any-
body attempts to uncork the cap.

RUNYON TO PRODUCE

OWN YARN FOR RKO

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Damon Runyon becomes a film
producer under a one-picture deal
with RKO, starting late In Septem-
ber. Story will be made from one
of his new stories, still unpublished.
Although he has written numer-

ous stories for the screen, this is

Runyon's first as a producer.

Hitchcock's Next
Alfred Hitchcock is working with

John Houseman and Joan Harrison
on an original for David O. Selznick,

arrival in Aew t oi it i!a!ir ci^
Sunday (10) for a two-day stay. He
planed out-last liight (Tuesday).

Idea for the yam is still being
worked out, Hitchcock said. He will
take no part in the actual writing,

but Is figuring on the script being
ready for him to start megaphone
work by late fall.

Santa Barbara, Aug. 12,

David O. Selznick's summer stock

at the Lobero is going in for five

weeks of. autumnal felthat if the

Talent bookers wisecrack that

some of the guys who nm the casinos
strawhat receipts keep up within al,n Saratoga, or elsewhere, can hardly
reasonable distance of those estab
lished by 'Anna Christie.' Second
summer show* 'Lottie DdRdass,' an
original, opens Thursday (14) with
Geraldine Fitzgerald in the top role.

Idea is to Start the fall season
around Sept. 8 with hew i^ys.

'GOOD PUBLICITY'

Film Indostry's Gocd-Hnmored Bc-
aotlon to Saroyan's Ad

Dave Rose Emplia«zes Fme Pk Biz

In Upon ReturnOpper Trip

Reaction of. film studios to Wil-

liam Saroyan's full-page ad in last

week's Variety offering screen
rights for free to his play, 'The

Time of Your Life,' was a good-
humored brushoff, predicated' on
the playwright's penchant for pub-
licity. 'If we wanted it we would
have bought it long ago, while it

was still on Broadway,' one exec
observed.

Saroyan's terms were that 'every-

body connected with the picture—

-

including the studio—its equipment
and executives—shall donate free of

charge his time, talent or technical

services.' He proposed that the
proceeds go to 'National Defense.'

Studio rejoinder was that it would be
a lot easier and safer to make a
direct donation of the coin risked,

some hundreds of thousands of dol-

A number of studios at various
times have had writers prepare
treatments of 'Life.' None of them,
however, ever turned out satisfac-

torily, which is why the play was
never bought. It's too completely a

character study and not enough of

a plotted story for films, from the
stiiidio's viewpoint

Pat Duggan, Saroyan's agent,

claims nevertheless to have turned
down offers of $30,000 while the
play was still oh Broadway.

Gotta Draw Pitchers to

Make 'Em Unnerstand

Gov's Spa Clampdo^^n

read the Racing Form, much less

the N. Y. Times, and any news of a

clampdown at the Saratoga Spa is

so much braille. Anyway, whether
the authorities observe the letter

and -spirit of Gov. Lehman's clamp-
down order, the talent commitments
stand. In fact, the joints are after

bigger names.
As has happened in former years,

when the open-sesame no longer ob-
tains, there are ways of sneaking
casino activities.

However, since its Aug. 25 pre-
season debut, Saratoga has been
wide-open and enjoying lush times.

WHO'S A MOPPET T

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

.Shirley.Temple, Jiow 12 years old

and almost two inches taller than
che was in her last picture, started

work in 'Kathleen' at Metro.
Herbert Marshall and Laraine Day I coordination

. (hare top brackets.

By GEOBGE FBOST
A statement that should cheer film

magnates throughout the V. S. who
have been wondet'lng just how and
with what success the Industry will

survive a modem war era, was made
by David Rose, general manager in

Great Britain for Paramoimt, as he
left the International Marine Termi-
nal at New York's LaGuardia Field
this week for liis I<ondon home.
Asked how boxofllces were churning
in the United Kingdom', Rose an-
swered in two terse quotes. Said he:
'Business is great' and 'It is better

than ever before and, gentlemen, I

mean 'ever before." [Further de-
tails on page 21.]

In the company of her husband,
Alfred Duff Cooper, former 'British

Cabinet membor now enroute to

\ Singapore on a high governmental
mlssipn, Lady Diana

' Mannecs. -^ev.. MitO; tl)e ..Alrport-on-

the-Sound Sunday (10) afternoon
aboard the PAA Atlantic Clipper.
Lady Diana, an attractive blonde, is

probably best remembered in show
shopping circles here for her 1924
appearance as the nun in Max Rein-
hardt's rrhe Miracle.'

Guests of Faley .

The English couple left Mayor
LaGuardia's favorite airport for the
home of William S. Paley, CBS
prexy, at Manhasset, X>. L, for a day
or two prior to moving into the Am-
bassador hotel, N. Y., where they'll

spend the balance of a fortnight
Among other dUpper-trippers on

the same inbound 'flying boat w^e
John Wheeler-Bennett, senior mem-
ber of the British press bureau in

New York, and John Whittaker, Chi-
cago war correspondent Whittaker
passed, in the air, Walter B. KeiT,
Jr., New York Her^d Tribune for-

(Contlnued on page 03)

MiUioiiaire Extra Dies

In Fihii Cavalry Charge

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Jack Budlong, 20, known as the
"millionaire film extra,' died Aug. 5
in Hollywood as a result of injuries

received in an accident on the

Warners ranch near C^abasas. In
a Civil War cavalry charge, Budlong
was thrown from his horse and im-
paled on his own saber.
Heir to the estate of Milton John

Budlong, pioneer auto manufacturer,
young Budlong was a fine horse-
man and played extra roles for the

"and sister.

J. Bairymore's Solid Year

Of Kibitzing Rudy VaUee
John Barrymore rounds out a full

year on Rudy Vallee's Sealtest spon-
sored,program with his renewal for

an additional 13 weeks, which be-
gins tomorrow night (Thurs.). Bar-
rymore joined the show Oct 17 last

year.

His brother, Lionel, makes his

fourth guest shot on the show Aug.
21.

Endor's Bank Acct;
Chick Endor is stiU critically ill

in St. Francis hospital, Miami, and
friends are co«itinuing to raise coin
for him, but Irving Trust Co. adver-
tisements in the N. Y. dailies this

week indicate Endor has an im-
claimed bank account In Irving
'trust. Bank stated Endor's last

known N. Y. address was 175 West
81st street - . .

•<

Size of the bank account' Ist not
given, in the ads, <. .• . ^ . > . -

Ralph Hohnes in RCAF

AtlanUc City, Aug. 12.

Enlistment of Ralph Holmes, legit

actor-husband of tabby Holman, in

the Royal Canadian Air Force has
been' announced here by his father,

stage actor. Taylor Holmes. Phillips

Holmes, another son. Is also on the

stage.

The elder Holmes made the an-

nouncement in a radio talk here dur-
ing the past week.

Ethel Waters in Tune Pic
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Ethel Waters, star of the stage

show, 'Cabin In the Sky,' is set

for one of the featured spots in

the musical picture, 'Syncopation,'

at RKO.
Film, a cavalcade of dance bands,

is being pf-oduced and directed by
William Dieterle.

Besames In Vamba*
San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Ethel Waters, solid click here re-

cently in 'Cabin in the Sky,' plays

a return date at the Curran the-

atre in October in lilamba's Daugh-
ters.' House will switch from its

usual Monday to a Sunday night

opening Aug. ?i to bring In 'Hellza-

poppin,' topped by Billy House and
Eddie Garr.

Still undated, but on the coming

list is another visit of 'Tobacto

Road.' . .
•
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XAN7 RUSH FILM TALENT!'
Comics Good for Kiddies

Columbia's catchlly -titled 'People Are Children' aired an interesting

10-ininute talk by Rosetta Frank, chairman of the book and radio com-
mittee ot the Child Study Association, on 'Your Child and the Comics.'
Pointing out 'there must be a reason almost all children love the
comics and practically devour them,' Miss Frank said psychologists

hold them 'definitely a safety valve.' In the comics—throughout the
address. Miss Frank seemed to be talking more about comic books than
the 'funnies'—youngsters find an outlet for their 'pentup emotions' and
the general 'breaking down of the restrictions of civilized life.' Chil-
dren's life today 'gives them all top little chance for adventure of their

own.' The comics are a vicarious enjoyment of adventure.
Too, they are in line with the folklore of all peoples: the tall tale*

of giants, heroic figures, etc. While children like pure fairy tales, they
also obtain enjoyment from the comics. Books of the latter, Miss
Frank emphasized, vary in the skill of the drawings, in color and in

printing, some being better than others. Just as youngsters of her day
read paper-covered dime novels, verboten though they were, so today
youngsters take to the comics. 'Superman' was the only one specifically

mentioned by Miss Frank, and that in passing. Librarians had ex-
pressed the opinion comics were often a 'bridge' to the reading of

other and better books.: Miss Frank thought comics, despite the fears

of many parents, seldom harmed children. Those who read them and
never develop a fondness for finer literature, would not have been
general readers, regardless.

Radio and Records Springboard To

Fdms; Also Works the Other Way

Records and radio have proved a

fertile field for film talent scouts,

and just as beneficial to artists from

these mediums after pictures have

given an additional boost to their

name values. But to work out suc-

cessfully, much has depended upon
the screen vehicle in which they
made their celluloid bow and the

manner in which they are handled
in subsequent pictures. Numbered
among the better theatre boxoltice

draws presently are many who were
brought into pictures from either

records or radio, maintaining a

steady popularity over a span of

years in all three media, each ° of

which has aided the others in the

rating.

Among examples of the past year
or two who have been presented in

a screen-wise manner, one of the
best is Kay Kyser. The bandmaster

' and his musical crew were nabbed
by RKO during the peak of his air

(Continued on page 62)

ROCHESTER BUILDING

UP HIS RACING STABLE

Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, col

Hipp, Baltimore, is acquiring him-

self a rather extensive racing stable.

At the annual Yearling sales at Sara-
toga last week, Rochester bought
four horses to add to the two he
already has stabled on the Coast.

Before coming east for the stage

tour, Rochester notified Music Corp.
of America that he must not be
dated for the week that the hoss
sales were on at the Spa.

So far as is known, Rochester is

the only colored race stable owner.
Closest parallel is heavyweight
champ Joe Iiouis, but the latter is

only breeding blooded stock, chiefly

polo ponies, on his Michigan farm.
Louis also has plans for an extensive
ranch in Arizona.

WiHiam Shirer's Sponsor

General Foods will use William L.

Shirer, CBS' former Berlin cor-

respondent, to plug Sanka coffee

Sundays on that same network. It

will be the 5:45-6 p.m. niche.

Young •& Rubicam is the agency.

Picture Chore Also

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Erich Pommer, producer of 'Pas-

sage from Bordeaux' at RKO, signed
William L. Shirer, author of 'Berlin

Diary,' to write special material on
wartime impressions of France for
inclusion into the screenplay.
Film stars Lucille Ball, with

Robert Stevenson directing from a
stor/ by Budd Schulberg.

Seeing Nellie Home

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

John Barrymore and Rudy
Vallee are communing about a
co-starring picture, titled 'Per-

sonal Escort.'

Richard Himber, orchestra
leader, and Mel Ronson, are do-
ing a screen treatment.

John Chas. Thomas Won't

'Open the Show' Even

On a Radio Pro'gram

A time-honored 'billing' squabble
supposedly caused John Charles
Thomas to bow out of last week's
'Dollars for Defense' (Texaco) show
under government auspices, and
Lansing Hatfield, another concert
singer, to substitute. Format of the
U. S. Treasury Bond and Stamps
charity show always has the plat-

form chirpers opening, and thus
building up to the comedy finale.

Thomas felt that his stature as an
artist forfeited any opening-of-the-
show groove.

OF

HIISTE-INIISTE

Many Examples Shown of

Present Stellar Performers
Who Were Once Giveif the

Goc- By— Vaudeville
Source Recalled

as

LOOK TO RADIO

Hollywood's success in the past
year in building up valuable stars

from new faces, as outlined in

Variety recently, has major com-
pany talent execs in New York

—

who are largely responsible for

digging up the new faces—thinking
on another tack. They point to the
alarming number of celluloid

neophytes in the past few years who
have- been pushed to feature billing

but seem to lack the whatever-it-
takes to go beyond that and become
real b.o. draws.

They name any number of players

in the - so-far-and-no-farther cate-

gory. Most of them - have been'

nursed to that point by expenditure
of plenty of coin and much hard
work, only to fail to develop into

surefire grossers who can be de-
pended upon to carry a film.

Reason talent men see for this

failure is the lack of a place—like

vaude—for picture talent to mature.
'After all, we start scouting them

as soon as they hit Walgreen's. How
can they be expected to develop?'

remarked one of the booners, refer-

ring to the drugstore at Broadway
and 44th street which has become
headquarters for unemployed and
would-be actors—many of them j list

out of school.

'Back in the good old days,' the

(Continued on page 63)

Soviet-Nazi War

Stymies Probe

Of Equity Reds

Investigation of charges made
more than a year atro that half a

Attractions in Mex City

Mexico City, Aug. 12.

Ex-King Carol and Mme. Lupescu
are added, unbilled attractions when
they attend the grand opera by the

current Mexican company at the

Palace of Fine Arts (INIational The-
atre).

The first time they attended they

were a little late. The audience stood

up and applauded as the royal couple

took their places in a box. It was all

of five minutes before the ovation

subsided.

The Palace's management had ar-

ranged for 20 gendarmes to be on
hand every time the.Ex-King & Co.

attend. But the guard has been re-

duced to two. It is reported that

Carol let it be known that he doesn't

care for ostentation and that he likes

to attend the opera without fuss or

feathers.

MILTON BERLE TO COAST

will Emcee Treasury Show—Due for

Another Fox Film

Milton Berle closes at the Chez
Paree, Chicago, Aug. 16, and heads

for the Coast immediately, where he

will emcee the Dollars for Defense

(U. S. Treasury Dept.) radio show
the ensuing Wednesday (20) over

CBS.
He has been granted a determent

of a 20th-Fox film call until the radio

show gets out of the way.

been stymied for an indefinite

period. Changed status of Russia as
Hitler's newest opponent and U. S.

support of the Soviet is one reason.

Stated with some authority early in

June that a sub-committee would be
assigned by Rep. Martin Dies, who
is investigating un-Americanism, to

clear up the Equity situation.

Since that time investigators for

the Dies committee have not been
(Continued on page 25)

Axis (Also the Reds

For a Tune) Wanted

Pix on U. S« Strikes

American newsreel pictures of

the rioting and other trouble at war
industry plants on the Pacific Coast

have been sought by Russian and
Japanese government reps, who have
offered big sums in American dol-

lars on the line in order to cop
these unfavorable action scenes on
the U. S. domestic front. In the in-

terim, Russia no longer is seeking

such materials, because now fighting

Hitler and with the U, S. as a source

of war supplies.

While the general attitude of the

dim business has been not to sell

such clips, when obviously they

would be used as propaganda to give

a distorted picture ot U. S. preparing

for national defense, reported that

some outfit sold a clip of Roose-

(Continued on page 2S)

Heavy Wampum for Original Yams;

Film Studios Veer From War Pieces

Checking Air Travel

Air commuters between Holly-
wood and New York are being
queried these days to determine
whether their cross-country trips
are for business or pleasure.
Business of handing out ques-
tionnaire slips began July 31 on
all airlines.

Idea is to check travel trends
to determine what percentage of
civilian air commutation may be
essential under possible war con-
ditions and how many planes
each company could spare should
the occasion arise.

Equity Roles U. S. Actors

Pbying Canada Nnst Not

Take Exchange Rate Loss

Acting on complaints from actors

playing in stock in Toronto, Equity

has adopted a rule that performers

from this side of the border appear-
ing in Canada must be paid in Amer-
ican money, or its equivalent. An
overage in the rate of exchange
charged the complainants was
brought out. Actors claimed it cost
them 18% or more to. change Cana-
dian dollars into U. S. currency.
Banking sources say that the rate of

exchange has been pegged at 11% in

Canada and (Checks are exchangeable
in New York at 10%%.

'

Recently returned showmen ex-
plain that if Americans apply for a

permit they are allowed to take
money back earned in (Canada and
the 11% rate applies. Explained that
undercover money changers charge
15% and more and apparently actors
have been patronizing that ilk. Or-
dinarily persons coming to U. S.

are not permitted to bring more than
$20 each over the border, it being a

defense regulation.

Examples were cited that actors
engaged at $100 per week discovered
their pay to be nearer $80 American.
If the show management elects to

pay the actor Canadian dollars the
pay will approximate $120 under the
new Equity rule, unless the matter
Is clarified. Alternative is to offer

such actors $80 and pay off approxi-
mately $100 Canadian. Last season
the matter of paying salaries to casts

ot touring shows was readily ad-

American and part Canadian dollars,

absorbing the rate of exchange dif-

ference for the show's share.
t

TEW PEOPLE KNOW HOW
TO LOVE'; NOT AUTOBIOG

Budapest, July. 17,

• Hungary's three front-page legit

actresses have been bitten by the

literary bug simultaneously. Lily
Murati, Maria Mezey and Catherine

Karady, best-known three among the

younger dramatic generation, have
published books aiming at the best-

seller list.

Misses Mezey's end Karady's ef-

forts are frankly autobiographical,

while Miss Murati has written a

novel, 'Few People Know How to

Love,' and is working on her second.

FRANK FAY STARTS OCT. 4

Sailer Orch, Bob Hannon, Haggerty
and Keenan Wynn Also on Turns

Turns (Lewis-Howe) will debut a

halC-hour variety show headed by
Frank Fay on the NBC-Red Oct. 4,

ICs the Saturday- 10:30-11 p.m. spot.

Cast v/ill include Harry Salter's

orchestra. Bob Hannon, vocalist, and
George Haggerty and Keenan Wynn,
a.'! stooges.

Horace Hcidt will continue for the

sanie account in the Tuesday 8:30-9

p.m. period on the NBC-Red.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

With the purchase by Metro of
'Woman of the Year' for $100,000
from Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michael
Kanin, and Universal's buy, for
$30,000, of 'Boy Wonder' from Paul
Jarrico and Richard Collins, atten-
tion is being focused here on orig<
inal stories.

Young Lardner and Kanin, of
course, had Katharine Hepburn's
help in peddling their original to
Metro. The actress liked the story,
wanted to play in it and agreed to
do so if the studio would buy, Jar<
rico and Collins, however, sold their
piece entirely on their own.
Because o( the war and the conse-

quent outpouring of war stories into
magazines and books, there is a
shortage here of original yarns that
can be adapted for the screen. Since
January the major studios have
bought only 37 books, 20 mag stories

and 25 plays.

Paramount seems to be building
up the biggest story reserve and has
purchased nine novels, three short
stories, five plays and 46 originals.

Metro purchased five plax^, four
short stories, four books and 16
original yarns. 20th-Fox has gone
much longer on everything but orig-

(Continued on page 25)

LOUIS RYDELL BACK AS

'VARIEH' ADV. MGR.

Louis Rydell returns to Vartett
next week in the capacity of adver-
tising manager, the position he for-

merly held for IS years.

Executive personnel on Variety it

Abel Green, editor; Harold Erichs,

business manager, and John C Flinn,-

general manager.

P. G. Smith's New WB Deal

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Paul Gerard Smith, longtime film

writer, has been given a director-

writer contract at Warners.
He's awaiting his first assignment.

TrAdo Mark n«fflntered
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AMUSEMENT FIRST
Advanced and subtle Nazi techniques of propasanda are being used by

opponents of the film industry in their effort to discredit motion pictures

and gain control of the screen. Even as the Nazi propagandists in Ger-

many sought to circumvent the use of 'V -for Victory, by giving the mark
a Hitler significance, similarly advocates of a 'controlled screen' are mak-
ing use dishonestly of certain passages in a recent press release issued

by VliW H. Hays.
The ulterior purpose is to attribute to Hays that h? was addressing the

mouon picture industry when he declared:

'Those who demand tliat (he screen stibordinale its u^liolesome /mic-

tion of recrention for any cause, howener sincere, nrc sadlw vuslaken.

Sipni/icance i."! not achieved at the expense of entertainment.

'There are those luho mould use the screen to bemuse rother than to

amuse the >lincrican public.

'The screen has tio room for such propaflonda.'

It is in the record that Hays has persistently enunciated the principle

that the screen must guard itself against outside extremist groups.

That the issues raised by Senators Wheeler and Nye may be debated

on their merits, and not be confused by unfair distortion of statements,

Vabiett reprints the following brief extracts from annual reports issued

by Hays during the past four years. He said:

'Eree From Fropaeanda'
In 1938:

'In a period in which propaganda has largely reduced the artistic and
entertainment validity of the screen In many other countries, it is pleasant

to report that American motion pictures continue to be free from any but

the highest possible entertainment purpose. The industry has resisted

and must continue to resist the lure of propaganda in that sinister sense

persistently urged upon it by extremist groups. The function of ' the

entertainment screen is to entertain by whatever wholesome theme or

treatment, writers, artists and dramatists can create. . . The distinction

between motion pictures with a -message and self-serving propaganda is

one determinable only through the processes of common sense.

'Splendid EntertalDment, Bather Than Propaganda'

In 1939:

'In a period of great tension in world affairs the conflict of opinion,

however, as between those who would preserve the motion picture theatre

as a center of popular recreation and those who would exercise the social

Import of the art was more often apparently than real. The increasing

number of pictures produced by the industry which treat honestly and
dramatically many current themes proves that there is nothing incom-
patible between the best interests of the boxoflice and the kind of enter-

tainment that raises the level of audience appreciation, whatever the sub-
ject treated. . . . The fact that the screen has handled successfully themes
of contemporary thought In dramatic and vivid form and presented the
subject matter as splendid entertainment, rather than propaganda, proves
how much it can do today, and how much more It can do tomorrow.'

'Only Throogh Newsreels'
In 1940:

'In applying the yardstick of social values to motion picture progress,

those who write the history of our times are not likely to ignore the con-
tributions of the films in exposing the tragedy of war to the youth of our
country. The answer as to whether certain war pictures produced by the
Industry 'glorified' war or laid bare its horrors liesi Jn -the fact that the
pressure of youth in our own country is towards peace, not involvement.
The romance of war has been punctured. Only the screen, through, news-
reels and dramatic films can picture war as it Is with sufficient vividness
»o impress the mind of youth.'

'Function of Entertainment'
In 1941:

'But the function of entertainment is even greater than recreation. Our
pictures—newsreels, shorts and features—aid invaluably in maintaining
Dational morale, both in the armed services and within the ranks of the
vast body of civilian workers.. Much of our entertainment must supply
pot only, relaxation, rest and renewed vitality, but faith and confidence in
«ur future in inspiration, for the difficult days ahead.'

THEATRE DIV.'S

$1^00,000 uso

QUOTA

Many top officials and keymen in

the film industry currently in New
York attended the luncheon tendered
yesterday (Tuesday) by W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, in honor of Joseph
Bernhard, chairman of the Motion
Picture Theatre drive of the United
Service Organizations campaign.
Luncheon was held to outline plans
for the USO theatre week which be-
gins on Labor Day. Van Schmus is

exhibitor co-chairman of the N. Y.
city committee on the drive.

Bernhard announced at yesterday's
luncheon that the quota for the thea-
tre division of the industry's drive is

$1,500,000, and that while $10,000,000
had been raised already in tlie gen-
eral drive, the addition of more men
in various camps has developed need
for more facilities; hence additional
money.

He explained that with the 2,300
independent theatres signed to par-
ticipate in the drive, there are now
4,000 pledged with close to 8,000 ex-
pected by the end of next week.
Campaign managers think at least

12,000 houses will be pledged by the
time the drive opens. If there are
not enough -employes on theatre
staffs to efficiently make collections,
it was stated that the USO would
provide enough employes to help.

"

There are 674 theatres in Greater
New York signatured for the drive,
it was stated at the luncheon, with
$217,000 already pledged in this area.
A. P. Waxman, who heads publicity
for the campaign, explained various
details including how the 400-foot
USO trailer could be spotted most
effectively.

Roandup Shows the Nation's Press

Surprinngiy Partial to Film Biz

With surprising unanimity, the
newspaper prass of the country has
sprung to the defense of the motion
Jiicture industry in the controversy
naugurated by Senators Wheeler

>

'

7l"o;jL!fcfj!1 fi

"^^^ Alms

Coincidental with Wheeler's de-
nunciation of the industry in a re-
cent speech before the U. S. Senate,
end Nye's coast-to-coast broadcast
alleging unpatriotic motives to in-

dustry leaders, the press has com-
mented liberally on the definition of

the industry's position, in the na'

tional defense emergency, as out-
lined by Will H. Hays.
Varictt publishes herewith ex

eerpts from editorials from leading
Aailies:

Wheeler Charges Coerolon
New York Herald Tribune

. . .The note of hysteria with
every day becomes more appar-

• ent in Senator Wheeler's attacks
upon the Administration's poli-
cies in defense of the nation. In
the Senate on Thursday, for in-

stance. . .what, was his theme?
It was that the motion picture
Industry had joined forces with
the 'warmongers.'
The basis for this charge was

a letiei- from the Senator's son
In Hollywood who happens to
be a lawyer but who appears to
fancy himself as a reporter. The

. eon wrote • the father that the
,ineetiog at the Hollywood Bowl
addressed by Wendell Willkie

i^as anythiiig but the success
'claimed by it by tlie hewspaper-
anen in attendance. The studios

tformed parades to the Holly-
',mfrood Bowl. Orders went out to

rih'e employees to particH)dte. .

.

A popular film star was master
•«f ceremonies. There were other
prominent flim stars on the plat-

form. In fact, they had every-
thing but a crowd." What is a

crowd? According to conserva-
tive estimates, Mr. Willkie's

audience on this occasion num-
bered 18,000.

But the Senator prefers his
ion's accounting. 'Talk abouttons accounting. 'Talk about

about subversive propaganda!. .

.

He (Wendell Willkie) is pushing
the President. He and his little

(lique of Wall Street bankers,
together with the motion-picture
industry, are trying to stir up
sentiment to take us into war.'

It Is a bit sad, is it not, to wit-
ness such an emotional dis-

integration of a once respectable
and robust mentality?

Films to Fight Nye Slurs
fContinued from page i;

WB's Donation
Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Warners* coast theatres have
turned over aU scenery and back-
stage equipment, idle for several
years since stage shows were discon-
tinued, for entertainment of soldiers
under the auspices of United Ser-
vice Organizations.
Six army trucks moved equipment

from Warners' Hollywood theatre to
the entertainment centre at Camp
Roberts. Scenery from WB Down-
town goes to Camp Haan, and props
from Warner houses in San Pedro
and Huntington Park go to Fort Mac-
Arthur.

Wheeler and 'Sergeant York'
Next) York Daily News

Senator Burton K. Wheeler
(D-Mont) has been cutting him-
self large pieces of publicity in
recent days. .

.

Day before yesterday. Wheeler
got the 'Boor in the Senate to
ask a question, and held it for
some 40 minutes. In this time
he delivered himself of sundry
remarks on propaganda for war
as now practiced in this country.
Especially he accused the mov-
ing picture industry of putting
out a lot of such propaganda.

There is something in what
Wheeler says. It is .a fact that
Hollywood in recent years has
favored tlie public with numer-
ous films depicting the horrors
of life in Nazi Germany . .

.

There is nothing new about all

this, though. It's- happened be-
fore. . .when we entered World
War No. 1...

.

After the war, the movies
went . In heavily for anti-war
propaganda—'What Price Glory,'

'All Quiet oh the Western Front,'

(Continued on page 34)

L. A. TO N. Y.
Jack Allison.

"

Edgar Bergen.
Frank Capra.
Eddie Cantor.
Peggy Carroll.

Art Carter.
George Dembow.
Phil Epstein.

Alice Faye.
Frank Gaby.
Tom Harrington.
Jack Kapp.
Helen Kirk.
Jack Lait,

Cleo Manning.
Charles Miller.
Bill Moore.
Harry Moritz.
Maurice Neilson.

Edmond O'Brien.
Mrs. Ben Piazza.
C. C. Pettijohn.,
Joe Quillan.
Sophie Tucker.
Herbert J. Vates.

the U. S. Senate in a series of hear-
ings before a sub-committee of the
Senate interstate commerce com-
mittee. Authorization for prelimi-

nary investigation of alleged pressure
propagandizing both in films' and
radio was contained in a resolution
introduced by Senator Bennett Clark
of Mo. Hearings have been sched-
uled to start on Sept. 9.

Committee
In the conferences held in New

York during the past week, a steer-
ing committee' was selected con-
sisting of Austin C. Keough, of Para-
mount; J. Robert Rubin, of Loew's,
Inc., and Joseph H. Hazen, of War-
ners. On the West Coast, discus-
sions have been conducted by Y.
Frank Freeman, chief of the Para-
mount studio. Will H. Hays, pres-
ident of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors of "America,
Inc., has participated in outlining
a course of procedure.

Efforts to postpone the date of
the Washington hearings beyond
Sept. 3, which was set originally,
were successful. Membership of the
committee, which is empowered to
subpoena witnesses, includes Sena-
tors D. Worth Clark, of Idaho,
chairman; Homer T. Bone, Wash.;
Ernest W. MacFarland, Ariz., Demo-
cratic members, and Charles W.
Tobey, N. H., and C. Wayland
Brooks, 111., both Republicans. Bur-
ton K. Wheeler, leading Isolationist,

is ^chairman of the Interstate Com-
merce Committee.

Such intimations as have come
from Washington as to the scope of
the investigation have pronipted the
belief here that because of the
broad powers under which the leg-
islative group is authorized, inquiry
into the industry activities will go
far beyond examination of films
which are being shown on the
screen, in many instances at the be-
hest of dominant administration de-
partments.

Quh Radio and Fix

The Senate subrcommittee on Mon-
day (11) is said to have instructed
its clerical staff to prepare a ques-
tionnaire to be sent to all broadcast-
ing units, including the leading net-
works, requiring a report of all de-
fense speeches and text during the
past, 18 months. On the same prem-
ise. It is presumed that somewhat
similar -questionnaires will be di-
rected to the various film companies
|for comparable details and descrip-
tions of films.

Many of the film features which
were named by Senator Nye as
'strictly propaganda for war' pic-
tures, were adaptations from plays
and popular novels.

On the record of the Alms dis-

tributed, included the large number
of short reels prepared by the Army,
Navy, Treasury Department, Housing
Administration and other Govern-
ment agencies, the Industry is re
ported to be quite confident of the
showing. A secondary grouping of
films is limited strictly to pictures
made under Government supervision

Washington, Aug. IS.

That the senate isolationist group
is grasping at every available ma-
terial to sustain charges, heretofore
made by Senators Wheeler and Nye
that the film industry is propagan-
dizing for war, was further in-

dicated when the latter yesterday
(11) placed in the record a letter

mailed to motion picture theatres
over the signature of Louis De
Rochemont, producer of the 'March
of Time' films.

Senator Nye declared:

'Much has been said of late re-

bases for enlisted .and drafted per

important presentation of the indus-
try must await the committee hear-
ing in Washington on Sept. 9.

Despite the discouraging prospect
of having to face inquiry into pa-
triotic motives of film industry lead-
ers, it was resolved during the past
week that efforts of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Division of the U. S. O.
drive will be re-doubled. W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, was Ifiost yesterday
(Tues.) at a luncheon for Joseph
Bernhard, chairman of the drive, at
which several industry spokesmen
pledged extended cooperation with
the purposes of the committee. It

is planned to show Alms and make
collections in thousands of theatres
during the week commencing Sept. 1.

In the meetings of the steering
committee organizing for the Wash-
ington hearings, extreme satisfaction

was expressed at the record of the
film industry since the formation last

summer of the Committee to Co-
operate in National Defense. Chair-
man of this important group is

George J. Schaefer, president of
RKO. Direction of the activities of
the body, which consists of an ad-
visory group that includes the heads
of all important corporations and
industry trade bodies, has been han-
died by Francis Harmon, as co-
ordinator. His records reveal ac-
knowledgement from half a dozen
Washington departments and agen-
cies of valuable aid during .the
present emergency.

Power to Sabpoena
Not the least disconcerting angle

of the' senate Inquiry is power of
the committee to subpoena witnesses,
rather than dependence upon vol-
untary appearances. Furthermore,
the committee is empowered to 'sit

and act' during the.life of the pres-
ent Congress and longer, if nec-
essary.

No intimation has been given as
yet to whom the committee might
subpoena to tell of the Intimaciea
of the film Industry and adminis-
tration departments and agencies.

NYEaTESM.01

SHORT SUBJEa

N.Y. to L.A.
Leda Bauer.
Norman Corwin.
Michael Curtiz.

Sid Davidson;
Alexander Korda.
Peg La Centra.
Sol Lesser.

Joe O'Brien.

Tyrone Power.
N. Peter Rathvon.
Paul Stewart.
Carey Wilson. •

SAILINGS
Aug.'? (Los Angeles to Honolulu),

K. K. Chang (Lurline).

Aug. 9 (Caribbean cruise), Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred J. McCosker (Kungs-
holm).
Aug. 8 (New York to Carracas)

Mr. and Mra, Alviil Josephy (An-
tigua).

sonnel
Hollywood'i Problem

Of greater concern, however. Is

threatened exploration by the Sen-
ate sub-committee into activities of
Hollywood executives and talent
representatives who are alleged at
various times to have been identified

with anti-Nazi and anti-Communist
groups. It is reported that the in-

vestigation flies of the Dies' Commit-
tee have been ' requested by the
Wheeler-Nye group to aid in the con-
templated examination.

There is also 'said to be in the
hands of the isolationists advance
proofs of 'The Red Decade,' new
book by Eugene Lyons, a substan-
tial section of which is devoted to
political activities of Hollywood per-
sonalities.

*

There exists wide differences of
opinion as to the procedure of the
industry prior to the Washington
hearings. Under discussion have
been proposals to appeal directly to
the public by a broadcast which will
clarify the industry's .side of the
controversy. Offer by Harry M.
Warner, personally, to defray the,
costs of a coast-to-coast hookup is

reported to have been made by his
representatives here.

Another suggestion was that a
group of film officials, including sev-
eral mentioned by Senator Nye in
his St.'L6uiS speech, should take to
the air in a roundtable discussion of
the issues.' For the moment, nothing
definite has been decided, the pre-
vailing opinion being that the all-

want a little warning before they
see a picture I would like to read
the word that has gone out regard-
ing the new issue of the 'March of

Time.' Under date of July 28, 1941,

Louis De Rochemont, 120 Broadway,
New York, one of the producers of

the 'March of Time,' wrote this

under his letterhead:

'The Hitler peace offensive Is

on and lots of well meaning
people will be taken in by it.

We, at the 'March of Time,' are

not. We know the record of

Nazi Germany and know, that

Hitler means war, not peace, and
war against America at the end
of it all. I have had our staff

. put the whole thing down in

film, and call it 'Peace— by
Adolf Hitler.' -It will be the

next issue of the 'March of
Time.' It la not pretty and it

is no fun to see but in It is the
essence of what we have been
saying for years and must say
again now—stop Hitler.

'This film is so vital and
brutal it will need friends who
will talk about it to put it a.cross

to the American people. May 1

count on you?
'Sincerely yours,

'Louis De Rochemont.'
'We are amply warned. The pic-

ture 'March of Time' has already

beeii released in a few theatres. I

have received no less than a dozen
letters from persons who have ob-

served it. They speak of it In juat

the ' language which its producer
used. It Is brutal to American
thinking.'
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NATHANSON 6.R. FOR UA ?
^all St. Reacts Favorably to Film

Business' Growing Self-Sufficiency

And Independence From Foreign Mart

Orowing belief In N. Y. financial

olrgles that the film Industry is ba-

ooming a national seU-perpetuating

business, totally independent ol the

foreign market, this week Is reported

a one of the vital factors responsible

ior the renewal of Interest in the

picture Industry by Wall Street

While other factor* dovetail into this

'one principal one, the other points

Ssgardlng picture corporation funded

ebts, cash on hand and outlook for

• vigorous upturn at the boxofTice

Jja!* fall )>Bve been fainiliar to ln>

yestors and financial men for some
time. (Film shares again made new
blghs last week.)
But the significance of the picture

business completely realigning its

financial household so as to be for-

ever Independent of foreign revenues

If viewed with marked favor both
from the immediate standpoint as

well as the long-term outlook. Pros-

peot of leading major film corpora-

Bom readjusting their budgets, pro-

duotlon and distribution to depend
Strictly on the domestic market is

Sated a 'must' by financial men with
!ta picture companies, and one to

be realized by several companies In

&e immediate future.

After the War
Just what such an ideal situation

Will mean to the film business, when
end if the war is concluded, is

readily discernible to the financial

district. It would mean, no matter
now 'badly dislocated the foreign

market is (and it Is likely to be in

• slump for years after the war),
any additional revenue from out-
side the U. S. domestic boundaries
would represent so much more extra
gravy.

Because the film business has a

big property account and hence has
large capitalization, it is able to en-

Joy a big tax exemption base under
prevailing U. S. laws. In this same
regard, industry spokesmen point
out there Is not both the cash drain
of high taxes aud the outlay for

plant expansion being experienced
by many other Industries.

There is no question in the minds
of high film company executives but
that the huge additional sums of
money in circulation now, because
of national defense expenditures,
Will begin shortly to be reflected at

the nation's boxoffices. Some be-
lieve the first impact will be felt

•arly in September while others are
convinced that the real upturn at the

\ mm»t, > 1 J I mi
time in October or November. This
would run true to form for the film

business, which Is usually six months
to a year behind other business re-

coveries or slumps.

Improved Basiness'

This improved business for the-

atres is one factor,' said one film

company financial expert. 'Still an-
other potent factor in the new opti-

mistic attitude towards the picture
Industry is the growing realization

the principal film companies are in

auch a strong cash position, in re-

lation to their funded debt, that in-

Creased business from one source or
another is bound to be directly re-
flected in increased earnings. The
picture distributors are situated to
Weather almost any sort of storm,
and at the same time are so set up
as td cash in on any new favorable
development.
'One of these might conceivably be

the unfreezing of the major portion
of gome $35,000,000 in U.S. film rev-
enues tied up In Great Britain. The
picture companies are seeking 100%
of revenues, after deduction of op-
erating expenses In Britain In the
next 12-month period. And Wash-
ington Is likely to prevail Upon the
British to dislodge the vast sums
presently tied up. Just what either
or both actions would mean to the
eight major film companies can read-
Uy be visualized.

•Many of the principal old-line
picture companies are in shipshape
financially. liioew's cash on hand is

$31,600,000 as compared with $30,503,-

(Contlnued on page 34)

Acting Down to Instep

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Fracture of a small bone in Bette
Davis' left instep caused a delay In
the shooting- of several scenes In
'Kings Row' at Warners.

Actress broke the bona In a fall

on the set last week, but the extent
of the injury was not realized untU
an x-ray was made.

ophmism anew

in fix biz;

b.o. upbeat

Qlumness that marked the film In-

dustry during the Spring and early

summer has given way to extreme
optimism on the part of many execs.

They point to biz over the past
Saturday and Sunday as one of the
reasons. Despite a midsummer
weekend during which the weather
was perfect . for a trip to shore or
country, grosses were comparatively
strong. And if it's that good In

August, they remark, what'U it be in

November! »
Slump at the b.o. which marked

April, May and June Is said to have
gradually righted itself. Huge de-
fense payrolls, which the film indus-

try feared were being spent every-

where but at the boxoffice, appear
now to be trickling through, offer-

ing every prospect of a bullish fall

and winter.

THIRD LUBITSCH DEAL

WITHK0RDAF0R70BF

NEGOTIATIONS

Canadian Showman Would
Expedite Producer-Financ-
ing Plan Fostered by Kelly
and Wkich Silverstone

Also Favored

CAPRA COOLED OFF

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

•To Be or Not To Be,* which Ernst

Lubitsch will produce and direct, is

slated for distribution through

Alexander Korda's setup,with United

Artists. Original idea was to re-

lease the picture through Walter
Wancer. but the latter has his hands

work, and 'Cheyenne' in prepara-

tion.

It Is the third switch Lubitsch has

made in the last few months. First

he made a deal with Sol Lesser,-who
had one more pjcture to deliver to

UA but moved over to an executive

job at RKO. Wanger took over the

arrangements, now turned over to

Korda for release on the UA pro-

gram following his present picture,

'Jungle Book.'

It s a Good Thing the First Batch

Of Decree Fix Are Poor/ Sales Exec

Argues; Hopes It'D Pep Up H wood

WOson Pnlls 'M Cord

Hollywood, Aug. IS.

Harold Wilson, assistant to B. G.
DeSylva at Paramount, la assigned
as associate producer on the screen
version of Ernest Hemingway's
novel, 'For Whom tha Bell Tolls.'

Filming starts Oct. 6 with Sam
Wood directing.

They Knew Fix When

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Two stars of an earlier generation,

Francles X. Bushman and Clara

Kimball Young, were signed for

character roles in 'Mr. Celebrity* at

Producers Releasing Corp. It is the

first time they have been cast in the

same picture.

Martin Mooney co-produces with

William Beaudine, who doubles as

director.

Revamp 20th Sked
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

To permit the maximum use of

space on sound stages at 20th-Fox,

starting dates on three forthcoming

pictures were shunted around.

Filming of 'Remember the Day'

was shoved back from Aug. 18 to

Sept. 2; 'Benjamin Blake' starts the

same day, moved ahead from Sept.

15, and 'Young America* Is switched

from Aug. 11 to Aug. 15.

Negotiations currently in progress
between N. L. Nathanson and United
Artists, it is learned, are with a view
toward the Canadian theatre circuit
head putting up the coin for the
producer-financing unit which UA
has been mulling for the past six
months. Alexander Korda has been
handling the Nathanson tieup for
UA. He has been in New York from
the Coast twice during the past few
weeks arid will return again early
next week for further huddles.

Former prez of Famous Player-
Canadian Corp., under the plan be-
ing discussed, would take no openly
active part bi the affairs of UA,
which is in line with his denials
last week that he is thinking of an
executive post with the company or
that he will leave Canada. With a
financial stake in the company, how-
ever, he naturally anticipates hav-
ing representation in one form or
another. He will also have more
than a casual word in the selection
of a man for the now-vacant presi-
dency. That's part of the deal.
Financing unit was a project

which got its start while Murray
Silverstone was stilj^perating head
of the conipany and Is a pet plan of
Arthur W. Kelly, present chief.

With competition among Hollywood
studios for important-name Indie
producers, UA has felt itself at a
disadvantage In not being able to
offer more in the way of firtancial

assistance than a good word at the
bank. New scheme will allow It to
offer more favorable deals.

Selznlck-CapraT
Negotiations to bring David O.

Selznick and Frank Capra Into the
company were subject to a further
delay when Ed Raftery, of UA coun-
sel, found it impossible to carry out
his plan for flying to the Coast over Hollywood, Aug. 12,
the weekend. He*s in Nashville on Robert Kane, 20tti-tox prOdueer,
the Crescent anti-trust suit and now shoves oil for Bn^and next week
figures he'U have to remain until to shoot "Thij Above AM.' a British
Labor Day. picture In war surroundings.
Contract-writing has been carried During hla Hollywood stay, Kane

on by wire, phone and airmail, but did most of tha preliminary work on
has been progressing slowly. "There's 'My Gal Sal,* tha Theodora Dreiser

nave giveii up their resolve lo sticK
|
composer -tW-xit a!^*-!r.ifa9'i^'

(Continued on page 27) | Wabash,' starring Auea f&y:

GEO. SCHAEFER

OFFERED NEW

RKO DEAL

George J. Schaefer has been
offered a new five-year pact as RKO
prexy, but with sis-month options,
it is understood. His present con-
tract expires at the end of the year
and the industry has been rife with
reports that it would not be re-
newed.
Lending credence to reports that

Schaefer Will remain at RKO is said
to be increasing personal friendship
between him and Floyd Odium, head
of Atlas Corp., which owns a heavy
chunk it the company. Odium has
been building up his holdings in

RKO common, and it li said that by
the end of the year ha may be In

good position to dictate the choice
of a new prez.

Three men are said to have In

their power now the selection of the
RKO chieftain. They are Odium,
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and David
Sarnoif, head of RdA.

KANE BACK TO LOra)ON

FOR 20-FOX WAR YM

Generally mediocre— or worsfr—
quality of the pix in the first blocks
being offered under the consent de-
cree is one of the greatest breaks
the industry has ever had the good
fortune to experience. So opined on
Monday (11) a top exec in an ex-
cellent spot to view the full ranga
of production, distribution and ex-
hibition.

His reasoning is simple. Dlstribs
are having a tough time selling the
films. Salesmen are having bad re-
views and tough talk tossed into
their faces until they are blue, by
exhibs who have seen the product
and know whereof they speak.
Result -Is . that contracts aren't

coming In the way they were ex-
pected. One distribution exec ad-
mitted at a sales meet last week that
he's greatly disappointed. He and the
other sales managers will soon be on
the phone or face-to-face with pro-
duction execs of their companies.
Their messages will be in plain
Anglo-Saxon words, easy to under-
stand:

'These pictures are lousy. We
can't sell them. You've got to make
better ones or it's no use, we'll all

be out on our ears. Let's go now.*
Which augurs improved product

by the time the fourth and fifth and
later groups come out. No longer
can the mistake by somebody's rela-

tive be slid in and sold, sight im-
seen. TTiere'lI be heads lopped
aplenty when It's discovered who
makes pictures that sell and who
doesn't. No room will exist for the
slackers, it's too easy to check up on
"them, he continued.

Prospects are that the pictures

will cost more to make because more
will have to be put Into them. And
they'll cost exhibs more. There are
going to be added numbers of 35 and
40 and 50%ers. But they're going to

be worth It.

Nothing could have been worse
this exec declared than had every
company turned out a nifty initial

block of five. Overconfldence would
have been rampant 'This consent
decree selling is a pushover,' would
have been the reaction. And plx
would have become worse instead of
better.

Trot out the silver lining, Bo, for
that old cloud.

Link Recent Rose, Steyne Ta&s With

Promise of Hawing Brit Fihn Coin

Despite the fact that neither film

company foreign officials nor the

Hays office will comment on the

U. S. picture companies' frozen

money situation in Great Britain, re-

ports in the trade persist that favor-

able developments shortly will be
forthcoming. Added to these Is the

freely expressed opinion In Wall
Street that American picture inter-

ests soon will get additional funds

thawed out from the British jackpot.

Linked with these reports is the

fact that David E. Rose, Paramount's

managing director in Britain, hud-

dled at the Hays office last week re-

garding the frozen coin setup. It's

also known that he Is hurrying back

to London sooner than expected so

as to assist in negotiations and pos-

sibly transmit fresh information,

Rose clippered out of New York last

Saturday (9), and expects to be In

London early this week.
Alan Steyne, foreign service offi-

cer attached to the American em-
bassy In Lon'lon, left for England

late last month after several confabs

with film company foreign chiefs in

N. Y. Ha Is familiar wUb picture

company problems sine* ha served

under Joseph P. Kennedy while
the latter was ambassador to

Britain. Understood that real strides

subsequently have bean made both

by the State Dei»t. and tha Hays,

office, working In cooperation with

its representative in London, F.

W. Allport, a veteran in the for-

eign service.

Solvency
The line of approach being used

by the industry is that the Ameri-
can film business would not remain
solvent long if money is continued

to be frozen solid on the British

Isles in Increasing quantities each

succeeding year. Provision of agree-

ment between the film companies
and the British government is that

either side might petition to reopen
the prevailing frozen coin pact when
the status of British credit changed
materially. Film people, of course,

cite the lease-lend law as specifically

altering the British credit situation.

Where there was a shortage ol dol-

(Continued on page 31)

U.S. RESTS ITS CASE IN

Philadelphia, Aug, 12.

Tha Government rested Its casa
yesterday (Mon.) In the conspiracy
casa against retired U. S. Circuit
Court Judge J. Warren Davis and
Morgan S, Kaufman, ex-bankruptcy
referee, accused In the bribery case
Involving William Fox, one-time film

magnate.

Tha fina^ witness was David
O'Cionnor, room clerk at the Gov-
ernor Clinton Hotel, who Identified

Judge Davis as the man who regis-

tered as 'Herman Goldberg' at tha
hotel last March 17. Fox, who has
pleaded guilty to handing $27,500 to

Judge Davis in return for judicial

favors, testified earlier that Davis
had called him to the Governor
Clinton to fix up an alibi for tha
money to tell FBI investigators.

According to Fox, Davis wanted
him to tell the Government that

$5,000 went to 'a man named Lewis,*

identified as a friend of the judge.

In repayment for a loan. Fox said

he refused to go along with this

scheme. William A. Gray, Davis'

attorney, said he would prove that
Judge Davis had actually loaned
money to 'Lewis' and the monty was
later repaid. The defense contends
that money found In Davis' bank
accounts came from this repayment.

It was the eleventh day of the re-

trial of the conspiracy case. Tha
original trial last May ended when
the jury was unable to agree.
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F. & M.S SL Louis Pireference Poll

Strong for Duals and Vaudfilm

St. Louis, Aug. 12.

An overwhelming maiority of na-
tives favor double feature screen
programs and a combo stage end
creen Ehows according to a five

weeks survey conducted under the

supervision of Henry C. Rtegel, Jr.,

manager of the St. Louis, mldtown
4,000-seater operated by Fanchon &
Marco. With two-thirds of 30,000

questionnaires returned to Riegel,

the results show a preference of 64%
for double features, 25% for single

bUls; 6.2% triple features, and 4%
Indicated preference for an hour of

hort subjects shows in conjunctitm
with a single A pic. However, only
• few of the qbestionnaires in this

class indicated any special preference
in the short subject fiield.

Regarding stage shows the ques-
tionnaires revealed that 60.4% fa-

vored this form of entertainment
with 30.6% against it, 60.6% nf
those favoring stage shows wanted a
single feature with it while the re-

maining 30.4% stated "preference for

stage shows with double feature film

programs.
The questionnaire also includes

giveaways and premiums of all kinds
and 80% of all questionnaires turned
in voted against this form of com-
petish among exhibs, indicating a de-
cided preference for quality in enter-
tainment rather than the comeon
gag. Only 6.5% voted in favor of

giveaways, etc., while 4.5% failed to

register any preference.

Still to be tabulated are the pref-
erence of those polled on the various
type of film programs desired. Hariy
C. Arthur, Jr., prez and gen. mgr. of

F&M's interests here, will soon make,
a study to fix a policy for the four
deluxe houses and the St Louis
Amus. Co.'s string of nabes that are
operated imder his direction.

As far as stage shows are con-
cerned, F & M has tried it out at the
6,000-seater Fox and mldtown, and
on occasions, at the Ambassador,
downtown deluxer during the past
several years, and although biz was
generally excellent at the teeoB it

sloughed to such an extent after

several weeks that the combo policy
was abandoned.

.

Nazi-Made ^Victory'

Ruled Newsreel in N.Y.

DOUBLE-FEATURE HOMES

Fenme Exhib Iblatolns No. I Apui-
««iit for PnirpMe of TT«dMb*w*

YAMn CLUB OF SO.

CALIF. FORMED IITH

Albany, Aug. 12.

Richard Rollins has 30 days to

appeal the decision of
.
Supreme

Court Justice Bergan upholding
Irwin Esmond, director of Motion
Picture Division, that the Nazi-made
'Victory In the West' is a newsreel
and no license Is therefore required.

Decision In no way changes the

film's status which could be and was
publlply shown.

Police and enforcement officials

all along could take action if the
picture Incited to public disorder,

the ruling observed. This is In re-

buttal to the propaganda allegations

of the suit, in 'the public interest'

UinneapolU, Aug. It.

As an example of the added
pense to which some Independent ex-

hibitors have gone in order to take
advantage' of the consent decree and
the letter's new setup, local trade

circles are citing the case of a woman
exhibitor in a town under 5,000 pop-
ulation in western Wisconsin.

So that she will be 'on the ground'

to look at pictures at their trade

screenings and to her buying, she

has rented an apartment in Minne-
apolis and now maintains two homes
—one in the city where her theatre

is located and the one here.

'This woman exhibitor spends three

days a week in Minneapolis—away
from her theatre—and four in her
real and formerly only home.

Will Appeal

Citizens Antt-Nazl Committee,
which sponsored suit to outlaw 'Vic-

tory In West" CSieg Im Westen'), an-
nounced In New York yesterday
(Tuesday) that It will make a further
appeal in the case. It also declared
that it would take steps to try to

prevent private as well as public
showings of the film. 'Sieg' is

reputed to have had many dates be-
fore German societies. In halls, etc.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Variety Club of Southern Cali-

fornia was organized at a meeting
Monday (11) night with 11 in the
picture industry named, to board.

They are Duke Clark, Dr. A. H
Gianninl, Charles Skouras, Guy
Gunderson, Jack Herman, Walter
Wanger, Al Hanson, Wayne Ball,

Charles Buckley, Harry Himiber and
Bob Poole.

Charter memberships go to 150 and
Sept. 16 has. been set for a banquet
presided over by John H. Harris end
Bob OUonnell,. at. which officers will

, vmii i

i

the two
Memphis Clnb's Bodeo

Memphis, Aug. 12.

Memphis Variety "Tent will spon-
sor a rodeo this faU, something .new
locally; to finance the Mother's Milk
Bank supported by the. Club at John
Gaston hospital.

It Is this unique charity that won
for Memphis the national Variety

Club plaque for outstanding philan-

thropy at the Atlantic City conven-
tion in the spring. Honor is to be
formally presented by John H. Har-
ris at a banquet here this fall in the

presence of local and state officials.

Henry W. Slavick, managing di-

rector of WMC, will chairman the
rodeo. M. A; Lightman is chief

barker.

Par May Pay More

Than 60c Diwy

On Its Conunon

Paramount board of directors Is

scheduled to hold Its regular month-
ly meeting Aug. 28 when action on
preferred and possibly common
dividends may be taken. Par al-
ready has declared or paid 40c on
the common stock but current earn-
ings justify additional payments be-
fore the end of the year. If the
diwy is boosted beyond 60c this
year, which now seems likely, it

would make the common shares
more valuable than tiie second pre-
ferred, which Is scheduled to pay
60c annually.

Despite the fact that it has not
been officially admitted. Paramount
may be expected to continue to
make the common stock more at-
tractive than the second preferred,
thereby promoting the switch from
this preferred Into common. Ulti-
mate aim of the company is under-
stopd to be, as with other companies,
to have a single stock outstanding
ultimately, this naturally being the
common hecausei of.tbf? heavy divi

preferreds. The smaller
amount paid out on the two pre-
ferreds leaves that much more avail-

able 'for distribution to common
shareholders.

COAST HOUSES

UPADMISH

SCALE

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Admission prices in numerous
California film houses are being
upped instead of lowered, with a

twofold idea in view. One Is to off-

set the increased cost of operation

occasioned by the consent decree and
the other is to make some of the

theatres eligible for earlier avail-

ibility dates.

Tariff increases in both Indie and
circuit houses is regarded here as a
forerunner of widespread price up-

ping, although on a moderate scale.

Exhibitors declare they have tried

the idea of lower admission scales

and have found that the customers

switch to houses with higher prices

and earlier pictures.

Colombia Picts and 2

Crescent Affdiates

Win Suit Dismissals

Boying Pix by Mail

Los Angeles, Aug, 12.

Mall erd«ra ttquctti arc pouring Into local film exchanges from
•xhlbltort, caught short on 'A' product for remainder of the current

Mason. Requests are that contracts for consent-decree productions ba
sent via parcel post with promises that they will be returned, signed,

If the terms are anywhere within reason.

While the exchanges are not complying with the requesst, the

Idea Is eonsidcred algnlflcant In pointing out the difficulties In lelllng

and distribution of films under the decree. Field men predict a
delivery shortage, due to the Impossibility of servicing their territories

In time.

Studio Contracts

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

John Kimbrough, footballer,
signed a player contract at, 20th-
Fox.
Barbara Slater's minor pact with

Paramount okayed by Superior
Court.

Walter Guy Pearce drew a new
deal as' head of 20th-Fox makeup
department
Chester Morris optioned for two

more pictures at Columbia.
Jean Phillips handed new player

Twin City's MUk Fond
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Twin City Variety Club will dis-

tribute 120,000 quarts of milk to ' ticket by Paramount
needy families this year, according to

|
Jean Wallace's minor contract

Chief Barker Ben Blotcky's calcula- 1 with Paramount drew court ap-
tions. This compares with 75,343 for proval
1940, a greater number than for the
preceding entire seven years, before
the Milk Fund came under Variety
Club censorship.

K. C. Variety's OnUpg
Kansas City, Aug. 12.

Annual goU tournament, picnic

and outing' of the Variety club yes-
terday (11). at Swope park, was fea-

tured by turtle races, entered at

. charge of $5 per, and figured to net
the club over $700 toward its char-
ity chest..

Kaaren Verne drew player con-
tract at Warners.-
George Cleveland inked acting

pact at RKO.
Dennis Morgan's option lifted by

Warners.
Marion Martin handed player

ticket by RKO.
James Stangler signed writer deal

at 20th-Fox.
Monica Bannister, Dorothy Dear-

ing, Bonnie Bannon and Barbara
Lynn renewed as stock players at

20th-Fox.

NashvUle, Aug. 12.

Federal Judge Elmer Davles Frl

day (8) denied motions to dismiss

the Sherman anti-trust suit against

Crescent Amus. Co., five affiliated

exhibitors, five Crescent officials,

and Universal and United Artists

distributors, but granted dismissals

to Columbia Pictures and Crescent

affiliates, Strand Enterprises and Nu
Strand Corp. Dismissal motions

were denied Tony Sudekum, Cres-

cent president; R. E. Baulch, secre-

tary-treastirer of Crescent; Kermit
C. Stengel, official in various af-

filiated companies and Sudekum's
son-in-law; Mrs. Nettie Sudekum,
wife of Tony, and Louis Rosent)aum,

Judge Davles granted a continua-

tion of the case to Monday (18) in

order to allow defense counsel to

prepare their case. Crescent coun-

sel George Armistead, Jr., asked for

a four or flve-week recess, but
Judge Davies saw no need for such

a long delay.

On Tuesday (5) Judge Davles
ruled that admission of Crescent in-

come tax returns was competent but
granted defense motion to keep in-

come tax returns secret. Davies
granted this motion, and the original

records were placed in evidence.

Judge Davies also granted that these
records would not. .be copied into

the official transcript and would be
available for exatpination by the
trial judge or would be sent to Su-
preme Court in event of appeal
.Reason for secrecy over income

was that publication of profits would
place Crescent at disadvantage in

bargaining with film distributors.

In denying Universal's motion to

dismiss. Judge Davies admitted that

this caused much deliberation. The
point was decided on testimony
given by J. D. Henry, Hickman, Ky.,
who started to open a theatre in

Union City, Tenn., in 1939, to com-
pete with Crescent A one-year
contract was signed which Included
a rider for the next two years.

Henry learned from Memphis office

that negotiations with Crescent were
holding up his. contract Judge Da-
vies ruled that this was prima facie

evidence of conspiracy and therefore

merited retention of Universal in

case.

Lefty Gets Sentimental About Old Vode

Days, When Nobody Took Pix Serioush^

By Jo« Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal„ Aug. IL
Dear Joe:

It's been a pretty tough day, so after the show I took Aggie and the kid
and took a moonlight ride in our jalopy. It's funny how that old man
moon can make a guy sentimental. I can't figure out why a moon bringt

up memories and a sun don't 'Why a nice warm, moonlight night can
take a couple and make 'em gab about things and place that the sun een
never get out of 'em. Me and Aggie got to talkln' about this anil that and
them and they ...

For no reason at all names and places came up that we haven't talked
about in years—we talked about the time William Fox first started at the
Dewey theatre, on 14th street when he had a tiny office in the lobby of

the theatre and Norris was the booker. Everybody, got the same salary,

$20 for singles, $40 for doubles, $60 for trios and $80 for quartets or better.

If you had more than four people in your act it was your hard luck. There
was a lot of them 'Cheer-a-beer-abe' apts with 10 people in 'em gettln' $80,

but garlic was cheap those days so they could live easy.

Great Acts

We talked about Ed. Keeley who was a cop and became the booker for

Fox. We spoke about the old days around Boston when the gang hung
around the Revere House and the Ridgewood Hotel Jack Hale, who
later was known as Jack Rose, a great nut act with plenty. of talent....
Arthur Rigby, a ,great minstrel who, just before he died, asked for Father
Leonard to give him the last rites because 'he could fireproof him better'

Freddy Allen, then Freddy James, doing a juggling act Jimmy
Savo, also doing a juggling act Ruth Becker, later -known as Rutn
Roye, who made such a terrific run at the Palace. .. .Billy Glason, who
was a song plugger and became a swell single act....Jim and Marion
Harkins and their ads in back of VARiErrr telling their friends good board-
ing houses to stop at Walter Weems with his battered French hom|
what an act and what a guy. Walter is now doing swell writing for pic-

tures. Walter Brower, one of the really top monologists who never
changed his clothes but always would wear a new pair of shoes on the
stage Kenny and Hollis, who stuck together even after all the pro-
ducers tried to break 'em up; they're still together managing a couple of
New England theatres. ' Joe Towle, Henry Hodge, Howard and North,
Herb Wllliams-^what acts and what perfdrmers. I guess there's a lot of

clever kids around today, but they'll have a tough time replacing the old
guys on the stage and in the hearts of the public.

Chicago Days
Me and Aggie talked about Chicago, the old Saratoga where you could

do everything but smoke hop in the elevator. The Great Northern theatre,

where you started to do your act at 8 a.' m. The time when a lot of us
vaude gdys would sit around and say the pictures can't last, that they'd
always have to have acts, and all that sort of talk. I guess it's the same as
the people who had horses and. saw the automobile for the first time.

'Just a toy for rich guys,' they'd say. Now the horse is a toy for rich guys
and making a lot of poor guys poorer.

In those days me and Aggie never figured we'd end up owning a picture
house in a town like Coolacres, and to tell the truth it ain't bad even with
all the troubles an exhibitor has these days. If you got a sense of humor
yoii can' always get a laugh butta the natives and it's fun to listen to the
film salesmen lie about their product l>ut you know he's lyin 'and he
knows you know he's lyin' and you know he knows that you're lyin' when
you tell him how bad business is—so it all evens up. They're a nice bunch
of guys, esoecially when you -don't do business wiUi 'em.

I don't know what made me write you this kind of a letter, but as I said
before the moon kinda makes a guy's thoughts wander—and it even makes
a mugg romantic. R, must because I kissed Aggie, good .nig.hV-^and she

merry and cool', sez

Your pal.

Lefty.
P. S.; Laureen Kirk Guinness sez: 'The egg of today Is better than the

hen of tomorrow,'

Fool Play .in the Dark

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

'Air Raid' hopped off yesterday
(Mon.) at Paramount with Ralph
Murphy directing and Robert Pres-
ton starring.

yarn deals with°a murder during
a blackout but is not a war story.
It is an experimental blackout in an
American city in peacetime.

Pal's Puppets' Layoff
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Following completion of his first

year's commitment of cartoons for
Paramount George Pal closed his
Puppetoon studio for three weeks
to permit expansion of production
facilities. •

New schedule jealls for six Tech-
nicolor shorts for Paramount next
season.

BOZ LOOKS OVEB PA£
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Rosalind Russell signed for her
first appearance on the Paramount
lot in 'Take a Letter, Darling,' co-

starring with Fred MacMurray.
Mitchell Leisen directs, starting in

October,

MIRROR, DALLAS, RAZED

IN A $40,000 FIRE

Dallas, Aug. 12.

The Mirror theatre has probably
passed out with the mass of water-
soaked ashes, all -that is left of it

in a spectacular downtown fire

Wednesday night (0) in which two
firemen were injured. The loss

about $40,000. Representatives of
the owner. Vice Admiral Addlphui
Andrews, U.S.N., said the 28-year-
old theatre probably will not be re-

built. It was being operated by
Interstate C^ircuit under a lease that
would have expired in 1043.

For some time boxoffice receipts
have dwindled to the extent that

they probably could not support a
new theatre. The enterprise was
first known as the Jefferson, re-

named the Garden and then be-
came Pantages before it was the
Mirror.

Ben Pitts' AddlUon
Lynchburg, Aug. 12.

Another house will be added to the

Ben T. Pitt's string In Virginia and
West Virginia, a 750-seater for

Fredericksburg, Va.
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Indies Advocate 'Keep Rentals

Down' On First BIocks-of-5;

Argue 'Measuring Stick' Fear

Columbus, Aug. 13.;

Independent Theatre Owners of

Ohio are advising members to use

caution on initial deals for groups-of-

flva or less with C(msent Decree

companies claiming that the rentals

which exhibs agree to pay for the

films in the first blocks will be em-
ployed as a measuring stick by the

distribs for future blocks.

By taking advantage of the fact

that this year the five Decree com-
panies are compelled to set a price

against each individual Rlcture, the

rroO is using two groups of survey

cards for the benefit of all associ-

ation members. The ITOO hopes to

secure considerable valuable data

and a cross-section view as to per-

centages bjeing asked by the five dis-

tributors and what flat rental deals

are being requested via this cross-

checking survey. These give data on
each company as well as full details

according to deals mad£ with non-
tonsent distribs, together with a
comparison on what was asked last

season. One survey card also seeks
data on forcing of shorts by non-
Consent companies.
By this means, the ITOO hopes to

ascertain whether or not the exhibi-
tors are being quoted prices in line
with those given other exhibs, espe-
cially on high-bracket pictures.
Other Allied organizations are

carrying out similar surveys so that
• fairly comprehensive national
tompilation will be possible.

WARNERS' FULL LINE

FOR '41-42 TO Ff -CAN.

Canadian selling not being subject
to the consent decree, Warner Bros,
on Saturday (9) closed a deal with
Famous Players-Canadian Corp. for
its entire output of features shorts
and trailers for 1941-42. Contract
covers all of FP-C's 170 houses.
Deal marks the chain's first pur-

chase of product from any company
for the coming' season and the first

large-scale deal by any U. S. com-
pany with a Canadian circuit. There
was some conjecture as to whether
distribs subject to the consent de-
cree in this country might not sell

in blocks north of the border, but
that seems to be resolved by the
Warner action. Other companies are
expected to follow the WB suit.

Handling negotiations for WB
were Carl Leserman, assistant to

sales chief Grad Sears; Roy Haines,
eastern Canadian division manager,
and Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district

manager. J. J. Fitzglbbon, prez of

FP-C, and Ben Geldsaler, film buyer,
represented the circuit.

GROUPS, NOT S'S

Not AH 'Consent Decree'

Majors T radeshowed
Blocks - of • 5 — Further-

' more, Prefer to Sell the

'Big' Ones Solo at High
Brackets

SUNDRY IDEAS

BOTS&'B PHOT PICKED
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Arthur Homblow, Jr., draws the
next Charles Boyer starrer to pro-
duce at Paramount.

Picture, still unsalected, i« ^ated
for late autumn production.

Long Reported Split-Dp of WB-Saxe

Circuit in Wise, a ReaKy on SepL 1

Milwaukee, Aug. 12.

SpHt-up of the Warner-Saxe cir-

cuit, long rumored, will become a

reality on Sept. 1, the deal having,

finally been - worked out this past

week. Eleven theatres, originally

known as the Saxe group, seven of

them in Milwaukee and four in state

towns, are being turned over to Fox
Wisconsin Amus. Co., while Warner
Bros, retains the balance of its es-,

Madison, Wis.
Milwaukee houses involved are all

nabes, some of them deluxers. Fox
gets the Uptown, Modjeska, Garfield,

Mirth, Princess, Tivoli and Parkway
in this city, the Oshkosh in Qshkosh,
the JefFris and Apollo in jSViesville

and the Ogden in Kenosha. Warner
Bros, get the National, Milwaukee,
Egyptian, Granada, Juneau and
Lake, in Milwaukee. The new setup

Jives Fox over 30 theatres in town,
Warner seven. Fox 70 in Wisconsin,
Warner 20 over the state.

Abo&t a year a'go there were ru-
mors of a rift in Warner-Saxe re-

lations, but they kissed, and made
up, continuing operations as for a

number of years past until this sum-
mer when matters reached a new
crisis, with the foregoing results.

The Warner-Saxe combine was set

up while Tom and Jack Saxe, pio-

neer operators here, were still ac-

tive, but' both have since died.

Shifts in personnel are still being
worked out.

What will be done with the re-

cently closed Riverside, the city's

only vaudeville house, is still a sub-
ject of much speculating. Fox is said
to have sought to operate the thea-
tre on a percentage deal, which was
turned down, while other reports
are to the effect .that Warner Bros,
is after it, to give it a second
downtown house; it now has
only the Warner. Fox has three
houses on the main stem—Palace,
WiscbDsin and Strand, with several
smaller houses on aide streets.

Northwest Allied Requests Gov t Aid

To Save Indies From 'Extermination

Through Increase in Product Costs

Coast Eiltfbs JMt

Wei't Get Eieited

Oyer Trade Sliowiags

Hollywood, Aug. 12,

Apathy was the prevalent feeling
among exhibitors at the Paramount
tradashowliig in the Ambassador
theatre, wini about 90 buyers In a
to^B^ ^Hi(.nr> of 92 jortKe .;£C;

of the gathering on the first day.
Poll disclosed a three-to-one senti-

ment against the consent decree
tradeshow idea.

W. E. Shipley, operator of four
hoiises in 'Pasadena and Salt Lake
City, and an operator for 2fl years,

declared tfie idea is silly as far as

he Is concerned. He has to buy all

the available product anyway, he as-

serted, and the tradeshows merely
interfere with his business. Most of

the other exhibs expressed . a like

opinion. They said they saw no
reason for bothering about viewing
the pictures because they need
everyHiing produced by the studios

and have no choice in buying.

One who recommended a fair

trial for the tradeshow idea was
Hugh Bruen, operator of three

houses in Whittier, Cal. The great-

est help to the exhibs, he added, is

the reviewing in the trade papers.

He keeps files of Varibtt and com-
pares them with his own

.
opinions

when watching the trades. The trade

paper review, he declared, is most
valuable In getting the proper ap-

praisal on picture values and in sell-

ing films to the public.

Third showing indicated that ex-

hibs were interested only in impor-

tant pictures. 'Hold Back the Dawn'
drew an attendance of 184, of whom
85 were exhibitors, nine were trade

paper Interviewers and the rest wives

and other relatives. General idea

was that the high-class films de-

served a slant but the minor produc-

tions can be viewed at leisure.

Selling pictures predominantly in

blocks-of-flve, which was anticipated

under the consent decree, has not

materialized that way. Tendency is

away from the maximum number
permitted by the decree toward sell-

ing of pictures singly or in smaller

groups than five.

With tradcshowing by Warner
Bros, of three pictures yesterday

(Tuesday) winding up St;reenlngs of

the initial blocks, survey shows only

three of the five consent companies

offered five pix. And the prospects

are that in the second group no dis.'

tribs, or perhaps two at the most,

will offer a quintet at one time.

Number of reasons are responsible

for the smaU-size blocks, but they
all boil down to one thing—it ap-

pears that it will be more profitable

not to sell in maximumrsize groups.

If the fact that all studios do not
have five pix ready for showing at

one time is a reason, it's a minor
one. They haven't tried too hard to.

Fear Fonnnla Selling

For one thing, some distribution

execs fear that putting out groups of

uniform size will tend to formulize

their sales policy, which they want
to avoid. In other words, they don't

want to get frozen into a rut of one
picture at 40%, two at 3S%, one at

30% and one at 25% just because the

first block happens to be made up
that way. They fear that the deal
made with the buyer for the first

block will tend to become a perma-
nent one for each succeeding block.

Following this line of reasoning,

distribs want to be free to sell in

groups of one or two at high per-

centages because they feel that more
high percentage pictures can be sold

that way. Exhibs, it is thought,

would yell murder at a 50%er and
40%er, or two 40%er6 in the same
block-of-five, but might not blink an
eye were the pictures sold sepa-

rately.

Bargain Packages

there may be more groups of five,

but they will contain mostly the

slough-offs which exhibs will buy in

a sort of bargain package. Distribs

don't figure on worrying too much
what they get for the little ones if

they get high percentages for a suf-

ficient number of the important ones.

As one distribution exec pointed out:

'What difference does it make if you
get 20% or 25% from a guy who does

a $400 gross if you get enough of

your 40%ers in the houses of the

fellows who do $10,000 or $15,000?'

WB's screenings yesterday made
a total of 22 consent pix shown to

exhibs to date. HKO, Paramount and
Fox all offered blocks-of-five. Metro
offered three. Warners played cagey,

but it is evident the company is

making Its selling completely flex-

ible as to number. It screened 'Ser-

geant York' several weeks ago and
announced definitely that it was
available singly (50%). Then it

screened three more yesterday with-

out making any sinnouneement about

how they would be sold. Sales-

men's instructions are to make the

best deals possible, for one, two or

three pictures. It's presumed that

'York' could be included in the deal,

too.

Only two companies have an-

nounced plans for their second

blocks. Fox's will consists of two
pix ('Belle Starr' and 'Charlie Chan
in Hib'), which will be screened Aug.

21. Metro's will be four pictures

('Married Bachelor,' 'Honky Tonk,'

'Smilln' Thru' and 'Female of the

GOLDWYN (RKO) ASKS

M FOR TOXES' PIC

'The Little Foxes,' Samuel Gold-
wyn's first for RKO release. Is be-
ing sold separately by the distrib.

RKO is asking 50% for it.

Film has been set for release Aug.
29, two days before consent decree
becomes applicable. Thus there will

be no tradeshowings required.

tiz Bergner's Comeback

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Elisabeth Bergner returns to the

Hollywood screen as co-star with
Randolph Scott in 'Paris Calling,'

under way at Universal with Edwin
L. Marin directing.

. Benjamin Glazer production has

signed Gale Sondergaard .for a top

character role.

'VATICAN' TEST ETUIS
'Stdly of the Vatican,' feature spe-

cial turned out by the March of

Time, is opening two test runs this

month, one Geary, San Francisco,

Aug. 15, and the Rivoli, Scranton,

Aug. 23. Planned to run solo in both
spots.

Picture is being distributed by
RKO, and sold on 1940-41 schedule.

Minneapolis, Aug. 12,.

Northwest Allied is engaged In

another battle for lower film rentals

and this time is calling upon the

Government to act to bring down
product costs end save the inde-

pendent exhibitor from 'extermina-

tion.' In a (Resolution adopted at Ita

convention here It alleged that the

consent decree has operated to boost
film rentals sky-high. 'It will be
seemingly impossible for independ*
ent exhibitors to operate under such
terms without irreparable loss,' ac-
cording to the resolution.

The resolution charges the pro-
ducers and distributors with 'taking

advantage of the consent decree
terms to extort exorbitant rentals

and demands from the exhibitors all

out of line with the products' merit.*

Citing demands being made to ex<
hibitors outside of Minnesota, it

urges the Department of Justice 'to

reconsider and rectify this situation.'

Northwest Allied leaders say the

present action constitutes the open-
ing gun in a fight to effect a com-
plete consent decree revision.

The organization batked up its di-

rectors' decision to make a last-di*ch

fight in defense of the state anti-

consent decree la at whose constitu-

tionality is being attacked by five

decree companies rnd United Artiita

in actions seeking to restrain its en-

(Continued on page 27)

SWG Reaffirms Its 'Collaboration'

With All Industry Unions, Guflds

Hannan Severs Ties

With Ising at M-G To

Make Feature Cartoons

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Hugh Harman, for years a col-

league of Rudolph Islng in the mak-
ing of cartoons at Metro, stepped out
to form his own .Hugh Harman Pro-
ductions, Inc., to make feature-

length cartoons. Islng Is staying

New company, with Harman as

president, Robert Edmunds, v.p., and
W. Earle Shafer, sec.-treas., is work-
ing on an eight-reel cartoon as its

first venture. Plans call for the con-
struction of a new plant. Mean-
while, negotiations are on with two
companies for the release of the first

film.

Duvivier Twice Sued

On Coast for $133,800

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Julien Duvivier, French film di-

rector, is defendant in two damage
suits filed here by Transcontinental
Films, claiming a total of $133,800,

Latest action charges Duvivier
with failure to carry out a contract

to direct . two pictures for Trans-
continental, for which the plaintiff

asks damages of $50,000, and a re-

turn of $9,000 alleged to be an ad-
vance payment. Other suit filed by
Paul Graetz, French financier, in

193,9, was assigned with all his

claims and rights to Transcontinen-
tal, It amounts to $74,800.

Species'), which will be screened

Aug. 25 and 26. WB, as indicated in

a statement by sales chief Grad Sears

last week, likewise will not hav6 five

in Its block. So only RkO and Par
are left as possibilities for offering

top-size groups.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Continuation of the policy or 'col-

laboration' with other Guilds and
unions. in the industry was adopted
Monday (11) night at a meeting of
the Screen Writers Guild. Group
defended its support of the striking
cartoonists through membership in

an Inter-talent Council which Ls op-
posed to any muscling in by Willie
Bioff. The Chicago hoodlum tried

to horn in on Walt Disney strike.

Members named three substitutes

on the executive board and elected
three permanent members. Wells

dan Gibney, John McCIain for Jo;.

Howard Lawson, Stanley Rubin for

Lester Cole. Perm.nnent places went
to CharlG.<; Brackctt, Marc Connolly,
Mary C. McCall. Jr. They replace
Ring Lardncr. Jr.. resigned under
orders of Medico; Dore Schary ele-

vated, to producer berth at Metro;
Donald Ogdcn Stewart, whose ex-
tended stay cast is tantamount to

resignation.

Fred Niblo, Jr., made an unsuc-
cessful plea for withdrawal from the
Inter-Talent Council and then
launched into criticism of the Screen
Cartoonists Guild by saying 'Com-
tpunism was involved' and demand-
ed resignation of any pinkos on
SWG executive board.

Mono Franchise-Holders

Blocking 16mm. Competish

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Monogram franchise - holders

formed a new company, to be known
as the National 16 mm. Distributors

Corp., to control the release of the
company's narrow gauge product.

Plan is to prevent squawks from
exhibs who have been kicking about
opposition from churches, school!

and welfare organizations using mid-
get versions of pictures at low
prices. New organization, will tak*
16 mm. distribution rights out of ln>

dependent hands and avoid cohipeti*

tlon with regular accounts.
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International Scjuadron
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Warner Bros, releom «I BdmunS Qralnicr
production. Pteturea Ronald Roacaii, JemeB
Stephenson. Directed by Lewla Seller.

Screenplay by Barry Trlvers and Kenneth
Garnet, suageeted by play by Flank We«d;
cofoara. Jamea Van Treca and Ted He-
Cord; apeclml effecta, Robert Barks; editor.

Flank Magce; Aaat. director, Jease Hlbba;
dialog director, 'Harold Winston. Trade-
showed In projection room, Auff, 9, '41.

Running time, 86 MINS.
Jimmy Grant Ronald Reacan
Jeanetto ....Olympe Bradoa
Gnnadron Leader Jnmea Stephenaon
Lt. Rog Wllklne William Lunillgnn
Connie.. Joan Perry
VIng Commander Reglnnld Denny
'Omaha' McOrath Cliff Edwardi
Sfary , Julie Bishop
Ulchele Edme Michael Ames
Bill Torrence John Rldgely
Blddle Cbarles Irvin
Chlet Engineer Addlnon Rlchnrda
Soundero .Selmer' Jackaon
S!r Basil Wryxton Holmes Herbert
llaior Fresney Crvoford Kent

Timely and ttipical iA displaying
Ihe adventures of an American pilot,

p:-3duct of daredevil air circuses,

who ferries a bomber to England
find remains to join the air force,

'International Squadron' is a higher
bracket B programmer, displaying
plenty of action and drama in the
air and ground sectors of the tale.

Exciting - tempo provides topnotch
meller entertainment for audiences
generally, -with picture due for good
number of solo bookings in the regu-
lar runs where aviation theme can
be exploited to attract. ^

Opening with a test power dive
EC uence that catches immediate
audience Interest, story carries

young pilot Ronald Reagan across

the Atlantic- delivering a bomber,
and eventually finds him signed up
with the foreign squadron of the
Royal Air Force. His individualistic

ICsas get him into preliminary jams,
b'.'.t lie finally succumbs to the team-
work needed to protect the lives of

b'th his fellow Byers and himself.
H's impetous actions are controlled

htlev being ^responsible for the lives

of two friends in the unit; and his

carefree Casanova attitude is shelved
for the duration—but he flys away
to a hero's death on a dangerous
mission to blow up a munitions
dump on the French coast.

Script developed by Barry Trivers
end Kenneth Garnet from Frank
Weadts play flies a straight line

throughout, with advantageous fast-

paced direction by IjCwis Seller.- Fly-
ing sequences provide some new
thrills in th& air, and are neaUy cut

to prevent overfootage.

Reagan is excellently spotted as

the expert flyer who leaves a girl

at every airport, and picture will

elevate his audience standing. The
Ir-te James Stephenson is fine as the
squadron leader and mentor of
Reagan in the RAF, while minor ro-
mantic interest is supplied by
O'ympe Bradna, a cute French girl

driving an auto for the corps. Wil-

iiam Lundigan, Joan Ferry, Reginald
Jenny. ClifC Edwards, Michael Ames
end Qiarles Irwin make for' good
tupport Walt

THE SMILING GHOST
H<dIywood Aug. 12.

-Warner Bros, release of Edmund Graln-
er production, F«atut«a Wayne Morrla,
A-enda. MarahaD, Alexia Smltfe. Directed
by Lewis Seller. ' Screenplay by Kenneth
Cnrnet and Stoart Palmer, from origfaal

d^rlog director. Hngh Cummlnga, Trade-
cb ived Aug. 12, '41. Banning time, 7t

I-' T'ty Downing Wayne Moirla
L'.l Bac^w Brenda Maratanll
KMnor B. FklrchlM Alexia Smith
Korton - Alnn Hale
Rnae Falrchlld Lee Patrick
Pnul Myron Dnvid Brace
Crandmotfaer Bentley Helen Westley
Cl.'\rence Willie Best
Groat-'Uncla. Charles Hnlton
Cuuhln.. nicbard AInlcy
Uncle..... Roland Drew
Mr. Dinwiddle OeorRe Mender
Bexton Ctesn Bmns
Ju'stic of Peace.. Artliur Aylswortb

Helen Westley, David Bruce, Charles
Halton and Richard Ainley.

Despite the obvious texture of the
yam, scripters Kenneth Gamet and
Stuart Palmer have injected many
surprises and false alarms along the
way. Direction by Lewis Seller is

geared at a steady pace. Walt.

NAVY BLUES
,
(WITH SONGS)

Warner Bros. i«lease of Jerry Wnid and
Jack Saper production (Hal B. Wallls, ex-
ecutive producer). Features Ann Sheridan,
Jack Oakle, Martha Rnye, Jack Haley.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Screenplay, Jerry
Wald. Richard Macaulay, Arthur T, Her-
man and Sam Perrin. from atory by Her-
man; camera, Tony Gaudlo: editor, HudI
Fehr; dances, Seymour F^llx; technical
adviser, J. J. Glblon: eonga, Arthur
Schwartz, Johnny Mercer. Previewed In

Projection Room. .V. Y., Aug. 11, '41. Rua-
nlng time, 108 .VINS.

Uarglo Jordan Ann Sheridan
Cake O'Uara Jack Oakic
LlUbelle Bolton Martha Raye
Powerhonse Bolton Jack Haley
Homer Matthews Herbert Andareon
'Buttona' Johnson Jack Carson
Tubby Jackie C. Gleaaon
Rocky* Anderson Richard Lane
Mae WlUlam T. Orr
Jeraey John Rldgely
OfAcer Frank Wilcox
Jonesy William Justice
Lucky ."Ray Cook
Captain Wlllard 7. ...Selmcr Jackson
'Navy Blues Sextet': Peggy Dlgglns,
Georgia Carroll, Loralne Gettman. Mar-
guerite Chapman, Katharine Aldrldge,
Claire James.

Time-tried formula has none too
subtly been employed in this naval
jrarn backgrounded b^ Uncle Sam's
destroyers, and 108 minutes of it are
much too ipuch. 'Navy Blues' foimd-
ers on a reef of too-frequent bore-
dom. It will need all the marquee
support of its east names, Ann
Sheridan, Jack Oakie, Martha Raye
and Jack Haley.
The boys ar; going to like Miss

Sheridan. She is, often enough, in
hula txistume to emphasize that
diasis.. It'5 enough to stop & flotilla.

And Miss Sheridan sings, too, quite
pleasantly: also, she does some hog-
ralline. although Honolulu, the yarn's
setting, would certainly be femote
imder ordinary circumstances from
such paradoxes. But that's the story
department for you. .

The inevitable comedy team for a
picture such as this is Jack Oalde
and Jack Haley. As the gobs who've
become involved in a betting tangle
on a gunnery contest between the
fleet, Oakie and Haley are notably
handicapped by ' the weak gags and
situations that repeatedly crop up to
handicap also the others.
Then again, the direction, which is

too flagrant on a number of occasion^,
has particularly been askew in the
handling of Miss Raye, as the wife of
Haley, a gob who's forever fleeing
from her. Miss Raye in midrifl-
showinj; costume, the hula type, is

not an attractive aght
Warners has come up with a new

featured personality in Herbert An-
derson, albeit the rube character he
plays, that of a sailor yearning for
the time he can go back to the farm,
is too much of a carbon of another
Warner contract player, Eddie Al-
bert, to retain conviction. Anderson,
as the romantic interest paired with
Miss Sheridan, who first dopes him
in a scheme to eet him to re-enlist,

then fells tor him, shows sufficient
poESlbjlitles, however, to WBirant fu-
ture condderation. He's teamed with

Miniatnre Reviews

InternaUanal Squadron' (WB).
Timely aviation drama a sturdy
programmer.

•The SmUlnc Ghost* (WB).
Usual theatrics of thriU-chiU
meller displayed In programmer
for dual support.

'Navy Blaei' (WB). Ann
Sheridan, Oalde, Martha Raye,
Jack Haley won't be able to

salvage this navy comedy.

Tbe LltUe Foxes' (RKO). Sam
Goldwyn production; Bette Davis
stars and marina for the box-
offices.

•Dive Bomber' (WB). Avia-
tion thriller headed for socko
'A' bii.

'Tillle the ToUcr' (Col). Co-
lumbia launches new series of B
programmers for secondary sup-
porting slots. \

•Life Btcina tor iUidy Hardy'
(M-G). Another topnotch Hardy
picture; hefty b.o. for regular
runs.

•Kin; of Dodce City' (Col).

Launching new western series

teaming Bill ElUott and Tex Rit-

ter; average fare.

•Ellery Qacea aad the Perfect
Cttee' (Col), (.atest in series

an acceptable filler for duals.

'Bao to Riches' <Bep). Ro-
mantic crime meller a mild b.o.

prospect for dualling.

•Suset la WyoBniac* (Rep).
Below par Gene Autry drawing-
room western. Autry's name Ion*
asset. .

•Story of the Vatican (RKO).
Skilfully produced documentary,
authentic stoty of Vatican Ci^
looms as moneymaker.
•Doable Cross' (PRC). Poor

cops-gangster indie for limited

dual traffic.

years—a fllih as great in prestige, as
it will be at the boxoffice.

From starring Bette Davis down
the line to the bit roles portrayed by-

minor Negroes the acting is well nigh
flawless. And standing out sharply
in . Lillian Hellman's searing play
about rapacious people are several
girformers who appeared in the
roadway stage version, le., Pa-

tricia Collinge, Carl Benton Beid,
Dan Duryea, Charles Dingle and
John Marriott

It is not an odious comparison to
appraise Miss Da-vis in the screen
version against the magniflcent job
Tnlhilah Banldiead did as the grasp-
ing shrew on the stage.
Thus, a Hollywood player Is again

living up to a superb stage perform-
ance, and, thanks to the latitude af-
forded by the camera, even sur-
passing it. As in several past films.

Miss Da-vis is gambling again with
a decidedly tmsympathetic role, but
again her great talent wins out
'Though she portrays a shockin^y
hateful woman—^mean, cold, willful
and murderous—^audiences will re-
member more the artistry of her
portrayal than the -wickedness of the
character portrayed.
With lallian Helfanan furnishing

the screenplay, plus additional -dia'

log by Dorothy Parker, Arthur
Kober and Alan Campbell, the pic-
ture hews closely to tine line of the
1939 Broadway hit The only addi-
tions are in the natural padding out
of the story permitted by a screen

There are few deviations from
formula in this thriller-chiller B pro-
grammer that will provide adequate
E^Jtiport of its kind in the di|al sup-

- porting spots. ^ .

Usual mysterious meanderlngs oc-
cur in this instance in a country
manor up the sound. Opening has
a new twist, with engagement of

.
Wayne DIorris to come to the manse
as fiance of heiress Alexis Smith.
L?.tter is tabbed by press as girl
with kiss of death, after strange
deaths of three previous prospective
bridegrooms. After a brush with
the strange intruder, Morris decides
to toss up the job, but is encouraged
to fathom the mystery by reporter-
ess Brenda Mar^all. Picture then
winds throu^ the usual melodra-
inatlcs of sliding panels 'and doors,
robwebbed cellar and a slinking
stranger who is finally unmasked,
Morris U okay as the bewildered

youth who Is the object of tbe live
post's attentions, with ample sup-
port trom both Miss Marshall and
Miss Smith. Willie Best, as Morris'
colored assistant, provides the usual
slice of scarcy comedy at the strange
happenings. Strong support is pro-
vided by Alan Hale. Lee Patrick,

voice.
For a comedy there are too few

gags of merit, particularly those han-
dled by . Oakie and Haley. The pic
has been expensively mounted, with
an enhancing touch lent to the de-
cor by the addition of a singing
group called tbe 'Navy Blues Sex-
tet.' Former Powers models, the
sixsome is plenty easy on the eyes,
but strictly production fillers.

Some of the music is fairly tune-
ful, but none is sock. Johnny Mer-
cer dyrics) and Arthur St^wartz
(music) handled th« oomposing.
Outstanding are the title tune and
You're a Natural.'

It all adds -up to the story depart-
ment unwittingly scuttling 'Navy
Blues' before Jt was even launched.

Naka.

THE LITTLE FOXES
RKQ-RadIo release of Satfluel Goldwyn

production. Stars Bette Davis; features
Herbert Marshall, Teresa Wright, Richard
Carlson. Directed by William Wylcr.
Screenplay by Lillian Eellman, with addi-
tional scenes and dialog by Dorothy Parker,
.,\rthur Kober and Alan Campbell, from
Miss Bellman's play; oamera, Gregg
Toland; editor, Daniel Mandell. Prevlowed
In ProJecUon Boom, N. T., Aug. 8, '41.

Running Ume, IIB MINa
Reglna GIddens Bette Davis-
Horace GIddcns Herbert Marshall
Alexandra GIddens Teresa Wright
David Hewitt.;.., Richard Carlson
Ben Hubbard Charles Dingle
Oscar Hubbard Carl Benton Reld
T>eo Hubbard... Dan Duryea
Birdie. Hubbard Patricia CoUlngc
Addle.,' ....Jessie Grayeon
Cal .....John Marriott
-William Marj^il Russell Hicks
Menders Lpclen Llttlefleld

Samuel Goldwyn's "The Little
Foxes' rates among the best vehicles
to come out of Hollywood in recent

Wright as Miss Davis' daughter, and
Richard Carlson, playing a young
newspaperman. This deviates some-
what from the original play, but it's

done intelligently and gives ihe film
iust the right touch to allay a very
sordid plot
The story is aliout the Hubbard

family of the deep south—as mer-
cenary a foursome as has ever
eiherged from fact or fiction. Miss
Davis, as a Hubbard who married
the town's genteel banker, is a <^Qse
parallel of Mrs. Ruth Snyder, the
icy Queens blonde who assisted her
lover, Judd Gray, to miirder her hus-
band with a sashweight some years
ago. In this picture Miss Davis also
murders her husband, played by
Herbert Marsliall, but with the
unique weapon of disinterest When
Marshall, in the throes of a heart at-
tack, crashes a bottle of medicine
that can save his life, Miss Davis sits
by and watches him do a dying swan,
unheeding his pleas to rush upstairs
and get him a second bottle.

That's her way of killing the man
who had refused to help finance the
get-rich scheme of her brothers,
played by Reid and Dingle, who
have inveigled a Chicago industrial-
ist to build a cotton miU in the town
they virtually control.
Miss Wright is a newcomer to the

screen and is magnificent in a very
difficult part as the young, naive
daughter. A less-talented actress in
her place could have ruined this- pic-
ture. .Ditto Miss Collinge, whose
performance is memorable. One of
her scenes in particular is a smash,
when a few drinks oil her tongue
and she confesses her hatred for her
own son and husband. She tells
why her husband married her—so
that be and his brother could get

control of her tamlty** rich cotton
plantation; the also confesses that
he really never suffers from head-
aches, that merely being her hus-
band's coverup for her private dip-

somania to make her forget her un-
happiness. It's a sharply etched

stU(& of mental suffering done with
rare feeling.
What appears to have been care-

ful study on Herbert Marshall's part
plus a watchful eye by director Wil-
liam Wyler, has entirely eliminated

the very-Brltidi tinge in the actor's

work. He also turns In one of his

top performances in the exacting
portrayal of a suffering, dyhig man.
Other notable performances are con-
tributed by Carlson end John Mar-
riott, the latter repeating his sta|e

role of colored butler.

No department concerned in the

making of this flira need take a back
seat The least that can be said for

Wyler's direction Is that the 115-

minute running time doesn't appear
to be even hall that On top of the

smooth pace, Wyler has handled
every detail -with an acutely dra-

matic touch. There are no implflus-

ibllKies in this film. On the photog-
raphy side' is likewise' a. toonotch

Job. Gregg Toland has repeated his

masterful and unique work of 'Citi-

zen Kane.*
Goldwyn Is going to make a lot of

exhibitors happy^th this, the first

of three pictures he's mak-"- for

RKO release. Scho.

DIVE BOMBER
<COLOB)
HoUywood, Aug. 12.

Warner release of Robert I.ord (Hal B.
WaillB) production. Stars Krrol Fiynn,
Prod MacMomy; Caatttm Ralph Bellany,
Al^a Smith, Robert Amutrang. Regis
Toomey, Allen Jenkins. Directed by
Mlebul CartlB. Screenplay, Frank Wead,
Bobart Bnckser, baaad en atery by Wead;
amteim. Bert Olennon: Tecbnlcolor direc-

tor. Natalie Kalnrus; editor, George Amy;
dialoc dlrvctor, Hu(li MacMvIlaii; aaa*! dl-

netor, Sbsnr Sboards; maslo. Max Stetaer.

ProTlewod at -WB Beverly Aug. IS. 'U.
Rtnalac ttsae, IM KDIB.
Doug Lee Snol Flynn
Joe Blake Fred MacMurray
Dr. Lance Rogers Ralph Bellamy
Thn GflfllB..'. R<«le Toomey
Chubby Herbert Aadenon
Swede Louis Jean Heydt
Jslm Humes AiitlioDy Crelg Stereos
Alt Lyons.. • Robert Armstrong

fDeWolf Hopper
I Garret Craig

Pilots
I

Charles Drake
(.James Anderson

Lacky Dice' Allen Jenkins
Sr. Bofceon, HoBoniln....AddlaDn Richards
Sr. Surgeon, San Diego Moroni Olsen
Corpe Man,- Cliff Nazarro
Mrs. James ..Deonle Moore

Current public Interest In U.S.
Army and Navy pr^aredness and
-training programs adds substantial

b.o. impetus to this timeW produc-
tion of a hitherto undisclosed—but
very important—branch of naval air

training end operation. Despite ex-
tended running time, picture carries

liberal supply of spectacular air for-

mations and maneuvers in Techni-
color for maximum patriotic reac-
tion: Warners' explottatitm of this

service picture should - cany it

throuji^ to hefty business and hold-
overs in keys generally.

Story stresses the importance of
flight surgeons In devising medical
research to keep pilots in trim, and
aUow latter to function at highest al-

titudes at maximum efficiency. It's

a new slant for an aviation epic, and
as Instructive and informative to the
layman as It Is entertaining in dis-

playing spectacular, flying forma-
tions by the naval aces. Opening at
Hawaiian maneuvers, where audi-
ence Is provided with takeoffs and
landing* of the pUines from an air-

craft carrier, story introduces Fred
MacMurray, Regis Toomey and
XiOuis Heydt as a buddy trio of na-val
flyers. Enrol Flynn Is the Naval doc-

power-dive, Flynn advises a spinal
operation that results in death. He
incurs the enmity of MacMurray and
Toomey. Trio are tossed together
again at U. S. Naval Station in San
Diego, where Flynn enrolls for a.

flight surgeon course to get first-

hand Information on the power-dive
"bladwuf MacMurray is a flight

commander, and TOomey his' aide,
(inflict is maintained until brushed
aside for the general good of the
service when Flynn becomes as-
sistant to researdti medic Ralph Bel-
lamy, and pair make Important prog-
ress in stratosphere reactions of
pilots and scientific devices for pro-
tet^tion. Toomey, grounded because
of medical reactions denoting pilot
fatigue, resigns* and Joins the RAF,
but crashes; MacMurray, after be-
ing a guinea pig for Flynn-Bellamy
experiments In high flying tech-
nique, also suffers pilot fatigue, but
goes aloft for proveup of oxygen suit
before crashing.

Due to necessary Inclusion of
Naval atr formations and maneuvers,
resulting from U. S. Service coop-
eration, and exposition of the medi-
cal research that goes hand-in-hand
with flying activities in high alti-

tudes, picture is forced to combine
both factors in its unreeling. Judi-
cious cutting might have eliminated
overfootage trom incidental se-
quences, but with Warners' aiming
this for extended runs in the keys,
general release prints might be cut
considerably on running time for
general bookings.

MacMurray, as the flight comman-
der, considerably overshadows Flynn
in the acting line, as also does Bell-
amy, who, from an acting stand-
point, is best in the picture. 'Alexis
Smith and Dennle Moore are the

only two femmes in the cast, get-
ting minor treatment in footajge in
respective roles. It's strictly a man's
cast, with Armstrong, Toomey, Jen-
kins and Stevens providing strong
support, and Cnifl Nazarro mcluded
for familiar jumbled talk routines.
Moimted In Technicolor, picture Is

first of service productions to get
tinting treatment and color will add
materially to boxoffice generators.
Flying sequences are particularly ef-
fective with eye appealing clouds
and formations. Picture only briefly
sketches air pilot training to elimi-
nate repetition of previous service

films, but spends plenty of time on
the medical research necessary to
safety of naval flyers, and reasons
thereto.

It's an 'A' production throughout,
and with present public prepared-
ness interest will roll up lmp<-e!;siv«

b.o. returns. ' Walt .

TILLIE THE TOILER
Hollywood, Aug. 6.

Columbia release of Robert Sparks pro-
dualJon. Features Kay Harris, William
Tracy, Daphne Pollard, George Watts,
Jack Arnold, Mnrjorle Reynolds. Directed
by Sidney Salkow. Screenplay by Karen
DeWolf and Francis Martin; story. Karen
DeWolf; based on comic strip created by
Ruos Westovar; oamera, Henry Preullch
and Phillip Tannnra; editor. Gene Mllford;
Asst. director. Thomas Flood. Previewed
at Alexander. Glendale, Aug. 6, '41. Run-
ning time, 67 atlMS.

Time Jones !..Kay Harris
Mac WlllUm Tracy
Slmpkins George Watts
Mumsy.; Dsphne Pollard
Whipple... Jack Aipold
Bubbles Marjorle Reynolda
Glennie Bennle Bartlett

.

Ted WUIbuns Stanley Brown
George Winker Ernest 'Truex
Perry Tweedale Franklin Pangborn
Teacher Sylvia Field
Policeman Edward Oargan
Pop Harry Tyler

Based on Hie comic strip charac-
ters created by Russ Weaver, 'Tillie

the Toiler' is the first of a new se-
ries of B nrograouners for dual sup-
jxtrt In the general runs. Broadly
sketchin£ the comedy factors in ele-
mental ladilon, picture win slip by
satisfactorily In the secondary and
family houses as supporting attrac-
tion. Turned out on modest budget
picture indicates series can gamer
sufficient bookings to continue for a
spell.

As introduction to the film series,
Tillie' consumes plenty of footage
lot establishing the Westover strip
characters. TUlIe meets Mac while
attending steno school, and the smit-
ten booUceeper gets her a job in the
Slmpkins office. "Tillie makes con-
tinual mistakes to upset both the of-
fice and business, but comes through
at the end to stage a style show that
saves the firm from collapse.

Direction by Sidney Salkow has
all of the players delivering the
broadest diaracterizations to secure
audience reaction 'from takes and
doubletakes of -wildest hake.
Columbia Introduces Kay Harris as

Tillie. Girl was discovered b^ pro-
ducer Robert Sparks in the east and
tabbed to studio contract tor the sc-
ries. Considering fact this Is her-
flrst film appearance, girl gets over
neatly. William Tracy carries things
along in good style as Mac; George
Watts Is handicapped by direction
that has him overplaying the boss*
role. Daphne Pollard has brief ap-
pearances as Mumsy; Jack Arnold is

the breezy 'Whipple, ,and Bennie
Bartlett &e office boy. Brief ap-
pearances are made by Ernest Truex,
Franklin Pangborn and Sylvia Field.

Watt.

Life Begins for Andy
Hardy

etro producTion and release. Featurea
Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy Gar-
land. Fajr Holden, Ann Rotherford, Sara
Haden, Patricia Dane, Ray McDonald. Di-
rected by George B. Setts. Screenplay by
Agnes Chrlstiae Johnston, baaed on diar-
acters created by Anranla Rouverol; cam-
era. Lester -White; editor, Elmo Veron.
Pfevieved at Alexander. Glendale, Aug.
8. '41^ Running time, 100 MXN&
Judge Hardy Lewis Stone
Andy Hardy'.,,., Mickey Rooney
Betsy Booth Jody Oailand
Mrs. Hardy Fay Holden
Polly Benedict Ann Rntberford
Aont Milly Soia Haden
Jennlti Hicks Patricia Dane
Jimmy Froblsher Ray McDonald

'Life Begins for Andy Hardy' pro-
jects Andy into a new lift cycle—
with inclusion of more seriousness
and maturity in his adventures than
previous, issues that carried him
through scholastic years. Transition
in story technique to accommodate
the natural aging of the youth in
thought and action adds to the en-
tertainment values of the series.
Picture carries more serious tone
Uian its predecessors, but is tightly
knit, expertly directed and excel-
lently performed, to rate it among
the best of the Hardys. It's a strong
b.o. attraction for widest audience
reaction.
In bridging the summer vacation

gap between Andy's high school
graduation and preparation for col-
lege, story poses the prtSblem of
work or college for young Hardy.
Understanding his son's bewilder-
ment, the Jmige consents to a
month's trip to New York to take a
fling in the business world. Andy
goes through the mill of job-hunting,
but lands one as an office boy just

as his money runs out. He's the ob-
ject of a romantic pitch by the
glamorous and gold-digging*swltch-

(Continued on page 18)



EXHIBITOR
PLEADS FOR
DIOGENES

* Executive Oificesi

164 Stuart Street, Boston, Mass.

GRAPHIC THEATRES CIRCUIT
Opera House,

MilUnocket, Maine, Aug. 9.

Editor, VARIETY:

I honestly believe, and know, that only accurate iaiowledge of every picture booked
into a house is a great help to the manager-^ HE'S HONEST.

I know managers who use a review panning a pic as an alibi for tough biz, hence front

offices in many cases will discourage subscriptions to-VARIETY; encourage those to others less

candid. But an honest manager, using honest reviews to discern between those pictures which
should be leaned on and those which should git the boot into a one-day, double-feature date,

can make many an extra buck for his owners. Many times also, the baddies can be swapped
off for a second run on a good ixcture. Just yssterday, I traded (title deleted) for return of /

'Western Union' (Fox)—read your reviews on both films. Latter played here single for three

days last spring and ITl double it up this time on Fri-Sat date.

Too many, far too many, managers exploit (or try to) every picture that comes down
the pike. Such practice is ridiculous. It doesn't take the stub-buyers long to figure out how
any given manag^r operates either. Fool 'em once and theyH be wary, a second time and
you can see them in your opposition house.

When a house is playing 5-6 features each week, it's stupid to try exploiting them all

—

not giving one a real good push. It's like Ringling Bros, giving each chimp and baboon the

same attention given to Gargontua. That is ihe situation as I see it in a town of stationcay

population.
•

As far as the tradeshowing system is concerned I have littie interest The 'Sergeant

Yorlra' will always be sold alone. Pictures wiU undoubtedly have more star power and the

producers and distribs will want more money for 'em. Exhibitors will scream murder; pro-

ducers will yell that managers aren't doing enough exploitation; the latter will be given' hell

from the home-offices; Metro wiU strongly endorse singles and the Loew circuit will continue

with doubles; Parent-Teacher Ass'ns will condemn 'Kitty Foyles' but won't go to s^e 'Cheen

'fOTlg^rl^op,-^=T^a[}'^^
fill the beer glass with suds. What we all need is a littie shot pf Diogenes' blood.

Most Sincerely,

LESLIE EMERSON.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
1M W. 49th Si, M W. Randolph *%. ITM Na. Vina 8t.
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Kiss Boys -Ethel Waters Big $25,000

In L. A., Despite Chinese Festival;

'Ghosf High 29G, 'Geese Fair 22G

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Downtown theatres felt the effects

Friday and Saturday nights of film-

star participation in Chinatown Fes-
tival for United China Relief, which
drew around 200,000 people. Para-
mount is geared for the top single

gross in town, with over $25,000 indi-

cated for 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'
and Ethel Waters on the stage in

combination with the Katherine Dun-
ham dancers.

'Hold That Ghojf looks like a big-

ger draw than the last Abbott and
Costello picture and if heading for a
combined Uike of S29.000 at Pantages
and RKO.
Heavv radio plugging on five local

stations for 'Wild Geese Calling' not
helping business much at Chinese
end State for the Fonda-Bennett
starrer. Orpheum only fair with
stage show headli;^ed by Faith Bacon.
Tantasia,' in 28th week at Carthay
Circle, showing astonishing staying
power.

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle ^F-WC) (1,615; 83-

$1.10-$1.65)—'Fantasia' (RKO) (28th

wk). Town's long-distance rimner
still in the money with profitable

$4,000. Last week hit close to $4,500.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034:
80-44-55-75)—'Wild Geese Calling'
(20th) and 'Dressed to Kill" (20th).

Fair $10,000. Last week, 'Charley's
Aunt' (20th) and 'Dance Hall' (20th),
big $17',S00 on eight days.

Downtown (WB) (1.800; 30-44-55)
—'Bad Men Missouri* (WB) (2d wk)
and 'Angels Wings' (Rep) (2d wk),
around $6;500, fair. Last .week, $9,000,

better than expected.

Fonr Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44-

B5)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (4th
wk). Sliding to around $2,900: Last
week. $3,500, fair.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 30-44-55)
—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
•Angels Wings' (Rep)- (2d wk). Point-
ing to fair enough $6,000, after mod-
erately profitable $6,000 on first week.
Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)

—'Shot in Dark' (WB) and 'Bachelor
Daddy' (U) with Faith Bacon topping
veude bill. Ringing up fair $10,800.
Last> week, "Too Many Blondes' (U)
and 'Scattergood' (RKO) with Brenda
and Cobina on stage, came up with
a robust $12,000, best in a couple of
months.
Pantaees (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)^

•Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Two Taxi'
(Col). Clicking for topnotch $13,500.
Last week. 'Tom, Dick' (RKO) (3d
wk) and 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO),
petei«d out with around $6,400 in the
box.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-55-

75)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par) with
Ethels Waters and Katherine Dun-
ham dancers on stage, climbing to
nifty $25,000. Last week, 'Shepherd
Hills' (Par). (2d wk) and 'Sweetheart
Campus' (Col) with Rube Wolfe on
stage, wound up with around $14,000.
RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)^

•Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Prisoner on
Devil's Island' (Col). Socko $15,500.
In sight. Last week, "Tom, Dick'
(RKO) (3d wk) and 'Jungle Caval-
cade' (RKO), mild $6,300.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 30-44

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. (277.000

(Based on 12 theatres)

.Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $284,300

(Based on 11 theatres)

'GHOST; $12,000.

RUNS IN CINQ

Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Fresh product at three houses this

week returning above-par takes and
leveling off general biz to last week's
mark, giving exhibs something to
smile about in view of continued hot
spell. Mercury hit 99.2 degrees Fri-
day (8) for burg's all-time high on
that date.

Currertt cage topper is 'Hold That
Ghost' at the Palace. It's a length
in front of 'Manpower' at the Albee.
Keith's has 'Underground' for an
alrighty.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—

'Manpower' (WB). Okay $11,000.
Last week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th),
excellent $13,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40^501—
'Kiss Boys' (Par). Moveover from
Palace for second week. Limp $4,-

000. Same last week for 'Blossoms
Dust' (M-G) (2d run).
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—

'Country Fair' (Rep) and 'Hit Road'
(U), divided with - 'Raiders Desert'
(U) and 'Criminal Within'- (PRC).
Normal $1,800. Last week, 'Bride
Crutches' (20th) and 'Was Prisoner'
(Col), split with 'Sunset Wyoming'
(Rep) and 'Bowery Blitzkrieg'
(Mono), okay $1^900.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

•Charley's Aunt' (20th). Switched
from Albee for second week. Hot-
cha $6,000. Last week. 'Reluctant
Dragon' (RK^), fine $6,000, best here
for quite a spell.

• Keith's (Lisbon) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
'Underground' (WB). All right
$4,500. Last week, 'Ringside Maisie'
(M-G), perked In last half to $4,000,
fairly good.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—
'Tom, Dick* (RKO). Second change-
over for third week on main front,
after week's absence. Fair $3,000.
Last week, 'Caught Draff (Par)
(Sth wk), favorable $3,000.
Palace .(RKO) (2.600; 33-40-50)—

'Hold That Ghost' (U). Very good
$12,000. Last week, 'Kiss Boys
Goodbye' (Par), all right $10,000.

•Ghost'.'Highway*

Fine 8I/26, Seattle

Seattle, Aug. 12.

Main excitement this week U
'world premiere' of 'Wild Geose
Calling,' Seattle being selected be-
cause this is the port to the far

north—Alaska, and some of the
scenes were shot on the local water-
front.
No stars here for the preem, but

it's been played up In the news-
papers in a big way. Ads and news
stories tell the story. Radio is tielng

in, too.

'Man Hunt' moves to Blue Mouse
for second stanza. Orpheum Is doing
okay with 'Hold That Ghost.' Palo-
mar is relying on the Major Bowes
unit for a little b.o.

Estimates for This Week
Blue MoDse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Man Tlunt' ,(20th)

and 'Dance Hall' (20th) (2d wk).
Moved from Paramount. Look for

fair $2,200. Last week 'Blossoms in

Dust' (M-G) and 'Sunny' (RKO) (2d
wk), good $2,400.
Coliseam (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-35) — 'Woman's Face'
(M-G) and 'Night in Lisbon' (Par)
(2d run). EScpect moderate $2,600.

Last week, 'Blood and Sand' (20th)
and 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB) (2d
run), $3,000, big.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick - Ever-

green) (2,349; 30-40-50)—'Kiss Boys
Goodbye' (Par) and 'Forced Land-
ing' (Par). Anticipate good $6,500.

Last week, 'Tom. Dick and Harry'
(RKO) and 'Bride Wore Crutches'
(20th), big $8,500.
Liberty (J.-vH) (1,650: 21-30-40)—

'Prisoner Devil's Island' (Col) and
'Country Fair' (Rep). Anticipate
fair $3,200. Last week, 'Can't Take
It' (Col) and 'Thing Called Love'
(Col) (revivals), slow $3i300 after
fairly brisk start.
Music Box (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Tom, Dick. Harry'
(RKO) and 'Bride Wore Crutches'
(20th) (2d wk). Shifted release
from Fifth Avenue, indicating big
$3,300. Last week, 'Barnacle Bill'

(M-G) (3d wk) and 'Saint's Vaca-
tion' (RKO) (1st wk). $3,000, big.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2.600; 30-40-50)—'Hold That Ghost'
(U) and 'Highway West' (WB). Ex-
pect fine $8,500. Last. Veek, 'Man-
power' (WB) and 'San Antonio Rose'
(U) (2d wk), $4,100, good.
Paiomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)—

'Father Steps Out' (Mono) and 'Bul-
lets for O'Hara' (WB), but. Bowes
'1941 Talent Prizewinners' unit on
stage the main magnet. Looking to
hit big $5,200. Last week, 'Puddin'
Head' (Rep) and 'Passage from Hong
Kong' (WB) plus -vaude, $4,100, fair.

Paramount (Hamrick r Evergreen)
(3,039: 30-40-50)—'Wild Geese' (20th)
and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th). Eyeing
fine $7,500. Last week, 'Man Hunt*
(20tU and 'Dance Hall' (20th),
$6,900, big.
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-

50)—'Manpower' (WB) solo. Hot re-
lease from two weeks at Orpheum.
Expect big $3,200. Last week (21-

35), 'Pot o* Gold' (UA) and 'Lady
from Cheyenne' (U) (2d run) $2,300,
good.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16-

30)—'Penny Serenade' (Col) and
'Model Wife* (U) (2d run). Expect
good $2,000. Last week, 'Nice Girl'
(U) and 'Back Street' (U), slow
$1,900.

Gas Cnrfew, Vacations Sough PhiDy;

tlaroline Poor $9JO,W $5,500

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Wert[ I1.58T,2M

(Based on 38 cities, 177 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, including

N. r.)
ToM Oress Bam* Week
Lai« Tew $1,483,400

(Based on 26 cities, 168 theatres)

'GHOST.' $11,000.

LmE PANIC

Louisville, Aug. 12.

'Hold That Ghost' Is making
things plenty lively along the main
stem this we«k and the Abbott and
Costello pic is pulling in some real
coin. Boys are hot as a firecracker
right now.
Other houses are likewise doing

alright. 'Ringside Maisie,' at Loew's
State, L<< catching good trade, as Is

h.o. of 'Manpower' at Mary Ander-
son.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1,400; 16-30-40)—'Kiss Boys' (Par)
and 'Paper Bullets' (Prod. Rel.).
Moved over from Rialto and going
along to average $2,0)00. Last week,
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Saint's
Vacation' (RKO) with March of
Time, medium $1,800.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
—'Hamilton Woman' (M-G) and
'Model Wife* (U). Pacing for fair
$1,100. Last week, 'Million Dollar
Baby* (WB) and 'Reaching Sun*
(Par) (four days), and 'Power Dive'
(Par) and 'Affectionately Yours'
(WB) (three days), medium $1,200.

Loew's Stole (Loew's) (3,300; 15-
3«-40)—'RiBaslde Maisie' (M-G) and
'SweetlMBFt Campus' (Ool). Point-
ing to a pretty good $7,500. I^st
week, 'Blossoms Dust* (M-G) and
'Free and Easy* (Col), fair $6,500.

Mary ^^derson (Lisbon) 1,000; 15-
30-40)—'Manpower* (.WB) (2nd wk.).
Indications are ior flne\ $4,000 on
h.o. Last week, resounding $7,000.
May hold for third week.

BIfllo (Fourth Avenu«) (3,400; 15-
30-40)—'Mold (Shosf (IT) and 'Hit
Road* (U). Should turn In $11,000,
v^iy in this town. Last week
'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Faper Bul-
lets' (Par) punchy $8,S0O and move-
over.

S^and (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
U-30-40)—'Navy Blue' (M-(5) and
'SSata Hari' (M-G) (reissues).
(Sbui|I« of oldies an$l going along to
fairish $3,000, or flirting with- that
summM average figure.

NATIONAL BOXOFFIGE SURVEY
IS^lS wS^cfe^

I
Red Skelton In 'Whistling' Tuned For IV.^ncy, Benny In

Aunt' faflth^ anH 'Dnnpp HnlV (MthV J ^ J

Holdovers, 'Mr. Jordan' Big Time, 'Jekyll' Opens
Aunt' (20th) and 'Dance Hall' (20th)
excellent $16,500.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2.100;

80-44-55) — 'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
and 'Dance HaU' (20th). Will corral
okay $4,7()0 on moveover. I^ast week,
•Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and 'The
BlB Store* (M-G). light $2,500.

Wllshire (F-WC) (2.296; 30-44-55)—'Cniarley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Dance
Hall* (20th). Robust $7,000 indi-

cated. Last week. 'Ringside Maisie'
(M-G) and 'Big Store' (M-G), so-so
$4,300.

*Store'-*Barnacle' Dual

y
Big $18,000 in J. C.

" Jersey City, Aug. 12.

"The Big Store* and 'Barnacle Bill*

are brlngmg Loew's biggest summer
business In four years. Other the-
atres getting only mild attendance.

Estlinaies for This Week
.

Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 28-33-50)
—•Big Store' (M-G) and 'Barnacle
Bill* (M-G). If huge attendance Is

sustained, this dual likely to take
tremendous $18,000. Last week, 'Met
Bombay* (M-G) and 'Richest Man
Town' (Col), swell $16,000.

Stanley (WB) (4.500; 28-33-50)—
Tarson Panamlnt' (Par) 'and Three
Sons Guns* (WB). Quiet $12,000
seems to be the best these can do.
Last week. 'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and
•Bullets O'Hara' (WB) nice $14,000.

State (Skouras) (2,150: 28-33-50)—
^Reluctant - Dragon' (RKO) and
ISweetheart Campus* (Col). Bad
$6,500. Last week, 'Jungle Caval-
ttde* (BKO) and 'Dance HaU' (20th),
Vtss voot $3,500.

Comedy prevails as the best paying boxoffice fare
throughout the nation in the regular film releases. To
the list of laugh getters, recently shown, including Jack
Benny in 'Charley's Aunt' (20th), Abbott and Costello

in 'Hold That Ghost,' Ginger Rogers in Tom, Dick and
Harry', and the Cagney-Davis combination in 'Bride

Came C.O.D.', there are two additional starters this

week. They are 'Whistling In the Dark* (M-G), which
promises a springboard for Red Skelton to join fast

film company, and Robert Montgomery in 'Here Comes
Mr. Jordan* (Col).

Of sterner texture is the duet of new season specials,

Gary Cooper in 'Sergeant York' (WB), and Spencer
Tracy in 'Jekyll and Hyde,* which had its first showing
last night at the Astor on Broadway.

. Easily 'fulfilling last week's prognostications that
'Charley's Aunt' was just what August ordered, reports
from Variett's correspondents in key cities throughout
the country tell of its first-run strength, Justifying hold-
overs in nearly every spot. Film is in second weeks In

New York (Roxy), San Francisco, Kansas City, Balti-

more, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Memphis,
Denver, Providence, Washington and Omaha.

.'GHOST' POTENT
Of comparable i>otency Is 'Hold That Ghost,' some-

thing more than a wraith on exhibitors* profit sheets.

It is in third week In San Francisco, opened to a record
$12,000 in Providence, smash IIG in Louisville, hot
$12,000 in. Cincinnati, and a sweltering $10,500 in PittsT.

burgh*' Looks as if some smart bookers are holding oil

on first runs until the weather settles later In - the
month.
Neither summer heat nor night baseball seem to

make any difference to Ginger Rogers in 'Tom, Dick'

(RKO). Second stanzas are big in Detroit, $15,500, and

'Frisco, 15G. Most first runs liquidated; a pushover for
the subsequents.
There is a generous mixture of attractions through-

out the land. Mostly in duals. Circuit houses are play-
ing' off the .fading season's final releases to catch the
Sept 1 product on the upswing, if any. In addition to
pictures already listed, others that are getting 'A' rating
at the top of duals Include 'Blossoms in the Dusl'
(M-G), 'Reluctant Dragon' (Disney-RKO), 'Ringside
Maisia' (M-G), 'Man Hunt' (20th), 'Hamilton Woman'
(UA), 'Underground' (WB), 'Time for Rhythm* (Col),
'Shepherd o£ the Hills' (Par), 'Manpower' (WB), 'Life
With Caroline' (RKO), 'Bad Men of Missouri' (WB),
'Stars Look Down* (M-G), 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO)
and 'Big Store' (M-G).

In lesser type, in the supporting groove, are 'Dance
Hall' (20th), 'Blondie in Society* (Col), 'Wait for You'
(M-G), 'Bullets for O'Mara* (WB), 'Hit Road' (U), 'Un-
certain Feeling' (UA), Tight Shoes' (U), 'Sweetheart
of Campus' (Col), 'Topper Returns' (UA), 'Dressed to
Kill' (20th), 'Richest Man In Town' (Col), 'Washington
Melodrama' (M-G), 'Forced Landing' (Par) and .'Reach-
ing for the Sun' (Par).

Some sidelights. 'Time for Rhythm* (Col) clicked to

$24,000 at the Fox, Detroit, indicating that isome of the
boys elsewhere didn't get everything that was In the
cards from this film. Red Skelton's Initial appearance
as a featured film player in 'Whistling in the Dark'
(M-G) skyrocketed to $23,000, first week, in Washing-
ton. 'Sergeant York' (WB) has moved to the Holly-
wood, on Broadway, after six big weeks at the Astor.
Now playing to 75c to $1, continuous. 'Fantasia* (RKO)
still drawing at the Broadway (N. Y.) and the Carthay
Circle (L. A.).

Only two and • kalf wc«ks to Labor Day and the
new product

Philadelphia, Aug. 13.

Boxoffice lethargy is the rule
along PhlUy's film sector, with soma
exhibs placing at least part of the
blame on the gasoline station curfew,
which they claim Is keeping cuBtom<
ers away from the downtown houses
and sending them to the nabes to
save gas for Mr. Ickes.
Best reason for stay-away-itis,

however, continues to be the vaca-
tion trek, with another record-shat-
tering weekend exodus reported.
The New York Yankees, here for a
four-game series, drew 110,000 dur«
Ing that time, adding to the deluxers'
woes.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)

Big Store' (M-G) (2d run). Just
barely topping $2,000, poor. Last
week. 'Moon Miami* (20th), fairish
$2,800 for second run. Revival of
'Ruggles of Red Gag* opened today
(Tues.).-
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—

'Life Caroline' (RKO). Hammered
by the crlx. Will barely top sour
$9,500. I^st week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par)
only slightly better with disappoint*
Ing $10,500.

Earle (WB) (2,'768; 35-46-57-68-75)—'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) with
Frankie Masters orch and Dennis
Day on stage. Not bad in view of
conditions with $17,000. Last week.
Dance HaU' (20th) with Vaughn
Monroe band, fair $16,000.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)^

'Charley's Aunt' (20th). Not up to
par with $13,500. Last week, 'Un-
derground' (WB), fairish $11,000 for
second week.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68

—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) (2d run) (?i

wk). Holding up with okay $3,50i

for this round, after satisfactory
$4,500 last week.

Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)—
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) (2d run). Better
at second run than initial try with
$4,200. Last week, 'Caught Draft*
(Par), not bad $3,'500 for second week
of second run.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
—'Manpower* (WB) (2d wk). Finish-
ing deuce sesh with fair $10,00().

Opener netted good $16,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57 )-r

'Bad Men Missouri' (WB). Horss
opera headed for hangup $6,500,
Will probably h.o. Last week, 'Lady
Cheyenne' (U), good $4,800.

'Bride^O^Hara' Dual Best

In B'klyn With $17,000

Brooklyn. Aug. 12.

Top mone^ Is at Fabian Para*
mount, showmg 'Bride Came C.O.D.
and 'Bullets for O'Hara.' RKO Albee
strong with 'Jungle Cavalcade' and
'Dance HaU.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)-»

'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and 'Danco
Hair (20th). Strong $15,000. Las^
week 'Moon Miami' (20th) (2d wk.)
and 'Highway West* (WB), quiet $12,-
000.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)—

'Shepherd of Hills* (Par) and 'Blon-
die Society* (Col). Fair $13,000. Latrt

week 'Time Rhythm' (Col) and 'Ad-
venture Washington' (Col), nice $14,-
.000. ,Met (Loew's) (3.618; 25-35-60)—
'Met Bombay* (M-G) and 'Wait f.or

You* (M-G) (2d wk.). Neat $14,000.
tiast week strong $16,000.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 26-3B-

50)—'Bride d.O.D.' (WB) and 'Bul-
lets O'Hara* (WB). Bright $17,0W,
Last week 'Caught Draft' (Par) and
'Poi.son Pen' (Rep) (4th wk.), good
$13,000.

MARXES-BEERY $15,000

'Big Store* and 'Barnacle Bill*

Best In Newark
Daal

Newark, Aug. 12.

Best business of the week is being
done by Loew's, with 'Big Store* and
'Barnacle Bill.* 'Reluctant Dragon,'
'Accent on Love' and vaudevillo
give Proctor's second place.
Paramount reopened Friday (8)

morning, foUowing a three-weeil
blackout for repairs, modernization
and staff changes.

Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-33-44-

55)—'Bride C.O.D^ (WB) and 'Lon*
Wolf (Col) (2d wk). Good $10,000.
Last week, fine $14,500.
Paramonnt (Adams-Par) (2.000;

30-35-44-55)—'Shepherd Hills' (Par)
and 'Puddin' Head' (Rep) (5 days).
Nice $10,000 seen. House reopened
Friday (8).

Proctor's (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-53)
—'Dragon' (RKO) and 'Accent Love'
(20th) with five vaudeviUe acts
Mon.-Wed. evenings should take fair

$13,000. Last week, 'Dance HaU'
(20th), 'Girl News' (20th), and
vaudeville three days, dull $11,000.

State (Loew's) 2,600; 28-33-44-55)

—'Big Store' (M-G) and 'Barnacle
Bill' (M-G). Neat $15,000 in view.
Last week. 'Met Bombay' (M-G) and
'Richest Man Town* (Col), excellent

$16,000.
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H.O. to Big $44,000 ID Chi; 'Ghosf

Great 18i/2G. Tog' aear-Cut $10.01)0

Chicago, Aug. 12. {
Dick'

Two solid turns on the stage of the
Oiicago' this week make up for the
flact that the picture is a holdover.
I»u Breese's orch, well established

in Chicago after many weeks In the
Oiez Paree and on the radio, and
tb« Andrews Sisters are hot b.o. at
^Is time. Extra shows everjr day
are the rule currently.
Abbott and Costello in Hold That

Ghost' at Palace will go at least four
weeks to top business. A big winner
the first week, the flicker will ride
through Cabor Day at the present
pace,

Estlmolcs for nib Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-5S-65-7S)

—Big Store' (M-G). Not too much
here, looking for maybe $5,000, poor.
Last week, 'Caught Draft' (Par),
finished terrific six weeks in the loop
to bang up $0,500.

Chleaco (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Kiss Boys' (Par) (2nd wk) and
stage show. Andrews Sisters end
JjoM Breese band are the real cause
of the boxoflice bustle currently to

briUiant $44,000. Last week, "Kiss

Boys' with Jeriy Colonha and Dinah
Shore, very happy $38,000.
Oarriek (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) (3d wk).
tnilrd loop week and okay at $4,500,

after snagging neat $5,900 last week.
Orlentel (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44)

—'John Doe' (WB) and 'One Night
Lisbon' (Par). Okay $7,000. Last
week, 'In Navy' (U) and "Blood
Band' (20th) fine $8,700.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—

•Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Melody Three'
(RKO) X2d wk). Second week
started today (Tuesday) end the
combination will go four weete eas-
ily, having come up with smacking
$18,500 on first week.
Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Out of Fog' (WB). Strong
emotion picture getting fine evening
play and looking for $10,000 for ini-

tial session. Last week, 'Big Store'
(M-G) wobbled a bit in midweek,
l)ut~managed to come In with okay
99.800.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
Prisoner Devil's Island' (C^l) and
vaude. Good show and picture head-
ing for. $18,000, fine. Last week,
•Bad Man' (M-G), neat $16,800.

DnHed Artists. (B&K-M-G) (1.700;

S5-S5-65-75)—"Blossoms Dust' (M-G)
<Sd wk).. Matrons are giving this

picture plenty of attention. Will

Samer satisfying $8,000 currently,
(ter taking good $0,100 last week.

(Essaness) (1,200; 33-44-55)

—'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) (5th

wk). Picture winds up today (Tues-
day) and will take down -good $5,000
after $6,000 currently. Tomorrow
(Wednesday) house gets 'Under-.

Sound' (WB) which Balaban &
ktz end Warners couldn't get

gether on for loop showing.
to-

MPLS. HEALTHY, BUT

mSS BOYS' N.G. $5,000

(RKO), big $10,000 In eight

State (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44)—"Kiss
Boys' (Par). Mary Martin and Don
Ameche don't mean so much here.
Heading for light $5,000.' Last week,
'Shepherd HUls* (Par), fine $8,500.
Uptown IPar) (1,300; 28-39) —

'Blood Sand' (20th). First neighbor-
hood showing. En route to nice
$3,000. Last week, *Penn^ Serenade'
(Col), first nab* showing, $3,500,
good. .

World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-3S-44)—"Tom. Dick* (RKO). Moved here
from Orpheum and still clicking
Good $2,500 indicated. Last week.
'In Navy' (U) (3d wk), fine $2,300
after two hefty Orpheum weeks that
yielded $19,200.

DET.lfiMrrHm BOYS' 15G

_ Detroit, Aug. 12.
There's nothing really terrific in

town this week, what with holdovers
and lesser quality new pix. Fox,
however, looks to be best again with
a strong $15,900 on second week of
Tom. Dick, Hany' coupled with new
programmer, 'Perfect Crime.'
Other shows are about average

with Michigan In line for ordinary
$15,000 with a new bill, 'Kiss Boys
Goodbye,' and 'Out of Fog.'

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)—Run-of-mine $5,000 with 'Sweet-

heart of Campus' (Col) and "Bowery
Blitz' (Mono). Last week litte bet-
ter, $5,500 for 'Sunny' (RKO) and
'Two in Taxi' (Col).
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-

55)—Second week of 'Tom, Dick,
Harry' (RKO) with new companion
piece. 'Perfect Crime' (Col), appears
headed for satisfactory $15,500. Last
week with "Time for Rhythm' (CoJ),
a very sweet $24,000. Better than
expected.
Mlchlean (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-55)—'Kiss Boys' (Par), and
'Out of Fog' (WB), average $15,000,
nice profit, t^st week about same
for 'Shepherd Hills' (Par) and Top-
per Returns' (UA).
Palms - State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 30-40-55)—'Shepherd of Hills'
(Par) and Topper' (UA) and should
draw ordinary $8,000. Last week,
fifth of "Caurtjt Draft' (Par), and
•Sea Woir (WB) pleasing %ljsm.

HOLD GHOSr RECORD

$12,000 IN PROVIDENCE

PICTUBE GROSSES 11

First Rons on Broadway
C5ubjec'( to Change)
Week «t Ang. 14

.Aster— 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde' (M-G) (12).

(Revletoed <n Vamctt Jul]/ S)
Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(40th wk).
Capitol—'Hold That Ghost' (U)

(2d wk).
Criterion—'Mata Hari' (M-G)

(reissue).

Globe— '40,000 Horsemen'
(Krellberg).

Hollywood— 'Sergeant York*
(WB) (7th wk).
Mnale Hall—'Here Comes Mr.

Jordan' (Col) (2d wk).
PanuBomit— "Kiss the Boya

Cfoodbye' (Par) (13).
(Revietoed In Variry June 35)
»UKo—'Mystery Ship' (Col)

(16).

Roxy—'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
(Sd wk).
Strand—"Bad Men of Missouri'

(WB) (15).

(ReviexDed in VnsiaTcr Aug. 8)
Week of Aiv. 21

Aster- 'Dr. Jekyll and BIr,
Hyde' (M-G) (2d wk).
Broadway—"Fantasia* (Disney)

(41st wk).
C^tol—"Life Begins for Andy

Hardy' (M-G).
(RetHeised in Current Iisus)
Hollywood— 'Sergeant York*

(WB) (8th wk).
Mnato Hall—'The Uttle Foxes'

(RKO-Ctoldwyn).
(Revietoed in Current Issue)
Paramoant— 'Kiss the Boyi

Goodbye' (Par) (2d wk).
Boxy— "Wild G«e£e Calling*

(20th) (22).
(Ret>i«issd in Vabzett July 30)
Strand—'Bad Men of Missouri"

(WB) (2d wk).

Minneapolis. Aug. 12.

Business continues at its improved
tempo and provides the basis for the
cheerful feeling in evidence around
the loop. No week passes now but
that several pictures give good box-
office accounts of themselves. Cur-
rently there's "Manpower' and 'The
Big Store' going over the boxoffice
top.

Tough opposition from th,e roller
derby at the Auditorium and ex-
treme heat are adverse factors, but
figures, for the most part, are re-
spectable, nevertheless.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—

•Bullets O'Hara' (WB) and "Wait for
You' (M-G), dual first-runs. In fori one
five days and should hit first-rate
$1,300. Last week, 'Hit Road' (U)
and "Washington Melodrama' (M-G),
dual first-runs, split with 'Cyclone
Horseback' (RKO) and 'Scattergood
Pul.ls' (RKO), also dual first-runs.
Satisfactory $1,900 In eight days.
Century (P-S) (1.600; 28-,19-44) —

^hepherd Hills' (Par) (2d wk).
Brought here from State after good
week at latter house. Looks like
pretty good $3,600. Last week, 'Bride
C.O.D.' (WB) (2d wk), nice $3,800
after healthy $8,000 first week at
State.

E^nlre (Berger) (290: 20)—'Can't
Take It With You' (Col) (reissue).
Satisfactory $800. Last week, 'De-
sign Murder' (Indie) and 'Shark
Ijoyian' (Indie), dual first-runs, light

G^plier (P-S) (998; 28) — 'Bi'
Store" (M-G). Marx Brothers well
spotted In this house and stretching
Sjard big $5,000. Last week. Time
Hhythm' (Col), $3,400. okay.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 28-39-44)—

^Janpower* (WB). Mixed opinion
relative to film's merits, but rr?,st
Mine lineup a b.o. asset <3ood
?B,BOO In prospect Last week, Tom,

Providence, Aug. 12.

Going to town nearly two weeks
before opening with Abbott and
Costello in 'Hold That Ghost,'
George E, French, manager of RKO
Alhee, and Bill Morton, house pub-
licist, put- Vb. 'one "Cf~thie--st-«iigeat'^*3
campaigns hereabouts In some

'

months, and have the spot riding
high, wide and handsome despite
record-breakine summer heat.
Strand is doing well with 'Kiss

the Boys Goodbye." Other grosses
showing effects of heat wave and a
bit on the wilting side.

EsUmates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Hold Ghost" (U) and 'Repent Lei-
sure' (RKO). Spot s.r.o. and head-
ing for record-breakine $12,000 and
holdover. Last week, dark.
Carlton (Fay-Lowe) (1,400; -28-39-

50)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Ride Vaquero' (20th) (2d run).'
Lack of cooling system holding this

down for fairish $2,000. L,ast

week. 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB)
and 'Fog' (WB) (2d run), same.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—

'Kitty Fovle' (RKO) (reissue) and
'Sunset Wyoming' (Rep). With
Ginger's drawing power and Autry's
attraction for the youngsters, house
looking toward nice $2,800. Last
week, 'Murder Invitation' (Mono)
and 'Tumbledown Ranch' (Mono),
fair $2,000.
MaJesUc (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Underground' (WB) and 'Kisses

Breakfast' (WB). Not too strong on
this one with fairish $6,500 in the
offing. Last week, 'Charley's Aulit'

(20th) and 'Ride Vaquero' (20th),

nifty $10,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'Whistling Dark' (M-G) and 'Stars

Look Down' (M-G). Not much to

brag about this week and rather
slow $8,000. Last week, "Ringside

Maisie' (M-G) and 'Officer Lady'
(Col), eood $12,000.

Strand (Indie) (2.000; 28-39-50)—
"Kiss Boys' (Par) and Tuddin' Head'
/Rep). Showing some strength and
•^^adin? for good $7,500. Last week,
'RWitie.s Red Gap" (Par) end "Wines
Dark" (Par) (reissues), slow $4,000.

MANPOWER' BIG

$13,000, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Aug. 12.
All of the current power Is

centered in 'Manpower,* which Is

punching away for Ilo. at Hipp.
'Ringside Maisie' taking a cuffing at
State, as is "Jungle Cavalcade," rather
static at Palace.

Estimate* for This Week
AUen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—

"Tom, Dick" (RKO). Skylarking along
bristly on moveover for third week,
$4,000. Last stanza's 'Bad Men
Mlsiourl' (WB) (2d wk) got $4,100.
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42'55)—"Manpower" (WB). Going to town.

Assured of over $13,000 and h.o. Last
week, Tom, Dick* "(RKO), held up
smartly in second chapter. $8,400.
Palace (RKO)' (3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—"Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO). Re-
garded as old stuff by natives, de-
spite ballyhoo, with not more than
$5,500 in the wind. Last week, "Re-
luctant Dragon' (RKO), worthwhile
$7^00.

State (Loew's) (3,450: 30-35-42-55)
—'Ringside Maisie" (M-G). Too much
of a fluff-ball for this Loew de luxer;
quiet opening heralding mild $8,500.
Last 'M'c^ "Kiss Boys' (Par), ordl-

matf^(£oe(v sj'M:»72; 30;3Siii2:.
55)—'Kiss Boys' (Par). Moveover
riding for extra good $5,500. Last
week, 'Blossoms Dust' (M-G), after
indifferent round at State, ran up
good $5,700 here.

'Ghost,' 'Manpower* Each
Good $6,500 in Memphis

Memphis, Aug. 12.
Town has couple of hits this week,

'Hold that Ghost' is socko at the
Malco. Ditto the Warner's 'Man-
power.'

Estimates for This Week
Warner (WB) (2.000; 10-33-44)—

'Manpower' (WB). Marquee lure of
three strong names overcoming luke-
warm press for mebba $6,500. Last
week. 'Singapore Woman' (WB),
$3,300, better than expected.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d wk).
Raves still helping this one toward
$3,000, not bad at all for h.o. week.
Last week, $8,200, wham.

State (Loew) (2,600: 10-33-44)—
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). Not re-
garded here as up to 'Maisie' stand-
ard and will do well to rate weak
$2,500. Last weeli;, 'Tom, Dick"
(RKO), second week, $2,000, so-so.
Malco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)

—'Hold Ghost' (U). Abbott-Costello
appeal plus Andrews Sisters and
Mischa Auer ring the welkin here.
Breezing to good $6,500. Last week,
'Parson Panamint' (Par), four days,
'San Antonio Rose' (U), thfee days,
$2,500, poor.

Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-
33)—'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d
run) and 'Ellery Queen' (Col), split
Should manage par $1,500. Last
week, 'Caught Draft' (Par) (2d run),
three days; 'Officer and Lady' (Col)
two days, and "Two Taxi' iOo\\ two
day^ $1,600, good.

'Jordan.' $90.000, 'Ghost,' $25,000,

Benny's 2i 37G. B^ Winners In

KeenB'way CompetKh; Tork' Moves

strong newcomers and robust
holdovers are making the competi-
tion keen this week on Broadway.
"Hold That Ghost," latest Abbott-

C^ostello comedy, is giving the Clapl-
tol new vigor witti $26,000 in si^t
Not as high as expected, but feeling
is it is not the right hous* for the
film. "Here Comes Mr. Jordan."
aided by perisonal endorsement

GHOSr RECORD

$10^00 IN PHT

PUtsburgh, Aug. IS.

No complaints—again, Tliafs get-
ting to be a pleasant as well as
steady refrain locally. Only faintly
sour note in the first-run sector is
"Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' which
doesn't seem to be going anywhere
at Penn. Otherwise, the joints are
'jumpin.'
Shep Fields* new band, with "Ring-

side Maisie,* pounding the Stanley
till for a hefty week. At the Sen-
ator, Abbott and Costello are prov-
ing again they're hotter than pistols,
with 'Hold That Ghost* heading for
house record untU now held, by To
bacco Road."

Estimates for This Week
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3^00: 25-35-

50)—"Kiss Boys' (Par). Not a lot
the crix could hand tSs one, except
a few palms for Mary Martin's per'
formance and a word or two of
praise for home-towner Oscar Le-
vant May better skimpy $10,000,
but that's doubtful Last week,
'Blossoms Dust* (M-Q), swell $14,-

500.

Btts (WB) (800; 2S-35-S0)—Tom,
Dick' (RKO) (3d wk). Brought In
here after successive stanras at War-
ner and Penn. Looks like around
$2,500. Last week, "Caught Draft'
(Par) (4th wk) downtown for sum
mer run record, okay $3,000.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)
—"Hold Ghost' <U). Headed for at
least $10,500 which smashes house
record. Last week, "Dance Hall'
(20th) and "Hit Road' (U). out of
running at $3,000.

'

Stanley (WB) (3300: 25-40-60)—
"Ringside Matsle' (M-O) and Shep
Fields orcK Everybody pleasantly
surprised by biz Field^ new band
is doing. House heading for fine

tl9,000. maybe better. Last' week.
Paul Whiteman and "Barnacle BUI'
(M-G). excellent $21,700.

Warner (WB) (2,000: 35-39-50)—
Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (2d wk).
Brought here from Penn and con-
tinuing to do all right. Shbuld grab
$6,500 here, which means third week
at Ritz. Last week, Tom, Dick'
(RKO.), also h.o. from Penn, not as

good at $5,300.

Washington, Aug. 12.

Doldrums are only noticeable
around here where there's nothing
on the screen to^rag 'em in. Capitol
even reported a holdout yesterday
(Monday) a.m. for 'Whistling in

Dark,' easily the topper in a town
full of Red Skelton fans he won via

many vaude appearances.
Only other new item is 'Charley's

Aunt' at Palace, getting fair biz.

Estimates for This Week
Capital (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-

66)—'Whistling Dark' (M-G), plus
Tony Pastor's orch on stage, Ked
Skelton's local popularity boosting
it toward socko $23,000. Last week
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). plus John
Boles per-sonal. excellent $20,000.
ColnmbU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—

"Met Bombay' (M-G) (2d run). Still

good, in third downtown stanza, for
fine $6,000. Last week "Moon Miami"
(20th) (2d run), good $5,000.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 75-$1.10) —
'Sergeant York". (WB) (2d wk.) plus
vaude. Advance price scale holdini;

It down to fair $17,500. Last week
same film, far below expectations
but still profitable $24,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830: 39-55)—
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) (2d wk.). Hold-
ing up excellently for sweet $9,000
and heading for third term. Last
week, excellent $13,500.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,600: 28-44)—

"Bride C.O.D." (WB) (2d run).
Rushed in last week (5) and should
see nice $8,300 for 10 days. Last
week 'Blondle Society' (Col), lasted
four days for poor $1,200.
Palace (Loew) (2.242; 28-5S)—

"Charley's Aunt" (20th). Fair *13,-

500, but may stay. Last week 'Blos-
som« Dust' (M-G), fell off to sad
$12,000.

newspaper ad splurges, is getting
splendid $90,000 at the Music Hall,
which always receives a heavy play
from summer visitors. Stays a sec-
ond session.
Only other newcomer of note !

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' which
opened yesterday (Tuesday) morn-
ing at the Astor at pop prices and
continuous run. "Sgt York,' which
wound up at this house Sunday (10)
night switched to the Hollywood
Monday (11) with new pop scale and
continuous run. (Beverly conceived
second preem festivities were used
to call attention to .switchover Mon-
day night
Strongest holdover Is "Charley's

Aunt," at Roxy, where slick $37,000
is likely on the second stanza. Jack
Benny laugh piece is holding a third
week. "Shepherd of Hills" at the
Paramount with Erskine Hawkins
band and Four Ink Spots, nabbed
nifty $33,000 on second week ending
last night (Tuesday).
(^mbination of "Billy the Kid' and

James Barton, Beverly Roberts and
finals In Loew's N.Y. Bathing Beauty
contest on stage, lifting the State up
to $10,000, an improvement over re-
cent weeks.

Esttmates for Thb Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85-

$1.10-$1.25) — 'Dr. Jekyll-Mr. 'Hyde'
(M-G). Opened yesterday (Tuesday)
on continuous performance policy
same scale as the Capitol. Final six
days of "York' CNB> (7S-85-$1.10-
$1.65-$2.20), concluding nearly six
weeks Sunday (10) night near $16,-
000, not far from previous gait of
$19,000, fifth week.
Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 55-75-

$I.IO-$1.6S-$2.20) — 'Fantasia' (Dis-
ney) (40th wk). Dipped slighUy to
$9,000 in 39th week, but reported
picking up again in current session.
Disney opus did $9,900 In 38th stanza.

CapUol (Loew's( 4,520); 35-55-85-
$1.10-$1.25)—"Hold Ghost' (U). New
Abbott-Costello comedy may hit $25,-
000, best here in weeks. "Ringside
Maisie* (M-G), in ahead, dismal
$9,000, about worst of present sum-
mer.

Criterion (Loew's (1,662; 35-44-55-
75) — 'Mate Hari' (M-G) (reissue).
Opens today (Wednesday) with pre-
view, after three weeks of "Stars
Look Down' (M-G). A. J. Oonin
drama reaching for $7,000 on third
stanza, after $8,000 in second week.
Olobe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)—

'Officer and Lady" (Col). Headed for
mUd $4,500, or under. 'Gangs, Inc.*
(PRC), in ahead, topped $5,000, with
surprise windup spurt
BollywMd (WB) (1,454'; 7S-$l.i0-

$1.65)—"York" (WB). Moved over
Monday (11) morning, with special
parade and preem festivities at night
Too early to tell if comparatively
same pace as Astor can be main-
tained, but new scale may help in
this jinx house. Looks like $5,()00 in
first two days, which Is okay for
seventh week on Broadway.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 39-55-65)—

"Moon Over Miami" (20th) (2d nin)
and 'Highway West' (WB) (1st run).
First week of dual policy after twoSKLTON PASTOR ORCH

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85-
)—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and Claude

Thornhill band. Four Ink Spots;
Jerty Colonna, others on stage.
Opens today (Wednesday) after pre-
view last night Ink Spots are hold-
ing over after two weeks with pre-
vious stage show. 'Shepherd of Hills'
(Par) and Erskine Hawkins band,
others on stage (2d wk), profitable
$33,000, after $46,000 in first week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,960; 44-55-85-99-$1.65)—'Her*
Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col) and stage
show. Splendid $90,000 for opening
week Insures a second session. 'Tom.
Dick' (RKO) plus stage show (3d
wk), in ahead, profitable $73,000.

RIalte (Mayer) (750; 28-44-55)—
'Ellery Queen Perfect Crime' (Col).
Holding to mild summer biz pace at
$5,000. 'Lady Scarface' (RKO). pre-
vious week, fair $5,400.
Boxy (20th) (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and stage

show (2d wk). Jack Benny's comedy
continues as slick draw, with $37,000
tor second stanza likely, after smash
$57,000 on initial week. Remains
over for a third session.

State (Loew's) (3.400; 28-44-55-75-
90-$1.10) — 'Billy Kid' (M-G) (2d
run) plus James Barton, Beverly
Roberts, others. Aided by finals in
Bathing Beauty contest, with CJeorge
Jcssel, m.c, Monday (11), slick $19,-
000. 'Adventure Wash.' (Col) (1st
run) plus Cass Daley, Larry Adler,-
Barry Wood, Joe Rines orch, last
week, n.g. $14,600.
'• Strand (WB) (2.767; 35-55-85-99)—
'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and Phil Harris
band on stage (3d wk). Combo of
Bette Davis and James C^gney la
picture, plus Harris' radio rep, keep-
ing this one up in the money. Third
session good for $20,000, after trturdy

'

$34,000 on second week.
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Frisco Full ofEO^; Hllissoiiri'-'Maisie

Neat $ll),500, 'Aiint'2d Hefty $13j

O]

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Mostly holdovers on the street this

tveek, with the sole newcomers, 'Bad
Men ot Missouri' and 'Ringside
Maisie* at the Fox, in so-so class.

Tom, Dick and Harry,' at Gate, and
'Charley's Aunt,' at Warfleld, conr
tinue to be the brighter spots in

their second weeks.
Films are having plenty of com-

petish via the 'Ice Follies': Ihgrid
Bergman in 'Anna Christie at the
Curran; Minna Gombell and other
film names in 'Quiet Please' at the
Alcazar; four-hour free show headed
by Eddie Cantor to dedicate the
city's Hospitality House Saturday
'9), and the Ballet Russe at the
'pera House.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50) —

•Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Ring-
side Maisie' (M-G). This pair get-
ting equal billing as 'two top hits'
and good $16,500 in sight. Last (2d)
weelc, 'Manpower' (WB) and 'Kisses
Breakfast' (WB), $9,000, fair.

Geary (Curran) (1,286; 25-40-50)—
'Snow White' (RKO) (3d wk). Third
h.o. pushing world preem of MOT's
'Vatican' to Friday (15). With new
Mickey Mouse added, Festival will
finish with around $4,000. Last week,
okay $5,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

85)—'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and vaude
(2d wk). Still topping "Kitty Foyle'
for big $15,000. First week, terrific
$21,500.
Orpheam (Blumenfeld) (2,400; 35-

40-50)—'Hold Ghost' (U) (3d wk)
and 'Meet Chump' (U) (1st wk).
Aided by a new second feature,
third frame holding up for excellent
$7,000. Last week, with 'San An-
tonio Rose' (U), splendid $9,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-

80)—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Shining
Victory' (WB) (2d wk). Only fair
$7,500 in six days. First week, un-
der expectations with $14,000.

St, Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-
50)—'Manpower' (WB) and 'Kisses
Breakfast' (WB) (moveover). Third
week on street will get average
$5,000, same as last week's move-
over, 'Underground' WB) and 'I'll

Wait' (M-G).
Warfield (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Dressed
to Kill' (20th) (2d wk). Still going
great guns for hefty $13,000. First
week, socko $18,000.

ROCHESTER-'BW LTD/

NICE $15,000 IN BALTO

'Dance Hall' (20th) and Tight Shoes'
(U). Fair $3,800 in prospect. Last
week, 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and
'Play Girl' (RKO), aatisfactory $4,-

000.

Orphcnm (Ind) 1,100; 80-40-60)—
'Dictator' (UA) (8th wk). Possible

$1,200, after poor $1,500 last week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 30-80)— 'L'Esclave Blanche'
(3d wk). House nearly empty. Best
hope is rock-bottom $600, with same
figure for seventh week.

St Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 30-
40)—'L'Aventurier' and 'Jerome Per-
reau.' Heat dropping gross to low
Trieze' and 'Sonnettc d'Alarme,'

$1,500. Last week, 'Quatre Cent
faded to $1,800.

Comedy Cargo

InK.C.;Skelton

Gets Bally, $9,1

• Kansas City, Aug. 12.

Films are almost exclusively on
comedy side this week, with only
the Tower's westerner dissenting

from the trend.

Newman is going nicely with 'Kiss

the Boys Goodbye*; IiOwe's Midland
went all-out on newspaper spread
for Red Skelton film, 'Whistling In

the Dark,' and biz is favorable; Orr
pheum has 'Reluctant Dragon,' but
not too strong at b.o. H.O. comedy
stand is Esquire and Uptown, where
•Charley's Aunt' is in a second week
and holding up well.

Estimates tor This Week

Baltimore, Aug. 12.
Okay at Keith's is 'Hold That

Ghost,' reaching out for sure h.o.
Combo Hipp, bolstering 'Broadway
Limited' with stage layout of Roch-
ester's unit, holding a better than
average gait

» Estimates for This Week
Centary (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

28-44) — 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G).
Fairish response to this one indicat-
ing about $7,000. Last week, second

<M-G), steady
$7,600.

Hippodrome (Rappaport; 15-28-39-
44-55-66)—'Broadway Limited' (UA).

^S^^^^'te^f^.^erirng
put an alright $15,000. Last week,
Reluctant Dragon' (RKO) plus local
Stardust Revue,' nice $12,900.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15

28-39-44)— 'Hold Ghost' (U). Nice
going from blowoff and aiming for
strong $10,000 and sure h.o. Match-
ing previous figures set by 'In Navy'
(U). Last week, 'Shepherd Hills'
(Par), second week, modest $3,900.New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35
«,)— Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2nd
JL^iiv.

Holdmg in steady fashion to
$5,000, after hitting off okay first
round to solid $7,800.

^WB) (3,280: . 15-38-39-44-
85)— Underground' (WB) (2nd wk.).
Doing a bang-up job and holding in
fwell style at $9,000, after ringing

$M 2^0
°" ^"'^ surprising

.Esqnlre and Uptown (Fox Mid-
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d wk).
Getting good $6,000, topping many
first week takes. Last week, over
$10,000, very good.

Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)

—'Whistling Dark' (M-G) and 'Stars

Look Down' (M-G). Skelton getting
plugging in daily ads and results in

better than average figure at over
$9,000. Last week, 'Ringside Maisie'

(M-G) and That Uncertain Feeling'

(UA), fair $7,800.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

28-44)—'Kiss Boys' (Par). Had
sneak preview buildup, strong ad
campaign and getting good play,
$10,000 fine here. Last week, 'Bride

C.O.D.' (WB), in second week,
brought good $6,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

—'Reluctant Dragon' (RKO) and
'Sons o' Guns' (WB). Disney car-

toon the draw here, but turnout is

light, $5,000, fair. Last week, 'Jun-

gle Cavalcade' (RKO) jnd Disney
shorts, in h.o., $4,000, over expecta-
tions.

Tower (Joflee) (2,110; 10-30)—
'Sunset Wyoming' (Hep) with Fred
Scott, film cowboy, heading vaude.

week, 'Dance Hall' C20th) with
vaude, acceptable $6,500.

Monfl B.O. Cold in Heat;

IGss BoysVOK $5,500

•MIA A i
Montreal, Aug. 12.

Mid-August sees small improve-
ment in grosses locally and Loew's
repeating 'Met in Bombay' for good
seasonal $5,000 and 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye' should rate good $5,500,

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

Kiss Goodbye' (Par). Best prospect
long the street for good $5,500. Last
v/eek, :Bride C.O.D.' (WB), $4,000,
fair.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
•Man Power' (WB) and 'First Beau'
<WB). Sighting good $5,000. Last
week. "Underground' (WB) and
.fKisses Breakfast' (WB), good $5,000.

Loew'i (CT). (2,800: 35-46-67)—
•Met Bombay' (M-G) (2d wk). (3ood
$5,000 in sight, after nice $6,900 last
week.

CONSOLDATED FILM'S

6-MONTH NET, $379,118

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,

reveals $379,118 net profit for first

six months ended last June 30 com-
pared to $374,768 in corresponding
period last year. This is equal to 94c

per preferred share in both in-

stances. The half-year net was made
possible by a strong June quarter.

Consolidated shows $209,392 con-
solidated net earnings before pro-
vision for federal taxes in the three-
month period ending last June 30
but $204,738 after writing off $64,654
normal federal income taxes. This
compares with $195,469 in the June
quarter last year. The net profit

after tax writeoff is equivalent to 51c
per preferred share as against 49c in

1940.

Another Indie Launched

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

New indie outfit, John Hall Pro
ductions. Inc., goes to work Sept. 1

at the Talisman studio on the first of

a six-picture schedule, 'Captain of
Koepenick.'

Richard Oswald Is . director and
Paul Gordon associate producer,
with Hall, financial man from New

OMAHA BEATS HEAT

'Charley's Annt' Leads with llt.OOO—
'Blot«>ns' Valr, |9,M0

Omaha, Aug. It.

'Charley's Aunt' away up on top

this week despite hwt at the Or-
pheum. 'Blossoms In Dust' at Omaha
with 'Very Young Lady,' Jane
Withers opus. Is only fair. Brandeis

has good week with 'Life with Caro-

line' and 'Officer and Lady
Estimates for This Week

Orpheum (TrisUtes) (3,000; 10-30-

40)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Bachelor Daddy' (U), swell $12,000

and maybe more. Last week. Bride

C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Passage Hong
Kong' (WB), good $11,800.

Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35 -40) — 'Life with Caroline'

(RKO) and 'Officer Lady' (Col),

nifty $6,500. far above average. Last

week, Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO)
second week, 'Knockout' (WB) co-

feature, strong $4,000.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-40)

—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and 'Very

Young Lady' (20th), $9,000, better

than average. Last week, 'Shepherd
Hills' (Par) and 'Power Dive' (Par),

an extra swell $11,000.

SUte ((Soldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—

'John Doe' (WB), 'Dreaming Loud
(RKO) split with 'Out of Fog'

(WB), 'Model Wife' (U), 'Meet Bos-
ton Blackie' (Col), light $900. Last

week, 'Wings' (Par), 'Blood Sand
(20th) split with 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep),

'Under Age' (Col) and 'Devil Dogs
Air' (WB), fair $975.

Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)

—'Nevada City' (Rep), 'County Fair'

(Rep), 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA)
triple split with Texas' (PRC),
'Each Dawn Die' (WB) and Tliunder
Prairie' (Col), 'Man Monster' (U),

'Horror Island' (U), okay $1,000.

Last week, 'Cyclone Horseback'
(RKO), 'Murder Friends' (20th),

'Great American Broadcast' (20th)

triple split with 'Beyond Sacra-
mento* (Col), 'Father and Son' and
•Shot Dark' (WB), 'Knew Answers'
(Col), 'Sunny' (RKO), satisfactory

$1,100.

Avenue - Military - Dundee (Gold-
Berg) (960; 600; 300; 25)—'John Doe'
(WB), 'Dreaming Loud' (RKO) split

with 'Out of Fog'^(WB), 'Model Wife'

(U) and 'Scattergood Baines' (RKO),
a light $875. Last week, 'Wings'
(Par), 'Blood Sand' (20th), split with
'Sis Hopkins' (Rep), 'Under Age'
(Col) and 'Devil Dogs Air' (WB) an
average $975.

Mts'-Clyde McCoy

Slick $11,500 Indpls.,

'Ghost' Sturdy $9,800

Ihdianapolisi, Aug, 12.

'This week Colonel Ken Collins of

the Indiana theatre again throws his

hat into the ring with the reopening
of his 3,100-seat deluxer setting the
pace in the downtown sector with a
nifty week for 'Hold That Ghost' and
'Hit the Road.' Loew's is feeling the
pressure with Just average biz for

'Ringside Maisie' and That Uncer-
tain Feeling.'

Lyric is in the blue chips with
Clydfe McCoy orch on stage and 'Bul-

led for O'Hara" as its picture.

Estimates for Thjs Week
. Circle (katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30
40).—'

AUwtt-Costello Rnsged $18,000 In

Torrid Boston; 'Aimt' Stroi^ $17,000

(PRC) and "Water Tront* (WB).
Disappointing $800.
LlBOQln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,508;

10-20-25)— "Ringside Maisie* (M-Q).
Despite nice reviews probably won't
better weakish $2,200. Last week,
'Devil Dogs' (WB). Reissue unpop-
ularity proved by slightly sour

$2,000.
Btuart (J.' H. Coopier-Par) (1,884;

10-25-40)—'Charley's Aunt' (20tb).

Best In months headed for terrific

$4,500 and possible extended time.

Last week, ;Blossoms in Dust' (M-G).
Drew plump $3,350.

Vanity (Noble-Federer) (1,100; 10-

20-25) — Three Cockeyed Sailors'

(UA). Probably will split with as

yet unscheduled pic after five days.

Take for the short haul, murderous
$1,800. Last week, 'Adventure Wash-
ington' (Col) split with 'Puddin*
Head' (Rep). Earned fair $2,600 for

8 days. Backlog of class ' product
points toward house reverting to

higher scale before opening of new
sister house. The State, early In Sep-
tember,

'GHOSt $14,000,

UVELYINBUFF.

Forced Landing' (Par), good $9,500

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-
30-40)—'Hold That Ghost' (U) and
'Hit Road' (U), very good $9,800.
Last week, dark, having been closed
for the summer.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—

'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and 'That
Uncertain Feeling' (Col), not-so-good
$6,900. Last week, 'Blossoms Dust'
(M-G) and 'Blondie • Society' (Col)
built to nifty $11,000.

Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)—
'Bullets O'Hara' (WB) and Clyde
McCoy orch on stage, good $11,500.
Last week, 'Kisses Breakfast' (WB)
and Little Jack Little orch on stage,
oke $10,500.

JACK BENNY TERRIF

$4,500 IN LINCOLN

Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 12.

Jack Benny's 'Charley's Aunt' is
the most popular in town this week.
While the rest of the burg is wast-
ing away from b.o. malnutrition,
Stuart, only house not resorting to
summer bargain prices, is standing
'em up. Take looks for best since
'Caught in Draft'
Meanwhile, other houses are go-

ing to dogs. Real shot in the arm
will come in 30 days as 5,000 Ne-
braska U. kids come back.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; 10-15) — 'Fugitive Valley'
(Mono) and 'Missing 10 days' (Col)
split with 'Boston Blackie' (Col) and
'Hands Across Rockies' (Col). Not
bad $900. Last week, 'Sunset Wyom-
ine' (Ren) and 'Behind News' (Ren)

Buffalo, Aug. 12.

Main stem pix are riding high and
handsome for the current round.

Abbott and CosteUo's 'Ghost' at
Lafayette is town's big slameroo,
teeing oi!f to a soaring initial session.
'Charley's Aunt' at Buffalo, another
solid coin-getter, while 'Shepherd'
is gratifying item at Lakes.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 36-55)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Man
Betrayed' (Rep). Jack Benny will
see staunch $14,000. Last week 'Blos-
soms Dust' (M-G) and 'Dressed Kill'

(20th), satisfactory $10,500.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
-•Shepherd Hills' (Par) and 'Forced
Landing' (Par). Very nice $9,000.
Last week 'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and
'District Attorney' (Rep) (2d wk),
acceptable $8,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'Blos-
soms Dust' (M-G) and 'Dressed Kill'

(20th) (2d run). Showing stamina
for around $6,000. Last week 'Stars
Look Down' (M-G) and 'Puddin'
Head' (Rep), weak $5,000.

Laya^e (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)
—'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Mutiny Arc-
tic' (U). Will crash in with riproar-
ing $14,000. Last week 'San Antonio
Rose' (U) and 'Big Boss' (Col), poor
$4,000.

20th Century' (Dipson) (3,000; 30-
44)—'Jungle (Cavalcade' (RKO) and
'Hurry Charlie' (RKO). Good
enough -at around $6,500. Last week
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Meet Again'
(RKO) (2d wk), very nice second
lap, over $7,000.

'Charley's Aunt' Wows

week, 'Shepherd Hills' (Par) and lOrU, life., OX

Portland, Ore., Aug. 12.
.

The old immortal proving its

worth again, 'Charley's Aunt,' is

packing the big Paramount for No. 1
spot in the burg this week. 'Bar-
nacle Bill' is a good runnerup at the
Broadway.

'In the Navy' moved to the UA
for a fourth week in town, after its

third at the Broadway topped sec-
ond week's take.

Estimates (or This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

50)—'Barnacle BiU' (M-G) and
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). Going
over for great $7,000. Last week,
'In the Navy' (U) and 'San Antonio
Rose' (U) closed a third stanza for
high $5,800.
May fair (Parker - Evergreen)

(1,500; 35-40-50) — 'Shepherd Hills'
(Par) and 'Las Vegas Nights' (Par)
(3d wk). Still doing okay $3,500.
Second week, good $4,500, better
than average at this spot.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 35-40-5'j. -'Manpower' (WB)
and 'Kisses for Breakfast' (WB). In
line for nice $5,000. Last week,
'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par) and 'Ad-
venture in Washington' (Col) took
satisfactory $7,000.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(3,000; 35-40-50) — 'Charley's Aunt'
(20th) and 'Accent on Love' (20th).
Opened to capacity and looks like
smash $10,500. Last week, 'Tom,
Dick & Harry* (RKO) and 'Va-
quero' (20th) held only five days of
second week; 12 days did strong
$13,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-

40-50)—'Cockeyed Sailors' (UA) and
'Singing Hill' (Rep). Oke $4,800.
Last week, 'Underground' (WB) and
'Puddin' Head' (Ren) closed .a sec-

Boston, Aug. 12.

'Blossoms In the Dust,' 'Hold That
Ghost' an^ 'Charley's Aunt' are dl
showing extra strength despite ona
of the worst heat waves of the sea^
son here.

RKO Boston reopens vaude Aug.
29 for a full-week, single film policy,
at S5c top, with Gypsy Rose Lee and
Billy GUbert heading the sUge biU.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-39-44-98)—'Llf« Caroline* (RKO) and 'Firs*

Beau' (Col) (both continued from
Memorial). Wilting under the heat,
around $4,000. Last week, Tom,
Dick' (RKO) (3d wk. In town) and
'Cyclone Horseback' (RKO) (Ist

wk.), $4,800, nji.h.

Fenway (M&P) (1,375; 28-30-44.
55)—'Manpower' (WB) and 'Kisses
Breakfast' (WB) (both continued
from Met). Limpid $3,500. Last
week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Shining
Victory' (WB) (both continued from
Met), $4,000, fair.

Keith MemorUl (RKO) (2,900; 28*
36-44-55)—'Hold Ghost' (U) and
'Accent Love' (2Qth). Drawing oc«
casional standee biz in terrific he'at.

Aiming at socko $18,000. Last week,
Xlfe Caroline" (RKO) and 'First

Beau' (Col), pleasing $14,800.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-39.

44-55)— Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Dressed Kill' (20th). Magnet for

the night trade, flirting with big
$17,000. Last week, 'Manpower
(WB) and 'Kisses Breakfast' (WB),
$15,500, good.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44?
55)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and
'People Kildare' (M-G). Standing
'em up for $18,000 or Ijetter. Last
week (8 days), 'Barnacle Bill' (M-G>.
and 'Time Rhyhtm' (Col), $19,40(),

socko.

Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 28-39.

44-55) — "Manpower' (WB) and
'Kisses Breakfast' (WB) (both con-
tinued from Met). Around $5,000,

n.s.h. Last week, .'Kiss Boys' (Par)

and 'Shining Victory' (WB), both
continued run from Met, same.

SUte (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)

—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and 'Peo»

pie Kildare' (M-G). On the strong
side for around $14,000. Last weeR
(8 days), 'Barnacle. Bill' (M-G) and
Time Rhyhtm' (Col), $15,000, very
good,

Translnx (Translux) (900; 15-28.

44)_'Bowery Blitz' (Mono) and
'Wings Navy' (WB) (revival).

Blitzed by heat. Under $2,000 ex«
pected. Last week, 'Murder Invita.

tlon' (Mono) and 'Angels Dirty
Faces' (WB) (revival), $1,500.

XHARLEY'S AUNT' SETS

DENVER PACE AT 12G

Denver, Aug. 12.

'Charley's Aunt' and 'Accent on
Love,' dualed, are packing Denver to

big business this week. 'Fantasia

doubled its average in its third at

the Aladdin, but it's going out re-

gardless.
EsUmates for Thb Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 55-$l-$1.90)
'JSTRtitSSSnTtkOr) ntrWeetr):- Fine
$7,000. Last week, 'Fantasia' (RKO)
(2d week), nice $5,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)

—'Blossoms in Dust'~ (M-G) and
'Navy Blue and Gold' (M-G), after a
week at the Orpheum, okay $3,000.

Last week 'Tom, Dick and Harry'
(M-G) and 'I'll Wait for You' (M-G),
after a week at the Orpheum, nici

$3,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 26-35-

40)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par) (2d
week). Neat $6,500; first week fine
$'9,200

Deliver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Accent
on Love' (20th). Strong $12,000. Last
week, 'Manpower' (WB) ahd 'Blondie
in Society' (Col) nice $10,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and 'Ring-
side Maisie' (M-G). Steady $9,000.

Last week, 'Blossoms in Dust' (M-G)
and 'Navy Blue and Gold' (M-G)
good $9,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)-r

'Adventure in Washington' (Col) and
'Bullets for O'Hara' (WB). Fhie
$6,000. Last week, 'Bad Men of Misr
souri' (WB) and 'Sweetheart of
Campus' (Col) good $7,500.

Blalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Man.
power' (WB) and 'Blondie in Society*
(Col), after a week at the Denver,
good $2,200. Last week, 'Man Hunt'
(20th) and 'Dance Hall' (20th), after

a week at the Denver, good $2,000.

BOUAimC WHATISIT
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Anne Shirley and James Craig
draw the romantic leads in 'Gwengl,'

the mystery picture to be directed

by Irving Reis at RKO.
Picture starts when Miss Shirley

finishes 'Four Jacks and a Queen'

and Craig winds up 'Valley of the
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Here are some of America's gredr

and dating ahead from now to

JOHN ANDERSON CHARLES H BARRON iOE BLUMENFUD /OMN T COONEV E. A CUMBUILAND
M^M Thmtn

CHRYSTAL R CUPLEI
Ctmrt TiMtrr

RUSSELL UMB
Lm^h TitMitt. Ml Mtrtn. IH

Orrfrm Tht^ltt. (Htf^. lU

M A UCKTMAN

Mtrnfia. Tmm

BOB O DONNEU

Onma—OstUt, Tom

GEORGE PnTSLeV

B€t Cut, Mxk

CLARENCE E ROBBINS V A SANDON

Blm4 E^tit. MiHw

They're going tp get their pictures^

III

•

RANOOirH

scon
lUZAMTH

BERGNER

PARIS CALLING
(TanraUv* T«/«J

^ nrodvcci/ by

. B«n|ainin Olai«r
•Sl^IL. Wr«t.rfby

Edwin L Marin

JANE FRAZEE •THE MERRY MACS
LEON ERROL'MISCHA AUER

. MOONLIGHT
in HAWAII

^ JOHNNY DOWNS • SUNNIE O'DEA

MARIA MONTEZ
IcnM^or hv Mott9* Ow, Jmmt 0«w, bm» Iwarw

Orlgiml SHry bf fv* Of««JU

gy^v^ \AH.Om, vKEN jGOlDSMnil

ChorltsBOYER • MorgnratSULLAVAN

APPOINTMENT
for LOVE

lUilmld 0«Mr-lM.Ktril|«i •(•<ll Killmf
Icmcn MaiM • M»r Gtrdon • CkviM Raf

Doris Uayd • Rvlk Uni

A BRUCE MANNING
ProdiKtion

DirKt^brWlUtMk. iUm

HI

Jungia fury ambodled in feminine beauty

to ttortle and electrify your boNofficel

CAPTIVE
WILD WOMAN

featuring

The Wild Woman

e^i^— MM
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showmen who are thmlitii0 a^
New Year's Wifh Universgf . , w

.

lAH FEUSniN L t CAINU

r^ixUi/. /am

HAIiaY HODGAN

Nntftrt. ff f

tVEKETT HAYJ ELMORE O MEINS A WEST lOHNSON MAK M KOU

C M TURNEl

r>v Or.

JOHN unou REX N VAN HO*N

AmcmOd. Ill

V C WESCHUR

Cnr. ni

UllS C V VACHT^II JACK YtO HARRY ZErTZ
Wl/— Fjmf^ TiMJr»

box office pictures, regularly!

THE GREAT MAN
•MGLORIA JIAN

LEON IRROL • Butch & Buddy

Sutan Miller* Frttnklih Pangborn

CharUi Lang • AAorgut*! DumonI

Anne Nogel • Mono Barrie

Nell CDay
DineltJ by

IDWARD CLINE

Si:The WOLF MAN
A pichira ond a new flgura of sr»- E«^SS«
taiqu* horror thai will cotopult BSf^sa

Ittolf to lond among fh« top lmag> |*;;5^;
Jnotiv* tnatUrplKet of aU Hmo. ES*B»';|

33!

THEY LIVED
ALONE

BRUCE MANNING
Orlfllfiel Sl*rv Sanyo lavim

S5=;3s

MELODY
/A LANE

^,„^rTX Th« rndmtry'» finieit itof •

'o' • tiut oi big OS th^v

come ot the box-offlcel

HHil

M

MERMAID
in DISTRESS

Atioclota Producer

VAUGHN PAUL

mi

13 TECHNICOLOR CARTOONS
FiilariBf bdi PiWi M< M« Ml • buM m< Prtimi tr Wilbr Urii

13 2- REEL PERSONALITY cmd NAME-RAND
MUSICALS (EMt «llk MhrMi KHt)

15 VARIETY VIEWS lEMktA MitmI Ulhi

15 STRANGER THAN FICTION (Eitk lilk didtiH* IWil

A 2.REBL SnOAL FEATUREnE
4 SUPERIOR SERIALS

"Urn •! Diaft fRlbr" • "In liiAn'
"ffinln il Am Inj" • "Ik iMf Mn'

THE UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL ir i....

life

i

The Merry Mqc» • Dick Foron

Johnny Mack Brown Anne

Gwynne • Samuel S. Hindc

and Ella Fitzgerald and

The Congaroos

ARTHUR lUBIN AlEX OOmiEB

SSSKS

DICK

NOV. 21tt

THE SONORA KID

DEC. 26th

ZAMBEZI

iisss

Oa. 24«h

Ttit- MASKED RIDER

NOV. 14th

ARIZONA CYCLONE

HUGH HERBERT
rn

NOBODY'S
FOOL

The wiie old owl whota
ilewt ol v»oo-woo'» lieepi

'em rollin' to your door!

ssesssi

ST/^ATiGV- date ahead . .

.

be ahead . . .with UNIVERSAL
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Home fiH Not Take Top Pub-Ad

Spot at 20th; Sets Up Service Org.

Hal Home will definitely not ac-

cept the top pub-ad post at 20th-

Fox, succeeding Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, should it be offered him.

Meantime, the former eastern rep

lor Walt Disney is getting into

shape the Home Organlzailon, which
will, specialize in freelance exploita-

tion and promotion.
Outfit will handle special ex-

ploitation on Fox pix which are felt

by Home and the studio to be ex-
ploitable by nature. Contract pro-
hibits Home from working for any
other film company, although he is

free to handle, any other type of

industry. First pic for Fox will be
'Belle Starr' and then 'Yanl< in the

RAF,' with nothing definite except
*How Green Was My Valley' after

that.

Dick Condon, former publicity

chief for Disney, who resigned from
that outfit at the same time as

Home, is general manager of the

new setup. Assisting him will be
Kerk Burbank, formerly with
Metro on the Coast; Joe Heppner,
who was with Condon at Disney's
and who will retain his interest in

Metropolitan Photo Service; M.D.
(Doc) Howe, who served in the

'Fantasia' roadshow organization,

and Peggy Royhle, who will handle
research.

Home intends to add a radio and
advertising copy and layout depart-

ment. Offices have been taken in

the General Motors Bldg., N.Y., not
far from the 20th-Fox h.o.

SA Bally for 'Navy Bloes'

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Warners is barnstorming, via

chartered plane, former Powers
Models billed as the 'Navy Blues

Sextet' to bally that picture.

Take off next month for stops in

key cities.

'BRING THE CHILDREN'

DRIVE-IN'S BALLYHOO

Milwaukee, Aug. 12.

New angle in theatre trade pro-

motion is being used with success by

local Drive-In. Management checks

daily official birth record and sends

parents a neatly engraved card of

congratulation with the suggestion

ihat the little one's arrival need not

keep them from attending the pic-

tures.

Baby may be wrapped up and
brought witli them; if he gets restless

his cries won't disturb occupants of

other cars.

Newsreels Going

After Real Coin

For Its 'Specials

No matter what is done about
other shorts in 1941-42, whether they

are improved in quality or get more
coin, newsreels seem certain of dis

carding their old role of film Indus
try stepchild and become real boX'
office not only to the exhibitor but
also for the distributor.

Hence, after 20 years, a distinct

change in trend for newsreelers ap
pears inevitable this coming season.

Because at least two- newsreels plan

getting real money for news specials.

It has been apparent to distributors

ever since a couple of football

specials last fall rolled up'trirn coin

that there . is real money in these

reels when tabbed at for what they

are worth. The decision to ask
above-ordinary fees for all specials

resulted.

Whether universally adopted or
not, indications point to few newS'

r«ls •.0.v«rMW0Z^bU-:adi3itional.jiFf

_cfln)fi,_.'Pie_.]pspls._ojr_^e.cisJlA.. ar«^

made on stories having solely local

interest in various communities such
as Boston in certain gridiron games,
Scranton in Its centennial, Washing'
ton in a spring festival, etc.

In the past each newsreel has been
spending upwards of $60,000 annually
on these 'specials'' without obtaining

an additional' cent in return. The
distributor generally was thanked,

the newsreels writing off the added
expense as 'goodwill.'

Two factors, however, are making
for the elimination of these specials

simply as service items and for

nothing above the normal newsreel
fee. One Is that distribs are con-

vinced they mean real boxoffice to

local theatres, and if so, the exhibitor

should be willing to pay a small
added rental. If the special

handled as worthwhile boxoffice by
the exhlb, the theatre would be able

to absorb the additional sum, dis

tributors aver.

Other factors are the economic
conditions in the industry. The new$-.

reels admit that current wage-hour
regulations and other higher costs

simply preclude furnishing specials

as part of regular newsreel service.

Graham Wins His Spurs

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Jo Grahatn, dialog director at

Warners for five' years, moved up
into a full directorshii!) berth.

First job under the new arange-
ment in a film version of the Eric

Ambler novel, 'Background to Dan-
ger.'

Kay Harris (Col's Tillte')

Puts Elkhorn on Map
Elkhorn, Wis., Aug. 12.

This town of only 2,340 had a
world premiere of a motion picture,

Columbia's Tillie the Toiler,' be-

cause the title role is played by a lo-

cal girl, Katherine Harris, known in

Hollywood as Kay Harris. Wednes-
day night (6) premiere was a bar-

gain, too, notwithstanding the per-

sonal appearance of the star, the

Sprague theatre maintaining its reg-

ular 27c price schedule, which made
a hit with the townspeople.

Besides the show itself, the com-

mon council invited everybody in

town to a public reception in the

municipal building where they met
Kay Harris and had punch and

cookies that didn't cost anyone a

cent. There was a free band concert

In the courthouse square, too. It

was a big night in Elkhorn.

THEATRE MILK

BARS BIG CUCK

'Bed Time' Rolls
,

Hollywood, Aug. 12.-

•Bed Time Story' is slated to roll

Aug. 25 at Columbia with Loretta
Young, Fredric March and- Robert
Benchley in the lead roles under
direction of Alexander Hall.

Carole Lombard was originally

scheduled for the femme lead but
passed it up for a vacation with her
husband, Clark Gable.

Minneapolis, Aug; 12.

Milk bars in theatres are the new-
est innovation of the local Para-

mount circuit, supplementing ' the

candy counters. First of the bars

was installed in the circuit's new
Northshore theatre, Duluth, and has

proved so_ successful that plans al-

ready are being formulated for in-

stallations in other houses;

At the Northshore the bar is a

replica of those found in many tav-

erns and is located in the spacious

lounge. Patrons may sit on stools

at the bar or drink at tables. A
wide variety of milk drinks and
sodas are served.

Murphy s Buffalo Spot, MacDonald

Rejoins Par; Other Exchange Briefs

Buffalo, Aug. 12.

Robert Murphy, booker of the Dip-

son circuit, has taken over manage-
ment of the 20th Century, Dipson
downtown first-run deluxer, suc-

ceeding Richard Kemper.

MacDonald Rejoins Par
\ San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Ronald MacDonald added to Para-

mount sales staff to handle Nevada
and Sacramento Valley, first step in

augmenting sales personnel here to

handle selling under the blocks-of-

five. MacDonald, previously with
Paramount, comes over from Adver-
tising Accessories.
Jerry Collins, for past five years

a booker in the same exchange, has

gone over to Fox-West Coast's book-

ing staff.

Redmond's Sioux City Spot
- " Sioux City, Aug. 12.

John Redmond is new manager of

the Orpheum, succeeding Herman
Levy, who has become manager of

Ralph Goldberg's eight theatres in

Omaha. Redmond, recently with
RKO, comes here from Los Angeles.

RltO is pooled with Mort Singer
circuit which operates the Orpheum.

Tough On the Guests

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

International complications in the

Pacific caused Warners to cancel the

press preview and premiere of 'Navy
Blues' in Honolulu, tentatively slated

foi Labor Day.
Original idea was to charter a

steamer for a 10-day trip with 100

guests. New spot for the premiere
has not been picked.

.

What s Wrong With His Picture?

By Sidney Burton

John Q. WIchet, prominent
Gopherstown exhibitor, is lolling in

the sun before his palatial Florida

beach cabana with the little woman
and the little Wickets. Rings the
long distance phone bringing the bad
news from Wicket's manager that his

resplendent Gopherstown Bijou Pal-
ace is in the red for the umpteenth
coi>5e.QWtiy.?..W<!e.l!: . .£kH<i .still . sinking [has just

fast-^ -

Back to Menacing
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

An old hardboiled team, Ann
Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart,

Coes into -a clinch again in 'Nbbody
Lives Forever' at Warners,

This time Bogart's lines are more
romantic than roughneck

''Well,' I got nobody to blame but
myself,' chortles Wicket. 'I certainly

can't blame it on to bad pictures,

because my pictures are 100% bet-

ter than they used to be. Maybe I

better go back and put some of that

old zing and showmanship into the
organization— give my business a
little attention before too little atten-

tion gives me the business. Come on,

,Mama, let's streak it for home.'
* * •

Super-Coloesars gangster epic,

'Gutter Rats,' just previewed, is a 14-

carat stinkeroo: Bright and early

next morning, Joe Pushem, exchange
manager, telephones Ed Exhibitor.

'Sorry, Ed, that we had to load you
up with that' smellie. The studio

tried hard but it turned out to be
just another one of those things
Never mind the trade-paper ad gaga.

We'll give you a' reduction on this

one when you play it, and on your
next two pictures also—just to make
up for it. See you on the first tee at

two.'
• • •

Ed Exhibitor enters the crying
room of the distributor's local branch
exchange, his face wreathed in

smiles. He greets Moe M. Down, the

exchange manager:

'Well, Moe, I showed your 'Two in

a Hayloft' last night. Certainly a
swell picture, but you know my sour-

puss public. -Business was lousy—off
50%. But here's, a certified check fOr

your .percentage. Yes— it's a little

more than your checker's report

shows because he spent the evening
with my manager at the Idle Hour

Bar next door. But you know me,
always on the up and up—and don't
I always live up to the letter of my
contracts? Hey, Miss McCarthy, a
glass of water for Moe, quick!'

Inu Doghe, the fetidly exotic

Balkan importation (via Brooklyn)
of Super-Stupendous Productions

read the working script of

'Moon Over Mia^tna' liahdedliiiep by-

S-S's ace director, Ivor Guerrilla.

'Joe, you're % heneypot,' she coos..

'Why this part is right up my alley.

Of course, it's the 10th picture in

which I've played a tart—but it's

okay because I'm not typed. And be-
sides doesn't everyone love a trollop

—or is it that it just seems that way?
Well, anyhow, please see if you can't

find me something else next time

—

if I last that^ong. Okay, Joe, pass
the jug, will you?'

* • *

Biff Boyden. Terrific Pictures'

latest find, is in conference with Gus,
his agent, on the day following the
release of Terriflc's 'The Lameroo' in

which Biff has been acclaimed by the
reviewers. Gus breaks the news that

he has just signed Biff for a role op-
posite Gloria Gleiidenning in Ter-
riflc's new saga 'Cheese Soufle' at

double the old salary. Biff, his

Scotch and his Soda are speaking:
That's swell, Gus, but tell 'em the

double salary stuff is out. I'll work
for the same old $150 or not at all.

It's four times as much as I made
tending that gas pump where you
found me—and, boy, am I grateful.

And listen, old man, I know my suc-

cess is due entirely to you so don't

worry about your 10%. From now
on you're in for a 15% cut on every-
thing. I've written the studio to de-
duct it weekly and send it to you
direct. And just as an additional

token of my appreciation here's a'

little diamond and pMinum watch
as a present from me to you. Don't
mention it, pal. Come on, let's go
over 'to Gloria's. Maybe she's got a
friend!'

LIberman to WB, Chi
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Frank Liberman brought in from
Warner Bros.' homeoffice press book
staff to join the midwest WB press

gang under Monroe Rubinger. Irving

Yergin continues as general assistant

to Rubinger here.

Par, Newark, Reopens
Newarfc. _

The Paramount reopened Friday
(8) morning, following its closing

over a three-week period for repairs,

modernization and staff changes.
Improvements included recondi-

tioned cooling system, new seats, bet-

ter lighting and stream-lined decpra-
tions. The theatre now has an "en-

tirely new service staff, which num-
bers 25 men, a new cleaning crew
and a new superintendent.
Minimum admission prices have

been raised slightly, the 28 and 33c
charges tilted to 30 and 35c. Open-
ing day, according to manager Ben
Griefer, brought an attendance that

was 50% above normal. The Par is

under joint ownership of A. A
Adams and Paramount Pictures.

Harry Goldsmith is Broad thea-

tre's new assistant manager. He was
formerly chief of service at Skouras'
Academy of Music, N.Y.

Big Tax Doe
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Because of non-payment of

ground rental and taxes, receivers

for the $2,000,000 4,000-seat Minne-
sota theatre have been served no-
tice of ground lease cancellation by
owners of 100 of the 235 feet front-

age. The cancellation necessitates

the tearing down of that portion of

the theatre, including the stage, oc-
cupying the ground in question.
However, the bankruptcy receivers
have eight months from the time of

the filing of the notice, July 31, to

make good the arrears and reinstate

the ICEise.

Taxes of approximately $33,800 for
1939 and of half that amount for
1940, now overdue, are default.
Qn6~guairter'';;S)'..',".tl^r,:guri;ent

.
ye.arX

ground rent is" past due.

Madison Honse Chiuigcs Hands
Madison, wis., Aug. 12.

The Capitol Investment Corp.,
whose headquarters are in Milwau-
kee, last week took over the opera-
tion of the Capitol theatre here.
The lease on this picture house had

been held for the past three years
by the Mendota Amusement Corp.,
subsidiary, of the Saxe Amusement
Corp. of Milwaukee.

of the new building to be torn out
and remodeled to become part of the
theatre.

Bay Allison Recovered
Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.

Circuit exhibitor Ray Allison re-
turned to his home in Cresson, Pa.,
in considerably improved health. On
sick list for some time, confined to a
hospital in Florida for most of win-
ter and spring.

Charlie Lynch, who joined the
Harry Hendel interests as manager
of tiie New Granada theatre short
time ago, resigned.
New theatre in Mahoningtown,

Pa., to replace old Crescent, ready
for opening Labor Day; Crescent
was destroyed by fire early in May.
New spot, being built by Louis Per-
retta at a cost of $25,000, will seat
400.

Briefles: Lou Hannas celebrated
14th wedding anniversary last week
. . . Earl Beckwith, manager of Pearl
in Youngwood, Pa., had his appen-
dix separated . . . George Lefko, for-
mer RKO branch manager here and
more recently with U sales force In
Los Angeles, around recently.

New Texas House
Atlanta, Texas, Aug. 12.

The new State, a 1,000-seater, was'
opened here by B. R. McClendon,
general manager of the Tri-States
Theatre Circuit, operators of some
10 units in Texas, Arkansas and
Louisiana.
New house is managed by Fete

Junell.

R. J. Cooper to Bolld .

Kirbyville, Texas, Aug. B.

R. J. Cooper plans a new 800-sealer
here, construction to start as soon
as final plans are approved.
Cooper states that the new house

will be across the street from his
Palace here,

Managerial Changes
Denver, Aug. 12.

Manager changes in Black Hill;
Amus. Co. houses: Arthur Traylor
resigns at Stui-gis, S. D., Majestic,
succeeded by Ted Jastaroff, formerly
at the Rex, Rapid City. S. D. Mel-
vin J. Olson takes Rex post.
George Hodge, manager of Gothic,

Denver, joins the U. S. army. Exam-
ined at 2:30 was on way to Ft. Bliss,

Texas, that night. A. G. Edward^
moves into the manager job.

A. C. House Leased
Atlantic City, Aug. 12.

M. E. Blatt, leading department
store merchant here, has leased his
picture theatre on main stem to
group headed by Seymour Vorziner,
Oliver Unger and Louis Levine.
Theatre, formerly the Embassy,

has been dark since last winter. It
will be known as the Empress.

Rackin Joins Meizger
Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Harry Rackin became general
manager of the Lou Metzger Thea-
trical Enterprises after five years as
president of Exhibitor Service, Inc.
His work will be devoted largely to
booking films for the Metzger houses
in San Diego and Pasadena.
. Rock Dickson, former vice presi
dent, succeeds Rackin as head of Ex
hibitor Service.

Braner Joins V, Toledo
Cleveland, Aug. 12.

Eddie Brauer, resigned from Metro
sales staff after 14 years with com-
pany, joined Universal here last
week in Toledo territory.
EzeUa, owned by J. H. Achen, hav-

ing its seating capacity doubled to
1,400 seats as result of purchase of
adjoining two-story building bought
by the Ezella Amus. Co. Rear wall

James P. Clark In Politics
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

James P. Clark, president of Hor-
lachers, Inc., former Chief Barker
of the Variety Club, Tent 13, and
president of Clark Film Distributors,
Inc., last week chosen chairman of
the Democratic City Committee, suc-
ceeding John B. Kelly, recently ap-
pointed National Director of Civilian
Health by the President.
M. E. Blatt, department store op-

erator in Atlantic City, has acquired
the Ehipress in that city. The house,
long closed, being renovated exten-
sively.
John Rose, uptown exhibitor, Is

taking over the Strand, Bethlehem,
Pa.
Dave Segall new operator of the

Band Box, Middleburg, Pa.
Moe Verbin, 'film ad display man-

aper of thTj-PTitiryRS'eofav-vacationi'-

ing In Hollywood; •-
-

Larry Doherty, former Stanley
Warner accountant, now stationed at

Fort Eustis, Va.
Hal Seidenberg. Earle manager,

and Harold (Buzz) Davis, program
director of WDAS, vacationing m
Canada.

Cartoonists' Holiday
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Everybody gets a recess for 17

days at the Leon Schlesinger ear-

toon factory beginning Aug. 18, fol-

lowing the completion of 42 shorts

for Warners release.

Extensive alterations will be made
at the Sunset Blvd. studio before

the employees return to work
Sept. 2.

Loew Meets Aug. 20
Regular monthly meeting of

Loew's, Inc., directors, scheduled for

last Wednesday (6), was postponed
until Aug. 20 because of lack of

quorum.
Action oj - common dividend or

preferred likely will come before

this August meeting.

GALLOPING FOOTAGE
Hollywood; Aug. 12.

'The Sonora Kid,' second of a

series of seven wild westerns, goes

into work at Universal tomorrow
(Wed.) with Dick Foran, Leo Car-

rillo and Andy Devine in the lead

roles.

Ben Pivar production Is directed

by William Nigh,
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Life Begins (or Andy
Hardy

(Continued from page B)

board girl, but is saved from seri-

ous complications through slick work
by Judy Garl&nd. He also befriends
an impecunious younc hoofer who
quickly dies of a heart attack, and is

buried by funds secured as loan on
Andy's car. After a brief dip into
the metropolitan business world,
Andy returns home with a clearer
conception of life and prepares for
college entrance. ^

In keeping with ms growing-up,
Mickey Rooney assumes a more seri-

ous manner in presentation of the
Andy character, without the various
degrees of mugging that character-
ized earlier issues. With Mickey
bucking the world in the city, mem-
bers of the Harcly family have less to

do, but provide standard characteri-
zations. Lewis Stone's preachment
to Mickey on infidelity and the re-
lations of a man and woman is most
adroitly presented.

Judy Garland, the New York girl

friend (on her third appearance of
importance In the series), clicks
Eolidl^ in getting Mickey out of ro-
mantic trouble with the charmer,
Patricia Dane. Latter Is not only a
looker but displays plenty of ability
that stamps her as a candidate for
featured buildup. Although only
briefly seen, newcomer young Ray
McDonald also catches attention
with a good performance that rates
studio attention for future assign-
ments.

Picture is filled with good and
eubstantial homily situations, as
characterized in the series, and
carries plenty of highlight comedy
situations for comedy entertainment.
Script provided by Agnes Christine
Johnston is an example of compact
writing to catch maximum audience
interest. Direction by George B.
Seitz is keyed at a high level, while
camera work by Lester White is
consistently good. Walt.

KING OF DODGE CITY
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Aug. 6.
Columbia roleane of Leon Banha produc-

tion. Stara Bill Elliott and Tex RItter.
Directed by Lambert Hlllyer. OrlglnRl
creenplay by Qerald Qeragbty; camera,
Benjamin Kline; edlmr. Jerome Thorns;
Aaat. director, Milton Carter. Previewed
In projection room, Aug. 0, '41. Running
time. 63 MIN8.
VVlId Bill HIckok Bill Elliott
Tex Rawllnga Tex nitler
Janice Blair Judith Linden
Cannonball Dub ^ylor
Morgan King Guy Uehcr
J"58« Lynch Riok Anderson
Je«f Carruther* Kenneth Harlan
Beynolda Pierce Lyden
Carney. Francis 'Walker
etepben Xlmball Harrison Greene
"""'n Jack Rockwell

This is the first of a new series of
•westerns in which Columbia intends
to team Bill ElUott and Tex RItter,
latter recently completing a Mono-
gram ticket In endeavoring to split
footage and importance of the two
westerners equally, scrlpter Gerald
Geraghty hit a stone wall—and Hit-
ter suffers by comparison in the act-
ing line against the better perform-
ance of EUlott Picture is an aver-
age shoots-and-saddles actioner that
will find booking 8i>ots with the
Juvenile trade.

Story details the heroics of both
Elliott and Ritt«r in cleaning up a
Kansas town shortly after the state
was admitted to' the Union; with
each working separately and obvi-
ously coming in conflict until the
final reel. Elliott essays the char-

flclals to clean up a political and out-
law ring in Abilene. Hitter is a cow-
poke who wanders into town, and
stays to function as sheriff. Bank
manipulations by the political boss
are finally uncovered by Elliott to
set up a pitched gun battle foi" the
necessary climax.

Interest suffers from attempt to
split hero functions equally between
tne two -westerners, and indications
are that studio will have to revise
formula for teaming Elliott and Hit-
ter whereby either one or the other
will have to take secondary Impor-
tance. Hitter sings three cowboy
songs. In his usual style.

Lambert HlUyer's direction main-
tains a good tempo for en action
western. WoU.

the rurals, with a number of obvious
flaws. It's an unpretentious effort,

obviously involving a modest budg-
et; but shrewdly scripted and...with
certain exceptions, skillfully ihade.
With the help of Euery Queen name
via books and radio, plus a fairly

strong, cast, it should provide suffi-

cient b.o. draw for the supporting
position on dual bills.

Story is about a ruthless utilities

promoter who ruins the father of

Bis son's fiancee and who is sub-

sequently murdered. With police

suspicion on the son and the fiancee's

father, dilettante-detective Ellery

Queen, with dubious assistance from
his secretary Nikki Porter, unravel

the actual crime and uncover the

real killer. Script has the amusing
little touches characteristic of all

Manfred Lee-Frederic Dannay yarns,

but unlike some of their better con-

trivances, it unfairly puts suspicion

on innocent characters.

James Hogan's direction Is second-

rate. Although there is ample op-

portunity to create suspense through

the comedy touches, that isn t

achieved. ^There Is languid pace, lit-

tle sinister atmosphere and a rather

tame climax, although the script

seems to offer excellent chance.

There are also such clumsy bits as

showing a printed sign on the screen

and then taking time to have one

of the characters read it aloud.

That's either bad direction or bad
editing—probably both.

There's little chance for much
acting in the picture. Ralph Bell-

amy IS acceptable as EUery and Mar-
garet Lindsay is sufficiently convinc-

ing as the efficient Nikki. Charley
Grapewln Is properly (and justi-

fiably) crusty as Inspector Queen,
while H. B. Warner, Spring Bying-
ton. James Burke. Douglas Dum-
brille, Sidney Blackmer and Walter
Kingsford are believable In support-

ing parts. Linda Hayes is pretty,

but has a paltry part as the love In-

terest. As the son, John Beal Is sin-

cere as always, and he gives as

skillful a performance as the straight

part allows. But for some reason
best known to the studio, he's not
givei) even featured billing.

Incidentally, the picture's title Is

strictly courtesy. ' The crime Isn't

even nearly perfect Another inci-

dental: the sound system at the Ri-

alto, N. Y., was turned much too
low for nearly half the picture at the
show caught Saturday (B). Hobe.

RAGS TO RICHES^
Republic release of Joseph Kane produc-

tion. Features Alan Baxter, - Mary Car-
lisle. Directed by Joseph Kane. Original
Hcreenplay, James Webb; camera, William
Nobles; Bupervlslng editor, Murray Sel-

deen; editor, Ernest Niras; music, Cy
Feuer. Reviewed In projection room, N. T.,
Aug. 7, '41. Running time, 57 MIMB.
Jimmy Rogers Alan Baxter
Carol Mary Carlisle

Abbott • Jerome Cowan
BIckford Michael Morris
.Slip Conlan Rait Harolde
Profensor Del Rio Paul ForcasI
Ulenda...., Suzanne Kaaren
Ace Eddie Acutr
Maria., Roslna Qalll
Prosecutor Charles Trowbridge
Julia Daisy Lee Mothershed
Belle Cassldy '. Joan Blair
Bert Cassldy Frances Sayles

A romantic action m'eller aimed
for the duals, 'Hags to Riches' is a
filler at best It's lightweight en-
tertainment and lacks iwme strength,
so win get meagre boxofllce re'

turns.
Yarn deals with a young cab driver

who is framed and Jailed as a par-
ticipant in a fur robbery. His girl,

a would-be opera singer, remains
loyal to him, despite the machina-
tions of a 'slick talent agent and
undercover head of the fur-stealing
rinR... ..Wheu, .the heirp is finally pa-

SUNSET IN WYOMING
(WITU SONGS)

RopuMfo relciise nnd proilucllon. Stnrfl

Oone Autry: (calureH Smiley Iiurnctte. Dl-
reeled by William Morgan. Screenplay by
Jvon Uoff, Ann MnrrlHon Chapln;. camera,
ItcKKle I.nnnlng: edllor, Tony Martlnelll:

munlc. ll.ioul Krnudhanr. Rovlpwod at
Ciilonllll. Llnroln. .Vol)., Aug. S, '41, dual,

nunning lime. 63 .MINN.
CnHi: acne Autry. Smiley Durnette,

OeorKO Cleveland, Mnrls Wrixon. Robert
ICenl. .Sarah Eilwardn, Monte Blue, Dick
Ellloil, John Dllson, Slnnloy BIystonc.

Gene Autry is treading on dan-
gerous ground. Last couple of times
out the popular western-singing star

has found himself completely out of

his element in such locales as draw-
ing rooms and showboats.
In 'Sunset in Wyoming' Autry

again strays from the ranch and be-
comes entangled in country club
swimming pools and high-powered
station wagons. Film will probably
draw well because of Autry's mar-
quee magnetism, but a few more
with him astride a plush seat Instead

of a saddle will decimate the ranks
of his faithful.

Plot is especially weak, resorting
to some peculiarly unfunny comedy,
aimed apparently at the juve clienr

tele. Ranchers are enraged because
lumber tycoon George Cleveland's
oiitfll is stripping the mountainside
of timber, which makes the valley a
pushover for floods.

When they strap on their slxguns
and start after the camp foreman,
Autry intervenes and suggests peace-
ful settlement He's delegated to
call on Cleveland and work out an
answer.
Cleveland reveals he has little to

do with the company;' it's all in
the hands of smart atjeck Robert
Kent. Cleveland dislikes Kent and
wants to keep his grand-daughter.
Marls Wrixon from mazryine him.
He sics Autry on Kent, hoping to
show latter up and at same time ac-
complish Autry's mission. In the
process, Autry, in a smooth, late
model convertible, tafher than
aboard his pony, creases fenders
with Miss Wrixon's car, pushes her
into' a' swimming pool aV' a. swank
country club, and hosts' a party
where everybody wears tails. Includ-
ing Smiley Bumette, Autry's per-
ennial sidekick, who's drafted as a
butler. That's the kind of a 'west-
em' it is.

Climax is a flood In the valley
while the Cleveland crew is on an
Inspection trip there, the near-death
of the old man, and the 'discovery',
of Kent by Miss Wrixon.
Aufry warbles two numbers,

neither of which if up to previous
standard. In all. It's pretty far-
fetched film fare and Autry's name
is its single asset Art.

Story of the Vatican
RKO release ot Richard da Rochemont

production. Narration and script by Rt.
Rev. Moslgnor Fulton J. Sheen. Directed
by Jean Pages; camera. Marcel Reblere.
Previewed In Projection Room. N, Y., Aug,
8, '41, Running time, 82 MINB.

I
Ellery Queen and

Perfect Crime

the

Columbia production and release. Stars
Ralph Bellamy, Margaret Lindsay; tea
tures Charley Orapewin, .Spring Bylnglon.
H. B. Warner, James Burke. Dlrrcied
l»y James Hogan. Story by Ellery Queen
(Manfred Lee and Frederic Dannny):
screenplay, Eric Taylor; camera, Jamen
S. Brown, Jr.; music,, Lee Zahler; editor,
Dwight Caldwell. At RIalto. N'. 7., Aug.
e, '41. Running time, 67 MIN8.
Kllery Queen Ralph Bellamy
NIkkl Porter Margaret Llndsny
Inspector Queen Charley Orapewin
Carlotta Emerson Spring Bylngton
Ray Jardin H. B. Warner
Sergeant Veils James Burke
jTohn Mathews Dougla« Dumbrllle
Walter Mathews John Bcal
2farlan Jardin Linda Hayes
Anthony Rhodes Sidney Blackmer
Henry ,., Walter Kingsford
Lee Honorable Wu
Frouty Charles ' Lone

trucking outfit and, whfen two fur-
stealing gangs carry on a feud, he
helps the cops collar both outfits.

Including the wolf who's been on the
make for his girl.

It's an implausible concoction,
with, moderate action, but weak char-
acterizations, transparent situations
and tepid climax. Except for the
opening shot and about a half-dozen
other bits, the direction and photog-
raphy are commonplace, Alan Bax-
ter as the driver-hero and most ot
the others play in that tight-lipped,
icy monotone typical . of crime-
meller performances, Mary Carlisle
Is attractively direct as the singer-
heroine. She's handicapped by the
part, however, hot only because it

d.oesn't offer much scope, but also
b'ecause it calls for her to be a con--
cert singer, which she obviously
Isn't. For all It means to the story,
she might just as well have been a
pop vocalist—and she would have
been believable as that.
Jerome Cowan is acceptable as the

sinister agent-gang chief and Eddie
Acuff handles a mild comedy part
satisfactorily. Suzanne Kaaren is a
looker, but doesn't get a chance to
show acting ability. Paul Porcasl
and Roslna Galli are likable In
character bits. - Hobe.

'Ellery Queen and the Perfect
Crime,' latest in Columbia's who-
dunit series about the fiction sleuth,
is an acceptable program item for

Levey's L.A. Newsreeler
San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Ellis Levey closed a deal here
Monday (11) for the Arcade theatre,

Los Angeles, whereby the house will

be operated as part of the Telenews
setup, when it opens Aug. 22.' WIU
have a KHJ-Don Lee tleup.

Levey is the Coast rep for Tele-
news, operating the San Francisco
and Oakland theatres.

While newsreels have taken , pld-
tures at different Intervals and
March of Time, under -whose aus-
pices this was put together, had its

own two-reel subject on tne 'Vati-

can, this Is the first complete feature
filmed inside the Vatican City. As a
feature, M. of T. originally made it

available in Spanish. - Present com-
pact film emerged from this. Mon-
slgnor Fulton J. Sheen, now at Cath-
olic University, agreed to handle the
narration and was given full leeway
by the producers In preparing his
own script Result is a production
of obvious appeal, and one certain

'Story of the Vatlcdi' Is a docu-
mentary feature, but patently more
than that because of its concise pres-
entation about the capital of the
Catholic church. Also' because this
initial story on the self-governing
State of the Vatican City gives a
film closeup of the city most wide-
ly known to the Christian world, it

affords opportunity of a visit there
to millions unable to make the pil-
grimage. While' ^here are an estl-'

mated 330,000,000 Catholics in the
world today, the film Is of 'almost
equal Import to all religious sects.
This provides obvious potentialities
for most exhibitors. Sold simply as
a straight-forward, authentic picture
of the Vatican City, with stress on
Monsignor Sheen's description, it

should find a ready-made audience.
Fact that the usual M. of T. style Is

lacking, but has been replaced by
Msgr. Sheen's genuine word descrip-
tion, helps vastly on this film. Story
refers to ascendancv of Eugenlo Car-
dinal Pacelli to the throne of St
Peter as Plus XII at one of the dark-
est periods in world's history. How
latter,, as Papal secretary of state
under Plus XI, saw more of the
world than any man who had ever
succeeded to the Papacy, was familiar
with nations and their people, and
earned respect of Europe's shrewd-
est statesmen for his diplomatic in-
sight, backgrounds the main presen-
tation on the Vatican City. Also
his trip to the U. S, and how he
nearly became Professor of Canon
Law at Catholic U links the story
to American audiences.
In bringing the Vatican City e\6iy

home, how radio plays' its part via
the shortwave equipment donated by
the late Guglielmo Marconi and the
manner in which the Pontiff has
prayed to bring an end to the most
destructive war in history, are

cited in the film. The Osservatore
Romano, semi-official newspaper of

the Vatican, is pointed to as the sole

newspaper in all Italy daring to tell

the truth. Also the necessity of rely-

ing on diplomacy by the Vatican in

bringing peace also is related. Thir-
ty-eight ijitlons maintain represent-
atives at the Holy See, with Myron
C. Taylor, special emissary of Presi-
dent Roosevelt representing the
U. S.

All principal points of interest In

the 'Vatican State are developed,
from the ordinary employes up to

skilled artisans and different guard
groups. It has its own postofflce,

fire department,, own industrial
plants needed to maintain the regu-
lation over the 1,000 population.

Both in production effort and in
Monsignor Sheen's narration, the
picture sustains interest by reciting
the commonplace and then shifting
readily Into a new phase ot the
document Thus the interest in the
postofflce is whetted by explaining
how new stamp Issues are snapped
up and how all Vatican mail is not
subject to wartime censorship or
seizure by agents of the Fascist gov-
ernment. The housecleaning problem
leads into the famed 15 acres of Vat-
ican gardens. Summary of different
gflards,. Including the famed Swiss
Guard, is dovetailed into the great
Vatican Library which requires
seven miles ot shelving three stories
high.

Camera work Is superb, while
Richard de Rochemont has edited
and produced with dignity.

But it is .the clever manner of
presentation coupled with l^sgr.
Sheen's able, narrative that makes
this an outstanding subject of its

sort. Wear.

DOUBLE CROSS
Producers Releasing Corp. release of

John O. Bachmann production. Features
Kane Richmond. Pauline Moore,. Wynne
Olbson, John Mlljan, Directed by Albert
Kelley. Screenplay by Milton Ralson, Ron
Ferguson, from original by John A. Albert;
camera, Arthur Martlnelll., At New Tork,
N, T,, week Aug. T, '41, dualed. Running
time: M MINS.
Jim Kane Richmond
Ellen Pauline .Moore
Fay Wynne Olbson
Nick John Mlljan
Steve Richard Beach
Mn. Murray Mary Qordon
Capt. Murray Robert Homana
Mayor William Halllgan
Cookie Frank C. Moran
MIggs Heinle Conklln
Nurse Daisy Ford
Police Commissioner Edward Keane
Sergeant Tucker; Walter .Shumway
Sergeant Rand Ted Wray
Camera shop proprietor Jlmmle Fox
Protective Agency Mgr Harry Harvey

This indie, limited budget effort
is a far cry from the best effort
turned out by PRC. Chief trouble
is a rambling, badly conceived and
feebly projected plot and tepid dl-
rectioi^ Presence of' John Mlljan
and 'Wynne Gibson, vets of many
gangster vehicles, falls to overcome
these difficulties. Net result for the
exhlb: a poor picture even at modest
rentals and one that'll struggle to
make the grade on dual combos.
Film starts out as If going places.

A goahawful death-bed scene sends
the. cop-son of a police captain off to
revenge the uncalled-for killing of
a fellow officer at a gambling-fohit
cabaret. Operator of said joint then
tries to bump off the police captain,
after visiting the mayor and telling
him how to run the town, Old arti-
fice of getting kicked off the force to
get In with the gangster chief and
his mob is stupidly done here.
There's the usual showdown, with
the avenging copper forced to drive
a truck filled with eangaterR armed

about to become police
commlsh. He knocks out his mob-
ster guard and tips off the police by
means of a radio broadcasting outfit
he's rigged up on the truck. Gang
is killed by rescuing police, who rid-
dle the truck with sub-machine gun
bullets. The mobster chief strangles
his gunmoll to death in between
gestures. It's the sort of story that
can draw laughs In the wrong places—and does.

Kane Richmond manages to make
his Impossible role seem half-way
real, but PauUne Moore, as his
sweetheart, Is not so successful. Her
acting and that of many, in the sup-
port is reminiscent of Little Theatre
thesplc endeavors. Wynne Gibson,
the gangster's sweetie, and John Mll-
jan, the mobster, don't have much
chance with the lines handed her.
Mlljan is fairly effectual, but suc-
cumbs to tired direction. Wear.

Al Toque de Clarin
('At the Sonnd of the Bncle')

(ABGENTINE-MADB)
Buenos Aires, Aug. 1.

Argentina Bono Film production and re-
leaM In Spanish, Starring Buono-Strlano
and featuring Peplla Munoz, Jos* A.
Paonesa, Iris Portlllo, Mary Parets, Oscar
Soldatl. Story by Florenclo ChlareMo and
Francisco Bella. Directed by Orestes
Cavlglla. Reviewed at the Monumental,
Buenos Aires. Running time, 70 MINS.

(In SpanlBh)
Modestly made, and with empha-

sis on the radio stars Buono and
Strlano, 'Al Toque de Clarin' is likely
to prove an excellent grosser, espe-
claUy in Argentina, because It goes,
after the laughs and succeeds in get-
ting them. 'The story, adapted from
a French play by Florenclo Chiarello
and Francisco Bolla, is used mainly

as a frame on which to hang the gags
of the comics, who are roughly com-
parable to Abbott and Costello. In
fact more than a little coincidence
can be spotted in the handling by
Orestes Cavlglla and the manner in
which personalities are emphasized.

Story deals with a retired army
captain of eccentric habits who runs
his farm as he used to run his
rookies. A Senor Canulo arrives at
the establishment and everybody
thinks he's the heir to a great for-
tune. Therefore he's allowed to
make love to the captain's sister. At
the same time she carries on a ro-
mance with an employee who is, in
fact, the real heir. Series of com-
plications put off the discovery until
the last moment, and the humor,
while extremely local, is good.
Mannerisms and devices popularized
on the radio are constantly em-
ployed, and since the comics com-
mand a large audience on the air the
film should carry.

Aware that what he was selling
was gags, not scenery, director Cav-
lglla has set most of his story against
inexpensive backgrounds. There are
Indications that we film was quickly
made to meet a release date. Pho-
tography is fair and supporting cast
adequate, considering the job as-

signed. Ray.

El Tesoro de la IsIa Maciel
('The Treasure ot Maelel Island')

(ABOENTINE-MADE)
Buenos Aires, Aug. 1.

Lumlton Films production and release.

Stars Luis Arata, Severo Fernnndez, Al-
berto Bello, Sllvana Roth, Juan Manglnnip.
Alfredo Jordan, Mnria Armand, Qertirdo
ROdrlgues, Jimmy Hart, Cayetano Blondl,
Fernando Campos. Written and dirrcled
by Manuel Romero. Reviewed at the Monu-
mental theatre, Buenos Aires. Running
time: TS MINS.

Majority of Argentine film direct-

ors would avoid making one like 'El

Tesoro de la Isla Maciel' ('The

Treasure of Maciel Island'), consid-

ering it beneath their dignity. Manuel
Romero, who Js one of the top local

meggers. Is more Interested In b.o.

than art, and the result is a comedy
which, while it swings low in spots,
keeps the customers in belly laughs
from the start It Is a pic that is

likely to' be a big grosser throughout
Latin-America and especially in in-
tjerlor cities, where they Uke the
humor a bit rough.

Farce note is so predomlnant-ln the
dialog as well as In the caricaturing
of the characters and the artificiality

of the plot that It's best to forget
logic altogether. Most ot the cus-
tomers do and result- Is effective.

Story tells about a pensioned sea
captain in the doldrums because he
has nothing to do. To distract him
his son and pals get him hepped up
about a supposed treasure on an
island in the Rio de la Plata near
Buenos Aires. The complications
which follow almost ruin him and
the twist comes when he discovers
oil on the site and makes enough to
buy himself another ship and go
back to sea.

Although based oh a stage play ot
several yeara back, 'El Tesoro*^ shows
no signs ot its footllght birth, being
handled by Romero with plenty ot
movement, sometimes hindered by
'excessive dialog rattled off at high
speed.

While . much of this gets across
with localltes, it will malce It more
difficult' outside the country. Ro-
mero refuses to let a side love affair
between Sllvana Roth and Alfredo
Jordan Interfere with the. plot—an-

a top local comic, falls Into the .habit
ot theatrical excesses which are
clearly the result of stage experi-
ence. Special mention due Severe
Fernandez for excellent character-
ization.

Photography and sound good.
Ray.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

'Medico Hits the Trail' retitled
'Prairie Stranger' at Columbia.

'Flight Surgeon' at 20th-Fox drew
new handle, 'Vickl and Her Eagles.'
. 'The Female of the Species' re-
tagged 'All Woman' at Metro.

'Here Is a Man,' nee 'The Devil
and Daniel Webster,' became 'AH
That Money Can Buy' at HKO.

Metro" switched from 'The New
York Story' to 'Unholy Partners.'

•The Dutch Show Mystery' at Co-
lumbia now 'Ellery Queen and the
Murder Ring.'

'Sing a Song of Homicide' became
The Morning After' at Paramount.
Columbia shitted from "The Lone

Wolfs Double Cross' to 'Secrets of
the Lone WoU.'

'It Started With Adam' release tag
on 'Almost An Angel' at Universal.

Republic's 'Ice-Capades of 1942'

reverted to its original title, 'Ice-

Capades,'
'Iceland Patrol' Is new tag on

'Across the Atlatitic' at Warners.
Paramount switched from 'Her

Jungle Mate' to 'Malaya.'

Columbia's 'The Lone Wolf Goes
High Hat' became The Lone Wolf
In Scotland Yard.'

'XiSwless Plainsmen' is release

handle on 'The Medico and the Out-

law' at Columbia.
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Despite Blitzes, Show Biz in England

Very Healthy; Provincial Towns Boom

London, July 25.

English provincial towns, with few
exceptions are the real El Dorado for

show biz. Biggest surprise are towns
like Liverpool, Bristol and Coventry,
which have been blitzed on many
occasions, yet still do very good
trade. Manchester still ranks as the
top provincial spot and, despite on
occasional blitz, is doing pre-war
trade.

The Palace, Manchester, has re-

placed the Opera House, once the

tryout spot for all C. B. . Cochran
shows, for big musicals. With a

really prior-to-London production it

can do as high as $12,000. Opera
House caters to straight plays for an
average of $6,000. Surprise about
Manchester is that it has no vaude-
ville house, nearest being the Ard-
wick Empire (StoU's), now renamed
Hippodrome. Runs cheap revues,

mostly, to $2,000 weekly average.

However, the Paramount, ace picture

house, now owned by Oscar D^tsch,
plays an occasional stage attraction,

generally a name band.
Glasgow, Birmingham (often

bombed), Leeds, Newcastle, Sunder-
land, and Edinburgh are over pre-

war biz at least 20%. This, despite

some of these towns having smaller
populations due to evacuation. Bris-

tol can rank among the outstanders,

as it has been blitzed ever so often,

yet trade is easily 30% above pre-
war for cinemas, and even higher for

vaudeville.

Bif Blackpool Biz
Blackpool, always entertainment

conscious, especially in the summer,
is now doing an all year round trade

to 40% above normal, mostly attrib-

uted to big percentage of evacuees.
'Hullabaloo,' first George Black
revue at the Winter Garden, is said

to be doing best biz there in years.

Understood takings exceeding $20,-

000 per week, which is higher than
Victoria Palace, and pretty close to

Palladium's intake.

Outstanders South of England are
Beading, Cambridge and Oxford,
also primarily due tb evacuee patron-
age; while spots such as Watford and
Kingston, practically adjacent to

London, are also doing surprismgly
heavy grosses.

North of England, comprising such
towns as Blackburn, Bolton, More-
cambe, Barnsley, Doncastej, Darl-
ington, Middlesboro, Rochdale (fa-

mous as birthplace of Gracie Fields),
Dudley and Wigan, spot which has
as many music hall jokes about it as
mothers-in-law, have upped their in-

takes from '60 to 80%, and in some
cases even higher.

Ireland is thriving, with picture
biz 20% up. Very little vaude ihere,
as acts are not permitted to cross
over. Have to rely on local talent.

Nearly two years of this shindig
has changed very little the likes and
dislikes of the picture going public.

Biggest favorites are still Charles
Chaplin, Deanna Durbin, Spencer
Tracy, Mickey Rooney, James Cag-
ney, William Powell and Judy Gar-

Flynn, Katharine Hepburn (defin-

itely back in favor after her per-
formance in 'Philadelphia Story'),

Robert Donat, Vivien Leigh, Lau-
rence Olivier, James Stewart, Mar-
lene Dietrich, Tyrone Power and
Bob Hope. Jack Benny is deemed ',

too subtle and Carole Lombard too
lophisticated even for the smart
bunch.
Not all anti-Nazi pictures are un-

popular. Metro's 'Escape' has been
one of the best money-spinners of

the season.

Of the English film names, George
Formby comes top, with the others
(Arc there any others?) nowhere.
Lucan and McShane, comparative
newcomers, from vaudeville, are

I coming along with their 'Mother

I
Reilly' series.

>' Vaude names up north, which have
very little significance nearer Lon-
don, are Harry Korris, Frank Handle,
Dave Morris, Norman Evans, Albert
Modley, Roy Barbour, Reg Bolton
and Sherry Bros. In the case of
Korris, his radio feature, 'Happi-
drome,' is widening his popularity.
Type of revue now rampant, par-

ticularly in the hick towns, is gener-
ally one with plenty of femmes, with
a stripper always an attraction.

Yank Ta^s Popular
With American friendliness to-

wards the Mother country, quite a
lew road shows bear Yankee mon
Hikers, such as 'Hello America,'
•Broadway to Blighty.' These are all

money spinners. • Now that Russia
has joined with England, looks like

there may be a sudden rush on Rus-
llan titles,

Mex Authors Request

Spain Pact Cancellation

Mexico City, Aug. 12.

Asserting that the pact is a dud for

Mexican dramatists, composers and

others within its sphere, the National

Authors Union has asked the perma-
nent congressional committee to ask

President Manuel Avila Camacho to

cancel the agreement made some
time ago for reciprocal collection of

royalties on such works between

Mexico and Spain.

The union asserts that while royal-

ties due the Spaniards are collected

and remitted punctually, there is

great difficulties in getting settle-

inents from Spain for fees on Mexi-

can dramas, songs, music and other

compositions. And the union resents

being called a Communistic outfit by
the Spaniards.

The President is expectcd'to act in

this case before the end of August

N. Z. NIXES PLEA

BY BRITISH ON

FROZENCOIN

Auckland, N. Z., Aug. 12.

New Zealand's Finance Minister

Walter Nash has refused the plea

made by British film interests oper-

ating in New Zealand that they be
permitted to transmit 'directly to

London all revenue collected from
distributing their pictures ia that

country. British picture companies
presently have about S0% of their

film rental coin frozen by the New
Zealand government.
Most concerned in getting addi-

tional revenue remitted to London
are Associated Taiking Pictures, As-
sociated British and General Film
Distributors. These companies aver

that funds are urgently needed In

England in order to maintain pro-

duction there.

At present there is no freezing of

rental coin of British distributors

operating in Australia. Britishers

say also that films produced In Eng-
land by Americans should be granted
an unfreezing edict here providing
the coin is remitted to England.

2 American Filnig

Banned, in Mexico
Mexico City, Aug. 12.

Exhibition in Mexico of two
American pictures, 'Man of Con
quest' (Rep) and "The Oregon Trail,'

is forbidden by ttie federal film

supervision end censoring depart-

tlons derogatory to this country.
Recommendation has been made

that the producers withdraw these
films from world exhibition.

UA Distributing 2 French

Pix in Latin-Amer. Market
United Artists completed a deal

last week whereby it will distrib-

ute 'Pepe Le Moko' and 'Un Carnet

de Bal,' two French-made features,

in part of the Latin-American mar-
ket. In announcing the deal, Walter

Gould, UA foreign chief, explained

that foreign releasing rights to 'Pepe

Le Moko' were obtained from Walter

Wanger, who based his 'Algiers' on
the original French film. Company
will distribute the film in Argentina,

Uruguay, Paraguay, Ecuador and
several • Central American countries,

including Mexico.

'Carnet de Bal' goes to Costa Rica,

Guatemala, Panama, San Salvador,

Nicaragua and Honduras on the dis-

trib pact.

SPAIN, ARGENTINE IN

ACCORD ON ROYALTIES

Buenos Aires, Aug. 5.

Apparently with the blessing of

General Franco's Spanish Falangist

government, agreement has just been
sighed between the Sociedad Gen-
eral de Autores de E^ana and the

Sociedad General de Autores de la

Argentina whereby a flat 10% roy-
alty will be paid for theatre works
of one country shown in the other.

System up to now has been hit oi

miss. Understood the Spanish gov-
ernment wanted the rate held down
in order to have as many plays by
its authors shown here as possible,

idea being to encourage Spain's
'blood ties* with het 'colonies' In

S. A. .In addition to the royalty fees,

agreement also calls for value of one
orchestra seat for every performance
of a Spanish play given here to be
turned over to the Spanish authors
mutual aid fund, and vice versa.

MRS. F.D.R. ON GIRL SCOUTS

'Western Hemisphere EncampmcBt'
To Be Broadcast Aug. U

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 12.

Jerry Lansing, new program di-

rector at WMAS, local CBS outlet,

is busy lining up Vjt broadcast by
Mrs. Eleanor Roose^^It for 4:4S on
Aug. 18 as part of the 'Western
Hemisphere Encampment' of the
Girl Scouts, being held this week at

the Springfield Girl Scout camp,
Bonnie Brae, at East Otis.

Program will be carried by full

Columbia network and short-waved
to Latin-America by WCAB.

In London Stadios

Pall of Defeat Hangs Heavily Over

North Africa Nite life; Mostly Jomts

London, July 2B.

Paul Soskin has shelved his in-

tended 'Soldiers of Fleet Street.'

which was to have starred' David
Niven. Producer will now make a
propaganda subject, 'Fate Knocking
at the Door.' Anthony Asquith will

direct.

Twentieth's 'The Young Mr. Pitt,'

starring Robert Donat, is ready to

go. It will be actor's first since 'The
Citadel' under his Metro contract.

Hagh Findlay has resigned berth
with Ministry ol Information in

order to handle publicity for newly
formed Leslie Howard Productions.

B way Legit Gets B. A. Spotlight

Argentine CapitaFs PreM Increasingly Carrying

Main Stem News

Buenos Aires, Aug. 5.

Terrific upbeat of interest in the
Broadway theatre has l>ecome no-
ticeable in the press of this No. 1

capital of South America during the
current season, and some observers
take it as an indication that many
Latins would actually like to see
some of the plays they've been read-
ing about.

Both dailies and magazines de-
voted to the stage are carrying
plenty of stuff from New Yorlf in in-

creasing quantities. Used to be that

Hollywood chatter was the only U. S.

entertainment news available in the
Latin press.

Noteworthy th°at 'the Broadway
material represents digging for news
by the papers and mags. Hollywood
publicity is fed them by the ream;
Broadway data must be culled from
Manhattan publications. Prensa, top
A.M.-er in Buenos Aires, Is now
using almost a full column twice
weekly. Others give similar cover-
age.

Manhattan praise agents ought to

include S. A. sheets oti their release

lists, according to suggestion here.

London in Wartime

London, July II.

ProceedB from premiere of Walt
Disney's 'Fantasia' will be given to

the Red Cross Fund. Cartoon opens
at the New Gallery.

First casualty undar the new
clothes rationing laws caused post-
ponement of new Ambassador Aa-
vue, until sufficient, coupons had
been lined- up.

George Formby heads a ial«nt

lineup playing th« West End In
^cial Simday performance to f«Ui
funds for taidcs.

Graole Field* begaa her aoBcert
tour at her home town, Kochdale,
within a few days of arriving from
Lisbon. Money devoted to war
charities.

By JOSEPH D. RAVOTTO
Tangier, July 10.

A Varibtt correspondent who re-

cently passed through Lisbon and

visited its hotspots complained that

as far as its night life was concerned
'I shoulda stood in bed.' If the

scribe had gone south to North Af-

rica to ogle its nocturnal haunts in-

stead of scramming north .to the

more dangerous task of covering
bomb-harried London, he would
certainly have concluded that 'I

shoulda never left New York.'

North Africa, since it never had
much night life to begin with—ac-

cording to U. S. standards—there are
two strikes on any scribe before he
attempts to sit down to his typewriter
to tell about it If the god of night
life only gave cursory attention to

the northern half of the 'Dark'
Continent when he created the
Pleasure World, the war just about
completed the job.

Pall of Defeat

Although you can eat and drink
almost as well as you ever did be-
fore, the pall of defeat thickly hangs
over French Africa's night life.

Withal, the morale is good and most
everyone is pulling for a British tri-

umph. Almost as lar^ a number
think it's possible, with odds short-
ening as American aid to the Cock-
neys becomes more effective.

Tangier wasn't such a bad place
for fun seekers before the war.
Th« war put a big crimp on this noc-
turnal activity, but some of the fun
persisted. When the Spaniards flg-

urec' out that Tangier needed a lit-

tle of the new order and stuped in
to put a virtual end to the inter-
national regime, things sagged still

more and now it's sublimely duU.

The few nightclubs here look
raoUi-eaten. The hostesses, or 'flUes

dc joie'—or any' term for them one
prefers—are also aflfccted by the at-
mosphere. The comeon look they
give you wouldn't stir the slightest
urge in an inveterate rake. The
'liveliest' place in town, if the ex-
pression can be used, is Freddy's, the
next best is the Florida. Music in
both just geits by—and that's being
generous. The girls don't.

There's no legit, variety and little

music, and even the cafes don't rate
more than a phono. The refugees'
favorite hangout is the Cafe de
Paris. Hie bar of the Minzah Hotel
is the gathering- place for the Inter-
national set, which includes diplo-
mats, agents, high-powered sales-

men, spies and whatnots with their
girl friends.

When' one gets to Rabat, the ad-
ministrative capital of Morocco, he
finds the atmosphere a bit more nor-
mal, with several bars, plenty of
cinemas, but like the rest of French
North Africa there's that certain
hangdog look about It.

Caaablane* Like Paris

blanca must come up to European
standards with plenty of zest and
movement. Now the tempo has
quieted down, with everything chug-
ging along at a snail's pace except
cinemas, oaies and restaurants,
which are doing a landoffice busi-
ness. Cafe life is so much like that
of Paris that some of the hangers on
in the Latin Quarter and Mont-
parnassa section in Paris are here
gracing oafe terraces with their fa-
miliar sloppy appearances.

For the boys who go in for a dif-

forant kind of fun, there's the world-
famous Bouz Bir, which is quite
original as reRtrioted quarters go.

Iff a city complete in Itself. It

la branehed oft into two large sec-
tions, one for the Moslem girls, the
other for the Jewish native girls.

In Marraskesh there's another dis-

trict much along t)ie same lines of

that In Gasa, only It's smaller.

Casa's up-to-date in gyp joints.

There's one little bar where they can
shake two bottles of champagne out
of you In nine minutes flat. A re-
g>ected member of the Diplomatic
orps volunteered to show the

Varivty mugg about town' and took
me to hia spot. No loonor had we
orossed the sacred portals than the

J|lrls asked 'how about a drink,' or
tt French aquivalanti, 'now about
• drink' bi French equivalent meant
• bottla of champagne at 200 franca.

Looking Uk« easy pickings we were
invited to throw dice. The girls

made the rules as they went along
and ^e thi^d throw is a mystery to

tills day. The worst of It was that

it wasn't champagne at all. Only
cheap sparkling wine under a 'Veuve

Marrmkesh
What Paris is to the whites, Mar-

rakesh Is to the North Africas—it's

the pleasure city of this western
Empire of Islam. Here flock the
wild, primitive Berbers from the
nearby Atlas mountains, the nomad
tribes from the Sahara, the traders
and farmers from the surrounding
regions.

If you go to Place Djemaa El Fna,
the town's main square, you will
witness one of the most curious side
shows in the world. During the
dayr^hile the sun is beating down,
it's practically deserted, but once
eveping has set in, the entertainers
come out and the hardworking na-
tives settle down for a little fun.

Here, rubbing shoulders, you will
see snake charmers, story tellers,

dancers, fortune tellers, fire eaters,
comedians, singers and others en-
tertaining these natives, who have
forgotten the task of gaining a live-
lihood for a few moments.' There's
nothing lacking in the way of food,
either.

However, the fun is not centered
on this square after dinner. You
can visit the small cafe cabaret with,
its belly dancers. You order a mint
tea or coffee and watch the show.
Soldiers and sailors make up the
greater part of the audience. The
entertainers are Moors and Jews
and they accompany their belly
dance with Arab and Hebrew songs.

Algiers, the modern metropolis of
North Africa, is the nearest North
African approach to any French city

outside of France ItseU. It is truly
the Paris of the Mediterranean, and
in normal times must be the fun
capital of Hils part of the world.

TROUBLE LOOMS

FOR ARGENTINE

PKINMEX
Buenoa Aires, Aug. 6.

More than a hint of trouble ahead
for Argentine llms In Mei(ico—now
one of the biggest 'foreign' markets
for the Spanish languagers—unless
the government hare cuts down on
current«taxes now being slapped on
all Mex Imports.

La Asociacion de Productores Cin-
ematograficos de Mexico (Associa-
tion of Mexican Film Producers) has
Jorge 'Velez, actor and producer, as-

signed here to get Argentine author-
ities to lower customs duties on Mex-
ican picts, to encourage more pub-
licity for Mex films by 'a friendly

basis of collaboration' and finally to

sist in pu(tmg on the neat.

Mexicans have shown comparative-
ly few films here during the past

year while the number of Argen-
tine-mades shown In Mexico has
been increasing steadily. Noted thai

while the Argentines get a. play just

under Hollywood A's in Mexico, the

Mexican films exhibited here are
usually pushed back into grade
houses, rate little press attention

and are not strong b.o. draws.
Understood Valez will toy to get

what cooperation he can unofficially,

but Is prepared to ask for official

pressure In case gab doesn't worh.
Most Argentine producers seem un-
concerned so far, difficulty being

that they sell Mex rights outright

and don't much oare what happens
to their plots or\ce outside the creanj.

territory of Argentina, Uruguay and
Chile.

Argentine industry sonsiders Itself

leader of the fipanlsh field, topping

both Madrid and Uenico Olty la

production, quantity and qualitjr and
currently, beoatua of the war, ger\-

erally rating just below Hollywood.

Frank Starr's Show
Montreal, Aug. IB.

•What's Happening Tonight' re-

view of evening's events and enter-

tainment, Is now on CFCF every

night, ^ank titarr, local sports an-

nouncer, Is miking. Sponsor Is Dow
Brewery.

Starr has been off the air since

Chris lUls left flie Molson newscast

with which he was associated as

sports announcer, some months ago.
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Mexican Exchange Workers Again

Defer Striiie Against Eigiit U. S.

Filin Finns; Now Set for Sept 2

Mexico City, Aug. 12..

A truce, confidently counted upon

In picture «ind government circles to

eventually' settle the dlfllcultlea be-

tween the eight major American

companies doing business in Mexico

and their help, has again averted

the strike the National Cinemato-

graphic Workers' union had called

for Aug. 13. That movement has

been postponed until Sept. 2. This

marks the second postponement In

a week.
The efforts of Javier Rojo Gomez,

regent of the Federal District, which

Includes this city, in arranging a get-

together of the distributors and ^eir

help obtained the strike postpone-

ment. Rojo Gomez also arranged

confabs that started yesterday (Mon-

day) as a further move toward con-

ciliation. The latter has been highly

praised for action ha \a taking in

{his conflict, which has thrown a

(car* into Mexico's 958 active ex-

hibitors.

Rojo Gomez's work Indicates that

the Federal government desires to

tead off this strike, a trouble that

as prompted reports that the dis-

tributors wiU withdraw from Mex-
ico, as they have already been dealt

too many headaches from labor.

No Strike Talk

There is not going to be a strike

{if film exchange workers in Mex-
co, according to word received by
American picture company foreign

managers this week. It's ur''erstood

in N. Y. that the Mexica- overn-

ment used pressure to i ...<e the

unions retreat from their original

^tand'on wage tilts as a gesture of

Pan-American good-neighborliness.

A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's man-
ager in Mexico and Central Amerl
CB, acting as American film business

observer on the situation, is expected
in N. Y. sometime this week. It is

I'eported that he will bring with him
the proposed nev^ terms for settling

<the union demands or a formula for

settlement.

BRITISH EXHIBS AGAIN

RAISE QUOTA QUESTION

London, July 29.

As hinted some time back, quota

obligation is not to be allowed to

rest. Exhibs have been stung into

action by unexpected release by

Board of Trade of figures indicat-

ing percentage of British product

-screened during year ended Sept 30

last totaled 24.1%. Obligatory quota

lor the period In question was only

^^%^^gl*T»» of th^eflg^ureg "yJlJiP.

to spike exhibitor guns.
Trade is to make immediate rep-

resentations to Board of Trade for

a reduction in the current quota,

now raised to 17V4% for exhibs.

Latter point but that the 24% figure

applies to a period when the air

blitz had not made its presence felt;

nor was there the existent shortage

of British product and studios had
not felt the pinch of finance and
manpower.

Tantasia' Latin Dates

'Fantasia' will open In several
foreign countries this month and
early in September. It will play
roadshow runs at the Embassy, Syd-
ney, and Savoy, Melbourne, Austra-
lia, starting Aug. 15. Picture goes
Into the Cine Pathe, Slo de Ja-
neiro, Aug. 23, and to the Cine
Roaarlo, Sao Paulo, Aug. 26.

Disney feature is slated to start in

Buanoi Aires, Sept. 9. The Mexico
preem Is scheduled for Sept. 16 at

the Iris theatre, Mexico City.

See U. S. Films

Getting Million

In Jap Rentals

Despite the joint freezing of their

respective credits both in this coun
try and in Japan, indications are

that all eight major U. S. distribu-

tors will receive their share of ap
proximately $1,000,000 in Japanese
rentals, held by means of notes in

the Yokahoma Specie Bank, San
Francisco. Because the amount is

in American dollars and is in escrow
in the name of individual companies,

foreign department officials - in N.Y.

are confident that the initial pay-
ment, due late in September, will

be made.
The coin represents the film rental

revenue collected by American dis

tributors over a period of about 18

months from distribution in Japan
prior to 1939. By agreeing to the
three-year note deal late in 1938,

American distribs were able to se-

cure an agreement from the Japa
nese government which allowed a

certain number of new features into

Japan for distribution each year.

No portion of the loan total Includes

revenues of U. S. distributors in

Japan during 1939-40-41.

"Wanted Wings' Flutters

In B. A. to $4,000

Buenos Aires, Aug. B.

Lack of any new picts with star

appeal and holdovers in several

downtown houses let the cobweb
spinners get a head start on the

ticket windows here this week. Only
feature was ' the surprisingly good

draw of 'Lady Vanishes,' English

It clicked nicely to an esti

'Grapes' Gets Press OK,
B.O. Nix in Hungary

Budapest, July IT.

Preceded by great expectations,
'Grapes of Wrath' (20th), despite ex-
cellent press notices and gfttid word-
ef mouth rep among the intelli-

gentsia, had a limited run in both
first-run theatres where it was pre-
sented.

With aU due appreciation,
especially of Jane Darwell's per-
formance in the part of Ma Joad,
universal verdict was 'too dismal for

Magyar audiences.'

Kinematograph Society

Nixes Nixing of Duals

To Save Raw Stock

WB s Buy Into Maxwell Theatres

Officially Announced in London;

Control Remains In British Hands

Durbin Diet

London, July 29.

Meeting last week (22) of Kinema-
tograph Renters Society definitely

quashed idea of eliminating dual
bills, an Idea advanced as most plaus-
ible means of meeting Government's
request for economy In film stock.

Instead, new zones are likely to be
created. In particular to th^ London
releasing area, for a saving of from
15% to 17%.

Idea, too, has gained ground that
nixing of title footage would result

in saving several thousand feet of

film. Sam Eckman, Jr., however,
pointed out that credits are a con-
tractual matter and any elimination

must receive a Hollywood okay or
clarification. Metro exec also went
on record that the censor certificate

affixed to all films is a major waste
which can easily be cut, (Certificate

takes about 15 feet of film and has
an obligatory screening only in some
areas.

Recommendations are to be taken
up with Board of Trade.

Quent Reynolds' Rib

Of Goebbels as Short

London, July 29.

Ministry of Information has ar-

ranged to make a short around
Quentin Reynold's recent ribbing of

Nazi publicist Goebbels. Film will

be titled 'Dear Doctor,' phrase Rey-
nolds used in opening his broadcast.

Ian Dalrymple is to produce for

MOI.
Quentin Reynolds had several

weeks of vaudeville personals of-

fered him here at 300 pounds, but
decided he had better query Prime
Minister Winston Churchill on
whether or not to accept it.

The P.M. apparently cued him to

the contrary.

Maidment Quits Col.
London, July 29.

George Maidment resigned his sec-

retaryship of Columbia early last

week and will be replaced by H. H.
Bramwell and F. G. HiU, operating

jointly.

Maidment's bow-out came as a sur-

prise and no statement is issued.

j-He'd been with Col. since Us Incep-

Basil Dean, m New

Post, Irks Pix Distribs

London, July 29.

Recent appointment of Basil Dean

•s a sort of ambassador from the

service departments In entertainment

matters, tends to become irksome to

the trade In some cases. Erstwhile

theatrical manager Is reported as

seeking to make his own deals with

film renters—this after the latter

body have fought strenuously to

have It on record that they negoti-
ate direct with the Ministry con-
cerned. Renters have no objection to

Dean In the picture except it dis-

turbs routine management.
Matter came to light in opening of

negotiations for supply of screenfare
t« the Royal Air Forcer-same being
opened by Dean via an intimation he
would 'arrange' the meeting.

here.

mated $15,000 in pesos at the Broad
way.
Other estimates, all given in pesos

currently at 26c U.S. (4.19 to the

U.S. dollar) follow:

Ambassador (Lautaret and Cavalo)

(1,400; $2.50, $2, $1.50)—'Great Lie'

(WB.). pretty good $20,000 for a

second week. First week, $30,000.

Ideal (Lococo) (1,046; $3, $2.50)—

'I Wanted Wings' (Par). Surpris-

ingly weak $17,000 attributed to the

fact that stars are little known here

and defense theme is n.s.h. for. Latin

America.
Bex (Lautaret, Cavalo and Cor-

dero) (3,305; $2, $1.50)—'Men of

Boys Town' (M-G). Okay second

w«ek (five days) for $16,000. First

week drew an estimated $35,000.

Normandle (Lococo) (1,420; $2,

$1.50)—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO). Excel-

lent $15,000 for the second week of

this second run.

Monumental (Coll and Dl Fiore)

(1,330; $2, $1.50)—'Yo Quiero Morir

Contigo* .('I Want to Die With You')

(Pampa-Argentine-made ). Satisfac-

tory $12,000.

Opera (Lococo) (2,500, $2, $1.50)—

•Second Chorus' (Par)
; $22,000, pret-

ty good.

Broadway (Lautaret and Cavalo)

(1,863; $2, $1.50)—'Lady Vanishes'

(llandled in S.A. by Distribudora

Panamericana) ; $15,000.

Suipacha (Lococo) (950; $2, $1.50)—

'Little Men' (RKO). Very weak
$6,000. Purely U.S. interest and lack

of names put this on the skids for

J
here.

London, July 29.

Leicester Square theatre, now re-

opened after extensive damage by
bombs, will introduce a special week
of Deanna Durbin features, .It's

planned to show one each day, six

subjects in all, teeing off with 'Three
Smart Girls.'

Deanna Durbin was biographied
over the radio by BBC not many
weeks back. Resultant flow of mall
may have Influenced Universal dis-

tribs here to cash in on the star's

fans.

Over 100 London

Theatres Closed

ByBomlBngs.Etc.

London, July 19,

Recent report from London branch

of Cinematographerf EHhibitori

Assn., indicates number of theatre

closings in the area to be over 100.

Bombings, and buslnesi conditions

through evacuation, are stated to a«-

count for greatest portion of these.

It does include some houses which
have not renewed their subscription

to the Assn.
Prior to war, membership was 650.

'HamUton' Wow In

Havana at $6,600
Havana, Aug. 8.

Hugo del Carrll's personal appear-
ance continued to wow them at the

Nacional theatre to the tune of $4,000

last week, but That Hamilton
Woman' at the America did record

b.o., ringing the bell at $6,600, a new
summer high.

In general other grosses upped a
little.

Other Estimates tor Week o( July IT

Faosto 'Penny Serenade' (Col, re-

peat) $1,400, poor.

Encanto—.'They Dare Not Love'
and' 'The Face Behind the Masfc'

(Col), $1,200, way off.

Radio-Cine—"The Santa T* Trail'

(WB, repeat), $2,0()0, falf.

America—'That Hamilton Woman'
(UA), $6,600, big.

Nacional— Continued appearenoe
of Hugo del Carrll, Argentina's sing

ing idol, $4,000, topi.

Payret—Local vaudeville, $1,800,

London, Aug. 12.

It's been officially announced here
that a contract for the sale to War-
ner Bros, of 2,000,000 ordinary
(common )shares of Associated Brit-
ish Cinemas, Ltd. (John Maxwell)
has been signatured. Board of Tradd
has no objection to completion of
the transaction, which involves a
substantial contribution of dollar

exchange by Warners to the Gov-
ernment treasury. The deal has
been in the unconfirmed stage for
some weeks.
Control remains In British hands.

Proposals will be made to the. Board
of Corporation regarding the nom-
ination of representative directors
by the widow of John Maxwell and
Warner Bros., and these arrange-
ments will be submitted to share-
holders for confirmation at the next
annual general meeting.
The transaction appeared in

danger of bogging down completely
during the past fortnight.

Largely In \3. S. Dollari
It's understood that the new offer

called for the payment of a bigger
proportion in American dollars than
originally suggested. Last reported
sum tor the purchase of around 49%
interest in Associated British was
nearly $4,000,000. Max Milder,
Warners' managing director in Great
Britain, returned to London recently
after important huddles with top
executives of the company in N. Y,
and Hollywood.
A report is that arrangements al-

ready have been made for installing

the Warner system of operating thea-
tre circuits. It is also understood
that Milder conferred with Joseph
Bernhard, Warner Theatres circuit

chief, while in the U. S. and is keep-
ing in touch with him on the entire

setup.

While unconfirmed thus far, H is

stated that the deal, when perfected,

likely will Include frozen funds of

WB in Britain, Heretofore, the
Board of Trade has rejected re-

quests of U. S. film companies to

employ frozen funds for such pur-
poses. Either that, or a partial un-
freezing of certain funds of Ameri-
can distribs here appears in prospect.

KASTNER QUII^ UA

AS EUROPEAN MGR.

Dave Rose Cites Prod. Difficulties

In England; Sees Quota Modifications

Lacy W. Kastner, European man-
ager for United Artists, handed in

his resignation last week. His work
will be handled In the future from
the N. Y. office, since the bulk of the

larger European market has been
taken over by Hitler.

Kastner arrived in the U.S. about
two months ago. He left over the
weekend for the Coast, where he

In about 18 months. He is undecided
about future plans. Kastner had
been with UA about 13 years.

Company's foreign business In

Great Britain is handled jointly by
George Archibald and Teddy Carr.

Latter is still in the U.S., but plans
returning to London the latter part
of this month.

David Rose, Paramount's manag-
ing director for Britain, intimated

before leaving for England Saturday
(9) that the British quota law on
pictures might have to be modified to

fit war-time conditions. Such modi-

fication would be made for the next

British quota years, which starts

next April 1.

Rose was tRe foremost advocate

of altering the current quota law to

a monetary basis rather than the pre-

vious one based strictly on footage. .

Instance of how difficult it is to

produce on the British Isles was
cited by Rose regarding 'Hatter's

Castle,' latest Paramount feature be-

ing produced in England. It was
scheduled to be finished in seven

weeks, and will take at least 12

weeks, with finishing date now set

for Aug. 15.

Film will cost around $400,000,

also considerably over Par's origi-

nal budget. Cast includes Emyl^n
Williams, Robert Newton, Deborah

Kerr and James Mason, last being a

British legit player who was de-

scribed by Rose as being a fine pros-

pect.

Par will start on 'Admirable Crlch-

ton' just as soon as Rose returni to

London. Anthony Asqulth will di-

rect, but Rose admitted he was un-

able to get the British actort In 'Hol-

lywood he wanted for the picture.

• Greatest problem confronting

American producers attempting to

comply with the British film quota
law is in securing suitable stars to

enhance the boxoftice possibilities of

the films. Rose said. This Is essen-

tial if the producer is to break <cven

or maybe show a profit. Scarcity of

players and technicians to go around
presently is forcing each American
company to produce only one fea-

ture at a time.

Rose said that about 90% of the

films shown in Britain's theatres to-

day are supplied by American dis-

tributors. Fact that business In Brit-

ish cinemas is the best in years was
easily accounted for by the Para-

mount rtianager. He pointed to more
money in circulation on the British

Isles than normally, with this making
plenty of coin available for amuse-
ments since everything else Is ra-

tioned.'

Hungarians Must Play

ZZ% Home Pictures

Budapest, July 17.

Government order, just issued, de-
crees that until further notice at

least 33% of program presented at

all motion picture theatres of Hun-
gary must consist of locally-made
Hungarian-speaking product. Thii

applies to full-length features only.

Since showing of official Hungarian
newsreel .is compulsory anyhow,
newsreels and educationals are not
involved.
Compulsory ratio of home product

previously was 20%, and in Uie past

year, 25%.

Dublin OK's 'Divorce*
DubMn, Aug. 12.

'I Want a Divorce,' Paramount'*
comedy feature, which was orginally

banned by authorities here becaus*
of the theme, has bcon passed by
the censors after the f^tle had been
changed to Tragedy of Divorce;'

Orginal ban was made because of

the picture's exposition of divorce.
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Turn Tnmwrniu

/ \

TWO TREMENDOUS
NATIONAL TIE-UPS AVAIL
ABLE TO YOU ON

I

2.THE BIG RCA-VIGTOR TUB-UP!
7500 Victor and Bluebird record dealers co-operating I

Special giant displays . • • and 3-co/or window streamers I

300,000 iukebox program cards • • • and stickers I

Co-op ads ffi nation's key cities!

Special Glenn Miller album I

Countless other promotions!

SEE THE "SUN VALLEY SERENADE"

PRESSBOOK FOR DETAILS!
FOX
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^. . . ON 20TH'S GREAT SHOW-SELLING
rOR A GREAT SHOWMANSHIP PICTURE!

\.THE GREAT UNION PACIFIG-
SUN VALLEY TIE-UP!

^^mm National ads in Saturday Evening Post, Life, Collier's • • r

reaching over 10,000,000 readers!

^MMH Special displays in U. P. railroad stations and travel agencies^

in key cities I

'^wi Thousands upon thousands of heralds distributed in all U, P. trains^

-^MMi Huge national mailings I

'^^tmm Coast-to-coast radio and publicity breaks!

^.i i . iii Showmen's contest with Sun Valley trips as prizes!

^ Countless other promotions!

^ SEE THE SPECIAL "SUN VALLEY SERENADE"

PRESSBOOK SUPPLEMENT!
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Russell Markert production, set-
tings bv Nat Karson, costumes, Willa
Van, executed by H. Rfgge, lighting
iy Eugene Braun; Richard Leibert at
organ; Emo Rapee, Fronic Wowicfci,
Jules Silver conducting 'William
Tell' overture; 'A Summer Medley'
vresentation, dances bv Florence
Rogge, with Paul Haakon, Muriel
Gray, Nicholas Daks, Louise Fomoca,
Johnny Woods, Roclcettes, Duci de
Kerekjarto, Selma Kaye, Mario
Berini, Glee Club; 'Here Comes Mr.
Jordan' (Col) reviewed in Vabhey,
July 30, '41, and March of Time.

The Music Hall has a happy blend
ot stage and screen, not the least o(
which is ' the "Mr. Jordan' feature
(CoU and March of Time's new sub-
ject on Hitler. But the stage por-
ticn is particularly worthy.
Apart from the 'William Tell'

overture, which is the 'Sweet Ade-
line' of symphonic entr'actes, the
'Summer Medley' is appropriately
seasonal and varied. Imaginately
staged and decored by Markert and
Karson, Paul Haakon's Harlequin to
Muriel Gray's Columbine, with Nick
£)aks as Pierrot'and Louise Fomaca,
backed by the corps de ballet, dis-
closes some plain and fancy terping.
It's a beautifully executed ballet, of
great credit to all Haakon, Daks and
the two femmes are finished pirouet-
ters indeed.
Johnny Woods^ipike and pix im-

pressions, now standard and seen
around in the other Broadway
Sresentation houses, clicks, as do the
ockettes. per usual. However,

they're spotted this week in midriff,
as . a stage-break, prior to Uie
Romany conceit, which constitutes
the fourth portion. Duci de Kerek-
jarto, standard- violinist, is ap-
propriately torchy with his wailing
Gypsy Echoes' although he would
Jirobably be a bit of a wow were
t announced that he recorded 'In-
termezzo' under the nom-de-Decca of
Albert Kerry. However, his 'Dark
Eyes,' Two Guitars,' 'Play Gypsy,
Dance Gypsy' and kindred stuff
registers against k traditlgnal open-
wagon setting. A recalcitrant water-
falls to right somehow didn't^ func-
tion too well openine night, but in
toto Karson has provided a highlight
scenic background. Selma Kaye and
Mario Berini sing the principal
vocals backed by the Glee Club
(Irving Landau, director), et al.

ilbel.

and applauded, whistled, and
cheered appearance of the come-
dians.

It took a little time for the team
to get started, but then, at this

catching, audience laughed before
points of gags were reached. Cus-
tomers clamored for more, but act
was shortened, as nine shows were
skedded for day (Sunday), record
for season.

Preceding A-C ghost sequence,
Gae Foster girls appear in effective
number in keeping with theme of
revue, 'The Ghost Rides High.' Gals
appear as skeletons, with lights
darkened.

Catherine Harris does some
snappy taps on her toes. Her
rhythmics on one foot bring excel-
lent response and encores with
trucking routine done entirely on
her toes.

Gil and Bernlce Maison, with
monkey and dogs, put over amusing
number. Larger dog brings laughs
by disobeying master|s commands.
Tiny dogs walk on front paws and
balance themselves oi^ Maison's
hand. Antics of monkey also good
for plenty of laughs'.

Paul and Nino Ghezzl do one of
the best hand-balancing acts seen in

these parts and audience's response
was almost continuous at this catch-
ing.

The Ben Yosters warble 'We're
Riding High' and score heavily with
theme songs of various bands, letting

audience Identify them. Gae
Foster girls okay in second number,
which is lively and tunefiil, 'and
wear attractive blue and white cos-
tumes with blue plumed bonnets.

Dick Dana emcees and straights
for comedy bits featuring Pinkie
Lee, . Ryan and Benson and Bobby
Morris.

Harry James' orch in Marine ball-

room; three films, aerialists and cir-

cus, water sporte, Gautier & Co.,

Sharkey the seal, Children's The-
atre, Hawaiian and Alex Bartha's
orchs among other attractions on
pier. Carter.

STATE, N. Y.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

/, _ , „ Chicago, Aug. 9.
Cass Daley, Morgan and Randell,

Senator Murphy, Rajah Rahoid.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Aug. 9.

Fred Scott. Lloyd and Willis, Jack
Hoist and Milady, Lionel Kaye with
Kathleen, Lester Harding, Herb Six
Orch, Bud, Bert and Glo: 'Sunset in
Wyoming" (Rep)'.

Baltet (12), Walter Davidson House
Orch (12); 'I Was a Prisoner
Devil's Island' (Col).

on

Show is In the usuS^ein, some
better spots, some less impressive,

and a barely average 44 minutes in

all. There is a semblance of a name
- -. , |~ln Fred Scott, who was booked by

Consolo and Melba, Dorothy Hild ,
manager Barney J.offee between hisn„»-* .. .. ijjji^ chores. Possibly Scott's name
will mean a bit more a year from
now, as his work -in films thus
far hasn't been handled by a na-
tional distributing organization. A
new setup with Monogram will
likely get his celluloid into more
spots, with a resultant improvement
in marquee strength, but at this

date there is little in the name.
After a medley of service songs by

the Herb Six band, stage is turned to
Lloyd and Willis in a terp turn.
Three routines are ordinary except
for tlie twirling ability of the gal.

Theme begun by the band is fol-
lowed by Lester Harding, who runs,
his baritone over 'Till Reveille' in
acceptable manner. Acrobatic niche
is filled by Jack Hoist, former (1932)
Olympic performer. Work of toss-
ing himself between turning bars and
twirling around them is first rate,
but act lacks presentation and has
light pitoh ' despite nice looking
femme partner. In the amateur con-
tests Joffee discovered a condensed
floor show offered by three kiddies^
Bert, Bud and Glo. Two boys fur-
nish strong accompaniment for the
girls singing and dancing,
cute.
Toward closing show has a better

moment or two. one provided by
Lionel Kaye. Works a clever pat-
ter around his mediocre magic tricks,
and gets across line of thuckles with
aid of his partner, Kathleen, as foil,

Just straight vaudeville, but good
standard acts make this week's bill
a winner.
Preceding the regular stage show,

mind reader Rajah Raboid does a
20 minute stint of answering ques-
tions from the audience while blind-
folded. Okay as these turns go, Ra-
boid gets good reaction and is a^V showman. A midnite
spiritualistic seance is planned for
his closing night, Thursday (14),
and all buyers of tickets in advance
S'"uu S??^^ ^private consultations
With Raboid following each show •

Opening the regular stage show,
Dorothy Hild Ballet (12) is on for
a fast jazz number, which discloses
tte gals to be cute, diapely.and good
hoofers. An offstage announcement
brings on Morgan and Randell, mon-
ocled band-balancing team, who
work in a slow casual British man-
ner that is surefire. Tricks are good,
display strength and control.

Senator Murphy is baclt again
with his familiar line of political
chatter which is made to order for
Uiis family house. Murphy has
brought his talk up to date and suc-
ceeds In gathering plenty of laughs.
Ballroom dancing of Conso\o and

Melba is suave, distinctive and well
received."
Holding down the next-to-closlng

pot, Cass Daley gives out with her
usual exhibition of funny faces and
body contortions, selling her com-
edy songs solidly. Gal is a swell
performer and knows how to sell
material. She had to beg off.
Dorothy Hild Ballet closes the

show with a novel routine, wherein
the gals dance with male dummies.
Clever and entertaining.
Biz good second show Saturday

Loop.

STEEL PIER, A.' C.
(MUSIC HALL)

.^^ .
Atlantic City. Aug. 10.

Abbott and Costello, Gil and Ber-
nice Maison, Catherine Harris, The
Chezzis (2), Gae Foster Ballet (16).
Ben yost Singers (8), Diclfc Dana,
Pinkie Lee, Bobby Morris, Ryan and
Benson, WalUr Morton; Music Ball
Orch.

Bud Abbott and Lou CostQo re-
turn to Steel Pier, one of-^he orig-
inating locales for their present act,
to receive outstanding ovation. Ji
huge crowd overflowed the Music
Hall, at show caught Sunday (10),

James Burton, Beverly Roberts,
Duval, Six Willys, Eddie Rio & Bros.,

Ruby Ztuerling's house orch; 'Billy

the Kid' (M-G).

James Barton is reminding those
who remember the Palace of what
vaudeville ain't today. How rarely
theatrical virtuosity is viewed in the
modern showplaces and how vivid
this regular absence is made to seem
by an occasional sample. Of course
there never were many virtuosi of

vaudeville at any one time. But at

the Palace in the big days they were
plentiful compared to now. Includ-
ing—don't forget—all those from the
British music halls who now don't
come over (1) because there's a war
and (2) because unless they also

play night clubs there isn't enough
worS: over here to come for.

It's still quite a sight to see a guy
like Barton work. Song stylist,

dance stylist, character actor and
comedian, the man still can bring an
audience up to the verge of cheers.
It was instructive, too, at the State
to hear persons who were seeing
him for the first time suddenly ex-
press amazement as his talents un-
folded. The hoofing session after the
hot song and the Irish drunk affair

was the clincher.
Another reminder from Barton is

how to build a single situation, or
plot thread, into a full, rounded
comedy routine piling up the giggles
and holding an audience In enrap-
tured grins. Not much of this kind
of trouping is seeti around today,
either. (It would be good to see
Will IVffe again!) The progressive
intoxication of the story-spinning
Irishman and the comic va^ries of
his mentality is a ioyous episode.
Barton came where he was ex-

pected—next to closing. The bill

opens with Duval, a debonair maker
of illusions with smoke and flags

who works with easy ingratiation.
He clicks.

Eddie Rio and Bros, prove a mild
deucer, using mechanical rather than
inspired comedy devices. Their first

hoofing bit:iis entirely standard uni-
son work without originality and
sets a slow pace. They do better
later, but the material and routining
needs freshening up throughout.
Talk is pretty blah especially. The
comedy routine with the prop horses
gets laughs, but ' in view of the
United States government's wish to

improve Latin-American relations it

seems a gratuitous affront even in

fun to call themselves Mexican
bandits, when they could easily be
something else. Reference is with-
out value to th^ act. Hasn't the
booking office heard about Fan-
Americanism yet?
Beverly Roberta' material Is not

stereotyped. Neither, at moments, is

it surefire vaudeville. But on the
whole the lady is a trouper who
works hard, dlsolays Iota of aplomb
and works with what used to be
called authority. One song cele-
brates the night-prowling Latins as
lovers, with an implicit slur on
Yankees as good workers, but bum
wrestlers. Nevertheless, America
itself is lyrically hailed in her finale,

which has a travel bureau angle on
seeing America at last (not first)

and finding it pretty nifty.

The Six Willys, closing the show,
are, like many a show-closer, solidly
talent every second. Not content
with some extraordinary group jug-
gling and club-throwing, the various
members • do flip-flops, ladder bal-
ancing, afid .assorted gymnastics in

a mass exhibition of sheer versatility
which, group-wise. Is the mateh of
the versatility lust unfolded by Bar-
ton. Land.

partner Bobble, a small white dog,

are okay during the act's early mor
menta. But they haven't enough
material to keep things going at an
enjoyable clip.

Least cllcky of Proctor's acts is

that of Evelyn Wilson. Miss Wilson
sings popular songS fairly well, but
not unusually so. She begins with
straight singing. That's all right.

But sRIe turns sour when she imitates

a female dnmk and a singer of

comic operetta. These aren't funny.
House was crowded opening night,

Monday (11). Jaff.

Majestic, San Antonio

San Antonio, Aug. 9.

Abe Lyman Orch (16), 3 Sailors,

Stapletons (2), Ben Yosfs Varsity 6,

Rose Blane, Billy Shennan, Ernest
Kauser House Band; 'Ringside
Maisie' (M-G).

Interstate theatres throughout
Texas are observing the 3Sth anni-
versary of Karl Hoblitzelle, ita prez,

as a Texas amusement pioneer. This
is the first of two big stage shows
lined up to tour the circuit

This week finds Abe Lyman orch
highlighting a fast 70-miiiute show
thatfias ue audience asking for
more. Layout opens with Ernest
Hauser's house band in the pit play-
ing The Star Spangled Banner.^ To
the them^ of 'California Here I Come'
curtains part for Lyman's outfit.

Band continues to feature a special
arrangement of "Melancholy Baby,'
highlighting the voice of Billy Sher-
man and boys ot the band as a glee
club.

Ben Yost's Varsity Six are heard
effectively in Victor Herbert songs
and a college medley.

Wally and Vernon Stapleton turn
in a neat tap turn aided by clown-
ing for a nice reception.

Highlighta are Rose Blane and
Sherman. Miss Blane has a boogie
woogie style and had to beg off when
caught She has a nice personality
and is made to order for the rug-
cutters. On the sentimental side is

Sherman, heard in a pleasing rendi-
tion of 'Dolores' and 'Beguine.'

Chief funmakers are The Three
Sailors with their knockal>out.
Slightly corny and climax with a
rope-skipping bit which had the au-
dience applauding. It was announced
that the boys had to curtail their
routine due to the fact that one of
the members was injured returning
to San Antonio from an army camp
where the entire company had gone
to entertain the soldiers Friday (8).

'Sing a Song with ,Lyman* Is a
novelty audience sing contest Intror
duced here by the orchestra.
Show is closed with an Irving

Berlin medley. Excellent lighting
effects are used throughout, with the
violin section effect on "Russian Lull-
aby' taking top honors.
Supper show caught openine day

ha3 a full house. Andy.

EARLE, PHILLY

PROCTOR'S, NEWARK
Neuiark, Aug. 11.

O'Connor Family (3), Peg Leg
Strictly ' Bates, Robberts and Weis, Moxifie

Bros. & Robbie^ (3), Evelyn Wilson;
'Reluotant Dragon' (RKO) and 'Ac-
cent on Lov^ (20th).

Proctor's curre- t show, with a
neat balance of singing, hoofing and
novelties, stands above par in both

One stunt of- pulling fully loaded quality and length. "The five acts.
glass of beer or milk.from his trou-
sers pocket rings the bell.

Scott gets the closing stanza, and
while hilled as the singing buckaroo
from Hollywood and dressed as
screen cowboy, he confines his bit to
three tunes. His singing rates belter
than the usual screen six-gun toter
aind has an outdoor twang to it
Medley of range songs, 'San Antonio
Rose' and 'Love Song of Renaldo,' all
get across nicely. Act could be more
rounded with a possible line or two
of chatter, especially since Scott is a
newcomer to the vaude patrons and
not without nersonality. For future
vaude his singing win serve as a
basis of an act, but will have to be
garnished.

, Quin.

Kayoes Bicyclers
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Fox-West Coast is saving $700
weekly by abolishing film bicyclers.
Theatre chain eliminated the practice
when taggers started to organize.

Circuit had been getting along on
12 to 14 prints for up to 25 houses.
Exchangemen squawked but to no
avail.

spotlighted Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings of this week,
cover 65 minutes.
Pat^ O'Connor, former child fea-

ture of 'Panama Hattie,' does some
time singing and got a terrific hand.
Socko audience response came after
PaUys rendition of 'Let's Be Bud-
dies,' which she did in 'Hattie.' Girl
has the cooperation of her grown-up
brothers Donald and Jack. Donald
sings. Jack jokes, but neither helps
sis very much. Act is too long, and
could be improved by having broth
ers spoof less and Patsy vocal more.
Peg Leg Bates, one-legged colored

dancer, got show's biggest hand
opening night. Bates has speed, ver
satility and pep, putting his artificial

leg to plenty 'of intricate use. His
one fault is his excess verbal em-
phasis on his physical condition, too
little on his real business, which is

dancing.
Ballroom dancing is kidded by

Roberta and Weiss, male and female.
There's no rough stuff here, but
much hoofing that is not only comic
but also clever. Act slumps at end
when partners imitate an American
and Englishman dancing the boogie-
woogie.
The Maxlne Brothers and their

Philadelphia, Aug. 8.

Eranfcie Masters Orch with Phyllis
Myles, Buddy Shi#man, I,ane and
Ward, ArTtaut Bros., Dennis Day;
'Ringside MoisiC (M-G).

HAMID'S PIER, A. C.
(Hn>PODROME)

Atlantic City, Aug. 10.

Belle Baker, Uncle Don, Ray
Mayer and Edith Evans, Four Dowl-
ing Girls, Dave Seed and Lillian
White, Marten Brothers and Fayne;
'Rags to Riches' (Rep).

Belle Baker is the show at Hamid's
Pier this week. Despite the strong,
est competition on the rival (Steel)
pier, with ti. a. of Abbott and
Costella, Hamid's drew largest crowd
of season at show caught Sunday
night (10).

Miss Baker first sings 'Argentina'
and follows with mirthprovoking
'Professor Iz.' Then swings her
audience from chuckles to solemnity
with her dramatic interpretation of
The Last Time I Saw Paris." At this

catching audience responded with
hand clapping, whistling and cheers.

La Baker encored with medley ot
her old songs, 'Alabamy Bound," 'I'll

Be Loving You,' Ten Baby Fingers,'

'AU of Me,' and 'Blue Skies" to tako
three bows, and came back with
brief comedy yarn. Crowd still

asked for more and Miss Baker gen>
erously responded again with nov-
elty song number, after which she
begged off.

Ray Mayer, in tengallon hat and
Edith Evans please in comedy song
and patter. Mayer m.c.s for entire

show. Miss Evans" warbling of
Thank the Man Upstairs," goes over
well. "rhey"re a -vet team, he more
recently having been in pix.

Uncle Don. of the children"s radio
program, received welcome from the
family customers. Radio spieler's

appearance was tor this one day
only.
The Four Dowling Girls have a

neat turn, including acrobatics and
roller skating. Dave Seed, diminu-
tive comedian, with Lillian White in

daffy antics, is good for laffs and
Marten Brothers and Fayne have
nice routine in modem dance num-
ber.
Mai Hallett"s orch in Ballroom of

the States; Bishop"s Marionets; Ter-
rell Jacobs" Circus; wild animal
show. Princess Yvonne, and fun
house are among other attractions on
pier for 7Sc. admission. Carter.

LYRIC. INDPLS.

Indianapolis Aug. 8.

Clyde McCoy Orch (12), Bennett
Sisters (4), Freddy Stewart, Bob
Nelson, Rigoletto Bros, and Aimee
Sisters, Keaton and Amfield, Sylvia
and Clemence; 'Bullets for O'Hara'
(WB).

There's a little more strength to
the stage layout this week, thanks
to the appearance of Dennis Day,
Jack Benny's bashful tenor. The

Siy could put a little more oomph
to his chore, however, if he would

get some of that material that the
writers ot the Jello show whip up
for the Sunday night stint. While
he"s singing, Day is very good, but
his in-between gags would l>e better
left unsaid.

Day's tunes are well adapted to his
voice and bis shyness—he seems al-
most frightened—helps keep up the
illusion of a helpless kid that he's
built up over the ether. He's intro-
duced by a recording of Jack Benny
offstage. When caught he sang
'Amapola'—in English and Spanish

—

My Sister and I,' 'Reverie' and an
Irish ballad. Hie Only One for
Me.' ^
The Amaut Bros., last seen here on

Jack Lynch's Walton Roof, are
plenty entertaining with their
standard turn including some dex-
trous fiddling and their ' comic finale
In which they imitate birds. It's

novel and always amusing. They
got a terrific hand.
Lane and Ward hold down the No.

1 slot with adroit terping and acro-
batics.

Frankie Masters* orchestra has a
neat but not spectacular way of
gresentetion. Like many of the
ands recently gandered here, the

Masters outfit needs a few novelties
to make it a topnoteh stage
click. Masters, however, has a pleas-
ant personality.
After teeing off with "Aurora,' he

brings on his femme vocalist blonde
Phyllis ' Myles, who registers well
with her deep-voiced rendition
of 'Blue Champagne* and 'Green
Eyes.' Also spotlighted by the band
is Buddy Shiftman, who proves to be
an excellent craftaman on his clari-

net soloing of "Long Long Ago' and
other tunes.
House well-filled when reviewed

Friday afternoon. ShaL

Once more Clyde McCov tucks his

trumpet under his upper Up and
totes it into the Lyric for his annual
seven-day stay. "The natives of this

part of the state are loyal, and once
they've met a band leader and liked

his wares they turn out on subse-
quent appearances to bid him wel-
come, as with McC^y.
McCoy keeps the band working

during the 60 minutes and has with
him three time-proven vaude acta

to lend variety to his modern tempos.
After the 'Sugar Blues' intro, McCoy
handles the vocal on a boogie tune
called Tear It Down' and continues
in. the same grobve as Bob Nelson
geta a spot at the ivories on 'Little

Rock Get Away.' The Bennett Sis-

ters, who are on stage throughout
come down front to beat it out on
'Ragtime Cowboy Joe' and 'You
Made Me Love You.' following with
a unison tap dsnce which is strictly

amateurish in execution.
Later, McCoy tnimpeU 'Basin

Street Blues.' Freddy Stewart
band vocalist follows with 'Berkeley
Square" and 'Hush of the Night'
Stewart struggles with a falsetto

rendition and makes agonizing faces

while he squeezes out the notes. He's
new and may smooth out later. At
present the v. ater is ton deep.
Stewart joins the Bennett Sisters

to make it a fiyesome on 'Daddy.'

McCoy then gives the full treatment
of 'Sugar Blues," encoring' with
'When Day Is Done." For the final

cxirtain, the entire company goes
through a comedy version of the
'Conga.'. It"s a weak closeout
Sylvia' aiid Clemence are the first

of the added acta to appear. They're
old-timers at this hpus£ but still

click plenty with their mayhem done
to music, indulging in comedy dances
and knockabout aero. The Rigoletto
Brothers apparently have everything
in their act but a trained dog. "They

open with magic tricks, work in

some acrobatics, have some comedy
gags, and appear as a dual version of

the old one-man street band. With
them are the Aimee Sisters, who ap-
pear briefly in a military dance.
Keaton and Armfleld are another

of vaude"s perennial boy and girl

plota, the wisecracking, nifty dresser

and the deadpan girl. It's been good
for laughs for years end it still geta

the chuckles this week. New angle

is changeover of femme from a
scarey-puss to glamour babe while
doing a strip tease and changing
makeup on stage.
Those who .take their stage shows

weekly will be pleased with this

bill currently at the Lyric, while
those who can take it or leave it

alone won't be pulled in by the

urgent recommendation of any wit-

nesses who have seen it
Biz fair at third show Friday (8),

opening day. Kiley.
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STANLEY, PITT

Pittflmrph, Aug: 8.

Shev *Held» Orch (14), Gil Lomb,
ijithrov ond Lee, Dorothy Allen, Pot

fSw 'Hineside jrfoisic' (M-G).

Nothing ventured, nothing gained

-and so Shep Fields is venturing

considerably on his new and revolu-

tionary (in the band world, anyway)

setup. There's nary a ripple in his

new rhythms, and in its place is

muted music, both swing and sweet,

nrovided by nine reeds and the con-

ventional rhythm section. It's com-
pletely listenable melody-making but

Uiere's just the slightest note of

monotony that creeps into it around

the three-quarters marlt of his cur-

rent show.
That, however, may not be a basic

fault Reason could possibly Tje in

Fields' routining since he doesn't

start mixing 'em up soon enough.

Emphasis almost all the way through

Is on sweet and It isn't until pretty

late that Fields sets out to prove that Miami, Aug. 8,

his woodwind outfit can also appeal yola GcUi, Raymond Wilbert, Rom
to the jitterbugs with some sho-nut;o„(j Bennett, Floyd Chrisfu and Bill
swing. Band might do well, for

; Brotijn, Mirth, and Macfc, Hottv
stage worlt anyway, to inject Vtia.t

\ ^gg^ House Orch; 'Sunny (RKO).
denionsuaiion^ earlier and aUernate —:

AU cheers and no jeers for his
neatly packaged, well-balanced bill.

It's socky summer entertainment,
and acts rate plus plaudits for ability
to rouse stubholders from lethargy
induced by the cinematic wake.

Yola Gain. late of the N. Y.
Rainbow Room, is tabbed as a Latin
chanteiise. She must have arrived
via Scandinavia. With her Am.a'

She ' also registers on smooth,
rhythmic performance value.
Wally Guterman's girl or^ pro-

vides adequate musical support with
one of the orchestratloni .a stand-
out. Mickey Anderson, from the
band, essays a comedy song and
dance routine which is not too forte,
while Marian Manners, a stately
warbler, manages rather well witti a
couple of numbers.

Ross Sisters, a trio of double-
jointed acrobats, uncork a couple of
back-bending stunts that are
paralyzers. The handkerchief tricks,
as performed by these girls, are tops
ifl that category and drew big divi-
dends in applause. The Carlos
Romero hoofing line is mostly for
flash purposes with a fan ensemble
near the close rather spectacular.
Biz in orchestra on opening after-
noon near capacity. Mori.

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSBBELS)

inore frequently. For a large dose of

sweet played almost exclusively with

reeds can in time get to sound

slightly like chamber music.

No doubt that ex-rippling rhythm
maestro has corraled a flock of ex-

pert tooters for his new experiment.

They do everything but make those

saxes and clarinets talk, doubling on
oboes and flutes as well, but there's

t^H "nf'^lfiir ''A^holf'tmmnLt Uck chassis and blonde locks she's

a sUther; Uomboi^To'^^ can « typical Nordic. Appearance not-
* ^^w^iiM^innrt tim« For tJ^^ withstanding, her pipes are definitely

minuti what*F^^^^^ to iouth-of-the-border solo-

I-ra^Hr 1^^^ h'^neanra^e-sMitt
&%Tn'Js%%tT^er;e pUed.^ A.an^^^^^^^ presenta-

pointed in order to get a little more
color into the tones, and the rhythm
section could possibly be featured
oftener to alternate the emphasis.

Fields is doing a good public rela-

tions job on the stage with his cur-
rent setup, explaining to the audi-
ence exactly what he's trying to do
and making the spiel very gracious,

not to mention convincing. Audience
reaction today (Friday) was good at

the getaway and got better as the
day progressed. Band is carrying
two vocalists, Dorothy Allen and Pat

Floyd CHiristy and Bill Brown are

right in the same groove. Zanies
score a homer with their slapstick

aero routine. Pair are aces at biz

of getting tangled up in their tricks,

splicing their lifts and holds with
some guffaw gags. Had to beg oS.

Wacky antics of Koss and Bennett

are also good for a giggle. Miss Ben-
nett, who sounds like Bonnie Baker,

gets in quota of teUing shots in cross-

fire patter, and is easy on the optics.

Ross holds up his end as the straight

Foy. Gal's a looker, with plenty of man and displays some talented
s.a. and voice to match, and Foy has ' terps. He can eliminate the vocal
a corking set of pipes but needs to

|
jibs though. They're not for this

relax. Sings with a dead pan that world.
doesn't match what he's selling and
could be terrific with a personality-
polish. Even as he was, opening day
mob couldn't get enough of him.

Stanley show has two acts in^ ad-
dition to Fields. Gil I^amb, going
from here to St IiOuis Muny opera
for 'Red Mill' and late of Al
Jolson's 'Hold On to Your 'Hats,' tore

' the house apart with his loose-limbed
tomfoolery. Still doing the mouth
or^an howl with Tommy Sanford,
using the swallowing routines for a

In the deuce spot are Mirth and
Mack, highstepping hoofers, whose
legology is secondary to their

mimicry. Pair's impression of

Groucho and Harpo Marx is. best

ever caught here. So letter perfect

it's almost unbelievable. Had house

rocking.

Raymond Wilbert is a smooth jug-

gler, but aside from fact that he
does utilize continuous line of chat-

using me swauowing routines lor a ter to bridge the duU spote m lus

flnisfi, but he also has some new hoppspinmng routmes, l>es^^stand-

Interesting insight into how Rus-
sia has been able to keep the Ger-
man army at bay is obtained here
this week from a ' Russian-made
newsreel which carries the Para-
mount imprint This reelage, which
is astutely edited and given an en-
thusiastic narrative via its sound-
track, draws much plaudits from the
audience and proves by far the most
'exciting event in the hdur's runoff.
The Russian reel shows the So-

viet's tanks and fighting planes in
action along the front; Stalin and the
British Ambassador, Sir Stafford
Cripps, signaturing an agreement for
British supplies; Ukraine peasants
rushing to guerilla positions; de-
molished Nazi planes and Nazi
prisoners, and Russian women in in-

dustry and at home. The exposition
of guerilla tactics is especially ab-
sorbing. The equipment for this

non-uniformed contingent is limited

to revolvers and hand grenades. Also
of revealing import is the episode In

which peasants, reacting to a wam-
ing bell, rapidly proceed to move
their horses, cows and other stock

to the rear.

The Dutch East Indies, which cur-
rently rate as the No. 2 center of

attention for world eyes, receives

pictorial and commentary attention

from Metro. Two clips picture the

harbor of Singapore under destroyer

patrol and the military preparation

going on along the Malay peninsula

and parts north. Metro is likewise

the source of a somewhat dated in-

cident from the conquering of Syria

by the Free French and the British.

An Allied troop is filmed takin? po-

session of what is described as an

abandoned fort.

Vichy enters the week's clip ta-

bleau with a saddening touch. The
scene, taken by Paramount, is that

of Petain greeting Frenchmen re-

turning from German prison camps.

Some of these soldiers are in tsars.

Another report from the Eumnean
front is Universal'."! «napshit of Win-
ston Churchill and Harry L. Hooklns

looking over American-bui't. manes.

Universal a'so reflects the Far East

tension with a recital of the Jiner

Tatu Maru puttinf in'o S'n Fran-

cisco with a careo of iW.OOO.OOn worth

of raw silk after lying outside the

port for several davs.

Paramount and Ur veral Join In

treatini? wi»b humor f^e threatpnf;'^

shortage of sUk sto'^kio-s, wh-'-

Paramount alone pxna+i'tes onjtDl

another pressin" domes*'- oroblem

resulting from th° war, the

to conserve gasoline. Odec

Army Shows Brodie
sContinued from page ]f

dispensing the $500,000 handed it by
the USO.
Neither the Army nor the CC, ob-

servers vehemently declare, has
exhibited the' large-scale, long-range
vision needed to adequately provide
entertainment for a military organ-
ization that now numbers 1,506,500
men. Program has been carried out
on a drop-in-the-bucket scale, as

evidenced by the Citizens Commit-
tee's current coverage of almost 200
Army posts, camps and stations in

the United States with four slim
vaude troupes.

Blame Morale Branch
Fault is said to begin with the

Morale Branch, headed by Brig.

General James Ulio, and work back
to the General Staff .and from there
to Congress. Latter has appropri-
ated virtually nothing- for morale
work, although it undoubtedly
would, were the representations of

Gen. Ulio to his superiors and they
in turn to Congress loud and con-

Marchin' Music

Unlike European soldiers,

America's army is self-conscious

and refuses to sing as it marches.
Morale Branch, as a result, is

experimenting in providing the
troops with harmonicas and
ocarinas and it is said to be
proving rather successful.

Not only do the instruments
igive the ,boys the spare-time
pursuit of learning to play them,
but the soldiers seem to enjoy
tooting as they march. It takes
some of the strain out of long
hikes.

Experiment has been on a
small scale as yet, with three
grosses of the blowpipes shipped
to a southern camp about three
weeks ago by the USO-flnanced
Citizens Committee at the re-

•quest of the War Department.

stuff since last year and his impres'
sion, while seated, of a jitterbug
watching the stage show at the Par
(N. Y.) theatre is one of the funniest
pieces of business on record. Lamb
fias the puss and the legs to make
it a great routine and he cleans up
with it More than just a clean-up;
in fact it's a panic. Other turn is

dance team of Lathrop and L,ee, for-
merly Lathrop Bros, and Virginia
I^, but down to just one man and
a

. girl now. They're both crack
hoofers, doing the smart, sophisti-
cated steps they used to do as a trio,
and the duet registering almost as
solid'y, although not quite, as the
former threesome. Cohen.

ard.

CHICAGO, CHI

ORPHEUM, L. A.

Los Antreles, Aug. 6.

Faith Bacon, Wolly C^uterman and
All American Girl Orch (15), Marian
Manners, Elizabeth Talbot Martin,
Corlos Romero line (10), Ross Sisters
(3), Peggy Ryan, Mickey Anderson; aia lor mauj j^^^-, ~ - ^

'A Shot in the Dark' (WB) and I and Jane McKenna. They've altered

Chtcapo, Ab0. 8.

Andrews Sisters, Joe and Jane

McKenna, Betty Bruce, Lou Breese

Orch (16); 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye
(Par).

Here is a bang-uo bill from start

to finish, with plenty of name
strength to bolster the b.o. Andrews
Sis.er; are a!v"(ys a big draw here

and the Lou Breese band also en-

joys a big local foUowing. Coupled

on the same bill, they should bring a

fine money week.

Betty Bruce, tall and shapely tap-

ster, is impressive. Has nifty tech-

nic plenty of class and ability to

score well. A routine which she an-

nounces as from the musical Keep
Off the Grass' is her best presenta-

tion and k.o. for any stage.

Familiar knockabout turn, stand'

ard for many years, is that of Joe

•Bachelor Daddy' (U)

With nothing more promising than
a title, 'Sweater Girls on Parade,'
and fan d.mcer Faith Bacon for the
marquee, Sherrill Cohen has come
up with a pretty solid variety show.
Peggy Ryan, from cast of 'Meet the . receipts o'ee'^i, «

People,' serves up one of the tastiest jouder and the customer acclaim
tap routines gandered here in many ' more sockeroo. Solidly show-wise,
months. She's an adept terper with i remains tops in the femme vocal
some intricate twirling ideas that : group field. They were little short
attain flash proportions. Elizabeth : |( sensational with these customers.
Talbot Martin, another 'Meet the .phe Breese orch has won and de-

their turn very little in years, and

there is no need to do so because

their comedy adagio work is ex-

tremely funny no matter the num-
br'- c' reoetitions.

Each Ume the Andrews Si^s
mi-.vvi an appearance the boxoffice

receipU get bigger, the recepUpn

Heavy Wampum
sContinued from pace

inals than any other plant in town,

buying but eight originals, 13 novels,

six legiters and five mas stories.

Columbia, on the other hand, has

made no book purchases, laying in,

instead, 15 originals, three plays and

four short stories from magazines.

Warners has snaffled five orig-

inals, five plays, six novels and one

short story. Universal purchased 13

originals, one novel and one short

story and Republic has invested in

11 original yams, one legiter, one

novel and one magazine piece.

Writers in these parts have begun

to be at their typewriters at a rol-

licking pace after the two most re-

cent purchases of originals brought

their co-authors rather sizeable

sums. War themes, besides incur-

ring the displeasure of Congress and

providing an excuse for isolationists

like Senator Wheeler of Montana to

leap on the industry, haven't been

too popular with film patrons. •

Several Latin-American countries

allow Nazi propaganda pix to be

screened in their theatres while

turning thumbs-down on American

films that depict Hitler as an inter

national murderer.

Nevertheless, the makers of books,

plays and short stories, do continue

to concentrate on productions with

war backgrounds and the • studios

are hard put to find enough material.

People' alumna, in a satirical turn,
tops the show with novelty takeoffs
on Eleanor Roosevelt, Katharine
Hepburn, Greta (^arbo and Aimee
Semple McPherson. Miss Martin,
who also m.c.s, has wisely restricted
herself to four impersonations, al-

ways using the same material, a dog

serves a solid place in the hearts of

the Chicago mob. It's established in

town by stage and radio showings

and serves a brand of music that's a

delight at all tirpes. Band does a

parUcularly outsUnding job playing

this show.

And on its own the orchestra has
gerel recitation entitled 'Where Has that't" hiahly satisfactory,
My Little Dog Gone.' The Mc-

, |^
l^^^HP 3thaU^e^^^^^^

Pher.son rendition is possibly the.'"'" j • —'i'

zaniest and a panic with the audi-
ence.
Faith Bacon shares honors with

more. Aggregation does choral work,

swings it out hot, delivers some good

hokum clowning, and there are some

Misses Ryan and Martih in lending
^^^^rreT J'vl'lll^' and^kfp M^

substance to the presentation. Miss Warren as^ c
'J.imsell

?r^?a^^o^^J'.;« « o^iSSvaL-'c^'^^
^

gam display which should attract a pearance as m.c.
^„„„„,

hefty stig audience before the week Business strong at the supper show
is out: Aside from the strip effect Friday (8). .

uoia.

Axis Wanted
sContinued from page 3;

velt's important recent fireside chat

to the Nippon News and that other

newsreels have been supplying ma-

terial to Italy. In this connection, it

was reported this week that the FBI

is checking on these so-called leaks

of American picture material into

Axis countries.

All five newsreels have ducked

using Nazi government warfront ma-
terial, no matter how well

'
pho-

tographed or edited, because of its

obvious propaganda content. Nazis

still want $75 per shipment, paid in

U. S. doUars, for this propaganda

newsreel material, but the real pay-

off as concerns American newsreels

is that the German agents claim the

right to editorialize the clips, with

U. S. newsreels not permitted to

alter the original material.

tinuous enough. Army itself, how-
ever, has never attempted to get the
entertainment program out of its

two-bit rut:

"The program hasn't, bogged
lown,' one observer remarked. 'It

,ust never got started.'

Apologists for the brass-hats who
are so busy spending billions for

tanks and guns that they can't get

the coin to sharpen up the most vital

point in their fighting machine, the
soldier himself, explain that the
Morale Branch is 'still feeling its

way.' Answer to that one, by those

in the know, is that a year after

passage of the Conscription Act is

no time for anyone to 'still be feel-

ing his way.'
Only soldiers fortunate in the way

of entertainment are those in camps
within easy distance of New York
and Hollywood, where public-spir-

ited citizens and groups have got

together shows. But pity the lads

in Arkansas or Oregon or Texas.

Sossaman and Bankin OK
Much has been left to camp morale

officers; and where there's a good

one th^oys have been lucky, other-

wise it is too bad. Some of the

M.O.s, such as Major George A.

Sossaman at Fort Benning, Ga., and

Cljapt. A. H. Rankin at Camp Upton,

L. I., have displayed unusual initi-

ative and ingenuity and provided

almost a continuous round of after-

hours fun for the troops in their

charge. Others, unfitted by either

temperament or training for morale

duty, have taken the easy way.

Number of the commanding
officers at Army camps have also

displayed a lack of appreciation for

the necessity of entertainment, as

evidenced by the experiences of the

CC shows. This has been particu-

larly true in the Third Corps Area,

extending south from central Penn-

sylvania. Some of the coijnmandants

and morale officers were, not only

non-cooperative, but downright an-

tagonistic. They caused all sorts of

booking headaches by cancelling

shows on the least provocation and,

in some cases, found it impossible to

interrupt the camp routine to pro-

vide the dozen or so soldiers needed

to se<. up the stages on the trucks

carrying the shows.

On the other hand, the majority of

camp commanders and M.O.'s have

been highly appreciative of the

meager entertainment the CC has

provided. They have sent their best

mechanics 200 miles to repair or tow

in the seemingly constantly break-

ing-down trucks and turned out

every facility in camp for the per-

formers.
Competent observers feel that the

CC is erring in nursing its $500,000

instead of going out and financing

hundreds of shows, then yelling for

more money to put on hundreds
more. It's in an unfortunate posi-

tion, however, with jealousies exist-

ing between it and the USO over
who's to get the publicity for the
shows. Its press agent was canned
last week allegedly for not turning
in enough clippings. Internal staff

dissensions have also hurt it, with
a reputedly mile-a-minute turnover
of employes. I

Vinton Freedley, who got the mo-
bile shows under way early in June,
resigned July 1 as chairman of the
entertainment division because* his
attention was needed on a new mu-
sical he's producing this fall. There's
been a continuous search since
then by exec director Lawrence
Phillips for a successor to Freedley,
but none has been found. John
Golden has been mentioned, but
won't take it inasmuch as he is al-

ready giving much time to getting
service men ducats.

After considerable delay, CC last

week started John Carter, Met Opera
warbler, on a solo tour of east-
ern camps for two weeks. He's
paying his own expenses and has
gone to considerably more' troublo
than most performers would in
order to get the CC and Army
to arrange the bookings. ' Unless
volunteers are anxious and per-
sistent or a name just too big to
duck, it's said they apparently get
the brush. CC has also entered
an agreement with the National
Theatre Conference by which it will
finance an NTC man in each corps
area to act as an adviser on ama-
teur theatrical entertainment.

Criticism of the morale program
of the Army—or lack of a morale
program—is that whatever is not
provided by donated funds is vir-

tually self-^financed. Only coin
morale.officers have to spend, and
a good part of that must go for
athletic equipment is an allotment
they get from the post exchange'
iunds. This represents profits from
sales to soldiers of cigarets, candy,
stationery, etc.

Soviet-Nazi War
j^^Contlnued from pace

contacted. Attempts were made to

reach them by telephone or other-

wise, but they were reported 'out of

town,' although they previoa^ly re-

garded clearing up the Equity
charges as an 'official' order of busi-

ness. Dies has been little in tha

press since he ran foutih in a cam-
paign to elect a new senator from
Texas.
Equity is still intent on adopting

a measure barring Reds, Nazis and
Fascists from being officers or em-
ployees. A new committee for that

purpose was named last week, when
it .was revealed th t the original

committee was dissolved some time
ago. Reason was that the chairman
and others were among thoze who
resigned from council, disgruntled

over the election.

New committee on the anti-radical

matter consists of 3. John Kennedy,
John Alexander and Roy Roberts.

There is no time limit for their re-

port on the proposed resolution.

Original version was defeated be-

cause, in the form presented, it

might have opened the way to dis-

crimination.

'10 p. M. Theatre'
rContlnaed from pace Is

of leisurely dining leaves tho .re-

served loges of Radio City Mftsic

Hall as perhaps the only place to go

after a late dinner.

Theatre will be a revue house^ not

a cabai'et, sans food, but with a large

bar for service, a la the Metropolitan

opera house. Incidentally, the 44th

St theatre, downstairs, inducts a six-

week opera season of its own Oct.

14, under sponsorship of Mrs. Lytle

Hull (ex-Mrs. Vincent Astor), which

is when Fischer plans opening atop

the roof.

Feature of the new policy will be

easy, Pullman-type chairs, with a

pedestal for drinks, coffee and cig-

arets. Costliest item of the Bayes

Roof's facelift will be those special

chairs, costing around $80 each, and
necessitating a $20,O0O icvesimcnt

Coffee, cigarets and one cljiaT-yfcr-

cUstomer will be gratis; shOtV6 m tv/o

parts; bar service at intermis^.on

and after tlie second act of liki lev j«,

when, also, the customeri v.-:ll rtB.^c«

on the stage, akin lo Fischer's pcll-

cles in the past ai his French Casino

and International Casino wrtuiei
in N. Y.
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12,000 VOTES FOR M-G-M!

fA M\

THE BACKBONE
OF FILM

BUSINESSI

Leo is the sweetheart of the industry— 12,000 exhibitors say so.

That's a lot of accounts and Leo's so proud!

It's a new high for M-G-M and the industry.

Those 12,000 will be back again next year because

Strong ties hold Leo and his customers together.

The mechanics of distribution may change—
But not Leo I

He represents something beyond a contract.

A spirit of good-will that seeks to make business a pleasure

And a mutually profitable enterprise.

Our current season ends in a blaze of gloryj

"Life Begins for Andy Hardy" a summer sensation!
(Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland together again.')

"When Ladies Meet" a hot-weather life-saver!

(Imagine 4 big stars in one show—Joan Crawfordi Robert Taylor, Greer Garson, Herbert Manhalf)

And now look. Yes, Leo is your all-year-'round sweetheart.

YOUR MOVE!
Jusf a few of M-G'M'$ 194U42 prizes. Here's a list of pictures completed or in production.

"DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE"—Sfjencer Tracy, hgrid Bergman, hana Tumer-, "LADY BE GOOD"—Eleanor Powell, Ann Sotfiem»

Robert Yowng; "DOWN IN SAN DIEGO"—Bonita Grarwilk, Ray McDonald, Dan DaiUy, Jr., Leo Gorcey; "HONKY TONK"—
Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Claire Trevor; "MARRIED BACHELOR"—Robert Young, Ruth Hussey, Felix Bressart; "SMILIN*
THROUGH"—Jeanette MacDonald, Brian Aheme, Gene Raymond; "FEMALE OF THE SPECIES"—RosaliW Russell, Don Ameche,

'

Kay Francis; "WOMAN OF THE YEAR"—Spencer Tracy, Kdtlutrzne Hepburn; 'THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER"—Nelson Eddy,

Rise Stevens; "UNHOLY PARTNERS"—Edward G. Robinson, Uraine Day, Edward^'Arnold; "BABES ON BROADWAY"—
MicJcey Rooney, My Garland; "TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE"— Johnny Weissmullex, Uaureen O'Sv^livan, FUlip Dom;
"GRETA GARBO COMEDY"—Greta Garbo, Uelvyn Douglas, Constance Bennett; "KATHLEEN"—Shirley Temple; "I'LL- TAKE
MANILA"—Eleanor Powell; "JOHNNY .EAGER"—Robert Taylor, Una Turner; "PANAMA HATTIE"—Ann Sothcm,

Red Skeltoni "SHADOW OF THE THIN MAN"—W'illiam Powell, Myma hoy.
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BOOKING CHART
(For <n/ormotton o1 theatre and fitm exchange boofcerj Vabieit prejent*

a cvmplete chart o1 feature releases oi all the American distributing com-

panies for the current quarterly period. Date of reviews as given in

Vamfty and the running time of printi are includedj

Key to Type Abbreviations; M—iWeloarama; C—Comedy; CD

—

Comedy
Drama; W— Western; D—Drama; RD—Romantic Drama; MU—Musical.

Figures heretoith indicate date of Vaihety's review and running time.

COPTBICIHT. 1840. B1 VARIETT. INC. ALL BltiUTS BE8BBVED

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/4/41

Prisoner on Devil's Island (Col)
Barnacle BUI (M-G) 7/2
Murder by Invitation (Mono) 7/M
Cangbt In the Drait (Par) 5/28
Tom, Dick and Harry (RKO) 7/U
Moon Over Miami (20th) 6/1&
Bachelor Daddy (U) 7/2
Kisses tot Breakfast (WB) 7/23

7/30 D
CD
D
C
C

UU
C
C

70 D.Woods-S. Ellers
90 W. Beery-V. Weldler
67 W. Ford-M. Marsh
82 B. Hope-D. Lamour
95 G. Roeers-G. Murphy
92 D. Ameche-B. Grable
61 Baby S^dy-E. E. Morton
81 D. Morean-J. Wyatt

WEEK OF BELEASEt-7/11/41

Two In a Taxi (Col)
Navy Blue and Gold (M-G) (relssne)
'Father Steps Out (Mono)
Forced Landing (Par) 7/9
They Meet Again (RKO)
Gangs of Sonora (P ^ 7/18
Mountain MoonUghi >)

Accent on Love (2:

Hello, Sucker (U) . .

Bride Came C.O.D. (WB) 7/2

D 62 A. Loulse-R. Hayden
D IS R. Young-J. Stewart
D F. Albert5on-L. Grey
M SI R. Arlen-E. Gabor
D t. Hersholt-D. Lovett
W s< 3 Mesqulteers
CD Weaver Bros. Elvlty
D 61 G. Montgomery-O. Maisen
C 60 H. Herb«rt-T. Brown

CD 91 B. Davls-J. Cagncy

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/18/41

Blondle In Society (Col) 7/2
Son of Davy Crockett (Col) 7/8
SUrs Look Down (M-G) 1/3/40
Arizona Bound (Mono)
Shepherd of the Hills (Par) 6/18
Hurricane Smith (Rep)
Sunset In Wyoming (Rep) 8/13
Dance HaU (20th) 7/23
Balders of the Desert (U)
Rawhide Rangers (U)
Bullets tor O'Bara (WB) 6/30

C 77
w 59
D 104
W
D 98
D
W £5
D 73
W 60
W
D SO

P. Slngleton-A. Lake
B. Elllott-I. Meredith
M, Redgrave-M. Lockwood
B. Jones-T. McCoy
J. Wayne-B. Field
R. MIddleton-J. Wyatt
G. Autry-S. Bumette
C. Bomere-C. Landls
B. Arlen-A. Devlne
i. H. Brown
J. Perry-R, Pryoi

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/25/41

The Otlcer and the Lady (Col) 7/16 D
Bktssonu In the Dust (M-G) 6/2S D
The Deadly Game (Mono) D
Hurry, Charlie, Hurry (RKO) 7/9 ° C
ClUdel of Crime (Rep) M
Bad Men of MUsonrt (WB) 8/16 D

$9 R. Hudson-B. PiyoT
98 G. Garson-W. Pldgeon

J. Lang-C. Farrell
es L. Erroll-K. Howell

R. Annstrong-L. Hayei
7S J, Wyman-D. Morgan

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/1/41

Thunder 'Over the Pialrle (Col)
Ringside MaUle (M-G) 7/30
Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
FuglUve Valley (Mono)
kMs the Boys Goodbye (Par)
My Life With Caroline (RKO)
Rags to Rlchei (Rep) 8/13
Charley's Annt (20th) 7/23
Cracked Knts (U)
Three Sons o* Guns (WB)

7/38

8/2S
7/18

W
C
D

. W
CD
C

^ M
^%
CD

C. SUrrett-E. O'Heam
A. Sothem-G. Mnrphy
W. Hnll-L. Gorcey
B. Corrlgan-M. Terhnne
M. Martln-D. Ameche
B. Colman-A. Lee
A. Baxter-M. CarUsle
Jack Benny
M. Auer-U. Merkel
W. Morrls-T. Browa

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/8/41

Time the ToUer (Col) 8/13
WMstUng in the Dark (M-Gy
Dynamite Canyon (Mono)'
Wide Open Town (Par) 7/30
Six Gun Gold (RKO)
Dressed to KlU (20th) 7/23
Hold That Ghost (U) 7/30
New Wine (ITA) 7/30
Manpower (WB) 7/9

C 67 K. Harrls-W. Tracy
8/6 D 78 C. Veldt-A. Rutherford

W T. Keene-E. Flnley
W 77 w. Boyd-R. Hayden
W T. Holt-L. White
M. 75 L. Nolan-M. B. Hughes
C 85 Abbott-Costello

MU 82 I. Massey-B. Barnes
D 103 E. Boblnson-H. Dietrich

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/1S/41

EUery Queen and Perfect Crime (Col)
Klne of Dodge City (Col) 8/13
LUe Begins for Andy Hardy (M-G) 8/13
Ice-Capades (Rep)
Wild RecKe CallCne (20th)
This Woman is Mine (U)

T/3«

68 R. Bellamy-M. Lindsay
63 B. ElUof-T. RItter

100 M. Rooney-A. Rutherford
J. EUlson-D, Lewis

78 H. Fonda-J.Bennett
F. Tone-C. Bruce

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/22/41

Here Comes Mr. Jordan (Col) 7/30 C
Dr. Klldare's Wedding Day (M-G) D
World .P.i:e>nUr«~(.par) C

.
Scattergoodl Meets ^.nitadwax. (KKQl .. ., Cr
Under Fiesta Stars (Rep)'" ' W
Bad Men of Deadwood (Rep) W
Private Nurse (20th) 7/30 M
A Dangerous Game (U) 3/5 M
Highway West (WB) 8/6 v D

93 R. Montgomery-R. Johnson
L. Ayres^L. Day
J. BarrymSfe-FrTaWfiei''
Guy Ktbbee
Gene Autry
Roy Rogers
J. Harwell-B. Joyce
A. Devlne-R. Arlen
B. Marshall-A. Kennedy

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/29/41

Our Wife (Col) C
When Ladles Meet (M-G) C
Saddle Mountain Roundup (Mono) W
Aloma of the South Seas (Par) RD
Doctors Don't Tell (Reu) D
Sun Valley Serenade (20th) 7/23 CD
LydU (UA) RD
Major Barbara (UA) 8/7 D
Dive Bomber (WB) D

M. Douglas-R. Hussey
J. Crawford-R, Taylor
Range Busters
D. Lamour-J. Hall
J. Beal-F. Rice

86 S. Henle-G. Miller
M. Oberon-jC. Marshal

IIS w. Hiller-R. Morley
E. Flynn-F. MacMurray

WEEK OF BELEASE—9/5/41

Mystery Shlo (Col)
Citizen Kane (RKO) 4/18
Charley Chan In Rio (20th)
Badlands of DakoU (U)
Man from Montana (U)

D P. Kellv-L. Lane
D 120 O. Welles-J. Cotton
D S. Toler-M. B. Hughes
W R. Dix>-F: Farmer
W J. M. Brown

WEEK OF BELEASE—9/12/41

Gentleman from Dixie (Mono) D
Parachute Battalion (RKO) D
A Tank In the R.A.F. (20th) D
unfinished Business (U) KD

J. LaRue-M. Marsh
R. Preston-N. Kelly
T. Power-B. Grable
I, Dunne-R. Montgomery

CoL Piling Up Reserve

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Columbia is five up on its 1941-42
production program and is aiming to
pile up a reserve of 10 pictures dur-
ing the summer shooting.
Completed for 1941-42 are -^e

Men in Her Life,' 'Ladles In Retire-
ment,' 'You Belong to Me,' 'Three
Girls About Town* and 'Go West
Young Lady.'

Rep's 2d Quarter Sked

J. R. Grainger, Republic sales top-

per, announced eight features, as

many westerns, and one serial for

production in the second quarter of

1941-42 season, at the initial session

of the two-day eastern regional

salfes confab in N.Y. yesterday

(Tuesday).
Midwest-Southern regional will be

held In Chicago Aug. 14-15.

Allied States' Philly

Conyensh, SepL 16t18

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Allied States Association will hold

its 12th annual national convention

at the Benjamin Franklin hotel

Sept. 16-18. Topics listed for dis-

cussion on the agenda include: 1.

Merchandising of pictures. 2.

Stimulating waning boxoflice. 3.

More effective tradeshowings, ad-
vice on consent decree and arbitra-
tion provisions, etc. 4. Relation of

motion picture theatre and defense
program.
The national convention commit-

tee includes: Sidney E. Samuelson,
chairman; David £. Milgram, treas-

urer; H. A. Cole, national president;

A. 'F. Myers, general counsel, and
Martin G. Smith, national treasurer.

Chairman of committees: Morris
Wax, attendance; Harry Perelman,
decorators; Charles L. Stiefel and
Michael Felt, display; David E. Mil-
gram, entertainment; David Segal,

gifts and prices; David Barrist,

honored guests; Fred A. Beedle,
program; Cecil Felt, public rela-

tions; Joseph Conway, publicity;

Jaclc H. Greenberg and Harry Fried,

reception; E. B. Gregory, registra-

tion, and Melvin Koff, year l>ook.

lATSE and Ops Unions'

Exec Meeting in A. C.

Very Hnsb-Hnsh Confab

Atlantic City, Aug. 12.

Reporters were shooed away at the
executive committee meeting of In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and Moving Picture
Machine Operators of the United
States and Canada held here from
last Monday (4) until Saturday (9)

at Ritz Carlton. Whereabouts of

George E. Browne, International
president, who Is under $50,000 bail

on federal charges of lalior racket-
eering, was kept secret. Meetings
were delayed several days, awaiting
Browne's arrival.

When asked if the legal difficulties

of their leader, as well as that of his
west coast representative, Willie
Bioif, has been discussed, Richard
Walsh, of New York, vice-president,
said, 'No, let the lawyefs worry
about that.'

It was reported here that U. S. At-
torney M. F. Correa was looking for
both Browne and Bioff, in connec-
tion with disappearance of a witness.

Nathanson B. R.
-Continued from page

together in bargaining and that the

deal may have cooled so far as

Capra is concerned. Selznick's entry

into UA is only a matter of time.

Meantime, Kelly last week issued

figures for the first 28 weeks of 1941

showing it to be one of the most

successful periods in the history of

the company, despite the succession

of sales and administrative .difticul-

ti'es'and clTanges; "WorTd^Wiae-saies

aihouiifed' To $3,600,000 bVerthJ!' cor-

responding period of 1940. That
covered sales in the U. S., Canada,

Latin America and other foreign

countries.

Kelly predicted one of the most
successful years the company has

ever experienced If earnings hold up
to the pace of the first six montlis.

In that period, however, were in-

cluded the heaviest part of the in-

come from Chapliti's 'The Great Dic-

tator,' which exceeded the take of

all previous Chaplin pix.

William F. Rodgers, Metro sales

manager, removed all doubt last

week about his accepting the prof-

fered presidency of UA. In a state-

ment issued Wednesday (6), he de-

clared: 'I feel greatly honored by

the invitation extended to me by
the United Artists Corp., through its

owners, to head their organization.

However, I am under contract to

Loew's, Inc., and could not even

consider the proposal without my
company's full approval. This the

company felt it could not grant. I

remain with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
with whom I have been so happily

associated for many years.'

Alexis at the Bridge
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Warners assigned Alexis Smith,

former mr 'el, as the romantic in-

terest opposite Lloyd Nolan in

'Bridges Built at Night,' starting to-

morrow (Wednesday).
Eddie Sutherland directs from

script by Maurice Hanline and Jesse

Lasky, Jr.

Growing Moves Among H.O. Film

Workers for Unionization of Staffs

N. W. Allied
^Continued from page 7j

forcement and to have it declared
invalid. A substantial war fund was
pledged to permit the retaining of
three lawyers, including two state

senstors, to aid the state attomiiy
general in his defense.

'In view oi the exorbitant per-
centage and price demands l>eing

made for the first decree groups-of-
five, we think more than ever of this

state law which we put through the
state legislature,' declared president
E. Peaslee. "The demands are
from two to four percentage pic-

tures, including a 50%er in each
group and a 50% Increase for flat

rental films

'Of course, even if the companies
have to sell under the state law they
still could demand percentage for 19

out of the entire season's block of 40,

for example There'd be the psy-
chology factor against that, however,
and we'd have a better chance for

bargaining.'

Peaslee said it was hardly con-
ceivable that any exhibitors would
go for such 'crazy deals, and, yet, he
continued, L. E. Goldhanuner, RKO
district manager, had offered to

show him 11 contracts. However, It

was stated, Goldhanuner had told

another Northwest Allied oilleer

that his salesmen had turned In 40

contracts in the first few days of

selling in North end South Dakota
and western Wisconsin.

Columbia and Universal salesmen
were chargieid by Secretary Strom
with trying i,to make exhibitors be-

lieve that consent companies would
not sell in Minnesota and that. In

order to protect themselves, they
must buy all available product. By
scaring the exhibitors thusly. It was
claimed, the salesman put over deals

'entirely out of line.'

,
Able 'legal talent has advised the

organization that there la a better

than .50-50 chance that the Minnesota
anti-consent decree law. Invalidating

the decree's groups-of-flve sales plan

and requiring companies to sell their

entire season's product, subject to a
minimum' 20% cancellation privilege,

wUl be declared constitutional, the

convention was told.
' This Is particularly so in view of

the decision in the New ' York
ASCAP case which caused the dis-

tributors, for the first time in the

industry's history, to bring, suits of

this type in the state, instead of fed-

eral, court, Secretary Strom said.

Asked about the prospects for

1941-42 selling, which has been sus-

pended by the decree companies in

Minnesota since the bill becanne a

law more than three months ago,

Strom expiated that if the tem-
porary injunction now being sought

is granted the companies would sell

immediately under the decree.

'Our opinion is that If the injufic-

tioo-is AejpJed^ _and we feel certain

it ..wUl ..bS^fhe_com'panles IrSftTEdr-

ately will go' to the'Yetierar coUrt "Itl'

New York and ask for a release

from the decree which, we are cer-

tain, will be granted,' said Strom.

'Some believe that the companies do
not even need'subh a release. All

this would take about 30 days, we
estimate, and would be followed at

once by selling.

'We feel confident that the com-
panies will not carry out their threat

to lay off selling in Minnesota this

year if they lose their first round

—

the motion for a temporary Injunc-

tion, The Minnesota Amus.,Co. cir-

cuit (Paramount) has only one fran-

chise and soon will need product,

The companies are not going to close

up that chain. And our lawyers tell

us the distributors couldn't sell

Minnesota Amus. Co. and refuse to

make deals with independent ex-

hibitors,'

President Peaslee said the one
thing 'in our favor' is that Minnesota
Amus. Co, is in the same boat as we
and 'they're not going to put it out

of business,'

It was decided to seek a law in the

next state legislature designed to

curb 16 mm. f.'.m competition which,

it was declared, is becoming Increas-

ingly serious.

A resolution was adopted asking

amendment of the war tax bill so as

not to classify special tickets for

adolescents from 12 to 18 years old

as 'reduced adult admissions' requir-

ing the latter's full 10% admission
tax. The body also went on record

to continue wholehearted' support
and cooperation for the present ad-

ministration.

Organization of office workers In

New York headquarters of-the major

companies, which has been going on
under cover for the past six months.

Is gradually breaking into, the open

as one after another of the unions

seeks contracts with employers.

Units are all unaffiliated with other

labor organizations but cooi>erata

with each other and other motion

picture company employe groupi

through the Screen Guild CoimciL

Latest to make its existence
known is the Columbia Office Work-
ers Guild. Organization, started

about two months ago, now claims a
majority of the 300 persons it main-
tains are eligible at the Col h.o. It

will shortly seek to begin contract
negotiations, which Is expected to

result In a National Labor ReIatalon«
Board election, at the request of the
company, to determine if the Guild
is the proper collective bargaining
unit.

Office Workers Guild at Warner
Bros, has already had an NLRB
hearing and is awaiting results so
that date can be set for election.

Guild, st the hearings claimed 000
eligible workers, while WB, by
breaking down its subsidiary com-
panies, asserted only 600 were quali-

fied for the unit.

Universal has the oldest oSica
workers' tmion, started about two
years ago. It is affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor,
which negotiated a contract for it

with the Company. Pact expires
shortly, which is expected to pre-
cipitate a battle, as many of - the em-
ployes want to break away from the
AFL. They claim that the latter was
brought in by U On a deal and does
not democratically represent U em-
ployes, who want to do their own
contract negotiating.

.Organization at Metro is still

clothed in secrecy, although a goodly
portion of the help is said to belong.
Activity at Paramount has just
started, while' nothing but talk has
occurred yet at the other horn*
offices.

SPG May Dicker Solo

Or En Masse Widi Pix

Cos^ Now Poling How

Advertising-pubUclty directors and
attorneys for major companies had
a second huddle at the Hays office

in New York yesterday (Tuesday)
on whether to take on negotiations
with the 'Screen Publicists Guild
singly or en masse. It is understood
that Warner Bros, is holding out for

bargaining by Individual companies,
while the seven other majors are at-

tempting to convince l\ that joint ne-
gotiations would be preferable. Guild
fiseirirBSir-tintSIfftttrrtariks-

'eiice, bund AiMdenrtood to favor joint

-

action as guaranteeing that the bar-
gaining will be both speedier and
more equitable. ,

SPG submitted its contractual de-
mands to the companies several
weeks- ago, following its victory in

a National Labor Relations poll to
determine the bargaining agent for
h.o. publicists.

NLBB Certifies 8PO In N. T.
Washington, Aug. 12.

NLRB has certified Screen Pub-
licists Guild as collective bargain-
ing agent of advertising copy-
writers, publicity men and asso-
ciated groups employed in state of
New York for 20th-Fox, Paramount,
Columbia, United ArUsts, RKO, Uni-
versal, Warner Bros, and Loew's.

Studio Technicians'

Strike Deadline 24th

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Strike vote by Local 683 of the
Studio Laboratory Technicians is

deadlined for Aug. 24, Membership
adopted a motion for a vote on the
walkout before that date if, at the
discretion of the negotiating com-
mittee, it is held advisable.

Notification by studio heads that

a committee of three major studio
managers is being appointed to dis-

cuss contract revisions is branded
by the unionists as another stall.

Membership is demanding Immediate
action,
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Moved from the Astor to the

larger Hollywood on Monday.

llec>90ft}'titore«3eaf^rsn®r&4»t

Result: Hollywood's first two
days gross bigger than any
two days at the Astor • • . dnd
that was a sellout!
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Rodgers Side in L'Maire Lebedoff

Metro Sales Manager Cites 'Variety' Story But NW
Allied Backs Up Local Indie

Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Sol G. Lebedoff, Northwest Allied

treasurer and film problems' com-
mittee chairman, stands accused by

W. F. Rodgers, Metro sales' manager,

of being a publicity-seeker and a

prevaricator 'who has misquoted him
before.' Charges are contained in a

letter from Rodgers to president E.

ti. Peaslee of Northwest Allied, made
public at the organization's conven-

tion here. Rodgers wrote in reply to

B communication asking for his ver-

sion of an 'incident' in Chicago re-

ported to the body by Lebedoff who
accused the Metro sales' manager of

discourtesy and an affront. Before

giving out to the trade press and
members a directors' resolution sev-

erely censuring Rodgers and con-

demning his attitude, the board

wanted him to have a chance to be

heard, he was told.

In Chicago on private business,

Lebedoff had alleged that, learning

Rodgers also was there, he called the

latter by telephone, asking to see

him to exchange greetings and dis-

cuss trade problems. Rodgers re-

plied he didn't want to see him or

have anything to do with him and

didn't desire him as a friend, accord-

ing to Lebedoff. A short time before

Lebedoff, in a statement to the trade

press, had attacked Rodgers for ad-

vocating more percentage pictures

end the Northwest Allied officer at-

tributed his rebuff to this, asserting

'Rodgers can't take it.'

Not DIscourteons

After Fred Strom, executive secre-

tary, read to the convention the

Rodgers' letter denying that he had
been discourteous to Lebedoff and
had said M-G v/ould not sell pictures

In Minnesota, Lebedoff declared

from the floor that the episode had
occurred as he originally reported it

end he challenged Rodgers' truthful-

ness.

In the discussion that followed,

there was opposition to the organiza-

tion taking any action in the matter.

It being pointed out that Lebedoff
liad acted as an individual Instead, of

as a representative of Northwest
Allied. The resolution censuring
Rodgers was dropped, but the board
of governors .was directed to write

to the sales' manager that Northwest
Allied 'hitherto, or now, never has

had occasion to disbelieve Mr. Le-
bedoff.'

Lebedoff. said this manner of dis-
posing of the proposition satisfied

him and he considered it 'a vote of
confidence.'

However, Lebedoff was not re-
elected Minneapolis governor by the
local group, Harold Field being
chosen in his place. And it is un-
derstood -that during the group's
meeting, behind closed doors, there
was considerable criticism of Lebe-
doff 'for antagonizing Rodgers' and
because of alleged 'lack of tact' and
diplomacy.'

The Minneapolis group's action re-
moves Lebedoff from the organiza-
tion's board of directors and some
of the boys are saying it's a slap at

him for his run-in with Rodgers.
How It will affect Lebedoff in buy-
ing M-G product—if he decides to

buy it—for his two local neighbor-
hood houses is a matter of specula-
tion with the boys.

Lebedoff has two neighborhood
houses here. President Peaslee, who
owns theatres in_ Stillwater, Minn.,
commenting on the incident from the
floor, said that he had seen Lebedoff
film contracts and that Lebedoff
could not possibly have had any per-
sonal grievances with Rodgers or
M-G-M or any selfish axes to grind.

The Lebedoff contracts were so
favorable, Peaslee pointed out, there
was no reason for Lebedoff to 'stick

his neck out' and that his only pur-
pose must have been to try to serve
the organization. He complimented
and praised I,ebedoff for the latter's

'hard, untiring and unselfish efforts

in independent exhibitors' behalf.'

EASTERN CAPITAL
Inl«rrt|(ctl In Ideaa for eostrrn. pro-

duction of Mliorts, four re«1orfl or fen-

tureH. Coneldoratlon given only, to

letters cnntnliilnK full Bynopftia of

your Menu. Ilox 100, Variety,' 134

W. lOth St., New York.

K-A-0 NET PROFIT 50%

UNDER 6 MONTHS IN '40

Net profit of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corp. and subsidiary companies was
cut more than half in the 26 weeks
ended July 5 as compared with, cor-

responding first six months last year.

Company's report issued Monday
(11) shows $213,440 net profit as

compared with $427,062 in the 26-

week period of last year.

Decline in K-A-O profit is directly

traceable to the substantial dip In

profit before provision for deprecia-

tion and income taxes, which de-

clined nearly $260,000 to $635,402 in

the first six months as compared to

the first half of 1940. Company wrote

off $327,047' for depreciation and

$94,915 for income taxes, both

amounts being lower than in the

corresponding period last year.

New York Theatres

OFKNS FRI., Al'n. IS

"Bad Men of Missouri

A Now Wnrner Bros. Hit With
Dennla MORtiAN • June WYJIAN
Wnyne MORHIS • Arthur KKtiSS^OS

IN PERSON
ROCHESTER Jack Bcnny'a Sliadpw

CLYDE LUCAS end His Orcli.

STRAND B'way&47St.

HELD OVER I

2nd Hllirltui
Weak

Bud
ABBOTT i

COOL

Lou
COSTELLO

'HOLD THAT GHOSf
[ANDREWS SIsten—T»4 LEWIS 4 Orell j

m Lut Tlmci Wtd?
Robt. TAYLOR

"BILLY
THE KIO"

In Tech nicolor

M

On Stngo
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WAXMANN'smm
INJUNCTION' vs. COL,WB

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Judge Guy Bard in U. S. aistrict

court on Thursday (7) granted a
'limited injunction' to Harry Wax-
mann, Atlantic City exhib, against
Columbia, Stanley-Warner circuit

and the Weiland chain.

Under the restrainer, Columbia is

forbidden to sell product to Weil-
and's New Embassy which has had
a. first run at any Atlantic avenue
house, before it is shown at Wax-
mann's Astor. The Court, however,
denied Waxmann's plea that Colum-
bia be restrained from selling all

product to the Weiland house before
it gets a run at his (Waxmann's) the-

atre.

Warners was named defendant in

the case because of its pooling deal

with Weiland.

Eagle, Albany, Vs. WB
Albany, Aug. 12.

Supreme Court Justice Harry E.

Schirick Friday (7) reserved de-
cision in proceedings brought by
owners of the Eagle theatre against

Vitagraph, Inc., seeking to restrain

the -latter from releasing Warner
pictures to the new Delaware thea-

tre before they are released to the

Eagle. At the same time it was an-

nounced settlement had been reached
in a similar proceeding brought by
the Eagle owners against 20th-Fox.

Par Backs Up Coast

Exhib in Dispute On

Clearance by Arbiter

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Paramount attorneys are prepar-

ing a brief seeking clarification of

the recent decision handed down by
Herbert Cameron, arbitrator for the

Los Angeles district under the cph-

sent decree, about clearances for the

Mission Playhouse in San Gabriel.

Brief supports the appeal of the Ed-
wards Theatre Circuit, operators of

houses in Rosemead and Garvey,
currently serviced day-and-date with
Mission.

Plaintiffs declare they are unable
to interpret the decision, which states

that the maximum clearance which
may be granted to Alhambra first-

run theatres over Rosemead and
Garvey 'shall be seven days after

Mission Playhouse closing.'

Essentially, the Paramount brief

wants to know whether the arbitra-

tor is empowered to determine a run

under the consent decree.

3d 'Frisco Beet

San Francisco, Aug. 12 .

The third San Francisco consent

case was filed here Monday (11) by
the Harvey Amus. Co. against the

Big Five, seeking equalization of

clearance between its Westwood the-

atre in Westwood and the Sierra In

Susanville.

DON WINSLOW SERIAL

USING IN NAVY' SETS

With the expensive stages of Ab-
bott and Costello's 'In the Navy*
available, Univecsal has decided to

switch Its serial program and make
'Don Winslow of the .Navy' next.

Originally skedded for 1942-43, it

has been switched Into the coming
season's slate in place of 'Head

Hunters of the Amazon,' in order to

take advantage of the A&C sets and
current public Interest in Navy pix.

ITs also figuring on another de-

parture in the serial, according to

short subjects g.m. Bernie Kreisler.

It will put feature players in the

cast and make dialog more adult than

usual for this type product in order

to batch grownups as well as kids.

'Winslow' is both a syndicated comic

strip and radio serial. It is by Lt.

Com; Frank V. Martinek.

Haydn Joins Profs

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Richard Haydn, English comic,

moved into the Samuel Goldwyn
studio to complete the cast of pro-

fessors in the Gary Cooper-Barbara
Stanwyck co-starrer, 'Ball of Fire,'

originally titled The Professor and
the Burlesque Queen.'

Other members of the collegiate

faculty are Oscar Homolka, Aubrey
Mather, Henry Travers, S. Z. Sakal,

TuUy Marshall and Leonid Kinsky.

L. J. Ludwig Points Up the Alleged

Disadvantages of Tradeshow Buying

Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Buying in groups of five, instead of
an entire season's product, as before
the consent decree and as required
in Minnesota under the state law,
has no advantage and many disad-
vantages for the independent exhibi-
tor, according to L. J. Ludwig, for-
mer Minnesota Amus. Co. (Para-
mount circuit) assistant general
manager, and now owner of several
North Dakota theatres.

Although he must buy groups of

Ave in accordance with consent de-
cree provisions, Ludwig, a member
of Northwest Allied, strongly favors
that organization's sponsored Minne-
sota law requiring companies to sell

their entire season's product.

'On the face of it, one would think
it an advantage for an exhibitor to

buy pictures after they've been
made and he has ha'd~the chance to

see them, insteady of blindly, as in

the past,' Ludwig points out, 'but

thafs only a superficial view.
Mnst Buy AU Prodact

'If twice as many pictures were
produced, it might be ditfierent.

However, as it is, any exhibitor

having at least two theatres in a
town—and most now do—must buy
all the product anyway. And under
the old system, buying 40, for ex-
ample, he has more of a chance to.

work out a better deal for himself.
Buying in groups of five will result

in higher film costs for exhibitors,

in my opinion.

'And seeing the pictures at the
decree screening isn't going to help
the exhibitor. Except in the com-
paratively few instances of very
good or very bad pictures, the most
experienced and astute exhibitor
cannot accurately gauge a picture's

boxoffice value by looking at it. The
picture he doesn't like or the film

that rates poor from a critical stand-
point frequently proves to be a
profitable grosser.

'So buying, under the new plan,
resolves itself into the same old
story, excepting that selling costs
probably wiU be bighe- and the ex-
hibitor will have to pay more. It

all boils down to the fact that we
exhibitors need pictures—a steady
flow of them—and we 'must' buy
under circumstances. And we want
to buy as economically as possible.

Another Disadvantage

'There is this disadvantage to the
groups-of-fiv'e plan, too. In case an
exhibitor is in a position to skip a
group that group may contain estab-
lished stars of Ixixoffice value. If

he passes up the group the value of

those stars for his particular situa-

tion is likely to decline because
they're absent from his screen for
a long time. But an ensuing group
with those stars—>a group h'e wishes
to buy—will cost him a sum out of
proportion to their worth to him be-
cause the price will be based on their

value generally.

'Moreover, nearly eviry group Is

likely to have one or more pictures
that the exhibitor willrbe so anxious
to obtain that he'd practically ba
forced into buying it under any cir-

cumstances.'

Ludwig points out that independ-
ent neighborhood and suburban ex-
hibitors in the larger cities have a
distinct advantage in being able to
book and spot pictures after they've
played their downtown first-runs

and indicated their boxoffice possi-
bilities. However, even in these in-

stances, buying of groups must oc-
cur before such flrst-run, he says.

Oldies With Wallop

Get Heavy Play From

Nabes; Epics Scorned

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Nabe houses, the 15-25c admission
kind, in the Los Angeles area are
demanding action pictures, regard-
less of age, and snooting at 'A' pro-
ductions of recent vintage. They, are
passing up the so-called important
pictures made in the last 10 years.
Neighborhood theatres naturally
can't get costly films until they are
four to six months old, but even
then the late newcomers are scorned.
Most popular in the family houses

are those flickering with action from
two to a dozen years old. Among
the oldies revived for the nabe trade
are 'All Quiet On the Western Front,'

1930; 'Hell's Angels,' 1930; 'Scarface,'

1932; 'Lost Squadron' and 'Hat Check
Girl,' 1932; 'Parachute Jumper" and
'Ace of Aces,' in 1933.

Picture crop of 1934 is devoid of
releases, but 1935 produced the re-

vivals of Transatlantic Tunnel' and
'Pevil Dogs of the Air.' Veterans
of the 1936 era currently in circu-

lation are 'Secret Agent,' 'Crackup,'

'China Clipper/ 'Sea Spoilers' and
'Ladies in Love.' The same Idea

goes in the later oldies, chiefly on
the action side. Film companies ara
getting unexpected coin from re-

issues of muscular dramas whil* so-

phisticated plays are gathering dust

Flood of Belssues

Failure of strong product to dear
through first and second-run houses,

plus the usual season's-end dearth of

good pictures, is bringing probably
the greatest flood of reissues the in-

dustry has had in years.

Besides several widely-circulated
films 'such as 'Vivacious Lady' and
'Navy Blue and Gold,' many new
entries on the revival list are noted
this week, 'Rain,' 'Bengal Lancers,'

'Leathernecks Have Landed,' 'My
Favorite Wife,' 'Lost Horizon,' 'Awful
Truth,' 'St. Louis Blues' and 'Mes-
sage to Garcia' are among those
playing In key cities.
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I^. W. Allied Confab Seeks War Chest

To Defend Minn. Anti-Decree Law

Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

Assembled In convention here to-

day (5)i members of Northwest Al-

lied were to raise a large war fund

for a last ditch fight to defend, the

constitutionality of the organization-

sponsored state law invalidating the

consent decree's groups-of-flve sales'

plan. If necessary, too, it was de-

clared,, the. money also will be used

as ammunition to block any efforts

on distributors' part to obtain repeal

of the law.

The law is now under attack by
the five major decree companies plus

United Artists, the latter having filed

suit last week. The UA action is a
replica of those of .the other distrib-

utors. It seeks a temporary and
permanent injunction to restrain the
measure's enforcement and asks the

court to declare the law unconsti-

tutional. A joint hearing on the ap-
plications for the temporary injunc-

tion is scheduled for district court in

St. Paul, Aug. B.

Northwest AUied's fight presently

is to take the form of legal assistance

for the state attorney general in de-

fending the law. In a surprise llth

hour move, NorthWest Allied re-

tained two state senators to work
with C. A. Holten, local constitu-

tional lawyer, previously engaged, in

aiding the state attorney general.

They're A. O. Sletvold, the law's au-

thor, and Carl Neumier, leaders of

the senate's powerful farm bloc and
capable attorneys. Neumier also is

chairman of the important senate lax
committee and a close friend of Gov,

H. B. Stassen.

Want No N. D. 'Fiasco'

It was made clear that the organi-

zation is determined there shall be

ho repetition of the North Dakota
'fiasco' during the legal scrap .which

Is expected to be long drawn out.

In N. D., while the constitutionality

of the theatre divorcement law, spon-

sored by independents, was still in-

volved in court litigation, the state

legislature, after two years, repealed

the measure.

At the convention the independent

exhibitors were to be told not to

worry about the major decree com-
panies and UA's present refusal to

sell in Minnesota because of the

anti-consent decree law, the ban now
being in its third month. It was to

be pointed out that if the temporary
restraining order is granted the com-
panies undoubtedly will resume sell-

ing and do it under the consent de-

cree. In case it is denied, speakers

were to explain, the way will be

paved for them to sell under the

state law which. It was to be confi-

dently predicted, they'll do imme-
diately.

Local NW leaders even were pre-

dicting that the companies may sell

under the state law, before the court

rules on the temporary injunction

application, if there's any danger of

a Minnesota Amus. Co. (Par) prod-

uct shortage. However, the Para-
mount chain is in good shape for at

least two months longer as far as

product is concerned, according to

John J. Friedl, the circuit's presi-

dent. With even the decree" com-
panies now selling 1940-41 product,

thf independents aren't likely to

lack pictures, the body's executives
said.

Not a Chance

Convention delegates were to be
told 'there isn't a Chinaman's chance
for the film companies to win their

suits and knock out the law,' and
that thei'e even is little prospect of

the temporary injunction being
granted. However, the speakers de-
clared, if the restraining order is is-

sued, and companies , can sell under
the decree, the terms demanded by
the companies for their first groups
of five- show that the plan spells
more, and higher percentage and
higher film rentals 'that will murder
Independent exhibitors.'

In this connestion, the Northwest
Allied leaders are citing the fact that
each of the consent companies has a
50% picture in its first group, that
RKO is demanding pertfentage for
all five, including a 40%er, two
35%ers and a 30%er, and Metro
and 20th each have two percentage
pictures—a 40%er in addition to the
50%. However, according to renorts
prepared for the convention. RKO.
is making deals in the territory out-
side of Minnesota with three of the
first five sold flat.

At Ita convention Allied will con-
sider resolutions protesting the con-
sent decree's present arbitration and

trade-sihpwing provisions and re-
questing that they be altered in a
way that, if possible, would make
them of some benefit to independent
exhibitors. Northwest Allied leaders
pointed out that the parties to the
decree agreed that the instrument
would be revised if any of Its pro-
visions prove Unsatisfactory. Those
having to do with arbitration and
tradeshowings already have been
demonstrated to be worthless, it's de-
clared.

The Northwest Allied contention is

that the arbitration rules are so

stringent that the real and serious

problems of independent exhibitors,

such as most clearance grievances,

can't be arbitrated. And indepen-
dent can't spend the time and money
required for attendance at the trade
showings, according to Northwest
Allied.

With more companies distributing

16 mm. films, the competition from
that source is greater than ever, it

was declared. A resolution was to

be adopted calling upon producers
to stop making 16 mm. films except
for educational and scientific pur-

poses.

Disney and Staff Of

15 on South American

' Tonr for Picbp Shots

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Walt Disney and 15 members of

staff left on a two-month air tour of

South America to pick up data for

a series of cartoon shorts dealing

with that continent.

Accompanying Disney were Nor-
man Ferguson, William Cottrell, Ted
Sears, Webb Smith, James Bodrero,

John Miller, Herbert Ryman, Lee
Blair, Mary Blair, Franklin Thomas,
Charles Wolcott, John Rose, Larry
Lansbrugh, Janet Martin and Jack

Cutting.

Rose-Steyne
-Continued from page S;

lars with which to buy war supplies

a year or 14 months ago, the billions

made available in credits and sup-

plies via the U. S. lease-lend law has

completely changed this.

There appears no doubt now but

that Steyne will ask for 100% of

all American film company revenues

(after certain deductions, possibly,

for operating expenses) in the new
frozen money agreement which must
be settled before next Nov. i. This

covers the 12-month period starting

on that date.

But the U. S. distributors also are

going to ask for unfreezing of at>out

$35,000,000, the sum reported tied up
in Britain presently. This covers

revenues obtained "in the last 21

months from active distribution in

Britain, despite wartinj.e conditions.

While U. 'S. distributprs..verje able to

use part of their frozen funds- dur-

ing the first 12-month period by pay-

ing off loans and other obligations,

as well as on British quota produc-

tion, this no longer is possible.

Result is millions of dollars which
can't be remitted to U. S. for use In

future operations in this country.

And unless these are forthcoming

shortly American companies fear

they may have to be written off as

losses until the end of the present

waf.~~ This wSind' "Constitute a se-

vere handicap on future production

efforts in the U. S., they have In-

formed the British authoritiies.

discrimination

Another angle presented is that

the film business being discrimi-

nated against since many other

American businesses are granted all

sorts of concessions. Reported to the

trade only this week that one large

U. S. corporation was allowed to

transmit some $7,000,000 in. bonuses
to this country, so that the coin

would be made available in dollars.

Argument of Yank distributors is

that they have carried on, supplying
normal allotment of films to Great
Britain, have struggled to comply
with British film quota laws by mak"
ing features- in England as required

and have stflvfen to keep up a steady
output of films in this country.

American film industry at the out-

set agreed that normal film supply to

Britain was a 'must' on Its list

and that it would go far In maintain-
ing British morale; But it fears

It can't .go on if coin stays tied up In

Britain.

Used to All That Shootin'

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Director choice for Harry Sher-
man's high-budget historical picture,
Tombstone,' at Paramount, goes to
Lesley Selander.
Richard Dix leads a heavy troupe

of horsemen to Tucson, Ariz., to istarO

shooting next week.

Somerset Maugham's Just an Habitual

$l-a-Word Kid, Even for Fihn Rights

PHILIY'S BLDG.

BOOM EASES

OFF

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

The boom in theatre building of
the past three years has apparently
ceased in Philly. In a report issued
last •week by Charles A. Flanagan,
chief of the Bureau of Building In-

spection, only one permit for . a new
theatre operation was issued in the
first seven months of 1941.

This, despite the- fact that 7,300

operations totalling more than $21,-

000,000 were started during that

time, the highest mark in 10 years.

1,600-SeBter In Shaker Helfhti
Columbus, Aug. 12.

Following a favorable decision in

the Ohio supreme court, the Fair-
mount Center Cb. is going ahead
with construction of a $350,000 build-
ing development in Shaker Heights,

near Cleveland, which will include

a theatre of 1,600 seats to be oper-
ated by Fairmount Amus. Co., headed
by Henry and Leo Greenberger and
Seymour Amster. Firm has leased

the theatre for 20 years. After land
for the project was purchased, neigh-
boring property owners of the sub-
urb protested the project but the
supreme court ruled the permit be
Issued.

New CInoy House
Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

New 20th Century, 800 seats, in

suburban Oakley, ope: '3d by Willis
Vance, who also has" the Ohio In

Norwood, the Eden at Peebles Cor-
ner, and the State in Newport, Ky.,
across the Ohio river from this city,

opened Aug. 1. Free parking, with
uniformed autohops handling the
cars 'on a no-tip basis.

Bafal Bros.' Ne«r One
Youngstown, O., Aug. 12.

Paul Baful, operator ol the bid
Ohio theatre, which was sold to the
City of Youngstown in order to
widen Market street, and his brother,

M Joseph Raful, who operates a
theatre , In Newton Falls, O., an-
nounce construction of a 1,000-seater,

the Newport, to be ready before
Christmas.

New LouUvlIle Drive-In
Louisville, Aug.. 12.

.

Louisville Drive-In Theatre Corp.

has begun construction on a $40,000

drivc-ln, expected to-be open -for

Dozier's Cleanup

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Paramount Is bringing in em-
bryo writers to reduce some of
the studio's 600 novels, short
stories and plays to synopsis
form. William Dozier, studio
story head, figures the Idea will

be a time-savfer and will help
isolate story ideas acceptable for
filming.

Group of three writers will be
tried out and if results are en-
couraging others will be added.
Another element Is that it might
uncover some writing talent in

the rough.

business on Sept. 1. Cleveland op-
erators have leased a - 14-acre tract

near the city for 10 years. Capacity
700 automobiles. Promoters expect
the Louisville climate to permit op-
eration seven and a half months of

the year.

FabUn'a 4«th
Cohoes, N. Y., Aug. 12.

The Cohoes, newest in the Fabian
chain, opened Aug. -S. It is the 40th

link In the Fabian chain.

George Seed is city mahager for

Fabian. Si H. Fabian, Samuel
Rosen, his partner, Lou Golding, di-

vision manager, and a delegation
from Albany's film exchanges were
to attend the opening. Mayor Ru-
dolph Roulier was to be a speaker,
WTRY, Troy, was scheduled to

broadcast a portion of the opening
cei'emonies.

New Houston Nabes
Houston, Aug. 12.

The Village, 1,000-seater, llth

nal>e in the Interstate chain in Hous-
ton, opens Aug. 15. It's located not
far from Rice. Russell Rlndy, now
manager of the Eastwood, been
named manager of the Village, by
Al Lever, city manager. Ross Val-
lone, assistant at the Majestic, ace
downtown house, succeeds Rindy at

the Eastwood. Tommy Howell pro-

moted from ihie Almeda, smaller
nabe, to the Tower, replacing Joe
McDonaldr called Into service. Paul
Hudglns succeeded him at the Al-

meda. The State, 6S0-seat nabe,

opened Friday night (1 ). Owned and
operated by A. Z. Glass, who also

owns and operates the Stude, an-

other small house. Both second-run.

Oscar Korn, Dallas theatre man
who operates the Lindale, small nabe,

just bought sites for two new pic-

ture theatres in outlying «ectlons.

Each theatre to seat around 600.

CsnoTS Too Hoo'a
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Judy Canova and Allan Jones draw
co-starring spots in 'Private Yoo
Hoo,' slated for late fall production

at Paramount.
Picture is the first under femme

star's five-year Parc^nount pact call-

ing for one film aonually, ._

Disney s Proposed Layoffs May

Again Tie Up His Cartoon Plant

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Announcement by t.h.e..,W?lt, Dis-

ney studio that 207 members of the

Screen Cartoonists Guild are to be

laid off Friday (15) has threatened

a new tieup at the cartoon plant.

Advised of the situation, the U.S.

Labor Department is dispatching, a

concilliatidn commissioner to head

off complications.

SCG officials were notified yester-

day (Monday) that 207 of those who
recently returned to their jobs, after

t>eing out on strike for two months,

and 49 non-strikers would be

dropped. There was no explanation

of why the discharge of the inkers

would be at the ratio of four strikers

to one non-striker.

Company executive said it is a

question of dropping that number
or shutting down the studio as pro-

duction is curtailed. Unionists de-

clare the ratio of layoffs is 'obvi-

ously biased.'

Seniority, Severance OK'd
Seniority rights and severance pay

were definitely recognized In prin-

ciple by the U. S. Labor Depart-

ment in the arbitration of ihe

Screen Cartoonists Guild strike at

the Walt Disney plant. In its award,
the arbitration board recommended
'reductions iii personnel in cdfifOl-m-

ity with the principle of seniority,

provided merit and ability are equal;

saine principle to be observed in re-

hiring—last laid off, first re-hired.'

On the severance principle, the
board ruled: 'Upon dismissal, em-
ployees with one year or over con-
tinuous service shall receive one
week's severance pay; two years'

service or more, two week's sever-
ance pay, to be computed at the

highest rate of pay for 12 months
prior to dismissal.'

..In addition to these principles, the
settlement awarded the strikers 100

hours' pay to cover debts incurred
during the strike, and an increase of

10% for all employees receiving $50

a week or less. It also provided for

the continuation. of the practice of

granting annual vacations of two
weeks and sick leaves for employees,
one week for men and two weeks for

women.
Minimum wage scales, approved

by both sides, give the Disney em-
ployees the highest pay rate for car-

toon workers in the film industry.

Somerset Maugham yam pur-

chased by Paramount over the weelc-

end earned the English writer ex-
actly $1 a word. He got $65,000 for

the comparatively short (65,000-

word) novel.. which will start in

serial form in Red Book shortly and
later be issued as a book by Double-
day. Modern war story, it's labeled

'The Life We Knew.' Vera Zorina

will be the lead; E. H. Griffith to

direct.

Figuring screen rights to books at
so much a word is hardly the usual
procedure, but It is said to hava
played at least some part in deter-
mining the price of 'Life.' Maugham
achieved the high rate of $1 a word,
for his Cosmopolitan magazine serials

some years ago and was very proud
of the fact. So It is thought not to
be entirely - coincidence that the
price of screen rights to this book
was set at the unusual figure.

Another unusual aspect of the sal«
was that there was no bidding.
Maugham and his agent, Donald
Friede, of the Myron Selznick office,

put the price on the book after a
number of studios had queried ;How
much?' and announced that the first

one to offer the $65,000 demanded
could walk off with the property.
Par was speediest on the trigger and
took it, despite the fact that other
studios also wanted it and may hav«
pushed up the price.

No Becord

One-dollar-a-word for a screen
story Is a very high price, but by
no means a record. That was con-
siderably exceeded recently when
Par paid $175,000 for Edna Ferbe^'s
'Saratoga 'Trunk' and equalled by th«
$150,000 for Hemingway's 'For
Whom the Bell Tolls.' Maugham,
who's said to be equally as good a
bargainer and businessman as he is

a novelist, however, was so puffed
up over the $l-a-word mag scale ha
achieved that he made mention of
it in the preface to 'Cosmopolitans,*
compilation of short stories from

'

Cosmo. -

Fihn Interest which had been hot
in 'Above Suspicion,' adventure-

.

mystery by Helen Maclnnes, flamed
with advance reports that it v/ill

rank No. 3 on the best-seller list for
next Sunday. It was published July
10. Paramount is particularly inter-
ested.

Still unseen by film companies, but
creating a stir is the new Daphne
duMaurier novel which will begin
serialization In the October Ladies
Home Journal and be followed- by
book publication by Doubleday. An
adventure-action yam. It is tagged
'Frenchman's Creek.'

Ethel Llna White, who authored
'Th* Lady Vanishes,' has completed
a new mystery novel' to be published
in the fall. It's also about a lady

~

who vanishes, so Miss White gave
the title a switch. It's labeled 'She

X^iiiSSLMaJAitL^.
Mag serial, by' Clarence -Buding|on

Kelland and a new book held princf-
pal Interest of studios last week in
the story market. Serial is "The In-
credible Jeep,' humorous adventures
of a draftee, along the lines of Para-
mount's recent 'Caught in the Drrft.'

It win appear in.American Magazine
in the fall and probably follow a- a
book published by Harper's after
mag release. Fox and Metro a.e
studios principally interested in
screen rights.
- Wffmer Bri/S. and Columbia are
the interested parties In Edward Lan-
ham's book, 'Thunder in the Eai lh.'

Asking price for it is $50,000. It

will be published In the fall.

Coast Story Buys
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Warners bought 'Nobody Lives
Forever,' novel by W. R. Burnet i.

Republic purchased The Horse .in
S.aleroom B,' South American yarn
by Devery Freeman.

H. M. Thorman sold 'Another
Snrins' to 20th-Fox.
Nat Levine sold "The Marshal ot

Hclldorado' to 20th-Fox.
Metnt bought 'Now We Arc 21,'

radio sketch by Jerry Schwartz.

STAHDOFF H£££
Hollywood. Aug. 12.

Shirley Ross replaced Jane F 'r.;:e*

as femme lead opposite William
Lundlgan in 'Gobs In Blue,' which
went into work at Republic with Al
Ro''cU directing.*

Switch was caused by - Mist
Frazce's commitment la 'Hellzapop*
pin' ' at Universal.
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Editorial Roundup
;ContInued from ^agc 4;

'Journey's End' and (the best of

all, we thought) 'Cavalcade'. . .
•

'

There is at least one war pic-

ture in circulation we believe Is

intended as war propaganda,
but is at (he same time one of

the finest pictures we have ever
seen.

We refer to 'Sergeant York,'

starring Gary Cooper.

The propaganda in this picture
consists in the idea that York,
after a long struggle for paci-

fism, .finally came to believe it

was his duty to fight and kill

Germans. He killed and captured

a lot of them most skillfully,- as

shown In .the picture. The in-

ference seems to be that other

Americans ' should go through
the same soul struggles as York
and come to the same convic-

tions as York. But this picture

could stand on its own feet in a

time of profound peace as well

as in a time' of war.
It is a masterpiece of movie

production.

Are Only Good Pictures and Bad

New York Times

... So tar as the audience is

concerned there are only good
pictures and bad, and any prop-

agandistic intent is perforce only

the tail on the kite . . . "The

Grapes of Wrath' was an ex-

traordinarily honest, and mov-
ing portrayal of dust-bowl emi-

grants, and therefore a persuasive

argument for action on their

behalf. 'One Night in Lisbon,' a

comedy of war-torn London, was
written in the poorest taste and
consequently its frantically pro-

British sentiments fell flatter

than Tristram Shandy's nose . . .

We believe 'Sergeant York' is

far and away the most effective

serious propaganda film recently

out of Hollywood, and that the

earlier sequences showing York's

life in the Tennessee mountains

are much finer, both as enter-

tainment and special pleading,

than the heroics and parades of

the latter half. The characters

of these mountain folk have an
authentic ring that is rare in

Hollywood productions.

To banish films that 'bemuse'

from the screen is merely to

banish poor films whether they

are 'such propaganda' or empty-
headed UtUe trifles. Heaven
knows we could do with fewer

of them . . .

It would be misleading to in-

fer that a film is dramatically

unsound and devoid of enter-

tainment simply because it has
an argument on its mind. Drama,
like people, does not exist in an
airless vacuum. And again like

people, it cannot always avoid

taking sides. -

An Extravacant Charge

HorffordJConn.) Couront.
il.>-jl)il>l»Ml< i<MW|illL1'»lu1^mW'

picture industry is engaged in

propaganda efforts of a character

that it has' no right to conduct.

Senator Wheeler committed an
error in judgment and discretion

that is all too common in Con-
gressional circles. There can be
no objection to a temperate, dis-

criminating criticism of motion
picture policy. Senator Wheeler
might have presented a thought-
ful case exposing those films

which in his opinion were guilty

of a deliberate distortion of

fact. Instead, he indulged in bit-

ter, unsubstantiated accusations,

asserting that the industry was
a seat of 'subversive propaganda,'

that it was getting out 'war pic-

tures to drum up war sentiment
In the United States.'

The movie magnates have good
reason to take affront at such
wild attack. Their business is

selling entertainment at a profit.

Their success depends largely

upon their ability to cf^ter to the

public taste. It logically follows

that in a world gripped by war
the American .people should be
Interested in every phase of war
and should desire to have it

treated dramatically and other-

wise ...

The implication of Mr. Wheel-
er's contention Is that the. mo-,
tlon picttire ikroc(uc(^ apA dir«6r,^ ^

tors slipi4d» flpt

stage their dramas in accordance
with their own opinions. Such a
repressive doctrine is especially

obnoxious when it is uttered in

the name of good Americanism.

Hollywood's Job

'^as'M.ngXon Post
Hollywood, we know, has one

hard-and-fast concept based on
the 'puU' of the pictures it pro-

duces: when the public lays

down its money^at the box office,

it wants entertainment, not 'edu-

cation.' Will H. Hays restated

this concept the other day when
he emphasized that Hollywood's
job in the national emergency is

to give the public intelligent en-
tertainment for every mood and
for every requirement of recre-

ation. . .

Public taste in pictures is

changeable, but, through the

whole history of motion pictures

runs this constant note: signifi-

cance is not achieved at the ex-

pense of entertainment. The
American public, whfch is today

the best informed and most alert

in the world, has been condi-

tioned in recent years to recog-

nize 'propaganda' and to dis-.

count it. Yet Hollywood's chal-

lenging job now is to tell the

message of defense simply,, in-

terestingly, and with conviction.

If that is 'propaganda,' it is nev-
ertheless a national' necessity.

But it will not be palatable to

the public without liberal and
shrewd doses of creative in-

spiration.

Emphatically Bight

New York Journol-Americon
The primary purpose of the

moving picture is to entertain

the public—to instruct and up-

lift the public, too, in cultural

matters, but not to force down
the public's throat a lot of

preachment and propaganda
which interest the producer but

do not interest the public

—

which express the intense feel-

ings and earnest advocacies of

the producer, but which are not

welcomed by the public and are

often silently but deeply re-

sented.

Speaking as a publisher, this

columnist would assert without
qualification that if newspapers
and magazines were conducted
on a similar basis they woiild

pot merely have 'something the
matter with them'—they would
cease to exist. . . .

Mr. Hays is emphatically
right. . . .

Unfailing Sense

Norfolk (Va.) Ledger-Dispatch
No matter how vehenently

the Ledger-Dispatch may have
opposed Will H. Hays when he
was a practicing politician of the
first class, it has always kn9wn
—and cheerfully admitted—that
this Hoosi^ was and is blessed
with an extraordinary quantity
of brains of extraordinary qual-
ity. When the boys made him
Movie Dictator, in order to save

^.struction at the hands of
those in authority in many of
the states, Mr. Hays proved
again and again, and has con-
tinued to prove, that amid the
Innumerable follies of Hollywood
the one wise action of naming
him stood out like a good deed in

a naughty world.
Now Mr. Hays has rung the

bell of good sense again—as he
does almost every time he is

called upon to take a shot at It.

The public as well as the movie
people should be thankful for

Will H. Hays. The movies are
enormously helpful in showing
the work of armed and civilian

forces and in many of their news-
reel features. But, thanks to Mr.
Hays, they are not trying to
make face by pretending that
they are in business as a patriotic

duty.

The Cinema Bepents
Columbus (O.) Dispatch

An interesting statement that
will be welcomed by many pa-
trons of the cinema was made a
tew days ago by Will H. Hays,
czar of the motion picture indus-
try. It indicates that, after a
period of flux and experimenta-
tion, the screen producers are
beginning to recognize that de-
spite the war hysteria and the
muddled world situation, the

?X,iii.ridaoti"ental .Jott.-.pt ;tl}« ^.nfovle-
' 'itnekai 'xenndhs. imebifigea-^

furnish entertainment for their

public. . . -
.

A national survey recently

revealed that no propaganda

picture—and using a very broad

construction of that term—had

made money except in New York
City.

A secondary disillusionment

for the studio fieads was the

reception accorded productions

with a Latin-American locale. . .

After these unhappy experi-

ences, the cinema-makers are

content to fall back on the real

function of their craft and de-

vote themselves to the really

important job that they can do

supremely well in times of ten-

sion and disquiet such as the

present—that of amusing millions

of people.

The motion picture, as devel-

oped in this country, is a superb

entertainment medium and an

art form in its own right which

can hold up its head in any com-

pany.

Movies for Entertainment

Reno (.Nev.) Gazette

If the motion picture industry

will follow the broad program
recommended by Will H. Hays, it

can perform what the president

of the national organization of

producers and distributors called

'a definite service in the present

national defense emergency.'

Mr. Hays correctly stated that

"The great function of the en-

tertainment screen is to enter-

tain' and' he reported that 'in

both .scope and variety the pic-

tures now planned or in the

making in Hollywood studios

will live up to that principle.'
'

...Some of the movies pro-

duced within the past year—
fortunately, only a few—have
been thinly disguised doses of

propaganda designed to arouse

political and racial prejudice

and to influence public opinion

on issues of the day. No doubt

these productions were inspired

by the best of motives, by a de-

sire to perform a service. But'

the vast majority of movie-

goers, quick to detect efforts to

tincture Ita entertainment menu
with propaganda, resents such

artifices and finds them un-

palatable. .

.

Film Propaganda

San Dieflo (.Calif.) Tribune

In his statement earlier this

week that the motion picture

screen is no place for propa-

ganda. Will H. Hays expressed

the view of the vast majority of

the American people. For the

true function of the theatre is

directly opposed to propaganda
and the conflict it implies. We
attend the theatre to be enter-

tained, to be free for a time froih

the worries and care that most

of us have in greater or lesser

degree; and few things irritate

the average movie-goer more
than to be preached at or told

what he or she should do, from

the screen.

I' rs'

Wall St. Reacts

Inside Stuff-Pictures

A suit by Paramount Pictures, Inc., against the United States has been
discontinued without prejudice in N.Y. federal court. Action sought dam-
ages of $106,100 based on capital stock taxes paid by Paramount under
section 215 of the NRA during the years 1933 and 1934.

Paramount claimed the action of the Government in collecting capital

stock taxes was Illegal and in violation of the fifth amendment to the
Constitution. Taxes were paid in 1933 in the amounta of $18,000 for

Paramount International Corp., $18,000 for Paramount Pictures Distribut-

ing Corp., $2,500 for the Parager Corp., and in 1934, $24,000 for the Para-
mount International Corp., $32,000 for Paramount Pictures Distributing

Corp., $1,600 for Parager Corp., and $12,000 for Paramount Produc-
tions, Inc.

The lobby for candy and clggie- vending machine operators was respon-
sible for that 10% levy on raw film and rnotion picture equipment tacked
on the new revenue bill by the House Ways and Means Committee at the
last minute. Taxers originally had the 10% tap on the vending machines
in theatres, but the vendors are said to have gotten their work in quickly
and effectively. When a Ways and Means Committeeman, reticent about
removing the levy, remarked: 'Well, we've got to get the money some-
where; what are we going to do?', one of the lobbyists came back with:

'Why not put the tax on the film industry itself?'

Warner Bros, home office has received extensive revamp as result of

the expansion of the sales force and publicity department, concurrent
with the arrival of selling under tlie Consent Decree. An elaborate
entrance is being built on the second floor of the Warner building on
West 44th street. Personnel and talent divisions- (theatre circuit) are
being moved down to this floor to make room for the sales and publicity

departments.^

The sales department has taken over the entire fourth floor, with the

vacant spots on the sixth floor taken'Up by the expanded publicity de-
partment

Republic Is wondering when it will get a glimpse of John Wayne, under
contract but loaned out on so many commitments that he will be busy
off the lot until next year. Currently, Wayne is playing in 'Heap the
Wild Wind' for Cecil B. DeMille at Paramount, and his rambling schedule
calls for a job in Walter Wanger's 'Eagle Squadron' and a David O.
Selznick picture, in addition to a number of stage appearances before
Jan. 1. His home studio wants him for 'The Big Bonanza', originally

slated to sitart in August but now deferred.

Ralph Dietrich, producer at 20th-Fox, is working out the solution of
the mystery of the missing 'Duchess By Appointment.' Ten years ago
Dietrich read the story, by Lady Mary Cameron, and determined to pro-
duce it when he got around to be a producer. At his suggestion last week
20th-Fox bought the story but could not find a copy of it in existence.
Dietrich knows the general trend of the tale but the studio lawyers want
at least one printed copy for legal protection.

Flacks at Paramotmt are campaigning to convince the public that 'The
Remarkable Andrew,' named after Andrew Jackson, is a modern comedy
and not a costume picture. Story is up to date, but historical characters,
such as Jackson, Washington, Franklin and Jesse James, pop in at times
as ghostly reminders of the past. To date only two ghosts have been
signed: Brian Donlevy as Jackson and Rod Cameron as the leader of the
James gang.

Picture revenue may have developed spavins, according to various polls,

but pari-mutuel handles established a new record for 51 days (including

four charity programs) in the summer meet at Hollywood Park. Total
turnover in the machines was $32,136,092, a daily average of $630,119,

more than $100,000 above the daily average for 1940. More than 1,000,000

horse players passed through the turnstiles.

Larry Darmour takes a leaf from the book of radio In his remake of the
serial, 'The Iron Claw,' for Columbia release. Vocal, instead of printed,
narrations precede each chapter, on the theory that film customers would
rather hear than read the synopsis. Radio news commentator has been
signed to explain why the blonde had been hanging on the cliff since the
previous Saturday.

;Contlnned Irom page 5

000 long-term debt. Paramount's
^Ji!P»ia.-.£trwu-»«6»lR'^ la iiuw aCit>i'J»-;ft:.-
..... 4 »u-

1
J.

800,000 while cash on hand exceeds

$12,000,000 or nearly enough to re-

fund its first preferred issue. And
its current earning rate indicates

considerably better than the $7,633,-

000 shown last year. Par's heavy

stake in theatres, of course, will be

reflected in any boxoffice upswing

as will Loew's. Cash available in-

cludes Government securities \yith

most film companies.

20th-Fox, BKO and Warner Bros.

'Although not currently showing a

profit because of heavy writeoffs for

foreign contingencies, 20th-Fox has

nearly $12,000,000 cash on hand and
no funded debt. Likewise, RKO
presently has in excess of $7,000,000

cash on hand and no long-term debt.

Warner Bros, is showing around $8,-

000,000 cash while Columbia's $2,354,-

704 cash compares with only $750,000

long-term debt

'But I am convinced 'that the main
leverage for the improved status of

film company shares is predicated on
knowledge that many American com-
panies are building for the future on

a basis of total independence of for-

eign income. In fact, several com-
panies are rapidly approaching just

such status. Film company execu-
tives realize that the foreign market
never will be the same; that many
foreign nations want to build, their

own industry and will penalize most
efforts of UJ5. companies to operate

la 'tfaeII^- laods^. Hence, this is the

proper time to^ build our financial

household on a'basls'where it does
not depend on foreign income.'*

In his Oriental mysteries, with ringing of gongs and trained cobras and
disappearing swamis, and all that sort of stuff, Peter Lorre finally ran up
against Occidental fashions. In 'Maltese Falcon' at Warners, Lorre went
into a clinch with Mary Astor, who was wearing Hollywood fingernails.

He came out a bad second, necessitating repair of various damages to his

otherwise imperturbable countenance.

Pre-production rehearsal s,^ ^des^gt^wjL tt; sa.v.s^f '.pibf- ttme-.^ta p^J-hu^^jh^
O^latlifii on two forthcoming pictu; .s at Warners, following the example
set by Sam Wood in 'Kings Row." Idea is to get the players letter-perfect
in their lines and obviate the necessity of repeated scenes with, a camera
crew working. Like Buffalo Bill, who got his bison with one shot—or so
he said.

Pascal Film Productions, Ltd., of England, has filed a statement in
Albany that its N. Y. state office for distribullon of motion pictures is at
598 Madison avenue, N. Y. city, Gabriel Pascal Is managing director of
the company, whose capital stock is listed as 100 pounds par value. Dia-
mond, Rabin, Botein Sc Mackay. of N. Y., were filing attorneys.

Garson Kanin, now a private in the Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth,
N. J., was interviewed Aug. 3 by Burgess Meredith, whom he directed in
the current release, 'Tom, Dick and Harry,' on Columbia's national defense
program, 'The Spirit of 194l' Although Meredith mentioned that
had directed him, he did not tab ^he flhn's title.

that Kanin

Danny Kaye established a curious salary bracketing when at the Broad-
way Paramount for five weeks. He played the first two weeks at $1,500
per; the third week "established him in the $4,000 salary class; and the final
two weeks -were for $3,000 and $2,000; or $12,000 all told for that engage-
ment

Although Warners beat him to the draw with 'They Died with Their
Boots On,' Samuel Goldwyn is going ahead with production plans for '7th
Cavalry.' Both stories deal with the career of General George Custer.
Goldwyn picture is slated for filming in early faU at Fort Bliss, Texas,
headquarters of the regiment

Metro has bought the remake rights to a French film, 'Carrefours'
('Crossroads') which had already been done in English by Mycroft Pro-
ductions of London. Metro also had to consummate for the scrapping of
the London version. Eugene Tuscherer produced it originally in France.

Warner Bros, plans releasing in U. S. its second British-made quota film,

•Atlantic Ferry,' shortly after 'Prime Minister' preems in Ottawa, Canada,
today (WedJ.

Movietone Newsreel collects 55% of its revenue from National Heatres
circuit, it was revealed at the recent 20th Century-Fox convention In

Hollywood. Both are 20th-Fox affiliates.



We used to make the welkin ring with good, sound ballyhoo

. . . and we sold pictures! We used to lead the pack with

striking, smashing advertising « . . and we sold pictures! *We
used to paint the town red, yellow and green with gleeful,

lusty, all-out exploitation . • . and we sold pictures !

Advertisers in other lines followed . . • Imitated us.

Now they've got the habit that used to make money
for us.

Steal bock yourown thunder! Moke your

theatre a show-place again. * -k Hang
out the glamour. Beat the drum. Smash
through with smash advertising. Moke
movie-going a habit again.

Campaign your show. Campaign your

theatre. Campaign your industry. Moke
the movies move toward the box-
ofFice again.

-
f {^_y PRi/i Hiiiir 01 1HI innir.im
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RADIOr GOOD WILL AND COMMON SENSE
One annoyed New York lisfener has recently said

of an international 'good will' program he heard on
the'U. S. radio that it sounded like a 1904 Edison

disc. This was picturesque imagery suggesting

that a lot of time-wasting, piffle-saturated radio

nonsense is being passed off from north to south

and from south to north. It just isn't creating, and

it just won't create, good will. Because this kind

of radio program is too often dull and phoney and

so unnaturally polite, it hurts to hear.

What Latin American good will relations ap-

parently needs is not a sudden burst of serenading,

but some patient study of the history of the U.S.A.

as taught in, and believed by, the Latin republics.

Charm has definite limitations and showmanship
provides no magic in overcoming generations of

teaching. Big Stick Uncle Sam is not runner-up

to Santa Claus in the minds of Latins. So why kid

ourselves? And why not stop thinking' that mir-

acles are going to be achieved in weeks or months?
Any genuine, deep-rooted improvement in good feel-

ing may take a decade or more. In particular, the

Latins are not going to be convinced until the good
will stuiff is a normal feature of Yankee policy in

normal times. These are not normal times and the

serenading is tuned in with that reservation in

mind. ^

my colleague also mailed me a clipping referring

to it as 'the intelligent article,' an opinion which I

fully share. To me the general feeling of the na-

tions south of the Rio Bravo is very well defined

from the point of view of the superiority complex

that Yankees assume when comparing their civil-

isation with ours . . /

quickly change the habits-

time.

-and the fear.s—of a life-

The article in this publication to which reference

Is made by the Mexican stated that it is 'always a

bit incredible to the mind of a Yankee that all the

w^orld does not necessarily share his conviction that

the United States is the finest nation arid civiliza-

tion in the world' . . ., and the article went on to

report the 'chastening experience' upon Yanks who
discover, and they do, that the South Americans far

from feeling any sense of backwardness are inclined

to consider many Norteamericanos as 'untutored
rural yokels.'

Patience—more patience—still more patience is

the price Americans from the States must presum-
ably pay to change the views of educated Amer-
icans from the southern republics. This seems to
be the best advice. This plus tact, plus true friend-
liness. All hustle and bustle that attempts to per-
form miracles of high pressure salesmanship will

probably fail and, worse than failure, may possibly
confirm the Latins in tlieir original concept of the
northerners.

There seems too little blunt speaking about this

good-neighbor business. Until the resentments on
both sides are talked out in the open they cannot
be answered and neutralized. It takes a lot more
than a change of heart and personnel at the State
Department ; it also takes a change of attitude

among the run-of-mill Yankees.

Nor is it a good omen that the Mexican corre-
spondent should say ... 'I almost would like to

ask your consent to publish, a Spanish version of
your article, but I fear it would not be accepted by
the Mexican newspapers for fear . . .' anything that
sounds like criticism of the U. S. A. would cause
them 'to be accused of being pro-German.'

Radio broadcasting has a role to play in Pan-
Americanism and these remarks are not intended,

to disparage those projects now operating or now
pending, but merely to advance the possibility that

the blunt facts of Latin reaction to Yankee ro-

mancing to date may be just the cold bath of real-

Ism to clear Norteamericano brains of a lot of self-

manufactured hooey. In this connection there is a

powerful white light of common sense implicit in

the comment of a Mexican broadcaster who re-

cently wrote to Variety on the general theme of

pan-Americanism and good-neighborliness. To
quote, in part, from his letter

:

'/ cannot but hasten to you my congratulations

on the very good article published in Variety's

July 2nd issue number under the title of 'Good

Will For Ex-port.' N^t only did I read it here but

to again quote our Mexican communication, he
further said: •

loo, think that gdod vnll, is not on sale. Our
people consider this desire of approachment with
the Latin nations as a Yankee necessity of the mo-
ment; as an effort of the'^United States to save

itself from a danger that only affects its com-
merce. . .

.'

'Necessity of the moment' : In that phrase is

summed up all the raised eyebrows of Ibernian
America. In it Is Implied a disbelief, a suspicion of
too-sudden romancing. The Mexican fears that
when the crisis Is ov.er and the Anglo-Saxons have
ended the menace of German militarism tHere will

be a return to YanquI behavior patterns more in

harmony with the traditional ""picture. The Latin
is courteous to our goodwillers, but he will not

Instead of hushing up discussion of Pan-Ameri-
can difficulties, would it not be better democracy,
better propaganda, better sense and better neighbor-
liness to have these matters discussed at length
and with maximum candor on our U. S. radio
forums next year? Especially in the U. S. A., be-
cause that's where it's needed most. The Town
Hall has had one or two down-to-brass-tacks dis-

cussions'and the Washington counsellor of the Mex-
ican Embassy, for one, has been a conspicuously
articulate radio speaker in English. An occasional
Chilean, Brazilian or Argentinian has also been
heard speaking the language of sensible men, not
of fatuous Alphonses and Gastons. Excessive bow-
ing may be good for the waistline, but not for much
else. Let's have some good healthy, frank talk on
the radio. Our radio-first.

Let's face the facts!' A lot of South Americans
don't like us on any basis; a lot more don't trust

our recent protestations. Against this a lot of

Yanks are underestimating the culture, the mem-
ories and the shrewdness at the other end.

MUTUAL'S RIGHT

TO CANCEL IS

UPHELD

Tacoma, Aug. 12.

Superior court judge Joseph Mal-
lery has upheld the right of Mu-
tual to refuse pTogram service to

KVOS, Bellingham. Latter station

had asked the court for an order

compelling the latter to reinstate its

service but the case was dismissed.

Litigation involved KMO, Tacoma,
Mutual affiliate, which had, it was
charged, objected to the feeding of

KVOS. The service was not dis-

continued during trial of the Issue.

Mutual Gets Hommert

IVIidmglit,' 'Armstrong*

Series Starting SepL 28

Mutual will have the 'Captain Mid-

right' . and the 'Jack Armstrong'
Eeries this fall. Former is for Oval
tine and the latter, for Wheaties
(General Mills), with the starting

date for both SepL 28.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert Is the
•gency.

CRACK RADIO SALESMAN

HITS 74TH BIRTIfl)AY

Milwaukee, Aug. 12.

Ben Wolff, top salesman of WEMP,
last week celebrated his 74th birth-

day anniversary, and 1> sttll going
strong. In July, 'just to show 'em,'

he chalked up his biggest month in

the last five years.

Station presented him wiHL.a cash,

bonus as a birthday gift.

WMC GETS POWER GRANT

DISC JOCKEYING

IN 5TH AVENUE

Bequest for Inorease on Fit* Four
Tears With FCe

Memphis, Aug. 12.

WMC will build two new towers
shortly. In addition to its present

611-footer, to take care of additional

power granted last week by FCC.
Station operated by The Commer-

cial Appeal has been authorized to

use 5,000 'watts at night. Present

night wattage is 1,000. Day-time
power will remain at present 5,000,

giving identical strength at all

hours.
Application for 'the increase has

been pending for four years. Sev-

eral weeks will be required for the

change. McNary & Chambers of

Washington is serving as consulting

engineers.

Dick Gilbert, who is billed as
WOV's Fifbh Avenue Troubadour,
will make a personal appearance
on Saturday (16) afternoon at the
S. H.. Kress dime store on Fifth
avenue at 30th street with Xavier
Cugat, Lina Romey and Carmen
Castillo. Stunt set by Reverie'

Lanolin Cosmetics, one of Gilbert's

sponsors, and calls for a four-day
window display In the store's Fifth

avenue window, preceding the p.a.

Gilbert will give a two-hour
(2-4 p.m.) demonstration of how
he conducts his two daily platter
programs: 'Latin American Rhythm'
and 'Fifth Avenue Troubadour.'

Gilbert is a disc jockey who sings
with the records.

Atlantic City Radio Men
Control Trenton Starter

Atlantic City, Aug. 12.

Owners of WFPG, Atlantic City,

will operate the new l,(IOO-watt sta-

tion that the Federal Communica-
tions Commission has issued a li-

cense for in Trenton. The resort

station will feed programs' to the
Trenton outlet during the summer
and early fall.

Joint stockholders in the stations

ore Richard Endlcott, president; A.
Harry Zoog, executive v.p.; and
Louis St. John, Allen Blankfleld and
Bennett E. Tousley.

Lcm 'iaiji Mart^u^ ^ho bave 'Vken
«-ith WHO, . De's'-'Moinei, 'for inany
•ears, go to WLW, Cincinnati,

Eamsworth Pay Boost

Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 12.

The Farnsworth Television Sc

Radio Corp. of Fort Wayne, Ind., has
granted employes a 7 cents an hour
wage increase, to compensate for the
higher cost of living.

Farnsworth -has been awarded a
contract for radio transmitters total-

ing $167,556 by the Labor Depart-

ment.

Whole Cast on Vacation
* Phoenix, Ariz., Aug. 12.

Tovrea's Love Story Time," serial

heard over the Arizona network,
out of KOY, Phoenix,, was aired as
a' transcribed Show for « week, to

give -the ~dhtlrie cast a 'vacation.

Episodes f6r the Monday-Friday
broadcasts ' Were a couple of weeks
in advn'roS. " '

'
~'

BETTY GARDE ON AN

AIR-GOING BICYCLE

Peg Worth Seeks $16,875

From Radio House, Inc.

A suit by Peggy Worth for $16,875
against Radio House, Inc., Walter
Royal, Martha and Ann Rountree,
Donald de Lissa, and Albert Wil-
liams, was revealed yesterday (Tues-
day) in the N.Y. supreme court when
the defendants applied for .a. dismis-
sal. The plea will be argued Au-
gust 22.

Plaintiff claims she entered a con-
tract with Radio House in March,
1041, to provide radio and theatrical
rights to program she possessed to
the defendants, who were to secure a
sponsor. All individual defendants
are officers of Radio. It is claimed
the contract was breached by the
failure of the defendants to try to
place the material, and by false
statements regardiiig Radio House's
financial position by the other de-
fendants.

Betty Garde, appearing the next
two weeks with 'Tyrone Power and
Annabella in a strawhat revival of
'Liliom' at Westport, <Sonn., will
have to scamper frantically to fUl
her radio schedules during that pe-
riod. Most hectic situations will be
Wednesdays. I^ursday^ and Fri-
days. She's chsfrtered a seaplane to
make connections, but even that
way it'll Involve close figuring.

Actress plays the part of Mrs.
Abbott, the mother, in 'We, the
Abbotts,' on NBC-Red (WEAF)
Mondays-through-Fridays. Program
Is aired 5:30-5:45 p.m., so Miss
Garde can just about make it by
plane from Westport after the
Wednesday and Friday -natlnees,
even though skipping her final scene
and curtain call in the show. Situa-
tion is really tough on Thursdays,
however, when the actress partici-
pates in 'Maudie's Diary,' new com-
edy-dramatic series starting tomor-
row night on CBS. She cbncludes the
regular broadcast at 8 p.m. and
must be at Westport at 8:45 for the
'Liliom' curtain. Show will break
about 11 o'clock and she's due back
at the CBS studios in New York
at 11:30 for the 'Maudle' repeat.
Actual flying time between West-

port and Manhattan should be
about 20 minutes, but the Country
playhouse in Westport is about a
mile from Long Island Sound,
where the plane must land. And
additional time will be consumed in
getting across Manhattan. 'Liliom' Is

not playing the last four days of this
week, so Miss Garde's 'Maudie' rate
is a cinch tomorrow night, but the
headache starts next Thursday (21).

Doris Gilbert, scrlpter, arrived in
N6w York from the Coast via Pan-
ama," has switched from writing the
Gene Autry show for J. Walter
Thompson to 'Famous Jury Trials'

fr:' Tr^nyamerlcan.

Dorothy Roberts Assistant

To Margaret Wylie, J.W.T.
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Dorothy Roberts joins the J. Wal-
ter Thompson here as assistant time
buyer to Margaret Wylie.

Miss Roberts moves in after a stay
•in the Lord & Thomas agency's
ether department

Wayne Welch On » Bicycle
Des Moines, Aug, 12.

Wayne Welch, promotion manager
for KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, is

spending his vacation on a bicycle
touring northern Iowa and Wiscon-
sin.

RED. BLUE NOT

EXCHANGEABLE

SOEASn^Y

Another rule tending to separate
Interlocking arrangements between
the Red and Blue Networks has
been put into effect by NBC. The
two webs hereafter won't permit a

client to switch from one group of

station! to another group in the
same area at the client's own discre-

tion.

Under the new policy the move
from a'Ted group to a tilue gtoup, or
vice versa, can only be made at the

end of fixed portions of a contract,

provided notice of 30 days or more
have been given.

'Coflege Humor' on 110

NBC Stations; Disc

Clipper to KGO, Honolulu

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Brown and Williamson Tobacco
firm will add 56 stations on the

NBC-Red web sUrting Sept, 30, to

build its 'College Humor' coverage to

110 outlets.

Handled through the Russell M.
Seeds agency here, the show will

also be heard on KGU, Honolulu.

The program will be recorded off the

air in San Francisco and rushed by

Clipper plane to Honolulu.

L Q. Show to Frisco

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Grant agency has set the Dr. I. Q-

quiz program for Mars Candy into

the Warfleld theatre, San Francisco,

starting Sept. 1. This location will

serve as the starting point of the

new air campaign for the new Mars
candy bar to be known as the Dr.

I. Q. Bar. This quiz show has been

plugging Milky. Way candy.
Dr. I. Q. is currently' airing from

the Orpheum, Minneapolis, every

Monday at 8 p.m. CDST over the

NBC-Red web. '
'
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RADIO MEN BALLYHOO BOATS
Business Interferes With Pleasure

Member ot tha cast of a national network program waa complain-

Ing privately last week because he oan't have hia luual quota of drinks

at supper between the show's regular broadcast and tiia Ooaat T«p«at,

Explained that the series Is now q)on5ored by a Coast outfit, and
ofliclals always hear fte repeat stanza. Therefore Hie east ean't afford

the usual let-down.

Situation Is contrary to rule. Sponsors of most national network
programs are located In tha east or midwest and thus hear only the

regular' broadcast. And In any case, the repeat show tends to be an
anti-climax for the talent. There have been Innumerable instances

in which this Inevitable let-down, accentuated by the booze angle,

)iave produced exceedingly rough repeats.

CBS PAYS 45c

ON'A'AND'B'

SHARES

Columbia Broadcasting System di-

rectors last week declared a quar-

terly dividend of 45c payable on both

Class A and B shares, thereby main-
taining the rate <st the previous two
quarters when 45c also was declared.

This makes $1.35 which has been de-
clared or paid thus far this year.

Divvy is payable Sept. 9 to stock on
record Aug. 22.

Although showing an Increase of
nearly 17% in gross income from
sale of facilities, talent, lines, rec-
ords, etc., Columbia net profit de-
clined in the first six months ended
last June 26 to $2,418,086 from $2,493,-

718, shown In the corresponding six-

month period last year.
Gross Income totaled $29,134,776 as

compared with $24,952,293. m the first

six months last year. The dip in
net profit is revealed by the per-
share earnings, with $1.41 reported
on Class A and B shares the first

half of this year and $1.45 in the
first six months last year.
CBS profit before provision toi

federal Income and excess profits
taxes amounted to $4,471,549 in con-
trast to $3,793,654 in corresponding
period of 1940. Corporation wrote
otl $2,053,463 for normal federal in-
come taxes and excess profits taxes
plus additional taxes chargeable to
1941 as calculated under the Rev-
enue Bill of 1941, reported by the
Ways and Means committee, July 24
last. This supplemental provision
was figured at $450,000. This repre-
sents a total increase of more than
$700,000 over $1,299,935 provided for
such taxes in the first six months of
IfilO.

Columbia figured Income taxes at
$1,103,316 compared with $948,643 in
the corresppndinj!. period last year,

, and. $500j47.lpr..ex.cess_proflts_taxe5
compared to $351,292 in 1940. Com-
pany noted that earnings previously
reported for the 1940 period have
been adjusted in respect to any
changes in the tax law, as amended
March 7 this year.
Corporation showed operating ex-

penses, cost of goods sold, selling,

general and administrative expenses
at $15,659,608 as compared with $13,-

637,387 In the first six months of
1940.

WJIM, Lansing, Airs

Anto Hands Program

Lansing, Aug. 12.

Olds Motor Works and Fisher Body
units will bankroll an employee re-

lations program on WJIM which
confines Its talent to youngsters be-
tween the ages of 12 and 16, starting

Oct. S. Contract la for a weekly
half-hour over a period of 26 weeks.

Series will be titled 'G. M. Juniors'

with the only adults consisting of

Finch and Earle Parchmao, local

piano team.

GYP REPAIRMEN

GET PUBLICITY

ECHO

Ian Frangisco, Aug. 12.

Sherman, Clay U 6o. Is taking

four-column display ads to eaU at-

tention to an artiole on radio ^ps
in the Aucust issue, of Reader's Di-

gest. Copy In S. F. Chronicle (7) Is

headed "The Radio Repair Man Will

Gyp You if You Don't Watch Out,'

and publicity Uianks author Rlls for

exposing unsorupulous tactics, add-

ing 'firms like Sherman, Clay ean't

say these things because It isn't good
taste nor good business.'

The firm, music and radio dealer,

then goes into a picture story of

the firm's own service danartment.
Bull-by-the-homs approacn la a
contrast to the outfit's normally con-
servative copy.

Hap Hazard' Regdarly

But Fr«in H#wood

Johnsons Floor Wax will retain

the 'Hap Hazard' program, now run-
ning as a summer plnch-hitter for

'Fibber McGee and Molly,' as its

othef regular show for the coming
season. Starting Oct. 1, 'Hazard'

will move Into the Wednesday 7:30-

8 p.m. spot on the NBC-Red.
The series will originate from

Hollywood whence the 'Hazard' cast

has already sojourned from Chicago.

Levers Want Back Cancelled Spots

But Some Stations Have Sold Time

Lever Bros, may find that It

changed its mind a little too late in

the matter of retaining many of the

spots that Jt has been using for

Swan Soap annoimcements. After
Issuing a cancellation for the Swan
campaign as of Sept, 25, Lever last

week suddenly realized that a goodly
number of these spots were not only
too valuable to give up but that they
could b» used to plug Spry. The
manufacturer also decided that the
Swan blwbs could be terminated as
of Aug, 25 and that Spry could take
on from that point.
Where the rub has come in for

Lever Is that In many of the cases
the stations or their reps took the
cancellation notice literally and

quickly found other accounts that

were agreeable to moving Into these

selfsame spots after Sept. 25. The
stations and reps are now faced

with the dilemma of talking the

successor accounts out of the spots

or losing an Important customer of

this type of advertising.

Under the new standard form of

contract entered into between the

American Association of Advertising

Agencies and a special committee

from tlie National Association of

Broadcasters neither station nor ad-

vertiser can cancel on less than two

weeks' notice.

San DIejo's third radio station,

KFMB, takes the air here for the

first time Thursday (14).

HELP SPEED 'ENl

FOR DElGilllCY

Edward Lasker of Lord &
Thomas and Greg Wil-
liamson of Pedlar & Ryan
On Missions With New
U. S. Bureau of Ships

CAMPAIGN COMING UP

Edward Lasker, vice-president and
radio head of Lord & Thomas, is on

leave of absence from the agency.

He is to do public relations with the

Bureau of Ships, a new unit under

direct supervision of Secretary of

the Navy Frank C. Knox.

Gregory 'Williamson, radio head of

Pedlar & Ryan agency, also goes
with same bureau. Although he de-
clined to discuss the nature of the

job, It Is imderstood that the assign-

ment is a temporary one and that he
will probably return to P.&R. when
the present emergency passes. No
successor has been chosen for him,
but's possible the agency's radio de-

partment may be reorganized. His
resignation Is effective Sept 1.

Belief In agency circles is that

Leaker's and Williamson's duties

with the Bureau of Ships will relate

to advertising^xploitation-public re-

l^Uons assignment recently given

Young & Rubicam by the Navy De-
partment. Several of the larger

agencies bid for the account, which
will Involve setting up local offices

In ^les throughout the U.S.

Armstrong Cork,

Spot Regular,

On CBS Network

Armstrong Cork returns to net-

work broadcasting Oct. 4 with a day-
time dramatic serial over 100-odd

CBS stations. The show is yet to be
set. Account had for the past 10 years

stuck strictly to spot broadcasting.

B.B.D.&O. is the agency.

BROWNSVIL^ CLEARED

ON EMER ERADICATION

,
Brownsville, Texas, Aug. 12.

A renewal of the license of station

KGFI was granted by the FCC on

1,490 kilocycles with a power of 250

watts. Station has been operating on

a temporary license since last year

after revocation proceedings had

been instituted against it and five

other stations which at the time had
been cited for purported concealed

ownership by Rev. John G. Ulmer.

In granting the station Its license,

the FCC stated that the station had
shown proof and evidence that Rev.

Ulmer has been completely elim-

inated from any connection whatso-

ever with the station and will not in

the future be associated or connected

therewith.

Ail Sask. (Can.) Priyate

Stations Are 1000-Watt

Regina, Sask., Aug. 12.

CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., has

upped from 500 to 1,000 watts. It

makes all the privately-owned sta-

tions in the province 1,000-watlers.

CBK, transmitter of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, situated

at Watrous, is a 50,000-watter.

'Michael West' Character to Be

Lifted From "Big Sister Show

And Made Into Separate Serial

The Job Pays

Actresses being auditioned by
Ruthrauff & Ryan to succeed
Alice Frost in the title part in

the 'Big Sister' serial, have been
told It will be an exclusive con-
tract assignment, starting at $200
a week, with options increasing
the amount to $500 a week in

three years.

Auditions have been narrowed
down to a handful of candidates,
with recordings of those still in

the running sent to Lever Bros,
officials.

AFRA'S FOURTH

CONVENTION

OPENS

American Federation of Radio Ar-

tists' fourth annual convention, open-

ing tomorrow (Thursday) and con-

tinuing through Sunday (17) at the

Book-Cadillac hotel, Detroit, will be

chiefly occupied with consideration

of a number of proposed constitu-

tional amendments. Other matters
slated for discussion and possible ac-

tion are the recent deal with WKRC,
Cincinnati, and the Mutual system,

the question of similar deals with
NBC and Columbia and the question

of television jurisdiction.

New York delegation, headed by
Lawrence Tibbett, president; Mrs.

Emily. Holt, executive-secretary;

George Heller, associate executive-

secretary and treasurer, and Henry
Jaffe, attorney, leaves today (Wed-
nesday).

Omaha 4tli Station Okayed

Omaha, Aug. 12.

Omaha's newest and fourth radio

station, with call letters to be an-
nounced later, has been approved by
the FCC. The station will be built

and organized by the MSB Broad-
casting Co. owned by John K. Mor-
rison and Clarence " T. Spier of
Omaha, C. J. Malmstei of Lincoln
and Arthur Baldwin of Fremont.
The station will operate with 250

watts at 1490 kilocycles and will

broadcast local programs without
chain tieup, according to Morrison.

Construction will start next week.
Permit for the station was issued in

1940 but was set aside under a re-

hearing order.

Young & Rubicam has purchased
from Ruthrauff ic Ryan the right to
the character and title of 'Michael
West' for a serial to start Aug. 29
for Lever Bros. Tag is the name of
a character in the 'Big Sister' serial,

which will be written out of the
latter show and thereafter supply
the principal story line and title of
the new show. Lever Bros., which
sponsors 'Sister,' will also bankroll
'Michael.'

New program will be spotted at
11:30 a.m. on CBS, the time now
held by 'Big Sister,' with the latter
moving as of that date to 12:15 and
cancelling its repeat. ' Author of
'Michael' will be John Young, re-
cently brought east from Hollywood.
Ben Larsen will direct. Robert Gib-
son, who now handles the singing
part of the West role, will continue
the assignment, but Joe Julian, who
plays the dramatic portion of the
role, may be replaced.
Jim Andrews, former Chicago di-

rector and previously a film writer,

is now directing 'Sister,' succeeding
Bin Tuttle, who recently relin-

quished the show to" assume produc-
tion supervisory duties with Ruth-
rauff & Ry.an. Tuttle will remain
in New York, taking over direction
of 'The Shadow' when, it returns to

the air Sept. 28. He is also in active
charge of the 'Canadian Theatre of
the Air,' out of Toronto.
Alice Frost (Mrs. Tuttle) has asked

Lever Bros, to cancel her exclusive
contract to play the title part in

'Sister,' but has not yet received an
answer. Deal still has some months
to go. Meanwhile, a number of
other actresses have been auditioned,
though not told precisely for what
part.

DUFFY'S TAVERN

STAYS WITH CBS

Columbia has decided to keep the
'Duffy's Tavern' program for itself.

Network last week offered the
Thursday 8:30-8:55 p.m. spot to Shick
Razor and the account accepted it.

Because of the schedule jam on
CBS there was a possibility of Co-
lumbia having to let 'Tavern,' which
it controls, go to the NBOBlue.

QUAKER OATS SET

FOR MONDAY AT 8, RED

Quaker Oats will occupy the Mon-
day 9:30-10 p.m. period on the NBC-
Red, starting Sept! 8.

Account recently auditioned 'Hla

Honor, the Mayor' for the^spot.

Spector Agcy. Introes Questionnaires

For Stations on Available Spots

Raymond Spector agency has in-

troduced a new twist to scouting for

spot announcement availabilities.

Stations, or their reps, are now re-

quired to fill out a two-page ques-
tionnaire before they can become
eligible for any spot business on the
fire. A somewhat longer question-

naire is provided for those with
available programs.
The spot availability form seeks

information on the station's network
affiliation, power and wavelength;
the time considered, when available

the cost in frequency groups; the

name of the proceeding program, the

type, the talent, a survey rating of

this program, when conducted and
by whom; length of time the pro-

gram has been on the air, the cur-
rent sponsor and his term of spon-
sorship, the previous sponsor and his

term of sponsorship, other sponsors
and their .duration and any success
stories and comments. Similar in-

formation Is required on the pro-
gram which comes after the speci-

fied spot.

Reaction to Specter's innovation
from station reps Is that while they
appreciate the agency's disposition to

conduct its business by the question-
naire route the idea If generally car-
ried out would require reps to ex-
pend their clerical staffs to the point
where hardly any margin would b*
left from the commission derived on
the sale of • spot annoiinr^ment
campaign.
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FCC Moves to foeak Up Single

Control of Two Stations; Some

40 Conununities Possibly Mected

Washington, Aug. 12.

Federal Communications Commis-
lon last week moved into action

on the question of dissolving multi-

ple ownership of stations. It is-

sued an order, with hearing set

<or Oct. 6, barring the ownersiup
ot more than «ne station by the
same interests in a community.
While the broadcasting industry has
been aware for some time of the
Commission's attitude on this sub-

' ject the issuance of the order found
a surprised reaction. It had been
thought that the FCC would seek
first to get the networit and news-
paper ownership matters, cleared up
before striking at the issue of multi-
ple ownership.

Point that has the trade consider-

ably puzzled is just what measuring
Instrument the Commission will use
to determine which situations are
Inimical to multiple ownership and
which are not. The FCC has in-

timated that such approaches can
best be developed as the result of
Information deduced at hearings
plus data it already has at hand.
The order might affect as many as

40 local ownership situations. It

seems to strike more at duplication
of services than at ttie structure
of mere multiple ownership. Under
the proposed rule no person or in-

terest would be permitted directly

or indirectly to own, operate or
control a standard broadcast out-
let that would serve a substantial
proportion of the area serviced by
another standard . broadcast outlet
owned, operated or controlled by the
same person or Interest On the
angl* of control the Commission
takes tiie position that 'control'

dpesht have to represent a ma-
jority stock ownership hut may be
oonstrued as 'actual working control

" in whatever nianner exercised.'
Stations have until two -weeks be'

fore tiie bearing date to file briefs.

'Arrest Us, Officer,

Wbile We're Posing!

Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Parking meter, new stuff for Cincy,

was the brunt of a stunt Saturday

(9) -which netted WSAI a batch of

art and type space in the dailies.

Four Crosley autos, which resemble
mobile bathtubs, were parked in a
single meter zone by Roger Baker,

Dick Bray, Red Thornburg and Ray
Shannon in front of the Crosley car
display room in the downtown sec-

tion. The WSAI mikers then looked
up a traffic cop to leara if they
were right or wrong in cutting "park-

ing on a dime' by making it four for

a nickel.

Press cameras clicked while the
officer dished out citations.

The Crosley midgets -were sports

models with WSAI lettering on the
doors.

Plr(Mmses FCC

Prompt Ruling

On StaUman

Washington, Au|f. \i.

Federal Judge James W. Morris
.fcaa promised early ruling on FCC
demand that publisher James G.
gtfdilman of the Nashville Banner
answer a summons to tell what he
knows of AMPA and other news-
pap« groups'* early' attitude toward
radio. Commission legal staff went
hefpre ttorris today to enforce sub-
poena, which Si^ihlman ignored on
advice of ANPA attorney Elisha
Hanson who says FCC ihquir? into
press-radio Joint ownership has no
legal basis and subpoenas are there-

fore of no validity.

FCC counsel, Thomas E. Harris,

elted the' law which says FCC may
bold hearings on "any matter under
which question may arise under any
provision of this (FOC) act.'

•Whether station ownership by press

Is 'in public interest' Ls a ques-
tion already arisen. He submifted.

I

Wheatena Pkyhouse

BackSepL29onWax;

Wolf Again Producing

*Wheatena Playhouse,' flve-wedcly
recorded dramatic series, returns to

the air about Sept. 29 for its second
season. Ed Wolf Associates will again
produce fo^ the Compton agency.
Show will be spotted locally, with
WEAF probably the station in New
York.
Tentative schedule calls for adapta-

tions of six stories and pictures.

Among those so far selected are
'Jane Eyre,' 'J^dy for a Day' and
•Mad* for Each Other.'

KSTP's .'Sunset' Valley Bam
Dance,' variety show, has been set

for thd Kinnesota -State Fair, open-
ing Aug. 23, and two Minnesota
county expositions, the McLeod and
the Ramsey.

Offers 'Nnisance' Price

To End Minority Litigation

AgainstRCAfWes^'ghonse

An offer by Westinghouse and
General Electric to settle a $250,000,-

OOO minority stoclcholder sVilt against
them, RCA, officers and directors of

RCA, and ' RCA Victor, was sub-
mitted to Justice Aaron J. Levy in
the N. Y. supreme court Wednesday
(6). Justice Levy refereed the offer,

which totaled $1,000,000, to Abraham
J. Halprin, referee, to hold hearings
starting Oct 1.

RCA was also ordered to notify its

270,000 stoclcholders of the hearings
GO that they may appear and object

if they so desire. Suit was originally

filed by 11 minority stockholders
who claimed damages of $500,000,000,
half of 'which has been dismissed due
to the statute of limitations.

Suit charged that General Electric
and Westlnghouse sold RCA worth-
less patents for $240,000,000 of RCA
stock, that RCA lost $82,000,000 in

Investments in RCA Victor, that
RCA lost $11,000,000 in investments
in RKO, etc., all through neglect of
officers and directors.

In making the settlement offer,

both General Electric and Westing-
house declare they do not admit to

the merits of any of the charges but
that to continue the suit for another
three years would tie up executives
badly needed at the present time in
getting out equipinent for National
Defense.

CRAZY OVER SPANISH

Lanenage Taoght on KTH, Ban
Francisco-^Ig Pnbllo Bc^nse

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Reaction to KYA's recently Insti-

tuted Spanish lessons has- been so

overwhelming that instructions now
ride seven days a week. Hearst out-

let inaugurated series in connection

with printed course running in the

Examiner, but dldnt start until two
weeks after the paper, bringing an
unanticipated flood of requests for

back lessons.

Set-up here has Eric Boden, staff

producer, discussing each day's

chapter for 15 minutes 'with Manuel
Sanchez of the Columbian consulate

who gives correct pronunciation and
explanatory hints.

BIOGRAPHY OF

A PIANO CBM

NOVETY

Montreal, Aug. 12.

Rupert Caplsn, now on motor tour

of the Ga^>e Peninsula for five

weeks, has completed scripting and
casting of 'Concert Griand," by Mau-
rice Horspool, British playwtight,

which will Inaugurate series of one-

hour plays from 10-11 Sunday nights,

commencing Aug. 31, sustaining pro-

gram, on Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. (EInglish) station CBM.

"Concert Grand' is life history of a
grand piano over period of 65 years

and is a variant of "Cavalcade.'

There will be a cast of 35, including

flrst-class concert musicians and
singers. Caplan claims play is a
stand-out and should be socko over
its Dominion-wide broadcast

Loyd E. Moffat, managing director'

ot CKBI, Prince' Albert Sask.; 'has

been appointed to the board of di-

rectors of the Western Assn. of

Broadcasters.

Cop Brings in Radio

Exec to Make Contract

With His Employes

Mexico -City, Aug. 12.

Antonio Jimenez, a Central Amer-
ican, who is the new manager of

local radio station XERC ' (5,000

watts) besides being a lavryer, had
a bitter-sweet lesson in the intrica-

cies of Mexican law when workers
of the station demanded before the

.

Federal . Board of Conciliation and
Arbitration that he make a new
labor contract. The manager
ignored a siunmons of the board and
remained in his office reading mail,

when he should have been before the
board.
Manuel R. Palacios, chairman of

the board, sent a cop to fetch the
radioman to the hearing. When
Jimenez manifested indignation at

such procedure. Palacios politely ex-
plained to him that. Mexican law de-
mands that all companies, including

radio stations, must make contracts

with their help.

Jimenez apoIO{,nzed 'tor not kncw-
Ing'tbis and'agreed to make the'coir-

tract. Everybody- shook hands, bowed
and smiled and everything was all

right

WLB, University Highbrow Station,'

Gains Against Housewife Serials'

Minneapolis, Aug. 12.- -

Some local radio observers view
the growth in the past two years of

'WLB, University of Minnesota 5,000-

watter, as a listeners' 'strike* against

the plethora of 'housewife serials' on
the major chains. WLB, one of

seven Twin City stations. Is on the
air during the daytime almost exclu-
sively—an average of atiout 50 hours
a week—during period when the
serials are getting in their licks.

Commercial surveys show that

WLB's audience has been growing
markedly since 1939, when it started

expanding its programs.
Station runs "highbrow stuff,' such

as recordings of symphony and
classical music, higher grade literary

playlets, book and story readings
aiid news analyses, etc. E. W.
Ziederth. the station's manager, be-

lieves that" the large commercial
chains themselves, with their occa-
sional symphony concert and grand
opera broadcasts, have been helping
to develop a clientele for the 'better

things' and to make 'highbrows' out

of many of the. common run of

people. Moreover, it's pointed out,

the war and world crisis seem to
have an effect of instilling a large
portion of the public with a desire
for 'self-improvement' and for learn-
ing, facts about the historical back-
ground of the present struggle being
especially in demand.

Fan Mail
However, numerous letters prais-

ing the station for affording an
'escape' from the 'housewife serials'

indicate that this factor must be
important in the station's audience
growth.
WLB also broadcasts University

of Minnesota sporting events and
news programs; also carries class-

room lectures and lessons. One of
it' most important features, 'Minne-
sota School of the Air,' has an esti-

mated audience of from 80,000 to

100,000 listeners, throughout the
Northwest, according to Zicderttt.

This program is piped to five states

through the Northwest Broadcast
system.

This Is a Radio War'

Fred Wilson of RCA Comments on National De-

fense attd Shortages

London Cafling«»
London, July 20.

Noel Coward made a surprise ap-
pearance on Carroll Gibson's dance
session from Savoy hotel.

'Snndsy Nivhtars* vaude session

for fighting forces was compered
by Francis Day, to - mark year's

run and a new start She teed off

session when It first hit the ether.

Teasle O'Shea is plugging a new
song, 'When There's Top Hats and
Tails In Piccadilly,' airing it for
first time on The Happidrome
Hour.' Flag-Wavihg ditty is earn-
ing her lots of applause.

Blehard Greene paid a radio call

on Leonard Urry's 'May We In-

troduce.' Actor has just been ga-
zetted as lieutenant He wowed even
the orchestra boys with a pep talk

on national affairs that wasn't ex-
pected from a thespian.

Joan Emney, daughter of the late

comedian, made her first radio bow
on 'Monday Night at Eight' and
clicked solidly with song and pat-'

ter.

CGS Workshop's 'Highway For
Americans,' scripted by Bernard
Schoenfeld, is to be aired shortwave
on BBCs Empire Service.

Loplna Lane's 'Me And My Girl'

is to be fed to ov^seas listeners.

They'll hear a show which is

clamed as radio-made. BBC cut-

in on the musical at time it was
faring badly, started the trek to the
boxoffice. It's been running four
years.

Bobert Spealght added to BBC's
dramatic ' staff. Recently carried
Baring's verse-play. The Black
Prince,' and did a 20-min. reading
of T. S. Eliot's 'East Coker,' fol-

lowing night

•yaioad Oram Swing's arrival on
this side (he's now back in U. S.)

drew a buildup In line with that

of a national character. BBC
throu^iout the day aired remind-
ers to listviers, and topped with
a special recording by the com-
mentator made on landing. He re-

ferred to his previously long resi-

dence in London, and fact that he's
lived longer here than in any other
city.

Uagda Knn will shortly be airing
propaganda material to her native
Hungry. Cabaret star has in-

creased her mike technique to a
point where she says 'He no longer
frightens me.*

Fart Noel Coward's biography
OKBBO were transcriptions made' by
Gertrude Lawrence, ' Peggy Wood
and Evelyn Laye. Author's part
in the proceedings was also waxed.
Coward released the recordings from
his private hlirary.

Bonald Chesney, who clicked witd
an earlier series, set by BBC to do
another of his lesson-giving in har-
monica art This time he'll use
CBS' David Miller, over here with
Canadian unit, as pupil,

Reginald Foort has taken his
organ session into the 7 p.m. spot
'vacated by Saturday's 'In Town To-
nite.'

Jack Benny transcriptions from
his Jello-O broadcast are going
over. They'll air here each two
weeks .now; was fjreviously on a
monthly schedule.

Bob Hope transcriptions join
those of Jack Benny on the local
air. BBC will send Hope out
monthly, Tuesday afternoons.

Lawrence Holmes, Canadian bari-
tone now on this side, will air with
a lineup of Newfoundland folksongs,
going out on BBC's Canadian serv-
ice.

Arch Oboler'B half-hour radio play
based on Incident in Somerset
Maughan's 'Of Human Bondage,'
will be aired by BBC with Pamela
Brown in the Bette Davis role.

Oboler maUed his script to Val
Gielgud, drama dept. head) with fee
going to . the RAF Fund.

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

This is a radio war, and the win-
ner may well .be the one making the
best use of radio,' Fred D. Wilson of
Camden, N. J., RCA Manufacturing
Co. field sales manager, told the 14th
aimual Radio & Appliance dinner in
Merchandise Mart here (6). RCA
planned for the national emergency
long before it became reality, Wil-
son said, which made it possible to

supply civilian demands up to the
last minute and then switch to na-
tional defense production with no
bottleneck.

Biggest problem faced now, h« de-

clared, is necessity of finding 'substi-
'

tutes for substitutes.' 'It's okay to

use bakelite for chassis and copper-

plated steel for condenser plates, but
when everybody starts using the

same substitute, a new shortage de-

velops there.'

RCA will take care of civilian de-

mands only to the extent material is

left over from government orders,

Wilson indicated, adding 'We were
not forced into national defense—we
are doing what we think is our pa-

triotic duty.' In view of expected
consumer goods shortages, 'Wilson

urged dealers to work out operating

budgets which would take into con-

sideration volume drops of up to

50%.
Phonograph records are In for a

ride, it was indicated by the visitor,

in pointing out this is the time to

plug goods on which there are no re-

strictions, notably records.

Approximately 1,000 diners were
entertained with a 40-minute show
staged by NBC and broadcast over
KGO.

THEY DO CARE

ABOUT WALL

STREETSTIU

Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 12.

An announcement by "WGEO, pow-
erful General Electric Company, that

the complete stock market quotations

broadcast at 6 p.m., EST, weekdays
for the past 12 years, would be dis-

continued, unless a definite listener

interest was manifested, brought
hundreds of 'please continue' com-
munications from bankers and busi-

ness men in Latin America, as well

as some from Europe and even from
within the United States. A sailor

on an American ship also wrote that

he hoped WGEO would not drop the
stock market data.

One petition, signed by more than
50 pei^ohs' residing' in Venezuela,
declared that 'Without the daily

stock market reactions by radio we
would be far out of touch with the
American financial world.*

XEW, Mesco City, S^nis

New Pact With Union;

City Fathers Helped Deal

Mexico City, Aug. 12.

A peaceful solution to the threat-

ened strike of radio musicians
against station XEW has been con-
sununated with the active aid of the

municipal authorities. Latter ap-
parently felt that a closing down of

Mexico's largest station, 150,000

watts, would be socially undesirable.

Under the compromise the Musi-
cians' 'Union was persuaded to give
up its demand that casually em-
ployed musicians must be reclassi-

fied as permanent employes of the

station. XEW is the largest em-
ployer of musical entertainers, using
some 300, but on a spot basis.

Peaceful settlement of the threat

Is a precedent of some significance

here. Othon Velez, general manager
of XEW, negotiated new dell for

XEW with union with city fathers

sitting in.

Prince Albert, Sask.— Spencer
Moore, former technician at CKBI.
has arrived in England to do radic

work with the Canadian Air Force.
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WHO GETS WHAT FROM FLY?
mVAlWEBSIN

NBC's Formula Scema to

Have Edge Oyer Mutual'*

(Which Is Least Distaste-

ful to CBS) as the Industry

Strives for 'Anti-Monopoly*

Compromise With FCC

—

Curiosity Grows About
Possible Deal for Sale of

Blue Intact

NO REAL PROGRESS

Negotiations which the three

major networks have been carry-

ing on with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission with a view to

effecting a compromise on the new
networlc-afflliated stations rules took

an unexpected turn last Thursday

(7) when Chairman James L. Fly

showed an Inclination to favor a

formula submitted by NBC. The
situation as it now stands consti-

tutes an Impasse and the commis-
sion is back to where it was when
it issued the rules last May. Neither
Mutual nor CBS is disposed to ac-
cept the NBC formula for de-
termining how much time it may
option on an affiliated station and
the problem now facing the FCC
Is how it can break the impasse
without embarrassing repercussions.

Mntiul's FormuU
Complexion of the negotiations

took a sharp turn as far as CBS
and Mutual were concerned at last

Thursday's meeting with the com-
mission SB NBC's spokesmen intro-
duced a formula which they had
fashioned during the preceding sev-
eral days. Under the earlier for-
mula which Mutual had previously
advanced and Columbia had unoffi-
cially accepted the time that a net-
work could option from an af-
filiated station would be measured
by the time that It (the network)
had actually been using for com-
mercial hookups. The day's ached-
ule was to be divided into three
five-hour segments and if a net-
work had been using three hours
It would continue to- have an option
on three hours in that particular
five-hour segment. All such op-
tions would be subject to limits set
by the commission, with these-Umits.
determined by the number of sta-
tions operating in a community. In
a community with five outlets the
network would be limited to three
out of five hours, in a three-station
town It would be two and a half
hours, in a two-station town, two
hours and in a one-station spot,
one and a half hours.

NBC's Formula
The formula which NBC has ad-

vanced goes beyond this in one
respect. NBC wants a half^hour
additional to what the Mutual for-
mula provides. It Is Mutual's con-
tention that the additional half hour
would give the NBC-Blue; network
an unfair competitive advantage
over Mutual In that if the Blue sold
that additional half hour this season
It would be eligible to still another
additional half hour next season so
that in time a competitive network
would be bai-red entirely in par-
ticipating In a station's choice eve-
ning hours. Mutual's position is

that NBC in seeking to preserve
the optional strength of the Blue
Is willing to take a chance on yield-
ing a period here and there on the
Red Network.
Rather than accept NBC's proposi-

tion Mutual will,, it has been in-
dicated, elect to stand with the rulesM originally put out by the com-
mission, the impasse also provides
a dilemma in the case of CBS.
That network has yet to accept the
principle that the FCC has the
power to regulate network broad-
casting and the question facing it is:

Will it go to court to contest this
authority? NBC holds that the
formula It urges will in no way

Network Premieres

(Aug. 13-23)

"Maudle's Diary,' comedy-
drama, Thursdays 7:30-8 p.m.
(11:30 repeat), CBS, Continental
Baking (Wonder bread), Ted
Bates agency. Starts tomorrow
night (Thursday).

'Aldrlch Family,' comedy-
drama, lliursdays 8-8:J0 p.m.
(12 midnight repeat), NBC-Red,
General Foods (Jello pudding).
Young & Rubicam. Returns Aug.
21 after four-week lay-off.

prove unfair to other networks and
that the formula is sound in prin-
ciple and actual' operations.

Speonlations

Sympathy shown ^by the com-
mission toward the NBC formula
has caused . much speculation in

competitive network ranks. These
speculations take three different

tacks. They are:

(1) Has the commisston suddenlv
realized that enlorcement of its rules

wouXd result in the destruction of

the Blue network and fears that it

will have to take the blame for such
a consequence.

(2) Has it been staved by the

thought that enforcement of the rule

or acceptance of the Mutual compro-
mise would give Mutual too bi^ an
advantaoe over the Blue network?

(3) Has an actual customer of the

Blue been found and does the com-
mission want to make sure that

nothing radical is done that might
jeopardize the newcomer's tnuest-

ment?
If, it is pointed out, the last named

reason is actuating the FQC it may
find itself nudged into still another
predicament. In giving the Blue
Network every chance to turn over
its strength as a going business it

would be recognizing a property
right, which is something that by
itself would establish a marked
precedent in radio.

Indications are that the current
week will be spent in marking time
by all concerned and in trying to

decide what move, it any, should be
made to break the Impasse. Exten-
sion of enforcement of the FCC's
rules expires Sept. ' 16.

NBC'S LATIN DX

RECOLLECTIONS

Under the signature of S. F.'

Woodell, sales manager of the NBC
international division in New York,

a letter to the broadcast advertising

trade' was "sent'oul'rScemls^Blladlng

to 'yoii (the advertiser) hfear'a" great

deal these days about local re-broad-

casting of U. S. shortwave programs
in Latin-America as something new
to expect in the future.- The fact of

the matter is that NBC regularly re-

broadcasts commercial shortwave
programs in the Southern Hemi-
sphere and has been doing so for

some time past'

Woodeli then goes on to say:

'Actually, the first commercial

shortwave program rebroadcast by

a Latin-American network took

place a year and a halt ago. It

was the Louis-Godoy fight at Madi-

son Square Garden, sponsored by
Standard Oil of N. J., heard over

NBC shortwave facilities and re-

broadcast by 130 local Latin-

American stations.

'More recently, The Texas Com-
pany sponsored the Metropolitan

Opera radio programs, and broad-

cast the entire series in Spanish

over our two shortwave stations,

WRCA and WNBI—direct from the

Opera House. The series was re-

broadcast locally by 25 stations

• between Havana and Montevideo.

'Standard Oil of N. J. is current-

ly rebroadcasting four programs a

week over 14 Latin-American sta-

tions, and additional local outlets

down there are planned for the

future.

'The current Adam Hats' prize-

fight series is regularly rebroadcast

by ^wo important Latin-American

stations that command coverage in

certain markets in which the ad-

vertiser is most Interested.'

Mexico Nabs IrisbmeD

Mexico City, Aug. 12.

Two Irishmen, not the famous Pat
and Mike, are in jail at Tepic, capi-
tal of the State of Nayarit. De-
scribed ais' father and son and named
Ford, the two Irishmen attracted
official scrutiny because of their pos-
session of a powerful portable radio
shortwave transmitter.
They are believed to have slipped

into Mexico from Guatemala. They
lacked all credentials and their ex-
planations are described as evasive.
They are held as suspected German
agents.

Betty Girling's First Job
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

WLB, University of Minnesota
non-commercial station here, has
appointed a woman as program di-
rector.

She's Betty Girling and just
graduated from the Institution this

year.

Charles Sawyer Latest in Rumors

Of Buyers of NBC Blue Network

Philco on Crosley's WLW
Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Philco R^dio 4c Television cor-

poration started Monday (11) on
WLW with six one-minute an-
nouncements a week for 13

weeks.

CroBley firm which owns WLW
also manufactures sets.

Lord Harley, deputy speaker of

the House of Lords of England, and
Lady Marley, were guest speakers
recently over itatlon WOCB, West
Yarmouth, Cap« Cod. It was Lady
Marley's first U. 8. fadio_^appear-
ance.

"

Charles Sawyer, Deniocratic na-

tional committeeman, v.p., director

and lawyer for the Crosley Radio

interests and owner of stations in

Dayton and Springfield, O., makes
the latest name to be bandied around
the broadcasting industry as a
prospective buyer of the Blue net-
work. In answer to a query on this
report a high NBC official declared
Monday (11) that not only had the
network not heard from Sawyer but
that it had not received any feelers
about the Blue since the Federal
Communications Commission issued
its rules on network-affiliated sta-

tions relations.

Sawyer also has newspaper inter-

ests.
•

^and everg*3 brought in'

Here's a salesman who •old nine houses. Nine $4800 to $6700 houses.

Sold them in ten days at a total cost of only $162.99. The salesman, of

course, isWEEI.The r«sult8, while slightly amazing, are right in line with

WEEPs reputation. Specifically, they stress the sales power of Sunday at

WEEI, for this remarkable return <iame from just one half-hour Sunday

show. We quote S. D. Hersey of Certified Homes, Inc.:

"I think that ypu folks should know the direct results of the broad-

oast presented over VEEI right from our property her^ at 'Oakdale,' Natlck*

Uass., on Sunday afternoon, June 15, 1941.

"From this one broadcast, we sold during the next ten days, nine houses,

and virtually had a steady streani of people visiting our development, stat*

Ing that they heard the story of 'Oakdale' over Station WEEI."

Houses or soap — one-time purchases or daily necessities— Columbia's

Friendly Voice of Boston sells them efficiently. That's why WEEI is the

best buy in this market of nearly a million families. May we talk business?,

liVE E I ^ CBS IN BOSTON
Operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented by Radio Sales: ^
New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Charlotte, St. Louis \^
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From die ProductioiiCentres

m mW YORK CiTY ...
'Weston Barclay' (pun on publishing oflice address) substitute columnist

for World-Telegram's vacationing radio editor Alton Cook behind the
whiskers is George Ross, sheet's Broadway columnist Walter Craig,

program director of WMCA, has leased a 30'word announcement away
from station Bill Kostka of NBC all set to create an FHA outpost at

Chappaqua, N. Y.
Betty Anne Painter added to the cast of Ted Steele's 'Boy Meets Band'

show, with Betty Randall, Saturday nights on NBC-Blue Chick Vincent
Will direct "City Desk' and 'Myrt and Marge' while Llndsey MacHarrie
vacations, beginning Sept. 1 Alfred J. McCosker, WOR prez, goes to

Murray Bay, Quebec, when he returns from current Caribbean cruise....

Maury Lowell giiest-lectured Thursday <7) for the radio workshop at

NYU....Jack Lescoulie's 'Grouch Club' waker-upper series started this

week on WHN, with Bill Shapard assisting Sylvia Carr again doing
vocal aeries on WINS Friday nights with Henry Sylvern.
Besides Mary Mason, who gets air billing, the talent for the 'Maudie's

Diary' show starting tomorrow (Thursday) night on CBS Includes Mar-
jorie Davies, Bill Johnstone, Betty Garde, Jack Manning and Bob Walker
. . . .Art Millet is announcer and Elliott Jacoby musical arranger-conductor
. . . .Gordon Graham directs and G Albert Miller scripts from the Graeme
end Sarah Lorimer original. .. .Jack Stevens now handling the entire

'Inside of Sports' show from WFIL, Philadelphia ....Sam Baiter, who
formerly did most of it from the Coast, is oil the stanza entirely. .. .Jules

Labert now handling the recorded music show on WHN for Madison Per-
sonal Loan.
Frances Chaney playing leads on 'Great Moments From Great Plays'

last Friday (8) and 'Grand Central Station' tonight (Wednesday). .. .Jay
C. Flippen, Joey Faye and Loulie Jean (Norman) will do a new comedy-
dramatic series, "Rookies,' Sunday nights on WOR-Mutual, starting this

weeE (17) Will GUckman and Sam Werris are co-scripting Penny
Bancroft, soprano of 'Melody Parade' Sunday afternoons On WINS, will

be guest singer Tuesday (19) night with the Buffalo Philharmonic
Gordon Auchincloss, director of 'Your Hit Parade' and the Cities Service
programs for Lord & Thomas, has taken a place at Wilton, Conn, and
will live there year-round.
Mac Benoff, writer on 'Duffy's Tavern,' to CatskiUs for month's rest,

after check-up fortnight at Mt. Sinai hospital he assisted on two 'Fore-
cast' shows Helen Walpole took time out from scripting 'Our Gal Sun-
day' and 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' to make an acting 'comeback'
Thursday (7) night on 'Death Valley Days' Ray Block choir will be
heard on Prudential insurance series Sunday afternoons over CBS start-
ing Aug. 31 Philip Thorne has replaced Jack Hunter on the Air Features
(Blackett-Sample-Hummert) script editorial staff Joel Hammll now
scripting 'Stella Dallas' and Doris Holman authoring 'Mr. Keen'
Charles W. Horn, assistant v.p. of NBC, currently in Mexico on a tour to
Include Guatemala, Honduras, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, the Dominican Re-
public, Haiti and Puerto. Rico the Frank Lovejoys (Joan Banks) have
bought a place at Westport, Conn.

Col. Stoopnagle on annual trek home to Buffalo last week to play in
Wanakah golf tourney. Surprised seasoned golfers by lasting right up to
finals.

John Griffin tenoring for Delehanty Institute on WEAF early mornings
(with Pat Barnes) and also on WMCA for Modern Industrial Loan. ..Alvin
Joseph, of WOR, to Guaternala, variation from Mexican vacation rule...
Some kidding around town about age of 'all-youth' cast of 'Class of '41' on
CBS forecast Monday . . . ,

Since 'Your Happy Birthday' folded Friday night (8), Carlo De Angelo
is now directing a mere four programs—'Bringing Up Father,' "The
O'Neills,' Xife Can. Be Beautiful' and 'Mandrake the Magician'. ..During
Edwin Wolfe's (not the Ed Wolf of Wolf Associates) vacation the last two
weeks oT August, Chick Vincent will sub for him as director of 'Pepper
Young'. . .Wilfred Roberts, NBC production head, on a two-week fishing
trip at Manitowish, Wis. . .Neil O'Malley replaced Mark Smith as Jlggs in
-'Bringihg Up Father'. . .Henry Souvaine office will arrange Interviews,

.iL|illM<l.

Michigan's

Greatest Star
JOINS

Micbiean's

Greatest Station

W«IR
TNI •eOVWILL STATION
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etc, as intermission entertainment for Texaco's Metropolitan Opera broad-
casts Saturday afternoons this season.

Henry Hull, director of '9;40 ShoppersT Club' for Young St Rubicam,
using his vacation next week to play a gangster in "The Gorilla,' with
Buster Keaton, at the Chapel theatre, Guilford, Conn... He'll also direct

'Home of the Brave' when that serial returns from Benton & Bowles to

Y. fii R. in a couple of weeks. , .Gus W. Henke, WNEW engineer and Chief

Boatswain's Male in the Coast Guard Reserve, back on the job after month's
active duty...WOV now holding auditions Wednesday afternoons only,

with Syd Leipzig in charge. . .Ed WoU, of Wolf Associates, Vacationing near
Lake Mahopac, N Y Martin Block of WNEW became father of boy
born at LeRoy Sanitarium last Saturday (9).

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Clare Olmstead, one time with Young 8i Rubicam as talent buyer here,

has joined Orson Welles in both his radio and film enterprises. Among
other duties he'll produce the Welles show for Lady Esther. Ted. Slsson

sticking around for. a coupla more weeks to see 'that everything is in ship-

shape for the' takeoff. . .Bill Moore east for consultation with William Esty
on the Arm's Coast shows. . .Jack Richardson scooted back to Chica'go after

wrapping up the Victor McLaglen-Edmund Lowe army comedy series for

Mennen, debuting Sept. 28 over NBC...Foot infection kept Don Thorn-
burgh at home for a few days. . .A. A. Schechter here on his swing around
the country and incidentally may talk to film biggies about doing a picture

from his book, 'I Live on Air', ..No confirmation on marriage report...

Tom Harrington on a quickie trip here to talk it over with the talent on
Young & Rubicam Coast programs. . .Edgar Bergen will help raise funds
for a library in the home town, Decatur, Mich., by personalling at the band
concert in the town square. ..Rubey Cowan making the rounds of his old

haunts...Don Oilman back from his annual summer ritual at Bohemian
Grove encampment. . .Bill Warren, KOMO-KJR, Seattle, program director,

down for a session with NBC's western division .program boss, John S\val-

low. . .Dick Holman brought Greyhound's 'Romance of the Highways' down
from Frisco for an extended Hollywood origination. . .Eddie Holden and
Peter Potter waxed an army comedy that they wrote, acted in and pro-

duced. . .Harrison HolUway slipped away 'to Washington on a mysterious
mission...Ed Rice back on the J. Walter Thompson Coast scripting staff

after a spell on the other seaboard. . .Hal Fimberg added to the staff of

writers who'll turn out the gags for Al Pearce in the fall. . . Ashmead Scott

will collab with Duke Atterbury on the material tor Bob Burns' 'Arkansas
Traveler' series.

fJV CHICAGO ...
Margaret Johnson now a soprano with the 'Hymns of All Churches'

choir Herbert Foote now staff organist at WBBM-Columbia Eddie
Peabody is now Lt. Commander, recreation director in this area, and
doubles as m.c. on many army broadcasts and shows.

Alan Fishburn in as NBC producer, filling gap caused by promotion of

Maurice Wetzel to post of assistant production manager. Fishburn comes
in from N.Y., where he was chief of continuity for BMI. . . .John Bay upped
from the multigraph machine to the sound effects department as junior

engineer at NBC. .. .Everett Mitchell, m.c. on the National Farm and
Home Hour, to Washington to work in national defense film being turned

out by the Department of Agriculture Boris Aplon and Lou Scofleld

addfed to cast of 'Wings on Watch,' Louis Terkle now with the 'Midstream'

show.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Ralph L. Brunton, head of KJBC-KQW, due back from Washington this

week.. ..he's still working oh a 50-kw juice jump, with the prospects still

hot that with it he'll get KSFO's current CBS affiliation Meanwhile he's

building up the early hours on his outlets with 5 to 6 a.m. hillbilly variety

show on KJBS, while KQW leads off at 6:15 with hymns sponsored by
Progressive Optical System Henry Schaffer, commercial manager of

KVOA, Tucson, making a tour of the KGO-KPO plant KFRC's Break-
fast Club gang has been sworn in as members of the Traffic Safety Coun-
cil's 'Life Saver's Brigade' in a drive on jaywalker mishaps. . . .Home phone
of chief comic Jack.Kirkwood is almost the same as that of a market, so

he answers wrong-number calls with a polite 'No, madam, this is the

morgue'. .. .reports nine out of 10 femmes gasp 'Oh, dear!' before hanging
up.

KFRC's Breakfast Club gang framed on Jack Klrkwood during the
Wednesday broadcast (6), tossing scripts aside to do a happy-birthday gag
CK is for the korn you bring us,' etc.). Unscheduled tipoff had unex-
pected results when a long-distance call came in froin Elsie Robinson,
Hearst coliuinist, from her Sonora ranch, congratulating the comic. Half
hour later, a telephone-ordered bottle of birthday cheer was delivered

to the studio with compliments of Miss Robinson's hubby, Benton Frfee-

mont. Seems both 'are regular dialers to the early a.m. comedy stint

which also uses Tommy Harris, Cy Trobbe's orchestra and Ethel' Sterling.

Lincoln Dellar, KSFO manager, has secured exclusive Northern Califor-

nia rights for a two-year period to all material used on Art Baker's Note-
book via KFI in Los Angeles, amounting to 20,000 words a week. Data will

be turned over to (Iiordon Owen's Home Service Council, running in

opposish to KFRC's Housewives' /Protective League, augmenting stuff

mined by Owen's own staff. Intra-station deal was made by Dellar on a
Hollywood jaunt, although KSFO is a CBS outlet and KFI is tied to the
NBC web.

KGEI, General Electric short-waver, baptized its de luxe studios In

Fairmount hotel with a cocktail party Friday (8).... Dr. Samuel Guy In-

man of University of Pennsylvania, authority on Latin-America, dropped
in for a one-shot on the South American beam at 6. p.m. local time.

Larry Keating, program m.c, transfers to NBC's Hollywood studios
Friday (15). Keating has been handling Prof. Fuzzlewit (Gallen-Kamp
shoes), the Regal Amber Beer show, and all special events such as the
Radio Parties staged for Lucky Stores, NBC Ground-Breaking, etc. His
departure will rob Frisco of its most sophisticated mikeman.

%• Radio Daffodils ^

FhUadelphla—A stray mutt picked up by the WPEN receptionist in the
rain .last week has been the object of a contest promoted by the station.

Listeners sending in the best name for the dog are to be given pairs of

nylon stockings,

MUwankee—Heinie and His Grenadiers have been extending 'Oppor-
tunity' to Milwaukee youngsters b.y having one amateur a day do a vocal
number. One girl expressed a desire to render 'Amapola,' which she did,
only it came out 'I'm a Polock.' A few hours later a committee of Polish
citizens (second largest nationality group in town) descended upon the
station to register an indignant protest at the use of the work 'Polock,'
which is anathema to them. Henceforth auditions even for the amateurs
will be the rule at WTMJ, so authorities may know by preview what's
going iiito the microphone.

St. Lonis—A grading crew of the Illinois State Highway depaftment lest
week accidently struck an underground cable containing wires leading
from KXOK to its control console in the Venice, HL, transmitter and
crossed ordinary telephone wires with those of the station. As a resilt
a femme conversation on how to preserve pickles and can fresh beans
crept into the station's play-by-play baseball broadcast and brought plenty
of beefs to the station.

AN ENGLISHMAN

WRITEST0N6C

^JVBC announcer received the fol-

louring letter from England which is

arresting a» an Englishman's com-
ment on radio, his ovon country's and
this country's, and especially in the
light of war conditions.—Ed.>.

Longford, Coventry,
Warwickshire, England.

Dear Bob Stanton:
I thought I would write to you

after hearing that progranxme over
the B.B.C. of children there in
America and Canada talking over
the radio to their parents here in
Great Britain. Oh no, I've got no
children over there myself but I al-
ways listen to these programmes, it's

grand to hear the joy in the voices
of the children when they speak to
their parents and they always sound
so happy and well, I'm sure they
really are having the times of their
lives over there and it is you good
people we have to thank for that.
Never shall we be able to repay the
gratitude we owe to you Americans
for what you have done for us in
this war.

I don't know why it is but you
American announcers always seem
so much more friendly and human
than the ones we have at the B.B.C.
Maybe they are slightly better in the
overseas service when you hear that
In America but in the broadcasts to
listeners here in Britain, there's
hardly ever a trace of humour in
their voices and they are always so
perfectly correct in their speech.
Maybe it's only right that they should
be, but sometimes it makes you think
they are well-oiled machines with no
human blood in them. Why, in one
of the big London blitzes they were
broadcasting a news bulletin from
Broadcasting House when down
came a bomb and landed bang on
the building, exploded in a room
near where the new.s was being read,
killed two or three people and in-

jured some more. What do you think
the announcer did? Gasp with fright,

and hurriedly fade out the pro-
gramme while they looked after the
injured and cleared up the debris,

that would have been the natural
thing to do^but oh no, he just gave
a little cough and went right on
reading as though nothing had hap-
pened and no one knew a thing

about it until the papers told the
story a few weeks later. There's
nothing 'yellow' about those fellows

at the B.B.C. but if only they were
a little more human and friendly, it

would make the programmes so
much more pleasant.

Well, that's all I wanted to say,

good-bye and good-iuck.
Roy Penfield,

Frank Blalr, announcer for Ful-
ton Lewis, Jr., on the latter's

nightime newscasts over Mutual
from WOL, pinch hit for Lewis
Aug, 7.

FRrrz
Fast production Bnccesiea

"cwummssinhis"

."coioMiii"

EVERY ONE A HIT!

currently producing

Oll.ll—J 11

(Batliraaff mnd Bran)

with Benny Goodman,

Merle Oberon, Joan

Bennett, Adolph Menjon,

Mary Astor, Don
McNeill; Andrews Sisters

(BIaok«t4-BampIa-Hninm«rt}

SEVERAL NEW SHOWS
AVAILABLE

BLOCKI
913 Buena Ave., Chicago
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'CLAIM-ALL' SURVEYS CORNY
Inside Stuff-Radio

In the first piece of promotion put out on all-night listening and its rela-

tion to defense WOH, New York, tells what it found out when it recently

surveyed this potential buyer's market The brochure, 'a tale of four

cities,' will be distributed among advertisers and ad agencies this week.
Towns mentioned in the story are metropolitan New York; Bridgeport,

Conn.; Dover, N. J., and Bethlehem, Pa., territories affected b: the defense

boom. The brochure gives an age and income breakdown of the all-night

listeners interviewed, where they listen, the listeners' vocations, their

ownership of auto radios (55% is the given ratio) and the prosperity spread

among the four communities as the result of defense work. Also comments
of listening habits of some of those interviewed.

Lever Bros, has partially settled its problem of finding two half hour
0pots for the Helen Hayes (Lipton's Tea) and Bums and Allen-Paul White-

man (Swan Soap) shows. The latter program is scheduled to go to the

NBC-Red, Tuesday, 7:30-8 p.m; and a repeat at 10:30 p.m., but the account,

through Yaung & Rubicam, hadn't up to yesjerday afternoon (Tuesday)

decided whether to accept CBS' offer of the Sunday 8-8:30 period.

Option which the NBC-Blue had given Lever for these two programs
(Tuesday, 8 to 9 p.m.) expired yesterday (Tuesday) and it's going to a

client described as «ew to radio. This deal will be settled tomorrow
(Thursday). Mutual had also made a pitch for the Lever duo, offering

Sunday 9 to 10 p.m.

WLW, Cincinnati, in Its latest promotional compilation, braids the past

end the present Into a colorful story of the station's strides in program-

ing, technical perfection, pi)blic service and merchandising. Attached are

three detailed coverage maps—morning, daytime and nighttime.

In the section tagged "The star-maker station' the promotional piece

reproduces the pictures of many WLW personalities who later reached

national reputations. - The public9tion also gives extensive space to the

personalities who currently preside over the statioivs sports, women's,

news, rural and public service programs.

Raymond Clapper, Scripps-Howard columnist and broadcaster with Bill

Hillman, European chief for Collier's, of quarter-hour commentaries five

nights weekly over the NBC blue, will air via short wave from London'
on the program several times during his month in London. He left via

clipper Aug. 7, Thomas L. Stokes, also of Scrlpps-Howard papers, taking

Clapper's place before the mike the first evening. Other well-known
Washington correspondents will substitute too. H. R. Baulchage pinch hit

for Hillman on one shot last week.

Mary Ann Mercer replaces Virginia Verrill on the 'College Humor'
program Aug. 19. Miss Verrill is taking a leave of absence for a date

with the stork, but will return to the program at a later date.

Vocalist for the past four years with Mitchell Ayres,band, Mary Ann
Mercer will take over the singing spot originally slated for NBC thrush,

Evelyn Lynne.

Mrs. Fred Weber, nee Ruth Braden-Betz, wife of Mutual's general man-
ager, has been at the Medical Center, N.Y., the past Week. Tooth pressing

against nerve caused her left eye to go temporarily sightless. Offending

tooth discovered and removed, Mrs. Weber Is back home.
Before her marriage she was on the CBS publicity staff.

Dudley Digges, who was starred in a recent CBS Forecast offering, "Tibby

and the Houlihans,' is believed to be the only stellar personality on the

series who has not appeared for straight AFRA scale. Digges, who has

had one or two unpleasant experiences with radio promotions, was strictly

hard-boiled. Demanded and got $500 fee.

Rumor was circulating in advertising agency circles yesterday (Tuesday)

that the William Esty agency was about to lose the. Lifebuoy account

(Lever Bros.) and that Young & Rubicam was given the best chance of

getting it. Both the Esty and Y. fit R. agencies termed the report as totally

without foundation.

B. F. McClancy, NBC traffic manager, leaves Aug. 15 to become an exec-

utive of the Eaton Manufacturing Co., Cleveland precision parts firm.

He has been with NBC for 10 years.

Donald Dickson has been booked for 25 concerts for the coming season,

opening In Stockton, Cal., Oct. 10. The baritone will not return to the

Edgar Bergen hour on the air.

6^0 1^600 Stronq!I

They're tinging in the TVArea.

Recendy, a Sunday morning tpontor invited Iutener» to an oM-

fathioned tinging bee in theWNOX 600-i«at ttudio. It wat jammed by

6:00 a. m., with crowdi turned away.

Yet, they're tinging in the WNOX-TVArea, and they tlaH early.

They ting becaute they're happy: happy became normally- good timet

in the rich and fertile Tennettee Valley are now better. Better becaute

of TVA't vatt dam-building program, tlepped-up

aluminum production, overtime working of milU and

facloriet, all induttrjr at peak capaaly. Work u plen-

tiful; payrollt are big.

And at happy WNOX litlenert ting,

your tilet mettage will ting, too. when aired

over thit popular itation of the TVArea.
1

A SCRIPK-HOWARD RADIO STATION

BETTER UU
Thinks 'Just Tell 'Em We're

the Best' Kind of Radio
Research Is Blah and
Out-Moded— Will Make
12,000 Monthly Calls for

Data in Quarter Hour
Periods

STARTS IN SEPT.

Station WOR, New York, is em-
barking upon a new type of 'con-

tinuing study of radio listening'

which its promotion director, Joseph

Creamer, hopes will take a lot of
the hooey out of competitive 'We're
first' surveys, in which every sta-

tion proves the impossible—that it

and It alone leads the pack. The his-

tory of radio research, in Creamer's
view, proves, if it proves anything,
that using statistical data or slanting
it solely to support a pretentious
claim for everything within hearing,
denying the. existence or potency of
all competitors, may be standard
promotion, but it's not facilitating in-

telligent selling and/or buying.
New trend in audience measure-

ment* has' to be pinned down to

specific times of day and specific

programs. Otherwise there is no
realistic check of competitive enter-
tainment and the rise or fall of
favorable factors (such as carry-over
from previous program, etc.) cannot
be evaluated. "The new kind of radio
research is increasingly a guide to

individual decisions not to buy an
'always best' station (an absurdity),

but instead to buy the available best
with open-eyed awareness of what
precedes, follows, competes with and
otherwise may influence the total

audience for a program. Total audi'

ence, with all factors weighed in,

must in turn be related to competi-
tive costs.

This is the kind of data Creamer
believes intelligent sales promotion
of the future must deliver to the
actual or prospective client. The 'just

tell 'em we're the best' line of re-

search-promotion is strictly corny in

Creamer's view.
About the year 1936 'power' by

itself was pretty much the local

salesman's stock-in-trade. And to

some extent still is. After 'power'

came market success .stories. Be-
fore that it was fantastic claims

based on admittedly fantastic vol-

ume of fan mail.

New WOR studies will appear In

monthly reports (but covering two-

month periods) and wiU use the per
sonal interview method to supple-

ment the telephone coincidental

method which limits the sample to

a potential of 32% of New York's
population. Arch Crossley is laying
out the Job and the first data will

be organized by Sept. 1.

There Is another aspect to the

sales promotion philosophizing that

seems to be gaining acceptance (at

other places besides WOR) and that

concerns the undesirable mental
complacency often produced in sales-

men as a result of the old 'we're first

all the time or most of the time' kind

of data. The salesmen doesn't sell

constructively, bringing intelligent

analysis to the customer.
WOR will have 12,000 completed

calls for each report, Creamer es

timates. Idea is to have some 700

interviews for every daytime quar-

ter-hour and perhaps half that num-
ber at night. The telephone per-

centage (i.e. coincidental) will cor-

respond in total calls to its per-

centage of the New York popula-

tion. Nassau and Westchester will

be added to the metropolitan bor-

oughs. •

It will be possible to get specific

answers to specific operating prob-

lems of programs under the set-up.

NBC Stressing News From Asia;

Organizing California Activities

Stricter Guardian

Policy Oyer Stations

In War-Time Canada

Toronto, Aug. 12.

Personnel of the various studios

here have been notified that plans

go into effect Immediately for rotat-

tlng shifts whereby male employees

will ramain overnight, in addition to

the military detachments who are
standing guard over the studios.

Sleeping accommodation and food
supplies will be provided for the
staff nightshifts. Troops will change
guard throughout the night

Stations, which are mainly situated
some miles beyond the city proper,
have been under constant guard but
this Is the first time, the defense
regulations as regards staff stay-
overs have applied to the city stu-
dios themselves. CBC, CBY and
CBL studios are protected by a high
steel fence, searchlights at night,

and armed guards at the barrier who
deinand identification cards. If it's

an artist whose face they have not
become familiar with and he's carry-
ing an Instrument case, he opens up.
CKCL has the distinction of being
guarded by a Bren gun crew..

Here aid There

Woreeater, WTAG, staged golf

tournament for staff Saturday, (26)

with Bob Rlsding, singing announcer,
winning medal honors.

Henry Lnndqalit, of WEEI, Boston
production deportment, has been

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Japanese crisis brought Ab*
Schechter, NBC news-special event

head, to the Coast last week to

tighten coverage of Far Eastern af-

fairs. San Francisco will be built

into a listening post for the Orient

similar to the web's Eastern ear

which is trained on Europe. With
correspondents in Tokyo, Singapore,
Chungking, Shanghai, Batavia, Ma-
nila and Honolulu" relaying short-
wave observations through the RCA
communications center at Point
Reyes, just across the Golden Gate,
Frisco is the logical spot for main-
taining a trans-Pacific radio watch.
Upton Close, rated an authority

on the Far East, is under considera-
tion for the interpretative stuff which
will round off the overseas pickups
at this end. Close currently is do-
ing two transcontinentals out of th«
NBC studios here on Sunday and
Wednesday, and soon will start a
new twice-weekly sesh over KGEL

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

NBC listening post on the Coast
for Far East short-wave has been
spotted' in North Hollywood by Abe
Schechter. Dedication ceremonies
will be held Thursday (14).

placed in charge of all defense pro-
gram activities.

J. L. Jocqoler, Kite Kansas City
manager, trained to Washington for
a week of work on FCC matters per-
taining to the 'Plug' Kendrlck sta-

tion.

Gene Clark is author-producer of
NBC's 'Op^ House,' transconti-

nental out of San Francisco, Instead
of Gene Grant as listed.

HBC'sRecordtdProiram

"TOUCHDOWN
TIPS

by SAM HAYES

Jack Payne is pushing a new vocal

discovery, Christine Carr. Batoner

introduced the girl on his 'Your

Company Is Requested' hour.

IN ITS FIRST SEASON as a "major con-
tender," Touefuhim Tip* (kyrocketed

to outatandinc beiclita ot popularity.
Again this Fall, 'this peak-popular pro-'
nam is already headed for top honors.
It's the year's best bet in timely ihows
—recorded by NBC, rtfslied to you each
week by Air Expreu—and at a cost that
will surprise you.

Gifted with rare showmanship, Bam
Hayos packs each of these weekly quor-
ter-boun with accurate predictions, com-
petent analyses of 30 major college foot-

ball games m all nections . . . spiced with
football-factfl and "Gridiron (Srina" that

are every football fan's meat.
First of the thirteen programs sched-

uled for broodeaating Friday, September
12, will be shipped from HoUywood Mon-
day, September 8. Warning:

'

'Tmuhdoiun
Tipt" it tubjtet to prior tale and avaQf
abxlUy*—and there isn't much time left.

Better wire today for details from your
nearest NBC Radio-Recording Divisioa
office.

•Not anlUbla In BUtat of CtUforab, Wub-
iMtOD, Oreaon, Idaho, Dtah (eiopt Salt Lake
(My) and Ariioii*.

SceMa wftli SfoHoM flod SpefMefvl

FROM AKRON: "
. ., ths txst trui-

oribed quvtor-bonr this Fall . . . put
oa down ogmin next year,"

FROM BUFFALO: "...Very plemMd
. . .want to have the fint opportunity
Ifa eimilar eeriea will be sveuable next
year." (Same eponsor ha«bou^t 1941
aeries.)

FROM BAL'nMORE:"Vety g\Ke«a»-
fill in Belling men's topcoats to the
retaUtiado ..."

FROM NASBVILtE: "Hlfbly
pleased . . . ilad to report that (oor
aponson) teelthesamewayabout it..."

dioRecoitling Division
NATIONAL OABCASTINa COMMHY

A ttadio Corporaffss it AmuteaStnkt

RCA Mdg., Radio City, New Yori;'

MaRhamlls* Mart, Chlcoge • Trant-Lux Bldfi., Woah., D. C. • SuiiMtaVlB«,H«nvwe«4
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Buffalo, Aug. 12.

Two breweries have taken shots on
looal ether. Beck's Brewing Co.

penciling quarter-hour nightly chunk
Of WBNY 'Radio Ballroom/ disc

phow, through Moss-Chase for 52

weeks.
Lake City Beverage Co. buying

Bob Kliment sports on WEBR, 10

ininutes nightly for 26 weeks.

Vhrough Radio Advertising Service.

Third Best' Stations Okay

S»n Francisco.—WFipC has added
#ack Campbell to service national

accounts. Position is a new one for

the station. Campbell recently re-

figned as sales promotion manager
ior KGO-KPO and formerly was
yrith Langendorf Baking Co,'

50,000 WAHS

LOS ANGELES

(This provocativt paper was voluntarily sub-

mited to Variety by a sales executive for a

SOfiOO-watt station. For self-evident reasons he

ivrites anonymously. What he has to say im-

presses as sound sense. The snobbish, not to say

lasy, habits of advertising agencies in buying wat'

tage, and only wattage, has been commented upon

increasingly of late. Last week's Variety in-

cluded the comment of a $50,000 radio account on

agency wattage-buying. Taken together with the

article below it is highly significant.—Ed.)

I.s there a better way to buy national spot

radio for certain type accounts than is now
generally practiced?

Yes!
Does an advertiser essentially have to use

the first or second ranking station in a market
to do a top selling job?
No!
This commentary on national spot radio is

prompted by a remark I heard a time buyer
make recently. He said, with disdaiif: 'If I

can't get good availabilities on Station (cen-

sored) or Station (ditto), I'll stay out of the

market. No third ranking station for mc!'
I work for the top station in my particular

neck of the woods; in fact, the station I sell

is one of the first 20 in the nation, by any
measurement. Naturally, I'm not as smart as

the time buyer mentioned above—because I

sell time, and he buys it.

I have worked out a hypothetical case, based
on an actual market I'm familiar with, which
I believe will prove that a third ranking sta-

tion, properly used, will do as good a selling

job as the first station. I hope the idea I have
here will come to the attention of some other
time buyers who might be tempted to stay out
of a market simply because they can't find

time, on the first or second stations.

Hypothetical Case
For the purpose of argument, let us desig-

nate a certain city as 'Metropolis,' a client as
'Aroma Coffee,' and four stations as 'A,' 'B,'

'C and 'D.' With the exception of 'D,' which
is low in power, the other stations provide ap-

proximately the same coverage. A, B and C
are affiliated with NEC Red, NBC Blue and
CBS, not necessarily in the order mentioned.
CBS is tied up with the low-power station.

Station A is tops in audience and rate, and
carries the greatest amount of national spot.

Station B averages about 90% of Station A's
audience and rate. Station C is third in audi-
ence and has a rate approximately. 55% of Sta-
tion A's rate.

*rhe Aroma Coft'ee Company has an across-

the-board script show on Station A, 15-min-
utes Mondays through Fridays. The national
rating on this show is 5.5. The audience rating
at the time it is on Station A is 7.7. Everyone
is happy. But, is this show doing a maximum
selling job?
No! .

-

A survey shows 18% of the radios .in

Metropolis are in use when the coffee show
runs, which is shortly after noon. A large per
cent of the radios not In use represent families
in. which the woman of the house works in

some office, retail establishment or other busi-
ness. For example, figures indicate that 29.8%
of all employes in Metropolis retail establish-

ments are women. Other incursions that have
brought the audience figure to 18% are bridge
games, social activities and the like. •

Spreading
.Ey._makiug..9,..simplje_.nio.v.e....(?r_'.5prca.(;Ungl

(for lack of a better term), this coffee client

could retain the major portion of his present
audience, which" has been hammered for

months and may be saturated, and gain a

goodly portion of the women who work during

the day, or play bridge. He could also take

a shot at the man of the house, who generally

has never heard a script show, but who may
like it.

But,. a simple move—where?
To the third ranking station, CI Now fol-

low closely, for the hand is said to be quicker

than the eye.

Station C has available two time periods that

could be utilized, 11:45-12:00 noon and 5:45-

6 .00 p.m. The period before noon immediately
precedes a news broadcast with a rating of

7.6, while the late afternoon period carries a

rating of 2.5.

The coffee client pays a base rate of $85
per quarter-hour on Station A. For that

amount of money he gets approximately 43%
of the radios turned on, around 18% of the

total number in Metropolis.

For a base rate of $72.60 (half-hour rate, re-

sulting from combining two quarter-hours),

he can run his transcribed show two times
each day on Station C, 11:45-12:00 noon and
5 :'4S-6 :00 p.m.

What Audience?
What audience could he expect? The com-;

petition from Stations A and B is at a low ebb
from 11:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. At the same
time, the number of sets in use has increased'

to 25%. Immediately preceding a program
with a rating of 7.6, and devoid of competition,

the coffee show, with a national ^rating of 5.5

should exceed its national figure and garner
around 30% of the sets in use.

In the afternoon period, 5 :45-6:00 p.m.', when
22%, of the sets are in use, and with no station

in Metropolis earning a rating of more than
7.0, tlic coffee show could be expected to boost
the station's normal sustaining rating from 2.5

to at least.5.0, whiciv would equal around 22%
of the audience.

Add the 30%. for the 11 :45-l2:00 noon period
and the 22% for the late afternoon time and
you have a larger audience than was reached
with one brodacast on the dominant outlet.

Station A.
More important than tr) ing to add percent-

ages is the fact that the coffee show would be
reaching people late in the afternoon who could
not hear it and had not heard it when it was on
once a day.

If those two audiences wouldn't buy sub-
stantially more coffee than the previous one
audience, then the whole theory of radio is

wrong. The client would be spending $12.40
per day less than when he used Station A, or
the difference between a base rate of $85 and
$72.60. This would more than take care of

the, extra transcription that would be required,

if one was reqilired under the AFRA and other
rules and regulations.

And Merchandising
Still another advantage would be the highly

effective merchandising effort a second or a
third ranking station is willing to put forth.

I know regional advertisers who have done
precisely what has been outlined. Where time
was carefully selected, and the appropriation
'spread' to enable the clrent to .work on still

another audience, greater sales resulted.
The one danger lies in a station misrepre-

senting its audience rating, or in' leaning too
heavily on an out-of-date survey. But where
accurate, current audience figures are avail-
able, the time buyer takes no undue risk when
he sets up such a deal.

'Spreading', need not be.jconfin.cd. to. cases as
outlined above. It can be used for spot an-
nouncements and locally produced national
spot shows.

SPORTS AND DISCS

Thal'i What Beer Programs Seem i»

B* Made of

White House Dept. Store

Shifts to KPO, Frisco
San Francisco, Aug. 12.

White House department store

which recently sampled radio for the

first time and found It good, will

shift Its flve-a-week quarter-hour,

'Let's Go Shopping' from KFRC to

KPO In about two weeks, according

to Al Nelson of NBC here. Marion
• •/

Kyle, agency head from Los An-

geles, who handles the account, has

been huddling with Nelson on
changes in format.
Celebrity interviews probably will

be mixed with the shopping news
remoted fcom the store, with Helen
Morgan getting the nod as femme
m.'c. Time also 'wlU' be changed
from present 9:4S a.m. KFRC slot to

3:30 pjn. on KPO. -

Grapenuts May Use Spot

Radio in 'Neilsen Mkts.'

15 to 28 Blurbs Weekly

Young & Rublcam is making In-

quiries for available announ'cement
spots markets where the Neilson re-
ports

,
operate In behalf of Grape

Nuts (General Foods), Schedules
under consideratioh range from 15

to 28 a week.
Benton & Bowles is also looking

around for announcement spots for

General Foods but without disclos-

ing product.

KINY, Juneau, Alaska, has sold

the Great Northern Railway a sec-

ond series of' spot announcements,
beginning Aug, 15. Placed by Bron-
fion West, St Paul.

O'Hare Joins Law Firm
Of Dempsey & Koplovitz

Washington, Aug. 12.'

Richard C. O'Hare, formerly at-
torney for the FCC, has joined the
firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz, radio
lawyers.

Members now include William J.
Dempsey, William C. Koplovitz,
Morris Miller and O'Hare.

Revive Tena and Tim'
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

WCCO is reviving 'Tena and Tim'
serial, as either a Ave or 15-mlnute
strip.

New series is called "Life With
Tena' and Peg Beckmark, the author
and portraVer of the*tltle role, again
plays the lead. Florence Hutchinson,
local freelance, h^ her original Mrs,-
Hutchinson part.

DETROIT ON DOWNBEAT
All Categories Skid — Spot Off

B.9%

Detroit, Aug. 12.

It was down ill around in Detroit
last week, with every division show-
ing a sizable drop. Network slipped
back to about same position of three
weeks ago after showing slight spurt
in week of August 2.

Biggest loser was national spot,
which showed decrease .of nearly 6%,

I

Comparative Unit Count
^

%of
Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change,

Network ., 7,540 7,650 —1.4
Local 12,218 12,656 —3.4
Nat'ISpot,. 4,332 4,603 —5.9
Total 24,088 24,909 —3.3
(Included: CKLW, WJBK, WJBL

WJR, WWJ, WXYZ)

Bridgeport,—Wlnslow Porter, ex-
WORL, Boston, will be program
manager of WNAB, new Bridgeport
indie operated by Harold Thomas,
Harry Osborne, announcer at
Thomas' WTAR in Waterbury, will
be upped to chief announcer of

WNAB.

TOLEDO
d CJcrtt (]ruiuA]>a|Mankd

4b ROBERT J. LANDRY,

Radio Editor of

might put itt

"Dearest Reader,

Sweetheart

:

Let down your hair now.

You n e d Northwestern

Ohio for your client's prod-

uct like you need that won-

derful weekly entertainment

journal which we shall shyly

identify as 'Exhibit V.' And
just think, old thing— did

—all you need, to get North-

Western Ohio BO it's really

'got,' is that infectious voice

of Toledo, WSPD.

"Put your hair up now,

darling. You'll get a raise

for thinking of this."

Or, more briefly

YOUR BEST BUY IN

NORTHWESTERN OHIO

AND

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN

IS WSPD
6000 Wat^

NBC Basic Bed
Represented by the

Katz Agency
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Thor Washing Machines on KQW;

Standard Beverages Re-Sign KPO

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

KSFO is taking credit for having

extended the Frisco listening day 15

minutes with William Winter's war
analysis at 10:1^ p.m. Ten p.m. peak
built up by. the Bichfleld Reporter

on the NBC Red has long been the

jumping-ofC place, but according to

a special Hooper, dials now swing
from KPO followinj Richfield's

news, to KSFO to pick up Winter's

analysis, conunentator having a 4.8

(or 36.7 % of the sets in use) com-
pared to his nearest competitor

at 2.3.

Lord & Thomas busy this week
building a presentation for distribu-

tion to 6,000 food manufacturers,

based on KGO's handling of the

Lucky Stores anniversary party.

Compiled by Tax Cone, Coast head
of L&T, with aid Of NBC's Milt

Samuel, document will be accom-
panied by a three-page letter from

(Continued on page 46)

BELL THONE, PHILCO

BUY SPIELS ON WFIL

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Bell Telephone Company is taking

to the air to plug its service, ntaking

Initial purchase 6f eight spots an-
nouncements weekly on WFIL, con-

tract to run for 13 weeks trial

,
period.

Other new biz reported by the
tation:

John Middleton, Inc., (cigarettes),

one e.t. program weekly, through
Carter Thomson; L, Nachman &
Sons (instruction), 18 participations

in recorded show, through Philip

Klein; Peter Paul, Inc. (candy), Ave
spots weekly, through Platt-Forbes;

Philco Corp., 24 spots weekly,
through Julian G. Pollack; Straw-
bridge & Clothier department store,

182 spots; Fox-Weis (furs), 24 spots

weekly, through Harry Feigenbaum;
Atkins-Nash, Inc. (used cars), 18

participations weekly on recorded
show, through Samuel Taubman;
Sam Gerson (clothes), 15-minute
news program, through Harry Fei-

genbaum; Bailey's Furniture Co., 30

participations in recorded show
weekly.

Comparatlvr Onit Connl

% of

Au^.9. An^. 2. Change.
Network .. 9,378 9,375 -1-0.05

Local ...... £0,217 20,653 —2.1
Nat'l Spot. . 5,227 5,019 +4.1
Total S4322 35,045 —4.6

Louis J. F. Moore In

Burn-Smith Rep Outfit

Louis J. F. Moore, formerly with
Radio Advertising Corp., has sold
his interest in that concern and has
joined Burn-Smith Co., Inc., station
reps.

He will be in the firm's New York
office.

SANANTONEBIZ

TAKES SLIDE

San Antonio, Aug. 12.

With Uncle Sam's troops on man-
euvers, local business men are tak-

ing a breathing sx>ell and planning
for the coming fall campaign. Units

here took a slight drop In all depart-

ments.

Ken L. Sibson, general sales man-
ager of the Taylor-Howe-Snowden
group, )ri~forTr-brief visit to station

KTSA, local ouUet

WOAI: Heyer's Heat Powder, three

one-minute e.t's per week, through
Pitluk Adv.; Nueces Coffee Co.,

through Harold Petty, one 100-word
announcement per day; renewal,

Phil Spitalny 'Hour of Charm' (Gen-
eral-Electric) for another year, half-

hour over NBC network, through
BBD&O and Foster and Davies; 'Al-

drich Family,' for General Foods,
half-hour broadcast through NBC
network placed by Young & Rubi-
cam.

KABC: G. C. Zimmerman Type-
writer Co., sponsorship of 'Bulldog
Drummond' series over Mutual start-

ing in the fall; Gable Lodges, five-

minute newscast six times per week;
First Federal Savings & Loan Asso-
ciation, through Coulter - Mueller-
Grinstead, one five-minute 'A Melody
You'll Remember' transcription per
day; Zimmerman Shoe Store, five

announcements on four days and six

on the remaining three days of the
week.

WRIGLEY GUM ON KGKN

Comparative Dnlt Coont

% of

An;. 9. Aug. 2. Change.
Network .. 6,405 6,490 —IJi

Local 9,975 10,043 —0.6
Nat'l Spot.. 1,713 1,871 —8.4
Total 17,093 17,404 —1.8
(Includedr KABC, KONO, KMAC,

KTSA, WOAI)

TWO BIG

POWER INCREASES

IN TEXAS'

BIGGEST MARKET

Company Sponiors 'Scaitergood
Baines'—K. C. Quiet

Kansas City, Aug. 12.

Tenure of biz remains same, ex-
cept, in local units, where WHB and
KCKN did some pushing. Other-
wise the summer depths are in ef-

fect, but managers claim fall biz

already lining up to be a bumper
season. Since local biz last week
hit its all time low (since the in-

auguration of this department in

Variety) there is still plenty of room
for Improvement.
WHB:—Keith Furniture Co., half-

hour of musical clock six times
weekly on a six months' contract;

Foreman & Clark Clothing Co., half-

hour musical clock contract, through
Milton Weinberg Agency; Bentley
Clothing Co., quarter-hour of noon
news, six times per week.
KCKN began the new 'Scattergood

Baines' transcriptions for Wrigley's,

and a schedule of si-jt- for Kellogg.

Comparative Unit Count

SCHMIDT BAKING

EXTENDS WBAL

SCHEDEE

Baltimore, Aug. 12.

Everything about even here with
little change noted in any particu-

lar classification, WBAL chalked up
a major renewal with Schmidt Bak-
ing Co. coming back for a big order

of 1,258 spots. Also active on local

front are Admiracion Shampoo and
Crosse Si BlackweU, both buying on
two stations.

WBAL: Esskay Products (meat
packers), through Van Sant, Dug-
dale, 13 quarter-hour shows;. Crosse
& Blackwell, via the same agency,

104 announcements; Schmidt Baking
Co.,. through W. E. Long, 1,258 spots;

Scott Paper Co., through J. Walter
Thompson, 39 100-word spots; Vick's

Chemical Co., through Morse Inter-

national, 38 spots; Charles Gulden
Co. (mustard), through Chas. W.
Hoyt, 52 quarter-hour shows to be
used two a week; Beech-Nut Pack-
ing added to previous schedule'^

through Newell-Emmett, 78 spots.

HERE'S Important n»tn obeiit T«oi'
Ug«««aml«« StoKen WRR, Ddkn

•nj StoKon KFJZ, Foe* Woftk hm oach.

Jncroowd <Mr pew*f le 5,000 Wcth, 4ey
•ndnlgtitt

m»4 Mmm Mr* aow p^mn ttaHoat

My MW b« b*a«M bi w>l—Mw
forwkot yoawmM oipoct I* pay far

* •iitS.OOOWattitaHoalatkliaMrlwt.

H»n h wdot you^ . .

.

I. Two, fJI «m», 5,000 Wo« ttstioni on

two diffortnt froqutfldtt —
WRR-niO K C , KFJZ-1270 KC

t iocti wHh o poworfol liqnol «hrou9hout

tho ontiro Fort Worth-Dollot morUf.

I. loHt iHrtiont connoeHd by p«nnon«n»

Knot fof bcoodeofKng linniHanaouilY or

t Moront tinwt— but at only ono

tdonlcart.

4. loth' itoKont offiolod with tho Tout
Stoto Notwork and tho Mutuol Inwd-

iortini Syttom.

Tho bolt way to got COMpMo covorofo

In Ihit iMhIy toUdivo moriot U to uio

k«» WM. Dakt ond KFJZ. Fort Worth.

Two hnpwiunt. al:tinM ttotiont for you ot

•no pric* and on* totonf cett.

% of

Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change.
Network .. . 6,700 6,700 *

Local 4,905 4,38'^ +11J
Nat'l Spot.. 6,023 6,005 + 0.3

Total 17,628 17,091 + 3.1

• No change.
(Included: KCKN, KCMO, KITE,

KMBC, WHB, WDAF)

Jergens Renews WQXR; P&G On

WNEfs lake Befieve Ballroom'

Cort Cigs Half-Mimites

Cort cigarets will run a campaign
of 455 half-minute spot announce-
ments for 13 weeks at the rate of 35

a week.

M. H. Hackett is the agency.

Comparative Unit Coont

% o!

Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change.
Network .. 7,580 7,495 -f-1.1

Local 4,616 4,744 —2.7
Nat'l Spot. . 2,013 2,015 —0.1
Total 14,209 14,254 —•.S

(Included: WBAL. WCAO, WCBM,
WFBR)

SEATTLE SPOT HUSKY

Category up 4.3%—Shindigs Keep
'Event** Boys Buay

Seattle, Aug. 12.

KJR special events men journeyed
to Snohomish, nearby town, and did
some man-on-the-street broadcasts
during the annual Kla-ha-ya cele-

bration August ..8. and 9. Spots were
transcribed and rebroadcast over the
station.

KIRO will originate four remotes
from Mount Vernon during the 4H
Club Fair and America on Parade
celebration there 'Aug. 13 and 14.

These will include an airing of a
conference of business leaders and
a 'Western Washington Mayor's
Milking Contest' broadcast squirt by
squirt. Bill Moshier, Farm Forum
producer, and Tommy Thomas, pro-

gram director of the station, will be
on hand to cover the affair. Next
Sunday (17), KIRO Time Klock
Klub, early morning show, will

hold its second annual picnic In

Woodland Park. Klub, which has

20,000 members, expects a turnout of

5,000 for the picnic.

Comparative Unit Count

%ot\
Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change.

Network ,. 7,355 7,438 —1.0

LMal 7,169 7,036 -H.9
Nat'l Spot.. 766 734 +tA
Total 15,290 15,200 -1-0.6

anduded: KiRO, KOL, KRSO

OXEDAR ADS

SETFORWMAQ

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Announcements are coming to the

fore in a big way, as indicated by the

short-spiel contracts which have
been flooding sales managers' desks

in the past few weeks.
Two big national accounts which

have entered the announcement field

are Reader's Digest and O'Cedar
Corp. Both of these accounts have
bought plug space on WMAQ. "the

Digest has 26 announcements, run-
ning thrice weekly, set through
BBD&O; O'Cedar has contracted for

130 plugs, over a 13-week period,

through H. W. Kastor. Olson Rug
Co., through Presba, Fellers &
Presba, series of announcements on
WMAQ and MENH.
WMAQ also snatched oiT a 15-

minute series, three times weekly,
for The Pen Man, through Unitfed

Advertising, and WENR will have
the same sponsor for two 15-minute
periods weekly. Bpth series will be
hews programs.
WJJD: Levinson's Loans, 15 min-

utes, six times weekly, through
Gourfain-Cobb; Michael Leonard
Seed Co., five one-minute announce-
ments weekly, through Allen ^ &
Reynolds; Great Western Laundry,
30 minutes five times weekly,
through Salem Baskin.

WIND: Standard Distributing Co.

for Majestic Cameras, five minutes
three times weekly, through Lane,
Benson, McilJIure; Lake County Agri-
cultural Society, announcement
schedule through month of August.

I

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change.
Network .. 9,445 9,445 *

Local 6,588 6,498 +ia
Not'I Spot. . 11,632 11,533 -I-0.9

Tout 27,665 27,476 -t-0.6

*No change.

WQXR tied up the renewal of the
week in Gotham, with Andrew Jer-
gens Co. signaturing to continue
sponsorship of 'Just Music' until
January 2, 1943. Company airs the
full-hour program seven nights a
week.

Keynoting Procter & Gamble's en-
try to the local station field, com-
pany has purchased WNEW's :Makt
Believe Ballroom' three times Week-
.ly for 39 weeks, through Benton &
Bowles. Another purchaser ot tho
Ballroom is The Pinex Co., through
Russel M. Seeds, three evenings
week for a period of 22 weeks.

WMCA: Foster - Milburn Ca
(Doan's pills), renewal, through
Spot Broadcasting, announcements
for 52 weeks; Hoffman Beverage Co.',

through BBD&O, renewal, 12 anr
nouncements weekly for two weeks;
United Office and Professional
Workers of America, one-time quar-
ter-hour broadcast '

WNEW: Procter & Gamble (Ivory
Snow), through Benton St Bowleg
'Make Believe Ballroom,' three times
weekly 39 weeks; Pinex Co., through
Russel M. Seeds, 'Make Believe
Ballroom,' three times weekly, 22

weeks; Paramount Pictures CKIsa
the Boys Goodbye'), through Bu-
chanan & Co., announcements; Les-
ter Piano Co., through P. R. Manire,
quarter-hour musical progrsun, six

WOR: Allied Mills, through Lbuia
E. Wade, announcements during
'Farmer's Digest,' 52 weeks; Perfec-
tion Stove Co., through McC^nn-
Erickson, five minutes, once a week,
13 weeks; Purity Bakeries (Taystee
bread), through Campbell-Ewald^
renewal of 'Mandrake the Magician/
quarter-hour three times a week.

WQXR; Andrew Jergens Co.
through Lennen Si Mitchell, renewal
of full-hour 'Just Music,' seven dayk
a week, contract to run to January
2, 1943; Marcus Si Co., jewelers,

through Wesley Associates, renewal
of Lisa Sergio's 'Column of the Air,'

half-hour once a week, 13 weeks;
Cross Si Blackwell, through Van
Sant, Dugdale,' five announcements
weekly, 52 weeks.

WWBL: Packard Motors (in be-
half of dealers in metropolitan area),

through Winston Advertising, six an-
nouncements daily; Bronx School of

Welding, direct, three quarter-hour
news periods per week; Sunnyslde
Furriers, direct, six flve-niinut#

news periods weekly; Royal Furni-
ture C^., direct, two announcements
daily, five days a week.

Say... who said "Summer Slump?" It's "SPURT*' In

my language! Why, Just one typical summer week meant
292 sponsored quarter hours work for me—ivhile a winter

week had only 19t quarter hours. That's a 47U% SPURT
.

.

; something to think about with over 8,009,000 auto
radios and millions of portaMo sets being used. Summer
listening never goes on vacation and neither do sales for

WSAI-Advertlsers.

Nie lED AND ILie— S.III WATTS NltHT AND OAIT

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WEED and COMPANY WSAI ciNCiNNA rrs

li ! t t f S ! N f

t
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'Bosco Bandwagon Rides on KNX;

Glmore 03 Ufar Letters to KHJ

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Spurt in. local units and slight

pickups on other fronts aggregated
a plus all around for the first time
In many weelts. Total ran into 18,-

178 units for the highest marlc in

6ome time. Strong upturn seen with
the advent of fall and the return
from siestas of summer layoffs.

KHJ: Bayulc cigars, 104 quarter-

hour transcribed broadcasts of Cal
Tinney, through Ivey & Ellington;

Lydia Pinltham, 21 one-minute tran-

scriptions, through Erwin; Wasey;
Gilmore Oil, 10 five-minute broad-

casts of 'War Letters,' through Ruth-
raufl 8c Ryan; NuBt Laboratories, 104

quarter-hour broadcasts of 'Confes-

sions of a Corsair,' through Stodel

Adv.
KNX: Bosco (milk amplifier), 195

10-minute broadcasts of 'Bosco

Bandwagon,' through Kenyon &
Eckhardt; Brock Jewelers, 52 time
signals, through Hixson-O'Donnell.
KFI: American Chicle Co., 143 an-

nouncements, through Badger,
Browning 8i Hersey; Pierce Bros.

Mortuary, five quarter-hour periods,

through Philip Meany; Solvene liquid

cleaner, 65 participations, through
Edwin Martin.

KECA: Baldwin Motors, 39 quar-
ter-hour periods, through Chet
Crank; Pasadena Community Dance,
104 announcements; National Schools
(vocational training), three quarter-
hour periods, through Huber Hoge.

day, one year; Golden Days Celebra-

tion, five spots.

KOA: Mountain Motors, 19 an-

nouncements and station breaks;

Gamble Stores, through BBDitO, 260

station breaks; Quaker Oats Co.,

through Sherman & Marquette, 28

announcements.
KMYR: Merchants Biscuit Co.,

through Ball & Davidson, three tem-
perature reports daily, three months;
Grayson's Apparel, through Robert-
son agency, 104 spots,

u. rG in

Comparative Unit Count

Network 7,365

Local 6,436

Nat'l Spot. . 2,396

Total ...... 16,197

^

(Included: KFEL,

% of

Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Cli»nee.
7,915 —6.9
6,479 —0.6
2,432 —1.4

16,826 —3.7
KLZ, KMYR,

Comparative' Cnit Connt

Aug. 9.

Network .. 11,882

Local 4,674

Nat'l Spot. . 1,622

Total 18,178

% of

Aug. 2. Change.
11,866 -fO.l

4,391 -f-6.4

1,617 +0.3
17374 -1-1.7

(Included: KECA, KFI, KHJ, KNX)

Phillips Petrokmn

Contracts KFE;

Quaker Oats, KOA

Denver, Aug. 12.

Sales ran mostly to announcements,
^vith KLZ breaking through with a
till forbid sale to Standard Distri-

buting Co. of three quarter-hours a
Veek..

KLZ: Colorado Springs Rodeo, 14

ennouncements; Dr. Hess and Clark,
through N. W. Ayer, 90 announce-
ments; Model Cleaners, 52 announce-
ments; Procter & Gamble, through
Compton Adv., six spots; Standard
Distributing Co., through Lane,
Bennett & McClure, three 15-min-
Utes a week, tf.

KFEL: Phillips Petroleum, through
Lambert Sc Feasley, three announce-
ments a week, one year; Denver Dry
Goods Co., three annoimcements a

KOA, KVOD)

4-Way Cold Tablets

To WHO for >4 Hrs.
Des Moines, Aug. 12.

•Though Des Moines units as a
whole were' pretty flat the past
week, WHO reported a variety of
national spot business which kept'
that category from slipping over
the borderline.

WHO. Washington Apricots,
through Pacific National Adv., six

65-word announcements; Garden'
City Publishing Co., through Huber
Hoge & Sons, 50 periods of Ave min-
utes each ('Business Boolcs'); Com-
pagnie Parisienne, through North-
west Radio, six periods of five min-
utes each; The Armand Co., through
Ivan Hill Adv.,* 100 announcements
of one-minute each; Pfafl Baking
Co., through Wallace agency, 39 pe-
riods, 'Betsy Ross News' (renewal);
Marlin Firearms Co., through Ciar
ven & Hedrick, six 30-word an-
nouncements; Beaumont Co. (4-Way
cold tablets), through H. W. Kastor
& Sons, 60 periods of 15 minutes;
'Iowa Ford Dealers' Advertising
Fund, through McCann-Erickson,
eight periods of approximately two
hours each, State University of Iowa
Football games; Van Camp Food
Products Co., through Calkins &
Holden, 104 announcements of one-
minute each; Funk Bros. Feed Co.,

through E. H. Brown, 18 periods of

15 minutes each; Iowa State Fair
and Exposition, through Fairall &
Co., 66 30-word and 65-word an-
nouncements; Perfection Stove Co.,

through McCJann-Ericltson, 26 five-

minute periods; Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co., through Paris &
Peart, 16 announcements of 100
words each.

PAYROLL TRAFnG

Wichita, Kas. — Ted Johnson,
formerly of KMMJ, Grand Island,

Neb., has ioined KFBI as news and
special events announcer.

Kansas City.—New organist on
stafT of WHB is William Ganz. He
replaces 'Virgil Bingham who left to

take spot as entertainer at Hotel
Phillips. Bingham had been with
WHB oft and on most of the past ten

years, a blind pianist 'and organist.

Ray Brophy joined the technical

staff of WHB as operator working
under Chief Engineer 'Goldie' Gold-
enberg. New member was formerly
connected with KTUL, Tulsa, and
fills pap left by departure of Lynn
Rawlins.

' San Antonio.—Curly Noland and
hisTexans (five) have replaced Floyd
Tillman and His Quintet on the Crus-

tene Ranch Party aired each Friday
evening over the Texas Quality Net-
work.
This move has enabled Jim San-

ders, m.c. of the show, to bring back
to the airlanes his original combo
that he has used over CBS in his

broadcasts as the Jewel Cowb<5ys.

Program is handled by Segall &
Weeden, Inc.

HEW
^mn

THE MOST INTJ-

m'aVe AND EFFECTIV.

^Iles approach to

AMERICA'S LARQiaT
MARKET.

5000 WATTS

Comparative Unit Count

Network .. 7,070

Local .' 3,345

Nat'l Spot.. 2,846

Total 13,261

of

Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change.
7,096 —0.3
3,413 ' —1.9
2,821 -f-0.8

13,330 —0.5
(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)

WAGA's Power Boost
Atlanta, Aug. 12.

WAGA has the FCC's okay to

change frequency from 1,480 to 590
kilocycles and to up its power from
500 watts night and l,00a day to 5,000

day and night Change will necessi-

tate new transmitter, also FCC ap-

proved.
WSB, under same management,

now is saying final goodnlte at mid-
night. Instead of l.OB a.m., to con-

serve power in the Dixie shortage.

THCONBILLS'
ja;,e west
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Longvlew, Tex.—Morris M. Ming,
chief engineer of KFRO, to KSKY,
Dallas, now under construction.

Merrill M. Ash has joined the an-
nouncing staff. Paul Horton and
Rudy Muckeldorf are new facet at

the transmitter.

Hamilton, Ont.—W. T. Cranston,
formerly sales manager, has been
upped to managership of station

CKOC, succeeding M. V. Chestnut,
who resigned to join the head office

of AU-Canada Radio Facilities, Ltd.,

Toronto.
W. M. Guild, a member of the

sales staff, moves up to the sales
manager post. W. A. Speers, for-

merly assistant manager of GKCK,
Regina, joins CKOC in a similar ca-
pacity.

San Francisco.— Merrill C. Phil-
lips pf General Electric, Schenec-
tady, has joined staff of KGEI here,
under manager E. T. 'Buck' Harris.

Chicago.—Mrs. Ruth Farqahr this

week will join the copy department
of the Kastor agency here. Was
formerly with Benton & Bowles and
the J. Walter Thonipson agencies
in N.Y.

Denver—J. A. Slusser, with KOA
since installation in 1924, has re-

ported for duty with the navy at

San Diego, with the rank of Lieu-
tenant.

San Antonio—^Bill Nancs 1« the
latest addition to the staff of etation

KTSA. In the control room.

Kansas City—Switch of personnel
at KCMO brings Frankie Meisner to

the continuity department under
Dave Brown. She was formerly re-

ceptionist, but that positiofl will now
be handled by Betty BouteU. Marr
jorie Miller left the office of Busi-

ness Manager Clarence Brazeal for

matrimony. Announcing staff gets

an addition in Myron Curry, new to

radio coming from Brown Univer-
sity.

At WHB changes in the news staff

are necessitated by departure of C. 'V.

McGulgan for service in the army.
John Cargill, formerly of the AP,
takes vacancy in the news- depart-
ment. Richard Tripp comes In from
WMBD, Peoria, 111., for post on an-
nouncer's staff as Robert Sights de-
parts.

Corsicana, Texas—Bill Bradford
has been appointed chief engineer
of station KAND by John 'Thorwald.
Bradford comes from KMVll, Den-
ver. Albert Sims is new at' the trana-
mitter.

W. H. Sadler new to announcing
staff replacing Harry Dillingham
who has resigned to enter coUeg*.

ireslaco, Texas^DavId Nauglj of
Fort Worth will replace Fraak Dent
on the KRG'V announcing staff.

Lorraine Schaeffer has joined oon-
tlnulty department.

Bnflalo.—Ellis Advertising Agency
added Pat Gilmore to its radio aalei
staff. Formerly on WBEN here, also
KGB, San Diego, CaL

Colnmbla, S. C— W. D. Strauu,
formerly chief annoimcar and pro-
duction manager, WQXH, New Wrk,
soldiering at Fort Jackson hwe,

Lincoln—Charleg Miller, program

Active National Accounts

TIME
ACCOUNT AGENCY PUBCHASES

A Sc T grocery storei Paris & Peart Announcements
American Chicle Co. Badger, Browning & Hersey

V\ Hours
Arrld Spot Broadcasting

Announcements
Beech-Nut Packing Co Newell-Emmett

Announcements
Black Jack chewing gom Badger, Browning & Hersey

Announcements
California Packing Co , McCann-Erickson

Announcements
Carnation Milk Co Erwin, Wasey Announcements
Chamberlain Laboratories '. Cary-Ainsworth

Announcements
Chattanooga Medicine Co. (Black Draught) . Nelson Chesman

Announcements
Clicquot Club Co N. W. Ayer ..Announcements

Consolidated Drag Benson & Dall ^ Hours

CnticurA Atherton & Currier
Announcements

Doan's pills , Spot Broadcasting
Announcements

Dubble Bubble gam ,,.N. W. Ayer ..Station Breaks

Florida Citrus Com'mbslon Arthur Kudner
Announcements

Ford Dealers < McCann-Erickson ...Vt Hours
Gebhardt Chile Powder Co, Pitluk Adv. . .Announcements
Hartt Mountain Products George H. Hartman Vi Hours
Histeen Products United Adv. ..Announcements
Horllck's Malted Milk ..Erwin, Wasey Vi Hours
Household Finance Co. BBD&O Announcements

Participations

Hurley washing machine* , E. H. Browne V* Hours
Junket ice cream mix Mitchell-Faust ..Participations

Kellogg's ant paste E. C. Jeffries ...Participations

Kellogg's Pep KenyOn & Eckhardt
Announcements

Lever Bros , Ruthrauff & Ryan
Announcements

Little Crow Milling Co Rogers & Smith % Hours
Maltex Co Samuel C. Croot Participations

Manhattan Soap Co , Franklin Bruck ..5-Min. News
Marlin Firearms (razor blades) Craven & Hedrick

Announcements
Maryland Pharmacentical (Rem, Rel) Jos. Katz 5-Mins.
John Morrell ft Co. (E-Z Cut Hams) Henri, Hurst & McDonald

5-Mins.
O'Cedar Corp H: W. Kastor Announcements
P & O (Doc) Compton Adv. Announcements
P & O (Ivory Soap) ., Compton Adv. Announcements
Par soap Tomaschke-Elliott

Participations

Perfection Stove Co McCann-Erickson 5-Mins.

Quaker Oats iShcrman & Marquette
% Hours

Reader's Digest ' BBD&O Announcements
K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co Wm. Esty .... Announcements
Rockwood & Co. (candy bars) Federal Adv. ...Participations

ShaeScr fountain pens Russel M. Seeds
Announcements

Southern Pacific Railway Lord & Thomas Participations

Standard Beverages (FarTPak) Emil Reinhardt Participations

True Story magazine Arthur Kudner
Announcements

'Viiapep Product* Cesana Si Associates
Participations

Washington aprloota Pacific National Adv.
Announcements

Wesson Oil It Snowdj:lfi Kenyon & Eckhardt
Announcements

Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Fitzgerald Adv. .Participations
White Laboratories (Chooz) H. W. Kastor. .Announcements

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

STORE
Ballook'i Dept. Store

H. C. Capwell Dept. Store
Hale Bros. Dept. Store ...

May Co. Dept. Store
O'Neill's Dept. Store

TIME
CITY PURCHASES

.Los Angeles
Announcements, Vi Hours

.San Francisco .Announcements

.San Francisco. . .Participations

.Denver Announcements

.Baltimore ....Announcements

director of KFAB-KFOR here, re-

signed 'Thursday (7) to accept
similiar cositlon with WING, Day-
ton, O. No one yet named to succeed
MUler.

Gone, too, is Jane Tucker, woman's
angler and l^ome making expert, who
has left radio for en agency job.

BENNY RUBIN
AS

"THE BOPE"
FOR <

PACKARD PLAYHOUSE
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Follow-Up Comment
Al Jolson ' contributed a straight,

sincere and generally believable per-

formance Sunday (10) night in the

{[tie part In an 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'

radio adaptation on the 'Star Span-

Sled Theatre' on NBC-Blue (WJZ).

Of course, the play itself is a pain-

fully antiquated tear-jerker, so httle

can be done to make it plausible,

unless the audience is fed beer and

oretzels. However, Jolson played

Did Tom with admirable restraint

and without musical-comedy hoke.

Elsie May Gordon made the differ-

ent feminine parts plausible and

Jackson Beck snarled through the

over-written cruelty of Simon Le-

aree. Southernaires supplied choral

background and cues arranged by

Ernie Watson and conducted by Joe

Stopack. Charles Schenck directed

with an expressive feeling for pace

and atmosphere. Script was by

E. A. Ellington.

BUI Henry, of th« L.OS Angeles

Times and formerly a CBS corre-

ipondent in Europe, turned in a

meaty, listenable stint Monday (11)

night as sub for Hedda Hopper on
CBS. Using material obtained via

long-distance (in several cases short-

wave) phone interviews, he offered

facts, opinion an4 feature stuff of

topical and human interest. Among
the interviewees had been Ambassa-
dor Grew in Tokyo, the Pan-Ameri-
can Airways rep in Lisbon, a Santa
Monica woman who had visited

Mexico and had difficulty recrossing

•the border, the Oklahoma deputy
sheriff who recently battled escaping

convicts, an astronomer with info

about meteor showers and" the St.

Louis owner of a bull terrier mother.
Whoever did the interviewing and
Kripting knows his stvfl. First Sun-
Kissed commercial was a sledge-

hammer, but the second was a cutey.

Henry concluded his spiel with only
the 'Good luck to all of you' part of

Miss Hopper's sign-off—a welcome
revision.

for any possible important develop-
ments in the Soviet-Nazi war he had
not prepared a regular script, but
would discuss the background of
Russo-German history. Ensuing talk,
apparently delivered extemporane-
ously from notes, was illuminating
and very interesting.

Col. Robert R. McCormlck, doing
his usual news comment sessidn on

' the 'Chicagoland Hour' over Mutual
out of W(3n, Chicago, opened with
a laugh Saturday (9) night. Read-
ing what he said was oi\e of his

typical fan letters, he quoted the lis-

tener as writing, 'We know you don't

S'rlte your own speeches, but why
on't you also get a qualified an-

nouncer to read them for you?' Pub
llsher then explained that because
he had waited until the last minute

Bl(i^

This is iht gal who Ulls about
the rlohetit

. Afl.<L. q><Mt popnlous
•rea in »l| th« MaUieast _

She linowa all about the Mafic
Clrole, and the million people in

this area, aad ahe's not the least

bit timid or haahful.

Another on* hundred pareenter
yon oui depend on to promote
your program.

W« oall her Helpful Henrietta!,

MAGIC C/J?CIF.

MOO tlctily UdeL wills.

•Irtl ma in . . , Mwl
• « »o WW Uh rich-

%xA molt populoua
la lU Um louih.

Mil.

A Ctlumbli BreidMitlna
Snttni •ffllltti.

Bob Hannon and Frcdda Gibson,
subbing for Lanny Ross on the
Franco-American spaghetti series on
CBS, provided a pleasant quarter-
hour of melody Thursday (7) night.
Hannon pinch-hit for Ross once
before. Has an appealing voice and
expressive singing style and has
b«en going ahead fast. Miss Gibson
is an infectious rhythm singer with
unusual vocal color. Also heard on
the show was the quartet. Three
Cats and a Canary. Del Sharbutt is

the m.c. and announcer. First com-
mercial was a blunt assault on the
listener, but the second, involving
use of the boys in the band, was in
geniously planned and expertly pro
duced.

'Mystery Man,' a radio edition of
Mary Roberts Rinehart's 'Circular
Keystone,' must come as a change of
pace to those listening to most of the
daytime marathon of heart throb-
bers. The emphasis in this General
Mills' quarter-hour (NBC Red) is

on spine tingles rather than romance,
although the latter is not entirely
omitted. An installment heard on
a sweltering July afternoon ended
with the discovery of the body of
the old caretaker in the Catskill
mountaintop Armstrong mansion.
He apparently had been scared to

death by the two unknown men who
led him to bring a faked message
from the heroine to the hero. ' The
latter was bound to a railroad track'

'

with another forged note in which
he confessed to a bank robbery and
'dispairing' was ready to be run over
by a train. "The Mystery Man,' in

his before and after narration, helps
to create a shuddering mood.

RIDGK
omacToitJ

WBIC
CPEEN^BORO. N.C

BERT WHEELER
With Hank Ladd
Comedy
OLD GOLD
Thursday, 8:30 p.m.
KFI, Los Angeles

(J. Walter Thompson)
Hoke lift that this Tommy Riggs

(and Betty Lou) entry needed is

plentifully supplied by Bert Wheeler
and his annoying stooge. Hank Ladd,
who vocally is not unreminiscent of

one Fred Allen. It is patent that

their material is written down to

the hokey level of the middle-road-
ers, the smart routines that endeared
them to nitery and theatre audi-

ences having been tempered within

the intellectual grasp of the less dis-

cerning dial gentry, all ages. This

latter may be important to widen
C.A.B. base of Betty Lou. Wheeler
is not too worldly for the kids. For
example, 'Cab Calloway's wife can't

water the lawn any more because

he hi-dee-ho's' (he got off with that

one).

It's smart showmanship on

Wheeler's part. He can be just as

fast as some of the flip comics, but

this is not the place for it. The
Thompsonites booked him for a

guest shot coupla weeks ago and de-

cided then and there to keep him
on as a permanent fixture.

The idea of a pest on the program
is still okay for comedy purposes,

and here Hank Ladd fills (he bill to

good effect, keeping Wheelec.r.iled

and foiling the gags in his dry-crisp

style. Material on this catching had

to do largely with characters in the

comic sections, the heavy play being

on the exploits of 'Dick Tracy' and
'Superman.' They gradually eased

into a ribbing routine on composers

and later Wheeler soloed for t

whopping bit with a schoolmarm
His crossfire with Betty Lou was
smartly juvenilish, or is 'cute' the

word? . . ^
' ~ The 'something nev • that has beer

should help.

•STRICTLY FROM DIXIE'
With Helena Home, Elizabeth Coun-

cil, Henry Levlne orchestra

15 NIns.
Sustaining
Friday, 6:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

Somewhat in the same way Its

'Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street' spoofs long-hair musi-

cians, this new NBC sustainer

satirizes the deep south and its brand

of hot jazz. It's good-natured fool-

ing and an amusing show, with a

deft blend of music and comedy.

It should build' a loyal, if perhaps

specialized, audience. . . .,

As indicated, the idea is 'Strictly

from Dixie' corn. Opening and

closing theme is a couple of bars of

'Dixie,' played by Heniy Levines

brassy band, first in ultra-languid

tempo and then in old-fashioned jazz

style. Outfit plays a couple of num-
bers during the show proper, also in

jazz rhythm, but skillfully arranged.

Helena Horne, who has appeared on

'Basin Street' as well as in person at

the downtown Cafe Society, N. Y.,

does two vocals. On Fridays (1)

edition they were a swing version

20 Winks

Have you noticed that around
- fourish or fiveish in the morning
the all-night announcers in Man-
hattan go poetic on you? Kip-
ling's 'If is as popular with them
in August as with graduating
classes in June. Over at WOR
Jerry Lawrence goes a little fur-

ther. He'll spend an hour or two
collecting an audience and then
spring the rebroadcast of a fisht

(for 50 minutes), or Gilbert and
Sullivan (for 30 minutes), or
Morgan (forever). But by the
time Lawrence gets his fight re-

broadcast on the air the morn-
ing papers have been on the
street for hours, and as for G&S
at 4:22 'Tit Willow' Is hardly
socko. .'.So double features are
tough to sit through? Well, what
about those double-headers
where the second game starts at

5:11? Lay a bet that those are
the days Red Barber earns his

. dough. . .Bands can cling to a

theme melody so long they risk

becoming 'dated.' Take a theme
tune which has been pumped up
to mild acceptance as a pop tune
and then has dwindled and drib-
bled from hearing. Yet the
originating band keeps right on
using the same song, despite that

the thrill is gone. That band is

just as apt to chase listeners

with such a theme as attracts

them. And that's why Tommy
Tucker's "Oh, How I Love You"
may be a load around his neck.

Shudders of the week: The
shameless plugging of the fol-

lowing tunes by the following
bands—Lopez, 'There's a Voice
in the Valley'; Irv Carroll,

'There Ain't Any Chorus'; Spi-

vak, 'Combination Salad'; Les
Brown, 'No Potatoes.'

•CLASS OF '41'

With AI Bernie, Gwen Davies, Arnold
Stang, Jim Backus, Eddie O'Shea

30 Mins.
FORECAST NO. 7

Monday, 9 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

•SHELL COMES TO THE PARTY'
30 Mins.
SHELL OIL
Thursday, 9:15 p.m.
KNX, Hollywood-Regional

(J. Walter T/iotnpsoii)

This modest package uf enlertiiin-

A hodge-podge of mimickry. song. has lots of value. It's a cro.>:s'

MAR'THA DEANE (Marion Young)
With George Hogan
Women's Talk
20 Mins., Local
Participating
Mon.-Fri., 2 p.m.
WOR, New York
Attachment of WOR, New York,

for the Martha Deane title is more
than a sentimental one. Station
coined hefty profit from the program
when Mary Margaret McBride han-
dled it as a 45-minute daily stint.

When Miss McBride went to CBS
last year, Bessie Beatty took over
the Martha Deane tag, but she con-
tinued to use her own name and
presently dropped the air-title en-
tirely. Anyway, Miss Beatty is too
direct and factual for the kind of
femme dialers who craved Martha
Deane's garrulous ramblings. So
Miss Beatty continues her own dis-

tinctive series, while WOR last week
brought in Marion Young, former
newspaper woman, to be Martha
Deane.

Program is now a 20-minute ses-

sion (several days a week it runs 25
minutes) and, at present, has no
participating sponsors. Presumably
the length will be extended to the
former 45 minutes, when and if Miss
Young builds a sizable audience and
the resultant sponsors. As heard
Friday (8) afternoon, she sounded
inexperienced and a trifle nervous,
yet surprisingly casual for a gal

facing 20 minutes of more or less ad-
lib palavering about femme chit-

chat, with only an occasional word
from announcer- George Hogan to

keep the conversational gears mov-
ing. She has an agreeably calm
voice, no perceptible accent and a
likably informal manner. And if a
guy .is capable of judging purely
femme gab, her .stuff sounded as if

it might be excellent fodder for
housewife listeners, if somewhat so-
porific for men.

Opening with the reading of a let-

ter from a listener in Norwalk, Conn.,
Miss Young chattered about silk

stockings, the care of furs and fur
coats, then hair arid nair dressing

guest, Lura de Gey, apparently one
of 'the' hair-dressers of fashionable
Manhattan. They confabbed about
short hair, permanents, etc.. with the

visitor drying up once or twice and
Miss Young quickly picking up the

spiel.

Pre.sently Hogan mentioned that

the time was up, so Miss Young re-

marked she had 'to go now." Hor
gan's sign-off was casual and terse.

Hobe.

of 'Swing Low' and. In touching

tribute to Eddie Leonard, whose
death occurred just a few days
previous, 'Ida.' Miss Horne is a

highly inflammable singer.

One of the best touches on the

show is the 'way down in Dixie con-

tinuity of Paul Phillips, which is de-

liciously read by Elizabeth Council

in a 'suth'n' accent that is indeed

Strictly from Dixie.' Incidentally,

before joining NBC, scripter Phillips

wrote 'Flow Gently, Sweet Rhythm,'

and 'Golden Treasury of Song' on

CBS and he's now alternating with

Welbourn Kelley on 'Basin Street.'

William Wilgus does an expert pro-

duction job on 'Strictly from Dixie.

and patter this one was 'produced
by the unoriginal radio method of
calling a bunch of acts something
else. The faith of radio producers in

'captions' is touching. The caption
(more pretentiously called the for-
mula) is the selling idea, the pack-
age. There's nothing characteristicr
ally youthful about this program ex-
cept the insistence of the producers
that they are all kiddies and the
make-believe that seasoned trouper.";

like Al Bernie are newcomers. A
program like this with its fake and
pointless emphasis upon mere youth-
fulness merely attempts to do with
an orchestra and professionals what
Major Bowes does with a piano and
amateurs. It clutters up the running
with unnecessary allusions to age.
Actually it may subtly belittle its

own talent by reiterations of new-
ness, untriedness, deservingness.

Al Bernie's routine of spoofing
Broadway columnists is sharp-eyed
and first-rate. But why peddle it as
youth? It's not youth. It's Al
Bernie. And how old Al Bernie is,

since he's not a child prodigy, seems
unimportant. It seems unimportant,
too, whether Gwen Davies, who puts
over a song very neatly, is young.
It's not age but talent that counts.
(Soft flesh helps, too, maybe!)

The routine about walnut juice
wherein advertising is taken for a
spoofing ride is sophisticated stuff.

Nothing particularly Class of - '41

about that. The college writers
might explore the theme. So might
Robert Benchley, no youth. And
surely the experienced Lynn Mur-
ray isn't palmed off as a male-
debutante.
What a lot of meandering, blur-

ring, self-conscious line of gab all

this 'Class of '41' captioning is. Like
a tedious master of ceremonies that
won't let an informal show be in-
formal.
Actually there was a lot of good

material and talent crammed in this
sample. Almost too much. First-
rate tempo was maintained. Fresh,
little touches were noticeable at
many points. The patter about the
Grogansberg garlic queen was droll.

But what was that Greek chorus
saying and why all this just-gradu-
ated flapdoodle? Who cares if they
just graduated. But, of course, that's
hogwash.

Is America ripe to be sold stand-
ard next-to-closlng acts as new-
comers? Land. '

MARCELLE WELLINGTON
Songs
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
WNYC, New York
Mechanical voice of Miss Welling-

ton is aired once weekly on New
York's municipally owned outlet.
Her semi-trained vocals are deliv-
ered in cold, brittle style. Lacks
shading and feeling. In addition,
her piano accompaniment is too loud,
continually drawing attention away
from the vocals, something a back-
grourfd should not do.
To inject something different show

is produced with a 'message,' con-
tained in the flrst letters of each
title. 'Valencia' and 'In a Little
Spanish Town' telegraphed this par-
ticular 'note.' 'V for Vic', iry' has
had every exploitation but sky-
writing. Wood.

section of a dozen ideas with ihe
best aspects retained and neatly
wrapped for home delivery. What
helps make it listenerable is its light
treatment and frivolous handling by
Art Linkletter.

Big idea is to h<ive Linkletter
'crash' parties, quiz the guests, play
games with them, pass out a few gag
prizes and toss in some music to
keep out the dead air. Competitors
will in time undoubtedly call it 'the
old shell game.'
Happy choice for the opener was

the Aviation Country Club's annual
summer frolic, a get-together of pi-
Jots living in southern California.
Jfmmy Mattern pitched in with
Linkletter to keep the mike warm,
and Charles Correll (Andy of A. tt

A.) performed a three-act drama,
running time, one minute, reciting
'Mary Had a Little Lamb' in Iragic,

romantic and comedy style. It was
a howl all the way.

Pair of femme fliers with nice
sense of humor added considerable
spice. They played along in a 'non
stop flight to nowhere,' in which
towns were called off in alphabetical
sequence cued by the letter, com-
pleted limericks and carried off such
gag prizes as portable landing field

(window blind), zipper for air

pockets, stepladder for altitude, hom-
ing pigeon, etc. Incidental music by
Don Roland's tunesmiths'".<!ufficed to

plug the seams but the chanting of

Pat McKay was off the beam. Ted
Hediger handled the production for

a smooth first flight. Next week
Linkletter bounds in on a beach
party, sans script or plants.

Incidentally, Shell comes to the
networks for the first time since
parting company with Joe Cook five

years ago. Nine stations of the Co-
lumbia Pacific network are carry-
ing the program, which spreads east-

ward if the oilers are properly im-
pressed.

First tankful was high octane enr
tertainment. ^Im.

'HOPALONG CASSIDY'
Western Melodrama
30 Mins.
FORECAST No. 8
MonBay, 9:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York
Although long familiar to fiction

and screen, Cassidy is a latecomer
for radio. He will sound to many
remarkably like WXYZ's succes.-jful

creation, 'The Lone Ranger.' It's the
s&me Robin Hood formula, the ."»ame

'

quick-on-the-draw hero who coolly

extricates himself and all virtuous
colleagues from the worst predicar
ments arranged by evil men, mostly
rustlers. 'The Detroit program-
builders have the advantage of the
William Tell gallop mutic and that
classic school yell, 'Hi Yo, Silver.'

The production embellishments
lavished upon Cassidy (no credits
given by CBS over the air) in this

Hollywood-produced radio sample of
the Paramount marathon hero could
not make it sound like anything spe-
cial or different. The plot was from
early Tom Mix, the listener had to

be prepared to meet the piece on its

own somewhat frayed terms. Stand-
ard western hoke—yes. Is there a
market for it? Possibly. The name
has value, the CBS unspinning Is

plausibly realistic.

But it sure requires a willingness
to be amused that cannot be uni-
versally presumed. Land.

Hobe.
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American Ballet Doing WeD In

Argentine, Even Nazi Press Okay;

Conductor Flys Ahead of Troupe

By RAT JOSEPHS

Buenos Aires, Aug. 5.

Biggest,, longest and most costly

South American tour ever skedded
by a U.S. show group, current five-

months Lalindom expedition of The
American Ballet is being closely

watched both as a trial o£ S.A. re-

action to big-time Yanqui traveling

units and as a te.st of whether such

efforts can be commercially success-

ful.

Score following local stop which

about mark.'! the half way point is

not conclusive but generally the

opinion seems to be that while bal-

leteers haven't hit any jackpot,

they've done quite o.k. artistically

and just about even with the pesos

and milreis.

Question of ju.>:t how much help,

flnnncially or otherwise, is being sup-

plied by Nelson Rockefeller's Com-
mittee on Cultural Activities and
the U.S. State Department is some-
thing no one wants to talk about
here.

One point already made apparent

by the current tour is that the trans-

portation nut for the company of 50,

estimated in this case at about

$35,000 (U. S.) for the round trip and
the weekly payroll of more than

$3,000 which goes on regardless of

long jump.<:, is the steepest hurdle

and one likely to become increas-

ingly difficult. Transport charges
are getting higher here and in many
cases there's no room, even when
you have the cash.

Partial to Tank Lingo
.

Another important point which
-Lincoln-K-irstein. Ballet's 34-year-old

Director General, managed to catch

on to pretty early was that Latins

don't want anything Latin' in com-
panies from the States. Idea of in-

cluding local material was dropped
when it was found that purely U.S.

numbers like 'Filling Station' and
'Billy the Kid' outdrew everything
else in applause and comment. Bra-
zilians, Argentines and Uruguayans
who've seen them so far insist Latin,

themes are like flashlights on Broad-
way; there's no need for 'em.

Necessity for what to most local-

Ites are extremely high prices was
another difTiculty.'' B.A. prices, for

example, ran from $2.50 U.S. to $1.30.

While this is not excessive when
compared to opera and concert at-

tractions, its way over the average
two and two and a half peso charge
for the best films and consequently
difficult for the average theatre goer.

Doable-CrossinK Nazis
Many of the troubles expected

never materialized. For some-reason
the Nazi press here which usually
slaps at everything Yanqui gave the
troupe such good notices that the
American colony is still trying to
dope 'out what it's all about. Lan-
guage troubles, especially with stage
crews and moving companies which
haven't had experience in this line,

were also small according to Bob
Avray, stage manager. Equipment
was weak but group had been
warned and brought niost of its own
lighting.

To makie connections troupe had
to ride the Spanish steamer, Cabo de
Bueno Ksperanza from Brazil to Ar

fhe 'Hell Boat' because its jammed
with European refugees, sleeping
•verywhere and living under condi-
tions which has caused the local

^ press to demand action. They had
m first-class accommodations, however,

f.
and it wasn't so bad.
Up to now Emanuel Balaban of

the Eastman School oi MusiC' who is

conducting the orchestra has been
able to fly ahead, rehearse the crew

Berkshire's Record

Lennox, Mass., Aug. 12.

The second week of the Berk-
shire Festival closed Sunday
(10), with a new record for at-

tendance set. the figures beitig

close to 30,000. On Saturday (9),

a crowd of 11,000 witnessed the

concert, the highest single day
total in the eight years of the

Festival's existence.

Boston Symphony under Serge
Koussevitzky has more than lived

up to its reputation here.

assembled for him, and baton out a

satisfactory accompaniment. After

Santiago, however, its expected that

a two-piano team will have to sup-

ply the music. Michael Horwitz,

formerly with Sol Hurok is tour

manager and Sociedad Musical Dan-
iel is handling the bookings. Al-

fonso DeQuesada, son of Ernesto De
Quesada who owns Daniel is also

along.

Georges Balanchine, listed as. di-

rector of choreography, is getting

most of the publicity because of his

name, even though he's not dancing.

Lew Christenscn, maestro of dancing

and choreography and Marie-Jeanne,
primera ballariha, have both rated

excellent notices throughout.

T. L. Thomas' Concerts

WhileWith Stroh Program
Thomas L. Thomas opens a tour

of 20 cities Sept. 18 in Toronto.

The baritone will continue to star

on the Stroh-Brewery broadcast over
WJR, Detroit, each week.

Helen Jepson Flies West

Milwaukee, Aug. 12.

Helen Jepson, Met soprano, ap-
peared in concert here Aug. S at

Blatz Park, and then flew to Cali-

fornia to coach in new roles she may
assume at the Met in the fall. She
is booked to appear in Tacoma on
Aug. 13.

Soprano has 30-35 dates lined up
for the next concert season.

Erica Morini Starts Nov. 1

Erica Morini, often rated the
world's greatest woman violinist,

will make 18 appearances next sea-
son, launching her tour in Toronto
Nov. 1.

Martinelli at trib Event

Giovanni Martinelli, having fin-

ished his season with the Cincinnati

Opera Co., will make two appear-
ances in Chicago this moath, singing

for the Chicago Tribune at Soldiers'

Field on Aug. 18, and at Grant Park
on the 21st. The tenor then will va-

cation in Connecticut till the middle
of September when he will launch
his 29th annual concert tour of the

U. S.

He is booked with the Chicago
and Met, rejoining the latter house
in December.

MEROU OPERA

IN NORTHWEST

Backwash of hteraational Politics

Re-entry of Baccaloni Clouded—All Opera Feels

Pinch of Singers Absent Because of War Barriers

Biz In S. F.
sContlnued from page 43;

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

The Gaetano Merola San Francisco
Opera Co. leaves on a tour of the

Northwest on Sept. 28. Opens' Oct.

2 in Portland with 'Rigoletto.'

Cast will include Jussi Bjoerling,

Bidu Sayao. and, it is hoped, Law-
rerice Tibbelt.

Name Concert Dates
(Aug. 13-23)

Marian Anderson—Atlantic City

(16) .

John BarbirolII— (cond. L.A. Phil-

harmonic) Hollywood Bowl (15).

Benny Goodman— (with Budape.st

String Quartet) at Ravinia Park, Chi.

(17) .

Morton Gould—(cond. NYA orch)
Lcwisohn stadium, N.Y. (18).

Percy Grainfer—Round Lake, N.Y.
(21).

.
Seree Koussevllzky— (cond. Boston

Symph) Berkshire festival, Stock-

bridge, Kc?.'. (14-17).

James Melton—Toronto (14): Mil-

waukee (19): White Sulphur Springs
(21).

Tehudi Menubin — (with L. A.
Philharmonic. Howard Barlow cond.)
Hollywood Bowl (19).

Gregor Platigorsky— (with L. A.
Philharmonic, Albert Coates cond.)
Hollywood Bowl (14).

Paul Robeson— (with L. A. Phil-

harmonic. Ri.ctaard Hage'man cond.)
Hollywood Bowl (24*). '

'

Artur Podzlnski— (cond. L.A. Phil-'

harmonic) Hollywood Bowl (22).

Artur Rubinstein— (with N. Y.
Philharmonic) Lewisohn stadium,
N.Y. (13).

Alexander Smallens— (cond. N. Y.
I^ilharmonic) Lewisohn stadium.
N.Y. (13); (cond. N. Y. Philharmonic)
Madison Square Garden, N.Y. (19).

Frederick Stock— (cond. National
Highschool Orch) National Music
camp, Interlochen, Mich. (17).

John Charles Thomas—Chautau-
qua, N.Y. (17); Bay View, Mich. (21-).

Swarthout Big in Cincy

'Carmen Draws 4,535 Topping Her Own 'Mignon'

—Opens Radio Season on CBS Aug. 31

Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Gladys Swarthout in 'Carmen' at

tbe Zoo Opera pulled in 4,935 ad-

Al Goodman's orchestra and Deems
Taylor will support her. Program
is designed as a family hour with

Charles Crouch, head of the grocery

chain.

Westco agency has pegged Jack
Kirkwood of KFRC s Breakfast Club
on several baseball broadcasts via

KROW and KQW to voice the

Wheaties commercials, with the aa-

signment to become permanent if

the fans respond to Kirkwood's
voice oomph.
Same agency also shoppl^ig for

time t<ST two quarter-hour kid

strips, one of them Jacl Armstrong,
which General Mills will underwrite
this fall. With 30 minutes across

the board as the prize, it's under
stood that top contdnders at the
moment are CBS Pacific network
stations, which would spin the discs

simultaneously from 5:15 to 5:45 p.m.
Columbia Coast web reportedly is

taking the short end on Associated
Oil's football sked this season, howr
ever. Although nothing is set yet,

those on the inside hear that the

oiler's present plans call for rela-

tively low-budget coverage confined
exclusively to the Mutual-Don Lee
and NBC-Blue links, omitting the

more powerful Red and CBS juicers

used in the past.

KQW scraped up seme new biz

this week also, selling Thor Washing
-fhachines a participation in Judy
Dean's 'Woman to Woman' show,
tieing a -7:45 a.m. daily 10-minute
newscast to Federal Outfiting Co.,

and annexing Progressive Optical
System sponsorship for two shows.
KGO: Lucky Stores (groceries),

direct, one 60-minuie variety show;
Fisherman's Grotto, through Yeo-
mans & Foote, 13 participations,

Ann Holden Forum (renewal); Sir

Francis Drake Hotel, direct, eight

participations, Ann Holden Forum,
and 28 announcements; Standard
Beverages, through Emil Reinha'rdt,

six participations (renewal); Sont-

mer 5c Kaufman • (shoes), through
W. J. Wilkin, four participations and
28 announcements; Elizabeth Hollo-

way School of Theatre, through
Shirley Walker, eight participations;

Ice Follies, through Allied Advertis-

ing, 15 spots (renewal).

KPO: Lucky Stores, direct, one
one-hour variety show; Standard
Beverages, through Em;i Reinhardt,

six participations. International

Kitchen (renewal); Sommer & Kauf-
man (shoes), through W. J. Wilkin,

four participations. International

Kitchen; Thompson & Holmes,
through Hutchins Adv., 13 transcrip-

tions (renewal) ; Ice Follies, through
Allied Advertising, 10 spots (re-

newal).

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aug. 9. Aug. 2. Change.
Network... 8,780 8,780. *.. .

.

Local 3,765 4,174 —9.8
Nat'l Spot.. 1,799 1,720 +*.S
Tout 14,344 14,674 +2Jt

' No change.
(Included: KFRC, KGO, KJBS, K"

I^FO)

MONTEUX'S SIESTA

In Maine Retreat With 10 of Bis

San Francisco Pupils

son's last performance, breaking last

year's all time record of 4,501 set by
Giovanni Martinelli in 'Trovatore.'

The miezzo also clocked around 4fi6o
admissions for her 'Mignon' while in

town.
Miss Swarthout is booked on the

Coca-Cola hour on Aug. 24, and on
Aug. 31 she starts radio contract for

Prudential Life on a 4S-minute pro-

gram from. 5-5:43 Sundays over CBS.

<iyj||lil)WWi!iT>ai»J>J»iJllia»^^ , «»ical works -pre*-
' 'sented.

Swarlhout's new role at the Met
this year will probably be Marina
in 'Boris GodunofT' with Alexander
Kipnis mentioned as the prospective
'Boris.'

Settle! Chorus Overtime
Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Settlement of claims by chorus
members for payment of overtime
on rehearsals, made through the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
was reached on the last' day. Ar-
bitrators awarded $205 to the choris-
ters. Threat of a walkout was
averted Wednesday (6) when the
chorus group consented to the offer
of Oscar F. Hild, managing director
of the Cincy Opera Association, that
Gladys Swarthout act as stake-
holder of $400 which HUd posted
to guarantee the pay in question.
At the hearing it was stated that

J'austo Cleva, the opera maestro,
had worked chorus members over-
time without the knowledge of
Hild, who also ig president of Local
1 and an officer of the American
Federation of Musicians,

Who Saidr—*'They Never Come Back?"

LARRY ADLER
—Came Back for 11 Bows

After His Concert
With Philadelphia Symphony

August 7th
—They Wouldn't Let Him Off

At Lewisohn Sladiiun, New York, August 9th

SeheduleJi: Rochester Civic. November 9
' Dlreistlohi MUSIC CORP. OP AMERICA

.
..Pi<»-re Monteux, conductor of San

Frai.vidco Symphony is spending the

rest of summer at Hancock, Me.,

where 10 of his pupils will study
conducting with him. He and Mme.
Monteux, who is a sister of Mrs.
Meyer Davis, have bought'60 acres

at Hancock and hope ' to start an
artists' colony there.

The first Victor records to be made
by the San Francisco Syniphony will

be issued in September. Monteux
has just conducted in Robin Hood
Dell, Philly, and Ravina Park, Chi-
cago.

Opera Dates
(Aug. 13-23)

'Barber of Seville'— Triboro sta-

dium, Randall's Island, N.Y. (17).

Arthur Carron's Dates
Arthur Carron, British tenor of

the Met, opens his concert tour Nov.
11 In Albapy.
Carron will have a dozen dates be-

fore reloinlng the Met in December.

By EDWARD SMITH
Tightening restrictions against

aliens, including the freezing of
funds by the United States, all cast
a shado\y of uncertainty over the
forthcoming major opera seasons in
the U. S. A. Typical of the predica-
ments is the case of Salvatore Bac-
caloni, comic basso of the Met.
Since his departure for South
America, new Government con-
ditions for re-entry raise the pos-
sibility of his exclusion as an Italian
citizen. As things stand now, Bac-
caloni does not have the proper
credentials for re-entry.
This may be ftxed by Francis Cop-

picus of Columbia, Edward Johnson
of the Met, and Gaetano Merola of
San Francisco, but there still is the
question as to whether his opera and
concert dates amounting to $45,000
could be paid to him directly. He
may be limited to living and busi-
ness expenses. Col. William Dono-
van, attorney for Columbia, is now
attempting to straighten out the
situation.

AH three major companies. New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco,
are cutting down on Wagner, for the
past -six years the biggest draw,
since without Flagstad, Laurilz
Melchior alone is not so great a
draw, and Helen Traubel is not yet
a sufficient b.o. attraction to replace
the Norwegian.

Jussi Bjoerling's absence may
cause a rupture on the Coast, whei e
Impresario Merola has been count-
ing on the Swede as his principal
tenor, while the Met was reviving
"Hugenots" for him, and Chicago
planned to open its season with
Bjoerling in 'Ballo in Maschera.'
Giovanni Martinelli may be substi-'
tuted if he cannot get here. Bjoer-
ling, however, has announced his in-

tention of trying to fly from Norway
to Lisbon and then to the U. S.

Re-entry Puzzle

The uncertainty surrounding
Lawrence Tibbelt's vocal health will
mean a cancellation of all 'Otello'.s,

while Alessio de Paolis, Met second-
ary tenor, may not gpt back from
South America despite a re-entry
permit. Others in the same boat in-
clude Bruno Landi, Met lyric tenor,
Richard Tauber, Austrian tenor and
a British subject, Alexander Sved,
Met Hungarian baritone, Zinka Mil-
anov. Met Czeck dramatic soprano,
and Rene Maison, Belgian tenor of
the Met. The latter three belong to
Axis dominated countries.

Ettore Panizza, Met conductor, is

more fortunate since he owns an
Argentine passport. Should war
break out, Licia Albanese, and Stella
Roman, Italian and Roumanian
sopranos of the Met, might run into
the same trouble as overtook
Johanna Gadski, Margarete Ober,
and Karl Muck-in World War No. 1.

Conrad Thibault's Tour

Conrad Thibault opens a concert
tour of some 20 dates with a Town
Hall recital on Oct. 27. The baritone
is booked to the end of March.
Ex-Philadelphian first came to

celebrity as a radio singer but has
been coaching for more serious stuff

in recent years.

Kolisch Quartet Re-Casts
The personnel of the Kolisch

String quartet has been changed,
and the new organzlation will have
Leon Temerson as second violin, Ru-
dolph Kolisch as first violin, Kurt
Frederick, viola, and Stephan Auber,
violacello.

Group is now preparing bookings
for the fall.

JOHN ITERS OFEBA BOLES
Toledo, O., Aug. 12.

John Tyers, young baritone -with
the Toledo Civic Opera Company
this summer, is set with the New
Opera Company in New York City
in 'Cosi Fan Tutte' and 'La Vre
Parisienne.'

Following this engagement, he
joins the Nine O'clock Opera Co.

to sing the title role 'ii) a modern
version of 'The Marriage of Figaro,'

which will go on tour in Canada and
the United States.

FrancU White and James Melton
make a joint r.ppearance at the Mil-

waukee Shell on Aug. 19. The Wis-
consin will be conducted by its new
director, Jerzy BoJanowskL
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OPERA SPREADS IN AMERICA
Lewisohn Series Draws 330,000

Helen Traubel Wagnerian Recital Worth $4,700 in

Final Week of New York Concerts

The I«wisohn Stadium Concerts

close down today (Wednesday), with

a seasonal attendance of over 330,000,

a jump of 35,000 from the 295,000

figure last year. Through Sunday

(10) the concerts, some 46 In num-
ber, drew 303,820 admissions In a

year which has seen 11 conductors,

seven violinists, nine pianists, eight

singers, a clarinetist, a harmonica

player, a flutist, and a violinceUo

player featured.

Last A-eek, starting Tuesday (5),

drew 6,000 admissions, or $2,800 for

a program of Beethoven, Shubert

and Strauss. Wednesday (6) Helen

Traubel, Wagnerian soprano of the

Met, drew 10,000 admissions, or $4,700

for an all-Wagner concert. The so-

prano today is the best of all Ameri-

can singers for sheer voice, with her

only rival Klrsten Flagstad, whom
she will replace this year at the

Met. Her offerings Included two
songs by Wagner, two English en-

cores, 'Dich Teurle Halle' from
'Tannhauser,' 'Du bist der Lenz'

from 'Walkure,' and the Immolation

scene from 'Gotterdammerung.' All

were sung with a variety of color,

a tremendous crystal clear tone, and
Tinging top notes.

Thursday (7) an all-Dvorak pro-

gram drew 1,900 admissions, or $700,

lowest of the week.
Friday (8) Weber, Mozart, Men-

delssohn, Havel, Debussy, Chabrier,

Schuman and Clopeland drew 4,000,

paying $1,800.

Larry Adler OK Too
Saturday (9) Larry Adler ap-

peared as harmonica soloist in a pro-

gram including his transcription for

his own instrument of the Vivaldi

Concerto and a number of - shorter

works. Remarkable versatility with
hts instrument featured Adler's work,
with the breath support covering

ever two octaves of range, the un-
usual color and harmonic effects

being secured, making it regretful

that the artist saw fit to cheapen his

Impression with Broadway flash

stuff of the 'Blue Danube' and 'When
Day Is Done.' His handling of the

rapid runs in Albenlz's 'Malaguena'
were tops, while the slow movement
In the Bach 'Sicllana' produced ex
actly the opposite effect, and brought
successive recalls for the soloist. At
tendance, 5,500, with gross $2,600.

Sunday (10) Dean Dixon, Negro
conductor, made his Stadium debut
in a Berlioz,' Brahms, Lee, Bach,

Mendelssohn, Liszt program, and
drew an ovation from 5,000 listeners

for. his steady beat and thoroughly
workmanship job .with the orches-
tra. Gross was $2,300.

HEIFETZ TO START

HIS TOUR ON FEB. 6

ROSALYN TURECK'S TOUR

WUl Do SO Concerts—Booked by
dharlcs Wagner

Rosalyn Tureck, pianist, has been
booked by Charles Wagner for 30
concerts this fall, and opens her tour
Oct. 25 with a Town Hall recital.

Pianist will probably have another
10-15 dates before the year is out

NELSON EDDY

TO 'REDEEM'

HIMSELF

Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.

Nelson Sddy's 1942 booking on
May Beegla concert series is for
night of April 10 when, he told Pitts-

burgh newspapermen who visited

Hollywood recently, he hopes to 're-

deem' himself for his showing here
last spring, Eddy was roundly
rapped by the local music crlx for

being in such poor voice but told no-
body imtil after the concert that he
was suffering from a bad cold and
shouldn't have appeared in the first

place.

He only showed up, Eddy told Miss
Beegle afterwards, because he didn't

want to disappoint her two seasons

in a row. He had cancelled his 1940

appearance here only a few days be-

fore his scheduled appearance be-

cause of a bad throat, forced local

impresario to make refunds to an
over-capacity house. Same thing

would have happened this time, but

Eddy went through with his end of

contract, suffering professionally, but

doing a land-office biz. Next year,

he says, he'll be in shape for Pitts-

burgh or know the reason why.
Wants to make local music crix eat

their words, although admitting they

were perfectly Justified in putting

him on the pan.

Jascha Heifetz will limit his tour
this fall to 25 concerts, playing from
Feb. 6 to March 16. The violinist

will make two extra appearances on
Marcih 26-27 with the Chicago or-
cl. .stra, making up for his having
missed his first date in 20 years with
that organization last year.

Heifetz draws $3,000 to $3,500 a
concert, tops In his field. The bal-
ance of the summer and winter will

be spent resting and composing.
The tour Is already sold out

Rath Draper Set for 46

Ruth Draper opens her fall tour
Oct. 13 in Corning, N. Y.
Dancer Is booked for 45 recitals

this year.

James Melton Draws SRO
Oklahoma City, Aug. 12.

James Melton appeared here Aug.
6 with the symphony orchestra sell-
ing out to the tune of 2,500 admis-
sions with 2,000 as an overflow.

It was the biggest crowd in the
history of the symphony concerts.

lUya Garbousova, cellist, has been
booked by NBC for 25 concerts for
me fall season and opens in Albany,
Nov. 11.

Marj. Lawrence bproves

But Doubtful She Can

FullfOl Autunm Dates

Marjorie Lawrence, dramatic so-

prano of the Met, whose legs became
paralyzed several months ago, may
not be- sufficiently recovered this

year to enable her to flU her fall

dates.

The singer Is reported making
progress, but slowly.

Tuminia Road Tour

Prior to Metropolitan Op
Josephine Tuminia, Met coloratura,

has been booked for 18 concerts for

the fall beginning Oct 24 in New-
port. The soprano is reported get-

ling $750 per concert.

Coloratura rejoins the Met for the

complete season from Nov. 24 to

March 14. Her new role will be in

'Coq d'Or.'

Olin Downes' Series

w mm\i\

Some Are Concert Attrae
tions—Some Are Educa-
tional Undertakings— But
Total Volume of Perform-
ances Is New High for

United States and Total

Income From Admissions
of Over $5,000,000 Is Ex
pected

FULL LIST

The Lecture Recitals of Olin

Downes, music editor of the N. Y.

Times this year, under the auspices

of the Junior League Matinees will

include Bruno Walter on Oct 22,

Joseph Szigeti on Nov. 19, Jarmila

Novotna, Dec. 10; Yella Pessl, Rene

Le Roi, and Janos Scholz on Jan. 4,

and Edward Kileryi on Feb. 4.

Jean Watson, Canadian contralto

has been signed by RCA Victor for a

series of recordings. Singer will ap-

pear in Toronto, her home town, on

Aug. 7.

There will be 28 opera companies
either temporarily or permanently
established in one city, or touring
the country, during the fall and win-
ter months. This is a record for the
United States for all time. More
cities will be visited this year than
ever before and a gross income for
opera of between $5,000,000 and $6,-

000,000 is expected as another all-

time high.

Heading the list of companies is,

of course, the Metropolitan, whose
16-week season in N.Y. at a $7 top
will be supplemented with a six-
week tour. Tour is exected to fol-

lo.w last years' route which will take
the Met to Baltimore, Boston, Phil-
adelphia, Hartford, Richmond, Dal-
las, Atlanta, ,Rochester (N. Y.) and
Albany.

Th^ San Francisco Opera Com-
pany season, directed by Gaetano
Merola, will be for four weeks and
includes a tour of Portland, Seattle,

Pasadena, Los Angeles, Sacramento
and possibly Santa Barbara.

The Chicago Opera Co. will open a
five-week season on Nov. 8 but Is

not expected to tour. These three

companies use practically the same
talent with the latter two drawing
from the Met's best b.o. stars, for

their shorter seasons. Fees paid run
from two to three times what the
Met off ers.

The Cincinnati Summer Opera Co.

closed a six-week season on Aug. 9,

the 20th of its existence, with a top
gross for its history. . If uses some
first rank stars and draws on some of

the lesser personnel of the Met

Other U. S. Cos.

Other U.S. companies are:

The St. Louis Opera Co. which
gives eight performances and may
tour to Kansas City this year.

The New Opera Co. headed by Mrs.

Lytle Hull, which plans on a six-

week season for younger artists in

N.Y. starling Oct 14.

Alfredo Salmaggi's perpetual group
which pops up summer and winter

for weekend performances in N. Y.

The week-end operas at Randall's

Island, N. Y., which gave six per-

formances this summer.

The Philadelphia Opera Co., giv-

ing seven performances in the fall

and winter.

The annual presentation of two
operas, each running two weeks at

Central City, Colo.

Bennington, Vermont, which heard

Mozart's 'Impresario' this summer,
and plans more Mozart in the fall.

Charles Wagner's 'Barber of Se-

ville' and 'Don Pasquale,' which is

booked for 50 performances together

this fall.

The Trenton Opera Co., which will

present five operas in the fall and

winter.

The Philadelphia La Scala . Co.

which plans on nine performances

during the fall.

The Newark Opera Co.

The Milwaukee Civic Opera Co.

(an Educational project).

The Flint Mich., Opera Co. (also

educational) with lliree performances

scheduled.
San Carlo

The San Carlo Opera Co., which

will have a 28-30 week tour of Port-

land, Seattle, Toronto, .Spokane,

Wash.; Chicago, SaK Lake' City,

Blacksburg, Roanoke; Greensboro;

Revise AGMA Pact With Met Opera

Must Notify Spring Tour Singers by Feb. 1—Met Pay»
for Chorus, Orchestra Only on Broadcasts

FLAGSTAD SUBSTITUTE

Lotte Lebmann, Rise Stevens In

'Rosenkavalier' for Merola

First booking change as a result

of Kirsten Flagstad staying in Nor-
way this winter, is the substitu-

tion of 'Rosenkavalier' with LiOttie,

Lehmann and Rise Stevens for 'Tris-

tan Und Isolde' at' Gaetano Merola's
San Francisco Opera Co.

Merola had sold out his Northwest
tour on Flagstad's name, and the
'Rosenkavalier' substitution came as

a result of the success the opera had
last season.

Elisabeth Rethberg, one of the

Met's leading sopranos since 1922,

has prepared the role of 'Isolde' in

"Tristan Und Isolde' this summer,
and if needed is prepared to step

into the breach caused by the ab-
sence of Kirsten Flagstad.

The Met, and other leading opera
companies, have been planning to

use Helen Traubel or Marjorie Law-
rence in the role, but Miss Reth-
berg may now be a dark horse con-

tender.

MILWAUKEE TOO

FESTIVE FOR

NATIVES

Milwaukee, Aug. 12.

This town's 8th annual midsum-
mer festival on the lakefront, which
attracted 1,500,000 during the nine

days It ran, has brought so man^
squawks from theatres, drugstores,

taverns, other business establish-

ments and people generally that city

officials are now working out plans

to limit next year's fete to five or

six days.

Not only did complaints come
from business houses, but people liv-

ing along the lake shore kicked be-

cause, due to the crowds, they were
unable to get to or from their homes
except with the greatest difficulty,

while nightly fireworks displays last-

ing under nearly midnight prevented

their getting any rest.

Nine for Lhevinn'e And
12 More With His Wife
Josef Lhevinne has been booked

for nine concerts by himself for the

fall season, and will appear in 12

others as a duo-pianist with his wife,

Rosiha.
Lhevinne opens his own tour on

Nov. 5, two days after he appears

with his wife in joint recital in Gary,

Ind., Nov. 3.

Rock Hill, Augusta, Sioux Falls, Phil-

adelphia, Albany, Ga.; Macon, Tal-

lahassee, Milwaukee, Wheeling, W.
Va.; Pittsburgh, Detroit, Grand
Rapids, Cedar Rapids, la.; Mobile

and Jackson.

The Juilliard School Opera sing-

ers' presentation of 'Nozze di Figaro,'

has been set at Columbia for the ex-

traordinary total of 80 dates.

The New England Opera Co. will

put on three performances this fall.

The . Allentown Opera Co. plans

on five or six.

Salvatore Baccaloni's Vignettes

are booked solidly and sold out for

all the time the Met basso can be

spared by that organization.

Hollywood Bowl put on two this

summer and plans more next year.

The Monte Carlo Co. gave' one, per-

formance in l^i. V.i'tHfe N. V. Grand'

Opera Co. is 'negotiating, now with

AGMA, and the National ia, Scala

Co. gave {hrpe in., the. Northwest.

No new contract with the Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists was
necessary this summer for th«
Metropolitan to sign, but minor
changes were made in last year's
agreement first in the Met's, or
AGMA's, history. This year th«
Met must notify artists desired for
the spring tour by Feb. 1, rather
than the March 15 date of last sea-
son.

Met singers are allowing the com-
pany to broadcast, gratis, operas 'in

which they appear, but the Met must
pay the chorus and orchestra men
$8 extra per broadcast.

DELL MAKES

$3,500 PROHT

PhUadelphia,^ug. 12.

The Robin Hood Dell wound up
its most successful season last night
(Monday) with $3,500 left on th*
right side of the ledger. It was the
first time in the Dell's 12-year his-

tory that it had finished in the black.
The $3,500 will be used toward the
paying ofl of last year's deficit.

The achievement was largely due
to $5,000 netted at last night's con-
cert which was billed as a 'benefit'

for the deficit The entire Dell per-
sonnel, including members of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, ushers,
backstage help, and even con-
ductor Eugene Ormandy, contrib-
uted their services gratis. Only one
paid was Axtur Rubinstein, pianist-
soloist and he took a voluntary cut
in his usual fee.

Gate receipts for the season, out-
side of last night's benefit was $75,-

000. In addition, $21,000 was raised
by a pre-season gift campaign. Cost
for Dell operation was $97,500.

Bob Ely's SOth Birthday

Emphasizes the Growth

Of New York's Town HaU

Town Hall, Inc., New York, will

give a dinner Sept 12 at the Astor
hotel, N. Y., to celebrate the SOth
birthday of Robert Erskine Ely,

director of the organization (and its

forerunner, the League for Political

Education) for nearly 40 years. Par-
ticipating in the affair will be the

Economic Club, which Ely founded
in 1907 and of which he is also a
director. Celebration will also mark
the completion of more than 20 years
of the Town Hall as an entertain-

ment-educational center of New
York.

Since the erection of the Town
Hall building in January, 1921, it

ha.'; been the scene of approximately
12,220 events. of various kinds, with
an estimated attendance of 8,855,840.

Town Hall, Inc., sponsored 5,120 of

the events held there. Of the total

events taking place fhere, 5,760 were
musical and 2,180 were lectures.

Besides musical debuts, the Hall

has been the scene of Inany notable

firsts,' such as the first known pub-
lic experiment with sound in com-
bination with motion pictures. In

1935, the radio program, 'America's

Town Meeting of the Air,' originated

in Town HaU, with George V. Denny,
Jr., at that time Ely's assistant,

directing. Either on the radio pro-

gram or at non-broadcast events,

many celebrated names have ap-

peared on the Town Hall platform.

Zimbalist Set for 15

Efrem Zimbalist who now heads

the Curtis Music School in Phila-

delphia, has been booked for 15 con-

jeerts for, the coming iall ^ason. Bal-

'antfH" 'of 'his tffriis wlll'be spent in

teachirtg.- ....r't,.»,n .•.

.Violinist wilj BEpear Feb. 27 and
28 with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
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A comprehensive and detailed analysis of the

orchestra world. Designed for permanence as a

B. O. Barometer to the Band Buyer and Booker.

Augmented with authoritative and informative edi-

torial text in a . . .

SPECIAL SECTION IN

SEPTEMBER 17 ISSUE

Boxoffice reflections of the hig and small

orchestra in rel&tion to the all time show-

business standard . . .

THE DOLLAR AND CENTS DRAWING

POWER OF AN ATTRACTION IN »
,

» RADIO

» THEATRES

» ONE-NITE STANDS

» HOTELS

COIN MACHINES

» RECORDS

» NITE CLUBS

» CLASS CAFES

hdde Strf--4)r€lie$tra$

Maoy** Muawk agtlnct tb« um of pra-ralaas* mattars ot danc* banil
recording* on looal TMW^l W?T"jS(^'* maan a'thlng In tha 1U« ot at Itaiit

on* plattar Jockajr, woVajDlok Cftloart. uln>|rt, who conducti tha 'Latin
Amarlcan Rhythmi' and 'A* Fut)i Avanua Troubadour' raoord Mssloni
each night get* 'so few good raooro* a V^aeW, It doesn't matter much to ma.
I'd rather build a good proarem than be flrat with any record. I probablv
would never play most of tne pre-release masteri anyway.'

Gilbert set 9 speed record for recording when he etched an original
number with Xavler Cufat'a orohestr^ on Columbia Records. Soni, t« -

which Qilbert contrlbutea title and lyrica, ia 'I liOve the 6onga.' Gii^erl
sang the ditty in inglish and Mlguellto Valdai did a Latin version.
Columbia 1)8* set r«leaM date fi* Sept. M, when the tun* will be in-

eluded in a 'Conga With Cugat' album. E. B. Marka will publish.

It took Tommy I>on«r almost six hour* Ust week to go through an
operation for t)ie remov'u ot tonsi]^ at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore,
Leader resisted the elteet* of anesthetic almost an hour and, after the cut-
ting was finished, was unconscious for almost five hours. He left the
hospital Monday (11).

After taking couple weeks to recuperate I}orsey and his band begin a
stand at the Paramount theatre, N. Y,, Aug. 27.

The symphonic-rhumba style of music Xavier Cugat plans to use in a
series of concerts this fall, beginning at Carnegie Hall, N.Y., in October,
will also be inscribed on Columbia Records. Cugat will shortly begin
recording special Latin material written and played symphonically, using
a 45-piece orchestra. Results will be released on Columbia's higher
priced Blue Label releases.

Leader's normal sized 14-plece band is at the Waldorf hotel, N.Y.

One of the few tunes ever to be recorded without first being arranged
on paper was cut by Benny Goodman in Chicago last week. Goodman
crew grooved the tune, 'Pound Ridge,' via what is called a 'head' (mem-
orized) arrangement. Such attempts are rare among full-sized bands,
though they're common with small jazz outfits.

'Pound Ridge' got its title from Goodman's new home in Connecticut.

Stanley Fritts, leader of the Korn Kobblers sextette, gets unusual billing

on the group> broadcast shots via WOR, N.Y., from The Flagship, New
Jersey roadhbuse. He's tabbed, 'The World's Greatest Trombone and
Trumpet Player—In the Low Price Field.'

Kobblers is the group of instrumentalists who do all their stuff on toy
instruments.

After 71 weeks of airing from Hotel St. Francis, Albert S. Samuels
Jewelry Co. has shifted its Art Linkletter dancer-interviews to the Palace,
only other Frisco hostelry with Sunday night terping. Show airs from
the Rose Room via KSFO.

On the Upbeat

Dick Wharton orch at Ramage's4'
Blue Room, Beach Arlington, N. J.,

goes to Hotel Philadelphia Sept. 29

for an indet return engagement:

Bonny Boyd replaces Dee Keating
as vocalist with Al Donahue.

Paul Cohen replaced Sammy Stern

in Bob Chester trumpets.

'Bullets' Dureom, formerly with
Glenn Miller, now Tommy Dorsey's

advance man.

Claude Thornhlll band shifted from
Columbia's 35c Okeh label to the 60c

sides. First release this week.

Bob Allen's new band Is unveiled

at Buckeye Lake; O., Saturday (9).

Jimmy Richards at Idora Park,
Youngstown.

Nancy Gardner picked as vocalist

at Trelon Cafe, Pittsburgh, with 3

Yachtsmen and George Weber, or-

ganist.

Lawrence Welk will wind up sum-
mer dance season at Kennywood
Park, Pittsburgh, operiing there Aug.
24 for nine-day stay.

Mike Shelby, formerly with Mal
Hallett, added new vocalist, Betty
Moran, to his orch at Mt. Pocono
Grill, Mt. Pocono, Pa.

Bernle Parsons' at the Columbia
Hotel, Columbia, N. J. Floor show
added for weekend.

Carl 'Deacon' Moore held over for

a second week in the Cascades Room
of Hotel Pick-Ohio, Youngstown, O.

Ray Pearl playing Centennial Ter-
race, near Sylvania, C, this week.
Joe Venuti plays a return engage-
ment next.

Eddie DeLan(e-WilI Hudson's new
band has been signed to MCA. Out-
fit begins work early in Sept.

Billy Tates now playing at Craig
Beach, near Youngstown, O.

Rendezvous Villa, Youngstown, has
shuttered.

Michael Lorint'* band replaced
Bobby Day, who was scheduled to go
.-nto Chatterbox, Mountainside, N. J.,

last week. Loring was booked

Artie Shaw Phying

- Dance Dates But StiS

Cherishes Concert Idea

Despite his assertions that he
would never again play dance dates,
Artie Shaw is returning to that field.

He begins a series of ballroom book-
ings at Andy Perry's Empire Ball-
room, Allentown, Pa., Sept. 5, and
follows with Steel Pier, Atlantic
City, and Fernbrook Park, Dallas,
Pa., on successive days. Sept. 10 he's
at Sunset Ballroom, Carrolltown,
Pa.; 11, Lakewood Park, Mahanoy
City, Pa.; 12, Aud., Rochester, N. Y.;
13, Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.; 14,

Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport, Conn.
Shaw will play the hops with a 32-

piece group, including himself and
Bonnie Lake, vocalist. It will be
made up of 15 strings (eight violins,
four violas and three cellos) and six
brass, five sax, four rhythm. He has
already set most of the men for the
latter portion, taking most of them
from currently organized bands.
They are: Jack Jenney, Ray Conniff,
Vernon Brown, trombones (Brown is

not yet definite); Maxie Kaminsky,
Lee Castaldo, 'Hot Lips' Page (col-

ored) trumpets; Les Robinson,
Georgie Auld, saxes set, other three
to be from Ronnie Perry, Mickey
Folus, Gus Bivona, Hank D'Amico,
or El Scalzi. Johnny Guarnieri,
piano; Dave Tough, drums; Mik*
Bryan, guitar; Ed McKinney, bass.

Shaw has not dropped the concert
idea that he was working on, involv-

ing a S2-piece symphony-to-swing
band. He has set it aside temporar-
ily, however, because of what a
month of rehearsals would cost. At
$3 per maA an hour he would have
to get up about $18,000 for rehears-

ing alone. . Instead he'll play the

dance hops and theatres for about

two months, then come into New
York and add the 20 more pieces for

concert work. In that, way the cost

is cut considerably.

Wednesday (6) and opened Thurs-

day (7).

Earl (Father) HInes and orchestra

booked into the Paramount, Los An-

geles, Aug. 21.

Ramon Ramos follows Glen Garr

into the St. Anthony Hotel, San An-

tonio, for a two weeks' stay starting

Aug. 14.
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GAS CURBS MAY BE RUINOUS
NAME BANDS

VACATION

MINDED

This lummer finds quite a few
name bandleaders temporarily side-

tracking their bands for extended va-

cations. Prior to this year few of the

biggies took rests beyond perhaps

two or three days here - and there

between dates, mainly because they

were loathe to forego the loss of

dough that such idle time repre-

sents. In the past the motto of most
leaders has been grab while the

grabbing is good. For bands like

Glenn Miller, Tommy or Jimmy
Dorsey or Benny Goodman a two

to three week siesta could easily

mean giving up a total gross of as

high ^s $25,000.

Yet this year, Goodman, both Dor-

seys. Miller, Guy Lombardo, Bob
Crosby, Woody Herman, Raymond
Scott and Al Donahue and others,

have or are to take layoffs ranging

from two to three weeks. Scott and

Donahue, of course, are not in the

same money-making class, but that's

even more reason for them to avoid

deliberate layoffs. In Donahue's

case he just completed an 11,000

tour to the Coast and back.

Bookers and managers of the va-

cationing outfits deny that the va-

cations are the result of tax prob-

lems. Say they are just well-earned

rests.

BaUreom for Those Over

30 Protests Nearby Nitery;

Words With Liqnor Board

Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Frank Kenney, owner of the

Friendship club, ballroom which ad-

mits only men and women over 30

.
years of age, who Is leading a group
of business men in a fight against the

transfer of a liquor license to permit
a new night club and bowling alley

in the club's vicinity, was accused by
an alderman at a public hearing of

having called his home and threat-

ened 'bloodshed.'

'I took a lot of insults from you
yesterday,' Kenney told the chair-

man of the license committee. 'You
went, so far as to threaten that you'd
pass some blue laws to get rid of

my place and another member of

your committee said he would punch
me.'

The chairman of the committee
told Kenney to sit down or get out.

Action on the license transfer was
deferred.

BOB ARMSTRONG, WBEN,

PLAYS SHEA'S BUFFALO

Buffalo, Aug. 12.

First local instance of a radio-
built band going on a local stage
occurs Aug. 22 with Shea's Buffalo
Theatre penciling in Bob Arm-
strong's WBEN house band for a
week. Crew expects to pipe three
sponsored 'House Party' shows and
NBC sustainer 'Matinee in Rhythm'
from theatre.

Armstrong branched out recently
to play dance dates and is spending
summer at Beaver Island Casino on
Grand Island, dishing out dance stuff.

Ray & Trent, Paul Winchell and
three' more acts will be added to

round out Armstrong bill.

Kapp's Cocktailery

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

* Jack Kapp, president of Decca
Records, made 300 recordings of

Blng Crosby, Connie BosweU and
Irene Dunne while on the Coast.

His cocktail parly last week
at the pool of the Beverly Hills

Hotel for some 250 film, music and
radio folk, and Decca artists, was
one of the big social events of the

summer season here.

Duke Daly's Kidding

As a gag Duke Daly's orchestra,

now playing at Playland Casino,

In Rye, N. Y.'s, Playland Amuse-
ment Park, Is going on a short

one-night trip in a hay wagon
hung with 'We can't buy gas'

signs. Outfit Is to play Police-

men's ball at Port Chester Aug.
24.

Port Chester is just a few
miles from Rye.

Gas Rationing
^aContlnucd from page Isss

portation to and from the suburbs
However, some of the smaller metro-
politan centres will unquestionably
be hurt when private auto owners
are forced to keep their cars in gar-
ages, except for dire "emergencies,
by further restrictions on gas sales.

Not Acute Tet
Thus far, the gas sales curfew has

not affected show business to any
really noticeable degree. Motorists
are filling up their gas tanks before
7 p.m. and don't have to worry about
their fuel again until the following
day. The average tankful of gas can
take a car 200 miles. In some cases
more, and few people even drive
more than, that for merely an eve-
ning's entertainment.
Should actual gas rationing go into

effect this fall or winter, it will

mean almost the complete blitz next
summer of some shore and park re-

sorts which are by necessity reached
by automobile. One such spot is

Jones Beacb, Long Island. Golf
courses will likewise be sadly af-

fected. Football games in college
towns also draw heavily by motor.

Gas Rationing Hypo
To Nabes in PhUIy

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

A marked upturn in patronage in

neighborhood theatres, especially

those In suburban areas, has been
noticed in the past week, and opera-
tors of these spots are attributing it

to the gas station curfew ordered by
Secretary Ickes.

With the service stations blacked
out from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m., many
theatregoers are foregoing their

usual trips to the downtown deluxers
and are making the shorter trek to

the nabes. Downtown managers are

getting worried. Although many
motorists are filling up their tanks

before the 7 p.m. deadline, there has
been a slackening of traffic down-
town—slight but perceptible.

Film industry observers say that

the real headache for the downtown
houses will come when compulsory
rationing begins. And conversely, it

will mean a bonanza for the nabes.

No B.O. Help

Hartford, Aug. 12.

Despite a Hartford Courant' story

Monday (11) to the effect that vol-

untairy cooperation of Hartford citi-

zens in the Ickes gasoline consump-
tion curb had been a terrific boon
at the b.o.'s on Sunday, local theatre

managers declared the yarn to be all

wet and themselves to be burned up
becaifse the story had no apparent
definite source.

Feeling optimistic over the even-

tual cutting down of gasoline . con-

sumption and auto usage and de-

claring that this will bring on a

boom at the b.o., more than a half

dozen managers Monday (11) de-

clare;! that there had been no ap-

preciable effect on receipts by shut-

ting gas stations at early hours and
other voluntary gestures. Men sur-

veyed controlled houses in neigh-

borhood as well as downtown houses,

with one in direct charge of 14

houses in this area.

Courant story went on to say that

lines formed at downtown houses

before 2 p.m. (Sunday opening) and
that Increased biz was due to de-

creased use of autos.

Dicjc Leibert's Victor Albnm
Dick Leibert, organist at the Radio

City Music Hall, N. Y.,' will record

a series of tunes to be released in

an album by Victor Records. He'll

use Viennese waltzes exclusively.

Book is to be Issued Aug. 22.

AFFECTS BANDS

Checkup by 'Variety' Reveals
That One-Night Profession

Has Given Little Heed to

Disastrous Possibilities—
In Some Spots 90% of At-
tendance Comes by Auto
From Considerable Dis-

tances

EAST IS CREAM

Far-seeing bandleaders and man-
agers are wondering and worrying
at the moment what will happen
if the eastern states' gasoline situa
tion is extended beyond the present
7 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew. It's un-
derstood that if the regulation now
in «ffect does not curtail gas con-
sumption on the eastern seaboard, a
rationing system will be substi-
tuted. Which is what has the
bandmen bothered. No one knows
how the Government will handle ra-
tioning as far as the band business
is concerned. And gasoline is a
'must' on one-night trails.

Territory effected by the gasoline
shortage, all up and down the east-
ern coast and extending westward
at least into Ohio and perhaps far-

ther west than that, is the heart of

the one-night business. Some of
the biggest and most lucrative
ballrooms In the country are lo-

cated within the area, particularly
the ones in Pennsylvania, Ohio and
New England.

Apparently no band official has
been alarmed enough to try to as-
certain the attitude the controlling
authorities will take in the event
of emergency rationing. Few
seemed to have thought of the prob-
lem when questioned. And it is, or
will be a serious one. If the ra-
tioning system, whereby a car own-
er will get say 15 gallons of gas
a week, is Instituted, eastern one-
night trails probably will become
temporarily weed-bound. It's virtu-

ally impossible to route a band on
single dates entirely by train be-
cause few of the major spots, and
most of the smaller ones, are easily

reached by rattler. Also, train

schedules are not built to fit the

movements of orchestras. In almost
all cases it's travel by car or bus
or don't play, the reasons why most
bands currently cover ground that

way.
Busses

One or two persons sounded out
on the problem responded by say-
ing, in essence, 'Well if we can't get
gas enough for private cars we'll

travel by bus, as others do now;
they ought to be able to secure the
fuel they need.' Perhaps they will,

but it's more likely they won't.

Busses in public service and on
regular runs, and busses hopping
bands from one point to another are

probably two different things to

bureaucrats. It also was mentioned
that traveling bands might not be
disturbed, that their work would
come under the heading of 'public

morale.' There's no assurance that

such special dispensation would be
given. In fact, indications are the

reverse.' When conscription came
along It was figured that authorities

might exempt musicians under that

guise. There are a flock of crack
bandsmen playing in Army bands
at the moment.

Perhaps the government will take

special notice ' of the gas needs of

the band business. Or. as another

person suggested, 'If they don't we
may be able to get around by having
say six or seven men in one band
pool their ration cards and travel in

one car, leaving the others idle.'

There's one thing they forgot in any
event. Who's going to supply the

travel wherewithal to band lovers

who go to one-night dances?

On a Jimmy Dorsey one-nighter

at Ray Hartenstein's Sunnybrop^
Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa., recently,

of the 4,600 payees that evening
Hartenstein estimated thqt no more

Recordmg Co.s In Perpetuity'

Ban on Competithre Use of

Theme Song by Xavier Cugat

Armonk Already Hurt

Owners of suburban New York'"^

Toadhouses which use name
bands as lures are already suf-

fering from the shortage of gaso-

line. Blue Gardens, Armonh,

N. Y., In particular claims that

its patronage has dropped oft

since a week ago Sunday (3)

when the 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. filling

station curfew went into effect.

Rule hasn't yet begun to

bother Glen Island Casino, New^
Rochelle, or some of the other

spots within reasonable distance

from the city.

LOS ANGELES

WEB MUSIC

TERMS

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Musicians Local 47 straightened

out its differences with NBC last

week for Coast staff orchestras and

signatured a contract giving musi-

cians $83 weekly with a full year's

work guaranteed. Under terms of

the contract, NBC undertakes to

maintain a staff of not less than 16

men on a three-hour day, six-day

week, on a sustaining basis. Trans-

continental, regional or local com-
mercials will be extra and staff fnen

can be employed only apart from
regular hours if wanted. New deal

is intended to provide, work for lay-

offs.

Similar terms have been made for

CBS and J. K. 'Spike' Wallace, presi-

dent of Local 47, is slated to com-
plete contract arrangements before

the end of the week.

Band Serenades Tourists

Arriving at Atlantic City
Atlantic City, Aug. 12.

Boardwalk pron^naders and visit-

ors to Atlantic City coming into re-

sort by train are now being enter-

tained by a 27-piece concert orches-
tra under direction of Oresta Ves-
sella, as result of Mayor Tom Tag-
gart's plan to create spirit of wel-
come.
The orchestra entertains strollers

along strand each evening except
Friday and Saturday, between 7 and
9 o'clock at Convention Hall plaza.

Incoming trains' passengers are ser-

enaded by the orchestra from 10

o'clock in morning until 1 o'clock.

Present series of concerts will

continue until Sept. 15.

Kelly's Stables Sprucing

Kelly's Stables, one of the few re-

maining hot music stands on 52d
street, New York, temporarily shut-

tered last night (Tues.). Spot will

be enlarged and refurbished and re-

open in about a month.
Andy Kirk's orchestra, which has

never located in downtown N.Y. is

a possible booking for the reopening,

A moot question in the recording
business has to do with an inters
pretatlon of the rights of in ex-"
victor artists to re-record the sam*
tunes when shifting over to Co-
lumbia. Specifically, Xavier Cugat
can't wax his own theme song, 'Night
Must Fall,' because of a contractual
proviso In the Victor recording con-
tracts specifically prohibiting that
practice for lifetime. Cugat has
since gone over to Columbia.
There is talk, in turn, of Colum-

bia Phonograph Co. suing Bin^
Crosby who has since become a
Decca artist, to interpret whether
Crosby has the privilege to wax the
same number for the competitive
label. Columbia, however,, restricts
its re-recording privilege to five
years, imllke Victor's lifetime em-
bargo.

However, Columbia has made no
decision to sue or not, although is

studying this case. Doubtful it re-
corders want a specific ruling estab-
lished or any new law written.
After all, since 1909 issues have not
been adjudicated and the business
has gone on.

In other businesses, a grocer. or a
merchant 'or a theatre-owner might
be curbed from going into competi-
tion with his former employer, or
with his former business should he
sell out therein, but the law has
never restricted his opportunity for
livelihood for life. Usually such re-
strictions are for a term of years,
five or 10 or 20; never in perpetuity.

Cugat's attitude against Victor is

that he would perforce make new
arrangements of the old Latin tunes
he waxed for the RCA company,
but technically he can't even utilize

the same melodies. If he does, an-
other contracted proviso is that h«
forfeits all his royalties therein.

Totem at Aobonidale

Rmniog as Location;

Corky O'Keefe Booker

Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale,
Mass., is further expanding Its op-
erations. Where it once was a week-
end only proposition, it is now run-
ning full week, and on Sept. 22 be-
comes a location job. Glen Gray's
Casa Loma crew begins a six-week
stay at the spot on that date. It will
run through the winter. Last year
the Totem operated through the win-
ter, but on weekends only. Spot will
have national network wires and
will run on its current policy of $1.35
a couple admission.
Negotiations for band bookings at

the Totem Pole will henceforth be
done through Corky O'Keefe and
Bobby Burns, who handle the Gray
band, Freddie Martin, et al. O'Keefe'
signed with Roy Gill, operator of.th*
spot, last week to represent him in

/

New York.

BERNIE CUMINS PLAYS

MIDWEST FAffi DATES

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Bernie Cummins' band will play
midwest fair dates through Septem*
ber and well into October.

It will be a week to 10 days on
each stand, starting at DuQuoln, 111.,

and extending through Springfield,

Mo., Wichita and Muskogee, Okla.

than 10% came from Pottstown and
vicinity. . Most travelled anywhere
from 30-75 miles. If a car owner is

allowed only 15 gallons of gas a

week, only a rabid hoofer will go
distances to dance. That angle will

be just as jarring a blow to band
grosses as the lack of gas preventing

bands from getting to various points.

BRUNSWICK, HUB, RESUMES

Name Policy Recommences Sept. 26
With ElU Fitzgerald

Brunswick hotel, Boston, reopens
its name band policy Sept. 26 with
Ella Fitzgerald's band. Singer-leader
Is in for four weeks. No following
outfit yet set.

Miss Fitzgerald's outfit closed ^h«
Brunswick's name policy for th«
summer last April.- -

•
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Once Potent Brunswick Label Looks

Certain to Pass Out Altogether

Albany, Aug. 12.

Brunswick Record Corp, New
York, has changed its name to Wal-

wite Corp.

Papers to this effect have been

filed with the secretary of state by

Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin, CBS
general counsel.

Had

Columbia Record Corp., a CBS
lubsid, acquired the Brunswick

name with the purchase of the

American Record Co. Recently the

Decca Record Co., as buyer from

Warner Bros, of the Brunswick

Radio Corp., notified the CRC that

since it (Columbia) had not been

making sufficient use of the Bruns-
wick name recently it would have
to discontinue any claim on the

labeL Decca itself has no particular

plans for the use of the Brunswick
label and indications are that this

once valuable trade mark will prob-
ably pass into discard as far as

phonograph records are concerned.
Columbia Record proposes to dis-

solve the Walwite Corp.

Spartanburg, S. C, Aug. 12.

Till of Amusu Novelty Co., Spar-

tanburg, Carolines' top distributors

of juke boxes and other musical

equipment, tapped for a grand, plus

100 bucks, in courts here.

Charged with having in possession

and distributing obscene literature,

R. T. Thomason, owner, pleaded
guilty and was fined $500, alterna-

tive a year in jail, in general ses-

sions. Two employes were fined

$250 each, alternative eight months
in jail. Previously Thomason had
paid $100 on same charge in pioUce

court
Firm has upwards of 1,000 Juke

boxes in operation on split profits

basis.

PAY SCALE UP

IN CLEVELAND

I

Cleveland, Aug. 12.

Music scale for danc« places is

being upped from 10 to 35% Sept,

by. the Cleveland musicians union,

headed by Lee Repp, which also

voted and approved of a six-day

work week for Its members playing

In night ^ots.

Repp last week sent letters of

notification about the hike and new
ruling to about 70 hotels, cafes, clubs

and beer spots. Change won't affect

majority of downtown cases, since

they dose down Sundays anyway.
Six-day musical clause isn't drawing
any kicks from the others, either,

for Sabbath biz here is so poor that

the majority of them favor lopping
off orchestras on that day. Only the
smaller joints that keep going full

blast on a seven-day schedule, to

catch transient or nabe trade, are

being hit on this score and forced
to hire another band to fill in on the

seventh day.'
"

Orchestra musicians In' the top-

Eheli hotels, who have been receiV'

ing $1.75 per. hour, vvill be pulling

down $1.90 hourly when the fall and
winter season starts.

Class B scale for the Important
restaurants and niteries, now $1.40,

will be increased to $1.65 per hour
.under the new scale. Smaller dubs
will have to advance salaries from
$1.25 to $1J5 per hour, whUe the
beer joints and others of lesser ilk,

which formerly had a flat $1 hourly
rate, will be charged $1.15 per
musician.

For single engagements on Satur
day night. Repp is raising the ante
to a minimum of $8 for three hours,

and $1 for each following half-hour
or fraction thereoL Latter rates not
affecting Cleveland radio stations,

theatres or dance halls, except those
spotting bands for single Saturday
night engagements.

INE COIN MACHINE DISTRIB

Obscene Llteralnre Sideline

Second ConvleUoa

RAID MUSICIANS CLUB

Business Agent Denies Any Union

ConnecllOB With Spot

Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Dissatisfied with merely the arrest

of a aoorman in a morals squad raid

on the Musicians' club. Judge Paul

Guilford in municipal court pre-

ferred charges against George Murk,

Musidans' union business agent, who
was in court when the case came to

trial. Murk, however, denies that

either he or his union has had any-
thing to do with the establishment's

operation.

When the place was raided at

2:30 a.m. Sunday, police said 75 peo-
ple lined the bar and sat at tables

consuming liquor. The place has a
federal liquor license, but no city

permits.

CHASE HOra FINED

FOR DANCE miSE'

St. Paul, July 12.

In plastering a fine of $5 and costs

($8.00), the maximum for a first

offense, on Albert C. Tucker, resident

manager of the Hotel Chase for a

violation of the city's anti-noise

ordinance caused .by the fortissimo

playing of a dance band several

weeks ago police judge Joseph B
Cantazaro last week held that the

tooters made as much noise as music.
One complainant. Dr. Louis H.

Behrens, who lives across the street
from the hotel said music didn't
bother him but that the 'terrible

noise' at 1:30 a.m. prevented any
slumber. Dr. Hugh McCulloch, who
lives a block away from the hotel,
said the noise kept him awake until

2 a.m. or later. Former Excise Com'
missioner Thomas L. Anderson said
the 'jungle drums and an an
nouncer more like a circus barker,
could be heard half a mile away.
The only defense witness. Tuck-

er, said he was the 'front man,
had nothing to do with the hiring
of bands, but because of complaints
had closed some of the roof win-
dows and had ordered the public
address system in the room dis-
continued at midnight Judge Can-
tanzaro offered to stay the fine and
put Tucker on probation if the noise
would be discontinued but attor-
neys for the hotel announced they
would appeal Catanzaro's decision
to the Court of Criminal Correc-
tion where the fine may be recinded
or raised. Matty Malneck's orch
was playing at the hotel at the time
of the alleged infraction of the ordi-
nances.

h the Waxworks

Al Donahue (Okeh), 'Hi Neighbor,'

'Under Fiesta Stars,' 'I Love You
More Each Day,' 'Waiter and the

Porter and the Upstair- Maid,' 'Revo-

lutionary Etude,' 'Shrine of St. Ce-

cilia.'

Les Brown (Okeh), 'I Got It Bad
and That Ain't Good.' 'Nickel Sere-

nade,' 'Nothing,' 'Joltin' Joe DiMag-

gio,' "City CaUed Heaven.'

Tommy Tncker (Okeh), 'Jim,'

'Shepherd Serenade,' 'Yo Te Amo,
Oh Baby,' 'Give Me a Reason.'

Benny Goodman (Columbia),

'Pound Ridge,' *'The Count,' 'Any-

thing,' 'From One World to An-

other.'

Inkspots (Decca) 'Keep Cool Fool,'

'Hey Doc' "UntU the Real Thing

Comes Along,' 'Nothing,' 'It Isn't

Dream Anymore.*

Ella Fitigerald (Decca) 'Can't Help
Lovin' That Man of Mine,' 'I Can't
Believe That You're in Love With
Me,' 'I Must Have That Man,' "When
My Sugar Walks Down the Street
'I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good,
'Melinda the Mousie.'

,

'Vaughn Monroe (Bluebird) 'Loved
One,' Two in Love,' 'My Foolish
Heart and 1,' 'One, Two, Three
O'Lairy.'

Jukebox Distrib in Crash

St Louis, Aug. 12.

Earl Walker, 33, Herrin, 111., juke
box distributor, who makes sales

and service calls in his own air-

plane, was injured last week when
the plane landed in a hole at an air-

port near New Athens, 111. Plane's
undercarriage and landing gear was
damaged. Walker and his com-
panion, Claude Rice, suffered
bruises and lacerations and possible
internal injuries.

Walker was responding to a serv-
ice call near the New Athens field.

LISTEN TO — Swingdom*g ISewest

Musical Comhination

LUCKY MILLINDER
ms FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

AND

ROSEHA THARPE
In Their Pint Decca ReleoMt'

"SLIDE MR. TROMBONE"
"ROCiC DANIEL"-BACKED BY 'DICCANO.S9N

Ttn^mal
GALE. INC — 4a W. UTH ST, NKW YORK

Coin-Catching Records-and Others

Franbie Masters 'Wind Blows Free'—'Under Canadian Sklea' (Okeh 6322)

'Wind' tune improves greatly under Masters' arrangement. Flowing,
even tempo cutting sizes up as one with machine potentialities. Phyllis
Miles' vocal is okay. Reverse is also neat. Already recorded by several
top outfits tune still doesn't shine with machine power, however, though
it should sell on counters. Leader and Masters 'Voices vocal Best sides

band has made recently.

King Sisters 'Rose and Prayer'—'To Te Amo, Oh, Baby' (Binebird 11239)

Kings seem to get, better. Their work on 'Prayer,' strong tune now
riding boxes, should find plenty play from that corner. It clicks. Alyce
takes crack solo. Background is good. Coupling has distinct machine
possibilities, too. Bright, briskly interpreted tune is a good novelty,

handled with neat vocal tricks. It's a much better turnout than Shep
Fields' work on it (Bluebird 11242). His is lifeless and dull, in comparison.
Dorothy Allen vocals. 'Whistler's Mother-In-Law' is okay backing, a
rhythmic idea that satisfies. However, -for some reason band lacks the
spark it showed on past releases.

Ray Nob.le 'Harbor of Dreams'-^'If It's Ton' (Colombia 36271)

Nothing quite as poor as 'Harbor' side has been Issued lately. Snooky
Lanson's vocal and the muted .accompaniment make good furnace material.
Tune is one that should sell, but not this version. Reverse is better, but
still not worth much attention. On top of the t>and's bad Impression, tlie

recordings here could have been much better.

Tommy Dorscy 'You and f—"Free For All' (Victor 27532)

Dorsey's "You' is done in medium rhythm tempo, in contrast to all the
ballad styles now in circulation. Brass-in-hat opening gains attention.

Machines should find wide use for it; Frank Sinatra vocal and Pied Pipers.
Patriotic tunes are adding up and 'Free For All' is one of the better.

Good machine melody and lyric; tune is done In alternating march and
fast dance tempo. It's rouslngly cut. Kay Kyser's (CoL 36269) is not quite
as inspiring, but it also hits the mark. Male quartet vocals. Reverse,
'Knee Deep In Stardust' doesn't make much Impression. Ginny Simms
does the words.

Les Brown 'As If Tou Didn't Know'—'All That Meat' (Okeh 6323)

Columbia's riding this new band too fast; a release a week is too much.
'As ir side, a pop, easily sung by Ralph Young, is an okay starter for

any category. 'All That Meat qnd No Potatoes' is good. Solid, rhythmic
instrumental work and Betty Bonney's vocal easily make it stand out
Machines might find tune a good novelty. Will Bradley did it recently.

Glenn Miller 'Cowboy Serenade'—'Below the Equaior* (Binebird 11235)

Several releases are already available on first. 'Tune doesn't seem too
strong for machine play, but counter sales should move. Miller does it

without much fanfare; his usual ballad formula and Ray Eberle vocal
suffices. Latter and Modernaires' do the reverse, a new pop that doesn't

seem to pick up punch no matter how many times it's played. ' Theme is

familiar, somehow. Art Jarrett's new band does 'Cowboy' (Victor 27534)
at faster tempo and it sits better, but the arrangement is thin and Jarret's

vocal leaves much to be desired. 'Call It Anything, It's Love' is better

done, but It's a weak entry. Gale Robbins vocals. None of these hold
much for machines.

Les Brown recorded a novelty
tune last week built around the ex-
ploits of Joe DiMaggio as a hitter.

Number Is titled 'Joltin' Joe DiMag-
gio,' written by Ben Homer-Alan
Courtney.'

Charlie Spivab 'Dont Take Tour Love'—If It's True' (Ofceh 6321)

Same thing applies to Spivak as Les &rown; too many releases. In this

case it's more noticeable because of the trumpet formula. Happens, how-
ever, that these are good sides, worthy of machine or counter attention.

First, smart melody and lyric, is done very commercially, Gary Stevens
vocaling. Artie Shaw recently debuted the tune. Reverse has possibili-

ties, too, one that may well start the tune in- machines (there are previous
releases of it). Stevens vocals, backed by Three Debs' harmonizing.

Claude ThornhiU 'Where Or When'—'Snowfall' (CoUmbU 36238)

First release of ThornhiU on SOc sides. Nicely done, but both slow-

paced and of no commercial value. ''Where' is an old favc, arranged with
all the ThornhiU touches. 'Snowfall' is his theme. Counter sales.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week in jukeboxes
throu0liout the country, as reported by operators to Variety. Names
of more thaji one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of

popularttv, whose recordinos are beiTiff plaued. Figures and names in

parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective publishers.)

i
Jimmy Dorsey Decca
Tony Pastor Bluebird

{Sammy Kaye Victor
Andrews Sisters Decca

S. Green Eyes (8) Southern Jimmy Dorsey Decca

( Horace Heidt Columbia

1. Maria Elena (7) Southern,

2. Daddy (10) Republic.

4. Goodbye Dear, Be Back Year (5) C. to C.
(Dick Robe' son ..Decca

6. Yours (4) Marks.

8. Rose and a Prayer (5) BVG {SlL^Tk -.V.-.-.-.-S

J Jimmy Dorsey Decca

\ Vaughn Monroe Bluebird

7. Yes, Indeed (2) Entibassy Tommy Dorsey Vidor

8. Kiss Boys Goodbye (2) Famous 1^°"""^ 2?^^
( Tommy Tucker Okeh

9. Things I Love (3) CampbeU (Jimmy Dorsey.. .....Decca
*^

( Barry Wood . . ; Victor

10. Goodby. Little Darlln' (1) T. B. Harms. . I^'"^
Crosby Decca

(Gene Autry ......Okeh

DISKS GAININC FAVOR
(These records ore directly below th« first 10 in popularity, but growing

in demtmd on the coin machines.)

Guest I'U Have to Dream Rest (Block).
( Tommy Dorsey Victor

I
Glenn Miller Bluebird

Don't Cry Cherl. (Shapiro) j^'*"" Bluebird
(Sammy Kaye Victor

tittle Bit South North Carolina (Porgie). ... i
RobetUon Decca

(Gene Krupa .Okeh

Peaceful In Country (Regent)
{S^^^^,'^..\\co,umbt

When sun Come. Out (BVC) ; \^^^; iLtey-'.-^ilS

I

Bins Crosby.... DeccaTil Ravelll* (Melody Lane). Kay Kyser Columbia

YOU I (wiiison, {S S^\v.::::E^S

Dosh-Connelly's Six

'

Six songs which Gracie Fields
popularized In England have been
acquired by Dash-Connelly from
Cameo Music of LondoiL

Numbers Include "Walter, Walter'
Lead Me to the Altar,' 'I Never Cried
So Much in AU My Life,' 'Out in the

Cold, Cold Snow,' 'In My Little Bot-
tom Drawer,' 'He's Dead, But He
Won't Lie Down' and The Biggest

Aspidastra in the World.'

MANAGEMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

DICK
ROGERS

And Hia Orchestra
OPENINQ AUG. 14

RITZ.CARLTON
HOTEL ROOF

BOSTON
COLVSIBl/ BXCOBDS
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

NEW YORK
(Presented herewith, as a toeekly tabulation, is the estivxated cover

charge business being done by name bands in various Kew York hotels.

Dinner business 17-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures, alter name of hotel give

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount desionates tueefcend and
• holiday price.)

Corert Total
We«kH rait Covura

Rnni) Hotel Piured WrtU On nntr

Bobby Byrne Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l) 9 675 7,400

XavierCugat Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50)

17

2,575 33,450

WillBradley Astor (1,000; 75c-$l) 4 2,425 9,550

. HayHeatherton...Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50) 9 425 3,850

Bay Kinney* Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) 17 1,200 22,275
• Johnny l.ong*...,JIew Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50) 9 l',400 12,400

HalSaunders St. Regis (400; $1-$1.50 )..... 12 375 4,950

'Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band i3 the

major druxo.

Band Bookings

Chicago
Benny Goodman (Panther Hoom, Hotel Sherman; 700; $l-$2 min.). An-

other strong week for the Goodman crew with 5,800 payees.
Sklnnay Ennis* (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 supper min.).

Bolstered by convention biz in the hotel, Ennis comes up with biggest week
to date, playing to 6.100. Sensational in this swank spot.

. Boyd Raeburn* (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Milton Berle still

pulls them into this nitery. Another great week with 4,900 customers.
Jimmy Joy* (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Biz con-

sistent in this room, with Jimmy Joy established as a definite draw; 2,400

people on week.
Bob Grant* (Camellia House, Drake Hotel; 250; $2.50 min.). Lee Wiley

opened -Tuesday (5) as single additional attraction to the Grant band.
Fine week; 2,800 patrons.

Bob Strone (Villa Moderne; 400; no min.). Marking the final week for

Strong in this spot, outfit came up with great total of 3,700 customers.
Strong proved a real money puller all during his stay,

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Off a bit, parties not so
numerous, but still satisfactory with around 2,450 covers on the week.
Chack Foster (Biltmore; 1,150; minimum $1-$1.50). Tourists are drifting

back home and that cuts into this downtown grotto, which gets strong
play from the hotels. Little over 3,500 patrons on the week.
Woody Herman (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-83c). First band to be held over

and to. fill an eight^week stand. Good for 16,500 stubs on the week.
Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; (500; 50c-$l). On four-

night weekly schedule getting around 1,600 payees on the stanza.

Hal Grayson (Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28c-44c). Bowed out with
around ll,000>hoofers, not so good considering this is height of the season.

Bob Crosby opened Sunday (10) to 'finish oft the year, one of the worst
at this spot in a long time.

Johnny 'Scat' Davis (Trianon, Southgate; 1,200; 40c-55c). They've been
used to names at this tavern and this outfit hasn't much of a rep around
here. Lucky to pull 2,000 payees. Ted Fio Rito follows.

Charlie Barnct (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; 55c). Couldn't get
started and weekly pull sloughed off to meager 2,750. Ozzie Nelson on
deck.

. San Francisco
Carl Bavaiu* (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 50-$1.25). Still building

In fourth week; total of 1,800 covers, best to date. Band has two weeks
more to go, being replaced (28) by Will Osborne.

T.ojqimy Culyn band out of Pitts-

bu,rgl), pow one-nighting in tri-state

ar^a, )\as just acquired two hew men,
Pee Wee Walker, formerly with Ray
Pearl, apd Will AsbJw. who used

to be with George King.

IIMMY
DORSEY

and His Orchestra

Corrcnlly

8.UBF BEACrt CLUB
Virginia Beach

YerMinal Manaccment— Bin.. BVRTON

IN A SUBWAY
FAR FROM IRELAND
Columbia Racord No, 39211 .

By-

RAYMOND
SCOTT

aUd his orchestra

HARRY f

JAMES -

AND HIS ^

Music Makers Orchestra ^

Columbia Recorda
^

ON TOUR I

Dir. ; — Maalo Corp et Auerlra ^

Harold Lee New Chicago

Manager : for Robbins
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Harold Lee, who has been chief

of the Southern Music office here,

takes over as manager of the Rob-
bins office.

Replaces Jack Perrin who is now
in New York working out a new
connection.

Vavgbn Monroe booked into Stan-

ley theatre, Pittsburgh, for week of

Sept. 19.

Charlie Splvak, Aug. 28, - Lake-

.wood Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 29,

Geo. .F. Pavillion, Johnson City, N.

Y.; 30, Saylor's Lake, Saylorsburg,

Pa.; 31, Lyonhurst, Marlborough,

Mass.; . Sept. 5, Lincoln Park, No.

Dartmouth, Mass.; 6, Hershey Park,

Hershey, Pa,; 7, Rilz B., Bridgeport,

Conn.; .10, week, Central theatre,

Passaic, N. J.

JImnile Luncetord, Aug. 27, Con-

vention Hall, Asbury Park, N. J.;

28, Convention Hall, Atlantic City;

29, Canobie Lake, Salem, N. H.; 30,

Qc'ean Pier, Old Orchard Beach,

Me.; 31, Roton Point Pavilion, Nor-

walk. Conn.; Sept. 1, Renaissance

Casino, N. Y. C; 2, Palmer Park,

Donora, Pa.; 3, West Side Park B.,

Berwick, Pa.; 4, Olympic Park,
P.ittsburgh; 5, Aud., Dayton, O.; 6,

Cssa. Loma B., Charleston, W. Va:

Bobby Byrne, Aug. 21, New Ocean
Casino, Virginia Beach, Va.; 22, New
Planter's Warehouse, Wilson, N. C;
23, Potomac River Boat Line, 'Wa.sh-

in^ton, D. C; 24, Pleasure Beach,
Bridgeport, Conn.; 12, week, East-

wood Gardens, Detroit.

Lou Breese, Aug. 19, Dunbar Cave,
Clarkesville, Tenn.; 20, Fair Grounds,
Carmi, 111.; 22, week, Stanley thea-
tre, Pittsburgh; 29-Sept. 1, Zoologi-
cal Gardens, Cincinnati.

Al Donahue, Aug. 30, Convention
Hall, Asbury Park, N. J.; 31, Fern-
brook Park, Dallas, Pa.

Larry Clinton, Aug. 22, Aud.,
Rochester, N. Y.; 23, Summit Beach,
Akron. O.; 24-28, Zoological Gar-
dens, Cincinnati.

Glenn Miller, Aug. 22, Wheeling
Park, Wheeling, W. Va.; 23. Casa
Loma, Charleston, W. Va.; 24,

Dreamland Park, Kenova, W. Va.;

25, Aud., Roanoke, Va.; 30-31, Steel

Pier, Atlantic City,

Joe Venutl, Aug. 23, IMA
.
Aud.,

Flint, Michigan; 26, week. Surf
B.eacI) C, Virginia Beach.

Al Kavelin, Aug. 16-29, Mansion,
Youngstown, O.

Bunny Berlran, Sept. 6, four
weeks, Roosevelt hotel, Jacksonville,
Fla.

Isham Jones, Aug. 16-17, Conven-
tion, Dayton, O.; 22-Sept. 1,

Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.

Bed Norvo, Aug. 15-23. Pine
Point Casino, Orange Lake,, New-
burgh, N. Y.

Harry James, Aug. 15-21, East-
wood (hardens, Detroit; 22, Mansion,
Youngstown, O.

Gene Krnpa> Aug. 22, Frog Hop B.,

St. Louis, Mo.; 23, Peony • Park,
Omalia, Neb.

Dave Cheskin WGR-WKBW. Buf-
falo, music director. Currently ba-
tonii^g or Addling themes for 14

chain programs a week, 12 piped to

Mutual and two on CBS.

Pastor s Jukebox Pull Helps to Fme

in Wash.; Fields, $19J

Potent in Pitt; Masters 17G in Philly

Estinuites for This WeeTi
Lou Breese, Ctiicogo (Chicagoi

4,000; 35-55-75) . with .'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye' (Par) (2d wk) and An-
drews Sisters. ^I'rst week for stage

show and lattef chiefly responsible
for keeping wickets whirling c*vr-

rently to great. $44,1100. Breese some-
thing of a local fave, with Andrews
Sisters most potent at b.o.

'

Shep Fields,' iPlttsburgh— (Stanley;
3.800; 25-40-60). ' With 'Ringside

Maisie' (M-G).- Gan^t be the fVlm,

since 'Maisie' pix have always gone
to Warner on double bill. FieUs gets

the credit then for fine $19,dt)0. Ob-
viously they've caught his new band
on the air and like it even better

than' 'Rippling Rhythm' outfit, inas-

much as Fields, on three previous
visits to WB deluxer, hasn't come
even close to 19G.

Phil Harris, New York— (Strand;

2,767; 35-55-75-85-99). Coupled with
'Bride Came C.O.D.' (WB) on screen
for third week. Holding up to sturdy

$20,000, after splendid $34,000 on sec-

ond session.

Clyde McCoy, Indianapolis

—

(Lyric; 1,900; 30-40-50) with 'Bullets
O'Hara' (WB). Band credited for
bulk of business, film being mild.
Good $11,500.

Ersklne Hawkins, New York —
(Paramount; 3,664; 35-S5-85-90). Plus
'Shepherd of Hills' (Par) on screen
and Four Ink Spots and Stump &

Stumpy on stage (2d wk). Heading
for neat $33,000 on h.o. Bill well
sold. Ink Spots holding over for
new show.
Frankie Masters, Philadelphia —

(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) with
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and Dennis
Day. . BoxofTice credit about equally
divided and biz okay at $17,000.

Tony fastor, Washington — (Capi-

tol; 3,434; 28-39-44-86) with other

aots- and. 'Whistling in Dark' (M-G).
Red Skelton's name on the picture is

the major draw, but Pastor crew is

magnet for plenty of the juke-box
set, combo aiming at socko $23,000.

Art Green Disc Jockeys

From Manhattan Beach
Manhattan Beach, New York, play-

ground and name band date, is now
also a once-a-week originator of a
recorded broadcast. Art Green,
indie record jockey who works his

spiels on several N.Y. outlets, began
a one-hour platter show (noon-1
p.m.) from the Beach's bandstand
last Friday (8), over WMCA. It's

sustaining, but if it is sold. Green
and WMCA only share profits. Beach
is satisfied with the air exploita-
tion.

Green's chatter and music is piped
to speakers all over the beach, bath-
houses, etc.

Monroe, Kaye, Donahue Reap Big

Rewards on 1-Niters; Barron Seesaws

C£sttnuites}

Bine Barron (Joyland Park, Lexington, Ky., Aug. 4). Barron collected

fair 490 dancers at $1, but did much better at Fountain Ferry Park, Louis-

ville, four days later (8), drawing fine 1,000 at $1.

Count Basle (Aud., Atlanta, Ga., July 11). Despite hot weather Basie

drew exceptionally strong, 5,671 people, at 75c-85c, to gross $4,237.

Larry Clinton (Peony Park, Omaha, Aug. 6). Grosses big here as rule,

but Clinton's 1,585 draw at 90c to total $1,426 gross was exceptional.

A! Donahue (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Aug. 4-7). Donahue
continued pull of previous two-day weekend (1-2) with 1,500 Monday, 2,100

Tuesday, 2,400 Wednesday, 2,700 Thursday at $1.35 couple. Six-day total:

15,700 dancers-$I0,898. On Frida^y (8) band drew heaviest crowd of sea-

son with over 2,200 at 85c for gross of $1,870.

Sammy Kaye (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 8). Kaye's swing

'n' sway lure netted about 1,600 at $1.15-$1.40 lor till load of $1,750. That's

three times biz of last name band here.

Andy Kirk (Fairyland Park B., Kan.sas City. Aug. 8). Fine crowd of

1,000 at 70c advance, 90c gate gave Kirk good $800 gross.

Jimmie Lunceford (Aud., Houston, Tex., Aug. 7). Excellent reception;

2,500 at 99c.

Vaughn Monroe (Manhattan Beach, N.Y., Aug. 10). Ben Bernie's Sunday

16,000 record didn't last long. Monroe drew 17,600. Admish: $1.65 for all

beach facilities, including- dancing, 85c to ballroom alone.

Buss Morgan (Totem Pole B., Aub'ilrndale, Mass., Aug. 8-9). Morgan
i

began week on first stand here with 2,900 Friday, 3,200 Saturday at $1.35

pair for $14,118.

Bay Noble (Radioland B., Twin Falls, Idaho, Aug. 4). Sock l-,750 at $1.

Next night at Miramar B., Boise, band got very nice play of $1,500 at $1.

Fair 1,450 at 85c greeted group at Natatorium Park B., Spokane succeed-

iflg-.evening (6). At Trianon B., Seattle, Friday (12) outfit got good crowd

"VowBeynoWs (Pleasure Beach, Bridgeport, Conn., Aug. 10). Return of

Reynolds to spot where he teed off two years ago brought good 1,160 at 66c.

"KISS THE BOYS

GOODBYE"

DOES NOT APPLY

TJ THE

4 INK SPOTS

THEY ARE HELD OVER
(2 Additional Weeks)

BY POPOLAR DEMAND

ATTHE

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

Personal Management

GALE, INC.
48 West 48th Street

New York-
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IS Best Sheet Music SeDers
(.Wfk •ruUnt Aug. 9, 1941>

.You and I »•••••••«•••*••*•«•••••••••••«••••«••• Willson

Maria Elena , •••••••• Southern

Things I Lova Campbell

Intermezzo Schuberth

Daddy • Republio

Yours Marks

•Kiss Boys Goodbye ('Kiss Boys Goodbye'). Famous

Til Reveille '. ...Melody

Green Eyes Southern

You Are My Sunshine Southern

Hut Sut Song Schumann

Until Tomorrow Republia

I Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest. ...Block

Apple Blossom Time i Broadwar

outh of North. Carolina Porgia

*Filmusical.

The Art of Dance Band Bookings

Everything Against It In SeattU — Long Jumps

Between Cities anil Not Many Cities

By DON SEED
Band booking in Seattle is prac-

Mcally an unknown art, with only

tw« spots in town that occasionally

book in traveling bands. Theite are

the Trianon Ballroom, which aver-

ages about one traveling band a

month, and the Olympic hotel, which

hai used about six in the past two

years.

Geographic location of Seattle

works against the use of traveling

bands, particularly name bands. Be-

^fag up in the northwest corner ol

the nation, off the main line of east-

west, north-south travel, about the

only traveling bands booked are

those barnstorming up from Cali-

fornia for one-nighters.

No Cocktails

This handicap, together with an-

other even more important—no bars,

no cocktail lounges, because of state's

no mixed drinks law—results in the

almost universal use of local bands,

and as a result taverns, roadhouses

and night spots often ua the same

bands year after year.

Seattle is, probably more than any

other like-sized city a working man's

town. The city is lull of taverns and

bars that use jukeboxes or one to

three-piece bands for dancing, but

the majority of the taverns have

only the boxes, with no place lor

dancing because of the high license

fee for such activity. Consequently,

all recent attempts to operate night

•lubs have resulted In failure.

The Olympic hotel has. In the

piympic Bowl, the town's only night

«Iub or supper club. --And this Is

kept open chleflif for prestige and

guast pull, as even the price of lesser

known bands runs the Bowl in the

sad every month. There ere several

aiUeB'ln Chinatown that use bands

and have dance floors, but the main
centers for Seattle night life are the

roadhouses north and south, most
Important ones being the Ranch and
Oasis to the north, the new China
Pheasant to the south. The Ranch
and Oasis- use variety acts In con-

junction with their- regular bands,

being about the only spots that book
In outside acts. Downtown places

such as the Music Box and Music
jflall depend mostly on local talent,

but do. book in name attractions now
andf then. Chances taken in doing

this. is well shown in the case of the

Music Box using Duke Ellington and
band for two weeks about a year ago;

Box Is still paying oS on the engage'

ment which ran way down In the

red.
,

Peculiar liquor laws of the state,

•bout which cafe, dance hall, nltery

and hotel operators moan constantly,

works very effectively to keep profits

of niteries down or non-existent, and
also has a restraining action against

the addition of new night clubs or

added entertainment In the hotels.

Several of the larger hotels would
, use small bands and entertainers if

allowed to open barg or cocktail

lounges and there is no doubt that

aasing of the no-mlxed-drinks law
would result In the opening of sev'

cral flrst-class night clubs. Before
prohibition every large hotel in the

city had a band and there were also

a i)umber of cafes having full-time

. orchestras.
' rilbve to legalize bars and the sale

^ mh^ <Iilii3di in. restaurants, cafes

.tt^i Hotels at the last legi^ature was
'-i^^^oomed to failure aM.'vras neVer

'

f*Tiflrtei1 out 'cbm'rnlftee.'
'

'AlJb

easing o( Saturday closing law to al-

low taverns and bars to sell wine and
beer until 1 a.fn: Saturdays was
vetoed by Governor Langl«? 'after a
long struggle to get it through both
houses. Pr^sent law forbids the sale

of wine and beer on Sunday, state

liquor stores also being closed on
that day.

Speakeasies Still

Enforcement of the liquor law
whereby city has only bottle sales

not only reminds of the old days in
that bottles are put on or under the
table in most night spots, but also

results in the operation of a number
of speakeasies, atmosphere of which
are redolent with same smoke and
decor of those of ten years ' ago.

Speaks are mostly in tfie Skid Road
section or its fringe and are on a
pattern of small smaky dives, having
a small bar, a smaller dance floor,

two to fouF-piece band and some-
times a blackjack or crap table. One
thing about the speaks is that prob-
ably the best hot music in Seattle is

heard in them, with several colored
trios that really pour it on.

High school contingent does not
mean much to any downtown places
outside of the "Trianon, because of
monthly PTA dances at the various
schools; dance halls at numerous
nearby lakes and resorts £et the
younger play during the summer
season. College trade stays out in

the university district mostly, patron-
izing the Trianon a bit and splurging
at the Olympic Bowl on infrequent
occasions.

Another liability against good
bands here is that younger musicians
of any talent go south or east, where
opportunities are more plentiful,

with an occasional talented localite

being picked up by a traveling band.
Hard to figure how name bands

will draw here. Experience at the
Trianon, where Kay Kyser drew a
record crowd recently, indicates that

a big time radio show band is the
surest puller for a crowd. Neither
Russ Morgan nor Glen Gray, here
recently, drew very big, and reason
is said to be that they have not had
a big radio show of late. Only bands
that would draw along with Kyser
would be Glenn Miller, the Dorseys,
or other topshow radio bands of the
moment.

Town Well Heeled
Seattle is the big city of the Pacific

Northwest, but many of the facets of
social life of same size eastern or
midwestern cities are missing. Latest
census gives the town about 500,000,

but none of the radio stations have
a staff band, and the only theatre us-
ing a pit band is the Palomar. Most
businesses here are booming, with
defense spending giving much more
in comparison thar^most other cities

and airplane factories, shipyards,
lumber mills, etc, are putting new
employees on by the thousands.
Figured almost any way the town
looks ripe for bands and entertain-

ment, but operators .shake their heads
and say they can't figure it. Town
usually gives roadshow plays, ballets,

concert stars and the like a hearty
welcome, and strong boxoffice—as
witness the Ice Follies recent $27,000
week [ending May 17]—but when It

comes to bands it'? a headache.
For the reason it seems one guess

ia,f^ijiai6d as anbttier; but most ob-
serve>& pitlnl'to the pattern of social

life, (treated by the liquor laws and
tlitf K'eh^ral' ^eftor of Seattle . night
lire Jnd say."TfheVe you are.'

Top British Radio Plans

'So You'Tt the On*" (C-W.
'Hottf Did He hooW (.ProwMi),

'For AH That / Cars* (WriiaM),

'Silver VfingM' (Afourice),

'Iff Alway You.' (Cf.'!pp«U).
^

'Apple BloMont Time' (.FDW,

'Never Mind' (Wright).

'Sergeant Sally' (Prousa),

'Thot Song' (Chappell).

'Amapola' (Campbell).

'This Heart oj Mine' {FDH.\
'Johnny Pedler* (FDH.).

BEST SELLERS
'I've Got Sixpence' (Wood),

'Waltzing in Cloud*' (Feld-

tnan).

'Old English Memories'

(Wood).

'Darling Daughter* (Chappell).

'DpJ_LoyeYou ?' (Chappett)

.

'Sergeant Satlv* (Prowieh

'I Undersfond' (Sun)

.

'Over the Hill' (C-C).

'Silver Wings' (llfaurice).

'Steep'le Pointing' (Maurice).

Sbaberts Sne Schirmer

Over "Maytime' Rights

April Productions, Inc. (Shuberts),
filed suit yesterday (Tuesday) in

N.Y. supreme court against G.
Schirmer, Inc., seeking an injunc-
tion, accounting of profits and dam-
ages for the unauthorized use of the
music from plaintiff's operetta, 'May-
time.' April Prods, claims that Shu-
bert Theatrical Co., its assignor,

granted the defendant the publishing
and mechanical rights to 'Maytime'
in September, 1017, but did not
grant radio rights.

Schirmer Is accused of having per-
mitted broadcasts of the music and
of having granted ASCAP the

rights to broadcast the music: Other
charges say that Schirmer has failed

to account for legitimate perform-
ances after having received in ex-

cess of $100,000, and that April

wants 50% of the proceeds on
mechanical rights in excess of $10,-

000, and royalties on sales of sheet

mukc in excess of $10,000. Suit was
revealed by a plea to examine of-

ficers of Schirmer, to be argued on
Aug. 18.

Band Review

DUKE DALY OBCHESTBA (14)
With Vera Barton
Playland Casino, Bye, N. Y.
Playland Amusement Park's Ca-

sino Is the first date this latest Duke
Daly band ever played. For the
length of time the band has been in
existence it's not bad, and it should
improve because the leader, hus-
band' of Paula Stone, is rehearsing
it continually.

Daly's five sax, three trumpet, two
trombone, three rhythm combination
lacks arrangements more than any-
thing. It's books are currently
stocked with things that only occa-
sionally make a good impression. A
great many of them are jive things
turned out by Horace Henderson
(who's delivering two new arrange-
ments a week), most of which lack
the taste and imagination so neces-
sary in modern dance band arrange-
ments. Few of them generate any
enthusiasm, but those that do prove
that the playing of the band itself
is much better than it seems to be
when it tees off on the negative
writings.
One of the weakest points in the

band at the moment is a drummer
whose steady, tasteless pounding gets
monotonous fast, and Daly himself.
Leader's work up front is pretty
lacking In personality and could
stand a perkmg. However, the lat-
ter crack may not be justified. When
caught threatening weather kept the
room's tables a sea of almost un-
blemished white, no incentive to trot
out tricks. Additionally, the Ca-
sino's walls and numerous columns
are solid concrete, which don't treat
any music kindly. The echoes even
had Daly ducking.
The outfit, staffed by some good

men, is alternately rough and clean
sounding, the best team Work being
evident in the saxes. With more
time and attention there's no rea-
son why It can't hit and stay in -the
big time.
Vera Barton, former staff singer

at WHN, N. Y., handles vocals. She
bandies her mike tries In good voice.
Her looks are not flattered by a
glaring white spbt from above:

• Wood.

MIUos Bo2sa, on loan from Alex-
ander Korda, Is scoring Walter
Wartg§r^s- 'Sundovwi.'

Mk Stuff-Mnsk

Colonial Musle Pub. Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Standard Phonograph Co
which. In turn, produces foreign recordings for RCA Victor, is continuing
publication of 'Mlslrlou,' a Greek melody by N. Roubanis which that cafe
pianist first composed In 1010. It became a somewhat traditional folk song
through the years, particularly by melsterslngera and cafe musicians in
the Balkan countries, and wasn't copyrighted until 1927 and just recopy,
righted by Colonial with new lyrics by Fred Wise, Milton Leeds and S It
Russell (Spanish wordaga: J. Pina),

North St South American Musio Co, (Warner Bros.* Latin subsid in
which Xavier Cugat Is partnered) was dickering to taka It over,' oh
strength of Cugat's recant recording for Columb^, but Paul Case, ia
charge of Colonial's exploitation activities, Is plugging the number lnda>
pendently.

Colonial's parent company. Standard Phonograph, found "Beer Barrel
Polka' among other tunas for the U. S. market, and Shaplro-Bernstelil
thus acquired it.

One of those coincidents has hooked up 'This Above All,* theme song
which Sammy Slept and Charlie Tobies wrote ad lib, with 20th Centuryi
Fox's forthcoming filmizatlon of the Iric Knight bast seller of that title.
Picture will ba made in England. Songsniiths turned out the ballad months
ago, strictly from the literaU best seUers and plaeed It with Feist, inde-
pendently of any film hookup. When 20th bought the rights. It naturally
-spotted..lt Into the plcture,_dut to a long-establtshad-Hollywood llnR'ba-
tween the pub and the pic company.

Carol Scott, songwriter, has retained counsel to start Infringement suits
against those stations that have been broadcasting transcription versions
of her latest number, 'In a Hansom Cab with a Handsome C^ballero.' Miss
Scott contends that while she 'did grant Broadcast Music, -Inc., a non-axclu-
siva right, the permission was strictly for live broadcasts and did not pro-
vide a general-release for recordings.
She had also, Miss Scott said, rejected a publicatloR contraot offered her

by BMI.

Jack Kapp, prez of Dacca, found Hildegarde's recording of 'Darling, Ja
Vous Aime Beaucoup' such a big seller, that he also had Blng Crosby make
another waxing for Decca. Not yet released. It's Hildegarde's theme song,
authored by Anna Sosenko, her manager. Kapp also had Richard Himber
do the dance version, the Decca topper figuring that 3Sc disks will thus
further stimulate Hildegarde's 75c recording sales.

'Elmer's Tuna (Bobbins) is by Elmer Albrecht, in collaboration witl>
Sammy Gallop and Dick Jurgens, of the Jurgens band, which started it

in the midwest, and has already asserted itself as a jukebox seller around
Chicago.

N6C-CBS Plugs

Follouiing compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York out-
lets covers the week beginning Aug. 4 (Monday) and ending Aug. IQ
(Sunday), from 6 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulations fur-
nished by the Office of Research-Radio Division of the College of the City
of New York.

PUB-
LISHESTITLE

Yours Marks ...

I Went Out of My Way BMI
Daddy Republic .

Things I Love Campbell
Do You Care? Campbell
Time Was. > Southern
Maria Elena Southern
Green Eyes Southern
Peaceful in Country'. Regent

TOTAL
40

, 40
, 87

, 30

, 3S

, 31

so

.... 28
You and I Willson 28
Guess Have to Dream Rest ( , Block
Intermezzo ('Intermezzo) Schuberth ...

South of North Carolina Porgie
Lament to Love Roe
•Til Reveille Melody
Hut Sut Song ', Schumann . .

.

Let's Get Away from All Embassy . . . .

,

What Word Sweeter Rels
We Go Well Together Regent
Yes, Indeed Embassy ....
You Talk Too Much Southern ....
City Called Heaven *. Warren
Two Hearts Pass Night Marks
G'Bye Now. BMI
Amapola Marks
Youll Never Know Sheldon
Nighty Night Beacon
Booglie Wooglie Piggy Mutual l}
Hello There ;.,LevIson IJ
Cowboy Serenade Marks ll

Georgia on My Mind Southern U
Romantic Guy I t Nationwide 11

Wasn't It You? BMI ij

Jim Leeds
Sing Love Song Musicana ••••

•Ftlmusicol eicerpt.

2?
28

19

1?

IS

13

13

1|

f,
1?

Mutual Network Plugs

The /ollowing tabulation of network popular music per/ormonces Is not

confined to WOR, New York release for Mutual Broadcasting System, but
also includes the entire MBS chain. Compilation herewith covers the week
beginning Aug. 4 (Monday) arid ending Aug. 10 (Sunday), from 8 a.m. to

2 a.m. bated on daily recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting
Service and the MBS log*.

TITLE PCBLISHEB TOTAL
Daddy Republic 21

Kiss Boys Goodbye—(*Klss Boys Ckjodbye) Republic 17

Apple Blossom Time , Broadway H
Aurora -, Bobbins 15

Don't Cry Cherie Shapiro ......... 13

Harbor of Dreams ;,.t Miller' 20

I Understand Schumann 12

Love Me Little Little., Mayfair 12

Maria Elena Southern , 12

Rose and Prayer, BVC
Yes, Indeed , , Embassy H
Intennezzo^(*Intermezzo) .Schuberth l"

. •Filmusicol excerpt.
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Only Eight ASCAP Protests Says NBC

NBC reported yesterday (Tuesday) that out of the 90-odd responses

that It has received from a wire informing its affiliates of the impend-

ing ASCAP deal only eight expressed any disapproval. The network
Is confident that once the contract forms have been completed and
have been given the double O by the executive committees of the

Independent Radio Network Affiliates and the National Association

of Broadcasters the tiff between the radio Industry and ASCAP will

be cleaned up by at least 96%.
One of the affiliate objectors was Ed Craney, Montana operator,

who already has contracts with ASCAP. Craney doesn't want to pay
on the basis of 2%% but wants to work out his own system of com-
pensation on network comipercials.

Mutual Seeks Same Terms as NBC

And Wants 'Em Retroactive to May 19

NBC PACT (MODE FOR ALL RADIO)

NEARS FINAL FORM; NAB INVOLVED

The Mutual Network and the

American Society of -Composers, Au-

thors and Publishers have already

engaged in crossfire over the fa-

vored nations clause in their licens-

ing agreement. Mutual contends

that any better deal given to another

network should be made retroactive

to May 19, when the ASCAP-MBS
deal became effective, while John

G. Paine, the Society's general man-
ager, has informed the network that

payment is to be made on the basis

of the original up until that time any
better network contract goes into ef-

fect

The agreement between Mutual
and ASCAP stipulates that the lat-

ter will 'have the benefit of any
more favorable arrangement made
with another network.' Fred Weber,
Mutual general manager, last week
phoned Paine that he construed this

clause as giving MBS a retroactive

claim to the terms granted NBC.
Paine answered with a letter setting

forth the Society's position on the

issue.

Weber holds that Mutual is en-

titled to the difference, even though
it is comparatively small, because, if

nothing else, of the moral principle

involved. Mutual, he argues, should

not be penalized because it was the

first to sign up with ASCAP. His
claim is based more on moral than
contractual grounds, while ASCAP
points that Mutual has had the

ASCAP repertoire all to itself and
should be willing to pay the differ-

ence.

DAVE DREYER PENDS

His Joining of Berlin As General
FrofessIoBal Mgr. Coming Up

Question of whether Dave Dreyer
steps into Irving Berlin, Inc., as
general professional manager, won't
be settled until he returns from
the West Coast next week. Mean-
while the firm is functioning with-
out a professional head, as Charlie
Warren's resignation from that post
took effect Saturday (9).

Dreyer was with Berlin's pro-
fessional department until early in

1933 when he went out to Holly-
wood to represent the firm around
the studios. RKO later put him
In charge of its music department.
He was in New York last week

discussing the managerial job with
Saul Bornstein, operating head of the
Berlin company.

BURLEIGH NOMINATED

FOR THE ASCAP BOARD

Without precedent last week was

the nomination of Harry T. Bur-

leigh, 74-year-old Negro composer

and arranger, to the board of direc-

tors of the American Society of

Authors, Composers and Publishers.

Three, vacancies on the board are to

be flU'ed by standard writers.

Other nominees are Deems Taylor

and Oley Speaks, present board

members, and Clara Edwards, Hor-
ace Johnson, Geoffrey O'Hara, John
Tasker Howard and Harvey Enders.

Burleigh, who is perhaps best known
for his spiritual arrangement of

•Deep River,' has long been asso-

ciated with G. Ricordi.

It i« the first time In ASCAP'S
history that a, Negro Has' been nomi-
nated for a post on the governing
hoard.

Mills Has Gus Edwards'

Renewal Rights; Follows

WiO D. Cobb Settlement

Elmore White, professional man-
ager of BMI's ;iewly formed subsidi-

ary, Radio Tunes, Inc., hired Harold
Wald, brother of fihn writer Jerry

Wald, as the first member of his

New York st^ifl. Firm will also

maintain representatives In Holly-

wood and Chicago.

Mills Music, Inc., has obtained

from Gus Edwards the renewal

rights of all his compositions. What
gave the deal an ironic twist is that

it came several weeks after Mills

had settled a dispute with Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co. over the renewal
rights of the works of the late Will

D. Cobb, who collaborated with Ed-
wards on many of his hits, by agree-

ing to let S-B handle the publica-

tion of the Cobb songs on a royalty

basis.

Mills had held the original copy-

rights on these collaborated num-
bers. The Edwards songs involved

in the renewal assignment include

'School Days,' 'Sunbonnet Sue,' 'A

Boy Like You Loves a Girl Lilce Me'
and 'I Can't Make My Eyes Behave."

Edwards has for years made a prac-

tice for reserving to himself the re-

newal rights of his works as they

came due.

Another group of renewals recent-

ly obtained by Mills Is that of Bill

Jerome. There are -about 20 songs

in the group and they include 'Rum-
Tum-Tum-'Tiddle,' 'Flower Garden
Ball" and 'Where the' Red, Red Rose

Grows.'

ABBOn & COSTELLO'S

ARGUMENTATIVE SONG

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello have

undertaken to do a 'Mr. Gallagher

and Mr. Shean.' They've sold the

publication rights to an argumenta-

tive routine set to music titled, 'Ab-

bott and Costello,' to Mills Music,

Inc. Same firm holds the rights to

the 'Gallagher and Shean' routine.

Irving Mills made the deal with

Abbott and Costello on the Coast.

Counting the Days

Chafing more than the pub-
lishers themselves over the de-
lay in contractual consumma-
tion of the deal entered lnter^3e-

tween NBC and ASCAP are

these publishers' professional

managers. Latter have prevailed
upon band leaders to make up
arrangements of their new tunes
with the assurance that.ASCAP
music would be back on NBC
In two weeks.
The professional heads, as

anxious as they are to getting

rolling again, don't want to find

themselves In the predicament
of having to admit later io-lead-

ers that things didn't happen as

represented.

ASCAP Asks Conrt Role

BMI Not Properly Party

To Edw. B. Marks Suit

The American Society of Com-

posers, Authors, and Publishers will

ask the N. Y. supreme court on Aug.

18 to eliminate Broadcast Music, Inc.,

as a plaintiff in an action against it,

leaving Edward B. Marks Music Co.

as the complaining party, and to

dismiss the suit by Marks as de-

fective. It will be claimed BMI is

not a proper party to the action.

Suit is a test action, and includes

five songwriters as well as ASCAP
as defendants. Marks, the actual

plaintiff, was a member of ASCAP
and seeks to have the courts decide

whether ASCAP has the rights to its

music, published by it when it be-

longed to ASCAP. Songwriter de-.

fendants are Bud Green, Jesse

Greer, J. Rosamond Johnson, Lew
Pollack and Tot Seymour. They
wrote the songs which are involved

in the controversy.

Marks Scores Point In

'Rancho Grande' Suit

Jay Levison and Ray Evans (Writers of 'G'Bye Now') say

"HELLO there:
-and wi.h to publicly thank the .rtiit. who made 't pote.ble

for ut to "m«k. th. lUt of njoit P'-V*"' ""»»
' S"^^"* ^^JfS

In th. mualc publlahtno buein.s. . . . W. w»">f
to tak* a full p«a* *» expr.st our gratitude but we

"•"'RgoBuAR COPIES AND DANCE ARRANQEMENTS^^
Anvw.y "w. will meet the s*na TonyV' at hlflh nw)n tod.};

(Wednesday) and aUrt from there. Till then "G BYE NOW.

LEVISON-EVMS MUSIC COBP., 336 W. 24th Street, Wcw York

Edward B. Marks Music Corp.

scored a point over Stasny Music

Corp. and Mrs. Betty F. Stasny in

N.Y. federal court yesterday (Tues'

day) when Judge Edward A. Con-
ger refused to dismiss Marks' suit

and ordered a trial of the issues.

Marks claims the defendants are

publishing arrangements of 'Rancho

Grande' without permission.

Song was given by the Mexican
composer in 1934 to Marks, but the

defendants, in seeking a dismissal,

claimed it to l>e in the public do
main. That issue will have to be

decided at the trial.

RELUCTANT NOMINEES

Edwin Morris, Lester Santly Unwill-

ing to Serve ASCAP Just Now

Balloting for new directors of

ASCAP is expected to proceed

slowly as iar as the publisher con

tingent is concerned until it has

been made clear just which of the

candidates actually want the ap-

pointments. Edwin H. Morris has

asked that his name be withdrawn,

while Lester Santly. also named by
the publishers' nominating com-
mittee, has expressed a reluctance

for going on the board at this time.

Morris' withdrawal request was
contained in' a wire to the ASCAP
board and not to the nominating

committee and it arrived after the

ballots had been printed and mailed

to the publisher membership. Edgar

Leslie did succeed in having his

name stricken from the list of

.writer candidates. Leslie, who re-

signed from the board in the midst

of discussions on the NBC deal, made
his request direct to the writers'

nominating committee.

Jimmy Howe, lab worker at Uni

versal, cleffed 'Mr. Soldier Boy,' his

first song, which will be Introduced

by the Merry Macs.

Henry King and band booked Into

the Trianon, Seattle, August 20-21

'Protective' Clauses Delaying Factor—Neville Miller

May Have to Sell Broadcasters on Tenns —
Publishers Summon Patience

NBC and ASCAP had but two
points to thrash oat late yester-

day (Tuesday) before they oould
consider the contract forms cov-
ering the new licensing agree-
ment as finished and ready to

go out to the network's affiliates.

These points bad to do with the
optional right of a station li-

censee to shift from the per pro-
gram plan to the blanket plan
and visa versa.

nie network had first held
that an affiliate should be al-

lowed to make such shifts as It

saw fit bat It later conceded that
there ought to be a limit to the
period within which such shifts

can be made. NBC's new pro-
posal was that the stations agree
to stick to one plan for a year
bat with the privilege of switch-
ing to another plan for the fol-

lowing year on 90 days' notice.

The right to switch within this

mechanism would prevail for

the nine years of the agreiement.

ASCAP's radio committee was
called Into session yesterday aft-

ernoon (Taesday) to study this

proposal

NBC's delay in putting the finish-

ing touches to contracts embodying
the network's deal with the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers has produced a dis-

quieting effect in ASCAP publisher
quarters. ASCAP directors had
been under the impression that NBC
had been dealing for itself and its

affiliated stations but incidents of the

past week have nudged these

ASCAPites to the conclusion that

NBC is seeking to obtain terms and
conditions that will be acceptable to

the entire broadcasting industry, in-

cluding CBS.

ASCAP leaders admit themselves
perplexed by the past week's devel-

opments. They are torn between re-

conciling themselves to a wait of

from three to four weeks before
hearing ASCAP music again on
NBC or resorting to drastic legal

action in the speculative hope of

forcing immediate closure of a net-

work contract. From NBC yesterday

(Tuesday) came the assurance that

its efforts- to obtain affiliate support
for its ASCAP deal were moving
along satisfactorily. Also the opin-

ion that it would take at least until

Sept. 1 before the network could
complete the preliminaries necessary

to resuming ASCAP music. Indica-

tions have 'been given by CBS that

it will go along on the same terms
obtained by NBC.
As ASCAP directors now see the

situation, NBC had anything but th«
intention of making peace for that
network and letting CBS fend for it-

self. NBC's course, they now find,

is to put through contract forms
that will meet with the approval of

CBS and the rest of the radio in-

dustry as represented on the board
of the National Association of Broad-
casters. NBC last week presented
the details of the ASCAP terms and
conditions to the executive commit-
tee of the Independent Radio Net-
work Affiliates and almost made a
similar presentation to the N.A.B.

directorate. The latter authorized

its executive committee to co-oper-

ate with NBC in working out con-
tracts with ASCAP and, it It so

wishes, to recommend such com-
pleted contracts to the N,A.B, mem-
bership, (i.e. most of the radio in-

dustry).

That NBC is representing the

wishes of other interests than its own
in the formulation contracts has, ac-

cording to ASCAP directors, been
obvious in the discussions between
NBC and ASCAP counsel the past

several days. NBC lawyers have at

each subsequent meeting brought up
new angles for inclusion in the con-

tracts. ASCAP counsel. It was said,

have had to point out again and
again that most of these points are

matters of negotiations with their

principals and that all they (ASCAP
counsel) have been authorized to do
is couch the terms and conditions

agreed upon In legal language.
*

'Protective' Clauses

An NBC high official declared
Monday (11) that all that remained
to the task of contract writing, pre-
liminary to getting the forms out

to the NBC affiliates, was the in-

clusion of certain protective clauses.

ASCAP . directors later stated that

they knew of no protective clauses

that could be included other than
those that had already been agreed
to. NBC counsel, it was said, had
said something about providing for

a reduction in the fee in the event
there was a diminution of the

ASCAP catalog, but that this sub-
ject was dropped when it was sug-

gested by ASCAP counsel that tht
idea should also work the other
way, that is an increase for ASCAP
should it acquire catalogs not in-

cluded In the present repertoire.

Other issues brought up by NBC
counsel during these verbiage de-

bates have had to do with ASCAP'a
granting of releases for any suits

pending to persons and corpora-

tions In the radio business. NBC
(Continued on page 63)
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T. D. Kemp Sees Dixie s Best Vaude

Season in Yrs.; Units and Name Bands

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 12.

lliat the coming vaudeville season

In Dixi% will be the best in years

te the ^prediction of T. D. Kemp,
Jr., booker, in discussing the fall

Uneup for stage shows in the south-

Mstern territory.

Already booking atage shows for

a large number of theatres in the

•outh, Kemp said he can't take care

fl( all the theatres that have asked

him for stage unit bookings. Kemp
!• booking a larger than avearge

number of road shows and name
bands in addition to regular units

this season. Kemp said re- - '
"

routes for units would be resumed
In the territory on Sept. l ai:^

would offer nine weeks of con-

. ttcutlve bookings.

The route will include houses of

Wilmer & Vincent, Wilby-Kincey,

liUcas & Jenkins, Sparks, and many
Indie houses. Houses that will play

units on regular weekly policy in-

clude: Noble, Anniston, Ala.; Plaza,

AsheviUe, N. C; Capitol, Atlanta,

Ga.; Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.; Beck-

ley, Beckley, W. V a.; Grenada,
Bluefleld, W. Va.; Pantege. Bir-

mingham, Ala.; Carolina, Burling-

ton, N. C; Royal, Columbus, Ga.;

Broadway, Charlotte, N. C; Vic-

tory, Charleston, S. C; Cabarrus,

Concord, N. C; Rialto, Danville, Va.;

Carolina, Durham, N. C; Center,

Greenville, S. C; National, Greens-

boro, N. C; Gadsden, Gadsden,

Ala.; Paramount, Hickory, N. C;
Paramount, High Point, N. C; Pal-

ace, Jacksonville, Fla.; Bijoii, Knox-
Tllle, Tenn.; Trenton, Lynchburg,

' Va.; Logan, Logan, W. Va.; Carolina,

Lumberton, N. C; James, Newport
News, Va.; Granby, Norfolk, Va.;

6Ute. Raleigh, N. C; National

Richmond, Va.; Gordon, Rome, Ga.;

State, Salisbury, N. C; State, Spar-
tanburg, S. C; Bijou, Savannah,
Ga.; Pocahontas, Welsh, W. Va.;

Carolina, Wilmington, N. C; State,

Winston-Salem, N. C; and Lyric.

Waycross, Ga.

Unite playing these houses will

run from 25 to 35 persons, includ

Ing band of four or five, line of

«i^t girls, and four or five acts.

Name bands will be booked on
a three-week routing at the foU
lowing houses: Plaza, Asheville,

K. C; Albany, Albany, Ga.; Para-
mount, Atlanta, Ga.; Imperial, Au-
fusta, Ga.; Paramount, Bristol,

enn.; Paramount, Charlottesville,

Va.; Bijou, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Pal-

metto, Columbia, S. C.; Carolina,

Durham, N. C; Carolina, Green-
ville, S. C; Carolina, Greensboro,
N. C; Center, High Point, N. C;
'Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.; Ten
bessee, Knoxville, Tenn.; Paramount,
Montgomery, Ala.; Paramount, New
t>ort News, Va.; Ambassador, Ral-
eight, N. C; American, Roanoke,
Va.; Wilby, Selma, Ala.; Carolina,
^artanburg, S. C; Lucas, Savan-
nah, Ga.; Bama, 'Tuscaloosa. Ala.;

and Carolina, Winston-Salem.
Several legit road shows are. also

being booked, Kemp said. Shows
already set include 'Blossom Time,'
•Life With Father,' 'Hellzapoppin','

•nd the Marcus show. Others will

be set later.

DeHaven Named AGVA

Exec Sec in Clevdand

Charles DeHaven (and Nice) has
been appointed executive secretary

of the American Guild of Variety
Artists' local in Cleveland.
DeHaven, vet vaude actor, took

over last week, replacing Charles
Nelson.

SUNBROCK PUTS

COIN ON LINE

Chicago, Aug. 13.

Larry Sunbroek, outdoor pro-

moter, who was notified by the

American Guild of Variety Artists

that he would have to pay all back
salaries due AGVA performers, in

addition to iMsting a cash bond to

guarantee ' future salaries before

opening his outdoor show here, de-

livered $566 to the AGVA local as

his initial payment

Money Is to be distributed to the

Walter Guice Troupe ($225), Flying

Mezoras ($225), Gay Baire ($12),

ParoR Trio ($104). Amounts repre-

sent balances due the acts on pre-

vious Sunbroek dates. There is still

in litigation the amount of $216, for

which acts have entered claims, but

AGVA is waiting for proof before

collecting from Sunbroek
In addition, Sunbroek will be re-

quired to post a $5,000 cash bond to

guarantee payment of sal&ries to

acts appearing at his outdoor show
here Aug. 30-Sept. 1.

Pomeroy Pays

Jack Pomeroy, operator of defunct

Stars Over Hollywood' unit, closed

by AGVA in Buffalo for failure to

pay acts, has deposited $200 with the

AGVA, representing half the bal-

ance due. Balance is to be paid

within IS days.

Acts sharing proportionately dn

the payment of back salaries are

Shirley Dean, Senator Murphy, Les-

ter Ohman, ,.and Ross & "Pierre.

Money was collected by Los Angeles

AGVA head, Leslie Utopiy. ,

* Really a Career

Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.

Nan Blakstone, cafe singer, com-

pleting 49th consecutive week of

work with her fortnight's engagement

at Yacht Club last Thursday (7), left

immediately by car for Des Moines,

la., to open at Club CThesterfleld.

Theatr»^ngagements in Kansas City

and Miami will follow, then come

bookings at 600 Club in Atlantic

City, Leon and Eddie's (during

Eddie Davis* vacation), Seattle,

Reno and Hollywood before Miami

Beach and winter season again.

Entertainer's string of consecutive

bookings began last summer at Bos-

ton's Cocoanut Grove (14 weeks) and
continued at Hotel Elysee -(N. Y.)

Money Room (4 weeks), Latin Quar-
ter, Miami (10 weeks); 15 weeks
split between New Yorker Club and
Brown Derby in Chicago, and Club
Charles in Baltimore preceding local

stay.

Reynolds' Tobacco

Army Unit Touring

Camps in Carolinas

Nashville, Aug. 12.

Four bookings at camps in North
and South (Carolina are on schedule

this week for the 'Grand Ole Opry'
unit of the Camel Caravan, travel-

ing army camps show bankrolled by
the R J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Ford
Rush, WSM Artists Service director,

is m.c, and cast includes Golden
West Cowboys, San Antonio Rose,

Camelettes dancing girls, Kay (Carl-

isle, Minnie Pearle and Dolly Dear-
man.

First show was given July 3, at

Camp Forrest and another at Fort
Knox, ^y. These shows were pri-

marily tests to see what type pro-
grams suited the soldiers.

Six autos and a truck-trailer make
up caravan. After this week's book-
.ings at Fort Jackson, Camp Bragg,
Camp Davis and Fort Bragg, show
moves in to Georgia and Florida.

BeaoluLrt Settles

Frank Beauhart, operator of the

Monroe Club, Peoria, has deposited

with AGVA here $34.34 as payment
of back salaries due three choruS

girls, Beauhart disputed the claim,

but, under threat of being declared

unfair by AGVA, paid up in full.

Spot , is booked by Chi agent,

C^eorge Hall.

Boreo Back at St Moritz

GRAND, ST. L BURLEY,

REOPENS FRIDAY (22)

St. Louis, Aug. 12.

Jack Zelsler, 'the Villas, N. J., Jus-

tice of the Peace, who managed the
Garrick and Grand last season for
tiie Izzy Hirst burlesk circuit, is

readying the Grand for opening Frl
day (22). Consolidation of two
houses shuttered the Garrick and the
Hirst traveling shows shifted to the
Grand, with Zeisler as top man and
Harold Clamage second in command
The house completed a 37-week

season, one of the longest in many
years in this burg. With a general

increase of b.o. returns for burlesk

houses in the east and the large

number of national defense plants in

St. Louis and environs, Zeisler is

looking for the banner b.o. year
since the depression. A lease on the
Garrick is held by the Hirst circuit.

Art Weems Quits Weems
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Art Weems has resigned from
Weems, Inc., talent agency here, and
has returned to the. local offices of
General Amusem'ent, on a personal
V>pointmenrby Tommy Rockwell.
Bob Weems continues in charge of

the Weems agency.

Emile Boreo returns to the Sky
Gardens of the Hotel St. Moritz,

N.Y., tomorrow (Thursday). Betty

Thompson, warbler from Florida,

will make her New York debut with

Ford Harrison's orchestra.

Carla and Fernando, South Amer-
ican dance team, hold over from the

previous show as do Lolo and Ra-
mon's rhumba outfit and Harrison's

crew.

WILLIE SHORE
America's Youngest Singing and Dancing Comedian

Opening August 22nd

RICE HOTEL
Houston, Texas
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

AL BORDE
203 N. WABASH AVE.

Franklin 4406 Chicago,, ill.

The Good Old Days
Herewith appears a Vakiett review of a N. Y. Palace, bill of 20/^years

ago. Th« intention it to reprint these weekly using the relative, week of
1921 with the current date of issue. No speceial reason in reviving these
reviews other than the interest they may have in recallinsr the acts which
were playing ot that time, the manner of putting together o big time show
(booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the
ttyle of vaudeville revtewtttg of that day.

(Reprinted from Variety of Aug. 12, 1921)

PALACE, N. Y.

The first four acts were a continuous procession of wows at the Palace
Monday night, and when the show had gone along for an hour or so it

looked as 11 the audience was going to declare it a field day for the whole
show—one of those exceptional occasions wherein those out front whoop
it up for everybody, and make it a question of who's going to carry away
the biggest applause bouquet in an all-hit entertainment. But somehow
they cooled off a bit toward the end of the first haU, and from there on,
although good to play to, they were not nearly as receptive as in the fore
part of the evening.

The show held nine acts, witb three silent turns and two sketches, both
in the first half, with but an act Intervening. Owen Jones conducted the
new orchestra, which succeeded the striking No. 310 men Sunday. The
musical contingent comprised 12 men, and one woman playing the French
horn. As a vaudeville orchestra the new bunch shape up excellently,
there being no perceptible difference between their playing and that of
the former occupants^ of the pit. They caught all of the music cues with-
out a miss Monday night, and generally played the show in a competent
way that compared more favorably with any of the orchestras that have
preceded them at the Palace.

Elly started the show off witb a bang and Bill Robinson, the colored
dancing chap, deuced it for a hit that shook the rafters. Few performers
who have filled the admittedly difficult No. 2 hole at the Palace can,boasV
of the riotous reception accorded Robinson Monday night. He Wouldn't
give 'em enough of the !iard shoe tapping which he executes as only a
colored stepping .expert can. Had he cared to, Robinson oould have
stretched his applause for a. speech, but he took it out in encores.^

Harry Holman & Co. knocked over a laughing hit, following with 'Hard-
Boiled Hampton.' Mr. Holman is entitled to praise for not ov^doing the
grouchy character he handles so legitimately. The sentimental passages
are also convincing. Mr. Holman's two female ass()ciates rende^ him
faultless support, the team work registering 1007o. Mr. Holman was given
a reception on his entrance and several curtain calls at the finish of his act.

A reception also greeted Miller and Mack, who have established them-
selves as Palace favorites. The travesty stuff bowled 'em over for a com-
edy hit that brought the laughs in gales. The double dancing bits also
scored on their merits.

Crane Wilbur and Martha Mansfield, fiifth, got plenty of laughs and held
rapt attention throughout the playing of their travesty playlet, 'Right or
Wrong,' but failed to receive the appreciation they deserved at the finish.

Mr. Wilbur and Miss Mansfield were accorded warm receptions when they
appeared. Unlike some of the other picture stars that have taiken a dip
into vaudeville, both are competent players of the spoken drama. The
supporting cast is also up to the mark, the man playing the judge giving
a particularly able performance. Th^fact of the Holman sketch preceding
the Wilbur-Mansfield playlet evidently filled the audience up on sketches
and tended to minimize, the Impression registered.

Else and Paulsen (New Acts) open the second half, and Bob Hall, pro-
gramed for next to closing, changed spots with the George Jessel Revue,
"Troubles of 1920.' Mr. Hall extemporized everything in sight in song,
including the show. Some of the rhymes might not excite the admiration
of a stickler for poetical perfection, but" then, as Mr. Hall says, it isn't so
easy, when you're making *em up on the spur of the moment He went
over for a neat score.

The George Jessel turn still remains one of the best of its type, the
contrasting values of sentiment and comedy being nicely balanced in a
manner to make the specialties -aqd numbers stand out. Next to closing
the act held to the finish, receiving plenty of applause for the high spots
but doing but fairly at the conclusion. Siegel and Irving, hand' balancers,
closed.

The Palace was capacity Monday night, with the standee section back
of the rail well occupied. Bell.

SaranacLake
By Happy Benwmy

Sophie, Cross & Diiiin

In Saratoga Niteries

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Aug. 12.

Cross and Dunn, who have head-
lined at Riley's Lake House, Sara-

toga, during previous seasons, will

open a limited engagement there

Aug. 14.

'Alice Dawn, singer, Bernie Col-
lins' band and The Ttiree Majors re-

main. Victor Montez's tiatin orches-
tra is the second musical combina-
Uon.
Sophie Tucker opened at Arrow-

head Inn Monday (11) after two
strong opening weeks by Hildegarde
who had been topping bill. Ted
Straeter's orchestra, Gomez and
Minor and Noro Morales' rhumba
band around out of the show. Dan-
cers replace Creorges and Jalna;

Morales is vice Oscar de la Rosa's
rhumbaists.

Ferdinando Buys Park
Hartford, Aug. 12.

Felix Ferdinando has purchased
the dilapidated Capitol Park for a
reported $50,000, Ferdinando, one-
time band leader, has been operat-
ing a iilght club there.

Park consists of seven acres, de-
nuded and shorn. by the ravages of

a hurricane and time ot everything
except a boxing arena and the
nitei7.

Saranac, Aug. 12.

Bows and salutations to Dr. Wells
for the successful operation that he
performed on Mrs. WiUiam (Mother)
Morris' hand.

Evan Evans, who runs a farm here,

is the brother of the late George
(Honey Boy) Evans. He is not a bad
tenor singer himself.

Fred Stone ogled the Actors Col-
ony while visiting C. M. Palmer
here, en route to New York City
from Lake-Of-The-Woods, Canada.
John P. Mulvany, m.c. and vocal-

ist of years ago and later of radio
station WOR, is a new arrival at the
Will Rogers.
.Don Fairchild was visited by his

father and mother who motored in
from Danbury, Conn.
Harry (Pop) Barrett, formerly of

the Juggling Barretts, is totally blind.
A move is on hand that will sponsor
an operation which may restore part
of his eye-sight
Uncle Henry (Morris office) Ber-

linghofl landed his first black bass,
weight three and one-half pounds,
caught at Mannis fish market rate
26c a pound, and devoured at Camp
Intermission. No one except the
bass knew the difference.

John Louden seen downtown on
mild exercise.

.

Johnny Papulus, Steubenville, O.,

ex-theatre manager, vacashing on
Upper Saranac lake.

Write to those who are III.

Another Setnrn Engagement !

WEEK OF AUG, 15TH

LYRIC THEATRE, Indianapolis

SHIRLEY DEANE
"20th Century- Fox Picture

Singing Star"

• PeTHonal Manafrement •
THOMAS KETTERING

DlrecUon
WUIIam Horrla As«acr, Chlcneo .

NOTICE !

!

GEORGE HAMID
IS UNFAIR TO

THE AMERICAN GUILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS
(A.F. of L.)

4ny performer working for Uamid or booked by him
is subject to expulsion from this Union and its Affiliates

GEBALD GBIFFIN, VETO.MELFI,
National Exe«. Sec'jr. Director Ootdoor DIv.

last Broadway, New Tork, N. T.
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MORE VAUDE IN 1941-42
PhiUy Nitery ffiz Does a Switch:

Now It's the Operators. Not the

Actors, Who Are Squawkers

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Once the complaint flies of the

American Guild of Variety Artists

were filled with squawks of per-

formers against night spot operators.

'Overwork,' 'failure to pay off,' forc-

ing entertainers to mix with guests,'

etc., were some of the complaints.

Today, beefs are still coming into

AGVA—but the squawkers aren't

the union's members but the nitery

nabobs themselves. The ranks of

male Philly performers have been

shot by the draft. Defense jobs have
taken away many of the girls. Less

acts are coming into town from other

cities. [Ed. note: Such has been the
• somplaint in many other key cities

all over the country].

With this shortage entertainers are

becoming choosier about the condi-

tions under which they work. Last

week a downtown cafe proprietor

complained that two chorines had
walked out of his place because they

were asked to ride hobby horses to

entertain the patrons. Another left

her job because she didn't like the

dressing room.
A dance team quit a North Philly

bistro because the owner asked them
to work an extra show without add-

ed pay.
Incidents like these have been un-

heard of in a town that has been no-

torious for benefits, flve-shows-a-

nlght, and 'sweatshop' pay. With a

brisk season expected this fall In the

night club field, operators are wor-

ried whether they'U be able to find

enough acts to fill their bills.

Most acute shortage is expected to

be felt In the ranks of emcees. Many
of the best-known In these parts

hbve been grabbed by their draft

boards. Among the latest to sign up
with Uncle Sam are Johnny Leary,

former AGVA prexy, who was wide-
ly in demand as a show jockey in

PhUly and South Jersey; Al Dee,

Lindsay Barrett, Gene Stroud, Paul
Neff and Bill -Boden.

CYNDA GLENN TOPPER

AT ANDERSON'S CAFE

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Cynda Glenn, being tested here by
Universal and RKO, goes Into the

new Wilshlre Bowl nitery revue un-
der' John Murray Anderson's direc-

tion.

Former ]Lrf3ndon and Paris revue
itar, U. S.-born but long domiciled
abroad, Is being agented by Lou
Irwin on the picture deals.

Thanks to the Patrons of the

COLLEGE INN

HOTEL SHERMAN
CHICAGO

BENNY
GOODMAN

Nat Karson's New Decor

For La Martinique, N. Y.
Dario and Jim Vernon are giving

their La Martinique, N.Y., a com-
plete facelift with new decor by
Nat Karson, in anticipation of fall

reopening. Joe Frisco is being
talked of for a N.Y. 'comeback.'
Danny Kaye will be unavailable,

but if he decides to double from
'Let's Face It,' new Vinton Freedley
stage musical into a cafe, he will

probably accept the very big bid
which the Versailles made him and
which tops the Martinique's, where
Kaye first established himself. How-
ever, Kaye's percentage terms in

the stage show insure him $2,500

weekly and better, if the show is a

smash, and he may forego all nitery

doubling,.

ARREST TENNER

AS PAROLE

VIOUTOR

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Joe Tenner, of 'Stairway to

Stars,' new nitery, waa arrested

around midnight Saturday (9) on a
telegraphic warrant from Seattle

charging him with a parole viola-

tion. Bail was set at $500 pending
hearing on hia case A'ug. 26. Ad-
ditional $1,600 bond was required

when Tenner was unable to pro-

duce an alien registration card, but
no charge waa filed pending Investi-

gation.

Tenner, ah Austrian, claims his

registration sard was lost. Under-
stood he Is now out of the nitery

with his wife, and Lloyd Campbell
has taken over. Campbell was
ousted by Tenner last week but is

now back In.

UNION EXEC. LOST 29G

IN NITERY AND CASINO

St. Louis, Aug. 12,

Eugene E, Scott, ousted $5,000 a

year secretary of the Benton, 111.,

local of the electrical workers' union,

charged with embezzling $49,076 of

the union's funds, is alleged to have
dropped approximately $29,000 in an
unsuccessful attempt to operate the

Spot, a nitery in Springfield, 111., and
later the Golden Gate, a gambling
casino on the outskirts of the same
town, during the last three years.

When the .
nitery was shuttered,

Scott opened the Golden Gate, but

still couldn't click. His house of

cards crashed several weeks ago

when he filed a petition in bank-

ruptcy listing assets of $27,668 and
liabilities of $15,688. Then the em-
bezzlement charge was made. Scott's

daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Scott

Whaley, who was his bookkeeper,

has been named as an accomplice in

a larceny and embezzlement war-

rant.

BILL GARY
Peer of Personality and

Character'Dancing

NOW
CHEZ PABEE

CHICAGO
Shanlu to JOEY JACODfiON and MIKE

FRITZEL for retarn engnfrcment
opening XnuM.

Manaoement
WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE

BETTERn IN

PftST FEW yEllRS

Upbeat Talk Enhanced By
RKO's Indication To Go
For Shows Through Its

New Theatre Manager,
Charles Koemer, Who's
Long Been Show-Minded
—Indie Bookings Rise

WARNERS, TOO

With the approach of fall, there's

a growing belief In theatre circles

that stage shows are due for some-

thing of an upbeat the coming sea-

son. Nobody is so optimistic as to

presage a definite vaudeville 'come-

back,' but most are certain that the

amount of pop-priced stage playing
time will be greater than it has been
for the past several years.

A good part of the prognostications
are based on the fact that Charles
Koerner is now general manager of

RKO theatres. Koerner, formerly
division manager in Boston and lat-

terly on the Coast, is the circuit's

first vaude-mlrwled head theatre exec
in 10 years. Koerner is known in

the vaude trade as an astute Judge of

stage talent and a showman in sell-

ing It to the best boxoffice advantage.
Besides the reguar RKO vaude spots,

such as Boston, Cleveland, Dayton,
which resume vaude Aug. 29; Cin-
cinnati, opening Sept 9, and San
Francisco, Koerner has already made
it known that next season will see

vaude at least on a one-week-a-
month basis In several other towns,
notably Rochester, N. Y.; Syracuse,
Albany, Schenectady, and Columbus,
Ohio. Hell play attractions when
available and, it the business war-
rents, may stretch the vaude time to

two weeks a month and more.

Warners, Too
Warner Bros., though not yet

reaching any final decision, is an-
other circuit that has been talking

about stretching its vaude playing
time this fall and winter. Presently

the circuit is playing stage shows at

the Earle theatres in Philadelphia

and Washington; Stanley, Pittsburgh,

and Strand, N. Y. Additions in all

likelihood will be several nabes in

Philadelphia and some of the small
Pennsylvania cities where WB op-

erates.

As for the past several seasons,

Eddie Sherman's office will have the

largest indie book. His spots include

Fay's and Carmen theatres, Philade'i-

phia; Hipp, State and Royal, Balti-

more; Howard, Washington; Pater-

son, N. J., Camden, N. J., and the

split-week Palace theatres in Akron
and Youngstown. In season, Sher-
man also books the Atlantic City
Steel Pier, probably the largest

single talent and band buyer in the

country.

Arthur Fisher, with the Brandt
vaudfilmers in N. Y., Flatbush,

Brooklyn, and Windsor, Bronx, as

the backbone of his book, will also

have considerable playing time this

season. Fisher Is acquiring a brand
new house in the Central, Passaic,

N. J., which is presently under con-

struction and opens Sept. 10 as a

full-week stage show spot. House
will seat 2,500. Another Fisher house

opening soon (30) is the weekend
Met in Providence, which plays name
bands. The Brandt houses, full-

weekers, open Sept. 18, after a sum-
mer of subway stock.

Bookers Worried

With a minor boom In stage shows
in sight, bookers are already begin-

ning to worry about where they will

get attractions, both personalities

and orchs. Some, of the show buyers
claim that the band salaries are now
way out of proportion to the ability

of some of their theatres to pay. It's

pointed out that many of the Indie

houses in particular can't afford the

$7,000, $8,000 to $10,000 band salaries,

plus the other costs of operating a

(Continued on page 56)
.

Geo. Hamid Placed On Unfair List'

By AGVA; Union Acts, Agents Get

Warning; Ban Effective Next Week

Hoysradt Pre-Hildegar^e

Into Savoy-Plaza, N. Y.

John Hoysradt returns to the

Savoy-Plaza, N.Y., Sept. 12 for four

weeks with options, which will

probably run leven- weeks, until

Oct. 17, when Hlldegarde makes her

steenth return to the S-P. Jack Ber-

tell booked both.

Hoysradt U also in on guarantee
and percentage, a la Hlldegarde.
Jane Froman, also under CBS

Artists (Bertell) direction, opens
Beverly Hill* Country Club, Cin-
cinnati, Aug. 29, ior two weeks.

OUT-OF-STATE

AGENTS ASK

PA. OKAYS

Philadelphia, Aug, 12.

With the Mw £tat« law regulating

the booldiur buelnasi aoheduled to

become •ifegtive Befii. 1, out-of-

State agent* (eedlnA bt applica-

tions for license* si the offices of

the Stat* Department of Labor and
Industry here.

Anthony C. Sharkey, enforcement
officer in chsifle, announced that no
license will b* granted unless the

agents •taA)ll*h oftlaei hare and are

thoroughly kkTMMgated.

James V. Loughran, j^esident of

the Entartalwnant Manager* As-
sociation (bookan), aeid that mem-
bers of hi* orgaalMtlon were pre-

pared to represent any booking oSice

from out*ld* o€ the Itate which
wanted to do buslncs* kere without
going to tti* espense of maintaining

an office and aeparete ataff.

Under State regulations, a PhiUy
agent will onV be allowed to repre-

sent one out-of-Stat* office. Under
the act, booker* who do not have
Penney Mcense* tan only sell acts

through a local agent Because of

the expense Involved la setting up
an office her*, K 1* believed that most
'foreign* agent* will elear their busi-

ness through a lecallte.

George Hamid, his agency, book-

ing office, fairs and Million Dollar

Pier at Atlantic City, have been
placed on the 'unfair list' by the

American Guild of Variety Artist*.

No AGVA act can play these spot*

after this week, nor can any AGVA-
franchlsed agent place any acts in

Hamid enterprises without facing

loss of franchise and other penalties.

AGVA early this week notified all

agencies and booking offices, par-

ticularly Arthur Fisher's, of its stand

against Hamid, Fisher is booker of

Hamid's Pier and the Brandt vaud-
filmers In New York, which have
an Agreement with AGVA, and it's

expected he'll be forced to live up
to AGVA's warning. On the other
hand. Fisher Is booked up for the
season at the Pier, which puts it up
to AGVA to pull out those acts set

who are members of the union.

Outdoor Angle
Matter between AGVA and Hamid

has been brewing for some time and
came to a head when Hamid flatly

refused to enter Into any agreement
with the imion. Outdoor booker
further aggravated the situation, one
AGVA official said, by threatening
to 'break' AGVA, Hamid is also

said to have taken the position that
he can't enter into any agreement*
with AGVA because the fairs he
books are adverse to union entangle-
ments.

It's probable that both Hamid'*
A.G. pier and his fair shows will bs
picketed by the end of this week, if

not before.

Apparently caught in the middle
of the battle la Fanchon & Marco,
which has three lines of Gae Foster
girls playing for Hamid under an

(Continued on page 56)

MEROFF REBUILDING

TUNZAFIRE' FOR TOUR

Benny Meroff is currently In
Chicago rebuilding his 'Funzafire'
vaude unit In preparation for a new
tour. He's replacing his band, act*,

girls, scenery and expects to resume
work about 3ept. 1, New outfit goes
Into rehearsal this week.
Meroff folded 'Funzafire' July U

at Cedar Rapids, la.
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It's Stein's Pay-From-Profits Plan

Vs. Tuthin Offer (or NBCs Bureau

As the situation shaped up yes-

terday (Tuesday), the NBC Artists

Service will be sold to either the

Music Corp. ot America or Daniel

Tuthill, the bureau's business mana-
ger. J. C. Stein has already sub-

mitted a flat proposition, while Tut-

hill is supposed to submit the finan-
cial terms ol his offer next week.

Stein is ready to put up a lump
sum and pay the balance from in-

come derived through contracts now
held by the NBC artists bureau. The
arrangement is descrit>ed as primar-
ily a pay-as-you-go plan.

CBS-MCA Ratified

Sale by CBS of its artists manage-
ment interests was approved by the

corporation's stockholders at a spec-

ial meeting Monday (11 >. In the
j

deals the Music Corp. of America
got Columbia Artists, Inc., and Co-
lumbia Management of California,

while CBS' stock in the Columbia
Concerts Corp. was sold to the latter

corporation itself.

Tlie transfer as far as It concerns
MCA will be to a subsid, MCA Art-
ists, Inc.

More Vaude
sContlBued from pace SS;

Conn. Got. Oyerrides

Own Veto of Bill To

Ease Cnrfew on Ferns

Hartford, Aug. 12.

Although Governor Hurley (Conn.)

has vetoed a bill permitting female

entertainers and waitresses to work
after 10 pjn., he has issued an exec-

utive order allowing such work
under the emergency provisions of
another law. Reason at veto by
governor was that it would nullify
protection of minors. Under his
order, women entertainers and
waitresses must be over 21 years
«f age.

Entertainers will be restricted to
an eigh-hour day and 40-hour week,
while waitresses are restricted from
working after 12 midnight.

MARDEN'S RIVIERA TO

SPLURGE ON NAMES

theatre. The solution they claim Is

the playing of the higher-priced

bands on straight percentage; in

other words let the bands get as

much as they can earn; but the bands

are wary of deals of this type and
demand guarantees nearly as high

as their salaries.

So far as stage name personalities

are concerned, there's only a mere
handful at present, but it's expected

there will be a heavy draw on Holly-

wood pnd radio talent.

Cleve. Palace Set
Cleveland, Aug. 12.

After a summer of straight pic-

tures, Nat Holt, RKO division man-
ager, Is uncorking the Palace's vaude
season Aug. 29 with Earl Carroll's

'Vanities.'

RKO deluxer, the only house in

Cleveland with vaude, is following

it up with film player Billy Gilbert's

revue Sept. 5; Ted Lewis' orch Sept.

12 and Carmen Amaya In a South
American unit Sept. 17. Listed on
its October calendar are Jimmy Dor-
sey's crew, Dorothy Lamour, Tony
Pastor's band and Linda Darnell.

Arena, New Haven

Arena, New Haven, resumes Sun-
day afternoon and evening name
band and vaude presentations Sept.

7. First band set is Guy Lombardo's.
Policy is maintained through the

winter, shuttering during the hot
months.

State, Hartford
Hartford, Aug. 12.

State Theatre relights Aug. 22 for

another 10 months of name bands
and vaude.
Opener is Phil Harris for six days.

Hamid 'Unfair'
— coBtftned from page SSs

old contract that still has • year to

run. As yet they haven't been asked

by AGVA to puU the lines, maely
being notified, along with the rest of

the agents, that Hamid is on the

'unfair list.' F. & M. presumes that

It will be up to AGVA to Influence

the chorus girls.

Hamid may find himself ih a spot

with at least one headliner. Ken
Maynard, cowboy film player. May-
nard is booked on the Million Dollar

Pier but, should AGVA invoke its

reciprocal agreement with Screen

Actors Guild, Maynard undoubtedly
would be forced to withdraw from
the show.

N.Y. PAR UNIT SET FOR

REUNION TOUR IN FALL

Ben Marden's Riviera, just across

the George Washington Bridge in

Jersey, will splurge on names for

the show opening Sept 4 after go-

ing along prosperously with non-
name layouts up to now. Set for
Sept. 4 are Harry Richman, Joan
Merrill and Phil Baker. There will
be two more acts, one mentioned be-
ing The Hartmans.
Most of last season the Riviera

played along with the triple name
-combo of—Harry Richman, Sophie
Tucker and Joe E. Lewis, but this
season Marden started modestly and
business surprisingly has been con-
sistently good. A couple of weeks
ego, in fact, Marden passed out an
extra week's salary to all of the
Riviera's employees. Including musi-
cians, because of the big grosses.

Rain Hite^Al Fresco; -
7

Niteries in Pffly

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.
* This has proved a disastrous sea-
son for the al fresco spots in and
around Philly. Chief headache has
been the rainy evenings which have
discouraged trade despite the fact
that all of the spots have Indoor
dine-and-dance space.

Chief sufferers are the Peacock
Gardens, King-of-Prussia, Pa., and
the Park Casino^ Evergreen (Casino
and Sunken Gardens, all in Philly.
Only spot to beat the Jupe Pluvius
hoodoo- is the Covered Wagon, Straf-
ford, Pa., on the Main Line. Fea-
turing Cecil Golly's orchestra, the
plac» has been turning them away
on clear nights, and getting a fair

play even when the skies drip.

BEIT fiUSEE'S OFEBATIOir
Behnie Burke enters Beth David

liospitel, New York, today (Wednes-
day) for an abdominal operation.
Vet vaude agent has been lU for

om« time. -

Colored unit which completed two
weeks at the Paramount theatre,

N. Y., last night (Tuesday) is to

reunite in the fall for a swing
through key city theatres. Inkspots,

Stump and Stumpy, Bill Bailey and
the Erskine Hawkins band open their

fall itinerary at the Adams thea-
tre, Newark, on Oct. 31.

Inkspots have rooalned at the
Par, holding over another two
weeks with Claud* ThomhlU's band
and new show which opened to-

day (Wednesday). They open the
Club Ball, Philadelphia, Sept. 16 ioi-

four weeks, then go back with
Hawkins' band and the other acts.

Hawkins, meanwhile, wi)I take his

outfit on a one-night trip to the
Coast and back.

Hamid Previews His

Fair Show in Trenton
Trenton, Aug. 12.

George A. Hamid "previewed* his

newest outdoor musical extrava-
ganza, 'Echoes of Broadway,' at the
Trenton State Fair Grounds Friday-
night (8) before an audience of sev-
eral thousand, including hundreds
of Fort Diz soldiers. Hamid turned
over proceeds of tryout perform-
ance to Hamilton Township Defense
Council.

Show will ' tour the country's
larger fairs during the next few
months and entourage embarked
Sunday for Batavia, N. Y., for its

opening stand. Following Batavia
engagement. 'Echoe.<;' will hop to Ot-
tawa, Canada, where it has been
booked for \tie Canadian internu-
tional Exposition.

'Echoes' is a pretentious spectacle.

With cast of more than 40, it has a

line of 24 Gae Foster chorines, all

of whom are lookers and equally
adept at dancing and singing. Their
five numbers stand out as highlights

of the production. Hamid himself
appeared as m.c. at the Trenton try-

out, introducing the various num-
bers, and also taking occasion to out-
line the features prepared for the
Trenton Fair, which he owns, open-
ing Sept 21.

Three men and a girl, billed as

the Martells and Mignon, cop honors
for individual turns, with a novel
dance specialty. Doris Reed, con-
tralto, delivers three solos. The
Eight Commanders, radio octet from
the Palmer House, Chicago, do a
medley of popular songs.

Lighting effects and good band all

add up to big-time stuff for fairs.

Rosen.

Ni^t Qub Reviews

Square Daice Stiint

For WIW Fair Date

Cinciimati, Aug. 12.

Each of Ohio's 88 counties is to be
represented by 'champion' . barn
dancers in an All-Ohio Square Dance
as part of the WLW Boone County
Jamboree's opening night show, Aug.
23, at the Ohio State Fair in Colum-
bus. More than 250 rural hoedown-
err 'aire expected to' participate,' all

-dancing at the same time. Anoiner
stunt on' the night's program Is a
circular party game.
Crosley's large staff of hillbilly

musicians will supply accompa-
niment for the square dance round-
up. Eight separate units of fiddlers,

guitar and banjo players are carded,
Lazy Jim Day, WLWs homespun
comic, will do the calling.

Philly Nitery Ai^eals

Pa. Rum Board Rap
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Stanley Carroll, operator of Car-
roll's in midtown Philly, last week
filed an appeal in the courts again^
a 100-day license suspension ordered
by the State Liquor Control Board
on the charge that he had violated
regulations regarding sales after

hours and entertainment on the Sab-
bath.

Unless the courts reverse the
board, CarroU woidd have to pay a
fine of %\jm-^X the rate of $10-a'
day—or close, lor the 100-day stretch.

It was the stilTest rap handed down
by the liquor board In Philadelphia.

Rose Marie Cancelled

In Phitly Because of Kid

Labor Law; Father Beefs

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Miss Rose Marie (formerly Baby
Rose Marie) was cancelled out at the
Club Martinique, Wildwood, N. J.,

last week, when the manager of the
spot. Jack piamond, received wor:d

from State authorities that she could
not work without a State permit be-
cause she was under 21.

The gal bad been booked for two
weeks and had worked four days
when she was told she was through.
Her father and manager, Joe Curley,
filed a complaint with the American
Guild of Variety Artists here, charg-
'ing that Diamond had failed to tell

him that a State permit was needed.
He demanded that the Martinique be
forced to rebook the chirper after
she gets the State okay or pay her
for the extra week's engagement.
Diamond had paid for the first week
in fuU.

The union took the case under ad-
visement.

New Act in Nitery

LINA D'ESKO
Ballet
4 Mins.
Marden's Blviera, N. J.
This little femme was spotted here

at the behest of Cuba's President
.Batista, who claims Senorita D'Esko
as a protege. It's understandable
why Ben Marden would make the
gesture, but it's not understandable
where Battista learned to evaluate
talent The import is not big-time
calibre; in fact she's close to being
an amateur.
She does two routines (1) a conga-

rhumba in toe shoes (2) a straight
ballet on her toes but without her
shoes. It's a difficult trick, but not
flashy, and the best it will do for her
is perhaps cripple her feet within
a few years. The Idea of her sitting
down on the floor and removing her
shoes before going into the second
routine is a complete stage wait and
decidedly unprofessional.
The audience here was politely

sUent for the most part after she
woundup. , 'Scho.

MARDEN'S RIVffiRA
(ENGLEWOOD, N. J.)

Englewood. N. J., Aug. 8.

Hoi LeRoy, Cover and Jeanne,
Frank and Jean Hubert, Mavie
Austin, Liiui D'eako, Chester Hale
GirU (24), Pancho ond Famto Cur-
bello Orchs; $3,50 minimum.

Youth and sight acta appear to be
the keynote of this Ben Marden
divertissement, the fourth of the
present season, and it is the right

answer for the magniflcient road-
house perched high on-a-Iip of the
Hudson River. Only Jarring note is

Lina D'esko (New Acts), who was
spotted at the laSt-minute as a favor
to Cuba's Batista, whose protege she
is and who appears to need more
schooling in less-important berths.

As is, she looks like an amateur
ballet dancer.

Outside of the payoff to f>rez Bat-
tista, Marden has himseU an excel-
lent show. Regardless of how much
noise the waiters may make with the
dishes, the customers aren't going
to miss much be-j— 'se the enteroiin-
ment is more attuned to the eye
than the ear. Only exception is

Marie Austin, a cute, roly-poly pack-
age of hot throaty singing. .She's
been caught before and usually
clicks, but opening night here she
was handicapped by having to fol-

low the opening Miss D'esko, who
wrapped ttke audience in ice. Miss
Austin's type of singing is a throw-
back to older days, when shouting
deliveries were the rule rather than
the exception as today. She has a
robust voice and commands atten-
tion, which she'll probably get more
of when the show is re-routined.

The holdover (fifth week) Gower'
and Jeanne team are' again the
show's standout These two young-
sters are perhaps the first' really
great American ballroom team of
modern times. No Spanish, Italian
or French lineage here, but an ex-
tremely graceful breeze from within
these 48 states. They're kids in age
but veterans in ability; they've got
everything that it takes and' it's only
a question of time before Hollywood
gets hep and drafts what could be a
very valuable piece of property. At
this catching tney did five routines
and left the audience begging for
more of their ballet end hotcha in-
terpretations of polite terpsichore,

Hal Le Roy, the kid who once
stood Palace audiences on their
ears with his rhythmic, loOoC-lin'.bed

legmania, is now TTOwn fn. but
Just as limber and just as clicko. His
"^ps are no coAfiiction with Gower
and, Jeanne's ballroomology and he
also' was forced by the audience to
dance until he was breathless. Four
routines for him, plenty hard work
for a dancer of his type with two
more shows to go, and he could have
done more without being suspected
of milking.

Third sight act are the Huberts,
who, like Le Roy, are veterans of
vaudeville and who do and have
been doing for years one of the
great d^unk pantomime acts. Their
comedy knockabout easily scores
here with an audience that itself is

drinking. However, at the finale.
Miss Jean Hubert could heighten the
element of surprise by not tipping
off she's a femme until after the first
bow.

Chester Hale's line of 16 and eight
showgirls are in for the same three
routines they've been doing since the
spot opened in the spring. Also un-
changed are the costumes, and only
Marden can answer why he changes
the acts and not the production ac-
coutrements. The Riviera gets
plenty of repeaters and some of them
may be thinking that Marden is re-
peating on then, although he's reaUy
known in show biz as a very fast
man with a buck. So it's not a ques-
tion of cheating; maybe Hale's tired
or the management figures it an un-
in-^nrf-nt detail.

Pancho's orch is playing the show
and sharing the dance sessions with
Faustd Curbello's crew. Both bands
have -been playing stock here and
turn in satisfactory jobs. Business
has been terrific ever since the sea-
son's start. Scho.

Casino Gardens, Del.

Detroit, Aug. 1.
George OUen Orch, Don Royale

Orch Anthony, Allyrt and Hodge,
Yue Ststers (2), Afassev and Mtllerl
Fehnova Ballet (16).

This is Detroit's latest outdoor
dancmg spot, designed to compete
with the older and successful East-
wood and Westwood Gardens. The
emphasis here seems to be on quan-
tity, with quality running second.
The only name offered is George
Olsen's, who, hicldentaUy, is man-
aging the spQt.
Whether the idea of mixing vaude

with dancing will flourish is yet to
be seen. The place has been operat-
ing about three weeks to fair
crowds, considering the heat and
the competition, but from all ap-
pearances it has a good-sized weekly
nut and the low prices (55c—83 on

Saturdays) necessitate a heavy
draw.
The Casino setup is rather attrac-

tive, with the acts performing on a
shell that overlooks about 6,000 feet
of floor space. About a quarter of
that is space for dancing, the re-
mainder occupied by tables. It's

situated in a grove ot trees, which
helps create a pleasant atmosphere.
Vaude talent doing two 30-minute

shows each evening. The biggest
job is done by the Olsen crew, which
plays for dancing and b^cks up the
acts. It's a standard bunch of four
brass, four rhythm and four reed,
but it's not on - a par with former
Olsen units. Don Royale's seven-
piece rhumba outfit plays relief. It's

a fair combo.
Best of the acts are the Yue Sis-

ters, a couple of Orientals who thrill

with their balancing. Their stint

is built around a flight of stairs

which one climbs as the other bal-

ances herself on the first one's head,
using single foot and hand-stands.

"The other acts are the typ^ that

would rate about No. 2 spot on a
good variety bllL Massey and
Miller do a ballroom tap and An-
thony, Allyn and Hodge do an
adagio number in which the gal is

tossed back end forth by her male
partners. The Fehnova Ballet

would be a nice looking line if it

had xaore of a semblance of pre-

cision. AJl the performers are cos-

tumed nicely, which helps create •

better impression than the talent

alone could.
Vocal assignments throughout the

evening are handled capably by
Jeanne Blair, Jerry Mitchell (fe-

male). Bob Hollard, Bob Rice and
the Bachelors (4). Alu.

GLEN ISLAND CASINO
(NEW ROCHEIiLE. N. T.)

Charlie Spiirak Orchestra (18)

loith GoTV Stevens, TTiree'Debs.

Charlie Spivak's outfit has come
a long way since it was first re-

viewed by Vabiett as a new band at

this spot early last winter, but it

still has a distance to travel before

it can lay claim to being an out-

standingly good band. As it is now.
Spivak's crew is selling records and
drawing crowds to Glen Island on
the strength of commercial arrange-

ments of good tunes and good dan-
cing tempoes.

Spi'vak has aimed his outfit for a
spot as a seller of commercial music

in a modern, 'corn-free' style, build-

ing the group around his trumpet
with the tag, "The Man Who Plays

the Sweetest Trumpet in the World.
In itself that's okay. But as pre-

viously pointed out the arrangements
which sustain that tag don't hold up
interest through an evening. They're
pretty, dressed up in mutes, but few
have the ability to s)iake one loose

from a conversation.

That groove is a smart one as a

foundation for a band. There are no
groups around worth mentioning at

the moment that are selling that

kind of product. But Spivak can't

hope to gain and keep the interest

of youngsters without something
that can knock 'em off their seats,

or draw a crowd around a band-
stand. When heard, the only ar-

rangement along those lines that
captured attention as a change of

pace was a thing called 'Charlie's

Horse.' On this particular occasion
it had a rounded wallop, played with
enthusiasm. More of such things Is

what the band needs most.

Musically the band has improved,
too. One of its most glaring weak-
nesses, once was the drums. Bunny
Shawker, from Alvino Rey, has
remedied that He keeps a steady
beat and assures easy dance speeds,

• but occasionally can be noticed get-
•ting above the group. From a show-
manship viewpoint, Spivak's trum-
peting IS a problem. Because of the
muted,- close-to-the-mike method
he's forced to use to get his effects,

there's little chance for flash. He
gets the opportunity only occasion-
ally on open bell work.

Gary Stevens, vocalist, has greatly
improved, too. He has, apparently
been aided by increased confidence.
Three Debs so far haven't many ar-
rangements built around them. .What
they do try, however, seems okay.
But it's nothing 'compared to the
way they dress up the bandstand.

Wood.

MINNESOTA TERRACE
(HOTEL NICOLLET, MPLS.)

Minneapolis, Aug. 8.

Dorothy Lewis. Heasleu Twins
(2), St. Regis 'Bustles' (4), Toni
McGovem Orch (12); minimum,
$1.50 weekdays; $2 Saturday.

Direct from making 'Icecapades'
for Republic at Hollywood, pretty
Dorothy Lewis, Twin City skating
star, brings her ice show for the sec-
ond summer season into this class

night spot. It's the same cast as ap-
peared with her last ' summer, and
previous to that at the St Regis,
New York, but the production and

(Continued on page 60)
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Variety Bills
WEEK AUGUST 15

»

Nomcnb la MBBMUoa wtth billa below indleat* epenlnt day •!

how, wbethcr tnll or spilt week.

Paramomit

jIKW TORKCm
FBrajnMVt

C Tbornhlll Or«
Inkspots
Jack Wllllama
Jerry Colonna
Lorraine & Rognan

CHfCAOO
Cfaicaco <1S>

Gen« Krupa Oro
Andrcwa Sla
VlTKliila Austin
Stump & Stumpy

Steto lake (IS)
Sall7 Raod
Brcnda & Cobloa
Wally BroTrn

Bcsal
Count Baalo Oro
Gordon ft Rogerv

HiAin
Olyaipla (1S-1«)

Olive White
Paul Resan
Joe Beaaer
Paul KlrUland

METV TOUK CITY
SiTBnd (It)

Rochester
Clyde Lucaa Ora
Nonchalanta
Sunny Rlra
Fhyllla Colt

<•)
Phil Uarrla Or«
Aoiea & Arno
BininKtones
Ume I

FMILADELPHIA
Stuley (ISJ

PMl Harria Oro
(8)

Frankia Maatera Ore
Deonia Day

I>ane * Ward
Arnaut Broa
riTNBVIMiH
Stanley (15)

Alvino Rey Oro
King Sis
WhltBOO Bros
Patsy King

<8)
3hep Fields Ore
an Lamb Co
Latbrop Sc Ve»
'WABHINOTON

Baile (15)
Roxyettes

(8)
Roxyettes
Helens Faya
Enrico & Novello

KEW TOBK cm
State (1«)

Blltmorettea
Leia Moore
Francea Fays
Ultil Mayfalr
Benny Toun^maB •

Mills Bros
KOBFOLX
fltat* (IB)

John Boles

Marty Vay
Rhythm Rockets
Nathans Broa
Harriet Hoctor
WASHINGTON
Capitol (16)

Sam Barton -

Eddie Rio Brta
Ella Logan
CIro RImac Oro

KKW TOBK cm
Mnele Hall (14)

Paul Haakon
Johnny Woods
Duciss Kerekjarto
Mario army
SeJma K^ys
Mario Berlnl
Nicholas Daks
Louise Fornaca
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

'

Brno Rape« Symph
Boxy (15)

Archie Robhlns
Don Arres
Lane Bros
Toy ft WIni
Ben Bsrrl
Stan Rosa
12 Es<iQlres
Gas F6ster GIs
Paul Ash Ore

AKBON
Palaoe (IS-U)

Bammy Kaye Oro
Billy DeWoKe
I Smart GIs
ATLANTIC (XTS
Steel ner (14)

Gas Foster GIs
I Arnolds
Bddls White
Gypsy Rose Lea
Roy Smerk
Frankie Masters Ore
Billy Gilbert
West ft McOlnty
Chrlntlanl Tr
Sharkey
Gantler Co
Richard Dana
Pinky Lee
Ryan Benson
Ben Tost Co
Baald'a Pier (17)
George Wlilte Co
Helen Morgan
Harris ft Shore
Pat Hennlnjr Co
Charlea Kemper
Vaughn Monroe Ore

BALTniOBR
RIpredToiM (14)

BImone Simon
Lew Parker Co
Condos Broa

James Barton
DeMarco Co

(17-«0)
Rosa & Bennett
Grant Fam
(Two to Hit)

State (14-16)
KItaroa

Rosa Sla
Fred Llehtner Co
Nellie Amant Co

' CAMIMBN
Tower* (ie-17)

5 Qlnmorettes
Hoo Shee
Rochelle & Beebe
Harry Rose
6 Lucky GIs

FLrSHINO
JTBADOTVa
e««dlDm (13)

Wells ft 4 Fays ^
Bob Howard

FRBETORT
Freeport (16)

Edna Mays
Horton Spurr

,

Equlll ft Mnrcelle
(Two to nil)

.VONBH BBACH
Stodlom (14-16)

J ft L Seller
Brianta
Tin. Tan & Toe
FHILADELPICA
Carman (14)

Stames ft Amavan
Grace Drysdale
Mnlie ft Poke
i Polka Dots'
WASHINGTON
Hemnl (14)

Blltv Hnlllday
WTLLOW GBOVE

Willow Grove Park
(17 only)

Stnmes ft Arnavan
Roaa Sis

Grace Drysdale
Pped . Llghtn'er
KItaron
TOrN(WTOWN
miae* (le-ZI)

Sammy Kaye Ore
Billy DeWolfe
3 Smart GIs

Cabaret BiOs

HEW TOBK CITT
Aroiaado**

Geo Xlorrls Oro
Pedrlto Ore
Dorothy Allen

BlU BettolsUl'*

Kola Day
' Lynn Russell

Marianne Farrar
Jane Churchill
Edith Lambert
Annette
Moya Olttord
Ginger Lane
Don Sylvio Oro
Angelo Oro

Blil-a omr M'a
Cbarlas Stilckland
Lulu Batea
Fred BIshnp
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard
Harry Donnelly

Bernis Orauer

Cafe SoclelT
(Mldtomi)

Eddie South Oro
Calvin Jackson
Kenneth Spencer
Ammons ft Johnaoi

Cafe Society
(Vniace)

Teddy Wilson Ore
Sammy Price
Art Tatum
Helena Horns

Chatean Hodeme
Annette Guerlaln
Covert ft Reed
Luclle Jarrott
Maurice Shaw Oro
Gabriel
Lou Splelman
Dorothy Tanner
Carmollta

Claremnnt Inji

Joe- Blcardel Ore

CInb 18

G Andrews Oro
Jules Stower Oro
Pat Harrington
Jack White
Frankle Hyera
Archie Robblna
Stan Ross
VInce Curran '

Clnb C«Boli»
Don Avendano Ore '

Currlto ft Coral
Lais Garaacha
Jose Peres
Rosa Rio
Harrlst Carr
Renee
Com A Irene's

Joe Ellis Ore
Rlngo ft Harrla
Betty Froos
Marcella Clolr
Nick Leeds.
Diamond Honeahoe
Mss Mnrray
NIU Naldl
Carlyle Biackweil
Joe B Howard
Ross Wyse, Jr
June Mann
Delia LInd
Geo Fontan&
Llla Lee
Gllda Gray
Charlea King
Uangean Sla
Clyde Hager

EI Chloo

Don Alberto Ors
Benito Collada
Padllla Sis
Tereslta Osta
Anita Sevllla
Antonio de Cordova

Fhmons Doer
Babe Russia Oro
Roy Scdley
Blllle Holiday
Johnny ft George
Dixie Roberts
Havaaa-UadrM

Frolinn Maya Ore
Juanlta Sanabria O
Ramon ft Ludnda
Belen Ortega
Carmen Montoya
Augustin Rival
Alda Rlos

Hickory House
BlU Turner Oro
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith
Ginger Wayne

Hotel Astor

Will Bradley Oro
Hotel BelmoD*

Flasa
Arthur Ravel Ore
Joe Pafumy Oru
Bea Perron
Gwen Gary
Eleanor Bberle
John Hubert
Belmont Balladeers

Hotel BIKmore
Ray Heatherton O
Judy Clark
Clawson Sis
Electra Allison
PIckert ft Ross

Hotel BosMrt
'

(Brooklyn)

Bokby Parks Oro
TmoEsn Carpenter

Hotel Edison

Una May Carlisle

Hotel Essex Hooae
Nick D'Amlco Ore

Hotel Lexington

Ray rflnney Oro
Meymo Holt
Napua
T^Allonl laea .

NanI Todd '

Lehua Paulson

Hotel Lincoln
Harry James Ore

Hotel HcAlptn
Arturo Arturos Ore
Wendy Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Johnny Long Oro
Adele Inge
Peter Klllam
Jo Aon Dean
Gene Berg
DeLorles Zlegfeld
Le Verne
Marlbel Vlhson
Guy Owen
Ice Ballet

Hotel Park Centiml
(Ooceanot Grove)

Buddy Clarke Ore
Alfonso Ore
Jfcck Waldron
Blenore Wood
Hlbbart. Byrd Co
WInton & Diane
Bunny Howard
Ginger Dulo
Wilson Lang
Kay Evana
Hotel Fenaaylvaala

Bobby Byrne Oro
Dorothy Claire
Stuart Wade

Hotel Flasa

Dick Gasparre Ore
Cblqulto Ore
Paul Haakon
Maxlne KIsor

Hotel Savoy-Ftem
Howard Lally Oro
Pofiry Fears
Milton Douglas

Hotel St. Uarlts

Ford Harrison Oro
Betty Thompson
Emtio Boreo

Carla ft Fernando
Lolo ft Ramon

Hotel St Begia
Hal Saunders Ore
Gns Martel Ore

HMel Tatt
Vincent Lopes Oro
Ann Barrett
Sonny Skyler

Hotel Wnldort-
Astorla

(Starlight Boot)
'

Xavler Cugat Oro
Mlguellto VaMes.

Mitchell Leisen Rev
Freddie Martin Ore

• Earl Carroll

Dr Rockwell
B Ulnnevltch Co
Helen O'Hara
Gene Shelton
Barney Omnt
Dorothy Ford
6 Debonairs
Beryl Wallace
neyes* Rbumba Bd
Bill Brady
Manny Strand Oro

Florentine Gardeo
Corrlnne ft TIta
NTQ
Billy Rayes
Fred Scott
Surer Oelse
David Marshall Ore

Charlie Fey 'a Clnb
Charlie Foy
I^onard' Suea
Jerry Lester
LoTTOlns Elliott
Red Stanley Ore
Grace Hayes Lodge
Mary Healy
Neville Fleeson
Peter LInd Hayes O
Carlyle

^allddlnm
Woody Herman Ore

Paris lun
Kenny Henryson
Marg'rite ft M'rtlnez
Henry Monet
White Sis
Carlos ft Dorthea
Fred ft Jerry
Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Oro

Pirates IVea

Henry Grant
Dennlse
Gaby La FItte
Billy Burt
Homer Rhodes
Sbadrack Boya
Nick Cochran Oro

Bhamboegle
Harlam In H'wood
Lovey Lane
Lois Galloway
Buck & Bubbles
Cce Pee Johnson O
Scbeherasade Cafe
Mora Manet
Yascha DorowskI
Russian Gypsy Ore

Seven Seaa
Lllla KIplkona
Sybil Thomas

Carlos Mollnas Ore
Bduard ft Diane
Pan-Am Dano
Don Pedro Ora

«oe Club
Billy Carr
Alyce Cert
Cell von Dell
Margie Kelly
Edith Evans
Hugo & Myra
Diane Rowland
Jean Mode
Sparklet GIs
Elayne
Nannette Carmen

Millie Wayne
Sol I.ake Oro
Tripoli I

VUls Modeme
Bob Strong Oro

Villa Venice
Roslta Ortega
Poggl A Igor
Tana
Vanessa ft Sandino
Jacqueline Mlgnao
Ted Adair
Buzzonnle
Rlnaldl
Anrette Sis

ATLAMIC CITT
Ambawiador Uot«l

(Barf Boom)
Johnny Pick Ore

Babett«*a Clnb
Don R Marahall
Owen St Pnrkor
Beatrice Howell
XllUon Huber Oro
Fernandez Ore
Guy Martin R«t
Dath A Tnrf Clnb
Tvonne Bouvler
Donna Wilnon
Jerry Cooper

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE TUEATBES

EDWARD SHERMAN
1619 BROADWAY NEW YORK COL. S4im

LIna Romay
Frakaon
Evelyn Tyner
a Williams, 3

HnirlcaBe
Dave Dennis Oro
Roman I Ore
Billy Vine
Ueland Restaurant

Ted Eddy Oro
Danny White
Stanley 1
Jack Lane Co
Lllyan Dell
Amelia Gllmore

Belly'a Stable

Hot Lips Page Ore
Blllle Holiday
Billy Daniels
Stuff Smith
King Cole Trio

La' BIjsrtlnlgne
(West End, N. t.)

Eddie Oliver Ore
Herbert Curbello O
Oeorgle Tappa
Adrlenne

Leon * Eddie's

Lou Martin Oro
Jimmy Farrell
Oscar Davis •

Rose La Rose
6 Crackerjacks
Adrlenne Parker

Place ElecBBte
Ernest Frana Ore
Bill Farrell
Vincent DeCoata
Art Tubertlnl
Victor Ha^te

Qoeea Mary
Chlqulta Venezla
I^Ua Gaynes
Terry Carroll
Jack Wallace Oro
Babe Slater
Consuelo Flowerton
Jerry Blanchard
Klml Toye

Rainbow Grill

Roas Smith Oro
Ashbums

Rainbow RooB
Oxxle Caswell Ore
Clemente Ore
Daclta
Jose Fernandez
Juanlta Deering
Rolf Passer
Laura Dutton

Blvlera
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Pancho Oro
Fausto Curbello O
Hal L«Roy
F ft J Hubert
Merle Austin
Irene Vernon
Lathrop Broa ft Lee
Qower ft Jeanne
LIna D'Esko
Ches Hale GIs

Boss FentoB Farm
(Aabory Fk, N, J.)

M Bergere Oro
Carole ft Sherod
Sally Gay
Bsaslao Kretcbaoa

Nicolas Matthey O
Peter NemlrolT Oro
Olga Ivanovo
Nastia Pollakova
Mamsia Sava
Adla Xnsnetzoir
Senla KaravaelT
MIcnel MIrhon
Ml:ihl Usdanoff
Arjniak Arafelovs

Splvy's Boot
Nora Sheridan
Eddie MayholTe
Barbara LaMarr
Haywood ft Allen

Stork Clnb

Sonny Kendls Ore
Ray Benson Ore
Angellta Harmes

Veraallies

N Brandwynne Oro
Panchlto Ore
Marjorle Oalnaw'th
Tommy Wonder

Village Bam
Gene Austin Ore
Sherrlll Sis
Zeb Carver
Bud Sweeney
Don' ft Ruth Lane
Pappy Below

Grace Hayes
Jack Boyle
Mary Rellly
Xfary Lee
Val Delmar
Mavis Mims
Ineclta

House or Mnrphy
FranlUe Gallagher
Jean Meunler
Gordon Bishop
Bob Murphy

It* Cafe
Stop, Look ft Usten
I'eter Ray
Joe
Dave Forrester Oro

Macaasbo I^fe
Edwardo* Agollar O
Phil Ohman's'Ore

Mlramar
Harry Owens Ore

LOS ANGiXES
Bar of Mnslo

Bill Jordan
George Kent
Ann Harriett
Tony Sharrabba
Dick WInslow Ore

Blltmore Bowl
Margery Dnye
Jack Gywne
Jimmy Castle
Royal Guards

Max ft His Gang
Dorothy Brandon
Max & Gang
3 Doc's
Chuck Foster Ore

Cana Manana
Charlie Barnet Ore

Coeoanat Grove
Mary Parker
Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brierly

Benny Kaha
Puanani Mathewa
Mikl Wlkl
Chief Bautlnl
Malua
Charlie Openul
Bobby Mathews
Eddie Bush Oro

Slapay Haslea
Ben Blue
Cully Rlcharda
May Wllllama
Ann Page
Benny iMSf
Pattl Moore
Sam LewlB
Joe Polsky
Joe Oakle
AI Bard Ore

Somerset Bonse
Joe Moshay Oro

Trianon

Johnny. Davis Oro

Pupy
Q^rardo
Jack Whitehead O

Cafe
Princess Whltewlng
Bobby Wallace
Rita Cunningham
Roe Coletta Ore

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotol
(Pnmp Room)

Val Oman Ore
Maggl McNeills
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnnt Boom)

Jimmy Joy Ore
Betty Burns
Maurice ft Maryea
Art London
Tune Tessera
Hadley Gla
Art iJondon

(Tavern Boom)
Dave Prltchard Ore

BIsekliawk
Art jarrett Oro
Gall Robblna
Lloyd ft Willis
Pearl Islanders

Blackstone Hotel
(liallnese Rm.)

Eddie White Oro

Brevoort Hotd
(Crystal Boom)

3 Nlbllea
Peggy Lester
lx>lB LaGhance
Bob Billings

Broadmoat
Wally Rand
Pat Patterson
Betty Coeds
Anita Page
June Darling
Sally Barr
Herb Rudolpha Oro

Brown Derby
Harriet Norrla
Jo Ann Dare
Charlotte van Day
Mary Earl
Chlqulia
Evelyn Lee
Virginia James
Joe Franks
Edith Mitchell
Savage Trio
Marsha DeLand
Jim Polk
EUiel Brown
Mickey Dona
Advocates
Sammy Frisco Ore

Capitol Lounge
Modulators Ore
Maurice Roeco
Louis Jordan Ore

Clie* Pnree
Milton Boris
Jansleys
Carole Rhodes
Raquel ft Tarrlba
Bill Gary
Ben Tost Singers
Boyd Raeburn Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore
Evans GIs

Clnb Alabam
Larry Vincent
Pancho ft L Roehs
Irene Burke
Natasha
Ramona Hughes
nemie Adler
Paulette I^PIerrs
Dotty Dale
Marlon Moore
Allan Coe

ColOHlmos

Frank Quatrell
Gnle 6
Renee Villon
Rose Perfect
The Harlzclls
Don Baldwin
Frank Prince
Harry Poolcy Ore
Bobby Danders

Congreea Hotel
(GlBW llat Bm)

Jerry Shelton

Del Shore
Eddie Danders Ore

Drake Hotel
Camlllla House)

Bob Grant Ore
I'eggy Fears

Ore

Edgswater Beach
Hotel

(Beach Walk)
Horace Heldt Ore
Donna ft Juans
Ronnie Kemper
Bernle Mattlnson
Minnie Obanne
Burt6n Pierce
Nlghthawks
Dorben Gla
Herb Foote

886 Clnb
Johnny Howard

.

The Conrada
Ann Suter
Fia DeValert
Julio Garcia Oro

Stee Clnb
Danny Thomas
Roberts ft Reynolds
Mary Beth SIrea
The Bartons
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark Fisher Ore
Gamck Btacebar

Stuff Smith
Clarence Profit I

Gniemere Hotel
(Glass House Bm)
Crusaders
Dorothy TImmlna
Betty Grey

HI Hat
Guy Chemey
DeMarlos
Jim Penman
Andree Andrea
J Mansaneres Ore
Younger GIs *

Eddie Fens Ore
irantioe

Florence Schubert
At Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
VIerra Hawallana
Helen Sumner

L'Algloa

Spires Stamos Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell
Edna Sellera
Isobel de Marco

HoraisoB Hotel
(Boston 03'ster

. Hoose)
Manfred Oottbalf

New Torker
Morey Amsterdam
J ft J Walton
Mary' Ann Russell
Doris DuPont
Mary Camp
Kretlow Ols
Arne Barnett Oro
AI Mlltnn Ore

Old Heidelberg
Hans Muenzer 4
Doria WIttlch
Cosmo Pusa-Terl
Heidelberg 4

BathHkellar
Louis ft Ore

Palmer House
'(Empire Room)

Sklnnay Bnnis Ore
Rosarlo & Antonio
Carlos RamlrsE
a Pitchmen
Johnny Mack
Inez Gonan
Carmine Calhoun
Pedro PeLoon Oro
AbhnU Dancers

Slicnnao Hotel
(Celtle Cafe)

Gene Korwin Ore
Jaros Sis

(Panther Boom)
Benny Goodman O
Carl Man
Colenrun Clark

Blinmlia Casino

Joan M'errlll
Georgle Tapps
Gloria Gilbert
Gain Gain
Fllipe de Flores
Martinez ft Devlin

Breaken Hotel
(Ship Deck)

Beale Street Boys
University 8
Pearl Williams
Briganllae Hotel

(Tnasare la Boom)
Pedro AlbanI Ore

Claridge Hotel
(Mayfalr Boom)

Marty Magee Oro

Chelsea Hotel
(Tetreee Boom)

Johnny Hamp Ore
Billy Van 1

Cllgnot Club

Ann Howard
Eddie l^ng
Cosmo ft Anita
Ramona
Mildred Qllson
Eddie Brown
Bucky Lopez
Tony OlUard Oro

Cbes Fane
Bothwell Brown
Helen Jerrico
H Montgomery

Club Harlem
Jaekle Mabley
Cook ft Brown
Francea Brock
Myra Johnson
Garland Wilson
Larry Steele
Anise & Aland
Beachcombers
Coleridge Davis O

Dnde Baach
Dude Ranch Oro
Endlcott Ore

El Morocco
Jimmy Jackson Ore
Millie Meyers
Althea Hayea

Elephant C^fe
Joe. Armstrong
Joe Doyle
Rita Roberta
Peggy Shields

500 Club

Floria Vestoff
Dorothv Blaine
Dick Finney
Henry Jerome Oro
Joekey Derby Club

l.(enny Ross
Bobby Johnson
KIkl Hnll
PeppI Carman
Lee Norre
Bobby Dell

Nomad Club

Sally Keith
Edith Delaney
Jackie Whalen
Dixie Sullivan
Helen Colby
Zola Gray

President Hotel
(Round World Km)
Josephine Delmar
Frauco ft Beryl
Bud Sweeney
Marlon Powers
Cheena de Simons
Phyllis Baker
AnKclmo Facasaa O
Jnanlta'a Bd

Paddock Int'l

Dagmar
Ramon Talaverm
Vlckl Cooper
Marie Klbbey
Jackie Richards

Paradise Clnb

Bardu All Ore
Wllma Mlddleton
Honl Coles
Candy ft Pepper
Catherine Atkinson
Ethyl Love
Beverly While
Tundeleya ft Lopez
Little Blta Turner
Ethel South
Penn-At1antl« Hotel

(Palm Boom)
Sue Mitchell Ore

Benanlt's Mnslo Bar
Peppers

4 Men of Rhythm
Sid Rose
Harry Kay
Dorothy Johnson
Al Francis S

IUIs-«:ailtoB Hotel

Margie Kelly
Gene Kyman
Jimmy Eoglor
Hal FIfer

Red Hill Inn
(FennHanken, N, J.)

ulla Curamlngs
Iris Wayne
Renaldo
Warren Phillips
Murray Ann

Roman Grille

Vlckl Varden
Burns ft Dunn
Danny Richards
Gloria lisle
Lenny Pegton Oro

Readrxvous
(Hotel Senutor)

Tiny Kaye
Flashes

Sam's Cafe
Frank Ponll

Little RUz Boys
Neff Bros ft Fischer
.yno Arnold
Johnny Patchen
srloty (3)

Mike Ray Ore
Showboat

Sheldon <3)
Krilth Drown
S:\ndy McPhcrnon
Gerard ft l,aurence
H.-^le Hamilton
Harry Taylor Ore
Mlver Fleet Ion

Blaine Bills
I,ola Clare
Chic Lauler
Max Levin
'Joe Leniiy
Margie UIght
Phil Mills Oro
Joe Bcotty

Sliver lake Ina
Dona ft Darrah
Gen Reed
Don Omar
Alire ljucey
Frank Hesael Ore

(Merty Go Bound
Bodm)

Carmen Cavallaro O
Traymore Hotel

(Stratesphere Rm)
Bill Madden's Oro
PIsrce ft Roland
Pooshee^Pooshee
LaHola

T, K, 8 Clnb

Alan Gate
Grace O'Hara
Eddy Blum
Judy Cummlngs
Ralph Brown
Eddie Thomns
Bobby Lee Ore

Villoce Garden
Black Home FIke)

Don Gibson
Lenny Burke
Ginger Altken
Don Ireland
Vic Caroccio
Hap Brander

ptilliADEtEHIA

Clab BaB
Ramoni Rhumba,^
Alan Fielding Oro
Ball-loveUea
J ft A DlOlanto
Virginia Ramos
Uelene Btandlah
Jane Johnston
Howard Brooks

Ben Etaaklla

Ralph Elastwood
Leo Zollo Oro
Ellen Mitchell
Beverly Wilson
Blrmlngtaam Ina
(Femberton, N. J.)

Birmingham Ore
Jean ft R Carney
Jerry Gordon

Cndlllae Tnveia
Harry Pobbs Oro
Cadillac Capereltes
Sally Osborne

CamlPs
Charlls Galnest Ore
Carrie FInnell
Elena Martinez

'

Maxlne Tork
Al Farr
Harry Rose
Jean Lee
Carrolletles
.Jack Shaw
Myrna Dean
Ccdanv'd Log Cabia

(Malaga, N. J.)

Mayona niondell
Ray O'Day
Cynthia Evans
Barbara Dale
Dolly Bruce
Carol Kent
Lucille Evans
Frances Williams

College Ina

Mary lx>ve
Sid Raymond
Garner GIs
Southcrnalres

Kmbassy
Sussn Lang
Alllda ft Clllco
Johnny Parrlsh
Chlqulta
Carlos Rayes Oro
Evergreen Casino

VIvlsn Vance
Pete Rubino
Pat Rhevlln Ore
(H WaHon Boof)

Glamour GIs
Helen Heath
Ei^rle ft J I>ach
Mndyin While
Vera Neva
Adrlenne

Spatela's
4 Hyde Parker*

Stamp's
Fnye Trotter
Margie Drunimond
Dancing Debs
Clarion Tulley
Tjnnny Vale
Gwen Stader
Terry Lynne
Hal Pfaff Oro
Jack Griffin

OOth St. Rathskeller
Heueon Sis
Delia Belmont
Sunny Ray
Unrbara Lee
Ray Harklns
Victor Nelson Ora

^Oth Ccntory
Stylists
Rose Venutl
Kenny SbafTor Trio
Marjorle Hyoroa
Artliur Strohman
M rber's Hot Braa

Camden
Jules Flacco's Ore
Pen Bannerman
Rlildcrs
Syd Golden
Pumpliandlo Trio
Al Goldecker
Nils ft Joanne
TTnrry Roch
Jack Smith
i:oy Plehard
.Signer Carmine
ll!<t><«'r RIAnradlani
Dsi'e Plernon

WIlMm'e
Joe Hnugh
Takayama
Honey Breen
Frankle Page
Fred Werner
Faye Merrill
aeo Baquet Ora

VocM Clab
Betty Gaynor
Helen Wilson
Catherine King
Arnold Croce On

CLEVELAKD
Alpine Village

Novell Bros
Frcdsricos
llob Copter
<^arl Mueller
Otto Thum Ore

Bl Ihimpo
Bob Mannera Ore
Sammy LIpman
Antoinettes

Eldorado Clab
Ag;gle Anld
' Mackenzie Oro

Hotel AUertoB
Joe Baldl Ore

Hotel Carter

Thixton Bprenger
Ambspsadora Ore

Hotel Cleveland
Leighton Noble Oro
Hotel Fenway Ball
Johnny Cowglll
Grant Wilson

Hotel

Glover ft LaMae
Parker ft Porthole
Frances Mercer
Borelll
Sammy Watklna O

Hotd fltatle*

Jules Dnke Oro
Ijt Conga Clnb

Freddie Carlone Ora
Lludaay*s Skybar

Jaun Florer
Pearl de Lncca

.Wonaco'e Cat*
Jack Pollack Ora

Resal Clnb
Duchy Malvin Ore

3700 Clab
Art West
Ruth Farranta
Pat Jordan
Don Walsh Ora

OBTBOIT

Lon Morrison
Nell Fontaine
Nltaa ft Revell

Jam BesaloB

Geo Verrechia
Mickey House
Billy Kratchmer

Hepklaa'Batiuikeller

Jimmy Venutl Ore
Frank Lester
Rsy ft Dale
Lloyd Mann
Jimmy Evans
Agnes Barry

Lido Vealc*

Darlene
Oh Dougherty Ols
Danny Verses Ore
Little Batbakaller

Muriel Krltlow Dan
Da Lloyd McKay
Jackie Hill
Al Schenk
Bradfords
Vletor Hugo's Ore

Maaoa las

Qtn9 Tobin
Dot Garcey
Bdythe Ballade
Frank Coneo Ore
Nancy Newell

Mlaetrel Tnvera
Joe Hamilton
Bstelle Aldlne
Ed McGoldrlck, Jr.

Margie Rnne March
Sissy GInnle Loltus
Pedro
Ed McGoldrlck, Br
Helen Marriott

Nell DIeghan's

Walter Schneffer
Leonard Cooks
Everett ft Stephens
Arno ft Arnette
Noel Hytown
Anne Dee
Roy Hettinger Ore
Old Falls Tavera
Kippes Velez
Dllly Hayes' Ore
Frankle Richardson
Lorraine Chevalier
Al Kilbride
Louise Wright
Peacock Gardrns
(King-of-Prassia,

Pn.)

Don Lee
Gil .Fitch Ore
Margie George
Artie Singer
Ba Inbew Terrace
(Strafford, Pa.)

Cecil Golly Oro

Book-CadUIae Hotel
(BookCaslmi)

Loren Paraons
Banford Mandel
Barry Wilkinson

(Motor Bar)
Via Abba

Boweir
Fin D'Orsay
Collette '

'

Spruce ft Rogera
Drench ft Elliot
Paddy Cliff
Don Arden Dano
Chas Carlisle
Benny Resh Ora

Casanova
Beth Farrell
Gallos
RobertI
Horrman 81s

Ca*ln« Oardeas
Geo Olsen Oro
Keaton ft Arnfleld
Prltchard ft Lord
Ken ft Roy Paige
Jean Blair

Clnb Cong*
Maxlne Bulllvaa
Betty St Claire
Gladys Madden
Alice Lyons
3 Buds
Snowball ft Johnny
Joyner ft Joyce
6 Reedettea
King Perry Ore
Cerktowa Tayem

Dolly Stirling
lleth Farrell
Ellen Kaye
Joe B Kerns
Colo ft Cort*
B Vesters
Les Arquette Ora

Hand's
3 Old TImera
Alknuel Lopes
Iu>ndon Cbop B*ase
Tenia ValentI
Barney Green
Frank Whltmaa O

Chib Ifar-4*

Paul Regan
June Canon
Dancing Dletrlcbs
Merritt Lamb Ora

Morocco
'Gay Nineties' Bev
Buddy Duray
Joe Foder Ora
Madelon Baker

Neblolo's

Beth Famll
O'Donnel ft Lioyce

EstralllU
Leonard Seel Ora

NoTthwoed Tim
Anita JacobI
Wooda ft Bray
Harry Schllllnv
Roshee & Lee
Ray Carlln Oro
Olde Wayne Clab

DInorah Oro
Bernlte Bishop
Hoffman Bros

Falro Beaeh
Bob Tolley
Ron ft M Normaa
P.ona ft Claudetta
Kay LaSalle
Don Pablo Oro
Hock's Bedford laa
Mao McGraw Oro

Boyala
Raul ft Bva Reyes
Paul Roslnl
Cappy Barra Ca
Ruth Craven
iRoyale Starlets
Dick Worthlngton
Pamela Britton
Don McGrane Ora

Btatler Hotel

Bande Williams Or*
San Diego

Al A'lexander Ora
Udell ft Dnye
Burns Bros -

Dolly Dawtf
Marya ft Martya

Tbe Tropica

Betty Blair
Jean Field ^
Linda Bruce
The Frian (I)
Vincent Bra4(al* Or*

' Vene
Billy Meagher
Bobble Robblna
Raul ft Annette
AHo Fryer Ore

Wliltlier IfotsI
(Cold Cnh Room)

Herman Fine

Wander Bag
Pat Nash
Consuella
Hy Baron Oro
CastrlUoa Oro

009 Clab
Dale Rhodes
Dl Giovanni
Marco Good
Good ft Goody
Verns Wilcox
John ft Jessie Hora
OlKS Ray
Horace Houck Ora

BOSTOH
Beachcomber

Harry Morrlssey
Harry Day Dano
Monica X^ewls
Jean Hona
Val Voltaina
Buster Kelm Rev

Ullnstrub's

Karl Rnhdo Ore
Koyd Heathen
(icorge RoHH
Ken Brown
Ada Mann

Case .Manana
Hill Miller Ora
Aulger Bros
l,oulse Sherwood

Clnb Mayfalr

Banny Weeks Oro
llernle Bennett O
George Llbl>» Rev

Dr Marcus
Claire ft Benns 81«
Diamond ft Arthur
Doris Abbott
aub Vanity Fkir

Kal NIra Oro
Stella Kay
Mary Sands
Hlta Storey

Cucoiiout Grora
Mickey Aiprrt Ora
Don Rico Ore
Wally Wanger Rev
Ullly Paine
Marianne Frand*
Amapola LopsE
Pierce ft Harris
I^oo I,amont
Ellsworth ft Faln'4
Ha.ua n. td

(Mcliuly Ixbnga)
Marjorle U.trTetsoa

(Continued on paijo 63)
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End of B'way Dip Not in Sight;

'Joey' 9G, 'Corn' 7G, at New Lows
4

Inside Stuff-Legit

Tallulah Bankhead has become a teetotaler, quite a change of pace for
one who was a familiar figure In the smart night clubs. Star told intlinates
that she would not touch a drop of liquor until the war is over and is said
to have meticulously held to that determination. She held to her changed
schedule throughout the long tour of 'The Little Foxes' last season.
Mis Bankhead drew press attention recently when olTering a lion cub to

the Broox zoo. She has been appearing in 'Her Cardboard Lover* in sum«
mer stocks. .

.

'The Wookey,' which Edgar Selwyn is producing for Metro, had two
weeks pencilled In at Washington, unusual for a tryout booking, but Brock
Pemberton secured one week of the time for his initial show, Two Story
House.' Selwyn explained that he wanted the extra week to work on the
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan drama, but Pemberton's booking is definite. It
developed that the latter intended producing 'Wookey' (first called 'We
Fought at Afques'), but was indisposed at the time Metro tied up tlie play.

There was much ado about choosing a young actress for the name part in
the Chicago company of 'Claudia,' Phyllis Thraxter being the final selec-
tion. She was named .' after going on in Dorothy McGuire's place last
Wednesday (6) matinee, first being carefully directed by Rose Franken.

Miss Thraxter's mother is a Maine newspaper columnist. She was with
'There Shall Be No Night' last season, as understudy, and also played a
small part.

Some Broadway shows are further
off, but 'It Happens on Ice' is still

topping the list. Saturday night,
with upper floors sold out, only 22
lower floor tickets were unsold. Ra-
dio City location and admission
scale are factors. T{)urist agencies
and even railroads sell tickets.

Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D (Drama), R

{Revue), M (Musical), F (Farce),
O (Operetta).

'Arsenic, and Old Lace,' Fulton
(31st week) (CD-938; $3.30). Gross
has not been under the $16,000 level

since opening and the virtual ca-
pacity pace was maintained last

week, despite summer's low point.
'Claudia,' Booth (26th week) (C-

712; $3.30). Manager Eddie Cooke has
collected neckties and so forth on
wagers the shosv would run 25
weeks: looks like engagement will

extend to Thanksgiving; around $9,-

000; very good here.
'Ilellz.ipoppin,' Winter Garden

(151st week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Visi-

tors still coing for laugh revue, but
not as strongly as before; surprising
midweek matinee on clear day;
around $15,000.

'it Happens on Ice,' Center (sec-

ond repeat engagement) (4th week)
(R-3,027; $1.65). Has been best
grosser for the past several weeks,
with last week's takings little

changed; rated well over $21,000.
'Life With Father,' Empire (91st

week) (C-1,006; $3.30). Has been
offish of late, but making real coin
even at lower level; belter than $11,-

000; aimed into next winter.
'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (33d

week) (CD-991; $3.30). One of last

season's successes slated to holdover
into new season; off somewhat at
$8,000 last week, with Chicago top-
ping again, unopposed.

'Pal .loey,' Barrymore. Final and
7IV.'„ week. Has been dropping
sharply and last week, estimated
around $9,000; may relight briefly
with' scale lowered frpm $4.40 top
before going to road.
'Panama HaUie,' 46th St. (41st

week) (M-1,347; $4.40). No plans for
this musical going out and expecta-
tions are for continuance into fall;

rated around $19,000.
'Separate Rooms,; Plymouth (72d

week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Making good
the claim of spanning a se;ond sum-
mer; figured a promising road show,
going out early next month: $3,500
approximated.
'The Corn Is Green,' National

(37th week! (D-1,162; $3.30). Dropped
around $7,000, which \yas new low
for hit import; ticket sale through
September and may stay longer;
matinee draw features the takings.

'Watch on the Rhine,' Beck (19th
week) (t)-l,214; $3.30). Quoted close
to $16,000, which Is unusual for
drama of the kind; road show men-
tioned, with original remaining on
Broadway.

SEIZNICK'S miSTIF
FINE $1U500 IN FRISCO

San Franoisco, Aug. 12.

David O. Selznick's revival of
•Anna Christie,' with Ingrid Berg-
man, is doing well at the Curran,
first week grossing estimated $11,500.
There's talk now of holding it three
Instead of two weeks, delaying the
world preem of 'Lottie Dundass,'
skedded Aug. 19.

'Dundass' may break in first at
Santa Barbara, as did 'Christie.*

NORMAN

HARRIS
and

8VLVIA

SHORE
HELD OTBB »D WBEK

GOLDEN dATB, SAX FBANCISCO,
MwiavemcBti WH, KENTme Broadwwr Sin Xofk

Dinner' 8G in A. C.

Atlantic City, Aug. 12.

'The Man Who Came to Dinner,'
with Taylor Holmes, grossed approx-
imately $8,000 for week ending Sun-
day (10) at Garden Pier theatre here.

This tops b.o. receipts so far this

season.
'Ladies in Retirement,* with Flor-

ence Reed and Estelle Winwood,
opened yesterday (Monday). Four
matinees are skedded for 'Native
Son," with Canada Lee, which opens
Aug. 18.

Memphis Operettas

Wmd Up Fi?e-Week

Season With 3G Net

Memphis, Aug. 12.

Memphis seems to have found the

solution for the problem of sum-
mer musical shows for the masses.

Past week brought the Memphis
Open Air Theatre's fourth season to

a close, with a profit of approxi-

mately $3,000 for the five-week oper-

ation on a budget of $31,000.

Shows were 'Robin HoOd,' 'For-

tune Teller,' 'Mile. Modiste,' 'Rio

Rita' and 'Pink Lady." . Each ran

nightly for a week in the al fresco

shell in Overton Park, which seats

3,800.

Organization employs Broadway
directorial staff, of three, with casts

primarily aniateurs and semi-pros
culled from the cream of Dixie crop
and reinforced by a few veterans.

Operation is on city-wide civic basis,

with much of help volunteer.

Leads were taKen by Frances
Greer, Roljert Gay, Donald Coker,
Finley Walker and Frances Watkins,

all of the Philadelphia Opera Com-
pany; Helen Marshall, formerly of

the St: Louis Municipal Opera; Les-

ter Allen, veteran comic Leighton
Ballew, Rose Krlger and Don Spark-
man of Memphis, and Victor Morley,
New York director and character-

lead.

Success of this season has caused
decision to extend next year's opera-
tion to six weeks. Entire production
staff will be returned.

'HEILZ' BIG $24,000 IN

L. A.;W $6,500

Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Road show production of 'Hellz-

apoppin,' with Billy House and
Eddie Garr in the Olsen and Johnson
roles, rated a none to friendly

press, but should keep the Biltmore

well populated during' the rowdy
play's two and a half weeks' stand:

First full stanza will account for a

hefty $24,000, with the likelihood

that a Sunday matinee will be added

to take care of the trade. "Tobacco

Road's' booking . eliminates any
chance of extended playing time for
'Hellz,' with Ethel Waters' return in

'Mamba's Daughters' following.

'Jump for Joy' at the Mayan Is

showing the effects of a fifth week
and service passes and other come-
0ns are makmg their appearance to
bolster window trade and New York
curiosity. Take for the week won't
get past $6,500, and there's not much
profit for the dozen or so partners
at that figure. Understood John
Garfield went for $10,000 of the
original 20G promoted to launch the
venture.

men,' $10,500. Has

Chicago All to Itself

Chicaeo, Aug. 12.

Just one show left In Chicago, 'My
Sister Eileen,' now In its sixth
month In the loop and indicating
that it will stay through the rest of

' the summer season. Jumped to more
than $10,500 last week.
In the distance lies 'Claudia,'

which is slated for the Selwyn on-
sen's shows, with Theatre' due into
the Harris soon afterwards. In Oc-
tober the Erianger is scheduled to
relight with 'Louisiana Purchase.'
The Blackstone Is due to try some
stock set through house-owner Israel
Slavln with Henry Duffy, and at
least one of the shows will have
BiUie Burke, possibly. In The Vine-
§ar Tree.' Grand, now operated by
16 Hamlin Estate through John

Schreiber, has not yet set anything.

No-Strip Corio

Anne Corlo, who starred la

'The Barker* at Cedarhurst, L. I,,

Tuesday (12), and who has also

appeared in 'White Cargo' in .

summer theatres, has gone leglt

strictly, (^darhurst management
wanted her to put on a strip act

at the finale, but she refused.

Emmett Callahan, her man-
ager-husband, backed up Miss
Corio, stating she was through
with burlesque and that takes in

the tease stuff.

FEW N.Y. BETS

INSTRAWHATS

There have been approximately SO
new shows tried out in the summer
stocks up to this week—the half-
way mark—with the ratio of Broad-
way possibilities indicated to be lit-

tle different from previous summers.
Only four are definitely slated to be
presented on Broadway, two coming
early In September—'Village Green,'
Miller, and Two Story House,' prob-
ably at. the ^orosco. Later 'New
Orleans,' an operetta presented in
St. Louis, and 'Western Union,
Please,' starring Charles Butter-
worth, are due.

It has been contended almost since
the summer showshop idea surged
upward that not enough time was
taken in preparing new. plays for
tryout. There has been a tendency
to take" more care in such produc-
tion, as indicated by the number of
postponements this summer but
either the plays need even more
preparation or the quality of the
scripts is too ragged. There are,
however, several additional shows
mentioned as Broadway possibilities.

One strawhat revival slated for
Broadway is 'Miss Nelly of N'Or-
leans' with Grace George, who came
in with a revival from the sticks last

fall ('Kind Lady'). Other revival
possibilities are 'Yellow Jacket'
(Alexander Woollcott) and 'Dear
Brutus' (Henry Hull).
Hollywood scouts are on the job

as usual. No report on talent has
been made as yet, but several try-

(Continued on page 60)

FUND'S RECORD $825

FROM 'DINNER' DATE

Record collection for actor chari-
ties was registered last week at New
Hope, Pa., during the engagement of

'The Man Who Came to Dinner,' with
George S. Kaufman, Moss. Hart and
Harpo Marx. Passing the hat among
capacity audiences grossed $o2S.17.

Since the summer theatre collection

for the Actors Fund started four
years ago, that sum was never ap-
proached in any one strawhat.
This week had been designated as

the collection period, but summer
theatre managers have the leeway of

making the appeal ahead of schedule,
or next week if they believe more
could be gathered. That arrange-
ment worked to the advantage of the
Fund, as proven last week at New
Hope.

•rhis season the summer theatre
collections will be shared by the
American Theatre Wing of the Brit-

ish War Relief and the Actors Fund
equally, witih the Stage Relief Fgnd
also getting a share. Around 70,000

heralds asking for support were dis-

tributed among rural theatre com-
munities.

Ratoffs Coast Play

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Gregory Ratoff and Bradbury
Fodte, Metro scribe, are working on
a stage play, 'Groshi,' to be co-pro-
duced in October at the Biltmore
theatre in Los Angeles with an all-

Hollywood cast.

» Show will be directed by Ratoff,

with the idea of moving to Broad-
way if it clicks.

'Show Off' 6G in S. F.
San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Fifth week of Joe E. Brown's
'Show Off' at Henry Duffy's Alcazar
got entimated $5,800, very good.

'Quiet Please,' with Dale Winter
(Mrs. Duffy), Minna Gombell and
Fred Niblo, moved in Thursday (7)
with the biggest opening, since Ed-
ward Evertt Horton In 'Springtime
For Henry.'

Tather' Fine $11,000

In lOtfa Detroit Week

Detroit, Aug. 12.

'Life With Father' has about run
its course at the Cass here, Aug. 23
having been set as closing date. By
that time the play will have con-
cluded a run of 12 straight weeks.
In the 10th week iust concluded,

the show drew better than $11,000,
very satisfactpry figure.

'DESERT SONG' CRACKS

ST. L. DEBUT MARK, 5G

St. Louis, Aug. 12.

Sigmund Romberg's 'Desert Sohg,'
which attracted more than 250,000
payees in four previous engagements
at the Municipal Theatre Assn.'s Al-
fresco playhouse in Forest Park, re-
turned for another one-week stand
last night (Monday). Despite 24
days of torrid temperature, the
operetta drew an overflow mob of
10,500 for an all-time high opening
night record. Gross was estimated
at $5,000.
Arthur Kent, New York Met bari-

tone, making first local bow, of the
current season, and Ruby Mercer,
songbird click in 'The Three Mus-
keteers' earlier in the season, scored
in the warbling stints." Rvmnersup
for wdrbling honors were Bob Law-
rence, Eric Mattson and Ruth Urban.
Another newcomer this season, MimT
Kellerman, niece of Annette Keller-
man, also was a click in the role of

Azurl and her terping solo. Violet
Carlson and William Lynn socked
over the comedy roles.

Standouts in the supporting cast

are Joseph Macaulay, William Mer-
cer, Mayron Dale and Frederic Pers-
son. Watson Barratt contributed a
flock of his eye-filling scenes.
Noel Coward's 'Bitter .

Sweet'
wound up seven-night engagement
Sunday (10) with an estimated $37,-

00 laid on the line by 62,600. payees,
satisfactory.

Current Road shows
(Aug. 13-24)

'Anna Christie' (Ingrid Bergman,
J. Edward Bromberg)—Curran, San
Francisco (13-23).

'Barker* (Ann Corio)— Central,

Cedarhurst, L. I. (13-17); Brighton,
Brighton Beach, N. Y. (19-24).

'Charley's Aunt* (Phil Baker)—
Brighton, Brighton Beach, N. Y. (13-

17); Central, Cedarhurst, L. I. (19-

24).

'Hellzapoppin'—Biltmore, Los An-
geles (13-23).

'Johnny Belinda'—Maplewood, JJ.J.

(13-16).. • .

'Jump for Joy' (Duke Ellington)

—

Mayan, Los Angeles (13-23).

'Ladles In Retirement*— Garden
Pier, Atlantic City (13-16),

'Lite with Father* (Dorothy Gish)
—Cass, Detroit (13723).

'Man Who Came to Dinner*—Wind-
sor, Bronx, N.Y. (13-17),^ Flatbush,
Brooklyn (19-24).

'My Sister Eileen'—Harris, Chicago
(13-23).

'Native Son'—Flatbush, Brooklyn
(13-17).

'Quiet Please*—Alcazar, San Fran-
cisco (13-23).

'Tobacco Road' (John BSrton)—
Russ aud., San Diego (18-23).

Busboy's New Play
Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 12.

Ruth Chatterton will be starred in

tryout of 'Sorrow of Angels.' by
George Batson, at the Cambridge
summer theatre here week of
Aug. 25.

Batson was a Horn & Hardart bus
boy who has penned one other play
for Miss . Chatterton.

Woollcott, Harpo Man,

Fay Wray Draw Big Biz

To Strawhat m 'Jacket'

Marblehead, Mass., Aug. 12.

With Alexander Woollcott as the
chorus and Harpo Marx ad-libbing
around the stage in the dumb role of
the property man, the revival of
Benrimo's "The Yellow Jacket', pro-
vided plenty of fun for the audience
at the North Shore theatre here last

night (Monday). Opening drew a
packed house and the advance sale,

with an extra matinee, *indicates an
all-time record for the spot.

Understood the management, with
Woollcott's prompting is figuring on
a Broadway presentation of the show
this fall, which would be its first

showing there since the Coburns of-

fered it in 1928. Although the play
with its present cast Is a summer
goldmine, it's a dubious prospect for
Broadway.
Woollcott lackles his chorus part

with zest and relish and, after over-
coming early nervousness, helps pro-
ject the spirit of the novelty piece
across the footlights. Harpo Marx is

somewhat hampered by the limita-
tions of the property man part, but
he touches off solid laughs with his
handling of the numerous comic
props at his disposal.

Rex O'Malley scores with a swishy
portrayal of Daffodil, while Fay'
Wray also appears favorably doub-
ling as Chee Moo, the governor's
wife, and Plum Blossom, the second-
act heroine. . Virginia ' Campb.ell is

enormously Impre.isive in the dual
role of Tso and Chow Wan" Arthur
Pierson's direction is excellent.

Showy first-night audience included
Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Nancy
Carroll and author Benrlmo.

Premieres
(Aug. 11-23)

'Beggar's Opera,' new version by
Lehman Engel of John Gay's classic,

at Bucks County playhouse. New
Hope, Pa. (11-16).

'Walk into My Parlor," by Alex-
ander Greendale, being tried out by
Luther Greene, at Sayville (L.I.)

playhouse (12-16); at County thea-
tre, Suffern, N.Y. (18-23).

'As It Comes,' by Edgar Eagers,
at Lakemont theatre, Toledo (12-16).

'Concert Tour,* by Frank Thomas,
Sr., and Henry K. Mauritz, from ah
idea by Murray Boltinoff, at Wood-
stock (N.Y.) playhouse (14-17).

'Jorlslund,' by Arnold Sundgaard,
at Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va. (14-

16).

'Behold We Live,' by John Van
Druten, with Gertrude Lawrence
and Philip Merivale, at Cape play-
house, Dennis, Mass. (18-23).

'Sixth Avenue,' by Maurie G.
Buyan, at Hampton Summer theatre,

Bridgehampton, L. I. (12-16).

'Lottie Dundas,' by Enid Bagnold,
with Geraldine Fitzgerald, Lobero
theatre, Santa Barbara, Cal. (14-23).

'U. S. 90,' by Ward Morehouse,
with Gloria Stuart and Warren Hull,

at Paper Mill - playhouse, Millburn,

N. J. (18-23).

'Hollywood Story,* by undisclosed

author, with Margot Grahame, at

Westchester playhouse, Mt. Kisco,

N. Y. (18-23).

'About Face,' by Edward Padula,

at Hilltop theatre, Ellicott City, Md.
(19-23).

Tlmbalu,' by Elizabeth Miele, at

Theatre-in-the-Dale, -Mnford, Conn.

(20-23). •

'White Pony,* by Marion Lloyd, at

Woodstock, N. Y., playhouse (21-

24).
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FANCY STRAWHAT COIN
Stricdy Smafl Qnnge

George 8. Kaufman, Moss Hart and Harpo Man worked on per-
centage in The Man Who Came to SiaDef at New Hope, Pa., and
although the fhow played capacHy the houae la mmU and tiMir end ot
the take waa imall chaage to Hiem, 9rot§ topud ft.OOO, a reoerd, 1b

10 performances (four maWneea). W« eaperM lor in guarantee
plug a hunk of the proflts but the managaaaeMt a*M H eoHld Bot decide
What the net was for two weeks. When Karl appeared hi the play
^t Dennia he went into tbt red tar $W0, beoavae ke had to vcjoln

Equity, which eoit $100 Initiation, and had awpeaaai aueh aa houee he
rented, butler and so forth. Hart aayi he la thMugh being aa aotor
because It costa too much. So many irlanda taaat dowa in>m New
York to ice 'em act, tlutt his tmnmar joint leaambled a towtet eamp.
Kaufman had a withdrawal eard and waa lereiy required to pay
Xquity the current dues. Marx waa 1b good aiamiing as a wieaaber,

also belonging to the Screen Actors Cufid. OeBeralljr agreed that

Hart was much the better actor than KauAnaB, while Karpo's part
was a pushover for him. /

Though 'Dinner was mentioned frequently froaa the itrawhate in the
last two weeks, It has not played in the summer ipots more ttian a
dozen times to date because not being released until July IB, U not
being certain up to then whether the play would run through the
summer at the Music Box. Rights varied up to $1,000 per week, ac-

cording to house capacity and size of commuirity. Kaufman and Hart's

'George Washington Slept Here,' a fair draw ob Broadway, will prob-
ably top the summer stock rights list. It has been contracted for in

35 spots, $500 being the average price for rights.

Legit Mgrs. Said to Be Anxious

For Long-Term Deal fith Equity

Confab between Equity officers

and managers was held Monday (U)
at the League of New York theatres

for the purpose of extending the

'basic' agreement. Principal object

ot the pact, from a managerial stand-

point, is to stall the actors from,

changing rules and imposing re-

strictions which the proiducers de-

clare have from time to time made
producing increasingly difficult

It has become' increasingly clear

that the agreement has not stopped
Equity making changes of policy

every year. It appears the solution

from the showmen's side is to enter
into an agreement with Equity that
will run a term of years, instead of

a season or solo year.

That may have been the point
raised by the managers Monday dur-
ing a session that was somewhat ex-
tended. The huddlers'did not come
to an agreement, it merely being
stated that further consideration
was necessary, but also claimed that
no serious differences developed, and
that the meeting was amicable. Be-
fore tlie next session Equity's coun-
cil will consider revisions of the
agreement presented by managers
through the League, which may seek
a five-year deal.

When 10 councilors, including
two vice-presidents, resigned as an
aftermath of the election, they de-
clared that an element in Equity was
aiming for radical rules which they
believed would further restrict pro-
duction, the vq;iume of which has
steadily declined in recent seasons.
They added that they believed they
could better fight to safeguard the
welfare of the actor by not being on
the council. That reasoning is not
clear to many members, but the fact
that there is a sharp difference of
opinion among influential Equityites
is definite.

Several CIuii|:es
During the time the annual agree-

ment has been in effect, plus the
ticket code. Equity raised the mih-
unum pay, boosted the initiaUon fee
and more recently struck out the
exclusive service stipulation, the lat-
ter provision bedoming effective
starting on Labor Day. It is true
that Equity consulted the managers
before raising the minimum pay
from $40 to $50, but had the show-
men seriously objected the tilt

would probably have gone in any-
how. Conceded by the League, how-
ever, that Equity has been more
open to suggestions and willing to

consider proposals for the welfare
of the theatre than any of the other
unions.

Discussed on Monday were the
exclusive service deletion from all

standard ' contracts, pay to casts

when playing in Canada, both of

which points have been ruled on
by Equity but are possibly subject
to revision, and the matter of radio
tor legit. Present rule is that play-

NEW B'WAY REVUE DUE

IN FAU TO BE PART ICE

The new Lee Ephraim revue for

Broadway Uiis fall will be partly
an ice show, and will have Le Verne
and the Heasley Twins in the ice

portion on a portable rink. The
probable house is the 46th St. The
original 'Double or Nothing' title

will probably be changed.

Ephraim, in association with Nor-
man Zeno, Previn Davis and Ralph
McBane, is producing, and the prob-
able talent lineup will be Bert
Wheeler, Sonny Rice, George Church,
and possibly either Hildegarde and
The Hartmans, or both.

Latter two are also being dickered
by George Marion, Jr., for his new
book musical, with an Arthur
Schwartz score. Hal LeRoy is set

for it, as is Mitzi Mayfair, and Tony
Martin is being negotiated. This
marks the reunion of the LeRoy--
Mayfair team.

Al Bloomingdale in With

Shuberts on Jessel Musical
Al Bloomingdale, with much of his

coin in the new George Jessel-Sophie
Tucker musical, 'High Kickers,' will

present the show this fall in associ-

ation with Lee Shubert. Jessel also

is lining up additional bankroll from
Joe Schenck and Harry M. Warner,
besides having interested a number
of others.

The book idea ties in with the cur-
rent Abbott

,
and Costello 'burlesque

renaissance' vogue, being also pat-
terned after an old burley idea.

New Label for Taney'

'Young Man's Fancy,' the George
Abbott musical comedy that goes into

rehearsal tomorrow (Thursday), will

be retitled. Producer has been noti-

fied by an indie film distributor in

New York that a British picture

soon to be released in the U. S. al-

ready has the same title.

Since one of the most valuable as-

sets of a hit musical comedy is the

right to the title for a picture sale,

Abbott must find a new tag fcr his

show. Hasn't selected one yet.

ers miist be paid one-eighth of a

week's salary if participating in the

broadcast of a play, or any part of

it At the suggestion of the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists, the

rule should clearly provide that

players- shall receive not less than

the AFRA minimum, which is $19

sustaining and $21 for commercial

per broadcast Principal idea is to

protect the lower salaried players.

4 MBS GET

4-FIGUR[ WAGES

Tallulak Bankbcad'a $1,SOO
W««kly T<q>s Field—Mary
B o 1 a B d, Paul Robeson,
and Jane Cowl Close Be-
hind

1> AT $750, OR MORE

Tour name players are getting

four-figure salaries In the summer
theatres, none being of Hollywood
or essentially film players. In fact,

there has been no Influx from the

Coast this season as was true In other

strawhat terms. There are more
people receiving three-figure pay
than at any time heretofore, which

reflects the much better business

drawn In the country spots as com-
pared ^0 least year.

Top money is being paid to Tal-
lulah Bankhead, who is guaranteed
$1,500 weekly in most spots, appear-
ing in 'Her Cardboard Lover.' Mary
Boland, in from the Coast but whose
standing was achieved on the stage,

rates next when playing 'Meet the
Wife,' in which she originally starred,

her country showshop pay being
$1,250. Paul Robeson has made at
least one appearance in 'Emperor
Jones,' and got $1,100, while Jane
Cowl, in 'Old Acquaintance,' draws
down $li000.

Three Figure Salaries

Among the top three-flgure players
is C. Aubrey Smith, getting $S50 in

JOld English.' Peggy Wood has been
earning $600 or more in 'Acquain-
tance,' while the Hartmans' com-
bined pay has been $850 in 'Any-
thing Goes' and a revue. ..Ann
Corio, a recruit to legit in the' sticks

from burlesque, has been averaging
$450 in 'White Cargo.'

There are at least 12 contracts

calling for $750 or more, while 22

contracts are for $500 weekly or

more, some going for the same
people in different stands. More
than 70 contracts are for $250 and
iqiward to more than $400, In addi-
tion .there are flocks of players get-

ting $200 per week and a larger
number getting $175 and $150.

SL Loois' Big FayroU

St Louis Municipal Opera has the
biggest payroll and the largest ca-
pacity of all the summer stands.

There is a long list of people get-

ting good money through the 11-

week season. Only a few of the
principals receive under $200, lowest
pay being $125,_ with most of the
company getting between $250 and
$350. Highest reputed salary in the
muny opera outfit is $800 this sea-

son, that going to Gil Lamb.
It appears that while some name

actors accept concessions in the

country ' show shops, the indications

are that name players in demand
appear for approximately if not ac-

tually the same salary as they com-
mand on Broadway. However, the

large bulk of players in the summer
places are in the resident stocics and
most are paid the regulation mini-

mum of $40, the $50 minimum for

productions in New York or on the

road not applying to the strawhats.

Six New Shows in Rehearsal Insure

Early N.Y. Start; See More Legiters

Shows m Rehearsal

'Tonng Man's Fancy'—George
Abbott
Two Story House' — Brock

Pemberton.
The Wookey'— Metro, Edgar

Selwyn.
The Great Whitewash'—Otto

Preminger, Norman Pincus.
'Village Green'—Dorothy and

Julian Olney, Felix Jacoves.
'Braiher Cstai' — American

Civic Theatre.
'Hold Tour Hats'—Al Jolson

(road).

'Boys and Glrla Together'—Ed
Wynn (road).

'Flight to the West'—Wee &
Levehthal (subway circuit).

'Easy' Not for N. Y.

'Take It Easy,* which originally

scored as 'Little Jesse James,' will

not be shown on Broadway as re-

ported but is being framed strictly

for the road. Book has been con-

siderably revamped and there is an
almost completely new score by
Harry Archer, who wrote the orig-

inal tunes, and Gladys Shelly.

Rights have been purchased by
Otto H. Diehl, stage electrician who
has an interest in the Lyceum, N. Y.

Easy'' is an intimate musical, set up
to operate at modest money.

FATHER' TO GET

MORE RKO

DATES

•Life With Father,' legiter which
RKO now has set for five of its

houses, starting early in October,
may also' be dated into some of the

RKO-booked Singer houses in Iowa
and the midwest Charles Koerner,
RKO circuit chief, said In New York
yesterday (Tuesday). Set so far are
Lowell, Mass., Providence, Roches-
ter, Syracuse and Clolumbus.
Koerner declared RKO circuit is

open to additional legit shows of

what the company thinks are the

proper type for this kind of opera-
tion.- He stated also that many more
houses may be made available. All

depends on the success of 'Father' in

the Initial bookings.

All the theatres so far dated,

Koerner explained, are not the cir-

cuit's top pic houses, but former
legiters which are ideally suited for

shows. He's of the opinion that an
occasional play in the houses will

not only be profitable fn itself, but
lend a touch of variety that will

make towns showmlnded and help

film biz, too.

Phil Baker May Tour

In Tolies' for Fischer

Phil Baker may head up a 'Folies

Bergeres' road tour under Clifford

C. Fischer's direction, to play audi-

toriums and kindred halls in the

lesser keys. Baker is currently wind-
ing up his 'Charley's Aunt' tour at

Brighton Beach, N. Y.

Fischer has in mind surrounding
Baker with people like Cynda Glenn
and Fifi Dorsay, plus a lot of girls,

and taking the revue on an exten-

sive midwestern tour Into Texas.

'Aunt,' with Baker, will follow

Brighton Beach with a date at

Cedarhurst L. I. Both houses are

operated by A. Edward Goldberg,

who is said to have taken an interest

in the revival That was indicated

when he posted the difference in

cast salary guarantee money re-

quired by Equity.

Goldberg has encountered a num-
ber of setbacks, particularly had
business at- the Brighton, with the

result that several claims were filed

against him at Equity. Understood
he made satisfactory settlement last

week. Best draw he has had was
Her Cardboard Lover,' with Tallu-

lah Bankhead.
Arthur Klein, who is manager of

Aunt,' is also said to be in on the

show, but his financial participation-

is somewhat hazy.

John Montague and Herman Bern-

stein will be advance mhn and com-
pany manager, respectively, for the

road- troupe of 'Arsenic and Old

Lace,"

There will be half a dozen shows
aimed for Broadway in rehearsal be-
fore the end of the week. This Is
unusual, considering that for the last
five or six years .the season was in-
creasingly late in getting started, ft
again supports the earlier indication
that the 1941-42 legit period wiU go
into action in September.
Early action should bring soma

relief to the critics, who will be re-
quired to be back on the job much
sooner than usual. Last spring, when
production slowed down to a walk,
it was intimated that some were un-
easy about their departments.
The list of shows being readied

does not include the new plays that
are being tried out in the summer
stocks, but there are also two
musicals for the road getting ready.
Years ago managers dated premieres
in -August but in recent seasons
trend has been to duck early debuts
because of weather hazards. Practice
of registering opening nights in ad-
vance also has developed and op-
posed openings have virtually dis-
appeared. However, this is more a
result of managers having reduced
the amount of production.
Number of shows slated for ths

new season already approximates 50,

wEich is in sight of the total new
plays presented during the season of
1940-41. If "the known production
plans materialize, the amount of

production will considerably exceed
that of last season. At least two
more plays will join those in re-
hearsal next week. They are 'Candls ^
in the Wind' and 'Mr. Big.' Scripts
of both are well regarded.

SHUBERTS BUYING IN

ONW FOR ROAD

Reported that the Shuberts will
buy an interest in 'Pal Joey,' closing
Saturday (16) at the Barrymore,
N. Y., anticipating its value as a road
show. George Abbott, who produced
the musical, recently announced that
it would not tour because some of
the original cast would be out of the
show, but shortly afterward it waa
stated that 'Joey' would go to the
road.

Notice ot closing was posted last

week and then taken down after

negotiations started between ths
Shuberts and A. bott. Latter con-
ceded during spring that the produc-
tiot cost had '.een earned back and
that 'Joey' showed a good profit

During summer, however, attend-

ance has been steadily dropping and
during the past several weeks it lost

money. Expected that Abbott's
name will be used in the road show-
ings, as now.

(^orgie Tapps is reported engaged
to replace Gene Kelly in the title

lead, latter going to Hollywood.

Equity Green Lights 3

Aliens for W.&L. Stock
Exemption to- the alien rules of

three foreign players was made by
Equity last week, permitting their

appearance in 'Flight to the West,'

being ' readied / by Wee 8c Leventhal
for rotary stock showings. Those
permitted to play without the usual

six months lapse are Eleanore Men-
delsohn, Lydia St (Tlair and Rudolph
Weis^, who were in the original cast

'Flight' was written by Elmer Rice
and produced by the Playwrights. A
group took it over and dropped the

scale to $1.10, but neither portion «f
the N. Y, engagement was success-

ful. Drama will not be toured by the
Playwrights, but W. & L. may send
it out during the Fall.

W3mn Opens in N. Y.
Newark, Aug. 12.

Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Glrla To-
gether,' starting on a long road tour,

opens its trek Sept 6 at the Mosque
ther.tre here.

Will''give three performances. In-

c!-.--' "j S-turday matinee. -
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Literati
Lite Trains Army Fhotographers

Nine-week course for Signal Coyss

photogs has been set up by Life mag

in cooperation with the Army. Mil-

itary lensers started arriving at Life

offices in New York June 1 in

batches ol about five a week> Mag
hopes to teach them to turn out both

good pix for peacetime publicity

purposes and to provide best pos-

sible coverage in the event U. S.

gets into an actual fighting war.

•With the censorship getting

tougher and tougher,' one Life exec

explained, 'number of places are iii-

creasing into which we cannot get

our civilian photographers. So we're

helping to train the Army camera
men to get the pictures for us. Their

pictures, however, of course will be
available to all magazines and news-
papers on an equal footing.'

Course is divided into three three-

week sections. First is darkroom
technique; second, classroom lectures

by Life eds on what they want in

picture stories, why they accept cer-

tain pictures and reject others, how
picture stories are made up; third,

accompany Life photogs on assign

ments and then cover assignments
themselves. Latter are what Life
sloughs off as not good enough, for
their regular staffers but are secon
dary possibilities.

Staff of the 'school' consists of
John Shaw Billings, m.e.; Daniel
Longwell, exec ed; Wilson Hicks,
exec pic ed; Edward J. Thompson,
associate ed; Bart Sheridan, assistant

pic ed, who serves as kind of 'prexy
and all of the Life photogs. Army
provides living expenses and equip
ment and Life incidental expenses
and supplies. Groups now in train-
ing are drawn from Fort Monmouth,
Fort Benning, Camp Robinson and
the Army War College.

seated at a table in the Savage Club,
ttempting to lay out a program for

the entertainment. They were de-
scribed as 'Ave lousy actors.' Be-
fore the show started, Quentin Rey-
nolds was waylayed in the aisle by

bunch of girls pleading for hi£

autograph. Later he went upon the
stage and made a speech beginning
with 'Dear Enemy Entertainers.'

The Newspaper Proprietors' Assn.
gave a luncheon two days later to

the American Correspondents in

London. It was presided over by
Viscount Rothermere, who welcomed
the guests, and response was made
by Joseph Si Evans, Jr., vice-pres-
ident of the Assn. of American Cor-
respondents in London. Ambassador
Winant spoke, as did Viscount Astor
and Anthony S. Drexel Biddle, Jr.

Weldon James to London
Weldon James, of PM's foreign

news staff in New York, is expected
to go to London shortly to repre
sent the paper there. He'll fill in

for only a couple months, however,
for Ben Robertson, who returned to

the U. S. last week. Robertson
taking a leave-of-absence to work
for a friend in a political campaign
in South Carolina, his home state.

PM publisher Ralph IngersoU has
not been heard from by the sheet
for more than a week now. ' Last
message was Monday a week ago
(4) when he planed out of Chung
king, China, for Moscow. Trip was
supposed to take three days.

V. S. Scribes in London Partied
A small coterie of stage people

gave a party July 20 at the Saville

theatre, London, to the Dominion
and American newspapermen
London. It began at 6 o'clock with
a 'get-together' in the bar, and this

proved so popular it was necessary
to shut down the refreshment salon

at 7 p.m. or they would never have
been able to get the audience in

their seats for the stage perform
ance.
The services of the troupers was,

of course, gratis, end the problem
of paying for the likker was solved
by a business-man named Home,
vrho tapped a number of his friends
to help make up the cost.

Show opened with Bud Flanagan,
Chesney Allen, Leslie Henson,
Arthur Riscoe and Hannen Swaffer

Lister to Fhllly Record
Series of recent exec

,
resignations

at the New York Post continued last

week with Walter B. Lister quitting

as city ed. Lister took over similar

spot on the Philly Record, succeed-
ing Alexander Griffin, who has been
ill and has switched to the easier

post of assistant managing ed in

charge of features.

Gary Finley, Post sports ed, suc-

ceeds Lister as city ed on the sheet.

He is a former assistant city ed. Paul
Kiester, assistant sports ed, was
upped to sports ed. Resignations at

the Post are said to be accompanied
by publisher George Backer taking a
much more personal part in daily
output of the paper.

noon daily, died Aug, 7 in a hospital

at nearby Jujuy, Argentina. He was
severely injured two days previously
in an automobile accident.

Leo J. Geeenheimer, 31, night

editor of the Portland (Ind.) 'Sun,'

died Aug. 5 of bronchial pneumonia.

James T. Ilanrahan, 67, circulation

director of the Terre Haute Tribune-
Star, died of a heart attack.

Dlllwyn Parrlsh, 47, author and
painter, died of a gunshot wound
Aug. 8, • at his ranch home near

Hemet, Cal. Police called it suicide.

Among his novels were 'My Wings,'

'Gray Sheep,' 'The Everlasting' and
'Praise the Lord,' He was a brother

of Ann Parrish, novelist.

William Wachtel, 63, for some 30

years advertising director of The
Day, N. Y., Jewish Daily newspaper,
died Aug. 10 in the Hunts Point Hos-
pital, the Bronx, after a long illness.

William C. Bowland, 81, publisher

of the SUten Island, N. Y., World
from 1912 to 1917, died Aug. 10 at his

home in Livingston, S. I. after a
three-month Illness.

Vincent Treanor, 64, racing expert,

sports editor and columnist for the

old N.Y. Evening World, died Aug. B

at the home of a son, Vincent, Jr., In

Andover, Mass. Widow, daughter
and two other sons survive.

Floyd W. Parsons, 61, mining and
industrial authority, who for the past
21 years was associated with the
Robbins Publishing Co. as editor of
several trade journals, died Aug. 7

at the Post-Graduate Hospital, N. Y.,

after a brief illness.

Holland A. Galllher, 61, newspaper
cartoonist, died Aug. 7 at Cambridge,
O., of a heart attack.

Albany A. P. Man's Collier Piece
Robert C. McCormick, now with

the Albany bureau of the Associated
Press and former sports editor of
The Saratogian, Saratoga Springs,
authored the recenV article in Col-
lier's on Vic Fleming, famous har-
ness horse driver.

McCormick, who writes on sports,
among other things for A, P., uses
the nom de plume of Robert Cart-
wright in magazine articles.

Toangstown Pnrlty Purge

Youngstown, O., City Prosecutor
Forrest Cavalier has listed 31 maga-
zines which he will ask distributing

agencies to keep from newsstands.
They are Included in a list of more

than 100 magazines deemed 'offend-
ing' by the National Organization
for Decent Literature.

John T. Wfiltaker's Lectures

John T. Whitaker, Chicago Daily
News Foreign Service correspondent,
arrived In New York from Lisbon
Sunday (10).

Is booked for about 50 lectures in
next three months at approximately
$250 a throw.
Upon arriving, Whitaker grabbed

a lot of space when he- expressed
the opinion that England 'didn't
have a chance.'

LITERATI OBITS
Frederick James Smith, 55, who,

as 'Beverly Hill' was picture editor
for Liberty magazine, died Aug. 5 in
the lobby of the Algonquin Hotel,
New York. One-time film critic for
the old Y. Telegram, he had been
editor of numerous picture fan mags
in recent years.
Babindranath Tagore, 80, Indian

mystic, also renowned as a poet,

playwright and philosopher, died
Aug. 7 after a long illness In Cal-
cutta.

Natallo Botana, 63, publisher of
Crltica, Buenos Aires' largest after-

IVs Published AT LAST!
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CHATTER
Hector Chevigny took time off

from his radio scripting to sell

Liberty a short story, 'The Natural-
ization of Joe Mendoza.'

Michael -Davidson, formerly with
Walt Disney on exploitation, handl-
ing promotion for a new magazine,
Country Bpok, a digest of articles

and rural books.

- Johnson City Journal, Inc., has
been chartered to conduct a print-
ing-publishing business in Joimson
City, near Binghamton, N. Y. Di-
rectors are: Harold J. Granger and
Virginia A. Granger, Binghamton;
Jacob Kokis, Johnson City.

Richard C. Patterson, vice-pres-
ident and general manager of the
Toledo Times for the last 10 years,
is now president. Has been with
paper 33 years. Donald A. Wiley,
with the organization for 10 years,
was named vice-president. Richard
D. Logan will continue as secre-
tary. Patterson also is treasurer.

Few N. Y. Bets
^sContlnue.d from page 'm

out scripts have been sent for by
picture story departments.

Gordon Interested In Thomas Play
Max Gordon Is reported interested

in 'Concert Tour,' written by Frank
M. Thomas and Henry K. Moritz,
from an Idea by Murray Boltinoff.

The Broadway producer will witness
a performance of it this weekend at

the Woodstock (N.Y.) Playhouse
where it is having its initial tryout
tomorrow (Thursday) through Sun-
day with Frankle Thomas in the
starring role. His father, Frank
Thomas, will also appear in the
comedy-drama, in which young
Thomas enacts the role of a tough
kid who becomes a great piano vir-

tuoso. Other players include Phyllis

Ellerman, William Halstead, Helen
Baysinger, Philippa Bevans, Duane
McKinney and Ivan Triesault.

Selznick's 'Dundass' Cast

Santa Barbara, Aug. 12.

David O. Selznick completed cast-

ing for 'Lottie Dundass,' second of
his summer stock shows at the
Lobero theatre, opening Thursday
(14) and running through Sunday.
Supporting Gefaldine Fitzgerald in

the top role are Dame May Whitty,
Joanna Ross, Ben Webster, Gisella

Werbezirk, Jao George, Clarence
Straight and David Bacon. Vladimir
SokoloS directs.

Night Club Reviews
.Continued from' page 36^

MINNESOTA TERRACE

routines, devised by Harry Losee,
who haa a hand in the directing of
the Republic film, are new.
As ice shows go, this is unpreten-

tious and extremely tabloid, night
club restrictions and limitations
necessarily making it so. But, as
usual nitery fare goes, it rates as an
ambitious effort and provides splen-

did entertainment along different

lines.

Show is titled 'Adventures on Ice'

and numbers are confined to dancing
and acrobatics on the steel blades.

Thus restricted in variety, it runs
only about 30 minutes and the cast

numbers but seven. Yet it attains

flash by virtue of colorful costuming,
skillful lighting, good all-around
showmanship, and fast pacing. Miss
Lewis' own arresting personality and
superior skating ability, as well as

her looks, lend plenty to the per-
formance's Impressiveness. Musical
score, credited to Jack Phifler, leaves
room for improvement, but the cos-

tumes, created by Tedi of Hollywood,
are tops.
Considering the limited space, 17

by 20 feet, in which the performers
must work, the exhibitions are all

the more remarkable. The Ice unit
used is moved from under the band
platform and is returned there after

the floor show.
A gay 90's number, utilizing the

entire company, is a brief meller on
ice with villain pursuing heroine and
a few spiHs for laughs. The St.

Regis 'Bustles' are Harriette Hadd-
son, Norah Gale, Bernice Stewart
and Lucille Lamar, an ensemble of

lookers. The Heasley Twins are
handsome young men whose rhythm
and precision maneuvers are excel-
lent. One of the liveliest and best-
liked routines is a can-can number
that's plenty snappy and hot. A
military number also scores. Miss
Lewjs.and ttie two men probably are
at their best, however, in an adagio
contribution. The Tom ' McGovern
orchestra, locally recruited, plays the
show and for dancing adequately.'
Show is In for four weeks with an

option for additional two. Rees.

Ta-Ba-Ris, Buenos Aires

Goshen Quits In Bed
Goshen, Aug, 12.

The Community Playhouse, new
stock company here, pulled the
final curtain last week after operat-
ing at a $400-a-week loss. Closing
came half way through a scheduled
10-week program. 'Three Men on a
Horse* zippered the enterprise.

Mitchell Kaplan of Newburgh and
Gregory K. Deane of New York,
sponsors, estimated they had been
nicked for $2.20(k

Buenot Air^t, Aug. 1.

lownstni. Ballet (6), Suzanne &
Christine, Anita Del Hlo, Mortana,
Vera Orlopuia, Lecuona Cuban Boys
with Estela, 'John Catabrv and orch.

This top B. A. after-dark spot, and
the only one using floor shows in

the U. S. manner, is currently show-
ing its first specially imported
Yankee acts and finding the result
very satisfactory at the cash regis-

ter. While the imports have not
zipped biz up to any sensational
heights, they've been more than sat-

isfactory, and Aristed Salgueiro,
manager, Is inclined to think that it

may be soon worthwhile to ship
down bigger names, exploitation
value of the present show being not
quite enough to attract patronage
ordinarily unaccustomed to visiting

the spot.
Imports are the Townsend Ballet,

a line of six girls led by Jill Town-
send, and Suzarme and Christine,
sister team. Ballet (Vela Ceres, Pat
Marland, Mary Woods, l^udy Beyer,
Estelle Kier and Eleanor Bolevn)
are all tall good-lookers and fast
steppers and, while not overly origi-

nal by U. S. standards, are novel for
the customers here. They're saved
for the climax .of the thrice-nightly
show. Open with an ensemble with
semi-classical ballet touches, then
swing into a hot chorus. Hotter it

gets, the more the portenos like it.

A tango number included in the
first show had to be cut when it was
found the customers didn't care for
U. S. variations on the local fave,
but wanted their jive straight from
the States,
Suzanne and Christine have been

clicking in more acrobatic stuff.

They work quickly and neatly, make
a smart appearance and have a bo-
lero encore that's a stopper. Here,
too, the more U. S. they keep the
material, the better it goes across.
Red and white costumes somewhat
suggesting American colors help.
Anita Del Rio, who packs a terrific

wallop into her Spanish numbers,
remams the best of the native por-
tion of the show. She's a trim, tiny
package of fire who stamps her heels
and tosses her head in the approved
Madi'id manner and never fails to
hold up the show. Been at the Tab
longer than any other single per-
former and since most of the patrons
are regulars, that's a recommenda-
tion that means something. Vera
Orlogwa, a Rus^iail dancer who does
a turn in peasant costume, and Mari-
ana, in modern tap, had better be
left unmenfioned. They're poor.
Lecuona Cuban Boys bana which

has been in and out of the Tab sev-
eral times, is probably one of the
world's top congarhumba outfits.

They've been o.o.-ed before, so fur-
ther orchids are unnecessary, except
to mention that their' new singer,
Estela, isn't quite up to the New
England born Dolores, who used to
work with the outfit in Europe, Ha-
vana and here before going on her

own. Boys, carry the burden, how-
ever, and their specialties, including
a new Turkish number, bring out
even the oldest Jockey Club ment^
bers from their darkened balcony
boxes for a whirl on the floor. John
Calabry's jazz is so-so. U. S. acts
were booked by William Morris' Sol
Shapiro while here. Ray.

Wit's End, Miami Beach

Miami Beach, Aug. 8.

Bobby Baxter, Arthur Blake, Ray
and Marion Lynn, Betty Stone,
Frank Carlona Orch (6) ; no cover or
minimum.

After a tardy debut last season,
this sidewalk saloon achieved con-
siderable popularity with the 23rd
street waifs as a nightcapery. Since
then the operators have discovered
air-conditioning, planted genial Jo«
Conti at the door, installed Tom
Williams, forrnerly of the Paddock,
as manager, and are getting nitery
billing. Room is quite small, seat-
ing under 150 and with a long bar
running its length. Attractive de-
cor follows a red and blue motif.
Still very informal though. Only th«
waiters wear ties.

Current divertisement is headed
by Arthur Blake, a clever mime and
satirist. Impressions run gamut
from Morgan (Helen) to Miranda,
and are first rate, but accompanying
mono could be slicked up a bit.

Mimic appears slightly 111 at ease in
this room. When caught a table ot
moppets who should never have been
permitted in the joint in the first

place created such a disturbance that
tie had to spend most of his time
quieting them down. He deserves
better treatment.
Bobby Baxter has been getting a

hefty word of mouth buildup. Con-
trary to general impression though,
he's not another Bobby Breen. A
pint-sized songster who looks like a
comjiosite Golden Gloves champ, ha
is strictly of the 'lift dat bale—tote
dat barge' brigade. For his 24 years,
he possesses surprising volume ana
range, but shows slight strain in up- -

per register. Choice of songs are
standard baritone showcase wares

—

'Ole Man River,' 'I Got Plenty of
Nothing' earning him biggest hand.
These take plenty and Baxter doesn't
sp^re himself. Might be wise for him
to get in with a good coach. To con-
tinue at present output could scar
his pipes. Nice stage presence and
pleasing personality. With smart
handling he'll go places.
Terpin^ team of Ray and Marion

Lynn shows to better advantage here
than on theatre stage. They're a pair
of good looking youngsters, with
plenty of zip, and' with smart rou-
tines could really step.

Betty Stone is an attractive dish,

but as a featured warbler she's n.s.i^

Tones are nasal and lack expression.
Joe Carlona's combo really takes

you back where the com and 'taters

2row, what with the drummer parked
out front in the center of the band
and the arrangements strictly from
stock. All the boys wear sport shirts,

and a couple iQUst have taken $
pledge not to shave till the show's
over. Leslie,

5100 CLUB, CHI

Chicago, Aug. 8.

Donny -Thomas, Mary Beth Sires,

Carlos and Dolores, Bob-O-Lins (6),

MaTfc Fisher Orch (10); no cover or
minmum.

Formerly rated as strictly a neigh-
borhood cafe, this club has become
one of the important show spots of

the city by virtue iOf the brand of
entertainment. Capacity crowds are
the rule rather, and they come in

for one purpose only, to see the
show. Room seats 400, with an ad-
ditional 100 at the cocktail bar.
Bob-O-Lins, line ot six girls, open

the show, and work in two subse-
quent production numbers. Gals are
fair lookers, but don't offer much In

the way of dancing ability. Ward-
robe okay, but numbers are too

stereotyped.
Singer Mary Beth Sires is an at-

tractive blonde and has good pipes.

Diction and choice of numbers could
be improved, but customers like her
here, and she is enjoying a long run.
A mediocre dance team, Carlos and
Dolores have little.

Real strength of the show lies in

the m.c, Danny Thomas, clever and
slated for bigger things. Thomas
boasts a neat sense of timing and is

a nifty mugger. His numbers are
really funny, with 'CMoe' and 'Road
to Mandalay' among the best. In

his 60th week in this spot, Thomas
has a terrific following.
Another stron.^ portion of the bill

Is carried by Mark Fisher, who. In

addition to leading the band, steps

into the show for several rousing
vocals. Fisher has long been a Chi
favorite and does a swell job on
such numbers as 'Beguine' and 'I Am
an American.' He has a big voice
and good salesmanship.
Show closes with a production

number by the entire cast, based on
the Gay Nineties, with the gals li

viting customers up to partake in

'Boompsa Daisy.'
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Broadway

Milton Lazarus has sold a new
play to George Jessel.

Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times
critic, back from vacation.

Louis Nlzer, fllm-radio attorney, to

Bermuda for month's vacation.

Harry Horner set to do the sets for

Vinton Freedley's 'Let's Face It.'

Russel Crouse back Monday (11)

from Banff-Lake Louise vacation.

Warner Bros, cocktail- partying

Joan Leslie tomorrow (Thursday).

The Meredith Willsons in town;
first eastern vacation in two years.

Walter and Mary Graeza moved
to Forest Hills, where they bought

a house.
Charley Pettijohn, Hays office

chief counsel, back from a trip to

the Coast. ^, „ \

Matt Allen who manages £l Capi-

tan, Hollywood legiter, In town for

attractions.
Jack White adopted as fifth

brother of four who conduct a Long
Beach hotel.

Pat Petterson, former 'Vanities'

showgirl, at Polyclinic hospital un-
der treatment.
Jack Powell has shifted to Al

Grossman after being long under
Mark Leddy's management
Murdock Pemberton's son, for-

merly with NBC, now a welder in

a Pennsylvania tank car plant.

Alexander and Roland V. Haas will

do the music for 'Village Green' and
Gilbert MUler's 'Anne of England.'
Harold Bostwick, former . pianist

for Leo Reisman, inducted into the
Army recently-, at Camp Upton, L. I.

T. Hayes Hunter, British-American
film and stage director, plans a new
Broadway play, 'The Heart of the
City.'
Leda Bauer, eastern story editor

for RKO, left Friday (8) for several
weeks of story conferences in Holly-
wood.
Name- hiingry Saratoga SOS'd

Tony Martin and it's still in the talk-
ing stage for one of the key spots at
the Spa.
Lois January will wed William

Germant, who handles 'Professor
Quiz' on the air, in Chicago to-
day (13).
Robert Ardrey motoring to New

York from San Antonio, where he's
been working for several months on
a new play.
'Three Acts,' the Kaufman-Ferber

drama being readied by Max Gor-
don, will have Morris Jacobs as gen-
eral manager.
John Robert Powers Agency Corp.

has been chartered to conduct the-
atrical enterprises. He's the models'
entrepreneur.
Rose Marie, formerly radio singer

Baby Rose Marie, doing a legit ap-
pearance this week at the Clinton
(Conn.) strawhat.
Hiram S. Brown, Jr., serial pro-

ducer for Republic, in town for a
rest. He floes back to become pro-
ducer on features.
Herbert J. Yates back to N. Y.

after about six months on the Coast
where he set up Republic's second-
quarter picture schedule.
Alex Gard, who drew the show biz

cartoons for Sardi's restaurant, doing
a book of drawings of ballet dancers,
to be published Oct. 5 by Greystone
Press.
Sarah RoUitts, script agent for

Columbia Artists, vacationing in
Maine. She moves Sept. 1 to Music
Corp. of America with the rest of
the staff.

'Anything Goes.' in strawhat ver-
sion under The Hartmans' aegis, is

now localed in Rio, instead of Lon-
don. Opened Monday (11) in Spring-
field, Mass.
Washington Pezet, known on

Broadway but more recently p.a. for
an aircraft corooration, has a story
on his native Chile In which Metro
is interested.
N. Peter Rathvon, member of RKO

board and exec council, flew to Coast
Friday (8) to- remain until after
Labor Day on combination of RKO
biz and vacash.

Billy Rose's sister, Polly, getting
her first dramatic assignment in
Ward Morehouse's play, 'U. S. 90,'

which opens at the Paper Mill Play-
house, Millbom, N. J.. Aug. 18.
Ruby Reed's new House of Thea-

tre, which is priming 'Sun Up Snow,'
will be radio-showcased on WINS to-
night (Wed.), including Judy Bent-
ley as Miss Reed's first euestar.

Publicist Curt ^Weinberg, along
with Heywood Broun, Jr. and Joe
Paterno, Jr., are new Camp Upton
draftees. All over 28, and thus may
possibly get out ahead of schedule.
Norman Alley, News of Day cam-

eraman, in Buenos Aires on special
assignment, transferred to European
battle, zone, probably assigned to
Moscow for the Russo-Nazi warfare.
Notis Komemnis, manager of

Skouras theatres in Hudson County,
N. J., has purchased a farm in
Somerville, N. J. Komomnis expects
to-be a farmer—during his spare
time.
Grace MacDonald, ex - musical

comedy dancer and singer, going into
her first straight dramatic play, 'The
Great Whitewash,' which will also
mark J. C. Nugent, Sr.'s return to
activity.

Claudia Morgan sprained her knee
Wednesday (6) night when she fell

downstairs backstage at the Maple-
wood (N..I.) theatre, where she was
appearing in 'Man Who Came to
Dinner.'
Philip Favtrsh&m, who recently

returned to the U. S. after being

rescued from the sinking Zamzam,
appearing in "The Male Animal' this
week at the Monomoy theatre, Chat-
ham, Mass.

Beatrice Kaye celebrated her 2Sth
year in the theatre Monday (11)
with a party at CBS and latv feted
%t the Chateau Moderne. Featured
on the 'Gay Nineties' program, she
started in vaude as a child.
Paul Stewart and Peg La Centra

(Mrs. Stewart) motored to the Coast
last week for about a inonth's stay.
Stewart, who made his screen de-
but in 'Citizen Kane,' may appear in
the next Orson Welles picture at
RKO.
Howard Lindsay and Dorothy

Stickney leave Sunday (17) for four-
week vacation, part of which will be
spent at their Flemington (N.J.)
farm. Percy Waram and Margalo
Gillmore will sub for them in 'Life
with Father.'

SlLoois
By Sam X. Harit

Bob Prachett, booker for Para-
mount, sporting khaki.

Myrus, magician, at the Crystal
Terrace, Park Plaza hotel.

Downtown Lyric operating on a
thrice-weekly basis during the sum-
mer season.
Arthur Nealy, who quit as a local

cop to warble, is at the 'Top of the
Town,' westend nitery.

Sol Turner, violinist with the St.
Louis symph orch, batoning own
band at the Jug, Hotel Coronado.
Mother of (Gordon Sommers, biz

manager of the Civic theatre, St.
Louis County strawhatter, died in
hotel home. She was 72.
Second of a series of traveling

vaude shows sponsored by the Citi-
zens' Committee for the Army and
Navy, Inc., presented last week at
Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south
of this burg.

Entertainment, Inc., already has
booked Dorothy Maynor, Negro so-
prano; Rise Stevens, Met thrush, and
the Don Cossacks for engagements
in the opera house of Municipal Au-
ditorium during the 1941-42 season.
James Grieg, UA salesman for Mo.,

Tenn., Ky. and 111., suffered frac-
tures of the pelvis and right leg in
auto accident near Festus, Mo. In
Barnes hospital. Being temporarily
replaced by Bernie Evens of the ex-
ploitation staff.

Sarah Blocher upped from sec. to
Herb Washburn, manager of the lo-
cal National Screen' Service Co., to
office manager. Succeeds Russ
Baker, shifted to Dallas. Toby
Inger of the film row Inger Sisters
(4) replaces Miss Blocher.
Partial distribution of $28,339,

which was subject to litigation for
13 years and was based on- a me-
chanic's lien- in connection with the
construction of the Granada theatre,
now a St. Louis Amusement Co.
nabe, was ordered last week by cir-
cuit judge Joseph J. Ward.
'When We Are Married,' new here,

will be presented at the Town
Square theatre, strawhatter, starting
Friday (15). WUlard Holland has
selected Al Hohengarten, Anne Jen-
nings, Ralph Cook, Delia Mae Riegel,
Blandford and Helen Blanchard for
leads. Those in support are Esther
Neville, Jeanoette Wagner, Franklin
Falkenhainer, Janet Hamtil. Mal-
colm Collins, Rita Maher and An-
drew Knat.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

London

Jackie Heller to Newport, Ky.. for
opening show of new Glenn Rendez-
vous.
M. A. Rosenberg, indie exhib,

takihg his son, Bud, into the busi-
ness with him.
George Jaffe will reopen Casino

for 1941-42 burlesque season mid-
night of Sept. 1.

P.a. Kay Balfe has switched his
allegiance from Al Mercur's Nut
House to Balconades.

Lieut. 6bb Jacobs, son of Sid Ja-
cobs, WB district manager, trans-
ferred to Honolulu base.
Brenda and Cobina have been

booked into Stanley for Labor Da.v
week with Jerry Colonna.
Film Row's Pete Alderman a

grandpappy now. His daughter, Mrs.
Miriam Paskoff, had a sal.

Joe Feldmans are back from their

Hollywood trip and Tony Sterns
have returned from Miami.
Bud Friedman, Etna theatre man-

ager, Stratolined out for Hollywood
to spend vacation with his mother.
Fermer local stock fave Paul Mc-

Grath will step into Bert Lytell role

in 'Lady in Dark' when it reopens.
Mary'Morris, of Tech drama school

faculty, home from Cohasset, Mass.,

where she did 'Ladies in Retire-
ment.'
Ben Browns (he's head of WB pro-

jection dept.) to Bucks County to see

their dotter, Shirley, in 'Beggars
Opera.'
Keith Lundy, ex-Kilbiick theatre

actor, doing leads this summer with
Essex - on - Lake Champlain, N. Y.,

Players.
Mitzi Mayfair told friends while

working here at Yacht Club that she
and her brewery heiir-husbar.d have
called it guits.

Bob Finkel, son 8f South Side ex-

hib,- has moved to Republic studio in

production berth. Lately he's been
scripting Mono's Range Buster scries.

Workers dispute at Denham stu-
dios has been settled, but official
announcement gave no details.

Jack Griggs replaced Hugh Lind-
say as publicity man for Ministry of
Information when latter joined Les-
lie Howard's outfit.

Trade press are campaigning In
behalf of Americans on this side and
classed as aliens. They'd like to see
all restrictions on movements lifted.

Looters got a hefty slice of the
premiere takings for Para's 'I

Wanted Wings' at the Plaza. They
weren't aided by the blackout in the
stickup.

Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
gifted past prexy Harry Mears with
a Defense Bond as mark of apprecia-
tion. Mears turned the bond over to
Cinema Trade Benevolent Fund.
Harry Buxton, owner of Gaiety

cinema, Manchester, inked the first

deal for screening of new Russian
films in Britain. He ha$ taken 'March
On Berlin' and 'United We»SUnd.'
With food rationing in force here,

critics are quipping about having to
sit through Yankee pictures with
oceans of food thrown on the screen,
as stars do their stuff in nitery and
dinner scenes.

Despite blitzing of one of their
houses, Sheffield cinema organiza-
tion, Central Picture Houses, 'de-

clared a -6% divvy on nine-months
trading. It's indicative of provincial
b.o. in wartime.
'Me and My Girl,' Lupino Lane's

record-busting musical of a season
or so back, got two dates in London.
Comedian took it himself into the
Coliseum and had a road unit filling
a date at the Metropolitan.
When rental organizations here

submitted names of trade delegates
available for election to Films Coun-
cil, name of Joe Friedman was sub-
mitted as a Columbia rep. Former
managing director of Col. has been
in Hollywood since shortly after war
outbreak.

Atlandc City
By Mildred Carter

Summer biz has been exception-
ally good.

Bjll Robinson topped weekend bill

at Phil Barr's 500 Club.

Yvonne Bouvier heads new revue
at Joe Moss' Bath and Turf Club.

Official figures give 460,000 per-
sons here for another fine weekend.

Belle Baker leaves for Coast on
completing engagement at Hamid's
Pier Saturday (16).

George White's 'Scandals of 1942'

skedded here for next week. Helen
Morgan heads revue.
Empress theatre, formerly Em-

bassy, reopened Friday (8) alter be-
ing dark since last fall.

Free taxis now take passengers to
off shore points to play bingo while
all boardwalk parlors remain closed.

Sally Keith heads Club Nomad's
new revue for 1942, which opened
Saturday (9). This nitery remains
open all year.

Excellent advance ticket sale re-
ported for Marian Anderson concert
Saturday (16) at Convention Hall
here. Top price is $2.

Joe Kelly held formal opening of
Colonial Beach Gardens in residen-
tial Margate Saturday (9) after de-
lay caused by ABC board here.

Jesse L. Lasky sworn in as mem-
ber of Atlantic City's detective force
by Mayor Tom Taggart during pro-
ducer's visit here over weekend.
Glenn Miller's orch signed for La-

bor Day weekend at Steel Pier.
Jimmy Dorjjey follows. Andrews
Sisters to return for the holiday.
Carmen Cavallaro, playing Ritz-

Carlton Merry-Go-Round Room, pre-
sents Decca record albums to femme
patrons at weekend cocktail dances.
Jerry Colonna, accompanied by his

manager, Bruce Gear, motored here
from Chicago for few days in be-
tween personals. Colonna returns
to Bob Hope radio program on
Sept. 23.

Mexico City

By Doufrlas L. Graliame

Jorge Negrete to Hollywood for a

role In Hal Roach's 'Fiesta.'

Magda Haller. stage-screen actress,

fractured a rib when she slipped in

her bathtub.

Rene Cardona readying what he
.<!ays will be the flr.<!t pic version in

Spanish of 'Camille.'

Carleton Sprafiue Smith, director

of the music section of the New
York Public Library, here on a study
vi.'tit.

Maria Concsa. veteran Spanish
comedicni;o, is snnafh at her Sun-
day revi;e shows in various local

theatre.^.

Miguel Zaoarias sold world rights

to ColoT.hia of his 'Papa se Enrcda
Olra Vez' ("Papa Cel.- in a Jam
A,?ain') for S115,0i"'O (U.S.).

Marco Aurelio Galindo, author and
journali.st who has several v/inning

pic scripts to .his credit, debuts soon
as a megger of a production not yet

titled.

Joaquin Alvarez, tenor, is new star

of 'The Album of Melodies and
Memories.' Wampolc's conducts Sat-

urday nights over local radio «ta-
tion XEW.
Mexican son'gwriters are now get-

ting regular royalty checks from the
Argentine, thanks to a reciprocal
agreement their union has made
with the far southerners' organiza-
tion.

(Carlos Caballero, assistant direc-
tor, slightly wounded by the acci-
dental discharge of a pistol during
the making of 'Simon Bolivar,' story
of the 'George Washington of South
America,' at the CLASA studios
here.
Song circles agog about published

rumors from Brazil to the effect that
Pedro Vargas, one of Mexico's No.
I radio-stage singers, is to become a
Brazilian Citizen because he gained
his greatest success in Brazil. Var-
gas, who has performed in the U. S.,
has been down south for some time.

Bocks County, Pa.

Howard Bay, scene designer,
checking out for N. Y. Job.

Fred Kelly starring in 'Burlesque'
for Nat Burns at Yardley this week.

Bill Doll, Playhouse p.a., going to
work for Brock Pemberton as drum
beater.

Phil Lewis play; "Walking Home,'
to be tried out week of Sept 1 in
New Hope.
Playhouse garnered $738 for Ac-

tors' Fund Assn. last week at 'Man
Who Came to Dinner' performances.
Plate was passed during intermis-
sions.

Jack Kirkland knee-high in scripts
at his Springtown farm. Looking
hard for a suitable play to produce
and writing one which- will star his
wife, Haila Stoddard.
Bea Spewack knitting a play solo

while Sam is in London for U. S.
and Chicago Trib. Spewack trying
to get visa into Moscow, from which
he was tossed as correspondent in
1921.
Extra matinee added for 'Beggar's

Opera' tomorrow (Thursday) at
Playhouse, where It is being billed
as 'Hellzapoppin of 1723.' First mu-
sical to be staged in Bucks County,
and b.o. terrific.

Peggy Webster at New Hope stag-
ing 'Arms and The Man' with Wal-
ter Slezak and Katharine Locke.
Miss Webster will also play in it

next week. A possibility for Theatre
Guild revivals this season in town.

B. o. strong at local strawhatters
and producers are mulling over idea
of extending their seasons. Probably
will continue through September
providing gas rationing is not too
severe. Most of the customers have
to drive considerable distances.

Edith King off to Toronto to pl^y
in 'Old Acquaintance.' Back to New
Hope in Sepfember for same bill,

probablv with Peggy Wood. Dwight
Deere Wiman earlier In summer re-

fused rights to Ken Nicholson and
Theron Bamberger as they are 'too

near Philly.' Wiman later relented as

he figures Bucks County will be wln-
dowdresslng for Philly stand in fall.

By LcB Recs

M-G to hold annual picnic Aug.
25.

Bob Zurke held over for third

week at Curly's nitery.

R. W. Borgan, WDGY salesman,
wed to Mary Theimer.

Sammy Kaye band .spotted into

Prom ballroom Aug. 13.

Harold Field, circuit owner, back
from California vacation Jaunt.

W. A. Steffes suffered health set-

back at northern Minnesota estate.

Eddy Rogers' orch with Irene Janis
into the Hotel Lowry Minnesota Ter-
race.
Clark Gable scheduled to come to

EffinKton, S. D., for duck hunting
Oct. 1.

Bill Sears. Orpheum manager, on
job again after fortnight motor trip

in far west.
Cliff Gill. 20th-Fox exploileer. fa-

ther of a six-pound girl, the couple's

second daughter.
Boys tossed stag for Eddie Stoller,

United Artists' office manager, be-

fore wedding last week.
David Me.shbc.":hcr. son of Ben

('Little Judce'l, Republic salesman,
in hospital for operation.
Twentieth wedding annivensary

celebrated by Eddie Ruben, film cir-

cuit owner, and the wife.
Eighty-six-year-old father of Abe

Kaplan, independent circuit owner,
recovering from long illnes.s.

Old Log strawhatter theatre preem-
ing new play, 'Magnifloient Ham,' by
local .lutiior, John Salisbury.

A. Selby Carr. Paramount office

manaccr, sufficiently recovered from
mnior operation to return home.

Iliirry Katz. burlesque imprcario,
on fishing trin in northern Minne-
sota with Rollie Johnson, radio .sports

annoiinrrr.
Bill Elson, one-time Variety cor-

respondent, now an exhibitor, and
the mi.ssus celebrated 15th wedding
anniversary.
Betty Fletcher and Gene Spatz.

Paramount accountant and .shipper,

respectively, marched to altar, but
not tojjether.

Gene Aulry to make personal ap-
pearance along with film's star, Dor-
othy Lewis, at 'Iceenpades' premiere
at Gopher here Aug. 15.

Hollywood

Ed Thomas Joined Monogram's
publicity staff.

Hugh King Joined the Playmarket
writers' agency.

Martha Raye sprained an ankle in
a motor accident.

Margaret Sullavan into the dark
room with an eye infection,

Skeets Gallagher and Bert Wheel-
er forming a new comedy team.

Don Barry christened his new val-
ley acres 'Rancho Costa Too Mucha.'
George Burrows, N. Y. banker, in

town for loan talks with producers.
Pat West drew his 16th consecu-

tive role in a Bill Thomas produc-
tion.

Merry Macs left for Houston to
open four-week tour of the south-
west.
Mary Brian divorced Jon Whit-

c(jmb, illustrator, in Carson City,
Nev.
John Holmes shifted to head .spe-

cial publicity unit lor shorts at War-
ners.
Idwal Jones checked out of 20th-

Fox to work on a novel at Laguna
Beach.

Paulette Goddard's mother, Mrs.
Alta Goddard Fleming, filed suit for
divorce.
Jack Lait trained back to New

York aftter a three-week vacation in
Hollywood.
Jimmy Durante reported for work

in "The Man Who (jame to Dinner'
at Warners.
Charles Buckley, legalist for Fox-

West Coast, returned from a three-
week vacation.

Adrian, designer, moved out «f
Metro after 12 years to open his own
designing salon.
Harry Kosiner arrived from New

York for distribution huddles with
Walter Wan(;er.
Cieorge Givot and Maryon Curiia

settled their divorce property prob-
lems out of court
Arnold Pressburger shifted his

production offices from Hal ' Roach
to United Artists.

Bill Koenig succeeded Paul Perez
as assistant to Collier Young, chief
of RKO story staff.

Lee Chadwick checked back into
the Leo Morrison agency to handl*
writers and stories.

S. Sylvan Simon back from a va-
cation at Schroon I^ke, N. Y., wher*
he once ran a strawhat
K. K. Chang, comptroller of •

chain of Hawaiian film houses, in
town taking slant at product.
Art Lewis, soldier, spending his

furlough as technical adviser on
'Private Y«o-Hoo' at Paramount
William Hopkins aired to Wash-

ington for huddles as Columbia's
representative on 0PM problems.
James E. Perkins shoved off, via

Clipper, to return to his post as
Paramount representative in Manila.
Edward Finney shifted his produc-

tion headquarters from the Talisman
lot to the old B. P. Schulberg studio.

Lois Pantages, widow of Alex-
ander Pantages, left a fortune esti-
mated at $250,000 to her three chil-
dren.
Rise Stevens, making her film

debut at Metro, signed for two ap-
pearances with San Francisco Opry
this faU.

Masquers will toss a dinner for
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello when
the comics return from their current
eastern tour.
Cecil B. DeMille celebrated his

60th birthday by registering his
footprints in the forecourt of th«
Chinese theatre.

Carlisle Jones, recovering from
two operations, resting at home for
a month before returning to his pub-
licity job at Warners.
Leonard L. Levinson back from

Chi where he scripted the Ransom
Sherman summer replacement show
for Fibber McGee and Molly.

Capt. James Roosevelt returned to
Washington to resume his duties In
the Marine Corps after 10 days of
personal business in Hollywood.

Claude Rains came back from a
vacation on his Pennsylvania farm
to take over the 'Kings Row' role
vacated by the death of James
Stephenson.

Strondsburg, Pa.
By John Bartholomew

George E. Sokohsky a visitor.

Dorsha Hayes at Camp Tamiment.
Lucy Lowe at Pocono Haven, Mt

Pocono.
Harry T. Brown at Onawa Lodge,

Mountainhome.
Mt. Pocono Casino dropped Sun-

day midnight shows.
Arthur Michaud weekended at

Buckwood Inn, Shawnee-on-Dela-
ware.

Earl Fox orch featured in the
Rainbow Room, Pocono Mountain
Inn, Cresco.
Ken Brader's band four nights per

week at Clyde's Buck Hill Forks
Mountainhome.

'Getting Gertie's Garter' current
with Earle Mayo's New York Play-
ers at Dorney's auditorium.
Dick O'Conner, ex-Coinerford or-

gani:;t, presides nightly at the Hsn^
mond in the Penn-Sbroud's ta^\m
grill.

Peter Gibbons and Carolyn Fishsr
are the Arthur Murray daacers at

(Continued on page 02)
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OBITUARIES
MRS. COBDELLA MacDONALD
Mrs. Cordelia Howard MacDonald,

9'4, the original 'Little Eva' of 'Uncle

Tom's Cabin,' died Aug. 10 at her
home in Belmont, Mass, She was
taken ill at the home of her brother,

Walter S. Howard, in Buzzard's Bay,

Mass., last Friday night (8).

Mrs. MacDonald, who a few years

ago observed she was 'the Shirley

Temple of my day,' assumed the role

of Eva when scarcely four. She re-

mained on the stage only eight years;

profits from 'Uncle Tom' brought
about her family's retirement and
hers from the theatre.

The daughter of George C. and'

Caroline Howard, Mrs. MacDonald
made her Arst appearance as Eva at

th« Troy, N. Y., Museum on Sept.

27, 1852. At that time her father

'was lessee of thf Museum and ar-

ranged for the dramatization of Har-
riet Beecher Stowe's classic, since

the stage rights were not reserved

A SalemD AanlTcrsaiT MaM en ToM-
day, AuKuwt 2«th, at 10 o'clock a.m.,
will b« offered at the Chnrch at the
Blessed ftarrament, on We«t Tlst
Street, }mi off Brokdirar, New Tork
City, for

MB. JEBE .T. rOHAN
MRH..HELEN V. COHAN
snta. .TosErmNB cohan niblo

by the author. George L. Aiken, a
cousin of the Howards, did the script

and portrayed two roles as well.

Howard presented the play for eight

years in both the U. S. and I.ondon
and retired with a fortune.

OSCAR BARRETT
Oscar Barrett, 95, British panto-

mime producer and musician, died
at his home in St. Margaret's Bay,
Kent, England, July 1. Son of a

musician, he commenced his pro-
fessional career in this field, being
the first musical director of the Tyne
theatre, Newcastle, then returned to

the Grecian ' theatre, London, where
he began working for George Con
quest, producer of pantomimes, and
composed music for this type of

show.
For 25 years Barrett was at the

old Crystal Palace staging these

shows, did many for the provinces

and returned to London where he
made theatrical history by present-

ing EUaline Terriss (Lady Seymour
Hicks) in the title role of. 'Cinder

ella.' This production afterwards

went to America.
Survived by his son, Oscar Bar-

rett, secretary of the Green Room
Club.

"

Russia, and became associated with

the late David Picker. After the first

World War, he returned to Russia to

serve on the Joint Distribution Com-
mittee. He joined Loew's In 1920

when the Picker' theatres were taken

over, managing the Rio, Victory and
Oriental theatres, Bronx. He be-

came a district manager in 1933.

3. S. PARKER
J. J. Parker, president of J. J.

Parker Theatres, identified with the

theatre business for a quarter cen-

tury, died at his summer home, Sea-

side, Oregon, Aug. 9.

. Parker owned the Broadway and
United Artists theatres and halt in-

terest in the Mayfair, all Portland,

and theatres in Astoria and Pendle-

ton, Oregon.
Although he had been under

physician's care for the past few
years, he seemed in excellent health

and his death, attributed to a heart

attack, was unexpected.

A. F. BRENTLINGER
Albert F. Brentlinger, 74, veteran

theatre operator and father of Byron
Brentlinger, manager of the Idaho,

Terre Haute, Ind., died suddenly in

an Indianapolis hotel of heart at-

tack. He formerly owned the The-
atorium. Varieties and Liberty in

Terre Haute and also theatres in

Clinton, Evansville, Kokomo and
Richmond, Ind. At one time he was
vice-president of First National Pic-
tures in Indiana.

Besides the son, Byrom, he is sur-

vived by the widow, another son, a
daughter and two sisters.

SAMUEL M. BEBGER
Samuel M. Berger, 61, long active

In the film exchange and theatre

supply business in Manila, P. I., died

suddenly of a heart attack Aug. 5 in

that city. Berger came to the Phil-

ippines in 1898 as a soldier during

the Spanish-American ' war and re-

. mained to start an export-import
house known as S. M. Berger, Inc.

In 1927 he launched Acme Films,

Inc., a subsidiary, which represented
several American producing com-
panies including FBO. In recent
years he handled mostly indie dis-

tribution.

Surviving are his widow, a son,

daughter, and a brother, William,

head of the firm's New York office,

who will carry on the business.

MRS. KATHRTN DOLAN
l^rs. Kathryn Dolan, who appeared

In vaude with her late husband,
Chris, In an act known as Dolan and
Dillon^ died Aug. 1 at' the Polyclinic

Hospital, New York. Mrs. Dolan,
'Whose husband died in 1938, was the
former Kathryn Buchanan. Funeral
services were held Aug. 5 at St
Malachy's Church, N. Y.; burial fol-

lowed under auspicies of the Actors'

Fund.
She leaves a niece, Katherlne Ho-

warth.

MARIANO RODRIGUEZ
Mariano Rodriquez, 35, scenic di

rector and film labor exec, member
of the Mexican family that is en
gaged in all phases of the picture

Industry from actifig to producing,

died in Mexico City Aug. 6. Surviv-
ing . are a father and two brothers,

besides several cousins.

Burial was in Mexico City under
auspices of the national ClnematO'
graphic Workers union.

HARRT F. KABASIK
Harry F. Karaslk, Loew's East

Bfonx (N.Y.) district manager, who
had long suffered with a heart con-
dition, died Aug. 9 In N. Y.
Karasik - came to tl;ie VS. from

JAMES VOITE
James Voite, radio singer and pro-

ducer, who helped to found the
first foreign language program over
the now defunct WJAY, died Aug.
6 in Cleveland from a heart attack.

After starting a Bohemian hour
for the Cleveland station, Voite was
m.c. for several years. In recent
years he was active in Bohemian
programs in New York and Chicago,
where he lived. Survived by widow
and son.

EDWARD P. SHERRY
Edward P. Sherry, 71, industrial-

ist and husband of Laura Case
Sherry, onetime leading woman for

IN L0V1NQ MEMORY OF
MY DEAR WIFE

MAUDE RYAN
(Aug. 16, 1936)

CHAS. INNESS

Richard Mansfield, died Aug. 6 at

his home in Milwaukee.
While maintaining their contacts

with the professional legit theatre,

the- Sherrys had been active for
many years in promotion of the lit-

tle theatre movement in Wisconsin.
Widow survives

FRANK MILEY
Frank Miley, manager of the Cap-

itol theatre. Saskatoon, Sask., died
recently in a Toronto hospital fol-

lowing in operation. From 1912 to

his death he was in show biz in

Saskatoon, first as manager of the
Daylight theatre, and then th'e Capi-
tol.

Surviving are his widow, two sons
and two daughters.
Burial was in the Roman Catholic

cemetery. Saskatoon.

BERT KENNY
•Bert Kenny-,-—57,- - manager of

Loew's Burnside, Bronx, N. Y.,

died yesterday (Tuesday) at his resi

dence in Englewood, N. J., after an
internal hemorrhage.
Kenny was one of Loew's oldest

employees in years of service. He
was first emj>loyed by Nicholas and
Joseph Schenck at Palisades Park
and later managed Loew's Herald
Square, Orpheum, Broadway, Har-
lem Opera House, West End and
Seventh Avenue theatres. Widow
survives.

FREDERICK PAYNE
Frederick Payne, 74, who spon-

sored many dancing and skating
halls in England, and was associated

with C. B. Cochran in staging "The
Miracle' at the Olympia, London
(of which he was managing director

for many years), died in Devonshire,
July 3.

He founded the I«tus Club, one
of the earliest night clubs In London.

HENRY MoMANUS .

Henry McManus, 73, died Aug. 10

in Washington, D. C. A one-time

drama critic in Hartford, he owned
an interest In the defunct Hartford

Post.

Leaves no immediate relatives.

Burial in Hartford.

DA'VID F. DICKSON
David F. Dickson, auditor of West-

inghouse station KDKA for the last

12 years, died suddenly at the Al-

leghany General Hospital, Pitts-

burgh, following an operation. Dick-

son joined the Westinghouse firm in

1924, and in 1929 he joined KDKA.
Burial in Pittsburgh.

BER'HE FOWLBR
Eleanor Dakin, 7S, vaude actress of

the '90's known as Bertie Fowler,

died in Los Angeles Aug. 8.

Deceased was blind in recent years

and was saved from a Potters' Field

by troupers.

FRANK WELLS MARTIN
Frank WSlls Martin, 61, film actor

and director of silents, died in Los
Angeles Aug. 9.

Fred Sosnun, 75, who painted

scenery for many large theatres in

the nation, died Aug. 6 at Tiffin, O.

His wife and son survive.

William PheUn, 37, assistant film

director, died Aug. 8 in an automo-
bile crash in Hollywood. He. had
been with Warners for 13 years.

Richard R. Warner, 26, former or-

chestra leader at Erie, Pa., died at

Meadville, Aug. 4.

Chatter
: Continued tiom pace SI;

various Pocono Mountain hotels and
ballrooms.
The Singing Trapp Family will

concert in the auditorium of ^ The
Inn, Buck HiU Falls, for the Ameri-
can Red Cross;
Betty Moran, from Ocean Park

Casino, Virginia Beach, Va., is the

new vocalist with Mike Shelby's

orch at Mt. Pocono Grill, Mt. Posono.
Studio Theatre Players of New

York presented Thornton Murdock's
The Racketeer's Paradise' at Worth-
ington theatre, Shawnee-on-Dela-
ware.

Baenos Aires
By Ray Josephs

Antonio de Bassi signatured to di-

rect new revues at the Casino.
Dinner at the Alvear Palace to

Guy P. Morgan, leaving United
Artists.
Sono Film's 'El Hermano Jose'

('My Brother Joseph') set for late

August preem.
Columbia to distribute Lumiton's

'Embrujo' ('Bewitched') in Brazil,

Portugal and Portuguese colonies.

Indie Outfit, Surfilm, doing 'La
Mujer y la Selva' ("The Woman and
the Jungle'), directed by Jose A.
Ferreyra.
Andres Segovia, Spanish guitarist,

now living in Montevideo, packed
them in at concert series in the

Odeon, B. A.
Bias Garibotto, film man, set up

'Cine en Casa' ('Movies in Home'),
new outfit to rent 35-mm. picts and
sound eouipment.
Bayon Herrera's next for EFA will

be 'Juan Cuello,' with Hugo Del
Carril. Start will depend on star's

return from the States.

'La Madre Maria' ('The Mother
Maria') passed 150-performance mark
at Liceo. Ivo Pelay play being done
by Pierina Dealessi's company.

'La Edad Feliz' ("The Happy Age')
set as title for Luis C. Amadori's
next for Sono Film, with Silvia and
Mirta Legrand and Francisco Alva-
rez.

Pablo Suero's company preparing
.'El Naxi . . . Miento de una Nacion'
('The Nazi... Birth of a Nation'),
anti-Hitler meller for the Nacional
theatre.
Sabina Olmos and Luis Aldas to

star in 'La Boina Blanca' CThe
White Beret') for Sono Film. Moglia
Barth megging story by Giocochea
and Cordone.

Isabel Barron and RIcardo
Galache's Spanish company at
Teatro Buenos Aires in Jacinto
Benavente's 'Los Malhechores Del
Bien? CThe Evil Doers of Good'),
Cesar and Jose Ratti company

opened 'Llego Mi Hermano, el Doc-
tor' ('My Brother, the Doctor, Ar-
rived'), an original by Arnaldo Mal-
fatt and Tito Insausti at the Apollo.
Lola Membrives' Spanish company

at the Avenida in two new plays,
Florence Barclay's 'El Rosario' ('The
Rosary') and Jacinto Benavente's 'El

Mai Que Nos Hacen* ('The Evil
They Do Us').

Municipality ruled that scores and
costumes from the Teatro Colon
cannot be loaned to . the Biblioteca
del Consejo de Mujeres, swank so-
cialite group. Said previous loans
all turned sour.
French actress Rachel Berendt

rated good notices for excellent
Spanish In Jose Blaya Lozano's
translation of Frederick Lonsdale's

'Marido a Prueba' X'Husband on
Trial') at the Ateneo.

U. S. Director John Rhinehart's
'El Ultimo Refugio' ("The Last Ref-
uge'), first pic to be completed at
new Baires studio, will preem at the
Gran Rex. House has never before
shown anything but Hollywood picts.

Araucana Film, new distrib outfit,

opened offices. First release will be
'Hay Que Casar a Ernesto' ('Ernest
Must Be Married'), directed by
Oreste.s Caviglia, featuring Tito
Lusiardo, Sara Olmos, Nini (Jambier
and Maria Santos.
Adolfo Rossi resigned as publicity

head for Sono Film to be general
manager of Noticario Panamericano,
newsreel outfit, and head. Sirena
Film, new mag. Alejandro Apold,
currently aviation ed of El Mundo,
leading tab, may take Sono job.

Burley Op and Strippers

Ask Trial by Jory

San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Jury trials have been demanded
by operator and cast of the Kearney,
hurley house raided by police (26),
meaning that case will not be heard
for several weeks. Charles Michaels,
who operates the Kearney, Is ac-
cused of maintaining a disorderly
house, and 11 others, including six
stripifers, are charged with giving
an indecent performance.

AU have entered pleas of not
guilty. House Is still operating.

MARRIAGES
Evelyn Parent! to Jerry Marks in

New York, Aug. 11, Bride is former
ballet dancer and vocalist; he's with
Variety's advertising staff.

Margaret H. Hepburn to Dr.
Thomas Perry, in Elkton, Md.,
Aug. 4. Bride Is sister of Katherine
Hepburn,

Renee Haal to Peter C^odfrey, in
Beverly Hills, Aug. 6. Bride Is a
screen actress. He's a British film
producer and writer.

Bertha Richardson to Charles
Heintel, in Altoona, Pa., July 29.

He's with Howard Becker band at
Pines, Pittsburgh.

Dorothy Leaf to Lou Quinn, In Las
Vegas, Nev,, Aug. 3. He's a screen-
writer.

Irene Craig, secretary of the Or-
pheum theatre, Terre Haute, Ind,, to

Bobby Jones, local advertising man,
July 27, in Terre Haute,
Margie King to A. H- H-ardin of

McAlester, Okla,, in Shawnee, Okla,,

July 12. He is assistant manager of

the R,"& R, theatres in McAlester.
Carole Gayle Wattson to Bob

Pfotenhauer in Oklahoma City, Aug.
3, Miss Wattson was formerly of

the State theatre staff. Groom Is

manager of the State.

Madeline Lee Parmenter, State

theatre cashier, to Rex Graham,
fight promoter, in Oklahoma City,

Aug. 1,

Marjorie Hunter to Alexander C,

Hall, at Lake Tahoe, Cal,, Aug. 6,

He's a film director at Columbia.
Miss Gene Rothman to Ed Rice In

Toronto, Aug. 2. Groom is writer-
producer on staff of J. Walter
Thompson agency.
Flower Parry, flower girl in a

Hollywood nitery, to Jackie Coogan,
former film actor now in .army, Aug.
10, in Gardnerville, Nev.
Margery Taylor to Al Anthony, In

New York, Aug, 4, Bride is a mis-
tress of ceremonies; he'.s in the cast
of 'Pal Joey."

Virginia Dahlman to W. Earl Both-
well, in Pittsburgh, Aug, 6. Bride is

radio director of the Bothwell ad
agency and formerly headed the
Esquires dance band.

Radio, Records

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Auchincloss,

son, July 28, in New York. Father
directs 'Your Hit Parade' and the
Cities Service programs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Moore, daugh-

ter, in Santa Monica, Aug, 4. Father
is head cameraman In Metro's car-

toon department.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kuhn, daugh-

ter, Aug. 1, in Buffalo. Father is

technician at WEBR, Buffalo.

To Mr. and Mrs, Jack Patten, July
16, a daughter. Father is program
director of KSAN, San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Block, son,

Aug. 8, in New York, Father con-
ducts 'Make Believe Ballroom' over
WNEW, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harrison, son,

Aug. 10, in Hollywood. Father is

Hollywood- correspondent.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Mueller, son,

in Denver, Aug. 5. Father is in the
KLZ, Denver, s^Ies departiQent.

Mr. and Mrs, Theodore Granik,
daughter, Aug. 8, in Washington.
Father conducts the 'American
Forum of the Air' over MutuaL

;^sContlnued from page

and disc popularity, and his two
screen appearances since signing of

the picture contract have enhanced
his name value as an artist for ra-

dio, records and personals.

In contrast are the one-shot pic-

ture chores handed out by Para-

mount to bands and singers in the

past in which not much attempt was
made to establish a definite film fol-

lowing, but was rather a means of

cashing in on the current vogue of

such combos. In particular was the
screen bow of Bonnie Baker and
Orrin Tucker's orchestra and the
single try of Gene Krupa with his
hot drum, neither showcasing prom-
ising anything in the future for films
unless considerable care is taken in
story preparation.

The Merry Macs are among the
more recent film newcomers, bow-
ing in at Universal from the record
and radio fields with what seems to
be promise of successfully sticking
around pictures. Group's first pic-
ture was in the smaller brackets but
showcased the singers favorably
enough for Universal to consider
further features which will stress

comedy as well as harmonizing abil-

ity.

Spinning and Reelinr

At Universal also are th^ An-
drews Sisters, who now have a num-
ber of features behind them and
more scheduled. Both the sisters

and the Merry Macs are among the
leading Decca recording artists, plus
having had much radio and personal
appearance experience. Deanna
Durbin is another on the Universal
talent rolls who turns out a certain
number of discs each year, but her
popularity is film-made although first

introdpced to the public via the ether
waves.

Largest list of radio and record
talent is gathered at- Paramount,
some of which came to films from
other fields, or who made the grade
outside the film industry because of
their celluloid popularity. Leading
this list with the longest top name
value is Bing Crosby, who entered
feature pictures in 1933 from the ra-
dio and record mediums. Dorothy
Lamour also bases her film start on
prominence outside the picture busi-
ness, Betty Jayne Rhodes, record-
ing and radio artist, was recently

pacted by the studio and is still do-
ing radio singing over Mutual, Both
Bob Hope and Jack Benny are film

and radio fixtures whose ventures
into pictures have increased their

ether ratings,

Cecil B. De Mille and his regular
Lux Theatre of the Air comes under
the list of film-radio names, his

ether standing resulting from his

picture name. V,try Martin's rec-

ords and stage work helped to bring
her to the front in films. Phil Regan
is a Decca and radio singer. Susanna
Foster and Allan Jones at Paramount
also rank in the two fields.

Metro has Frank Morgan and Tony
Martin active in the radio end of
entertainment. Martin made his

start in pictures at 20th-Fox but it

was not until he left Hollywood for
night club, radio and record work
that he solidified his position. Mor-
gan's screen experience has stood
him in good stead for his yearly air

work. Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson
Eddy, Rise Stevens, Judy Garland,
Douglas McPhail and Virginia
O'Brien are others under contract at

Metro who do occasional radio and
record jobs.

Pic Props 'Blondie'

Columbia has Penny Singleton and
Arthur Lake, whose 'Blondie' radio
show was born of the popularity of

the 'Blondie' film aeries. Republic's
radio and record talent Is all west-
ern. Gene Autry appears in both me-
diums while Roy Rogers waxes a
number of discs each year on prairie
ballads.

RKO, in addition to Kay Kyser,
has Orson Welles and his dramatic
broadcasts, plus Desl Arnaz, a record-

ing artist in the past who is expected
to start pressing again since his ad-

vent into films. Carmen Miranda
and her Portuguese rhythms hit their

stride following her New York legit

success, and film work at 20th-Fox
has added to her value. Don
Ameche, brought to pictures from
singing and dramatic work on the

radio, seldom vocals now but has

continued his ether dramatics.

Warners claims Jack Carson with

his regular Sunday night Coast show,

which resulted from screen work,

and Edward G. Robinson with his

'Big Town' broadcasts, also resulting

from screen popularity.
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'Can't Rush Film Talent'
;ConUnaed from page 3;

talent-digger expounded, 'there was
vaudeville, which developed untold

numbers of picture stars. That con-

tact with the audience is particu-

larly needed in comics to develop

timing. Even right now -there's

Abbott and Costello, Jack Benny,

Bob Hope—all out of vaude.

•Then, too, kids with that un-

conquerable desire to act came to

New York and could get jobs. They
could work in legit five or six years

or longer and get a solid foundation.

Now it's almost impossible for them

to get a role in a play and if they do,

• and are any good at all, we grab 'em

for pictures before they've learned

the difference between stage right

and stage left.' i

Too much of the work and money
expended on the filmland tyros, in

the opinion of another of the hunt-

.ers-up of new faces, goes into pub-

licity and not enough into teaching

theni the rudiments of performing

before a camera. You can get to a

certain point in building a star by
rubbing a couple press agents to-

gether, it is pointed out, but unless

the . player has some real assets

there's that old bogey of so-far-and-

no-farther to meet again.

Top many, top-billed players now
have learned to act after they be-

came stars, not on the way up, an-
other scout declared. Process would
have been not only faster but built

on solider foundation had it been
reversed.
Another understandable fault of

the studios^in handling of potential

A players is the fact that they have
money invested in their talent lists

and they are determined to use these

people whether they are ready or

not. Instead of allowing them to

break in gradually, producers think

about the dough the newcomers are

getting and determine to toss - 'em
into a film as quickly as possible to

cut the general overhead.
Talent snoopers claim they are

searching harder than ever, but that

their sources are drying up. Radio

—

because jt demands only voice and
not looks—has but in the most minor
sense replaced vaude as pasture

ground.
But, say the boys with the long'

range— plenty long-range— vieW'

point as they gleefully rub their

palms; 'Wait for television.'

Some Castofis Make Good
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

By admitting their own major re

sponsibility for the early flop of

promising new talent and giving

players another chance, producers
are saving themselves much experi

mental coin and the extravagant dis

card of stellar material.

Recent case history is filled with
examples of the value of the second
chance—even the third and fourth

for novices who were slow in mak-
ing the grade.

It was a common boast in the in-

dustry not so long ago that almost
any boy or girl could be grabbed
off the street with an eenie-meenie

haphazard selection and converted

into a top money name over night.

The oft-disillusioned film poobahs no
longer cherish any such ideas, despite

occasional exceptions of phenomenal
success. The wise ones know that it

takes time, seasoning, the proper
casting and careful grooming to es-

tablish a dependable actor or actress,

The film fate dispensers are profit-

ing by a volume of experience,

finally, after a lot of costly and em
barrassing failures properly to ap
praise the talent they let slip through
their fingers. The classic reminders
of failure to spot or properly use

names which have gone on to subse

quent greatness, or at least to top

money rating, embrace a startling

number of current boxoffice aces

—

Clark Gable, Tyrone Power, Deanna
Durbin, Ginger Rogers, Robert Tay-
,lor, Sonja Henie,. Katharine Hep-
burn, William Powell, to mention
only a few. And no one- knows how
much potential talent has been lost,

after an equally incalculable amount
of conditioning expenditure, because
the players were discarded after an
Inconclusive test in one or two im
portant support roles which didn't fit

them.

Playing It Safe
So, producers and their staffs are

becoming very ||iary about dropping
players who, they have had, initial

reason to believe, are personalities

worth cultivating. Snap Judgment—
the one-shot—is apt to be very costly

and to reflect badly .upon the com-
pany executive, rather than upon the

actor. If there's a doubt, the player
now is almost certain to get the

benefit of it •

Instances of recent second-chances

at 20lh-Fox, where Darryl F. Zanuck
was one of the first film executives
to admit that early player flops

might be chargeable to the front
office, rather than to the novices
themselves, include Gene Tierney,
Arleen Whelan, John Payne, George
Montgomery, each of whom is forg-

ing ahead after a period of precari-

ous uncertainty which might have
halted a career; Miss Whelan lan-

guished after an inauspicious launch-
ing. But she wasn't penalized. Given
more time to develop, she got her
promising second chance as one of

the femme' leads with Jack Benny in

'Charley's Aunt.'

Gene Tierney Unimpressive
Gene Tierney was unimpressive in

Hudson's Bay,' flashed through 'To-

bacco Road' as Ellie May, and now
show3«?,er calibre in the title role of

Belle Starr.' John Payne didn't

click at Paramount, Goldwyn and
Warners and felt he was about
washed up, when he moved to 20th

and began to get the second chance
buildup which has him on verge of

stardom and regarded as an impor-
tant property. George Montgomery
lasted one day in his first chance at

20th in 'The Girl I Married.' He had
had a few small parts previously.

Ordinarily he would have been
through after the 'Girl I Married' ex-
perience, but Zanuck decided it

wasn't the lad's fault He was put
into 'Cowboy and the Blonde' with
Mary Beth Hughes, clicked, and is

now well on his way in "The Last of

the Duanes' and other scheduled
roles.

Walter Pidgeon is an outstanding

example of a topliner who, until re-

cently, ha3 been kicked around for

years, his unquestioned talent wasted
on inept or typed roles. 'How Green
Was My Valley' and 'Man Hunt' at

20th and 'Blossoms in the Dust' at

Metro are his recent demonstrations
of star calibre. He came to Holly-

wood 11 years ago as a singer, and
when the musical cycle waned at

that time, the casting executives

didnt know what to do with him.
Betty Grable, at Paramount for

about three years, had to flee Holly-

wood and demonstrate what she had
on Broadway in "Du Barry Was a

Lady' before she was re-discovered

by the films to become one of the

hottest items in the picture market at

20th-Fox.
Robert Cummings is a notable sec-

ond chancer. He was at Paramount
in a small scene in ,'College Swing'
—just another player. Paramount
let him go. He knocked around for

some time before he emerged again

at Universal with the first Gloria

Jean picture. Then 20th borrowed
him for'a Sonja Henie film, used him
in 'Spring Parade' and gave him one

of the top spots in 'Moon Over Mi-
ami,' which shows ho.w his gifts have
been permitted to go only partially

utilized for a long time.

Par's Henie MIss-Oot
Sonja Henie, brought out by Para-

mount after her Olympic champion-
ship skating, -wasn't even tested by
that studio before they let her go to

be grabbed as a money performer

by 20th.

Then there's the case of Clara Lou
Sheridan from Texas, more familiarly

known as Ann Sheridan. She came
to paramount as a 'Search for

Beauty' contest winner and was put

into stock. Subsequently she was
given an important minor part and
did so well with it that she roused

the jealous resentment of the star

in thgt picture. She got no more
roles there and was eased out to go

to Warners for her second chance,

Ann Sothern came a cropper un-

der the name of Harriet Lake. She
was determined never to play an-

other ingenue role. Making her bid

again in character part quite remote

from anything the casting officials

had previously conceived, she clicked

in the first 'Maisie' picture at Metro

and is now regarded as one of

Metro's most valuable stars. She

had been off the screen a year.

Red Skelton today is one of the

most talked-about personalities in

the film village. He didn't get over

in his first assignment at Metro, and

his option wasn't taken up. It was

not until Mickey Rooney touted him
again after the President's ball In

Washington that Metro re-signed

him through the suggestion of Nicho-

las M. Schenck.

Susanna Foster was not used by
the first studio to sign her as a con-

test winner, but she blossomed forth

at Paramount as 'one of the first

songstresses of the screen'.

Lew Ayres had to get his second

chance, after he went from playing

to directing at Metro, in the 'Dr.

Klldare' series, Stanley Morner
banged around the studios for a long
time before he clicked as Dennis
Morgan in RKO's 'Kitty Foyle' and
started the second phase of his ca-
reer.

The recital might go on through
many other names, not all sensa-

tional, but all pointing the fact that,

learning from experiences of neglect,

short vision, insufficient testing, pro-
ducers with few exceptions are giv-

ing the young talent, especially,

much wider latitude and much longer
period in which to prove its poten-
tial worth.

Bills Next Week
- Contlnaed from pft^e 5tg

Herb Lewis
Cmwford IloaM -

Ray Cnlllnn Urc
Mlrliwn JolioBOD
Crawfordetteo
Carolo Hall
Ray Ml lea
Buddy Raymond

Fox & Hounds
Milton Georpe Oro

Hl-Uat
Peto Herman Oro
Lucille Gr«y
Frank Petty

Hotel Bradford
(Circus Room)

Florence Hallmnn
Runklo Lambert

Hotel EftHTX

Erneat Murray. Oro
Billy KtiWy -

Jack Manning
Al Lcwia
Victor Donato
Adele Corcv
Rita UenderaoD
Jerry Dale
Fay Starr

Hotel ijardner

Burt Shaw

Kvalyn Harvey
Hotel HhcmtoD
(Sky Garden)

Don Dudley Oro
Hotel Stntler
(Cufe House)

Salvy Cavlcchio Ore

Hotel WrHtmlDflter
(Roof Garden)

Jimmy McHalo Oro
Harry Drake Rev
Roof Garden Gla
Vitta.Glbnon
Murlo & Klnir
Ibanez £ Juanlta
Hal Freed
Xoet Sherman GIs
Hotel RItx Carlccoo

(Rltz Roof)

Dick Rogers Ore
Dr Giovanni
Marcla & Gunnett
Inlernaflonal Caatno
Henri Jobert Ore

TIm CaTa
Ralpb Porraa Oro
Jd.ck Flaber
Tamara. Dorlva
Jerry & Lillian
Colita & Corral ^

Phil Barry

PITTSBUBGH
Anchoraso

Hugh Morton Oro
,

Maynurd Deaoe
ArUncton LodRe

PhJI Cavozza Oro
Balconadeo

Buddy Curlaon Ore
Bill Gre«n'g

B Hoagland Ore
Don Burke

Boogle-Wooffte Club

Booff Sherman
Maxle Simon
Harry Coraorada
Buddy Blaine
Tubby Miller
Reggie Dvorak
Cork and Bottl*

Lloyd Fox
Colonial

Eddie Weltz Ore
Eddie Peyton'*

Art Schamberg Ore
Mildred Segal
Eddie Peyton
Sandy Mccllntock
Marlon MuUer

ETervreena
Revelera
ICay Burke
Ray Valance
Nancy Grey
Hotel Fort Pitt

Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Hbrry Walton

Hotel U4*nry
(Silver Grill)

Stan RucKer 4

(Gay BO'a)
Dorothy NetibUt

ifutel Yth Avenne
Hesa Saundera
Ida iola
Hvftrtit Havdn
Betty Donahoe
Al Devtn

Evcrgre«n Gardena
Revelera
Sam Sweet
Alice Sone
Zelda
Wicked Wllllea

Hotel HooHevelt

Johnny Kaalhue
Royal Hawliane
Hotel Wm Peno
(Continental Bar)
Wanda
Eacnrt*

Merry-Go-Round
Benny Burton Ore
Betty Harper
Babe Rhodea
Kennywood VmtU

Tiny Hill Ore
Wilfred Mae 3
Caneatrellla
Mile La Toaca

New Peaa
Gay Carlisle Oro
Lorraine St LaMarr
Sue Stevena
Buddy Birch
Jimmy WUtlams

Nlzon Cafe
Al Marlaco Oro
Bob Carter
Eden Sis
Lon RIcardo Co
Renee 8t Root

Nut Hou.40

Sherdlna Walker O
Ted Blake
Ceor^e GreRg
Evelyn Nellla
Arthur Lloyd
Chuck Wllaon

Onels

Bobby Annls Oro
Stu Draden

PJnea

Howard Becker Ore
Mae Harris

Trelon

Yachtsmen
Nancy Gardner
George Webber

Yaclit Club
T[ Middleman Ore
Gordun & Siiwyer
Mary Sawyer
Al Ferguson
Manch GIf)

Shirley Heller

Sky-Vno
Teddy King Ore

L'nion Grill

Art Tatfcllo
frank Natale
MJke Sandreito

Villa Madrid
Etzl Covnio Oro
Mark T^nnc
Cllrt WInehlll
2 Co-Eds
Peter IJIeglna
Key Taylor

Wcat View Park
Buzz Ashlon Ore
Waldos

NBC PACT
{Continued from page i3-

has agreed to render such releases

to NBC and RCA and their officials

but has refused to do the same for

CBS until ,that network has like-

wise become a signator to a con-

tract. ASCAP has also consented

to make similar waivers for the

N. A, B. and Broadcast Music, Inc.,

but only in so far as they involve

NBC ofCicials and any others who
are parties to an NBC contract. As
far as suits brought by ASCAP
members outside of ASCAP are con-

cerned, it has been the contention

of ASCAP counsel that the Society

cannot grant any release since such

actions constitute personal busi-

ness and ASCAP could be held li-

able for interference.

Patience Needed

Some ASCAP board members yes-

terday (Tuesday) were of the com-
mon viewpoint that the Society

should exercise patience on the

NBC matters, even if it meant as

much as four weeks of waiting, if

ASCAP could be certain that the

entire broadcasting industry would
accept these contracts and that with

such settlement would come ai* v\A

WHAT THEY THINK
Seeking Edirar B. Stronf^ht

Stockton, Calif.

Bditor, VAniETY:
Am seeking' information concern-

ing a cousin, Edgar B. Strout or
Strought, as I believe he spelled the
name. After his connection with
the theatrical life, which began
about 1898, Mr. Strought's boyhood
days were spent in Chelsea, Mass.,

where he lived with his mother,
Mrs. Rachel (Mathis) Strout and
whose address he used as his per-
manent address until her death
about 1905 or '06. After that he
used as a pennanent address that

of his uncle, Jonas W. Strout, in

Brunswick, Me., until the family
moved to Portland,, Me., in 1918.

From there we came to California

and after two years returned to

Maine, where we remained until

1925, where we went to Coatsville,

Pa,, and spent the winter of 1925

and '26 there. It was there in the

summer of '26 that I last heard from
Edgar, who wrote from somewhere
in New Hampshire that he and his

wife, Grace Verno, were joining a

stock company in- Bridgeport, O.,

planning to work their* way west-
ward and to make their home in

California. I wrote . him at that

time that we were leaving immedi-
ately for California but as I did not
know in what part of the state we
would locate I could give him no
permanent address and as he had
only a temporary address we lost

touch with each other.

I suppose he came to California
but have no .way of learning the
facte. He may be in Boston as he
always was much Interested in that
place, or almost anywhere. He
may not even be living, as he would
now be 73 years old and is probably
no more connected with the theatre.

I wrote to the Masonic Lodge of
which he was a member, as I. have
his masonic certificate which he left

with Masonic Lodge No. 296, Mass,,

but he evidently had not kept in

touch with the Lodge and on their

advice I am writing to you. Any
information which you may be able
to send me either of him or his wife,
Grace Verno, will be gratefully re-
ceived by

(Mrs,) Eva Strout Hale,
1128 N. Harrison,

Stockton, Calif.

Re: Postal Subsidy
New York.

Editor, Vabiety:
I have been reading the opinions

regarding the section of the emer-
gency tax bill which proposes to tax
radio and outdoor advertising rev-
enue. There is a very important
matter which seems to have escaped
general attention. That is the fact

that newspapers and magazines are
beneficiaries of tremendous govern-
ment subsidies to which radio sta-

tions as taxpayers are now contribut-
ing support. I refer, of course, to

the low rate on second-class mail,

John W. Boehne, Jr., of Indiana, in-
formed the House of Representatives
that, for just one year, the loss to the
Post Office Department resulting
from the low rate on second-class
mail for daily newspapers was
$26,000,000, The total Post Office
loss on second-class mail, including
magazines, amount to $85,000,000.

Radio pays its own way ,. , . and
always has. Besides, radio con-
tributes a great deal of time with-
out charge, for public service.

If it is necessary to tax the adver-
tising revenue of the various media,
at least let us be fair and non-dis-
criminatory. First, cut out the sub-
sidy of $500,000 a week to news-
papers and the millions a year to

magazines. Then, if more money is

needed, tax all media on an even
basis.

Until newspaper and magazine
subsidies be removed, it would be

rank injustice to add taxation of

revenue to broadcasting burdens.

Victor van der Linde,

And From New York, Too
New Albany, Ind.

Editor, Variety:
Your editorial on 'Blushing, Un-

noticed,' has a phrase in it which

to all bitterness between radio and
ASCAP. It has been intimated by
.sources within the broadcasting in-

dustry that before the music-radio
war can be brought to a certain

conclusion it may be necessary for

the N. A, B. board to delegate Ne-
ville. Miller the association's pres-

ident, to tour the country for a

series of district meetings, explain-

ing the contracts and urging their

acceptance. As pointed out by one
broadcaster, the leaders of the in-

dustry would be faced with the

problem of .selling up something that

they had sold jiovin, aiicf cohvincingly

so, to the same quarters' within the

past' 18 ifionths.

explains most of radio's troubles.
You really should elaborate on it,

as never, ([o my knowledge, hcs any
trade paper had the nerve to call the
shot as you have in the particular
quotation:

'J?adio iaces, belatedly, a
world in which in/lvental men
are prepared to belieuc that
rndio is a spectacular soft
touch...'

Boy, is that right! And who knows
it? Everybody but radio, the nets,
NAB, IRNA, and the independents!
Like Hitler, radio's enemies and

vultures are trying to pick us off,

one by one. Like some folks in
Europe, some folks in radio think a
soft answer will turn away a racket,
a bit of appeasement will win free-
dom from a knockdown and drag
out affair, etc.

One hell -raiser or two can't do the
job. But sooner or later the worm
is going to turn.

Thanks for your own fine expres-
.sions. It sounds wonderful coming
from New York. It just doesn't seem
possible.

Steve Cisler.

Ifs An Epidemic

Newark, Aug. 12.

Jess Myers, manager of the Em-
pire, local bi.rley house, is having
the same kind o^ chorine trouble,
fhat has been bothering Broadway
producers and managers. With the
theatre scheduled to reoj^en late this

month, Myers has been unable to

secure enough ponies to form a line.

Ads inserted in the local papers
for chorus gals have brought little

response.

Dave Rose
sContlnaed from page Z;

eign correspondent, who was oO, on
the ship that carried Rose, on a rov-
ing assignment that he hopes will
bring him to the borders of the
Russo-German squabble.

Seated across the way from Kerr
In the Clipper's lounge was David E.
Scherman, Life magazine photogra-
pher who was on the Egyptian liner
Zamzam when it was scratched
where it counts by a torpedo, on his
way for a few shots of the shots
around England.

Saturday's (9) spies spotted" Alice
Faye step down the runway of the
TWA Stratoliner into the arms of
her band leader-husband Phil Har-
ris. Miss Faye will be in town for
a week before returning to the Coast
to begin a new celluloid.

Eastern Air Lines sends out the
news that Andre Kostelanetz, Lily
Pons' favorite musicmaker, will be
back in town Aug. 21 from a trip in
the hamlets south of Hoboken.
At long last, Anna Neagle and Di-

rector Herbert Wilcox are skedded
to head back to England Saturday
(16). Three times the pair made
reservations aboard the PAA Clipper
ships, and' three times they changed
their minds at the last—or next to

last—minute. This time,- they say,

they really mean it. Early last week,
the couple flew to Canada to ar-
range their passage from Lisbon to

London, for a serious aerial transit

situation exists on that route and
commoners without the well-known
'fix' stand an excellent chance of
getting the wrong kind of pleats in

their trousers and skirts while wait-
ing for the London express out of

Portugal.

Bcnee de Marco's Briefle

Renee de Marco sadly . passed
through the Airdrome-on-the-Park-
way during the past seven day.i

on her way to Reno to be unspliced

from her ex-dancing partner and,

soon, ex-husband, Tony, The dancer
expects her divorce in three weeks,
having established residence in Ne-
vada some time ago. She made
flying hop to N. Y, to arrange for her
part in Georgie Jessel's 'High Kick-
erst' which will go into rehearsal in

September.
Thursday's toddlers noted Uni-

vcrsal's Peggy Moran, a lassie with
a shapely chassis, fly in from
Toronto aboard the Trans-Canada
Airways' New York express; and
Edmund O'Brien, Nancy Kelly's

mate, in from the end of the line

aboard the sTWAtoliner.
The mid-week Clippers, as ' usual,

were responsible for the arrival and
departure of a considerable cargo of

celebs. George Jordan, Associated
Press's man Friday in Italy, re-

turned, \Vhile iRaymond Clapper,
S'crjppS'^bward's Wasl)ington scribe,

was oil to' the lanci "of the'.' BroSd A
for a Orsl-hand look? at t^* ifl'tf-class

argument there! ' ''
"
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GrARDIAJVS
OF QUALITY

DRAMATIC lighting and interest-

ing camera angles receive stimu-

lating support from the high

quahty and unvarying uniformity

of Eastman negative films.

PLUS-X

BACKGROUND-X

EASTMAIV NEGATIVE FILMiS
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AMERICA WANTS LAFF PIX
Film Execs Haven't Yet Decided

To Accept Senatorial 'Invitation

-I-

Fifteen top film execs, invited over
the weekend to appear before the

Clark Senatorial Committee start-

ing Sept. 3, haven't determined yet
•whether they will accept the call.

Inasmuch as it was an 'invitation'

and not a subpoena, those fingered

can refuse to appear. In addition,

the committee has no appropriation

and those invited, it they do choose

to appear, will have to pay their own
expenses.
Radio as well as film toppers

eventually will be called, the resolu-

tion establishing the inquisiting body
—a subcommittee of the Interstate

Commerce Committee — giving it

broad power to probe into pictures

and radio programs which the group
considers have been the alleged

propaganda agencies being used to

push the United States into war.

It's assumed, of course, that the

film industry, taking an aggressive

counter-position that it has nothing

to hide, and that all its alleged

'warmonger' films were inspired

strictly by patriotism, will accept

the D.C. 'invitation,'

Hearings, though scheduled to get

under way Sept. 3, won't see the

top film execs, should they choose

(Continued on page 4)

LaDt-Fontanne, Hart,

Allen, Robeson, Others

AU on One Air Show

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
Moss Hart, Russel Crouse, Frank
Sullivan and Fred Allen or Clifton

Fadiman, Paul Robeson and Carl

Van Doren will participat« in the

New York half of next Monday
night's (25) 'Forecast' show on CBS,
Program will be called Three
Wishes' and will consist of a trio of

(Continued on page 47)

STOCK UP ON DISCS;

EXPECT PRICE BOOSTS

Longhaired Balaban

Chicago, Aug, 19.

Ida Joy Balaban, daughter of

A. J. Balaban, started a concert
career with a. piano recital in tht

Civic theatre here on Sunday
(17).

Miss Balaban studied with
Tobias Matthay in Lopdon and
Harold Bauer in New York.

D.OFJ.PATRIOTIC

RADIO SERIES

The Department of Justice is

readying a series of patriotic radio

programs in which Broadway name
actors will participate, broadcasts

being due to start late this month
by arrangement with NBC.
Speeches adapted from the writ-

ings of John Paine as applicable to

present day conditions will be the

legiters' assignments. Selections are

being made by Alice L, Donnell, of

the Justice Department's Washing-
ton's headquarters. Matter of com-
pensation was not mentioned when
suggestions were asked in New York
about available players, but it's un-

derstood the performers will be

paid.

All record stores in N. Y. are or-

dering in fantastic numbers, in or-

der to boost their stock prior to an
anticipated rise in price of .phono-
graph records. A law is now pend-
ing which will tax manufacturers
10% on records, which will be
passed on to the dealers.

It is believed by most dealers that
the law, occasioned by the need of

shellac in national defense, may
eventually boost the price of all re-

cordings over 20% to the public at

large.

The pop music publishers antici-

pate all 35c disks going to a 50c re-
tall price which, if it occurs, will
cause them to insist upon the full

2c disk royalty, as allowed, under the
copyright law, but which ^is cut, by
trade-custom, to iy4C. per side, for
the 35c pop stuff.

50,000 in Chi Downpour

At Goodman's Concert

Belie Swing Is Passe

Chicago, Aug, 19.

Is Swing paase?

Those who answer in the affirma

tive are going to have considerable

trouble convincing the 50,000 people

who attended the Benny Goodman
Swing Concert here last week. For,

huddling before the Grant Park
bandshell in a rainstorm which
would have chased away all but the

most ardent symphony fans, the ad-

vocates of jive stomped their feet

and beat their hands and let the

offbeats fall where they might. As
a matter of fact, if swing music has

been supplanted by the 'sweet'

brand, those same 50,000 people

haven't heard about it yet, for when
band began to rock, the folks were
just as feverish as ever, and there

was the customary dancing in the

aisles, somewhat hampered by the

mud but in evidence just the same
Band Uself was In fine fettle, and

under the stimulus of the Goodman
clarinet, served up a fine assortment

of musical effects to the delight of

the listeners. Cootie Williams and

'Big Sid' Catlett both received tre

mendous ovations for their distinc

(Continued on page 47)

ALL COMEDIES

Hope, Benny, Abbott &
Costello, Mane Bros. Are
Big B.O. All Over—Exhibs
Suggest That Hollywood
Should Just Stay on the

Fun Beam and Ride

EVEN POOR ONES CLICK

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Because of terrific boxoffice reac-

tion to comedies throughout the ter-

ritory, some exhibitor leaders here

even are suggesting that Hollywood

producers confine themselves to this

type of entertainment. Current feel-

ing is that the public apparently
can't be fed up on laughs if one
after another comedy clicks, far out-

distancing the serious dramas.
On every hand, trade hers is ex-

pressing amazement at the comedies'

b.o. accomplishments and Abbott &
Costello, Bob Hope, Jack Benny, et

al, are receiving more credit than
revived economic conditions—less

pronounced in this section—for the
turnstiles' surprising comeback dur-

ing the past month. The laugh in-

citers not only are piling up by far

the biggest grpsess, but instances of

any of them flopping—even the
mediocre ones—are few and far be-
tween.
Marx Bros, were thought to be

'washed up' here after the compara-
tive "brodies of their more recent of-

ferings, but last week their 'Big

Store' went into the Gopher and
gave that loop house one of its big-

gest . seven days since its opening.

Picture would have been held over
indefinitely' except for previous com-
mitments. When originally set, no
one suspected that it would come
through in such a big boxoffice way
and a personal appearance of Gene
Autry and Dorothy Lewis, in con-

( Continued on page 23)

Names Draw Heavily

At Saratoga Roaderies

Despite Gambling Exit

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Aug 19,.

Authorities evidently took Gov-
ernor Lehman's second edict against

gambling seriously, and so this

town's and nearby casinos are shut

tight. The kiddies aren't even try

ing to sneak, that's how carefully

they're being watched.

Business at the major roadhouses,

however, has been surprisingly good,

despite the clampdown. Sophie

Tucker is pulling them, especially

over the weekend, to Arrowhead;
ditto Joe E, Lewis at Piping Rock,

which also has Monte Proser's Copa-

cabana (N,Y.) show.

Hollywood s Name Dance Band

Cycle; Satchmo s Saga for RKO

Now It's Official

Philadelphia, Aug, 19.

Note on WIP's bulletin board:
'Because of the action of Con-

gress in extending the length Of

Army training period to 2Vi

years, the song, 'Goodbye, Dear,
I'll Be Back in Year,' has been
removed from the music and
record library.'

CHORUS DEARTH

ON BROADWAY

A shortage of chorus girls and
boys has suddenly developed, despite
the fact there were more employed
last summer in view of several
shows at the World's Fair. Actually
there are as many chorus people
around, but they don't want to go on
the road, and it's that type of musi-
cal that may be mostly affected.

It appears that the chorus per-
formers are aware of the plans for
a number of new Broadway musi-
cals and prefer remaining in New
York, several calls for choristers

having already been made. Former-
ly, producers of major musicals, par-
ticularly revues, were long on look-
ers, few of whom went trouping.
And the same tendency to remain
on Broadway exists.

Most disappointed bunch of cho-
rines are those in 'Pal Joey.' They
expected to be engaged by the same

(Continued on page 47)

20th Frantically Tries

To Renew Annie Yernay

Only to Learn She Died

After much wiring and cabling,

20th-Fox located the mother of

Annie Vernay, 18-year-old French
film actress, in order to effect an-
other six-month option on the young
woman's services in Hollywood,
dating from Aug, 15, when Fox's
first option expired.

Mile. Vernay was breaking her
jump from unoccupied France to the

U. S, via South America, and the
mother finally was located in New
York for purposes of legal signatur-

ing. Mme. Vernay, plea.sed at Holly-

wood interest, cabled Buenos Aires,

where she had last heard from her
daughter, telling her the good news.
Yesterday (Tuesday), the mother
received a wire from B, A, that

Annie had died of typhoid fever on
Sunday (17).

Mile. Vernay was one of the more
promising young French players,

She was known to U, S. Francophile
fans via 'Betrayal,' film made by
Seymour Nebenzahl.

Name dance bands are getting In>

creasing attention from the film
business at the moment. Within the
past week two top ranking combina-
tions, Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong
and Alvlno Hey, were set for
parts, and a third, Jimmy Dorsey, Is

being negotiated for. Rey and th«
King Sisters, whose new band has
jumped considerably ' in popularity
ratings since last winter, have been
signed to work in an as .yet untitled
RKO feature, 'hiey're to begin work
on it Sept IB, deferring several
scheduled weeks of theatre dates to

go to the 0>ast.

Armstrong's participation In an
Orson Welles production, also for
RKO, was definitely settled Saturday
(16). Satchmo and his outfit have
been bought for 10 weeks, but the
group won't go to work before next
January. Welles' film wiU be based
on the history of jazz, with Arm-
strong's life history woven into it,

beginning from the time he was
eight years old. Armstrong will play
himself. This film is not to be con-
fused with William Dieterle's 'Syn-
copation,' also a dance band caval-
cade yarn, and also via RKO.
As for Jimmy Dorsey, his man-

(Continued on page 37)

There'll Always Be An

England' Sets Record

Nomber of Pix Usages

The saga of a song without prece-
dent is 'There'll Always Be An Eng-
land,' which has been in several U.S.

Alms and last week, in its third year
of publication, sold 1,513 copies In

England, where it has exceeded
400,000 sheets. In Canada it has sold

125,000 copies; in Australia, 65,000,

which is deemed terrific in .the trade,

and has hit 50,000 in the U.S.

But its cinematic usages are un-
usual, being spotted first in 'Ons

( Continued on page 23)

Dh'ty Strawhat Bnngs

Out L. 1. Constabulary

Sayville, L. I,, Aug. 10.

Squawks of outraged playgoers at

the tryout of Alexander Greendale's
new play, 'Walk Into My Parlor,' at

the Sayville Playhouse, brought out
the local constabulary last week.
After stormy confabs between the
management, the author and the
minions of the law, some of the bits

of business were changed, but the
salty dialog remained intact. Sev-
eral people walked out of the the-
atre, others hissed and still others
looked di,sapproving, unhappy and
dazed,

Show is playing this week at the
Glen Rock (N. J.) playhouse and is

tentatively, slated for Broadway ia
the fall. Luther Greene is the pro-
ducer.
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Everything But Baseball Played For

Sweet Charity hy Fihn Comics, Leads

By GEORGE E. PHAIR
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Soft-mu$cled athletes of the film

Industry put on their annual screw-
ball game, technically known as

baseball, ior the aniusenient ot about
26,000 customers who contributed

about lha; r.un^bor of dollars to the

Mt, Sina: k^xH^;•.sl and other worthy
csuies. li wsf sdvertised as a bat-

tle bcfwetr. ihc Comedians and
L<»d"."f ISer. and :t wound, up in a

tie. Ncbodv couid decide whether
the Comics were funnier than the

Handsome Heroes, or vice versa.

Martha Raye. captain of the

Comics, stole the show on one foot.

Victim of a recent auto crash,

Martha did her captaining in a

wheel chair, with one ankle propped
up in a plaster cast. Her rival cap-

tain, Ann Sheridan, did her captain-

ing by remote control from a hos-

pital where she was nursing a sinus

ailment. Another prominent ab-

sentee was Mayor Bowron, who was
slated to throw out the first ball,

but four comedians substituted for

him, throwing out four balls and
taking four bows simultaneously.

It was a new sort of baseball for

the baseball fans. Adolphe Menjou
made a home run with the aid of a

stand-in, a secretary, a makeup man,

a press agent and a script girl.

Menjou acidently hit a foul ball and
his stand-in, arrayed similarly in

high hat and evening garments, ran

the bases with his tails streaming out

behind. Naturally Menjou stepped

Into the spotlight at the home plate

and scored a run with his custom-
ary aplomb, eclat, savoir faire, etc.

Just Clowns
Another unorthodox method of

scoring was demonstrated by Jack
LaRue, bad man of the films, who
truck out but fought his way
around the bases with a pair of six-

guns. There was not an inflelder feft

oii hts feet when Jack galloped
across the plate. Then there was a

blackout, and when the lights blazed
again, Notre Dame was playing foot-

ball with Southern 'California

around second base. It was the first

time a touchdown was ever recorded
In a baseball game.
Charles Coburn with a monocle

and a rubber bat; Lucien Littlefield

on a stretcher; Edgar Kennedy in

a derby hat; Maxie Rosenbloom in

his new Harvard accent; Dickie

Jones losing his baseball pants;

Sddie Bracken doing a lone panto-

mime on the pitching mound; Stubby
Krueger swimming around the bases

and winding up in a washtub; Ar-
thur Lake, Baby Dumpling and
their pooch all contributed to the

new form of baseball. Joan Blondell

Injected glamour into the pastime by
umpiring for half an inning and es-

caped without injury, although Billy

Gilbert and Eddie QuiUan put up an
argument and CliiT Nazarro made it

twice as vociferous with double-talk.

Other accomplices in the slaying

of the national pastime were Red
Skelton, Lee Tracy, Ronald Reagan,
Dennis Morgan, who actually hit one
over the fence; Monte Blue, Preston
Foster. Andy Devine, Mischa Auer,
Anthony Quinn, Frank Mitchell,

Keye Luke, Clarence Muse and
Sammy Cohen.
On the serious side, Loretta

Young repeated the oath of allegi-

ance and Anna May Wong spoke in

behalf of China.
As a preliminary, a couple of girl

teams put on a game of softball.

They could have trimmed the Co-
medians and Leading Men.

Well, Who Was Wetter?

Barley Slieaf Farm, •

Holicong, Pa., Aug. 15.

Editor. Vabiety:
I want to complain about the

careless proof-reading in your
p.nper.

In last week's issue, in an arti-

cle about 'The Man Who Came
to Dinner,' you mentioned the
appearances of Moss Hart and
myself in the role of Whiteside.

Then came a sentence which
was obviously supposed to

run as follows: 'It was gen-

erally agreed that Hart was
xcetter in the part than Kauf-
man,"
Owing to faulty proof-reading,

however it came out 'better.'

I wish you would look after

that sort of thing in' the future.

George S. Kaujman.

Nowhere to Go Bot These

States; Pic Tourers Seem

To Make Out Somehow

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

War in Europe and threats in the

Orient add up to a concentration of

vacationing picture folk in Califor-

nia and the nearby waters. Some
of them are trekking north, Ginger
Rogers to Oregon, James Craig to

the same state, and Ruth Warripk to

British Columbia. Ronald Colman
is sunning at Santa Barbara, Cary
Grant at Santa Monica and Renee
Haal and her new husband, Peter
Godfrey, are honeymooning on a

yacht along the southern coast.

Lucille Ball is lolling among the

orange groves near Chatsworth, Guy
Kibbee is taking the air in the High
Sierras and Jane Wyatt at Santa
Ynez. Meanwhile 'Fibber McGee
and Molly' are Alaska-bound.

0-J Rehearse Show
Pending 'Hellz' Takes

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Ole Olsen arid Chic Johnson are
shoving off for -Boston this week to

start rehearsals for a new stage show
while Martha Raye's wounded ankle
holds up production of 'Hellza-

poppin' at Universal.

Comics will be back for their

scenes with Miss Raye as soon as her
ankle comes out of the cast.

H'WOOD DIVORCE CROP

Fred Meyer's Daughter and Mrt.
Bill Demarest Both Soe

Hollywood, Aiig. 19.

Delphine Meyer Shire, attorney
and daughter of Fred Meyer, 20th-

Fox executive, filed a divorce action

against asst. U.S. attorney Harold
Raymond Shire after eight months'
marriage. She charges cruelty.

William Demarest, screen character

actor is being divorced by Elstelle;

same charges. She was his former
vaudeville partner.

Abbott-Costello

At $12,500 for 1

RKOWeek,HDb

Abbott and CosteUo have received
a one-week reprieve from returning
to the Coast for another Universal
picture and instead will play a one-
week date for RKO in Boston, open-
ing Friday (22). A. & C. will get a
guarantee of $12,500 for the per-
sonal, against a 50-50 split over
$27,500, with the team providing
$2,500 worth of supplementary acts.

Booking of . the team also enabled
RKO to inaugurate its stage show
season at the RKO, Boston, one week
earlier, the circuit originally intend-

ing to start stage shows there

Aug. 29.

A. & C. on Sunday (17) completed
a nine-day record stand at the At-
lantic City Steel Pier. Playing to an
unprecedented attendance, the team
also played an unprecedented num-
ber of shows, 65 in the nine days.

On their opening Saturday and Sun-
day and closing weekend they did

38 shows in four days.

Ffolkes in India
jDavid Ffolkes, English scenic de-

signer, who is known in this country
for having done the sets and cos-

tumes for all Maurice Evans pro-
ductions, is now in India, after hav-
ing successfully weathered Dun-
kerque, the battle of Greece and the
battle of Crete.

Ffolkes is a lieutenant in the Brit-

ish army and is attached to the
Royal Scot Greys.

Equity Fights iJl Police

Snoop on Theatre Ads

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Proposed city ordinance giving the

Police Commission power to regu-

late advertising on stage shows is

being fought by Actors Equity A*s-

sociation. New rule would author-
ize the police to revoke an opera-
tor's license within 24 hours if the

ads do not coincide with the com-
mission's idea of public welfare.

J. T. Kornblum, attorney for

Equity, raised the objection that the
ordinance would jeopardize not only
property rights but the jobs of ac-

tors, musicians 'and other theatrical

employees.

RKO's Nancy Gates
Denton, Texas, Aug. 19.

Nancy Gates, 15, Denton high
school girl and a promising musi-
cian, has signed a term contract
with RKO. She's been assigned to

a new musical.

Miss Gates is brunet, five feet four

inches, and the daughter of Vigil

Gates, Denton dry goods executive.

PAR'S FRAN GIFFORD

OPPOSITE RICH'D DIX

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

First star role for Frances GifFord
will be opposite Richard Dix in

Tombstone,' Paramount's big budget
western; Harry Sherman producing.
Miss Gilford won the stellar nod

by her work in Republic's 'Jungle
Girl' and Disney's 'Reluctant Dra-
gon.'

Markey Reports to C. Z.

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Gene Markey, a Lieut. Commander
In the Naval Reserve, has been or-

dered to report for active duty at

Balboa, Canal Zone, Sept. 20.

Call halts his production activities

at Columbia, where he is preppihg
several stories, including 'Eadie Was
a tiady,' for Rita Hayworth.

Report That H.G. Wells, G.B. Shaw

May Cfipper to U. S, From London

Saroyan Gets Took Up

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

William Saroyan'E offer to turn over the rights on his stage play.
The Time of your Life,' to be screened fre« of playwright charges
for the benefit of national defense, was accepted by Lester Cowan,
Columbia producer, with certain exceptions.
Cowan's exceptions are that the studio technicians and at least some

of the players be paid for their work. Saroyan's original idea was
that everybody connected with the picture work for nothing, Price
of the film rights is estimated at $25,000.

THE BERLE-ING POEST
By Milton Berle

Jumped to New York for a special broadcast tonight to m.c. the Treasury
Show. Morgenthau called me (on Roosevelt's phone) and asked me to fly
here.

I got a lot of nerve flying. I get dizzy when I buy an air mail stamp.
Those planes are sure fast. 1 saw a stork hitchhiking on the wing and

asked: 'What's the idea?' He answered: 'I'm making a quick delivery
before Winchell has it in his column,'
All my relatives were at the LaGuardia Airport awaiting my arrival.

They formed a group on the field and spelled out: 'Happy Lending.' I
was deeply touched.

Broadway Department
They gave me a Welcome Home party at Lindy's. The drinks were on

the house—even the herrings were pickled.
Grossingers has a new policy—any couple getting married there is given

two weeks' vacation free. My imcle liked the place so much he went out
and committed bigamy.
The Gaiety Delicatessen was so crowded the other night they set up a

bridge table in a taxi outside to take care of the overflow.
Hollywoodiana

Hollywood must be slowing up, Abbott and CosteUo haven't made a
picture all day.
Guy Kibbee is afraid of getting balder—someone might shoot him In

the side pocket.

John Garfield has played In so many prison pictures that instead of the
studio dropping his option they gave him a full.pardon.

MubIo Department
Do you think B. M. I. songs will bring back the New York Giants?
Jack Rosenberg knows a band that has been out of work so long, when

it finally got a job it had to rehearse in a pawnshop.
Radio Department

Bing Crosby is coming back on the air with a new program called
'The Court of Missing Mares.'
Goodman Ace's definition of a Quiz Kid: An Oscar Levant in knickers.
Rudy Vallee played a benefit at the San Diego Navy Yard. Now they

call him 'Nasal Basil of the Naval Base.'

HanmaU DeacrlpUona
Grocie Allen: Super-silly-ous John BaTrvfnor«\ The Great Brewfllc

. . . .Sally Rand: 'Life with Feather.'

ObseTTstiona
Eayesdropped at the Diamond Horseshoe: He's • charter member of th*

'Ways to Be Mean Committee.'
Eavesdropped at McGuinesses: She and her eyes travel In the best

circles.

Afterpiece
Hollywood is a funny place. When you're an actor you want to be a

director; when you're a director you want to be a producer. Doesn't any-
body want to be a sound man?

Roddy's 'Sunny' Starrer

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Roddy McDowell, moppet, gets his

first starring role in 'On the Sunny
Side' at 20th-Fox, slated to start

Sept 15.

Story is about a young British

refugee. Harold Schuster directs.

Guizar's Crack About

'Cuban Dolls Mobbing'

Ahnost an Int'l Crisis

By GEORGE FROST

With small chatter splashed all

over the place and good 'copy' at

a minimum, activities at Ne^ York's
LaGuardia Field eased off to a new
low last week.

Airport rumor hath it that, shortly,

George Bernard Shaw and H. G.
Welles will Clipper to these shores.

In both instances, however, definite

reservations have yet to be made.
So...
With the score 5 to 0 against the

Pan Am. reservations department,
Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox,
the director, finally left the field's

International Marine Terminal yes-
terday (19) aboard the Atlantic Clip-

per for Lisbon. (Further details on
page 7.]

Sunday's American Clipper listed

among the inbound Clipper-trippers,

Carey Longmire, New York Herald-
Tribune correspondent in London;
while Saturday's (16) Dixie Clipper
toted off John Monsarrat, of the
Platt-Forbes ad - writing agency and
account executive of the United

Aircraft, Inc., bound for the Land
of Four O'clock teas to see the
bombing bees.

Pascal Ectarns
Friday (15) saw Gabor (Gabriel)

Pascal, the film producer, who Clip-
pered recently to England to chat
with the British Ministry of Infor-
mation concerning propaganda pic-
tures, return aboard the Atlantic
Clipperoo with the news that he
was heading for Montreal to begin
screening George Bernard Shaw's
'Arms and . the Man,' (Further de-
tails on page 3.)

Pan American's local properties
resounded Monday (18) with con-
gratulations to Walter 'Bob' Neff,

the corp's Atlantic Division praise
agent, on his reaching the age of

maturity—on his old-age insurance,
'Bob,' in the not-so-long-ago,
strununed the piano in the Rudy
Vallee 'Connecticut Yankee' con-
tingent.

The land, lines this week saw
Peggy Moran, Universal starlet, and
Irving Berlin take the TWA strato-

(Continued on page 19)

Havana, Aug. 19.

Derogatory story concerning Tito

Gulzar in a Havana paper led the

Mexican film star to cable the editor

what is Interpreted here as an in-

vitation to a duel. Article which

inflamed Guizar was a flaying of the

singing flick player for a statement
that he objected to 'dolls mobbing'
him during a visit to Cuba In Feb-
ruary.

Guizar's statement was apparently
made to Excelsior, Mexico City
newspaper, following his return
from Cuba. It was picked up and
editorialized on by Juliocesar Gon-
zalez Rebull, editor of Crisol, to

whom today's message by Guizar
was addressed.

As result of the Crisol article,

boycott of Guizar's films In Cuba
was instituted, affecting Paramount,
which distributes them. Jose Man-
uel Cortina, Minister of State, re-
quested the Cuban ambassador to
Mexico ,to take action, while the
Havana Rotary reprimanded Excel-
sior. Press-radio campaign against
Guizar has been under way here.'

In his cable to Crisol's editor to-

day, Guizar stated he regretted the
article about him and then declared:

"My wife is Cuban and I would leave
work even for an hour to remove
the stain on my reputation.' That
was taken by some interpreters of

the Latin code of honor as an invite

to a due],

WORST FOREIGN

PK UG IN YRS.

Foreign-language filmeries in the

U. S. are confronted with a worse

product dearth this fall than at any

time in many years.

The arty cinemas which were most

successful with French-made fllmf

are going to depend on a few com-

paratively old productions, and pos-

sibly strong reissues, in order to stay

open. Several experimented with

Latin-American productions last sea-

son with none too successful results.

Distribs In N.Y. say that the pictures

from South America thus far are not

strong enough to stand up success-

fully in the arty theatres. They also

have tried other foreign makes to

poor results.

Oakie and Darnell Will

Kise and Shme' at 20th

Hollywood, Aug. 19,

'Top roles In 'Rise end Shine' at

20th-Fox go to Jack Oakie and
XJnda Darnell, Originally Oakie
was assigned to 'Vicki and - Her
Eagles,*' which has been grounded
through army orders, involving

shooting at the Akron air field.

'Rise and Shine' started out as an-

other story, but the title has been
shifted to a new script, with music.

Shearer's Dancing Partner
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Melvyn Douglas, currently work-

ing with Greta Garbo at Metro,

draws the male lead opposite Norma
Shearer in 'We Were Dancing,'

slated for fall production.

Pictiu-e Is based on one of Noel

Coward's one-act plays.
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IT'S TALL FEMMES' TURN
Pascal's Prod, in Spain With

An International Personnel

Madrid, Aug. 10.

Christopher- Columbiu will be the

subject .of a future picture by
Gabriel Pascal. It will be filmed in

Spain with British and American
actors, plus American technicians,

and will be primed frankly to

glorify Spaln'f past grandeur. So

the producer Informed Spanish

newspapermen who Interviewed him
recently in Lisbon, on his way from
New York to London. Story was
given prominent display in the

Madrid press.

Film will be first of a trilogy.

Pascal said, the other two also por-

traying famed explorers, Vasco de

Gama and Fernando Magellan.

Producer declared that Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh will handle

principal roles, that he would direct,

Bafael Sabatinl would write the

ecenario, Bernard Shaw the dialog

end Fred A. Young and Eugene
Schuftan would be the cameramen.
United Artists, which dlstribs Pascal

pix, he stated, will collaborate with

tiie Spanish producers, Imperio

Films, In the making of the pictures.

Pascal asserted that 60 technicians

and actors would shortly sail from

the United States to Spain for the

filming. He added that Spanish and

Italian technicians would be engaged

as well, a«d that exteriors would be

made at the Alhambra in Granada,

the Mosque at Cordoba, the harbor at

Pallos and Genoa, Italy. Interiors

>vill be shot in a Madrid studio.

'This will mark the best fihn of my
Ufe,' Pascal told the Spanish news-

(Continued on page 47)

ANOTHER HLM EXTRA

FATALLY INJURED

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Another film extra*! death and

another coroner's Inquest marked

shooting of Wainers' 'They Died

With Their Boots On' when George

Murphy, 42, died in the hospital Fri-

day (15) from Injuries when thrown

from a horse. He's not to be con-

fused with Metro's featured player

of the same name.
Other fatal accident was Jack

Budlong, SO, socialite extra, when
spitted through body by cavalry

•word In fall from horse.

Film war approached close to ac-

tual war In 'They Died With Their

Boots On' at the Warners' ranch near

Calabasas where extras are fighting

as cavalrymen with General Custer.

Twenty of the 400 riders were In-

jured in one day last week, some of

them seriously.

DON'T LIBEL N.Y. COWBOYS!

United Taxicab ConnoU of N. T.

Beseeches Film Biz

New York cab drivers apparently
don't care how they're portrayed in

pictures. But their bosses do. They
don't want their jockeys painted as

'rough, uncouth, unscru'piUous indi-

viduals who drive without regard for

the life and limb of their passengers
or themselves.' And they told film

studios so in a circular letter Sat-
urday (16).

Signed by Henry G. rtiedlander,
chairman of the steering committee
Of the United Taxicab Council of

Greater New York, the missive
states In part: .

"Tht members of this council, rep-
resenting as they do, all of the taxi-
cab owners of New York City, nat-

(Contlnued on page 36)

20TE BENEWS lAUSEL-HABDT
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

20th Century-Fox Is picking up its

option on Laurel and Hardy for 10

pictures to be made In the next five

years.

Pair came to the studio on a one-
picture deal to make 'Great Guns,*
which they've Just completed.

METRO'S LEGIT QUARTET

All Male Players Sent West on One-
Flctnre Deals

Metro*s eastern talent department
sent four niale players to the Coast
during the past week for their film
debuts, all on one-pic deals.

They are Joseph Anthony, Lou
Lubin and Loring Smith, who will
work in 'Shadow of the Thin Man,*
and William Bendix, who withdrew
from 'Great Whitewash,' leglter now
rehearsing for a Broadway opening
in September. Bendix was last seen
on Broadway as the cop in William
Saroyan's 'Time of Your Life.* He'll

be seen at Metro in 'Woman of the
Year,' new Katharine Hepburn-
Spencer Tracy starrer.

Smith recently appeared on Broad-
way in the one-tryout performance
of 'Not in Your Stars,' Lubin is an
old vaudevillian who was in- 'Horse
Fever' on Broadway last seetson. An-
thony was discovered- by Metro tal-

ent 'sleuths in a little theatre show.

Court ADows Flynn

$12,000 Monthly On

Agcy/s Attachment

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Errol Flynn will have to eke out

an existence on $12,000' a month

under an edict by Superior court.

Ruling was made by Judge Albert

F. Ross in the attachment suit filed

by the Myron Selznick agenogr

against Warners on the actor's $6,000

weekly salary, which has been tied

up for several months.

Currently in a hospital with a

throat Infection, Flynn had filed a

petition for $14,505 monthly to main-

tain his position as a film star.

Listed among the items were $5,000

a month for taxes} $4,000 for pub-

licity; $1,000 for the upkeep of his

yacht; $1,200 for household expenses

and $2,000 as personal expenses for

himself and wife. The salary remains

under attachment until the case Is

tried.

Dispute began when Flynn served

notice on the Selznick agency that

their contract had been terminated.

Selznick filed suit for 10% of the

actor's earnings and Warners turned

the disputed sum over to the court

for adjudication.

LATOUCHE, DUKE DOING

CANTOR'S 'BANJO' SCORE

John Latouche and Vernon Duke

will do the score for the Eddie Can-

tor musicalized version of 'Three

Men on a Horse,' which his radio

scriptera, Joe Quillan and Izzy Ellin-

son, are adapting from the stage

orignal. Titled 'Banjo Eyes,' It's

slated for a Boston break-in in No-

vember. Meantime, Cantor and his

producer, Al Lewis (for Warner
Bros.), are huddling in New York on
production details. So far set are

three femmes, June Havoc, Ruth
Perry and Audrey Christie.

Cantor arrived in N. Y. over the

weekend and is also readying to re-

sume his radio series for Bristol-

Myers.

Monty Woolley Stays At

WB for Two More Pix

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Monty Woolley, brought here from

New York to play in 'The Man Who
Came to Dinner' at Warners, stays

on for two more pictures.

Contract will keep him oft the

Broadway stage until next spring.

PIX LIFT TABOO

TO MEET TREND

Influx of Six-Footer Male
Stars, Plus Style Dictates

of Studio Designers, Now
Puts Premium on Lasses

With Longish Gams Plus

a Spot of Talent

PRESENT CROP OKAY

By JACK JVNGMEYEB
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

The tall girl is having her day in

pictures.

For almost 20 years she was prac-
tically barred' from films, while her
petite sisterhood of around five feet

to five-four dominated the studio

stages and the stellar rank.
During that long period of pref-

erence for the shorties, for which
Mary Pickford with her B feet-2

inches had fixed the style, the only
really tall femme to make a dent
was Charlotte Greenwood, and she
had to burlesque her long and al-

luring gams to offer that bit of va-
riety.

Mary Pickford once said—and It

was based on experience—that any
girl over 5-4 didn't have a chance

(Continued on page 21)

BOFF SUMMER

BIZ SURPRISES

MIAMI BEACH

By LESLIE HABBIS
Miami Beach, Aug. 19.

With 182 hotels out of a possible

2B7 open, Miami Beach Is caching
in on the biggest summer season
in locality's history. Just what is

responsible for this ollTseason up-
swing has the boys guessing, but it's

likely a combination of circum-
stances.

For one thing the info is getting

around that a fin now is the equiva-
lent of a C note in the winter. Then
the old idea that only natives and
mosquitoes could exist during the

hot weather is fast becoming a myth.
In reality temperature seldom gets

above 89 degrees on the ocean front.

Add to this fact that many figure

they won*t get a chance to take time
off this winter and curtailment of

European jumps has cut down num-
ber of places to go.

Gasoline and electricity consurjp-
tion is up 6% over this period last

year. Retail biz in Greater Miami
has already shown a 20% increase,

and it's expected to be even greater

this month. Every one of the beach

hotels now open reports increases

from 15 to 85%, and railroad travel

is 60% ahead of last year.

' On the entertainment front the

Pago Pago Room in Ben Gaines'

Dempsey-Vanderbilt hotel is scoring

the biggest click. Gaines kept the

hostelry open fully expecting to take

a loss, but is chalking a neat profit

instead. Operating nut Isn't hay,

either, what with two bands, a gal

line and four-act bills. Wit's End and

Bill Jordan's Bill of Music aren't

feeling any pain, and they are also

operating under considerable over-

head.
Kitty Davis' Airliner continues to

attract heavy transient biz, but isn't

a standard with locals.

On the Miami side of the bay,

Jlmmie's, Bali, Mayfair and the

Drum are all doing okay, and
Olympia theatre's grosses are suffi-

cient to warrant contiuning seasonal

stage show policy.

All but a few of the beach hotels

are using small combos for dinner

dancing, and Shellbourne and Crom-

well, both have eight-man aggrega-

tions.

Canadian Coin Curbs Interpreted

Too LiteraUy by Equity, Showmen

Say in Discrediting Withdrawal Beef

CAREY WILSON, M.A.

Honored by Colorado State College
tor 'Hardy' Pix

Greeley, Colo., Aug. 19.

Carey Wilson, co-scripter and
production executive on various
Andy Hardy plcttu'es, was awarded
an honorary degree of Master of

Arts last week by Colorado State

Co\\€ge of Education for his 'con-

tributions to clean, wholesome en-
tertainment for the American peo-
ple.'

Ceremonies at the Garden thea-

tre were attended by between 4,000

and 5,000 people. As part of the af-

fair, there was a screening of a spe-

cial film of excerpts from all the

Hardy pictures.

Too Much Sass in Sassiety

Set Brings Squawks From

Westchester Neighbors

John Perona'f Westchester Bath

Club, White Plains, N. Y., had be-

come such a horseplay centre for the

El Morocco bunch, et al., tliat the

neighbors started to complain about

the noise, late-hour music, etc.,- with

result Ernie Hoist Is holding his

band under wraps. But it's not curb-

ing the overgrown children's spirits,

which run the gamut from seltzer-

bottle spraying to dunking in the

pool—I.e. if you're fully dressed.

Anybody au naturel or in swimming
attire is a sissy the way the kiddies
have been cutting up; you gotta be
at least in black-tie or in a dinner
gown to be playfuUy (?) projected
into the pooL
The curbing of the revelry is akin

to the Riverside Drive neighbors'
squawk in the 125th street (N. Y.)
sector when the Claremont Inn, on
city property but privately operated
by Arnold Schlaifer, had to soft-

pedal its band on the outdoor
pavilion.

Incidentally, Westbrook Pegler,

who is a congenital cabaret-hater
and noise-baiter, took the Woolie
Donohue-Macoco-Arturo Ramos set

to task for their 'bad manners' and
noise which, were It Coney Island

or Bridgeport, would get them
thrown out of any self-respecting

clam-joint or log cabin.

GROOM TERESA WRIGHT

FOR STAGE-PIX STARDOM

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Teresa Wright, imported from

New York by Samuel Goldwyn for

his film play, 'The Little Foxes,' is

being groomed for stardom both on
Broadway end in pictures.

Eastern stardom is indicated by
Miss Wright's assignment as femme
lead in the new Ferenc Molnar stage

play, 'The King's Maid,' slated for a

tryout by Oscar Serlin in Gloucester,

Mass., and aimed for New York in

the fall. Serlin has her under an
exclusive stage contract while she's

under exclusive contract for films to

Goldwyn. Meanwhile, Miss Wright
is the leading candidate for the role

of Mrs. Gehrig in 'The Life of Lou
Gehrig' on the Goldwyn lot.

Lasky's Nos. 2, 3 for WB

Hollywoodf Aug. 19.

Jesse liasky will co-pro.duce 'A

Connecticut Yankee' for Warners as

the second picture under his con-

tract with the studio. First will be

'The Advehtures of Mark Twain."

'Yankee* was filmed twice before,

in 1921 and 1931.

By ROBERT A. McSTAT
Toronto, Aug. 19.

Unless Equity revises its proposed
decision that visitjng American play-
ers to Canada must not accept an
exchange loss on salary when play-
ing dates in the Dominion, Canadian
theatregoers are henceforth going to
be frozen this season out of the ro.ad-
show circuit. Also actors are going
to miss three weeks' work (Toronto.
Montreal-Ottawa) for the sake of a
$5.46 discount per $100 in American
money when they might otherwise
be idle during those possible Canad-
ian play-dates.
The odd' complaint has been filed

with Equity, specifically on Toronto
summer season pay-envelopes, re-
garding the Canadian government's
imposed discount. The matter was
scheduled to be taken up today
(Tuesday) by the Equity council.
Apparently, the situation has never
really been clarified but the definite
opinion among theatre managers and
producers in Canada is that any
American actor who has had to take
a reputed 18% discount on his Can-
adian earnings in the United States
has. only himself to blame and has
gone against all the banking advice
given him when playing in Canada.
While unable to personally present

their arguments to Equity, Ernest M.
Rawley, manager of the Royal Alex-

(Continued on page 44)

Berlin Loads Up Par'sW With 10 Ditties

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Irving Berlin pulled in from New
York with 10 songs for the Para-
mount musical, 'Holiday Inn,' the
greatest number of original ditties

he has ever written for any picture.

Composer went into a huddle with
Mark Sandrich and Elmer Rice to

pick a femme lead to work with
Blng Crosby and Fred Astaire.
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Minnesota In£es Would Take

The Fi^t to Nye and Wheeler,

With Frank Pro-Industry Trailers

Minneapolis, Aug. 19,

Local indeplndent exhibitor lead-

ers plan to invite producer repre-

sentatives to a Minnesota conference

to consider a proposal to answer U.

S. Senators Nye and Wheeler's in-

dustry attacks from theatre screens

in especially prepared trailers that

would set forth the industry's side

and leave it to the film public to

deaide whether the denunciation of

such pictures as the latest 'March

of Time/ 'Great DicUtor,' 'So Ends
Our Night,' etc., is justified. Under
the proposal, the producers would

make and supply the trailers and
the exhibitors would show them.,

Tliese independent leaders' posi-

tion, which they want set forth in

the trailers, is that 'it's the indus-

try's duty to denounce Nazi infamy
from the screen, even though it may
hurt the boxofflce.' and that 'the In-

dustry deserves praise instead of

censure for doing it'

They would,have the trailers point

out that everything depicted and re-

vealed in the so-called 'propaganda'

anti-Nazi films is the absolute truth

and matters of historical record. The
trailers would call attention to the

fact that the Nazis themselves not
only don't deny, biit also glory to

the brutalities, breaking of treaties,

throttling of liberties, barbarism,
etc., dramatized in the pictures that

Nye and Wheeler dislike.

The trailers, it's suggested, would
ask, among other questions, what
objection can there be, then, to pa-
rading the situation on the screen;

as staunch supporters of democracy
and the Ahierican way of life,

doesn't it devolve upon pix to do Its

part in keeping Americans awake to

this menace to civilization, demo-
cratic institutions and the country's
well-being, shouldn't the screen help

(Continued on page 46)

N.Y. THEATRE FINAUY

MAKES WESTERNS PAY

Western pictures, which never

went big on Broadway, are proving

a distinct click on a flrst-run policy

at the New York theatre on Broad-

way near 42d «treet. New York

house Is plugging them on the

screen and In th« theatre lobby,

with cteady trad* reported on the

horse operas, aometimes dueled or

combined with a mystery who-

dunit.

Century theatre has used cowboy
mellers off and on, but with vary-

ing results and not always flrst-run

or with nam* western players

Zanack's Am. Legion

Address in Rebuttal

To Attacks on Pix Kz

Milwaukee, Aug. 19.

While many 'Hollywood stars will
play an important part in the Ameri-
can Legion's national convention
here in mld-Saptember, one of the
real highlights of the meet will be
an addi'ess by.'Darryl Zanuck on
"The Motion Picture and Its Contri-
bution to American Defense,' an all-

out reply to recent critics of the in-

dustry.

Actors from all major studios wtll
be here as convention guests, with
particular attention being paid to
Wisconsin's own contributions to the
cinema—Pat O'Brien, Spencer Tracy,
Fredric March, Orson Welles, Don
Ameche and other Badger-born
celebrities.

Soviet Films

Invade German

Milwaukee Zone

Milwaukee, Aug. 19.

Communists her* ar* becommg
bolder with their propaganda films,

with the easement In American-

Russian relations, and last week

showed Hi* Mannerheim Line,'

Soviet production. Exhibition of

Russo films is not getting too favor-

able reaction because so many, in

this heavily German community, are

naturally critical of present U. S.

tolerance of the Reds.

Despite the Inability to secure a
theatre, the Commys barged right
ahead, and hired Harmony Hall,
Southslde meeting place, staging two
performances at night. Shows at-

tracted nearly 1,000. They were put
on as Commy propaganda, being
sponsored by the Press Fund com-
mittee for the announced purpose of
raising funds for the Dally Worker,
communist newspaper. Copies of
that publication and other Red
pamphlets were distributed to- the
audience. There Is a chance that
complete Russian picture shows may
be presented every month, despite

( Continued on page 23)

Zanock's D. C. Trip
' Hollywood, Aug. ' 19.

Darryl Zanuck planes to Wash-
ington Wednesday (20) on active,

duty caU to attend the' preview of
Army training films and make a de-
tailed report to deneral George
Marshall on the training films pro-
gram being made here'.

Zanuck returns here next Monday
(25).

Bronston Boys Rights

To Jack London Stories

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Complete writings of Jack London,
Including 90 novels and 300 magazine
stories and their motion picture

rights, were bought by Samuel Bron-
ston through a deal with the widow,
Charmian London.
Bronston has a deal with Columbia

for the production of 'Martin Eden,'

after which he will mak« ''Valley of

the Moon' independently.

Conunodore Bbckton,

Who Went From Riches

To ReEef. Dies at 66

J. Stuart Blackton, 66, who as •
pioneer film producer had been as-

sociated with Thomas A. Edison,

died in Hollywood last Wednesday
night (13) from injuries suffered

when struck in Hollywood by an
auto several days previously.

The producer, ^yho had organized

the old American 'Vitagraph Co., the
first major film-making ouiflt in this

country, suffered a fractured skull

when crossing the street near his

home in West Los Angeles, His
wife, the former actress, Evangeline
Russell, was at his 'bedside practi-

cally the entire time after Iw was
taken to the hospital.

Blackton's career ran the gamut
from practically penury as a re-

porter to riches, then to bankruptcy
in 1931 and relief in 1935.

He was one of the first to see the
possibilities in Edison's motion pic-

ture Invention, when, as a reporter-

artist with the old New York Eve-
ning World, he was assigned to in-

terview and sketch the inventor.

Edison, . in turn, was so Impressed
with Blackton's work as an artist

that he made a short entitled

'Blackton, the World Cartoonist'

Head of Vitagraph

It was soon afterwards that Black-
ton was able to influence friends

sufficiently to obtain backing for the

formation of the American Vita-

graph Co., which in 1925 was sold to

Warner Bros, for more than $1,000,-

000. During the days before it was
sold to Warners, Vitagraph had fos-

tered many stars, namely Mary
Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Wallace
Reid, Anita Stewart, Maurice Cos-
tello, Mabel Normand and Norma
Talmadge, among many others.

Blackton started in the flim biz

when he took over one of Edison's

projection machines known as the

( Continued on page 23)

Anti-Nazi League Asks

Wheeler Also to Prohe

Fascist Propaganda Pix

Anti-Nazi League In New York
yesterday (Tuesday) demanded that

if the Clark Senatorial subcommittee

continues with its Investigation" of

pro-British propaganda in films and
radio broadcasts, It also should in

vestigate Nazi and Fascist propa-
ganda films Imported into the United
States. League's statement was ad-
dressed to Senator Burton K,
Wheeler, chairman of the Senate In-

¥ • Tk< n j< n terstate Commerce Committee, of
Joins Fix-Radio Smear , which the Clark group is a sub

' committee. It said:

Coughlin's House Organ

Detroit, Aug. 19

Social Justice,- national weekly
newspaper founded by Father
Coughlin, and said today to be
owned by his parents, has joined in

the hue for a Federal probe of the
motion pictures with a back-hand
slap for the radio.

In a lengthy editorial, bulked with
many quotations from Senator Nye
the publication proceeds from such
characterizations as - 'the Ananiases
'of the Motion Picture' and 'the

Caiaphases of Radio' to wind up with
the charge that 'Federal investiga-
tion of Hollywood has long been
overdue.' .

It was declared that Government
investigation of the interlocking pic-
ture interests' was imminent at the
time Justice Frank Murphy was re-
moved as. U. S. Attorney General
and 'kicked upstairs' Into the Su-

1, (Continued on page 46)

The Anti-Nazi League is de-
manding of Chairman Wheeler
and his committee that if they
proceed with' this investigation,
the sincerity of which is not
acknowledged, their first step,
should be an Investigation of
Nazi and Fascist propaganda
films imported Into this country
and shown with impunity in
some communities, sometimes
privately in an attempt to avoid
local police regulation..- It is the
responsibility of the Senate (Com-
mittee on Interstate Commerce
to check this infiltration at its

source, 'and further to concern
itself with propaganda films com-
ing Into this country roundabout,
through Latin-America. The
League is also exercised about
the Infiltrations of Nazi propa- .

( Continued on page 23)

Fasci-Nazi Him-Flam Stuff

Recutt ren*wed •ffort* of different Axis nations to obtain U. 8.
motion pletur* films depicting difliculty on the national defense pro-
gram r*caU that both tta* G«nnan and Italian governments in early
stag** of fh* war attempted several deals for feature pictures. In
both Instances th* deals w«r* *nglneered by highly intelligent and
personality femmes who offered to pay cash and carry out all book-
ings of the pictures If the films would be released for distribution la
Germany and Italy.

Idea was to break down feeling in certain countries, which the Axis
wanted to swing to Its side without use of arms, such as the Balkans,
that the U. S. was irrevocably against the Axis. By showing that piol
tures still wer* going to Italy and Nazlland, the fascist governments
hoped to prove that America still was friendly to the Axis.
The feminine representatives who tried to engineer the distribution

deals apparently wer* American women who had married into Italian
or German families. None appeared to enjoy her duties but appar-
ently were forced to attempt the deals because all their interests now
re In these two countries. Major film companies bluntly rejected th*
proposals because they had given up distribution in both Italy and
Germany, and suspected some such artifice.

Undecided Senatorial Invitation
; Continued from page 1^

to show up, on the witness stand
before Sept. 8. WiU H. Hays, prez
of Motion Picture Producers. It Dis-
tributors of America; Inc., tops the
bill. Others ar* Samuel Goldwyn,
Walter Wanger, Adolph Zukor, J.

Cheever Cowdin, Harry Cohn,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Barney Bala-
ban, George J. £chaefer, Sidney R.
Kent, Arthur W. Kelly, Nate J.

Blumberg, Darryl F. Zanuck, Harry
M. Warner, and Murray Silver-

stone.

This list, according to Senator
D. Worth Clark, of Idaho, chairman
of the committee, constitutes only a
'preliminary and fragmentary' start-

er. 'We thought it best,' he explain-
ed, to Invite first leading producers
in the motion picture industry.

Other producers, directors, actors

and proniinent persons in the motion

FOR THE RECORD

Eugene Lyons Explains Fix Beter-
enoe In His 'Bed Decade'

New York, Aug. 14.

Editor, Vawety:
The lead story in your Aug. 13

issue, dealing with Senator Nye's
charges, ii^cludes .this curious para-
graph:

'There is also said to be in the
hands of the isolationists ad-
vance proofs of 'The Red Dec-
ade,' new book by Eugene
Lyons, a substantial portion of
which is devoted to political ac-
tivities of Hollywood personali-

• ties.'

I am not ungrateful for the plug.
If VAitficrr is half as effective an
advertising medium as reputed, the
paragraph should cause- a run on- the
bookstores on Aug. 28—publication
date—and after. But in the inter-

ests of accuracy permit me to make
a few observations.

In the first place, no advance
proofs went to anyone who could
be remotely classified as isolation-
ist.

Secondly, only one chapter out of
30-odd is devoted to Hollywood and

(Continued on page 21)

N.Y. to L.A.
Harry Blair.

Jack Cohn.
E. T. Gomersall.
W. J. Heineman.
Leo Jaffe.

Joseph M. McConville.
Abe Montague.
Abe Schneider.
Grad Sears.
Meredith Willson.

SAILINGS
Aug. 8 (Los Angeles to Manila),

Anna Lee Whitmore (Klaveness).

Air Networks

Unconcerned

By Senate Quiz

The networks are not doing any
special preparing for the Senate
Committee's hearing and it was in-

dicated yesterday (Tuesday) In web
quarters that they didn't expect to

be asked to produce any information
that already hasn't been made avail-

efole in Washington. It was during
the June-July hearings of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee's
probe Into the Federal Ck>mmunica-
tlons Commission's rules on chain
broadcasting that Senator Tobey
asked -that the networks furnish cer-
tain information about news com-
mentators and airing of programs on
the war issue. This the committee
received sonie weeks ago.
At the same time the FCC' at

Tobey's request sent out question-
naires to Individual stations seeking
similar information. The resulting
data has also been turned over to
the committee.
Impression in broadcasting quar-

ters is that if the sub-committee
headed by Senator Clark intends to
build a 'case against radio it will
have to be entirely on the informa-
tion obtained through the Tobey in-
quiries. Also that Tobey ^and Sen-
ator Burton K. WBfeeler may have
pretty well shot their bolt against
radio on this issue during these chain
broadcasting hearings.

L. A. TO N. Y.

Mary Astor.
Irvine Caesar.
Leo CarriUo.
Norman Corwin.
Julius Epstein.
Philip Epstein.
John Frederics.
Billy Gilbert
Nedda Harrigan.
Dean Jagger.
Chic Johnson.
Irving Kumin.
Jock Lawrence.
Alexander Moss.
Joe O'Brien,
Pat O'Brien.
Ole Olsen.

Raoul Pene Du Bo:
Tyrone Power.
Jason Robards.
Fred Runypn.
Lucien A. Sauvage.
Abe Schechter.
Joseph H. Seidelman.
Blanche Stewart.
Austin Wilder.

picture industry will be invited at
subsequent dates.'

A catalog of films on the 'suspected
list' has been compiled by the com>
mittee and scripts have been called
for. These will supply the text for
the hearings. Most of the pictures
deail with the war situation, all be-
ing regarded as pro-British, anti-

Axis. The producers will be asked
questions of which "at least one lm>
portant angle will be: 'Who paid
for the pictures which flopped at th*
boxoffice?'

Technique of the film industry in

handling the investigation, it is un*
derstood, will be to let the non-in-
terventioni.ot committee make th*
fleld day it desires of the prob*.

Then the industry will put up a
withering offensive to show that its

actions were entirely patriotic, and
adjudged so by a large, majority of

the press and public'
Many of the activities, of which

the committee Is expected to squawk,
it will be shown, were undertaken
purely at the request of (Sovem-
raental departments and high execs
of the United States. If doing what
you can at the request of your
elected officials, to forward the ac*
cepted policy of your country is un«
patriotic, then so be It, Is the atti-

tude of the industry.

Among the tasl^ undertaken by
the industry have been the produc-
tion of training shorts for the Army
which studios made at cost and for

which high-priced technicians don-
ated their services and exhibition of

many shorts" in theatres throughout
the country for the Army, Navy,
DepL of Agriculture and various in-

dependent ' agencies, such as th*
Home Owners Loan Corp. end th*
Social Security office. In addition,
they cooperated in obtaining alum-
inum for defense in the recent drive
and are now about to undertake fund
collection for the USO. That's all a
strange form of 'unpatriotism,' they
figure.

As to who paid the losses on anti*

Nazi pix—a number of the earlief

ones were admittedly money-losers
—film execs think ' their books and
earning statements will show that
On the other hand, the exhibitor

commit'-'fl set up to pass on all Gov-
ernmental and seml-Govemmental
shorts, which theatres were asked to

T\fn, can be shown to have turned
down some of them. This, however,
was either because the quantity was
too great at any given time, or be-
cause they were too poor in quality.

In one case, Metro is said to have re-

made two Navy shorts to improve
them and bring them up to an ac-

ceptable-standard. Exhib reviewing
committee is headed by R. B. Wilby.

Investigation was Instigated and is

an outgrowth of ch&rges In the Sen-
ate by Burton K. 'Wheeler of Mon-
tana, Bennett C. Clark of Missouri
and Gerald F. Nye of North Dakota.
At beginning of present session of

Congress last January, Senator C^ark
introduced a resolution 'providing

for the appointment of a special com-
mittee to investigate propaganda
tending to involve the United States

in war abroad.'

This resolve was referred to the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee,'
but it remained pigeonholed inas-

much as the Administration-con-
trolled Senate Committe on Audit

and Control refused to approve an

appropriation for an inquiry. On
Aug. 1, Senators C3ark and Nye.

both members of the Foreign Re-

lations Committee, introduced th*

resolution on which thie present in-

vestigation is based. It Is a redraft

of the original Clark proposal, but

with sharper teeth. It was referred

at the request of Clark to the Senate

Interstate Commerce Committee.
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RELY ON DOMESTIC SALES
Selznick Expected to Sign UA Pact

Widim Week Despite Capra s Bow-Out

Reported bitch In negotiations that

-would cause David O. Selznick to

follow Frank Capra In withdrawing

from his pending United Artists deal

was denied by UA operating head
Arthur W. Kelly in New York Mon-
day (18). Kelly declared that the

pact-drawing was proceeding at such

a pace that signaturing could be ex-

pected later this week.
Speeding the legal phrasemaking

that will bring Selznick into UA as

an owner-producer was a Moham-
med-to-the-mountain technique, Kel-

ly explained, Ed Raftery, UA coun-

sel, is tied up at the Crescent Amus.
Co. anti-trust trial in Nashville, his

inability to get to the Coast holding

things up. So Selznlck's counsel last

week went to Nashville.

Raftery, as a^UA v.p., will probably

sif!n the document for the company,
Kelly said, while Selznick will put

his signature on it at the Coast to

co\-er his end of the bargain.

Capra pulled out of the UA deal,

which was supposedly being nego-

tiated simultaneously with Selz-

nick's, because of overlong discus-

sions that led nowhere and because

ho was 'unable to meet the people

that were supposed to be my future

partners,' he said. He issued a state-

ment declaring: 'I am in the business

ot making pictures. I can't afford

to deal forever.' Capra said he had
no plans following produclng-direct-

ins job on 'Arsenic and Old Lace' for

Warner Bros, at a flat salary.

Korda's Key Spot

Hitch in negotiations tiiat caused
the Capra chill, and reportedly also

threatened the Selznick deal, is said

to be Alexander Korda's - unwilling-

ness to part with some of the pow-
ers that Selznick and Capra de-

manded as bait .to come into the
company. Korda, although only a
one-third owner in UA, along with
Mary Picktord and Charles Chaplin,

is in the dominating position. He is

understood to feel that, being
equally as good a producer as Selz-

nick and Capra, he sees no reason

why terri&c concessions should be
made to them.
Kelly stated that negotiations with

no other prospective producers are

now going on. 'We feel that we
have a sufficient number of pro-

ducers now,' he said, 'but United
Artists' door never will be closed, of
course, to anyone who comes along
with ability and a great idea.'

P. S.—Also Pfai

Ohieego, Aug. 19.

Exhibitor! ar« beglnnbg to

sea tha point ot \b» ]ok« them-
selves by thli tim*. A northsld*

theatre 1« currently running tha

following trallw:

'Something doing tvery day at

the .

Monday and Tuesday
Constance BenTiett Cotmetiu
Wednesday- and Thursday

Bolero Oinneruar*
Friday and Saturday
Bingo and Jackpot

P. S. We abo ihow pletuM.

HASTENED MOVE

It Wat Inevitable That
Growing Nationalism in

All Countries Would Force

Hollywood to Look Upon
Foreign Market as a Mere
By-Product

CUTTING DOWN

KeUy Confirms

NlNathansons

UA N^otiations

Negotiations between United Ar-

tists and N. L. Nathanson were con-

firmed by Arthur W. Kelly,' UA
head, pa Monday (18). Nathanson's

contemplated role, Kelly explained,

is that of intermediary In providing

the coin to set up an agency within

UA to finance itf producers.

Dealings are said to b« proceed-

ing satisfactorily, with UA-owner
Alexander Korda handling the com-
pany's end of the negotiations. He's

expected back in New York from

the Coast next week to continue the

huddles with the top-ranking Cana-

dian exhib and former head of Fa-

mous Players-Canadian.

NW ALLIED ALL HET UP

OVER U'S mVY' TERMS

Goetz First Making 'American Way

ForRKO Before He and Ratoif Start

Any Other Deal; Favors Prod. East

Clocking the Laughs

RKO AGAIN EXTENDS

BUY TO SEPT. 15

Radio-Keith-Orpheum again ex-
tended the final date on which com-
mon stock of K-A-O would be pur-
chased by the company at the $5
price, this time to Sept. 15. Offer
to purchase the outstanding minority
Interest in the K-A-O common was
made early in July but expiration
date hadf been extended until Aug.
15 by previous company action.

Company's statement pointed out
that holders of the common stock
minority interest in K-A-O some
years ago were entitled to exchange
their stock, share for share, for

common capital shares of predeces-
sor of the present RKO corporation,
but that thia no longer is available.

Reason, of course, is because the old
company has been entirely reorgan-
ized since that time.

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Northwest Allied members are

considering a number of teet suits

by individual exhibitors against Uni-

versal, alleging breach of contract

because the company insists on plac-

ing 'In the Navy' in lU already filled

top group. While company Informs

exhibitors they don't have to take

'Navy' if they don't want it at the

demanded terms, those holding Uni-

versal 1940-41 contracts claim they're

entitled to the film In a lower group.

Northwest Allied leaders point out

that it was released during the life

of the present contract,

The independent exhibitor group

also is wrathy because Universal in»

sists that theatres holding the pic-

ture over for a single day pay the

full contract price specified for the

original run.

At the Northwest Allied conven-

tion here the organization rejected a

proposal to pull all Universal dates.

Now, however, the exhibitors, who
have failed to thresh out their dif-

ferences with the company through

individual negotiations, are up In

arms and there are uttered threats

of date-pulling as well as breach of

contract suits. S

Garvey Succeeds To

Bianstein's Par Spot

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Stanley Garvey, former reader in

Paramount's Coast story department,
has been upped to associate story
editor. He succeeds Julian Blau-
stein who was recently called into
the Army and is now serving with
the Training Film Production Unit
at Fort Monmouth, N. -J.

John Hanagan has also been
Upped and is now scenario assistant
to William Dozler, Coast story ed.

Anytiuiis for a Pal

Hollywood, Aug. 19,

Ted Tetzlatr temporarily dunked

his director title at Paramount to

move over to Columbia in the old

capacity as cameraman for 'Miss

Madden Is,Willing.'

Shift was the result of a plea by

Mitchell Leisen, director of 'Miss

Madden,' for whom TeUlafI lensed

several pictures. Through an agree

ment with Paramoimt, TetzlafTs con

tract Is suspended until ha finishes

at Columbia, after which hs returns

tff his home lot as a director.

Long-threatened plan of American

film companies to draw in their

horns on elaborate foreign distribu-

tion setups is nearing actuality. It's

part of the prolonged consideration

of the proposition that foreign busi-

ness should be subordinated to do-

mestic. While its actual consum-

mation undoubtedly has been speed-

ed by Hitler's campaigns through-

out Europe, feeling in N. Y. foreign

department circles is that growing
nationalism eventually would have
brought the same result sooner or

later.

With U. S. distributors ordered to

cease operations in Denmark, Nor-
way, Belgium, Netherlands, France,

the Baltic states . and the Balkans
(Germany and Italy had been lost

previously), many large major com-
panies have virtually decided to for-

get distribution in these nations, as

represented by inexpensive sales or-

ganizations in individual countries,

even- after the war. Then such
countries would be supplied Ameri-
can pictures when and if native dis-

tributors make deals and lay the

coin on the line in New York. Other-
wise it's no dice.

Admittedly, such breakup of any
sales organization in these foreign

lands will apply mostly to the con-
tinent of Europe and the Orient dur-
ing the present war, and for some
time after its conclusion. ' But ulti-

mately it might extend to other na-
tions where a growing nationalistic

spirit is evident, and the yen to run
the film business threatens such
sales alignment. But it possibly

would not alter setups of companies
with extensive theatre operations
such as Metro.

Attuned to Domestic Take

Back of all this,' aside from the

spread of nationalistic spirit, is the
growing belief in N. Y. executive
circles that the so-called cream is

off the foreign market, and that pro
duction must be strictly attuned to

domestic take. This is evident in

various quotas, coin restrictions, in-

creased taxes and other restrictions.

It not only cuts into Income but
threatens to make any extensive dis-

tribution setup a costly affair. Hence
the urge to sell direct to distribu

tors right in N. Y., as is done in

South Africa with South African
Theatres (only 20th-Fox and Metro
make any pretense of making sep
arate deals away from this circuit

which has headquarters in N, Y.).

Although such plans for selling in

N.Y. willjiot apply to U.S. dlstrib

utor sales organizations in most
^Itish Empire countries and the

Latin-Americas, restrictive measures
might conceivably cause withdrawal
later from some of these.

This nationalistic spirit and urge

to soak the U.S. film business has

caused the bulk of woes in foreign

distribution during recent years. If

tha principal cause of such woes
can be removed better business will

result, it is believed, by many for-

eign department execs.

Mexlc6 for bisUncc

Most recent example of how the

heat is applied to American film

companies having elaborate distribu

tion setups is Mexico where the

unions are demanding higher wages

again. It's an old story with U. S,

distribs, and likely to come up again

and again. While exhibitors in Mex-
ico admit their patrons demand
Yank films, the distributors are at

the mercy of the unions because

they have their own oilices and dis

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

New sound device, which
might be called a gagometer,
was introduced by Hal Roach at

the preview of 'Thanks a Million'

in a theatre in Glen'dale. Cal.

Machine works on the theory
of a seismograph, except that it

records laughs instead of earth-

quakes. ^
Idea is to eliminate gags that

don't register.

Lesser s 1 RKO

Films; Then May

Resume at UA

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Sol Lesser has beeq handed exec

producer reins on seven pix at RKO
which he hopes to wind up before

his reported departure from the

studio at the end of the year, it is

understood. Five of the Lesser films

are now in work and two are coming

up. Pix now in the scripting or

shooting stage are 'Lorna Henry,' 'No

More Gas,' .'Growing Pains,' 'Valley

of the Sun,' and 'Passage from Bord-

eaux'. In the future are 'Hit the

Deck' and an I.A.R. Wylie story,

'Keeper of the Flame,' which will

star Cary Grant.

Lesser was only recently named
exec producer on A pix on the RKO
lot. He retains a commitment to

United Artists, for whom he was pro-
ducing independently before going
over to RKO. There was some
wrangling with UA over four pix
due that organization, but it died
down without any announcement as

to whether t,esser was still to deliver

the pix or not. If, now appears that

he"^('ill return to his indie status and
make the UA pix after helping to

start the new RKO studio rejjime,

headed by Joe Breen, on its way.
Breen, it is understood, is In com-

plete control at the studio, with full

authority to take whatever steps he
desires. As a result, many heads
from past regimes are said to have
quietly fallen or are about to fall.

Harry Edington, who came in a little

more than a year ago as exec pro-

ducer, remains on the lot for another
few months until his pact expires.

MONOGRAM TO RELEASE

COLONNADE PICTURES

Miami, Aug. 19.

Arrangements whereby Monogram
will release future films turned out

by Colonnade Studios here were
completed this week by George
Hirliman, executive producer of the

organization. First of seven pictures

to be made under this setup will be
Here Come the Marines,' based on

a story by Howard Stoneman, co-

featuring Wallace Ford, Toby Wing
and Grant Withers. Louis Gasnier

will direct. Others tabbed for early

production include 'Mosquito Fleet,'

'Flame Fighters,* 'Men in Blue,'

'Tiger and the Lady' and 'The

Sponger.'

Hirliman leaves for the Coast this

week to sign players for entire pl-o-

duction schedule.

The American Way' is virtually
certain to be filmed for RKO this

sea.son, according to Harry M. Goetz,
now in New York. He also disclosed
that he is unable to accept the deal
offered him and Gregory RatoiT to
produce for United Artists until the
'Way' commitment to RKO is cleared
up.

Being determined now, Goetz said,

is whether RKO will allow him to
fulfill his desire to produce the big
Broadway legiter of several seasons
ago in the east, as he desires. Pact
undeV which he and Max Gordon
agreed to make the film for RKO
calls for them to do so on the com-
pany's lot, entailing usual rental and
studio overhead payments, and it will

have to be produced on the Coast it

RKO won't go for the eastern idea,

Goetz said.

He confirmed reports- that he had
had some talks with United Artists

execs regarding the presidency of

that company, for which he has been
rumored, but would go no further in

his comments. He did add, however,
that the only basis on which he
would consider the post would be
with complete control.

Studio Goetz contemplates using
it New York production plans jell is

the Eastern Service at Astoria, hong
Island, although he emphasized that

he hasn't even spoken about it yet
to its operators. He foresees no dif-

ficulties, however. He also added
that he has not contacted the New
York unions yet, pending his answer^
from RKO, but that if the unions re-

fuse to allow him to bring the key
technicians he wants from the Coast,

the whole N. Y. idea will be off.

Hankers for N. T.

If and when he and Ratoff ars
able to accept the proffered pro-

ducershlp from United Artists, Goetz
said, he definitely will make the pic>

tures in New York providing satis-

factory studio arid union arrange-
ments can be made. First UA pic

contemplated is reported to be
'Money in Her Purse' with Joan
Fontaine, but Goetz denied anything

on that score Is definite yet. Bank of

America and Guaranty Trust Co. are

said to be putting up coin,

Arthur W. Kelly, UA head, con-

firmed in New York, Monday (18)

that no deal with Goetz and Ratoff

has been signed, although an offer

had been made to them and they

had accepted, without either parly

going into details,

Goetz ia enthusiastic about work-
ing in the east, a project he has had

in mind for a number of years. He
figures he can more easily obtain

the service in New York of star

names whose studio deals allow

them one off-fhe-lot picture a year

than he could In Hollywood. He
also foresees using many Broadway
players. Another added advantage,

he stated, is greater proximity to the

supply of fresh story material. He
seas as a disadvantage slightly

I

greater costs in New York- than on
the Coast.

'American Way,' one of the most
expensive legiters eyer produced,

was bought by RKO for $250,000 un-

der an arrangement with Gordon
and Goetz, who also had a part in

the Broadway production. Goetz

has been trying for more than s

year to obtain the heavy coin to film

it, even going so far as to make ap-

peals on the story's patriotic merit.

UA had hopes recently that Goetz

could arrange to obtain a release on'

it from RKO and make it for UA,
but that plan apparently fizzled.

fributing machinery on the ground.

But if the same pictures were sold

directly to some foreign dlstrib, it

would be up to him to face new
demands, legislation, etc.

Panzer Pilot Beery

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Wallace Beery becomes an army
tank chauffeur In 'Steel Cavalry,' to

be produced by Metro with Govern-
ment cooperation at Fort Knox, Ky„
and Fort Lewis, Wash.

S. Sylvan Simon Is dirtctor and
J. Walter Ruben producer.
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Metro-LA. Times Peace at the Price

Of Richard Griffith s Fihn Column

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Advertising armistice was de-

clared by Metro and the Los An-

geles Times, putting an end to a feud

which began several weeks ago when
a New York column, written by
Richard Grifiith and printed in the

Times, took a punch at the Metro
picture, 'Blossoms In the Dust,'

after the local reviewers, Ed Schal-

lert and Philip K. Scheuer, had
patted it on the back. After a

huddle with the editors, Louis B.

Mayer ordered 70 inches of adver-

tising for 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy,' the same amount of space

bought in the Los Angeles Exam-
iner. Times agreed to eliminate the

Griffith column.
Peace treaty does not include

Paramount, Warners and Pantages
theatres, still peeved about one of

Jimmie Fidler's columns, declaring

that no motion picture is worth more
than two bits. Fidler situation wiU
be discussed in a diplomatic way at

a meeting to be called by Y. Frank
Freeman, president of the Motion
Picture Producers Association, with

a view to straightening out the dif-

ficulties between film makers, thea-

tres and newspspers.

Fidler Chided

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Jimmie Fidler was sassed back by
Alex' Sclireiber, of the Associated

Theaters Circuit here, for his recent

contention that film theatre prices

are too high.

Scoffing at (he charge that the

picture business would be better off

at lower prices, Schreiber pointed

out that those in the $125 a month
Income class are chiefly nabe house-
goers and in De'^oit are getting

close to a four-hour picture bill for

prices ranging from 15c to 25c.

He pointed out that in competing
amusement fields the low income
earner was spending from 5c to ISc

for an amusement park ride lasting

at best two minutes,' and was plunk-
ing down from 15c to 50c in 'fire

traps' and spending more in drinks
in the process.

Delays on Coast

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Government priorities on steel

will hold up construction of

about 30 theatres in the Coast
area.

More than $3,000,000 has been
earmarked for the new houses.

BILL FOREMAN'S

POOLED CHAIN

0F8INNW

3B.&K.INCH1

COT TO 65c TOP

Chicago, Aug. 19,

Balaban & KaU, instituted a price

cut in three of its loop theatres.

United Artists, Roosevelt and Apollo,
reducing down the line to a night
top of 65c. Unusual in this price
Elash is that the lead was taken by
Loew's, which has the United Art-
ists, but operated through B.&K.
Distribution end of Loew's, asked
that the price be sliced at the UA,
feeling that the resultant upswing in
grosses would mean an extra chunk
of coin for the exchange. This is

one of the rare ir.stances when a
distribution outfit has asked for any
price cut in admissions, since most
distribs keep banging for higher
prices, especially for percentage
flitlisrs.

With the UA's price reduction;

B.&K. followed with similar price

slices in its own run houses, Apollo
and Roosevelt However, the Gar
rick remains at 75c top at night, this

house being used as a holdover spot
mostly from the Chicago, which is

tegiilarly at 75c top.

Seattle, Aug. 19.

With the new Vision, seating 825,

nearing compretion at Longview, to

open Oct. 1, Bill Foreman, formerly

general manager and film buyer for

the Sterling (John Danz) chain, has
consummated a merger and pooling of

houses in Longview, Kelso, St.

Helens, and Salem, to create a new
circuit of eight theatres. He has
formed the United Theatres Corp.,

of which he is general manager and
buyer, with h.q. in Seattle.

Merger includes Columbia and
Roxy, both in Longview; Kelso the-'

atre of Kelso, all three formerly
owned and operated by Bill Ripley,

and the Liberty, Kelso, of which
Basil Basher was former owner and
operator. These men remain with
the new comoany. Pooled with these

five houses are two in St Helens,

Ore. (Columbia and Roxy) and one
In Salem (Grand), owned by Fore-
man.
Ron Harrlgan .Is- new manager of

tiie two St. Helens houses, succeed-
ing Albert Foreman, brother of Bill,

who is . new manager at Salem.
Foreman acquired the Salem house
two weeks ago. The other first-run

spot in the Oregon capital city is the
Elsinore, Warner house.

. With big electrical power develop-
ment at Bonneville, that entire re-

gion, is perking up. Shipbuilding
and aluminum Industries are boom-
ing, with the good effects overflowing
to the towns Foreman is putting into

the pooled operations. Longview is

a lumber center of 15,000 pop; Kelso
is busy dairy center bf B,000; St.

Helens has 6,000 pop and Salem
comes along with 12,000.

JAS. JAFFURS' FAMILY

INBADAUTOCRACKUP

Pittsburgh, Aug. 19.

James Jaflurs, local exhib, and
four members of 'his fam^y were
critically injured last week when
their car was sideswiped by a truck
near Reading, Pa., while the Jaffurs
were en route home from a vacation.
The exhib suffered head injuries

and face cuts; his wife had two frac-

tured ribs; one daughter, Helen, had
a broken collarbone and another,
Virginia, a broken yfTist, and a son,
Carl, h^d a broken leg. Another -son,

Alex, was not injured.

They were all removed to a Read-
In:: hospital and at last reports will
recover.

HARRY B. FRENCH GJH.

FOR PARAMOUNT NW
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Harry B. French, veteran North,
west showman, has been appointed
assistant to the president and general
manager of the Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount circuit), John J. Friedl.

The post formerly was held by L. J,

Ludwig, who resigne'l more than a
year ago to become an exhibitor on
his own account and to embark in

the screen advertising business. The
vacancy had not been filled up to

this time. .

French has been Minnesota Amus.
district manager for Southern Min-
nesota and South' Dakota and also
will continue to handle that issign
ment. He left his own theatres in

Mankato, Minn., in 1925 to join the
staff of the old Finkelstein & Ruben
circuit, the Minnesota Amus. Co,
predecessor, as assistant to the gen-
eral manager of out-of-town thea-
tres. When PaAmount-Publix took
over the F. & R. chain In 1929,- he
continued with the circuit.

Can't Lose Lubin
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Arthur Lubin, who has directed aU-
the Abbott and Costello pictures at
Universal, continues as pilot of .their

next, 'Keep 'Em Plying.'

Picture starts Aug. 28, when the
comics return from - their eastern
tour.

COMES TEE BLOWUP
Hollywood, A.ug. 19.

RKO assigned Edmond O'Brien as
male topper in the CliB Reid produc-
tion, 'Powder Town/ scheduled for

a September start.

Picture, based on a novel by. Max
Brand, deals with munitions.

ALL-KANSAS CITY PIC

PROD^mo RHYTHM'

^CansM City, Aug. 19.

Outdoor Bcenea on featur* film,

•Rodeo Rhythm,' featuring Roy
Knapp's Rough Riders of Kansas
City, Kan., and being produced by
Leo J. McCarthy and Martin Finkel-

stein, are being shot at Platte CII7.

Mo., 29 miles north of here, this

week,
McCarthy, head of Del-Cal Thea-

tres, Inc., the producing company. Is

a former Fox-Midwest Theatre exec

who was assistant to Elmer Rhoden,
present divisional manager, and de-

cided to produce film several months
ago.

Film is to be strictly a K. C. ven-
ture, with exception of technical crew
headed by Fred Newmeyer, director,

and Fred Scott, etnging buckaroo
who will have the lead in the film.

Local tests for talent wound up with
Patricia Redpath being selected for

.femme lead opposite Pat Dunn,
WDAF singer. June Pilley, Lois
Bridge and John Frank, locelites,

also have supporting roles.

Script is based on a story Idea by
Landon Laird, columnist for the
Kansas City Star, and scenes, besides

those at Platte City fairgrounds, will

be shot at Houston Lake, near Park-
ville, 10 miles north' of K. C, and at

the Yoden farm at Olathe; Kan., 20

miles south. All of the 30 or more
Rough Riders will be in film with
featured parts going to Roylene
Smith, 'Verpon Brown and (ilorla

Morse. Mtislc by Morrill Moore,
manager of the Fox Midwest's Isis

theatre here, and'his son C^ne Moore,
including four songs, 'Rodeo Rhythm,'
Short Stirrups,' 'Little Saddle,' "Hit-

ting the Trail.' A fifth song, Xullaby
to a tittle Cowboy,' has been secured

by McCarthy from Buddy Jonea.

Score and dialog is being recorded In

the studios of WHB here.

RKO This Year Doubles

6-Montb Net Profit;

Up to $485,605

RKO net profit for the 26 weeks
ended last July 5 totaUed $485,609 or

more than twice as much as the

$220,819 shown in the corresponding
six months of 1940. Actual profit

from operations, before deductions
for depreciation, provision for in-

come taxes and preferred diwy of

Keith-Albee-Orpheum was $1,419,-

314 or about $6,000 below compar-
able 26-week period last year. Com-
pany showed a loss of $158,321 in

the June quarter as compared with
$314,269 loss in 1941.

RKO report reveals that $667,753

was written off for depreciation, con-

trasted with $726,643 In the corre-

sponding period of 1941. Also that

provision for income taxes amounted
to $213,456, far less than the $331,740

in the 1941 period. Company also

saved on the K-A-O preferred divi-

dend distribution, showing only $52,-

500 as paid in the 26 weeks, com-
pared with $146,387 paid out in the

first six months last year.

Provision for Federal income taxes

was figured at 30% compared with
24% rate in 1940. No provision Is

made for excess profits tax because
the corporation is figured as not be.

ing liable in this respect.

aKO AHiniAL EABinNGS 1930-41

Net profit except as noted.
1930 $3,385,628
1931 tt 5,rf60,771

1932 tt 10,695,503

1933 tt 4,384,064

1934 tt 310,575
1935 t 684,7333
1936 t 2,485,911

1937..,. t 1,821,166

1938 t 18,605

1939 tt 186,495

1940 t 695,416
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$535,088 t$314,269 $95,367 t279,230

(1941 by Quarters)
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$643,926 t$158,321

t Deficit
"•

. t Before provision . for subsidiary
corporation preferred dividend.

MEETS HELFOED, TOO
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Frank Melford drew the associate
producer chore on 'Scattergood

Meets Broadway,' which started yes-
terday (Mon.) with Guy 3Kibbee in

the top role.

Picture is being made by Jerry
Brandt's Pyramid Prodiictlons for

RKO release.

Tough Judge flaps Sol Krim Into

Jail for 6 Mos.; Admish Tax Rap

Maybo

Detroit Aug. IS.

Maybe It's the heat and, then
again, mayb* It's cold feet
.Meeting of the local exhibitors

hum to plan a aingle-feature
formula for this area, entirely

double-bill, cam* to an end be-
cause the attendance was too

•light to accomplish anything. It

was decided the hot weather was
to blame and the meetings were
dioved over for another month.

9 PJH. FEATURE

FOR DEFENSE

WORKERS

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Because of odd hour shifts in the
defense Industries, United Detroit

Theatres Is experimenting with a
later start In one of Its downtown
houses. Chosen for the experiment
la the Broadway-Capitol, second-run
loop house, which will time the main
feature to start at approximately 8

p.m., the second picture tagged later.

Idea la that there Is a considerable
number of workers coming off shifts

late in the day who can't hit the'down-
town belt before that hour. Working
in reserve, the early shift men, the
S and 4 p.m.ers, can catch the sec-

ondary feature early, catch the main
feature at a reasonable time In the
evening for getting home «arly or
just confine themselves to the chief

picture.

Setup furnishes a good basis of

comparison, for under the chain's
policy other second-run houses are
using the same bill which permits
cross-checking, ^cperiment also is

expected to give a line on the

strength of solo pictures, again re-

ported in the offing in this solidly

double-feature stronghold.

KERR SUPPORTS COHN'S

SQUAWK VS. DISTRIBS

Omaha, Aug. 19.

An intervenor has joined the ac-
tion of M. S. Cohn against Metro,
Warners, 20th-Fox, RKO and Para-
mount, filed with Byron Pulis, secre-
tary of the local arbitration board.
Cohn, who owns and operates the
Strand, across the river in Council
Bluffs, la., has asked discontinuance
of the 20-day clearance program in
vogue in the Omaha territory and
levels his action against the five

companies. The intervenor is E. W.
Kerr, operator of the Broadway, also
in Council Bluffs. He is backing
the Cohn action, -

The Cohn complaint Is the first

received here since opening of the
arbitration office under the consent
decree. Pulis declares the hearing
will be set for about Sept 1.

N. Y. Musicians' Drive

On Strength of 'Consent'
New York musicians union direct-

ed Monday (18) a circular letter to
independent exhibitors appealing to
them to make wider use of live mu-
sicians now that the motion picture
consent decree, as the letter phrased
It, had 'restored to theatre men some
measure of free competition and
liberty' in makiife up their programs.
The union said that It felt that, with
the exhibs free to pick their own
fare and not have to pay for product
shelved, they ought to 'find oppor-
tunity to share this economic libera-
tion with their patrons' by including
the entertainment of live musicians.
The circular was signatured by

Jack Rosenberg and William Fein-
berg, president and v.p., respectively,
of Local 802.

Slightly Tarnished
Los Angeles, Aug. 19m

Gold Seal Productions, Inc., Is' de-
fendant In a creditor's petition,

charging - insolvency, in Federal
court.

Petitioner, Clifford Sanforth, filed

a claim for $12,375.

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Declaring that this was no tima
to be meddling with Uncle Sam's
taxes, Federal Judge Frank a.
Picard grew tough here and clapped
Sol Krim, operator of the Krim Bros,
Theatrical Enterprises and the
Stramer Theatre Corp., into Federal
prison for six months for evasion of
payment of admission taxes and em-
bezzlement of U. S. funds. The
judge also waxed wrathy about
'polo-playing theatre owners trying
to gallop along with the Hollywood
crowd,' In nickinjg Mac Krim,
brother and co-partner in the chains,
for a heavy fine. The latter was a
member of polo teams here and fre-
quently played on Hollywood teams.
Nominal fines of $1 were laid against
the two concerns.

,

The brothers had pleaded guilty
after a' Federal grand jury indicted
them on charges of having failed to
turn over in excess of $3,(H>0 col-

lected in taxes on admission tickets

In their theatres here between July
and October, 1940. Under the in-
dictments, each containing eight
counts, the brothers could have
rolled up a maximum penalty of 40
years end fines of $40,000 since the
law provides a maximum penalty of

five years' imprisonment and a $5,000
fine on each count. However, the
prison sentence was a rarity since

for first offenses on guilty pleas on
similar tax claims the procedure
usually Is collection of the unpaid
taxes, plus fine and probation. The
sentence of the older Krim indicated
a new toughness on the part of the
courts for tax skipping.

RKO'S $30,000

FORD.CNOVE

RKO last week paid $30,000 for

screen rights to 'Lena Henry,' new
novel by Polan Banks which will be
published shortly by William Mor-
row. Banks, who authored "The
Great Lie,' In which Bette Davis ap-
peared for Warner Bros., Is currently
working on the RKO lot on the
screenplay of 'Lona.' It's localed in

Washington and deals with the sac-

rifices made by a woman to allow
her husband to continue his public

career.

Paramount and 20th-Fox are inter-

ested in 'Barometer Rising,' a first

novel by Hugh MacLcnnan. An
aviation story, it may be purchased
this week. It wiU be published In

the fall by DueU, Sloan '& Pearce.
Monogram acquired 'Storm Out of

the West,' by Michael Healey.
Metro purchased 'Hobbies Across

the Sea,' by Georges Labrousse.

ROGERS PITCHES INDIE

SETUP, NO RELEASE YET

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Charles R. Rogers, who recently

split with Columbia, moved his staff

into new quarters on the RKO-
Pathe lot In Culver City.

Plans call for several independent
productions, although no ^releasing

deals have been disclosed.

Studio Contracts

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Phil Silvers drew player contract

at Warners.
Dan Duryea inked actor pact with

Samuel Goldwyn.
Patsy Kelly signed to two-picture

acting deal by RKO.
Gene Tierney renewed byi 20th-

Fox.
Renee Haal penned player deal

with RKO.
Dooley Wilson signed player pact

with Paramount.
Joan Merrill drew acthig ticket at

RKO.
Fay McKenzie Joined Republic's

player contract list

Robert Smith signed to an acting

pact at RKO.
John Sutton's player option picked

up at 20th-Fox.
Corinne Mura, Spanish singer,

inked a contract at RKO.
Marie McDonald given a player

ticket at Universal.
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FBI QUIZ MO PIX LABOR
10,000 Film Technicians Effect

Own Labor Deal With Studios

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Strike of 10,000 film technicians

was averted last night (Monday)

when the Producers' Assn. an-

nounced that Its labor-negotiating

committee had reached an agree-

ment with Local 683 ot the Labora-

tory Technicians' union. Marked
the first time an lATSE local was
permitted to negotiate a deal for its

own membership and forecasts the

end of eastern hoodlum control of

studio labor negotiations. Producers

also agreed to negotiate with other

lATSE locals.

Sixteen-month deal swung by Lo-

cal 663 calls tor a minimum six-

hour call, substantial wage increases

for all classifications and improved
working conditions. Deal came on

the heels of the local's announce-

ment of a strike vote meeting called

lor Sunday (24). Support pledges

had been obtained from other locals.

Contract makes a cumulative week
now 54 hours, against the previous

setup of 60 hours, with time-and-a-

half after 40 hours, time-and-a-half

alter 36 hours lor those subject to

36 accumulative hours or after eight

hours any one day. Top classifica-

tions draw pay scales now ranging

from $66.55 to $119.79 weekly. Other

groups below those also received siz-

able boosts in their hourly pay, scale,

some such increases being as much
as 25c an hour.

'Hit the Deck' Remake

Hollywood. Aug. 19.

New film version of 'Hit th« DMk,'
old Vincent Youmans musical, is

slated lor a remake at RKO, with
Ray Bolger as male lead and David
Batler as director.

Songs will be new, with tii* ex-

ception of 'Hallelujah,' outstanding

tune of th« original production in

1930.

DISNEY SHUTS

DOWN FOR I

WEEKS

E

Chl Mob Influence in Studio

Labor a Moot Subject of

Federal Agents' Interroga-

tions of Union Leaders

RKO-Screen Office Employes Guild

May Touch Off White Collar Strike

On the Other End

QUESTION OF DEALS

20th-Fox's $457,189

Net Profit, Against

$236,163 Loss Last Yr.

Showing an improvement of $693,-

352 in the second quarter ended

June 28, as compared with the cor-

responding quarter last year, 20th-

Fox last week reported net profit of

$457,189. This compares with, a loss

of $236,163 for the second quarter

of 1940.

Company's consolidated net profit

for the first 26 weeks this year to-

talled $861,278, or about $750,000 bet-

ter -than the first half of 1940 when
the company reported only $117,213

net profit. 20th-Fox six-month earn-

ings are after paying federal income

taxes and deducting $1,500,000 as re-

serve for foreign assets. Only $800,-

000 was written off in comparable 26

weeks last year as reserve for for-

eign assets.

Gross income from all sources for

the corporation totalled $121,652,127.

Expenses were listed as $19,065,612

01 which $12,309,344 covered amor-
tization ol production and other

costs. 20th-Fox wrote off $141,844

for depreciation of fixed assets, not

Including depreciation of $365,699 on
studio- buildings, equipment, etc.,

'which was absorbed in production.

costs. Federal income taxes for the

six months were figured at $74,300,

ZOth-Fox Earnings, 1935-40

Net profit, except as noted: (•) deficit

1935 $3,090,135

1936 7,722,955

1937 8,617,114

1938 7,252,467

1939 4,663,009

1940 •517,336

(1940 by Quarters)
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$353,376 •$236,163 •$1,192,824 $558,275

(1941 by Quarters)
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$404,089 $457,189

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Walt Disney studio closed Mon-

day (18) for two weeks.. Only main-

tenance crews and employes on un-

finished tasks are at work. Closing

announcement by Gunther Lesstng,

company -v.p. and attorney, cam* as

result of the Screen Cartoonists

Guild protest of the earlier layoS

of iffi Guild members against 49

non-Guilders.

James F. Dewey, Federal concilia-

tion commissioner, whose recent

award ended the two months' Dis-

ney strike, is expected here to review

layoffs anci shutdown. Company, in

part, explained the shutdown as fol-

lows: 'This company cannot pay sal-

aries of hundreds of employes for

whom it has no present use. We
have expressed complete willingness

to accept the 'formula offered by
Government representatives. We
stand ready to pay full compensa-

tion to employes whom federal ar-

bitrator feels under terms of award
to have been wrongfully laid off.

The union rejected the Govern-

ment's proposal and declares that if

we attempt to follow it will take ac-

tion against us. In view of this, we
have no alternative than close the

plant until the arbitrator passes

upon the personnel laid oft under

the award.'

In the meantime, SCG plans to

closely check rw.ployes reporting for

work and see if there's any dis-

crimination against the union; and

also stands by its charge that the

original layoll plans indicated the

Disney company was more inter-

ested in trying to break the union

than reaching an amicable agree-

ment. SCG brands the shutdown a

'lockout,' charging the company

'shows bad faith in accepting the

Government's strike arbitration

award.'

' Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Quizzing of studio labor leaders by
FBI agents indicates the Government
is interested in eliminating the entire
Capone gang' influence from labor
control. Probe seems to be centering
on why certain wage agreements are
signed with independent producers
and not with major companies.
Harold V. Smith, chairman ol the

Studio Business Bepresentatives
Committee, and former international

representative of the lATSE, re-

portedly was quizzed for several

hours recently. He is said to have
been asked why favorable contracts,

signed with indie producers (about
contracts) had not been put in

effect with majors.
Officials of Laboratory Local 683,

and Herb Sorrell, Moving Picture

Painters Local 644, were reported
queried along the same lines. Also
asked their knowledge ol Frank Nitti,

Humphreys and others whose names
are linked with lATSE control

Three A's in Third

Block From 20th-Fox

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Third book-of-flve pictures to be
released by 20th-Fox under the con-
sent 'decree contains three 'A' pro
ductions, beginning with 'Swamp
Water,' slated for Oct. 17.

Others are 'Hot Spot,' Oct. 31; 'How
Green Was My Valley,' Nov. 14; 'Con.
firm or Deny,' Nov. 28, and 'Remem-

ber the Day,' Dec. 5.

Neagle-Wiicox FmaBy

Get Visas, COpper Off

Aniia Neagle and Herbert Wilcox

clippered from New York on their

way to London yesterday (Tuesday)

after a two-weeks delay caused by

difficulty in getting Portuguese visas.

Wilcox will produce-direct a film to

be made at the\Denham studios,

near London, on the lile of British

aviatrix Amy Mollison. Miss Neagle

will be starred.

Pic will be included in a new
RKO release deal signed by Wilcox

last Wednesday (13). It calls for

seven films in three years ,and al-

lows the Wilcox-Neagle team one

outside picture each 12 months.

On completion of the Mollison

film, Miss Neagle will return to

America for a cross-Canadian tour

in behalf of the Air Marshall Bishop

Fund for the Air Cadet League of

Canada.

BIOFF-BROWNE TRIAL

SET OVER TO SEPT. 8

Trial of William Biofl and George
E. Browne, west coast representative
and president of the Intiemational

Alliance ol Theatrical Stage Em-'
ployees, respectively was postponed
Monday (18) to Sept. 8 in N.Y. fed-

eral court, by Judge Francis G.
Caffey. The postponement ot the

trial from Aug. 25 was due to the

fact that there will be no available

trial judge before that date, and that

Nick Ci.rcello, alias Nick Dean, friend

of both the accused is still ducking a
Government subpoena.

Circello disappeared in Alay at the

time of the indictment against both

men, and no Government agent has

as yet . been able to locate him.
Mathias F. Correa, U.S. attorney who
will prosecute the case, told Judge
Caffey he was reluctant to go to trial

without Circello's testimony.

The expected fireworks, with the

possible demand lor the incarcera

tion ol both executives failed to

come off, for although Correa told

the court he could not locate Circello,

Ke fa-iled to ask that the defendants'

ball be revoked and both be jailed.

At a previous hearing .Correa had
told the court that he lelt the de-

fendants were interlering with pros-

pective Government witnesses, and
under a ruling by senior Judge John
C. Knox, such interlerence would be
punishable by revocation of bail and
jailing until trial. Both Bioff and
Browne deny any knowledge ol the

whereabouts ol Circello.

Bioff and Browne face charges of

having extorted $550,000 from Loews,

20th Century-Fox, Paramount and

Warner Bros., through threats of

calling a strike in their union. The
Government is seeking to jail both

under the anti-racketeering act. Both

men have posted $50,000 each as ball.

Just Leery

,
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Local film men in key spots are

ducking every -time the phone rings

for fear ol being served to appear

at the Willie Bioff hearings. This

is due to the feeling all the Bioff

dealings in show business date back

to and tie in with Chicago activi-

ties; and the local film men don't

want to get mixed up in the case.

This is, however, based on the dis-

like to be brought into the matter

due to the red tape involved, and

not because ol any shady stuff, for

there was at no .time any question

about the absolute legitimacy of the

association of the Chicago theatre

men and the International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Elliott Nugent gave the go signal

at Warners yesterday (Monday) on
"The Male Animal' as director of the
picture -in which he played the top

role on the stage.

Henry Fonda does the male lead In

the" film. Nugent and James Thur-
ber wrote the play.

F. P. -CANADIAN.

NATHANSON

EMBROILED

Toronto, Aug. 19.

Initial legal encounter between the

Dominion's two exhibition titans.

Famous Players-Canadian and the

N. L. Nathanson-Odeon interests,

appears about to occur. It was dis-

closed that FPC has caused issuance

ol a writ against O. R. Hanson and
the Hanson Theatres Corp. because
of the reported transfer of the Tlm-
mins theatre in Northern Ontario to

Odeon, or its subsids, by Hanson.
Although the Nathanson chain is

only indirectly involved, the action

marks the first legal encounter in-

volving, the two sides. There has
been i tremendous struggle going on
between the two interests ever since

Nathanson broke away from FPC.
Although serving of the writ re-

quires little detail lieing made pub-
lic, it Is understood that the issue

involved is title to the Timmins.
Further details will be revealed
when papers are filed with the court

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Latest class of studio employes
stirring the strike stew is the Screen
Office Employes Guild which started
rounding up support pledged from
the other film unions and Guilds.
First action might come at RKO over
proposals submitted on the Guild
contract
Meeting Monday (18) with RKO's

Joe Breen, attorney Ray Hastings
brought the RKO answer that a
counter-proposition would be sub-
mitted in a lew days. First militant
action by the white collarites thus
might come at RKO il they vote to
push acceptance demands.

.

Major companies, formerly insist-

ing on individual contracts with the
SOEG now ask a uniform wage scale
for the entire industry. Studio
Painters union voted Monday (18)
to support the SOEG, setting a $50
fine on any member crossing the
picket line in event the Clerical
Workers strike.

SOEG is said to be certain ol sup-
port of the Laboratory Technicians
and Studio Machinists local. Witji
big talent groups such as the SAG
being contacted for support.

SAG Votes Neat Wage

Scaie Boosts for Pix

Extras and Freelancers

KeUy (UA) Feuding

Eases Ont Milstein;

Schlaifer Replaces

Departure of J. J. Milstein as
eastern rep of Edward Small and
the naming ol Jack Schlaifer to the
post loUows battles over a period
ol several years between Milstein

and the United Artists organization,

which distribs Small pix. Situation

had finally become so strained be-

tween Milstein and UA that Small,
in his own interest, was lorced to

replace his eastern rep.

'Everyone knows the reason,' Mil-

stein dcelariid when queried "on his

departure, 'I just couldn't get aIon'»

with Arthur Kelly and his organiza-

tion.'

Schlailer, who will assume the

title of v.p. of the Small unit, was
until recently v.p. and western
salesmanager for United Artists.

lie'U take over his new nosl in New
york at the beginning of next week.

Milstein, general sales manager of

Republic until he went with Small
three years ago, also represented the

Albert Lewin-Arthur Loew and
Richard Rowland units at the UA
h.o. With his departure they will be
unrepresented temoorarily. Nelt.he-

has anv pictures comlne up. Mil-

stein said he will take a lone vaca-

tion ?nd has no plans beyond that.

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

New wage scale, calling for a hike
in the daily pay of extras and day
and fr^lance players, went into ef-

fect Friday (15) by a 93% vote of
the Screen Actors Guild. Referen-
dum resulted in 4,271 votes, of which
3,955 were for and 316 against the
new scale.

Contract revision, hoists the mini-
mum wage for day and freelance
players from $S6 to $100 a week. It

wipes out the $8.25 and $11 classes
and provides .a '$10.£0 call to re-
place both brackets. Dancers go up
from $11 to $13.75, and singers, get
an increase at about tlie same ratio.

Use ol $5.50 extras -is confined to
calls ^lor 30 or more atmosphere
players. Otherwise they draw $10.50.

All But WBWiil Bargain

CoHectiveiy With SPG

All major csmpanies but Warner
Bros, have determined to band to-

gether in the bargaining with the
Screen Publicists Guild of New York,
which will get unc'er way this week.
WB may be party to the commitlee
which will represent the producers,
but it hasn't bean determined defi-

nitely as yet. It has been holding
out for ncgotirtion by individual
companies.
Several meetings of pub-ad heads

and attorneys have already been
held at 'the Hays office in which at-

tempts were made to bring WB into
the committee with the saven other
majors, and another one will be held
this week before bargaining on a
contract starts.

Travis for 'Arsenic*

Hpilywood, Aug. 19.

First actor to be signed for the

cast of 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' the

forthcoming Frank Capra produc-

tion at Warners, is Richard Travis,

recently imported from Broadway
and now olaying the romantic lead

opposite Bette Davis in 'The Man
Who Came (o Dinner.'

Capra is now in New York, gari-

dering the stage play for ideas about

filming.

Hope, Providence, Sold;

4>/2 Yr. Picketing Ends
Providence, Aug. 19.

Marathon picketing of the Hope
theatre here—which started four and
one-hall years •'(lo—came to an end
Saturday (16) with sale ot the house.

Pavement-pounding, dating back to

1937, was by- Local 223, lATSE.
Origin of the picketing has become

somewhat vague with the passing of
years. Max Nathanson, former
owner, declared it followed his re-
fusal to discharge musicians who
were members ol the American Fed-
eration of Musicians. As result, two
projectionists were called out by
the lA and Nathanson put in two
non-union operators.
New owners are the Gordon and

Lockwood interests. S. J, Badarao,
who has taken over as manager, Is

meeting with the union on solution
of the difficulty.
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TTnlted ArllBtB releoM of Alexander Korda
traduction. Stars Merl» Oberon; (enturea

Alan Marshall. Joseph Cotton, Hana.Tarny,

iinhn Halllday, George Reevea. Sara AU-

JSSd, Edilft May Oliver. Directed by Jullen

Suvlvler. Original atory, Jul|on Duvlvler

ind LadlBlaa Bush-Fokcte; acreenplny and

SiiTloa Ben Hecht and Sam -HaReneteln:

iimera. L«e Qarmea: production dealBner,

vinSnt Korda; editor, William Hornbeck;

~nea Butler. Reviewed In Projection Room.

aJI. 18. '«• Running time, 103 MINS.

I,ydla Maomlllan S?^""tJ' Edna May OliverGranny.
'Rlciiard Alan M^rahal

Michael Jo^Ph '{.""•n

Frank ..Han. \nrny
iayih George Rccvea

f?JlVr John Hallldny

Johnny'B Mother Sara Allgoort

ffShnny i:i.-^J"A'
Old Ned Frank Conlan

A man loves 'em and leaves 'em,

but a woman carries the torch for

en early romance down through the

years. Proceeding on this premise
^Lydia' displays uie life span of a
woman from 20 to 60, and her torch-

ing for a lover whose promises and
memories are forgotten 35 years

later. Picture, although episodic and
' overlength in its unfolding, makes a
direct appeal for woman aiidiences

and will get business on that basis

as solo or billtopper in key booking*-

Original story, by Julien Duvivier

and L. Bush-Fekete carries on in a

minor key the romantic frustration

of "Hie Old Maid' and the personal
narrative backgroimd track of 'Re-

becca.' It's strictly a character study

of a gal pursued and loved by three

men of various standings—football

hero, famous doctor, and blind mu-
sical genius—^but who holds in her
heart through the years the

.
brief,

but hot, romance with a seafarer-

lover. Only when he turns up for

a reunion of the suitors, and fails to

remember the romantic interlude,

does the woman finally shatter- her
own dream.

Picture carries advantages on top
production layout In all technical de-

Sartments, with camera work by Lee
tarmes particularly effective. Dia-

log and narrative, with frequent use
of cutbacks for the story telling, does

I
lot add to the speed of the unreel-
Dg under the leisurely direction by.

JJuvivier. Latter holds to the Eu-
ropean technique of stressing char-
acterization rather than movement,
Which slows up proceedings consid-
erably.

Merle Oberon Is the focal point
lor the several young men with seri-

cui intentions. Joseph Gotten is a
. )'oung physician who falls in love
with her first; then there's George
Beeves, a Harvard athlete who near-
& nabs her on an elopment to

QiUncy; and Hans Yaray, a blind
musician, who is inspired to write a

Eoncerto for her, but the aggressive
ove-maker, Alan Marshal, sweeps
ler away to a rendezvous for a
month's hectic romance. He then
leaves her—promising to return—but

Sever does until 35 years later, and
len has forgotten the entire affair.

She, In turn, had staked her whole
Ufe on his dependability and re-
membrance to return for eternity.

Ml5S Oberon takes full advantage
of her prominent role to turn in an
Excellent performance which rates
with the best opportunity she's had
In several years. Makeup for the
span of years Is particularly excel-
lent. Edna May Oliver is doughty
as old Granny for comedy character-
ization, while Marshal Is the spirited
suitor who burns the candle for a
brief spell and then disappears un-
til the final brief reunion. Gotten is

the sympathetic and sincere lover
Who is the wheelhorse despite com-
petition, and Reeves is the athlete
who swept her oft her feet.

Dialog states In the final scene,
"Every woman is both wise and fool-
ish In love,' and that's it; the women
will probably like to sit through the
training process for 103 minutes.

Dr. Kildare's Wedding
Day
Hollywood, Aug. IS.

Metro productloii and release. Features
J(«w 'Ayres. Iilonal Barrymore, Laralne
uKj. Red Skelton. Directed by Harold S.
Bucquet. ScreenpUy by Willis Ooldbeck
jnd Harry Ruskln; atory by.Orniond RiAh-
Ten and JLawrenca P. Bachmann. based on
otaaracters created by Max Brand; camera,
Qeorge Folsey; editor, Conrad A. Nervlg.
rrevlBwed In studio projection room, Aug.
U. '41. Running Urns, 8t BIIN8.Oh James Klldara I^w Ayrea
Dr, Leonard Gllleepis Lionel Barrymore
•fary Lament Laralne Day
Ternon Briggs Red Skelton
Wolly Byrd Alma Kruger
Vt. Stephen Klldara Samuel S. Hinds
OODstanzo Labardl Nils Aether
Dr. Walter Carew. Waiter Klngstord
Wn. Martha Klldara .Emma Dunn
gr. Lockberg Miles Mander
Sl'."*^^"''*'" Nell CraigWka Ryan Frank Ortb
S'lover George H. Reed
S»"J'" Marie Blake
"n. Bartlett Margaret Seddon

With studio policy dictating that
Ji^ralne Day must be removed from
the Klldare s.eries because of bigger
Sians for her in the company's pro-
uction program, this one apparently

was churned out to achieve that pur-
Sose without any further thought
esult is a minor entry, in the series

burdened with episodic and un-
interesting Incidents strung together
with burdensome dialog. Picture
will prove disappointing to follow-

of the series, and rates no better
surt than, dual support.
Elimination of Miss Day comes

with abrupt suddenness—death
When struck doivn by a truck. Ex-

tended footage devoted to plans and
preparations for the wedding, even
to a rehearsal of the c6remony,
leaves the audience unprepared for
the tragedy, which, although quickly
covered, is not well set up in telling.
Future status of the Kildare series
without inclusion of the romance
that has characterized issues up to
this point, will be decided by the
next two • or three pictures of the
young medico's adventures. Studio
is definitely at the crossroads with
Dr. Kildare, and will fully under-
stand this tact when theatre reports
start rolling in on this one.
Story is a jumble of incidents,

tossing between preparations for the
wedding and several serious cases
requiring attention of Lionel Barry-
more and Lew Ayres at the hospital.
Nils Asther, orchestral conductor
with a strange ear ailment, is
diagnosed and treated successfully
so he can carry on his musical
career. On the eve of the wedding.
Miss Day is killed to upset Ayres'
interests in both life and medicine.
But Barrymore snaps him out of the
tog to recite, a similar tragedy in his
own life—and Ayres will continue
in future issues aa the brilliant
young doctor.

Nils Asther joins the regular
group of the Kildare stock company
as the maestro-patient. All the fa-
miliar faces of the series are back
for familiar characterizations, in-
cluding Ayres, Barrymore, Miss Day,
Red Skelton, Alma Kruger, Samuel
S. Hinds, Emma Dunn, Nell Craig,
Walter Kingsford and Frank Orth.
Director Harold S. Bucquet did the
best he could with the disconnected
script. Wolt

OUR WIFE
Hollywood, Aug. 14. .

Columbia release. oC John Stahl produc-
tloi), directed by Stahl; asBoclate producer,
IrvInK Starr. Stars Ruth Hussey, Uelvyn
DouRlafi, Ellen Drew. Screenplay by P. J.
WoUsoD, from play by Lillian Day and
Lyon MearBon; camera* Franz F. Planer;
editor. Qene HavUck; Asst. director, Rldge-
way Callow; concerto by Leo Shuken. Pre-
viewed at Aleiander, Olendale, Aug. 13,
'41. Runnlnir time, 92 M1N8.
Jorry Marvin Melvyn Douslnn
Susan Drake Ruth Hussey
Babe Marvin Ellen Drew
Professor Drake Charles Coburn
Tom Drake John Hubbard
Dr. Cassell Harvey Stephens
Hattle Theresa Harris

Miniature Reviews

•Lydla* (UA). Merle Oberon
starrer will get femme trade. .

'Dr. Kildare's Weddlne Day'
(M-G). Weak entry in the KU-
dare series burdened by discon-
nected incidents and dialog.

'Our Wife' (Col). Fairly,
amusing marital farce for nom-
'Inal adult attention in the regu-
lar runs as top attraction.

•Flylnr BUnd' (Par). Above
par B programmer will please in
regular runs.

Ice-Capades* (Rep). Light,
bright Ice-skating yarn that will
please.

'Criminals Within' (PRC).
Army spy whodunit padded with
silly absurdities; meagre even
on dualers.

'Bawhlde Bangers' (U). Johnny
Mack Brown rides again in swift
outdoor meller, with western
music trimmings.

'Fugitive Valley' (Mono).
Profit-making Range Busters pic.

All the western ingredients.

FLYING BLIND
Hollywood, Aug. 18.

Paramount release of William H. Plne-
Wllllam C. Thomas production: associate
producer. Jo»in W. Rogers. Stars Rich-
ard Arlen. Jean Parker. Directed by
Frank McDonald. OrlKlnal screenplay by
Maxwell Shane and Richard Murphy; cam-
era, Fred Jackman. Jr.; editor. Robert
Crandall. Previewed In projection room,
Aug. 13. '41. Running time, 69 MINS.
Jim Clark Richard Arlcn
Shirley Brooks Jean Parker
Eric Karoiek Nils Asther
Veronica Marie Wilson
Rocky Drake Roger Pryor
S"«>' Eddie Quillan
•Bob Puller Dick Purcell
Chester GImble Grady Sutton
Miss Danlla Kay Sutton

John Stahl hits a change of pace
with this lightly-moulded approach
to the familiar marital triangle of
husband-divorced wife-other woman.
Keyed in farcical treatment without
the heavy dramatic and cynical trap-
pings generally associated with
Stahl's pictures, ' 'Our Wife* will
amuse adult audiences for nominal
b.o. attention in the regular runs.

Despite the triangular familiarity
with the basic story, Stahl bisects it

with a moderate admixture of
satirical and dramatic ingredients
generating from the battle of a man's
divorced wife and new interest to
snare him for the future. Many
feminine wiles and catty scratchings
are paraded along the line in the
open warfare, all providing audience
amusement and enlightenment.

Composer-musician Melvyn Doug-
las, drowning sorrows of his recent
unhappy marriage, meets Ruth Hus-
sey, her father. Charles Goburn, and
brother John Hubbard, on a cruise
off Panama. Family group are all

medical scientists, and try to

straighten out Douglas before "he

disembarks at Havana. Accepting
his offer to use his Long Island home
while they are in New York, Doug-
las beats them home via Clipper;
quickly falling in love with Miss
Hussey. Her companionship inspires

him to compos? a concerto which is

performed at a symphony concert
for acclaim. His new fame brings
back the divorced wife, who decides

to regain him from the opposition
through exercise of sympathetic ap-
proaches. From there on, it's a

merry battle between the two
women—with Douglas in a second-

ary role—but the duplicity of the

former wife Is exposed for Miss
Hussey's final victory.

Douglas adds much to the farcical

interest in the first haU, but fades to

a minor position once the two girls

start their battle over him; and sec-

ond half focuses attention on the

catty battle being unreeled. Miss
Hussey turns in a sterling perform-

ance as Douglas' fiancee who tries

many ruses before unmasking the

first wife's skullduggery. Miss Drew
provides a strong characterization of

the scheming, goldlgglng spouse.

Coburn, Hubbard, Harvey Stephens

and Theresa Harris give total sup-

port in a small cast.
*

Stahl's direction proceeds at a

bumpy pace at times, while In other

sections he zips along at a good
speed. He is best with his definite

etchings of the two femme extremes;

the customers will be amused at this

not a little. Production layout In all

technical departments Is of A stand-

ard throughout. Leo Shunkens
'Concerto for Trumpet,' presented

by the symphony orchestra In one
sequence, will please the class mu-
sic followers. Wolt.

20th Date* 'West Point'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

'Ten Gentlemen from West Point'

is slated to march Oct. 6 at 20th-

Fox, with Henry Fonda, Randolph

Scott and John Payne In the front

line.

William Perlberg produces. No
director has been assigned to date.

This is the third aviation actioner
starring Richard Arlen, flying for the

Pine-Thomas combo via Paramount
release, fl's a neatly concocted tale

achieving purpose of providing good
program entertainment In the reg-

ular runs, and will lift status of the
series with the paying customers.
Story establishes Arlen as operator

of a honeymoon air service from
Los Angeles to Las Vegas, assisted by
secretary and romantic interest, Jean
Parker, and mechanic-pal Eddie
Quillan. First half of the yam is

devoted to lightly; sketched bicker-

ings l>etween Arlen and Miss Parker
for amusing Interludes, with' final

half swinging over to dramatic ac-
tion dealing with attempts of for-
eign agents to secure a new airplane
transformer developed for American
fighter planes. Before the spies are
corraled, there's a wild ri^e in the
clouds, a forced landing, and brush-
fire necessitating an emergency take-
off. Arlen and Miss Parkef natural-
ly make up for a happy ending.

Arlen continues his screen flying
career In fine fashion, and series in.i

dicates he's in the right groove for
popularity rebuild. Miss Parker
provides excellent romantic dresS'

ing, with Quillan supplying comedy
antics and amusement with his
worry over expectant baby. Nils
Asther continues his comeback as
the foreign agent; Roger Pryor is a
renegade pilot working for the
enemy; and Dick Purcell a suitor

for Miss Parker to play against Ar-
len. Scatterbrain Marie Wilson and
boyscoutish Grady Sutton team ef-

fectively for comedy purposes as an
eloping couple on the trip.

Direction by Frank McDonald
moves along at a consistent clip, and
script by Maxwell Shane and Rich'

ard Murphy is compactly knit. Cam.
era work by Fred Jackman, Jr. is

okay. Walt.

ICE-CAPADES
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Robert North produc-

tion. Features James Ellison, Dorothy
Lewis, Jerry Colonna. Phil Silvern, Alan
Mowbmy, Barbara Jp Allen, with the 'Ice-

Capades' Co. Directed by Joseph Santley.

Screenplay, Jack Townley, Robert Hararl,

Olive Cooper; original, Isabel Dawn, Boyce
DeOaw; additional dialog, Mel Shavelson,

Milt Josefsberg; camera, Jack Marta:
skating aequencas, Harry Losee: editors,

Murray Seldeen, Howard O'Nell; music,

Cy Feuer; production manager, Al Wilson.

Pravlewed In Projection Room. N. T., Aug,

14, 'il. Running time: 8S MIN9.

Bob Clemens James Ellison

Colonna .Jen-y Colonna

Marie Dorothy Lewis
Vera Vague Barbara Jo Allen

Pete Ellis Alan Mowbray
Ijiriy Herman PbH Silvern

Dave Gus Schilling

Jackson.. -Tim Ryan
Becd Harry Clark

Karen Vadja Rcnle RIono
Helen Carol Adame
Featuring 'Ice-Capades' witli Bellta. LoIb

Dwonhak. Megan Taylor. Vera Hruba,
Red McCarthy, Phil Taylor, Jackson &
Lynam, The BenolLs, Dench & Stewart.

Republic manifested good show
manship in taking John H. Harris'

'Ice-Capades' revue as nucleus for. a

film, dovetailing the skating portions

with a pretty good plot' skein and
emerging with a diverting picture.

It will please as a light entertain

ment. "
• ..^

Considering that almost 80% of

the footage is skate stuff, it's doubly
to the credit of the basic ice revue
and its motivation that the variety
of trick runner stufl doesn't pall.

It ties In neatly with the .plot re-
volving around. James Ellison, as
the newsreel cameraman, who
muffed a Like Placid assignment on
a foreign name skating celeb; fakes
it with some shots of the (ientral
Park (N. Y.) pond; gets jammed up
through closeup shots of Dorothy
Lewis, who attracts impresario Phil
Silvers' attention as potential star of
an 'Ice-Capades* stage revue.

Plot complications are a bit ob-
vious,' but, considering the generally
li<rht cinematic texture of the sum
total, it unfolds fetchingly. The real
foreign skater, of course, Is anything
but a looker (Renie Riano gives her

crosseyed personality); while
struggling Dorothy Lewis fears the
spotlight because of minor diffi-

culties with the U. -' immigration
authorities, which, of course, are
overcome when 100% Yankee Ellison
marries her.

Jerry Colonna handles the comedy
burden with his standard style of
bombastic declamations, and another
radio recruit, Barbara' Jo Allen
('Vera Vague'), is a good vis-a-vis
for the sub-romance. Alan Mowbray
is the irascible newsreel exec, in a
hot spot through the phoney news-
rclel duplicity; and Phil Silvers,

playing more legit and juvenile as
the impresario, instead of his ec-
centric, be-goggled comedy, likewise
makes a good impression.

Of the 'Ice-Capades' unit. whlcK
constitutes the basis of the revue
that Silvers is planning, the special-
ists are all highly effective, notably
the blonde beaut, Belita, along with
Vera Hruba, Lois Dworshak, Megan
Taylor, Red MIcCarthy, the come-
dians Jackson and Lynam, the
Benoits and Dench and Stewart. AU
are known in the big league arenas
and hostelries, where Ice shows have
been a vogue in rtcent seasons.

The co-featured Dorothy t«wis, of
course, is a No. 1 personality of the
ice revues, long standard in the
swank 'Hotel St. Regis' Iridium Room
(N. Y.) and pribr thereto at the In-
ternational Casino, on Broadway.
She Is a winsome gal, although, in

her original blonde self at the cafes,

she's an even' stronger looker than
as . a brunet, which Republic has
made her. Considering her as a
Hollywood novitiate. Miss Lewis
handles lines quite creditably.
Naturally, the camera affords her
generous scope with the '^atology,
while skating-stager Harry Losee
has put on a couple of novel se-
quences, the most productlony of
which is the finale Legend of the
Falls.' It's one of those honest Injun
settings, with tomtoms and fiaming
gods. The forepart ice stuff, how-
ever. Is more effective because of its

frank unpretentiousness. When Sil-

vers 'auditions' the sundry special-
ties, it's a natural enough sequence
and it unfolds snapplly and kaleldo-
scopically.
There are but two songs, Torever

and Ever,' In a gypsy cafe Bcaqe,
and Duke Ellington's 'Sophisticated
Lady,' as accomp for one of the spe-
cialists. ' Dialog la U^t and bright.
In the radio-program Idiom, but ties

in well with the general texture of
this sort of film production. It's

sturdier than if it had been made a
fllmusical, the studio wisely putting
emphasis on cohesion of story se-
quence. •

CRIMINALS WITHIN
Producers Releasing Corp. release of E.

B. Derr producUon. Features Eric Linden,
Ann Doran, Directed by Joseph Lewis.
Screenplay, Arthur Hoarl; camera, Arthur
Martlnelll; editor, Howard Dtlllnger. At
New York, N. T., week Aug. 12, '41.

dualed. Running time: 67 MIKS.
Greg Erlo Linden
Linda Ann Doran
Alma Constance Worth
Lieut. Harmon Donald Curtis
Sergt. Blake Weldon Heybum
Sergt. Paul Ben Alexander
Sam Dillingham Dudley DIckenon
Mamie Bemie Pilot

Private Norton Ray Erienborn
Cobbler I. Stanford Joller

Harold Bmmett Vogan
Capt. Bryant Robert Frazer
Col. Longstreetf Boyd Irwin
Capt. Grey William Rubl

cast as a reporter, is rather futil^
but it's mainly because her identity
as such is shrouded in mystery. Sha
does not make an appearance until
the film Is half over. Remainder of
cast is so-so, with Stanford Jolley,
as the villainous cobbler, superb de-
spite his character being subordi*
nated. Wear.

RAWHIDE RANGERS
(WITH SONGS)

Universal release of Will Cowan produc-
tion. Stnra Johnny Mack Brown; feature*
Pu«y Knight, Kathryn Adame, Roy Har-
ris, Texas Rangers.. Plcksrd Family, Nell
O'Day. Directed by Roy Taylor. Orlglnol
screenplay, Ed Earl Repp; camera, Charles
Van Snger; songs. Milton Rosen, Everett
Carter, Gomer Cool. At New York. N. v.,

J'.**J'..^,'i''
iJu«led. Running

. time,

l^rand Johnny Mock Brown
Porky , Fuzzy Knlgbt
Jonn Kathryn Adnma
P»"l Noll O'Day
Steve Roy Harris
•"•Okie Harry Cording
Rawllngs Al BrIdRe
Captain Frank Shannon
JfBrtIn Ed Cassldy
pi* • I....- Bob Korlmnn
Sing I* Chester Oan
Banker Jams* Farley

Latest Johnny Mack Brown west-
erner has more action than usual,
and is cluttered up with some first-
rate music and singing. It's away
from the familiar groove, too, in that
Nell O'Day, the cowgirl beauty,
warbles one of the hit tunes. Plerity
okay horse opera for exhlbs that
like 'em.

Original screenplav by Ed Earl
Repp takes plenty of liberties with
what has been used many times be-
fore in these cactus epics. "This is
the one aboiit the rich western busi-
nessman who leads the outlaws and
terrorizes all other ' ranchers. Only
in this one the said crooked
frontier townsman ' attempts to
set up a protective association and
levy tribute, on the various ranchers.
This leaves the rangers In the mid-
dle.- But not for long because
Johnny Mack Brown, in order to
avenge ttie death of his brother,
slain by these outlaws, quits the
rangers to corral the crooked gang
himself.
Brown is the same western hero

he's been in countless other prairie
mellers, but here is pitted against
heavier villains than usually tossed
his way. Fuzzy Knight again Is
stCTling comedy rilief while Nell
O'Day makes a likeable femme lead.
Kathryn Adams Is sort of second
heroine. Support Is topnotch.
Miss O'Day sings possibly the most

Infectious song, 'A Cowboy Is
Happy,' by Rosen-Carter. Pipes are
passable. Knight warbles 'Huckle-
berry Pie,' by the same writing
combo. Of Gomer Cool's two num-
bers, 'It's a Ranger's Life,' as sung
by The Texas Rangers, la best. Su-
perb camera work has been con-
tributed by Charles Van Enger. Ray
Talor'B direction Is expert. Wear.

FUGITIVE VALLEY
(WITH SONGS)

MeDOBTam releaaa of George Weeks pro-
duction. Stan Ray Corrlgwi, John King,
Max Tkrbune. Directed by 8. Roy Luby;
screebpUr by Oliver Drake; camera, Robert
Cllne; editor. Roy Claire; music, Frank
Sunuccl. Reviewed at Colonial, Lincoln,
Neb.. Aug. 12, '41, dual. Running time.

Crash Ray Corrlgnn
Dusty John King
Alibi Max Terhune
Ann Julie Duncan
Gray.....' Glenn Strange
Langdon Dob Kortman
Doctor Ed Brndy
Warren Tom London
Brandon Reed Howes
Slick OnrI Mnlhews
Jailer Edward Pell, Br.
Jim :,.Doye O'Dell

Odd sort of whodimlt with spies,

murders and a wild search for valu-
able military secrets. Starts" out on
the corny side, and maintains that
gait despite a couple of neat per-
formances by Eric Linden and Con.
stance Worth, who la not even fea.

tured. This is a low budgeter, but
this might have been overlooked If

the basic Idea had been retained.

As it is, 'Criminals Within' looks
like one of those stories about which
the producers felt they had a plot

idea, and then proceeded to Jazz it

up. Results show it. Only for twin
setups.
Eric Linden indicates that he stUI

is a first-rate actor able to survive
the absurdities and insipid events.

Yarn concerns a secret formula
about which only five chemists have
any knowledge. After bumping off

one of the men, the foreign spy ring

then seeks the names and addresses
of the others. This produces the
customary prowl for the missing
list, with Private Linden combatting
a fifth column right In bis own
company.
Constance Worth, as the femme

spy. Is quite capable, and a looker.

Sne wears a thin blouse that makes
a sweater-girl look prim In com-
parison. Unfortunately, she Is

bumped off too early. Ann Doran,

'Fugitive Valley,' the Range Bust-
ers' latest. Is on ,a par footing with
any of their previous entries, which,
plus their growing fame, adds up to
powerful boxoffice prospects.-
John 'Dusty' King Is given more of

the spotlight, previously hogged
pretty much by Ray 'Crash' Corrl-
gan, and letter's leadership of the
trio, which also includes Max 'Alibi'

Terhune, Is not so accentuated In this
number. King plI^es three soni;s,

•My LitUe Prairie Annie,' 'Chlsholm
Trail' and 'Riding Along,' all of which
are applause-winners for the type of
fare they are.
Corrlgan and King are first re-

vealed as stege robbers. Corrlgan Is

captured and ceUmated with Bob
Kortman, a member of Glenn
Strange's gang. Later the script,

which gets a little involved, shows
King and Corrlgan as lieutenants of
the marshal and on the trail of

Strange's sang, which .holes up In

Fugitive \^lley. Kortman leads the
pair to the hideout after they break
out of the dink and take him along.

There they become members o^ the
gang and meet Julie Duncan, assist-

ant to the medico retained by the
baiidlts te pateh them up when they
fail to dodee the law's bullets.

Here the script goes around left

end again and makes of Miss Duncan
a leader of a band of ranchers who
hijack from Strange's crew the loot

he steals from the stege. Inference
Is coin all goes to rightful owners in

the end.
Max Terhune is exceptionally adept

as a vaude magician, whose pigeon
act consist of carriers who bear men-
sages back to the marshal. His
slelght-of-hand Is pretty corny, but
his ventriloquism Is way up there.

King's warbling plus Terhune's
comedy are factors which raise thli

(Continued on page 21)
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BELLE STARR " IN
TECHNICOLOR HAS
ALL THE BOXOFFICE

JAMES"

...RANDOLPH scon • GENE TIERNEY
DANA ANDREWS • lOHN SHEPPERD • ELIZABETH PATTERSON

CBIU. WIUS • LOUISE BEAVERS

Directed liY IRVINIB COMMINGS
Associate ProdttwrKENNETH MACGOWAN . Screen Way Hy lamar Tioiti * Story if Niven Boscb and Camwon Bo0et^
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'Aiint'-Knipa-AiiArews Sis $56,000

Hrfty Qu Leader; Sally Rand Pfais

'Bowery Blitz' 24G; 'Hardy' $17,S00

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Andrews Sisters hold over in the
Chicago and that is good news iar

the town's boxoSice leader, tied in
currently with 'Charley's Aunt' and
the Gene Krupa ork. This combina-
tion of strength is skyrocketing, the
take to $56,000 and it's only a mat-
jter ot figuring how to handle the
liiobs. Best at this house in month
or more. Sally Rand plus Cobina
and Brenda, and 'Bowery Blitzkreig'

are getting coin at State-Lake. Bala-
ban & Katz and Monogram are get-
ting behind the 'Bowery' flicker as
a money-maker in the Dead End
series.
Another big winner is the Palace

where 'Hold That Ghost' finishes its

second week with another bang-up
gross. 'Ghost' and its double feature
partner, 'Melody for Three,' stays at
least until Labor Day when 'Little

Foxes' will take over.
'Bride Came C.OJ}.' remains a

minor loop hit, now in its fourth
week at the Garrick. Essaness has
'Underground' in the Woods, a pic-'

ture which B. & K. turned down due
to fear that war. pictures are box-
oSice death at this time. But
Essaness and WB, with great ex-
ploitation, are getting money here.

Estimates f*r This Week
Ap«II* (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Stars Look Down' (M-G). Femme
picture is getting some inoney, and
should wind up the initial session to
okay $6,000. Last week, 'Big Store'
(M-G) wound up two poor weeks in
the loop for the Marx Bros, at $3,800.
CUcsKo (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and stage
show. Andrews Sisters and the
Gene Krupa orchestra on the stage
are adding boxoflice power cur-
rently, walloping $56,000. best in
month or more. Last week, second
session of 'Kiss Boys' (Par), plus the
Andrews Sisters and the Lou Breese
orchestra, great at $44,400.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—

'Bride C.O.D.' (WB). Fourth week
in the loop and holding nicely at
$5,500; after flne $5,300 last week.

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; - 28-44)
—'Men Boys Town' (M-G) and
'Love Crazy' (M-G). Good dual
subsequet-run will garner nice $8,-
500 this week. Last week, 'John Doe'
(WB) and 'Night Lisbon' (Par),
good $7,100.
PaUce (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—

•Hold Ghost" (U) and 'Melody Three'
(RKO) (2d wk.). Second week
rocked 'em again at brilliant $15,200
and the picture will go at least two
more weeks at present pace of Ab-
bott fit Costello comedy.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 28-44-65)

—'Shepherd of Hills' (Par). House
&laying up the March of Time 'Peace-
iitler Promises' release and is get-

ting some money via this angle. All
right $10,000. Last week, 'Out of
Fog' (WB) started well but slid at
the finish to manage $8,200, oke.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)

Jlitzkrieg' (Mono) and vaude. Sally
Hand and Cobina and Brenda on
stage aiding the take plenty. All
around show will take one ot the
biggest money marks in a long time
at smacking $24,000. Last week,
'Prisoner Devil's Island* (Col) came
up with excellent $18,400, with
Bajah Raboid getting coin for the
house.

_ United Artists (B&K)-M-G) (1,-

700; 28-44-65)—'Life Begins Hardy'
(M-G). Renewed life for the Hardy
series is. indicated with the strength
of this one, which will ankle in with
sharp $17,500. Last week, 'Blossoms
Dusf (M-G) finished three-weeker
at fair enough $7,600.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 28-44-55)

—'Underground' (WB). Sent out
with great aid from the Essaness
and particularly the Warner Bros,
publicity staffs, and with plenty of
old-fashioned street ballyhoo. Looks
like a money winner, to take fine
$10,000 for the first week. Last
week, 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) fin-
ished five weeks here all right at
$5,100.

MbNT'L COOL , BIZ UP

'Prime Minister' Socko $8,000—Tom,
Dick' Neat $7,0M

Montreal, Aug. 19.
Grosses all are up due to past

week's temperature fall with pros-
pect of continued gain. "Prime Min-

^ tops, this week, around
$8,000. Next best is 'Tom, Dick,
Harry' with likely *$7,000 ahead,
iialance better than recent averages.
Outlook generally is for end of

summer doldrums.
Estimates tor 'Thla Week

Patace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
Tom, Dick,' (RKO). Looks bke
good $7,000. Last week, 'Kiss Boys'
(Par), nice $6,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

^ISS Power' (WB) and 'First Beau'
(WB) (2d wk.). Good $5,000 in sight
after good $0,800 last week.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-45-67)—

'Prime Minister" (WB). Socko
$8,000. Last weelc, repeat of 'Bom-
bay' (M-G), nice $5,500.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and 'Pen-
alty* (M-G). Pair $3,000 likely.
Last week, 'Dance Hall* (20th) and
'Tight Shoes' (U), good enough at
$3,000
brphcDra (Ind.) (1.100; 30-40-60)—

'Prisoner Zenda' (UA) and 'Tom
Sawyer' (UA). Pointing to satis-

factory $2,800. Last week (8th),
'Dictator* (UA), fair $1,500.
Cinema de Parb (France-Film)

(600; 30-60)—'Gens de Voyage.' Take
much improved by the weather and
should reach good $1,200. Last
week (3d) 'L'Esclave Blanche,' fair

$900.
St Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 30-

40)—^"Criminelle' and 'Parlez-moi
d'Amour,' sighting improved $3,000.

Last week, 'L'Aventurier' and 'Jerome
Perreau,' $3,200, good.

•WHISTUNC-REY

$21,000 INm
Pittsburgh, Aug. 10.

'Weather cool, business hot,*^ is the

refrain of local managers. The
ticket machines are singing high C
everywhere" except at the Warner.
But even with a weakish double bill

this house will keep its nose above
water. Alvino Rey's Orchestra with
King Sisters at the Stanley, with
plenty of help from 'Whistling in the
Dark.' is in for a socko week. Ab-
bott and Costello in 'Hold That
Ghost' are heading for a near-record
second week at the Senator. 'Man-
power' at the Penn is doing well
enough to rate moveover second
week at the Warner, and small-
seater Ritz is turning in a sparkling
third week with 'Blossoms in the
Dust.'

Estimates for This Week
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Manpower' (WB). Hefty $14,-

500 in sight despite faint praise from
the cricks. Set for a second week
at Warner, tdst week, 'Kiss Boys'
(Par) staggered in with $9,500.

Blta (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Blos-
soms Dust' (M-G) (3d wk). Still a
bonanza after successive stanzas at
Penn and Warner. Should clip off

$3,500 and a possible fourth week
downtown. Last week, 'Tom, Dick'
(RKO) (3d wk) moderate $2,500.

Senator (Harris) (1.750; 25-35-50)

—'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk) . Bouncing
along for a sock . $6,000. One of the
best second weeks on record here
and normally rating a third. Prod-
uct jam will force management to

close it after a fortnight run, how-
ever. In its first week Abbott and
Costello starrer hit a new house rec-

ord at $10,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)—
'Whistling Dark' (M-G) and Alvino
Rey Orch. and King Sisters. Swell
combo drawing rave notices and is

closing big. Big deluxer heading
for a breezy $21,000 or better. Last
week, 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) tuid

Shep Fields Orch., pleasing $19,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Broadway Limited' (UA) and 'Point

Widow' (Par). Twinner nothing to

write home about, but pleasant

weather will help it over the bump
to $4,500. Last week, 'Blossoms Dust'

(M-G) (2d wk), on h.o. from Penn,
socko $7,000.

B'KLYN PRODUCT SAGS

'Tom, Dick' Nifty $17,000—'Blossoms'
Mild 13G, 'Bride' Okay H.O.

Brooklyn, Aug. 19.

RKO Albee is booming with 'Tom,
Dick and Harry' and 'Lady Scarface.'

Fabian Paramount's second week ot

'Bride Came C.O.D.' and 'Bullets-ior

O'Hara' will come through nicely;

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—

'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Lady Scar-

face' (M-G). Nifty $17,000. Last
week, 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and
'Dance Hall' (20th), nice $15,000.

Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)—
'Parson Panamint' (Par) and "Pud-

din' Head' (Rep). Quiet $11,000. Last
week, 'Shepherd Hills' (Par) and
'Blondie Society' (Col ), fair $13,000.

Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)—
'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and 'San An-
tonio Rose' (U). Satisfactory $13,000.

Last week, 'Met Bombay' (M-G) and
'Wait for You' (M-G) (2d wk), good
$14,000.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35-

50)—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Bul-

lets O'Hara' (WB) (2d wk). Pass-

able $12,000. Last week, same, splen-

did $17,000.

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Aug. 21

Astor— 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde' (M-G) (2d wk) (19).

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(41st wk).

Capitol—'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Vabibiv Aug. 13)

Criterion— 'World Premiere*
(Par).

Globe— '40.000 Horsemen*
(Krellberg) (2d wk).

Hollywood — 'Sergeant York*
(WB) (8th wk).

Unslc Hall^The Little Foxes*
(RKO-Goldwyn).
(Reviewed in Varietv Aug. 13)-

Paramount— 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye* (Par) (2d wk) (20).

Elalto — 'Citadel of Crime*
(Rep) (22).

Boxy-'Charley's Aunt' (20th)

(4th wk).

Strand—'Bad Men of Missouri'
(WB) (2d wk).

Week of Aug. 28

Astor— 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde' (M-C) (2d wk) (26).

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(42d wk).

Capitol
—

'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk).

Criterion—"West Point Widow'
(Par).

Globe—'No Greater Sin' (Gol-

den) (30).

Hollywood — 'Sergeant York'
(WB) (9th Wk).

Music Han—"The Little Foxes'
(RKO-Goldwyn) (2d wk).

Paramoont— 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye' (Par) (3d wk) (27).

Boxy— 'Wild Geese Calling'

(20th) (29).

(Reviewed '<n VArazir July 30)

Strand—'Dive Bomber* (WB) '

(29).

.
(RevfetDed in Vaiiirv Aug. 13)

HARDY' BIG 38G

F0R2HUB SPOTS

Boston, Au|. 19.

Standee trade ushered in 'Life Be-
gins for Andy Hardy' at 'Loew's Or-
pheum and State, and the pic looks
set for a holdover and is the top
grosser. 'Dive Bomber' is turning
in beter than average biz at the
Metropolitan and 'Hold That Ghost'
is holding over at the Keith Me-
moriaL Abbott and Costello play
the RKO-Boston, starting Friday
(22), as headliners of a five-aort bill

which opens the vaude season there.

Estimates tor This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-33-44)—

'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and
'Cracked Nuts' (U), nine days, will

take around $B,500, okay. Last week,
(six days), 'Life With Caroline'
(RKO) and 'First Beau' (Col) (both
continued from Keith Memorial),
fizzled to $4,000.

Fenway (M&P) (1,375; 28-39-44-
55)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Dressed to Kill' (20th) (both con-
tinued from Met), aiming at okay
$5,000. Last week 'Manpower' (WB)
and 'Kisses Breakfast' (WB) (both
continued from Met), sickly $3,500.

Keith HemorUI (RKO) (2,900; 28-
39-44-55)—'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Ac-
cent Love' (20th) (2d wk), flirting

with a slick $16,000. Initial week's
take for same combo, $20,500, ter-

rific.

Metropolitan (MAcP) (4,367; 28-39-
44-55)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Passage from Hongkong' (WB), $21,-

000, swell. Last week, 'Charley's
Aunt' (20th) and 'Dressed to Kill'

(20th), $17,500.

Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44-
55)
—

'Life Begins Andy Hardy' (M-
G' and 'Queen Perfect Crime' (Col),
socko grosser day and night, with
solid standee biz over weekend,
flirting with smash $21,000, and
holdover. Last week 'Blossoms Dust'
(M-G) and 'People Kildare' (M-G),
dual, built up to dandy $19,000.

Paramount (MtP) (1,797; 28-39-
44-55)—'Charley's Aunt' (20h) and
'Dressed to Kih" (20th) (both con-
tinued from Met), will take around
$7,000, good. Last week 'Manpower'
(WB) and 'Kisses Breakfast' (WB)
(both continued from Met), $5,500,

seedy.
Stale (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)—

'Lite Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
'Queen Perfect Crime' (Col), aiming
at $17,000, socko. Last week 'Blos-

soms Dust* (M-G) and 'People Kil-

dare' (M-G). $14,000, very good.
Translux (Translux) (900; 15-25-44)

—'Angels Broken Wings' (Rep) and
'Blackmail' (M-G) (reissue), sagging

to $2,000. Last week 'Bowery Blitz'

(Mono) and 'Wings Navy' (WB) (re-

issue), $2,200.

B way B.O.S Zoom; JekyD; $21,700,

Great; Tork/ Big 30G; TQss Boys,'

Ink Spots-Colonna Sock $58,000

Rain and cooler weather are giv-

ing Broadway the needed stimulus

to rack up splendid business with

new pictures as well as the sturdy
holdovers. Nearly all theatres are

getting a shot in the arm.
'Kiss the Boys Cioodbye,' at the

Paramount, has the biggest total of

the new pictures with smash $58,000.

Holds a second week or longer.

Strand and Astor are receiving next

best attention with their new
entries. 'Bad Men of Missouri,'

aided by Rochester revue and Clyde
Lucas band, at former, heading for

clicko $46,000. 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde.' at Astor, is doing strictly ca-

pacity or better for a sensational
$21,700 opcnirig week, concluded
Monday (18) night.

Original campaigns on both 'Kiss

Boys' and 'Dr, Jekyll and Hyde'
went far in putting films across,

latter overcoming adverse reviews.

'Here Comes Mr. Jordan.' at Music
Hall, is sturdiest of holdovers, rush-
ing along tor hetty $90,000, atter $94,-

OOU on nrst wees. 'Charley's Aunt'
also is taking to the improved tem-
peratures, with its $38,000 on the
inira stanza, insuring a fourth week.
'Hold That UHbst,' at the Capitol,

also in tne money for $18,000 or bet-

ter on second.

'Sgt. York,' which moved from the
Astor to tne Hollywood, also is a
pleasant surprise, being credited
with a socko $30,u00 or thereabouts
on first eight aays.

Estimates for ThU Week
Adtox (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85-

$l.lU-$i.25) — 'jJr. Jexyil-Mr. nyae'
(M-G). Doing strictly stanaing room
only at iitpst performances to ring up
sensauonai >^l,vuu m first- weeK
enaed Monday (i8) night.

Brooaway tDisney) (1,895; 55-75-

$l.lU-fi.tib-f2.;iU)
— -raniasia- (kKO)

(.41^1 wk). ^siaged surprise comeoack
last (4U(b) weeK lo garner fii.iuu,

which toppea preceding weeK's
¥W,UUU. Piccure haa Diggesi Monaay
(lis) in 18 W6eks.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,520; 35-55-85-

$1.1U-$1.25)
—

'Mold GliosC (U) (.Zd

wk). Abbott-Cx>stelio's latest film
feeling competish l r om other
comeaies on street, but managing
healthy $1V,OUO on second . session.

Got around 4iZ5,UOO, gofid, in nrst.

'Life Begins lor Aiuiy iiaroy' (M-U)
comes in this week.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,652; 35-44-55-

75)
—"World fremiere' (Far^ open-

ing today (Wea.) with a preview,
along wi(h 'Maia Hari' (M-o) (re-

issue). Venerable Greta Garbo
starrer got hetty $I1,00U on weeic inai
ends touay (Weo.), nice for an olaie.

Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)—
'Forty Thousand Horsemen' Cinaie).
Heading tor nearly ;^u,UUU, rated best
here in several weeKs. J<ilm openeu
on Thursday (14) instead ot usual
Saturday starting date. 'Uflficer anu
Laoy' (Col), OKay )i3,0Uu on luur
aays, in ahead.

UoUywood (WB) (1,225; 7S-$1.10-

$l.b5)—"Sgt. 'iork' (WtJ). Display-
ing ruggeo t>oxoffice sirengiu on
mliial wee^ at tnis nouse, wnere it

was swKcn'ed irom neany six wecKs
at the Ascor. Close to ;;jO,UUU likeiy

on nrsi eignt days enueo Monoay
(lUj night, spienoio.

PaUce (iti^U) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-

b!)-Va).—Knew All Answers' (CoiJ
and 'L)ance Hair (.Mit\) (ooin za
run). IN ice ^l,iM. in ancaa, 'jvioun

iviiami' ciUiiu K'^al run.) anu 'nign-
way West' (vVbj (1st run;, miioisn
^,oU0.

I'aramount (Par) (3,G64; 35-55-85-

— r^iss ooys oooaoye (Far.) and
Claude xnuinniii uanu, roui' ihk
>>pois (4tn wk;, jcrry cuionna,
uin(.'r:>, on slanti (2(1 WKJ. (..unioo

goes • into second stanza touay
(Wedncjuay) aiier smasa $btf,Uuu,

nrst weeK. becond anu unal weufC ui

'Snepneru' (Far; ana arsKnie-xiawK-
ms uanu, prouiaoie f.>.<,uuu.

Badio ciiy Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers; (o,auu; tt-oi-vo-ni-fi.oj)—
'nere Comes ivir. Jordan (coi; and
stage snuw ua wk;. itousintj ^u<j,-

uuu on second session, mignt/ iine

takings tor summer season, iirsl

wecK Deal expectunons witn ?i94,ouu.

'Lime roxes (KKO; in 'ihursoay
(21) because ot pruuuct setup,

inough biz on 'Jordan justilies thiru
weeK.

BUlto (Mayer) (750; 28-44-55)—
'Mystery Ship (Col). Meagre ¥5,000

in sight. Frevious • week, 'Jillery

Queen Perfect Crime' (Col), sad

$4,700.

Boxy (20th) (5,835; 35-55-65-75-

85)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
.
and

stage show (3d wk). Stamina dis-

played by Jack Benny starrer is

proving such that it will be held

fourth week. Likely to show $38,000

for third stanza. Comedy went over

expectancy In second week to $40,«
000, swell profit.

State (Loew's) (3,400; 28-44-55-90-
$1,10)— 'Met Bombay' (M-G) (2d
run) plus Mills Bros., Henny Young-
man, Mitzi Mayfair, Frances Faye,
Getting smacko $23,000. 'Billy Kid'
(M-G) (2d run) plus James Barton,
Beverly Roberts, others, last week,
trim $19,000, and nice profit.

Strand (WB) (2,767; 35-55-75-85-
99)—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
Clyde Lucas band and 'Rochester'
revue on stage. Heading for sturdy
$46,000, with 'Rochester'- and rest of
stage show credited with much ot
draw. Stays second week. Third and
final week of 'Bride Came C.O.D.'
(WB) and Phil Harris band, profit-
able $21,000.

HARDr ROMPS

TO $18,000, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Aug. 19.
'Life Begins Andy Hardy' is show-

ing the State that there's still plenty
of b.o. life in this family series.
Mickey Roohey fihn equaled the
'Gone With the Wind' attendance
figures for the first two days and is
tearing along like a cyclone to $18,-
000, best take of the summer.

'Wild Geese Calling' is not flying
so high for Palace, being passed by
h.o. on 'Manpower' which is still hot
at the Hipp.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—

'Tom, Dick' (RKO). Smart $4,000
on fourth stanza, atter $6,000 last
week atter moveover from Hipp.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42-

55)—'Manpower' (WB). Displaying
strength on second round, flne $8,500,
and wired for a third at Allen. Last
week, robust $12,500.

Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)—'Wild Geese Calling' (20th). Helped
by State's overflow next door, just
okay $8,500. Last week, Frank
Buck's 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO)
not very exciting at $7,000, despite
heavy matinee trade.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Life Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G).
Steamrollers couldn't stop the Mickey
Rooney fans, forming long lines for
the first time this summer. No doubt
ot whamming out $18,000, nearly
double the last Hardy pic's gross.
Last week, 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G).
fairish $9,500.

SUIIman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-
55) — 'Broadway Limited' (UA).
Dawdling down the tracks for a so-
so $3,500. Last week, 'Kiss Boys
Goodbye' (Par), on moveover, much
breezier, $5,000.

'HARDr TERRIF $10,000

SNAPPY PORT. WINNER

Portland. Ore.. Aug. 19.

Best opener is 'Life Begins for
Andy Hardy.' drawing the usual
fans to the Broadway. 'Charley's
Aunt' Is still packing the bii? P.ira-
mount for a second stanza, after top-
ping the summer take there last
week.

EsUmatcs for This Week
Broadway (Parker) f2,000; .15-40-

50)—'Life Besins for Andy Hardy'
(M-G) and 'Shining Victory' (V/B).
Going over tor a terrific $10,000. Last
week. 'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). did nice
$7,500 and moved to the Mayfair.

Mayfair (Parker-Evenjreer.) (1,500;
35-40-50)—'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) moved from
Broadway for a second week. Good
enough *4.000. La.st week. 'Sheoherd
Hills' (Par) and 'Las Ve.cjas Nights'
(Par), closed a third week for okay
$3 200
brpheom (H-E) (1.800: 35-40-50)—

'Manpower' (WB) and 'Passaic from
Hongkong' (WB) (2d wk). Holding
UD to good $4,200. First week, with
'Kisses for Breakfast' (WB), took
flne $6,300.

Paramount (H-E) (3.000: 35-40-50)
—'Charley's Aunt' i'20th) and 'Bride
Wore Crutches' (20th) (2d wk). Do-
ing still great $7,600. First week,
with 'Accent on Love' (20th). topned
the burg with a summer high, ter-
rific $10,300.
United ArtlsU (Parker) (I.OOO: 35-

40-50)—'Bad Men Missouri* (WB)
and 'Angeb Broken Wings* (WB).
Satisfactory $4,500. Last w6ek. Three
Cockeyed Sailors' (UA) and 'Singiii*

Hill' (Rep), took poor $2,200, Thesa
films replaced 'Stars Look Down'
(M-G) and m.o, ot 'In Navy' (U)
from Broadway, pulled after three
days, poor $1,500.
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TOPS THEM ALL!
New Hardy High! Biggest of Entire Series!

AS PREDICTED!
MickeyRooneyandJudyGarland

were voted two of the TOP TEN

MONEY-MAKING STARS of

1941 in the annual nationwide

poll of exhibitors. They're to-

gether again in "Life Begins for

Andy Hardy" which is the biggest

hit of the entire seHes!

From Coast-tO'Coast the news travels like wildfire!

A' new Hardy high and it's topping them all by a

huge margin!

In 375 simultaneous engagements it's jamming
them in to record biz!

Remember M-G-M's summer promise?

No holding back—
The biggest hits when you need them!

Next comes "When Ladies Meet" &^SZ!::L^%Z&
(Juit previewed, Ingkuiood, Cal.; and a positive riotl)

And the pre-release of "Dr, Jekyll &l Mr. Hyde'*
(Spencer Tracy, Ingrid Bergman, Lana Turner)

is enjoying the biggest attendance in Astor history!

That's M-G'M for you!

Come what may, Leo and his big Stars are in there

delivering the big shows this year, next year, always!
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Tog -Py Harris, Nice $21,000, Best

hPiii]ly;'Giiost'17G, Hardy $13,500

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

- Sudden drop in temperature cut

down the usual heavy weekend exo-
dus, and is bringing a slight uplift

to the boxoflices. House managers
don't expect the doldrums to lift,

however, until the vacatioii season
folds Lab6r Day.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars Na-

tional convention which opens next
Sunday (24) is expected to give only
slight hypo to picture shows be-
cause the vets have been noted for
giving their trade to hot spots
rather than th'e cinemas.
Grabbing the bulk of the coin this

sesh is the Earle with 'Out of the
Fog' and Phil Harris^ orchestra. Best
take among the straight fllmers is

being reported at the Stanley with
'Hold That Ghost.'

EsUniBtes for This Week
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)

—'Lady Cheyenne' (U) (2d run).
Poor $1,800. Last week's split of
•Big Store' (M-G) and 'Ruggles of
Red Gap' (Par), better with $2,500.

Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—
•Life Begins Hardy' (M-G). Series
beginning to pall here, netting
under par $13,500. Last week, 'Life

Caroline' (RKO), sour $8,500.

Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Out of Fog' (WB). with Phil
Harris orch on stage. Marquee lure

on stage and screen attraction,

wickets are turning to a nice $21,000.

Last week, combo of 'Ringside
Malsie' (M-G) and Frankle Masters
orch plus Dennis Day, good $18,000,

Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—
•Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d wk).
Dipping to a slow $9,500 for second
canto. Opening turn, fair $14,500.

' Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Underground' (WB) (2d run). Just
fair for this trip, with $4,000. Last
week, 'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) okay
$3,500 for second run.

Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)—
•Manpower' (WB) (2d run). . Just
under the wire with $4,500. Last
week Tom, Dick' (RKO) slightly

under $4,000 on second run.

Stenley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)—
•Hold Ghost' (U). Abbott-Costello
still clicking the turnstiles with
bright $17,000. Last week, 'Man-
power' (WB) veered slightly off for

second week with $9,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—

•Bad Men Missouri' (WB) (2d wk).
Riding along to neat $5,000 for hold-
over. Opening week a socko $7,000.

K.C. GOES FOR 'HARDY/

BIG $12,500; 'GHOSr OK

Kansas City, Aug. 19.

Latest Andy Hardy film at the
Midland is easily the best on K. C.'s

Blalto, getting a bigger play than
'Hold That Ghost' at the Fox Mid-
west's Esquire and Uptown.

'Kiss the Boys' at the Newman is

holdover. Some local attention is

benefitting the Orpheum where 'Bad
Men of Missouri,' is being top billed

over 'Out of the Fog.' Long delayed
rain Anally hit early In week and
has helped.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown' (Fox Mid-

west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
•Hold That Ghosf (U) opened Fri-

day (15). Going nicely to okay $7,-

900, one of- the larger figures here.

Last week, 'Charley's Aunt* (20th)

In a holdover week got steady play
to last out eight days and garner
$6,500, best second week In months
here.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)— Life Begins for Andy Hardy'

(M-G) and 'EUery Queen and Per-
.jfect.„Crim^;.,(Col). Hardys always
good for heavy play arid'this bne' is

living up to expectations, $12,500,

plenty forte. Last week, 'Whistling
in Dark' (M-G) and 'Stars. Look
Down* (M-G), average $8,500.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

28-44)—'Kiss Boys' (Par), held for
second week and coupled with 'Rug-
£les of. Red Gap' (Par) (reissue),

light $4,500. Last week, 'Kiss Boys'
(Par), solo, strong $8,800.
Orpheam (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Out
of Fog' (WB). Local interest in first

aiding to get them in, and second
film satisfying on entertainment; $6,-

000, over average. Last week, 'Re-
luctant Dragon' (RKO) and 'Sons o'

Guns' (WB) dualled for reluctant
figure, $5,000.
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—

'Scattergood . Pulls Strings' (RKO)
with four act vaude bill. Fair $6,-

000. Last week, 'Sunset in Wyoming'
(Rep) on screen, with Fred Scott
heading stage bill, was better at

$6,700.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$1,704,3M
(Based on 26 cities, 167 thea-

tres, chie/ly first runs, iTicIudino

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $l,493,8ftl>

(Based on 25 cities, 162 theatres)

Cool Weather Cheers

WasL;'Geese'-C.Riinac

16iG, Tflanpower' 18G

• Washington) Aug. 19.

Comparatively cool, autumn-like
weekend meant solid grosses. There's
nothing spectacular on the local film
roster at the moment, but profitable

takes are in prospect. Best seems to

be Earle's 'Manpower,' heading for
$18,000; Town's also supporting,
comedy fare, 'Hold Ghosf opening
strong at Keith's while 'Charley's
Aunt' is booming through a second
stanza at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew). (3,434; 28-39-44-66)

—'Geese Calling' (20th), plus stage
shows with Ella Logan, Ciro Rimac's
orch. Fair enough $16,500. Last
week. 'Whistling Dark' (M-G), plus
Tony Pastor on stage, zoomed by
large local Red Skelton following to
socko $25,000.

Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (2d run).
Excellent $6,000. Last week, 'Met
Bombay' (M-G) (2d run), tidy
enough third downtown stanza,
$5,500.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Manpower' (WB) and vaude. Just
average, but profitable $18,000. Last
week, 'Sergeant York' (WB) (2d wk)
(advanced prices), pulled through
with fair $16,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
'Hold Ghost' (U) . Opened strong and
may equal first week of 'Tom, Dick,'
very good $13,500. Last week, 'Tom,
Dick' (RKO) (2d wk), sweet $9,500.
pulled only because product is

stacked up at this bouse.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
'Bad Men Missouri' (WB). Western
spotted here and pointing toward
dandy $7,000. Last week, 'Bride
CO.D.' (M-G) (2d run), in for. 10
days, okay $7,500.

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—
'Charley's Aunt' (Par) (2d wk).
Building in holdover to fine $10,000.
Last week, same film, held by com-
petition to barely good $14,500.

IQss Boys/ Tom, Dick'

$15,000 Each, Newark

Newark, Aug. 19.

It's a neck-and-neck gross race be-
tween 'Tom, Dick and Harry' at
Proctor's, 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' at
the Paramount, and 'Blossoms in the
Dust' at Loew's. Expectations are
that each will take in approximately
$15,000 this week.

Estimates for This Week ^

Bronford (WB) (2,800; 28-33-44-55)
—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB). and
'Blondie Society' (Col). Fair $11,000.
Last week, 'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and
'Lone Wolf' (Col) (2d wk), good
$10,000.
Paramonnt (Adams-Par) (2,000; 30-

35-44-55)—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and
'Point Widow* (Par). Swell $15,000.
Last week, 'Shepherd Hills' (Par)
and 'Puddin* Head' (Rep) (7 days),
mild $12,000.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-55)
Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Lady

Scarface' (RKO). This dual is ex-
pected to bring a big $15,000. Last
week, 'Dragon^ (RKO) and 'Lady
Love' (20th), quiet $11,000.
SUte (Loew's) (2,600; 28-33-44-55)

—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and 'Get-
away* (M-G). Big $15,000. Last
week, 'Big Store' (M-G) and 'Bar-
nacle Biir(M-G), neat $15,000.

Heat Wallops LA. Weekend B.O.;

Uy Nifty $28J) in 2 Spots,

'Ghost,' 'Kiss Boys' Big U Weeks

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $368,0M

(Based on 13 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $3«8,400

(Based on 11 theatres)

ROONEY CUCKEROO

IN MEMPHIS, $8,000

Memphis, Aug. 19.

Life came to Loew's State boxoRice
with 'Life Begins for Andy Hardy.'
Facing scattered competition, latest

Mickey Rooney is attracting the cus-
tomers in droves.
A Ihte opener not doing badly is

'Time Out for Rhythm' at the Malco.
Musical didn't get under way until
Saturday, but looks to a fairish gross.

'Whistling in Dark' is so-so at

Loew's Palace.
Estimates for This Week

Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
'Manpower' (WB) (2d wk). Three-
star brawler might get $3,Q00 on h.o.

Last week, ditto, $6,300, socko.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—

'Whistling Dark' (M-G). Lack of
marquee names hurting comedy,
which got good notices for Skelton
et al.; mild $3,500. Last week, 'Char-
ley's Aunt* (20th) (2d wk), $3,200,

okay.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)-

—'Life Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G).
Hardy perennial getting terrific. $8,-

000. Last week, 'Ringside Maisie'
(M-G), $3,100, better than expected.
Malco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)

—Time Out Rhythm* (Col). VaUee
never great here, but goodish cast
support helping this musical to pos-
sible $5,000. Last week, 'Hold Ghost*
(U), $6,500, swell.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-

33)
—'Mountain Moonlight* (Rep) and

'Broadway Limited' (UA), split week.
Not too hot at subpar $1,300. Last
week, 'Hamilton Womah' (UA) (2d
run), three days; 'EUery Queen'
(Col), two days; 'Angels Broken
Wings' (Rep), two days, $16,50, very
good.

'Carofine'-Jnn Barton

$15,000,Baito Topper;

^Manpower' Rosy 14G

Baltimore, Aug. 19.

Coollsh weather is helping toward

a big weekend and a resulting shot

in the arm for entire week. Strongly

bolstered with a stage layout headed

by Jim Barton and Simone Simon,

'My Life with Caroline,' is sending

the combo Hipp into town's leading

figure. Also big is 'Manpovfer,' at

the Stanley, and in somewhat lesser

degree, 'Life Begins for . Andy
Hardy,' "at Loew's Century. Rest of

town in h.o. but all right

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 15-

28-44)—'Life Andy Hardy* (M-G)
Attracting steady response to possi-
ble $13,000. Last week, 'Ringside
Maisie* (M-G) inched out a mildish
$6,600.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
15-28-39-44-55-66)—'Caroline' (RKO ).

Tied to strong stage layout headed by
James Barton and Simone Simon.
Strongly ballyhooed and sold as
Tenth Anniversary show, combo is

leading town at estimated $15,000.

Last week, 'Broadway Limited' (UA)
leaning entirely on stage portion of
Rochester and his unit, worked hard
to reach on all-right $14,800.

Welth's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15-
28-39-44)—'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d
week). Holding up smartly at $7,000
reaching out for a nice $10,900 on
tee-off.

New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35-
44)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (3d
week). Going along all right for
possible $4,000 after totaling $12,400
on previous brace; good figures for
limited capacity of this house.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-39-44-
55)—'Manpower' (WB). Slashing
away for a rosy $14,000. Last week,
second of 'Underground' (WB)
added a very consistent $7,900.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
'Andy Hardy' New Lease on Life for Exhibs, 'Bomber' Looms

Potent, 'Aunt' and 'Ghost' Still Magnets

Just Fun Being Funny
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Hugh Herbert start, his starring
comedy, 'Nobody's Fool,' at Uni-
versal yesterday (Mon.) directed by
Charles Lamont.

• Anne Gwynne is the femme in-

terest

Exhibitors got two breaks during past seven days. It

rained and remained cool. And they were given new
product to augment the recent array of comedy
vehicles. 'Life Begins for Andy Hardy* (M-G) is giving

a new lease on life to exhibs while 'Dive Bomber'
(WB) indicates nearly as strong business in the

scattered spots where it's played. Besides these two
starters,. :Hete_Cpjm<is .M.r..Jordan^ (CoOj 'Whistling in

Dark' (M-G) and 'Wild Geese CaiUng' (2dth), "hint

promising' things though out to few accounts so far.

Carrying out previous week's stalwart showing, tele-

graphic reports from Variety's correspondents continue

to relate smash business being registered by 'Charley's

Aunt' (20th) and 'Hold That Ghost* (U). The third

Abbott-Costello comedy for Universal is measuring up

to high expectations of exhibs, with sparkling $15,200

on second week, Chicago; zowie $10,000 in Providence

in second stanza; smart $7,000 second week in Balti-

more; smacko $20,400 in two houses in Los Angeles for

second session. Picture took bright $17,000 on initial

week in Philly, superb $10,500 in Denver, swell $13,500

in Washington, and slick $16,000 at Boston.

Jack Benny's 'Aunt' is doing even better in some key

spots but showing up in fewer cities. Film is heading

for $56,000 in Chicago (aided by Gene Krupa's band

and Andrews Sisters), an immense $33,000 in Detroit,

and fine $10,000 in Louisville. It's stacking up nicely

on holdovers, outstanding being $38,000 in sight for

third week in N. Y. Comedy is getting big $10,000 on

third session in San Francisco; nearly $8,000 on its

second week in Portland and slick $10,000 in Washmg-

ton, second session. Film is not up to expectancy in

Indianapolis but $9,500 is not hay.

MICKEY EOONEY AGAIN
New Andy Hardy production apparently has added

new interest to the Mickey Rooney life adventures,

judged by the remarkable biz being chalked up in some

15 key cities. In most places it is easily the town*s

money leader. It tops the list of new boxoffice bets in

Indianapolis, $12,000; Louisville, slick $12,000; Denver,

splendid $13,000; robust $12,500, K. C. 'Hardy' took a
strong $17,500 in Chicago, outstanding grosses in

Lincoln and Seattle; nifty $12,000 in Providence; swell

12G in Buffalo; terrific $38,000 in two houses in Boston;

$18,000 in Cleveland where It registered best summer
business of theatre; rosy $13,000 in Baltimore; $28,500

in two spots in Los Angeles; giant $10,000 in Portland,

and socko $19,000 in Frisco.

'Dive Bomber' showed up Tn~oniy three spots "c'h'alk-"

ing up a huge $21,000 in Boston, big $9,000 in Minneapo-
lis and a robust $10,000 in Frisco.

'Kiss Boys Goodbye* (Par) was an in-and-outer in

past week, with best showing in N. Y. (Paramount)
where it was trimly sold with a solid stage show to

grab hefty summer trade, $58,000. It was light or mild

on second and third weeks respectively in Minneapolis

and Denver. Picture !.<; listed as so-so on its second

Detroit week, at $12,000, and just fair in Kansas City

for second session.

'Wild Geese Calling' (20th), taking off In four spots,

shows okay tioxoffice power but. is not sensational.

Best is Washington where picture is getting $16,500,

aided by stage show. 'Bad Men of Missouri* (WB) is

doing average to dandy biz in only scattered spots, with

N. Y. Strand engagement tops at $46,000.

Later returns on 'Manpower' indicate that perhaps

some exhibs are overlooking this film's potentialities.

It is clicking for a neat $9,000 in Providence, okay

$11,000 at Buffalo; sturdy $14,000 in Baltimore and even

belter at Pittsburgh. Washington also reports profitable

trade at $18,000.

'The Vatican City,' on a test engagement at Frisco,

has a healthy $4,000 or better, neat for a film of this

sort. 'The Prime Minister," preeming in Montreal, leads

the cily with a socko $8,000.

'DrA Jeykll-Mr. Hyde' premiere week at the Astor,

NewxYork, is turning in .capacity business despite ad-

vers6> reviews. 'Sgt. York,' switching over to the" Holly-

wood in N. Y., for its seventh week in Manhattan, is

picking up where it left off at the Astor.

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Intense heat over the weekend
nicked grosses although 'Life Be-
gins for Andy Hardy' is coming
through with a handsome $28,500
for the State and Chinese combined.
JUostly holdovers in the other, first-

run.'; but they are doing compara-
tively well.

'Hold 'rhat Ghost' is rolling up a
strong $20,400 for its second ses-
sion at the Pantages and RKO, de-
spite torrid temperature. 'Kiss the
Boys Goodbye' is ringing the gong
for a nice $15,000 on its holdover
week at the Paramount. 'Wild Geesa
Calling' continues getting some
substantial coin on. moveovers to
the Wilshire and United Artists.

Estimates (or This. Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,615; 83-

$1.10-$1.65)— 'Fantasia' (Disney)
(29th wk). Looks like substantial
$4,000 this, week for the town's rec- •

ord run picture. Continues indefi-
nitely. , Last week also around
$4,000.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034;
30-44-55-75)— 'Life Begins Andy
Hardy' (M-G) and 'Private Nurse'
(20th), opened strong and will ring
the bell for $13,000. Last week.
'Wnd Geese Calling' (20th) and
'Pressed to Kill' (20th), good enough
$9,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)—'Ice-Capades' (Rep) and 'Highway
West* (WB). Anemic $5,500 in sight.
Last week, 'Bad Men Missouri* (WB)
(2d wk) and 'An"feels With Broken
Wings* (Rep), fair $6,000.

Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44-
55)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (5th
wk). Tough sledding with around
$2,600 expected, and slated to be
pulled by end of next week. Last
week, tobogganed to poor $2,900.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)
—'Ice-Capades' (Rep) and. 'Highway
West' .(WB). Approximately $5,000,
n.s.g Last week, 'Bad Men Mis-
souri' (WB) and 'Angels Broken
Wings* (Rep), brought $5,800 into
till.

Orpheora (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)
—'Father Steps Out* (Mono) and
'The Getaway* (M-G), with Tito
Guizar heading stage show, running
up profitable $8,000. Last week, 'Shot
in Dark* (WB) and 'Bachelor Daddy'
(U) with Faith Bacon on stage, came
in' for healthy $9,500.
' Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk) and 'Hello
Sucker' (U). Robust $9,400 on the
Abbott and Costcllo holdover. Last
week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Two in
Taxi* (Col), nifty $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-55-

75)—'Kis.T Boys Goodbye* (Par) (2d
wk), with Ethel Waters and Kather-
Ine Dunham dancers on stage, head-
ing for first-rate $15,000. Last week
skvrocketed to $23,500.

.

BKO (RKO) (2,872: 30-44-55)—
'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk) and 'Hello
Sucker' (U): Abbott and Costello
starrer cUckine for $11,000. Last
week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Prisoner
Devil's Island' (Col), wound up with
$15,500.
StaU (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 30-44-

55-75)—{Life Begins Andy Hardy*
(M-G) 'and 'Private Nurse' (20th),

$15,500. Last week, 'Wild Geese'
(20th) and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th),

clicked with $11,000.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;

30-44-55)—'Wild Geese' (20th) and
'Dressed, to Kill' (20th). Around
i3,100, indicated on moveover, only
fair. La.st week, 'Charley's Aunt'
(20th) and 'Dance Hall' (20th), very
good $4,800.
WIlHhIre (F-WC) (2,296: 30-44-55)

—'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Dressed to

Kill' (20th), approximately $4,500,

mlWlsh. Last-wppk, 'Charley'i.Aunf
(20th) and 'Dance Hall' (20th),*came
In with excellent $7,500 on move-
over. i
'Blossoms' Neat $15,000

Jersey City Leader
Jersey City, Aug. 19.

'Blossoms in the Dust' and 'Tom,
Dick and Harry' are competing for

the town's top business. Both are
getting the crowds at the Loew's and
State, respectively.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 28-33-50)

—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and 'Get-

Away* (M-G). Nice $15,000. Last
week 'Big Store* (M-G) and 'Barna-
cle Bill' (M-G), terrific $18,000, best
summer cross in four years.

Stanley (WB) (4,600; 28-33-50)—
'Shepherd Hills' (Par) and 'High-
way West' (WB). DuU $12,000 In

sight. Last week 'Parson Panamint'
(Par) and 'Sons of Guns* (WB),
poor $10,500.

State (Skouras) (2,150; 28-33-50)—
Tom, Dick* (RKO) and "Two Taxi'
(Col). If State gets the expected
$13,000 it will do comparatively the
top business in town, Mighty sweet
takings. Last week 'Reluctant Dra-
gon' (RKO) and 'Sweetheart Cam-
pus' (Col), low $6,500.
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Dhre BomW/ Hardy $19,000 Apiece

In So-So Frisco; 'Jordan' Nifty IIG

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

"Life Begins for Andy Hardy' at

the Paramount and 'Dive Bomber'
at the Fox are leading the street this

-week, although the Orph«um is

grabbing its share oi what biz there
is with 'Here Comes Mr. Jordon.'
Biding third frames at the VTarQeld
and Gate respective^ are 'Charley's
Aunt' and Tom, Dick and Harry,
latter being the first picture to go
three rounds at the Gate since
•Kitty Foyle.' March of Time's
'Vatican' started well at the Geary,
legit spot

Strike clouds on the hotel horizon,
warmer weather and the vacation
windup all are contributing to box-
office lethargy. Biz held up good
over weekend despite hot Sunday,

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—

'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Nurse's
Secret" (WB). Technicolor opus
getting a big play for a sturdy
$19,000, although a flick like this

should do better under normal con-
ditions at this spot. Last week,
holdovers elsewhere along the
street sent "Bad Men Missouri' (WB)
and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) over
expectations for okay $16,000.
Geary (Curran) (1,286; 35-40-50)

—'The Vatican' (RKO). Plugged
from pulpits, March of Time's fea-
ture-length documentary drew a line
more than a block long for its open-
ing, with $4,000 possible, big for a
pic of this type. Last (3d-final

week), 'Snow White," okay $4,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

65)—'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and vaude
(3d wk.). Fine $11,000 in prospect
after^ two stanzas which topped
'Kitty Foyle,' most recent flick to
stay three frames here. I<ast week,
same film, big $14,500.
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,400; 35-

40-50)—'Here Comes Mr. Jordan'
(Col) and 'Richest Man in Town'
(Col). Novelty is getting good play
and may hit smash $11,000, if pace
holds. Last (3d-final) week, 'Hold
That Ghost' (U) and 'Meet the
Chump' CU) (1st wk.) wound up
with a big $7,800 in eight days.
Parunoiint (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-50)—'Life Begins for Andy Hardy'

(M-G) and 'Kildare's Wedding'
(M-G). Twinning of the two serial
stories good for nearly $19,000. Last
(2nd final) week, 'Kiss Boys Good-
bye' (Par) and 'Shining Victory*
(WB) n.s.g. at $7,500.
St Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-

80)—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) (move-
over). Just about average at $4,700.
Last (3d) week, 'Manpower' (WB)
and "Kisses BrealLfast' (WB), okay
$5,000.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Dressed to KiU' (20th) (3d wk.).
Still pulling for a big $10,000. Last
(2d) week, nifty $12,000.

H.O/S Boost Seattle;

'Hardy' SweR $9,000,

'Cavalcade' Great 6€

Seattle, Aug. 19.
It s a holdover town this week, ex-

«ept for Liberty, Fifth Avenue and
Salomar, among the first run houses,
nly one Hamrick-Evergreener has

a new bill. Fifth Avemie, with 'Life
Begins for Andy Hardy.' Para-
mount's 'Wild Geese' holds. "Hold
ITiat Ghost' is being held at Or-
pheum.

Liberty is making plenty out of
'Jungle Cavalcade,' with slick bally-
hoo. This includes live animals in
theatre lobby; two circus men pa-
rading with a bear; billlioards and
big space in the oapers.

Estimates for This VTeek
Blae Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye'
(Par) and 'Forced Landing' (Par)
(2d wk). Hot from Fifth Avenue,
good $2,700. Last week, 'Man Hunt'

^ (20th) and 'Dance Hall* (20th) (2d^ wk), good enough $2,100.
Collsenm (H-K) (1,900; 21-35)—

W. •Billy the Kid* (M-G) and 'Dare Not^ Love' (Col) (2d run), slow $2,400.
Last week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G)
and 'Night in Lisbon' (Par) (2d run),
$2,700, good.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349 ; 30-40
60) — 'Life Begins Andy Hardy'
(M-G) and 'Navy Blue and Gold'
(M-G). wonderful $9,000. Last week,
'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Forced Land
inf-" (Par), $6,700, big.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650: 21-30-40)—

•Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and Two
to Taxi' (Col), big blasts for the
Frank Buck film indicates great $6,-

000. I*ast week, 'Prisoner Devil's Is-

land' (Col) and 'County Fair* (Rep),
garnered fairish $3,000.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-50)-

Tom, Dick* (RKO) and 'B^ide
Crutches' (20th) (3d wk). good $2.-

600. Last week, same films,, swell
$3,500.
Orphenm fH-E) (2.600; 30-40-50)—

•Hold That Ghost' fU> and 'Highway
West' (WB) (2(i wk), looks good fori

big $5,200. Last weeli, same films,

wonderful $8,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)—

'Cracked Nuts' (U) and 'Murder In-

vitation' (Mono), plus vaude, spright-

ly $4,400. Last week, 'Father Steps
(Mono) and 'Bullets O'Hara' (WB),
plus Bowes unit, $6,000, big, and bet-

tering former Bowes' biz here.

raram»unt (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-50)

—'Wild Geese' (2dth) and 'Dressed

to Kill' (20th) (2d wk), flying along

to elegant $4,500. Last week, same
films. $7,600, swell.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-35)--

Knew AU Answers' (Col) and 'Af-

fectionately Yours" (WB) (2d r&n).

okay $2,000. La.-st week (30-40-50),

'Man Power' (WB) (3d wk), $3,000,

good.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16-

30)—'Devil Miss Jones' (RKO) and

Magic Music' (Par) (2d run), nice

$2 200. Last week, 'Penny Serenade

(Col) and 'Model Wife' (U) (2d run),

$1,900, fair.

Dire Bomber' Smash

$7,000 in Oke Omaha;

'Ghost' Big $12,000

Omaha, Aug. 19.

'Dive BoiYiber" a smash at the

Brandeis coupled with 'Hurry.

Charley, Hurry,' and will easily get

a terrific figure at this smaller house.

Long lines daily at boxoffice. Ab-
bott and Costello in 'Hold That
Ghost' plus 'San Antonio Rose" will

get top coin in town, while 'Life Be-
gins for Andy Hardy' also is strong

at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week

Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
•Hurry, Charley,' (RKO), terrific

$7,000, an unusually high figure at

this house. Last week, 'CSiroline

(RKO) and 'Officer Lady' (Col),

nifty $6,300.
Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30-

40)—'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'San An-
tonio Rose" (U). "big $12,000- Last

week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Bachelor Daddy' (U), nice $11,500.

Omaba (Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-

40)—'Life Andy Hardy'' (M-G) and
'Hello Sucker' (WB), so-so $8,200.

Last week, 'Blossoms Dust' (M-G)
and 'Very Young Lady' (20th),

pretty good $9,000.
^

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—

'Billy Kid' (M-G) and 'So Ends
Night' (UA) split with 'Penalty'

(M-G), 'Adventure Washington'
(Col) and 'Man Lost Sslf (U), fair

$950. Last week, 'John Doe' (WB),
'Dreaming Loud' (RKO), split with
'Out of Fog' (WB), 'Model Wife'

(U) and 'Boston Blackie' (Col),

rather light $900.
Town (CJoldberg) (1,500: 10-20-25)

—'Son David Crockett" (Col),

•Nurse's Secret' (WB), 'Scattergood

Baines' (RKO), triple split with
'Wildcat Tucson' (Col), "Caught Acf
(PRC) and 'Ghost Town" (PRC),
'Gay Vagabond' (Rep) and 'Wings'

(Par), light $875. Last week,
'Nevada City' (Rep), 'County Fair'

(Rep), 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA),
triple split with 'Texas' (PRC), 'Each

Dawn Die' (WB) and Thunder
Prairie' (Col), 'Man Monster' (U)

and 'Horror Island' (U), fine $1,100,

Avenue - Military - Dundee (Gold-

berg) (960-600-300; 25)—'Billy Kid'

(M-G), 'So Ends Night' (UA), split

with 'Penalty' (M-G). 'Adventure
Washington' (Col) and 'Man Lost

Self (U), fair $900. Last week, 'John

Doe' (WB), 'Dreaming Loud' (RKO),
spUt with 'Out of Fog* (WB), 'Model
Wife' (U) and 'Scattergood Baines'

(RKO), Ught $875-

—'LUe Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G>
and 'Meet Again' (RKO). Splendid
$13,000, and holds over. Last week,
•Barnacle Bill" (M-G) and 'Ringside

Maisie' (M-G), nice $9,000.

Paramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40) —
'Underground" (WB) and "Three
Sons 0' Guns' (WB). Good $6,000.

Last weeJc 'Adventure Washington'
(Col) and "BuUets O'Hara" (WB),
neat $6,000.

Klalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Scar-
face' (UA) and 'Sky Devils' (UA).
Big $2,700. Last week, 'Manpower*
(WB) and 'Blondie Society' (Col),

after a week at Denver, nice $2,200.

MBER' $9,000

IN PEPPY MPLS.

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Thanks to a gala northwest pre-
miere, with Gene Autry and Dorottiy
Lewis, the latter the film's star, mak-
ing personal appearances on' the
opening day, Ice-Capades' is stealing
some of the local boxoffice thunder
currently.
With only one holdover, ICiss Boys

Goodbye,' instead of the customary
two or tluree, the public has the
widest choice of new screen enter-
tainment in some time. Of the lead-
ing newcomers "Dive Bomlwr' is

causing the most substantial box-
office rush. However, healthier
business prevails.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—

'For Beauty's Sake* (20th) and
Raiders of Desert* (U). Headed for
satisfactory $1,200 in five days. "Pass-
age.Hongkong' (WB) and 'Accest on
Love' (20th) open Tuesday (19). Last
week 'Bullets O'Hara' (WB) and
'Wait for You' (M-G). Nice $1,400
in five days.
Centnry (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)—

'Reluctant Dragon' (RKO). Disney
film well-liked, but going isn't so
good. Light $3,000. Xiast week
'Shepherd HUlls' (Par) (2d wk), $3.-
800 okeh after good $8,500 first week.
Esquire (Berger) (290; 20)—'She-

Devil Island' (Indie) and "Wajan*
(Indie). Light $600 indicated. Last
week Take It With You* (Col) (re-
issue), light $500.
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—'Ice-Ca-

pades* (Rep). Exploited to a faze-
ye-well, but stretching to get $2,800,
good. Last week 'Big Store" (M-G),
$4,000. Big.
Orphenm (P-S) (2.800; 28-39-44)—

'Life With Caroline' (RKO). Slow
going for this one, although well
liked. Coleman may be slipping as
boxoffice magnet. Mild $5,500, like-
ly out after six days. Last week
'Manpower" (WB), good $7,400.

State (P,S) (2,300; 28-38-44)—
'Dive Bomber' (WB). Cast names
and theme's timeliness good box-
office ammunition. Should climb to
big $9,000. Last week 'Kiss Boys'
(Par), mild $6,400.
Uptown (Par) (1,300; 28-39)—

'Great Dictator' (UA). First neigh-
borhood showing. IxK>ks like . good
$3,500. Last week 'Blood- Sand'
(20th), oke $3,000.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-

44-55)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par)
(2d run). Mild pace of first week
not quickened appreciably. Light
$1,500. Last week Tom-Dick" (RKO)
(2d wk), $2,200.

Benny Hea£ng for Record $33,000

InRobastDeL;'KissBoysl2G,2dWk.

ROONEY L'VILLE LEADER

'Hardy" Robust $12,000 — 'Charley's
Aunt' Close Second, $10,0e<t

DENVER'S UPBEAT

Mickey Booney Leads Pack, Splen-
did $13,000—'Ghost! $1(^,500

Denver, Aug. 19.

Orpheum with 'Life Begins for

Andy Hardy* and 'They Meet Again,"

tops town on coin while 'Scarface'

and 'Sky Devils' at Rialto is a sen-
sation. Biz generally improved.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40) —

'Charley's Aunt' (20th), after a week
at the Denver. Fine $5,000. Last
week, 'Fantasia* (RKO) finished a
three-week roadshow with a good
?7,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 25-35-40)—'Bamacie Bill' (M-G> and 'Ring-

side Maisie' (M-G). after a week at

the Orpheum. Fair $2,500. Last
week. 'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and
'Navy Blue and Gold' (M-G), after
a week at the Orpheum, good $3,000.
Dcnham (CockriU) (1,750; 25-35-.

40)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par) (3d
wk) and 'World Premiere' (Par).
MUdish $5,000. Last week, 'Kiss
Boys' (Par) nice $6,600 for second
week.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40) —

Hold Ghost' (U) and Tillie Toiler"
(Col). Superb $10,500. Last week,
'Cliarley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Accent
on Love' (20th) great $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

Louisville, Aug. 19.

'Andy Hardy' is headed for top
money at Loew's State tliis we«^
and will shade '(Parley's Atmt' at
the Rialto by a narrow margin.
Rooney is still packing the old b.o.
punch. B.o. traffic at other down-
town houses is naturally light with
the two deluxers dividine most coin.
Third downtown weak: for 'Man

Power' at the 'Mary Anderson will
end Wednesday (20), one day early,,
to make way for the Thursday open-
ing of 'Sgt. York.' Pic will open
with a lot of ballyhoo, as the War
ner Bros, exploiteer has been in
town beating the drums. Weather
has been favorable for film houses
with opposish no greater than the
usual. Season of summer shows
closed at Iroquois Amphitheatre
Saturday (16), and this will help, the
theatre biz.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Hold That Ghost*
(U) and 'Hit Road' (U). Healthy
pair moved over from Rialto. where
they turned in a socko gross. Cur-
rently pacing for average $1,900.

Last week. 'Kiss Boys* (Par) and
'Paper BuUets' (PRC), oke $2,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)—'Wings' (Par) and 'Flame New Or-

leans' (U). Light $1.000. . Last week,
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Model
Wife' (U). managed all right $1,100.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15-

30-40)—'Life Begins Andy Hardy'
(M-G) and 'Ellery 'Queen Perfect
Crime' (Col). Mickey Rooney's
drawing power still as- potent as ever
and getting the town's best gross in

face of strong opposish, $12,000. Last
week, 'Ringside Maisie* (M-G> .and
'Sweetheart Campus' (Col), man-
aged pretty good $7,500.
Mary Anderson (Libson) C1,0Q0;

15-30-40)—'Manpower* (WB), third
downtown week, cut to six days, to

make way for opening of 'Sgt. York*
Thursday (21) at advanced prices.

Will taper oS on shortened week to

light $3,400. Last week same pic was
good for fine $4,000.

Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-

30-40)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th). Jack
Benny's work in the old farce is

pulling in patrons,with his radio fol-

lowing mak^ig an' impression at the
wicket. Stepping off fine $10,000.

Last week. 'Hold Ghost* (U) and 'Hit

Road* CU), burned *em up for swell

$11,000 and moveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;

15-30-40)—'Parson Panamint* (Par)

and 'Puddin* Head* (Hep). Boys
over on Fourth Avenue are grab-
bing all the coin and tiiis house,

iust off the main stem, is treated like

a stepohfld. Mild $2,500. Last week,
'Navy Blue* (M-G)- and 'Mata Hari'

(M-G) (reissues), fair $3,(»0.

Happy Days in Buff

'Hardy' Hefty $12,000,

manpower' Trim IIG

Buffalo, Aug. 19.

Happy days are back again at Buf-

falo ticket windows with all down-

town firmly in the hi^er brackets.

*Ufe Begins- Andy Hardy' is a pow-

erful draw at the Lakes, with 'Man

Power* at the Buffalo close liehind.

Second round for 'Charley's Aunt* at

the Hip is strong following a riproar-

ing initial session, while 'Hold That

Ghost" continues sockeroo at the La-
fayette.

Estimates tor This Week
Boflalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—'Man

Power" (WB) and 'Ringside Maisie'

(M-G). Nice pace Indicates satisfac-

tory $11,000. Last week, 'Charley's
Aunt" (20th) and 'Man Betrayed"
(Rep), smash session l>ettered $17,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
—'Life Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and "Private Nurse* (20th). Looks
like swell $12,000. I^st v/eek, 'Shep-
herd Hills' (Par) and 'Forced Land-
ing* (Par), climbed up steadily for
solid $10,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'Char-
ley's Aunt' (20th) and- 'Man Betrayed'
(fiep) (2d run). Still drawing; neat
$7,500. Last week, 'Blossoms Dust"
(M-G> and 'Dressed to Kill" (20th)
(2d, run), showed plenty strength
and 'came in with trim $7,000.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)
-^'Hold That Ghost' (U) (2d wk) and
•HeUo Sucker' (U). Still holding 'em
popeyed. Probably sizzling $10,000.

Last week. 'Hold That Ghost" (U)
and. 'Mutiny in Arctic' (U), shook
them out of their seats for an extra
swell $15,000.

20th Century (DIpson) (3,000; 30
44)—'Caroline' (RKO) and 'Bullets
O'Hara' (WB). Stacking up well,

$7,000. Last week, 'Jungle Cavalcade'
(RKO) and 'Hurry Charlie' (RKO),
sloughed off to n.s.g. $5,500.

'HARDY' SUCK $12,000

IN INDPLS, 'AUNT' 9iG

Indianapolis, Aug. 19.
Mickey Rooney is filling the cof-

fers this week at Loew's where "Life
Begins for Andy Hardy,' dualled
with 'Ellery Queen's Perfect Crime,'
is setting the pace downtown. Also
in

. the .blu.e_fi)xips .but not. A&.sixong
as expected is 'Charley's Aunt' at
the Indiana. The Circle has 'Hold
That Ghost' plus "Hit the Road' for
.second week downtown after first

showing at Indiana but take was
evidently

,milked over there because
biz is mild. Lyric, showing a re-
issue of 'This Way Please' and seven
acts of vaude, js in' the black only
because nut is low.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30

40)—'Hold That Ghost' (U) and 'Hit
Road' (U), meagre $4,200, after
same bill got socko biz the first week
at Indiana. Last week, 'Reluctant
Dragon*- (RKO) and Tight Shoes'
(U), weak $5,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30

40)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Accent on Love' (20th), good $9,500
but not up to terrif expectations.
;Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Hit
Jload' (U) very good $9,800.

:
Loew's (Loew's) (2.00; 25-30-40)

—'Life Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and 'Ellery Queen Perfect Crime'
(Col) setting the pace with dandy
$12,000. Last week, 'Ringside
Maisie* (M-G) and "Uncertrain Feel-
ing' (UA), not-so-good $6,800.
Lyric (Lyric) (1.900; 30-40-50)—

'This Way Please" (Par) (reissue)
and vaude headed by Shirley Deane,
neat $10,000. Last week, "Bullets
O'Hara' (WB) and Clyde McCoy
orch, olcay $12,000.

Detroit, Aug. 19.
'Charley's Aunt" is the wealthy

relative which will extend its visit
at the Fox here. Pushing away at
figures that likely will top the
house's last smash. Tobacco Road,"
the Benny flicker is en route t. top
$33,000, wjth no compietition. How-
ever, the oldtimers aren"t doing bad-
ly because the only other fresh bill

in the ftrst-nms here is the revival
of "Mata Hari' bnd 'Navy Blue and
Gold," ringing up a choice figure for
the Palms-State.
Michigan is carrying 'Kiss the

Boys Goodbye* and 'Out of the Fog'
for a second stai^ta while the Adams
has taken over Tom, Dick and
Harry* after two weeks at the Fox
and freshened it up with 'Oacked
Nuts.'
Aug. 28 win see the United Art-

ists, back in the picture game here,
opening with 'Mr. JekyU and Mr. -

Hyde.'
prfimat^a for ThIs Week

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)

—'Tom, Dick" (RKO) (3d wk) and
(Tracked Nuts' (U). O. K. $6,200 in

sight Last week, 'Sweetheart of

Campus' ICai) and 'Bowery Blitz'

(Mono), dull $5,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-

55)—^•Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
Dance Hall' (20th). Should better

an immense $33,000. Last week,
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Perfect

Crime* (Col) (2d wk), tucked a
cheerful $15,500 behind a sweet
$24,000.
MicUgui (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-55)—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and
Out of Fog" (WB) (2d wk). Can
tuck - a so-so $12,000 behind last

week"s average $15,000.
.

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,-

OdO; 30-40-55)—'Mata Hari' (M-G)
and "Navy Blue and Gold' (M-G)
(reissues). "There teems life In the-

old girl yet for a nifty $10,000 on
these revivals. Last week. Shepherd
of Hills' (Par) and Topper' (UA),

not bad at $8,000.

'GHOSr $10,000 H.O.

IN PROV4 HARDY' 12G

Providence, Aiig. 19.

In Its second week, 'Hold, That.

Ghost' at RKO Albee is stUl one of

hottest in town, and may hold a
third. First week's gross sky-

rocketed $3,000 over an estimated

$12,000 when an extra show was
added to take care of overflow

crowds. Also strong are 'Lite Be-

gins for Andy Hardy' at Loewa
State and "Manpower* at M-aiestic.

A 10 degree drop in temperature

plus rain is helping.

Estimates tor This Week
Albee (BKO) (2^00; 28-39-50)—

Hold Ghost" (U) and 'Repent Lei-

sure' (RKO) (2d wk). Riding high

for zowie $10,000 after beU-ringing

$15,000 opening stanza.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-

50)—"Mata Hari" (M-G) and "Navy
Blue, Gold" (M-G) (reissues).

Started slowly but picked up over
weekend for fair $2,000. Last week,
'Charley's Aunf (20th) and 'Ride
Vaquero" (20th) (2d run), so-so

$2,000.
Fav"» (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—

'Bringing Up Baby" (RKO) (reis-

sue) and "Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO).
Slow one since tliis marks third visit

of former pic downtown. - Slated for
so-so $2,000. Last week, 'Kitty
Foyle* (RKO (reissue) ahd 'Sunset
Wyoming* (Rep), good $2,800. .

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Manpower* (WB) and 'Sons O' Guns'
(WB). Nice setup and should do
neat $9,000. Last week, 'Under-
ground' (WB) and "Kisses BreaMasf
(WB)j fair $6^00, .

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-S9-50)—
'Lj^e BegiDS Hairdy' (M-G) and "Per-
fect Crime' (Col). Should ring up
niftv $12,000. Last week, 'Whistling
Dark' (M-G) and 'Stars Look Down*
(M-G>. slow $8,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—

'Parson Panamint' (Par) and 'Blondia
Society* (Col). Only fairish $5,000.

Last week, ICiss Boys' (Par) and
'Puddin' Head' (Rep), not bad $7,000.

WB's Next 2 Tradies

Warner Bros, yesterday (Tuesday)
set Sept. 2 as date for tradeshowing
of two additional consent decree plx.

They are 'Nine Lives Are Not
Enough* and 'Law of the Tropics.' .

Screenings will take place in 31

key cities. WB is not showing or

selling its films on the .1941-42 pro-

gram in blocks, but Individually or

in small groups as they come up.

Boatding House Blues
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Jinx Falkenburg and Buddy
Rogers head the cast in 'Sing for

Your Supper,' rolling at Columbia.
Charles Barton directs, imder pro-

duction of Leon Barsha.
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See GO Theatre Service Union In

Del as Forerunner to Natl Move

Detroit, Aug. ^9.

Said to mark the first invasion by

the CIO in the theatrical field, the

Detroit Theatre Service Employees

union has started picketing o{ the

Eastown, operated by the extensive
Wisper & Wetsam chain here. Re-
cently granted a chaster by the CIO,
which boasts an extensive member-
ship in the strong automobile unions
here, the Theatre Service Employees
union, which includes every type of

theatre employee—managers, cash-

iers, ticket sellers, janitors, ushers,

etc.—is said to be angling for a con-

tract in a chain which will lead to

an advantageous position for future

moves through the city.

Information is that among the ap-
plicants for the CIO charter were a

large number of members of the De-
troit Theatre Managers 8c Assistant

Managers, an AFL organization. In
granting the charter, the CIO was
making its first move in any city into

the theatre field, it was pointed out,

prefering the Detroit ^tup of a
general union for its purposes. Re-
port also is strong that the DTSE
has quietly pulled in a majority of

theatre employees and a number of

crafts which have been associated

with the AFL for years.

Local angling is being watched
Eharply both by managements and
the union officials on the idea that

the general theatre union here is a

feeler before embarking on a na-
tional program.

Sammy Baugh's Personal

Fort Worth, Aug. 19.

Slingin' Sammy Baugh, ail-Ameri-

can football quarterback of a few

years ago and presently a pro-

fessional gridiron player, will be

here at the Palace Sept 6 for the

first installment of Republic's 'King

of the Texas Rangers,' in which he

appears as the 'king'. Baugh^ whose
home is at Sweetwater, Texas, takes

the lead in a story of activities of

Texas • Rangers. Former star at

Texas Christian, he's presently

chuckling the pigskin for the Wash-
ington Redskins.

'Don't scorn the serials,' said

Baugh on a visit here, 'the movie-

goers like 'em and besides, that is

an easy way for a football player to

make money."

WB Theatre Takes Ad

To Bemoan MempW

STARS 'GREET' FANS

OUTSDE THEATRE TOO

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Paramount here pulled a new kind
of personal appearance for Gene
Autry and Dorothy Lewis in connec-
tion with premiere of latter's initial

stellar vehicle. Republic's 'Iceca-

pades^ at Gopher last Friday (IS).

At specified times they had the two
luminaries 'greet' public in front of

the theatre, saying 'hello,' shaking
hands and giving autographs. Al-

though' pair also made personal ap-
pearance on theatre stage twice at
night, comoaratively small capacity
of house (1,000) Influenced sponsors
to arrange the additional outside
'greeting.'

Newspaper ads for the event 'in-

vited' the public to 'greet' Autry
end Miss Lewis 'in front of the the-
atre' at 3:30, 7 and 0 p. m. Huge
throngs were attracted.

M-G Sahos Earlflndson

For 'Scaihce' Ca

^ Detroit, Aug. 19.

In recognition of his temerity In.

playing iip *Scarface* Joan Crawford
In 'A Woman's Face,' Earl Hudson,
president of United Detroit Theatres,
was presented with a special ex-

ploltation award by M-G-M. Medal
was presented by Mayor Edward
Jeffries through the local manager
for Metro.

Hudson, over protests of his own
staff, decided to feature the grim
side «f--the picture-and'-was forced

tO-gft.tp..t»>e-flta..Jke.lt .to get shots
of the mutilated right side of the
star** face for use in his advertising,

Result was that while biz was good
In the rest of the keys it was a 'smash
in Detroit! As a further result
Metro revised Its entire campaign on
the Joan Crawford picture, even
rushing it into towns where 'Face'
had played so* the new campaign
would catch U.i subsequent runs.

Hudson was credited with hypoing
the grosses or the picture through'
out th6 country tlu«ugh taking
chance.

'

Jit Pix—1906 A.D.

Fort Worth, Aug. 19.

All it took for admission price

to any one of the eight Interstate

Circuit theatres here Friday (15)

was a nickel—that is, if it bore
the date 1906.

Interstate is celebrating its

SSth anniversary this month, the

1906 date.

More Drive-Ins Opened in Buffalo

Zone; Tbeatre-Exchange Briefs

Using M. H. Ads

To Cue Exhibs

On 'Mr. Jordan'

Distributors are spotlighting the

Radio City Music Hall's ads on

'Here Comes Mr, Jordan' (Col)

as a cue, to hinterland exhibs

who have been worried about some
recent pictures wherein the element
of strict sequencing contributes im-
portantly to enjoyment of the films.

Among others of this type are 'Citi-

zen Kane' and Tom, Dick and Har-
ry.' The Music Hall frankly adver-

Inee nf I naw'e VnaJi"^*"* that it would be unwise to

LOSS 01 LOCW » fUgtn come in on the middle of 'Jbrdan.'

The hinterland exhibs have argued
that that might be okay for a dis-

criminating clientele as at Radio
City, but what about discouraging
the drop-in trade?

However, it has since been estab'

lished that the public is more satis-

fied when so advised; and further-

more they do come in at scheduled
hours and the b.o. seems to average
up the same.

Memphis, Aug. 19.

Now this town has seen every-

thing.

This week it witnessed the spec-

tacle of a paid newspaper ad by one
theatre management bemoaning the

departure of a competing manager.
In large black type, the Warner

theatre ad on Monday in both local

papers said:

"Howard Waugh and His Asso-

ciates at the Warner sincerely regret

the departure of Cecil Vogel, a fine

gentleman, a clean competitor, a

great showman, and a swell giiy."

In somewhat small type, it con-

tinued:

We also take this opportunity to

welcome Maurice Druker, hiS' suc-

cessor, and wish him success and
happiness in the Best City -in the

Wflrld."

Vogel left the helm at Loew's
State Saturday (16) . to manage
Loew's StiUman, Cleveland. Druker
jumped here from Loew's State,

Cleveland. Vogel had b^en Itere '12

years, was so highly regarded that

a, local amusements columnist did a
special column bemoaning his de-

parture.

CAPT. FARNOL MAY BE

MUSTERED OUT OF ARMY

Lynn Famors office ' has been
named to handle special publicity for

All That Money Can Buy* (formerly

The Devil and Daniel Webster'),
WUUam Dieterle production bejng
released by RKO.
Former United Artists pub-ad head

incidentally, may "shortly lose the

captaincy in the -Army, to which he
was recently commissioned, because
of his physical condition. He has
been ordered relieved of his post,

in charge of public relations for the
First Air Corps, but wUI retain it

pending final decision by an appeals
board.

mOVIE VACATION' TO

DRIVE THE YR. 'ROUND

the

Fairbanks' 106 Bequest

Starts M.P. ReUefs Unite
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Douglas Fairbanks' bequest of
$10,000 to the Motion Picture Relief
Fund will be used to endow several
dwelling units at the proposed -new
Alotion 'Picture Country Club.
Memorial will furnish living quar-

ters for film workers, ranging from
litagehands to stars; according to
Jean Hetsholt, Belief Fund presi-
dent. Construction of country home'
Is -expected to start Sept. 21.

Texas' Hiinibs

Week; M.O.T. Fienp

San Antonio, Aug. 16.
'

By official proclamation of Mayor
C. K. Quin on Friday (IS), this week
will be known as "^lumbs Up, Texas*
week in honor 'of the March of Time
motion pictiire of the same name,
current at the Majestic. A greater

portion of' the footage In the film is

scenes of various traia'Hg camps near
this city. Other scenes" contain shots

of various Industries . of. the state

geared to defense. Others show lead-

ing Texans at work.
In conjunction with the showing

here small Thumbs Up* pins are
being sold in the lobby, proceeds of

which wiU go to British War ReUef

.

Edwards With NSS
Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Jack Edwards, veteran theatre and
film publicist and staff member of
Vabiety and Dailt Variett In Hol-
lywood for IS years, joined National
Screen Service as contact with Fox
West (^oast Theatres.

He will headquarter in the F-WC
home office.

Philadelphia.

Editor, Variety:

. Here is some news about

'Movie Vacation' idea which we
though^ you might want to know.

The Philadelphia Eve. Bulletin is

going right ahead with week-in,

week-out promotion of 'Movie Vaca

tions' as the idea is just as valuable

for promoting theatre attendance in

fall, winter or spring as it Is in sun-

mer. Suitable copy for other sea-

sons of the year will be forthcoming

as each' season approaches.

The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin
made a test of 'Movie Vacation'
trailers in 20 theatres and based
on- the enthusiastic reception of' ex-
hibitors is ordering a large number
of trailers and notifying all theatres

of their availability.

In addition to trailers another idea
has been put into effect, i.e., circular

pasters promoting the 'Movie Vaca-

tion* idea are. being used .over ticket

windows, on lobby posters and wher-
ever theatre audiences pass. Sup-
plies of these pasters are in the hands
of local studios doing poster work
and are being worked into posters

wherever exhibitors specify their

use.

Alfred E. Hill,-manager for Atlan-
tic Theatres, Inc., of the Wood thea-

tre in Woodbury, N. J., has adopted
the Phlladelphla-Eveniiig Bulletin's

'Movie Vacation' idea in decorating
the front of the Wood theatre for
August, its 10th anniversary montti.

Hill got the idea from Abe Montague
of Columbia Pictures, who sent out
coi»es of. the BulleSn's 'Movie Vaca-
tion* ads to 10,000 theatres.

In addition to building his anni-
versary display around the 'Movie
Vacation' theme ('Only on a Movie
Vacation Can You See the World
Today,* ^and 'Movie Vacations Are
Good for the Family and You'), he
used it In local ads.

Mr. Hill, who is celebrating his

sixth anniversary at 'the Wood this

month, has received much favorable
comment f^om the public and the
trade on his use of the 'Movie Vaca-
tion' theme. Part of his lobby dis-

play is a scale model sailboat rocked
by a motor against a streamer read-
ing, 'Vacation With Us,. During
August' The same idea is carried

out in the 10 theatres belonging to

this group.

George T. Eo^er.

Buffalo, Aug. 19.

Western New York's second Drive-
in opened on Niagara Falls Blvd.,
built and operated by Walter &
Driscoll who also operate five out-
door pix spots in Erie, Pa., and
Cleveland.

New Drive-In, Cheektowaga, open
under managem.ent of M. A. Mooney
of Co-Operatlve Theatres of Ohio.
Plenty of face-lifting, refurbishing

and air-conditioning: Rapp Merri-
man's Franklin, Abe Corrin's Alca-
zar, Ann Dowling's Lyric and Sid
Grossman's Elmwood, all of Syra-
cuse; Basil's Strand, Buffalo, and
Dipson's Rivoli, N. Tonawanda.
Rube Cantor and wife of the

Acme, Syracuse, back after several
months on the Coast.
Damage by fire estimated at $15,-

"000 sustained by Jack Carp's May-
fatr, Syracuse.
George Maurer, formerly of Shea-

Par Buffalo and Niagara Falls chain,
out of show business.
Robert Gibbons, vice Bob Dem-

ming, as manager of Shea's Elm-
wood during latter's summer vaca-
Uon.
Vince Saley added to the art de-

partment of Shea-Par theatres.
Joseph C^rauna, Jr., assistant to

manager Rol>ert Dame at Shea's
Niagara.
Val Klaiber, chief booker of the

local MGM exchange for past four
years and recently appointed MGM
Indianapolis office manager, tend-
ered luncheon at Variety Club. Local
MGM additions: Ruth Gushing, new
contract clerk; June DangeU assist-
ant billing clerk; Myron Gross moves
up to chief booker, his place being
filled by Harry Buxbaum, student
booker from Detroit
Local Paramount - office changes

include advancement of Richard
Carroll as l>ooker in place of Robert
Blotchky, now first lieutenant at
Jefferson Barracks, Mo., with How-
ard Volk succeeding as assistant.
Lydia Behling of the Ellen Terry

and Sylvia, Buffalo, elected -to the
board of M.P.T.O. of New York
State, Inc., marking the first woman
director on the board in existence
of organization.

Cieorge Roberts, 20th Ontury-Fox
district manager, recovering from a
major operation at his home in
Cleveland.
Amherst, new Buffalo suburban

house to be opened under manage-
ment of Nikitas Dipson, begins op-
erations early next month.

Bd fellew to Chi
Detroit, Aug, 19.

Ed Bellew, exploitation man for
United Artists who whacked up his
time between Detroit and ' Minne-
apolis, has been transferred to the
Chicago office.

Because of poor health, J. L.
(Toots) Chapman, for many years
active as an exhibitor, is selling his
Lincoln in Sebewaing to the Adbam
Bros., who operate a chain in the
Thund> district of Michigan.-
Former Pittsburgh theatre mana-

ger Lester Burk has been brought
here by Milton Jacobson to manage
his Blackstone. Another importation
has seen Barton Hosier, former man-
ager in Iowa, brought in by Wisper
tt Wetsman to handle the Calvin.
Carl Krueger, Jam Handy execu-

tive, transferred by commercial film
company from the theatrical to the
projection department

da for Harry Hendel, took similar
post at Soisson theatre in Connells-
ville. Pa . , Howard Minsky re-
placed Milton Frankel, resigned, as
main line sales rep for WB exchange
here.

Baze Empire, Frovldenoe
Providence, Aug. 19.

The Empire, city's oldest ploy-
house, which for the past several
years has been playing second-run
features, will give way to a chain
store. 'The building, according to a
notice filed with the Recorder of
Deeds, has been leased to the W. T,
Grant Co. fo 30 years.
The Empire, 'first known as Low's

Opera House, threw open its doors
on March 4, 1876. It subsequently
gave the Providence Opera House
considerable competition, and later
presented vaudeville, burlesqv/e and
finally second-run features.

G. A. Smith Sells Ont
San Francisco, Aug. 19.

G. A. Smith of Willets has sold his
WiUets to George Mann circuit, but
wiU stay in the town to manage the
house and one other, the Noyo, for
Mann.
Blumenfeld circuit opens new

house in LaFayette, east of Oakland,
Thursday (21), first theatre in the
town. Four-hundred seater tabbed
the Park.
The Rio, in Rodeo, purchased by

C. A. J. Church from Coniglio Bros.
H. Neal East Paramount exchange

boss, . tossing annual office party at
his Orinda estate (23). Yearly staff

outing instituted Hiree years ago by
East

Ed Barr at BKO
Edmond M. Barr, formerly amuse-

ments editor of the' Dallas Journal,
appointed exploitation representa-
tive of RKO with headquarters in
the Omaha-Des Moines territory.
He takes over immediately.

Hariman's Honse
Spokane, Aug. 19.

O. R. Hartman, who inanages th«
Roosevelt, Grand Coulee, Wash.,
too over operation of the CBI the-
atre at Mason City, Wash., Sun-
day (17).

COLUMBUS WANTS WB
mE ANIMAL' PREEM

[Mr. Eager of the Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin created the 'Movie
Vacation' idea.—Ed.]

Jack Jadd Expanding

, ,
Pittsburgh, Aug. 19.

Jack -Judd, who operates Theatre
Poster Service company here bear-
ing his name, branching out and -will
open in Cleveland in association
with Jack Klein.
Max Arnold has acquired Olympic,

Verona, reentering film biz after'
being engaged in -the-cosmetic trade
for several years. ,ArnoId formerly
operated, a Pittsburgh nabe house.
Transter was from Joseph Moritz,
who is leaving shortl^ for Los An-
geles, where he is going into the
theatre business.
Park, Greenfield, opened -only last

fall, dark lor several weeks on
orders from city's safety department,
which has told owners, H. L. and
Nathan Perer, that they must install
an all-new celling. Roof was
okayed but ceiUng tailed to pass in-
spection. Around $8,000 being spent
to install a new one and house ex-
pects to redpen around Labor Day.
Work has started on new Alvin,

leased and operated by Harris cir-
cuit, to replace structure on which
roof caved in last winter. Accord-
ing to present plans, house will be
ready by middle of October. Until
then. Senator theatre will be Harris'
first-run site downtown.
Firm of Mervis Bros, and t>ave

Bamhaltz—latter recently resigned
as city salesman for U to go into
exhibition—has just acquired Rialto
on Fifth avenue from M. A. Rosen-
berg.

Briefles: Jack Coh^n has opened
new premium display room on Film
Row . . . Tony Vincent Carnegie
manager for Dr. C. E. Herman, down
90 pounds following sanatorium stay
. . . Charley Lynch,' who resigned
recently as manager of New Grana-

Columbus, Aug. 19.

An extensive campaign has been
opened by the Variety Club to bring
the world premiere of The Male
Animal' to Columbus. Production
was written by Elliot Nugent and
Jim Thurber, the former directing
for Warner Bros., and both men are
former students at Ohio State Uni-
versity, locale of the plot

Virgil A. Jackson, president of the
Columbus Variety Club, is directing
the behind-scenes firing. Formal in-

vitations have been extended to WB
by Gov. John W. Bricker, Mayor
Green, the university and many
prominent citizens of the city. Plans
would call for a premiere on the eve
of an OSU football game.

RCA-Vktor to Bally

"Sdo Valley' Tones

Accentuating its big exploitation
drive for 'Sun Valley Serenade,'
which is offering vacations to the

Idaho' rallroaid resort town for ex-
hibitors, 20thrFox has worked out a
campaign with RCA-Victor ' whereby
4,000 Class A dealers handling rec-

ords will baUy the picture via win-
dow and counter di^Iays.

RCA-Victor drive is Unked with
music hits of .picture,, together with
Glenn Miller's band which appears
in the film. Twentieth also has
tled-in the jukeboxes, with spe-

cial cairds and stickers on 'Sun Val-
ley Serenade' tunes. Besides the top

RCA Victor dealers, ' company also

will exploit via 7,500 other Victor

and Bluebird record distribs. -

Snowballs In Wash.

Washington, Aug. 19.

Dan Terrell, local Loew's publicity

director, garnered a neat handful of

space for 'Sun Valley Serenade' over

the weekend. He sent drama editors

and city desks snowballs—authentic

snowballs.

niey'd been gathered from near

the peak of one of the highest moun-
tains surrounding Suii Valleyi packed

in dry ice and rushed here by train

and abr express. Gag got attention

even among important international

news breaks.
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

Claude ThomhtU's Orch (18), iplth
Kay Doyle, Dick Harding and Bob
Jenney; Jack Williams, Jerry
ColOTino, Lorraine and Kogrxan, Im:
Spots (4); 'Kis3 the Boys Goodbye'
(Pot) , reviewed in Variety, June 25.

Here 'is a nicely rounded, all-

around entertaining .show, plus, in

Claude Thornhill, as good a band
musically as is around today.

In one respect, at least, this layout
Is a booker's dream. The marquee
has the names—Mary Martin and
Don Ameche in the fllm, and The
Ink Spots and Jerry Colonna on the
pit rostrum—to pull 'em in, while
the presentation has what it takes to
hold and' keep them applauding.
Proof of the pudding was the near-
capacity . house Thursday night (14)
which gave the acts a succession of
showstops than ran the bill 19 min-
utes overtime.

Thornhill, a crack arranger chiefly
responsible for the success of Max-
Ine Sullivan, who, additionally has
worked for some top bands, has
been fronting his own crew for
about two years. The band, return-
ing to Glen Island Casino in the
fall, is in superlative shaped dis-

tinctively stylized and with highly
listenable orchestrations. Its only
weakness is in the vocal depart-
ment, there being nothing standout
in Kay Doyle: or Dick Harding. Bob
Jenncy, trombonist, on the other
hand does well with a novelty num-
ber in a duet with Miss Doyle.

Thornhill spots his band in sepa-
rate sections; outfit consists of five-

brasses, four-man rhythm (including
his own duchinesque piano) end
seven reeds. There's no over-accent-
uation of any section at any time, all

being component parts of an ex-

Sertly welded whole. Thornhill
imself is a standout at the piano,

but equally adept in furnishing and
heightenine the beat are the flne

drummer, bass-whacker and guitar-
ist. The band is alternately sweet
and swing but always sedate and
listenable, with Thornhill seated at

the keys most of the way and stick-

ing to the job of selling music rather
than bnashness.
Of the acts, the top ' click at this

catching v>as the mixed comedy
team of Lorraine' and Rognan. The
little femme of this duo is as socko
a comedienne as has come along since
Oracle Allen, although this is a
comparison only of merit and not
style. Miss Lorraine is an eccentric
worker almost on the acrobatic side,

with her partner a tall, nice-looking
hoofing straight. > Their • comedy
timing has reached the point of near-
perfection. They tied this show up
completely and only Rognan's intro
of the Ink Spots, who close, per-
mitted them to get off.

Plus the rhythmic harmony ' wiz-
ardry of the Spots, holding over for
third and fourth weeks after two

' weeks with the previous show and
Eicture, another nigh register is hit

y Jack Williams, the tall hoofer
who iicore^ In 'Meet the People.'
Juve, who is a sure bet for leads In
musicals, socks over with rhythm
dances, tmcorking a refreshing per-
sonality and stai;e presence that's
rare nowadays, when hoofers are
strictly dancing-school made.
Colonna's zany dnging, double-

talk and tromboning follow
Williams, and the be-moustached
comic also gets over. He's at least
a name who can do some^lng, even
though that something isn't much
ditTerent from what he used to do a
few years ago as a musician-enter-
tainer on the Coast
The spots wind up the show, do-

ing 'Keep Cool, Fool,' 'fou're Break-
ing My Heart.' Tm SUU Without a
Sweetheart,' Tm Alabamy Bound'
and finally the national anthem.
Per usual.' they are tremendous ap-

tlause-getters and only the 'Star
pangled Banner,' with the pit low'

ering immediately after, prevented
another showstop and furOier delay
of the show. Latter ran 74 minutes
at this viewing, though sch"'"led
for only 55. Scho.

lad's baritone voice is well fitted to

the accomplished '01' Man River' he
sings.

Niche filled by Morrison has
some of the better moments of the
show, and if whole act had pitch of

his toysoldier imitation and his

femme undressing bit (which panics
the femme patrons) it would be a
bell-ringer. Series of' impressions
are varied and done with slight use
of makeup and reminds one that

acting is still a possibility (If seldom
expressed) for vaudeville entertain-

ment. Following Morrison, Cy Lan-
dry fills several minutes with varied
material on the comedy side as he
uses bit of ventriloquism, reverts to

burlesque and comes out of it all in

an amusing comedy terp.

Lester Harding steps out of his

m.c. roll long enough to soft-pedal

his baritone on 'Blue Champagne.'
Finale by Rulson, Morgan and Baro
trio is a knockabout dance turn with
threesome winding up in tatters,

femme's attire being scanty. Amus-
ing bit but slight and tapers ofl^the

show rather than solidly climaxing.
Quin.

HAMID'S PIER, A, C.
(HIPPODROME)

Atlantic City, Au(/. 17.

'Scandals' of 1942' u)ith Helen Mor-
gan, Charl«8 Kemper; Pot Henning,
Nan Rae and Mrs. Waterfall, George
White Girls (12), Martho Barnett,
Freda Sullivan, Dan Goldte's House
Orch luith Frank Cork; 'Citadel of
Crime' (Rep).

STATE, N. Y.

Billed collectively as 'George
White's Scandals of 1942,' and
emceed by White himsslf through
loudspeaker from backstage, this

week's vaude b'ill at George Hamid's
amusement center is unusually good
entertainment, getting big responses
from seashore crowds.

Helen Morgan has top billing. She
had laryngitis when caught Sunday
afternoon (17) and obviously should
not have gone on. She opens with
'Bill' and 'Make Believe' and encores
with 'Why Do I Love You.' Audi-
ence called for a second encore, but
she didn't come out again. -

Charlie Kemper seems to domi-
nate show with four skits inter-
spersed between other acts. These
include his 'Night Boat to Albany,'
'Joe the Bartender,' 'Rookie' and
'Army Medical Exam' skits. They
produced steady laughter. Show
opens and en^; with chorines sing-
ing 'Are You Having Any Fun.'
Lookers appear several times In dif-
ferent dress and routines.

Pat Henning wows the cash cus-
tomers with a lengthy routine' of
zany antics, his best being an imi-
tation of a nervous fellow playing a
pinball machine. He also draws loud
guffaws mimicking death scenes
played by George Raft, Edward Rob-
inson, Humphrey Bogart, Tyrone
Power and Jimmy Cagney.
Nan Rae and Mrs. Stanislaus

Waterfall (Blaude Davis) also amuse,
especially the latter'a singing of
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' and
Tisket-Tasket.'

Freda Sullivan does two Hvely hip-
swinging and cartwheel dance rou-
tines for fair applause, and Martha
Barnett sings old 'Scapdals' hits as
chorines dance. Carter,

Hennv Younoman, Mitzt Moy/alr,
Frances Faye, Mills Bros. (5), Bilf-

morettes (3), Lclo Moore, house 0Tc}^

with Ruby Zvoerling; "They Met in
Bombay (M-G).

Strong lineup of standard vaude
acts provides a long and solidly

entertaining shoW. At the final per-
formance Thursday night (14) the
near-capacity audience was cordial

but not particularly responsive until

Henny Youngman warm«d it up.
However, the comic kept flinging

gags and presently had the house in

his mitt. Besides being on and off

as m.c. he did several monolog stints,

in one instance remaining on for
about 30 minutes and seemingly be-
ing able to.stay indefinitely.

Two acts are making Times Square
'comebacks' on the bill—Mltzi May-
fair returning after several years' re-

tirement, and the Mills Bros, play-
ing their first big-tlm^ New York
date since they faded a bit after their

huge popularity some years ago.

Quartet has been on extensive
world-tours last couple of years,

playing South Africa, Australia, Eu-
rope and South America. Both turns
were enthusiatically received at the
show caught.
Miss Mayfair has apparently lost

none - of her edge during her layoff.

She's a trifle slimmer, a cute looker,
with loads of terping skill, authority
and style. Semi-ballet tap routines
ar« expertly contrived and effective-

ly danced and sold 'with professional
finish, particularly her familiar 'St
Louis Blues' eccentric tap, presented
here as an encore.

Mills Bros., including four voices
and a fifth guy playing guitar ac-
companiments, scored nicely at this

showing, but seemingly missed a bet
by not doing either ^Dinah' or 'Miss

Hannah,' two numbers for which they
were particularly noted in their hey-
day. Did' six songs in all, including
a goofy finale, with Youngman par-
ticipating for laughs.
BUtmorettes, acrobatic, trio, open

the biU with a click. Gals do really

tough flipflops through hoops while
skipping rope. Lela Moore, togged
half as man and half as a femme, of-

fers the same amorous wrestling bit

she's done in Earl Carroll shows and
vaude. Illusion is effective, but after

a few minutes' novelty, it's merely a
question how far she'll dare public
taste. Frances Faye, with her char-
acteristic brand of piano-banging and
shouted vocals, completes the bill.

She's a good show-woman, as always.
Kobe.

PROCTOR'S, NEWARK

Kansas City, Aug. 16.

Marttngales (2), Jack Morrison, Cy
Londry. Rulson. M&rgan and Baro,
Lester Harding. Virgil Harris. Herb
Six House Orch: 'Scattergood Pulls
the Strings' (RKO).

Vaude bill as stage offering this
week is run-of-the-mill. It clicks in
several spots, is less impressive in
others, and 45 minutes winds up
mildly.

. .

Perhaps the average tenure of the
• bill Is struck In the closing turn by

. Rulson, Morgan and B^iro, who leave
with something lacking and don't
quite hit measure of {^receding acts.
Spotted here probably to flash out
end of show, but Jack Morrison as a
single would close better. Since
whole show is more or less mild,
total would likely be the same with
other routings.
Herb Six house band opens on

medley of tunes from 'That Night in
Rio' (20th) and initial standard turn
'is taken by the Martingales.

Their adagio acrobatics, with male
tossing femme, are standard. • Week-
ly amateur winner Virgil Harris,
spotted next adds more to the show
than usual entry, as the colored

Then, he brings out

maniged to pack the theatre on IJ"^ .^""V*"^^. ».*n^^^

Newark, Aug. 18.

BiU Ames, Ford, Bourte & Daly,
WiUcte & Dare, Cino & Cortez, Mil-
ton Douglas A Prisctlla, Leo Freud-
berg House orch (12); 'Tom, Dick
and Harry' (RKO) and 'Lady Scar
face" (RKO).

Show this week has considerably
less variety and fire than some of the
house's recent bills. But the current
program is bolstered by a reputable
feature picture, Tom, Dick and
Harry* (RKO). Both stage and film

LYRIC, INDPLS.

iTidianapolis, Aug. 15.

Shirley Deane, Ted Leary, Lynn,
Royce and l^anyo, Ray Vaughn,
Skate - 0 - Maniocs, Bon^lds (2)

,

Arren and- Broderick; 'This Woy,
Pleose* (Par).

A parent who might want to give
his ofitepring a little personal history
of show business might take his boy
to the Iiyric this week and say,

liook. Junior, tiiat's vaudeville.' For
present on the bill are six acts which
are typical of that once flourishing
branch of the theatre. In addition,

the management has booked In

Shirley Deane from Hollywood as a
marquee decoration. For 18 years,

the Lyric has thrived on vaude, and
the loyal patrons who turned out for
the third show Friday night while
not large numerically, were nonfr
theless avid In their appreciation
of the efforts by the performers.
To keep the revue flavor, the man-

agement moved the pit orch of 10
men on stage, with all acts working
In front of the bandstand. The
Skate-o-Maniacs, a hoy and girl,

open with some twirling on the
rollers, operating first on a small
mat and then on a table. Their
tricks are skillful. Ray Vaughn fol-
lows, with a medley of old favorites
on the xylophone. His off-tune ren-
dition seemed . to^ pass unnoticed by
the audience.

tbt woman wins solid belly-laughs
with h«r facial and body contortions

Willi* singing popular and operatic

tunes. Does IClse Me Again' stral^t
as an sncore.

Bill runs 67 minutes. Despite
mild attendance low nut ^ould put
the house Into the black for the
week. Kiley.

STEEL PIER, A. C.

(MUSIC HALL)

Atlontlc City, Aug. 17.

Abbott and Costelto, Gypsy Rose
Leg, Billy Gflbert Eddie White, 3

Arnolds, Roy Smccfc, Goe Foster
Ballet, Ben Yost Singers (2), Dick
Darui, Pinkie Lee, Ryan and Benson,
Bobby Morris, Wolter Morton, Music
Hall Orch.

It's a triple headliner bill at Frank
Gravatt's Steel Pier, but it is' still

Abbott and Costello whom the crowd
cheers. At this catching (Sunday)
the comedians ended their nine-day
engagement receiving tremendous
applause upon appearance and at

close of act Nine shows were
skedded for another super weekend.
Gypsy Rose Iiee,'in demure polka

dot freck with long sleeves and full

skirt and wearing large, school-
girlish hat with streamers, begins a
line of chatter about what the strip

teaser thinks about Meanwhile,
working from inside outj the stripper
peels.

Billy GUbert In chef's cap and
apron. Is good for a number of guf-
faws with his 'explanation' of the
culinary arts. Ends up with his
familiar sneezing to big hand. Took
four bows.
Roy Smeck strums out some tune-

ful music on his electric gultaii He
has his own sound amollfier on stage
and numbers, including 'Amapola,'
'Maria. 'Elena, and his arrangement
of an Hawaiian war chant are well
done. Nice stage arrangement at
this point with Ben Yost, singers and
Gae Foster girls In background. Boys
in navy blue coats with white flan-

nels and girls In red and blue cos-
tumes.
Eddie 'Wlilte follows with some

comedy, gags and yarns, some new
and some old. He sings 'It's All In a
Life Time,' and follows with a med-
ley of comedy songs. He does best
with latter. Three Arnolds, two men
and a girl, have a good aero balanc-
ing number, well done and well re-
ceived.
The Gae Foster Girls do well In

the tap number on steps. Outstand-
ing Is the fan dance in white, ruffled
costumes. It serves as background
for entrance of Miss Lee. The Ben
Yosters score in a medley of navy
songs, with novelties by various
members of the troupe.
With Dick Dana as emcee, the

minstrel portions, including Pinkie
Lee, Ryan and Benson, Bobby Mor-
ris and Walter Morton, supply com-
edy bits throughout.
Admission 83c for weekends. This

Includes Bobby Byrne's .orch, Alex
Bartha's band, three films, water cir-

cus, children's theatre, Sharkey, the
Seal, 6 Christianis and animal circus,

Carter.

STRAND, N. Y.

CIyd« Lucas Orch with Phyllis
Colt, Lyn Lucas, Johnny De Voogdt-
Rochester (Eddie Anderson) with
Kitty Murray, Three Nonchalants,
Sunny Rice; 'Bod Men of Missouri'
^WB), reviewed in Vahietv, July

Hie Strand's current marquee
names must take a back seat to
some of the bill's lessers. It's Roch-
ester (Eddie Anderson) and Clyde
Lucas' band for the b.o. puller, but
once the payees are In, It remains for
others, such as the 'Three Noncha-
lants. Sunny Rice and a moppet
with the band, Phyllis Colt, to
handle the major share of the en-
tertainment.
Rochester has all the facility for

entertainment but, like many an-
other Hollywood personality who's
deigned to go on the p.a. trail, he's
done too little to get himself an act
Outside of • that clever opening,
where Jack Benny converses with
his radio valet via a specially made
film, the Negro comedian's material
is none too adroit although that
finale mugging, dancing bit with
hefty Kitty Murray, colored Harlem
comedleime. gathers some laughs.
However,- the stuff they employ Is
more In the Idiom of Harlem's
Apollo theatre.

Lucas' outfit Is more notable on
this show for its ability to accom-
pany the acts well, though there are
moments on its own when the orch
indicates expert musicianship.
Lucas is pleasant as the show's

m.c., giving the spotlight generously
to other members, either group or
singly, for specialties. Brother Lyn
Lucas Is the vocal specialist, dou-
bling from the sax, while the Seven
Singing Violins go over neatly on a
solid arrangement of 'Stardust.'
Johnny De Voogdt is another of the
outfit's specla'"-!'', handling a violin
solo neatly.

Outstanding among the band's per-
sonnel is the teen-age Miss (Jolt
who, dressed in moppet attire, goes
In for character type of comedy
tunes. .She was a smash with the
Friday night (IS) audience.
Suimy Rice, who's been in 'Du-

Barry Was a Lady on Broad\vay, is

still socko with her rhythm taps,
and drew one - of the layout's finest
receptions. Miss Rice, a piquant
miss with rhythm down to her toe-
tips, is prime material for another
Broadway musical.
The "Three Nonchalants are still

among the finest acro-comedy acts
of their type, with the mousey one
being the focal point for the zaney
antics. They drew the best recep-
tion of the night and had trouble
getting off.

Leo Morgan has done an excellent
sta.^ing job. Biz off at the la.^t show
Friday. Naka.

HIPP, BALTO

Majestic, San Antonio

BUI Ames, voice Impressionist on
the March of Time air show, leads
the other acts in quality and effect
There is nothing unique about his
work, but he has ability. Ames re-
flects, vocally and in facial expres-
sion, Roosevelt La'Guardia, Churc-
hill and others. A few fall flat but
the majori^ sound okay.

She' colored trio. Ford, Bowie and
Daly, tap with speed and precision.
Most of their stuff is routine, but at
the close they do Harlem jive, in-
volving unusual, fast foot work.
Wilkie and Dare, male and femme,

present a ' number of tumbling
novelties, some of them humorous,
some .lust rough. Miss . Dare has
more slapstick ability than her male
pal. who at least co-ops very ably.
A few of their tricks, especially the
tumble resembling a wheel without
the hub, are pretty neatly done.
CIno and Cortez play some hot

Latin tunes oh their guitars. The
two work skillfully and please.
Show's weakest item is that of

Milton Douglas and PrisciUa. Douglas
and the girl get a few laughs with
their gags, song and dance, but these
don't click too well. Perhaps the act
could ' be livened up if' it were
shortened a bit
The five acts last 55 minutes. Jaff.

Son Antonio, Aug. 16.

Merry Macs (4), Stwrt Morgan
Dancers (4), Croynor and Ross, Vic
Hyde, Masters and Rollins,/ Berry
Bros. (3), House Bond (14); 'Re-
luctant Dragon' (RKO).

The second of the Interstate cir-
cuit's 3Sth anniversary stage shows
Is an old-fashioned variety show
.with new-fashioned acts. It's fast
moving, 'full of all types of enter-
tainment end playing to capacity
crowds.

'Star Spangled Banner,' played by
the house orchestra behind the cur-
tains, opens the show again this
week. Gaynor and Ross start the
revue proper in bane-up style with
their skating on a table. Do several
neat acrobat stunts for okay ap-
plause.

v/ork strictly from 'hand to floor, do-
ing some stunts singly and together.
Trick English on tnt sphereoids got
some giggles.
Ted Leary m.c.s to Introduce the

acts. He overdoes the buildups,
causing some bad stage waits. His
gags, too, are strictly out of the
ark. In his own spot he. tells a' few
more familiar jokes, fben goes into
a parody on 'BUlie' and follows with
another oarndy based on 'Beguine,' a
bit on the blue side. Lynn, Boyce
and Vanya have appeared here be-
fore and go better with a band show.'
They appear first as a ballroom "trio,

two ttien and a girl, then go into
knockabout comedy.-
Miss Deane is a looker and has a

winning personality which she sells
to the audience. She doesn't tell

of her experiences In Hollywood, but
wins her hand with an individual
delivery of 'Time of Your Life,' Two
Sleepy People,' 'You and I' and
'You're a Fine Fellow, Mr. Smith.'
For an encore, she does a dramatic
bit leading' Into a vocal of 'Play-
mates.'
Arren and Broderick were appar-

ently booked In at the last minute as
their names are missing from dis-
play ads. They're the sock of the
bill, Man remains at the piano and

Baltimore, Aug. 16.

Leu> Parker & Co., (2), Condoa
Bros. (2), Five DeMarco Sisters,
Simone Simon, James Barton, Felice
lula House Orch (13); 'My Life With
Caroline' (RKO).

Potent layout, this. A bit heavy
on singing and dancing but enter-
taining enough in this day of dearth
in variety acts.

Pac^d, by Lew Parker for one of
his frequent local repeats, show
moves along in mounting climax to
finishing stint of James Barton, who
needs a makeshift afterpiece, en-
listing most of the acts on hand to
beg off.

Parker starts matters with some
okay gagging and makes appear-
ances throughout, holding down a
bit of a spot later in the-'layout for
some clowning with a femme stooge.
Comic certainly knows the answers
and has been a consistent laugh re-
peater, always scoring here. What
holds him back from more ambitious
doings is a bit of a mystery unless
the acquisition of some original
material and a fresh angle may be
the answers.

xm a one-mati band
hoofery. Twoway tapping is top«
and adroitly worked in challenge
makes for a solid bellringer. Stand-
ard turn drew a highly audible re-
sponse good for a series of well-
earned bends when caught Five
DeMarco Sisters follow and click
from the teeoff with five-way har-
mony to the accompaniment of a
guitar played by one of the young-
sters. Teenage gals, ranging from a
tiny moppet with a whale of stage
presence, whack out "There'll Be
Some Changes Made,' 'Dolores' and
'God Bless America.' all decidedly in

the groove and a cinch on any lay-
out.

Parker's spot here also enlists a

bit of hoofery, a brave attempt on
any bill with C^indos pair and
Barton on hand. Makes a. spot for

Simone Simon, however, and serves
to set matters for the diminutive
star, who looks well and sells a

trio of vocals In nice style. Adroil
arrangement of 'Chi-Oii-Caste-
nanga,' 'My Sister and 1' and 'I've

Got to Get Hot' earn a nice response
Barton next, and socko from the

blowoff. Without any fanfare he

w;alks to the mike and gives out with

a vocal of 'You Made Me Love You,
a kUler-dlller as delivered in hi!

( Continued on page 23)

interpretation of theme songs of
well-known orchestras, such as
Henry Busse, Tommy Dorsey, etc.
Nifty dance routines are turned In

by the three Berry Bros. Merry
Macs turn In one of the high spots
of the show with their harmonizing.
Wind up with the inevitable 'Hut'Sut
Song." Had to beg off.

Comedy honors are carried by
Johnny Masters and Rowena Rollins.
Masters doubles throughout the show
as m.c. Miss Rollins is a localite,
having won a contest on the stage
of the Majestic here about nine years
ago. This is her first local appear-
ance since hitting the big. time. Both
have a good comedy act Miss Rol-
lins, a long, lanky girl, doing, sev-
eral turns which brought many
hearty laughs. Best are her song
of a 'Chiropractor's Daughter* and
her impersonation of Eleanor Roose-
velt Masters does several dance
impersonations of notables, best be-
ing Boris Karlofl and Sonja Henle.

In the finale are the Stuart Mor-
gan Dancers, thr^e men and a ,

girl
with a neat adagio turn.
House band lends good support

throughout being conducted by Vic
Insirello.

Supper show caught opening day
(16) played to capacity. Andy.
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U.S., Argentine Film Interests Await

Trade Treaty as Boon to Their Biz

Buenos Aires, Aug. IX
New Argentine-U. S. trad* treaty

expected to be signed here this,

month is being watched with par-
ticular interest by both American
distriba and Latin film execs -who
figure It will be a shot .In the arm
to biz. Expected the new pact will

stimulate commerce suHlclently as to

make unnecessary present strict

methods of exchange control which
presently are one of the chief
hindrances to local trade.

Argentine producers also look to

the pact to ease the flow of virgin

films, machinery and chemical prod-
ucts which now can only be brought
from the States. Local exhibs are
also planning heavy purchases of
projection equipment fixtures, etc.

They've had petitions before Minis
ter of Foreign Affairs Dr. Enrique
Ruiz Guinazu for some time.

Recalled that Ambassador Norman
Armour recently flew to the States

on a hurried visit specifically in

connection with the pact, and on his

return late in July indicated it would
be only a short time before au
thorities of the two countries reached
a mutual agreement on all points

Expected that the U; S. will buy
more from Argentine under the new
treaty, thus giving more dollars

here for trading. Since Argentines
adhere closely to the belief that their
country must buy where it sells,

Increase will not only be reflected in

trade but is expected to produce a

favorable reaction at the b.o.

Treaty has been in the talk stage

some time. First negotiations were
broken off early in 1940. Film men,
like others, limped along after that,

and the ' loss of European markets
due to the war, and the British

blockade has put this country into a
deeper financial hole, only tempo-
rarily solved by U. S. loans and
credits totaling $110,000,000.

Sid Hyams Books Pix

For British Show Unit
London, Aug. 1.

Newly created Department of NS'
tlonal Service Entertainment; com'
bining various government enter-
tainment groups for the servicfs, ap-
pointed Sid Hyams as film booking
maqager for the picture end of the
business.

Hyams replaces Theo Fllgelstone,
who took a commission with the
Army.

h London Stodios

SEE NEW MOVE TO

JOIN HOYTS-G.U.T.

Sydney, Aug. 1.

Recent arrivals here from U. S.

are William Powers and Herschel
Stuart, 20th-Fox (National) execs,

together with Robert Schless, War-
ners foreign manager, who is out

to "make a new deal, presumably
with Hoyts, covering the Warner
product. N. P. Pery has been lo-

cated here for some weeks delving

Into the Columbia setup.

Certain local industry insiders see

In. the arrival of Powers and Stuart

a fresh move to join Hoyts and
Greater Union Theatres for 20

years, with Powers and Stuart, as

the envoys of Sidney Kent, taking

up at the point where Dan
Michaelove and Walter Hutchinson
left off. 20th-Fox, through National,

holds the 'C stock in Hoyts. Charles
Munro, director of Hoyts, and Nor-
man Rydge, head of G.U.T., have
had pow-wows with the visitors.

'Nice Girl,' del Carril

Tie in Havana, 3</2G
Havana, Aug. 10.

America theatre continues to be
city's biggest loadstone, tieing for
this week the personal appearance of

atre in latter's second week.
Other Eatimatei for Week of Ang..3
Fansto — 'Sonny' (RKO). $2,000,

good.
Encanto—'Bitter Sweet' (M-G, re-

peat), $1,600, o.k.

America—'Nice Girl' (U), $3,500,
fine.

Badlo-Clne—'Buck Privates' and
•San Francisco Docks' (both U), $1,-

400, poor.
Naelonal—Hugo del Carril topping

show at $3,500, very good.
Payret—Local vodvil as well as

Mex fiick, 'El Secreto de Sacradote,'
$2,200, oJt.

Confirm Milder

Post asWB Head

In Maxwell Chain

London, Aag. 19.

Max Milder, Warners' chief
In 'Great Britain, has been ap-
jkolnted ofllolally to the dlree>
torship for Warners of .the As-
sociated British PIctnre Corp.'a
cinema. olrenK, lot« which the
Burbank company recenUj
bought for $3,6M,00«.

Varibty's London office ex-
clusively revealed Milder*! ap*
polntment several weeks a^o,
•long with the Warner bny-ln,
even after denials were coming
thick and fast on the deal.

London, Aug. 1.

Long pending fireworks surround-
ing Warners' buy-in on the Associ-
ated British theatre chain (John Max-
well) broke when Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Assn. went on record as de-
precating the deal. Group's general
council is understood to have con-
veyed its antagonism to Warners in

Hollywood,' plus a lobbying In the
House to have members question
Board of Trade head on why deal
was allowed to go through when
there .was a matching British offer

for the shares taken up by the Bur-
bank organization.

CEA decision to squawk was unan-
imous in representing attitude of
cinema trade in general. Its oppo-
sition, albeit late, has proved irk-

some on previous occasions in mon-
etary deals, as witness the 'Gone
With the Wind' flareup on the per-
centage squawks.

Odeon Pay Tdt Brings

British Exbib Rebnke

London, Aug. 1.

BrlUsh National's current Lucan
and McShane subject Is Utled 'Old
Mother Riley's Circus.' Comedy fea
ture Is now in its second week at
tha Elstree studios.

New cartoonery organization
formed by Anson Dyer and Sydney
GrUtlths. Latter Is in charge of the
technical end. Company is regiS'

tered as Analysis Films, a subject in
work being 'Aircraft Identification.

HKO's He Saint Meets The Tiger*
came off the floor at Denham.
Concanen Films, production group

run by the brothers De Marney, ac
tors, will receive official Polish Gov-
ernment recognition for their rfe

cent documentary, "The White
Eagle.'

George King's organization has
completed scripting of company's
first, "The Anzacs.' Feature is a
tribute to Aussie and New Zealand
troops in recent Middle East cam^
palgns.

Understood there's some War Of-
fice opposition to Richard Vernon's
next for British National. Feature
is built around Italian-born para'
chutist in British army who was re-

sponsible for a recent raid on Italy.

It may be dropped. Vernon has two
more features to make for BN.

London, Aug. 1.

Accusing the Odeon chain of
wrecking unity. Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Assn. has panned circuit's

move in granting a 17^% wage tilt

to its personnel. CEA beef is that
by making the deal Odeon, will be
in the position of a favored circuit,

to detriment of fellow members In
the cinema organization.

Odeon attitudt is that move was
necessary to check the steady flow
of its employes to war industs^es.

Jap Coin; So. American

Goodwill; Caba's Trade;

Ecuador—Hays Ho^ldls

Complete assurances that the first

payment, due next month, on the
$1,000,000 representing revenue col-

lected from past distribution in

Japan, now held via notes at the
Yokahoma Special Bank, San Fran-
cisco, will be paid were given for-
eign managers when they met last

week at the Hays office. Situation
had been checked by industry reps
at San Francisco, with the report
then Ijiid before the managers at

last week's session.

Distribution probabilities in Japan
are still dubious, it was pointed out
at the meeting, because of new regu-
lations and restrictions. Most com-
panies have not been shipping pic-

tures to Japan recently anyway, be-
cause unable to secure the neces-
sary permits for distribution there.

Jock WHItney attended the hud-
dle of foreign managers last Thurs-
day (14) to obtain suggestions from
them regarding his trek to Latin-
America which starts this week.
Each major company will advise its

reps in different Latin-American
countries of his coming visit so they
can personally outline to Whitney
any suggestion for bettering Pan-
American goodwill. Whitney, who
heads the motion picture division of

the Rockefeller committee for

cementing hemispheric solidarity,

will huddle with different Govern-
ment representatives on his ex-
tended swing through the Latin-
American territory.

. PhU Reisman, RKO's foreign
chief, who will accompany him, go-
ing to the South American conven-
tion of his company, also spoke at

the session regarding the goodneigh-
bor policy.

Although amendments presently

are up in Washington on Cuba's
trade agreement, film officials ex

Argentine Singles Out Nazis, British

For Curb vs. Propaganda (Pix, Etc)

In Moves to 'Preserve Neutrality'

John Day Due in N. Y.

For Huddle With Par
John Day, Paramount's general

manager in 'Brazil, is due in New
York for homeofflce huddles next
week.
He sailed from Rio de Janeiro last

week, and is scheduled to arri\4 here
Aug. 25.

'Gotta Title 'Em

Better,' London

Pic Trade Sez

London, Aug. 1.

U. S. retagging of British pictures
when they screen over there is being
served up here as a warning to. pro-
ducers that they need to hypo their
title writers. 'Trade opinion is that
local tagging is second-rate.

Issue is being taken over titling of
Paul Soskin's current production,
'Fate Knocking at the Door'; exhibs
are seeing it with an ominous ring.
(Feature was previously tagged
'Soldiers of Fleet Street,' and sud-
den switch in the tag created im-
presh Soskin was dropping that pic).

Michael Powell has a subject un-
derway carrying the label 'One of
Our Aircraft Failed to Return.' Ex-
hibs don't like that one either, apart
from the marquee length. Title
comes from formula used by news
bulletins when reporting on the
day's flights against the enemy.
'Freedom Radio' (Col.) and 'Ges-

tapo' (M-G) are cited as evidence of
more attention-getting XT. S. tag.

These went out to American audi-
ences as 'Voice in the Night' and
Night Train to Munich.' Latter tag
was also used here when picture
went to the subsequents.

Leigh-Olivier Boost

HamLHon,' 60G, B. A.

Buenos Aires, Aug. 12.

Marquee appeal of Vivien Leigh
and Laurence Olivier, plus almost
unanimous rave notices from the lo-

cal typewriter chauffeurs, g:ve 'That
Hamilton Woman'- the best week the
Opera's had almost since opening.
UA starrer, playing one of South
America's lar.f^est houses, grossed an
estimated $60,000 (pesos), more than
twice anything else In town.

.

Estimates, all given in pesos, cur-
rently at 25V&C U. S. (4.15 to the
V. S. dollar) /olloio:

Ambanador (Lautaret and Cavalo)
(1,400: $2. tl.50)—'Great Lie' (WB).
Only $10,000 but it's the third week.
Bette Davis name the attraction.

First week garnered $30,000 and sec-

ond $20,000.

Ideal (Lococo) (1,046; %Z, «2.50, $2)
pressed satisfaction with the present w^, *,.^ .TOtnm-

..•ft-M^-Ki i1
"

for changes. The matter of new
restrictions in Ecuador, scheduled to

come up, was not discussed because
the foreign managers want to hear
from Dr. S. Alvarado, veteran

politico, who presently is in this

country.

Wells-Shaw
s(—Liuued from pace

Switches to Propaganda
Mexico City, Aug. 19.

The Ministry of Communications
and Public Works has at last decided
what to do with XERA (180,000
watts), which the Government re-
cently confiscated at Villa Acuna.
Plans are being completed for the

equipment of this station to be in-
stalled here. The station is expected
to s^rt within six months. Reports
are that its potency will re-raised
to perhaps 250,000 watts. It is to be
used for official propaKanda.

liner back to LiOS Angeles; Ted Lew-
Is sTWAtoliner to Harrisburg, Pa.;
and Burgess Meredith off aboard
Eastern Air - Lines' cloud chaser to
Washington.
Virginia Casten. who . won the

'Miss Buffalo' tag in a recent con-
test sponsored by the Buffalo News,
Courier-Express and the Shea
theatres in the upstate city, visited

the airport this week as the- guest
of genial Eddie Dowden and the
Loew Theatres, at which Dowden Is

publicity exec. The 17-year-old
lovely, who was accompanied by
her mother, Emily, spent the week
here at Brooklyn's Bossert hotel,

returning to the hometown Sunday
(17).

The week also noted the appear-
ance of Grace Morgan, pianoing at

the cocktail hour in the Kitty Hawk
lounge. Succeeding • Velva Nally,

who spent many months entertaining

at the airport-on-the-parkway. Miss
Morgan, late of the Essex House,

started her muslcareer in the choir

of a Kentucky church.

PHIL REISMAN TO RIO

FOR RKO SALES PARLEY

Phil Reisman, RKO's v.p. In charge

of foreign sales, left New York yes-

terday (Tuesday) for the South

American sales convention to be

held in Rio de Janeiro starting Aug.
23. Reisman was accompanied by
John Hay (Jock) Whitney, head of

the Rockefeller committee on Latin-

American relations. Pair Clippers

out of Miami today (Wednesday).

Reisman will preside at the four-

day South American convention.

Ben Y. Cammack, company's man-
ager for Argentina, already has gone
to Rio to arrange preliminary de-

tails with Bruno Chcli, manager in

Brazil.

house. First week drew $17,000,

weakness attributed to lack of etar

appeal and disinterest in defense

theme.
Rex (Lautaret. Cavalo and Cor-

dero) (3,305; $2, S1.50)—'Rage In

Heaven' (M-G). Very comfortable

$25,000.

Nnrmandle (Lococo) (1.420; $2,

$1.50)—'Topper Returns' (UA). Sur-

prisingly good .Wl.OOO considprinc

opposish and fact that much of the

humor is so U. S. it doesn't get

across in the translations.

Monumental (Coll .and DiFiore)

(1,330; *2i $1.50)—'Una Vez en la

Vida' ('Once in a L'fetime") (Argen-

tina Sonb Film). Very nice $15,000

with Libertad Lam»rque, one of Ar-
gentina's too stars, the neso-ouller.

Ooera (Lococo) (2.500; $''S0, $2.

$1.50) — 'That Hamilton Woman',
(UA). $60,000.

Broadway (Lautaret and Cavalo)

(1.863; $2, . $1.50)—'Comrade X'

(M-G). Second run but quite o.k.

.??'= 000 and holding nicely.

Sulnacha (Lococo) (950: $2, $1.50)

—'Penny Serenade' and |Adam H'd
Four .Sons' (both Col). Combo n.s.h.,

drawini; only $11,000.

By RAT JOSEPHS
Buenos Aires, Aug. 12.

Decision of the Argentine govern-
ment to curb the propaganda activi-
ties, including films, radio, news-
papers and leaflets of all foreign na-
tions here—particularly the Ger-
mans and English—has caused strong
reaction, with every indication
there's plenty of trouble ahead.
Propagandists of the Nazis and

British have been the most active,
not only here but throughout Latin
America and Argentine move is
similar to that taken by several
other republics south of the border
in an effort to 'preserve neutrality.'
Government action, via a note from
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, does
not stop the press departments of
foreign embassies; it merely 're-
quests' that they should 'refrain
from distributing propaganda mat-
ter regarded as offensive and injuri-
ous and therefore affecting the tran-
quillity and order ol this neutral
country.'

Consensus is that the Ministry Is
therefore not against propaganda as
such, but against embassies taking
part in its dissemination. What's
causing headaches among pro-democ-
racy advocates hare, however, is that
while the British are likely to ad-
here to the spirit of the order, there's
little doubt, they feel, that the Nazis
will go ahead just as they have in
the past, only change being to use
new and more varied fronts.

Who's to Decide

Tied in with this Is the question
of who's to decide what's injurious
propaganda. British point out that
their propaganda Is all for the pres-
ervation of democracy, and since
Argentina and other S. A. republics
are democracies, they are helping to
foster the aims of the government
Nazis don't admit doing any propa-
gandizing and. follow, the old stunt
of pointing with the right hrnd so
hard that authorities won't know
what's going on with the left. Tech-
rtique worked as In the case of
Charlie Chaplin's 'Great Diitator,'
when Nazi-Fascist protests caused
bannini; of the antl-dictatnr piece
while failure of the Brlti'^h or the
U. S. to kick against 'Sleg Im Westen'
permitted the blitz propaganda to
ride in without even a pause to shift
gears.

U. S. to date has done little or no
press agentry via official sources la
South America, In B.A. for example,
the largest U, S. embas^ has to date
Only a vice-counsel who acts as
press relations man but does nothing
comparable to either the British or
Germans In winning support via
press, radio, etc.

SINGLE-FEATURE IDEA

HAS BRITISH COMEBACK

London, Aug. 1.

bombshell Is recent hint from within
the Industry that single features
would henceforth be the order of
the day. Circuit. owners promoted
the move as best way of meeting
Board of Trade's request for co-
operation in economizing. Rank and
file exhibs are boiling at thought of
having to restrict their programs to

something like 11,000 feet, particu-

larly as they see many other ways of

meeting the Government call for

slashing.

Foremost among the alternative

proposals, and one carrying a lot of

support, is for rczoning of releases

to provide a cut of around 30 or 40
prints. This one will likely go
through. It has an added charm in

that laboratyy plants are short-

handed or minus essential equip-

ment through war work.

Carr Plans Return
Teddy Carr, joint managing direc-

tor lor United Artists in Great Bri-
tain,'- plans returning to London
Aug. 26.

He's been on a biz visit In the
U. S. of nearly two months.
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All in PARAMOUNT'S musk-filled thrill spectacle..

AloMA .'h. south seAs
DOROTHY LAMOUR JON HALL

Lynne Overma;: Philip Reed Katherine deMiNg
, ,->?r^,

J'
;;' .'.'J Scrson Pla>/ by Fran!< Quiior, Sseno Owen ond !.illi<) Mayword Siory by Sgano Ovvon and Kijrl

^ 1^/*/^^^^^'^
'.•/f':--'" Siodma!-. f-rom tlia Play by LcRoy Clemens and John S. l-lymor = Direcfad by ALFRED SA'^TE!.!. /-/p^ f*^'^

Lynne Overma;: Philip Reed Katherine deMiNg
Scrson Play by Fran!< Quiior, Sseno Owen ond !.illi<) Mayword Siory by Sgano Ovvon and Kijrl

Siodma!-. f-rom tlia Play by LcRoy Clemens and John S. l-lymor = Direcfad by ALFRED SA'^TELi.
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For in/ormation oj theatre and film exchange booker* Vaiu^ presentt

a complete chart of feature release* of all the American distributing, com-
faniea for the current quarterly period. Date of review* a* given in

Vabiexv and the runnlno time of print* are iTiciuded.;

Key to Type Abbreuiotion*; M—MeloorotTio; C—Comedv; CD—Comedv
Drotno; W—We*tem; D—Droma; RO—Romonttc Drama; MU—MusicoL
figures heretoith indicate date of Vamety's rcwieto and running time.

COPTIUOHT. I»40 m VARIKTT INC M.t MHHTS »E«EHTBU

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/4/41

Prisoner on Devil'* Iiland (Col) 7/30 D
Barnacle BUI (H>G) 7/2 CD
Murder by Invitation (Mono) 7/M D
Caught In tfec Draft (Par) 5/28 C
Tom, Dick and Harry (BKO) 7/U C
Moon Over BUanU (2001) 6/U MU
Bachelor Daddy (U) 7/2 C
Kisses for Breaktaat (WB) 7/ZI C

Ta
M
S7
82
8S
92
«l
II

D. Woods-S. EUcrs
W. Beery-T. Weldler
W. Ford-H. Marsh
B. Hope-D. Lamonr
G. Bogcrs-G. Harjdiy
D. Amecfce-B. Grable
Baby Sandy-B. Borton
D. Morgan^. Wyatt

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/11/41

Two in a Tajd (Col) D
Navy Blua and Gold (M-G) (leisme) D
Father Steps Out (Mono) D
Forced Umdlng (Par) 7/» M
They Meet Acain (BKO) if
Gangs' of Sonora (Bep) 7/U W •

Mountain Moonllsbt (Bcp) CD
Accent on Love (20tl>) D
Hello, Sncker (U) 7/2 . C
Bride Came C.O.D. (WB) 7/2 CD

A. Louise-R, Hayden
B. Tonng-J. Stewart
F. Albcrtson-L. Grey
B. Arlen-E. Gabor
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
3 Hesqnltccrs
Weaver Bros. Elvlry
G. Hontgomery-O.
H. Herbcrt-T. Brown
B. Davls-J. Cagttey

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/18/41

Blondle In Society (Col) 7/2
Bon of Davy Crockett (Col) 7/9
SUrs Look Down (H-G) 1/3/4*
Arizona Bonnd (Mono)
Shepherd of the HUls (Far) 6/U
Hurricane Smitb (Bep)
Sunset In Wyoming (Bep) 8/13
Dance HaU (20tb) 7/23
Balden of the Desert (U)
Bawhlde Banger* (U) 8/29
BnUeU for (VHara (WB) 6/39

C 77 P. Slngleton-A. Lake
W S9 B.EUlott-1. Meredith
D 191 H. Bcdgrave-M. LockwoodW B. Jones-X. McCoy
D 98 J. Wayne-B. Field
D ^ HUdleton-J. WyattW CS G. ADtry-S. Bnractta
D 73 C. Bomero-C. I^andl*
W S9 B. Arlen-A. DevlneW 9S J. M. Brown
D S9 J. Perry-B. Fiyor

WEEK OF BELEASE^7/25/41

The Officer and the Lady (Col) 7/lC D
Blossom* In the Dnst (H-G) 9/23 O
The Deadly Game (Mono) D
Bnrry, CharUe, Horry (BKO) 7/9 C
Citadel of Crime (Bep) M
Bad Men of Missouri (WB) S/U D

K. Bndson-R. Pryor
G..Oarson-W. Pldgeon
J. Lang-C. Farren
U ErroU-K. Howell
B. Armstrong-L. Hayes
J. Wyman-D. Morgan

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/1/41

Thunder Over the Prairie (Col)
RlnKBlde MaMa (M-G) 7/39
Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
FuglUve Valley (Mono) 8/29
Kiss the Boyi Goodbye (Par)

' My Life Wltb CajroUne (RKO)
Bags to Blches (Bep) 8/13
Charley's Aunt (20th) 7/23
Cracked Nnti (U)
Three Sons o? Gun* (WB)

7/39

6/25
7/16

W 59 c. Starrett-E. O'Heam
C 95 A. Sothem-G. Mnrpby
D W. HnU-L. GorceyW 60 B. Corrlgan-H. Terhnne
CD 83 M. Martui-D. Amecbe
C 78 B. Colman-A. Lee
M 57 A. Baztor-M. Carilsle
C M Jack Benny i

C M. Auer-U, Merkel '

CD W. Morrls-T. Brown

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/8/41

Tinie the Toller (Col) 8/13
Whistling In the Dark (M-G)
Dynamite Canyon (Mono)
Wide Open Town (Par) 7/39
Six Gun Gold (RKO)
Dressed to KUl (ZOtb) 7/23
Bold That Ghost (U) 7/39
Mew Wine (UA) 7/30
Manpower (WB) 7/9

C 67 K. Harrls-W. Tracy
8/6 D 76 C. Veldt-A. BntlTerford

W T. Keene-E. Flnley
W 77 W. Boyd-B. Hayden
W T. Holt-L. White
H 75 L. Nolan-M. B. HDghe*
C 85 Abbott-CosteUo

MU 82 I. Massey-B. Barnes
D 103 E. Roblnson-H. Dietrich

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/1S/41

BUery Queen and Perfect Crime (Col)
King of Dodge City (Col) 8/13
Life Begins for Andy Hardy (M-G) 8/13
lee-Capades (Rep) S/20
Wild Geese Calling (20th) 7/30
This Woman is Mine (U)

M 68 R. Bellamy-M. LindsayW 63 B. ElUot-T. Bitter
C 109 M. Rooney-A. Rutherford
C 88 J. ElUson-D. Lewis
D 78 H. Fonda-J.Bennett
D F. Tone-C. Bruce

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/22/41

Here Comes Mr. Jordan (Col) 7/30 C
Dr. KUdare's Wedding Day (M-G) 8/20 D
World Premiere (Pa;) C
Scattergood Meets Broadway (RKO) CD
Under Fiesta Stars (Rep) W
Bad Men of Deadwood (Rep) W
Private Nurse (20th) 7/30 M
A Dangerous Game (U) 3/5 M
Highway West (WB) 8/6 D

93
82

69
62

R. Hontgomery-R. Johnson
L. AyresrL. Day
J. Barrymore-F. Farmer
Guy Klbbee
Gene Autry
Roy Rogers
J. Harwell-B. Joyce
A. Devlne-R. Arlen
B. Marshall-A. Kennedy

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/29/41

Our Wife (Col) 8/20
When Ladles Meet (M-G)
Saddle Mountain Koundnp (Mono)
Aloma of the South Seas (Par)
Little Foxes (RKO) 8/13
Doctors Don't Tell (Ren)
Pittsburgh Kid (Rep)
Sun Valley Serennde (20th) 7/23
Lydla (UA) 8/ZO \
Major Barbara (UA) 5/7
Dive Bomber (WB) 8/13

C
Cw

BD
D

92 H. Douglas-B. Bnssey
t. Crawford-B. Taylor
Bange Buster*
D. Lamour-J. Hal]

115 B. Davls-H. Marshall
D J. Beal-F. Rice
W B. Conn-J. Parker
CD 86 S. Henle-C. Miller
RD 103 M. Ohenn-jS. Marshal
D IIS w. Hlller-R. Morley
D 130 E. Flynn-F. MacMnrray

WEEK OF BELEASE—9/5/41

Mystery Shlo (Col)
Citizen Kane (RKO) 4/16
Bad Man of Deadwood (Rep)
Charley Chan In Rio (20th)
BadUnds of DahoU (U)
Man from Montana (U)
BmUlng Ghost (WB) 8/13

D P. Kelly-L. Lane
D 120 o. Welles-J. Cotton
W R. Rogers-G. Hayes
D S. Toler-M. B. Hughes
W R. DIx-F. Farmer
W J. M. Brown
D 71 W. Morrls-B. Marshall

WEEK OF BELEASE—9/12/41

Harmon of Michigan (Col) D
Gentleman from Dixie (Mono) .D
Parachute Battalion (RKO) D
Outlaws of the Cherokee Trail (Rep) W
Apache Kid (Rep) W
A Yank In the R.A.F. f20th) D
Unfinished Business (U) BD
Navy Blues (WB) 8/U D 108

T. Harmon-A. Louise
J. LaBne-M. Marsh
B. Preston-N. Kelly
3 Mesqulteers
D. Barry-L. Merrick
T. Power-B. Grable
I. Dunne-R, Montgomery
A. Sherldan-J. Oakle

WEEK OF BELEASE—9/19/41

Ladles In Retirement (Col) D
Sing Another Chorus (U) CD
Nine Lives Are Not Enough (WB) M

I. Luplno-L. Bayward
J. Frazee-jr. Down*
B. Regan-J. Perry

Coast Telenews Deal
L«5 Angeles, Aug. 19.

New^eel house, deal was signed
by A. G. Burger, Telenews exec
from New York, and Gus Metzger
and Bill Srere, turning tMe Arcade
Into a newsie.
Srere will operate the house under

an arrangement with the home ofiEice

m New York, Arcade is the third
of the Telenews theatres on the Pa-
cific Coast. Otheri are in Oakland
and San rrancloco.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

'Wild Horse Valley* became The
Drifting Kid' at Monogram.

'Street Girl' ii new tag on 'Three

Jacks and a Queen' at RKO.
'Son of Fury' is release handle on

'Benjamin Blake" at 20th-Fox.
Monogram switched from 'Ghosts

in the Night' to 'Spooks Run WUd.'
'Hobbies Across the Sea,' Metro

short, reduced to 'Hobbies.'

'Feminine Touch' final title on
'Female of the Species' at Metro.

For The Record
sContlnaed from page 4;

Broadway, 14 pages out of 400. That

is scarcely a 'substantial portion.'

Thirdly, that portion, large or

small, does not concern Itself with

the 'political activities' of movie and

theatre people—but specifically with

the activities of the Stalinists', their

fellow-travelers, their innocent and

not-so-innocent dupes.

Fourthly, The Red Decade' is

neither isolationist nor intervention-

ist. (My own views ore amply on

record in the American Mercury, of

which I am editor, and they scarcely

make pleasant reading for Senators

Nye and Wheeler.) The book is a

piece of current history. It tells in

unsparing detail and with consider-

able warmth how the Communists
muscled in on many departments of

Arnerlcan life: the college' .cam-
pus, youth movements. Government
agencies, trade unions, etc.

Films, Theatre
The movie theatre world Is one of

these departments. Movie folk

proved as vulnerable to the Musco-
vite technique as college professors,

book reviewers, New .Deal officials,

clergymen, etc. Their behavior was
only a small part of a larger situa-

tion. Perhaps their cash contribu-
tions to the comradely coffers for

CJommunist-controUed causes was
larger, but that was only a sign of

opulence and a proof of generosity.

PerHaps some of their high jinks un-
der commissars were more flam-

buoyantly showy, but why sKould
they be any more restrained in their

misdirected idealism than in other
matters?

It is no secret that the Stalinist

brethren were highly successful in

trapping movie people, especially

before Hitler and Stalin became
palsy-walsy. Their traps were
baited with glittering liberal and
anti-fascist slogans, so that their

success is a measure of the idealistic

urges and the political innocence of

the victims. .

In any case, no history of the

phenomenon can possibly ignore
that angle, I should have been un-
faithful to my six-year record' as a
Variett mugg (in Moscow) if I had
failed to do it justice, and t trust

that I have managed tig suggest the
grotesquerie of the pseudo-revolu-
tion that swept through Hollywood.
No oni who knows anything about
that period can be unaware of the
verbal barricades, the rhetorical
liquidations, the yen for class-angled

righteousness which turned Beverly
Hills and environs into an elegant
if rather hammy shambles. Indeed,

the class war as fought out by the

gilt-edged Hollywood proletarians

over champagne glasses and cavier

t>owl5 is too hilarious to be slurred
over by any historian of the eclectic

lunacies of our time, and I can only
hope that Variety has not lost its

sense of hupior in this connection.
But the implication that my book

is somehow 'isolationist' in the Nye
sense Is nonsense. It Is simply a
contribution to the exposure of the
activities of foreign dictatorships in

our midst, and that is an essential

phase of the job of fighting totali-

tarianism.

There is no reason in common
sense for exempting the red totali-

tarians. The fact that Hitler ratted

on Stalin scarcely sanctifies his

crimes; any more than a break be-
tween Hitler and Mussolini "would
sanctify the crimes of II Duce. The
accident that Stalin (decidedly
against his own wish and despite his

eagerness to appease to the limit)

is now fighting Hitler may be wel-
comed, but It no more purifies the
red brand of tyranny than Russia's

participation in the waf on the Ger-
man Kaiser in 1914-17 purified the

Romanoff tyranny. Let's not lose

our sense of proportion in the mat-
ter or the whole business may boom-
erang, if and when we have a bigger
and worse Vichy in Russia.

If you can find space for this out-
rageously long letter I should be
gratified. Eugene Lyons.

2 Pilots on 'Swamp Water'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

20th-Fox is splitting its 'Swamp
Water' company Into two sections to

speed up production. Jean Renoir is

directing Unit No. 1, Irving Pichel

heads No. 2.

Idea is to hav.> the picture ready

for its group-of-five In November.

It's Tall Femmes' Turn
Continued from page 3;

in pictures. Even the cameras of

that heydey for the little cuties

didn't know what to do with ladies

of size. Nor did most of the lead-

ing menr who also were consider-

ably less than six feet.

The gauge has changed. Changed

very faist in the last year or two.

Tallish girls are getting better than
an even break. Feminine players,

who already had somehow edged
into the scene with considerable
apology and no little camouflage,

have been increasingly used, talent

being equal, over the shorter ac-

tresses. And the welcome sign is

out for willowy, long-legged ones to

come and be tested, with demand
greater than supply. Talent plus
long legs Is now a premium pack-
age.

B°i1*''ft Beant Inflnence

Factors responsible for the changed
preference, with screen of course

following public choice, include the

innumerable public undressed beauty
parades at beaches and elsewhere;

the almost exclusive use of lanky
gals as models for advertising and
merchandising; the stress on tall

models by designers and couturiers;

the cult of the long line in display

art; the decidedly increased aver-

age height of the screen's romantic
leading men, whose pairing with
diminutive heroines would be ridic-

ulous; the increased of decora-
tive chorines in musicals and ex-
travaganzas in films during the past

few years; the fact that dance di-

rectors and studio costume design-

ers have a great deal more to say
about casting than they used to have.
Regard some of the tallies recently

in evidence in important pictures,

and being importantly groomed by
studio execs alert to the trend and
fashion in femme flgurei aa related

to film merchandising.

Thjsre is Claire Dodd, S-7, brought
out of two years of near obscurity,

largely because of her height, by
Universal in Abbott & Costello'c

'In the Navy.' There is Jinx Falk-
enburg, 5-7, artists' model, up for a
lead in Columbia's 'Sing For Your
Supper,' and getting along okay.' Rita

Hayworth, who has capitalized on
her lanky appeal, is 5-6. Rosalind
Russell, established of course with-

out much regard to her height, 6-7,

but using it as an advantage in her
swift climb to stardom where not
so many years ago she wouldn't have
had a chance because of the taboo
against tallness. There is Warners'
newcomer, Alexis 'Smith, 5 feet-

and-almost 8 inches of lithe attrac-

tiveness ai^d talent. Dorothy Com'
ingore could only play against Or-
son Welles' 6-feet-3 In 'Citizen Kane*
because she had height as well aa

ability. Susannah. Foster, Para-
mount's young warbler, is shooting

up to above average height, which
will in no wise handicap her as a
potentially good actress, too. Tall,

also, with lines that are getting her
places, is Carole Landls, 5-7. Cobina
Wright, Jr., is 5-8. . Lynn Barl, at

20th-Fox, being used intelligently

with regard }or her height, la 5-7.

Gail Patrick, in Metro's 'Kathleen,'

stretches the tape to 5-8. Marsha
Hunt is UU. Helen Parrish at Uni-
versal is 5-7, and Forrest Dickson, a
newcomer featured with Olsen &
Johnson, is over 5-6. Joan Leslie,

who was opposite Gary Cooper in

'Sergeant York,' is 5-8. Faye Emer-
son, also at Warners and due for a

buildup, tops 5-6. Ann Sheridan

helped set the taller fashion with

her"5-6. — -v _
Showgirls

All of Warners 'Navy Blues Sex-

tet,' soon to go out on a special cross-

country plane with stops at key
cities to blurb the picture, are all

tall and will help further the ctdt

of the long legs. Among them Mar-
guerite Chapman will get a better

chance in 'The Black Widow.'

At Paramount tall girls were_ at

great premium in tests to fill 'the

front line for 'Louisiana Purchase,"

lavish musical. Selectees, in line to

go much further toward picture im-

portance, are Katharine Booth, Bar-

bara Britton, Catherine Craig, .Es-

ther Fernandez, Frances Gifford (al-

most six feet tall), Blanche Grady,

Lynda Grey—all ranging around 5-6

or 7 Inches.

Madeleine Carroll is 5-6. Patri-

cia Morison, 5-0. 'Martha O'DriscoU,

model being promoted at Paramount,
is over 5-8. And there are perhaps

a score more who might be men-
tioned, on the talllah aide.

Lupe Velez has even taken ^(retch-

ing exercises—no kiddin'—to add an"

inch to her small stature,

Claire Dodd, against precsdent of

long standing for close shots of ro-

mantic moments between leading

ladles and leading men, wore her

shoes during such scenes in 'In the

Navy.' Usually the gals have had to

take 'em off, so as not to reach al>ove

the hero's shoulder.

Tall young male stars have helped

puU the average agreeable size for

femme players up—men like Gary
Cooper, Errol Flynn, Joe McCrea,

Sterling Hayden, Preston
.
Foster,

Robert Preston, Rod Cameron, Brdd
King, (leorge Montgomery, the
newly inducted John Kimbrough, ex- •

gridder of Texas A. & M., and Richr
ard Denning.
Many of the femme film newcom-

ers are from the ranks of artists

and camera models—all long legged.
Not only with the svelte gams, and
the long drape lines, however, but
also because they have been thor-
oughly coached in the technique of
turning on the charm, used to poise,

able to handle themselves, and, of
course, photogenic.

It's the little gals, the petite ones,
who are going to have to battle
to get into th^ film precincts, for a
time at least. Not that the lines are
Irrevocably drawn—but the cult of
tallness in pictures Is going to let a
lot of talented and good looking
young women in who never would
have had a chance a few years ago.

Film Reviews
—Contlnned from page Ss

FUGITIVE VALLEY

above the ordinary run of westerns.
In all. It should mean a plump black
figure for the books. S. Boy Luby
maintains the consistent directorial
pace he set with the Otet numlser of
the series. Photography is abov*
average. ArU

Yo Quiero Morir Contigo
(1 Want to Die with Ton')

(ABOENTINE-MADE)
Buenos Aires, Aug. 8.

Arlston Inttnuclonal rcleu« of Pampa
Film Production. Featoiea Angel Magana,
Ellsa Galve, Jom Olarra^ Carlo* Pirelli,
Federlco Maullla, Ild« flniTano, Hector
Fugazlo, VIekl Astori. Julio NeMsr Ha-
vana, Coco Andre, AKtedo Wleo, Joe*
Ruzo, Miguel Coiro and Adela Velleb. Di-
rected by Mario SorflcL Stoir, Bnilau*
Amorlm and Roman Oomtm; mualc. Lnclo
Demare. Reviewed at Monumental, Buenoa
Alrea. Running time, 92 jSflNS.

There are plenty of traces of
Hollywood's sentimental, screwball
comedy cycle in 'Yo Quiero Morir
ConHgo' CI Want to Die with You'),
Mario SoSici's latest for Pampa, but
it's all handled with a definitely
Latin touch. The net result is good
for plenty of laughs from Latin
audiences. It's fast, technically zippy
and marked by okay dialog. Chief
fault is the utter lack of plausibility,
even In opening scenes which call
for a certain amount of solidarity.
However, ingenuity in handling of
the plot makes up for the fantasy.

Stonr tells about a young couple

—

played by Ellsa Galve and Angel
Magana—who are constantly quar-
reling. They agree to commit suicide,
but a set-to stops this. Just as they
decide to abandon the hari-kari, a
dying bandit falls at their feet, hand-
ing over $30,000 and mumbling some
incomprehensible words. Turns out
that this is ransom cash for a child
hidden at Puente del Inca—Inca
Bridge—a provincial Argentine land-
mark. The lovers set out to find the
child, meet with difficulties and ad-
yen.tlirss^, save ttie c)>i}(S and flnAliv_
decide to 'I Do' despite their quar-
reling. It's as simple as that—plus
an exciting automobile race which
climaxes the film.

Photography, especially in shots of
Andes mountain scenes, is good and
musical background pleasing;. Ray.

Remaking Twin Beds'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

(Seorge Brent, Joan Bennett and
Mlscha Auer are to play the leads

in the Edward Small production of

Twin Beds,' for United Artists re-

lease. Tim Whelan directs.

Shooting starts about Sept. B.

Marines Land Mura
Hollywood, Auj(. 10.

First American film choie for

Corlnna Mura, Spanish singing star,

will be In 'The Marines are Ready'
at RKO where she recently «lgned

a term contract.

Studio Is grooming warblar for

the. femme lead in a muitieal, now in
preparation.
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House Reviews
-ComUnoed from page 18^

HIPP, BALTO

unique style. 'Mad dog* Irish stew

story is made to order and closing

bit of tapping sends bim in tor show-
stopping results. Returns for a

strong encore bit of a dancehall

Johnny of 10 years ago contrasted

•with the current specie of jitterbug.

Enlisting Parker and the Condos
Bros, for some hoofing tomfoolery as

a short aftei piece, serves to satisfy

audience demand for more.
Biz okay. flurm.

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

work of Sally Rand. Miss Rand still
knows how to sell this stuff and gets
great results, doing enough legitimate
dancing to keep the stripcroo from
being one of those things. Still a
money-puller, Miss Rand is always
a good b.o. bet for this house.

Biz terrific third show Friday (15).

, Cold.

Miami, Aug. 16.

Oliue White, Towne and Knott,

Paul Kirfcland, John Hale, Joe
Besser, Paul Regan, Hai'ry Reset
House Orqh; 'Rinffside Moisie* (Par)

Minus any b.a names, this bill

Just gets by as passable hot weather
entertainment. In one respect

though, it hits a new high. Seldom
have the customers in this house

been told so many times they're a

wonderful audience. It's a toss-up

whether the acts appreciated the

payees morfe or vice-versa.

Openers are Towne and Knott,

doubling from the Dempsey-Vander.
bilt Pago Pago Room. They have
been held over at the beach for sev

eral weeks, but don't justify it in
'

this appearance: Samba and rhumba
routines, if developed, could be
Eocky, but as . Is they show little

initiative. Execution is ragged, and
In final . number both were off

balance.
Paul Regan is the mime of the

week. His impersonations are okay,

but they're a recap of a half-dozen
served up here by other mimes dur'

inii previous weeks.
Paul Kirkland's balancing turn

was a wow back in the gaslite

burley days, but it's showing signs

of wear now. Possibly with a little

more showmanship it could still be
rejuvenated, but not if he confines

It to balancing a lighted paper cone
on his schnozzle. Works for 10 min-
utes with the cone, and takes about
60 seconds to perfonA best stunt in

' his rep—balancing two chairs and a

femme on his dome.
John Hale is well known here.

Was at Bill Jordan's all last season
Tenor has a strong delivery and nice
choice of songs. Seems unable to

decide what to, do with his hands
though. Once he betters stage pres
ence he's ace>bet for any bill.

Nightcap brings up Joe Besser,
who's scheduled to open in Olsen
and Johnson's 'Crazy House' this

fall. Slapstick crossfire between
Besser tand straight stooge is socko
It's straight from the cob, biit good
for plenty of belly howls. Finally
had to resort to plugging New York
show before he made his getaway
Olive White accredits herself

both in bowing on the turns and in

her single. She's a Phil Spitalny
Toad company. Plays half a dozen
Instruments and whams over brace
tof torchy lyrics in fine style.

House full when caught Friday
night (15). Leslie,

STATE-LAKE, CHI

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Aug. 16.

Phil Horris orch unth PotriciaKoy,
Jerry Mahoney, Bllltngtons, Ames St
Arno; 'Out o/ the Fog' (WB)

.

I ,

Jello is getting plenty of free plugs
on the Earle boards these days. Last
month it was Rochester. last week
Dennis Day, this week it's Phil
Harris. Harris works on the Jello-
Jack Benny theme with a vengeance
but the customers don't seem to
mind.. The curly-headed maestro
also weaves in lots of blurbs for his
wife's (Alice Faye) new picture.
Weekend in Havana.' (Miss Faye is

traveling with the band but doesn't
appear on stage).

Harris, wearing a set toothy smile,
continues a steady line of patter be-
tween numbers, needling the mem-
bers of his crew, kidding the cus-
tomers and talking about Jack and
Alice.

Best band numbers are a swing
version of 'Poet and Peasant,' Things
I Love,' 'Hut-Suf and That's What
I Like About the South,' with Harris
vocalizing the latter pair. The band's
red-tressed femme canary, Patricia
Kay, registers nicely with 'Daddy'
and a boogie woogie number.

Surrounding acts fill out the bill,

neatly, with plenty of laughs handed'
out by Jerry Mahoney and his im-
pudent dummy, Jerry. The voice-

thrower and his stooge have appeared
here many times but they still

clicks. The cross-patter is ribtick-
ling, with the finale, dummy singing
'Hold Tight," netting salvos.

Ames and Arno have an entertain-

ment knockabout skit, while the
Billingtons do a workmanlike job of
tap-terpingj
House at this reviewing (Saturday

afternoon) was almost filled. Shal.

Chicngo; Aug. 15.

- SuUv~ Rand, Brenda "antf Cobiiw
Joe and Jane McKenna, Jack Hoist
and Miladi/, AXyse Cerf, Dorothv Hild
Ballet (12), Walter Davidson House
Orch (12); 'flotoery Blitzkrieg'
fAfono).

.

For the first time in several weeks
this house looks to have real action
at the b.o. - It's an odd combination
of talent, but offers name strength.
Dorothy Hild Ballet opens the

show with a pleasant little routine,
followed by Alyse Cerf, aero dancer.
Gal is on the hefty side and lacks
stage presence. "Tricks are okay,
though.
Joe and Jane McKenna, who just

closed in the Chicago across the
street, are on for their hilarious
adagio bit, taking the place of Wally
Brown turn for three days, due to
the illness of Brown's femme part-
ner. Annette Ames. As usual, the
McKennas scored well.
Brenda and Cobina, comediennes

on the Bob Hope radio show, are on
jor a short turn, which, while weak
In. spots. Is stronger than most per-
sonal appearances made by such
personalities. ' Act was apparently
framed for them by radio writers to
Include some of the best laughs the
gals got on the Hope show during
tne year. Gags lose something by
slight delivery, but act as a whole
registers okav. >

Horizontal bar turn. Jack Hoist and
Milady, presents the former Olympic
champ in some swell stunts on the
bar. Gal Is there mostly for decora-
tion, but does enough on the bar to
merit her appearance, and Hoist
comes up with a few tricks that re-
quire Plenty on nerve and coordina-
tion The house liked them.
Hild line comes back with a nice

pallet routine which serves as an in-
troduction to the fan and bubble

'Deadpan' Clicks

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Roy Slentz, Gopher theatre
manager, reports applause at
practically every performance
after 'dead pan" Virginia
O'Brien's 'Rock Me to Sleep'
song, number in The Big Store,'
the Marx Bros, picture. Applause
is an extremely infrequent occur-
rence at the Gopher or any other
local house. It occasionally
brea'js out at the start of a car-
toon comedy, but very seldom
otherwise, and, thus, the mani-
festations provoked by Miss
O'Brien are regarded in local
trade circles as all the more re-
markable.

America Wants Laff Pix
i Continued from page If

Anti-Nazi League

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSBEELS)

Paramount and Fox Movietone vie
for top honors, both on the Eu-
ropean war front. In fact, without
their exciting battle clips, this bill

would be mighty desultory.
Par reveals final battles of Brit

ish in Syria, picturing Ted Genock,
camerarnan with the British, and
using his narration and screen story.

It's close to being the most ex-

citing land fighting to come from
the front. There's a closeup of a

French tank being destroyed by ar-

tillery fire, obtained via telefoto

lens, that is a pip for actual ac-

tion.

Fox shows an air attack on a Brit-

ish convoy, with the Fearless sunk
by direct hits from Axis planes.

Same reel gets something out of a

Dawn Patrol in the North African
region. Both are helped by Paul
Douglas' narration. Fox also clicks

with films of Nazi prisoners.

Only occasional bits of originality

help the rest. Best is Tex Mc-
Crary's 'Prophet Without Hunoi-.

It's a well-worded, picturized irlb

ute to Billy Mitchell and his fore

sight on aviation as proved by the

war in Europe.
Universal acain cops the laurels

for freak clip's. There are the pet

lion at Kalamazoo. Mich., the baby
parade at Wildwood, N. J., Washing-
ton state log rollers, a Minnesota

child swimmer and a sweater girl's

contest (smacks of plug for a cer-

tain sweater designer). U also man-
aces to ta'cc the curse of a patent

plug for Abbott-Costello by clown-

ing the sequences at an Atlantic

Ci~ty pool. , ,

Story of American boys fighting

with (Canadian outfits in England is

the top human-interest yarn, as done

by Paramount. Same reel has a

ciip from a Rio de Janeiro race

track that's supposed to show the

newsreel is doing its part to build

Latin-American goodwill. Fox con-

tributes its . usual strong quota of

sports items, ace one being that of

youngsters cheering the embattled

Dodgers in Brooklyn. News of Day
does" a thrilling auto race in Penn
sylvania, showing the driver of a

wrecked car getting out safely after

auto caught fire.

Remainder is the usual quota o£

national defense yarns, pretty gals,

new bridges, etc. 'Singapore to

Hong Kong' (Col), vapid travelog

pads out the show. Wear.

Welles Troupe Spreads
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Orson Welles and his Mercury

group moved from the RKO lot on

Gower street to the RKO Pathe

studio in Culver City.

There wasn't enough space on the

old lot

-Continued from page <;

ganda films to Latin-America,
which tend to make the going
harder for our own American
export films. We point to such
examples as the attempt to pre-
vent showing "The Great Dicta-
tor' at a time when in the same
localities German films are being
shown.

Finally, the Anti-Nazi League
is seriously considering Making
its own appearance at the hear-
ing, because it believes that the
whole purpose of the investiga-
tion may be to cloak an attempt
by Wheeler to muzzle the film in-

dustry and compel it to became
an avenue of propaganda of his

own choosing. In other words,
the League thinks that propa-
ganda is defined by Mr. Wheeler
to mean simply ideas that he
himself does not like—particu-

larly since Mr. Wheeler, in all

his reams of speeches to date,

has not said a word about propa-
ganda films of Nazi origin now
shown in this country.

nection with the film 'Icecapades'

premiere was scheduled for last Fri-

day, preventing The Big Store's' re-

tention.

Throughout the territory, as well

as here, the b.o. leaders have been

'Caught in the Draft,' In the Navy,'

'Buck Privates," 'Road to Zanzibar,'

Topper Returns,' 'Love Crazy,' the

'Andy Hardy' releases, 'Devil and

Miss Jones,' 'Charley's Aunt,' all of

them comedies..

Of course, a few dramas, including

'A Woman's Face,' 'Penny Serenade,'
'Meet John Doe' and 'Shepherd of

the Hills' also are delivering, but
their proportion is very much
smaller than that of the comedies
and most of these, too, have a con-
siderable quota of laughs, the trade
points out.

Soviet Films
jContlnued from page 4;

the fact that there are few new
Soviet productions.

In N. T.
Russian pictures are showing ir

regularly at the Miami on Sth- ave
nue, New York, where they only at-

tract mild interest. Soon after

Russia began fighting the Nazis, the
Central, on Broadway, used one or
two Soviet features but with only
modest returns. Theatre never
adopted a regular run policy on
Soviet films because Ihey did not at

tract enough interest. Some Russian
films also have been coupled with
American pictures in West 42nd
street bouses without attracting

more than passing attention.

It's reported that Soviet pictures

may go back as a regular policy at

the Miami this fall if product holds

up.

Aussie OK's Red Tlx
Sydney, Aug. 19.

Russia's _ war • alllanee with the

British Eiirtpire is seen'here"as en
hancing the Australiau market for

Russian-made films. Sydney branch

of Friends of Soviet Union is cSn

tacting several local distributors

about handling Russ films on a per-

centage basis.

A couple of the large theatre cir-
^

cuits also have been approached to
j

handle films in small capacity thea-

tres in each Anzec state. Fifteen

Russian pictures with English sound

tiack are said to be ready for ship-

ment, here, with more to follow.

Hopes are hold out for popularizing

Russian newsrcels locally.

ingly lined up with the pictures,

putting a $50,000 truck display of
Army and Navy guns, ammunition,
searchlights and other equipment in
front of the houses where pics are
being shown.

Blackton Dies
^Continued from pace 4;

Detroit Even Likes

Oldies — If Funny
Detroit, Aug. 19.

Hooked up with Army and tlie

Navy, on the lighter side of war,

23^ Hours Leave' and 'Sweethearts

of the Navy,' a pair of reissues, are
proving a smash here in Michigan,
purported to be the stronghold of

isolationist sentiment. Where cus-

tomarily a pair of prints on reissues

are sufficient. Allied Film Exchange
reports that it has otit more than a

half dozen sets.

Although alleged propaganda pic-

tures and those with a war back-
ground have died miserably In this

area, the two oldies are credited
with their phenomenal success be-

cause while they have military back-
ground—something inescapable in

real life these days—they aren't

linked with the present and have
plenty of comic relief. The success

of the Abbott and Costello slapstick

in the service fields cued in the pres-

ent revivals.

Typical of the kind of reaction,

after the pair grossed close to $6,000

at the Colonial here, during the hot-

test spell of the summer and in a
house lacking air conditioning.

United Detroit Theatre's booked the

films into two of its largest nabes,

the Annex and Regent. Butterfield

Circuit cleaned up and held over
with the pair in its Flint house and
as result is pushing the pair into a

score more theatres of the chain in

Michigan.
Not invaluable to the exploitation

is the fact 'that both the Army and
Navy recruiting offices have will-

Kinetoscope, and with 12 shorts, in-

cluding 'Blackton, the World Car-

toonist,' started on a vaudeville tour

with himself as the lecturer. Then
with Albert E. Smith, his partner, in

a small downtown New York office,

he started to make his own films.

With William T. Rock, the pair soon
afterwards started to produce one-
reel detective films on the roof of a
building, such as 'Raffles' and 'Sher-
lock Holmes.'

. Following Blackton's severance
with Vitagraph in 1913, he produced
independently in England. He went
back to Vitagraph in 1923 upon his

return to the U. S. until it was sold
to Warners. He then became a di-

rector. Of recent years he had don«
odd work in the film studios.

Some years after the start of tha
Vitagraph company, Blackton was
making so much money that he ex-
tended his activities on a huge social

scale. He became commodore of the
Motorboat Club of America and the

Atlantic Yacht Club, thereafter, un-
til his death, being widely known as

'the Commodore.' With his first

wife, Paula, who died in 192B, he
was an avid motorboat enthusiast,

both being represented in many out-

standing meets.

In 1935 he was director of a fed-

eral relief film project in Los An-
geles.

Two sons and two daughters sur-

vive.

Funeral services in I.os Angelei

were held Saturday (16).

To Be Taken in Stride

Holywood, Aug. 19.

Alice Faye plays two 'Gal' roles,

one good and one bad, in,her next
two pictures at 20th-Fox. First is

a singing part in 'My Gal Sal,'

Theodore Dreiser's tale about hit

composer brother, Paul Dresser.
Second is the tough moll in "Chi-

cago Gal,' now being rewritten
from an old legiter for production
by Nunnally Johnson.

New York Theatres

^t^r MUSIC HALL
"THE LinLE

FOXES"
Spectacular Stage Productions

Elsewhere in the democracies Rus-

sian-made- pix have regained popu-

larity also since the Nazi invasion

of the Soviet.

PARAMOUNT
HELD OVER

I>on Amevhe

MarJ .Martin

"KISS

XnK HOVS
GOODHYK"

2ND WEEK
IN rEK.SON

Jerry CoIurom

Thnmhlll
Mod lland
—KxlrVi—

4 IXK HrOTS

'Always England'
: Continued from page 1:

Night in Lisbon" (Paramount), lee

$1,000; corporated into 'Nice Girl'

(Deanna Durbin - Universal), but

only for the British market, fee

$1,500; in 'Yank in RAF' (20th),

$1,500 for the grand right; 'Mrs.

Miniver" (Metro), $1,000; March of

Time's Dionne Quints short, $250 fee;

Elizabeth Arden commercial short,

$250, which Dash-Connelly, the pub-

lishers, in turn, gave to British War
"Relief Society.

Hugh Charles and Ross Parker

authored it, and it was first pub-

lished in April, 1939.

NOW PLAYING
.Sl'ENCER TKAC'Y

INORID IIERC.HAN, I.ASA TtBNER

'DR. JEKYLL &. MR. HYDE'
Ad M-C-.M RfilruM

AIR CO0I.KI>

Pr'S'^K."' ASTOR
46tli ht.

Doom Oi»en
9:ia A.M.

'^PALACE ":'">.25^'

Wrrk llrxinnlnic Aoir. 2lfi(

IIK1TK JAME.<»

DAVIS • CACNEY
"THE BRIDE CAME C.O.D."

PLUS LLOYD NOLAN In

"DRESSED TO KILL"

NOW PLAYING

GARY COOPER

'SERGEAXt YORir
A NEW WAHNRR IIKOS. HIT

HOLLYWOOD
n'wH.v at Slut at.

AIR-CONIIITIO>-KI>

COOL

Thuridty;
Jllilrxy...tll4-.J.<i4Sf..

TNillitr Ataln

"LIFE BEGINS
FOR ANDY HARDY"

I.ewlH 8TONK • MIrker BOONFY
AN M-O-M Plrtnre

ILait
Timet W«d.

Clvk Rualind
GibU • Rutull
"THEY MET
IN BOMBA Y"

On Sliga
MILLS Brai.

Hewny Yoiingman

nMHtgtirti Tliur..Au|.2l

*0 / B>t HOPE
Dorothy LAMOUR
"CAUGHT IN
THE DRAFT"

In Ptrion

Gh. JES6EL
ud tho SInilai
Poirir'i ModtU

OIlKri

^^ |CM*r.j<SnW..a^h«nl«ll^n>^^

tSD tVEKK

''Bad Men of Missouri'

A New Warner Bro«. lilt With

IXnnU .V0R<;AN • Jaiir WVM.iN
Wuynf MORKI.'i • Arthur KK-VNtJOy

IS riSBSON

ROCIIKHTeH Jack Bconjr'd Hhndow
CLYDE M'CAS una Ilia Or«h.

STRAND B'waY6.47SL
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Bendix Takes Over Sponsorship

Of U. S. Treasury Program When

Texaco Resumes Fred Allen Oct. 1

Buchanan agency has sold the Ben-
dix Corp. on the idea of assuming
the time and incidental talent costs

lor the U. S. Treasury show when
Texaco resumes with the Fred Allen

program Oct. 1. The Treasury stanza

will have its final airing in Texaco's

Wednesday spot on CBS Sept. 24 and

open under the Bendix banner on the

NBC-Blue- Oct. 6. It will be the

Tuesday night 8-to-9 period.

Like Texaco, the Bendix Corp. will

pay the bills lor the orchestra and

chorus, but the screen, radio and
concert names will continue to make
their appearances on a cuffo basis.

Bendix will commit itself as bank-

roller of the series lor 13 weeks, and

It is understood that an effort will be

made to get a different account for

each cycle of 13 weeks.

Bendix manufactures auto and air-

plane parts and washing machines.

SWITCH FAY

TO THURSDAYS

Tums (Lewis-Howe) has switched

the time for its Frank Fay show on
the NBC-Red. It had accepted the

Saturday 10:30-11 p.m. period, but
it dropped this last week for an-
other availability, Thursday 10:30-

11 p.m.

The new starting date lor the pro-

gram is Oct. 16.

Number of new employees have

been added to the television and in-

ternational short-wave departments

at NBC. Among the additions to the

visio staff are Beardsley Graham

and Charles W. Turner, transfers

from company's Hollywood studios;

Herbert De Groot, Herman Folkerts,

Harold M. Miller, George F. Neu-

mann and Edward Wade, engineers;

Gary Simpson, promoted from page

boy to stage manager; Ernest Colling,

transferred from publicity to pro-

ducer and anouncer, and Anne
Arkenau, receptionist and secretary.

New members of the international

short-wave staff include Raphael
Carvajal, Spanish writer and an-
nouncer and no relation to Charles
Carvajal of the same department;
Louis Breglio, Italian announcer;
Robert Lochner, news writer and an-

nouncer; Laird Ogle, French writer-

announcer; John Weitz, junior an-
nouncer and English correspondent.

8 Games on Adantic's

WOR Grid 5ked; First

Princeton Commercials

Schedule of football broadcasts
over WOR, New York, this fall un-
der Atlantic Refining sponsorship
calls for eight games, of which seven
are already set. Included will be
three games at Princeton, the first

time that college has permitted com'
mercial broadcasts of its grid con-

tests.

Games and dates on the schedule,

in addition to an unselected one for

Sept. 27, are Princeton-Columbia,
Oct. 11; Yale-Army, Oct. 18; Yale-
Dartmouth, Oct. 25; Princeton-Har-
vard, Nov. 1; Cornell-Yale, Nov. 8;

Yale-Princeton, Nov. 15; Princeton-
Navy, Nov. 22.

N. W. Ayer is the agency on the
deal

DON LEE AFFILIATES

HASH OYER RADIO WOES

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

New regulations regarding net
works and other problems of radio

were hashed oyer by Lewis Allen
Weiss and 33 representatives of^Don
Lee affiliated stations from Seattle

"tff'Siair'Dife-KO-ar -a- -get--togethei - in-

Hotel St Francis here Saturday (16)

WelsS, just back from Washington
outlined recent commission develop
ments and reviewed broadcasting's
past hectic year.

^BC Adds to Television

And Shortwave Staffs

Network Premieriis

(Aucr. 20-30)

'Aldrich Family,' comedy-
drama, Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m.

(12 midnight repeat), NBC-Red
(WEAF), General Foods (Jello

pudding), Young St Rubicam.
Returns tomorrow night (Thurs-

day) after four-week layoff.

'Bright Horlion, the Story of

Michael West,' serial drama,
Mondays through Fridays. 11:30-

11:45 a.m. (2 p.m. repeat), CBS,
Lever Bros. (Swan soap in east

and midwest, Lipton's tea on
Coast), Young & Rubicam. Starts

Monday (25), replacing 'Big Sis-

ter,' which moves to 12:15-12:30

noon, CBS. for Lever Bros.

(Rinso), Ruthrauff St Ryan.

Am Tobacco Solicits Squawks From

Listeners on Pall Mall Sound Effects

WIFE, SUING WM. WEST,

STOPS SALE OF WTMV

CBS WINDING UP

ROPER ANALYSIS

CBS is putting the finishing

touches to the publication of an an-
alysis made for the network by the

Roper research organization on the
relation of sales to frequency adver-
tising In radio. The survey in-

volved 500,000 phone calls and the

results will- likely be made avail-

able to the trade next week.

The study compares in detail the

intensity of product turnover with
the number of times weekly that the

article has been plugged on the air.

WWJ, DEL, 21ST ANNI

A NOSTALGIA SPLURGE

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Having reached seniority (21

years), WWJ celebrated its anniver-

sary this week with plenty of senti-

mental flourishes. Station took on
for a week Fred Waring's orchestra,

which the station gave its first air

shot in 1921, although the celebration

proper only called for his appear-

ance on Aug. 20, the date in 1920

when the station began the broad-

casting of regular scheduled pro-

gram of entertainment. Station's an-

niversary program went on the NBC
Red network.

Tieing up to the past, the station's

original transmitter was used for the

playing of a recording of the 'Gold

and Silver Waltz,' .which was fol-

lowed by Mischa Kottler and a 45-

piece symphony playing the same se-

lection under modern conditions.

Other sentimental tieups included an

interview with Dorothy Gish, here

with 'Life with Father,' whose sister,

LiUian, and David Wark Griffith

were among the first interviewed in

the station's 'old days.' As part of the

national airing of the anniversary

program, talks also were given by
W. J. Scripps, general manager of

WWJ, and Frank Mullen, executive

vice-president of NBC.

WBIGHT IN H'WOOD
- Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Tommy Wright, of the New York
office .of Young & Rubicam, is here
on vacation and to line up publicity

for the agency's fall shows.
Returns east in a couple of weeks.

Xommandments for Conmientators

By Quincy Howe
[The author of this b a news commentator over WQXR, Neu) York, In

whose September program booklet (he article will oppeor. He explains tliat

unlike Xectwers, actors and singers, who can attend schools, read textbooks

and draw on pen^attons of experience, a news commentator can learn

from nobodv but himself and his colleagues to whom he seldom has time to

listen. He adds that if the following decalog has no other result, it at least

may lead someone else to draw up something better.]

St. Louis, Aug, 19.

William H. West, Jr., prez and
chief stockholder of the Mississippi

Valley Broadcasting Co., which op-
erates WTMV in East St. Louis, last

week was enjoia«ed by the St. Clair

County, 111., circuit court from dis-

posing of his property at the request

of his wife, Mrs. Marguerite West,
who sued for separate maintenance.
The petition alleges that West is 'in-

fatuated with another woman.'
The petition alleged that West

'sold or arranged to sell his stock in

WTMV for $32,000' on Aug. 1, and
that his income was $1,000 per
month, Mrs. West seeks $300 a

month alimony and $1,500 for attor-

ney's fees.

Starting on a shoestring after

serving with several St. Louis sta-

tions. West built WTMV into one of

the best coin-getters among the
smaller stations In the Mississippi

Valley.

MIIilGAN QUITS

B^HSEPT.1

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Lawrence Milligan is exiting as

account executive with the Blackett-

Sample-Hummert firm on Sept 1

after eight years with the agency.

During this time Milligan had been
account chief on Procter & Gamble
advertising, and primarily on Oxy-
dol for the past few years. B-S-H
has brought in Clifford Fitzgerald

from the Sherman K. Ellis agency
to handle this account.
Milligan has not yet set a new

connection. He was one of the top
money men with the B-^-H agency
and regularly drew a neat bonus
when -the melon was sliced each
Christmas. '

SWAN TO GLEN TAYLOR;

SHERDEMAN ON SILVER

stations carrying Pall Mall clg's

'Modem . Design' announcements
have been asked by the account,
American Tobacco Co., to relay to it

immediately any written complaints
they may receive from annoyed
listeners. Some stations report tiiat

the squawks have been Increasing
steadily, with most of the plaints

having to do with the unpleasant in-

trusioti caused by the blurb's con-
glomeration of sound effects,

American Tobacco makes a practice

of ans>yering all such complaints.

Same account experienced similar

difficulties with, its auctioneer spot
blurbs for Lucky Strike a couple
years ago, and it was reported at the

time that the Inflow of letters had
much to do with the sudden termi*

nation of the campaign.

ZGQTIESGET

NOXEMAQUIZ
Noxema, a Ruthrauff & Ryan ac-

count, will expand its local two and
three-city quiz shows to 14 competi-
tive combinations and 26 cities. The
account is adding immediately WAPI,
Birmingham, and WSB, Atlanta, for

a weekly half-hour contest between
these two towns, and the coming
combinations will consist of Kansas
City and St. Louis, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, and Albany, Troy and
Schenectady.
Agency has yet to pick the stations

for the last three combinations.

SUES IRNA PHILLIPS

FOR SHARE M SERIAL

ALESHIRE WITH ELLIS

Replaces Lawrence Holoombe as
Badio Dept. Manager

Edward Aleshire joins the Sher-
man K. Ellis agency Sept. 1 as man-
ager of the radio department. He
takes the place of Lawrence Hol-
comb, who resigned to edit a mag
and do freelance producing.
Aleshire has been with the Chi-

cago offices of Benton .& Bowles,
Lord' Sc Thomas and Blackett-Sam-
ple-Hummert.

Mason Back With NBC

Joseph K. Mason, who resigned
from NBC advertising and sales pro-
motion some time ago to take an-
other job, has rejoined the company.
Now in continuity acceptance.

1. Be yourself. On this one commandment hang' all of the laws and
most of the profits of the successful news commentator. If you assume
over the air a personality that is not your own, your listeners will see
through your pose. If you are yourself, somebodv will like you.

2. Never prophesy. The disease of^overprediction is fatal. Listeners

have memories. They recall your errors as well as your hits. And you
need a better than .500 average to get by.

3. Name your sources. The commentator cannot compete with world-
wide news services in gathering information. He cannot pit his knowledge
and judgment against experts. Moreover, if you credit the source of your
information and interpretation, you can often get further cooperation. And
70ur-Hs;- ners will respect you more.

4. Develop a rounded and consistent point of view. This means spend-
ing more time reading basic books, less time reading superficial newspaper
stories, magazine articles and news letters. But pick certain news sources
that have proved dependable and follow them.

5. Stick to one main theme in each broadcast. Don't confuse your
listeners and yourself by rattling off 10-point programs, point by point.

Don't try to cover the whole world each time you speak. It can wait

—

which is more than your listeners will do if you bewilder them,
6. Converse, don't elocu'te or argue. No matter how large your audi-

ence, you ere talking to countless small groups, not to a mass meeting.
And respect other peoples' prejudices. Otherwise you will end up preach-
ing only to those who agree with you anyway.

7. Never listen to other commentators. One of two things will happen
If you do. Either you will spend all your time arguing with those you
disagree with, or you will not say what you want to say because somebody
else has said it, probably much better than you could. Act as if you were
the only commentator on the air.

8. Speak naturally. If you try to correct certain fixed habits of speech
you will make a worse mistake correcting the original one, and besides,

your nervous system will suffer. If you talk fast, it can't be helped. A
rapid, interested talker holds .^he attehtlon better than a slow, bored one.

Moreover, you can always pause to let your listeners catch up with you.
Also you .can say the same thing in more than one way. A corbllary to

this commandment is to summarize the gist of your talk in a concluding'

paragraph.
9. Admit your mistakes. You will make plenty of them and you might

as well acknowledge them from time to time. Nobody expects perfection,

even from a news commentator. Therefore take your llsten^s into your^
confidence occasionally and show where and why you went wrong. But
don't spend more than 10% 'of any one broadcast alibiing yourself on the
one hand or confessing on the other

10. Never draw up a list of commandments for commentators.

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Glenhall Taylor, for years pro-

ducer of Silver Theatre for Young
& Rubicam, switches over to the

Swan soap program headed by
Burns and Allen and Paul White-
man. Al Scalpone, of the agency's
scripting staff, will function as pro-
duction aide.

Ted Sherdeman, NBC producer-
writer, swings over to Y. & R. to

handle Silver Theatre.

Willson Returns West

For Maxwell Bmshnp

Meredith Willson, maestro of Max-
well House Coffee, which resumes

Sept. 4, Is cutting his New York
vacation short and hurrying back to

the Coast this weekend to get things
in preparation.

Fannie Brice doesn't return to the
show until after the flrst one of the
fall series, which Is another reason
for extra care.

Keeping Rustad Busy
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

John Rustad, KSTP announcer, re-
cently Inducted ipto the service and
now stationed at Ft. Warren, Wyo.,
has been promoted to sergeant.
While in the Army he's doing 12

propaganda broadcasts weekly out of
the Cheyenne station.

'Honeysnokle' Permanent
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Rod O'Connor goes on WCCO's
'Sunrisers' program with his 'Homer
Honeysuckle' character as a regular
feature.

Program is on from 6 to 7 a.m.

from Monday to Saturday, inclusive.

Sammy Slept and Charles Tobias
wrote words and music for This
Above All,' title song for the 20th-

Fox picture of Uie same name.

Chicago, Aug. IB.

Emmons Carlson, promotion man-
ager of the NBC division here, has
filed suit Bgaiiist wtiter Irna Phillips

for an accounting of profits from the

radio serial, 'The Guiding Light.'

Carlson claims he has a deal with
Miss Phillips for a share in the serial,

but, after a payment of $1,900 in 1936,

he received no other money. Carl-

son states that the profits should run
into six figures.

P. & G.'s Playhouse Back

On NBC-Red Sept 6

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Procter & Gamble show, 'Knicker-

bocker Playhouse,' returns to the

air Saturday, Sept. 6, after summer
layoff. Show will be aired over
NBC-Red for a 39-week period Sat-

urdays from 7-7:30 CDST, with re-

peat broadcast at 10:30 p. m.
Account handled by H. W. Kas-

tor agency, with Drene the prod-
uct.

LEBAHR GETS 'LOST'

Detonrs on Way Home and Misses
Program; Gllchman Subs

Bert Lebhar, Jr., sports broad-
caster and sales manager of WHN,
New York, missed the second of his

two sports shows Monday night (18)

when he was forced to detour and
became lost while driving from the
station to his home at New Rochelle,

N.Y., from where he does the lat-

ter program.
With only a few minutes remain-

ing before the stanza was to go on
the air, those In the studio rushed
Marty Glickman, another sports

spieler, to the microphone. Since
he had no script, he told the day's

baseball scores and then began read-

ing an old sports feature script from
the files.

Fleming Draws Hazard'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Van Fleming, last associated with

Mutual's 'I Want a Divorce' as

writer-producer, draws the produc-
tion assignment on Johnson wax
'Hap Hazard,' which won a perma-
nent spot after subbing for 'Fibber

McGee and Molly.'

Cecil Underwood, Coast radio head'

for Needham, Louis & Brorby. 'wlU

look after 'Fibber' and Hal Peary's

'Gildersleeve' for Kraft.
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CHAIN6REAK SRO MAY HELP
Fidlen Off CBS in Revolt Against

Net s Gagging His Gab, Takes Bells

To MBS for Coast-to-Coast Piping

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Asserting that the censorship of

speech, imposed by Columbia Broad-

casting System, was proving too

oppressive' for him, Jimmle Fidler,

radio chatterer and columnist on

Hollywood doings, has obtained can-

cellation of his CBS contract and
signed with Mutual, which will pipe

his weekly gossip from Coast to

Coast over 14 stations instead of the

six outlets he had on CBS, all con-

fined to the Pacific Coast. On MBS
his program will be commercial from
Hollywood to Chicago and sustain-

ing for the rest of the way east.

The account is Tayton, Inc.

Fidler's broadcast Ust Friday (15)

was his swan song at CBS. This

Friday (22) he will bow on Mutual
and will feature his gabbing with

a reading of an editorial and letter

whose censorship and suppression,

he says, led to the break with Co-
lumbia. His additional commercial
outlets over MBS will be Denver,

Salt Lake City, Des Moines, Kansas
City, Omaha, Minneapolis and Chi-

cago. WOR (N. Y.), wiU be on the

sustaining hookup.

'Garglng'

While Fidler, in a statement re-

leased to the press and the Federal
Communications Commission, hotly

and lengthily accuses Columbia of

gagging him, and of dictating the

number of "bells' to be given to all

'so-called big pictures reviewed by
me,' the blow-up actually came when
CBS officials turned an absolute

'thumbs down' on his reading some
editorial advice to Laratne Day, fea-

tured femme player at Metro, and an
open letter to George Brent.

Both were scheduled for Fidler's

Aug. 8 broadcast. The Laraine Day
screed posed the question whether
or not she had made a mistake in

refusing a role in the Kildare pix

series. CBS banned it on the ground
that it was a matter which concerned

only Miss Day and her studio, ac-

cording to Fiidler.

In his other charges that- he was
constantly gagged by CBS censors in

airing his new film criticisms, Fid-

ler asserts that he was at no time

allowed to tag a film as 'downright

bad,' if he found it so. 'The only

pictures the Columbia network

would permit me to review hostilely

(panning if they deserved a pan)

were movies produced by Independ-

ent or small companies, or foreign

product," he stated.

ED BYRON DICKERING

FOR 'CITY DESK' SERIES

Ed Byron, who handles the "Mr.

District Attorney' (Vitalfs), is dick-

ering with the Ted Bates agency fci

the takeover of the 'City Desk'

series, which Palmolive has on CBS
Saturday- nights. ' Ted Bates is the

agency for the latter account.

Byron would furnish the scripts

as well as produce.

TIME MULLING

RETURN TO

RADIO

CBS' Reply
CBS yesterday (Tuesday) made

the following reply to Fidler's blast:

'Columbia has often differed with

Mr. Fidler as to what is legitimate

motion picture criticism. If he has

found a network which will wholly

accept his views on this subject, we
are pleased.

THOMPSON READYING

THREE TOP SHOWS

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

J. Walter Thompson agency is

readying three top shows, one of

them new, to go on the air next
month.
They are the Edgar "Bergen pro-

gram, resuming Sept. 7 for Chase &
Sanborn; the 'Lux Radio Theatre,'

returning to the air Sept. 8, and the

Charles Laughton-Milton Berle-Shir-

ley Ross-Bob Crosby stanza, debuting
Sept. 12 for Ballantine ale.

Woodman vice McClancy

As NBC Traffic Manager
Harry A. Woodman has been made

traffic manager of NBC. He comes
from the station relations depart-
ment,

B. P.. McClancy recently quit the
traffic job to go with a Cleveland
manufacturing firm.

Time magazine is considering re-

turning its 'March of Time' series to

network radio. Show hasn't been on
the air for the past two seasons.

Understood that if the series doep

resume it will be handled through
the Young & Rubicam agency.

Qadys Swartfaout, Deems

Taylor on 45-MiiL CBS

Show for Prudential Ins.

Gladys Swarthout and Deems
Taylor have been paired for a 45-

minute series that Prudential In-

surance will start on CBS Aug. 31.

Cast will also consist of Ross Gra-
ham, an orchestra batoned by Al
Goodman and a mixed chorus.

The time is Sunday 5 p.m., and
.the agency Benton & Bowles.

WLS ACTS INTO 170

FAIRS THROUGHOUT Ui.

HOPE SPOTS WILL

Class A and B Stations Will

See New Low in Spot Ac-

counts^ Production and
Transcription Shows This

Fall and Winter

HITCHHIKERS

• Chicago, Aug. 19.

WLS booking office h^ set a rec-

ord number of fair dates'for its acts

and shows this season, having con-

tracts to bookings at 170 fairs

throughout the country.

WLS artists bureau has two shows

for this season: the 'WLS Quiz Show'

with $100 daily prize giveaways, and

the 'WLS Show with the Graham
Western Riders.'

Among the regular acts being used

on these shows interchangeably are

Red Foley, Chuck Acree, Prairie

Sweethearts, Little Genevive, Rusty

Gill, George Goebel, Jimmy James,

Tom Corwin, Prairie Ramblers, WLS
Rangers and Verne, Lee and Mary.

WLS shows have been booked into

such big time fair dates as the Illin-

ois State Fair, the Wisconsin State

Fair and the Indiana State Fair.

Class A and Class B stations are

in hopes that national spot accounts

will start calling for quarter-hour

periods now that these outlets have

sold out their chainbreak and min-

ute announcement availabilities.

With but rare exceptions, national

advertisers have so far confined their
fall requirements and buys to these
two types of radio participation.

The indications are that the spot end
of the business will this fall and
winter show a new low for the num-
ber of transcribed and live shows of
quarter and half-hour duration, as
compared to the number of national
spot accounts on the air.

National spot accounts have got
away more than ever before from
assuming any programming obliga-
tion. That's something that they
prefer to leave to network adver-
tisers. The network programs pro-
duce the audience and the chain-
break and minute - announcement
element is satisfied to ride along as
hitchhikers and at a minimum cost.

The stations themselves admit that
this makes for an unhealthy situa-

tion as far as the development of
spot values is concerned, but the dis-

position is as strong as ever to take
all hitchhiker business as offered and
hope that these same advertisers will

some day get the inspiration to buy
programs for their blurbs.

Classic example of what has hap-
pened to the spot end of radio may
be found in the experience of the
radio director for an agency with
quite a number of jnajor accounts.

He had been prompted several
months ago to take the post because
of what he thought were the radio
possibilities of these accounts. After
failing to get them interested in net-

work participation, he diverted his
sales talk to spot broadcasting. Out
of six accounts that gave him the
tentative nod on that line there
wasn't one that didn't say that, if

anything, it would have to be chain-
breaks or one-minute announce-
ments.

NEW CBS SERIAL

'Jones and I,' 30-Minu(e Comedy-
Drama, Preems Sept: 6

'Jones and I,' a new 30-minute

comedy-dramatic show, will be

preemed Sept. 6 by CBS in the 10:30

a.m. spot Saturday mornings, re-,

placing 'Gold If You Find It,' which
folds. Scott Farnsworth is scripting

and will play the lead. Betty Phil-

son is the only other performer set

for the cast.

Stuart Buchanan will direct.

WENR,CHlWILLAn(

11 BEARS' GRID GAMES

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Effective Sept. 28, and for the en-

suing 11 weeks, through Dec. 7,

WENR, Chi NBC outlet, will broad-

cast all Chi Bears National League

football games. Deal, set by Harry

Kopf, general manager of NBC Cen

tral Division, with George Halas,

owner and coach of the Bears,

wi'I call for seven of the games to

be broadcast from Wrigley Field in

Chi, and the four remaining from
other cities on the circuit.

Ford Pearson, regular NBC sports

apieler, to handle the announcing

Job.

Stevenson, Newscaster,

Joins Army as Major

Weed Repping WDSU

WDSU, New Orleans, has named
Weed St. Co. as national sales rep.

Station is on the NBC-Blue.

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Jimmy Stevenson, WJR news-

caster, did his last broadcast today

(19). He goes into the Army to-

morrow (Wednesday) as a major in

the reserve with assignment to the

Military Intelligence Department in

the Judge Advocate General's office.

Stevenson has been with WJR for

nine years.

MBS Files With FCC Own Formula

To Solve Chain Broadcasting Tangle;

No NBC Action Til TrammeD Returns

KING GOES TO CHI

AS NBC PRODUCER

Edward S. King, who recently

joined the NBC production staff in

New York as a Junior director-pro-

ducer, has been transferred to the
Chicago office as a full-fledged pro-

ducer.

He came to NBC from the Yale
Drama Workshop.

BROADCASTERS

GETTING HEP

TO TROUBLE

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

Probably for the first time on rec-

ord, broadcasters of this area con-

fess themselves frankly confused
over what goes on in their business

and snatch at every possible scrap of

information to help guide their

courses. Indicative of this was the

100% representation at a specially

called meeting of the Northern Cali-

fornia Assn. of Broadcasters in Pal-

ace hotel here Friday (15),

Boys got together simply to hear
Howard Lane, NAB head in this dis-

trict, who has just returned from
Washington, discourse on politics,

the national emergency, ASCAP, etc.

Routine biz and resolutions went by
the board, with the broadcasters

eager to know what Washington is

doing to their business.

LS. Becker Not Moving

To MCA, RemainingWith

CBS as Lowman's AssL

I. S. Becker, who has been a v.p.

in Columbia Artists, Inc., won't go
with the bureau to Music Corp. of

America, but instead will stay with
the network as general assistant to

Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS v.p. in

charge of operations.

Becker's duties will include ne-
gotiating and making contracts for

all talent, including scriptists, em-
ployed by Columbia in New York.
Another non-mover-over is Lou

Mindling, ex-MCA, who is now pro-

duction assistant to v.p. Bill Lewis.

WM. ESn ON HUNT

FOR 1-MINUTE SPOTS

William Esty agency is distributing

questionnaires for station reps or

stations to fill in showing what spots

they have available for minute an-

nouncements.
Products concerned are mostly

Baum Bengue and Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

Bergen's Home Town Giving Him En
Masse Beceptlon

phicago, Aug. 19.

Decatur, Mich., will turn out en
masse tomorrow (Wed.) to welcome
ventriloquist Edgar Bergen at a

homecoming reception. Town, while

not the birthplace of Bergen, is the

place where he spent his childhood,

and is recognized as his home.
Although Decatur has a popula-

tion of only 4,200 people, many times

this number will attend the cele-

bration from the surrounding vicin-

ity. Bergen will do a short enter-

taining stint. In addition to other

planned entertainment

NBC will most likely refrain from
making any further moves on the
issues created by the Federal Com-
munications Commission's rules for

chain broadcasting until after Niles

Trammell returns from his vacation, '

The NBC prez left for Maine Mon-
day (18) and is due back Sept. 2.

Meanwhile, it is expected that Co-
lumbia will decide whether to file

a petition with the FCC recom-
mending its (CBS') own solution for

the controversy, or to throw the
matter into the courts. The FCC's ex-
tension of the deadline for "enforce-

ment of the rules expires Sept. 16.

Mutual last week sought to expe-
dite a solution of the question by
filing a petition urging that the com-
mission adopt a formula that MBS
itself had worked out. This formula
suggests that each network be per-
mitted to option exclusively the

same amounl of time and periods
that it had used during 26 weeks of

the previous year on an affiliated

station, while the remainder of the

station's time would be put on a

non-exclusive basis and made avail-

able to the network that got in first

with a piece of business. The allo-

cations would be predicated on the
division of a station's schedule into

three five-hour brackets.

Under the formula ' proposed by
Mutual, if the NBC-Blue network
had during the previous year used
IVi hours of an affiliate's time for

commercial programs in a particular

bracket, say between 6 and 11 p.m.,

the Blue would continue to have the
exclusive right to 1^ hours in that,

bracket. The Blue would also be
permitted to option as much as ZVt
or four hours In one of these five-

hour segments, but^ny period over
the hours of exclusivity could
be furnished for another network's
commercial if that other network
got. there first.

In its petition Mutual points out
that in its opinion the 3 -hour fig-

ure is 'ample with respect to exist-

ing NBC contracts, whereas the
four-hour figure is probably neces-
sary it existing utilization of time -

under CBS contracts is to be pro-
vided for.' Mutual also would make
this allocation uniform for all af-

filiated stations and without taking
into consideration the number of

stations in a particular city.

The Mutual petition further urges
that the broadcast license for sta-

tions be increased from one to two,
and preferably, three, years, that the
maximum contract period between
network and affiliates be made two
years and that the networks be al-

lowed three months, if not six, to

negotiate the new contracts which
the FCC's new chain broadcasting
rules would require with affiliates.

The rules as enunciated by the com-
mission last May allowed for 60 days
of negotiation for contract renewals
and a maximum of a year for con-
tracts binding a station to a network, <

TOM, DICK AND HARRr
OPENER ON LUX SERIES

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Ether version of RKO's recent pic-

ture, 'Tom, Dick and Harry,' will be
the first program of the 'Lux Radio
Theatre,' which returns to the air

Sept. 8.

Ginger Rogers, Burgess Meredith
have been inked to play the roles

they created on the screen, with oth-

ers of the original cast also being
sought.

McBride Program Set

For New York Theatre
Mary Margaret McBride's teeoff

(Sept. 2) 45-minute participation

program over WEAF, N. Y;, will be
specially spotted In the Vanderbllt
theatre, N. Y.
Shell have 'her gang' as guests,

including Mrs. Hattle Silverman,
variety's redhead.'
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Peace, It's Wonderful

Cocktail party In New York last week had a complete cycle of radio
employee classifications. Among those present were actors trying to

buttonhole directors, directors brushing off actors and trying to but-
tonhole agency men, agency men brushing off directors and trying to

buttonhole sponsor representatives, and sponsor representatives brush-
ing oft agency men and talking and drinking with each other.

Affair ended in a brawl, with four separate flstflghts.

AFRA Convoitioii Leaves Problems

To Natl Bi; Reelect Tibbett Prexy

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Lawrence Tibbett was re-elected

president of the American Federa-

tion of Radio Artists at the annual
convention concluded Sunday (17) in

Detroit. Other plTicers returned to

their posts included Alek McKee,
recording secretary; George Heller,

treasurer, and Mrs. Emily Holt, na-

tional executive secretary.

New faces on the executive board

of the union will include Virginia

Payne, first v.p.; William Adams,
second v.p.; Jean Hersholt, third v.p.;

Ken Carpenter, fourth v.p.; and Ben
Crauer, fifth v.p.

Much of the business of the con-

vention, attended by 55 delegates,

was finally pushed over to the na-

tional board for eventual solution.

Among these was the Chicago Work
Shop plan for keeping unemployed
radio actors from becoming rusty.

The Cbipago local was -instructed to

polish up its present project before

submitting it to the board for ap-

proval on a national basis.

According to the delegates, who
were said to represent 12,000 mem-
bers, 40 locals in the small centers

are awaiting charters, and it was de-

cided to retain the field men to com-
plete the organization. Oflicial set-

up of AFRA was changed also to

provide for the election of additional

smaller local representation on the

national body.

Also dumped into the lap of the

national officers was AFRA's posi-

tion on television. Most of the reso-

lutions drafted pertained to the

problems of locals.

Hollyivood was chosen for the next

convention city.

Longines' Symph Back

h SepL; Over 50 Ootkts

Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. will

resume its series of transcribed sym-
phony programs in late September.

They will run for 13 weeks on the

basis of a Sunday matinee half-hour.

The schedule this time will provide

for over 50 stations.

Arthur Rosenberg is the agency.

DEFENSE HOLDS

UP TELEVISION

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Any widespread advance of tele-

vision is stymied by the defense
program, according to Dr. Lee De
Forest, radio pioneer who still is

surveying the radio-electric horizon.

The defense program has television

stopped,' he said here. 'Stations can-

not get equipment because of th^
defense priorities and those that do
get it cannot find technicians to

operate it.'

He also indicated that plants over-
whelmed by war orders would pay
little attention to technological ad-
vances in such fields until after peace
had come and there /was again need
for finding new outlets for industry.

Possible Male Shortage

Has One Ontlet Torniiig

To Femme Announcers

Memphis., Aug. 19.

Jim Hanrahan of WMPS is taking

no chances on being caught with all

his announcers in the Army. He's

falling back on .the fair sex already.

Hanrahan has hired Mary Jo Tate,

long-time film chatterer for the

Malco Circuit, on full-time status as

a staff announcer. Miss Tate was
used by the Lightman Theatres for a
daily 15-minute stint over WMC
about current films and screen gossip

in general.

She is already doing a regular

turn at the mike in anticipation of a

male shortage.

New San Diego Station

Starts Regular Schedule
San Diego. Aug. 19

KFMB, which finally made this a

three-station town, kicks off today
(Tuesday) with a regular sked of

programs following several days
testing. Warren B. Worcester is sole

owner and manager, with Fred Hett
feld, sales manager, Les Hewitt,

chief engineer, and Joe Walters,
program director. Annoimcer staff,

chosen from CBS juniors at KNX
includes Stan Marston, Beeciter
Frank and Lowell Whiteman.

Billboards, car cards and street

car dashboards being used to advise
citizenry of preem. Worcester, for^

mer aircraft designer, spent around
five years in quest of his juicer.

Frank Newton, continuity writer
for KSO-KRNT, Dos Moines, has re-

signed to accept a similar position

with Lord & Thomas in Chicago.

Payroll Traffic

New Tork City.—Robert Sosman,
former NBC pageboy, has been upped
to the network's night program staff.

Daniel T. O'Brien and John Doherty
have been added to the writing staff

of the publicity department.
Paul Keough, of the NBC news and

special events staff, has left to join

Associated Press.

San Francisco.— Douglas Gourley,

of KDYL, Salt Lake, replaces Larry
Keating on the KGO-KPO staff with
Keating's transfer to Hollywood.

Jacksonville, Fla. ^ Bob Caffey,

formerly with WLOF, Orlando, has
joined the program department of

WJHP, Jacksonville.

New Haven.— Jerry Lewis off

spieling staff at WELI, and Dick
Carlson takes over.

Bridgeport.—Bob Drier will be an-

nouncing for WNAB when station

gets going within a few weeks.

Regina, Sask.—Trevor Beggs, an-
nouncer at CJRM, Regina, into the

Royal Canadian Air Force as an in-

structor.

Bnrrldge D. Butler, president and
Glenn Snyder, WLS manager, on
annual camping trip in Arizona.

Paterson, N. J.—Newcomers to the

staff of . WPAT, Paterson, N. J., in-

clude W. Wallace Wilmott and Har-
old Kosut, announcers; Richard
Granville, salesman; Alys Kramer,
secretary to Edward Codel, station

manager. All came from other sta-

tions.

Boston.—WCOP has added Terry
Cowling to its announcing staff and
Ralph Warren in^control room. Cow-
ling was formerly with WOV, New
York, and WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.,
while Warren was with WDEV,
Waterbury, Vt.; WLNH, Laconia, N.
H., and WORL, Boston.

Tnscola, III.—William Shaw Ipiapp
has replaced Robert Harrington - on
WDZ's sales staff. Harrington moved
to WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. Ruth
Baxter, staff hillbilly vocalist, has
switched from WDZ to WMBD, Pe-
oria.

Spokane.-Dick Green, of KFPY,
will take over special features de-
partment in place of Seth Richards,

Jr., who has been called to Navy
with rank of Ensign.

Inside Stuff—Radio

Expected attendance of 1,800 soldiers from Ft. Belvoir, Va., at Thursday
night's (21) Glenn Miller broadcast from Riverside stadium, Washington,
Is creating virtually another unlimited emergency. It involves matters of

transportation, convoy, on-the-minute scheduling and a severe headache
to John Meiney, sales promotion manager of WJSV, local CBS outlet, who
invited the soldiers to the show.
Men will be brought to the broadcast In 200 light trucks, which will

stretch in a line six miles long. Officers planning the schedule figure the

first soldiers will be arriving at the stadium about the same time the last

ones are leaving the camp. Motorcycle escorts will be provided tor the
lengthy procession to the District of Columbia line by Virginia state police

and through this city by Washington police.

Ballantine beer will probably get an unlooked-for break for the second
broadcast of its new Mutual series, preeming Sept. 5, with Charles Laugh-
ton, Milton Berle, Shirley Ross and Bob Crosby. Fact that the Joe Louis-
Lou Nova heavyweight championship fight is scheduled for Sept. 12, a
Friday night, means that the Ballantine show for that date will immedi-
ately precede the bout, thus presumably drawing numerous pre-flght

dialers. Ballantine show is at 9:30 and the fight broadcast starts at tlO.

Beer stanza will also get three subsequent similar breaks, as two cham-
pionship fights to l}e carried by Mutual are also scheduled for Friday
nights during October and another in November. Unusual angle on the
situation is that outdoor bouts are normally not scheduled on Fridays, as
rain and a consequent postponement would have to be to the following
Monday.

National Conference of Christians and Jews, which presided over the
religious panel discussion through its radio director, James Scull, at the
Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio last May. is holding a session
at Williams College Aug. 24-29 as part of the annual WilUamstown Institute
of Human Relations. Radio's religious broadcaster, Walter Van Kirk
(NBC), will be a speaker and the Nelson Rockefeller committee will pro-
vide speakers from five countries of Latin America. This WilUamstown
gathering is to consider the world, it is hoped, will follow the vanquishing
of Hitlerism.

Luxury Foods Ripe for Boom

Cincinnati, Aug. 19.

Diverting a portion of the defense worker's increased earnings to
luxury foods and accessories is the basis of the WLW plus food sales
plan which Will H. Oldham, director of the station's grocer relations,
unfolded for secretaries of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia'
state food association secretaries at a huddle recently in the Croslcy
headquarters.

Visiting secretaries were Homer McConkey of Ohio; Larry Barm-
bach, Kentucky: B. L. Tharp, Indiana, and George Ring, West Virginia.

Initial promotion of the plan was conducted in July via daily pro-
grams which suggested numerous dainties and delicacies to round out
picnic lunches. On the economy side, housewives also were urged to
go In for home canning.

Local Station Building Up Local

Scribe Via Coast-to-Coast Hookup

Modern Food Renews

• NBC-Blne Sun. Period

. NBC-Bluc 'last week got renewals
from Modern Food Process CO. for

the Sunday 9-5.30 period, which is

split between the Moylan Sisters and
Olivio Santoro, yodeler.
Renewal becomes effective Sept.

14.

NOW THEY ALL

SOUND AUKE

Abundance of recorded music pro-
grams on New York independent
stations apparently has trained
listeners to tha point where it's

taken for granted that any music
played by them is recorded. WMCA
got a letter last week from a set-

owner expressing her appreciation
for Monti's 'Czardas' as played by
Joe Rines orchestra. She wanted to

know for what company Rines rer

corded and where she could buy the
platter.

Rines Is leader and musical direc-

tor at .WMCA. Show was, of course,

a Iive"bne.

PHULY LOCAL NIXES AM
TOOTERS ON COM'RC'LS

Marcellino Soloing
San Francisco, Aug. 19.

Muzzy Marcellino, ex-band leader,

had been added to the KGO-KPO
staff here as a balladi&t:

First assignment is on the 'Reeds
and Rhythm' show (25), which is

piped as far east as Chicago on the
Blue at 1:15 pjn, PST.

Harold Borden, ' engineer at

WCAD, St. Lawrence University sta-

tion in Canton, O., has joined the
engineering staff of WGY. Schenec-
tady.

Government priorities and other restrictive national defense measures
will not hit radio advertisers as hard as was first believed. Only air client

to withdraw from the kilocycles to date is American Can. Agency execs
believe that most of the big advertisers will remain on the air despite
curtailed production and siales for the institutional value of keeping popular
brands before the public.

Auto and oil accounts have renewed their fall time on the networks,
dissipating the long line of clients with calls on their time.

Instead of the customary time signal, WIP, Philly, began yesterday
(Tuesday) sending out a 'V signal, three dots and a dash, every hour on
the hour. ,The 'V note will continue for the duration.

NBC has given a negative answer to an inquiry about Its disposition' to
sell the Pacific Blue Network separately from the rest of the web. Ap-
proach came from broadcaster Interests on the west coast.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Local 77, American Federation of
Musicians, in the midst of a fight

against amateur competition, last

week turned thumbs down on a
sponsored radio show which would
engage student-musicians. The re-

quest for permission for this pro-
gram came from KYW in behalf of
a musical instrument house and
music school, which wished to ad-
vertise its products and lessons with
a concert by its pupils. The adver-
tiser agreed to hire union musicians
to make up half of the orchestra.

The executive board of Local 77
turned down the request flatly on
the grounds that an okay would set
a precedent of allowing non-union
musicians on the air.

The local has also forbidden the
broadcast of music by the Police and
Firemen's .band, schools and other
institutions. An attempt to get an act
passed to outlaV the playing by
bands from a tax-supported institu-
tion in competition to professional
musicians died when the State Legis-
lature adjourned suddenly early last
month. 'The union will seek to have
the law approved at the coming spe-
cial session.

Helen Hayes On Same

Tune for Lipton Tea

Helen Hayes will resume her old
Sunday evening spot (8 to 8:30)
when she returns to CBS this fall.

Account is Liptons Tea (Lever Bros.)
There will be a rebroadcast for the

midwest and west at 10:30 p.m., N.Y,
time.

Sutton Switches Jobs
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Bob Sutton leaves WCCO Sept. 2

to become prodyotion manager at
another local station, WLOL.
His wife (Ramona Gerhard) re-

mains at WCCO as staff pianist

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

For what is believed to be the first

time in radio history, a local station,

WCCO is arranging an advance
coast-to-coast build-up for a local
newscaster, Elmer W. Peterson, who
is coming here as the station's news
analyst. Peterson, one-time Minne-
apolis newspaperman, has returned
from Europe after 10 years with the
Associated Press.

During the four-week period
Peterson will be heard over the net-
work, WCCO, will exploit him ex-
tensively. Transcriptions will be
made in New York, introducing him
and calling attention to his temporary
network connection. These will be
aired over WCCO to build him up to
Northwest listeners.

With an eye to future prospects,
the station plans to invite 'Twin City
agency and advertising men to din-
ner. In the middle of which a CBS
program featuring Peterson, will ba
turned on and aired to the group,
following a talk on Peterson's back-
ground.
Learning the routine from Elmer

Davis, Paul White and the CBS top-
notchers, Peterson w^ll be heard for
a month on the 'World Today' and
other network news programs from
CBS in New York. WCCO will carry
him on a two-week sustaining basis
until time change and will put the
news show up for sale.

Peterson's AP. assignments in

Europe since 1931 have carried him
from the Scandinavian countries to

the Baltic, to the Civil War in Spain
and to the Far ?ast. He was chief of
the AP bureau during the Invasion
of Poland and In southeast Europe
and the Scandinavian countries. He
covered the invasion of Denmark
and Norway and the Finnish-
Russian war.

SPORTS, NEWS IN

TOBACCO SPOT SPLURGE

Rum & Maple Tobacco Co. has
stepped into spot radio with a two-
pronged campaign. Through Ray-
mond Spector, it is buying sports re-
view and news program, while Al-
bert A. Funt, merchandising coun-
sel, is directing a mail-pulling idea.
The initial booking by Spector is

Stan Lomax's Friday evening pe-
riod ^n WOR, New York, with other
placements in Chicago, Philadelphia
and Los Angeles to follow shortly.
The mail-pulling offer is a pipe

and two packages of . the B. & M.
brand for $1. The time buys will be
on a six times a week basis.

HECKER BUYS 'JUDY'
'

Spottlnf Serial Via Wax In Seven
Markets—WOE Set

Hecker Products Corp. has bought
the rights to the serial, 'Judy and
Jane,' for spotting via transcriptions
in seven markets to plug Force and
H-0. Only station set is WOR, New
York, which -started the series Mon-
day (18). Campaigns in the other
markets will begin Sept. 29. Folger
Coffee has for years used the serial

in the midwest
Maxon is the agency oh the Hecker

spread.

Chapel Lectures
San Francisco, Aug. 19.

John K. Chapel, KROW news-
caster, forsakes the mike this week
to hit lecture platforms as' far South
as Yucatan and Mexico City.

Will gab on the crisis, stopping en
route to fill dates in Salt Lake, Cedar
City, Phoenix, El Paso and Browns-
vlUe.
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Protect Your Profit Margin by

Lowering Your Cost of DISTRIBUTION!

Sales Thru the Air

at the Lowest Cost

of Any Medium

Entering the Home!

Lb, pity the poor manufacturer of today. He is

caught in the middle of a squeaza that pinches him

where it hurts—;in the wallet.

On the one hand, increased taxes, rising; labor

costs and higher prices of raw materials combine

to increase his cost of production enormously.

On the other hand, price ceilingfs and increased

consumer taxation shout an emphatic "NO"' to

the idea of passing much of this extra cost on to

the consumer in the form of higher prices.

Thus it is of extreme importance today to see

what can be done to reduce the cost of distribution

by studying its most controllable factor, advertising

—to see that you are reaching the greatest possible

number of consumers for every advertising dollar

you spend.

If you're not using radio you really ought to

look into it—especially into the Blue Network of

NBC—because it is the most economical way to

increase the flow of goods from your factory to

your customers. If you're already on the air, we
suggest you compare your current radio picture with

riiese well-known advantages of the Blue Network:

IGONOMICAL COVERAGE—The Blue concen-

trates its coverage in the Money Markets, where the

nation's buying power is Heaviest and where you

do your most profitable selling.

ECONOMICAL POWER—Power is always expen-

sive, but not always effective. The Blue concen-

trates its high power stations in areas where power
is needed, conserves it elsewhere. You pay where

you need it—and save where you don't.

ECONOMICAL COSTS—Concentrated coverage

plus the famous "Blue Plate Discounts" give Blue

advertisers national coverage at the lowest .cost

of any medium entering the home. By "going

national" on a qiodest budget, you have more to

spend on your program.

ECONOMICAL PROGRAMS— Blue advertisers

not only get more listeners for every "time dollar"

they spend ; they also get the most out of every

"talent dollar." A recent study shows that Blue

programs cost 22% less for every "point" of rating

than shows on the other major network's. Bolstered

by the finest schedule of news, sports and public

service programs on the air, they've built audiences

as loyal as they are large—their average evening

CAB rating of 10 proves that!

Why not call in your Blue Network salesman to

see how you can lower your cost of distribution by

reaching more ears per dollar—a vital advantage in

today's selling picture.

National Broadcasting Company
A Radio Corporation of America Service

me
mt IHOW "BOY" OF THE MONTH—"THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY
OF LOWER BASIN STREET"- The show that made the "Three B's"
(Barrelhouee, Boogie -Woogie, Blues) famoual T^is clever combination of jazz

and humor has built an enthusiastic (almost fanatical) audience Monday nights

at 9:00 P. M, (ET) via the BLUE.

Safes thru tf*^
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John Royal, in B. A., Says Axis Is

Jamming U.S. Short-waving to S.A.

Buenos Aires, Aug. 19.

U. S. short-waving to South

America is being more and more

jammed by the Axis powers, John

Royal, NBC's vice-president in

charge of international relations, re-

vealed liere. Royal is currently at

the half-way point of a 20,000-mile,

round S. A. air jaunt. So far he's

covered Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Co-
lumbia, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay
and Argentina.

Royal said he's gotten plenty of

evidence of totalitarian interference

with Spanish and Portugese beam-
ing from the States. So far Berlin

«nd Rome, the former operating a

powerful new station in Spain, have
left English language programs be-

ing aired here alone, apparently

not figuring it's worth the trouble

to cut in. Added that despite the

interference of European propa-

gandists. Uncle Sam's short waving
was still more listened to in S. A.

than Germany or Italy.

U. S. could easily jam Axis broad-

casting, even though European sta-

tions are in a better geographical

position to reach Latin America,

Royal, explained, but so far it hasn't.

Wouldn't say whether or not he'd

recommend such a course, but the

Inference was that if other means
—including possible frequency

changes—fail, somebody should do
It, regardless of whether or not it's

not In keeping with FCC books.

Checking Progress

Royal declared the primary pur-

pose of his look-see was to talk to

stations affiliated with NBC's 'Pan

American bTetwork' founded 10

years ago. Idea is to check up on
progress during the past year, find

out what's received the best recep-

tion and what should be done in the

future. He's also talking about tak-

ing more programs originating here
for the Red and^lue. Nothing too

^ elaborate is bein^ planned, he in-
~

sisted, ^ust a gradual increase.

NBC exec said it was silly to get

too worked up about the possibility

of any mass Interchange, pointing

out that stations in S. A., can only

take a limited amount of program
jning from the States and it was even
more true the other way. Feels the

amount is getting bigger all the
time, but that it's something which
can't be rushed.

Radio Splendid, NBC's contact out-

let here, for example, will probably
soon take a IS-minute a day news
broadcast, via telephone from the
States. Splendid is currently build

"ing a chain, but has for some time
been taking a three-minute news-
cast from the U. S. In its interna-

tional roundup. Radio Mitre cur-

rently carries a 15-minute news
broadcast, prepared by CBS. Local
U. S. Chamber of Commerce is

-listed as sponsor, but Rockefeller
group is interested.

In addition, Royal Is offering

Splendid and all other outlets (1)

Privilege of taking all NBC sus-

taining off the air without cost. (2)

All official talks (some of them sent

point-to-point). (3) A limited num-
ber of commercials with NBC get-

ting only 15% and the agency 15%.

CBS expects to split 50-50 on com-
mercials.

'Same Radio Tastes'

Stations in S. A., Royal declared,

have substantially the same tastes as

those in the States. ' News comes

first, followed by music.

While on tour Royal has been

plugging the idea of a Pan-Amer-

ican Broadcast Union, similar to the

International Broadcasting Union,

with h.q. in Geneva, Switzerland,

that's been exchanging info and act-

ing as a standard setter for Euro-

pean radio. Royal expects to visit

Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Pan-

ama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Sal-

vador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mex-

ico, Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican

Republic before getting back to Mi-

ami about Sept. S.

PRIESTLEY BACK

ON BBC TO DX

PROPAGANDA

London, Aug. 1.

Back of playwright J. B. Priest-

ley's return to BBC propaganda is

decision of radio moguls this side to

concentrate on gab as- means to ar-

resting attention overseas. D-X
schedule, is to carry a lineup of

names, literary or political, who will

try to put across Britain's message.

This is second peace-pact between
BBC and Priestley. He previously

had tiffs with BBC over style of

stuff he was airing.

Priestley has a play now making
the New York producer rounds.

Piece is tagged 'Frontier Hotel,'

dealing with escapalogy.

NEW WMCA PROGRAM

IN JIVE4ND ENGLISH

WMCA, N. Y., starts a new live

swing show tonight (Wed.) during

which all announcements will be

made in jive talk by one announcer

and translated into English imme-
diately after by a second spieler.

Titled 'United We Swing,' show will

use John Ryan's (Joe Rines, sta-

tion's musical director) orchestra.

. It's to ride in the 10-10:30 p.m. slot

weekly. John Ryan was the name
Rines used when he recorded for

.Varsity records.

MEX STATIONS

BALK AT CBS'

50fo RATE

Mexico City, Aug. 19.

CBS is reported to be encounter-

ing some difficulty in getting Latin-

American stations to accept its new
network affiliation contract. One of

the terms that the prospects for Co-
lumbia's Latin-American network
don't favor is the 50% of the card

rate to be allocated to CBS after ia

15% commission for ad agencies has
been deducted. Those stations that

have accepted the proposition are

now raising their rates so they will

have a somewhat larger share after

this 50% plus 15% apportionment
has been made.

In its contrwt with Latin-Ameri-
can affiliates, NBC is asking for a
total of 30%, with this to be divided

equally between the network and
the ad agency.

From the Production Centrest»»»««*««««««v
m TSUW YORK CITY . . .

SAN ANTONIO NOW HAS

5 FULL-TIME STATIONS

San Antonio, Aug. 19.

This city has now five full-time

stations in operation. On Wednesday
(13) KMAC began operation on its

new dial setting of 1240 kilocycles

with a power of 250 watts unlimited

tinye. At ^e same time, KONO,
which has been sharing time on the

1400 ribbon with KMAC, went on
full time also.

'

This city has an outlet for each

network and now two stations devot-

ing their time to local facilities.

Gems Gllmonr, Montreal pianist,

caught in Paris by the Nazi invasion,

escaped to this side.

Anne Seymour written out of 'Against the Storm* until Sept. 1. She has'^^
a contract in the works for an exclusive on another daytimer, but it may
depend on whether Benton & Bowles brings "The Story of Mary Marlin'

to New York. Actress was starred on the serial until she came east from
Chicago last year Lewis Titterton, NBC script head, vacationing at his

Brewster (N. Y.) farm Sam Hayes' recorded 'Touchdown Tips' series

starts Sept. 12 on WEAF under Crawford clothes sponsorship.

Robert St! John, former AP foreign correspondent, started a six-weekly
comment series Monday (18) on WEAF Don Goddard starts a new
series Sept. 1 on the same outlet. .. .'Joe and Mabel' moves Oct. 19 from
5 p.m. to 4:30 pjn. Sundays on NBC-Red to make way for 'Met Auditions'

NBC String Symph, with Frank Black, returns Aug. 31 to the same
network Sunday afternoons 'Second Guessers' football show, with Bill

Stern, Lou Little and Henry McLemore, returns Sept. 14 to NBC-Red in

a Sunday spot.

Fulton Oursler, editor-ln-chief of Liberty mag, started commentary
series Monday night (18) on WHN. . . .WOR-Mutual started a new series

last night (Tuesday) to plug Its Gillette razor fight broadcasts from Madi-
son Square Garden. Program of ring news, interviews and chatter, tabli^ed

'Around the Ring with Tom Slater,' airs Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-
day nights. .. .WOR reshuffles its -Sunday morning schedule next week
Bill Johnstone and Marjorie Anderson will play the leads on 'The Shadow,'
returning Sept. 28 to WOR-Mutual, with Bill Tuttle directing.

Jimmy Lytell moves to a new time and expands his show to a half-hour
Wednesdays on NBC-Red, starling Sept. 3 Series will be heard on the
network during Mary Margaret McBride's local stanza on WEAF
Bright Idea Club' folds off NBC-Red after the Sept. 20 edition 'Grand
Central Station,' which moved from its former Tuesday night spot on NBC-
Blue to replace 'Big Town' on CBS Wednesday, nights for the summer,
moves Oct. 10 to 7:30-8 Friday night "(repeat at 10:30-11 ) on NBC-Red
Show has been shuttled around various networks and on different nights
for the last several years.

'Knickerbocker Playhouse,' Procter Si Gamble's 30-mlnute dramatic
series out of Chicago, returns to its NBC-Red spot 8-8:30 Saturday nights,
effective Sept. 6....Fate of 'Latitude Zero,' now scheduled there, is un-
certain. .. .WiUred Pelletier and Jack Warwick will visit St. Paul, Kansas
City, St Louis and Cincinnati to hear candidates for the 'Met Auditions'
series, Which returns Oct. 19 to NBC-Red. .. .Stella Kam, Mary Margaret
McBride's manager, seriously ill.

Frances Buss, legit-radio actress, mistress of ceremonies, emoter and
assistant-of-all-jobs for CBS television. .. .Doris Bienz, receptionist at

WWRL, maternitying. .. .Lindsay MacHarrie and Ray Buffum, director
and writer, respectively on 'City Desk,' are off the show Chick Vincent
directing, temporarily at least, with a writer to be selected this week....
'Judy and Jane,' serial on the Don Lee network, expanded to WOR and the
Mutual network in the east. . . .Hecker Products bankrolls it....The Paul
HoUisters (Carol Irwin) Uvlng at Greenwich, Conn.
Joseph Julian, now playing Michael West in the 'Big Sister* serial, con-

tinues in the part when it is written out of 'Sister' and becomes lead in

the new L^ver Bros, serial, 'Bright Horizon, the Story of Michael West,'
debuting Monday (25 ) . . Other parts In the new show, all currently in 'Big
Sister,' will be played by the same actors as at present. . . .Henry Hull will
direct 'Horizon' for Young & Rubicam Jean Bradley, of NBC personnel
department, left Friday (15) for vacation She'll take two weeks to play
various golf courses in and around New York Arthur Weill, WHN
assistant controller, will marry Ruth Gail Philip, of Brooklyn.

Jack Bnchanan's new musical
series for BBC will air as 'Going
Places.' Script Is by Val Guest and
Paddy Carstairs. 'Elsie Randolph will

partner the comedian.

Phyllis Calvert has a deal with
BBC to air In the lead of 'iJucy

Arnold,' play adapted by Compton
Mackenzie from his novel, 'Figure
of Eight.' James McKechnie will

voice a lead; Val Gielgud produces.

John McCormack gue£tlng on Vic
Oliver's half-hour and ribbing the
comic. Tenor is now a veteran
radio-ite.

6,000 W. DAY
500 W.
NISHT >
»

C, K
GRANTED

10,000 WAHS
FULL TtME

Affiliated vrtth

Ths 'Knoxvill*

Nsws-Ssnt!nsl

ADMISSION.
CL-iiuKUuvm;

The nation's aluminum-
minded . . . and so are-

WNOX fans!

Aiding the national drive,

we recently offered ad-

mission to our Midday
Merry-Go - Round, daily

p a i d ^ admission variety

show, in return for any

aluminum donation.

Result: on the day of the

offer, -we had to dp a repeat show in the

afternoon to handle the crowds, with a total

attendance of 1,235 at both SRO per-

formances.

An imposing collection of aluminum for de-

fense .... a compelling example of WNOX
appejil!

Doris Arnold, first of the BBC
femme announcers, returns to the
mike in handling her own disc ses
sion.

H. G. WeU's 'Mr. Polly' will be
aired as a serial by BBC.

Leonard Urry's 'May We Intro
duce' session renewed till end of the
year. Mixture of pro and amateur
talent also has a counterpart playing
road dates for its mentor.

m HOLLYWOOD , . .

Lawton Campbell getting Ruthrauff Sc Ryan Coast shows in order for

the fall take off. Thomas Freebaim-Smith, production aide to Crane Wil-
bur on 'Big Town,' will be at the controls of the Bob Burns comedy turn
("The Arkansaw 'Kraveller') for Campbell soup A. A. Schechter passed
a few days here installing NBC's listening post for the Far East and talk-

ing picture deals for his book, 'I Live on Air' Howard Barlow, Colum-
bia's musical director, conducted the symphony In Hollywood Bowl yes-
terday (19)....Kay Kyser pitched this week's Luckies broadcast in the
iiockheed airplane plant in nearby Buibank KFWB helping the Gov-
enunent sell bonds by rebroadcasting via transcription the 'Millions for
Defense' programs, past and future Artie Phillips and Sam Perrin
landed writing jobs on the new Burns and Allen series for Swan soap
Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber. and Molly) cruising in Alaskan waters

Cliff Edwards will do his 'Jimminy Cricket' bit in the Orson' Welles
inaugural for Lady Esther Lou Holtz may switch dialects to the more
friendly Latins after his Mex bit on Kraft last week.

IIS CHICAGO . . .

Paul Dudley, writer and producer of the 'Treasure Chest' and 'Pot o*

Gold' shows, leaving the Stack-Goble organization for an eastern connec-
tion shortly Joe Bradley, of NBC, journeying to Valley. View Park,
Hellam, Pa., for one-day personal Charles Logan, of CBS press, and
Howdee Myers, of WGN press, on vacations Dale Evans, Columbia
warbler, back from the Coast and a Paramount test. . . .Henry Barbour and
Ruth McKay, radio scripters, have coUabed on new play tagged "These
Are My Jewels' and straw-hatted at the Lake Zurich Playhouse Dan
Seymour In from New York for some radio calls locally.

George Bobey, guesting on 'Mon-
day Night At Eight,' told of having
collected around $4,000,000 for war
weapons. In War 1 his total was half
a million. Wife, Blanche Littler, was
at the mike with him.

' Latin-America educational series

was closed
.
by Philip Guedalla.

Historian did the first twb airings,

but bowed out thereafter as not
wishing to hog the ether or point of
view.

Arch Oboler's treatment of Somer-
set Maugham's 'Of Human Bondage'
will air here as 'Mildred Rogers.'
Val Gielgud, drama head of BBC,
produces the half-hour.

Jack Bnchanan's new air-show,

'Going Places,' is cast entirely from
players touring with him In a stage

comedy. Piece is scripted around a

mythical ocean cruise.

^ ^.^
KNOXVnXE, TENNESSEE
Reps: THE BRANHAM COMPANY i

'Jill Darling,' onetime musical hit

of Vivian Ellis, given an hour of

adaptation by BBC. Charles Heslop
and Doris Hare voiced In the leads.

Athene Seyler's half-hour revue
sessions, 'Never Be Surprised,' likely

to take a layoff when present series

folds next month.

Added night-time power, plus new
directional antenna for greater, ef-

ficiency day and night, brings new
thousands of intermountain listeners

within your reach over KDYL.

KDYL
'7Ae ^H&i/t Station-

ALT I.SALT LAKE CITY

JOllN DI.Mn/-»-S
&C0MP.\WVl.'
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BRTTAIN WILL USE Ui. RADIO

T E

Erwin-Wasey'o London Man-
aging Director Flying
Over in Two Weeks to

Pave Way for British
Propaganda— Several

Theories Advanced

WLW HALF-HOUR SHOW

FOR STATE FAIR TEEOFF

N. Y. OFFICE IN DARK

Cincinnati, Aug. 19.

WLW will make a pitch
,
for the

opening of the 91st annual Ohio

State Fair at Columbus with a half-

hour's program Aug. 23. It will be

part of the 'Everybody's Farm*
series. Special broadcast will Include
Win Kinnan, fair manager; John T.

Brown, Ohio director of agriculture;
his assistant, Mrs. Lottie Randolph,
and George Biggar, WLW program
director.

During the following week the
Everybody's Farm' series will be
broadcast from the Fair grounds.

London, Aug, 19.

Robert Freeman, managing di-

rector of the Erwin-Wasey agency,

will fly to the United States within

the next two weeks to arrange time

on American radio for English

propaganda.

News to N. Y. Office

New York oftice of the agency
declared that it had not been ap-

prised of Freeman's trip to this side.

Freeman might be coming over, it

was said, to find out which of the

British Broadcasting Co.'s program
would be f.ceptable to American net--

works. The London oflice of Erwin-

Wasey had been doing some work for

the British Ministry of Information

In connection with a booklet, 'Amer-
Ica-Arse'nal of Democracy,' which is

to be dropped by parachutes over

Germany and its invaded countries.

It was also speculated by the

agency that he might be coming over

to place programs that will be paid

for by British advertisers. He might
also have been commissioned to look

Into a suggestion frequently ad-

vanced by American advertising men
that Britain import some radio per-

sonalities or characters popular with

American listeners and have them
broadcast fx'om London in regular

network spots so that Americans

could become more conversant and
sympathetic with the British scene

and people.
One suggestion advanced was that

Procter & Gamble or General Foods

move the characters of one of its

high rating daytime serials to Eng-

land, and in the subsequent scripts

weave In material that would give

American listeners an insight to the

problems and ways of life of the

people around them.

Powerful French

DX'ersResuming;

Nazi Censorship

Marseilles, Aug. B.

France's powerful shortwave sta

tlons, which went out of existence

In June, 1940, at the same time that

eU French broadcasting was muzzled,

are to function again. The first teed

off here Aug. 2. Station is called

*Volx de France' (Voice of France),
end Is giving 12 news and entertain-

ment broadcasts daily over 19.68 and
25.33 meter bands between the hours
ef 7:30 a, m. and 10.30 p. m. Other
shortwave stations will be opened
later, - •

The name 'Voix de France' has
been selected instead of the pre
Armistice names of Poste Colonial
and Paris Mondial because it 'is less

pretentious.' It is directed by Michel
de Bry, Secretary General, and Al-

bert Riera, airanging the programs
All stations in occupied' and un-

occupied France now broadcasting
have their programs passed by the

German censors.

Crider on Tour Again
WIckliffe Crider, J. Walter Thomp-

son's radio p.a. in New York, starts

on his annual round of radio editors

today (Wednesday).
His itinerary this time will take

him as far bb Hollywood.

Ruth Howard Doing Hour
Show Six Days Weekly

Chicago, Aug. 19.

The hour-a-day, six days weekly,
of radio which Ruth Howard, daugh-
ter of comedian Tom Howard, will

do for Sears-Roebuck over WJJD,
starting Aug. 25, is to be split up.

It will consist of a 15-minute shop-
ping program, followed later by a

half-hour Radio Digest. Final quar-

ter-hour will be along the lines of a

feature Miss Howard presented for

an Albany store over WOKO.

Waterbury, Conn.— Bob Gillespie

added to WBRY announcing staff.

Station has also augmented engin-
eering department with Bart Healy
and George Andrews.

CBS-XEQ's Mexico City Convention

Points Up Radio s Goodwill Potency

Mexico City, Aug. 19.

Potency of radio for education and

in advancing Pan-Americanism was

demonstrated with the staging of a

unique convention here, the 'Radio

School of the Americas,' by CBS
with the efficacious cooperation of

the Mexican government and local

station XEQ (50,000 watts). The
Palace of Fine Arts (National thea-

tre) here was the seat of the meet,

which opened Thursday (14) and

concluded Saturday (16).

This convention was the continu-

ance in Latin America of the radio
institute that CBS recently inaugu-
rated in New York. Delegates to thf
Eighth Inter-American Educational
Convention attended the N. Y. cere-
mony. Mexico City was picked ai
the best spot for the opening of th»
Radio School campaign In Spanish
America. The key speech at the lo-

(Contlnued on page 32)

MEET £. L. WARE AND fMMLY"

Meet this progressive farm family, the E. L. Wares, who live on

R. F. D. No. 2, near Waverly, Ohio. Mr. Ware, who cultivates

128 acres on a 3-year rotation plan, heartily endorses the

sound, agricultural policies of the Nation's Station. He particu-

larly stresses the untold value of WLWs reliable market sum-

maries and friendly, informal weather reports.

Mr. Wars takes an active interest in the farm activities of

Pike County. Not only is ho a member of the Form Bureau,

'oldest member of the AAA (in point of service), but also is

Treasurer of the Pike County Fair Board.

There are four children in the Ware family, three daughters

and one son. All of them, the youngest to the oldest, find great

enjoyment In the varied, daily programs of WLW. Since 1925,

radio programs eminating from the Nation's Station have been

their chief source of entertainmen^. The entire family listens to

WLW from early morning 'til late at night. Satisfactory proof,

isn't H, that WLW is covering the midwest In a BIG WAY!

(Below): Putting all eggt In Ihr** bat-

katt. Mra. War* hat plenty ef pralta for

Ihs WLW itrlal progromt. Daughter

prefert newt and late evening fealuret,

tuch 01 WLW't "Squtokln' Decon."

40 crei of limber land Wept XtU mti* tan baty^

Mr. War* tayti "WIW market tummarlet mn* newt*

<ailt ar* the betl. In fact, 1 know that Hi* Notlen'e

Station r*p«iti control Ih* *gg pric** Ibroughoul

Pik* County."

lUPRESIMTATIVES: Now York- Troaio-Ofka. iroadca.*!., I< T*l**I.lo. Corf. CWcogo-WlW. 330 M. MkUgo. Avwue. I«i PfaichtO- ltf«f»aH*»«H*B* Salof.

WLW
THE NATION'S

STATION
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Follow-Up Comment
'Behind the Mike' was presented

Sunday afternoon (17) on NBC-Blue
(WJZ) in the form ot an audition

lor a hypothetical prospective

sponsor. It was an ingenious stunt

providing punchy entertainment and

offering a chance for,NBC to malic

B direct selling pitch over the air to

any client representatives who may
have been listening—and presum-

ably it was arranged to have several
doing so. Douglas Meservey, eastern
sales manager in the NBC program
department, presented the argu-
ments in behalf of the show, with
actors portraying client officials m
a fictional conference. Besides ac-
tual critical quotes on the program,
there were also letters from station

managers and a plug from Roland
Martini, of the Gardner agency. On
the show proper, Fred Bate ex-
plained via short-wave how he
covers the news in London for NBC;
Robert Gunderson, a blind radio
operator, lold of his work with other
blind people. Capt. Tim Healy han-
dled 'commercials' for the hypo-
thetical prospective sponsor and
Sylvia Froos sang a number.

Newbold Morris, president of the
New York City Council, guested
Sunday (17) on 'You Decide,' forum-
dramatic show presented on CBS by
Youthbuilders, Inc., the juve uplift

group. Stanza followed the pattern
for the series, offering a dramatiza-
tion of an incident in the subject's
life; quizzing four young guests on
how they would have decided his
problem, and having Morris tell

what his actual decision was. It may
have been great stuff from the view-
point of juve training theory, but
was tedious listening.

^Boad of Life' opens with what
must be one of the longest and
noisiest plu^s heard on a daytime
network serial. When caught (15),
that familiar opener, paging a doc-
tor via 'phone, was followed by a
dissertaticn on Ivory flakes. Then
the announcer or announcers (there
seemed to be two), had the bugle
blown and the drum whacked to
herald a spiel on the qualities of
Chipso. As the message was ham-
mered across, the bugle was tootad
again and eventtially two mikers
alternated in slamming across the
plugs. After what seemed* like an
age, the organ played and the sketch
began.

Mark Salllvan, •Washington col-
umnist, substituted for Raymond
Clapper (how in London) on three
of the NBC blue's "News Here and
Abroad' commentaries with William
Hillman, , Collier's European chief.
Veteran newsman, whose stufT is

widely syndicated, acquitted himself
creditably. He displayed a better
speaking voice than Clapper or
HllliBan, although the latter's is
stronger and dfelivery more vigor-
ous. Sullivan's voice is not big in
volume, but it is clear, pleasant and
modulated. Not arrestingly staccato,
and not 'sensational' or 'inside-stuffy,'

WBNXyVrk
THE MOST »NTl-,

VaVc AND EFFECTIVE

AMERICA'S LARGEST I

MARKET.

'.000 WATTS .

Sullivan, in his rather mild manner,
showed a thorough grasp of national
and international affairs. He was ob-
viously reading and several times
was guilty of minor flubbing and
hesitaion, but with mike experience
could probably be developed as a
topnotch Washington broadcaster.

Harold Brayman, correspondent
for the" Houston Chronicle and a
grouD of papers, as well as Gridiron
C:iub president, followed Sullivan.
Brayman also turned in a pretty
fair job, although his tone at times
was inclined to be twangy.

'Studio X,' the early morning
crackpot show five mornings a week
locally on WEAF, New York, also
started Sunday night (17) as a week-
ly network series on NBC-Red.
Beverly Mahr has been added as
vocalist and, since recordings are
not permitted on NBC networks,
Paul Laval's studio orchestra has re-
placed the platter music. Essentially
the show is virtually the same dizzy
hodgepodge as heard mornings, with
Ralph Dumke and Budd Hulick play-
ing themselves and giving trick-
voice portrayals of a fiock of goofy
'characters' such as engineer (3ur-
ney, sound man Charlie Pritz, home
economist Mary Margaret McBudd,
Dr. Digitalis, Miss Schmutz, members
of the Great Grammatic C^uild
Group Players Club of America, Jnc,
and numerous others. As in the
a.m. version, it ends in complete
pandemonium. Possibly because of the
presence of a vocalist, orchestra and
'production,' the show now seems
more formal, less spontaneous and,
therefore, not quite as amusing as
over breakfas coffee.

.
Still, NBC

should be able to find a sponsor, as
is obviously intended by this Sun-
day night spotting.

'Against the Storm', as heard
July 25 afternoon over NBC-Red
concerned itself with democracy and
democratic ideals. Virtually the en-
tire stanza consisted of two long
speeches in the form of platform lec-
tures. While not entirely successful,
it was nevertheless an absorbing and
admirable attempt. Day's eposide
was in two scenes. First was a brief
confab between two professors, and
the second was the talks by one of
the professors and one of his stu-
dents, refugee Kathy. Charlotte Hol-
land's performance of the tatler was
eloquent Although it could not be
repeated too often, that kind of a
program should draw considerable
mail and comment. Procter St Gam-
ble's plugs for the "new* Ivory soap
founded like an imitation of those
all Mall spot commercials—which is

criticism enough.

Nornuin Corwln did the second of
his Old Testament trilogy, 'Esther,'
on CBS last Sunday night (17). The
opening of the program was weak
the middle part represented a power-
ful piece of verse-drama set to mu-
sic, while the ending proved a re-
grettable letdown. Tlie element that
stood out consistently and made a
strong appeal to both the Imagina
tion and the ear was Lynn Mur-
ray's score. What must have perked
up the attention of many a listener
were the contemporarr counter
parts to be found in th* narrative's
theme and characters. As Corwin
got into the core of his story the pro-
duction took on sweep, vitality and
grandeur, and the writer-producer
did a crack lob of sustaining these
qualities while the stoiy lasted. But
Corwin wasn't satisfied to end the
nrogram with his story. He had to
he a philosopher and insert a moral.
That was where Corwin let him-
self and his listeners down. For the
moral came as ah amateurish bit of
lily-gilding. Arnold Moss contrib-
uted much as narrator, and the per'
formanc«s of Martin Gabel and
Everett Sloane were tops.

20 Winks

WOR (New York) has heen
calling the attention of pros-

pective advertisers to the growth
of the all-night audience due to

defense work. Having given the

sales staff ammunition with
which to go out and sell, what •

about a little aid for Jerry
Lawrence, the station's all-night

m.c, to help him entertain? For
instance, there's Cy Walter vir-

tually buried by Mutual around
noontime on Sundays. But Wal-
ter plays a nice piano. Sup-
posing he, or someone like him,
were switched into the all-night

schedule to play IS minutes out
of each hour; just to sit there
and ad lib at the keyboard, hin-
dle request numbers if they
come in, gab with Lawrence
about and play new and old

pop tunes if they don't. A guy
strumming a piano for 15 min-
utes of 60. Maybe it would break
up the monotony of the grind of

phonograph records with their

eternal vocals. Maybe it would
help attract an audience at these

hours if one is really there. WOR
evidently believes there is, so it

ousht to be worth a little extra
coin to find out once and for all

and either build the all-night

program into something or throw
it out the window. WOR's only
real opposition comes from
WNEW which holds to the

straight playing of record re-

quests. And no matter how dull

it may seem or how tired you
get of hearing Stan Shaw's
'Okay keed,' the fact remains
that he's been doing the same
thing for six years and has more
commercials than any of his con-

temporaries. So it's WOR versus

WNEW on the early a.m. stretch,

or program ideas against a set

routine. Over at WEVD David
Niles, and his amateurish sense

of humor, doesn't threaten to

break into this scrap because
there are times when Niles is

like a little boy riding the night

skies on his tricycle asking which
way the big fellows w;nt on
their bikes. WHN would seem
to have a better chance by ex-
tending its 'Music to Read By'

beyond 1 a.m. than continue its

indifferent and uninteresting cur-

rent presentation from 1 to 3.

WAAT, with Dick Jennings, is

merely playing records. AU of

which is about enough all-night

stuff for this round. ...
; If you see a Scutz Bearcat
rattling up the west drive that

will be Bide Dudley and Kelcey
Allen, two kids in search of a

strawhat. But who lifts 'em out

when they get there? Dudley,

on WHN, has the midnight re-

viewing and chatter spot to

himself since Howard Barnes
(Herald Tribuna critic) disap-

peared from WOR.
Michael Loring is another of

those serious baritones who will

bring his song to you with, or

without, the screeching daffodils

at Luna Park... the announcer
says Dick Barrie is playing in

New Jersey so his engineer must
be bringing him in by way of

Manila. . .Sh-h-h-h! Have you
found the guy who plays alto

and baritone and doub'cs on the
clarinet and wears a size 37
suit?

Shudders of the week: Bands
which offer that half-hearted
rhythmic hand-clapping as a
substitute for enthusiasm. These
outfits are being tagged "Cleve-
land Clubs.'

•WHAT CAN I DO?'
With Jnne Hynd, Jack Frasler
15 Mlns.
Sustaining
Thursday, ll:45'ajn. v

WJZ-NBC, New York
June Hynd, assistant director of

women's activities of NBC, is doing
this new series to tell what women,
particularly housewives, can do to

aid the defense drive. According to

the Thursday morning (14) edition:

'Every woman has a place in de-

fense. It may be right in her own
home. There is something for each
of us to do. What It is is up to us.'

Besides announcer Jack Frasier,
there were two guests on the pro-
gram heard. They were Sylvia
Porter, who delivered ai lengthy spiel
for the sale of defense bonds and
stamps, and Dr. Helen S. Mitchell,
who was remoted from Washington
to bat for the cause of nutrition.
Frasier offer a 'news column' in the
half-way spot, with Miss Hynd cue-
ing him with 'headlines.'

Within the limits of all public
service shows, 'What Can I Do?' is

interesting and helpful. It probably
won't compete with the serials, but
neither will the serials compete with
it—which is as It should be. Hobe.

'COCNTKT LAWTEB'
Witli Raymond Maasey, Knox Han-

nlnx, Benny Rnbin, Artbar Q.
Bryan, Frank Orataan* KatlilacB
Fits, Joa Kearna, Earia Boia, Wil-
bur Hatch eieh.

60 Mlns.
CBS FORECAST NO. 9
Monday, 0 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York
This Hollywood-produced No. B in

the CBS 'Forecast' series of 1941
demonstrated two outstanding things
—that there is a world of potent ra-
dio material 'in Bellamy Partridge's
best-selling 'Country Lawyer' " and
that the best way to tell a story Is

apt to be the simplest. Despite its

agonizingly over-elaborate presenta-
tion, the show was absorbing and
stirring. With so much natural ma-
terial, it coiild hardly have been
otherwise. There is a powerful
commercial series in the story.

Progiram was 'in two distinct parts,
about twice as long and involved as
necessary. First naif-hour was a
sort of introduction and sales spiel
and took the form of a triple dra-
matization - within - a-dramatization.
Second half-hour consisted mostly of
episodes from the book, each offered
as a sample half-hour program.

First portion of the show opened
with an unidentified narrator's court-
room palaver plugging the book's as-
sets for radio and then fading into
a dramatization of the preparation of
this 'Forecast' program—production
confabs, a bit of music rehearsal and
a script conference, with the latter
fading into another dramatization of
author Bellamy telling how the book
came to be written. That in turn
faded into a dramatization of the ac-
tual story itself, Sam Partridge, the
author's father, and his settlement in
the town of Phelps, in upstate New
York. After introducing and out-
lining the principal characters, it

faded back into the original narra-
tor's direct sales talk to the listen-

ers at the 30-minute mark.
Second half of the show opened

with the actor impersonating the au-
thor introducing 'tonight's episode'
of the hypothetical series, which he
called 'the case of the Bill of Rights'
and said was taken from the small
black record book he'd found in his
father's desk. It then faded into

dramatization, with Raymond Mas-
sey, playing the father, Sam Par-
tridge, picking up the narrator's
words, continumg th|> narration and
fading, In turn, into a dramatization
of the real story. Having finally ar-

rived at the yarn, the piece moved
irresistibly along on solid situations,

colorful atmosphere and remarkably
lifelike characterizations. Story's
climax was genuine and moving.
Sam (that is, Massey) preached a
moral to one of the other characters
and then they recalled briefly other
incidents from the story, remarking
that each would make a fine half-

hour program. Massey finally con-
cluded the show with another
straight sajes appeal.

All this shifting and counter-
shifting from one element Into an-
other created endless, needless con-
fusion. It might almost have been
an intentional, satirical reduction to

an absurd extreme of the whole
complicated rigmarole of radio pro-
duction techniques. Nevertheless,

Raymond Massey was enormously
persuasive as Sam Partridge, the

country lawyer of the title. Arthur
Q. Bryan was convincingly crusty

as the hotel proprietor. Frank Gra-
ham was believable as eccentric

gardener and Kathleen Fitz impressed
as Mrs. Partridge. Benny Rubin, Joe
Kearns and Earle Ross were also-

credible as the town's previous law-
yer, the town bigshot and the rant-

ing prosecutor, respectively. Knox
Manning was acceptable as author
Bellamy Partridge.
Charles Vanda's direction had pac-

ing and excellent feeling for mood.
Wilbur Hatch's musical score and
conducting were unusually atmos-
phere-creative. Harold Medford
wrote the script, probably with both
a compass and a gyroscope. Hobe.

J. Eanny Whitworth, chief en-

gineer of KOTN, Pine Bluff, has re-

signed and left for Bremerton,
Washington, to becorhe associate ra-

dio inspector In the industrial de-
partment of the Pugent Sound Navy
Yard.

'AFFAIRS OF TOM, DICK AND
HARRT'

With Bud VandoTer, Marlln Hunt.
Gordon Vandover, Joaa MerrllL
Bob Trandler and WON OrchestraM Mini,

"
Monday, 7:80 p.m., CDST
Snstalnlnr
WON-MBS, Chleaxo
Produced by William A. Bacher

here is a sustainer that combines rare
Ingredients, real humor with good
music and name value In person ot
various guest stars.

Tom, Dick and Harry are known
to air-listeners and, on this show
where they are permitted to run
riot, boys stand out as potential
comedy stars. They clown, using
old situations but dressing them
up, they burlesque radio commer-
cials, being adept at impersonating
women's voices, and do comedy songs
with fine flair.

At show caught they kidded Joan
Merrill, guest star for that program,
and made the whole thing appear
ad-lib. Miss Merrill contributed an
excellent vocal rendition of 'How
Did He Look?' Bob Trendler, orch
leader, comes in for his share of rib-
bing also, and on his own serves up
some interesting and entertaining
dance music.
Show, which was announced by

Jack Brickhaus, and written by Paul
Larimer has good possibilities.

Gold.

'ROOKIES'
With Jay C. Fllppen, Joey Faye,
Lonlle Jean', Bob Stanley arch

30 Mlns.
Sunday, 7 p.m.
WOR-Mutual, New York
Mutual's key station, WOR, New

York, makes another stab at building
up its production setup with this
new comedy series for the network.
On the basis of the Sunday night
(17) debut, the show will have
brutal going. European news stanza
opposite on NBC-Blue is tough com-
petition, and when Jack Benny re-
turns in a few weeks to NBC-Red
he'll leave few comedy addicts for
such a modest effort as this. But
Mutual has to fill the hole with
som'ething, so 'Rookies' is to be the
casualty.
Program is a kind of road com-

pany version of Abbott and Costello.
Jay C. Fllppen (currently in Hellza-
poppin,' at the Winter Garden, N. Y,)
IS the perennially exasperated, dis-
paraging training camp sergeant,
while Joey Faye is the blundering
low-comedy trainee private.
Fllppen and Faye are i experienced,

expert comics, but their 'Rookies
material is thin. On the initial show
it took the form of a bit ot business
with vocalist Loulie Jean (Norman),
playing a camp hostess with a thick
suth'n drawl. Tag was obvious from
the sti^t. Bob Stanley's orchestra
supplies backgrounds and plays a
couple of numbers. Roger Bauer
produces. It all seems somewhat
futile. Hobe.

'MILDRED ROGERS'
Dramatic
With Pamela Brown, Ronald Simp-

son, Frederick Lloyd, Edwin Ellis,

John Laurie, Sue Green
30 Mlns.
Tuesday, 8 p.m.
BBC, London
Arch Oboler's treatment of the

Somerset Maugham yarn was given
super treatment here for local lis-

teners. Production from Val Giel-
gud was slick, and the piece was
voiced by a standout bunch of play-
ers. Ethered as a London slut,

Pamela Brown's study of the maid,
Mildred, was choice and compelling;
Ronald Simpson brought equal merit
to the part of Phillip Carey.
Dynamics of the playlet were al-

lowed to forge their own way, and
subjected to no extraneoiis fire-

works. Half hour left the impres-
sion It had been rehearsed to the
hilt.

BENNY RUBIN

'THEN.YrVANKEE'
FOR

PACKARD PLAYHOUSE

THCO'NBILLS'
By JAiNjE WES

NOW ;L'M3I0 S ,v\OSY

r.AM! l.Y BRINGS YOl

[AUGHTt:; "EAkS ^.-.0 - EARY-T! IROaS

P rc ie n!e d ay Ivory Soap 99

T
LISTEN ^^'^^ DAILY
• NBC Red Notwork, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M, ED8T
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'SEND FOB DOCTOR DICK'
Mulei Comedy, Sonrs
^ith Sonnle Hale, Dick Franels,
Doris Hare, Paala Green, Betty
Baoknelle, Male Qnortet and Va-
riety Orchestra

40 Mlns.
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m.

BBC, London
This session is made up of a series

of vaude sketches which In their

youth must have been wows. Too

^ad the talent lineup couldn't be put

to better use. Sonnie Hale and Doris

Hare are both w.k. stage personali-

ties; even in this morass they man-

ege to stand out—Doris Hare in one

of her Cockney brat bits and Hale as

little better than a stooge. Com-

edian seems always to be the butt of

poor material over the air; It's his

third or fourth radio try.

Idea back of the session has to do
with easy-money schemes touted by
a phoney medico. Dick Francis car-

ries this load of ill-scripted woe
(nlayers all carry their own mon-
nickers in the piece) as a comic who
talks through his teeth. It's a style

of laugh-getting paralleled in vin-

tage only by material he's given. •

Warbler Betty Bucknelle and the
quartet were dragged in on the
closing minutes for one song. When
the sketches' are each duly cur-

tained, the orchestra duly obliges.

Entirely n.g.

ZANESVILLE
(X <7o^ ^ndxL>^ MoihlceT

NOTE
to the

NAUTICAL/
Set your

COMPASS
for

SOUTHEASTERN

OHIO

if you want

CLEAR SALE-ING

And, of course, that

means you'll need

WHIZ— Ohio's big-

gest little radio sta-

tion located in

America's typical
market.

WHIZ

'MAUDIE'S DIAST'
With Mary Mason, Betty Garde, WO-
Uam Johnstone, Jack Manning,
Marjorle Davis, Bob Walker, Ar-
thnr Millet, Elliot Jacoby orch

30 Mlna.
CON'HNENTAL BAKING
Thnrsday, 1:30 pjn.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

(Bates)
This replacement for "Your Mar-

riage Club' for Continental Baking
(Wonder bread) is potentially a
strong show, but it needs careful and
skilUul handling. Opening chapter
Thursday night (14) had the neces-
sary ingredients to gather a sizable
and loyal audience. Weaknesses
were evident and should be readily
corrected. It's a much better pro-
gram at the start than 'Marriage
Club' ever was—and it should im-
prove considerably with a few more
airings.

Adapted by G. Albert Miller from
Graeme and Sarah Lorimer's series
in the Ladies Home Journal, the yarn
is a dramatized version of a 'teen-
aged girl's diary. Each episode opens
and closes with Maudie apparently
reading from the day-to-day account,
with all the action in dramatized
form. It's essentially comedy
throughout, depending on character
and situation, rather than gags, for
effect. Dialog between Maudie and
her crush and constant companion,
Davy Dillon, is ultra-slangy and
rather amusing. Apparently Maudie
is to be entangled in continual com-
plications, but nearly always to
emerge unscathed and triumphant.
That's a standard and promising for-
mula. But while the debut script
was humorous ih tone, it was shy on
laughs and too slow starting.

Character of Maudie is nicely
drawn and attractive enoiv^h for
increasing popularity, however, a
small but fundamental error was
made in the opening scriot. When
a handsome new man api>eared on
the scene, Maudie didn't hesitate to
impose on Davy's loyalty to try and
steal the guy from her sister, Sylvia.
That was perfectly permissible ^
far as the sister was concerned, as
it was frankly eternal warfare be-
tween them from the start. But it

was a feline trick to use innoaent
Davy to capture his potential suc-
cessor. Since the whole apoeal of
the series is dependent on Maudie,
she must not be presented in such
dubious character.
Produced as a package by the Wil-

liam Morris office, with Gordon
Graham directing, the show was
skillfully paced on the debut chap-
ter, but lacked atmospheric effect.
Casting is excellent throughout.
Mary Mason was superb in the title

part and, if the show clicks, should
become a definite network name.
She was not billed on the opener,
but will be later. Betty Garde and
William Johnstone were believable
as the parents, while Marjorie Davis
was expressive as sister Sylvia, Bob
Walker was properly iuvenile as
Davy and Jack Manning was riehtly
pompous as the new man. Elliot

Jacoby's musical cues were helpful,
but the musical theme was di.stract-

Ing.

Commercials were inferior. Since
bread Is a product that most house-
wives buy without regard to brands
and trade names, that's doubly bad.
Copy was agreeably terse, but was
much too bluntly presented. In
nearly every commercial there was a
definite break between the reference
to the story and the plug itself.

What's more, the copy didn't give

the impression of clearly presenting
the prime sales arguments for the
product, but tended to be general-
ized. Use of a male quartet, the

'Happy Wonder Bakers,' is corny, but
apparently intended as sponsor iden-
tification.

Following after Lannv Ross in the

7:15 spot, 'Maudie's Diary' should
start with a sizable carry-over au-

dience. Only direct competition is

Xavier Cugat and Edwin C. Hill on
NBC-Red, and neither of those

should draw the same kind of an' au-

dience as 'Maudie.' However, the

presence of 'The Aldrich Family' in

the immediately ensuing s^ot at 8

o'clock on NBC-Red will undoubt-
edly hurt, as some listeners may dial

that program in advance. Fact that

the 'Aldrich Family.' 'Blondie' and
'Date with Judy' shows have already

used a somewhat similar pattern

may also have some effect, but not

vlUlly if 'Maudie' Itself is good
enough. Hobe.

RONALD CHESNET
15 Mlns.
Thnrsday, 7:30 p.m.
BBC, London
Chesney is Britain's Larry Adler.

He has a neatly packaged show
here, giving lessons to the troops

on the windy' art, playing requests

and investing the mouth organ with
a symphonic polish to belle its

humble origin and use. Another at

tentlon-getter is a bid to any ama
teur who figures he's got something

to come along and share the mike.
Chesney handles himself well in

the gab passages, has a nice tone

and smooth manner. Working with

him is 'a sUflt BBC announcer, but

player would be better off if ne

went the session alone. In 15 mins.

of air-time there's not enough room
for the constant inter-play of ques

tions and answers.
Rating a lot of credit is Chesney's

accompanist, Sydney Bright, who
gives show that extra something mu
sically.

SCHOOL OF Am
Latin-American Meetlnf
With Sterling Fisher
15 mins.
INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST
Prday, 10:30 pjn.
WABC-CBS, New Tork
Dwelling on the new ties made

possible through radio between the
United States, Mexico and other
Latin-American nations, this brief
stanza from Mexico City stressed the
accomplishments of CBS' 'School of
the Air,' as being consummated at
the First Latin-American conference
of the school. Broadcast came on
second day of the conference, which
was attended by government execu-
tives, educators and radio officials
from all the Americas. Fortunately
for this broadcast. Sterling Fisher,
CBS director of education and radio
talks, who arranged the confab, led
oft and gave a clear-cut reading of
Dr. Luis Sanchez Ponton's summa-
tion on the conference. Ponton, re-
cently in N.'Y. regarding Mexico's
participation in the coming 'School
of the Air," is Mexican Minister of
Education.

Ponton's speech, as read by
Fisher, outlined what Is being ac-
complLshed in Mexico in cementing
solidarity, and the role eduoation is

playing in this regard. He was con-
vinced that radio is making possible
a better realization of the affinities
and problems in each different
Latin-American country.

Dr. Alfonso Pined, Mexican Com-
missioner of Intellectual Coopera-
tion, spoke for Dr. Ezquiel Padilla,
Mexico's Secretary of Stat^, in much
the same vein. Dr. Jose Ortiz Man-
astiro, head of the Department of
Inter-Americpn Relations at Loyo.'a
University of the South, New Or-
leans, described radio as the medium
for bringing t-j the people of the
Americas a better understanding of
vital problems. He claimed that it

was doin-" what politicians had
failed to accomplish in 130 years.

'AGAIN TONIGHT*
With JacL Encbanan, Helen Ray-
mond, Alma Vane, Beryl Davis,
John Sinrer, Trans-Atlantic Three,
Rcvne Choros and Orchestra

Masleal
40 mins.
Wednesday, 9:20 p.m.
BBC, London
This is not a regular airer; but

seems to come along whenever ma-
terial has been duly collected and

rehearsed. It benefits by that wait.
Musically, session is. one of the most
pleasing hereabouts, and a smooth
script keeps the various items mov-
ing at click pace. For a source of
material producers have turned to

the fllmusical, reviving via songs
and dialog the most adaptable se-
quences from the celluloid vehicle.

Douglas Moodie is at the helm; fel-

low might be referred to as BBC's
picture pioneer. He's produced most
of the ether versions of Hollywood
product, not alw<3ys with success or
to the standard of entertainment
achieved by this particular session.

On the talent end this show was
imusually well served, and apparent
care was taken to give it polish.

Jack Buchanan, John Singer, Beryl

'SHOWTIME ON THE INTER-
STATE'
With Charles O'Connor, Westbrook
Van Vorhees, Billy Sherman, Rose
Blane, Varsity Six, Frank Parrish,
Abe Lyman and His Orchestra,
John Panl Goodwin

30 Mlns.; Regional
INTERSTATE THEATRES
Snnday, 8:45 p.m.
WOAI-TQN, San Antonio
To mark the Interstate Theatre

Circuit's SSth- anniversary celebration

a series of tour weekly half-hour
broadcasts Is being presantcd inm
the stages of various theatres
throughout the state. These will be
carried by KPRC, Houston; WOAI,
San Antonio; WFAA, Dallas; WBAP,
Fort Worth; KRGV, Weslaco. and
KGNC in Amarillo. Broadca<:ts rre
in essence, a salute to Karl Hobllt-
zelle, president of Interstate, and
R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and
general manager of the circuit.

First broadcast came from the
\

stage of the Metropolitan theatre in
Houston on Aur*. 3 and made for I

good radio listening.
I

Abe Lyman and His Orchestra I

were the mainstays of t'n.e oro-ram. I

Boys gave out with several tunes on

'

the swing side, best of which were
'Sunset Near Vine' and 'Great Oaks
and Little Acorns.'

Vocals were by Billy Sherman, as-
sisted by Ben 'Yost's Varsity Six apd
Rose Blane, who bonged over a
nifty 'Daddy.' Frank Parrish han-
dled 'Maria Elena.' Miss B'.m^ .'p-'i

Parrish came back for a nice duet In
Spanish of 'Los Travitas.'

Charles O'Connor (oT the Philii
Morris program) was brought here
to be commercial announcer for the
series. Handled this 4}ortlon wsll,
emphasizing the fact that this month
is showtime, time to relax, beat the
heat, for a good show visit your
nearest Interstate House, etc.

' Surprise guest on the broadcast
was Westbrook Van Vorhees, an-
nouncer of the 'March of Time'
newsreels. Van Vorhees brought
out the fact that a camera crew v/as
sent here by 'March of Time' to film
several scenes of defense work being
done here. What they found de-
manded a complete newsreel which
had its world premiere In f^l

Interstate houses on Aug. 15. Told
further that it was titled, "Thumbs
Up, Texas,' and that it was the first

time he had signed off without say-
ing Time Marches On, Instead he
stated,- 'Thumbs Up, Texas.'

Burden of entire production was
carried by announcer John Paul
Cjpodwin of Houston, who kept the
show paced. Andy.

Davis are all cagey performers, at
home with vocals and dialog equal-
ly. Buchanan reprised his 'Monte
Carlo' film, serving 'Rely Upon Me';
he was next to closing and spotted
excellently. John Singer is a juve
who clicked in doing impression of
Mickey Rooney. He and Miss Davis
did the hit number from '42nd
Street,' and led the ensemble in the
closing piece from 'Strike Up the
Band.' Weakest unit on the per-
former end waa the harmony trio of
girls. Billy Ternent led the chorus
and orchestra.

HT GARDNER
Interviews
15 Mins.
Snstalning
Tues., Thnrs., 7:30 p.m.
WMCA, New Tork

It all originates from the lobbj

of the Hotel Astor under the tag ol

'Broadway Observation Ward' and,

like practically all programs whert
ad libbing dominates, the eniertain-

ment is subordinate, as far as the
iic.cnc:- is concerned, to the expecta-
tion ihat something embarrassing
might slip through. Nothing of such
descripcion occurred when the pro-
gram was caught (6). Nor was the
persiflage exchanged particularly en-
lightening or diverting.

Hy Gardner, an interviewer who ia

quick on the give and take and who
'i.equeniiy succeeds in making incon-
scquentialities sound a little more
important than they are, does a

smart job at inves.ins the event with
an air of the impromptu. His sub-
'jccis are all .there by pre-arrange-
men:, but C-E:dncr hr.s the knack ol
weavin-r in ccmr.'icnts that should
e£:iiy serve to lod-^c a contrary im-
prc5ci:.n w'.Lh the ave.age listener.

Qu'::ing on the program caughl
included Jerry Colons, appearing at

the ner.rby Paramount, Laura Dut-
ton, a vocalist, who had just opened
at the Rainbow Room (which the
Astor management apparently does
not consider to be competition to its

ov.n rooD, Hal Pearl, amusement
editor of the Miami Daily News, s

showgirl out of work and a girl

drummer also at lib;erly. It tooli

Colona a minute or. two to warm uf
to charrcter and get off a couple ol

amusing cracks. Qdec.
rin-ridcntali-', G.^rdner is p.a. foi

the Astor; d-.es ihat explain th«
hotel lobby's broadcast pickup?].

XOVE IN IDLENESS'
Drama
WlCh Ralph Rjchzrd.on, Rosamond
Greenwood, Peter ' Glenvllle, Johi
Carol

45 Mins.
Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
BBC, London
Shakespearean sessisn wa.« buill

around ths clown and fairy scenes o)

'Midsummer Nighi's Dream,' proved
intelligent adaptation rnd llstenable
Scrlptln>» went" urcrerited, a misfor
tune' for the one or more concerned
islnce the piece was soundly radio it

construction, and thnt's somethin(
rarely the lot in cla.^sical BBC-ing.
Fantasy carried a standout cast

Ralph Richardson—now filming and
thus on leave from flying duties-
repeated as 'Bottom,' role in which
he wowed the critics at the Old Vl(
four years back. His clowning here
was likewise mikewise. John (jarol'!

'Puck' might be dubbed too imma-
ture by the stalwarts, but he wai
playing against legitimate kiddie
voices here and, radiologically, wai
correct in his Interpretation. It was
this recognition of the ether side

which gave the session a definite and
pleasing standard.
Dual producing team of Barbart

Burnham and John Burrell handled
the proceedings. Former is BBC
staff: Burrell a Little Theatre per-

sonality.
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KNX Lan^ Ford Dealers Renewal;

Spot Schedule for O'Cedar Corp.

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Minus signs predominate all the
tvay down the line this week, but
represent only a slight decline in

volume of local unit«. The total is

.
down from the previous week, which
represented a high point for a con-
siderable period.

Unexpected windfall of the week
was the Ford Dealers renewal, for

62 weeks, of the two weekly Bob
Garred newscasts on KNX. Dealers
also use a news strip on KECA.
O'Cedar unexpectedly came to life

with the first radio activity in the

Los Angeles market in three or four
yenrs. placing some spots on KNX.
KHJ: Paul G. Hoffman, 16 one-

minute transcriptions, through Dana
Jones; Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Association, 78 five-minute broad-
casts, through Dan B. Miner.
KNX: O'Cedar Corp., through H.

W. Kastor, 63 announcements; Chris-

topher Candy Co., 48 participations

in 11 p.m. news, through HlUman
Shane; Ford Dealers Advertising
Fund, 104 15-minute news broadcasts,

through McCann-Erickson.

KFI: Petrol Corp., 35 15-minute
programs (renewal), through Dona
Jones; O'Keete & Merritt Co., 70 15-

mihute news broadcasts, three week-
ly (renewal), through Richard B.

Atchison.

Comparative Unit Count

Aug. 18.

Network ... 11,736

Local 4,43t

Nat'l Spot.. I,S6«

Total 17,737

% of

Aug. 9. Change.

11,882 —1.2

4,674 —5.1

1,822 —3.4

18,178 —2.4

(Included: KECA, KFI, KHJ, KNX)

New WOWO Acconnte

Fort Wayne, Aug. IB.

Candle Lite restaurant, 82 partici-

pations on 'Where to Go,' direct;

Levy Brothers, clothing, 15 50-word
announcements, direct; Rent-a-Car
System, 52 50-word participations,

•Where to Ck),' direct; Poinsette Fur
company, 100 100-word and tie-in

transcriptions, direct; Armour & Co.,

130 one-minute electrical transcrip-

tions, through Lord Si Thomas.

Wild West and Rodeo show, an-
nouncements and five and 15-min-

ute shows, direct; Rlalto theatre, 54

50-word announcements, direct; W.
K. Sterline Co., announcements,
through Mumm-Homer-Robbins &
Pearson; Lyons & Lyons, furs, 26

50-word participations, Sue Gibson's

Notebook, direct; The Paris, fur coat

remodeling, five 100-word announce-
ments, direct.

Dave Brown has joined the WBNS,
Columbus, sales staff. Comes from
WHIO, Dayton. Mary Ann Brown,
newcomer to radio, is now assisting

Irwin Johnson, director of new pro-
grams.

Active National Accoimts

In every single quarter hour b«-

tween 5:30 aad 9:00 a.m., KMOX

has more listeiMH thaa any other

St. Louis station. In every single

quarter hour but one, KMOX has

more listeners than all other St.

Louis stations combined.Andeven

in that one quarter hour, KMOX
has better than twice the audience

of the second place station.

That's the beautiful picture of

KMOx's popularity provided by

the latest Gill survey In St. Louis.*

But to be absolutely fair to the

other St. Louis stations, consider

the period before the big CBS net-

work shows come on the air—the

period before 7:43 a.m. when

local show competes with local

show for the audience. (A period,

incidentally, with still a good

choice of broadcasting times for

advertisers.)

What's the result? KMOX has

59% of all radio homes listening

to St. Louis stations between 5 : 30

and 7:45 a.m.

That, sir, is popularity I

*Thii sutvcf , covering the period 5:30-9:00 t.m.,

was cooduaed by Samuel E. Gill and consists of

23J4 personal interriewi with ladio families in

Sl Louis and 16 "outside!' counties in Missouri

and lilinoii, including all countin with a city of

10,000 oc mote population within the day and
night Ptitnaty area of KMOX. The "outside" aoss

icction is representative of an area comprising

65.i% of the total radio familios in ICMOX't Pri-

mary area, Complete deuils available on acquest

KMQX THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS • 50,000 WATTS

Owned and. operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Repre-

sented nationally by Radio Sales with offices in New York fl

Chicago • Detroit • Charlotte • San Francisco • Los Angeles 1§
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TIME
ACCOUNT AGENCT PURCHASES
Admlraolon tharapoo Charles Dallas Reach Announcementa
Allied Mills Louis E. Wade Announcements
American Chicle Co Badger, Browning & Hersey

Announcements
Armaind Co Ivan Hill Announcements
Beaumont Labs. (4-Way Cold Tablets)H. W, Kastor % Hours
Bosco (milk amplifler) Kenyon & Eckhardt 10-Mins
Compagnle Farlslenne Northwest Radio S-Mins'
Crosse & BUckweH Van Sant, Dugdale .Announcements
Garden City PublishUif Co. Huber Hoge 5-Mins,
Gilmore OH Co, Ruthrauff fit Ryan 5-Mins
Great A & P Tea Co Paris & Peart Announcements
Charles Gulden (mustard) Charles W. Hoy.t 1/4 Hours
Hoasehold Finance Co BBD&O Hours
Lester Piano Co p. r. Manfre '..Vt Hours
Merchants Biscuit Co Ball fit Davidson

Temperature Reports
O'Cedar Corp h. W. Kastor Announcements
Olson Bug Co Presba, Fellers &. Presba

p ^ Q ' _ . . .
Announcements

P & G (Ivory Snow)
Peter Paul (candy)

l^i::rcrr'. -^-Erickson- • ::—:im.s.
Phillips Petroleum Co

[ydU Plnkham MedicinecV.:;;:.^::^^^^^^^^^ ^^^jf'
" " '

' a n^'n "'''^'"T
rt„„ir.. n.i. n« Erwm, Wasey AnnouncementsQuaker Oats Co Sherman 5: Marquette

Announcements
Reader's Digest BBDfitO Announcements
Scott Paper Co , j. Walter Thompson

Announcements
Van Camp Food Products Calkins 81 Holden ..Announcements
VIok Chemical Co Morse International Announcements
Wm, Wrigley, Jr., Co Arthur Meyerfcoflf y4 Hours

"Compton Adv. ......Announcements
'Benton fit Bowles ....Participations
Platt-Forbes Announcements

'Julian G. Pollack . .Announcements
"Lambert & Feasley Announcements

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

TIME
STORE ' CITT PUBCHASE3
Strawbrldgc & Clothier Dept. Store. .Philadelphia Announcements

NEW KOL POUCY

COVERS LOCAL EVENTS

Seattle, Aug.. .19,

KOL Is doing 'In Search of

Shelter' ones weekly for a month

feature on new Federal Housing

project rising on Yesler Hill, with

Interviews with applicants for ren-

tals. Uses realistic description of

present sub-standard housing of ap-
plicants end explanation of pro-

cedure in applying for one of the
new units. Is part of new policy
inaugurated by production director
Roy Grandey to cover local events
by KOL's Department of Northwest
Affairs. KOL also did first airing,

according to publicist Fair Taylor,
of hair cutting and styling. Program,
broadcast the 13th, was sponsored
by Rhodes Department store, with
comment by Clair Forbes.
Ted Bell, KRSC program director

and Associated Football commenta-
tor. Is back on the job after a siege
of mumps.

I

Comparative • Unit Count
\

%0t
Aug. le. Ang. 9. Change,

Network .

.

7.31ff 7.169 -1-2.0

7,117 7,355 —3.2
Nat'l Spot.

.

7S7 766 —1.2
Total , ,

.

15,189 15,290 —0.7
(Included: KIRO, KOL, KRSC)

NEW ACCOUNTS

SCARCE IN CHI

Chicago, Aug. 19.

There was a sudden and unex-
plained slow-down of new contracts
in local and national spot radio In
Chicago last week. Much of the
contracts for the new season have
already been signatured, and the last
couple of weeks In August are due
to show a considerable slump-off in
new deals, However, actual stuff on
the air Is on the steady rise and each
week is showing a nifty spurt in-new
programs pou. ding out over the
local transmitters.

Comparative Vnlt Count

— % Of
Aug. 16. Ang. 9. Change.

Network .. 9,905 9,14S +9.6
Local . 6,622 6,588 -fO.5
Nat'l Spot.. 11,690 9? 11,632 -t-0.4

Total 27,817 27,665

(Included: WBBM, WENR, WON,
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)

Court Upholds

Newspaper-Radio

Inquiry By FCC

Washington, Aug. 19.

FCC inquiry into newspaper-radio
joint ownership Is sanctioned by
law, and publisher James G. Stahl-
man, Nashville Banner, must re-

spond to Commission's subpoena to

'tell air concerning ANPA's early

attitude toward its competitor.

In so ruling. Judge James W. Mor-
ris, of District of Columbia Federal
Court, squelched an attack by
ANPA legalite Ellsha Hanson that

FCC lacks power to discriminate
against newspaper ownership and
accordingly hasn't authority to In-

quire. Stahlman took Hanson's ad- '

vice and Ignored the FCC order to

testify Aug. 1.

CBS-XEQ
^Continued from page Ms

cal meet's Inauguration was deliv-

ered by Lie. Ezequiel Padllla, Min-
ister of Foreign Relations. Lie. Luis
Sanchez Ponton, Minister of Public
Education, made the address of wel-
come, and a talk outlining the ob-
jectives of the meet and the cam-
paign was. delivered by Sterling

Fisher, chief of CBS' educational de-

partment.
High praise for its efficient na-

tional web for broadcasting proceed-
ings of the convention in Mexico,
and of its hookup wIOi CBS for cov-

erage in the U. S. and throughout
Latin America, was accorded XEQ.
Arrangements for the Mexican web
and the international hookup were
made by Carlos RlveroU del Prado,
XEQ's production manager, who is

the only official of his kind In Mex-
ico. TOlQ's Mexican web comprised
stations in all the key cities.

The program featured talks In

English and Spanish on the various

phases of the use of radio for edu-
cation, stressing the value of the air

for cementing and co-ordinating the

New World military defense pro-

gram and the use of the universal

goodwill language—music and song.

The musical end was particularly

well arranged.

Ken McClure, news commentator,
has been added to the staff of

WBAP-KGKO, Fort Worth.
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Crawford Clothes Signs for 12 Hrs.

Weekly on WmCA; Beech-Nut on 3

Crawford Clothes, which several

inonths ago broke iiito the radio

fleld with an unusually heavy cam-
paign on various New Yorlt stations,

has signed a 26-week contract with

WMCA calling for a total of 12

broadcast hours per week. Stanzas

will broken down into full-hours,

three half-hours and 34 quarter-

hours, a week.
- WMCA: Beech-Nut Packing,
through Newell-Emmett, ' 12 an-

announcements weekly, 15 weeks;

Crawford Clotlies, through Al Paul

Lefton, two full-hours, three half-

hours and 34 quarter-hours weekly

for 26 weeks; Community Optician

Seven-Dollars Eyeglasses Jamaica

Corp,, through Commonwealth Adv.,

13-week renewal of five 15-minute

programs weekly; F. G. Vogt &
Sons (Philadelphia Scrapple),
through Clements Co., series of one-

minute announcements.

WOR; Beech-Nut Packing, through

Newell-Emmett, seven station breaks

a week, 15 weeks; Old Country Trot-

ting Association (race track),

through M. H. Hackett, Trotting

with Stan Lomax,' Ave minutes

three times weekly, three-and-a-half

vreeks; S. A. Schonbrunn (Savarin

Coffee), through M. H. Hackett, par-

ticipations on the Martha Deane pro-

gram, five times weekly, and Asso-

ciated Press news, five minutes, once

weekly, 52 weeks; Carter Products

(Little Liver Pills), through Street

& Finney, announcements on "Moon-

light Saving Time,' three weeks; At-

lantic Refining, through N. W. Ayer,

play - by - play collegiate football,

eight weeks; Piel Bros (Piel's beer),

through Sherman K. Ellis, renewal

of Hoake Carter, once a week, 52

weeks; W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.,

through Russel M. Seeds, nighttime

station breaks twice a week. 15

weeks; Johnson & Johnson (Tek

toothbrushes), through- Ferry-Hanly,

nighttime station breaks and tem-

perature reports, 17 weeks.

WQXR: Expansion of 'Apartments

on Parade' to ' six times weekly in-

stead of five and 10 minutes on Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday instead

of five minutes, plus addition of 10

local realtor participants; Welch

Grape Juice, through H. W. Kastor,

renewal of five announcements

weekly; Beech-Nut Packing, through

Newell-Emmett, five announcements
weekly, 15 weeks; Paramount Pic-

tures and Reader's Digest, additional

announcements.

SALT LAKE RISES

BIx Better Generally—Total Vnlts
Vp 0.1%

Salt Lake City, Aug. 19.

Optimism keynoted Salt Lake City

the past week, with stations prepar-
ing for heavy autumn schedules.

Units reflected the lift, with only
local biz remaining in the red.

KUTA: Western Furniture Co., di-

rect, 156' announcements; K Ac D Stu-
dios, 30-time participation in 'Musical
Quiz'; Salt Lake Hardware Co., di-

rect, 28 announcements; Papiano
Cafe, direct, 26 announcements;
Broadway Shoe Rebuilders, 30 par-
ticipations in 'Musical Quiz'; Whip-
pies, Inc., daily newscast for women.

Huntsville, Texas, Aug. 19.

An application has been filed with
the FCC in Washington for sale of

KSAM by H. G. Webster, C. N.
Shaver and Bryan Shaver to W. J.

Harpole, of Victoria, Texas, and J. C.

Rothwell, of this city. Sale of the
station would become effective at

once on FCC approval.
Harpole is commercial manager of

KVIC, Victoria, and Rothwell has
operated KSAM here since M^rch 29

under a managerial contract. Both
are former newspapermen, having
sold the Heart o' Texas News,- Brady,
Texas, Jan. 1.

KSAM is on 1,490 kilocycles and
operates with a power of 250 watts
daytime only.

Comparative Unit Connt

% of

Aug. 16. Ang.i Change.
Network ,

.

6,700 6,690 -1-0.1

2,277 2,292 —0.7
Nat'l Spot.

.

1,178 1,159 +X.6
l0,155 10,141 +6.1

(Included: KDYL, KSL, KUTA)

GENERAL FOODS

ETENDSWOAI

SERIAL

AUTO CLUB TO AIR

FOOTBALL VU WWJ

Detroit, Aug. 19.

For the second consecutive year

the Automobile Club of Michigan

will sponsor the University of Michi-

gan games over WWJ. Spielers for

the nine-game season by the club,

biggest motorist association in the

cdTuntry and a weighty investor in

sports as a means of selling member-
ship and car insurance, will again

be Ty Tyson and Paul Williams. It

Is the first account announced on the

usual heavy football time buying

here which has seen Tom Harmon,
. former U. of M. all-American, lined

up by WJR as an announcer.

Summer shrinkage is about be-

lieved to have run its course here

with a decline during the week of

close to 5% in local business. The
upward movement was presaged in

. national spot, up better than 2%,
with network time wavering slightly

toward a gain. Position is better

than a year ago this time, with local

business still better than 1,000 units

ahead of the same week in 1940.

I
ComparaUve Unit Connt I

%of
Aae.16. Ang. 9. Cbaofc.

Network .. 7^90 7,540 -1-0.7

Local 11,658 12,216 —4.6

Natl Spot.. 4,426 4,332 +2.2

Total 23,669 24,088 —1.7

(Included: CKLW, WJBK, WJLB,
WJR, WWJ, WXYZ)

-Ina. Head Wants Station

St. Louis, Aug. 19.

S. Bradley Hunt, prez of the

American Life and Accident Insur-

ance Co., has filed an application

with FCC to build and operate a ra-

dio station in Alton, lui

He proposed operating on 1030 kc.

with a power of 1000 watts, daytime.

San Antonio, Aug. 19.

Local units took an upward swing
as station KONO and Station KMAC
started operations on different wave-
lengths instead of sharing time.

Guy W. Bradford, KRGV, general
manager, talking things over with
George Johnson, general manager
of KTSA.
KONO: Half-hour ' C o w b o'y

Round-up,' Monday through Friday,

for San Antonio Brewing Associa-

tion (Pearl beer) via Pitluk Adv.;

one additional hour each d|iy, Mon-
day through Sunday, of the Inter-

national Goodwill Hour.

KABC: Five announcements per

day for two days on 'March of Time'
current issue 'Thumbs Up, Texas,'

now at the Aztec theatre; 30-minute
recorded previews of 'Hits to Come'
by Abe Lyman and His orchestra, for

Interstate American iHome Life In-

surance program, two-quarter hours

per day six days per week and one
on Sunday; Joske's Department
Store, five announcements per day
on the new Installment Buyers
Plan.

WOAI: Employers Casualty Co.,

through Ira E. De Jernett, additional

quarter-hour of 'Music Parade'
aired each Sunday through the

Texas Quality Network; Dr. Cald-
well's Laxative Senna, through
Sherman & Marquette, eight one-

minute e.t's per week; Walker's

Austex Chile, through Crook Adv.,

two announcements per week; Mc
Neel Jewelry Co., through Bernard
Brooks, 19 announcements; Faultless

Starch Co., through Ferry-Hanly, 12

announcements per week; San An-
tonio Drug Co., through Pitluk,

three one-minute e.t's per week; ex-

tension from General Foods, through

Young Sc Rubicam, for transcribed

serial 'As the Twig Is Bent,' quar

ter-hour program aired Monday
through Friday; Richard Gill Co.,

direct, six announcements per week.

Comparative Uait Count

% of

Aug. 16. Aag. 9. Change.

Network . . 5,296 5,405 — 241

Local 10,318 9,975 + 34

Nat'l Spot. . 2,171 1,713 +26.7

Total 17,785 17,003 + 4.0

(Included: KABC, KONO, KNAC,
KTSA, WOAI)

Brewer Buys Cowboys
- San Antonio, Aug. 19.

The San Antonio Brewing Assn.,

bottlers of Pearl Beer, have (mder-

taken gponsorship of the KONO
'Cowboy Roundup,' a daily half-hour

presentation. Program is under the

direction of Bill Laurie.

Account was set through the Pit

luk agency.

Charles Lntx Is latest addition to

staff of station KTSA, San Antonio,

in sales department.

2 EX-SCRIBES IN DEAL

FOR TEXAS 250-WAnER

Princeton Relents—

Atlantic Refining To

Air Pigskin Games

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Three large sports accounts were

closed over local stations this week,

two of them brand new accounts.

Largest package was deal set by
WFIL with Atlantic Refining Co.

for the airidg of 21 pro and col-

legiate football games beginning
September 14 and running through
to December 7. Games to be broad-
cast are eleven for the Philadelphia

Eagles (pro team), four games for

Villanova College end six for

Princeton.' This marks the first

time the Tigers have sold the com-
mercial rights to their grid contests.

Tiger gam6s to be broadcast include

those with Yale, Dartmouth, Har-
vard, Vanderbilt and Columbia.
' Heard for the first time on local

air lanes are the LaSalle Hat Co.

and John Middleton. Inc., local to-

bacco dealer. Former outfit will

plug Champ hats via Kerby Kush-
ing's sports quiz and sportscast on
KYW, sharing the program on alter-

nate days with P. Lorillard Tobacco
Co., Middleton, starts a test cam-
paign for a new cigarette with a
weekly show callefl 'Touchdown
Tips' with Sam Hayes, NBC West
Coast commentator, prognosticating

football results.

KYW has also sold the Happy
Clarks, a gospel singers program, to

the Pen Man, Chicago fountain pen
manufacturer.

WFIL: Stephano Bros, (cigarettes),

26 spots, through Aitkin Kynctt;

Carter Products (pills), six spots

weekly, through Street & Finney;

Admiracion sh&mpoo, 11 e.t.'s,

througuh ' Charles Dallas Reach;
Lydia Pinkham, ten e.t's weekly,

through Erwin, lyasey; Procter &
Gamble, 39 spots, through Compton
adv.; Edgar A. Murray (insecticides),

78 spots, through L. J. DuManaut;
Seven Up Bottling Co. SO spots

weekly, through Philip. Klein.

WIP: Dr. Mailas (dentist), 234

spots, through Harry Feigenbaum;
Captain Shelly (boat trips), six

spots; Mrs. Schlorer's, Inc. (mayon-
naise), 48 spots, through May
agency; Seven Up Bottling Co., 51

spots, through Philip Klein; Insti-

tute of Practical Drafting, '39 spots,

through Herman agency; Bell Tele-

phone Co., eight spots.

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aug. 16. An;. 9. Change.
Network .. 9,365 9,378 —0.1

Local 20,253 20,217 +0.1

Nat'l Spot. . 5,241 5,227 +0.2

Total 34359 34322 +0.1

(Included: KYW, WCAU, WFIL,
WIP, WDAS, WIBG, WPEN)

Albers Bros. Buys KPOsmodunit'

Quiz; Van Camp Foods on KFRC

KANSAS CITY STEADY

Little Unit Fluctuation—AU In Plus
Division

Kansas City, Aug. 19.

Evidently summer bottom has been
struck as this week's figures hold
their own. Gains are so slight as to

be almost unnoticeable, but indicate

a stopping point for the summer
slump has been reached. No new ac-

counts were announced,- but several
are definitely signed to begin the fall

sked.

Comparative Unit Connt
|

% of

Aug. 16. Aug. 9 Change.
Network .. 6,710 6,700 +0.1
Local 5,008 4,905 +2.0
Nat'l Spot.. 6,145 6,023 +2.0
Total 17,863 17,628 +1.3

(Included KCKN, KCKO, KITE,
KMBC, WDAF, WHB)

KGKO, Ft Worth, Sets

2 Long-Term Deals

Fort Worth. Aug. 19.

Roy Bacus, commercial manager

of station KGKO, reports a contract

renewal from the Globe Laboratories

through the Ray K. Glenn agency.

Contract calls for continuance of the

260 time spot announcements to be

aired daily in addition to a quarter-

"hour newscast each Sunday.
The Isbell Method Beauty Shop,

Inc., has signed for a weekly quar-

ter-hour program to be aired each

Sunday titled 'Isbell Silhouettes.'

Broadcasts feature beauty and fash-

ion news by Sue Alcot and songs by

Gary Gray, tenor. Series will be

aired for one year and was set

through the Wood-Kane agency.

1/4 HR. STANZAS

ONWFBRFOR

WRIGLEY

Baltimore, Aug. 19;

Very little change noted here.

Some quarter-hour buying reported
for Wrigley, Jelke's Good Luck Mar-
gerine and Royal Crown Cpla. Con-
tracts in making expected to come
through shortly indicating bullish

response for season at hand.
WFBR: Oakite, through Calkins &

Holden, participations on afternoon
women's show; Ritz Camera Shops,

through Henry , J. Kaufman, par-
ticipations on early a.m. show;
Jarman Motors, through Cahn-Mil-
ler, 52 nighttime spote to be used

seven a week; Floorcrafters, through
Emery Adv., daily announce-
ments; Wm. Wrigley, through Arthur
MeyerholT, quarter-hour airings.

WCBM: Schindler Peanut Prod-

ucts, through Cortland D. Ferguson,

260 5pots; Wonder Clothes, through

Jos. Katz, six quarter-hour sports

programs a week.
WCAO: Emerson hotel, renewal

of nighttime 15-minute remotes.

WBAL: O'Cedar Corp., through H.

W. Kastor, 65 one-minute announce-

ments; Cloverland Farms Dairy,

through Geo. Penniman, 312 spots;

Embros Wine, via Cortland D. Fer-

guson, 26 five-minute programs;

Crosse St Blackwell, through Van
Sant, Dugdale, 301 spots; Jello's

(Good Luck Margerlne), through

Young & Rubicam, 117 15-minute

shows; Royal Crown Cola, through

BBDitO, six 15-minute programs;

Mitchell Fur Co., through Gross

Adv., 52 half-hour shows; Perfection

Stove Co, through McCann-Erick-

son, 39 five-minute shows.

1 Comparative Unit Count .]

Network

% of

Aug. 16. Aug. 9. Change.

7305 7380 —0.9

4,728 4,616 -1-2.4

1,944 . 23I6 —33
14,177 14309 —03

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

Deals sizzling in Frisco this week,
forecasting a big winter. Albera
Bros. Milling, via Loru & Thomas,
has purchased the agency-built'
'Wliodunit?' mystery quiz for use on
the NBC Red out of KPO starting

Oct. 3. Friday nigh; half-hour live-

talent show will be fed from Frisco

'

to 14 stations on a regional hookup
as far east as Utah and Montana.
Originally created by Lew X. Lans-
worth for Roos Bros., audience-par-
ticipation drama debused on KFRC
last year. Side deal '\^as made with
Roos by Albert for use of the pro-
gram this season.

KPO has also acquired five quar-
ters a week from the White Housa
department store, Marion Kyle ac-
count which moves over from KFRC,
NBC here likewise is working on a
deal which will send a local weekly
half-hour dramatic show coast-to-

coast on the Blue for an electrical

appliance firm, things now awaiting
the final nod from sponsorial head-
quarters.

' Hastings Clothiers has dropped ita

4 p.m. sponsorship of Fulton Lewis
on KFRC, with Langendorf Bread
moving in to grab ott the mid-after-
noon release on 25 Don Lee stations. •

This rejjlaces the 2:30 p.nr.- John B.
Hughes news Shot which the bread
account has been using. Hastings,
which has used up to three hours a
week on KFRC, Is retaining the 8:19

p.m. repeat of Lewis.

Langendorf also has picked up
KSFO's Bob Andersen news period
at 8:15 a.m. in behalf of Holsum
American Meal bread for the dura-
tion of daylight time, spot being lost

to CBS network when the shift to
standard comes. Manhattan (Sweet-
heart) Soap, which has had, the
period until this week, has moved
to a new time, buying Andersen's
noon-time newscast on the ^me sta-

tion.

Ann Holden's KGO Home Forum
landed its first New York participa- -

tion this week in Chatham Blankets,
which rides twice weekly starting

Oct. 15.

General Mills picture has changed
entirely, with the two- quarter-hour
kid strippers skedded for CBS Coast
stations out, due to eastern deals

which will bring Jack Armstrong
and Capt. Midnight to KFRC via
Mutual wire.

KFRC: Teagarden Producte (for

syrup) through Erwin, Wasey, two
quarter-hour participations' weekly,
KFRC Breakfast Club, one to CUtll-

fomia network, Oct. 2 to Feb. 12;

Fels Naptha, through S. E. Roberts,
three quarter-hour participations

weekly. Breakfast Club (13-week re-
newal); Nestoafe, through Leon Llv«
ihgston, three quarter-hour partici-

pations weekly, Breakfast Club, 12
weeks; Van Camp (canned food),

through Calkins & Holden, 91 one-
minute spots; RKO-Radlo Pictures,

through Raymond R. Morgan, threo
100-word spots; Blue Ribbon Books,
through Northwest Radio, 39 five-

minute spots; ° Kilpatrick ' bread,

through Emil Relnhardt, three half-

hours weekly, KFRC arid KDON,
'Lone Ranger" (renewal); Yellow
Cab, through Rufus Rhoades, 39 five-

minute live spots, "The Story Teller.*

j Comparative Unit Count ~~\

WFBR)

DES MOINES ROSY

All Units on Upbeat—Local Climbs
to 63%

Des Moines, Aug. 19.

Business in Des Moines stepped

ahead briskly during the past week,

with an upsurge noted In all depart-

ments. Local unite hit the swiftest

pace, rising from the previous week's

minus 1.0% to a plus of 6.2%,

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aug. 16. Aug. 9. Change.

Network .. 7,155 7,070 +13
Local 3353 3345 +63
Nat'l Spot.. 2,915 2,846 + 2.4

Total 13,623 13361 +2.7

(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)

Factor Adds Spots
San Francisco, Aug. 19.

John Livingstone, of International

Radio Sales office here, snagged Max
Factor for a. third renewal on

WLWO,'Crosley short-waver.

Makeup firm taken 100 additional

spots In Spani.sh.

% of

Aug. 16. Aug. 9. Change.
Network... 8,780 8,780 «...

Local 3372 3,765 +5.4
Nat'l Spot.. 1,739 1,799 —3.8
Total 14,491 14344 +lJt

* No change.
(Included: KFRC, KGO, KJBS,

KPO)

DENVER WEB SPURTS

Category Ahead 53%—Other Unlta
LIftlest

Denver, Aug. 19.

Network biz in Denver not only
recovered from last week's minus
6.9%, but sprinted ahead for a
healthy gain of 5.9%. Local unite

cancelled the profit, however, by
journeying downhill from minus
0.6% to 7.5%.

I
Comparative Unit Connt

|

Of

Aug. 16. Aug. 9. Change.
Network .. 7306 7366 +63
Local 5357 6,436 —73
Nat'l Spot. . 2380 2396 —0.7
Total 16,090 16,197 —0.7
(Included: KFEL, ' KLZ, KMYB,

KOA, KVOD)
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Less Than 35% of 50,000 Concert

Artistes Average $30 WUy.; Little

aance in Field for Newcomers

Concert People

The fate of the young and un-

known artiste in the concert field,

•whether vocalist or instrumentalist,

has become a very precarious one.

Even more than in opera, the chance

for an unknown, good, bad, or in-

different, is almost negligible.

A survey of the field shows that

of the 50,000 people trying to make
a living out of music in the. U. S.,

less than 35% are earning $30

weekly on average. Not only is

the field overcrowded, but lack of

demand for unknown artistes ruin

their chances.

At this time, throughout the coun-

try, there are 365 community cities

sponsoring an average of three con-

certs yearly, plus 200 civic cities.

Both NBC and Columbia have these

towns fairly well tied up, so the

artiste who is not on the list of

either has even tougher sledding.

Suggestions that local or Imported

impresarios might open up 1,000-

2,000 towns throughout the country,

whose populations are in the neigh-

borhood of 5,000, and present con-

certs ranging from $100-$400 are

Bcoffed at by executives of'the major
organizations, who point out that

while an artiste may be willing to

appear for $100-$200, the booking

fees, commissions, accompanist,

traveling and living expenses make
Buch a concert a loser for the soloist.

NBC and Columbia claim they

have scoured the country, tackling

every town with the remotest possi-

bilities, without being able to open
new sources of revenue, and even
taking a - licking in some spots to

keep the municipality alive. The
terrific bargaining power of the
major organizations also allows them
to force young artistes on unwilling
purchasers, by withholding stars if

lesser performers are not booked on
the same series.

Now, with Europe oB the map as

a source of income, the field is even
more crowded with distinguished

European artists fiocking to America
and glutting the only other remain-
ing market. South America.- Fully
75% of all N. Y. recitals at Town or
Carnegie Hall lose money for the

artistes who appear, and this ratio

also applies to the 500-odd concerts
given yearly. Cost ranges from $400,-

$800 for Town Hall, up to $1,500 for

Carnegie.
Last year concerts drew more than

ever before in America, and more
artistes appeared in recital than any
other .time in history, but it still

barely scratched' the talent surface.

KuUman's 30 Dates

Charles KuUman, Met lyric tenor,

launches his concert tour of the

U.S. Oct. 8 in Corvallis, Oregon.
Tenor will have over 30 dates this

fall and winter.

Kullman will alternate with Rich-

ard Tauber in the 'Magic Flute' re-

vival at the Met this fall, as well as

singing with the San Francisco and
Chicago opera companies. He will

be granted a four-week leave from
the Met to fill concert engagements.

Baccaloni, Ettore Panizza

And Bruno Landi Get the

Okay to Re-Enter U. S.

The tense operatic situation in the

U. S. eased a bit Monday (18), when
the State Department agreed to al-

low Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Bac-
caloni, Mr. and Mrs, Ettore Panizza,

and Bruno Landi to return to the
U. S. from South America. The Met
basso, conductor, and tenor, re-

spectively, had left the country prior

to July 1, when a new law requiring

certain formalities of re-entry had
cast a shadow on the probabilities

of their being able to return.

Arrangements for all three were
made by Arnold Pisani; personal rep-
resentative of fiaccaloni. Baccaloni
will arrive Sept. 22, and his present
passport, which expires Oct. 23, will

be renewed for six months. Pisani
is conducting negotiationa with the
Federal Reserve Bank to allow the
Italian $1,500 monthly, since under
the present law the funds of Axis
nationals in this country are frozen.
The basso's concerts and appear-
ances with the Met, San . Francisco
and Chicago opera companies will

net him over $45,000 this year.

RUBINSTEIN'S 52, WITH

RECORD ORCH DATES

AGMA Rufing Imperils

Newark Opera; Union

Asks 16 Chorus Jobs

Newark, Aug. 19.

Opera in Newark may be restricted

next season unless the Newark Civic
Opera Assn., non-profit organization,

comes to terms with the American
Guild of Musical Artists.

Controversy revolves around
AGMA ruling that the NCOA must
employ at least 16 members of the
union in the choristers' ranks, fail-

ing which all members of the AGMA
will be prohibited from performing
with the local group. NCOA mem
bers assert that unionization would
bar singers who haye built up a
large local following and that it

would be impossible to combine
union choristers, trained under dif
ferent coaches, with the NCOA
chorus,' which is under the direction
of William Spada.
At a meeting held In N. Y. Thurs

day (14), led by Alexander Pernice,
general manager of the NCOA, 60
fingers drafted a petition to the
AGMA demanding that its restric-

tions be lifted, on the grounds that
it would deprive many singers of
their Jobs.

Artur Rubinstein will open a 52-

date concert tour Oct. 21 and will
have more orchestra appearances
this year than ever before. All told

he will make 21 appearances with
nine organizations.

Polish pianist plays to a minimum
of $2,000 as a guarantee. His or-

chestra appearances include the Cin-
cinnati Symphony, St. Louis Sym-
phony, N. Y, Philharmonic, Phila-

delphia Orchestra, Minneapolis Sym-
phony, Cleveland Symphony, To-
ronto Symphony, Indianapolis Sym-
phony, and the Kalamazoo Sym-
phony, running from Nov. 14 to

AprU 12.

HofiDiann Limits Concerts

Josef Hofmann opens his fall con-
cert tour In three dates with N. Y.
Philharmonic Oct 23, 24 and 26.

Pianist will limit his tour this year
to 35-40 concerts, for which he re-
ceives from $2,000-$2,SOO per concert.
His Carnegie Hall recital will take

place March 22: Hofmann is com-
pletely recovered from a knee in-
Jury.

40 Concerts m U. S.

Await Jnssi Bjoerling

Columbia Concerts, confident that
Jussi Bjoerling, its Swedish tenor,

will arrive in the U. S., has booked
him for 40 concerts in the U. S.

He opens in Boston, Nov. 12, follow-
ing his season with the San Fran-
cisco Opera Co.

Bjoerling is expected to sing Raiil

in 'Hugenots* at the Met' this year,
in the first presentation of that opera
since Caruso sang it in the 1915-16
season. He will also appear with
the Chicago Sympho;iy Jan. 8, 9,

and 11.

Lotte Lehmann's Tour
Lotte Lehmann will launch her

40-appearance concert tour of the
U. S. in Boston, Oct 22. The Met
soprano appears with the Pittsburgh
Symphony Oct 25 and 26 and
with the New Friends of Music at'

Town Hall, New York, Jan. 7.

Her individual Town Hall appear-
ance will be' Dec. 14. Soprano Is

booked with the San Francisco Op-
era Co. and the Met.
Lauritz Melchior and Miss Leh-

mann have 'been booked for three
joint lieder concerts together next
January. Dates are Jan. 17, Spart-
enburg, S. C; Jan. 22, Raleigh, N. C,
and Jan. 27, Wastiington.

Enya GonMles, Philippina lyric

soprano, will open her concert tour

of the U.S., in Lubbock, Texas, Oct

13.

Harold Bauer opens his fall con-

cert tour in N. Y. Oct. 4 with the

Peoples Sympliony. The pianist will

appear with the New Friends of Mu-
sic on Dec. 7.

Dorothy Maynor will give about
50 concerts this year, cutting last

season's schedule, which the colored
soprano found too strenuous. She
opens in Pennsylvania, Oct 10.

Mona Panlee, Met contralto and
audition winner, sings an open air

concert in Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 27,

and in Toronto, Sept. 4. Columbia
is booking few concerts for her since
the Met has engaged her for the en-
tire season.

Carlofl BamlrcK, Columbia bari-

tone, has been booked on the Ford
Hour for Aug. 31. The singer wiU
appear as Figaro in Charles Wag-
ner's presentation of the 'Barber of

Seville,' booked for 30 dates in the
fall.

Alexander Sved, Hungarian bari-

tone of the Met, will sing In Puerto
Rico in October and launch a 15-

date concert tour In November. Fol-
lowing his appearance with the Chi-
cago Opera Co., Sved rejoins the
Met in December. Also booked at

the ,St. Louis Opera Co.

Alexander Klpnls, Met basso, has
been set for 50 concert appearances
this fall, opening In Des ' Moines,
Iowa, early in November. This will

follow his appearances with the San
Francisco Opera Co. in October.

.

Raou! Jobin, French Canadian
tenor of the Met will appear with
the Chicago and San Francisco com-
panies as well this season, taking
over all principal French roles. The
tenor Is booked for some 15 concerts
by Columbia.

Anna Kaskas, Met contralto, opens
her concert tour in Worcester Oct 9.

The singer is booked for about 25
engagements exclusive of her oper-
atic appearances.

Gregor Platlgorsky will open an
unprecedented tour for a cellist Nov.
6 in Hamilton, Ontario. Piatlgorsky
will have between 45-50 dates this

year.

Vladimir Horowitz has been sold
by (!k]lumbia for 30 dates, all the
pianist is willing to accept. He gets
started Jan. 9 in Rochester.

Rudolf Serkin and Adolph Busch
will do about 30 joint piano and vio-
lin sonata recitals this fall.

Bldu Sayao, Brazilian lyric colora-
tura of the Met opens her 30-date
concert tour in Aberdeen, Wash., In
early October.

Gyorgy Sandor, Hungarian pianist
returned Monday (18) from concert
tour of Havana, sMexico, Costa Rica
and Panama.

Name Concert Dates
(.Aug. 20-30)

Percy Granger—R o u n d Lake,
N. Y. (21).

Richard Hageman—(Cond. L. A.
Philharmonic) Hollywood Bowl 21).
Vladimir Horowitz— (With L. A.

Philharmonic, Artur Rodzinski
cond:) Hollywood Bowl (26).

Glacomo Lanrl Volpl—Barcelona,
Spain (24).

Giovanni MarUnelll—Grant Park,
Chicago (21).

James Melton—White Sulphur
Springs (21).

Mona Paulec—^Tacoma, Wash.
(27).

Paul Robeson—(With L. A. Phil-
harmonic) Hollywood Bowl (21),

Artnr RodalnskI—(Cond. L. A.
Philharmonic) Hollywood Bowl (22).

John Charles Ttadmas—^Bay View,
Michigan (21); Chautauqua, N. Y.
(30).

Helen Tranbel—(With L. A. Phil-
harmonic) Hollywood Bowl (28).

Jaaeha Helfeti—(With Lottie Leh-
mann, Artur Rubinstein, Bruno
Walter), Wilshtre Hotel, Beverly
Hills, CaL (23). {

NBCPnU Off Kreisler Dates to Jan. 1;

Cancellations Cause Booking Jam

20 Concerti for list

Eugene List generally considered
the beet of 'tha young pianists be
for* the publi« today, has been set
for 10 concerts this season, Pianist
operis his tour In December.

List will make four appearances
with the N. Y. Philharmonic OrcheS'
tra In January, more than any other
artist appearing with that organiza-
tion this year.

331,000 Attendance Set

New Lewisohn Concerts

Record, Bat 35G in Red

Tb* Lewisohn Stadium Concerts
closed down last week (19) with a
total attendance of 331,000, some 36,-

QOO over the previous highest total
In the quarter century of concerts. A
loss of approximately $35,000 on the
concerts was sustained, but le made
up by contributions.

Last two nights of th« season saw
Efrem Zimbalist draw 12,000 on
Tuesday (12) in an all-Sibelius pro-
gram.
Last night of the season witnessed

the re-appearance of Artur Rubin-
stein as soloist in the Brahms second
piano concerto, the pianist having
opened the season. The Pole drew
16,000.

MARIAN ANDERSON SRO

$6,000 IN ATLANTIC C.

Atlantic City, Aug. 19.

Marian Anderson, making her first

concert appearance here, drew an
attendance of more than 6,000 to the
ballroom of Convention Hall Satur-
day night (i6). Approximately
$6,000 was paid to hear the contralto,

with many standing in rear and side
aisles.

Miss Anderson was given an ova-
tion upon making her appearance
and at Intermission was presented
with baskets of flowers and key to
the city by Mayor Tom Taggart,

$11 Top for Hnrok's

Carnegie Hall Series

The Sol Hurok popular Carnegie
HaU series in N.Y. this fall will
range in price from $3.89 to $11 top
for the six events. Tickets for
single events run from 65c. to $1.85
top.

Artists to appear will be the Bal-
let Russe in 6ctob«r; Artur Rubin-
stein In November; Dusollna Gian-
ninl and Ezio Pinza In January;
Oscar Levant with a symphony or-
chestra In February; (Gladys Swar-
thout In February, and Carmen
Amaya In March.

Ballet Russe Starts

'41-42 Tour in Wash.
The Original Ballet Russe, under

Colonel Wassily de Basil, opens its
1941-42 tour at the Watergate, Wash-
ington, Aug. 23. Alexander Small-
ens, N. Y. Philharmonic conductor,
will lead the orchestra In the seven
performances.
Company has 12S ballets in its

repertoire and will be managed by
Fortune Gallo.

GaHo Ends WasL Stay

Washington. Aug. 19.
Fortuno Gallo'i San (Jarlo Opera

Co. finished Its week's season here
yesterday (Tuesday) aftier present-
ing seven operas.
Feature* of the season were the

appearance* of Anna Kaskas, Met
contralto, in 'Alda' and "Trovatore,'
Mobley Luschanya, Indian soprano,
and Jean Dickenson as Nedda in
•PagllaccL'

Jaa B^Iepnra will make appear-
ances In Mexico and Puerto Rico in
October, befor* joining the Chicago
Opera Co. in November. Klepura
opens a 20-dat« concert tour in
Youngstown. Ohio, Nov. 17.

NBC li cancelling aU of Friti
Kreisler's dates for the faU untU
after the first of th* year. Marks
Lavine, who manages th* violinist
feels that Kreisler wUl be more suf.
flclently recovered at that time than
to attempt th* arduous recital tour
in October.

Violinist was being booked for 30
dates, with th* opening set for Oct
14 In Detroit. As It sUnds now h*
will be able to have 27 dates after
Jan. 1.

Th* Jamming of dates has caused
chaos in th* booking field, with the
necessary cancellations and substuti.
tions on Kirsten Plagstad, and now
Kreisler. The violinist received a
minimum of $2,900 for an engage-
ment with only Jascha Helfeti
equaling -him. Helfets is with Co-
lumbia.

If neither Flagstad nor Kreisler
appear this season, NBC standi to
lose grosses of over $300,000.

ITURBI WIU

BE VERY BUSY

Jose Iturbi will have about th*
busiest season of all pianists this
winter, as th* composer-conductor-
pianist will play close to 90 dates all

told. Iturbi gets underway on th*
Pacific Coast In late September, and,
besides his SB engagements as solo
pianist, will have more than SO ap-
pearances with orchestras both as
soloist and conductor.
The Spaniard Is permanent con-

ductor of the Rochester Symphony
Orchestra. H* works on a $2,000
guarantee.

Berkshire Festiyal Drew

Record of 87,000 Persons

And Gross of $70,000

Lenox, Mass., Aug. 19.

The Berkshire Festival closed Its

three-week season of nin* concerts

with the Boston Symphony orches-

tra under Serge Kousevltzky Sunday
(17), with a total attendance of 87,-

000 for th* series, breaking last

year's record of 67,000. Last week-
end was attended by 29,000 people,
with the largest' crowd In the eight
years history of the Festival pres-
ent on Sunday (17), the total be-
ing 13,m.
Gross of the series was approxi-

mately $70,000 and a budget of $100,-

000 had been provided at the begin-
ning of the year to Insure against
loss.

CHARTERS NEW OPERA

CO. FOR SOUTHERN TOUR

Giuseppe Creatore will open a
three-month tour of the south start-

ing in January with an operatio
company. Repertoire will be the
usual popular Italian and French
works.
Company was chartered this week

in Albany, and capital stock of $20,-

000 with a par of $10 is being Issued.

Grace Moore's 40-City

Trek Opening SepL 24

Grace Moore opens a concert tour
which will carry her through. 40
cities In the U. S. on Sept, 24 In St.

Paul. The soprano will be heard
in the title role of 'Tosca' at the Met
for the first time in her career.
Her first Town Hall, N. Y., recital

In over a decade Is boohed for Feb.
11. Singer receives minimum of

$2,900 per concert.

Marion Taney's Comeback
Marion Talley opens her come-

back tour in Ft, Wayne, Indiana,
Nov. 10.

Closest the former Met coloratura
will get to N. Y. wUl be a Joint re-

cital with Salvatore Baccaloni In

White Plains on Jan. 16.
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MicL Fair Hires Olsen for 12 Days

At 9G; He Pays $1500 Wkly. Rent
-I-

Cetroit, Aug. 19.

Name bands, on which the Michi-

gan State Fair got out ot the red and

piled up the biggest grosses in its

history, are out this year. Instead

of the usual three and four-day runs

of the leading orchs, the fair will

,
counter on the amusement side with

George Olsen's regular Casino setup

on the fair ground and a Coliseum

circus.

Olsen moved into the fair grounds

earlier this summer, opening an out-

door dancery by renting from the

State for $1,500 a week, and splash-

ing floor shows as an adjunct Now
comes the payoS. The State will

hire him for the 12-day run of the

fair for $9,000. It amounts to hand-

ing back six weeks' rental for a

project that has been going great

guns since Olsen took the gamble
and created his spot. However, the

State Fair can't count on gathering

In much more than his nortilal

proAts would be for a two-week ses-

sion.

For reasons unknown the State

Fair, one of the country's biggest,

has been edging away from the

name bands, although 'giving them
credit for having piled up the enor-

mous grosses which lifted it out of

the rut in the dull years. About the

only excuse offered is that most of

the top bands come in during the

cummer at Eastwood.

To compensate some of this amuse-
ment loss—and it's admitted that

pumpkin prizes won't pull the at-

tendance that bands and good shows
do—the fair will stage a circus,

hiring its own acts. Orrin Daven-
port, who stages the annual Shrine
Circus here, has been hired as Im-

Jiresario. The circus will be staged

n one ring and two stages with the

ccale at 60c, 75c and $1.

ROCK OF NEW

COL RECORDERS

Columbia Records was exception-
ally active this past week in sign-
ing new bands and alngers to re-

cording contracts, while Victor Rec-
ords contented Itself with acquiring
one new name. Columbia took on
Carl HdR's new band, currently at

Blue Gardens, Armonk, N. Y., for
Its Okeh label, and Jane Froman for

popular work on Columbia 50c sides.

Helen Forrest, vocalist who left

Benny Goodman last week, was
taken for solo singing, also for the
50c releases. She'll begin recording
in about 10 days.

Fourth new Columbia name is Bob
Strong orch, playing at the Villa

Moderne and on NBC's 'College
Humor' show, ^sponsored by Brown
and Williamson, goes to the Okeh
label. Victor bought Skinnay En-
nis, currently at the Palmer House,
who will make his first platters for
Bluebird in couple weeks.

Columbia also definitely signed
Paul Robeson last week (14). Bari-
tone's aim is unusual. He'll cut pop
stuff, primed for coin machine con-
sumption as well as cutting classical

material, and also will work in pop
grooves with Count Basic and Benny
Goodman orchestras, or any other
outfit which suits his purpose.

BALLROOM OP LANDS IN

JAIL, BUT MAKES PROFIT

Lou Piatt, operator of the ballroom
in Summit Beach Park, Akron, was
Jailed Sunday night (17) for run-
ning a dance on the Sabbath. Piatt
had booked Glenn Miller's band for
that evening, with the okay of the
City Council,, but apparently the
cops and the Council didn't see eye-
to-eye on the one-night infraction of
the town's blue laws. Piatt spent
the night in the jug and following
morning was fined $50 and given a
30-day Jail sentence, which was
suspended.
Fine was a drop in the bucket,

however. Miller drew approxi-
mately 3,100 people at $1.35, walk-
ing out with $2,200 as his end of the
evening's take. Draw cracked the
spot'i record.

Sax Prodigy Undergoes

Emergency Operation
Corky Corcoran, 16-year-old tenor

sax 'discovery' with Sonny Dunham's

new band at Frank Dailey's Meadow-
brook, Cedar Grove, N, J., was taken

from the bandstand at that spot

Thursday (14) evening to undergo an
emergency appendicitis operation. He
was taken to Montclair Community
hospital.

Dunham brought Corcoran in from
the Coast, where. his current band
was organized. It's scheduled to re-

main at Meadowbrook until Sept. 14,

when it will be replaced by Benny
Goodman's crew.

REVIVE FAMOUS

D00R,B1GBAND

INCUBATOR

Famous Door, one of New York's

brightest swing spots when S2d street

was hot, will make another try at

getting back on its old level. Andy
Kirk's colored band, with Mary Lou
Williams, femme pianist, starts a

stretch there Sept. 5 and may be

followed by Lionel Hampton's new
full-size combo. It's first mid-town

location for Kirk.

'Door' was once known as an 'in-

cubator' of new band names, having
started Woody Herman, Count Basic

and several others. For past year

or 80 it has been closed, or using

small no-name combos. Teddy
Powell tried reviving the spot last

fall with his new band, but it didn't

work and he sold out.

Kirk will have Basic as opposi-

tion. Latter begins his first N. Y.

location since the Famous Door date

at Uptown Cafe Society, Sept. 16.

BOWLING WINS OUT

OYER DANCING

Cleveland, Aug. 19.

Bowling craze has registered a

strike on another ballroom here, this

time Charles Horv'ath's Trianon.

For nearly 20 years the town's No. 1

dance spot, playing the biggest of

name bands, it is reopening Sept. 1

with 3b bowling alleys and retagged

Trianon Lanes.

'Dance bu.";ine.';s on a big-time

scale is practically washed up in

Cleveland,' declared Horvalh, who
translovmed another local ballroom

under his banner into a roller-skat-

ing rink several years ago. He will

be managing director of the new
ke.?lor.s' emporium, with Charles

Bamford from Detroit as house man-
iiger.

Old Osters' Dance Academy, an-

other hoofing institution for 30 year.s.

also is having its floor torn up to

make way for ten-pins this winter.

Martin Printz. film exhibitor and

owner of the Alhambra, will become
one of the town's biggest bowling

impresarios in October, when 50

more alleys are added to his 32-unit

e.'tablishment adjoining his theatre.

Exhib has made a profitable two-way
parley out of his two enterprises by

odering theatre passes as prizes for

high bowling scores.

15G Park Fire

South Bend, Ind., Aug. 19.

Fire recently razed the old casino

at Playland Park, with loss esti-

mated at $15,000. Casino was once

a roller skating rink and dance hall.

No other property at the park was
damaged.

LONGHAIE THIEVES
Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Somebody must be getting ready

to start a string ensemble.

'^n the same day last week thieves

stole a violin, from Allen Fielding,

maestro at the Club Bali, and a vio-

lin and guitar from E. D. Wieve, a

visiting Columbus (O.) musician.

Art Paulsen Permanent

Swinger at Two Spots
Art Paulsen and his orchestra (13)

continue as the permanent 'band of
the week' for the Sunday night
swing nights, relieving Johnny Long
at the Hotel New Yorker. Paulsen
has another location date, Saturdays,
at the Orienle Yacht Club, Mamaro-
neck, N. Y.
Rest of the w£ek he does club

dates.

mCHAUD.PEPPE

FOLD AGENCY

Arthur Michaud and Jim Peppe,
two of the topflight orchestra per-
sonal managers, have dissolved their
management agency partnership.
In a few weeks Peppe will
move over to new offices being
taken by Republic Music Co. in
New York to restrict his activity to
directing Sammy Kaye and the lat-

ter's new music company. Press
of handling the band, which re-
ceived a healthy boost because of its

recording of 'Daddy,' and the new
publishing firm that puts out the
number, along with a list of others,
forced the split.

Legal dissolution of the partner-
ship has already been worked out,
with Michaud retaining manager-
ship of Frankie Masters, Bob Ches-
ter, and Joey Kearns, latter the
house band at WCAU, Philadelphia.
Contract of Harry James, who was
handled* by the pair until a couple
of months ago under a seven-year
management agreement, has been
sold back to James. It's return was
negotiated for by James* attorney,
William Farnsworth, who also does
Tommy Dorsey's legal work..
Whether Dorsey has acquired the.

interest given up by Michaud-Peppe,
as it has been expected he would,
is not certain. Dorsey is currently
out of circulation, recovering from a
tonsilectomy. He resumes work at

the Paramount theatre, N. Y,
Aug. 27.

Michaud-Peppe combination was
in existence two years.

Band P.A.s Wax Selves

As Hot Quartet to Prove

Knowledge of Mnsic

To prove that they and fheir office

staff have a good knowledge of

music and so are thoroughly quali-

fied to do press agentry work for

bands, Hal Davis, Les Leiber and two
employees cut acetate records last
week, pressings of which will be cir-

culated among bandleaders and
agencies. Stunt had Leiber on sax;
Davis, accordion; Anne Marie Ewing,
guitar, and Leonard Feather, critic

and hot record collector turned p.a.,

on piano. Quartet cut two sides,

'Delf Boogie Woogie' and the stand-
ard, 'Whispering.'

Leiber is the toy flute player who
was once featured with Paul White-
man. Davis is former p.a. for Co-
lumbia Records.

Not Enough Profitable Bookings,

Carlson Quits Maestrojng for Flying

Nix StroHers

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Strolling musicians (non-union)
will be forbidden to serenade guests
in Philly bistros hereafter, according
to a ukase issued by Local 77, Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians.
The local's two investigators,

Jimmy Perri and Daniel Shankei-,
have been ordered to keep out the
street-musickers. Operators of night
spots which allow the practice have
been warned they would be placed
on the unfair list if the strollers
continue to work.

DET. DANCERIES

STRETCHING

SEASON

Detroit, Aug. 19.

It used to be Labor Day that

marked the close for the numerous
outdoor dance spots In this section,

but times and biz being what it is

most of the spots are tucking a

month on their regular season. If

they could only figure out a way of

shoveling off the snow—<vho knows!

Eastwood Park, which parades the

jiarne bands each week in one of the
biggest moonbeam palaces, slides its

season up. to Sept. 28 this year. Lar-
ry' Clinton takes the first carry-over
past Labor Day; Jack Teagarden goes
in a week startmg Sept. 5, and Bob-
by Byrne is inked for the week of
Sept. 12. Deal is now being closed

for the weeks up to Sept. 28.

George Olsen, who opened up his

new Casino at the State Fair
Grounds here, will slide over into

September, too, taking ov.er the
regular Stat^ Fair date. With the
close of the fair, if the weather stays
nice, his Casino, which also has an
indoor adjunct, likely will run into

late September. Smaller spots, may
tag along, vaulting the outdoor sea-

son here to five months.

Childs Drops 50G Sah Vs.

Carl Hoff Over Vocalist

Heggie Childs has dropped his suit

for $50,000 against Carl Hoff, charg-
ing that Hoff enticed Paul Carley,
Childs' vocalist, to sing with HofTs
band at Blue Gardens, Armonk, N.
Y., where it's still playing. Carley
had appeared at the spot to try out
with Hoff for one evening.
There was no settlement of any

kind, Childs simply dropping the ac-

tion.

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Band circles in New York are getting a laugh from the situation at one

of the .nearby roadhouses. Band on tap at the moment went into the spot

at scale, and its backer agreed to pay for one of the two network wires

which broadcasts from there, a type of deal which is prevalent among

such spots and one that many bandmen frown on.

Anyway, the band's backer recently pulled out his support and now the

spot owner is forced to pay for the wire himself, or pull it out, which he's

loath to do because once it goes out it's tough to get back. He's been

looking over new bandstand material.

Lawrence Welk band, which has never played anywhere in New York,

was intentionally spotted for one night at the Rustic Cabin, Englewood

Cliffs, N. J., last night (Tucs.) so that N. Y. trade men could get a look at

it in action and Wclk could glad-hand music publishers. He came into

N.Y. to cut a round of platters for Decca.

Teddy Powell is usually on duly, at the Cabin on Tuesdays fMonday is

his night off), but his band was given a paid vacation for the evening to

allow Welk to .<.ubslitule.'

Case of Gray Gordon, who was suspended from membership in. the

American Federation of Musicians a month or so ago becau.^e of unpaid

debt claims filed against him, is unchanged. Gordon has not contacted

anyone concerned in the case and has been out of sight since his suspen-

sion. His band broke up a week after he was placed on the AFM's black-

list.

When last heard from the leader was in Chicago attempting to necure

backing to straighten out his affairs. Gordon owes approximately $6,700

to Consolidated Radio Artists, which booked him, and other debtors.

Milwaukee, Aug. 19.

Bill Carlson, dance-band Icades
popular in the midwest, is winding
up his musical career this month and
will disband his orchestra and be-
come pilot instructor for Midwest
Airlines, headquarters in Chiciigo.
Carlson has piloted his own plane
for a number of years and from now
on will devote his entire time to Hy-
ing and teaching, others the art.

After becoming Milwaukee's No. 1

dance band in the late 20's, Carlson's
bunch went into Chicago for Andrew
Karzas, playing long and repealed
engagements at the Aragon and Tri-
anon ballrooms. Band broke up in

Denver about a year ago, then a few
months later was reorganized in Mil-
waukee, and has kept going until
now.

Aside from Carlson's devotion
to aviation, a potent reason for quit-

ting his musical career is said to be
inability to obtain consecutively
profitable bookings—a circumstance
calling attention to a -condition al-

leged by musicians to be halting the
development of new 'name' bands
and actually hurting the dance-band
business itself.

'

What is reported to be holding
them back Is chiseling by some im-
scrupulous leaders who underbid on
jobs to such an extent that a maestro
who upholds the union scale cannot
compete and break even. Union offi-

cials of course would like to break
up this alleged practice, but find it

difficult to obtain evidence in specifle

cases.

2 BANDS HUNT

NEW LEADERS

Two leaderless bands, intact, are
laying off around New York at the
moment seeking suitable maestros' to

front for them, one because it fired

its batoneer and the other because
its leader walked out. First is Bunny
Berigan's old crew and second Is Carl
Lorch's combination.

Berigan's men quit en masse on
him a few weeks ago (which is tan-

tamount to firing him) because he
owed its members $900 in salaries.

Men in the band retained practically

all of the arrangements -when Beri-
gan went. Most of them were writ-

ten by them and never paid for by
the deposed leader. Mort Davis, its

manager, Is looking for someone to

take Berigan's place.

Lorch dropped his baton about a
month ago and went home to Peoria,

111., to go into the laundry business.

HAMPTON MAKES DATE

AS A FUNERAL CORTEGE

Lionel Hampton and his bandmen
became unwilling riders of what
amounted to a funeral procession
last week when their bus broke
down. Band left a date at Kimball's
Starlight Ballroom, Lynnficld, Mass.,

at about 1 a.m. and an hour later

were stranded at Framingham. Since

the band was scheduled to start

work at 2 p.m. the following after-

noon at Carr's Beach, Baltimore, it

couldn't wait for the bus to be re-

paired.

Only transportation available in

the town at that hour was a trio of

limousines used for funerals, and a
hearse. Drivers were routed out of

bed, instruments tossed into the

hearse, men into cars, and the

precession came on to New York
where it was met by a new bus for

'

the remainder of the trip to Balti-

more.

New Meadowbrook Decor

Newark, Aug. 19.

The Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
N. J., is being face-lifted this week
under the direction of Clark Robin-
son.

In addition to redecorating the

dining room, 1,000 square feet will

be added to the dance floor by mov-
ing the dance shell back 20 feet,

and will up the rooms' absolute

capacity from 1,500 to 1,800.
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Strictly for the trade in all its multiple complex*

ities . . . VARIETY ivill define the national demand

for popular music in terms of BOXOFFICE

VALUES . . . Months of editorial research and sur-

vey have been devoted to the compilation of

features that are astounding as the dimensions of

the field.

BOXOFFICE BANDS NUMBER

To Be Published Sept, 17

Because the data to he published will be re<

tained for constant future reference within the

trade, the Sept. 17 issue offers exceptional value

for advertisers . . .

MAKE YOUR SPACE RESERVATION NOW!

NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
164 W. 46th St. 54 W/ Randolph St. 1708 No. Vine SL

On the Upbeat

Bob White now at Chez Ami, Buf-

falo, replacing Erwln Glucksman
crew.

Dick Kuhn combo returns Oct. 12

to Hotel Astor, N. Y., from Hotel

Statler, Buffalo.

Frankle Maaters and Harry James
play the annual South Boston To-

bacco Festival at South Boston, Va.,

Sept. 5.

Murray Albert, once road manager
of Larry Clinton, and more recently

with Teddy Powell, has assumed sim-

ilar duties with Claude Thornhill's

band, current at Paramount theatre,

N, Y. Tommy Mack, who had been
with Thornhill, shifts to Charlie

Spivak at Glen Island Casino, N. Y.

Jimmy Flora band, from Cocktail

Lounge of Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.,

Band Bookiiigs

Ersklne Hawkins, Aug. 22, Holly-

wood Hall, Albany, Ga.; 23, Terrace

Club, New Orleans; 24, Rhythm Club,

New Orleans; 25, Temple Roof Gar-

den, Baton Rouge; 28, Playmor B.,

Shreveport, La.; 27, City Aud., Gal-
veston; 28, City Aud., Houston; 29,

Cotton Club, Port Arthur, Tex:; 31,

Mosque B., Ft. Worth.
Ella Fltzfferald, Aug. 26, Trianon

B., Cleveland; 27, Joyland Park, Lex-
ington, Ky.; 28, Dixieland B., Lex-
ington; 29, Aud., Columbus; 30, Nu-
Elm B., Youngstown, O.; 31, Savoy
B., Chicago.

Tiny Bradshaw, Aug. 22, Lake Side
Park, Wichita Falls, Tex.; 23, Cot-
ton C, AmorlUa, Tex.; 24, State Fair-

grounds^ Dallas; 25, Dreamland, Little

Rock; 26, Savoy B„ Monroe, La.; 27,

Beale Ave. Aud., Memphis, Tenn.;

28, Downbeat B., Tulsa, Okla.; 29,

Aud., Austin, Tex.; 31, Rhythm C,
New Orleans.

Iion Breese, Sept. 6, Playmor B.,

Kansas City; 7, Terp B., Austin,

Minn.
Larry Clinton, Sept. 5, Winona

Beach, Bay City, Michigan.
Jimmy Dorsey, Sept. 3, Rosemont

B., Brooklyn; 5, week, Buffalo the-

atre, Buffalo; 12, Stanley theatre,

Pittsburgh; Oct. 3, Orpheum thea-

tre, Minneapolis; 10, week. Palace
theatre, Cleveland; 17, Paramount
theatre, Toledo.
Glenn Miller, Sept. S, RKO Bos-

ton, Boston; 12, four days. Palace
theatre, Albany; 16, three days. Proc-
tor's theatre, Schenectady; 19, week,
Earle theatre, Philadelphia; 26, Stan-
ley theatre, Pittsburgh.

Joe Venati, Sept. S-7, Stat* thea-
tre, Hartford.

Eddy Dnehin, Sept. 5, Stanley thea-
tre, Pittsburgh; 19, Strand theatre,

New York.
Harry James, Sept. 12; Geo. F.

Pavillion, Johnson City, N. Y.; 13,

Sunnybrook B., Pottstown, Pa.; 14,

Arena, New Haven.
Gny Lombardo, Aug. 21, Old Or-

chard Pier, Old Orchard, Me.; 22,

Narragansett Pier, Providence, R. I.;

25-26, Exposition, Toronto, Can.; 27,

Valley Dale, Columbus, O.; 28, Rus-
sell's Point, O.; 29, Celeron Park,
Jamestown, N. Y.; 31, Geo. F. Pavil-
lion, Johnson City, N. Y,; 1, Lake-
wood Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.
Cosa Loma, Sept. 18, .Lakewood

Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 19, Geo. F.

Pavillion, Johnson City, N. Y.; 20,

Sunnybrook B., Pottstown, Pa.

Tommy Tucker, Sept. 25, Steel
Pier, Atlantic City; 6, Sunnybrook
B., Pottstown, Pa.; 9, Ave days. Totem
Pole B., Boston.
Frankle Maaters, Sept. 6, New

Ocean Casino, Virginia Beach; 8, Na-
tional theatre, Greensboro, N. C; 10,

Armory, Bennettsville, S. C; 12,

Twin City C, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Jlmmle Lunceford, Sept. 7, Myer's

Lake Park, Canton, O.; 8, Joyland
Park, Lexington, Ky.; 9, Aud., Co-
lumbus, C; 10, Stainbaugh Aud.,
Youngstown, O.; 25, Madrid B., Har-
risburg, Pa.; 26, Armory, Durham,
N. C; 28, Armory, DanviU, Va.; 29,

Aud., Raleigh, N. C; 30, Armory,
Charlotte, N. C.

Tiny Hill; Aug. 26-Sept. 1, Excel-
sior Park, Excelsior, Minn.
Enoch Light, Aug, 29, Euclid

Beach, Cleveland.
Lawrence Welk, Aug. 23, Chip-

pewa Lake, O.; 24, Geneva-on-Lake,
O.; 25-29, Kennywood Park, Pitta-
burgh; 30-Nov. 27, Trianon B., Chi-
cago.

Charles Agnew, Aug. 22, Summit
Beach, Akron, O.; 23, Lakeside Park,
Mahanoy City, Pa.; 25-Sept. 1, Enna
Jettick Park, Auburn, N. Y,

moved into Cafe Rouge, replacing
Bobby Byrne. Room is to be open
for dinner only until Glenn' Miller
band comes in Oct. 6.

Carl HoK's new outfit signed to re-
cord for Okeh label. He added
Murphy Sisters trio to group at Blue
Gardens, Armonk, N. Y., last week.

Eddy Daehln's first date after re-
turn from Rio de Janeiro will be at
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, week of
Sept 6.

Del Courtney band opened week's
engagement at Kennywood Park,
Pittsburgh, Sunday (17), replacing
Tiny Hill. Lawrence Welk follows
him in this Sunday (25) for five days,
with Paul Pendarvis winding up
Kennywood summer dance season
from Aug. 30 through Labor Day.

Ralph Allen orch into New Penn,
Pittsburgh, for indefinite stay, suc-
ceeding Gay Carlisle outfit.

Ina Ray Hntton booked for a one-
nighter at West View Park on
Thursday (21).

Lon Breese orch goes into Stanley
theatre, Pittsburgh, for week be-
ginning Friday (22), with Frankie
Masters outfit following him in.

Dick Stabile plays a on^-nighter at

Olympia Park, Pittsburgh, Sunday
(24).

Ben Eaton, musical director of

WGBI, Scranton, Pa., has a band at

nearby Abington Hills Country
Club, Formerly at Buckwood Inn,

Shawnee-on-Delaware, Pa.

Channing Barron's Blue Notes set

until late fall at Rocco's Villa Sun-
set, Lake Susquehanna, near Blairs-

town, N. J.

Clyde Lncas band goes back into

the Benjamin Franklin hotel, Phila-

delphia, Sept. 12.

Adrian Rolllnl Trio joins Irv Car-

roll's band at Jack Dempsey's, New
York, Sept. 26. Second bandstand is

being built for Rollini.

Peggy Lee now singing with Benny
Goodman in place of Helen Forrest.

Ranny Weeks has been signed for

seven more months at Club Mayfair,

Boston. Weeks has played spot sev-

eral times, but present run with re-

newals has been for one year. Con-

tract now runs to April 1.

IN A SUBWAY

FAR FROM ffiELAND
Columbia Record No. 36211

By

RAYMOND
SCOTT

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

SONNY

KENDIS
AT THE PIANO

Leading Both Bands

STORK CLUB
New York

45th CONSECUTIVE WEEK
OP

eth RETURN ENQAGEMENT

HARRY :

JAMES
AMD ms ^

Music Makers Orchestra *

y

*

Columbia Records

ON TOUR
Dir.:— Mania Corp ot America *
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

NEW YORK
(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover

chorfle business being done hy name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 PJVf.) not rated. Fieures a/fer naTne of hotel flive

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates' weekend and
holiday price.)

nund Ilotel

XavierCugat Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50) 18
WillBradley Astor (1,000; 75c-$l) 5
IlayHeatherton...Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50) 10

Bay Kinney* Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) 18

Johnny Long* New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50) 10

Hal Saunders.... .St. Regis (400; $1-$1.50) 13

Covers Total
We«kt Fast Covers
rinrcd Weak On Dat«

2,500 35,950

2,550 1^,100

450 4,300

1,250 23,525

1,550 13,950

350 5,200

*AsterUks indicate o supporting floor show, although the band is the
m«;or draw

Chicago
Benny Goodman (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $l-$2 min.). Still

pulling them in, Goodnvan crew comes up with fine total of 5,900 payees.
Skinnay Ennls* (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 supper min.).

Despite fact that biz drops off badly here on Monday nights, Ennis' off

night, room nevertheless had a fine week with- 5,600 customers.

Boyd Baeburn* (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Milton Berle a
boon to biz, spot coming up with a strong week of 5,200 payees.

Jimmy Joy* (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Still

going along nicely, Joy and his band come up with another good week,
playing to 2,300 patrons.

Bob Grant* (Camellia House, Drake Hotel; 300; $2.50 min.). Single act

show (Lee Wiley) is only additional pull to the Grant band which drew
in 2,700 customers this week.

Don Orlando* (Villa Moderne; 1,000; no min.). Replacing Bob Strong
band in this spot, Orlando had okay opening week with 4,000 people.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Picked up slightly over

previous week, quite a few 'regulars' back from vacations increasing

week's take to 2,600 covers.

Cbuok Foster (Biltmore; 1,150; minimum $1-$1.50). First tendency of

defense workers in higher brackets to unloose their pursestrings is given
credit for a 4,500 turnout on the week.

Woody Herman (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-83c). Completed first week of a
two-week holdover to chalk up 18,000 patrons.

Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Four nights,

of giving out by this group brought a total of 1,300 guests.

Bob Crosby (Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28ct44c). Opening the week
as new attraction for the last leg of season, (Trosby and boys garnered nice

returns from about 15,000 payees.

Johnny 'Scat' Davis (Trianon, Southgate; 1,200; 40c-55c). Picking up
lome but still off; around 2,500 stubs.

Charlie Barnet (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; 5Sc). Catching on
and nearly doubled previous week's take with 4,500 past the wicket.

San Francisco
Carl Bavasia* (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 50c-$1.25). Aided by the

DeMarcos, this band is building week b;^ week, something which has never
before happened at the Palace. Fifth week climbed another notch to

1,900 covers, the fifth successive gain, Ordinarily bands dip week by
week until the closing upswing.

NOTICE:
Th« 'HATE PARADE' novelty

number as performed by the

LOU BREESE
ORCHESTRA

it an original creation, and any
infringement will be prosecuted.

SAM LUTZ, Penonal Bep.

Hft. General Amusement Corp,

MANAGEMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

DICK
ROGERS

And His Orchestra

CURRENTI.T AT
RITZ-CARLTON
HOTEL ROOF

BOSTON

COLCIUTBIA BECORDS
UVZAK TBANSCBIPTIONB

MANAGEMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Lou Levy Buys 2 Tunes

And Sets Office in Chi
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Lou Levy, in town with the An-
drews Sisters, also settled two
music deals while here last week.
Signatured a contract with Russell

Music, Inc., for the take-over of two
tunes, 'Mornin' on the Farm' and
'Three-Quarter Boogie.' Will go
into Levy's K.G. Music catalog for

immediate concentration.

Levy also set up new offices hete,

with Archie Levington continuing

in charge of midwest operations.

Top British Radio Plugs

'Darling Daughter' (Chappell).

'Amapola' (C & C).

'There I Go' (C & C).

'I've Got Sixpence' (Bradbury).

'Hey Little Hen' (Gay).

'Loue Me' (Cinephonic)

.

•American Way' (Chappell).

'All Worfcers' (Chappell)

.

'Ten Lullaby Lane' (F & D).

•Do I Love You' (Chappell).

'Should Knoum' (Cavendish).

'Have Another One' (P.M.).

Band Reviews
-{ <4»»«««««4 °

4 « 4 4

ANSON WEEKS ORCHESTRA
With Virginia Irfathews
Hotel Mnehlebach
Kansas City
Fortnight in Terrace Grill is first

appearance here of Anson Weeks and
band in IS months. Alsp first since
auto accident last February, which
broke up the previous Weeks crew
and brought about change to present
lineup. Injuries to the leader gave
him several weeks in the hospital
and brought him out with his left
arm still unuseable for the piano
playing he formerly provided for
his band. Accordingly, the vet band-
man has organized a crew of instru-
mentalists complete with himself as
baton waver, and featuring a solo-
vox, which he is able to play with
his right hand, to round out fullness
of band.

In this crew (which he has had
together only a few months) Weeks
is approaching more the style he had
some time ago on the Coast, full and
sweet. Bounce is there, but it is

secondary to the regular tenure of
the music. It is an improvement
over his former crew, especially
since it is larger instrumentally. Ar-
rangements are given some special
attention, with Weeks handling the
sweeter styles and Don Bauman pen-
ning the more swingy popular types.
Bauman devotes full time to ar-
ranging, and his version of 'Old
Oaken Bucket' is zingy.
Personnel lists Ralph Larson,

Bobby Stockwell and Ray Davis on
trumpets; Stan Malley, Harry Kite
on trombones; Charles Polzin, Jimmy
Cesario and Felix Walker, reeds;
Eddie Donaldson, piano; Everett
Hull, string bass; Kenny Hillman,
guitar, and Bobby Davidson, drums.
Vocals are taken by Virginia
Mathews, whose style is on the
rhythm side and range is near the
medium and higher tones.
Weeks has taken the keyboard of

the solovox and mounted it on a
stand where he can play it as he
leads the crew, and many arrange-
ments work in this electric instru-
ment to fill out the band and add a
different touch to the music. Almost
an ideal novelty, considering his

gresent incapacity. It has allowed
im to get back in gear much sooner

than was expected after his serious
accident. Quin,

ThornhiU-Coloima-W $58M
Lucas-Rochester, N. Y. Clicks;

Knipa-Andrews Smash 56G in Chi
-If

Ben Bernie's Own Co.

WiU Plug Traidy Cat'

Wes-Jay Music Corp. is Ben Ber-

nie's own indie publishing company
to plug 'Fraidy Cat,' by Nick Brobur,

his pianist. It's non-ASCAP li-

censed, although Bernie himself is

a songsmith-member of ASCAP.
Mrs. Ben (Wes) Bernie and his

son, Jason, now at Fort Monmouth,
N. J., comprise the Wes-Jay portion
of the billing. Mickey Garlock, ex-
Bernie fiddler, was 'loaned' by Breg-
man-Vocco-Conn to professionally

plug the song with which Bernie
thinks he can identify himself, akin
to Sammy Kaye's 'Daddy,' etc.

ASCAP-RADIO

PEACE BOON

TOWAXERS

BOB ALLEN ORCHESTRA (15)
Lake Breeze Pier
Bnckeye L&ke, O.
Hoping to follow in the footsteps

of Skinny Ennis and John Scott Trot-
ter, Bob Allen, for eight years vocal-
ist with the late Hal Kemp, is break-
ing in a new baton. Orchestra, now
playing first job for maestro Allen,
IS, with three exceptions, the . old
Vincent Patti unit out of Cleveland.
Wisely General Amus. is keeping

Allen under wraps for awhile,

(Continued on page 36)

Blue Barron, Chester Draw Big Biz,

But Isham Jones Fair and Kirk N.S.G.

(Estimates)

Blue Barron (Paramount theatre, Anderson, Ind., Aug. 15). Barron

pulled fancy $1,500 on one-day from 4,000, prices ranging downward from

50c top. On Aug. 10 band grossed Jl,700 from 4,250 at 30c and 50c at RKO
theatre, Huntington, W. Va.

Bob Chester (Sea Girt Inn, Eea Girt, N. J., Aug. 7-13). Chester cracked

this seaside spot's seven-day mark last week with approximately 2,800

patrons, grossing $4,610.

Isham Jones (Lakeside Park, Dayton, O., Aug. 16-17). Jones' harvest

of 2,000 customers at 50c per for two days was fair.

Andy Kirk (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 16). Not too well

known here, Kirk pulled so-so 500 terpers at 75c for $375.

Russ Morgan (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Aug. 11-16). Morgan

followed a good weekend (8-9; 6,100 hoofers at $1.35 couple; $4,118 gross)

with 1,700 Monday, 2,400 Tuesday, 2,700 Wednesday, 2,800 Thursday, 3,200

Friday and 3,600 Saturday setting a new full-week mark here with 16,400

at $1.35 per couple for terrific $11,070. Band also brbke eight-day mark.

Alvlno Bey (Coney Island, Cincinnati, Aug. 8). Rey and King Sisters

corraled 2,569 at 85c; solid. At Lakeside Park, Dayton, next day (9) crew

accounted for 2,170 at $1; at Myers Lake Park, Canton (.10), draw was

2 122 at $1.25; Crystal Beach, Ont., Can. (11), Rey, in rain, got fair 1,528

at $1.25; Russell's Point, O. (12), lure accounted for approximately 1,100

at 85c.

Maxine Snlllvan-Benny Carter (Graystone B., Detroit, Aug. 12). Band

and singer pulled disappointing 1,150 at $1 at colored organization spon-

sored hop. Exploitation was badly handled.

Jack Kapp, president of Decca,
sees the potential ASCAP-radio set-

tlement as a boon to the recording
business, as well as the music
publishers.

The declining, or ' rather the
smaller, revenue from ASCAP,' as

Kapp puts it,' will prompt the music
publishers to devote renewed ener-
gies to their basic business, which
is really the sale of sheet music and
orchestrations, rather than the by-
product revenue from ASCAP,
which, after all, is what the society
was first founded for.

'Thus I see a more vigorous devo-
tion by the writers and publishers

to the development of income from
other rights, such as records, tran-

scriptions, etc:, and not its fanatic

devotion to the cause of radio.

'This enhancement of basic values
must likewise redound to the benefit

of us, the phonograph recording in-

dustry, which will find each new
tun*e a more solid investment, rather
than a catch-as-catch-can waxing
job.'

(Estimates for This Week)
Clyde Locas, New York— (Strand;

2,767; 35-55-75-85-99). Aided by
Rochester and revue on stage and
'Bad Men of Missouri' (WB) on
screen. Sturdy $46,000, which in-

sures holdover. Presence of Jack
Benny's radio 'shadow' credited with

considerable boxoffice draw, with

film rated minor attraction.

Clande Thornhill, New York—
(Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-65-09).

'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par) is film,

while stage show includes Four Ink
Spots (into fourth week today) and
Jerry Colonna. Trim combination
zoomed to smash 58,000 on first week.
Holds for second or longer.

Gene Krupa, Chicago— (Chicago;
4,000; 35-55-75). Getting plenty of
assistance from 'Charley's Aunt*
(20th) on screen and Andrews Sis-
-ters on stage. Walloping $56,000,
best here in more than month. All
three credited with helping, with
band giving fresh impetus because
second stanza for Andrews.

Phil Harris, Philadelphia— (Earle;
2,768; 35-46-57-68-75). 'Out ol Fog*
(WB) ^s film. Bangup $21,000, with
most of lure in Harris' crew.

Ciro Bimao, WastainKton— (Cap-
itol; 3,434; 28-39-44-66). 'WUd Geese
Calling' (20th) on screen and Ella
Logan heading stage show. Fair
enough $16,500.

Alvlno E«y, Pittsburgh— (Stanley;
3,800; 25-40-60). With 'WhlstUng in

Dark' (M-G) and King Sisters on
stage. Combo drew rave notices,

with breezy $21,000 in prospect.

Band
:Continued from

Cycle
rom page Is^^ssl

ager. Bill Burton, flew to the Coast

Sunday (17) from Virginia Beach,

Va., where the band was playing,- to

complete a deal started by GAC's
Tom Rockwell with Paramount

Welles' film wi^ Armstrong ap-
parently is following a groove simi-

lar to features being made by Para-
mount and Warner Bros. Former
company has completed 'Birth of the
Blues,' with Jack Teagarden's band
and Bing Crosby, but won't release

it until October. Warner lot Is cur-
rently putting the finishing touches
on 'New Orleans Blues,' in which it

used Jimmie Lunceford and Will Os-
borne. All three epics are centered
around the early days of New Or-
leans, when it was a hotbed of bud-
ding jazz Immortals.

KEN
MARLIN
And His Orchestra

Vocals by
ALISON ANDREWS

NOW AT

BORDEWICK'S
Bronx River P'kway, N. Y.

w o R
S:0S-g;80 P.M.
1:45-2)00 A.M.

Per. Mgti E. A. COLINI
Dir.: CONS. RADIO ARTISTS

JIMMY
DORSEY

and His Orchestra

SURF BEACH CLUB
Virginia Beach

Penonal HanBteracat— BILI. BDBTON

FOUR INK SPOTS
"KEEP COOL FOOL"

Backed By

"UNTILTHE REAL THING GOMES ALONG"

DECCA NO. 3958

Management GALE, INC., 48 W. 48tfa SL, New York
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Mutual Network Plugs

The following tabulation of network popular music per/ormance* U not
con/incd to WOR, Neiu Yorfc relea.<!e /or Mutual Broadcastinp System, but
also includes the entire MBS chain. Cotnpilattnn herewith cotters the week
becintiing Aug. U (Mondav) and ending Aug. 17 (Sunday)

, ^om 8 a.'tn. to

2 a.m. based on dailv recapitulations furnished bv Accurate Reporting
fervice and the MBS logs.

TITLE
Give Me Your Answer.
Kiss the Boys Goodbye-
Aurora
Yours
Daddy
Don't Cry, Cherie
I Understand
Things I Love

-•Kiss Boys Goodbye.

PUBLISHER TOTAL
Mills 42

Famous 25

Bobbins .... 22

Marks 20

Republic 19

Shapiro 18

Feist 17

Campbell ., 17

Mayfair 15

Feist 15

Robbins IS

Santly 14

Southern 14

Witmark 13

Love Me a Little Little

Under Blue Canadian Skies

You Started Something—'Moon Over Miami
Tattletale

Time Was
Don't Take Your Love from Me
Hut Sut Song Schumann 12

Jim Kaycee 12

Rose and a Prayer BVC 12

You and I Willson 12

Don't Want to Set World on Fire Cherio 11

Guess I'll Have to Dream Rest Block 11

Til Reveille .' Melody Lane .... 11

Dolores » Paramount 10

Down, Down, Down Mills 10

Green Eyes Southern 10

Harbor of Dreams Miller 10

If It's True Mills 10

Never IiCt Day Pass By—'Kiss Boys Goodbye Famous 10

Rancho PUlow Shapiro 10

*rilmusical excerpt.

Little Chance of ASCAP Action on

Fk Law fill Radio Situation Clears

Asked for It

Hollywood, Aug. IB.

Lyle Morain led with his chia
when he wrot« the song 'I'v*

Been Drafted.'

He is.

DECCA'Sm.
NET $383,591

Decca Records' net income for the
six months ending June 30 past

amounted to $383,591 after all

charges, including normal Federal
income tax, but before excess profits

tax. That is more than double the
income of the company for the com-
parable period of 1940, when Decca's
profit was flgured at $170,571 after

similar deductions. This year's net
is equivalent to $1.02 a share, as

compared to iiVzc per share in the
flrst half of last year.

Decca's earnings for all of 1940,

after all charges; totaled $433,713,

equal to $1.15 a share on all stock.

Whil* on a visit to New York

last week, Thomas Wataon, attorney-

general tor Florida, spoka to coun-

el for tha American Society of

Composers, Authors St Publishers

about formulating some basis for the

us* of ASCAP music in the state

pending a repeal of the anti-ASCAP
statute. It was indicated that
ASCAP lawyers would not have the
time to draw up the requested
ntemorandtim, if at all, until the set-

tlement with the networks Is -en-

tirely out oC the way.
The law as it now stands in

Florida does not apply to theatres.

The latter can obtain their licenses

direct from ASCAP, but broadcast-
ers, hotels, taverns and dancehalls
must go tti state authorities for their

performing rights. ASCAP could
advise its members that it has with-
drawn its licensing connections in

Florida and that the members were
free to bring their individual in-

fringement suits against Florida
users, but the Society has elected
to wait and see what sort of op-
erative agreement it could work out
with the state's attorney-general.
There has been a suggestion that

ASCAP join the attorney-general of

the state in testing the Florida law
In the local courts, but the disposi-

tion of the Society Is entirely against
any such course. It is reported that
union musicians and hotel operators
in Florida are strongly opposed to

enforcement of the statute, and
ASCAP feels that it's up to the state

authorities to find their own way out
of the dilemma. Only type of users
urging a two-year trial of the law
are the Florida broadcasters, and
the Florida attorney-general is

faced with the task of bringing this

group into line, or else take a chance
on the chaos which ASCAP predicts
will ensue from enforcement of the
law.

N. Y. Cowboys
^Continued from page 3;

urally watch with interest your fre-

quent portrayals of taxicab drivers.

'Unfortunately, these characteri-

zations usually portray taxicab driv-

ers as rough, uncouth, unscrupulous

individuals who drive without re-

gard for the life and limb of their

passengers or themselves. The influ-

ence of the movies is so' great that

this usually has a profoimd effect

upon moviegoers.

'For your information, every taxi-

cab driver in New York is carefully

investigated by our very efficient

Hack Bureau—is fingerprinted—all

past activities checked—must be of

good, moral character. As a result,

we believe the New Yorjc cab driver

as fine and careful a chauffeur,as
can be found anywhere.

'Furthermore, the New York cab
driver has proved his courage and
worth as a citizen by his frequent
cooperation with the Police Dept. in

the apprehension of criminals and
prevention of crime.

'Inasmuch as these men depend
upon the public for their very live-

lihoods, it is important to think that

the' public have a good opinion of

them, and we hope that in tiie future
your characterizations of taxicab
drivers will appey more closely to

reality.'

Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation and the New York Music
Publishers Contactmen's Union will

probably open discussions next
month for a renewal of their con-
tract The present agreement ex-
pires Dec. 11, but provision was
made in the original contract for

starting renewal conferences three
months in advance.
' The contract now in effect is for

two ye'ars and was made shortly

after the union came Into existence.

The professional end of the business
is 100% unionized.

From Drammer to Mgr.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Jimmy Tyson, drummer, has left

Joey Keams' WCAU house band to

open a band and talent booking

office.

Tyson will continue as manager of

I

Kearns' crew, and in addition will

I
handle Gil Fitch's orchestra and
Sonny Saunders, local radio singer.

a tune out of the world 1

"SING A LOVE SONG"
RECORDINGS BY:

CLAUSE TEOKRHILL
Columbia
No. 36287

VAUGHN HORBOE
Bluebird
No. B1123e

PUBLISHED BYi

MUSICANA. INC
ONK WALL ST., NEW YORK

Prof« Oa|lt,l 501 MADISON AVI.

Sole Dbtiibalorii
MVSIC SEAUBS SEBVICE, 7M 7«h ATK., NEW YOBK

PUBS, PLUGGERS TALK

EXTENSION IN SEPT.

SWEET SALVOS

victor's Greetlnc Becordi For
Schrafft's

RCA Victor has just waxed the
flrst of a giroup of recordings which
will be sold- commercially by
Schrafft Candy Co. Recordings wiU
be In the form of a congratulatory
message for birthdays, etc.

Brad Reynolds, tenor, made the
flrst group which included 'Beautiful

Dreamer' and 'Congratulations.' Re-
cordings will be released Oct 15.

Band Reviews
^Continued from paic 37

Pier having dropped its WLW-NBC
wire for this engagement. Poten-
tially the' crew is a comer; as is, all

the boys, averaging but 20 years old,
need experience. Two faults are
obvious: Too many soloists and not
enough team work, and tempos de-
signed for listening, not dancing.
Both are more apparent on slow
tunes. But the band shows flashes
of class even after but a week's
work, with the rough spots in the
process of being ironed out.

Instrumentation calls for five reeds,
five brass (three trumpets and two
trombones) and tour rhythm. Brass
section stands out, with flrst trum-
peter, Billy Oblak, 17-year-old-kid,
particularly good. Rhythm is solid,
with Hal Mooney, also a Kemp
alumnus, as a steadying influence at
the keyboard; Specials are used ex-
clusively, with Mooney, tenor Dean
Howard, trumpeter Ken Williams
and guitarist Al Hoersch arranging,
Allen is as ever the personality

kid^ pipes plenty okay, still drawing
the fems to the bandstand like a
magnet What with his vocals and
a generous supply of hokum to aug'
ment th§ dansapation, the orchestra
is keeping the customers coming
back for more, doing an above par
biz. Maestro wisely features many
of his w.k. numbers, selling nicely on
'Lamplight,' 'Sometimes I'm Happy'
and 'Stardust,* and singing just
enough, no more.
Other singers include tenor sax

Paul Gordon (Bordonaro), vocally a
dead ringer for Muzzy Marcellino,
and Ken Williams. Top requests are
for 'Buckeye Bounce,' an original by
arranger Howard, and Allen's "Til
Reveille.' Sons.

Dmitri Tlomkln composing and
conducting tha score for 'Scatter-
good Meets Broadway' at RKO.

NBC^CBS Plugs

Following compilation of plug* on ^BC and Columbia's New York out-
lets covers th« week beginning Aug. 11 (.Monday) and ending Aug. n
(Sunday), from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulationj 1ut~
nished by the Office of Research-Radio Division of the College of the Citu
of New York.

"

PUB-
TITLE LISHEB TOTAL

Time Was Southern 45
You and I Willson ', 37
Daddy Republic
'Til Reveille Melody Lane.
Peaceful in the Country Regent
Do You Care? Campbell ....
Yours Marks
Green Eyes Southern
Hut Sut Song Schumann ...

Intermezzo Schuberth
Maria Elena Southern
Things I Love Campbell
I Went Out of My Way .BMI
Booglie Wooglie Piggy. Mutual
Giiess ril Have to Dream Rest .'. Block
Lament to Love .f. Roe .'

Sing Love Song ...^ Musicana
What Word Is Sweeter? Reis
Nighty Night Beacon
Yes, Indeed Embassy
Hi Neighbor BMI
Jim Kaycee
City Called Heaven Warren
You Talk Too Much Southern
G'Bye Now BMI

31

31

29

28

26

24
24
24

23

22

21

20

20

20

20

19

17

17

14

14

13

13

12

South of North Carolina Porgie 12

We Go Well Together Regent 12

Amapola Marks u
Hello There Levison u
Until Tomorrow Republic u
Blue Champagne Encore 10

I Found You in the Rain Porgie lo

You Are My Sunshine Southern lo

You'll Never Know Sheldon 10

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Maria Elena (8) Southern.

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this uieek in jukeboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to Vabiety. Names
of more than one band or vocalist after tha title indicates, in order of

popularity, whose recordings are being played. Figures and names tii

parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective publishers.)

i
Jimmy Dorsejr Decca
Tony Pastor, i Bluebird

I. Green Eyes (7) Southern Jimmy Dcrsey Decca

3. Daddy (11) Republic
{ ^IXs^J^eisi- S:

4. Goodbye Dear Be Back Year (6) C. toe.
{ gjTracfH^dr.V.Vco^^^^^^^^

.Decca

j Charles Spivak Okeh

6. Yes Indeed (3) Embassy Tommy Dorsey Victor

Decca
.Bluebird

8. Kiss Boys Goodbye (3) Famous j^-jjlj "^^r':::::^
9. Tilings I Love (3) Campbell

{ ^"^IJCJ^^^^.V. .V.V.Vi^

5. Rose and a Prayer (6) BVC \ i&^if.'I

7. Yours (5) Marks
j ^^MTn^oel

10. Goodbye Little Darlin' (2)T. B. Harms.

.

(Bing Crosby Decca

( Gene Autry Okeh

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records are directly beloto the first 10 in popularity, but growing

in demand on the coin machines.)

Guess ru Have to.Dream Rest (Block) {-"^T^'^^l^' 1

1

Don't cry Cherie (Shapiro)
{ ^^l^l^S^.- -.^^I-J^r

Til Reveille (Melody Lane) (Bing Crosby •••
^ (Kay Kyser Columbia

Y.U and I (Willson)...
{ ^^^^fSey .V.-.-^l'i^^i^

South of North Carolina (Porgie)
j
^'^^^ ^^^r.'.-.-.'.-.-.-.Oke"

. . . .Okeh
Columbia

(Jimmy Dorsey Decca

\ Charlie Spivak Okeh

Peaceful in Country (Regent)
{ SS^ame?"!

When Sun Comes Out (BVC)

Latz Heads LaSaUe

Hrs. John G. Paine, wife of thfc
general manager of ASCAP, who
paints under the name of Rhea I..

Paine, Is exhibiting eight, paintings
this week at the Silvermlne Guild,
at Sllvennine. Conn.

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Max Lutz has been named chief

of the new LaSalle music office here.
Other plugger personnel changes

bring Paul Salvatore in as local rep
of the Melody Lane Music firm, re-
placing Oakley Haldeman, who has
been sent to the Coast office.

Leeds Masle has. taken 'Nakoma,'
written by .bandleader Dick Rogers.

Mellin Replaces Lee As

Chi Southern Music Head
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Bob Mellin comes in as chief of

the Southern Music office here.

Replaces Harold Lee, who shifts

over as manager of 'the Robbins
office.

Herman Buby and Roy Webb
wrote the title song for 'Parachute
BattaUon' at RKO.

NEWS WEEK, Says:—
"Analyst! of popular muaio aay tha next Inane
n'ovalty aono to awaep' tha country will bs a

ditty entitled

I'M A LITTLE TEAPOT'

"

ADV.4NCE COPIES NOW AVAILABLE

KELMAN MUSIC CORP., 1674 Broadway. N.Y.C.
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
(TVeefc ewdina Aug. 16, 1B41)

You and I Willson
Yours , Marks i.

Things I Love Campbell ^
Daddy Republic
Maria Elena Southern
Til Reveille Melody Lane
J Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest Block
Intermezzo , , . , Schuberth
I Understand Feist

J Went Out of My Way BMI
Blue Champagne Encore
Green Eyes Southern
Kiss Boys Goodbye ('Kiss Boys Goodbye') Famous
Apple Blossom Time Broadway
Don't Cry, Cherie Shapiro

Fttmiwfcal.

Push NBC-ASCAP Pacts to MiOates;

Web Expects Music on Air Sept 1

Attorneys for the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers and. NBC were trying

yesterday (Tuesday) to polish oft the-

various contracts involved in their

new licensing agreement so that the

forms could go out in the mail to

affiliated stations by tomorrow
(Thursday), or the- next day. The
network figures that the matter of

ratification can be moved along at

such a pace that the ASCAP reper-

toire should be resumed on NBC
facilities by Sept. 1.

Meanwhile, it will be necessary

for the ASCAP board of directors

to give formal approval to the Anal

contract forms. Meeting for this

purpose will be called immedi-
ately after Herman Finkelstein, the

ASPAP lawyer who has been work-
ing on the contracts* verbiage, and
David P'odell, special ASCAP coun-
sel, notify the Society that every-

thing is okay.
With a letter from the Independ-

ent Radio Network Affiliates urg-

ing acceptance of the NBC deal al-

ready in the mail, it is expected that

similar approval will be given the

argument by the executive commit-
tee of the National Association of

Broadcasters. If NBC's resumption
of ASCAP music is deferred until

after Sept. 1, it will be to give CBS
a chance to signature the same
agreement and get the repertoire on
its own facilities at the same time. It

. Is. understood that George Washing-
ton Hill, head of the American
Tobacco Co., has issued orders that

the^ arrangers on the Lucky Strike

Hit Parade (CBS) be assigned im-
mediately to the preparation of new
ASCAP numbers, so that such tunes

can go into the. program as soon as

the network gives the green light.

CAMP6EU HEADS NEW
CO.; RICHMOND BACKING

Larry Richmond, of Music Dealers
Service, has formed Jimmy Camp-
bell Publications, Inc., with the ex-

London- publisher to run it. Mean-
time, Campbell is concentrating on
•You and I,' Meredith WUlson's self-

?ublished song which 'has hit over
00,000 copies.

Since leaving London Music Corp.,

which the Lombardos formed for

Campbell to operate, he has been
with Willson. The Maxwell House
Coffee maestro, currently in New
York on a holiday. Is selling through
MDS, which thus brought young
Richmond and Campbell together in

their own publishing venture. 'Sum-
mer Sweetheart, by Joe Gilbert, Lon-
don songwriter-publisher, now In

New York and unable to return to

England, Is Campbell Co.'s first pub-
lication.

Meredith Willson to Wax

Second Albom for Decca

Meredith Willson Is readying to

record another album for Decca, on
the heels of his 'American Music'
galaxy. This will feature the Max-
well House Coffee maestro's 'chiffon

music,' and will Include mostly orig-

inal works.

Among aiese will be 'Thoughts
While Strolling' and the 'O. O. Mc
Intyre Suite,' plus possibly sym-
phonic arrangements of "you and I,'

current No. 1 best seller which. Will-

son authored, composed and la cur
rently publishing; also 'Two in

Love,' his newest, and sequel to

'You and I.'

IRNA COMMTITEE CHAIRMEN URGE

AFFILIATES TO OK NBC-ASCAP DEAL

PHHIY PLUGGERS WHl
GET BETTER AIR BREAK

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Philly Eongpluggers who have suf-

fered from a wire famine will have
two outlets soon to ballyhoo their

wares.

Henry Disson, local dance pro-

moter, is converting the old Village

Barn in West Philly Into a ballroom

which will use a Uifferent name band
each week. The spot, to be known
as 'The Band Wagon,' Is near the
campus of the U. of Pennsylvania
and Drexey Institute. Disson ex-
pects to get at least one network
wire,

Clyde Lucas returns to the band-
stand of the Benjamin Franklin ho-
tel's Rainbow Terrace in the fall.

The hotel management is dickering
for a major network wire.

Rosenbaum and Morency List 10 'Advantages' and
Few Disadvantages—Consider It 'A Very Fair*

Agreement

Hot Contest For

Ppp Writer Post

On ASCAP Board

Reg Connelly Virtually

Marooned in Bermnda;

Waits Berth to London

Reg Connelly, the British music
publisher, now partnered with Irwin
Dash in an American firm as well,

is more or less marooned in Ber-
muda, awaiting a Lisbon priority.

While Connelly has his family in

Bermuda, whom he has been visit-

ing off and on since they evacuated
London last year, he has been
anxious to return.

Among other things, Connelly's
firm in London, Campbell-Connelly
Co., Ltd., has tiie BMI catalog for
England, and It is more or less con-
ditional that the head of the firm

be on the scene to properly admin-
ister the BMI music abroad.

Unofficially, it is reported that the

British authorities are not anxious
to have people like Connelly back
in England, since their activities, in-

cluding the dollar exchange, make
them more valuable out of the coun-
try. They're over active-service age
and aren't needed for any national

emergency.

More Double-Tafl{

There'll be more tongue-twisting

lyrics on the type of 'Hut-Sut' soon.

C^lenn Miller has bought a tune
called 'Zahofazof from bandleader
Dick Satterfleld. It's to be recorded
by Miller.

His Mutual Music Society firm Is

publishing.

Dave Oppcnheim and Roy Ingram
cleffed 'Painting the One I Love,' to

be published by Irving Mills.

Only spot on the ASCAP board of
directors for which the current
balloting has produced any spirited
electioneering Is that of new pop-
ular writer representative. There
have been indications already of a
sharp split between the New York
and the Hollywood writers on the
choice of a candidate for this niche.

The New Yorkers are expected to

vote for Stanley Adams, while the
HoUywoodites will cast their ballots

intact for L. Wolfe Gilbert.

When the question came up sev-

eral weeks ago of 'including west
coast residents among the nominees
for the board, the incumbent direc-

torate made it clear that whoever
was elected would not have his ex-
penses paid for attendance at board
meetings in the east. On the same
Issue, the board refused to ease up
on the bylaw which holds that a
directorship may be declared vacant
If there are two consecutive ab-
sences from regular monthly meet-
ings.

ASCAP's 2d Quarter

Royalties From Decca

Only 10^ Less Than 1st

Total amount of royalties that pub-
lishers affiliated with ASCAP will

receive from Decca Record Co. for

the second quarter of 1941 will be
but 10% less than what they col-

lected for the first quarter of this

year. The margin is regarded in the
trade as surprisingly small, consid-

ering the limited amount of new ma-
terial that has been made available

from ASCAP sources since last De-
cember.
What has helped to boost the rev-

enue of ASCAP publishers from
Decca has been that label's heavy
production of albums In which stand-

ard tunes figure in a big way.

Victor and Columbia, with net-

work affiliates, drew heavily on
BMI—affiliated pop excerpts, hence

the ASCAP publishers Income was
down considerably.

Philadelphia, Aug, 19.

Members of the Independent Ra-
dio Network Affiliates were urged
today (Tuesday) to approve 'in prin-
ciple' the deal which NBC has en-
tered Into with the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. . 'The recommendation
was contained in a letter to IRNA
members by Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
IRNA chairman, and Paul W. Mo-
rency, vice-chairman, both of whom
represented the affiliates on the
NBC negotiating committee. The let-

ter urged that affiliates also ap-
prove the reimbursement provision
of the network contract, subject to

final examination of the contract
forms as received by the stations.

The letter advises the IRNAites
that Rosenbaum and Morency have
made no commitments or represen-
tations which compel the affiliates

to^take the contract, but that in the
opinion of IRNA's executive com-
mittee the deal was the best that

could be~ made without a 'strong

likelihood of breaking up ASCAP'
and that, It said, 'might result in

our having to deal with scattered
groups of composers and publishers.'

The stations were told that it is

not possible to make final recom-
mendations of the deal iintil all the
contract forms had been scrutinized,

but, states the letter, 'it is our con-
sidered judgment that this is a very
fair deal and that now is the time
to settle the copyright differences

between network and affiliates so

that ASCAP music can go back on
the air and so that other major prob-
lems confronting the industry can
have our undivided attention.'

'Advantages' In Agreement

The letter lists the following 'ad-

vantages' In the proffered agree-
ment:

1. No affiliate Is compelled to take
a local ASCAP license. On commer-
cial programs the affiliates neA
only pay 2%% of the share It re-

ceived on network business.

2. Any affiliate wishing ASCAP
music can get it on a blanket or per
program basis.

3. Total cost for ASCAP music on
a blanket fee basis v/ould average
under 3%.

4. No minimum guarantees need
be made if station wishes to play
ASCAP music for advertisers desig-

nating It.

5. No penalty for stations waiting
until later before taking an ASCAP
license.

6. Deal Is for full nine years and
with renewal provision for nine
more if ASCAP gets renewals -from
its members.

7. Terms for every affiliate are
identical. There are no longer any
special newspaper deals.

8. NBC has given assurance that
it will continue to support BMI.

9. The aggregate cost of both

ASCAP and BMI will be less than
4% for most affiliates. (The actual
fees are 2%% for ASCAP and 1%%
for BMI.)

10. Broadcasters have the right to
cancel if there's a substantial reduo-
tion in the ASCAP repertoire.

Answer Own Arfaraents

The IRNA officials then listed the
following 'objections' to the ASCAP
pact—and their answers:

1. Why should we make any
deal with ASCAP at all? Who
says we need, ASCAP? If th«
network wants ASCAP musio,
why doesn't the network pay for
it and let us alone?
Ans. We must continuously

improve our programs and the
ASCAP repertoire will help us
do that. Some of the large na-
tional advertisers who have co-
operated with us for the past
eight months are now becoming
restless.

They are saying to network
executives: 'We have cooperated
with you when the demands
were unreasonable, but now that

you can make a fair deal we ex-
pect you to make it and not
hold out simply because you
seem to be getting along fairly

well with the music now avail-

able.

Praise BIHI

The IRNA letter praised the ac-
complishmenta of BMI, stating: 'Tha
fact it has enabled us to keep mu-
sic on the air ei all is a miracle of

accomplishment. It is not reason-
able to expect that in one year of
experience BMI could accumulate a
catalog sufficient to supplant thft

ASCAP library accumulated over
more than 50 years.'

To stations which take the posi-

tion that the question was strictly

up to the networks, the letter stated:

"These stations are only trying- to
hitch-hike a free ride. With ASCAP
on the networks, many stations will

eventually find that listeners inter-

est will require them to add ASCAP
music to their local program 'serv-

ice. Furthermore, the problem of.

avoiding ASCAP-controUed phono-
graph records will Increase because
there will be an increase in ASCAP
tunes recorded.'

The IRNA execs also pointed out
that closing a deal with ASCAP at

this time would 'avoid the damage
that would be caused by any other
course to our public and govern-
mental relations at a time when we
are being attacked on several quar-
ters.'

The letter asserted that for most
stations the blanket fee basis would
be more practical and economic than
a per program setup, and pointed

out that NBC's deal was more favor-

able than that made with ASCAP by
Mutual.

ITS TERRIFIC I

'1 DONT WANT TO SET
THE WORLD ON FIRE''

HORACE HEIDTS RECORD
COLUMBIA 36295

TOMMY TUCKER and CHARIOTEERS
OKEH 6320 OKEH 8332

CHEBIO MUSIC PTTBLISHEBS, Ino,, 1586 Broadway, New Torli

Recorded from A to Z

I

ANDREWS SISTERS
DECCA 3960

'

WILL BRADLEY
COLUMBIA 36231

LES BROWN
OKEH 6063

UNA MAE CARLISLE
BLUEBIRD 11181

JOHNNY LONG
DECCA 3905

GLENN MILLER
BLUEBIRD 11183

BIGGER AND BIGGER EVERY DAY!!

THE BOOGLIE WOOGLIE PIGGY
MUTUAL MUSIC SOCIETY, Inc., 1270 Sixth Ave., NewYork

LEO TALENT, Vioe-Pres. and Qen. Mgr.
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Qeve. Cafes Hit 'Mkepresentations'

By Bookers as Injurious to Business

Cleveland, Aug. .19.

High-pressure tactics of talent

bookers are doing more than any-

thing else in killing Cleveland's

right clubs, or their chances to make
ftny sort of profit on floor shows, is

the complaint of several operators

who have had their fingers badly

burnt recently.

Over-selling acts, misrepresenting

them and over-loading them with at-

tractions too costly for the house's

nut—these are some of the kicks cafe

proprietors have against the talent

peddlers.
Trouble lies in the ironic fact that

most of the operators know the

likker and restaurant biz from A to

e, but admit they are not show-

men. As a result, they have to de-

pend nearly entirely on the the-

atrical acumen of half a dozen lo-

cal bookers wlio have the town

sewed up. Latter have, according

to complaints, been taking advan-

tage of the situation and gullibility

of their accounts lately by sliding

In a lot of highly over-rated, or un-

suitable acts, dodging responsibility

with' glib alibis for poor business.

U CONGA, N.Y., aWES

$42,190; ASSETS 14G

lift Cabana, Inc., operating La
Conga night club and cabaret at 209

West 51st street, N. Y., filed its

bankruptcy schedules In N. Y. Fed-

eral court Monday (18), showing as-

sets of $14,332 and liabilities of $42.-

190. Milton Rubin, v.p. filing for the

cabaret, showing liabilities of $22,797

In unsecured debts, $5,508 in taxes

owed to the U. S., $4,332 in taxes

owed state and city governments,

$2,091 owed in wages, and $6,561 in

secured debts.

Among some of the theatrical

creditors are Delia Norella, $66:

Beatrice tc Cappella, $162; Lou and

Jay Seller, $228; Noro Morales or-

chestra. $87; AFM. $1,377; ASCAP,
$600; Irving Zussman, assistant man-
ager, $2,100, and MUton Rubin, as-

sistant manager, $2,100.

Assets consist of liquor, murals,

machinery and an air-conditioning

uott.

Lenetska's Bkptcy.
Harry Lenetska, agent employed

by Moe Gale, filed a voluntary peti-

tion of bankruptcy in N. Y. federal

court yesterday (Tuesday), listing

$100 in assets and $8,160 in liabilities.

In 1939, Lenetska earned $5,000 and

in 1940 he earned $1,200.

Among creditors are Mervin

Rosenthal, $2,500, a loan; and Julian

T. Abelcs, $250.

FRISCO HOTELS

NEAR STRIKE

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

With AFL hotel unions given

unanimous strike sanction by the

Frisco Labor council, hostelries face

closing at any moment unless some

last-minute settlfement is worked out.

Vince Silk of AGVA has received

authorization from the international

to pull acts working in hotels 11 the

strike is called and the musician's

union is ready to take similar action

regarding bands If staffs walk.

With 87 restaurants still dark,

town is dead and situation Is becom-

ing alarming.

ROSE APPEASES MAE

Or Parilally So—EUmloMtf Her

from DUtnond Horseshoe Adi

Ma* Murray's vexation against

Billy Rose's presentation of the

Merry Widow Waltz' at hii Dia-

mond Horseshoe. N. Y., was tem-

porarily alleviated Friday (15) when

the promoter agreed to withdraw his

use of the former silent film star's

name in connection with advertising

the dance. Actress had filed suit in

N.Y. supreme court the day previous

gainst Rose, Mitzi Haynes and

Georges FonUna, seeking $150,000

damages for unauthorized use of the

dance end misrepresentation.

Dance was created by Miss Murray

J 1925 with John Gilbert, in the

Metro film she alleged, Mid she per-

formed It with Fontana as her part-

ner at the Diamond Horseshoe from

March 15-July 23. Alter she left

the nitery she claims Rose continued

to present It, using her name, and

with Miss Haynes filling her spot A
plea lor a temporary injunction

pending trial was denied by Justice

Denis Callahan.

HAMID SNAGGED

ONTALENTDUE

TO AGVA BAN

Linda Preston Mends

After Serious Car Crash
Chicago, Aug. 19.

'

Seriously injured in an auto crash

last week, Linda Preston, singer and
entertainer, has been pronounced on
the road to recovery in the Hillside

Hospital, Belvedere, 111. Complica-
tions set in following the accident,

which nearly led to a leg amputa-
tion, but physicians have announced
that Miss Preston Is past the danger
liiie.

Singer recently appeared in a

vaudeville act with Gene Sheldon,
and prior to that was employed at

Harry's New Yorker in Chi lor

several months.

GYPSY ROSE LEE SET

FOR SYRACUSE FAIR

Syracuse, Aug. 10.

A George Hamid musical revue,

headed by Gypsy Rose Lee, has been

set lor the nine-day New York SUte
Fair, opening here Sunday (24).

Miss Lee was booked through
Michael Todd.

Sherman Books Indpls.

Theatre in Katz Deal

5arry Katz last week closed the

deal for the Lyric, IndlanapoHs, tak-

ing it over Irom Charles Olsen, and
the theatre's vaude booking switches

to Eddie Sherman's olflce in N. Y.

Sherman also is booking Katz's spUt-

weekers in Akron and Youngstown.
Plus the Indianapolis house, Sher-

man last week added the Rivoli, To-

ledo, operated by WllUam Skirball,

as a lull-week stage show stand.

Toledo spot opens with stage shows
Sept. 5, while Sherman actually

won't put any shows into Indianap-

olis until Sept 18, the house having

been booked by Olsen up until that

week.
Sherman, east with Abbott and

Costellb, whom he personally man-
ages, returns to the Coast Aug. 30 to

complete aramgements lor the set

ting up ol an olflce in the film cap!
tal.

Ttlwuus
LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

oiNMAi ixfcurivi orricft

LOEW BUILDINO ANNEX
;liO W. 44* », N.Y.C • IRyonl ».7«00

The Good Old Days
f4 ************************************** M »»

Herewith appear* a Variety retiietu of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 year*

ago. The intention is to reprivit' these' weekly using the relative week of
1921 with the current o'ate of issue. No special reason in revivino these

reviews other than the. interest they may have m recalling the acts which
irere playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
(booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as o resume 6/ the

•tvle of vaudeville reviewing of that day.

(fteprinted /rom Variety of Aug. 19, 1921)

PALACE, N. Y.

Chicago, Aug. Iff.

Indications are that George

Hamid, since having been placed on

unfair list by the American Guild

ol Variety Artists, Is . having diffi-

culty in lining up talent lor his

shows in the east. Hamid got In

touch with Chicago agents in an
attempt to round up some talent but
received a quick turndown Jgy the
local agencies.

Hamid appealed to the Barnes &
Carruthers office, the Charles Ze-
meater agency and to Toby Wells,

all ol' whom handle the outdoor
type ol talent primarily. But all

three refused to negotiate loi: any
trajisfer ol acts to the Hamid ban-
ner as long as he is under oiTicial

AGVA ban.

RAINBOW ROOM, N. Y.

Ozzie Caswell orchestra (15), Jose
Femandes with Juanita Oeering,
Rolf Passer (3), Laura DeoncDutfon,
Clemente band (6) with Daeita, Dr.
Sydney Ross; $2.50 dinner minimum,
$1 and $2 (.Sat.) caver.

Plenty of show this semester at

the Rainbow Room which, inci-

dentally, is doing a booming busi-

ness. It's not only the summer tour-

ists; the natives have suddenly
re-discovered the RR as a 'smart'

spot although the general progres-
sion of the room, to invite this sort

of custom, undoubtedly has much to

do with it. For instance, the alter-
nate dance band lor the Latin
rhythms, heretolore was strictly a
'doubling' proposition, wherein a
sub-uni} Irom within the major or-
chestra did its stuff. Another favor-
able factor are the shows themselves,
which are sockier and tend to miti-
gate the 'starchy' feeling ol the
swank, 6S-sV3ry nitery.

The current blend runs the gamut
Irom smart ballet dancing to scat-
singing, with mental telepathy in
between.

Jose Femandes, foremost inter-
preter ol the classic dances ol Spain;
has a new partner in Juanita Deer-
ing, lormerly soloist with Catharine
Littlefleld's Philadelphia Ballet and
the Caravan Ballet. Femandes
clicked last "ear when he debuted
at the Rainbow Room with Monna
Montes. Miss Deering is a youngster,
in her teens, and a looker, and under
the dancine master's tutelage she's
destined lor the heights in the balle-
ruia school.

The mind-reading turn Is that ol
Roll Passer, Magyar perlormer, who
is known on the Coast, in the mid-
west and also in Canada. It's his first
time east. He works with two aides,
a personable emcee explaining the
general idea, and a femm» assistant
who is the menUl control; i. e., he
clutches her wrist (she doesn't cue
him by hand-squeezing thusly (and
asks her to concentrate on what went
on In the room, during Passer's ab-
sence therefrom. Thus, he giJes Irom
table-to-table performing the sundry
bits such as extracting and lighting a
cigar; waltzing with the maestro to
"Three O'clock in the Morning";

Queues at both -boxoflices' Monday were inlormed that only box seats

and standing room were to be secured, showing that it is just a matter ol

weather at the Palace: -Ttie third- weeic In August started oft cool as to

temperature, making It perlect lor theatres. The new orchestra looked
augmented over that ol last week, with several lady players. One played
a violin and two more were handling brasses and getting results equal to

male musicians. Only once did the orchestra straggle and it was ol no
importance. Cues were perlectly handled.

Valeska Suratt, the headliner, with Jack' Allman leading the support In

'Jade,' pulled an exceptional gathering of regulars In lor a peek. Closing
Intermission It supplied the lobby critics with Iree opportunity to express
opinions, and they did. The act mustered scattered and leeble applause.

. 'Jade' Is glittering. That about letis it out But doubled with the Suratt
name it probably means a route. Constructively it is rankly amateurish.

The crude attempts to Inluse comedy lines into what may have been a

dranvatic try make it worse, lor laughter is an unknown quantity. 'Forty-

second street and Broadway' is mentioned no less than three times, which
may mean a boost or a knock lor that lamous corner. The act ran 20

minutes, showing that seven minutes had been cut Irom the first showing
at Brighton last week. II 'Jade' is to be whipped into something worthy,
there is stlU much cutting to be done. Miss Suratt has a line describing

herselt as '140 pounds ol American lemininity.' II she desires to make
audiences believe that, her flrst costume should go out, lor in it she looked
20 pounds or more over the weight. Both ol the other costumes looked
excellent. Allman's song was needed lor the set changes, though his solo

attempt Monday sounded away oft lorm. The settings and general dress-

ing at% the two bright spots in Miss Suratt's playlet.

Ol the eight acts making up the show, Gladys Clark and Henry Berg-
man and Gallagher end Shean, appearing in the order named after Inter-

mission, were the evening's successes. Miss Clark was forced to with-
draw Irom the stage last spring through an ankle injury, Bergman going
it alone lor a time. She still lavors the hurt, trying no dancing. In rou-
tine the act Is not much changed over last season, but it has been bright-

ened. Bergman Is chattering and singing snatches ol melodies . to the
dancing ol the Crisp Sisters and it adds much to the girls' part. Again
with a box plant, afterward mentioned as Mr, Landau, Bergman lilted

the act with his chatter. The pair talked in what they believed was
Swedish dialect, but It melted Into 'Dutch.' Bergman's line. Take it easy,

Winnie' (one ol the Crisps) was made a tag line. Miss Clark looked well
and was in good vocal trim.

The billing 'Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean' will become standard lor the
team, it being taken from their song ol that name that is regarded as one
ol the best lyrics sprung in a flock ol seasons. The number was surefire.

Verses started by Sheen's lunny little 'Mr. Gallagher' always wrung so
hearty a laugh that there was a forced'pause before the players continued.
The reunited team is good lor indefinite bookings. An Interesting angle
ol the comeback is the value ol Sheen's modified Dutch dialect. It sounded
lunny, as -always, showing the matter ol dialects is impersonal and Is

really a woven bit ol the American comedy style.

D. D. H. went over lor the hit ol the early part appearing fourth. The
encyclopedia 'salesman' tarried lor 22 minutes, including a tiny speech, In
which he said this was his initial Palace showing. His sallies ol a pro-
lesslonal nature drew the biggest laughs—the line that putting on the Ritz
was a three-a-day turn getting a showing at the Royal TU get you the
last hall,' being described as a bit ol bunk, also landed on fertile ground.
William Brack & Co. have a new opening, the scene, showing the men

as artists. This dab ol 'dressing' the turn resulted in it getting spotted
No. 3 lor a fine score. The acrobatic routine appears about the same, but
given the chance the act looked its best, with the pedal jugglery tliie

scoring leature.
'

Ed Furman and Bill Nash delivered a well rewarded No. 2. Several
fresh songs won attention. The punch came with a medley duet, the special
lyric being along parody lines. That earned the team an encore hit
The first-nighters liked their Scotch lor sure, most remaining through*

out Jack Wyatt and bis Scotch Lads and Lassies, who closed the show.
The bagpipe band with all the girls participating made quite a showing.
Villa and Pancho (New Acts) supplied a strong opening. Bell.

mopping another's lace; and finally
finding a hidden needle, placed in
any spot by a patron. Passer is ac-
companied out of the room by an-
other customer, as the convincer that
no mike transmissions cue the tele
pathist what is what
Laura Deane Dutton Is the hotcha

songstress, a competent vocalist,
looking well and singing ditto, more
than offsetting her obvious debut
night nervousness. She's the regular
vocalist with the new Ozzie Caswell
band but, per custom, she gets the
entr'acte spot Her forte are musi-
comedy excerpts like Cole Porter
medleys, etc., and she shapes up
very effectively for any class or mass
room.

Clemente's rhumbaists hold over
but this time Daclta, a lormer dan-
cer, is at the helm in place ol Mayla.
She's a sleek Latin type, handling
the maracas and vocsdizlng effec-
tively. The Caswell combo is like-
wise solid. Maestro Is competent
arranger and, while new as a band
master, he dishes up a neat blend ol
dansapation. Dr. Sydney Ross, one
ol the better table-workers with
magico, continues his stock engage-
ment like 'Tobacco Road,' and de-
servedly so; Doubling from the
Rainbow Grill Is Harris Ashburn,
ol the dancing Ashbums, who show-
manly interprets the poetic motils ol
Jose Fernandes-Juanlta Deering's
tiptop terpsichore. - Abel.

Jack Marshall H.O.
San Francisco, Aug. 10.

Jack Marshall, booked into the

Club Moderne with Gertrude Niesen,

is being held over lor an additional

lour weeks to head the new show
leaturing the Tanner Sisters, arriv-

ing via Paramount, where they have
just finished a bit In 'Louisiana Pur-
chase.'

Sam Rosey booking.

DON
ARRES
HELD OVER

FOR NEW SHOW
ROXY, NEW YORK

Per. DIr.i

SAM RAUCH

GRADUATEDI
LINE—from • LINE at Harry'* New Torkcr,—to an ACT mt Horrtcant. NYC—to ttie FEATCBE at VUla Had«rn«, Chi

WINME HOVELER'S
Daoclnjt DarllOKs and Aerial Ballet

Chi
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CONCLAVES UP TALENT BUYS
Joe E. Brown Faces SAG Discipline,

Due to AGVA Tree Show' Violation

San Francisco, Aug.. 19.

Joe E. Brown ifaces possibla dis-

ciplinary aotlon from fte Screen

Actors Guild, tt'a understood locally,

as result of hli well-meaning efforts

to promote a free show for draftees

at Fort Ord. Edward Arnold, In

town at the time, contacted Brown
personally after Vince Silk, local

AGVA secretary, refused to clear

acts for the program at the army
camp (U).

Inasmuch as the Chronicle had
undertaken sponsorship. It was too

late to back out, with result that

the daily furnished transportation

and the Army paid AGVA mini-

mums out of entertainment funds.

Brown, who personally played a

flock of prison, hospital and camp
dates gratis on his own initiative

while appearing in Heiiry Duffy's

production o£ 'Show Off' at the Al-

cazar, conceived the idea of the Fort

Ord show, proceeded to line up acts,

and got the Chronicle interested.

First AGVA knew about it was when
a reporter called Silk and asked
'where to pick up the acts.' Pointing

out that .Theatre Authority will not

clear free shows for army camps
and that all commanding offlcers

have been so circularized, Silk stuck

to his guns on a no-pay, no-show
edict, in which he states he had
Arnold's support.

Program went through as skedded
a(ter the Morale offlcer agreed to

pay the acts. As a result of the

confusion, however, several adver-

tised acts failed to show, having
been notifted of the original jam but
not of the outcome. Among those
who weren't informed was Gertrude
Niesen.

Brown himself got nothing and did

not return to Frisco, boarding the

train south at Salinas.

3 Oxfords Repty to Suit

By Agent for Commish;

Now Asking Arbitration

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Suit of agent David P. O'Malley
against the Three Oxford Boys for
commissions is being answered
through affidavits by the Oxford
Boys, now on the road with the sec-
ond company of 'Hellzapoppin.'

O'Malley is asking for commissions
since May. Oxford Boys refused to

pay beyond that date, claiming that
personal representation contract ex-
pired at that time. The Oxfords are
trying to use clause A in the stand-
ard American Guild of Variety Art-
ists contract, which states that an
agent shall not receive more than
10% commission. However, O'Mal-
ley asserts he was. not merely an
agent in the case, but has acted as

personal rep for the trio, and in ad-
dition, was an investor in the act
besides originally having a hand
1>1 the organization of the trio.

Furthermore, he says, the agreement
between himself and the trio was
signatured prior to 1938, - when
AGVA was not yet in existence.
Oxford Boys are now asking for

arbitration, though wTien offered ar-
bitration three months ago they re-
fused such a settlement.

PA. GOV. SIGNS BILL

VS. CAFE HOSTESSES

Philddelphia, Aug. 19.

Death knell for hostesses in Philly
bistros was sounded Friday (15)

when Governor Arthur H. James
signed a bill forbidding the use of
female employees 'for enticing or
encouraging customers to drink.'
This provision was -written into a

bill forbidding the employment of

barmaids in any place selling liquor.

Fines of $100 to $1,000, and im-
prisonment up to one year are the
penalties for violations in this act in

addition to revocation of liquor li-

censes.

Pbilly Roadery Now

Fight Training Camp

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Grounds of the Evergreen Casino,
swank roadhouse in.Northeast Philly,

have been converted Into a fight

training camp. Initial boxer to get
in shape there will be Mike Kaplan,
Boston welterweight, who arrives

tomorrow (Wednesday).
He fights Bob Montgomery at

Shlbe Park here Aug. 23.

Columbia Artists

In Name Switch;

NBC Status Same

Albany Aug. 19.

Columbia Artists, Inc., has
changed its name to Management
Corp. of America. Papers on the
change were filed with the Secre-

tary of State by Rosenberg, Gold-
mark and Colin, N. Y. attorneys.

Previously, the CBS attorneys

had taken stgps to reserve 'Manage-
ment Corp. of America' as a cor-

porate name.
*

The change of name was made
preliminary .to CBS turning over
the stock in Columbia Artists, Inc.,

to the Miisic Corp. of America on
Friday (22). Cohtr-ict had stipu-

lated that MCA would not be per-

mitted to use the name 'Columbia'

except for the Columbia Lecture
Bureau and after CBS had inquired

of MCA what name it Intended to

use for its Columbia acquisition, it

applied for such change of name.
Status of the sale of the NBC

Artists Bureau has not changed dur-

ing the past week. Network of-

ficials were waiting yesterday

(Tuesday) for Daniel S. Tuthill, as-

sistant managing director of the

bureau, to return from California

before deciding whether to turn the

operation over to him or the Music
Corp. of America. Tuthill is to

furnish certain financial data.

PRICE, ACTOR-BROKER,

H O. IN JERSEY SPOT

Georgie Price, doing a comeback
although not giving up his seat on
the N. Y. Stock Exchange, holds

over a third week at LaMartinique-
in-Jersey, at West End, N. J., which

is the branch roadhouse of the N. Y.

nitery. After being away in Wall St.

100% for some five years—just be-

fore that Price had a commercial for

Chase & Sanborn Tea—the Dario.

Jim Vernon management wants Price

to reopen the N. Y. Martinique's fall

season next month.
However, Joe Frisco is pencilled in

and efforts are being made to set him

back and Price to induct the in-town

season. Meantime, John Perona is

planning to play acts at El -Morocco,

because he heard Monte Carlo (his

opposition) will again do so, and

Price may wind up inducting the

Morocco policy, which heretofore,

with rare exceptions such as The
DeMarcos, has relied on just two

dance bands.

Pat Lynn, Reno H.O.
Beno, Aug. 19.

F'atricia Lynn, singing-accordionist

from Frisco, is being held over at

the Trocadero here on her first date

minus her squeezebox. Using pipes

alone, gal has won a two-week ex-

tension.

Deal set by Larry Allen of Con-
solidated Radio Artists.

MPLS. REPORTS

E

Number of Booking Agencies
Have Sprung Up to Han^
die Increasingly Big Field

—Powwows Pay F r-om
$650 to $1,500 for Troupes
—Spending More for En-
tertainment Than Food
and Liquor

NO STAGS

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

More than 100% increase in de-

mand for convention and trade-

gathering shows over past few years

is reported by local agencies that

produce and boolc them. Consequence
is a shortage of acts, they say. Dur-
ing past few years a haU-dozen such
booking agencies have sprung up
here and say that the considerable
market that has developed for their
shows is a big and lucrative field in

itself for talent.

One local agency, headed by
Clyde Snyder, veteran performer
and director, "and Hale Cavanaugh,
one-time theatre manager and ex-
ploiteer, even supplies its own
scenic production and wardrobe for
the one-night convention sliows.
Twin Cities' two biggest radio sta-

tions, WCCO and KSTP, with their
artists' bureaus, have been among
most active and successful in the
field.

Conventions hereabouts pay from
$650 to $1,500 for a one-night show
especially produced to entertain
their delegates. There's a perma-
nent line of 12 dancing girls in

Minneapolis working these shows
who are steppers and lookers. Girls
work from four to five shows a week
on the average and receive $5 per
night here and.$10 out-of-town. They
earn all the way from $35 to $4(J a
week—more than they can from
club and permanent theatre engage-
ments which they won't take. Living
at home, they get by nicely. Acts
are paid from $50 to $150 a night.

40-PeopIe Troupe

The Snyder-Cavanaugh outfit

breaks in their show every year at

the Elks' conclave at Aberdeen,
S. D., sending a troupe of 40 people
there for the occasion. Acts and
choristers are shipped from here all

around the territory. Minneapolis,
St. Paul, Des Moines and Duluth are
particularly good csnvention cities,

the Twin Cities being recognized as

a leading convention center.

Convention heads say that they're

spending less now on food and liquor

and more on shows for entertain-

ment. The shows help considerably
to up attendance, they declare.

At Snyder-Cavanaugh show for

Northwest Chevrolet dealers, caught
at Hotel Nicollet, there was a 12-

piece orchestra, a line of 12 girls,

live acts and an emcee. Produclion
and costuming really were pre-

tent-ious.

These convention shows are not to

be confused with stags. While at-

tendance for the most part is con-

fined to males, there's not much, .if

any, rough stuff and only occasional

stripping. Of course, the boys like

a lot of pretty girls with not too

many clothes on, but the chorus
numbers are no more daring, if as

much so, as tho.se of Broadway and
vaudeville revues. Only occasionally

does the show include art' outstand-

ing name act.

For its Auditorium stage show for

the 'Aquatennial,' the WCCO Artists'

Bureau is reported to have received

$10,000.

Santley Joins Tyrrell
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Harry Santley, formerly with the

William Morris agency here and on
the Coast, has joined the Phil Tyr-

rell agency.

S^tley will concentrate on night

club bookio?-':.

Musician Demands for 10-15% Hikes

Held Snag to More Vaude in '4142;

Indies May Now Forget Whole idea

Tanities' to Play

Texas ^te Fair

Dallas, Aug. 10.

Earl Carroll takes his 'Vanities' to

the Texas Stat« Fair Oct. 4 to 19.

Music Coip. of America booked.
Other bidders for the Auditorium,

where the show will be held, were
the Ziegfeld 'Follies' and George
White's 'Scandals.'

Strawhat Vaude

Folds in Conn,

SlJOintheRed

Clinton, Conn., Aug. IB.

8trawfaat Ytud* at Clinton's sum-

mer playhouse did • folderoo Sat-

urday (16) after a try of four weeks.

Scheduled policy of heading each

bill with • topflight name failed to

materialize, partly due to booking
difficulties. Idea was an attempt to

revive old atyls of presenting acts,

with afterpiece, etc. Biz built after

moderate opening but not enough
to . warrant hanging on.

Red ink approximated $1,200.

FRISCO AGVA GETS

TOUGH UNDER SILK

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

Frisco oCtlce of American Guild of

Variety Artists Is getting tough un-

der Vine* Silk, current executive

secretary. Employers are being held

strictly to contracts, while' no act

can go on in this area unless paid

up. Silk has secured cooperation of

the musicians' union, band at the
365 Club being first to get instruc-

tions not to play until an act had
paid up after Silk sought to collect.

As a result, the act, Ted Waldman
and Susie, came through with a year
and a halfs delinquent dues after

floor show had been delayed 30 min-
utes, with 10 other cast members
simultaneously bringing themselves
up to date.

Stairway to' Stars has felt AGVA's
whip numerous times after attempt-

ing to cancel acts or make deduc-
tions. Place Is under bond similar

to that demanded by Equity, out of

which Silk collected half of Faith

Bacon's pay, which nitery had with-

held, check being forwarded to

danc&r this week. Others who' got a
week's pay include Ruth Craven,
singer, and Murray 'Hats' Parker.

AGVA also waded into Music Corp.

of America for failure to pay Gwen-
eth Omeran for added matinees at

Club Lido and collected. Singer is

in Duncan Sisters ;mit, booked by
MCA. •

DEFERRED BOTH WAYS

Lyman Out of Icccapades,* Army,
Dae to Leg Fracture

Atlantic City, Aug. 19.

Bernard T. Lyman, member of the

comedy ice-skating team of Lyman
and Jackson, in the 'Icecapades' here

at Convention- hall, fell during his act

Saturday (16) and was taken to City

hospital suffering from a fracture of

the right leg.

Last Tuesday he took his Selective

Service examination at the same hos

pital and was placed in 1-A class

awaiting call for .service.

Various locals of the American
Federation of Musicians appear
likely to knock any recent ideas of a
moderate vaudeville comeback into
a cocked hat. Musicians in several
situation's are demanding wage in-,
creases of 10 to 15% with nearly all

new deals coming up for signaturing
by Sept. 30.

A number of indie theatre oper-
ators have indicated willingness to
try stage shows as a b.o. hypo, but
only if the unions will play ball until
there is a definite line on the policy's
chances. With musicians presenting
upped 'demands even before stage
shows are tried, It's likely that most
of the indies will forget about the
whole thing and stick to their duals
and giveaways.

No Philly 'Revivar

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Ted Schlanger, zone chief for
Warners, yesterday (Monday) denied
reports from New York that the
chain would bring back vaude in
several nabes. There is absolutely
nothing to it,' said Schlanger. 'More
va-udeville is . the last thing we're
thinking about.'

WB cancelled its weekend vaude
in six nabes last year, an action
which precipitated a six - month
picket protest by Local 77, Am"-rican
Federation of Musicians, as musicians
were thrown out of these houses. At
present the Earle is the only WB the-
atre employing musicians here. A
band is also working at the Stanley,
Camden, during the Sunday showing
of vaudeville.

Warners last week began negotiat-
ing for a new contract with Local
77, the present agreement expiring
Sept, 30. The circuit, it is believed,
will stand pat for the renewal of last
year's agreement, while the union is

expected to ask for higher wage s^ale
and possibly the employment of
more musicians. The local has just
completed a new wage scale, based"
on increased living costs, which
would raise the pay from 10 to 15%
in all categories.

Gene Ford, Loew Mgr.,

InWashington/Drafted'

To Stage Army Revue

Washington, Aug. 19.

Gene Ford, manager of Loew's
Capitol, has been 'drafted' by 29th
Division, stationed at nearby Fort
Meade, Md., to stage the division
show. He has been granted time off

from other duties to whip the revue,
'Snap It Up Again,' into shape for
presentation In near future at the-
atres in Washington, Baltimore and
Richmond.
'Snap It Up Again' is entirely a

"home talent' affair and soldiers tak-
ing part have hopes it will prove a
sequel to 'Snap It Up,' presented by
the 29th when it was a member of

the A.E.F. during World War I. Re-
vue is being presented through the
Morale Office, under the supervision
of Capt. Samuel R.. Turner, Division

Morale- Officer, and Lieut. Harry
Haller,. Division Recreation Officer.

Ford, known to Washingtonians

as the producer of vaude shows on
the Capitol stage, has had long ex-

perience staging revues. He also has

had plenty of experience whipping
non-pro talent Into professional

shape having staged annual 'Going

Native' revue at Capitol for number
of years.

Crystal-Gazing?

New York nitery season 'looks big*

this fall and winter.

Nothing concrete to predicate it

on, but the talent bookers and ths

managements both sense it by tht

extent of their forthcoming plans

for name.s, hands, etc
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Variety OiUs
WEEK AUGUST 22

Numerals In Mnneotlon with bills below indloat« openlof day of

show, whether fall or split week."

Paramonnt

NEW YORK cm
FaramODnt (20)

Clauda Thornhlll' O
A Ink Spots
Jack Williams
Jerry Colonna
Lorrnino & Rognan

BUFFALO
nulTnlo (22)

Ray A Trent
Billy DoWolfs
Roallllanos
O & B Mason

CHICAGO
Chlcaeo (22)

Borace Heldt Ore

Stats lake (22)
Earl Carroll Rev

MIAMI
Otrmptk (20-23)

W & O Ahern
GIneer Dulo
Roacoe Ates
Qlenn Pope

' OMAHA
Orplienm (22)

Oene Rrupa Ore
Brown & Ames
Vlrfclnla Austin
Walter Dare Waol

Warner

KEW YORK CITY
Strand (22)

Rochester
Clyde Lucas Oro
Nonchalants
Sunny Rico
Phyllis Colt

PBC^ADELFHIA
. Karls (22)

Cab Calloway Oro
Avis Andrews
Paul, Slim & Eddie
HonI Coles

(16)
Phll Harris Oro
Ames & Arno
Paul WInchell
Bllllngtons

FITTSBUIMSH
Stanler (22)

IiOu Breese Ore
Brenda & Coblna
Dennis Day
Lane & Ward

(10)
Alvlno Rey Oro
King Sis
Whltson Bros
Patsy King
WASHINGTON
Earl» (22)

J Ij Seller
Ray & Arthur

(16)
Roxyettcs
Honey Fam
I^e & Lathrop
Stan Kavanaffh

Loew

NEW YORK CITY
State (21)

George Jessel.
Hudson Wonders
Joyco Matthews
Powers Models
Aarons A Glancs
WVna Murray
Betty Brace

WA8HINOTON
Cspltol (21)

Rhythm Rockets
Mazsone & Abtwtt
Roily Rolls

Janes Barton
Blltmorettes

NEW YORK CITY
Maafc) Hall «1)

Tip, Tap & Too
Loren Hollenbeck
Danta Krnpska
Adrlenne Tenner
Marserle Matlln
Rookottes
Cofps de Ballet
Brno Rapes Symph
^ Boxr (M>
Archie Bobbins
-Don Arrss
tiSne Bros
Toy & Winy
Ben Bsrrl
Stan Ross
12* Esquires
Oae Foster Ols
Paul Ash Ore
ATLANTIC CITY
Steol ner (21)

Sammy Kaye Oro
Wesson Bros
John Bolos'
S Stoosea
fl Lucky Qls
Gas Foster Ols
West * MeOlnty
ChrlstlanI Tr
Sharkey
Oautler Co
Richard Dana
Pinky Leo
Ryan & Benson
Ben Toit Co
HamM's Pier (24-1)
Olea Gray Ore
Ken Maynard Co
Edward Roeeker
3 O'Connors
Harold Boyd Co
Grace Drysdale

. Sally Rand
BALXIHORB
Slst« (24-21)

Aunt Jemima
(Threo to nil)

(21-28)
Wllkis Ic Dare

Nash & Bvans
(One to All)
Hippodrome (21)

Tmth or Consequ'es
Robins Bros & M

CAMDEN
Towen (2S-24)

Maena & Sprenger
Rod Rosen
Araant Bros
Anthony & Rogers
Domarco Sis

.HARTFORD
Slate (22-21)

Phll Harris Oro
Paul WInchell
Ames & Arno
BllUnirtona

FBEEFORT
Freeport (22)

Thompson Bros
Anthony & Rogers
i Byrne Sis
Martin Bros
Sheila Rogers

FUTSHINO
MEADOWS
Stodlam (20)

9 O't^nnors
Karold Boyd Co
i Harmonica Bees
JONES BEACH
Stadtam <21-2S)

Zeke Manners Co
Deep River Boys
Chock & Chnckles
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (22)NAT Collins

Anita Boyer
Rio Bros '

Anthony, Alan ft D
WlUXtW GROVE
Willow Grove Park

(24 only)
N ft V Collins
WUkle ft Dare
Nash ft Evans
Anthony, Alan ft D

Cabaret BiOs

HEW 70SK CITT

vines Curran
Roy Sedley

Clnb Oaocho
Don Avendano Ore
Currlto ft Coral
Lufs Camache
Jose Perex
Rosa RIn
Harriet Carr
Rence

Cora A Irene's

Joe Ellis Ore
Rlnso ft Harris
Betty FrooB
Murcella Clair
Nick Leeds
Diamond Uoneshee
Mae Murray
Nlla Naldl
Carlyle Blaekwell
Joe E Howard
Ross Wysc. Jr
June Mann
Delia LInd
Geo Fontana
Llla Lee
Gllda Gray
Charles King
KCangean Sis
Clyde Hager

El Chico .

Don Alberto Ore
Benito Collada
PadlllR Sis
Tereslta Osta
Anita Sevllla
Antonio de Cordova

Famous Door
Babe Rusain Oro
Blllle Holiday
Johnny & George
Dixie Roberta

Havana-Madrid
Frollan Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanabria O
Ramon ft Luelnda
Belen Ortega
Carmen Montoya
Augustin Rival
Alda RIos

Hickory Hoose
Bill Turner Ore
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Renin Smith
Ginger Wayne

Hotd Astor
Will Bradley Ore

Hotel BelmoBt
. Pb»a

Arthur Ravel Oro
Joe Patamy Ore
Bea Perron
Gwen Gary
Eleanor Eberle
John Hubert
Belmont Balladeers

Hotel Bntasore
Ray Heathertoa O
Judy Clark
Clawson Sis
Electra Allison
Plckert ft Ross

Hotel Beasert
(Brooklyn)

Bobby Parks Ore
Imogen Carpenter

Hotel EdlaoB
Uiia.May Carlisle I
Hotel Essex Heoae
Nick CAmleo Ore

Hotel Lealnctsa
Ray KInnsy Ore
Meymo Holt
Napua
Lellanl laea
Nam Todd
Lehua Paulson

Hotel HeAlpla
Artoro Xrtnroe Ore
Wendy Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Johnny Long Ore
Adele Inge
Peter Klllam
DeLorles Zlegteld
Marlbel Vinson
Guy Owen
Angela Carsons
Elizabeth Cravens
Billy Kling
Grace May
Florence Walters
Ice Ballet

Hotel Park Cential
(Cecoanot Oreve)

Buddy Clarke Ore
AUonso Ore
Jack .Waldron
Blenore Wood
HIbbert, Byrd Co
WInton ft Dlans
Bonny Howard
Ginger Dulo
Wilson Lang
Kay Evans
Hotel Pennaylvaala
Jimmy Flora Ore

Hotel Plata -

Dick Gasparre Ore
Cblqolto Ore
Paul Haakon
Maxlno Klsor
Hotel Savoy-Pbua
Howard Lally Oro
Yvonne Chevalier

Armando's

Geo Morris Oro
Pcdrlto Ore
Dorothy Allen

< BID BertolottL's

Nola Day
Lynn Russell
Marianne Farror
Jane Churchill
Edith Lambert

' Annette
Moya GIflord
Ginger Lane
Don Sylvio Ore
Angelo Oro

Bill's Oar W»
Charles Blrloklsnd
Lulu Bites
Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard
Harnt Donnelly
Bemie Orauer

Cafe Society
(Mldiown)

Eddie South Or*
Calvin Jackson

Kenneth Spencer
Ammons ft Johnson

Cafe Society
(Village)

Teddy Wilson Oro
Sammy Price
Art Tatum
Helena Home
Ohateao Modeiae

Annette Guerlaln
Covert ft Reed
Luclle Jarrott
Maorlce Shaw Ore
Gabriel
Lou Splelman
Dorothy Tanner
Carmsllta

Olsremont Ina
Joe Rlcardel Ore

Clob 18

O 'Andrews Oro
Jules Stower Oro
Fat Harrington
Jack White
Frankle Hyers
Stan Ross

Hotel St. Horlts
Ford Harrison Oro
Betty Thompson
Emlle Boreo
Carla ft Fernando
Lolo ft Ramon

Hotel St Krgls

Hal Saunders Ore
Qos Martel Ore

Hotel Tuft

Vincent Lopez Oro

Lorraine Elliott
Red Sunler Ore

Grsee Hayes Lodge
Mary Bealy
Neville Fleeson
Peter Llnd Hayes O
Carlyle
Grace Hayes
Mary Rellly
Jack I,eMnlre
Mary Lee
Val Delmar
Bob Fisher
Mavis tllms
Ineclta

Hoose or Horptiy

Franlils Oallngher
*

Dorothy Sims
Jenn Meunler
Gordon Bl.shop
Ellen Talor
Bob Murphy

•It' Cafe

Peter Ray
Joe
Dave Forrester Oro

Mocamho Cnfe
EdH-arrto Agullar O
Phll Ohmnn's Ore

Dennlse
Oaby La Fitto
Billy Burt
Homer Rhodes
Shodraok Boys
Nick Cochran Ore

Bkamboogle
Blackout in H'wood
Bob Bvans
Levey Lane
Lois Gallon'ay
Bock ft Bubbles
Cea Pee Johnson O
Scbeheraude Cnfe
Itlara Manet
Mallo Cheron
Yasclia- Borowskl
Russian Gypsy Ore

Seven Bras
Lllla KIplkona
Sybil Thomas
Benny Kalia
PuananI Mathews
Mlkl Wlkl
Chlet Sautlnl
Malua
Charlie Openul
Bobby Mathews
Bddio Bush Oro

Slnpsy Maxlee
Ben rtlue

Vanessa ft Sandino IbiissobiiIs
Jaoqnellne Ulgnse iRInaldl
Ted Adolr 'Anretu Ma

ATLAHTIC CUT
Ambassador Hotel

(Sorf Room)
Johnny Pick Oro

Babette'e Club
Don ft R Marshall
Owen ft Parker
Alberta Mansfleld
Ginger Ford
Milton Huber Oro
Fernandez Ore
Guy Martin Rev
Bath * Tart Clob
Grade Barrio
Jerry Cooper
Pupy
Gerardo
Jack Whitehead O

Benson's Cafe
Princess Whltewlng
Bobby Wallace
Rita Cunningham
Roe Colelta Ore

Breakers Hotel
(Ship Deck)

Beale Street Boys

BOOKING THE NATION'S
VAUDEVILLE

LEADING INDEPENDENT
THEATRES

EDWARD SHERMAN
1619 BROADWAY NEW YORK COL 5-0930

Ann Barrett
Sonny Skyler

Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria

(Starlight Root)
Xavler Cugat Ore
Mlguellto Valdes
LIna Romay
Frakson
Bvelyn Tyner
H Williams. 3

HiirTlcane

Dave Dennis Ore
Romanl Ore
Billy Vine
Kay Penton
Olson ft Shirley
Lee Mayers
Val Valtane
Iceland Bestauiaat
Ted Eddy Ore
Danny White
Stanley 2 -

Jack Lane Co
Lllyan Dell
Amelia Gilmore
Ann Bronte

ta Hartlnlqne
(West Had, N. 1.)

Eddie Oliver Oro
Herbert Corbello O
Qeorgle Tapps
Adrlenne

a Eddie's

Loo Martin Ore
Oscar Davis.
Rose La Rose
l\CrackerJacks
Adrlsnno Parker
Bee Kalmus

Place Elegante
Bniest Franz Ore
BIU Farrell
Vincent DeCosta .

Art Tubertlnl
Victor Harte

Qoeea l^Iory

Chlqolta Venezia
Leila Qaynes
TertT Carroll
Jack Wallapo Oro
Babe Slater
Consoelo Flowerton
Jerry Blanobard
KIml Toye

Balabow Grin
Ruse Smith Oro
Ashbnrns

Rainbow Room
Oszle Caswell Ore
Clements Ore
Daelta
Jose Fernandez
Joanlta Deorlng
Rolf Passer
Lanra Dutton

Blvtera
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Pancho Ore
Faosto Corbello O
Hal LeRoy
F ft J Hnbort
Marie Austin
Irene Vernon
Lathrop Bros ft Lee
Qower ft Jeanne
Line D'Bsko
Chos Halo Ols
Boss Vinton Farm
(AsbDry Ph, N. J.)

M Bergere Ore
Cax^le ft Sherod
Sally Gay

Splvy's Boot
Nora Sheridan
Eddie Mayhono
Barbara LaMarr
Haywood ft Allen

Stork Club
Sonny Eendia Oro
Mlmi Berry

VersallleK'
N Brandwynne Ore
Panehito Ori'
Betty Bryant
Tommy Wonder

Vlllaae Ham
Bob Green Ore

Mlr^ma^
Harry Owens Ore

Pollndlum
Woody Herman Ore

Paris Inn
Kenny IIcnryHon
Marg'rlte Ac M rtine;i
Henry Monet
White Sis
Carlos & Porthea
Fred ft Jerry
Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Ore

PImtos f>en
Henry Gram

Cully Richards
May Wllllnms
Ann Paffe
Bonny l.osfly

PnttI .Moore
Sam Lewis
Joo Polaky
Joe Oakle
A I Dard Ore

Somerset House

Joe Moshay Ore

Trinnun

Johnny Davis Ore

CHICAGO

£0S MOELES
Bar of MnsIs*

Bill Jordao
George Kent
Jean TIghe
Tony Sharrakba
Dick WinsloW Oro

Blltmore Bowl

Margery Daye
Jack Gywno
Jimmy Caatis
Royal Guards
Grace Poggl ft Igor
Max ft His Gang
Dorothy Brandon
Max ft Gang
3 Dee's
Chuck Foster Ore

Casa Uanaas
Charlie Barnet On
Cocoanot Orovo

Mary Parker
Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brlerly
' H'wood Starlets

Mitchell LeJsen Rev
Freddie Martin Ore

Earl Carroll

Dr Rockwell
B MInnevlteh Co
Helen O'Hara
Gene Shelton
Barney Grant
Dorothy Ford
t Debonairs
Beryl Wallace
Reyes* Rhumba Bd
Bill Brady
Manny Strand Oro

FlorenUne Garden
Corrlnoe ft Tlta
NTO
Julian Oliver
Sugar Gelse
Bd Banley
David Marshall Ore

Oborllo ftoy's Clob
Charlie Foy
Leonard Sues
Phll Sllvors

Ambassador Uotol
(I'onii) Runm)

Val Oman Orr
MaggI McNeills
BUmorrk Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Jimmy Joy Ore
Betty Burns
Maurice & -Maryea
Art London
Tune Tessers
Hadley GIs
Art London

(Tavern Room)
Dave Pritchard Ore

DIackliawk
Art Jarrett Ore
Qail Bobbins
Ted ft Mary Taft
Jose Rosado Ore

HlackRtone Hotel
(Ballneee Rni.)

Johnny DuSy Ore
Pattl Clayton

BRVooit Hotel
(Crystal Room)

3 Nlblies
Peggy Lester
Lois LaCbance
Bob Billings

Broadmoal
Wally Rand
Pat Patterson
Betty Coeds
Anita Page
Juno Daring
Sally Barr
Herb Rudolphs Ore

Brown Derby
Harriet Norrls
Jo Ann Dare
Charlotte van Day
Mary Earl
Chlqulta
Evelyn Lee
Virginia James
Joe Franks
Edith Mitchell
Savage Trio
Marsha DeLand
Jim Polk..
Ethel Brown
Mickey Dunn
Advocates
Sammy Frisco Ore

Capitol Lonoge
Modulators Oro
Maurice Roceo
Louis Jordan Ore

Clies Parse
Milton Berle
Jansleys
Carole Rhodes
Rnquel & Tarrlba
Bill Gary
Ben Yost Singers
Boyd Raeburn Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore
Iflvauii Ols

Clob Alabnm
Larry Vincent
Pancho & L Roche
Irene Burke
Natasha
Ramona Hughes
Bernle Adler
Paulette LsPlerre
Dotty Dale
Marion Moore
Allan Coo
Dave Unell Ore
Eddie Roth Ore

Coloftlmos

Frank Qnatrell Ore
Gale e
Mary McCormIc
Andree Andrea
Al Samuels
Hoffman ft Kaye
Mildred Parr
Hestwood ft Stone
Sparton Duo
Jack Prince
Marquita ft Mlcklea
Pronaph GIs
Harry Poolcy Ore

Congress Hotel
(Glaw Hot Itm)

Jerry Shelton

Del Shore
Eddie Danders Ore

Drake Hotel
Camlllla Rouse)

Bob Grant Oro
Leo ••Viley

EdgewB(er Beach
Itofel

(Boneb Wiilk)
Orrin Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker

Jack Bartell
The Stadlers
Dolores ft Albin
Nlghthawka
Dorbi-n GIs
Herb Foote

886 Club
Johnny Howard
The Conrads
Ann Suter
FIB DeValerl
Julio Gnrcia Ore

Eltel's

Hans Muonzer 4

Doris WIttich
Cosmo Pusa-Terl
Heidelberg 4

6100 Oub
Danny Thomas
Roberts ft Reynolds
Mary Beth Sires
The Bartons
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark Fisher Ore

Garricli Stogebar
Barry Sis
Vie Arties
Milton Webb .

Ann Howard

tirucmere Hotel
(Glans Home Rmi
Crusaders
Dorothy Timmlns
Betty Grey

Ivanlior

Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
Vlerra Hawailans
Helen Sumnei

L'Alglon
Spiros iitumuii Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell
Kdna Sellers
Isobel de Marco

New Yorker
Morey Amsterdsm
J ft J Walton
Mary Ann Russell
Doris DuPont
Kretlow Ola
Arne Barnett Ore
Al Mlltnn Ore

RatbaKellar
Louis ft Ore

i'ulmrt House
(Empire Room).

Skinnay Ennis Ore
Rosario ft Aotonlu
Carlos Ramirez
3 Pitchmen
Johnny Mack
Inez Gonan
Carmine Calhoun
Pedro. DeLeon Ore
Abbdtt Dancers
Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Geoe Kerwin Oro
Jaros Sis

(Puntlirr Boom)
Benny Goodman O
Carl Marx
Coleman Clark
Rhomba Casino

Joan Merrill
Georgie Tapps
Gloria Gilbert
Gain Gain
Carlos Mollnas Ore
Bdoard ft Diane
Pan-Am Dane
Don Pedro Ore

«00 Clob
Billy Carr
Margie Kelly
Diane Rowland
Jean Mode
Dolly Sterling
June March
Jacqueline Mign'ac
Helen Travors
Claire Scott
Lola Andre Dane
Jerl Vanre
Hazel Scott
Alalia
Elayno
Sol Lake Ore"

.

Tripoli 3

Villa Hodetne
Don Orlando Ore
Iloveler GIs

VllU Venice
RoBlta Ortega
Poggl ft Igor
Tana . * .

University 3
Pearl Williams
Urlguntlue Hotel

(Trensnre Is Room)
Pedro Albanl Oro

Clarldge Hotel
(Mayfiiir Room)

Marty Mageo Ore
ChplKca Hotel
(Terrace Boom)

Johnny Hamp Ore
Billy Van 3

Cllquot Clnb
Ann Howard
Hadie. Lang
Cosmo ft Anita
Ramona
.Allldred Ollson
IJert Dagmar
Bunny I.«Roy
Tony Olllard Ore

Chez Force
Bothwell Brown
Helen Jerrleo
H Montgomery

Clob Harlem
Derby Wilson
Helen Penn
Hot Cha Drew
Jackie Mabley
Cook ft Brown
Frances Brock
Myra Johnson
Garland Wilson
^arry Steele
Anise ft Aland
Beachcombers
Coleridge Davis O

Dnde Ranch
Dude Ranch Oro
Endlrott Ore

Elephant Cafe
Frances Carroll
Chuck Wasaman
Joe Armstrong

Joe Doyle
Peggy Shields

BM Clob
Dick Finney
Henry Jerome Ore
Dorothy Blaine
Edna -Janis

Jockey Derby Clnb
Tjonny Ross
Bobby Johnson
KIki Hall
PeppI Carman
Lee Norre

'

Bobby Doll
Honny Ferris

Nomad Club
Sally Keith
Edith Delaney
Jackie Wlialen
Dixie Sullivan
Helen Colby
Zola Gray

President Hotel
(Ronnd Worid Rm)
I.ee Bartell
Howard Brooks
Dorn ft Tosey
Josephine Dolmar
Cheena de Simone
Phyllis Baker
Anselmo Sacaaas O
Juanlta's Bd

Paddock Int'l

Dagmar
Ramon Talavera
Vlckl Cooper
Marie KIbbey

Pamritse Clnb
Charlie ft T>otty
Virginia VIgal
Tampa Boys
PIgmoat Markham
Bardu All Ore
Wllma Mlddleton
Honi Coles
Catherine Atkinson
Beverly White
Tundeleya ft Lopez
Penn-Athintlc Hotel

(I'ulm Room)
Sue Mitchell Ore

Renanlt Tnvem
S Peppers
4 Mon of Rhythm
Sid Rose
Harry Kay
Dorothy Johnson
Al Francis 8

RItz-Carllon Hotel
(31erry Go Bound

Room)
Carmen Cavallaro O

HIvervlew Inn
(Somers Point)

Jacqueline Herman
Mary Ramsey
Freddy Yahn Ore
Traymore Hotel

(Stratoepliere Rm)
Dill Madden's Oro
Elaine ft Barry
Pooaliee-Pooshee
LaHola

X, K, 9 Clob
Alan Gale
Grace O'Hara
Eddy Blum
Judy Cummlngs
Ralph Brown
Eddie Thomas
Bobby Lee Oro

Village Oardea
'Black Horse Pike)

Don Gibson
Lenny Burke
Hap Brander Ore

PHILADELPHIA

Ore

Onb Ball

Ramoni Rhomba Bd
Alan Fielding On.
Ball'lovelles
Oil Galvan (8)
Virginia Ramos
llolene Stondlsh
Jane 'Johnston

Ben Franklin

Ralph Eastwood
Leo Zollo Ore
Ellen Mitchell
Beverly Wilson

Birmingham lu
(Pembertoo, N. J.)

Birmingham Oro
Jean ft R Carney
Jerry Gordon

Carroll's

Charlie Qalnest
Carrie Finnell
Elena Martinez
Maxine York
Bobby Vail
Jean Lee
Carrollettes
Jack Sh'aw
Myrna Dean

Cednrw'd Log Cabin
(Malaga, N. J.)

Mayona Blondell
Hay O'Day
Cynthia Evans
Barbara Dale

'

Dolly Broce
Carol Kent
Deanle Dawn
Frances Williams

College Ina
Mary Love
Sid Raymond
Garner GIs
Southernalres

Embassy
Susan Lang
Allidn ft Chleo
Johnny Parrlsh
Chlqulta
Carlos Reyes Oro

Evergreen Casino
Vivian Vance
Pat Slievlln Ore

(H Walton Roof)
Glamour GIs
Helen Heath
Vera Neva
San Souel Dane
Paul Le Paol
Cerney 2
Marianne
Lou Morrison
Nell Fontaine

ifam SesHlon
Geo Verrcehia
Mickey House
Billy Kretehmer
Uopklns'Ratbskeller
Jimmy Venotl Oro
Frank Lester
Ginger lo'nn
Llo^d Mann
Jimmy Evans
Agnes Barry

Udo Venice
Darlene

Ch Dougherty GIs
Dahny Vereee Oro

LItUe BntliskeUer

Muriel Krltlow Dan
De Lloyd McKay
Al Schenk
Oil Galvan (3)
Victor Hugo's Ore

Uanoa Ina
Gene Tobin
Dot Garcey
Edythe Sallade
Frank Cuneo Ore
Nancy Newell

Minstrel Tavern
Harry Little People
Ed McGoldrlch, Jr.
Margie Rose March
Sissy GInnIo LoCtus
Grade Steele
Ed McGoldrick. 8r

NeU Dleghaa's
Victor ft Ruth
May Digs
Leonard Cooks
Fred Werner
Bradforda (2)
Roy Hettinger Oro
Old rails Tavern
Raekoml
Dotty Villard
Billy Hayes' Ore
Frankle Richardson
Betty Keennn
Al Kilbride.

Peacock Oiirdens
(Klng-of-Pmimla.

I>a.)

Don Loe
Gil Fitch Ore
Margie George
Artie Singer
Rainbow Terrace
(Strafford, Pa.)

Cecil Golly Oro
Margie Kelly
Gene Hyman
Jimmy Engler
Hal Fifor

Red Hill Inn
(Fennsauken, N. J,)

Julia Cummlnga
Iris Wayne
Renaldo
Warren Phillips
Murray Ann

Roman Grille
Nina
Rose Jovonelll
Danny Richards
Gloria Dale
Lenny Pegton' Ore

Rendezrons
(Hotel Senator)

Grooverneera
Walt Shaefler

Sam's Cafe
Frank Pontl
Marie Myers
Billy Jones
Joe Altl
Al Rea_
Mike Ray Ore

Showboat

'

Beryl CoB
Bob ^mmona

Braohard (8)
(^Imlera Ols
Hale Hamilton
Harry Taylor -Ors

BUver Rcet lam
Elaine Bllla '

Lola Cloro
Chlo Lauler
Mas Levin
Joe Lenny
Margie Right
Phil Hills Ore
Jos Scotty

Sliver Lake Ina
Maurlne ft News
Goo Reed
Don Omar
Alice Luoey
Frank HesMl Oro

Spatola's
4 Byde Parkers

Stamp's
Paye Trotter
Marglo Drumraond
Marlon Tulley
l4Lnny Vale
Gwen Stader
Terry Lynna
Hal Pfaff Oro
Jock GrllTln

SBth St. Rathskeller
Heunon Sin
Bella Belmont
Sunny Ray
Barbara Lee

Ray Harklns
VIotor Nelson Oro

KOtb Cealnry
Stylists
Rose Venuti
Kenny Bharfer Trio
Uarjorls Hyoms
Arthur Strohmaa
Weber's Uof Etna

Camden
Jules Flaceo's Oro
Pen Bannerman
Karin Zoska
Syd Golden
Pumphandle Trio
Al Goldecker
Shirley Martin
Karollea
Harry Roeh
Jack Smith
Stan Slierry
Roy Davis
Signer Carmine
Kathe'r Eldoradlans
Dave PIsrson

Wilson's

Joe Hough
Honey Breen
Rae ft Dale
Armand Delmar
Geo Baquet Oro

Yacht Clob
Betty Gaynor
Diane Cooper
Betty Hoyton
Arnold Crece Ore

CLEVELAN])
Alpine VllUge

Doris Bay
Claude ft Andree
Kvers ft D.oIorea
Dob Copfer
Onrl Mueller
Otto Tliurn Oro

FJ IKimpo
Bob Manners Oro
Sammy LIpman
Antoinettes

Eldorado Club
Aggie Auld
J Macken'/lo Ore

Hotel Allerton '

Joe Baldi Oro
Hotel Carter

Thixlon Sprenger
Ambni'sadora Oro

lintel Cleveland
Leighton Noble Ore
Hotel Fenway Hnll
Johnny Cowglll

Grant Wilson
Hotel Hnllendea

Glover ft I.aMae
Parker ft Porthole
Frances Mercer
Sorelll
Sammy Watklns O

Hotel Statler

Jules Duke Ore

La Conga Clnb
Freddie Carlone Oro

Uudaay'n Skybor .

Jaun Florer
Poarl de Lucca

Regal Clob
Ducky Malvin Oro

370O Clob

Art West
Ruth Karrantz
Pat Jordan
Don .Walsh Oro

DETBOIT
Book-C;adllbic Hotel

(Rook Casino)

Loren Parsons
Sanford Mandel
Barry Wilkinson

(Motor Bar)
Vie Abbs

Bowery
Cass Daley
Collette
Spruce ft Rogers
Branch ft Elliot
Paddy Cliff

Don Arden Dane
Chas Carllale
Benny Reah Oro

Casanova
Beth Farrell
Oallos
Robertl
HoRman Sis

Casino Gardeas
Goo Olaen Ore
Keaton ft Arnfleld
Pritehnrd ft Lord"
Ken & Roy Paige
Jean Blair

Clob Congo
Muxino Sullivan
Botty St Claire
Gladys Madden
Alice Lyons
3 Buds
Snowball ft Johnny
Joyner ft Joyce
6 Rsedettes
King Perry Ore
Corktown Tavera

Dolly Stirling
Beth Farrell
Ellen Kaye
Joe B Kerns
Cole ft Corte
G Veaters
Los Arquette Ore

Hood's
Old Timers

Manuel Lopez
London Chop Hoase
Tenia Valcnti
Barney Green
Frank Whitman O

Clob Mayfalr
McGrath ft Deeds
Webster Sis
Reneo Melva
Vlckey La Meer
Bob Hopkins
Art Moe
Phll Olsen Oro

Clob Har-Je
Paul Regan
June Caraon
Doncing DIetrlehs
Merrltf Xdmb ^rc"

Morocco
'Gay Nineties' Rev
Buddy Duray
Joe Foder Oro
Madelon Baker

Nrblolo's

Beth Farrell
O'Do.nnel ft Loyee

Estrallila
Leonard Seel Ore

Nortliwood inn

Anita JacobI
Woods & Bray
Harry Schilling
Uosliee ft Lee
Roy Carlln Oro

Olds Wayne Clnb
Dlnorah Ore
Bernlee Bishop

Palm Beaeb
Curios, Vesta
Bob Tolley
Ron ft M Normaa
Pons ft Claudetls
Kay LaSalle
Don Pablo Ore
Hack's Bedford laa
Mac MrGraw Ore

Roynle
Raul ft Eva Reyes
Paul Roslnl
Cappy Barra Co
Ruth Craven
Royale Starlets
Dick Wnrthlngton
Pamela Britton
Don McGrane Oro

Statler Hotel

Sande Williams Oro
San Dletto

Al Alexander Oro
Rudy Horn
I.eola Taylor
Valencia & Tolanda
Margo Wade

Stevadora

Ethel Shepherd
Les Secrist
.Taquelyn James
Miller ft Millard
Arlette Conreau
Ann Star
Jack Thomas Ore

The Troplrs

Betty Blair
Jean Field
Linda Bruce
The Friars (3)
Vincent Bragnle Oro

Verne
Billy Bleagher
Bobble Bobbins
Raul ft Annette
Alto Fryer Ore

Whlttler Hotel
(Cold Cub Room)

Herman Fine
Wooder Bnr

Pat Nash
Conauella
Hy Bnron Oro
Castrillf>a Ore

60S Clob
Dale Rhodes
Dl Olovannl
Margo Good
Good ft Goody
%'erne Wilcox
John ft Jessie Horn
Olga Ray
Horace Houck Ore

fiOSTON

Beuehconilrer

Harry Morrlssey
]tlarry Day Dune
Monica Lewis
Jean Mona
Vul Voitalne
Buster Kelm Rev

BItnstrub's

Korl Rondo Ore
Boyd Houtlien
Georgo Ross
Laura Leeds
Joan Rosa

Cusa Monona
Hal Miller Ore
Aulger Bros
Louise Sherwood
Earl Gregg
Jane Giddlngs
Jean Ca.rle

Clnb Mnytair
Ranny Weeks Ore
Bernle Uennolt O
George T.lbt' Rev
Cookie Bowers
Richard Adrian 3
Doris Abbott

(Continued

Club Vanity Fair

Kal Nlru Ore
."Stella Ray
Jessie Coiey
May Rand

Coconnut Grove
-Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Ore
Wally Wanger Rev
Billy Paine
Marianne Francis
Amapolu Lope;;

.

Pierce ft Harris
Leo Lament*
Bllaworth ft Falrc'd
Hassan, 2d

(Melody Lnonge)
3(arJorle Gnrretson
Herb Lewis
CrawfonI Hooflo

Ray Cnlllnn Ore
Miriam Johnson
Crawfordettes
Carole Hall
Ray Miles
Jack Steele

Fox ft Hounds
Milton George Ori-

on page 46)
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Coin Deposits for Actor Guarantees

Keep Equity Busy; $80,000 for Bara^

There has been a minimtim ot

complaints around Equity in recent

weeks because a majority ot the

membership is out of town playing

in the 71 widely assorted summer

theatres (there were as many as 86

Gtrawhats with professional casts

several years ago). However,
Equity's staff is required to be alert

because of money on deposit to guar-

antee salarAs and claims. Because

of the salary protection provision,

the office is virtually required to

ccrry on a banking business.

There is on deposit for that pur-

pose around $80,000, in the form of

cash or negotiable securities, for

summer theatres alone. That figure

does not represent, two weeks' sal-

ary for all the companies in the

sticks, since the leading summer
stock outfits are exempt from post-

ing bond or cash for salaries, just

like there are a number of Broad-

way producers not required to do so,

Among the dozen or so exempt
summer spots is the St Louis Mu-
nicipal < Opera, which has a stage

payroll around $5,000 and a weekly
budget of $10,000. Similarly rated

as being reliable is the Elitch Gar-
dens, Denver, a summer stock of

long standing, where the cast total

is more than $1,800 weekly, the top

payroll for resident stocks. Only
spots that may have a higher salary

list occasionally are those which use

guest stars.

$225,000 Tarno^er

It's figured that by early Septem-
ber the turnover by Equity of money
on deposit will approximate $225,-

000, summer stocks calling it a season

by then and getting their money
back. Few sent performers to Equity
to pay off, for there is a fee for that

service of $25, and if salaries are
paid two weeks in that manner, the

$50 cost could possibly represent the

difference between profit and loss

on the summer.

Presently, there's approximately
$300,000 on deposit with Equity to

guarantee salaries and claims. Some
showmen leave securities with the
association for indefinite periods
whether they have attractions play-
ing or not,' feeling it is just as safe in

the bank vault used by Equity as
their own.. It's estimated that around
$3,000,000 of g^farantee coin was de-
posited, paid out or back by Equity
during the year.'

It's understood that the average
summer stock that plays nightly has
around $1,000 on deposit, but there
are q\lite a number with smaller re-
quirements. Such places may give
but two performances weekly. In
those hideaways the actors' pay may
be as low as $5 plus room and board,
while in others the leads get $25 plus
chow and a cot.

'Arsenic' Still Sweetened

By Sugar Plnm to 21 In

On Backing; July Net 22G

Howard Lindsay and Russell
Crouse are maintaining their sched-
ule in splitting the profits of 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' (Fulton, N. Y.) to the
one and 20 backers. Even though
the Chicago company didn't do as
well as expected, the original showed
a net of $22,000 during July and it

was distributed early this month
after the producers took out their
chare.

There are some backers who own
flve-sixths of 1%. They got $190.
Those like Boris Karloff and Howard
CuUman are said to have 7%%, and
their share of the July pickings is

estimated around $2,500 each. Frank
Sullivan is in for 5%. He's sent
word from Saratoga that he wouldn't
plunge the dividend on the races.
Lindsay sent a short note with the

checks:

'Deor Investor:
Enclosed i« this month's lagni-

oppe. FronJc Copra has been en-
gaged by Warners to make the
picture, 'iirsenic and Old Lace.'
Since Mr. Capro is famous for
his grosses, among other things,
this means that come 1943-44 roe
should be oble lo cut onothcr
melon from our percentage or-
rangement on the picture.'
The backers looked up the word

'lagniappe' and found that: 'In Lou-
isiana, a triflling. present given to

customers by tradesmen.' In other
words, a gratuity.

Bassage Quits St. Louis

Post for U. of Cal. Faculty
St. iiOuis, Aug. 19.

Harold Bassage, 'director of the St.

Ia>u1s School of the Theatre, has
bowed out of the local picture to ac-
cept an appointment to the faculty
of the drama department of the U.
of California In Berkeley. Bassage
will be succeeded by Willard Holland
director and actor of the Town
Square Theatre, a strawhatter oper-
ating atop a west end office building.

Bassage was in charge of the
drama classes of th^ Washington
University's Adult Center for the
past t^o years. Previously he was
top man at the St. Louis Little The-
atre for two yiears. Gordon Carter,

now chief of the Civic Theatre, a St.

Louis County strawhatter succeeded
Bassage at the Little Theater. Until

this season Bassage treked to Stock-
bridge, Me., each summer to direct

the strawhat there.-

New Step Eases

Free Shows for

U.S. Service Men

A decorative, circular booth, with

a dozen or more windows, is planned

for the 46th street corner at Broad-

way (Duffy Square, formerly Long-

acre Square), where free tickets for

legit shows and a number of Times
Square picture theatres will be dis-

tributed to service men on furlough
in New York. It's part of th« ac-

tivities of Mayor LaGuardia's recrea-
tion and entertainment committee
actively headed by John Golden and
Mrs. Julius Ochs Adler, wife of The
N.Y. Times general manager.

Golden is considerably perturbed
over a regulation in the new tax bill.

Indexed as HR-5417, which stipu-

lates that the admissions tax shall

apply on free admissions. He has
written a number of congressmen
that such a provision should be ex-

empted for men in uniform, after

being advised that some in the in-

come tax department ' have been
adamant that the clause be retained.

If the rule " Is enforced it would
mean that men given tickets for le-

giters would have to pay 30c tax,

10% of the price. There is some lee-

way possible, however, as the legis-

lators concede that free admissions

may not apply to courtesy tickets

distributed for exploitation purposes

or to the press.

During the first three weeks the

committee has been functioning,

20,0(K) free admissions were given the

men, mostly for Saturdays and Mon-
day nights. Cool weather drew
heavy patronage Into theatres last

week but the enlisted men and gobs

were taken care of regardless;

R. H. McCormick Group

Raises 11,000,000 To

Salvage Chi's And

Chicago, Aug. 19.

It appears that the Auditorium
theatre and hotel may be snatched

from the hands of the wreckers after

all. Dark since Aug. 1 due tp failure

to pay light and power bill, the thea-

tre is now being considered for re-

opening by the Auditorium Music

Foundation, headed by Robert Hall

McCormick.
McCormick, with William Albin

Dudley. William Krahl, Joseph Brit-

tain and Elmer Rich, has raised a re-

ported $1,000,000 for the takeover.

Much of the money raised will be

used Initially to remodel the theatre.

Hotel, which is closed, is also be-

ing dickered for by several key hotel

men and it is likely that a deal will

be made shortly for the reopening

of the hostelry. Spot needs consid-

erable remodeling.

Clarence Hobbi is general man-
ager for John C. Wilson, who starts

Broadway season with Noel Cow-
ard's 'Blithe Spirit,' Eddie KniU be-

ing company manager.
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Too Much Gusto

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

Pat Gleason, who does the as-
istant director in 'Quiet Please'
at the Alcazar here, got orders
to speed up his lines at Thurs-
day's (14) performance, and did
so with such energy that he spat
out his bridgeworlc

Had to invent business while
scrambling

. in the foots to re-
cover lost molars.

Stagehand Hiring

A Snag to kenic

Artists' Mgr. Pact

Scenic artists' union has submitted
its answer to the managers after the
latter revised ('.smands that included
several provisions to which pro-
ducers objected. It is indicated that
new regulations will not be entirely
agreed upon. One point objected to
is a requirement that calls for hiring
stagehands one week prior to pre-
view or premiere. Some showmen
who are readying shows say they
will sign the agreement under pro-
test and then proceed to sue the
union.

Their contention is that being
forced to engage unnecessarily is op-
posed to public policy as viewed in
Washington, and they believe the
courts will uphold their stand. Con-
nection between the scenic union
and the stagehands is implied, with
the latter figured to have asked the
former to insist on that regulation,
Managers have conceded union's

idea of having a 'costume adviser'
with straight plays, salary minimum
being $50, according to the number
of actors and the type of play. That
means that those who have been
acting in that capacity heretofore
will have to join the union. That
goes for clothes specialists like Mrs.
Brock (Margaret) Pemberton. Those
who are union members include
Mrs. Jimmie (Bianca) Strbock and
Mrs. Gilbert Miller.
One requirement sought by the

scenic people would place a man to
touch up the scenery on the payroll
throughout the engagement, at $75
weekly. Managers in nixing that
idea said that it would mean $4,000
to $5,000 additional expense during
a season, for an employe who may
not be called on to daub the scenery
of a one-setter not more than once
or twice during the season.

CANADA LEE INVOLVED

WITH LAW ON 'GOT' CAR

Canada Lee, former prizefighter
who attracted attention as the colored
killer in 'Native Son' at the St. James
N.Y„ last season, was greatly per-
turbed last week when he discovered
that his gift motor car was not fully
paid for and he faced a charge of
grand larceny for a time. Present
was a sort of bonus, evidently from
Bern Bernard and associates who
produced the show directed by Orson
Welles, who was not in on the play's
backing.

Show's management gave Lee the
car after show won some critical

praise, particularly from Burns
Mantle of the N. Y. News, who gave
it a rave notice and 'four stars,' a

maximum rating, four such emblems
being painted on the car's door,
along with other billing. At that

time the backers thought they had a

wow. Some time afterwards it was
definitely known that 'Son' was not

in the hit class, and it ended way in

the red. That's the reason why the
balance on Lee's gift car was not
paid.'

Wee & Laventhal recently secured
the rights of 'Son' for their rotary
stock, Lee and several others of the
original cast appearing. W&L ca-'^e'

into court and arranged to pay t..e

balance on the car, indicating they
would deduct it from Lee's salary,

which is $300 weekly.
That is double the pay he received

originally. His contract called for

a sliding scale, starting at $75 if the

gross was $6,000 or less, going to

$125 over $10,000 and $150 if taldngs

were better than $12,000.

Sharp Dhrergeoces of Opinion Seen

On Basic lll^.-Equity Accord But
>

No Definite Breach Is hdbted

Vincent, DeMarcos, Vine

Added to J^el Show
Romo Vinceht, The DeMarcos, Lois

January and Billy Vine are added
starters to George Jessel's book mu-
sical, 'High Kickers,' which he is

preeming with himself and Sophie
Tucker co-starred,

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby au-

thored.

Saroyan 1-Acter To
Bow in Santa Barbara

• San Francisco, Aug. 19.

"Hello Out There,' a new one-act
play by William Saroyan, will be
preemed at Daivid O. Selznlck's
Lobero theatre, Santa Barbara. John
Houseman is to direct the production
which is slated to go into rehearsal
this week.
Arrangements for the presentation

were made whe'n Saroyan and House-
man met at the recent opening of
'Anna Christie,' with Ingrid Berg-
man, at the Curran theatre here.

Dull Summer

On Bway For

Ticket Agcies.

This summer has been the dullest

for Broadway ticket agencies In

years. They had shared the man-
agerial expectation that there would
be an Influx of visitors from defense

plant sections and that theatres
would boom, but that didn't happen,
the brokers having sold more tickets

for the ball games than for the
shows. Last two summers they did
fairly well with World's Fair visi-

tors.

List dropped to 10 shows with the
withdrawal of 'Pal Joey* from the
Barrymore Saturday (16). Brokers
say they have 'nothing' to sell, ex-
plaining by pointing out that there
are no new shows and their regular
customers who may be in town have,

seen the current bunch. Few visi-

tors will not go for the higherprlced
tickets, nearly all asking for those
priced at $1.10. Some brokers have
been suggesting that they go direct-

ly to the boxoflice, which rarely oc-

curs during the regular season.

Agencies can't make any profit sell-

ing tickets at that price.

Loato-Conn Flte Was Bi;
Outside of the ball games the only

real coin made by brokers frorh

tickets was the Louis-Conn flnht

early in the summer. The Zivlc-

Davis bout was a complete bust.

They are now looking forward to

lively sales for . the Louis-Nova
match, dated for Sept. 19. Tod for

the fight Is $30. That Is the highest

price in years for a fight
Brokers were recently Instructed

on charging for delivery service fol-

lowing complaints said to have been
made to the League of New York
Theatres. Rule In the code permits

a fee of 25c per ticket for 'actual de-
livery,' meaning when tickets are

sent to the office or home of the

patron. Objection Is for charging

the fee when tickets are delivered

at the boxoffice from the Bnenry.

It is felt that as tickets are sent the

boxoffices In quantities shortly be-

fore oerformance, the complaints arc

justified. If a special trip is neces-

sary, brokers should Inform the na-

tron and secure his approval of the

delivery fee, It's held.

SEGAL-TAPPS HEAD

UOEY' CAST ON ROAD

Vivienne Segal and Georgie Tapps,
who'll succeed Gene Kelly, will co-

star in 'Pal Joey' when it goes to

the road. Musical, which closed at

the Barrymore, N. Y., Saturday (16),

relights at the Shubert, N. Y., Sept.

1 for four weeks. Its successor at the
latter will be 'Candle in the Wind,'
jointly produced by the Playwrights
and 'Theatre Guild.

Scale for 'Joey' was $4.40 top, and
the fact that it did not have star

names may explain the decline in

business during recent wesks. At-
tendance was somewhat improved
last week, when better weather pre-

vailed, but at $3.30. which will be
the top at the Shubert, it's expected
to be successful. Shuberts bought in

on 'Joey,' bringing about the change
In olans after it"; producer George
Abbott announced it would not be
sent to the road.

Although there is no Indication of
a breach between the managers and
Equity over the revision and exten-
sion of the .sorcalled basic minimum
agreement, there are differences of
opinion on both sides, somewhat
more sharply than admitted. Two
points at Issue, as stated before, are
the exclusive service provision,
which Equity has changed as of the
coming season, and the matter of
salaries when attractions play Can-
ada. The rate of exchange on the
latter is the bone of contention.

Equity does not regard either issue
as really important, but the . man-
agers do. Matter of having the agree-
ment cover a term of years instead
of one season, was received with
some favor when broached to Equity
leaders. They conceded that, a term
arrangement would be beneficial to
both manager and actor as a stabiliz-
ing factor. Under norn-al conditions
Equity might be willing to, sign for
three years, but it is ventured that
because of changing conditions re-
vision in the rules may be necessary
within a shorter period.

Ezclnsive Service Sole
Those on the Equity delegation at

the meeting with the managers tooTt
the stance that the showmen over-
emphasized the exclusive service
rule. There have been very few
complaints by managers that actors
in their attractions were talcing out-
side jobs, such as radio, pictures and
night clubs. Managers said that it

would be okay for their contract
people to earn that outside coin, but
thought they should have the right
to give the actor permission. Equity
people thought that argument was
akin to quibbling.

It's understood tiie contracts wil^
stipulate that actors may accept out-
side engagements provided such
work does not interfere with their
stage performaiiCes. The rule, there*
fore, has. been revised rather than
deleted. Difference of opinion over
the exclusive-service issue also exists
within Equity. Some members think
that actors with stage jobs should
not go Into radio at the same time,
for it takes a' potential engagement
away from others who have no show
engagements. Another angle is that
if an' actor appears before a film
camera all day, he cannot give a top
performance on^the stage at night.

It appears, however, that Ifs all

up to the manager and actor. Wheth-
er the clause Is In or out, the man-

'

ager may write in a rider to the
contract, with the assent of the actor.
At first the right to use a rider was
limited to stars or featured people,
but during the discussion it waa
conceded It could be applicable to

anyone the manager considered im-
portant to the performance.

Eqaltyitcs Abde Move
Move to change the exclusive

service provision came from Equity-
ites who are in radio as much a*
legit, plus rank and fliers.

After the oouncil had rejected a
proposal to delete the clause, a pe-
tition to take such action was pre-
sented. In the petition It was stated
that unless favorable action was
taken a special meeting would b«
demanded, It was figured that
enough proponents would be pres-
ent at such a meeting to carry the
motion. The council, thereupon, i
acted, regarding the 'uprising' as a I
mandate to delete or revise. It is

*

known that some managers have
used the exclusive-eervlce clause to
declare themselves in on the radio
and other outside coin of their ac-
tors. One such instance occurred
last season and it was important
money to the player, but instances
of managers horning in are said to

be rare.

Equity wants its people to be paid
the equivalent of American dollars
when playing Canada, no matter
what the rate of ex?hange may be.

Managers say they should not be
forced to assume the whole brunt,
of the burden.

'Lottie' Late for Debut

Santa Barbara, Aug. 10.

Second summer stock production
by David O. Selznick, 'Lottie Dun-
dass,' was postponed a week 'because
of the rather .iplex physical pro-
ducfion of the play.'

Geraldlne Fitzgerald beads cast of
the Enid Bagnold play.
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Strawhat Reviews

BEHOLD WE LIVE
Dennis, Mass., Aug. 18.

Ci>ni«ly-<Jrama by John Van Dniton; pre-

•nnird by RIclinrd Aldrlch «t the Caiw
Plnyhouiie, Dennia, MaM., for ono wook
oiicnlng Aug. 18, '41; Btttrt Gorlruie Lnw-
Tinre nnd Phlll|i Mprlvnle; nlaROiI by Ar-
thiir SIroom: ppltlriKs, EuRene Fltsrta.

Cnst: Ocrlrurte Lftwrcncc, rhlllp Mcrl-
v»ili». Kfflo .«:hnnnon, Ethel Morrlnnn, Rob-
tii. Wollslon, Murlnl Wllllnms. I-Mn'ln Gor^
don.

Canadian Coin
^Continued from paie 3s5

John Van Druten could hardly

have his American preem of 'Behold

We Live,' in belter hands than those

of Gertrude Lawrence and Philip

Merivale, and the Richard Aldrlch

production ot it here leaves little for

one to imagine how it would look on

Broadway. The answer is that these

two stars would carry it quite a

distance, but the tragedy of the play

creeps up quite unexpectedly at the

end, and in the present warhaggled,

theatre marliet this type of show
would probably find limited accept-
ance. London saw it several years
ago.

Miss Lawrence, as Sarah, is dis-

covered utterly unhappy and verg-
ing on suicide in the opening. Then
Merivale, a British lawyer, takes her
away from a highpressure, false gai-
ety and into the quiet of the Eng-
lish countryside. What she is escap-
ing most of all is her despicable,
philandering husband who earns his
money in mtierior decorating. On
hor own income, meagre in compari-
son with her marital finances, she
finds real happiness with Merivale
around. She gets a divorce easily,

but the lawyer finds that his own
divorce is not as simple as he imag-
ined. Then his afTair with Sarah
prevents him from obtaining ap-
pointment as a judge. When Sarah
and Gordon (Merivale) have recon-
ciled themselves to taking as much
happiness as circumstances permit,
knowing that this much is rhore than
they, have ever enjoyed previously,

Gordon dies, leaving Sarah with his

aged, but understanding mother.

It would seem that this year's

audiences would feel somewhat let

down in their eager search for light

forgetfulness in the theatre after

they left the temporary glamour of

•Behold' despite some gay and thor-

oughly enjoyable scenes' when Miss
Lawrence is in top form.

With a standee house tonight (18)

and all seats sold for all njne per-
formances this week (extra mati-

nee), this strawhat audience followed
Miss Lawrence's every move with
bated breath. To understate it, she

came through with unblemished suc-

cess. This is her third season local-

ly as guest star, having done- 'Sky-

lark' and 'Private Lives' here. Meri-
vale turns in a smash performance.

His characterization of th-^ VindJv,

romantic la\vyer is consistently sat-

isfying,

- Arthur Sircon has d;rcOljd i.it^Ui-

gently and the supporting company
generally helps matters considerably.

Eflie Shannon scored as lawyer's

mother, ekeing many laughs from
her role without overdoing it. Barry
Jones, as a well-meaning friend; and
Murial Williams as a gushy gossip

gal, and Robert Wallsten in nasty

husband role all had their moments.
Ethel Morrison rates special men-
tion in a relatively trite maid's role.

Sets by Eugene Fitsch provided

tasteful backgrounds. Fox.

U. S. 90
Millburn, N. J., Aug. 18,

r«mrdy-i1rni;i:i In two acts W nconnR) by

Tk'ard .Moreliousf; alngcd by Frank Cavrlnif-

ton nna Acnes Morgan; aottlngK, Otla

Rlggo; prMonted by CarlmBton und An-
tolnetlo .Iruddrr at the Paper Mill plny-

house, MlUhurn, N. J., Aug. IS. '41.

Ri>na fllfi CclOBte Holm
Jim Storm Warren Hull

Vlmenl., John Whooler
Wnllcr.; Duncan 1). Dwlght
Jiivno 1'ltiiB Glorln Stunrt

Fi.xlmll....: I'""*
fVS''

Biinny ; Betty OooflrlcU

VI Volly Row*
Il'diilewort'h Edpur K<;nt

Puppefrt'o': Mnrt'.n Noble
t'lnrnil ^hn.'ti r Brum Noaaen
Jlui: C.rl.h"-'- Devil I.eonenl

Aliernl-.liv Sllverll'.ornc B. J. Ilallnnllno

Ciibln l.'anip Owner John Wheeler
p,.„nv Howard Smith
Siiuil'. VHtV Brown
Mr I'ikc Hnrolil Grnu
I<.l-i Cntherlne I,iiwr«nee

Otlierij; I.:'"rn Wlni'por, Holen Rclsa. Unlph
Alden, neriilee Wlngntc, Betty Criiiiler,

Oiirbi\rn Thompaon, George Dlnckwood,
niarlet Benjomln. Wllllnm Melville,

George Johnflon. Parah Burton.

tress who set out on a motor jaunt

from the Coast to N. Y., and whose
romance runs afoul of a predatory

screen star en route, 'U. S. 90' is least

successful.

Although the tryout production nt

the Paper Mill playhouse is brightly

mounted and enjoys the services of a

capable cast, first-night performance

suffered from long waits between

scenes. The audience began to feel

eventuallv that they were making

the trip, mile by mile, with More-

house's Jim Storm and Jayne -TitU!;.

Final curtain didnt fall until almost,

midnight.
;

Plaving to a crowded house,^any .

Broadway names in evidence, Gloria

Stuart aiid Warren Hull, both best I

known in pictures, click as t»e ''O"
i

mantle couple out to explore their

native land. Miss Stuart vci.v

comely, could give her role a little

more color. especiaUy with freer use

of her voice, and probably will when

she is more relaxed. Hull makes an

altracUve, zestful hero, though pro-

gressively less so as the evening

wears on—due mainly, no doubt, to

lack of sustained dramatic interest

in the character as written. As the

screen siren who tries to break up

Hull's romance with Miss Stuart,

Celeste Holm registers solidly, never

more so than when her glamor be-

gins to melt under a hot Alabama
sun and she turns into just.a tired

and Irritable traveling mate for the

man she has taken away from his

sweetheart.

Supporting performances vary in

quality and show need of further re-

hearsal. David Leonard, as Max
Gaithers, the hero's one real friend

in Hollywood, starts off vigorously

but loses assurance toward the end.

E. J. Ballantine, amusing as the v.p..

in The Beautiful People,' seems un-

prepared to make the most of a

highway drifter role. John Wheeler,

Howard Smith, Kirk Brown, Cath-

erine Lawrence and William Mel-

ville, as other quaint typeis encount-

ered on Route 90, lend effective

touches, while- George Blackwood, as

the hero's old newspaper pal Kelly,

and Tom Bate, as an elegant butler,

are also helpful. Billy Rose's sister,

Polly, appears briefly as a JHoUy-
wood cutie.
' Otis Riggs' settings, kept down to

simple lines because of numerous
changes, are fresh-looking and have
atmosphere. Staging by Frank Car-
rinoton and Agnes Morgan Is intelli-

gent. Pnul.

CONCERT TOUR
Woodstock, N. Y., Aug. 15.

Drama In three acU (live acenea) by
Fronk M. Thomo* and Henry K. Morltz,

from an Idea by Murray Boltlnoff; present-
ed by Woodatock playhouse. Robert Blwyn,
director, at Woodatock, N. T., Aug. M, '41.

Mm. C'nrter Helen Bayslnger
Ann Barrett Phyllis Bllermnn
.lean Joan Strawgale
Wndo Price William Halatead
Honelll. Anato' Wlnogmdorr
Clara Rutlcclge Phlllppa Bevana
NIcolal Ivan Trleaault

Guataf Sichulhoffer Frank U. Thomas
Kavl Srhulhoffcr Frankle Thomna
Miller Duane Mc^Klnney
Walter Jack Senior
Corncgle Hnll Doorman Robert Harris

As one of New York's more perl

pqtetic columnists, Ward Morehouse
takes pleasure In communicating the
delights of travel to his Sun readers.

He can be particularly eloquent on
the U.S.A. . Something of his feel-

ing for the out-of-the-way reaches
of the country comes through in

*U. S. 00.' rs )• ("ci in an earlier play
of his, 'Miss Quls.'

In its secondary roles '90' Is vividly
populated with 'the unpretentious, if

somewhat garrulous, folk of
.
the na-

tion's highways and byways.
.
But

the plot on which Morehouse strings
his character sketches and shrewdly-
observed details oi American life

.seems contrived, thin and ultimately
grows tedious..- In Its story of a
Hollywood writer and • young ac-

Frank M. Thomas, one of the au-

thors, has a chance to appear with

his son Frankie in 'Concert Tour,'

playing the young musician's doting

father. The pair makes an attractive

stage team and the script itself Is

not without merit, but its chances

outside the summer theatre are ques-
tionable.

Frankie, as. an 18-year-old pianist,

is taken under the wing of one Ann
Barrett, herself a frustrated concert

artist, and coached for big things in

music. The expected complication

arises, with Franklie falling for his

fair sponsor who is some 10 years
older. Play ends as the boy, realiz-
ing at last there can never be any-
thing between them, squares his
shoulders manfully and goes out to
give a Carnegie Hall audience a per-
formance glowing with personal
emotion.

The two authors and one Idea-
man involved in 'Concert Tour' have
turned out a job somewhat lacking
In Inspiration. Rewriting might help.,
The love scenes between Ann and'
her press agent admirer certainly
require it. And the plot develop-
ment would be more effective if the
same elements were treated less
routinely.

Young Thomas gives an earnest
and convincing performance except
when he is- obliged to sit down at
the piano and tos$ off a classic.

Though reasonably, proficient at the
keyboard, he's no budding virtuoso.
Thomas, Sr., is likeable as Papa
Schulhoffer, humorously pointing up
lines with a German accent Phyllis
EUerinan, seen to better advantage
in the Woodstock production of
'Final Answer,' is not entirely suited
to the Ann Barret role, but handles
it intelligently. Opposite her, as
the press agent, William Halstead
gives a good account of himself,
with Helen Bayslnger, Anatol Wino-
gradoff, Philippa Bevans and Buane
McKlnney doing right by other
parts. Paul.

andra, Toronto, and Frank McCoy,
Rawley's associate In producing sum-
mer theatre in Toronto, Montreal

and Ottawa, have written letters to

Equity presenting their stand and ex-

plaining how the new ruling, if taken
literally, will not only rule out. all

legitimate theatre-activity in Canada
but will seriously cut into the eam-
1113 iiowers of such American actors

ns I'.ive heretofore made consider-

able money in the Dominion.

Payrolls

Rawley-McCoy estimate that dur-
ini; the last two summer sca.sons

at the Royal Alexandra their actor

payr; I has totalled some ?60,000-

.".70.000 a season apart from other

operating costs goin,l to sfa<,'ehands,

mujicians, house staffs, advertising

overhead, etc. Amonj the stars ap-
pearing here and in Montreal and
Ottcnva during the past two seasons

have bcsn Ethel Barryinore, Francis

Lc; crer, C. Aubrey Smith, Cornelia

0;;s Skinner, Peggy Wood, Ruth
Chalterton, Charles Buttcrworth,

Mary Boland, Florence Reed. Fay
Wray. Violet Hemin.c. Donald Brian,

Margaret Bannermnn, nnd many
others. No complaints have been
raised by these of the Canadian gov-
ernment's discount on earned funds
paid in American currency, accord-
ing to Rawley and McCoy.
Should Equity's new ruling go into

effect—no American actor playing
Canada is permitted to accept a dis-

count on his salary—this may have
the effect of stopping many pro-

ducers from sending their companies
to Canada during the forthcoming
Ictiiimnle season. Speaking for the
Royal Alexandra, Rawley lists some
of the Toronto gros.scs for the 1940-

41 season; 'Philadelphia Story,'

C.22,500; 'There Shall Be No Night,'

$24,000; 'Hellzapoppin,' $24,500; 'Man
Vl'^o Came to Dinner.' $25,000; 'Bal-

let Russe,' $22,000; Dante, $29,000;

'C: biti in the Sky,' $19,000; others
grosrad well to les.^er figures in the

Royr.I Alexandra's sea.<:on- of 23

wce!:s of roadshows. On such
grosses, Rawley maintains, there

were no complaints forthcoming on
any Government discount on funds,

the high payoff more than offsetting

any possible argument.
The procedure in Canada is as

follows: when the company arrives

on Sunday night or Monday morning
and reports at the theatre, they-'rc

instructed not to spend their Ameri-
can money in' Canada but to deter-

mine what they think the living ex-
penses will be for the week. That
sum .is tlien given to them In Cana-
dian money on exchange of lOU's.

At the end of the week, each mem-
ber is paid off in American funds,

less .the Government discount of

11%—but this is not so severe as it

might otherwise seem on the sur-
face. On the basis of $100 a week,
the usual estimate is that it takes

$40 a week for hotel, eats and other
expenses. The $40 is paid in Cana-
dian; the balance of $60 is paid in

American money, less the official

11% Government discount; and the

actor loses $5.46 on the $100. Con-
tention here is that anyone will take

a $5.46 cut on a $100 for a week's
v^ork when they otherwise might be
idle.

Contention is also made that any
actor being charged 15-18% in con-
verting his Canadian funds into

American money has only himself to

blame and that 98% of the visiting

players take the banking advice of

the theatre managements; the other

2% prefer to do their own money-
changing and would rather specu-
late, despite all the warnings that

the theatre can get a better deal for

them through official channels. It's

when they think that they can do
better on their own that the actor

gets nicked for that 15-18% when
all he should take is $5.46 on a $100.

Incidentally, McCoy claims he h-as

an agreement with Equity that no
actor in the Canadian summer thc'

atre circuit—Toronto-Montreal-Ot-
tawa—will have to accept more than
the official discount.

In the case of producers, all their
expenses are paid In Canadian
money and, after all expenses and
local overhead are written off, the
profit alone is paid in American
funds less the official discount. It's

still pointed outi however, that be-
cause of the big grosses north of the
border, where war earnings are flush

and the legitimate theatre business
is better than it has ever been for

a couple of decades, this consistent

upbeat at the boxoffice more than
offsets the government discount and
the profit made 'by producers is

even then much in excess of a great
many American playdates in cities

ot similar or greater size.

Inside Sbiff-Legh

One of those coincidences-in-real-Ilfe became a mild farce when R.

Howard Lindsay, ex-J. Walter Thompson agency man, Toronto office

(radio dept.), met Howard Lindsay, the 'Life With Father' actor-author.

The Canadian Lindsay, when quitting Thompson, authored 'Fowl Murder*

(Little, Brown), a whodunit, which the stage Lindsay read, Uked and fan-

mailed the book writer to the effect that (1) he'd like to meet another
writin* feller called Howard Lindsay; and (2) he wishes he could write a
whodunit like 'Fowl Murder.'

Novelist called on playwright at 50 W. 11th street, N.Y., and discovered
that he's a neighbor, address 50 W. 9th. Topper came when novelist
Lindsay told the playwright Lindsay's colored butler who was calling.

That took 20 minutes of jive with the lackey, and you can pick it "up
from here.

Tliere will be at least 31 candidates on the Equity ballot at the next
election, a more populous ticket than ever before. Instead of the usual 10
councillors to be elected there will be 18, because eight are recent replace-
ments, occasioned when that many members of the council, plus two v.p.s,

resigned. They were named for one year only. Rule calls for nominating
50% more names than places to be filled, so that 27 council candidates
will be on the regular ticlcet.

In addition, there will be tour candidates for tlie two v.p. posts, the new
executives similarly being one-year appointments. Likely that other names
wiU be present because of withdrawals. Also possible that an independent
ticket will be on hand as in June.

There are plot similarities in two plays among the early crop of shows
for thc new season, both being in rehearsal. A killing is committed and
a candidate for governor is present, in one or both stories he also being
tlie prosecutor. Understood the treatment in the scripts vary consider-
ably, however.

Conflicting shows are 'Mr. Big,* through which George S. Kaufman bows
as a manager, and 'The Great Whitewash,' which has Otto Preminger and
Norman Pincus as producers. Another title is being considered for the
latter play.

Counsellor A. L. Berman will be as active in show business as the last

two seasons. He will be concerned with thc contracts and booking of
'Banjo Eyes,' bringiRg back Eddie Cantor to Broadway, although the
musical will be produced by Al Lewis with the backing of Warners.
Berman has an interest in two plays to be presented by Lee Ephraim,
'Women Aren't Angels' and 'The Heart of a City.'

In addition, the attorney-showman will handle Buddy De Sylva's at-

tractions, the current 'Panama Hattie' ftOth Street, N. Y.) and 'Louisiana
Purchase,' soon going on tour.

The Hot Air Club, a bunch of showmen who held their annual clam-
bake in Jersey the last Sunday in July, are wondering when—or whether
-y-they will get the group photograph of the gathering. Most, of the gang
ordered the overdue picture, but none seems to know who the cameraman
is.

'Aie fellow has his business in Long Branch not far away from the
outing spot, but there are a dozen photographers there, and nobody knows
the guy's name. — -

Advance sale for 'Lady in the Dark' at the Alvin, N. Y., boxoffice indi-
cates it .will relight night after Labor Day to excellent attendance. Mail
orders are claimed to be piling up and some are dated for December, but
tickets that far in advance have not been printed. Coin on hand for tickets

actually sold is estimated around $18,000.

First to be sold have been the lowest-scale tickets at $1.10, of which
there is a limited amount Virtually all for September performances have
been disposed of.

Premieres
(Aug. 18-30)

'Behold We Live,' by John Van
Druten. with Gertrude Lawrence
and Philip Merivale, at Cape play-
house, Dennis, Mass. (18-23).

'Sixth Avenue,' by Maurie C. Buy-
an, at Hampton summer theatre,

Bridgehampton, L. I. (18-23).

'U. S. 90,' by Ward Morehouse,
with Gloria Stuart, Warren Hull, at

Paper Mill playhouse, Millburn, N.
J. (18-22).

'Abont Face,' by Edward Padula,
at Hilltop theatre, Ellicott City, Md.
(19-23).

TimbuU,' by Elizabeth Miele, at

Theatre-ln-the-Dale, New Mllford,
Conn. (20-23).

'White Pony,* by Marion Lloyd, at

Woodstock (N. Y.) playhouse (21-

24).

'Betreat! from Glory,' by Huniqr
WUliams, with Margot Grahame, at

Westchester playhouse, Mt. Kisco,
N. Y. (18-23);

'Puritans at Play,' by Esther Forbes
and Saxon Kling, at Martha's Vine-
yard (Mass.) playhouse (18-23).

'Lottie Dundas,' iiy Enis Bagnold,
with Geraldine Fitzgerald, at Lobero
theatre, Santa Barbara, Cal. (21-30).

Postponed from last week.
The Oentleman Came to Klll,',by

Ray Golden, at- Assistance League
playhouse, Los Angeles (21'-30).

The King's Maid,' by Ferenc Mol-
nar, at Bass Rocks theatre, Glouces-
ter, Mass. (25-30).

'Sorrow for Angels,* by George
Donald Batson, with Ruth Chatter-
ton, at Brattle hall, Cambridge, Mass.
(25-30).

'Lend an Ear,* revue by Charles
Gaynor, at South Shore playhouse,
Cohasset, Mass. (25-30).

'Balalaika,' by Eric Maschwitz,
George Posford and Eric Grun, at St
Louis Muny Opera (25-30).

1«r. Wife,' by William Zehv and
A. B. Channon, at Hunterdon Hills

playhouse, Jutland, N. J. (26-30).

'Off the Cob,' revue, at Starlight

theatre. Pawling, Ni Y. (26-30).

Agent Styiman's 10%

Suit Over Tyg'' Tour

Denial ot a pica for summary
judgment against Kenroad Produc-

tions, Inc., by David B. Stillman,

agent, revealed a suit in N. Y.

supreme court yesterday (Tuesday).

Stillman, agent for Ruth Chatterton,

is seeking $4,167 under a contract

with the defendant in which he

claims was not paid in full.

Contract was made Oct. 15, 1940

under which Stillman was to receive

10% of the weekly gross, less $40
weekly, on the tour of the play
•'Pygmalion' for which he secured the
actress. Tour ran from Oct. 25, 1940-

March 25, 1941, and Stillman was
paid $12,369 but claims he is still

owed $4,187. The summary judgment
was denied by Justice by Justice

Carol G. Walter who declared that

triable issues existed.

Shows m Rehearsal

'Candle In the Wind*—PlaywrlghU
and Theatre Guild.

'Mr. Big'—George ' S. Kaufman.

'Keep Covered'—Morris Sarnoff.

'Two Story House*—Brock Pem-
berton.

'The Wookey*—Metro, Edgar Sel-

wyn.

'Best Foot Forward' ('Young
Man's Fancy')—George Abbott

'Great Whitewash' — Otto Pre-
minger, Norman Pincus.

'Village Green'-Dorothy and Ju-
lian Olney, Felix Jacoves.

'Brother Cain' — American Civic

theatre.

'Hold On to Tour Hats'—Al Jol-

son (road).

'Boys . and Girls Together'—Ed
Wynn (road).
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Showcasing a la Hollywood

Teaser Campaign, Theatre ReaUd to Introduce

Czech Comics

liOi Angeles, Aug. 10.

The fampling process—or 'show

me what you can do' method ot buy-

ing talent—being a Hollywood In-

ftitutlon, Paul Kohner, Hollywood

agent, went all the way to introduce

Voskovec and Werich, Czech comics,

to the agentry and other interested

parties last Tuesday night (12).

Renting the Max Relnhardt Play-

house (formerly Ben Bard's) for the

night, Kohner sent out enough wires

to fill the house and the usual num-
ber of crashers poured into the

aisles. It was a showmanly presenta-

tion but the continental comedians

failed to live up to the buildup

splurge.

For several days before the sam-

pling, Kohner spotted teaser ads in

Daily Vamety, stressing the play on

their initiaU V and W. The first let-

ter whetted the town's curiosity, the

assumption being that It had some-

thing to do with the Victory cam-
paign. Few knew any different until

the program was passed around giv-

ing the case history of the mysteri-

ous alphabeticals.

Team gave out with Its complete

repertoire; consisting mainly of pat-

ter abc. '. Hitl--; rnd overrun Eurci:3

generally. They appeared In whiis-

face makeup, affecting the getup of

circus clowns with habiliments to

match.
Program note expends on their

versatility, remarking that they

wrote their own plays, acted In them
and operated their own theatre In

Czechslovakia for 12 yenrs.

So far, no takers.

'EILEEN', AS LONE ENTRY

IN i% FINE $11,400

Chicago, Aug. 10.

'My Sister Eileen,' continuing as
the only show in town, turned in its

27th week in the Harris with an-
other fine take of $11,400, being
upped by considerable influx of va-
cationists and conventioneers.

Marcy Westcott ii back in the cast
as Eileen after an absence due to
illness. K. T. Stevens, who came in
to sub, hat left the show to return to
the Coast, where she's scheduled for
several pictures.

Next play due in is 'Claudia,'
skedded at the Selwyn' for an open-
ing,on Sept. 15. John Qolden has
John Pollock and Gertrude Brom-
berg here banging the drum for the
opening and getting excited about
Golden s plans to bring at least three
shows into Chicago quickly, the sec-
ond to be Theatre,' by Somerset
Maugham.

ladies' $5,500, A. C.

AtlanUc City, Aug. 19.

"Ladles In Retirement,' with Flor-

ence Reed and Estelle Winwood,
grossed approximately $5,500 for

week ending Sunday (17) at Garden
Pier theatre. This was a drop of

more than $2,500 from preceding
week when 'The Man Who Came to

Dinner' played here.

Monday night (17), 'Native Son'
with Canada Lee, Anne Burr and
Broadway cast, opened for week.
Four matinees scheduled. A large
advance sale of tickets announced
for Al Jolson show, 'Hold on to Your
Hats,' to open Aug. 27.

ME. STRAWHAT HAS

PUYER DIFHCULTIES

Rangeley, Me., Aug. 19.

Last week's production of 'Penny
Wise' at Rangeley Lakes Playhouse
opened under unique difficulties. At
the previous Friday night's perform-
ance Carl Friedan and Paton Price,

partners in operating summer thea-

tre, had been confronted by ultima-

tum from players who demanded,
among other conditions, all be signed
for next season and that none could
be discharged by Price, as director,

without two-thirds vote of all play-
ers.

After performance management
and malcontents had showdown and
seven members of total roster of 15

actors left Saturday. Harold Kel-
ledy, of Lyons & Lyons, helped as-

semble substitutes and 'Penny Wise'
opened, hastily rehearsed by four
new ingenues, Ruth Mark, Mina
Foch, Claire Kennedy and Charlotte
Sumner, with Price playing male
lead.

First season in small converted
dancehall, seating about 200 and
caled at $1.10, has done well and
Frledan-Price team expects to re-

turn next summer with full Equity

, cast and conditions. Has been op-
erating three to five nights weekly.
This week company is presenting
•George Washington Slept Here,'
using lots of extras recruited from
guests at summer hotels.

G. & S. CO.j INC.
Albany. N. Y., Aug. 19.

American Gilbert & Sullivan
Opera Co., Inc., has been chartered
to conduct a theatrical business In

New York, with a capital of 200
shares, no par value.'

Sing^g Star of the Americas

GEORGE

NEGREHE
now at Hal Boach studioB

prodnotioii "FIESTA"

Maimgemcnt;
WAIXACB DOTVNET, INC.
lSt9 Broadway, Maw York

SAMUEL FBENCH
aiNOE laso

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE

PUn ftr t»»t», Stnta ui Ridtt

39 WMt 49U atmt, Niw Vtrk

ail Wut 7tb Strtet, Ln AqoMm

l-NTTEMARKAT

MUNY. ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Aug. 19.

For the third time this season a
new one-night attendance record for
the al fresco summer theatre here,
sponsored by the Municipal Theatre
Assn., was set last week whpn ""'"S

Desert Song,' on Saturday (16), drew
11,161. A total of 73,177 paid ii\

estimated $47,000 on the week for
sock biz. 'Irene,' with 73,361, set
the Forest Park theatre's all-time
high several weeks ago.

Victor Herbert's 'The Red MUl' be-
gan a one-week stand last night
(Monday) with a big mob. Despite
rain in the afternoon, debut grossed
an approximate $3,500.

Evelyn Wyckoff, who scored in her
local debut in 'Irene' several weeks
ago, repeats her click as Gretchen.
Gil Lamb, terping comedian of the
1935 and 1936 seasons here, and Jack
Donohue, the theatre's ensemble di

rector, who has doubled on the
apron - several times this season,
were heavy socks in the comedy
roles. Others who won the mob are
Detmar Poppen, portly comedian, in

first p.a. in three seasons here;
Vivien Fay, Hollywood ballerina,

and the Lime Trio, comedy acrobatic

team. Joseph Macauley was a big

click as the governor of Zeeland and
in his interpretation of 'Every Day
Is Ladies Day With Me.'

Standouts in support are William
Lynn, diminutive comedian; Maryon
Dale, Eric Mattson, Helen Raymond,
Ruth Urban, William Mercer and
Frederic Persson. Watson Barratt.

scenic designer, contributed two neat

sets.

Current Road Shows
{Aug. 20-31)

'Adda CtarisUe' (Ingrld Bergman)
—Curran, San Francisco (20-30 X.

'Barker* — Brighton, Brighton

Beach, N. Y. (20-24).

'Charley's Aunt' (Phil Baker)—
.Central, Cedarhurst, L. I. (20-24).

'Flight to the West' (Isabel

Jewell, Michael Whalen)—Windsor,
Bronx, N. Y. (20-24); Flatbush,

Brooklyn (26-31).

'Hellzapoppin' — Biltmore, L. A,

(20-23); Russ aud., San Diego (24-

25); Civic aud., Pasadena, Cal. (26);

Long Beach (Cal.) aud. (27); Civic

aud., San Jose, Cal. (28); Mun. aud.,

Sacramento, CaL (29-30); Curran,

S. F. (31).

'Hold On to Tonr Hats* (Al Jolson)

—Garden Pier, Atlantic City (27-30).

'Jump for Joy* (Duke Ellington)—

Mayan. L. A. (20-23).

'Life with Father* (Dorothy Gish)

—Case; Detroit (20-23).

Man Who Came to Dinner'

—

Flatbush, Brooklyn (20-24). ,

•My SIsUr Eileen'—Harris, Chi

(20-30).

•Native Son'—Garden Pier, Atlan-

tic City (20-24); Windsor, Bronx

N. Y. (26-31).

'Qnlet Please'—Alcazar, San Fran-

Cisco (21-27).

•Village Green' (Frank Craven)—
Maryland, Baltimore (25-30).

•The Wooliey' (Edmund Gwenn,

Heather Angel)—National, Washing

ton (25-30).

•Tobacco Boad' (John Barton)

—

Russ aud., San Diego (20-23); Bill

more, L. A. (25-30).

Stagehands Askmg

Wage Increases In

Boston and Chicago

stagehands in Boston and Chicago

are seeking wage increases, while no

demands are reported from other

stands, Including New York. Scale

arrangement here extends until Feb-

ruary and will automatically be' ex-

tended unless notification of changes

are made within a stipulated time.

In the Hub, a boost of 20% has

been asked, but it's been indicated

that a settlement of around 5% wiU
be agreed upon.

Department heads in Boston have
been getting $67.50 and they have
asked for $82.50 weekly. Chicago
heads will get-more pay, but it prac-
tically is not an increase. About
eight years ago they accepted a cut.

Loop theatricals going into a decline

with the depression. Deal calls for

the decrease to end, so that the men
will get the same pay as before. In-

crease approximates $10 weekly.

Cool Weather Ups B'way; Ice Hottest

At $23M Tather Jumps to $13,000

HELLZ' 24G SHAMES

LA. CRIX; 'JUMP' SKIDS

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

'Hellzapoppin' hung up a lusty

$24,000 for its first full week ending
Tuesday (12) at the Biltmore, despite

heat and the absence of Olsen and
Johnson from the cast. With Billy

House and Eddie Garr replacing the
originators of the top two roles,
show is packing 'em in to an extent
that called tor a special performance
Sunday night (17). Gross for the
second week should top the initial
stanza, thus reddening faces of prog-
nosticators who predicted a flop
without Olsen and Johnson on the
rostrum. 'Hellzapoppin' closes Sat-
urday (23) to make way for 'Tobacco
Road,' opening Aug. 25.

'Jump for Joy' at the Mayan is on
the skids, with barely $5,000 in the
damper for the sixth week. Duke
Ellington musical continues to limp
along with a large portion of paper
noticeable in the house.

LmE SEASON

ENDSINBLAa

'CHRISTIE' BIG 14G, BUT

WITHDRAWN M FRISCO

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

Although doing biz that warranted

a four-week run, the David O. Selz-

nick company's version of 'Anna
Christie' was pulled off after the sec-

ond week at the Curran here due to

the fact that its star, Ingrld Bergman,
had made previous commibnents to

do the show at Maplewood, N. J.

Miss Bergman leaves this week to go

into rehearsals for a Sept 1 opening.

Only member of the company here

who will accompany her is Damian
OTlynn, who plays Matt Burke.

Balance of troupe, headed by J. Ed-

ward Bromberg, has returned to Hol-

lywood.

Second Selznick opus, Xottie Dun-
dass,' is definitely out. Unable to get

the show ready in time at Santa Bar-

bara, where it is breaking In with

Ger-aldine Fitzgerald topping, new
Enid Bagnold play would reach here

too late to exploit before opening of

'Hellzapoppin' on Aug. 31, with no
subsequent spot available for a couple

months.

Second-final week of 'Anna Chris-

tie" at the Curran got a big $14,000,

with upstairs pews sold solid every

night-

Engagements

Matt Briggs, 'Village Green.'

Lee Baker, 'The Distant City.'

Lee J. Cobb, 'Clash By Night.'

WiUard Parker, 'Lady in the

Dark.'

Byron Russell, Gilbert Russell,

'The Wookey.'

Russ Brown. Oswald, Gilberto

Galvan, 'Viva O'B.-ien.'

Beverly Bayne, Reed Brown, Jr.,

Phyllis Thaxter, 'Claudia' (road).

MUdred Natwick, Clifton Webb,

PeRgy Wood, Leonore Corbett,

'Blithe Spirit.'

Jack Whiting, Forrest Orr, 'Ar-

senic and Old Lace' (road); Clinton

Sundberg, N. Y. company.

Anita Lindsay, Richard Karlen,

Norman Williams, William W. Terry,

Jack Lambert, Royal Raymond,
'Brother Cain.'

Helen Hayes, Stiano Bragglotti.

Evelyn Varden, Leona Roberts, Min-

nie Dupree, Justina Wayne, Robert

Harrison, Nell Harrison, Knud Kru-

ger, Walter Palm, Tonio Selwart,

Richard Revy. Stanley Jessup, Brian

Connaught, .George Andre, Herbert

Berghon, Jacqueline Paige, John

Haggott, 'Candle in the Wind.'

Louisville, Aug. 19.

Fourth and most successful local

season of summer shows ended Sat-

urday (16), with attendance esti-

mated at 3,400. Prices ranged from
35c to $1.50, with special rates for

soldiers in uniform. At the final per-

formance of 'New Moon,' there were
over 200 standees and a like num-
ber were turned away. Season was
successful from a weather standpoint,

the entire 36 consec^itive perform-

ances unmarred by rain. Officials

announced that the season- would
show a substantial surplus, as con-

trasted with previous years when the

final figures showed the venture in

the red.

Summer shows at Iroquis Amphi-
theatre had oppish from night base-
ball games at Parkway Field, but as
the Louisville Colonels sank lower
in the American Association stand-
ing, patrons'*interest waned in base-
ball, and was directed toward the
summer operettas. largest attend-
ance of the season was tor 'New
Moon,' with capacity houses the last

three nights. Irene' was the show
to clock the next highest attendance
mark, drawing 16,500 patrons for six
performances. Free dancing on Fri-
day and Saturday nights was another
factor in building attendance during
the current season. Plans are al-

ready under way for next season,
with operettas to be selected by the
Shuberts from a list submitted by
patrons.

UNUSUALLY HIGH $3.85

TOP FOR TOURING U'

Unusually cool weather for Au-
gust perked up business somewhat
but grosses have not reached ex«
pected levels. Exceptional attend-
ance not expected imtil the new
season is started. List now down to
10 shows. There are 18 in Irondon.

E.itimatcs for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D (Dramah R

(Keuue), M (Musical), F (Force),
O 'Operetta).

•Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(32d -week) (CD-938; $3.30). Top
money-getter among the remaining
straight plays and a cinch to go well
into the new season; around $16,(K)0
again.

'Clandia.' Booth (27th week) (C-
712; $3.30). One of the shows which
benefited from better weathier but
has been consistent draw right along;
rated around $9,500.
'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden (152d

week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Talk of
moviilg when 'Crazy House' is ready
but will more likely go to the road;
around $18,000.

'It Happens on Ice,' Center (sec-
ond repeat engagement) (5th week)
(R-3,027; $1.65). Best grosser hold-
ing to excellent money and is sur-
prise of summer; up around $1,500
last week, with the gross quoted
close to $23,000.

'Life With Father,* Empire (»2d
week) (CD-991; $3.30). Took a
healthy jump, weather undoubtedly
being the factor; quoted at nearly
$13,000.
•My Slater EUeen,' Biltmore (34th

week) (CD-991; , $3.30). Another
show thqt was benefited through
coolest August ever recalled around
Broadway; grossed $9,000.
•Panama Hatiie,* 46th St (42d

week) (M»l,347; $4.40). Improved
more th-.h' any other show and ca-
pacity draw Wednesday afternoon;
tooped $21,000 and aimed through
fall.

'Separate Booms,' Plymouth (73d
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Going to
road after two more weeks and
laugh show should do well out of
town; rated $3,500; bit more than
even break.

'The Com Is Green,' National (38th
week) (D-1,162; $3.30). Picked up
after touching a low, but moderate
money compared to earlier pace;
three matinees weekly, Monday
nights dark; $8,000.
•Watch on the Rhine,* Beck (20th

week) (D-1,214; $3.30). Plans call
for engagement extending through
fall with a road company likely be-
ing formed; $15,000 and plenty okay
at this time.

When 'Louisiana Purchase' goes on

tour the ticket t9P will be $3.85, as

against $4.40 when It ran at the Im-

perial, N. Y. That price Is excep-

tional on the road, where. In the

past, the top has been $3.30 for mu-
sicals and $2.75 for straight plays.

Claimed that the higher scale is nec-

essary if the show is to turn a profit

because of the salaries paid the stars

and name players In 'Purchase,' and

because their pay increases out of

town.

It's ventured, too, that a general

raising of prices is anticipated, but.

the scales tor' other name musicals

such as 'Boys and Girls Together"

(Ed Wynn) and 'Hold On to Your
Hats' (Al Jolson) are slated tor the

$3 level. Higher rate is. scheduled

for 'Panama Hattle' when it goes on
tour. Show is slated to continued at

the 46th Street until Christmas. Both
'Purchase' and 'Hattle* wejre pro-

duced by Buddy De Sylva, presently

being occupied In picture production

in Hollywood with Paramount.

•Father' Jumps To

$13,400 in Detroit
Detroit, Aug. 19.

Announcement of the last two
weeks for 'Life With Father* has
jumped the grosses at the Cass, with
the nth week just closed shooting
$2,500 over the preceding week. Dor-
othy Gish-Louis Calhern company
gathered an estimated $13,400 for last
week.

Final and 12tb week will probably
see the show hit around the $200,000
mark for its summer run here, play-
ing to well over 118,000 custiniers.
Large number of attendance com-
pared to the grosses is due to the
fact that numerous special offers

were made to clubs and labor unions
here during the final weeks.
Following the close here on Aug.

23i 'Life With Father' company wiU
take a month's vacation before start-
ing its coast-to-coast tour. Cass will
be dark only a week, coming up wltb
'Meet the People' on Aug. 31.

TBYOUT D£F££B£D
Stony Creek, Conn., Aug. 19.

Stony Creek's lone tryout of the

season has been shifted from Aug.

25 to Sept 1. It's 'Good Neighbor,'

by Jack Levin, and will be staged by
Sinclair Lewis.'
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OBITUARIES

1
DAVID C. \VERNEB

David C. Werner, 50, longtime cast-

ing director, story editor and talent

Bcout at Universal under the Carl

Laemmle regime, died following ah

operation at- Cedars of Lebanon hos-

pital, Hollywood, Sunday (17).

Werner was connected with Uni-

versal n years, starting as eastern

story editor and talent hunter. He
went to Hollywood as casting direc-

tor }n 1932 and remained there until

the company passed to present own-
ership. As talent scout he was cred-

ited with sending Bette Davis west
for a screen test, making the first

t«9t, of Clark Gable lor films and
maiiy others of today's prominents.

Until stricken he was aide and

casting director for Richard Rowland
Productions, working on "Three

Cheers for Miss Bishop.'

Survived by widow and son. After

lervlces at Groman's Mortuary to-

Oay (20) remains are being sent to

N, Y. for interment

JAMES GBEIG
James Greig, 46, salesman out of

the St. Louis UA branch, died

Thursday (14) in Barnes hospital, St.

Louis, from injuries suffered July 28

when his automobile crashed into a

A dolemn AnnlvenaiT Mass on Toes-
ditr, AoKUBt Zeth, at 10 o'clock aJn.,
will be olTered at the Chorch ot the
Bleucd Saciament, on Vitat 71at
0tt«et, Jaat off Broadway, New Tork
City, tor

m. JBRE 3. COHAN
ma. HBLEy f. cohan
MBS. JOSEPUINE CORAM NIBLO

tree near Festus, Mo., 28 miles south
of St. Louis. Grelg suffered a frac-

tured right leg, pelvis and internal
injuries. He was never conscious
long enough to explain the accident.

He was returning to St. Louis from
• business trip to Jackson, .Mo.,

when the accident occurred.
Greig was connected with the St.

Louis UA branch for the last seven
years; previously he worked for

20th-Fox both in St. Loo - and in

llemphls.
Survived by widow and 16-year-

old son.

JACK LABBIC
Jack Larric, 63, playwright and

newspaperman, died Monday .(16) in

l^ew York after a long illness. He
had also been a writer of many
icenariOE produced in Hollywood.
Among Larrlc's most notable plays

were 'Denial,' presented on Broad-
way in 1919; 'Sleepless Night,' 1921;
The Basy Mark,' 1926, and 'Made in
France,' 1930.

Widow and sister survive.

OTTO ROCKMAN
Otto Rockman, 60, former Chicago

nitery operator, died in Chicago

Aug. 9. Rockman had been inter-

ested in several key nite spots in

Chicago in his time, and was a char-

ter member of the famous old Com-
edy Club, Chi show business group.

Later got into politics and was on

the Board of Assessors.

Burial in Chicago.

EDUARDO PASTOR
Eduardo Pastor, 65, Spanish stage

comedian who made a big rep in

Mexico and Latin-America, died at

his home in Mexico City.

Pastor went to Mexico from Spain,

where, with his late father, Isidore,

he became a star at the turn of the

century. In Mexico, he developed'

into a comic tenor.

Surviving are a widow and 10

children. Burial was in Mexico City.

WILLIAM T. HODDER
William T. Hodder, 70, president

of the . Leona Theatre Corp., opera-

tors of houses in and around Home-
stead, Pa., died at Braddock General
Hospital, Pittsburgh, last week after

long illness.

He leave his widow and two sons.

JAMES WHITE
James White, 72, of Amherst,

N. S., who had played the comet in

bands and on the stage for 51 years,

died suddenly at his Amherst home
of a heart attack. Surviving are the
widow, three daughters and one son.

JOHN COATES
John Coates, 76, English operatic

tenor, died Aug. 16, after a long ill-

neM,< at his home in Northwood,
Middlesex, England. For some 50
years he appeared in both grand and
light opera.

Bom in Bradford, England, Coates
made his ' debut as a singer while
Btm a boy and in 1894 appeared in
London for the first time as a mem-
ber of the D'Oyly Carte Co. at the
Eavoy theatre. He often appeared
on the concert stage and won con-
siderable acclaim for his rendition of

old English songs and airs assocl'

Cited with the Shakespearean era.

He toured America upon two oc
caaiont.

FRANK O. MOULES
Frank G. Moules, 37, of Halifax,

N. S., who organized the Frank
Moulea orchestra 16 years ago and
had led it ever since, died sudden-
ly at hia Halifax home. He had just
finished a night's stand with his

i orch at a summer hotel when he was
I gtrlcken. Apparently, he had been
V In good health.

Moules' orch was the first to broad-
cast over CHNS, Halifax, He took it

all through Nova Scotia for engage*
meats at hotels, night clubs, theatres,
and dance halls, the outfit being one
Of the busiest in the eastern prov-
inces.

LOmS B. BICH
Louis B. Rich, 30, for the last five

feats secretary-accountant for Hor-
ace Heldt, and who also did a num-
ber of arrangements for the orches-
toa, died Aug. 16 at Mt. Sinai hos-
pital, Milwaukee, after a six-month
Illness, To theatre audiences Rich
was known as a memory expert,
^cnd it was his remarkable profl-

'ciency In. this respect that first at-

tracted Heidt's attention to him.
Survived by his widow, Rose, his

mother and brother.

J. STDART BLACKTON
J. Stuart Blackton, 66, pioneer film

producer, died last week in Holly-

wood of auto injuries.

Fturther details in film department.

HARVEY W. CHAPMAN
Harvey Wood Chapman, 66, for-

mer drama' critic on old Bridgeport
Standard, died Aug. 15 in Bridgeport.

Mrs. ElUibeth Fraser Lloyd, 71,

mother of Harold Lloyd, died Aug.
17 at her home in Beverly Hills, Cal.,

after several months' illness. Other
survivors are another son. Gaylord;
two sisters, a brother and four grand-
children. Her brother is William R.
Fraser, general manager of the Har-
old Lloyd Corp.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Laemmle,

daughter, in Hollywood, Aog. 11.

Father is scenario assistant at

Paramount.

Mr. and Mrs. Al Grobe, daughter,

Aug. 11, in New York. Father Is

continuity director of station WINS,
New York.

Mr. and Mrs. James Dooley, son,

in Steubenville, O. Father is an-

nouncer at WSTV, Steubenville.

Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Jacobs, son, in

Pittsburgh, Aug. 10. Father's in

M-G booking dept., Pittsburgh.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosen, daughter,

in Hollywood, Aug. 14. Father is

cameraman at Columbia.

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Streibert,

son, Aug. 16, in Brooklyn. Father is

v.p. of WOH, New York.

Mr. and t/Lvsj John Kolbmann, son,

Aug. 13, in Philadelphia. Father is

sporUcaster on WHAT, Philly.

Mr. and Mrs. Herb Welch, son,

Aug. 10, in Columbus, O. He's an
announcer with WBNS there.

Mr. and Mrs. Wicklille Crider,

daughter. In New York. Father is

radio publicity director in New York
office of J. Walter Thompson agency.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lefkowitz,

daughter, Aug. 14, Peterson, N. J.

Father manages Clifton theatre,

Clifton, N. J.

MARRIAGES
La Salle Gulkis to Neal Hopkins,

Aug. 9, in West New York, N. J. He
is a member of the scripting staff of

NBC, New York.

Fritzi Breger to Abe Schechter,
July 15, in New York. He is NBC
news and special events head.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Eichenberger in
Portland, Ore., Aug. 4. Groom Is

p.a. with KGW-KEX.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Tomlinson in

Portland. Ore., Aug. 6. Groom is

on the announcing staff of KGW-
KEX.
Eleanor Caretta to Joseph E. Mc

Conville, Aug. 14, In N. Y. He's for-

eign representative for Columbia
Pictures and son of Joseph A. Mc-
ConviUe, company's foreign manager.
Dorothy Hughes to Allan Douglas,

in Pittsburgh, ~Xug, 19. He's in M-G
hooking department, Pitt exchange,
and she% in the Inspection dept.

Lu Anne Meredith to Hal Lynch,
Aug. 16; in HoUywood. Bride is a
dancer.
Miriam Ryan to Jack Thomas, an-

nouncer with KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines, In Des Moines Aug. 13.

Ellen Drew to Sy Bartlett, Aug
16, at Lake Tahoe, Cal. Bride is

film player; he's screenwriter.
Bess Johnson to Peter J. Fick,

in Warrenton, Va., June 10. Bride
is radio actress and script writer
he's the widower of Donna Dame-
rel, who played the, role *of Marge
on the 'Myrt and Marge' radio show.
Doris Rich to Ralph Stuart, in

Beverly HUlSj Aug. 4. Bride is

sta^e and radio actress; he's a writer
and former actress and director.

Lois January to William Gernaunt
in Kansas City, Mo,, Aug. 13. Bride
is the musical comedy performer;
he's ^ociated with the Professor
Quiz program.

.

Martha Remlinger to W. O. James,
Aug. 8, in Columbus. He's manager
of the Palace and Marion theatres,
Marion, O.
Eileen Creelman to Frederick

Davenport, Aug. 16, in Marietta, O.
She's film critic for the N. Y. Sun.
Cynthia "Westlake to Rudy Islng,

Aug. 16, in Beverly Hills, CaL She's
a film player; he's the Metro cartoon
producer.

Minn. Indies
jContlnned from pa^e *s

to arouse Americans to their peril,

and shouldn't it center American
attention on this destructive and
brutal force that is 'running amuck
over Europe?

Bhetorlcal Qnestlons

Carrying the offensive to Nye and
Wheeler, the trailers also would ask

if the two Senators don't think

Americans should have and despise

Hitlerism and the things for which
it stands, and if Nye and Wheeler
themselves approve what Hitler has
done and is doing end the totali-

tarian creed. Concluding trailers

would ask patrons to register their

own sentiments in the matter of

questiormalres to be deposited at the
boxofflce.

Several Northwest Allied leaders
have declared they don't believe the
films have done nearly enough 'in

putting the facts before the public,

making men and women moviegoers
realize what a complete Nazi victory
would mean to the United States and
stirring Ajnericans' consciousness to

the sort' of a world which likely

win prevail if Hitler triumphs.'

One question in the proposed ques-
tionnaire to patrons would ask if

they think it wrong for the movies
to show what the Nazis have done
and are doing and what totalitarian-

ism means, if the represehtatlons are
truthful and in view of the fact that
a majority of Americans believe
that, if Hitler is victorious, the U. S.

will be imperilled, that the fuehrer
is bent on world conquest and that
he is an enemy of truth, justice and
liberty.

Coughlin's Smear
^^^Contlnned from page 4^^_

preme Court. Along with the repi-
tition of the Nye charges, the pub-
lication accuses Hollywood of 'inter-

national interests of wide range and
power—such as gun-running be-
tween warring countries, oil conces-
sions and munitions contracts—all

were within gunshot of the investi-

gators had the Government's law
officers been permitted to open up
the Hollywood situation.'

In a following editorial, soma of
the pique of the former radio priest,

ni longer oh the airways, is reflected
under the title, 'After the Smear,
What?' in which the radio takes a
belting.

'Father Coughlin receives letters

from Individuals of influence and
prominence who never were in his
corner before,' the editorial declares
in part. 'They admit his warning
was wise and his information ac-
curate at a time when they disbe-
lieved, his facts and scoffed at bis
counsel.

'Now that, his radio voice Is

silenced by the powerful little

monopoly that controls radio—and
his activity in the church is re-
strained while his detractors and the
pre-war clerics are given full rein—
the silent Father Coughlin is

stronger today than before 'the
smear.'

The editorial was defending
Charles Lindbergh and Senator Bur-
ton Wheeler, with the N., Y. Times
singled out for considerable abuse.

L iter a ti

Saga of Coney Island

Nobody ever rocked that ancient

cradle of carnival. Coney Island,

quite so briskly as Oliver Pilat and
Jo Ranson do in their resort history

called 'Sodom by the Sea' (after the
ministerial tagllne of the not so ele-

gant '80s). The book has been
pushed up into the best seller class

by such tidbits as how Charles Mac-
Arthur proposed marriage In the Old
Mill, and how Heywbod' Broun was
melted down to make hips for Mae
West at the Eden Musee waxworks
on Surf avenue.

Showfolks are also keen on the
history which combines a sound
knowledge of the development of

recreation with a host of Coney
contes about performers and outdoor
showmen, ranging from Mabel Talia-

ferro and. Milton Berle to Skip
Dundy aiid Fred Thompson" who
built Luna Park. The book is also

crowded with magnificent material

on sideshow freaks; flat and gravity

rides; the era of lawlessness in

Coney in the' days of Thunderbolt
Norton, John Y. McKane and the
original Kenny Sutherland. Coney's
bathing morals are well handled in a
chapter , tagged, 'Sin in Suits.' Plenty
pix material in 'Sodom by the Sea'

(Doubleday-Doran; $3).

F. P. A. Off N. T. Post

Franklin P. Adams, who writes

The Conning Tower column for the
New York Post, severs his connec-
tion with the paper effective Sept. 2,

when his current six-week vacation
ends. Parting is said to be amicable.
Post's decision to drop the feature
was for economy reasons.
Ted Thackrey, editor of the paper,

reached an agreement with Adams
last week. Columnist had no con-
tract with the Post. His column has
appeared in the paper since 1938. It

previously was carried by the N. Y.
Herald Tribune and before that in

the old N. Y, Tribune and the N. Y.
World, having been started in the
N. Y. Evening MaU.
Adams' regular appearance on the

'Information Please' radio series for
Lucky Strike is understood to earn
him $750 a week from the program.

8o. Amer. 'Hearst' Dead
Eight pages of obit and comment

recorded the news of the death of
Natalio Botana—known variously as
the 'Hearst' and the 'Lord Beaver-
brook' of South America—in his

own Critlca. Publisher, ' who was
practically the sole owner of the
leading B.A. atternooner, and of the
new Balres Films studio, died Aug. 7
of injuries suffered In an automobile
accident. He was 52.

Eduardo Bedoya, director of Cri-
tlca, ordered war news pushed to the
background, ruled the front page
'With black, and included comments
on Botana from all parts of the
world. He was strongly pro-Yanqul
and 100% pro-Democracy. Botana's
deathbed gesture, in fact, was to
make the 'V sign.

'Smart' Mag Bankrupt

. John B. Ferris Pub. Corp., pub-
lisber of the magazine 'Smart,' filed

a voluntary petition of bankruptcy
in N. Y. federal court yesterday
(Tuesday), listing $20,700 in assets
and $57,355 In liabilities. Assets con-
sist of $18,000 due from newsstands
and $2,500 for good will.

Liabilities include $1,049 in taxes,

$34,176 to W. P. Hall Printing Co. for
prltlng the magazine, and $16,883 to
Buckly Dunton & Co. for paper.

12.50 Worth of Glamor
Olga Malcova, Bergdorf - Good-

men's No. 1 glamor gal, has authored
'Wanted: Girl With Glamor,' which
Duell, Sloan & Pearce will publish
Aug. 21 ($2.50).-

It's a practical guide to a recently
well publicized (and paying) career
—modeling.

LITERATI OBITS
William H. Levlngi, 68, former

city editor of the Los Angeles Herald
8e Express, died Aug. B in Las
Vegas, Nevada. He had been a
newspaper man on the Coast for 47
years.

Edwin Joha Klest, owner of
KRLD, Dallas, and publisher of the
Dallas Daily Times-Herald, died in
Dallas last week, six weeks before
hU 80th birthday.

David H. Light, 48, editor of Pitts-

burgh music world publication. Mu-
sical Forecast, a monthly, and edi-
tor and publisher of This Week in
Pittsburgh, a weekly throwaway,
died suddenly Aug. 11 at his home
in Pittsburgh of a heart attack. He

was also a member of the board of
the Pittsburgh Opera Society.
Ernest S. Simpson, 74, veteran

newspaperman and long in charge of
public relations for the International
Harvester Company, died Aug. 14 at
his home In Chicago.
James W. Dean, 47, retired execu-

tive of the Newspaper Enterprise As-
sociation, and a founder of Acme
News Pictures, died Aug. 14 in St.
Petersbu«g; Fla., after a long Illness.

JnllDs P. HolE, 85, v.p. of the
Staats-Herold Corp., publishers of
the New Yorker Staats-Zeitung, Ger-
man language dally, died Aug. 13 at
his home in Forest Hills, N. Y.
Charles H. Taylor, 73, treasurer

and director of the Boston Evening
Globe, died Monday (18) at his
Boston home after a long Illness. His
newspaper career spanned 44 years.

CHATTER
(jene Markey sold his yarn, 'Good

night, Galatea,' to Liberty.

Rex Smtih, Newsweek editor, on
the coast to inspect airplane fac-
tories.

Randolph Hancock has .been made
editor of .the Jacksonville (N. C.)
Record.

Jesse Zunser now drama editor ot
Cue mag, succeeding Oliver Claxton,
resigned.

Charles Coburn putting his col-

legiate lectures on 'The Art of Act-
ing' into book form.
Dick Herbert, sports editor of the

Rocky Mount (N. C.) Evening Tele-
gram, has been made assistant direc-

tor of sports publicity at N. C. State
college, Raleigh.
David G. Wittels, who recently re-

signed as a member ot the Philly
Record staff, has been hired as pub-
licity director for the Independent
Republican Campaign Committee in

that city.

Bills Next Week
; Continued from page 4

Hl-Hat
Pete Herman Oro
Lucille Qrey
Frank Petty

Hotel Bradrord
(CIrcas Boom)

Florence HallmaD
RunkI* a Lambert

Hotel Cases
Brnest Murray Oro
Billy Koll.v
Jack Mnnnlna
Al Lewie
Victor Donato
Adcle Corov
Rita Henderson

Hotel Uardoet
Burt Bhaw
Kvalyn Harvey
-Hotel Shemtoa
(Sky Garden)

Don Dudley Oro

Hotel Statlet
(Cafe Rouse)

Saivy Cavlcchlo Ore

Hotel Weatmlnater
(Root Garden)

Jimmy McRale Oro
Harry Drake Rev
Root Garden Gla
Vltta Gibson
Mario & King
Ibanez & Juanlta
Hal Freed
Noel Sherman Gla
Hotel Bltx Carletoa

(RIU Boot)
Dick Rogers Oro
Dr OJovannI
Marcia & Qunntt
Ruth Aarone
Sandor Glancz
Adrlenne
International CaslM
HonrI Jobort Oro

The Cave
Ralph Porraa Oro
jACk Fisher
Tamara Dorlva
Jerry & Lillian
Collta & Corral
Phil Barry

FITTSBUBOH
Anohorege

Hugh Morton Oro
Maynard Deane
Arlington Lode*

Pbll Cavezza Oro
Baloonodeo

Buddy Carlson Oro
Bill Green's

B Hoagland Oro
Don Burke
Boogle-Woogte Clob
Boog Sherman
Maxle mmon
Harry Comorada
Buddy Blaine
Tubby Miller
Reggie Dvorak
Cork and Bottio

Lloyd Fox
Colonial

Eddie Weltz Oro
Gerry Richards

Eddie Peyton's
Art Schamberg Ore
Mildred Segal
Eddie Peyton
Sandy Mccllntooii
Marlon MuUer

Evergreena
Rovolers
Kay Burke
Ray Valance
Nancy Grey
Hotel Vort Pitt

Ken Bailey Oro
Johnny Mitchell
Uerry Walton

Hotel Ueu7
(.SUver OrllU

Stan Rucker 4

(Gay M's)
Dorothy Nesbitt
Hotel 7tfa ATonae
Boss Saunders
Ida lola
Bverett Haydn
Betty Donaho*
Al Devin
Bversreen «n»|tfM
Revelers
Sam Sweet
Alice Bono
Zelda
Wicked Wliiles

Hotel Booae*elt
Johnny Kaalhue
Royal Hawllana
Hotel Wm Pewi
(Coutliiental Bar)
Wanda
Esaorts

Meny-Oo-Boiuid
Benny Burton Oro

Belly Harper
Babe Rhodes
Kennywood Park

Del Courtney Ore
Jack Milton
Joe Martin
Dick Dlldino
3 Dells
Bob Moonan
Faludys

New Penn
Ralph Allen Ore
Leon & Dawn
Buddy Birch
Janet Lee
Flash Davis
Ida Jane

Kizon Cnte
Al Marlsco Oro
Rob. .Carter - - -

Caryl Gould
Mary Jano Brown
BlancliAros
Golden Pair

N'ut Iloaso
Sherdlna Walker O
Ted Blake
George Gregg
Evelyn Nollls
Arthur Lloyd '

Chuck Wilson
Oasis

Bobby Annia Oro
Stu Bradcu

Pines
Howard Becker Ore
Mae Hnrria

TreloB
Tachtsmen
Nancy Gardner
George Webber

Yaebt Clnb
H Middleman Oro
Gordon & Sawyer
Rollette & Dorothea
Al Ferguson
Manch Gla
Shirley Heller

Sky-Vao
Teddy King Ore.

Union Grill
Art Tagello
Frank Natale
Mike Sandrelto

Tllla Uadrid
Btzl Covato Oro
Mark Lane
Cliff WInehlli
2 Co-Bds
Peter HIgglns
Key Taylor
West View Park

Buzz Ashton Ore
Torrence & Vlctorls
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Broadway

Tom , Kane ahead of 'Separate

^
"x'jfshubert making most trips by

plane of late. - ^ , v
Gladys Hurlbut leaves Stpt 1 by

motor for the Coa^
Annie Kelly (and Kent) • paUent

In the French hon>itaI-
. „ .

Wally Downey flying to the- Coast

this weekend on business.

Jim Tally's new book Is about a

bum who became a writer.

Chippy Carson has been optioned

by 20th Century-Fox for 'Remember
the Day.*

. tm i.

Max Gordon using Dan Frohman s

old apartment in the top' ol the

Lyceum theatre as his office.

. Eve Ettinger, Columbia's eastern

story editor, vacationing in the

Berkshires. . . ^ ^. . ...

Martin Rackin to the Coa^t -yvith

his wife. It's a honeymoon trip for

them. ,

Sue Ryan, songstress-comedienne,

recovering from a recent appendec-

tomy in the Bronx.
Oscar -Doob joined the Hole-in-

One club last week; made it on the

fifth hole at Glen Oaks, Great Neck,

Sunday night on Broadway like a

winter weekend, rain and cold keep-

ing folks away from beaches and
country.- . «,
John Farris of AP will cover

Broadway drama premieres imtil

Mark Barron recovers from Jungle

fever.
Capt. Vincent G. Hart, motion pic-

ture attorney, on the State Staff of

the Adjutant General's Dept., is at

Camp Smith, Peekskill.

Warner Club (WB employes) has
skedded its annual golf tournament
for Old Oaks Country Club at Pur-
chase. N. Y., Sept. 11. , , . „

Professionals are asked to join the

American Women's Voluntary Serv-

ice, an organization designed to

handle mass feeding in emergencies.
Austin Keough, Paramount's chief

counsel, who planed to the Coast
"Friday (15) on a brief business trip,

expects to be back in New York to-

day (Wednesday).
Jack Wrege, manager United

Artists' playdate department, cele-

brates his 15th anniversary with the

company this week. Started as a
clerk in the percentage department.
Mimi Berry, 17, who won the

singing contest for models held at

Sherman Billingsley's Stork Club,
July 29, opened her prizewinning
forlhnight's engagement at ttie

Etork last night (Tuesday).
Shirley Booth, vacationing from

•My Sister Eileen," at the Biltmore.

to Nantucket with her husband, Ed
Gardner. He was bedded last week
with a throat ailment Betty Fur-
ness subbing for Miss Booth in

•Eileen'.

Fred Runyon, writer on the Hedda
Hopper program and columnist and
editorial writer for the Pasadena
(Cal.) Independent, planed in

Friday (15) for couple of weeks'
gander at the Broadway shows and
Visit with his brother Jack Runyon,
Ted Bates agency radio head'.

Strondsborg, Pa.
By John Bartholomew

on Phil Lewis' •Walking Home.' Sub-
stituting 'Old Acquaintance' at New
Hope Sept 1.

. Dudley Clements suffered heart
attack during rehearsals of 'Arms
and the Man' at New Hope. Richard
Hale tsok over.
Don Walker to New York, where

he's arranging score for new Ab-
bott musical, 'Best Foot Forward'
(formerly 'Young Man's Fancy').
Ainsworth Arnold starring this

week at nearby Yardley in 'Bishop
Misbehaves.' Nat Burns has signed
Mort Stevens, New Hope favorite, to
come down to his Yardley showshop
for 'You Can't Take It with You,' in
which Stevens starred at Playhouse
two seasons ago.
Haila Stoddard back from Sara-

toga to star in 'Biography' Aug. 25
at Playhouse. Theron Bamberger
and Ken Nicholson trying to per-
suade Louis Calhem to star in final
bill of season Sept. 15. Calhem
starts month's vacation from 'Life
With Father' road company Satur-
day in Detroit.

Arthur Boran at Dorney's.
Pocono Male Chorus concerted.
Wooding Singers at Onawa Lodge,

Mountainhome.
Morton, the magician, at the Ont-

wood, Mt Pocono.
Glen Brook's Anal outdoor dance

had Earl Franklin's orch.
The Great West End Fair (largest

one-day fair in the state) Wednes
day (27) at Gilbert
Don Ray's band set for Emerson

Hotel, Baltimore, at close of season
at Buckwood Inn, Shawnee-on-Dela-
ware.
Bobby Byrne's orch at Saylor's

Lake Pavilion, Saylorsburg, tonight
(20). Russ Morgan comes in Satur-
day (23).

.
- 'Petticoat Fever'-ncxt nn. list .for.

presentation by the Shawnee Play
ers at Wgrthington theatre. Barney
Fairfax is the director.
Marion Kneller and Dorothy HiV

liard concluded third and final week
In floor show at Craigs Meadows
hotel. Clair LeBeaux band featured
Annual Pocono Mts. Horse Show

Ball at Penn-Stroud hotel, Friday
(22), has Tommy Donlin's Pennsyl
vanians, Carolyn Fisher with Peter
Gibbons and the Arthur Murray
dancers.

Bucks Coonty, Pa.

Bernie Hart in from Coast; at
his brother's (Moss) manse.
Harry Kaufman in to catch 'Beg-

Jiar's Opera.' Ditto Mady Christians
or weekend.
Otto Hulett and Nina Doll to

N. Y. for George Kaufman produc-
tion, 'Mr. Big.'
Susan Palmer raising her own

vegetables' for her N. Y. restaurant
on her Newtown farm.

Phyllis Perlman, George Abbott
p.a., suffered leg injury trying to
separate couple of battling mutts.

Ethel Wallace script. The Beggar's
Room,' based on local 19th century
trial, making rounds of the pro-
ducers.
Theron Bamberger dropped option

Paris

Atlantic City

By Mildred Carter

Bobby Morris heads new show at
Globe burlesk this week.
Lee Bartell tops new revue at

Round the. World Room of President
hotel.

Cliquot Club Tropical Room put-
ting on breakfast show every Friday
morning.

Elaine and Barry, dance team, re-
turn to Stratosphere Room of "Tray-
more hotel.
Uncle Don will make Sunday ap-

pearance on Hamid's Pier for bal-
ance of season.

Jol^i L. McClay, Jr., former man-
ager of WBAB, was called, then
volunteered for military service.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello

guests at Irvin Wolf's Star Night at
Breakers hotel Ship Deck Sunday.

'Icecapades' grossed approximately
$50,000 here for first 17 days. Last
year it was $63,000 for six and a half
weeks.
Frank P. Gravatt has contributed a

$5,000 exhibit space on upper deck
of Steel Pier to house complete
panorama of WPA projects.
Henry Jerome Pasnick, who' con-

ducts orch as Henry Jerome, and
Stepping Tones, at Phil Barr's 500
Club, have been called by Army.
Ditto for Antonio Lara DeReyes, a
member of President hotel Round
the World Room orch.

50,000 In Rain
Continued from page

live instrumental work, and Helen
Forrest, warbler with the Goodman
crew, offered up soma gentle but
solid vocal renditions.

Interesting -were the reviews
turned out by the Chi daily paper
critics. To the Daily News reviewer.

Cootie Williams, playing 'Deep
River,' suggested 'a swarm of huge
tropical birds, all trying to get into

one nest' The Tribune man found
that in the audience 'enthusiasm

mounted steadily. . .There was a

strangled quality of unbearabTe ex-

citement in their shouts and ejacu-

lations. . .A shout of ecstacy went up
...You would have sworn that the

whole crowd had just been inducted

into paradise.' From the Times dele-

gate, however, came the observation

that the band was an >aggregation of

fine virtuosos dedicated to the cor-

ruption of American popular music'

There are those who will continue

to maintain that swing is dead, but

Goodman's concert drew front page

notices, and the front page is not

the obituary section.

Chris. Columbus
:Con(lniied from page 3;

men.' "It will do homage to the

epoch In which Columbus lived.

Fourteen countries claim Columbus,

but he was truly a Spani.sh hero.'

Berlin Philharmonic to Paris for
end of August
Mistinguett off to Switzerland

from Paris for rest
Film and stage actor Gaston

Dubosc, 81, died in Paris.
Jose Moselli, 59,. the Edgar Wallace

of France, died at Cannes.
Newspaperwoman Titayana has

written play, 'Echec Aux Dames.'
Edmond Rostand's 'Aigion' to be

given at the Chatelet next season.
Nox, new cabaret, opened in Latin

Quarter in the stand of old Noctam-
bules.
Alice Cocea contracted to take lead

in a play by Henri Jearison next
season.
Edmond Guiraud just finished

three-act play, 'Patries' ('Father-
lands').
Talk of reopening Palais des Glace

skating palace on the Champs
Elysees.
Next play skedded for Michel,

Paris, is 'Palais Joyeux' ('Happy
Palaces').
One hundred fiftieth anniversary

of Mozart's death will be observed
in Paris in December.
French Rintintin, who was wounded

in the war, is to make film come-
back with Maria Dea in 'Premier
Bal.'

Charles Dullin, director and play-
wright, named director of Sarah
Bernhardt theatre in Paris for three
years.
Jean Mercanton, promising actor

of screen and stage, renounced ca-
reer for post in semi-military youth
camp;
Cannes Casino showing biz upbeat

since it hired 100 variety and legit
stars, dancers, comedians and other
thesps.
Andre Birabeau's 'Tout N'Est Pas

Noir' ('Everything Is Not Black')
will be created at the Daunou, Paris,
next season.

Colette writing revue which will
be preemed at the Michel in Decem-
ber with Edith Piaff, Charpini and
Parisys as leads.

'Mariage en Trois Lecons* ('Mar-
riage in Three Lessons'), by Lucien
Luchaire, father of Corinne, preemed
at the Ambassadeurs.
Jacques Constant announced he

may go to Argentine to direct
Franco-Argentine picts, taking wife
Mary Glory with him.
Yvonne Printemps, Pierre Fresnay

and Victor Boucher will appear in
a comedy by G. Clouzot at the
Michodiere next season.
Hungarian pict director Alexandre

Esway liberated from German prison
camp. Announced first pict he will
pilot will be 'Jours Heureux'
('Happy Day's).
Playwright and scenarist Jacques

Feyder off to Switzerland to do 'Une
Femme Disparait' with wife Fran-
coise Rosay, Jules Berry and Claude
Dauphin as leads.

Shuttered for summer in Paris

—

Chatelet, Ciaite Lyrique, Mogador,
Antoine, Atelier, Humour, Mathur-
ins, Michel, Montparnasse, Paris and
Varieties theatres.

Tixier Vignancourt, czar of cinema,
theatre, and radio under Laval, in
terned at Vals-les-Bains In the
Pyrenees for 'injurious statements
against the Marshal and offensive
declarations against the State.'

Friends organized gala show for
widow of 'Rip,' who recently died
without leaving a cent. Dorin,
Georges Charley, Jean Weber, Mar-
guerite Deval, Monique Holland and
other headliners appeared in 'Rip's'

own creations at the Deux Anes.
New Superior Council of Teach-

ing at the Conservatory in Paris has
been filled, with well known figures.

For music, Marcel Dupre, Roger
Ducasse, Max D'Olonne, Samuel
Rousseau, Georges Hue, Henri
Rabaud, Alfred Cortot and Denis
Aubin. Dramatic art, Charles Mere
(president of the Society of Authors
and Dramatic Composers), Jules
Truffier, Emile Fabre and Jean
Herve.

Brothers and Associates and will
build a $500,000 flicker house in
southwest St Louis, It will be a
$2,500 seater.
Because he scored in 'Twentieth

Century' at the Civic Theatre sev-
eral weeks ago, Charles Barnhart,
continuity editor at KXOK, was
given A- top role in 'George Wash-
ington Slept Here,' current at the
St. Louis County strawhatter.
GloberDemocrat, sole a.m. rag

here, last week chided audiences at

the Municipal Theatre Assn.'s
alfresco , theatre in Forest Park for
not putting more zoom into their
singing of "The Star Spangled Ban-
ner' at the close of each performance.

London

Pascal Back in N. T.

Pascal returned to New York,

Friday (15) from a three-week visit

abroad. A representative confirmed

his plans for a Columbus picture to

be made in Spain but asserted it was
far in the future with 'about 1952

as good a prospective date as any.'

It also was revealed, however, that

Pascal remained several days more
in Lisbon than he expected, the

time being spent in delving into the

po.ssibilities of the Columbus film.

Producer confabbed with Shaw In

England on plans for filmjzation of

additional plays by the famed British

writer. Pascal's version of Shaw's

'Major Barbara' will be released by

UA on Sept 12. Next on Pascal's

slate is 'The Snow Goose' by Paul

Gallico, to be made in Canada, with

Shaw's 'Arms and the Man' to fol-

low. Pascal declared that Paul

Muni will probably get top role in

the latter and it is likely to be made
in Canada.

Maurice Ostrer going into a nurs-
ing home for minor operation.
Stack of Russian films arriving

this side following recent Anglo-
Soviet concord.
Gaiety theatre, Manchester, a

casualty in early air raids, reopened
after extensive repairs.
National Screen Service here put-

ting out a special trailer for War
Savings Committee. It's first direct
use of the silver sheet.
Noel Coward's new farce, 'Blithe

Spirit,' getting free publicity from
spiritualist organization, resentful of
his alleged kidding necromancy.
Barbara Everest has an offer from

Gilbert Miller to go to New York
to appear in a role which she created
here, but finds it impossible to se-
cure transportation.
Valerie Hobson and Ben Travers

doing an act at pop restaurant for
War Charities. Travers is now a
flyer; his last play prior to 'Banana
Ridge,' has been bought by Asso-
ciated British for filming.

Madrid
By Joseph D. Havolto

Jules Pena vacationing in south.
Institute for Cinema to open its

doors in Barcelona.
Tom Hamilton, Madrid's N. Y.

Times correspondent, back to Amer-
ica. >

John McKnight, Lisbon's AP cor-
respondent, off to new assignment in
Rio.

Ariel Varges, Metrotone News
cameraman, moved headquarters to
Lisbon.

Josita Herna and Rafael Duran
will be leads in 'Pimientilla,' with
Juan Lopez de Valcarcel megging.
Levante Films producing.
American news colony in Madrid

reduced to four members, two UP
and two AP correspondents. Re-
mainder have cleared out
Spanish weekly Primer Piano

rates Rene St. Cyr best actress in

France and reveals that she 'turned
down' Hollywood offers to 'devote
herself to French public'
Hispano Films announced next pic

to go on lot will be 'Guadalquivir,'
although not so certain now that
Maurice Chevalier and Imperio Ar-
gentina will be leads. French actor
Albert Prejean and Spanish thesp
Conchita Montenegro mentioned as
likely leads.

Ann Sheridan laid up with sinus
trouble.

Murphy McHenry fishing In the
High Sierras.

Irving Asher qualified for an air*
plane pilot's license.
Arline Judge sued tor $30,000 be-

cause her car was in a collision.

Brenda Marshall ordered to bed
for a week with a throat infection.
Richard Thorpe, Metro director, to

Oregon and Washington on vacation.
Thomas Mitchell, recovered from

his recent injury, ready to return to
work.

Earl MacQuarrie back at his
agency desk after a siege of peri-
tonitis.

Louis Bromfleld in from his Ohio
farm for studio huddles at Para-
mount.

Carlisle Jones back to work on the
Warners publicity staff after major
operation.
Franchot Tone out of the hospital,

recovering at home after a major
operation.
Norma Shearer returned from a

two-week play-gandering tour of
Broadway.
Ross Bagdesarian, actor and

cousin of William Saroyan, making
his film debut
Ray Whitley left on a toiir of the

southern states as the singing cow>
boy from RKO.
Jack Hirshberg nulled out o( Para-

mount publicity for a vacation be-
fore joining the Army.

Basil Rathbone succeeded Robert
Montgomery as chairman of British
War Relief in Hollywood.
Bob Moak sitting in as Universal

planter of publicity while Lincoln
Quarberg is on vacation.
Al Hanson and Lou Metzger build-

ing $200,000 centre for bowling and
other sports in San Diego.
Sylvester Weire, of the Weire

Brothers, entered, the hospital for an
operation on his ailing knee.
Charles Prutzman, Universal v.p,

in from New York for confabs with
Nate Blumberg and other execs.
Tyrone Power back from West-

port Conn., strawhat show for added
scenes in 'A Yank in the R.A.F.'

Irving Cummings on a Connecticut
vacation before reporting to 20th-
Fox on his new director contract.
Leda Bauer, story chief for RKO

in New York, conferring with Col-
lier Young, studio scenario head.
Mary Anderson snrained her back

I'n a fall on the 'Mr. Aldrlch's Boy'
set, holding up production four days.
James Stephenson's will leaves

$30,000 in California property and an
estate of undetermined value in Eng-.
land to his widow.
Fortunate Bonanova is slated for

six Spanish-American concerts in

Southern California, beginning today
(Wednesday) in San Diego.
Dr. A. H. Giannini awarded a

medal by the Los Angeles Breakfast
Club for distinguished service to the
Red Cross, Community (Thest and
USO campaigns in Southern Cali-
fornia.

On The Air
; Continued from page 1;

St. Louis
By Sam -X. !lor»t

St. Louisborn Ltftraine Krueger
clicking in flickers in Hollywood.
She just fini.shed another EUery
Queen pic for Col.

Chester Vickery, assistant mana-
ger and treasurer at Loe'w's resigned,

effective Thursday (14). Has been
succeeded by Edward Berlrand of

Chicago.
Harrison and Fisher, dance duo

who clicked at the Municipal thea-
tre two weeks ago, featured on Star-

light roof at Hotel Chase. - Bob
Millar's band on deck.

Principals, chorus of 'Balalaika'

and biggies of the Municipal Thea-
tre Assn. will frolic at annual outing
to be held on the farm of Prexy
Henry Kiel in St. Louis County,
Aug. 28.

Ben Bobbins manager of local

branch for UA. recovering from the

intense heat Eddie Arthur and Matt
Schulter of the St. Louis Amus. Co.
also back to normalcy after the
long stretch of torrid weather.
Vibrations from yells of crowd at

night game between Cards and
Pirates caused plaster ceiling to fall

at the Club Boulevard, a nitcry in a

room beneath the bleachers last

week. Customers escaped injury.

The Ansell brothers, Joe and
Louis, who own and operate three
nabes, have organized the Ansell

choice show biz revivals, selected

by Alexander Woollcott
Lunt-Fontanne will play the final

scene from Maxwell Anderson's
'Elizabeth the Queen.' Hart-Crouse-
Sullivan-Allen (or Fadiman) will do
an old George S. Kaufman sketch

from the 1923 'Music Box Revue,'

called 'If Men Played Cards As
Women Do.' Robeson will sing

'Water Boy' from Hollywood. Carl

Van Doren will be m.c in place of

Woollcott who has been forbidden

by his doctor to appear. George
Zachary had the idea for the show
and Is producing.

Concluding half-hour of the 'Fore-

cast' will be Hollywood-produced
and will present Tony Martin, Bert

Lahr, Linda Ware and David Rose's

orchestra in 'Search for a Sponsor.'

Chorus Dearth
; Continued from page 1

;

producer for "Young Man's Fancy'

when nearly all declined to tour

with the. show, but found out that

George Abbott had secured younger
people, mostly from out of town.

Even in stock burlesque there is

no plenitude of choristers. One New-
ark hurley manager has been ad-

vertising for girls.

Fbilly Sbortoge
Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

The shortage of chorines has forced

the Izzy Hirst burlesque circuit to

postpone its season's debut from Aug.
18 to Sept 1. The wheel is seeking

208 girls to fill spots in the line for

its 13 traveling units.

The Shubert, indie bu'rley house

here, will reopen Sept 12. Rube
Bernstein will manage.

Pittsburgh

By Hal Cohen

Lew Lefton's lad, S. David, made
a corporal at Camp Pendleton, Va.

It's a girl for the Frank Ruben-
steins. He's a local theatre builder.

The C. J. Lattas are grandparents.

Their daughter, Peggy Deibold, had

a girl. -

Gene Kelly home to see his folks

while 'Pal Joey' take a two-week

recess.

Al Mcrcur, boss of Millvale Nut
House, in Presbyterian hospital for a
checkup.

Chester Storys are home from a
tour of the New England summer
theatres.

Al Fremont, dance band leader,
has dropped his 'baton for Uncle
Sam's khaki.

Jake Soltz, owner of Rhumba
theatre, taken to the hospital with a
badly infected eye.

Shep Fields' wife flew back to
New York after spending a few
days with him here.

Everett Hoagland plans to add a
girl singer before he winds up cur-
rent run at Bill Green's. .

Raul and Eva Reyes have been
book.ed for a return engagement at
the Nixon Cafe next month.

Tony Stern coming along okay
after being rushed to hospital for
emergency appendix operation.

The S. J. Kleinermans (he's

Roosevelt theatre manager) have a
date with the stork this winter.

Phuck Steinhauser, M-G checker
and son of Press radioed. Si Stein-
hauser, off for Camp Meade M,d.

The Marty Burnetts to 'Lake
George for a vacation and Mike
Cullen in from road to look after
Penn theatre.

Capt Dave Silverstein, screen
writer now in Signal Corps, here to

see the family on his way from tha
Coast to Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Johnny Harris going to Hollywood
next month to install Variety Club
of Southern California, and heads
from there for Dallas and a big
Variety Club shlnrtie.
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LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD/
"jfife has now broken , all existing records of the

College Inn, Panther Room, Sherman HoteV^

Ernest Byfield
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a S. ARMY AS NO. 1 BARNll
FMs Way With D.C. Press Typified

By Aftermatii to Q.T. Churchill Meet

Washington, Aug. 26.
|

Washington newsmen, who were I

well burned-up at handling of the

American end of the press on the
Hoosevelt-Churchill meeting at sea

—

particularly so when London papers
broke the first intimation that the

two chief execs would huddle—were
somewhat abashed when they
learned that it was the London
Daily Mail's D.C. correspondent
(not even with the Presidential

party) who got the first inkling of

the tremendous story. He is Walter
Farr, local reporter for the London
Daily Mail.

First, news that U.S. papers carried
of the Roosevelt-Churchill meeting
rumors was Farr's story cabled back
to this country by the pre&s associa-
tions. It naturally brought scream-
ing queries to the Presidential camp-
followers who were ensconced in
exorbitantly-priced hotel rooms in
Swampscot, Maine, and being fed
each day with a communique from
the Roosevelt boat that there was
'no news.'
Farr was naturally reticent about

the source of his great beat. He»ex-
(Continued on page 55)

4^50 Pop. Borg Plays

Whiteman at $7,500;

Other Big Names, Acts

Elko, Nev., Aug. 26.
Paul Whiteman with his orchestra

•nd a floor show, Including a line,
opens a run of nine consecutive days
Sept. 6 in the Lounge of the Com-
mercial Hotel in this Nevada town
of 4,250 populaUon. Floor show in-
cludes the Murteh Sisters and Rosita
It Deno.
The Commercial hotel's Lounge

(capacity 240), besides Whiteman,
played Ray Noble with his band and
• complete floot show last July
26 through Aug. 2; and Sophie
Tucker and Ted Lewis' band recent-
played this spot for a week apiece.

The man behind big entertainment
(Continued on page 16)

Ex-Metop Star Now

Busking in Polish Town

Sanok, Poland, Aug. 5.

Adamo Didur, 67, Met basso from
1908-28, is supporting himself by
singing in cafes here. Didur has
written friends in America pleading
for tea and coiTee.
The basso was considered one of

the greatest vocalists in a day when
great singers were plentiful. He -was
appointed general manager of the
Warsaw Opera Co. in 1939 and left
tor his new post and the culmina-
tion of his dreams, only to see Po-
land destroyed within a week of his
arrival, and himself unable to get
out of the country.

Film Bioging Paderewski

Life story of Ignace Jan Pad-
erewski, Polish statesman-pianist

who recently died, is being con-

sidered by Warner Bros, for filming.

Although there are a number of

volumes on '^'aderewski's life, WB Is

working on an original.

Exhibs Point To

Abbott-CostefloAs

OK 'New Faces

Minneapolis, Aug. 28.

Local independent exhibitors are

framing a plea to Hollywood to find

more new stars like Abbott and
Costello. These theatre owners con-

tend that the screen needs more
new stars and faces to hypo the box-
office. They complain about the

'ultra conservatism' of the producers

in depending upon the 'established

names,' many of whom, they claim,

have 'outworn their boxoffice wel-

come.'
Abbott and Costello have been one

of the best b.o. tonics of recent years

(Continued on page 13)

JONES TO PRODUCE

DRAMA BY 2 DRAFTEES

St. Douis, Aug. 26.

'When the People Rest,' a court

room meller, written by Robert

MeskiU and Stuart Warrington,

draftees in training at Ft. Leonard

Wood, near RoUa, Mo., 100 miles

from here, is being mulled for a

Broadway showing in the fall. Mar-

tin Jones is skedded to produce.

One of the playwrights' previous

efforts, 'Command Performance,' is

occasionally played in stock.

Meskill, 26, was drafted, and War-
rington enlisted. Both had roles in

'Time and the Conways,' which fold-

ed after a short run on Broadway a

couple of seasons ago.

U.S. Defense Stamps

In Lieu of B.O. Change
Dallas, Aug. 26.

Local theatres are providing a new
service for their patrons. In several

of the downtown, as well as nabe

houses, ticket purchasers may ob-

tain national defense stamps instead

of the change when buying their

tickets.

Downtown houses say that the

patrons are buying the stamps -in

huge amounts, with nabe houses in

proportion.

E
Hays, Wanger, Freeman, Zanuck,

Schaefer to Blast Warmonger Charge

War Dept., Severely Scored

for Lack of Proper Enter-

tainment, Under New
Plan Will Become the

Greatest Employer of Tal-

ent—^All Types for All

Camps

VARIETY THE KEYNOTE

Washington, Aug. 26.

War Department, under severe
fire because of the Army's alleged

poor morale and its failure to take
adequate steps to improve the situ-

ation, will become—through a civil-

ian subsid—the greatest employer of

theatrical talent in the country un-
der plans now being worked out, it

has been learned. After a week of

confabs, budgets for the big-scale

entertainment program this winter
are being drawn up on a 'don't-

(Continued on page 46)

DOUBLE-BIU

LEGIT SHOWS

Sydney, Aug. 26.

Minerva theatre here is double-

featuring its legitimate stage shows,

b'ing the first time known in thea-

tricals that such has -been done.

Two plays are presented nightly;

first at 6 p.m., and the second at

8:30 o'clock, usual starting time in

many legit houses here. The 6

o'clock show is at a lower scale than

the later night performance but
above the usual matinee prices. Idea

back of such presentations is to at-

tract patrons who would go direct

to the theatre from their work or

afternoon cocktails.

Whitehall Productions, which in-

troduced the innovation, gives not

only different plays with different

sets the same night but also separ-

ate casts for the two productions.

N. Y. Nitery Biz Jumping

Whether it's defense coin finally

reaching New York, or whether it's

a wartime hysteria, fear of inflation,

or whatever theory you may have.

New York's nite life is Jumping these

days, This is the reaction the boni-

faces anticipated last spring, and

they say the upbeat will be even

more hectic with the fall. It's been

good nationally right along.

The customers are just in a mood
to make merry, and don't care about

the expense.

Glorifying BelieToe Hosp

Bellevue hospital, New York city's

giant municipal first-aid station, long

considered as a picture possibility,

is up again. This time Walter Wan-
ger is mulling it.

He has registered the labels 'Belle-

vue,' 'Bellevue Hospital' and 'The

Story of Bellevue Hospital,'

6-Day Week For

Variety Actors,

First Time Ever

Chicago, Aug. 26.

For the first time in the history of

show business, variety performers

win go on a strictly six-day week
due to union regulations, starting

Sept. 10 in Chicago. This deal has

been set through the local American
Guild of Variety Artists office with
several of the key nite spots of

town.
While at first this will be limited

to nite clubs, It Is likely that later

this six-day ruling will be enlarged

to take in theatres abo.

For several years now the thea-

(Continued on page 16)

MONTGOMERY-NUGENT

PLAN OWN PIC UNIT

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Robert Montgomery and Elliott

Nugent are planning to form their

own independent film production

unit, with the former concentrating

on obtaining scripts and the latter

in charge of direction and technical

problems. Not known when the out-

fit would actually begin operation

or what releasing arrangements have

been made.
Montgomery, currently stationed

in London as an assistant naval at-

tache with the U. S. embassy, is un-

der contract to Metro, but when his

diplomatic appointment was recently

announced there . were rumors his

deal with the studio was Washed up.

Metro officials denied it, however.
Nugent is currently directing 'The

Male Animal' at Warners.

Film industry is rapidly complet-
ing an aggressive program to com-
bat and refute charges that the
screen is being used as a propa-
ganda medium for political inter-
ventionists. When hearings begin
next Wed. (3) before a sub-commit-
tee of the U. S. Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, full and
complete record of the industry's
cooperation with Government de-
partments in the all-out emergency
for national defense will be placed
on the record by testimony of in-
dustry leaders.
Roster of spokesmen has not been

entirely agreed upon but among
those who will appear before the
sub-committee are Will H. Hays,
president of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors of America,
Inc.; Walter F. Wanger, president of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences; Y. Frank Freeman,
president of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Association of California;
and Darryl F. Zanuck, in charge of
Hollywood film production for the
Army. Above group will go to
Washington from Hollywood. (Of
the 12 major company executives

(Continued on page 4)

Cayaicade of C.B. DeMiDe

Ehn Triomphs to Theme

New Wilshire Bowl Show

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

John Murray Anderson is putting
on a fllmacade of Cecil B. De MiUe's
outstanding productions, covering 28
years in motion pictures, as an ex-
travaganza at the Wilshire Bowl.
New 'Silver Screen' revue debuts
Sept. lO at $10 a head,
Anderson traces De Mille's career

from 'Sqaw Man' through his not-
able productions down to his latest

and current film, 'Reap the Wild
Wind.' Among the celluloid dramas
in between are 'Male and Female,'

'The Ten Commandments,' 'Madaih
Satan,' 'The Volga Boatman,' 'Joan,

the Woman,' 'The Crusades,' 'Don't

(Continued on page 13)

Litvak's 20th Ticket; And

It's Not a Fox Contract
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Hailed on his 20th traffic violation

in the past three years, director

Anatole Litvak was fined $200.

Also given a 60-day suspension of

his driver' license In Municipal

court.

JOR Show With Foreip

Artistes to Hypo Defense

A new defense program, using

only foreign bom artistes who nave
become American citizens or whose
sympathies with America are well

established, will be inaugurated Sept.

27 over WOR, New York. The WOR
Symphony orchestra, under Alfred

Wallensteln with Deems Taylor as

commentator, will be the permanent
part of the program.

Artistes under consideration at the

moment include Lily Pons, Bidu
Sayao, Bruna Castagna, Jascha Hel-

fetz, Elisabeth Rethberg »nd Gio-

vanni Martlnelll. Program will run
from 6-9:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
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Book Bays Off.WhhNew Film TrendTd

Originals; lacii the H wood Tempo'

With advance galleys of virtually

s)l books to be published this fall

already perused by studios, they

have discovered very little to their

liking. Book buys, as a result, have

fallen off sharply from recent years,

with the trend turning toward orig-

inals. Many more originals than

usual have been bought, and at

pretty good prices.

Lai'k'of interest in the new novels,

story editors sa.v, is due to liierati

failing to hit the recent tempo of

Hollywood. Film colony is demand-
ing speedy, highly entertaining stuff

(not necessarily comedy) while book

writers are turning out slower and

deeper material, apparently as re-

sult of the same world conflict that

is causing picture audiences to seek

the lighter types of product.

Increasing number of writers seem
to be turning to the film original as

a medium. They find it highly

profitable, as a good idea can be
quickly whipped into a shape in

which a studio will grab it. Many
of the originals bought by Holly-

wood run only 10 typewritten pages

in length, although most of those

that earn larger coin are better

worked out and frequently run from
60 to 80 pages.

Originals, too. Inasmuch as they
are not so long and unwieldy as a

full-length book, are more easily

adaptable by their authors to stu-

dio demands. Often a story is pre-

sented which editors or a producer
thinks might be suitable If certain

changes were made and such
Ewit(ihes can be worked with a

minimum of difficulty.

Back Home Again

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Sicr of the first picture ever

filed »t the present Universal

."Jludio, Grace Cunard. is back on

ihe lot in '.Appointment For

Love." playing a support role.-

Hollywood Story Bay*
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Metro bought Luke Short's mag-
azine story, 'Cabin in Manhattan.'
Bob Faber and Charles Newman

sold their -musical yam, 'Zombie on
Broadway,' to Metro.
Monogram purchased 'Borrowed

Hero,' by Ben Robtots and Sidney
Sheldon.

Songstress Ginny Sims

Powders Kay Kyser To

Ink 3-Yr.RKO Film Pact

Wharton- Gabel Sue

20th on 'New Business'

Of 50-Year-OU 'Aunt'

Whether 1941 new stage business

in a 50-year-old play, 'Charley's

Aunt,' has certain material values,

and can be protected against in-

fringement, will be determined

when Carly Wharton and Martin

Gabel's suit against 20th Century-

Fox Film is threshed out. Wharton
& Gabel contend that their 'new

business' in the revived stage pro-

duction on Broadway was plagiar-

ized by 20th-Fox and are suing for

an accounting of the profits to prove

their point.

The film company admittedly ac-

quired all rights from the Brandon
(Continued on page 38)

METRO'S KAY GRAYSON

UPPED TO TOP RUNG

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Kathyrn Grayson gets her first top

role at Metro in The Vanishing
Virginian,' with Frank Morgan in

one of the important roles.

Frank Borzage is director and
Edwin Knopf producer.

RENO CROP

Maureen O'Har*, Bcnee de Marco,
Nancy Torres Divorcing

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Ginny Sims is pulling out of the
Kay Kyser band after four years as

» EongstresE, winding up with the
Lucky Strike air program Oct. 1,

and stepping into a three-year film
contract with RKO.

Currently, songstress Sims is

winding up her role In Tlaymates.
Kyser musical picture at RKO.
Future commitments there call for
her services as femme lead, without
the band. K^ser and his musical
crew leave on an eastern tour in

October. Miss Sims checks in at
KKO in December.

Reno, Aug. 26.

Maureen O'Hara, Hollywood ac-

tress, established residence at Cal-

Neva lodge on the shores of I,ake

Tahpe, preparatory to instituting

divorce proceedings against George
Brown, English' film director. Miss
O'Hara was called back . to the film

capital soon after her arrival here,

however, for re-takes on her recent

picture.

Renee de Marco also here to

divorce her former partner-husband,
Tony de Marco, who will continue
the team with a new partner, Sally

Cravens, slated for Eddie Cantor's
new Broadway musical.
Mexican actress Nancy Torres

granted a decree against Frank
Chester, Hollywood stylist. After

(Continued on page 38)

SCHNQZ VICE 'SNOOKS'

Dnrante's Dickers to Snb for FaDolc
Briee on Maxwell

Hollywood, Aug. 26,

Benton & Bowles is negotiating
with Jimmy Durante to take Fanny
Brice's spot on the "Good News'
(Maxwell Coffee) program when it

resumes on Sept. 4, with options
for continued stay until Miss Brice
returns In October.
Aurora Miranda, Carmen's sister,

was also being conisidered, but a de-
mand for $500 a shot, four weeks
minimum, is killing the deal.

Foy's Mayoralty Tour

Bryan Foy and his family appar-
ently doing a tour of Democratic
mayors. Alter winding up a stay
with Mayor and Mrs. Edward J.
Kelley in Chicago they move to
Long Branch, N. J., this week to play
guest to Mayor and Mrs. Frank
Hague of Jersey City.

Warner Bros, associate producer
Joined his family at the Kelley home
in Chicago, Monday (25) after com-
ing on from the Coast. He'll be
«way from the studio about three
weeks.

(Miss) Jeff Donnell's

Film Break by Accident

(Miss) Jeff Donnell, erstwhile

drama teacher and director, now
playing in strawhat, has been inked

by Columbia to a standard seven-

year term player pact. She was
caught by Max Gordon and Maxwell
Arnow, of Col's Coast talent depart-

ment, at the Farragut Playhouse,

Rye Beach, N. H. Her husband,

William R. Anderson, Is managing
director of the house.

Surprising part of the story is that

the pair of Col execs landed at the

theatre by mistake. They were
looking for new play tryouts, not

talent, and didn't know when they

came that they had already seen the

Farragut's =how. They stayed

around, however, and became im-

pressed with Miss Donnell, later

bringing her to New York for a

screen test.

She's winding up the season at

Rye Beach before going to the Coast.

NAME TRAVEL

ONAIRLANES

IN UPBEAT

By GEOBGE FROST
With approaching fall, travel on

the Airlines by show biz notably is

on the upbeat after a somewhat
tepid summer.

Gracie Fields blew into the Inter-

national Marine Terminal, LaGuardia
Airport, New York, Saturday (23)

aboard the Atlantic Clipper from
Lisbon and Londontown, just a few
minutes after the Duke of Kent had
whisked through the Alrport-on-the-

parkway from Canada-to-LaGuardia-
to-Roosevelt in ' an interhational

double play that will be recorded

by Scorekeeper History. [Further

details on page 2].
' Another Clipper-tripper with Miss
Fields was John A. McNeil, general

manager, of the Canadian Press, on

(Continued on page 42)

DIETRICH'S SPILL MAY

LAY HER UP 4 WEEKS

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Marlene Dietrich may be out of

Columbia's 'The Lady Is Willing' for

four weeks as result of a fractured
right ankle and back ' Injtirics sus-

tained Monday (25) when
. she

stepped on a toy automobile during
the making of a scene. Producer-
director Mitchell Leisen will shoot
around her long as possible.

Miss Dietrich was carrying a baby
when the accident occurred but
managed to save the child from in-

jury. She's in Cedars of Lebanon
hospital

UAE UAESH'S TEBHEK
Hollywood; Aug. 16.

Mae Mafsh, silent star, has been
igncfl to a 2pth-7ox termer.

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
'Abbott and Costello are loaded with what it taikes to make America

laugh itself sick'—Cecelia Ager In PM.
Currently playing to Smash Business at the RKO Boston, Boston'.

- Under Exclusive.Management ol EDWABD SHEBMAN.
New York Beverly Hills, Cal.

THE BERLE-ING POINT :

By Milton Berle
M < M »^

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Arrived here on the TWA-Stratollner Monday—stomach arriving
Wednesday.
Wouldn't say the plane wa« fast; all I know la that we passed Superman

three times.

The trip didn't take long—only three fainting spells and eight gin-
riunmy games.
En route from Chicago to Burbank I kissed Joan Crawford so many

times—I wore, out the picture.

Smooth sailing all night but couldn't sleep a wink. Fellow in the next
berth had a pinball machine and kept tilting all night.

Broadway Department
Jay C. Flippen wires me that silk stockings are getting so scarce they

now have a pair on display in Tiffany's window.
They have a new innovation at Grossinger's this year: Sour-cream

showers.
George Jessel, in phoning from Marden's Rivera, said: 'Mom, I'm over

at Fort Lee,' and his mother replied, 'Oh, so the conscription got you,
too.'

Broadway Sam is so absent-minded; yesterday he went into a store and
bought a white shirt.

Broadway Rose has her picture in a Times Square hat shop with a sign
under it saying, "This is the last straw.' (from the picture, 'Reap the
Wild Wind.')
They are now calling the Theatrical Pharmacy on 46th street the Corn

Exchange.
Arthur Treacher has played so many butler parts he's wound up happy-

go-lackey (and I don't mean Al),

Harry Joe Brown has a horse that's so conceited he brings along his
own cameraman for photo finishes. . ,
Erskine Johnson (the columnist) knows an actor who didn't step out of

character. His character stepped out of him.
Music Department

Do you think BMI music will bring back ASCAP?
The music business is so slow that Witmark is paying off in Mills, and

Robbins is paying off in Marks.
' Mack Gordon has gotten so thin that Romo Vincent has taken an option
oh his wardrobe.
A certain radio comedian goes nowhere without his writers because he

always wants to have his wits about hinv.

Hangnail Deacrlptlons
Moxie Hosenblootn; Diction-friction . . . Corole Landts; Free, while and

plenty-fun . . . Arthur Hombloui; Man of Loy's-town . . . Romo Vincent:
A walking cabanna . . . Bette Davis: Weeping Willow.

Dbserrstlon Department
Before leaving New York I did a benefit at Camp Dlx; did so good they

wanted to hold me over for two and one-haU years .

When we stopped over in Kansas City saw a barker at a carnjval near
the airport who was dressed to shilL

In the past couple of weeks this column has been cut so much they're

using iodine for printer's ink.

Eavesdropped at Charley Foy's: 'Oh, him, he's got that certain nothing.*

Eavesdropped at Copacabanna: 'He went from sugar papa to pauper in

one week.' >

Eavesdropped at Dave Chasen's: 'She's not a gold digger anymore, she's
gone in for . aluminum.'
My brother (the lovable one) has a new racket—smuggling silkworms

Into the country.
Whatever Became of 7

Tracv & Hay Lang & Haley
Adelaide Bell gc Co. Espe & Dutton
Eddie Z/amberf. & Minnie Fish 30 Pinfc Toes

Afterpiece
Thank Heaven we live in a country where we have a conga line in-

stead of a front line.

Gracie Fields Sees Much New Talent

After the War; Big Boom Now in Eng.

RISKIN'S MANIFOLD

CHORES IN LONDON

Robert Riskin's current visit to

London is for a variety of reasons.

One is to arrange for the opening
there of 'Meet John Doe,' which he
produced in association with Frank
Capra for Warner Bros.; another is

to do a series for Liberty mag.
It is also reported Riskin may

have a mission to do with the Amer-
ican intelligence services.

Freuchy Tolies' Title

May Be Dropped On

Tour as Untime^

When Phil Baker goes on the road
as star of an elaborated 'Folies

Bergere' revue, Clifford C. Fischer
will probably drop the French tag
on the theory that anything smack-
ing of the Vichy government is not
very popular in the States.

Fischer is still dickering with Pola
Negri for the road tour. Former
Paramount star recently arrived
from abroad and is currently in

N. Y,

Harlan Thompson To
B'way With New Play

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Harlan Thompson Is heading back
to Broadway with a new ' legit

comedy, 'Chills and Fever,' which
he wrote on the Coast.

Idea is to produce it in New York
this fall.

Greatest live entertainment boom
since pre-film days and the de-
velopment of much new talent in

England are principal show biz phe-
nomena of the war, Gracie Fields

observed Monday (25) on her re-

turn to America from a whirlwind
flve-week tour of the British Isles.

Star English entertainer, during the

short stay in her homeland, played
70 performances, all but one of them
in factories and on battleships.

She returned to New York to begin
another tour to raise funds for

Britain. Circuit of performances
she made under auspices of British
War Relief in the spring and sum-
mer is reputed to have grossed $132,-

000. Twenty-eight dates so far have
been set tor her, starting in Nan-
tucket, Mass., this week. She'll do
many more than that, however, In

this country , and Canada before re-

(Continued on page 55)

EX-RUSSIAN PRINCE

SUING LESSER ON PIC

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Claiming he^ was 'book-Juggled,'
Prince Alexis Masfainoff, self as-

serted scion of the pre-Romanoff
Russian nobility, names Sol Lesser
defendant in a suit for secret profits

and fraudulent withholding. Its

scheduled to be argued in Superior
court Wednesday (27).

.Massalnoff wants half the profits

of an early Lesser sound film, 'Isle

of Desire,' distributed' by Principal

Pictures Corp. Prince avers he
handed Lesser 20,000 feet of negative

of South Sea scenes used in 'Isle.'

He says his contract stipulated a

50-50 split.
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'MORL' SAYS CARSON CITY
LA. Times' Norman Chandler Gives

Brushotf to HoHywood Studios Beef

On SchaOert, Fidler and Griffith

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Politely but flrmly declaring the

Los Angeles Times would not aJow
its editorial policy or news cover-

age to be influenced by demands or

reprisfils of advertisers, and at the

same .time criticizing the quality of

the average studio and theatre pub-

licity handouts, as well as news-
planting methods, Norman Chand-

ler, prexy and general manager of

the 'fimes, formally met top ranking

representatives of studios and thea-

tre operators at a luncheon confab

Friday (22). Meeting was the latest

effort to iron out the recent mad-on
between the Times, Metro and op-

erators of Paramount, Warners,

and Pantages theatres over alleged

harsh pix panning and the crusade

against the Industry by the Times'

film editor. Edwin Schallert

Chandler, supported by Times
editors and writers, met Y. Frank
Freeman, Louis B. Mayer, Harry M.
Warner, Howard Strickllng and
Harry Brand, representing the pro-

ducers, and batting for the theatre

operators were Charles Skouras,

Marco Wolf, Lou Halper, Thornton
Sargent and Rodney Pantages.
Chandler requested 'more consid-

eration' on news and information
for his column writers, and strongly
objected playing second fiddle to

Louella Parsons on exclusive mat-
ter.

The Aimers' reiterated beefs
against Jimmy Fidler and Richard
Griffith were met with .the reply
that as long as both were 'accurate
and unbiased,' material would be
published. The' matter of Time crix
catching tradeshowings of important
pix will be discussed later with
studio heads.

Patriotism Defined

Artie Shaw is definitely patri-

otic.

In view of Government pleas
to conserve woolens where pos-
sible, Shaw, in ordering 60 suits

for his new 30-piece band from
Leeds, New York, insisted that

they all be single-breasted and
minus vests.

HVood Defense Interest

Thoney/ Says Saroyan;

No Deal Set for W

MORE FROM HOLLYWOOD

TOFORTMONMOUTH,NJ.

Fort Monmouth, N. J., Aug. 26.

.
Recent Hollywood arrivals in the

' Training Film Production Unit here
include Bob Presnell and David F.
Silverstein. Presnell, writer and pr6-
ducer, bears the rarik of major and
carries on a family tradition—his
father was a colonel in the Medical
Corps at this post. Silverstein, who
worked at Columbia, has the rank
of captain.

Arrival a few days earlier of First
Lieut. Julian Blaustein, former as-

(Continued on page 54)

Izaak Walton Habit

Nicks 'Rochester' |500

Eddie 'Rochester* Anderson's yen
for fishing cost him $500, the amount
of fine levied on him by Music Corp.
of America when he was 40' min-
xes late for the first show at the
Strand theatre, N. Y, Thursday
morning (21). Colored comic has
b^en going fishing every night
•Iter the last show, returning the
following morning, but this particu-
lar time the boat was late.
When Rochester failed to put In

an appearance, MCA, which ownswe unit, asked Kitty Murray, also
colored, to do a single In his place.
it>\s she refused to do because
neither MCA nor the Strand biUed
^•«r in N.Y., although she got mar-
1"" "lention out of town.
Without a replacement, the house

vamped with shorts and then Clyde
^'Was band vamped some more un-
»'i Rochester finally showed up.

Selznick Options Young
Met Op Auditions Winner
Lansing Hatfield, 27 - year - old

Metropolitan Opera audition winner,
nas been screen tested by David
aeiznick, who has taken an option
on hfs services to mid-September.
ihe baritone wiU play 66 concerts

•«t for him by Columbia.

San Francisco, Aug. 24.

Editor, 'Variety:

Correction.

My offer to 'the motion picture
manufacturers' has not been taken
up, as you report, on Aug. 20. I

telegraphed Harry Cohn, a motion
picture manufacturer operating a
studio, expressing my enthusiasm
for Columbia Studios' acceptance ot

my offer, but received no reply.

Does 'Varieti' deliberately join

to distort the truth? My advertise-

ment was published in your paper
at my expense, to show my good
faith. I was sincerely eager for the
offer to be accepted on behalf of
National Defense. .1 am convinced
now, however, that Hollywood's
interest in National Defense is

phoney.
Consequently, the play is again

for sale at the regular price, $250,-

000. This money will not be donated
to National Defense. As in the case

of all other similar sales, it will be
donated to the playwright. I have
set this price, which I regard as a
fair one, on the basis of sums re-

cently paid to other playwrights for

other American plays. I, nobody
else, can determine the value of a

work of art of which I am the au-

thor.

Anybody, irregardless, can have
the film rights to the play for $250,-

000.

Anybody I respect can have it for

much less.

I have absolutely no connection

with any independent producer

named Lester Cowan. I believe he

can read. Now let's all relax and go
about our business.

William Saroyan.

[Lester Cowan, a Columbia Indie

producer, had expressed interest in

Saroyan's play. Time of Your Life,'

and 'Variett so reported It.—Ed.J

SANGER'S FAMED CIRCUS

VICTIM OF 'BLACKOUT'

London, Aug, 26.

The blackout beat us,' James
Sanger, descendant of the man who
founded Sanger's Circus more than

120 years ago, announced today
(Tuesday) as it was revealed that

the show would go on the auction

block Sepi 15.

Sanger said shortage of labor and
gasoline and lack of food for the

animals made running the circus

almost impossible. Circus was one

of the oldest and best known in the

world.

Alec Moss to DeMiUe?

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Alec Moss, Paramount exploitation

head in New York, may take the

William Pine post in the Cecil B. De-
MiUe unit. Pine recently signified

that all-out concentration on pro-

duction activities of the Pine-Thomas
unit at Paramount required his with-

drawal from DeMillel

Pine is now In New York.

flPTER TIISTE OF

lOGATl' TRIIDE

Par's Lavish Spending 'An-

drew' Company, Filming

'Scenes in Nevada's Capi-

tal, Enriches and Inspires

Citizenry — Officials to

Ask Studios to Come Back
Again and Often

SENDING GOVERNOR

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Carson City, Nevada's capital, is

the latest bidder for the 'location

trade' from motion picture com-
panies. Town's population of around
2,400 had a sample of film spend-
ing while Paramount's 'The Remark-
able Andrew' locationed there and
as a consequence the city fathers

are preparing data to let tne studios
know just what is available in the
way of scenery and other pho-
tographic possibilities In the hope

(Continued on page 38)

IMITATIONS OK

IFNOTDONEIN

RIDICULE

Decision of Justice Denis F. Cola-
han in N.Y. supreme court denying
Mae Murray's right to an injunction

against Billy Rose's presentation at

the Diamond Horseshoe of 'Merry
Widow Waltz' with other perform-
ers, has an important legalistic angle,

inasmuch as the decision allows per-

formers to duplicate or imitate acts

of others, provided the imitation is

not one of ridicule. The court

stated, 'It is a matter of common
knowledge that skilled performers

have become famous and financially

successful as irhitators.

''Veteran theatre-goers will well

recall Elsie Janis and Cissy Loftus

(Continued oi. page 16)

TIBBEH, AT 5G, WILL

PREEM FORD PROGRAM

The Ford winter program gets

underway 'Sept. 28 with Lawrence
Tibbett making his Initial debut ot

the 1941-42 season. The baritone

will get $5,000 for his vocal efforts

and Sir Thomas Beecham will be
conductor.

Other bookings are Lily Pons In

November at $5,000, with this singer

receiving the same sum for opening

the Coca Cola hour Sept' 28; Richard

Crooks, who wiU receive $4,500 each

for two appearances; Jascha Heifetz,

who will receive $5,000 for an ap-

pearance in January; Josef Hof-

mann, whose appearance on Oct. 19

will net him $6,000, and Lansing

Hatfield, wha will receive $l,OO0 for

a fall appearance.

No Gambling, Saratoga

Puts Lid on Talent Too

With the gambling lid on tight at

Saratoga, the bigger spots have cut

their show nuts considerably. Busi-

ness has been very sad.

Thus Joe E. Lewis and Emil Cole-

man's orch ' finished Sunday night

(24), a week ahead of schedule, at

Piping Rock, with that spot now
marking time till closing with the

Copacabana Revue and a relief orch.

Arrowhead likewise trimmed Its

costs when Sophie Tucker left Sun-
day night.

LAe Defense Workers, on All-Night

Spending Binge, Boom Bowling Alleys;

Theatres Yenning for Some of 'Gravy'
-If

Epilog'

Hollywood, Aug. 29.

When John Kimbrough, Texas
football star, gallops into action
this week as star In 'Lone Star
Ranger' at 20th-Fox, he' will be
supported by WllUam Farnum,
who starred in the same picture
for Fox Films back in 1923,

when he was drawing $10,000 a
week.

Cantor, Jessel Again

In Friendly Rivalry Via

Opposing N. Y. Musicals

The Cantor-Jessel friendly rivalry
thatJias obtained on Broadway since
their graduation from Gus Edwards'
vaudeville acts is born anew this
coming season when both will op-
pose each other with stage musicals,
each with his own capital invested,
and both starred in competitive pro-
ductions. It's further heightened,
even in its preliminary stages, by the
fact that Romo 'Vincent and "The De-
Marcos, whom Jessel wanted for his
'High Kickers,' have been signatured
by Cantor for 'Banjo Eyes,' the mti-
sicalized version of "Three Men on a
Horse.' Other Cantor cast additions
are Lionel Stander and Don Loper-
Maxine Barrett.

Cantor is investing 50% with War-
ner Bros, in 'Eyes,' as a prelude to a
WB fllmization thereof. Jessel has
his own coin, plus Al Bloomingdale
et al., in 'Kickers,' which will co-star

Sophie Tucker and himself.

EARL CARROLL MAPS

BROADWAY MUSICAL

Earl Carroll plans a return to

Broadway this coming winter with a

book musical, 'Ain't She Pretty,' by
Milton Lazarus. Producer Is cur-
rently trying to set an out-of-town
preem in Washington around mid-
November.
Cast will include most of the fea-

tures currently in his pop theatre
unit this week at the State-I^e,
Chicago, plus others. They will

comprise Bert Wheeler, Cynda
Glenn, Slate Bros., Weire Bros., and
Buster Shaver with Olive and
George.
From Chicago the Carroll unit

works its way south to a six-day
date for the Texas State Fair, Oct.

4-9, at the Auditorium in Dallas.

Following this, Carroll will revamp
It into the book show.

Bojangles' Plenty Jive

Strawhat, 'M $12,500

The Hot Mikado,' with BiU Rob-
inson, set a near-record for a straw-
hat engagement last week at the
Maplewood theatre, Maplewood, N.
J. Grossed about $12,500 for eight

performances in the 1,411-seat

house, at a top of $1.65 evenings and
77c matinees.
Only show even to top that figure

at the spot was Helen Hayes in

'Ladies and Gentlemen,' which did

about $14,000.

Bolger Gets Ball

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Femme lead opposite Ray Bolger
in 'Hit the Deck' at RKO goes to

Lucille Ball, following her stint in

'Passage to Bordeaux.'
Film version of the old stage mu-

sical is set for late fall' production,

with Bert Lahr and Buddy Ebsen
in top comic roles.

Los Angeles, Aug. 28.

Rip 'Van Winkle, a pretty fair

country bowler in pre-Revolutlon-

ary days, would be aroused from his

20-year sleep today if he heard the

arguments about 24-hour bowling
among the' City Fathers of Los An-
geles. The idea is to let the bowl-
ing alleys run all night—something
that never Ivappened In the Catskills,
even when Hendrick Hudson and his
ghostly crew were playing at nine-
pins.

Meanwhile, theatre owners with
ears attuned to the jingle of noc-
turnal coin, are putting in a few slf
nudges, hoping to make it a free-
for-aU.

In Los Angeles County, outside tha
city limits, the airplane factories and
other defense plants are working in
three eight-hour shifts, and the boys
and gals seek recreation at various
hours of the day and night. With
air-conditioned equipment and hot
money in the form of regular wages,
the county bowling alleys have
thrown away the keys to the front
doors and are thriving continuously.

Kegler spots inside the city limits
want to grab some of the gravy and
are nudging their representatives in
the city council to loosen the hours
of recreation, at least as far as
bowling is concerned.

PM'S CINDERELLA GAG

MAY BECOME A FILM

Idea of PM, New York dally. In
picking an 'average girl' and taking
her to all sorts of places to an ex-
tent ordiiiarilly beyond the means
of her and her friends, is being
mulled by Universal for a film. Ad-
ventures of PM's gal provides a
picture layout for the sheet each
Sunday.

Universal last week registered the
label, 'Miss Average Girl,' which la
also what PM terms Its femme.
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Contmned Wall St Interest in Pix

Stocks Reflects Upped B.O. IVospect
41-

While current strong earnings and

the immediate prospect ol Increased

profits undoubtedly figured In an-

other bull move o£ film company

shares last week, fresh interest at-

tached to amusement stocks m the

past 10 days admittedly stems from

the rosy fall boxoKice prospects.

After waiting six to eight months

past the time when the bulk of

national defense billions was sup-

posed to have been allocated, dif-

ferent secUons of the U.S. now re-

port that this additional coin m cir-

cul£tion is beginning to reach film

thecitre boxoffices.

Any upswing or downbeat in the

nation generally is not felt by film

houses for six months to a year

after other businesses reflect the

trend. Hence, exhibitors figure the

blUions being spent for naUonal de-

fense (plus additional billions for

lease-lend aid to the Allies^ will

start being reflected In a real way

in the next few months, aided, of

course, by the customary pickup

at theatre wickets with the arrival

of Labor Day (Sept. 11.

Upswing in the stock market last

week saw film shares picked up and

whirled into one of the favorite,

active groups on the New York

. Stock Exchange, three days out of

five. On one of the most active

days, lart W-ednesday (20), turnover

In picture company issues was com-

paratively huge, with all types of

traders attracted to film shares. On
that day, six different issues reg-

istered liew 1941 highs, two equalled

previous peaks for the year, while

gains of two to three points plainly

attested to the bidding for picture

company issues.

Par Active

All three Paramount issues, with

the first preferred soaring more
than 2 points, and Universal .first

preferred and certificates of the

common (listed on the curb) came
in for plenty attention. Wall St.

heard that the climb in both Par
common and first preferred Is prcdi -

csted on expectation that the latter

would be called in on a basis of

even common shares for one of

the preferred. Advance in Univer-
sal common certificates apparently
was tied in on reports that the com-
pany is nearing some solution of its

corporate simplification which
would leave these shares as the sole

outstending stock in public hands.
U officials, however, denied there
were any fresh developments, but
that the company still wanted to

simplify its stock setup.
Overall financial picture for plc-°

ture shares is viewed in the Street
as being linked to boom economic
conditions in defense communities.
Increased spending in cities where
immense defense contracts are im-
proving employment and giving ex-
tra pay is percolating into theatre
cash registers, the financial district

hears. Also that this ultimately will
be reflected in other spots not di-
rectly benefitted by defense work.
This is seen in rising prices in grain
colters, railroad towns, oil cities
and other spots.

Upolng of prices for all commodi-
ties is held certein to bolster the
industry's admission price structure0 that. In addition to increased at-
tendance, admittance tilts will be-
come practical.

L Riskin Scrams Col.

Quotations

Here's what principal picture

company shares did in last

week's stock market:
Columbia Pictures common

—

climbed H4 points to new 1941

high, at 7'.i. Preferred ad-

vanced to 28, new peak.

Paramount common—up near-

ly a point to new high, IS'^i.

First preferred soared 5% points

net to 1941 peak at $110. Second
preferred to 13H, a new high for

year.

Pathe—new high at 14y4.

Loew's common—up 1% to new
peak for year, 36'/g. Preferred

advanced same to 1941' high, at

110.

Twentieth-Fox common—new
1941 peak at 8%. Preferred

nearly one point higher, also

new high, at 21*4.

Universal first preferred-
soared 9 points to new high price

of $161. Common, advanced 3%
to fresh peak at 25>/<. Certifi-

cates' for common, climised one
point to 9V6, also a new high.

Warner Bros, common

—

climbed to new high,

Wen, Lilian Is!

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Lilian Bond inked a contract as

the first screen player templed back

to Broadway by Lee Ephraim lor

his legit show, "Women Aren't

Angels,' which goes into rehear.<;al

about Sept. 1. Ephraim is also dick-

ering with Reginald Denny.
Oscar Hnmmerstein, 2d, will direct

(he musical starring Bobby Clark.

VOX POPPING

WARMONGER'

ISSUE

NOMINATE ARNOLD FOR

SAG PREZ REELECTION

Hollywood. Aug. 26.

Nominating committee
.
of the

Screen Actors Guild has .selected

Edward Arnold for re-election to a

second term as president.

Others reported named for re-

election are George Murphy, Paul
Harvey, Walter Abel, v.p.s; Lucille

Gleason, recording secretary; Porter
Hall, treasurer.

Lou Gehrig Fih Biog Ob

First; Babe Rntk at Bst

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Babe Ruth, who was Lou Lehrig's
idol in the days of 'Murderers' Row'
on the 'Yanks, is about to have his

career pictured at 20th-Fox with
Mark Hellinger producing.

In their baseball days Ruth i^atted

ahead of Gehrig, but in Hollywood
the situation is reversed, with Gold-
wyn's 'Lou Gehrig' pix batting ahead
of Zanuck. The 20th-Fox picture
will be titled 'King of Swat.'

Hollywood. Aug. 26.
Iverett Riskin. with Columbia for

•ight years, moves out Oct. 6 at the
expiration of his producer contract,
leaving unfinished his latest assissn-
ment, the Cary Grant starrer, 'Mr.
Twilight.'

Du-ing his eight years at Colum-
bia, the only studio he ever worked
for, Riskin has produced some out-
standing pictures, among which
were The Awful Truth,' 'One Night
of Love,' 'Holiday,' 'Theodora GoeTs
Wild,' and 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan,'
currently, ..ftrwsing heavily. Colum-

• bia has not yet assigned a producer
for 'Mr. Twilight.'

'Son' Awaits Power
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Stiooting schedule for 'Son of
Fury' Is being delayed a day by 20th
Century-Fox to permit Tyrone
Power to fly back to the Coast fro;n
Westport, Conn.
Actor is co-starring with his wife,

AnnabeUa, this week in a 'strawhat
revival of 'Liliom,' closing Saturday
night (30), at Westport, Conn.

RKO Borrows Vidor
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Charles 'Vidor moved over from
Columbia to RKO on a loanoul deal
to direct 'The Tuttles of Tahiti,'
South Sea Island yarn starring
Charles Laughton.
Picture is the first Job lor Islin

Auster as a producer at Columbia

L. A. TO N. Y.
Jerome Beatty.
Ingrid Bergman.
Jack Bernhardt.
Louise Campbell.
Harry Carey.
Hoagy Carmichael.
Madeleine Carroll.
Wally Coombs.
Kyle Crichton.
Irving Cummings.
Cynthia Davis.
Eddie Davis.
Reginald Denham.
Humphrey Doulens.
Tom Dugan.
James P. Hogan.
Christopher Isherwood.
Michael Kanin.
Nancy Kelly.

Ring Lardner, Jr.

Horace MacMahon'.
Raymond Massey.
Joseph McConville.
Ray Milland.

Abe Montague.
Frances Neal.

Mary Orr.

Jean Parker.
Olga Petrova.
William Pine.

Cole Porter.

Elmer Rice.

Jack Schlaifer:

Louis Schurr.
George Sidney.

Three Stooges.

Harlan Thompson.
John 'Van Druten.

'Vera Zorina.

Detroit, Aug. 26.

Public and exhibitors in this sec-

tion—still notoriously isolationist

—

are exchanging bitter words o'n the
propaganda charges versus the pic-

tures. Most of the squabble is not

confined to the theatre lobbies but
has hit the letterbox columns where
lately the theatre operators are
showing more courage in sassing

back those making the charges. On
.same days as. high as a third of the
letters to Ye Ed have been bandying
the charges and answers with the
eixhibitors finally sufficiently aroused
to hit back. (For awhile opinion

had been if they just kept mum, the

matter would die out naturally.)

Typical example of the exchanges:
'Recently many letters ap-

peared in the 'Voice of the Peo-
ple column against the so-called

propaganda motion pictures.

Since when do these pictures .

condemning Hitlerism become
objectionable? These pictures

are no more propaganda than
most newspaper articles we
read.

'Being a theatre manager I see

most of these movies. They al-

ways leave me with a sense of

thanks that I am living in a free

America. I am sure this is the

way most good Americans feel

for I have few complaints.'

Theatre Maitager.

Bebutial

Theatre Manager must be
very dense indeed if he can see
nothing objectionable in the
flood ol hale propaganda films

the unwary amusement seeker is

having thrust at him nowadays.
'When I go to the movies I go

In the fond hopes of being enter-
teined—not to be preached to, or
.to be told whom I must hate. I

suggest that if the movies want
to carry on a hate campaifn,
that they bill this type of picture

as such and charge no admission.
I have avoided seeing many pic-

tures I would like to have seen
simply because they were on t^ie

same program with one of those
obnoxious propaganda films.
That's why Theatre Manager
hasn't seeii me nor had many
complaints. That's probably
why his business is off, too.'

W. E. W.
However, despite the risk of keep-

ing the controversy alive, theatre
managers here now have come to the
opinion it has been too much of a
one-day argument and intend to pro-
tect themselves by answering their
detractors.

The Washington Idea on Hollywood

Washington, Aug. 26.

Opinion among some of Washington's well-informed correspondent.^,

although they have little sympathy with the impending probe of the film

industry by the Clark Senatorial subcommittee, is that Hollywood, at

least In "part, brought the investigation on itself. Clark committee will

look into alleged pro-war propaganda In films and radio.

Newsmen are Inclined to think that the picture industry has made itself

slightly foolish by the quantity of administration boot-licking it has been

doing since the early days of rumors of the impending monopoly suit

which brought on the consent decree. They believe that the industry

has gone overboard in its anxiety to get on the right side of the powcrs-

that-be.

They have not lost sight, however, that there are more factors behind

the probe than meets the eye—aside from the desire ol the isolationists

to make capitel of any angle at all of the activities of those it considers

'interventionists.' Other Important factors, they point out, are the hatred

of big business and the strongly anti-Semitic feeling, of many members
of Congress from small, hinterland districts. Clark committee is made up

of a number of men from these territories and they consider Hollywood

the combined epitome of both their pet hatreds.

On the other hand, to seasoned observers here, it appears that Holly-
wood an.d New 'York have an exaggerated picture of the importance at-

tached to the committee. It is well-recognized lor what it is and only the

isolationist fiapers will sensationalize any findings, it is said.

Best way to meet the attack in unanimous opinion, is for the men in-

vited to appear and be completely frank. There doesn't seem to be any-
,thing to hide and laying everything on the table should bring desired
results, it is said, since it must be remembered that polls show public

opinion to be well weighted in favor .of the same type of patriotism as

exhibited by Hollywood.

Film Moguls to Answer Slurs
:Contlnucd from pace.

'LOHE RAKGER' TAXES A BBIDE
RKO is apparently aiming for a

dislaft switeh on 'The Lone Ranter,'
radio show which Republic convert-
ed into a couple serials in 1938 and
1930.

Studio last week staked claitn to
the label: 'Mr?. Lone Ranger.'

N.Y. to L.A.
Mrs. Bud Abbott.
Mrs. Lou Coslello.

Ned Depinet.
ilatty Fox.
Gladys Hurlbiat.

Jack Kapp.
Keith Kiggins.
Alexander Korda.
Joe Norden.
Roy Norr.
Hal Roach.
Fred Runyon.
Eddie Sherman.
A. W. Smith, Jr.

Cresson E. Smith.
Bob Williams.

Meredith Willson.
Herman Wobber.

SAILING
Aug. 22 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),

Frank Lloyd (.Lurline).

headquartered in New York who
have been 'invited' to appear before
the Senate body, only George J.

Schaefer, chairman of the coopera-
tive defense committee of the in-

dustry, is likely to testify.

No Counter-Badi* Blast

In substance, this is the program
as agreed upon yesterday (Tue?.)

by the advisory group consisting of

Austin C. Keough, of Paramount J.

Robert Rubin, of Loew's and Jos-
eph H. Hazen, of Warners. Sugges-
tions from numerous sources that

Hays fhould take to the air chan-
nels and make a public reply to

Senator Gerald P. Nye (Rep.. N.D.) ,

who recently blasted .the film in-

dustry in a national CBS broadcast,
have been put aside for the more
effective technique of answering
charges in a public hearing in

Washington.'
On the surface of events during

the past week, there has been a

tranquility and appearance of uni-
fied industry action which has kept
subdued a widespread bitterness
occasioned by the broadcast of Sen
Nye, which was made several day.i

prior to the adoption of the Senate
exploratory resolution. By implica-
tion and the repetition of names of
industry executives, Nye injected
anti-Semitic issues into the debate.
Unless he appears before the sub-
committee. ' which is believed ex-
tremely unlikely, this phase will be
avoided, it is believed by sub-com-
mittee members.

It has been reported to the steering

committee that the procedure at the

Senate hearing will open with in-

dustry .opponents \irging a general

investigation of the charges 'con-

tained in the resolution authorizing

action. The resolution accuses films

and radio of spreading propaganda
'directed to one side of the impor-
tant debate now being held, not only
in Congress but throughout the

country.' The preamble further

states, 'This - propaganda reaches
weekly the eyes and ears of a hun-
dred million people and is in the
hands of groups interested in involv-

ing the United States in war.'

Schedule
Proponents for further investiga-

tion arc expected to occupy the sub-
committee's attention from the open-
ing session (3) until the weekend
recess. Film leaders are prepared to

testify beginning Mon. (8). Senate
listeners include D. Worth Clark, of
Idaho, chairman; Homer T. Bone,
Wash.; Ernest W. MacFarland. Ariz.
Democratic members, and Charles
W. Tobey, N. H., and C. Wayland
Brooks, III., Republicans'.

As a preliminary to the investiga
'tion the sub-committee sent to major
fllpn companies during the past week
letters requesting data on films re-
leased during the past 18 months.
Letters were signed by Sen. Clark
and read:

'This committee desires to be ad-
vised of the facts pertinent to the
enclosed .resolution. Would you
please send us a list of your pictures
of the last season, and the balance
ol this season, together with the title

ol the picture, the director, the prin
cipal actor and a description ol the

type of motion picture in each in-

stance.

'We will greatly appreciate this co-

operation, and believe that a full

disclosure prior to any hearing
would give this committee n con-
ception of the existent situation.'

All of the film companies will com-
ply with the request

AGAIN JURY DISAGREES

IN FOX BRIBERY TRIAL

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

The Government's second con-
spiracy trial of retired U. S. Circuit
Judge J. Warren Davis 'and Morgan
S. Kaufman, bankruptcy referee, ac-
cused of accepting bribes from Wil-
liam Fox, ex-flim magnate, ended
Friday (22) with the same result as

the first—a hung jury.

The vote of the Federal Court
jurors as they were discharged after

12 hours of wrangling stood seven to

five for conviction. The first trial,

last May, wound up with the jurors
at a six-to-six deadlock. Walter H.
Gahagan, special Government prose-
cutor and nephew of actress Helen
Gahagan, said he would move for a

third trial within the next few days.
The jury was discharged by Judge

Hugh D. McLellan after four ballots

showed the. same results, seven to

five for conviction. All three women
members on the jury voted for ac-

quittal. When questioned, the ac-

quittal-minded jurors said the Gov-
ernment had not made out a clear-

cut case shoeing that Judge Davis
had actually received the $27,500

Fo'x is purported to have given him
as a 'loan' while his bankruptcy liti-

gation was pending in Judge Davis'
court. Kaufman was accused of .be-

ing the go-between.
Fox pleaded guilty to the bribery

charge before the last Davis trial

and is awaiting sentence. The court,

however, is
.
holding up the sen-

tencing until the Davis-Kaufman
case Is finally disposed of.

RKO Lifts Dasty 'Carrie

M Shelf for Warrick

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

RKO assigned Ruth Warrick to
the title role in 'Sister Carrie,' the
Theodore Dreiser story which the
studio has been carrying on the
shelf for three years. Yarn is slated
as Graham Baker's second produc-
tion on the RKO lot
Miss Warrick is currently busy In

Edward Small's 'Corsican Brothers.'
Recently, she worked in 'Citizen
Kane'.

Rosita to States
Buenos Aires, Aug. 26.

Rosita Moreno shoved off for Hol-
lywood after finishing a starring role
In an Argentine picture produced
here by Balres Films.
Actress due In New York on the

steamer, Brazil, Sept. 8, after which
she moves west to Hollywood. . .
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97% OF PRODUCT DELIVERED
194(M1 Product Delivery

(Sept. 1, 194O-AU0. SO, 1941)

Fromlsed Delivered
Columbia 60 57
Metro ., 44 (to 32) 48
Paramount 44 44
Republic 68 58
RKO 53 49
20th-Fox* 52 48
United Artists 22 19

Universal 60 59
Warner Bros 48 49

ToUl 441 427

[Columbio otmI Fox each have a 1940-41 picture which they will deliver

a/tcr Sept. 1. There tuere seven reissues (Metro, 2; Poramounf, 1; RKO, 2;

"Viam^T Bros., 2) in addition to the above deliveries, mafcinfii total deliveries

434.]

*Season started Aug. 1, 1940, and ran to July 81, 1941.

Panic-Stricken NW Exhibs Asking

Distribs to Loosen Up Product;

Col U and Indies Reap Harvest

Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

Panic-stricken because further de-

lay looms for the start of 1941-42

selling in Minhesota by the five

major decree companies, and because
the entire product situation Is

shrouded with uncertainty, a num-
ber of independent exhibitors,

threatened with 'an insufficiency of

pictures to maintain normal opera-

tions, are pleading with exchanges
to find a way out of the present

impasse, according to local branch
managers.
Companies' refusal to sell is the

result of the enactment of the Min-
nesota state law, sponsored^ by
Northwest Allied, invalidating 'the

consent decree's g^pu^s-of-five sell-

ing plan and requiring companies to

make deals for the entire season's
product. The constitutionality of the
law now is being attacked in the
courts and, it has been indicated,

there'll be no selling at least until

after the court rules on a temporary
Injunction application.
Judge Hugo Hanft's decision may

not be returned for a month or
more. If the companies then are
willing to sell, several additional
weeks are likely to elapse . before
proper machinery can be set up to
permit the selling, either under the
consent decree or state law, for
which the court decision Is expected
to pave the way. This might carry
the selling ban well Into October.

Counting on Par Chain
Northwest Allied leaders are bank-

ing on the fact that the big Para-
mount circuit in the territory (Mln-
nesote Amus. Co.) will need pictures
soon. They feel certain that the
companies will not force that chain
to close down for lack of product
and, their counsel has told them, the
distributors can't sell Paramount and
refuse to deal with them.
Playing almost 'under the gun,'

one exhibitor told an exchange man-
ager this week that he how has only
enough of the type of pictures that
his house always has used to carry
him into the second week in Septem-

,
Another was reported as de-

claring he had nothing.beyond Sept.
12. Many are in need of Sunday pic-
tures and there's plenty worrying,
8<=£ording to the branch managers.
The situation, however, is built to

order for Columbia, Universal, Re-
public, P.D.C. and Monogram which
are reapmg a harvest by selling un-
der the state law. They report that
th&y re getting the best deals they've
ever had; some of their present ac-
counts never bought from them be-
lore and others haven't been sold in
recent years.

In an effort to bring matters to a

Vt
f'-e defendants—the state and

Northwest Allied, which has been
permitted to intervene—filed "the
orlefs requested by the court in the
temporary injunction heading well
ahead of the two weeks' time limit
aUowed. It is hoped this will ex-
pedite the court's action. However,
the plaintiffs wiU be permitted 10
oays to reply to the briefs and then

(Continued on page 20)

Locale for Gams

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Walter Lang fSts the direction

ticket on the Betty Grable Techni-
color starrer, 'Song of the Islands,'

which WilUani LeBaron will pro-

due at 20th-Fox this fall.

Currently Ott Brower, director of

the second unit, Is in, Hawaii, shoot-

ing footage of authentic tropical

scenery and native hula dancers.

Si.C. TO 0.0. PATHE'S

SWAP IN DUPONT MFG.

Washington, Aug. 26.

Pathe" proposal to swap stock hold-

ings in DuPont Film Mfg. Corp. is

due for ventilation by the Securities

& Exchange Commission Thursday

(28). Company wants to turn in

3,500 shares, getting in return 56,750

pieces of E. I. DuPont de Nemours
fit Co., the parent chemical concern.

Application also asks permission

for Col. T. C. Davis, a director, to

receive corhpensation for his part in

the planned transaction.

No Rons, Hits, Errors

For Arthur at Repnblic

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

After eight months on the Re-

public lot as an associate producer,

George Arthur obtained his release

without having produced a picture.

Of the two stories he had in prep-

aration, 'Newspapermen Are Hu-
man,' was turned over to Robert

North for production. Second tale,

'How to Die Young,' has not been

re-assigned.

Edebnan's First at CoL

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Lou Edelman, who recently moved
from 20th-Fox to Columbia as pro-

ducer, is preparing 'Destroyer men'

as his first.

Wartime naval tale is being writ-

ten by Lieut.-Commander Frank
Wead. It deals largely with the

action of destroyers in convoys,

Muni as Houdini?

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Life story of Harry Houdini is

likely to bring Paul Muni back to

the screen.

John Stone, who recently finished

the story, in collaboration with Mrs.

Houdini, sent a copy of the script

to Muni, who has expressed an urge

to 'play the title role. Stone will

produce the picture.

BY e TOP COS.

With Season's End This Sat
urday (30), the 440 Pix

Promised at Start of 1940-

41 Selling Sees 427 on the

Line for Exhib Dating

National Theatres Spyros Skouras

Knee-Deep in Sales Execs on Coast,

Setting New 1941-42 Product Deals

S DISTRIBS 100%

Setting a new high mark, the nine
top companies in the industry will

have delivered 97% of the product
they promised for the 1940-41 sea-

son, which ends Saturday (30). An-
nouncements made at sales conven-
tions in the spring of last year
pledged exhibitors a minimum of

441 pictures, of which 427 will have
been placed on the line.

Hypoing that enviable record still

farther are two pictures sold on
1940-41 contracts that will be de-
livered after Sept. 1, bringing the

delivery total to 429'. To be added
to that, too, in computing all prod-

uct available to exhibitors are seven
reissues, mostly during this spring

and summer.
Behind the high percentage of de-

liveries was the spur of impending
consent decree selling on five of the

companies. They were faced with
hurrying their' 1940-41 commitments
to a conclusion so that they could

get an early start on films which had
to be tradeshown before they could

be offered for sale. Two of the con-

sent signatories (Metro and Warner
Bros.) turned in more than their

minimum commitments, and Para-

mount came up with Just what i\

promised, while RKO and Fox are

behind.

All the records are good, neverthe-

less, and not the least of them has

been hung up by indie Republic with

58 delivered out of 58 announced.

Which means that four of the nine

companies delivered what they

pledged or more. ,
RKO Bl^eest Laggard

Greatest of the laggards is RKO,
with seven missing of the 53 It prom-
ised. 26th-Fox will have four lack-

ing of the 52 it announced, but has

sent another CKipps') back to the

studio for repairs and will deliver

it later. Columbia is minus three

on the 60 it pledged, but also has

one coming ('You'll Never Get Rich,'

Sept 25). United Artists will de-

liver 19 out of 22, although a good

many of the 19 were promised for

the previous year and only delivered

in 1940-41. Universal delivered all

57 promised on its standard con-

tracts, but was minus one of the

three Frank Lloyd productions It

sold on a separate pact.

Incidentally, among consent de-

cree companies, at least, that habit

of selling films on one year's con-

tract and not delivering them until

the next year, or even the year after

that, comes to an end startini? with

Sept. 1. Inasmuch as it is illegal to

sell a picture before it is tradeshown,

there will be no signatures on dotted

lines for pictures that won't be com-

pleted.

In the 100% production class were

the westerns, which accounted for 72

of the total of 440 pictures promised

and every one of which was deliv-

ered. Col turned in 16, Par (Harry

Sherman) 6, RKO .6, Rep 30 and U
14 (7 Arlen-Devines and 7 stand-

ard boss plays).

Of the total deliveries of features.

11 came from England. Fox had

four British-mades, United Artists

three, Columbia two, and RKO and

Universal one each.

Wanger in Chaps

Hollywood, Aug. 28.

Walter Wanger'i n«xt production
is 'Cheyenne,' a western built around
the annual rodeo In th« Wyoming
town/'
John Wayna mounts his cayuse in

the male lead and Henry Hathaway
is director, starting Sept. 15.

UA TO POWWOW

ONNEWPREXY

ANDPK
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

United Artists is holding a vital

meeting late this week, following ar-
rival from New York of Arthur W.
Kelly, worldwide head of the organ-
ization, and Alexander Korda, one
of its outstanding producers. One
of the objects of the meeting is a
conference with producers on the
product to be delivered to the sales
organization wathin the next six
months. Another is the election of
a president of the company.
Deal whereby N. L. Nathanson of

Canada would become associated
with UA aa president - has been
called off by the war sitiiatlon. Na-
thanson has been Impressed into
national service by the Canadian
Government. Korda mentioned sev-
eral possibilities for the company
presidency while in New York and
his report wlU be considered by the
meeting here. Kelly's stay in Holly-
wood is slated for about a fortnight.

He intends leaving for the Coast
today (Tuesday) but was delayed
and plans departing later in the
week. Korda, who arrived In the
east yesterday, will return in a few
days.

SHAHE'S WRTTER-PILOT PACT
Hollywod, Aug. 26.

Maxwell Shane inked a contract as

writer-director for the William Pine-

William Thomas production combo,

calling for four pictures, either as

writer or director during the coming

year.

It will be Shane's first experience

as director. He has written the first

four Pine-Thomas films for Para-

) mount release.

BOB KANE TO HEAD

20TH LONDON SAFARI

Hollywood, Aug, 26.

Robert T. Kane heads for England
in mid-September to produce 'This

Above All' for 20th-Fox on the com-
pany's lot at Shepherd's Biish, near
London, starting about Oct. 20. With
Kane will go R. C. Sherrlff, screen
playwright, and Otto Lovering, film

editor. Darryl F. Zanuck is slated to

fiy to England to supervise pro-
duction after the picture gets under
way.

Starring role is assigned to Richard
Greene, 20th-Fox contract player,

who left Hollywood to join the
British army early in the war.

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.
Spyros Skouras, National Theatres

prexy, who arrived Friday (22) to
begin film buying negotiations with
Paramount, RKO, Warners and
United Artists, spent Saturday after-
noon with Nate Blumberg, Univer-
sal head, trying to reopen talks for
a deal on U product. "The deal for-
Universal pictures Is reportedly cold
again with Bill Scully, U sales head,
having decided to sell away from
F-WC and its affiliates. Opposition
houses In several National Theatres
situations In Denver, Kansas City
and various Coast territories have
already been sold.

Blumberg on Saturday informed
Skouras and Arch Bowles, Northern
California head of F-WC, who sat
in on the talks, that the matter is
entirely in Scully's hands.
The circuit has so far contracted

for product from only three com-
panies—Metro, Columbia and 20-
Fox. Metro and Columbia product
comes automatically as F-WC had
previously contracted for this pro-
duct on three-year deals ending
with the 1941-42 season. The 20-
Fox buy was made after the 20th
convention here In July.

BKO, WB and UA, Too
Ned Depinet, RKO sales head,

conferred on a deal with Charlie
Skouras over the weekend, with
Gradwell Sears of Warners, Charles
Regan, western sales head of Para-
mount and Haskell Masters of
United Artists also around to talk
commitments for the new season.

Biggest drawback to signaturing
of deals is the matter of getting
percentage for pictures out of neigh-
borhood houses. Film companies
claim that it would be beneficial to
the industry were this done as
otherwise two Important A picture*
hit double bills and picture com-
panies have to be satisfied with •
flat rental which Is not in line with
their estimated value of the film.

Distributors point out that Metro
has such a deal and want a similar
one on important product. Besides
the new deal, Regan, of Pgramount,
is also trying to iron out what his
company claims Is a delinquency of
$50,000 on product already played.

Charlie and Spyros Skouras and
various Fox-West Coast division
heads who arrived Friday will b«
concentrating on product buys for
the next two weeks.

Negotiations between P-WC and
Par Monday (25) for the first flve-
plc block ended In a stalemate dut
to difference of opinion between
Regan of Par and Skouras on gen-
eral formula of film buys. Talks
will continue.
Deal for Warner product also got

under way today with Sears hand-
Img the WB end. Progress between
RKO and F-WC in a confab Is re-
ported.

20th Pacts StaDiDgs To

Scribe lovms in U.Sjl'

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Laurence Stallings, playwright, has
been signed by Darryl Zanuck to

write an original yarn, 'A Tommy
in the U.S.A.,' as a companion piece

to 20th-Fox's 'A Yank in the R.A.F.'

Picture will deal with British fly-

ing students in this country.

Madeleine Carroll Asks

9G Income Tax Rebate
Los Angeles, Aug. 26,

Madeleine Carroll filed a plea to

recover an overpayment of $9,092 in

F'ederal Income taxes, collected from
1936 to 1939.

Actress claims she was not given
credit for dependents.

VA'a Advance Estimates
Recent get-together in New York

of United ArtisU district managers
was not only to hypo sales but to
get their estimates on income from
their territories of future pix. To-
talization of potential income la

made by UA periodically for the
banks which finance its producers.
They require UA's estimate on in-
come from a producers' completed
pix before putting up coin for future
ones.

Conferees, in the process of figur-
ing on deals and what pix will bring,
are spurred to greater effort. Arthur
W. Kelly, operating head of th«
company; Harry L. Gold, eastern
salesmanager, and Haskell Masters,
western salesmanager, chairmanned
the huddle.

'

Steinbeck at RKO
Hollywood. Aug. 26.

John Steinbeck is checking In at
RKO to work on his own stories in-
cluding The Red Pony' and "Th*
Long Valley.'

William Hawks will product
'Pony' and Lewis Milestone Is slated

to direct.



Carr Andiorized to Use OA's Frozni

£1,000,000 m England for British

Fdm Prod. With Eye to htl Market

Teddy Carr, United Artists* joint

managing director for England, re-

vealed before his departure by Clip-

per from, the United States yester-

day (Tuesday) that he was given in-

structions by UA's producers during

his visit here to invest their frozen

funds in British production. Carr

had been in the United States since

June 26.

UA foreign exec said that the pro-

ducers collectively have in excess of

£1,000,OPO tied up in England. He
declared he will seek top^grade

British producers to whom he will

offer 50% financing on pix that ap-

pear to have good probabilities In

the American marltet.

Effort will be made for quality

product only, Carr, said, with the

UAers aiming at backing pix in the

£100,000- £250,000 category. In

some cases, all the financing coin will

come from the funds of one pro-

ducer, Carr explained, while in other

partlculuarly expensive ones it prob-
ably will come from the pots of sev-

eral of the UA indie film-makers.

On the other hand, Carr disclosed

that much progress has' been made
on the project of unfreezing Ameri-
can film money in England. 'Pros-

pects are very bright,' he stated.

Ealinc Ont of It

Tied-up coin will not go into back-

ing any of the Ealing Studios pro-

ductions to be distributed bx..UA un-
der a recently-arranged deal, Carr

said. Ealing, he explained, is owned
by the Courtald interests (who until

recently owned American Viscose

Co.) and is not by a long shot in

need of outside flnsmcing.

First of the Ealing pix to be
handled in UA under the new pact

is 'Ships With Wings,' now com-
pleted. Prints will be in this coun

try shortly. Second picture will

probably be 'Siege,' Carr said. It is

now in work and features all of the

leading film names in England, in-

clu'ding Michael Redgrave, Leslie

Banks and Margaret Lockwood.
UA's deal calls for foreign distribU'

tion of eight Ealii« pix annually, out

of which it must choose a minimum
of three for distribution in the

U. S.

Carr said that George Archibald

co-managing director in England,

would resign upon Carr's return.

ArchilMld is going into the exec

branch oi the Royal Air Force.

CHAPLIN'S PRE-TRIAL

EXAM OF BERCOVIC

PAR HAS 28 PIX

1NTHECAN;6

IN WORK

Charles Chaplin served notice

Friday (22) that he would take

deposition before trial on Aug. 29

of Konrad Bercovici, who is suing

for $5,000,000. At the same time

Chaplin entered a general denial and
asked for a dismissal.

Bercovici claims that Chaplin's

"Great Dictator' was based on a story

on which he had worked for C?.iap-

lin, ^nd abandoned at the actor-pro-

ducer's request.

Roach's N. Y. Powwow

Hal Roach, with Its first group of

five streamliners nearly complete,
was in New York over the weekend
for huddles with United Artists

•ales execs on distribution of the pix
and plans for the next five. He rC'

turned to Hollywood yesterday
(Tuesday).

Roach started shooting on the
hort features at the end of May
and now has 'Tanks a Million' and
'Niagara Falls' in pre-release, while.

'All-American Co-Ed' is almost
finished and 'Fiesta' and 'Miss Polly'

are in advanced shooting stages.

British B.O. Up 50%'

Grosses In England are 50%
better than they were two years

ago, before the war started. That
was disclosed by Teddy Carr,

United Artists' joint managing
director for England, before he
left New York for home yester-

day (Tuesday).

Carr declared b.o.'s have taken
an amazing spurt since the start

of the Russian hostilities and the

resultant le'-up in bombing at-

tacks on Britain.
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SUN DODGERS

BMUrn BnB4 HuUlty CmmcM Fix
Kakcra U Ilvw-Vv

Hollywood, Aug. M.

California's benign aun went hot

last wfek and slowed up production

on various outdoor pictures at RKO.
Heat waves curtailed location and
open air work on 'Street Girl,' .Tlay-

mates' and 'A DaU With the Falcon.'

Even indoor work was delayed by
the humidity. Dance numbers for

'Four Jaclcs and the Queen' were
shifted to the cool of the evening

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Paramount has the biggest back-
log of completed pictures among
the major lots, with 28 either ready
for release or in advanced stages of

editing. Meanwhile six features are
before the lenses and eight mqre axe
slated to start before Oct 1.

Six currently In work' are "Reap
the Wil<riWlnd,' T<ouisana Purchase,'

'Fly' By Nl^V "Mrs. Aldrich's Boy,'
'Midnight Angel,' and "No Hands on
the Clock.'

Aierbach Scores Point

h $15,000 Smt vs. GN

Grand National Pictures, Ltd., lost

a plea to vacate a warrant of attach-
ment on Its property secured by
Joseph Auerbach, when Justice J.

Sidney Bernstein In N. Y. supr^ne
court Friday (22) overruled the
plea of the film company, and al-

lowed the attachment to stand.
Damages of $19,000 axe asked by
Auerbach.
Auerbach had provided the finan-

cing for The Stars Look Down' and
*I KUled the (^unt,* and «(as to re-
ceive 10% of the net in England
and the U. S. Plaintiff will possibly
receive more, since Metro is distri-

buting the first film in the U. S.

Fitelson & Mayers represent Auer-
bach.

Pix Biz Content to Let

lO^TaxonlOcAdmish

Remain That Way

Rank and file in the film business

are content with the theatre tax ex-

emptions starting at 10c and the $00,-

000,000 additional tax on cinema ad-

missions previously - outlined in

Washington despite some protesting

exhibitor groups. They are con-

vinced that leaders in Congress want
the admission tax to start at this

price, and not dropped lower than

that figure. Further, that additional

meddling by individual groups In the

picture industry only leaves the gates

open for possible additional burdens
for the whole film business.

Bipth Treasury and Congressional

tax experts are reported as having
made the tax exemptions start on all

tickets below 10c because they fig-

ured this would involve only Juve-
nile attendance, plus carnival and
amusements rides getting 5c.

Trade opinion is that the new 10%
tax starting at 10c Instead of 21c

hands the film business plenty heavy
enough load compared with other

industries. The new tax bill for ad-

missions means theatres will have to

pay about 90% of $136,000,000 in the

future.

The $136,000,000 amusemient tax

bill compares with considerably

smaller taxation on other comparable
industries. For example, bowling
alleys, billiard and pool tables figure

to jpay only $3,400,000 via the new
tax. Coin-operated amusement and
gaming devices, which include juke-

boxes, are expected to bring in only'

$8,900,000, while the new taxation to

be levied on radio networks figure to

bring only $12,500,000.

The admission taxes, too, do not
Include higher or new levies on other

divffions of the film business. Nor
do they include tax on equipment at

studios, theatres, excess profits or in-

come taxes.

As compared to transportation, for

instance, the new 5% tax on. all

modes of transporting people figures

to produce only $36,500,000 for the
Government.

First Fdl Year of Tax Bite m 21c

B.O. and Up Yielded U^. $76,083,788

Krims Gets the Gun
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Milton Krims draws the producer
role on 'The World We Make' at

Metro, under executive supervision
of Bemie Hyman.

Story is adapted- from Sidney
Kingslcy's stage play, The Outward
Room,' originally based on a' novel
by Milieu Brand. Krims recently
moved over from Warners to Metro
under a .writer-producer deal.'

Washington, Aug. 26.

By dropping the starting point of
the 10% admissions tax from 41c to

21c last summer. Congress boosted
the U. S. Treasury's take from pa-
trons of commercialized amusement
to more than three times the former
grab. Figures for the first full year
under the stiffened 1940 scale—soon
to . be made even niore inclusive
through collecting on every stub
from 10c up—showed a yield of $76,-

083,788.

The erratic productivity of the
l>oxoffice bite is clearly evident from
a review of the first 12 months
since the old tariff was altered.

Measuring one 30-day spell against
the preceding frame, the grab has
dipped five times, risen seven. Gen-
erally it has been in the vicinity of

$0,500,000, with the peak $7,124,225
in November, 1840. Lowest haul was
the first month the revised scale was
in effect, only $4,407,097 in August
last year.

Any effort to trace the effect of.the
tax on amusement patronage' is ifu-

tile. Though exhibitors and dis-

tributors may insist the bite has a
direct bearing on the number of
tumstilers, it is impossible to figure
trends or any other influence on
business volume from the Treasury's
reports. Even the so-called seasonal
changes are not truly reflected in the'

revenue collections, which art: based
on actual receipts for the p °vioii.<;

month and subject to all sorts of
conditions.

The July payments to Uncle Sam—based on June grosses—typify this.

Federal haul during July amounted
to $6,760,861, the third fattest this
year and the fourth biggest sum ever
rung up. But the rise about the
June collections, $880,212, was the
second largest, being exceeded only
by the jump between April and May.
At the same time, the improvement
between July, 1940, and July, 1941,
amounting to $5,110,699, was the big
gest year-to-year increase on rec'
ord.

With the better July haul, the
Treasury books now show a total from
the 10% bite in seven months more
tlian double the sum pocketed dur-
ing the best full year under the old
scale when only ducats over 41c
were taxed. From January through
July, the ' Federal exchequer has
been swelled to the extent of $45,
418,411 by amusement seekers. The
record for a 12-month period was
$20,974,027 in 1937. (Last year, when
the Treasury took in $43,483,367, is

omitted in this comparison, because
both scales were in effect during
1940).

Thus, Uncle Sam in seven months
of 1941 has topped the haul for all

of 1940 by only a shade less than
$2,000,000, with the yield in four, of
these seven months being $6,500,000
or better.

If. s Little Eva Fith 1G Yo l^er

Variations; Cdtnre in Cookcres

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Aug. 26.

Dear Joe:

Wall, if It ain't on* thing It'i two others. It wasn't bad enough having
shows at the camp opposition to me and worrying if Aggie and me would
have to make out a joint Income tax, and measels breaking out in one part
of town, which killed the kid trade for us, but some of the artistic ladies
of the town figured the community needed culture in the form of a Bam
Hieatre Movement. It alnt much of a barn but there's plenty of move-
ment. They decided this town needed all the Broadway shows that never
come out here, and they also figured they had just as good local talent as
New York has, so they got themselves a bam and I'll bet you can't guess
what their first show was. N6, I told you you can't. It was what they
called a condensed version of *Uncle Tom's Cabin.' Aggie sed it looked
more like a condemned version.

I offered to let them use my theatre for a few nights, but they sed it

just wouldn't be a Barn Theatre, even though some of the pictures I've

played lately made my place smell like one. Of course, being in what me
and Aggie laughingly call the show business, I couldn't afford to make a
holler and get all those old witches against me, so I just laughed it off, but
my laugh only showed two teeth, and I told them I'd be glad to do any.
thing that would help them,
The first thing they wanted besides some of my lights and drops was for

Junior to dress like a girl and play Little Eva. Aggie got him up in the
lines okay, and even if I do say so myself the kid was the best thing in the
show outside the last curtain. He didn't like the idea of playing a gal and
especially with golden curls, so w'hen he got to the death scene where he
goes to Heaven on a wire, he ad libbed and yelled, 'Hi Yo Silver!' It got a
big laugh but the old dame that directed the show was wild, but she
couldn't get anybody else to play the part so she had to keep him, and
every show the kid ad libs something else. I don't believe Aggie told him
to do it, and I know I didn't tell him not to.

The gal that played Topsy was so fat her girdle got a nervous breakdown
every show. Our banker played Marks the lawyer. It was the first time I

ever saw the D.Ts with sleeves. They got a coupla bloodhounds for the
ice scene from a guy that raises them in town, and when they came on
they musta smelt the butcher who was sittin' in the front row, because
they made one leap for him and he ran outta the Bam with them after

him. So after the opening night they just used 'offstage barking' by the
entire company.

Uncle Tom In Dntch
Uncle Tom played himself and was badly miscast. He is a Dutchman

that owns a grocery store and he did Uncle Tom with knackwurst dialect
Legree was played by a piano-tuner who had grey {ints of triumphant
dyspepsia on bis face. It was the first time I saw Death coming back from
a Holiday with a whip. Uncle Tom, Topsy and a few slaves are walkin'
around town with cork in their ears and in their hair, I think Aggie told

them that cold cream takes off cork.
The Bam isn't a big place, in fact it's so small that the actors dandruff

falls in the lobby when they take bows. I coughed all through the show
and people around me thanked me. It sure was a great night with plenty
of laughs and It was new to a lot of the folks there. The way they played
it It was new to anybody especially the actors. They expect to run for a
few months but winter is coming on and the farmer has to have the bam
for his cattle,' and I'm sure they won't go In if those actors are there. It

takes- away business from us but l' figure it will do me good in a way as

after they see that kinda show, they won't kick at my lousy pictures.
Best to the gang and yourself, SEZ

Your Pal,

Leftu.
P.S.: Harry Hershfleld sez, 'A hostess' prayer is, "Leave and let live.'

'

RKO SCHEDULES 10

IN NEXT 6 WEEKS

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

All-time production high on the
RKO lot, calling for 10 new pictures
in the next six weeks, started yes-
terday (Monday) with 'Call Out the
Marines,' co-starring 'Victor Mc-
Laglen and Edmund Lowe.
Following in quick succession will

be 'Joan ' of Paris,' 'VaUey of the
Sun,' 'Mayor of 44th Street,' 'Out of
Gas,' 'Passage from Bordeaux,'
'Powder Town,' 'Syncopation,'
'Gwangi' and 'I'm Dying to Live.'

Studio Contracts

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Clem Bevans drew player con-
tract at Paramount

Roland Drew's actor option picked
up by Warners.

Roljert McGunigle inked writer
deal at Metro.
Georgia Carroll re-bptioned by

Warners.
Phyllis Ruth signed acting deal at

Paramount
Alice Palton's player option lifted

by Warners.
William Wright acting contract re-

newed by Paramount
Brenda Marshall renewed by

Warners.
Ellen Drew's option hoisted by

Paramount
Craig Stevens, actor, renewed by

Warners.
Robert Preston drew an option lift

at Paramount
Peter Whitney's player option

picked up by Warners.
Philip Dunne inked one-year

writing pact at 20th-Fox.
Faith Dorn's acting ticket renewed

by Warners.
Danivee Purkee drew player con-

tract at Paramount.
Rudolph Ising's cartoonist contract

continued by Metro.
Nicholas Bros,, dancing dxxo, re-

I optioned by 20th-Fox.

F-WC Revamping

So. CaL Houses

For Newsreels

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

New newsreel theatre circuit In

Southern California is being set up
by Fox -West Coast to cash in on
the current public Interest in spot

news, chiefly from the war fronts.

Two F-WC film houses in San
Diego, center of the defense avia-

tion industry on the Pacific Coast
are to be switched to a news policy,

and others in Oakland, Long Beach
and Phoenix are being remodeled
for the same purpose at costs rang-
ing from $25,000 to $35,000 per house.

Chain will be in operation in the

fall, with the admission tentatively

set at 25c.

Embassy's 5th In N. T.

Embassy Newsreel Theatres Is

adding a fifth house to its chain in

the Greater New York area, lease

having been signatured to take over

operation of the Airlines theatre,

42nd and Park Avenue. Airlines

has been shuttered for several

months because of business dearth.

W. French Githens, head of News-
reel Theatres, Inc., said that '

the

Park Belmont Corp. gave his cor-

poration lease on the theatre por-

tion of the Airlines Terminal build-

ing. Deal had been under considera-

tion about six weeks.
Will open under the new manage-

ment Sept 5. Biggest money-maker
for Newsreel Theatres is its Em-
bassy on Broadway.

Brahm's Next Opus
Hollywood, Aug. 25.

20th-Fox assigned John Brahm to

direct the forthcoming feature, 'Law

and Order, Inc.'

Picture is due for a September
start
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COAST AFL FEARFUL OF QO
AFL Acts to Counter CIO's Moves

Of Aggression in Detroit Theatres

DetroU, Aug. 26.

Bolstering itsell In view of Inten-

sive raiding by the CIO, the AFL
has launched an extensive organiza-

tion drive here in the theatre realm.

With the CIO, strong because ol its

massive membership in the Auto

Workers field, having moved into the

Detroit field with a general the-

atrical workers union, in what Is

said to presage a national move in

that direction, AFL unions are

countering swiftly with moves them-

selves along the same line.

Symptomatic of ho\v seriously the

CIO threat is taken was reflected in

a meeting at 1 a.m. Thursday (21) of

upward of 750 ushers, usherettes;

ticket takers and doormen under
AFL sponsorship. Although he had
been up for a solid 36 hours because

of the citywide streetcar and bus
strike here—itself brought on by a

jurisdictional fight between the AFL
and CIO—Frank X. Martel, prexy of

the Wayne County Federation of

Labor, considered the meeting of

sufficient importance to leave ne-

gotiations with the Mayor to handle
the usher group.

The AFL plan here is to issue a

Class B charter to the front-stage

theatre workers uhder the present

lATSE setup. This would affiliate

an unorganized group with one of

the older and stronger unions. CIO
has been particularly effective here
in starting with the

.
unorganized

theatre workers and from them
working into AFL membership to

secure general contracts covering all

house employes.
Started at Olympla .

Plan was formulated by the CIO
after organizing the numerous usher
staff at the Olympla, huge sports

arena here, and then moving out to

garner such AFL membership as
janitors, electricians, etc., into the
same union, the Theatre Service
Employes, tor the purposes of get

ting a general contract covering all

Olympla workers. From here the
CIO has moved directly into the
theatre field through similar organ
Izatlon of ushers, doormen, etc., even
absorbing members from the AFL's
newly formed Detroit Theatre Man
agers and Assistant Managers Local,
as a basis of getting the extensive
contracts. The new CIO venture has
grown sufficiently for the union to
start wangling theatre contracts.
To head oft this and prevent ad-

ditional losses of membership to the
rival union—as well as to forestall
the setting up of the general theatre
employes union on a national basis

—

the AFL now has launched its own
campaign among the unorganized
theatre workers, as the plan now in-
dicates, in association with the
lATSE or other older craft unions.
Although jurisdictional fight be

tween the CIO and AFL brought on
the extensive transportation strike
here, those in .the know indicate
there is more significance on a na-
tional scale in the shaping union
fight taking head here.

POT 0' GOLD SUIT

VImii $1,800 Differential Through
Belnp in Theatre

Ptomaine Blitz

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Poisoning, either by food or
water, caused Universal to send
30 extra people to the 'Overland
Mail' location at Kernville,

Cal., to replace victims of a

digestive epidemic.
Only one of the principals,

Noah Beery, Jr., is affected,

Troupe has been shooting since

Aug. 7, with Henry MacRae
producing.

WHITE-COLLAR

WORKERSTALK

WALKOUT

IMPERILLED

Bioff and Certain Studio Fac-

tions May Scuttle the Basic

Agreement That Binds All

Hollywood Crafts

DISNEY MESS

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Negoiiating committee of the

Screen Office Employees Guild was
given full authdrity to call a walk-
out at any studio or an industry-

wide strike by unanimous vote of

members at special meeting Monday
(25) in the Roosevelt hotel. Meeting
culminated the growing unrest

among white-coUarites at RKO stu-

dio. It was stated if the RKO unit

decided to walk out they would re-

ceive full financial and moral sup-

port of all SOEG members, as well

as number other crafts' unions.'

Guild counsel reported the stu-

dios are making a check of exist-

ing wage scales now in force at

Warners, 20th, and Paramount to

use as an average basis for a coun-

ter-proposal to SOEG. Collarite

committee is reported demanding
scale higher than now being paid

Independent unions on grounds

members beei* enjoying these rates

for some time.

Contract being pondered by SOEG
calls for a five-year agreement. Sub-

ject to yearly reopening on wages.

SMALL'S 3D REMAKE OF

HICHENS' 'BELLA DONNA'

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Feared here that breach in AFL
studio unions, widened by under-

cover machinations of Willie Bioff

and certain producer actions, may
scuttle the studios' basic agreement

and give CIO the opportunity to

crash the film industry. CIO is keep-
ing close check on the situation and
is known to have been recently con-
tacted by AFL organizations, in-

cluding the unions for which Bioff

set' deals prior to his Federal in-

dictment.

Recent widening of the rift came
when Bioff tried to muscle into

controversy at the Walt Disney plant.

At the strike crisis there, the Screen
Actors Guild, the Painters. Machin-
ists and Lab local, all AFL craft.s,

lined up in support of the Screen
Cartoonists Guild.

Cartoonists scorned Bioff's inter-

ference, and the crafts locals con-

tinued to support the inkers despite

Bioff's ultimatum that AFL support

be withdrawn. Teamsters, laborers

and other lATSE members withdrew
support, further dividing AFL ranks.

Generally conceded that if local

unions in the basic agreement insist

and set their o'vfrn deal successfully,

the basic agreement is doomed.

Edward Small has acquired rights

to 'Bella Donna' by Robert Hichens.

Originally a novel, then a play, yarn

was twice filmed by Paramount
(1918 and 1923) and was produced

\Ti England in 1934 by Twickenham
Films.
Par sold its rights in the story to

Twickenham and it is assumed Small

obtained them from the British

company.

STOP PRESS

citizen Kane' Ad Almost Gets Into

Hearst Sheet

Gloversville, N. Y., Aug. 26
Supreme Court Justice James T.

Cross has under advisement a motion
by Aubrey L. Lowe of Ilion, in con-
nection with a suit in which Lowe
seeks to hold the Liberty Operating
Co. for an $1,800 Pot o' Gold radio
prize. Lowe contends that the Lib-
erty theatre in Herkimer, N. Y., al-

legedly run by Liberty Op. Co., ad-
vertised that it would make up the
difference if any of its patrons hap-
pened to be called by telephone in

the Pot o' Gold drawings.
Lowe, assistant -works manager of

the Remington Arms Co., Ilion, al-

leges that on May 1 he was in the
theatre when his residence telephone
was called announcing that he was
the Pot o' Gold winner. Not being
home to answer the call, he received
only $100. Had hfr been at home,
he would have received $1,900.

San Francisco, Aug. 26

Call-Bulletin stopped the pressees

on the first run Thursday (21) when

it was discovered an ad for 'Citizen

Kane' had gotten onto the theatre

page by mistake. Offending portion

was on the bottom of an ad for the

Golden Gate, announcing the first

pop price run starting Wednesday

(27), and was supposed to have been

trimmed in composing room after

pickup from other papers which ran

the full space.

Call-Bulletin is the Hearst p.m.

here.

Readers Guild Acting

Al.*o for Freelancers

Screen Readers Guild of N?w
York Is seeking the opening im-

mediately of negotiations for a con-

tract with the studios to cover both

staff and freelance employes of story

departments. Staff readers last week
scored a 100% victory in a National

Labor Relations Board vote for

choice of a bargainii.j agent.

Demand by the SRG that the im-

pending pact cover both inside and
outside readers is being watched
with considerable interest in the in-

dustry as the NLRB recently held

the piece-work readers ineligible to

vote with the staff readers In the

choice of a bargaining agent.

SINGAPORE ROMANCE

Metro's Sales Rep Weds Aussie Film

Star, Betty Bryant

First Five Army Training Pix, Made

In H wood, Pretty Tough on Joe Soldier

Into the Open

LORETTA AND MARCH PAIRED
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Loretta Young and Fredric March

started work yesterday (Monday) as

co-starrers in 'Bedtime Story' with

Alexander Hall directing.

Robert Benchley and Eve Arden
are set for top roles, with B, P.

Schulberg as producer.

When Betty Bryant, femme star of

'40,000 Horsemen,' Australian-made

feature, clippered from Sydney, Au-

stralia, to Singapore, for the preem

of her picture, it was solely in the

interest of boosting the picture Uni-

versal had taken for world-wide dis-

tribution. Before the engagement

was concluded at' Singapore she was

married to Maurice 'Red' Silverstein,

Metro's rep in the British Far East

military outpost.

Al Daff, Universal's Far East man
aging director, arranged for Miss

Bryant to make a personal appear-

ance at the preem. He insisted that

she be properly chaperoned all the

time while in Singapore, this assign

ment falling to the two unmarried
men representing the U. S. film com-
panies there. One of them was Sil-

verstein.

When Daff reached Manila on his

way to the U. S., he received a cable

saying the star and Silverstein had

been married. They presently are

en route to the U. S. on their honey-

moon. '40,000 Horsemen' is being

distributed throughout the world by

Universal excepting in the U. S.,

where It is handled by an independ-

ent. It Is current at the Globe, N.Y.

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Illinois last week put into ef-

fect a law which demands the
registering of the actual names
of all people engaged in doing
business under an assumed trade
name, corporate or otherwise.
This will bring into the open

the actual owners of many busi-
nesses in Illinois, businesses
which have been operated for
years under trade names and by
dummy managers.

NEW DEMANDS

BY PIX LABOR

ON STUDIOS

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

The industry labor stew continues
to boil and churn as new demands
are daily tossed into the pot by
craftsmen locals. No sooner did the
producers sign its first locally-nego-
tiated agreement with lab workers
when comes demands of three addi-
tional lATSE locals to be presented
this week at conferences between
union heads and Pat Casey, the
studios' labor contact.

Locals presenting represent prop-
erty me^ laborers and utility work-
ers and^oundmen, while plans call

for reopening the Walt Disney plant
next week. Breach between Disney
and the Screen Cartoonists Guild is

no nearer to settlement. James F.

Dewey, Government Conciliation

Commissioner, is due any day to

arbitrate layoffs.

COAST LABOR TRYING

TO FIGURE BACK PAY

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Demanding retroactive pay from
indie producers, studio locals of the

lATSE suggest they use computation
methods of the majors. They point,

however, this procedure is not in

full compliance with the Wage-Hour
Act.

Method Is based on time-and-a-
half on all hours in excess of the 44

from Oct. 24, 1938 to Oct. 24, 1939;

time-and-a-half on all hours in ex-

cess of 42 for same period 1939-40,

and after 40 hours from Oct 24, 1940

thereafter

By HERB GOLDEN
Washington, Aug. 26.

War Department last Thursday
(21) evening gave the first, and
what probably will be the last,

public showing of one of its pet
projects—training films; pictures
made to teach troops their military
chores. The five pix screened were,
all made on the Coast by major
studios for the Army. Audience
consisted of Washington correspon-
dents.

It appeared that Hollywood had
too indelibly left its stamp on the
films for maximum efficiency in
teaching lessons. In at least three
of the pictures there was a corny
Hollywood froth that was supposed
to represent a scenario. In every
case it robbed the picture of part of
its value—and pity the poor boy who
has to sit through it two dozen times
until he. learns the rudiments of
what the film is trying to get across.

It probably would be difficult

enough for Joe Recruit to see it

again and again had it only the de-
tails he needed to watch for and
was perforce interested in. But to
view the same thing over and over
and have' to listen to the same cel-

luloid draftee on the screen ask th»
same question in the same way each

(Continued on page 25)

WELLES' SETUP HOUSED

AT RKO-PATHE STUDIO

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Frederick Fleck joined Mercury
Productions as assistant director,

completing the personnel reorgani-
zation of the Orson Welles film pro-
ducing unit, now housed at tht
RKO-Pathe studio In Culver City.
Others in the unit are Jack Moss,

Welles' partner in all Mercury pro-
ductions, Richard Wilson, story ed-
itor and executive assistant, Her-
bert Drake, chief flack, and John
Fante and Norman Foster, contract-
ed as a writing team. Mercury'f
next picture is "The Magnificent
Ambersons,' to be followed by 'Jour-
ney Into Fear' and 'It's All True.'

Writer Nicks U for 5G

In Plagiarism Verdict

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Ron Ferguson, screen writer, won
a $5,000 verdict in his plagiarism suit

against Universal Pictures Corp. In

Superior court.

Writer charged the picture, 'Dan-
ger On Wheels,' was lifted from his

own story, 'Suicide Crew,' which the

studio rejected in 1938.

Season's

Boxolfice Survey
(1940-41)

In

Next Week's

lETY
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^ (Tiuo more Tradeshovm film reviews, for 1941-42 release, under the..

TConsent Decree, both from 20th-Fox; the othen are 1940-41 releaset.,'.

BELLE STARR
(COLOB)

20th-Fo)t rcle»so of Kenneth Macgowan
prcHluctlon. Features Gene TIerney, Run-
<I(>ll>h' Scott. D«nu AnilicwB. John Shappwtl,

Ellzal)Cth PiiitcraoD. Chill Wills. Louise

Ueiivera. Directed by IrvInK CunnnlnKs.

Ecreenplar by Lamar Trotll; slory by NMven

BuKh and Cameron llocers: Technicolor

director. Natalie Kalmus: editor. Robert

S'lnipson: coniern, i;rne.sl I'nlmer and liny

Ronnnhat.. TraUeshown In Projecllon Koora.

N. v.. Aug. 21, '41. KunnlnE time. 81

si'lfsiarr
Mollo Sinrr Cine TIerney

Mnjor Th.imns Crall Uuna Andrew.s

Kd^hlrloy John Shci>pcrd

£,..,"h lilliabelh I'ntlerson

nine buclV. Chill Wills

V- mnij- I ou l."ulae noaveni

Jn .er Tench 011m Howland

Ser-"nt Hnul Tlurns

John "cole.' • Jo'SI'" Sawyer

J?n. Cole JosepK Downing

Colonel Thornton H"*"'""", "'l"?'..!!
Colnnel Bright Chnrles Trowbrldgo

Sirrefinl James Flavin

Ca^^tCngger Charlo. Mlddleton

Twentieth-Fox makes a good job of

ot completely botching up the his-

torical character it pretends to por-

tray. This is a week-kneed and

thoroughly false biography ot the

southwest's most notorious female

bandit. Belle Starr, who is dressed

up instead as a Missouri slave-own-

ing aristocrat devoting her very life

to Bghting the 'damn Yankees. Its

only selling point is the good Tech-

nicolor photography. Boxoffice po-

tentialities are slim.

Gene Tierney, a comparative new-
comer to the screen, is given the jm-

portent title part. Except for her

stunning appearance she falls down.

The cute little trick has a lot to learn

about voice modulation and most of

the time she has her voice pitched to

. the point of hysteria.

Randolph Scott, co-featured, works

as though he couldn't quite bring

himself up to overcoming the false

character he plays. As Sam Starr,

leader of a band of guerrillas harass-

ing the Union soldiers, he is a very

inanimate hero. Likewise, he's none
too romantic as the husband of Belle,

who forsakes the family name of

Shirley to become, his .wife and de-

vote herself to avenging the slave

•tate.

In actual history, Sam Starr was a

Cherokee Indian who married Belle

Starr in 1880 and had nothing to do

with guerrilla warfare; she previ-

ously consorted with the notorious

Cole Yoimger and bore him a daugh-
ter named Pearl. iC's true that Belle

Starr was originally a native of Mis-
souri, but she was anything but a

southern blueblood. This picture,

however, spots her in a gorgeous
plantation mansion and says nothing

about the fact that her father was a

saloon-keeper.
Even in completely romanticizing

the title cnaracter, the Niven Busch-
Cameron Rogers story and- l.amar
Trottl screenplay fail to come up
with an interesting picture. There is

comparatively little action and palp"

able attempts to make Gene Tierney
act, look and Ulk like a Scarlett

O'Hara. As in real life. Belle Starr

Is shot and killed qn a lonely road,

and the story ends hanging in thin

eir.

Dana Andrews, as a Yankee army
major, and John Shepperd, playing

Gene Tierney's brother, who is ap-
palled by her guerrilla connections,

are not flattered by the script Both
appear too burdened ' by sadness.

Elizabeth Patterson and Chill Wills,

es a hillbilly couple, and Louise
Beavers, as Miss 'Tierney's colored
counterpart of Vivien Leigh's Hattie
McDaniel, are in the most natural

characterizations in the screenplay.

Ol'n Howland plays a villain well.

Irving Cummings' direction is slow,
. but the Ernest Palmer-Ray Rennahan

photography, complemented by the
color, is excellent, especially on the
exteriors. Scho,

matters worse, many of the players

suffer from the camera or makeup
artist, or both, noUbly Cobina

Wright, Jr., and Jacqueline Dalya,

playing the nitery singer who mur-
ders and is murdered in turn.

Furthermore, Miss Wright appears

badly in need of a dramatic coach.

Miss Dalya sings one song, but

neither 'the voice nor tune is stand-

out.
Samuel G. Engel and Lester Zif-

fren contributed the screenplay,

childish in plot and dialog. Harry
Lachman's direction perhaps suf-

fered from all the handicaps, and
maybe the fact that it looks so bad
is not all his own fault. However,
he certainly should check his script

girl for the numerous obvious boners
that crept into the film. Scho.

WHEN LADIES MEET
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Metro release of Robert Z. Leonard and
Orvlllo O. Dull production, directed by
Leonard. Stan Joan Crawford, Robert
Taylor, Oreer Garaon: features Herbert
Uarshall, Spring Uylngton. Screenplay, S.

K. Lauren, Anita Loos, from play by
Rachel Cnithera; camera, Robert Planck;

score, Bronlslau Kaper: editor, Robert J.

Kern. Previewed nl Alexander, CSlendnle,

Aug. 26, '41. Running time, 108 .UIN8.

Mary Howard Joan Crawford
Jimmy Lee Robert Taylor
Clare Wodruff Oreer Qarson
Kogcra Woodruff Herbert Marshall

Bridget Dml;e Spring Bylngton
Walter Del Canto Rafael Storm
Mabel Oulness Mona Bnrrle

CHARLIE CHAN IN RIO
(ONE SONG)

2Uth-Fox release of Sol M. Wurtzel pro-
duction. Features Sidney Toler. Directed
by Harry Lactiman. Screenplay by Samuel
O. - Kngel and T..e!tter Zlffren; bn!?cd on
character created by Knrl Derr Blggers;
Bonj;, - ^fack Go'rdpn and Harry Warren;
editor, Alexander Troffey; camera, Joseph
P. MacDonnld. Tmdeshow In Projection
Room, N. T., Aug. 21, '41. Running time:
60 .UIN8.
Charlie Chan Sidney Toler
Jonn Reynolds Mary Beth Hughes
Gr.-ice Ellis Cobina Wright. Jr.

Carlos Dantns Ted North
Alfredo Maruna Victor Jory
Chief Souto Harold Ruber
Jimmy Chnn i Sen Tung
Ken Reynolds Richard Derr
Ziola Dean Jacqueline Dalya
Helen Ashby...,, Kny Llnnker
Paul Wagner Truman Bradley
Bill Kellogg Hamilton MacFadden
HIco Leslie Denison
LIU Irl« Wong
Armando Eugene Borden
Ilnrgo ^nn Cojee

"Charlie Chan in Rio' is marked
by inediocre acting and direction.
It looks as if the series oh the Hono-
lulu detective is coming to the end
of. its rope, with this one speeding
that' process along. This chapter Is

not going to make any new friends
for Charlie Chan and will probably
.lose many old ones.

Aside from . Sidney Toler and his
screen son, Sen Yung, the acting
borders on the terrible. And to make

Second picturization of Rachael
Crothers' play carries excellence in

directing, acting and mounting, all

combined in a carefully charted pro-

duction. But being a close transla-

tion of the stage piece, it's long on
talk and slim on action, with plot

unfolding entirely via the dialog

route. Picture is good class attrac-

tion for metropolitan audiences,

while triple starring combo of Joan
Crawford, Robert Taylor and Greer
Garson will carry it through subse-

quent houses for fairly profitable

biz.

Nature of the subject matter in

Miss Crothers' play dictated that

little tampering be done with the
film script, and studio followed that

presentation line to eliminate chance
of hashing up the tale with extrane-

ous or si&Iine detours. Dependence
of dialog to carry the drama along,

however, slows the unfolding, and
close attention is required to the

spoken lines at all times.
Joan Crawford is. a young au-

thoress, admired and loved by Tay-
lor, who launches a romance with
book publisher Herbert Marshall.
Deciding that the affair, has gone
far enough, Taylor Introduces Mar-
shall's wife to Misi CrawfiJrd, with
both women unaware of their tri-

angle corners. After the wife does
some frank talking on marriage and
husbands, in a boudoli' chat, the re-

spective positions of wife and other
woman are unveiled. Disillusioned,

Miss Crawford falls into the wait-
ing arms of Taylor, while Marshall
contritely goes home for . reunion
with wife.

Sterling performances by the cast
principals do much to overcome the
talky atmosphere generated by the
stagey unfolding. Miss Garson is

outstanding as the wife, catching
major honors. Miss Crawford is

fine in the role of the writer who is

confronted with a love triangle in

both her new book and real life.

Taylor lightly carries the assignment
of the young man who sets up the
dramatic climax, while Marshall
grooves neatly into portrayal of the
wandering husband. Spring Bying-
ton, who was in the 1932 stage orig-
inal, adds moderate portions of com-
edy as the flustery mab'on who be-
comes bewildered by the mixup.

Direction by Robert Z. Leonard
carefully pilots the characters along,
although he is handicapped by pre-
ponderance ot dialog which dictates
a slow pace in the unreeling. Pro-

. ductlon mounting is tops throughout,
with camera work by Robert P'snck
of high excellence. Wolt.

Miniatare Reviews

'Belle Starr' (20th) (Color).

Good Technicolor, but poorly
.

contrived story; poor boxoffice.

'Charlie Chan in Rio' (20th).

One of poorest in the series,

'When Ladies Meet' (M-G).
Crawford-Taylor - Garson - Mar-

.

shall strong marquee values for

class production; somewhat talky

'Aloma of Uie South Scaa*

(Par) (Color; Songs). OK La-
mour saronger for good b.o.

'Unfinished Bnsiness' (U).

Profitable biz as solo or bill-

topper lA regular runs; Irene

Dunne-Robt. Montgomery starred.

•World Premiere' (Par). John
Barrymore in a good, humorous
supporter for duals.

,

'Scattergood Meets Broadway'
(RKC)). Third of series OK for

'

family and rural bookings. Series

looks set for healthy career.

'This Woman b Mine' (U).

Misadventure entertainment on
the high seas; unequal to top

billing spots.

'Six Gun Gold' (RKO). Latest

Tim Holt starrer, on par with
previous issues, Strong b.o.

possibilities.

'Kansas Cyclone' (Rep). New
Don Barry western furthers his

popularity.

"The Forgotten ViUage' (M-B).
Kline - Steinbeck documentary
strong for arties and ok second
feature in some situations.

'Penn of Pennsylvania' (Anglo-
Am.). Weak biography of the

Quaker leader, made In Eng-
land.

'Jeannle' (GFD-British ). Cin-
derella-type of yarn that has
good b.o. possibilities.

'Una Vec En La VUda' (Ar-
gentine). Earthy comedy-drama
that'll do best in Argentine
nabes.

Aloma of the South Seas
(COLOR AND SONGS)

Hollywood, Aug. 26.
Paramount release ot B. O. De Sylva

production, fi'cara .Dorothy Lamour. Jon
Hall; features Lynne. Overman, Philip
Reed, Katberlne de Mllle, .Frlti Lelher,
Dona Drake. Directed by Alfred Snntell.
Screenplay, Frank Butler, Secna Owen,
I.llllnn Hayward; story, Seena Owen, Kurt
.Slodmnk; from play by LoRoy Owen and
John B. Hymer; photographer. Karl Struss;
Technicolor cameraman, Wilfred Clinc, Wil-
liam Snyder. .Songs. Prank Loesser. Fred-
erick Hollander. Reviewed In studio pro-
jection room, Aug, 20, '41. Running time:
-.OoJIlNS.
Aloma Dorothy Lamour
Tnnoa Jon Hall
Corky • Lynne Overman
Revo Philip Reed
Karl Kathcrlne deMllle
High Priest Fritz Lelber
Nea Dona Drake
Tanisa Esther Dale
Raaltl Pedro do Cordoba
Ikall... John Barclay
Aloma "(as a child) Norma Jean Nelson
Nea (ns a child) Fvelyn Del RIn
Tanon (as a child) .Scotty Reckett
Revo (as a child) Billy Roy
Moukall Noble Johnson

latest version of a South Seas ro-
mance. Taking full advantage of

latest improvements in color photog-
raphy, production is lavishly mount-
ed 'in ultra-theatric fashion to dis-

play a lightweight Tahitian romance
of familiar trend. 'Aloma- is di-

verting entertainment for the gen
eral runs; and the color, native
dance ensembles and extravagant
production enhance wicket-spinning
potentialities for profitable bookings,
Although theatric atmosphere of

the staging and settings clearly indi-

cates most of the South Sea exteriors

were constructed in the studio stages,

excellence of the color combina-
tions, as displayed in the fine pho-
tography; more than equalize the
synthetic studio atmosphere.
Story is a lightly-concocted ro-

mance, on a South Sea island
Young son of the chief has his future
wife selected in elaborate ceremony,
and then departs for America and an
education. Fifteen years later, Jon
Hall, out of Harvard, returns de-
termined not to marry Miss Lamour
but the pair meet without formal,
introductions and soon fall In love.
Hall's slippery cousin, Philip Reed
tries to break up the affair, and is

banned from the island. He returns,
however, to disrupt the wedding
ceremony, does some fancy shooting
until the volcano suddenly erupts to
spread terror and destruction in good
Pompeii fashion. When the fire-

works are over.' the marriage party
is safe on a rock ledge for the fade
out.

,

Miss Lamour and Hall, in the two
leads, handle their roles in uniform
fashion. Lynne Overman, as the sea
captain guardian of the boy and man,
provides some droll comedy to the
proceedings.
Of major importance In the enter-

tainment sector are the large num-
ber of colorful sets, native dances
and excellent musical background of
Tahitian tunes. Miss Lamour sings
one island sonv in typical style.

Process photography and miniatures
depicting the volcano eruption and
resultant havoc of the Island is of
hish merit and particularly effec-
tive. Photography by Karl StrusSi
Wilfred Cline and William Snyder
sets a new pace for color quality,
especially in the lighting department.
Despite the lightly - frameworked
script provided, director Al Santsll
keenly pilots the production, deft^
dovetailing the story with the large
prouo of sets and interest-arresting
numbers, Wolt.

to better than average rating. As
result, 'Unfinished Business' . Is a
moderate offering, Aided by marquee
voltage of the orene Dunne-Robert
Montgomery starring team, to pro-

vide profitably biz as billtopper In

tiiie key spots and regular runs.

Story unfolds the romantic and
marital adventures and problems of

a gisl from a small Ohio town, and
a millionaire playboy In New York.
Irene Dunne Is the girl who takes a
train flirtation by Preston Foster too

seriously; but later meets and elopes
with Poster's younger brother, Rob-
ert Montgomery, after a gay binge.

Following a wild fling at night clubs

for a few weeks, pair settle down to

soberness" and living at home, but
marital happiness is upset by misun-
derstood brushoff of Foster by the
bride. This precipitates a separation,

the wife disappearing and the dis-

illusioned Montgomery joining the
army. A year later she is discovered
singing in an opera chorus and the
in-love Montgomery fails to under-
stand her explanation of her love
for him, and that 'in every women's
life, there's some unfinished busi-
ness,' of romantic nature. But it all

clears up when Foster takes a clip

on the chin to bring the couple. to-

{
{ether, and Montgomery is surpris-

ingly introduced to his baby son.

La Cava guides the tale mainly on
the light side, and does much to

overcome the straying script that
does not entirely provide a clear
channel of - development There are
several decidedly human touches
that clearly stamp the La Cava tech-
nique—Foster's pickup of Miss
Dmine on the train; Montgomery's
drinking bouts; the squeeky shoes
of butler Eugene Pallette; Montgom-
ery's byplay with the nitery switch-
board; and the Walter Catlett cari-
cature of the famous night club op-
erator who takes it for granted he's
famous. Latter might easily be pat-
terned after Billy Rose, nor is the
screen character's name too dissimi-
lar.

Picture Is highlighted by group of
uniform performances. Miss Dunne
grooves neatly to carry the main role,

while Montgomery is more on the
serious side without the lightness
that has characterized his most re--
cent appearances. Foster does well
as the roving romancer, while Pr.l-

lette scores solidly as the butler
whose attitude and mannerisms must
have been culled by La Cava from
real life. Excellent support is oro-
vided by Esther Dale, Catlett, Rich-
ard Davles, June Clyde and Dick
Foran.
Production mounting is first class

In every, technical department, with
photography by Joseph Valentine
uniformly fine. Mi^ Dunne sings
'When We Were Young Maggie,' in

addition to a brief excerpt from an
operatic aria. Walt.

WORLD PREMIERE
Paramount release of Sol C. Slegel ph>-

ductlon. Features John Barrymore. Eu-
gene Pallette. Fiances Farmer. Virginia
Dale, Don Castle. Frltx Feld, Rlcnrdo Cor-
tez. Directed by Ted Tetzlaff. lA^reenpIny
by Earl Felton fronr original story by
Felton and Gordon Kahn; camera, Dan
Flapp; editor, Archie MnrBhek. Reviewed
at Criterion. K. T.; Aug. 20, 1041. Run-
ning time, 70 MIMS.
Duncan DeQrasse John Bnrrymoro
Kitty Carr Francea Former
Gregory Martin Kugcno. Pallette
Lee Morrison Virginia Dale
Mark Saunders Rlcnrdo Cortez
Franz von Buahmoster Slg Rumann
Joe Bemls Don Castle
Luther Sklnkley -William Wright
Muller Fritz Feld
Signer Scalettl Luis Albeml
Peters Cliff Nnznrro
Nixon Andrew Tombes

Dorothy Lamour continues her
sarong-draped . film career in this

enin'g notes and otherwise scaring
everyone on the lot. Three real
spies, however, get mixed up with
the phonies and no OQe Is quite sure
where the t>'ess-agentry ends and
the actual thinf begins. The trio of
Axis agents—Slg Ruman, Fritz Feld '

and Luis Albernl—are an unbeat-
able b^lly-laugh-grabblng combo
whom Par might well make use of In
future pix.
Their job is to, steal the film which—for publicity purpose^is travel-

ing cross-country in the cage of Ben-
gal Pictures' mascot, a tiger (any re-
flection on Metro's Leo is eniirely
coincidental—maybe), (getting mixed
up in this print-thieving operation
of the dumb-dora trio are Ricardo
Cortez, the star, who is traveling
with a 'friend,' Frances Farmer, who
gets more than slightly annoyed at
Cortez's open play for Virginia. Dale,
one of the lesser players in 'Earth.'
William Wright, as a columnist
tabbed 'Luther Skinkley,' is pro-
moting Miss Farmer's burn against
Cortez to provide chatter for his
pillar. Eugene Pallette, as the guy
who financed the film,. is going nuts
through all this, as might be ex-
pected.
Entire thing is treated frothily and

with tongue-in-cheek, but direction
of this type of farce requires a
peculiar talent which Tetzlaff—who
recently gave up camera-grinding to
become a megger—evidently does
not possess. He gets maximum com-
edy neither from his actors nor sit-
uations, despite the fact . the ma-
terial is there to produce results.

Herb.

Scattergood Meets B'way
Hollywood, Aug. 22.

RKO relensc of Jerrold T. Brandt pro-
duction; .associate producer, Pmnk Mel-
ford. FeaturCH Guy KIbbor. Dlreried by
Chrlsly Cahnnne. Screenplay by Michael
Simmons and Rlhel Stone, from storle.n by
Clarence Budlngton Kelland; rnmera. Jack
McKenzle; editor, John SturRCs: asst. direc-
tor, Kenneth Holmes. Previewed at Cnll-
fomln. Huntington Pnrk, Aug. 21. '-ll.

Running time. TO MIN8.
ScalterKood Uolnes Guy KIbljee
Mlnmdy Kmnm Dunn
D'ana Jiivi-p romntnn
Bnrd nr.-idley I'age
n>nt Frank Jenks
"nvy ;\'llllam Henry
Peggy Mildred Coles
Hipp < r.iul White
Onrntin Chester Clute
.^'nnlre Cnrl Stm-kdiile
Elly Chorlnlte Wnlkcr
Rhumbs Dancer Shnron Meckle

Unfinished Business
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Universal release ot Gregory La Cava
production; directed by La Cava. Stars
Irene Dunne, Robert Montgomery; features
PrcBton Foster. Screenplay by Eugene
Thnckery; cnmera. Ja^eph Valentine. Pre-
vlewe<l In studio projection room, Aug. 22,
<<1. Running time, 01 MIMS,
Nancy Andrews Irene Dunne
Tommy Dunca-h Robert Montgomery
Steve Duncan Preston Foster
Elmer Eugene Pallette
Frank .Dick Foran
Aunt Uathldla Esther Dale
Billy Ross Walter Cotlett
Richard,....' .Richard Davleg
Katy Kathryn Adams
Uncle Samuel S. Hinds
Clarlsse June Clyde
Sholla Phyliss Barry

Gregory La Cava's directorial tech-
nique lifted a rather rambling tale

Sad part about this one is what
it might have been and misses being
by the skin on a director's teeth.

Just a little more knowledge of how
to handle wacky comedy, just a little

more effort in the right places, and
this could have been one of the laugh
highlights of the season. As it is-,

it stacks up as an entertaining and
?:ood grade B which should account
or moderate quantity of moolah at
the b.o.

It's a burlesque of Hollywood it-

self and played to the hilt. There's
no holding back on any of the crack-
brained press-agentry. the ineptness
of producers, the leading-man-try-
ing-to-make-the-ingenue and the
other vagaries that at one time or
another have been known to mark
fllmdom. It is all skillfully iilter-

played in a yarn by Earl Felton and
Gordon Kahn and neatly cast in most
parts; and its failure to achieve the
topnotch farce brackets falling
squarely on director Ted Tetzlaff,
ex-cinetnatographer.
As the label indicates, Felton and

Kahn have used the 'World Pre-
miere' gag as the taking off place for
theiir fun-pokin" at the cinema cap-
ital. Story is wrapped around the
trip of the cast of The Earth's on
Fire' and a flock of correspondents
from Hollywood to Washington for
the preem of the pic.
John Barrymore, as the producer

(who isn't sure when seeing a pic
substituted ty spies whether It Is the
one he produced or not), tosses in
every one of the whimsies on which
his current rep is based. He's a
solid laugh-getter with his hamola-
ing. Among his fave bits of busi-
ness Is the phrase 'Chop' him' at
split-second Intervals to sever some-
body else from the payroll of Bengal
Pictures, Inc.

Pic he has made is an expose of
the Axis, and -he and p.a. Don Castle
determine on some real publicity by
having bogus spies send him threat-

Scatter^ood Baines, rural philoso-
pher and business man, arrives in
New York to outwit a pair of city
slickers in this third entry in the
Scattergood series. It's good pro-
gram fare of homespun texture that
will groove best in the family and
hinterland bookings as solo or strong
supporting attraction.
Clarence Budington Kelland's fic-

tional character of the cross-roads
town has paraded for many years
through the pages of national mag-
azines, and recently received radio
impetus for widening audience in-
terest Picture Indicates that pro-
ducer Jerrold Brandt has a money-
making series of moder-ite cost that
will linger profitably in films.

Story poses Baines' problem of
strai>!htcning out a young fellow-
townsman who has playwritiaK as-
pirations. Boy gets tangled with a
pair of impecimious play promoters
who use a dizzy blonde to provide
the bankroll, and then walk out with
the coin. Scat comes to the rescue
to select a new leading ladv, under-
write the show to keep the boy from
the law, and waits just long enough
to see the play a success.
Despite the familiar situations, di-

rector Christy Cabanne carries the
yam at a consistent pace for general
interest, taking full advantage of
neat setup by Michael Simmons and
Ethel Stone. Technical contributions
are especially good for moderately
budgeted programmer, with photog-
raphy by Jack McKenzie consistently
un.'form.
Guv Kibbee clicks again as the de-

cidedly human and homespun back-
woods tycoon who easily outmaneu-
vers the city slickers; latter excel-
lently portrayed by Frank Jenks and
Bradley Page. Romance is taken
care of by playwright William Henry
and Mildred Coles, while Joyce Comp-
ton catches attention as the '-'-"de
golddigger. Walt,

THIS WOMAN IS MINE
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Aug. 20.
Universal felease of Frank Lloyd pro-

ductlon. directed by Lloyd; aasoclnte pro-
ducer, Jack H. Sklrbnil. SUrs Franchot
Tone, John Carroll. Screenplay by Scton
1. Miller and Frederick Jackson; b.ised on
novel. 'I, James T.«wls,' by Gilbert W.
Onbrlel: camera, Milton Krasner: editor,
Edward Curtiss; nnst. director, Fred Frank:
special effects-. Jon Fulton; dialog direc-
tor. Franklin Goy; songs. Bemle Omssmon,
Charles Previn, Richard Hageman. Pre-
viewed at Wamera' Beverly, Aug. 19, '41.

Running time, 81 SITNS,
Robert Stevens Pranchot Tone
Ovlde de Montlgny John Carroll
Capl, Jonathan Thorn Walter Brennnn
Julia Morgan Carol Bruce
Duncan MacDougatl Nigel Bruce
2na Mate Mumford Paul Hurnt
1st Mate Fox Frank Conroy
Angus McKay Leo O. Carroll
Lamazle. Abner Bibermiin
John Jacob Aslor Slg Rumann
Rouanel Morris Anknim
I<nFantasle Louis Mercler
Francher* ' Philip Chnrbert
Mntouna Ignnclo Saenz
Chief Nakoomla Rny Beltmm
Cafe Proprietor Chorlea Judels

This cinematic adaptation of Gil-

bert W. Gabriel's historical adven-
ture tome, produced by sea-minded

(Contmued on page 20) .
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Strong Holdovers Domiiiate Qu;

'Aimt'2ilWeekPlDsHeidt$45M

Earl Carroll PushesM to 2QG

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Business continues gooid through-
out the loop this week, aided and
abetted by cooler weather and a
bigger influx of out-of-towners.

Holding over and going to another
robust session is 'Charley's Aunt' at

the Chicago. Second week for the
flicker but the stage has a new item
in the Horace Heidt orchestra. Com-
bination is scoring an excellent

$45,000.

Across the street the strength of

the Earl Carroll's 'Vanities' unit is

getting a trim play for the State-

Lake, coupled with 'Dance HalL'
The Carroll unit is cheating ftne

comment throughout town, being
credited with bulk of a hefty $20,000.

Rest of the town Is all holdover
with the exception of the Gai-rick

which has 'Ringside Maisie' after

long stretch with 'Bride Came
C.OX>.'
United Artists continues smartly

with 'Life Begins for Andy Hardy'
while the Palace Is brilliant on its

fourth week with 'Hold That Ghost.
Exploitation is the answer to the run
of 'Underground' in the Woods. He
suit is that the flicker will go seV'

era! weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 28-33-55-65

75)—'Stars Look Down' (M-G) (2d
wk). Had an okay session last week
at $6,200 and coming through with
neat $5,000 this week.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and Horace
Heidt orch unit on stage. Second
week for the picture, Heidt's outfit
helping gross to bright $45,000. Last
week, the Andrews Sisters plus the
Gene Krupa orchestra gave Jack
Benny's comedy a mammoth $55,800.
Cartick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

--'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). Just an.

other flicker. and nothing to be ex-
cited about at $3,500. Last week.
'Bride C.OJ>.' (WB) wound up lour
weeks in the loop and three weeks
here to a fine ^,100.

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44)—
'BiUy Kid' (M-G) and 'MUlion Dollar
Baby' (WB). Subsequent-run combo
is all right, satisfactory $7,000. Last
week, 'Men Boys Town' (M-G) and
'Love Crazy* (M-G), strong $8,300.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 3'3-44-66)-

•Hold Ghost' (U) and "Melody Three'
(RKO) (3d wk). Fourth week starts
today Tuesday). Third session was
another honey at $12,000. and the
flicker will go into Labor Day at its

current stride.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Shepherd Hills' (Par). Will not
last lone and will be replaced any
day by 'Manpower* (WB). The cur-
rent flicker came up with a lair
enough $9,700 on its first session last
week and may grab $7,500, mild, this
week.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700: 28-44)—
•Dance Hall' (20th) and Earl Car
rolFs 'Vanities' unit on stage. Ex-
cellent vaude entertainment in this
unit will score neat business. In
the big coin with indicated $20,000.
Last week, whirlwind at $23,600 for
Bowery Blitzkreig' (Mono) and
Sally Rand on the stage.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700:

35-55-65-75)— 'Life Begins Hardy'
(M-G) (2d wk). Strong entry in the
Hardy series will come up with
clean-cut $12,000 currently, after
smacking home a hotcha $17,200 last
week.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 33-44-55)

—'Underground! (WB) (2d wk).
With splendid publicity and exploi-
tation support, this picture Is Betting
money, taking strong $10,500 last
week, and flne $8,500 current session

'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G). Switched
from Palace for second week. Ex-
cellent $6,000. Last week, 'Charley'i
Aunt' (20th), second weefc of move-
over run, hot $5,500.

Kelth'i (Lisbon) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
•Manpower' (WB) (2d run). No dice
at $2,800. Last week, 'Bad Men Mis-
souri' (WB), fair $4,500.
Lyrte (HKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—

•Charley's Aunt' (20th). Second
moveover and fourth week on front
line. Fair $3,000. Last week. 'Un
derground' (WB) (2d run), mild
$3,000.
PaUce (RKO) . (2,600; 33-40-50;

'Mr. . Jordan' (Col). Elegant $10,000.
Last week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G),
wham $15,500.

CINCY ABOVE PAR
'Jordan* Sturdy $10,000— 'Bomber'

13G, 'Hardy' Fine H.O.

Cincinnati. Aug. 26.
Ace theatres are doing favorable

end-of-summer trade, though general
take is several notches under last
week. 'Dive Bomber' at the Albee
js this week's b.o. zoomer. 'Here
<-omes Mr. Jordan' is turning in a
pleasmg Palace figure.

Estimates for This Week
<r^*"*^ (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Dive Bomber' (WB). Swell $13,000.

week, "Wild Geese* (20th), sat-
isfactory $10,000

'u*'S''J?i-<^0> <2.000; 33-40-50)-
Hold^Ghost' (U). Held for second
week for moveover run. Dandy $4,000

« week's very good
>!),500. Pic tugged a hefty $12,000 in
nist week at Palace.

„/*P>'«y (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—'Des-

fi ^^,9^S?' <PHC) and 'Accent on

TCSx^*""'^' with 'Dance Hall'

ni?.
^ and 'Fugitive Valley' (Mono).

.Ok.^ $1,900. Same last week on
Wide Open Town' (Par) and Tor
55f"*y

s Sake' (20th), divided with
Murder by Invitation' (Mono) and
tiamblng Daughters' (PRC).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

DIVE BOMBER'

lia SEATTLE
Seattle, Aug. 26.

There's a healthy feel to show biz
these day^ as defensa dough starts
circulating away from refrigeratora,
radios and other early installment
buying. That's where the idle fel-

lows started to spend their defense
dollars when back to work. Now
they are thinking more of amuse-
ments.

'Reluctant Dragon' opened okay at
Blue Mouse for anticigated run of
two weeks, or so. The Hardy opus
at Fifth is in second week. 'Jungle
Cavalcade' is ditto' at Liberty, both
having had big opening weeks. TMvfi
Bomber' at the Orpheum is doing
terrific, best here.

'Hold Ghost' takes a third week
moving from Hamrick-Evergreen's
Orpheum to Sterling's Roosevelt.

Estimates tor This Week
Bloe Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850: 30-40-50) — 'Reluctant Dragon'
(RKO) and "They Meet Again*
(RKO) started off healthily, big
$4,600. Last week. 'Kiss Boys' (Par)
and 'Forced Landing' (Par) (2d wk),
good $2,700.

Coliseum (H-E) (1^00; 21-35)—
'Met in Bombay' (M-G) and 'Rage
in Heaven' (M-G) (2d run), look for
good $2,900. Last week, 'BUly Kid'
(M-G) and "Dare Not Love' (Col)
(2d run), slow $2,300.

Fifth Avennc (H-E) (2,349; 30-40-
50)—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
'Navy Blue, Gold' (M-G) (reissue)
(2d wk) estimated $6,100, neat. Last
weeK. same films, swell $9,300. Won-
derful.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-30-40)—
•Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and 'Two
in Taxi' (Col) (2d wk) getting on
for bie $4,500. I,ast week, same Sima,
b\K $6,600. Best in long while.

Mnalc Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-50)—
'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Dressed to
Kill' (20th) hot release from Para-
mount theatre, nice $3,500. Last
week, Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) and
'Crutches' (20th) dual, 3d week, $2,-

500, good.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-50)—
Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Hurry,
Charlie' (RKO), marvelous $11,000.
Last week, 'Ghost' (U) and 'Highway
West' (WB) (2d wk), $5,400, big.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)—
B&wery Blitz' (Mono) and on stage.
Pollack Bros, circus, return engage-
ment, $7,000, wonderful. Kid admish
tilted to 20c. Last week, 'Cracked
Nuts' (U) and 'Murder Invitation'
(Mnno), plus vaude, $4,000, slow.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-50)

—'Life Caroline' (RKO) and 'Mad
Doctor' (Par), nice $6,300. Last week.
Wild Geese* (20th) and 'Dressed to
Kill' (20th) (2d wk), $4,300, good.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-50)

—'Hold Ghost'- (U), hot from
Orpheum, okay $3,600. Last week
(21-35) 'Knew Answers' (Col) and
'Affectionately Yours' (WB) (2d
run), $1,900. fair.

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16-
30)—'Pot o' Gold' (UA) and 'Singa-
pore Woman' (WB) (2d run), neat
S2.200. Last week. 'Miss Jones'
(RKO) and 'Magic in Music' (Par)
(2d run), $2,300, big.

First Rons on Broadway
^Subject to Change)

Week of Aog. 28
Aslor—'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde' (M-G) (2d wk).
Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(42d wk).
Capitol-'Life Begins for Andy

Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk).
Criterion— 'Whistling in the

Dark' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Variiiv Aug. 6)
Globe—'No Greater Sin' (Uni-

versity).

Hollywood— 'Sergeant York*
(WB) (9th wk).
Muslo Hall — 'Little Foxes*

(RKO-Goldwyn) (2d wk).
Paramonnt — 'Aloma of the

South Seas' (Par) (27).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Bialto— 'Parachute Battalion'
(RKO).
(Revieuied In VAiaerr July 16)
Boxy— 'Wild Geese Calling'

(20th) (29).

(Reuieioed in VAurrv July 30)
Strand—'Dive Bomber' (WB)

(29).

(Reviewed in Vakoty Aug. 13)

Week of Sept. 4
Astor—'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde' (M-G) (3d wk).
Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney

)

(43d wk).
Criterion—'West Point Widow*

(Par).

Hollywood— 'Sergeant York'
(WB) (10th wk).
Music Hall — Xittle Foxes'

(RKO-Goldwyh) (3d wk).
Paramount— 'Aloma of the

South Seas' (Par) (2d wk).
RIvoU— 'Unfinished Business'

(U) (1>.

Boxy— 'Wild Geese Calling'
(20th) (2d wk).
Strand—'Dive Bomber' (WB)

(2d wk).

H.O. B'way Waitiiig for Labor Day;

little Foxes' Summer Peak, $110,000,

'Draft'-Jessel$24,0i, 'Hardy' $20,000

Away' (M-G), great $16,300 and
above expectations.
Stanley (WB) (4,500;" 28-33-50)—

•Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
'Blondie Society' (Col). Fair $13,000
seen. Last week, 'Shepherd Hills'
(Par) and 'Highway West' (WB),
mUd $12,000.

State (Skouras) (2,150; 28-33-50)—
Tom, Dick' (RKO) (2d wk) and
•Prisoner Devil's Island' (Col) (1st
wk). Good $8,500 is the gross an-
ticipated. Last week, lead feature
and Two Taxi' (Col), big $13,000.

W-KRUPA
$21,000, OMAHA

'Maisie,' 'Missouri* Get

Fair $13,000 Apiece, J.C.
Jersey City, Aug. 28.

Comedy-loving Jersey City is

treating 'Ringside Maisie,' at Loew's,
0 average business, considered good
(or such a feature. Stanley's 'Bad
Men of Missouri,' also doing about
the same fair business. Tom, Dick
and Harry' continues satisfactory a
second week at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 28-33-50)—

Ringside Maisie' (M-G) and 'Adven-
ture Washington' (M-G). Expect a
.satisfactory $13;000. lAst week,
'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) and '(Set-

Omaha, Aug. 2S.
Top gross which threatens to

smash the $21,000 Sammy Kaye rec-
ord at the Orpheum is that of Gene
Krupa and revue which opened to
such terrific business Friday (22)
that the house expects to better this
old mark. Cooler weather is help-
ing all over. Picture with Krupa is
'Million Dollar Baby.' The Omaha
with 'Manpower' and 'For Beauty's
Sake' will do mildly.
$4,000.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (TrisUtes) (3,000; 10-40-

55)—'Million Dollar Baby' (WB)and
Gene Krupa band and revue. Smash
$21,000, and maybe more. Last week,
'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'San Antonio
Rose' (U), fine $12,000 at 10-30-40.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000: 10-30-40)

—'Manpower' (WB) and 'For Beau-
ty's Sake' (20th). Rather light $7,800.
Last week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and 'Hello Sucker' (WB), a fair
$8,000.
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1.500; 10-

25-35-40)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Hurry, Charlie' (RKO) (2d wk).
Pretty good $4,000. Last week, $7,000,
very big.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)^
'Caught Draft' (Par) and 'Woman's
Face^ (M-G) split with 'Washington
Melodrama' (M-G), 'Flight Destiny'
(WB) and Time for Rhythm' (Col).
Good $1,000. Last week. 'Billy Kid'
(M-G) and 'So Ends Night' (UA)
split with 'Penalty' (M-G), 'Adven-
ture Washington' (Col) and 'Man
Lost Self (U), fair $925.
Town (Goldberg) (1.500: 10-20-25)

—'Saddle Mates' (Rep). 'Fog' (WB)
and 'South Panama' (PRC), triole
split with 'Arizona Gang' (PRC),
'Devil Bat' (PRC) and 'Outlaws Rio'
(PRC), 'Model Wife' (U), 'Farmer's
Daughter' (Par). Fair $900. Last
week, 'Son David Crockett' (Col).
'Nurse's Secret' (WB). 'Scattergood
Baines' (RKO),' triple .split with
'Wildcat Tucson' (Col). 'Caught Act'
(PRC) and 'Ghost Town' (PRC).
'Gay Vagabond' (Rep), 'Wings'
(Par), light $875.
Avenae - Military - Dnndec' (Gold-

berg) (960-600-300; 25)—'Caught in
Draft' (Par). 'Woman's Face. (M-G)
split with 'Washington Melodrama'
(M-G), 'Flight Destiny' (WB) anS
'Time Out Rhythm' (Col). Good
$1,000. Xast week, 'Billy Kid' (M-G),
'So Ends Night' (UA) split with
'Penalty' (M-G), 'Adventure Wash-
ington' (Col), 'Man Lost Self (U),
fair $000.

Broadway is overflowing with
holdovers this week as the street's
operators ready new strong ^ills for
the Labor Day week. Paramount,
Strand and Roxy bring in new at-
tractions this week for the holiday
weekend traffic while the Rivoli re-
opens Sept. 1 with 'Unfinished Busi-
ness,' after being shuttered all

summer.
Outstanding new entry is 'Little

Foxes' at the Music Hall, heading for
$110,000 or better, one of the biggest
summer weeks containing no holi-

days here. It is beating the mark of
Bette Davis' 'AH This, and Heaven
Too,' which played July 4 week a
year ago, and easily topping the first

week of 'Pride and Prejudice,' in

August, 1940. Figured a cinch to ap-
proach the $120,000 mark on Labor
Day week, second session at the
Hall. ^

Other newcomer, 'Life Begins for
Andy Hardy,' at the Capitol, is not
faring as well as expected with un-
der $20,000 in sight This house has
been in quite a slump of late.

Pop runs of 'Jekyll and Hyde' at

the Astor and 'Segt. York' at the
Hollywood sees the former a little

under its fast gait to hit $19,200,
splendid for a second week at the
current scale. 'York' is credited with
$26,000, mighty good for its eighth
week on Broadway.
George Jessel is accounting for a

hangup $24,000 at the State, with
'Caught in Draft' fagged out from its

five-week run at the Paramount
'Fantasia' is baffling its best friends,
again building to show $12,200 on its

41st week at the Broadway.
'Citizen Kane' plays date-and-date

at the Palace and Albee, Brooklyn,
for two weeks starting Sept. 4. Pic-
ture originally played twice-a-day
at upped prices in the Palace for its

N. Y. preem.* On its return, it's be-
ing paired with 'Mexicail Spitfire.'

EsUmates for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85-

$1.10-$1.85) — 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G)
(2d wk.). Holding up to the re-
markable pace of the initial stanza,
splendid $19,200; first week, $21,600.

Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 55-75-

$1 .10-$1 .65-$2.20 )— 'Fantasia (RKO)
(42d wk.). Continues to build, with
$12,200 on 41st week, a pickup from-
previous stanza. Best Monday (25)
mat since cold weather despite
heavy downpour and sellout per-
formances helping. Film did a nice
comeback to $11,100 on its previous
week.

CapHol (Loew's) (4,520; 35-55-85-
«J.10-$1.25) — 'Life Andy Hardy'
(M-G). Failing to snare full share
of weekend business; may not top
$20,000, which is under expectations,
but holds. I,ast week, 'Hold Ghost'
(U) racked up nice $18,000 on its

second and final session.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,662; 35-44-55-

75)—'WhisUing in Dark' (M-G).
SUrls today (Wednesday), with a
preview showing. 'World Premiere'
(Par), in last week, thin $5,700,
worst first week here in a long time,
after taking plenty of lambasting
from critics.

Globe (Brandt) (1.180; 28-35-55)—
'40,000 Horsemen' (Indie) (2d wk.).
Satisfactory $6,000, after sturdy tak-
ings at $8,000 on first session. 'No
Greater Sin' (Indie) comes in to-
morrow (Thursday).
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 75-$1.10)—'Sgt. York' (WB) (9th week) and

third stanza here, for week con-
cluded Monday (25) night surpris-
ingly strong $26,000. Credited with
slightly under $30,000 on first eight
days here.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-

65-75)—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) (2d
run) and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th) (1st
run). Not bad at $7,000. In ahead.
Dance Hall' (20th) -and "Knew AH
Answers' (Col) (both 2d run), about
same.
Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85-

99)—'Aloma' (Par) and Tommy
Dorsey band. Jack Gilford, Condos
Bros, on stage. Opening today
(Wednesday). Last week, 'Kiss Bovt
Goodbye' (Par) wih Claudie Thorn-
hill orch, Jerry Ctelonna (2d wk.).
Ink Spots (4th wk.), mighty trim
$49,000 on second stanza, tjut moved
out for new product; first stanza,
robust $99,000.
Radio City Mnslc Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,980: 44 -55 -85 -99 -$1.65)—
'Little Foxes' (Goldwyn-BKO) and
stane show boosting USO theatre
drive. Heading for phenomenal
$110,000 or better, rated one of big-
gest summer non-holiday weeks
here. Last week. 'Mr. Jordan' (Col)
and stage show (2d wk). hefty $95,-
000, better than ,nnti"inated.
Klalto (Mayer) (750: 28-44-55)—

'Citadel of Crime' (Rep). Just
medium at $4,700. Previous week,
'Mystery Ship' (Col), okay $5,UO0.
Roxy (20lh) (5,835: 35-55-65-75-85)—'Ch?'-)cv's Aunt' (20th) and stage

show (4th wk). Mighty flne takings
at $34,000 after getting a healthy

$39,500 on the third session. "Wild
Geese CaUing' (20th) opens Friday.

State (Loew's) (3.400; 28-44-55-75-
90-$1.10)—'Caught Draft' (Par) (2d
run) plus George Jessel vaude show.
Bob Hope film comedy well milked
by long run at nearby Par. Slick
$24,000,- nevertheless, which is ex-
cellent profit here. Last week, 'Met
Bombay' (M-G) (2d run) and Mills
Bros., Henny Youngman, Mitzi May-
fair, Frances Faye, exceedingly good
$23,000.

Strand (WB) (2,767; 35-55-75-85-
99)—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
'Rochester' and Clyde Lucas band
on stage (2d wk). Jack Benny's
radio stooge and stage show held
responsible for bulk of nice $28,000.
First week, trim $42,000. 'Dive
Bomber* (WB) in Friday with
Sammy Kaye orch.

'YORK' $9,0i IN

OKAY L'VILLE,

'JORDAN'SG

Louisville, Aug. 26.
Customers get a break this week,

with plenty of new product on down-
town screens. Regular patrons, lured
away from first -rujj wickets by out-
door diversions, slimmer opera, and
ni»ht baseball are getting the the-
atre habit again making the general
b.o. situation pretty healthy. Topper
is 'S.gt. York' at the Mary Anderson,
where the interest is pretty hot after
a bang-up exploitation campaign.
Picture received benefit of some ex-
tensive white space and is headed for
a sure h.o.
'Andy Hardy* Is going Treat guns

on its moveover to the Brown with
a figure that will beat many a winter
gross here.

Estimates for This Week
Brown fLoew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1,400: 15-30-40)—'Life Andy Hardy'
(M-G) and 'Queen Perfect Crime'
(Col). -Mickey Rooney name on mar-
quee continues to be strong b.o.
hypo. Moveover week will grab rosy
$3,500, better than midwinter biz.
Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Hit
Road' (U), average $1,900.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-35)
.'In Navy' (U) and 'Fog' (WB),

pretty potent pair, pulling in better
than average biz, at $1,500. Last
week, 'Wings' (Par) and 'Flame New
Orleans' (U), light $1,000.
Loew's Slate (Loew's (3,300; 15-30-

40)—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and Tillie
the Toiler' (Col). Setting a strong
pace for other downtown houses,
with 'Jordan' rated one of the sea-
son's top pics by local critics. Excel-
lent $8,000. Last week, 'Life Andy
Hardy' (M-G) and 'Queen Perfect
Crime' (Col), ran" the bell to the
tune of grand $12,0'&0, and moveoyer.
Mary Anderson (Libsin) (1,090;

$1-62-30)—'S^t York' (WB). Special
feature hit town with a two-week
build-up by WB exploiteer, and is
bringing In plenty of mazuma at
slightly hiked prices. Dollar top
(plus tax) is a little steen for local
patrons for a single pic. But coin is
plentiful, and they're going for it.

Close to $9,000 expected on first eight
days ended Thursday (28). Last
week, 'Manpower' (WB). third down-
town week, held to six days, light
$2,300.

RIalto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 15-
30-40) — 'Wild Geese' (20th) and
'Aloma South Seas' (Par). This pair
is pullin;; some class trade, but re-
turns will be only fairish,, probably
medium £6,500. I,ast week. 'Charley's
Aunt' (20th) in face of strong oppo-
sish, drew strong $9,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.4C0; 15-

30-40) — 'Life Carcline' (RKO) and
"This Woman is Mine' (U). Got good
reviews, and aimini; for pretty fair
$3,200. Last week, "Parson Panamint'
(Par) and 'Puddin' Head' (Rep),
mild $2,500.

Call for Igloos
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

William Nigh gets the director
chore on Universal's frigid drama
of the Arctic Circle, 'North of the
Klondike.'
Ben Pivar produces, starting in

November.

BAPTISM AT PASAMOITNT
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Burt Kelly's maiden production

.

effort at Paramount went Into wcrk
with R.obert Preston. Martha O'Dris-
coll and Eva Gabor heading the cast,

Ralph Murphy' directs, with "Theo-
dore Sparkuhl behind the camera.
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Circus, Free Boxing, Fair, Eagles,

Radio-MOwaukee s Big Headache

Milwaukee, Aug. 26.

Although cooler weather and
booming industry have upped thea-
tre business to some extent, many
operators are still groggy from the
wallops they have taken in the past
couple of weeks from unprecedented
crowds attracted by outdoor opposi-
tion.

The Rihgling circus started the
cycle by playing to more than 20,000

persons on its one day date here

—

near capacity in the afternoon, turn-
away at night.

Then, on Saturday night, Pabst
Brewing Co. sponsored a free box-
ing show oh the lake front for the

Eagles' convention, the contest be-
tween Tony Zale, middleweight
champ, and Billy Pryor, with Jack
Dempscy as referee, drawing 135,000

non-paying spectators, the largest

crowd ever to witness a boxing
match.

Notwithstanding the jam at this

event, 18,000 persons comprised a
paying Saturday night audience for

Alka Seltzer's National Barn Dance
show which opened the Wisconsin
State Fair; it was another record,

both for the show itself and for the

fair's opening.
Then, on Sunday, another record

went smash for the State Fair, with

122,612 persons passing through the
turnstiles—biggest day ever.

But another 100,000 persons lined

the streets Sunday afternoon for the

Eagles' convention four hour parade.

At the same time a smaller audience
of 7,000 witnessed The Milwaukee
Journal's annual aquatic show, and
Sunday night an additional 10,000

people went to the Washington Park
"Temple of Music to hear John
Carter, radio tenor, the Wisconsin
Sjrmphony orchestra and Father
Flanagan of Boys' Town.
Windup of 'Music Under the Stars'

series in Washington Park on Tues-
day night, with James Melton and
Francia White, brought the sum-
mer's record turnout there—50,000

persons in the audience.
The" American Legion convention

opens Sept. 15.

Exposish Bops Mpls.;

'Hardy' Hefty $9,500,

Others Slip Badly

Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

With Its big grandstand show (It

had Edgar Bergen and.- Ted Weems
on opening day) and numerous other

counter attractions, the Minnesota
State Fair is tough opposition for the

film houses currently. Most tran-

aients attracted are from compara-
tively nearby towns and remain only
for a day without patronizing the

ehowhouses, so they're no help. -Ex-

position is really cutting into the
theatres this year.
However, despite this stiff com-

petition, 'Life Begins With Andy
Hardy,' the sole important new-
comer, is getting a heavy play at the
State. Like last week there's only
one holdover, 'Dive Bombers,' thus
affording the public a wide choice
again. 'Moon Over Miami' started
well at the Orpheum, but has slowed
down.
The Orpheum gets one of its in-

frequent stage shows, George White's
'Scandals,' Friday (29).

Estimates for This Week
AsUr (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—

•GeUway' (M-G) and 'Her First
Beau" (Col). In for ftve days and
should grab eatlsfactory $1,300. Last
week, 'For Beauty's Sake' (20th)
and 'Raiders of Desert' (U), split
with 'Passage Hongkong' (WB) and
'Accent on Love' (20th), oke $1,700
In nine days.
Centary (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)

—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk).
Moved here from State after healthy
week tliere. Still in the money,
Mild $2,800. Last week, 'Reluctant
Dragon' (RKO), $3,600.. Pretty good,

Esqnire (Berger) (290; 28-44)—
•Wild Oats' (Indie) and 'Sun Wor-
Bhippers' (Indie), with Mrs. Jardine
McCree, sex lecturer, in person.
Daring front landing the sex seek-
ers. Big $1,500 in prospect.
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—'Ringside

Maisie' (M-G). This series popular
here, only fair $2,300. Last week,
*Ice-Capades' (Rep), $2,900. Good.
Orpbeam (P-S) (2,800; 28-39-44)—

•Moon Miami' (20th). SUrted fast
but tough opposition Is hurting. Fair
$5,500 for ' eight days. Last week,
•Life Caroline' (RKO), $6,000 In six
days, satisfactory.

State (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44)—'Life
Andy Hardy! (MtG). They're still

tailing hard for Andy, and despite

mixed opinions, the turnstiles are

clicking. Hefty $9,500 indicated.

Last week. 'Dive Bomber' (WB), big

$9,300.

Uptown (Par) (1,300; 28-39)—
•Caught Draft' (Par). First neigh-

borhood sliowing, and still going like

house afire. Tremendous $4,000 may
be reached. Last week, 'Great Dic-

tator' (UA), first neighborhood
showing, big $3,200.

World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-44-

55) — 'Shining Victory' (WB).
Roughly handled by some critics.

Mild $1,500. Last week, 'Kiss Boys
Goodbye' (Par) (2d wk), light $1,200.

Det. Biz logoff On

Transport Strike;

mrdy' Neat $20,000

Detroit, Aug. 26.

Weathering a transportation strike

which knocked out all streetcars and

buses here, Detroit's first-runs came
through with a near-phenomenon

—

only 10% decline in biz. Despite the
hitch-hiker setup, conditions here
continue to flourish. Matinees are

off, shoppers and the usual femme
trade won't come to the pics. But
nights are booming with theatre
crowds taking half-hour to hour
waits and the bewildered managers
aspirin.

Condition is baffling to most ex-
hibs. Biz this week will hit above
normal despite the fact that the
sole transportation is by private car
and half tne public is dependent on
lifts to get places. Nobody can
figure it out unless it's because the
harassed public wants to get away
from it all. Fox fell off from a ter-

rific $30,000 with 'Charley's Aunt'
and 'Dance Hall' to a healthy $19,000.
Michigan is offering the only new
bill, 'Life Begins for Andy Hardy'
and 'Ringside Maisie,' and will take
a big $20,000. Other oddity here is

that the remaining two first-runs

are riding through with holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)

—'Tom, Dick' (RKO) (4th wk) and
'For Beauty's Sake' (20th). Latter
is a freshener in place of last week's
'Cracked Nuts' (U). Still good for
$5,500 after last week's $6,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-
55)—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Dance HaU*^ (20th) (2d wk). Will
tack a healthy $19,000 behind a ter-

rific $30,000 last week.
MichlKan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-55)—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). Con-
sidering everything, smash $20,000.
Last week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par) and
Fog* (WB) (2d wk), so-so $10,500,

after average $16,000.

Palms State (United Detroit)
(3,000; 30-40-55)—'Kiss Boys' (Par)
and 'Fog' (WB) (3d wk). Bill taken
over intact from Michigan still

seems good for nice $8,000. Last
week; 'Mata Hari' (M-G) and 'Navy
Blue, Gold' (M-G) (reissues), okay
$9,000.

INDPLS. ONLY SO-SO

Ice-Capades'-Jan Garber, $12,(

'Kiss Boys,' Nice |7,500

Indianapolis, Aug. 26.

Coin is about evenly divided in

the downtown sector with all in the
black, but none is outstanding.

Loew's with 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy' dualed with 'Ellery Queen's
Perfect Crime* is holding over a

second week, and still strong. In-

diana Is healthy with 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye.'

Jan Garber is enjoying a profitable

week at the Lyric, where his orches-
tra is pulling in nice biz on the
stage with 'Ice-Capades' film.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30-

40)—'Man Hunt' (20th) and 'Dance
Hall' (20th), average $6,500. Last
week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Hit

Road' lU), oke $5,700 on second
week downtown after playing first

week at Indiana.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-
40)—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Parson
Panamint' (Par), okay $7,500. Last
week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Accent on Love' (20th), nice $9,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)

—•Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
'Queen's Perfect Crime' (Col) (2d
wk), good $8,500. Last week, same
bill in first stanza did near-capacity
to garner socko $14,000.

Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)—
'Ice-Capades' (Rep) and Jan Garber
orch on stage, good $12,000. Last
week, 'This Way Please' (Par) (re-
issue) and vaude turned in plenty
profits with $9,800 because of ex-
tremely low nut.

Defense Coin Hypos

Buffalo; mtling'

Phis Vande, $13,000

Buffalo, Aug. 26.

The swell showing of first-run
theatres in this heavy defense-money
town rates top-page mention in the
current picture biz book. With $750,-
000,000 in defense goods on order or
in work here, ticket choppers are
beginning to glow with all indica-
tions that even happier days are just
around the corner.

Holdovers continue powerful at
three houses. 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy' is vigorous after running up
top-mast figures in a surprise initial

session, while 'Manpower' and 'Hold
Ghost' are 'seeing slick second rub-
ber winnings. 'Whistling in Dark'
and Bob Armstrong are pacing a
sharp stanza at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3jS00; 35-55)—

'Whistling Dark' (M-G) and Bob
Armstrong orch on stage. Younger
crowd giving this one heavy play
should drive gross up to around fine

$13,000. Last week, 'Manpower'
(WB) and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G)
spurted in for nearly $14,000, mighty
sweet.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
'Private Nurse', (20th) (2d wk). Still

full of vim and may reach an Im-
pressive $11,000. Last , week, went
ga-ga and romped in with riproaring
$16,500.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 35-45)—'Man-
power' (WB) and 'Ringside Maisie'
(M-G) (2d run). Continuing for

'Cavalcade Remarkable $16,400 In

Frisco; 'Jordan' liy2G Beats 1st Wk.

San Francisco, Aug. 26.

This week in Frisco is one for the
books, with the public seemingly on
the hunt for the imusual. Phenomenal
Is 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' at the
Orpheum, which ended its first week
with biz $300 ahead of opening day
and is still building. It's the first

time that has happened here since
Mae West was discovered originally
by the fans.

At the Geary^ 'Vatican City'
grabbed enough m its first seven
days to secure a three-day extension
over the weekend. The Golden Gate,
likewise is doing way over normal
for an animal picture with 'Jungle
Cavalcade.'

Holdover's on the street also are
doing well, with the principal newT
comer, 'Wild Geese Calling,' proving
the weakie of the lot. Even the arty
Clay, theatre, with 'Kukan,' got a
hypo with arrival of its maker, Rey
Scott, who did seven radio broad-
casts in two days to plug the opus,
in its third week.

Estimates (or This Week
Fojr (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—

'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Nurse's
Secret' (WB) (2d wk). Holdover get-
ting a fine $11,500. First week, a
swell $20,000 and slightly above
expectations.
Geary (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—

'The Vatican' (MOT-RKO). Held
over for three extra days 10-day run
finished with an amazing $6,500.

House goes dark until Thursday (28)
when return reserved-scat two-a-day
run of 'Fantasia' gets under way.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

55)—'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and
vaude. wild animal flick running
wild for an excellent $16,400, re-
markable. Last (3d-final) week,
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) finished with a
nifty $10,500.

'Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,400; 35-
40-50)—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Rich-
est Man Town' (Col) (2d wk) Hold-
over, aided by slick word of mouth,
plugging for $11,500 and topping first
week. Last (1st) week, excellent
$11,000.

Paramoont (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-
50)—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
'Kildare's Wedding' (M-G) (2d wk).
Still going big for excellent $11,500.
Last (1st) week, socko $19,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-
50)—'Charley's Aunt* (20th) and
'Dressed to Kill' (20th) (moveover).
New pitch for the Benny opus gives
it four straight weeks on the street,
with $6,000 in prospect, above aver-
age. Last (mioveover) week, 'Bad
Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Ringside
Maisie' (M-G), fair $4,700.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)

—'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Very
Young Lady' (20th). Headed • for
swell $12,500. Last (3d) 6-day week.
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Dressed
to Kill' (20th) finished with a robust
$10,000.

AUbott-Costello Ihiit Hub Leader,

10 $30,000; Hardy' Crack H.O.

solid take of probably $7,500. Last
week, 'C:^iarlle'9 Aunt' (20th) and
'Man Betrayed' (Rep), brisk going
$7,500.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)

—'Hold Ghost' (U) (3d wk) and
'Men Timberland* (U). Still staunch
gait for probably final stanza, $6,500.

Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk)
and 'Hello Sucker' (U), rolled in

with swank $10,000.

20th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30-

44)—'Navy Blue,, Gold' (M-G) and
'Mata Hari' (M-G) (reissues).

Droopy $5,000. Last week, 'Caroline'

(RKO) and 'Bullets O'Hara' (WB),
not sensational but pleasant $7,000.

'Kiidare'-Barton And

'Jordan' Each $19,000

In Lukewarm Wash.

Washington, Aug. 26.

This Is one of those weeks when
there's' really no news. Nobody's

dying and nobody's burning up the

turnstiles. Worst mark is a mere

lightef-than-average take and the

highest Is just solid but not sensa-

tional. 'Mr. Jordan,' at Earle, and

'Kildare's Wedding Day,' at Capitol,

are In close to a dead heat for top
honors. It's a better figure in the
smaller Earle, of course.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-

66)-^'Kildare's Wedding Day' (M-G),
plus stage shows with James Barton,
others. Better than expected $19,000.

Last week, 'Wild Geese' (20th) plus
Ella Logan on stage, jumped to good
$18,500.

Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
'Whistling in Dark' (M-G) (2d run).
Disappointing with average $4,000,
apparently having shot its bolt
earlier at Capitol. Last week,
'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (2d run),
built to excellent $6,000.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—

'Mr. Jordan' (Col), plus vaude.
Toasted by critics, headed for solid
$19,000. Last week, 'Manpower*
(WB), plus stage shows, profitable
$18,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk). Slumped
more than expected in holdover
stanza, just fair $8,000. Last week,
same film, very good $13,000.
MetropollUn (WB) (1,600; 28-44)

—'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO). Aver-
age $5,000. Last week, 'Bad Men
Missouri' (WB), very good $6,200.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—

'Shepherd Hills' (Par). Light $11,500.
Last week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
(2d wk), fine $10,000.

70M, DICr $9,000 IS

EASY K. C. WINNER

Kansas City, Aug. 26.

For the first week since Its re-

opening Orpheum has a really mag-
netic attraction In 'Tom, D/ck and
Harry," with cool weather helping
to roll up a fat gross. Midland Is

having a good week with 'Mr. Jor-
dan' topping a twin bill. .-Abbott-

Costello ghoster at the Uptown and
lEsquire came through with a good
first week and holds over. Rains
last week were light But enough to
cool off town.

Estimates for This Week
Esqnire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—'Hold
Ghost' (U). This week Is a holdover
and play is fair at $4,800. Last week,
same fihn did $7,000, at the two
houses, not what these two comics
did with previous releases.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)

—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Dare Not
Love' (Col). Take is above average
at $8,700. Last week, - 'Life Andy
Hardy' (M-G) and 'Queen's Perfect
Crime (Col), one of better weeks of
summer, $12,000, big money.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

28-44)—'Manpower' (WB) * going
along at fairish pac«, $7,000. Last
week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par) (2d wk.)
and 'Ruggles Red Gap' (Par) (re-
issue), light $4,500.
Orphemn (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

;;;^?,'"'.J?i?.''' ^S^O) and 'Highway
West' (WB). Ginger ttogers is a
heavy draw, and gross will be
aroimd $9,000, virtual capacity for
house. Certain to go for second
*reek. Last week, 'Bad Men Mis-
souri* (WB) and 'Fog' (WB), satis-
factory $6,000.
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—

'Private N)irse' (20th) and- stage bill
with Rajah Raboid heading. Combo
to average $6,000. Last week, 'Scat-
tergood Strings' (RKO) and vaude
same, category, $6,000.

Boston, Aug. 26.
Abbott and Costello, playing the

RKO Boston as stars of the new
season's first vaudo show, are reap-
ing the shekel harvest this week
while their 'Hold That Ghost' holds
for a third frame at the Keith Me-
morial across the street. 'Dive
Bomber,' at the Metropolitan, and
'Life Begins for Andy Hardy' at
Loew's Orpheum and State, are also
holding over.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-33-44-55-

65)—'Lady Scarface' (RKO) with
Abbott and Costello heading stage
show, whamming a terrific $30,000,
Last week, 'Jungle Cavalcade'
(RKO) and 'Cracked Nuts' (U), nine
days, garnered so-so $7,500.
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 28-39-44-

55)—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
'Forced Landing' (Par), n.s.h. $4,000.
Last week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th) (both
continued from Met), $5,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28-

39-44-55)—'Hold That Ghost' (U) and
'Accent on Love' (20th) (3d wk),
looks like okay $12,000. Last week,
same combo (2d wk), drew $16,100,
very good.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-39-

44-55)— 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Passage Hongkong' (WB), (2d wk),
will take around $15,()00, satisfactory.
Last week same duo chalked up A
dandy $20,000. .

Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44r
55)—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
'Queen Perfect Crime' (Col), hold-
over, aiming at staunch $17,000. First
week, $20,500.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 28-39-44.

55)—'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and
'Forced Landing* (Par), coasting at
$6,000 gait. Last week, 'Charley's
Aunt' (20th) and 'Dressed to Kilr
(20th), (both continued run from
Met), $6,500.
SUte (Loew) (3.600; 28-39-44-55)—

'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Queen
Perfect Crime' (Col), (2d wk), may-
be $10,000, okay. Initial week sam«
bill rang up $17,000, big.
TranslDx (Translux) (900; 15-25-

44)—'Give Me a Sailor' (Par) (re.

vival) and 'Officer and Lady' (Col)
(Ist run), on the way to encouraglnd
$2,500. Last week, 'Angels BrokeA
Wings' (Rep) and 'Blackmail' (M-G)
(reissue), $1,900.

Kildare'-Breese-Day

Smash $25,000, PitL;

Hardy' Slick $18,500

Pittsburgh, Aug. 26.

There's heavy sugar on tap downr
town this week. The golden flood
which has been running Into com*
mercial lines and heavy ^oods for
the last six months is beginning to

make itself felt at the theatres and
managers are beginning to talk optl*
mistically about fall prospects. (Jut.

standing this week is the Stanley
with socko vaudeville featuring
Brenda and Coblna, Dennis Day and
Lou Breese Orchestra. Not much
help needed from 'Kildare's Wedding
Day' on screen.

'Life Begins for Andy Hardy' at

Penn is running way above the pac'%

of other recent Hardy entries.
Estimates for This Week

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-39-

50) — 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G),
Powerful $18,500. Set for second
week. Last week, 'Manpower' (WB)
excellent $14,500.

Bltz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Blos-
soms Dust' (M-G) (4th wk). Demon-
strating exceptional staying power
after excellent weeks at Penn and
Warner. Nice $2,500. Last week,
third downtown, excellent $3,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 23-35-50)

—'Hold Ghost' (U) (3d wk). Orig-
inal intention was to hold this over
two weeks. Last minute switch on
strength of second week returns held
it for a third. Satisfactory $3,850.
Last week, (2d), powerful $6,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60 )-r

'Kildare's Wedding Day' (M-G) and
Brenda and Cobina, Dennis Day, and
Lou Breese orch on stage. Exactly
what the doctor ordered for the big
deluxer with Brenda and Coblna and
Dennis Ray chief magnate as result
of their radio buildup. Booming for
smash $25,00p or better. Last week,
'WhlstUne Dark' (M-G) and Alvino
Rey orch, and King Sisters, fine
$21,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—

'Manpower' (WB). On moveover
from Penn, swinging home for a
pleasant $5JJ00. Last week, 'Broad-
way Limited' (UA) and 'Point
Widow' (Par), eked out a mild $4,300.

Sam Marx Skedded
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Sam Marx drew the production as-
signment on the western yarn,
'Desert Station,' skedded for Sep-
tember production at Metro.
Story Was originally published In

Collier's magazine as 'Stage Station,'

written by Ernest Haycox.
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Philly Now Suffers From War Vets;

Calloway-Tarson 2II/2G, 'Bomber 19G

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

The town is crawling with mem-
bers of the Veterans of Foreign

Wars here for the 42nd annual en-

campment and some of them are

finding their way to the show shops.

But the eRect at the boxoflices is

not up to expectations what with
the cufTo counter-attractions the
conclave is offering.

Last night (Monday) it was the
famous 'Cootie' jamboree. Tonight
it's the big military parade. To-
morrow it's a fife and drun binge

at the Municipal Stadium and the

rest of the week has a river carni-

val, Mummers Mardi Gras and other
shindigs to distract the delegates as

well as the townsfolk. It is esti-

mated that more than 100,000 per-

sons have come to town to attend or

watch the festivities.

'Dive Bomber* with its military

theme is attracting the vets "as well

as Cab Calloway's hi-de-hoers, plus

'Parson of Panamint' at the Earle.

The Aldine, UA showcaser, reopens

Friday 129) with 'Our Wile.'

Estlmatea for This Week
ArcadU (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)

—'Kiss Boys' (Par) (2d run). Good
$3,200.' Last week, 'Lady Cheyenne'

lU) sour $1,600 on five days trip.

Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk).
Nothing to cheer about with $9,000

for second round. Inltialer last

week, fair $14,000.

Karle (WB) (2,768; 35-45-57-68-75)
—'Paron Panamint' (Par) with Cab
Calloway orch on stage. Looks like

a happy $21,500. Last week, 'Fog'

(WB) and Phil Harris snared same
neat $21,500.

Fox (WB) (2,423: 35-46-57-68)—

•Dive Bomber' (WB). Plenty of

ballyhoo and tieups plus a play

from the assembled old soldiers is

making this one zoom to a zingy

$19,000. Last week, 'Charley's

Aunt' (20th) limped to a poor $8,500

for its second try.

Karllon (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)

—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d run).

Satisfactory $4,250 after moveover.
Last week, 'Underground' (WB)
grabbed an okay $5,000 for a second
run.

Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)

—'Life Caroline* (RKO) (2d run).

No better than its preem, poor
$4,000. Last week, 'Manpower' (WB)
slightly better $4,500 for second run.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-5'7-68)

—'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk). Disap-
pointing holdover sesh with poor

$9,500. Bow-in good for a hangup
$17,500.

SUnion (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
•Kildare Wedding Day' (M-G). Lat-

est chapter of medico series good for

neat $5,000. Last week, 'Bad Men
Missouri' (WB) netted a duplicate

$5,000 for second ride.

Lincoln Marks Time

For State Fair Preem
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 26.

Biz suffering this week, eve of. an-
nual state fair, which is really big

stuff in these parts. Competition, too,

is offered by fairgrounds race meet-
ing. Exhibs are withholding top
product for Fair week, which starts

Sunday (31) and ends Friday (5).

Race meet runs till Saturday (6).

'Andy Hardy' went Into a second
week at the Lincoln, first h.o here
since early spring, to top limping
entries. c

EBtlmates for This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; 10-15)—'Arkansas Judge' (Rep)
and 'Outlaws Rio Grande' (PRC),
split with 'Meet Missus' (Rep) and
'Kansas Cyclone' (Rep). Not so good
$800. Last week, 'Barnyard Follies'

(Rep) and 'Dynamite Canyon'
(Mono) split with 'Six Gun Gold'
(RKO) and 'Bowery Boy' (Rep).
Strong $950.

Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
10-20-25)—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
(2d wk). Not worth lull 7-day h.o.,

but kept because of booking arrange-
ments. No more than $2,500, just in
the black. Last week, 'Hardy'
packed 'em for zingy $4,400.

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,-

236; 10-15-20)—'Kisses Breakfast'
CWB) and 'Sleepers West' (20th).
Seems to be a flrst-«f-the-month
house. Fairish $1,600. Last week,
Ride Vaquero' (20th) and 'Bride
Crutches' (20th). Disappointing
$1,400.

Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;
10-25-40)—'Kildare Wedding' (M-G).
Can't hope for more than $2,000,
pretty bad. Last week, 'Manpower'
(WB). Came out better than expect-
ed with nifty $3,000.

Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1,100;
10-20-25 )-:-'Blondie Society' (Col).
Given top spot in local reviews, still
wont better mediocre $2,000. Last
week, 'Underground' (WB). Fell oft

JS^H" *** run to low average
$2,200.

Key City Grosses

Esdnated Total Gross
This Week »1,«68,1«0
(Based on 26 cities, 170 thea-

nes^ chiefiy ftrst runs. Including

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear. $1,493,20*

(Based on 23 citicj, 169 theatres)

'Bomber' Great $8,000

In Happy Portland;

'Caroline' Nice $7,000

Portland, Ore., Aug. 26.

Parker Theatres' new policy is to
specialize Broadway as first-run
house with no holding. If pic proves
potent, it's moved to the United Art-
ists for a second week. Idea sUrts
with m.o. of 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy, which had a strong firstweek at Broadway. Business is
holding up well generally consider-
ing it's so near Laljor Day.

'Dive Bomber' at the Broadway
and Life with Caroline' at the Or-
pheum are sharing honors as the
only new pix in town. 'Charley's
Aunt is still wowing 'em on its third
stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

50^—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Broadway Limited' (UA) looks like
great $8,000. Last week, 'Life Be-
gins Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Shin-
ing Victory' (WB) took terrific
$10,000, and 'Hardy' moved to UA.

Mayfatr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500-
35-40-50)—'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and
'Ringside Maisic' (M-G), third week
is going over for okay $3,500. Sec-
ond week, $4,100, better than average
for this house.

Orplieum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,800; 35-40-50) — 'Caroline' (RKO)
and 'Dance Hall' (20th) getting good
$7,000. Last week, 'Manpower' (WB)
and "Passage Hong Kong' (WB)
closed a second week for nice
$4,200.

Paramoont (3,000; 35-40-50) —
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Bride
Wore Crutches' •(20th) still holding
up in ils third week for strong
$6,800. Second week, more than
pleasing, high $7,600.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-
40-50)—'I.ife Andy Hardy' (M-G)
with 'Highway West' (WB), m.o. of
Hardy from Broadway J"or second
week at satisfying $0,500.H^st week,
'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and 'An-
gels Broken Wings' (WB) just fair
$4,000.

'MISSOURI' BIG $19,000

IN BETTER BROOKLYN

Brooklyn, Aug. 26.

Fabian Fox is booming with 'Bad
Men of Missouri' and 'Ellery Queen
Perfect Crime.' Holdover at Fabian
Paramount and RKO Albee will
emerge with satisfactory grosses.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50) —

'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Lady Scar-
face' (M-G) (2d wk). Neat $16,000.
Last week, pair get first rate $17,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50) —

'Bad Men Missouri* (WB) and
'Queen Perfect Crime* (Col ). Strong
$19,000. Last week, 'Parson Pana-
mint' (Par) and 'Puddin' Head'
(Rep), mild 11,000.
Met (liOew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)—

'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and 'Get-
Away' (WB). Satisfactory $15,000.
Last week, 'San Antonio Rose' (U)
and 'Blossoms Dust' (M-G), fair

$13,000.
Faramonnt (Fabian) (4.126; 25-35-

50)—'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Bul-

lets O'Hara' (WB) (3d wk). Profit-

able $14,000. Last week, good $12,000.

Baho Biz Bopped By

Holdovers, Weakies;

'Hardy' 9G on 2d Wk.

Baltimore, Aug. 26.

Biz here somewhat off. H.o. at-

tractions in majority of downtown-
ers are no help. Of newcomers,
'Blondie in Society,' leaning heavily
on accompany stage layout of Truth
or Consequences' at combo Hipp is

attracting fairish trade. Other new
entry, 'Wild Geese Calling' at the
New Is maintaining a rather mild
pace.

Estimates (or This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

28-44)—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G (2d

wk). Holding rather nicely at

$9,000 after chalking up a robust
$12,400 opening round.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

15-28-39-44-55-66)—'Blondie Society-

(Col). Owing it all to stage layout
of 'Truth or Consequences' to lead

town with fairish $13,000. Last
week, "Caroline' (RKO), plus vaude
headed by James Barton and Simone
Simon, fared better at $14,300.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406; 15-

28-39-44)—'Hold Ghost' (U) (3d

wk.). Maintaining very nice pace at

steady $6,000 after chalking up a

strong total of $18,600 for previous
brace.

New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35-
44)—'Wild Geese' (20th) New entry
getting some daytime reaction from
femme following and inching out an
indicated $5,000. Last week, third

of 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) completed
total run with bullish $15,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-39-44-
55)—'Manpower' (WB) (2d wk.).
Very steady in h.o. and pointing to

good $7,000 after a solid $13,100 on
initial sesh.

Mer $29,000 in 2 LA Spots;

Tarson'-Hines-Waters $19,1

'Ghost' Holds Up in Hiird Week
->»

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $3g9,9«t

(Based on 13 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $3t7,51t

(Based on 11 theatres) .

Denver First Runs

Best in Two Years;

'Bomber' Big $11,000

Denver, Aug. 26.

All-round good business, with Fox
reporting best week for their five

first-runs in two years. 'Dive

Bomber' is clicking along far ahead
of field at the Denver.

Estimates for This Week
AUddin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Hold Ghost* (U), after week at Den-
Fine $5,500. Last week,

'Charley's Aunt' (20th), nice $5,000,
after a week at the Denver.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-40)—

Charley's Aunt* (20th), after week
at each Denver and Aladdin, and
dayrand-date with the Rialto. Nice

$4,000. Last week, 'Barnacle Bill'

(M-G) and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G),
after a week at the Orpheum, fair
$2,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-
40)
—

'Parson Panamint* (Par). Poor
$5,000. Last week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par)
(3d wk) and 'World Premiere' (Par),
poor $5,000.

Denver (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-40)—
Dive Bomber' (WB). SweU $11,000,
Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and
TiUie the Toiler' (Col), nice $10,500.

Orpheqm' (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and

Meet Again' (RKO) (2d wk). Fair
for second session at $7,000. Last
week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
Meet Again' (RKO), fine $13,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
Puddin' Head' (Rep) and 'Highway
West' (WB:. Fine $8,000. Last week.
Underground' (WB) and 'Sons o'

Guns' (WB), good $5,500.

BUIto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Char-
ley's Aunt' (20th), after week at
each Denver and Aladdin and day-
and-date with Broadway, and 'Dead-
ly Game' (Mono). Oke $2,500. Last
week, 'Scarface' (UA) and 'Sky
Devils' (M-G) (reissues), fine $2,600.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Bette Davis in 'Little Foxes,' Film of the Week—Rooney
in Many Holdovers—Long Runs Re-vamping Exhibition

The trend in film exhibition for longer runs, hold-

overs and move-overs in initial showings gained Im-

petus during the past week with the unprecedented

heft shown by 'Life Begins For Andy Hardy' (M-G),

which is pointed to the biggest gross of any of the

Rooney-Stone series, and the fact that several of the

new season's releases are in for second, third and ad-

ditional stanzas.

Of the newer pictures on which VARnrrY correspon-

dents are reporting from key spots, 'Dive Bomber'

(WB), 'Lady Scarface' (RKO), 'Wild Geese Calling*

(20lh) are well received by audiences. 'Bomber' is

living up to it title. It has crashed holdovers in

Omaha, Boston, Minneapolis and Frisco, and has

started with a bang in Los Angeles, Seattle, Memphis
and Denver. 'Lady Scarface' has had a terrific scndofi

in Boston where it is teamed with personal appear-

ances of Abbott and Costello. Columbia's 'Here Comes
Mr. Jordon,' a recent holdover at Radio City Music

Hall, is topping averages in Frisco, Providence, Louis-

ville and other cities, and 'Wild Geese Calling (20th)

is doing well in Providence, Baltimore, Frisco and
Louisville—a spread geographically which has no soft

spots.

But the picture of the week is Bette Davis In 'Littl(e

Foxes' (Goldwyn-RKO), which is soaring to $110,000

and better at the Music Hall, New York, with broken
records in sight as it continues into a second week
punctuated by Labor Day (1) upped admissions.

Other 'consent' films, still in exploitation showings
before general release, are 'Sergeant York' (WB),
which registered handsomely in Dayton and Saratoga

at raised prices, and which continues strong on Broad-
way, and 'Jekyll and Hyde' (M-G), drawing well at

the Astor, New York despite bad press notices.

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) Is a holdover in Frisco, De-

troit and Portland, the Benny starrer having touched
something of a record In Chicago, hitting $45,000 on its

second week.

ENVISAGE NEW TEADE CUSTOM
Theatrical prognostications are easier made than ful-

filled, but the tendency towards longer runs for the

better films is gaining such strength that Its further

development will likely bring about radical exhibition

and, eventually, production changes. It will mean in

the first runs a complete revamping of present day
product requirements, probably a reduction from 52

weekly changes to 40, or less. Staggered through the

whole mechanism of exhibition, sharp modification of

policy in subsequent runs will necessarily follow.

Long run films heretofore were confined chiefly to

'specials,' but the transition, currently so impressive

to showmen, includes humerous starring pictures. On
adjacent pages Ginger Rogers in Tom, Dick and Harry'
(RKO), a film not equal to her previous season's re-

lease in 'Kitty Foyle,' is reported in fourth week, first

run, in Detroit, and second week in Newark, Jersey
City, Montreal and Brooklyn. The inclusion of these

keys in the roster of holdovers is of comparative re-

cent date.

Via teletype, 'Ice-Capades' (Rep) touches a top of

12G in Indianapolis. Newest 'Hardy' pulled $20,000

first week in Detroit, despite transportation tieup.

'Stars Look Down' (M-G) heldover in Chicago. 'Hold

That Ghost' (U) held for three weeks in two houses in

Los Angeles. 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) running wild

in Frisco to an excellent $16,400, a feature that has
been sluffed by some operators.

With 22 films from majors trade shown and ready
for showing after Sept. 1, start of the new sesason by
court ukase, playing time is at a premium. A lot of

B's are going to be squeezed into b's.

Los Ang«les, Aug. 26.
Dive Bomber' single-billed is

rolling up a terrific $29,000 for the
combined Hollywood and Down-
town, best at these spots in months.
Life With Andy Hardy' continues
strong on moveover with business in
other spots maintaining an even
keel.

Cooler weather helped consider-
ably over the weekend. Public is
not beach-minded under cloudy
skies.

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,615; 83-

$1.10-$1.6S) — 'Fantasia' (Disney)
(30th wk). Making a remarkable
showing here with another $4,000
in the bag after similar figure last
week. Finish not yet in sight.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2 034-
30-14-55-75)—'Our Wife' (Col) and
Richest Man in Town' (Col) opened
weak and not likely to get more than
$9,000. Last week 'Life Andy Hardy*
(M-G) and 'Private Nurse' (20th)
rang the gong with strong $13,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)

—'Dive Bomber' (WB) roUing up big
$15,000 on solo booking. Last weel^
'.^?°"?^P*'^' <BeP) and 'Highway
West' (WB), finished up with poor
$5,900.

*^

Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900- 30-44-
55)—'Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (6th
wk), fading to $2,500. Last week
held slightly higher at $2,700.
Hollywood (WB) (2,758; 30-44-5S)

—'Dive Bomber' (WB) heading for
smash $14,000, best in weeks. Last
week,Jlce-Capades' (Rep) and 'High-
way West' (WB) turned sour with
barely $4,900 in the till.

Orphenm (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)— Reluctent Dragon' (RKO) and
Hit Road' (U), with stage show,
will not better $7,200, light. Last
week. 'Father Steps' (Mono) and
Get-Away' (M-G), with Tito Cui-
zar, came in with nice $8,500, large-
ly due to Guizar's drawing power
here.
,„'«n*a»ea (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
'Hold Ghost' (U) (3d wk) and 'Meet
Again' (RKO). SUU profitable, with
$6,000 coming up. Last week 'Ghost*
with 'Hello Sucker' (U) on the lower
half of the bill, healthy $7,900
Faramonnt (Par) (3,595; 30-44-55-

75)—'Parson Panamint' (Par) and
Zu'^ Way Please' (RKO), with
Ethel Waters and Earl Hines on
stage, sweet $19,000, songstress being
in third week as top stage attrac-
tion. Last week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par)
(2d wk), with Ethel Waters and
Katherine Dunham dancers on stage,
robust $15,000.
BKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—

Hold Ghost' (U) (3d wk) and
Saint's Vacation' (RKO). bringingm good $7,500 for Abbott and Cos-
tello starrer. Last week, 'Hold
Ghost' (U) (2d wk) and 'HeUo
Sucker' (U), clicked with hefty $10,-
600 on repeat.
SUte (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 30-44-

55-75)—'Our Wife' (Col) and 'Rich-
est Man in Town' (Col), mild $11,000.
Last week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and 'Private Nurse' (20th) hit the
jackpot to the tune of $16.30.

United ArUsta (UA-F-WC) (2,100:
30-44-55-)—'Life Andy fUrdy' (M-C)
and 'Private Nurse' (20th). Going
strong for $5,000 on moveover. Last
week, 'Wild Geese' (20th) and
'Dressed to Kill' (20th) $3,300, n.s.h.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-56)

—'Life Andy Hardy* (M-G) and 'Pri-
vate Nurse' (20th) robust $6,500 on
moveover. Last week, 'Wild Geese'
(20th) and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th)
okay $5,000.

'DUST' STURDY $7,500

IN SAGGING MONTI

Montreal, Aug. 26.

Standout currently is 'Blossoms In
Dust' at Loews which looks good for
a brace of h.o.'s. Headed for $7,500
or better. 'Tom, Dick, Harry* beat
the bunch at Palace last week and
the holdover this week should gross
a nice $5,000. Balance are so-so,
with French language houses up and
down.

Estimates for This Week
Pabce (CTT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) (2d wk.).
Nice $5,000 in sight, following a good
$7,000 last week.

Capitol (CT) (2.700; 30-45-62)—
'Life Caroline' (RKO) and 'Hurt.
Charlie' (RKO). Fair $5,000 ahead.
Last week,. 'Man Power' (WB) and
'First Beau' (WB) (2d wk.), gratify-
ing $5,500.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-45-67)—
'Blossoms Dust' (M-G). Best in
town, shaping for good $7,500. Last
week, 'Prime Minister' (WB),start«d
well but faded to a disappointing
$5,800.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Parson Panamint' (Par) and 'Hello
Sucker' (Par). Pointing to poorisli

$2,800. Last week, 'Ringside
(Continued on page 18)
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Mail-Order 16 Mm. Theatres Planned

By Vet Showman William Alexander

San Francisco, Aug. 26.

A siring of knockdown, mail-order

16 mm. theatres is visualized by Wil-

liam Alexander, vet showman now
visiting here, who claims to have
plans all drawn and awaiting pro-

motion ol necessary coin to get things

started.

Encouraged by the fact that two
16 mm. features he is currently dis-

tributing ('Here Is Ireland' and 'Ku-

kan') have played dates in around

25 houses normally equipped only

for 35 mm. product, Alexander has

doped out a program for shipping a

complete narrow-gauge theatre to

any part of the country for $1,000

down. All a would-be exhibitor

would have to do is send the mea-
surements of an empty store, and a

pre - fabricated front, projection

equipment, seats and turnstyle would
be forwarded. Total cost, he figures,

'would be around $3,000, balance to

be paid off on time. Exhib, of

course, would be expected to buy
product from the same source which
supplied his theatre. >

Citing low. cost of 16 mm. opera-

tion, Alexander figures overhead
could be further nicked by includ-

ing two or three semi-commercial
shorts on each bill, charging spon-
sors of the item Ic per customer.

This, he believes, would permit a
10c admish scale.

Aside from regular operation, pos-

sibilities for amateur showings, club
groups, sales meetings, etc., are un-
limited. The New Yorker admits
his miniature , film circuit is still

pretty much in the dream stage, 'Ku-
kan' keeping him busy now, but he
even has districts in which he wants
the houses mapped. One per city

would be the limit.

'VarietyV P. 1 Story

Hypoes Pat Dwyer's

Halifax, N. S., Biz

Halifax, N. S., Aug. 2d.

Varibtt is far more than the spice

of life to Fat Dwyer, manager of

the Family, Halifax. It is boxoffice
compellent. The Family broke the
record for week's business, which
Is something in the face of the busi-
ness-cutting Dominion war tax and
the fact that the theatre has been
functioning about 35 years. It all

concerned a story on page one of
Varety's July 9 issue relating to

the Family.
All this exhib had to do to estab-

lish the new record was to paste
several copies of Varieiy's July 9
front pige on the boxofFice front
end send a copy of Variety to each
of the local dallies. The latter re-
printed the clipping, which told of
Dwyer doing a Pied Piper in an
effort to catch three white mice,
liberated in the Family by pranking
sailors.

Varibtt had the story before It'-hlt

the local prints or anywhere else.

In reprinting it, the Halifax papers
gave it front page attention.

Hundreds of people were turned
away every night during the week,
and even during each afternoon, the
seating capacity was tested. Dwyer
has been receiving a deluge of sug-
gestions, the bulk of them gags, on
how to capture the sailors' pets. The
Family customers like to imitate the
squeaks of the mice while he is

vrlthin chirping distance.

Mgr. CoDTerts Lobby

For 'Sun VaDey' Bally

Omaha, Aug. 26.

Probably the top piece of exploita-

tion this town has had in many years

is now on for 'Sun Valley Serenade'

at the Orpheum theatre. Manager
Bill Miskell has converted the grand

inner lobby, itself as large .as a

small, theatre, into a gorgeously

lighted and animated display of Sim
Valley sports. It's a show in itself.

I

Local Boy and Girl Make

I Good; Dixon, HI., on Map
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

World premiere of Warners 'In-

ternational Squadron' Is set for

Dixon, 111., Sept. 15. Home town of

Doji?ld. Reagan.'star in the picture;

also that ol Louella Parsons.

Occasion will be designated 'Ron-

ald Reagen-Louella Parsons Day,'

with both the player and columnist

present.

SHOWMANSHIP

PLEA BY UA

Odeon Adding to Its Chain, Ditto

Fox-W.C; Allied Convenes in Del

RKO Gives BA Taste

Of American Bally Way

In 'Citizen Kane' Splash

Buenos Aires, Aug. 26.

What's routine exploitation in the

States is often a novelty or prac-

tically unknown in South America.

Which is why RKO's handling of

Citizen Kane' is being given careful

o.o. here.

Because Hearst affair and subse-

quent advance interest in the U. S.

was unheard of locally, Ben Y. Cam-
mack, RKO head for Argentina, and
Senora Teresa C. P. de French, pub-
licity chief, had to work out a spe-

cial method of advance bally. First

stunt was to ask in all local film

critics for a screening almost two
weeks before preem date; in iUself

unusual here. After viewing, Senora
French got a collection of on-the-

spot quotes which were worked up
into a splash letter and sent to mem-
bers of every social, artistic, or in-

tellectual club or society in town.
Presidents of a score of organiza-

tions called and asked for a preview
so they could tell members. These
were arranged. To the trailer .which

ran at the Ideal two weeks before

opening, another was added with

quotes from leading personalities.

Eight days before opening, every

important daily including Tiacion and
Prensa, which carefully pruned out

all plugs from film copy, published

an advance review, unheard of before.

El Hogar, local Ladies Home Journal,

for the flast time in its 30 years pub
lished a tjvo-page advance review.

Three local radio stations, Mundo,
Belgrano and Splendid, tossed in

cuffo broadcasts. Plenty of emphasis
on Orson Welles, an unknown here,

since the chief handicap was lack of

marquee names which are the test

used by Latin audiences. Pic did

only so-so on the opener, despite all

the effort, but effect was noticeable

•thereafter and first week brought in

23,000 pesos, just about the take of

'Kitty Foyle,' which had Ginger

Rogers and book in Spanish to draw.

What couldn't be gotten for free

was paid for mostly by RKO. Local

contracts call for 50-50 split on pub-

licity costs between first-run exhibs

(who.have chains) and distrib. Dif-

ficulty in getting together, and belief

that U. S. bally generally doesn't

work here, usually stops such efforts.

Radical departure from routine

trade press advertising is being

Initiated by United Artists in a ser-

ies of announcements addressed to

exhibitors keynoted for cooperative

efforts by the distributing organiza-

tion and showmen. Campaign Is

preliminary to the liberal use of

newspaper copy in connection with

release of the new season's features.

Expenditures for the newspapers

will be handled jointly by UA and
theatres.

Preparation of the trade press

copy was supervised by Monroe
Greenthal, in charge of publicity

and advertising, and Includes eight

Individual spreads, containing illus-

trations and copy. Purpose of each

advertisement is to encourage more
active salesmanship by ''the exhibi-

tors to the end 'that individual re-

leases may be exploited to the limits

of boxoffice possibilities.

Typical of the copy is the follow-

ing excerpt from an advertisement

that is captioned, 'How Long Will

You Stay in Business?'. It reads:

'Good pictures don't come off the

assembly line of .production like

robot automobiles. Pictures don't

respond at the boxoffice to the as-

sembly line type of selling. Profit-

able pictures are no less the re-

sult of Imaginative producing than
they are of imaginative selling.

There is no cure-all that works In

every situation—except the deter-

mination of every theatre operator
to do his darndest to put that pic

ture over as though it were the

biggest picture that he ever ex-

pected to play and to concentrate

effort on it until the last show of

the closing day.'

Placement ol the displays will ex-

tend over a period of three months.

MEX FILM WORKERS

GET DAY IN SUN

Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 26.

Park theatre, newly built 750-

seater Odeon house, was opened re-

cently. Present was Edward Har-
ris of Toronto Odeon office. Man-
ager .-'is Frank Solstice, and super-
visor, Howard Boothe, Odeon di-

rector of subiyban and provincial
houses.
Odeon now has 12 houses in Van-

couver, three in New Westminster,
and others at Trail, Duncan and Vic-
toria.

Management of the Beacon thea-
tre, Vancouver, has formed a part-
nership with Odeon theatre interests

and it's operated under joint direc-
tion. Roy A. McLeod is manager.
Theatre is owned by the Godson
estate.
Plaza and Rio theatres at Victoria

were also added to the Odeon chain
and will be operated on a partner-
ship basis with Ralph Calledine, Vic-
toria theatre man, who will act as
supervisor of Odeon's interests on
Vancouver Island.

Fox-W. C. Adds 3 In L. A.
Los Angeles, Aug. 20.

Three film houses in West Los An-
geles were added to the Fox-West
Coast chain through a deal with
George Burke and Nf. E. Baylis.-

Burke continues as operating part-
ner.
Theatres are the Nuart, eOO-seater,

the Tlvoli, with 700, and a new house,
now under construction, seating 900.
Stan Meyer will have general con-
trol of the new additions.

Mich. Allied Meets Oct. 6-8

Detroit. Aug. 26.

Allied Theatres of Michigan has
set its convention in Detroit from
Oct. 6-8. It marks the first time in
five years Allied has held its conven-
tion here.
James Sharkey, former branch

manager here for RKO, is now man-
aging the Parkside, large nabe here
operated by the Moss circuit.

Edwin P. Dalton, who operates his
theatre circuit out of Flushing, Mich.,
has sold two of his houses. James
Langston, formerly of Clare, has
taken over the Roxy at St. Charles,
while Joe Hrinik has taken on the
Palace at Mayville, latter house un-
dergoing remodeling following which
it emerges as the State.
Mrs. Joseph Gibson, Sr., has sold

Gibson, Greenville. Mich., to the
Carey Amus. Co., affiliate of Butter-
field Theatres, Inc. H. R. Martin,
who manages the Silver, also will
handle the Gibson.

Bumper Month Pix Sked

Rolls at Rep. Sept 2

- Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Republic shoves off next Tuesday,
(Sept. 2) with the biggest one-
month production drive in Its his-

tory, consisting of four features,
three westerns and a serial.

First to go is 'Jesse James at Bay,'
followed next day by 'Gauchos El
Dorado' and 'Newspapermen Are
Human.' Other starters are The
Devil Pays Off,' Sept 10; "Lady For
a Night,' 'Sierra Sue' and 'Dick
Tracy vs. Crime,' the serial, Sept.
15. 'Pardon My Stripes,' another
crime yam, rolls Sept. 25.

Con Krebs' Goodwilling
Con Krebs, RKO studio publicity

contact, east on annuil goodwill
swing.

. He arrived via Canada where he
Vl^itetl aewspaper eda.

U Onghta Hop on This

One; Wotta Trailer

Toledo, Aug. 26.

Woman in a nearby community
has sent Howard Feigley, manager of

the Rivoli, a complaint. She said she

and her family Went to see Abbott
and Costello in 'Hold That Ghost'

and failed to hear many lines of

dialog because of the lusty laughter

of the youngsters in the audience.

She thought Feigley ought to send
them tickets (there were seven in

the party) for a subsequent per

formance. He did.

P.S.—Feigley is willing to show
the letter to anybody interested.

More WB Press Revamp

Continuing the changes in its h.o.

and field press staff, Warner Bros,

has named Ted Tod, lor many years

with Hearst papers, to post of field

publicity man in Des Moines and
Omaha. He takes over In about
two weeks.
Another switch is transfer of Bob

William from h.o. to studio press
staff. He had been handling fan
mag and dally newspaper contacts.

He left for Hollywood over the
weekend.

Mexico City, Aug. 26.

Mexican pic workers are to turn
stage actors lor the biggest public
and private show they have ever
staged. National ' Cinematographic
Week, Sept. 10-17. Fiesta, aimed to

tell the public; and as much ol the
world as can be reached by radio,

of the 'importance' of the Mexican
pic business. Is backed by the fed-
eral film supervision and censoring
department and ' the National An-
theneum of Arts and Sciences.
Week is to be concurrent with parts
of the National Independence Cele-
bration, which culminates Sept 16.

Program is to have several fea-
tures. President Manuel Avlla
Camacho and the Ministers of the
Interior, Finance and National
Economy plus the Regent ol the
Federal District which includes
Mexico City, are to make an official
inspection of the two largest pic
studios here, CLASA and Azteca.
'National .Hour,' the government's
weekly radio broadcast over a na-
tional web ol 26 stations. Is to be
devoted exclusively as a plug lor
pix Sept 14. Broadcast It is under-
stood, is to have some American and
Latin American hookups.

Conn Pic Preems m Pitt,

Fighter's Home Town

'Pittsburgh Kid,' Republic's star-

ring vehicle lor Billy Conn, heavy-
weight fighter who stayed so* well
with 'Joe Louis, is slated, lor Pitts-

burgh's Fulton theatre, Aug. 30.

Bill Saal, special home office
representative, already is in Pitts-
bargh to set up advance advertising
and exploitation on the preem, with
the lact that it's Billy Conn's home-
town figuring as the main leature ol
the buildup. Pitt press will be in-
vited to a luncheon honoring the
fighter opening day.

Reopen Majestic, Rochester
, Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 26.

Move taken here to reopen the
Majestic, nabe shuttered more than
a year since the death of Morris
Zimmerman. Mrs. Mella R. Feny-
vess3^ wife of Carol Fenyvessy,
owner of the Rexy.and Hudson, has
bought the $20,000 mortgage and in-
stituted foreclosure proceedings
against WizeriCorp., present owners.
House needs extensive repairs and
new equipment.
Andrew Shay, former manager of

Schine's State here, bought the Ham-
mondsport thesttre. Hammondsport,
N. Y., and closed it for repairs and
new seats.

Regent getting summer brushup
and installation of new ventilators
and soundproof oartitions in balcony.
William Decker comes from Johns-

town, Pa., as manager of the Madi-
son, succeeding Bud Silverman, pro-
moted to city manager of 12 Schine
theatres. Sam Shafer replaces An-
drew Shav as manager of the
State, and Leonard Dorfman be-
comes acting manager of the Dixie.

Quimby's Par, Ft. Wayne
Fort Wayne, Aug. 26.

Harrison Theatre it Realty Co.
here, operators of the Quimby thea-
tres, signed 2S-year lease Friday (22)
on the Paramount 2,000-seater
downtown, effective Sept. 1.

More Facelifllnr
Buffalo, Aug. 26.

The Park. Akron, and the Rialto,
Albion, added to western N, Y.
houses being refurbished. Tom
Stapleton continues operation of
Park.
New Center St. theatre will be

constructed shortly in Medina by lo-
cal interests.
Park, Hammondsport, will reopen

Sept. 1- under new management ol
Andrew Czeh.
Edward McBride of Loew's New

England division and his bride of a
week visiting his parents here,

Albany Changes
Albany, Aug. 26.

Changes have been, )nade in the
personnel of two Albany exchanges.
At RKO, Leon Herman resigned to
go back with United Artists as sales-
man in this section, and J. E. Mur-
ray took his place. Herman left UA
about two years ago for RKO. suc-
ceeding Bill Benson. UA had sev-
eral representatives in this area
since, the last being Dick Harrlty.
He was shifted to Brooklyn recently
when Sol Edwards, his predecessor
and one-time general sales manager

ol Grand National, joined 20(h-Fox
in Chicago. UA docs not maintain
an exchange here, prints being
shipped Irom New York.
At M-G, Ed Urschel upped from

supervisor ol checkers to traveling
auditor, and Clair Avery from poster
clerk to third booker. Ray Moore is

noyi poster clerk. Urschel served
with Metro and other companies
here in various capacities for a long
time.

Swclgert Vice Dr. Leon Levy
Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Earle Swelgert becomes the new -

Chief Barker of the Variety Club,
Tent 13, replacing Dr. Leon Levy,
called to active service by U. S.
Navy.
Lester Krieger, Stanley-Warner

exec, seriously ill in, Jefferson hos-
pital.

Lewiston, Pa., will vote on the
question of Simday films at the No-
vember elections.

Peerless exchange closed. Here-
after Astor product will be sold
through Clark Film Distributors.
Murray Schwartz, Peerless manager,
.will continue. In charge of Astor
sales at Clark. Henrietta Weinberg,
office manager, goes to Columbia ex-
change office.

Stanley-Warner Model will close
down soon lor extensive repairs.
David Milgram, head of the Affili-

ated circuit honored by the Central
North Philly American Legion Post
for his part in the Northern Liber-
ties Hospital campaign.
Oscar Neuleld receiving bows for

the success ol the Variety Club's
contest to pick 'Miss Philadelphia.'
The contest wound up at the Walton
Root Thursday night (21) with the
selection ol Carrie DeLudo.

Delbrldge to K. C.
Kansas City, Aug. 26.

Change in assistants has brought
in Tom Delbridge as aid to John Mc-
Manus in managing Loew's Midland
here. Delbridge comes from Dayton.
Joseph Halleron, assistant at Mid-
land past several months, back to

Dayton.

Aberman with Toddy
Consolidated National Film ex-

changes, Ted Toddy, prez, has
named Arthur Aberman his execu-
tive assistant and supervisor of the
N. Y. branch.

Sehine Bcplaces One
Norwalk, O., Aug. 26.

When the new Schine theatre was
dedicated at Norwalk, O., recently
the company announced it would
close its Forum here, which was
opened in 1935.

Beglna PerBonnel Switches
Reglna, Sask.. Aug. 26.

Davidson theatre bought by J. A.

Vopni from F. F. Easter. Building
remodeled and new sound equip-

ment added.

Newsreel Kwitcheis Mgrs.
Newark, Aug. 26.

The Newsreel theatre, 400-seat

house of the Embassy Newsreel
chain, has been undergoing person-

nel as well as physical changes.

Reginald Caufield is the theatre's

new manager, replacing Homer Cud-
more, who resigned.
The theatre's redecorating is cost-

ing $5,000.

Del Gives Home-Towner

Joan Leslie Big Play

Detroit Aug. 26.

It was a great day for the Irish

and Detroit which has been look-

ing lor years lor a star in the Holly-

wood milky way, when Joan Leslie,

nee Brodell, returned here .
last

weekend lor lour-day slay. Starlet,

loUowed by a related cortege ol

O'Hearns, O'Regans, Brodells, etc.,

until she looked more like a comet
got a steady Iront page play here in

the press along the home -town girl

angle which was played to the limit

by special press agents from War-
ners as well as the local theatres.

Now 16, youngster was one ol

three sisters who formed a musical

trio which hit the airways and
st^es here in an amateur way be-

fore hiking to the Coast. The tieups

here were plentiful including a

greeting from Mayor Jeffries, who
took time out from trying to setUe

the city transportation strike to

greet the-local 'star'; visits to radio

stations which helped start her car-

eer; visits to St Benedict's high-

school, where the former classmates
held a reception; a personal appear-
ance at the Vogue theatre showing
'Wagons Roll at Nighf in which she

was teamed with Humphrey Bogart.

and by having her as hostess at a

special screening of 'Serjeant York.'

in which she makes her biggest step

ahead and which ^ due in town
shortly..

... ....



INTERNATIONAL IS

BBCs Popularization of Talent

Raises British Vaude Chances;

ProTinces Hot for Entertainment

London, Aug. 8.

It almost seems British vaude has

come to life: so many names and
good things are headed now in that

direction.

.Most recent acquisition for road

dates is Jack Hylton's taking, over of

'Piccadixie.' Featuring Adelaide Hall

and Oliver Wakefield, show was a

BBC hit. These two performers will

be surrounded by a pr4xiuction, re-

tain the BBC tag and tour the

provinces. Another BBC item,

'Happidrome,' is reportedly doing

smash business when it plays in the

flesh. It's hard to say whether ra-

dio is bringing back vaudeville.

Another development currently is

batoners going for variety bookings;

leaders surrounding themselves with

a few acts and the unit show travel-

ing as a special offering. Latest in

this groove is Maurice Winnick;
leader used to play at swank Dor-
chester hotel. His vaude unit is

tagged 'Dorchester Follies.' Ambrose
is another to play roaddates under
this setup.

Radio has, of course, played a

great part in bringing maestros to the

attention of the masses up north,

where their best road business is.

But apart from the buildup and a

look-see at a swank West End hostelry

band, opinion is these natives will

go for anything. They don't even
wailt to dance; the local quartet's

still good enough for a hop. Ma-
jority of patrons seem to have
stumbled on that oldtime urge of

sitting back to be entertained—then
homeing to say they'd been to a

show.

RIO WOOS PIC MAN

TO NEEDLE PRODUCTION

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Increased film production in Rio
de Janeiro is indicated by a hookup
between the Brazilian government
and Joe G. Gilpin, former produc-
tion manager for Warners and Co-
lumbia.

Gilpin has been invited to South
America to make a survey of film-
ing facilities in -that sector. He goes
Into a huddle with the Brazilian
ambassador in Washington this
week.

RKO Sets 2d 1941 Parky

For Havana SepL 1-3

RKO has set the second of its 1941
Latin - American sales convention,
with a Caribbean sales confab sched-
uled to be held Sept. 1-3 in Havana.
This will take in managers from
Mexico, Panama, Venezuela, Puerto
Rico, Trinidad as well as Cuba.

IV ^- Hawkinson, Latin-American
division manager, will preside at the
conclave, while Michael Hdflay, head
of RKO foreign ad-publicity, leaves
N. Y. today (Wednesday) to arrange
publicity and prelim details on the
convention.

Mex Composer Honored
Mexico City, Aug. 26.

Prof. Samuel Mondragon, Mexican
composer and band leader, is the
first Mexican musician to receive the
coveted Merit Medal, a decoration
awarded for conspicuous service.

President Manuel Avila Camacho
ordered the awarding.

2 COL BRIT. PIX

STAR GREENE.

FORMBY

DeMille Cavalcade
sCantlnaed from pace

:adej

London. Aug. 8.

Columbia Pictures has started two
picts here, first an original by Pat
Kirwin, tentatively titled 'Unpub-
lished Story,' being produced by
Two-Cities Production Co. and di-

rected by Harold French. Richard
Greene has been granted special
leave from the Army to star, with
Valerie Hobson as his leading
femme. Denham studios are being
used. Expected to take eight weeks,
and budgeted to cost $250,000.

The second is first George Formby
picture to be made under Col. ban-
ner, being made at Joe Rock studios.

Title not yet decided upon, but likely

to be either 'i'W Double You' or 'See
Me Twice' (latter title suggested by
Variett mugg, which is only thing
against it). Marcel Varnel to direct,

and will cost around $200,000.

20th's 'The Young Mr. Pitt,' star-

ring Robert Donat, underway at

Shepherd's Bush. Carol Reed directs.

Ealing Productions switched tag

on its current feature; 'The Big
Blockade' now becomes 'Seige.'

Quentin Reynolds has a part in it.

Will Hay signed to make two more
features for Michael Balcon. Com-
edy material is being lined up.

George Carney added to cast of

G. H. W. Productions, 'Hard Steel.'

Feature stars Wilfrid Lawson. Nor-
man Walker directing.

Par's 'Hatter's Castle' is using two
studios, Denham and Highbury, with
latter space all utilized on re-crea-

tion of the castle itself. Frank Forde
doing the special photography, work-
ing alone at Highbury.

Change Your Husband' and 'Cleo-
patra.'

Anderson is combining a group of
yesteryear film stars with the cur-
rent entertamment personalities in
the parade from 1906-1941 and has
Bryant \yashburn, mc'ing the show,
with cast including Gitta Alper.
European songstress: Clara Kimball
Young in a sketch, Betty Blythe do-
ing 'Queen of Sheba' number, the
Orighial Keystone Kops (Chester
Conklin. Hank Mann and Snub Pol-
lard). Nick Lucas, Tom Patricola,
Clyde Cook, Al Herman, Betty
Compson and Jack HoHand, Grace
Poggi and Igor, The Mangeans, the
Sliver Screen Juveniles and Four
Rosebuds. Cynda Glenn, U. S. bom
star of the Paris 'Folies Bergeres,'
will be an extra added feature.
Place will have three orchestras or-
ganized locally under direction of
Franz Steininger.
Andetson put in around $JC,000 of

his own coin to Itic up the Bowl and
"^;es on a weekly nut of around
H5.000 for operation. His brother,
Hugh, IS associated with him; alsoMm Weisenthal, as biz manager.

Bemie Freeman Maps

U. S. Trip FVom Antips
Sydney, Aug. 26.

N. Bernard Freeman, Metro's No.

1 man in Australia and New Zealand,

is planning to sail for th6 U. S. in

the next few weeks, his first trip to

America in several years. He will

visit the Hollywood studios and go

to N. Y. to huddle with Arthur Loew,
head of the company's foreign de-

partment.
Freeman would have shoved off

earlier excepting for the red tape

encountered in securing an Ameri-
can visa. He is an Australian by

birth; hence the delay in mapping
out the visa.

RUPTURE ON ROYALTfES

Mcxtce Cancels Pact With Spain

Due to Diplomatic Breach

Mexico City, Aug. 28.

The Mexican Government has

solved the problem arising from the

demand of the National Dramatic

Authors Association that, since

Spain has been backward in set-

tling for royalties on Mexican works
presented in that country, the Reci-

procal pact that was signed March
31, 1924, for this coverage by the

two countries must be cancelled.

Hie Mexican Government an-

nounced that inasmuch as diplomatic

relations are suspended between
Mexico and Spain, the royalty agree-

ment must be considered as being

suspended, too. c

Mexico-Spain diplomatic relations'

were suspended when the Cardenas
government refused to recognize the

Franco administration.

Abbott-Costello
sContiBned from page Is

and they've come just at a time
when the turnstiles were most in

need of greasing, it's pointed out.

The exhibitors here realize that a
certain amount of risk is involved in
the creation of new stars and the use
of fresh faces, but, they argue, a
meritorious picture, sans established
names, has a much greater chance to
click than a mediocre film boasting
tried-and-true luminaries. They'd

Lou Costello Square

Paterson, N. J., Aug. 26.

Paterson has finally got around
to naming a street after Lou
Costello, rotund comedian-part-
ner of Bud Abbott and native
son extraordinary. Last Thurs-
day (21) Street Superintendent

,

Eli Jelsma had a two-way sign
erected in front of Costello's 33d
street home bearing the legend
Costello Square.
That Costello Square happens

to be completely remote from
the nearest square didn't faze
Jelsma much. He explained the
misnomer, 'We thought the peo-
ple in that area would come to
know it as the Costello Square
of 33d street.'

have the new stars used in the l>est

stories available and in 'A' produc-
tions, thus reducing the gamble.

If only a comparatively small per-
centage deliver like Abbott and
Costello, it's pointed out, the pro-
ducers and exhibitors will be ahead.
This comedy team's offerings have
been among the top grossers here
and throughout the territory.

One player who the local crowd
thinks is ripe for stardom is Rita
Hayworth whose work in 'Blood and
Sand' still has them talking here-
abouts.

Frozen Coin Curb in Aussie May

Be Relaxed to Permit Return of

Legiters, Government Indicates

Repair London Hipp
London, Aug. 8.

London Hippodrome, blitzed some-
time ago, win be put right shortly.

Negotiations are going on between
the Ministry of Works and Moss
Empires, owners of the property.

PIX IN DARK ON

BRmSH DRAFT

STATUS

British Exhibs Seek

HeariBg on Rufing to

Nix Sabbatk Tax Cnt

London, Aug. 8.

Although recommendation from
Control Conunittee of London
County Council definitely nixed any
reduction in charity tax tor Sabbath
cinemas, metropolis exhibitors are
aroealing to the LCXT to await a
deputation from the trade before fil-

ing the recommendation.

Exhibs had been confident of earn-
ing a cut of at least 2^4%. Verdict
of the committee came as a shock
and surprise.

Figures released in connection
with the hearing disclose average
Sunday take for one of the group of
68 London houses was $424 in '39;

$376 in '40, and the .same figure for

current year. Total Simday take for

London jumped from 9428,000 for

quarter ending December, 1940, to

$052,000 for quarter ending March,
1941.

London, Aug. 8.

Film personnel question has
reached such a stage that neither
renters, exhibs nor studios are aware
of just where they stand in the Gov-
ernment's intentions. Promises given
to, or tacitly received, by all three
groups were mysteriously side-

tracked when the actual service

call-up of staffs was put into effect.

Renters got an unexpected sock
when important employees, whom
they understpod were reserved from
all draft call, were summarily
ordered away into Government
work. A tentative objection drew a
reported reply asking to whom such
employees were of more use—cinema
trade or munitions for Britain? It's

the type of question to which there's

no effective reply.

Complaint is not that these em-
ployees are being taken—trade has
never insisted such workers cannot
be replaced by trainees—but from
where replacements are to be made.
There's no longer a means of sup-
ply; female labor is now at a special

premium.
Special committee appointed to

deal with cinema trade personnel
question has again postponed its de-
cisive meeting.

Sydney, Aug. 26.

Dollar exchange in Australia may
be relaxed somewhat in order to per*
mit legit theatre operators to im-
port American artists and hew at-
tractions for the legitimate stage.
This intimation that the federal gov-
ernment would permit foreign legit
stage players to take p^ of their
salary out of the country ii j-cported
to have come directly from Minister
of Customs Harriaoh.
The legit stage has battled over a

long term to keep afloat with re-
vivals. E. J. Talt, of Williamson-
Taif, said he lived In hopes of seeing
a legit theatre boom again via new
American attractions if the govern-
ment relaxed the dollar bogey which
has kept these artists in the U. S.
Tait has again denied being ap-

proached by W.arners through the J.

McKenzie-New Zealand interest^
large stockholders in Williamson-
Tait, to lease legit theatres in Syd-
ney and Melbourne.

M-G's New Cbile Spot

Metro plans breaking ground in

about 30 days on a new $230,000 mo-
tion picture- theatre in Valparaiso,

Chile. House will seat 2,000. Two
new Metro houses in the neighbor-
hood of Rio de Janeiro, each of

which will cost about the same, are
scheduled to open shortly after Sept.
15.

Sam N. Burger, Metro's foreign
department home office representa-
tive, is scheduled to take off today
(Wednesday) for Brazil. He will

supervise the opening of the two
houses in Rio.

See Japs as Danger to Aussie Exhibs

In Snagging U. S. Film Shipments

Sydney. Aug. 8.

The yellow peril in the Pacific,

seen by film execs as likely to mean
something now that Japan has com-
menced southward move, and with
possible subsequent repercussions in

the United States, is the new head-
ache confronting the Australian pic-

ture industry. Whether this head-
ache is somewhat premature remains
to be seen.

Aussie . exhibs, irrespective of

squabbles with the U. S. dislribs pn
rentals and rejections, are today, as

never before, dependent upon Holly-

wood to boat a continuous flow of

product to maintain over 1,550 the-

atres, and to keep in employment
some 25,000 people. These theatres

represent an investment of about

$140,000,000.

On an average Hollywood boats

to this territory around 400 feature-

length pix yearly. Any major drop
in this figure would greatly hinder

local theatre operation. English pro-

ducers, heavily war-burdened, last

season could only forward TO pix, in-

sufficient, of course, to fulfill ex-

hibs' requirements as a whole.

Film execs point out that were the

il. S. to become actively embroiled

in Pacific warfare, product prob-
lems, plus boating difficulties, would
increase tremendously, this despite

an attempt presently to route more
boats from the Japanese run to Aus-
sie waters from the Pacific Coast.

Stock Vaults

Exhibs, with an eye to the PaciHc
situation, would like to see U. S.

distribs stock their local vaults to a

greater extent than hitherto, just in

case of an emergency.

Local circles are perturbed con-
cerning a report, purporting to come
from New York, that product to

Australia is to be clipped in the near
future. This alleged rejjort is taken
to mean that certain N. Y. film mo-
guls have wearied of the continuous
warfare waged by the Exhibs' Assn.
against the U. S. distribs on attempts
through political moves to gain

added rejection right:;, lower rentals,

higher taxation and extension of coin

freeze from 62'/4% to 75%.

Intimation here is that the dis-

tribs would be quite willing to stock

vaults and stand by exhibs In a crisis,

providing, of course, the exhibs
threw overboard those 'political tor-

pedos.'

Propaganda Pix

bi England Gted

For Datedness

London, Aug. 8.

Current yen for using political

and propaganda elements of this war
as format for pictures Is in for some

discussion here on both grounds of

b.o. and datedness of the event se-

lected. Argument flared anew with
crop of films taking 'V sign as some-
thing on which to hang a pictureiza-

tion. Those against the trend are
pointing out that events march so
quickly now in Europe, 'V for Vic-
tpry' may have no more signiflcance

in a couple of months than its po-
sition in the alphabet. Having in

mind length of time In which a
capable feature can be turned out
here, the contra group has enough
on its side.

Producers, on the other hand, take
the attitude a piece of good news Is

always good news. Altogether there
are now three pictures in work with
the 'V sign as motif.

'V for Victory' was a stunt started

by propaganda branch of BBC, and
aimed lo cheer-on subversive ele-

ments in Nazi-controlled countries.

B.A. CENSORS ANTI-NAZI

REELS TO AVOID RIOTS

Reason for censorship of Ameri-

can newsrcels in Buenos Aires is not

because of any pro-Nazi feeling, ac-

cording to information received in

N. Y. this week, but because the

B. A. police wish to avoid riots In

theatres.

Censors have t)een-- meticulously
careful in trimming ncwsrecl ma-

I

terial which is anti-Nazi. The rea-

son for this is that it has become

I

apparent to them, it is reported to

homeoffices, that Nazi agents ar?

hired to go into theatres and creale

a disturbance .whenever so-called

anti-Nazi sentiment is expressed by
the ncwsrecl narrator.

Ex-WB Aide in N.Y. After

Foreign Legion Service

J. H. Westreich, formerly In

charge of ad-publicity work for

Warner Bros.' European office, was
among pas.sengers who arrived In

New York Sunday (25) by steamer
from Spain after having served in

the French Foreign Legion.

Westreich worked under Robert
Schless, when the present Warner
foreign sales chief was European
managing director with headquar-
ters in Paris. He plans , to live In
New York. His wife accompanied
him. Not known whether or not
Westreich will rejoin Warner Bros.
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BACK
AGAIN SAMUEL

GOLDWYN
returns to productio

with the finest an

greatest production o

his memorable career!

Liberty Magazine says—
**After a year and a half of delib-

erate inactivity. Producer Sam
Goldwyn explodes with a vUtlence
that should shake several glit-

tering Oscars from the Academy
Awards' shelves . . . *The Little

Foxes' is well-nigh perfect.**

Variety says

—

"Rates among the best vehicles' to

come out of Hollywood in recent
years—a film as great in prestige

as it will be at the box-office . . .

Director W^illiam Wyler has han-
dled every detail with an acutely
dramatic touch."

Motion Picture Herald says

—

"Samuel Goldwyn's first picture
in 18 months is ... a perfotm-
ance picture, a prestige picture, a
woman's picture, an artistic tri-

umph and... a box office picture."

Box 0£fice says

—

"A far above the ordinary attrac-

tion, beautifully performed and
directed."

Film Daily says

—

"Should pile up impressive
grosses everywhere."

Motion Picture Daily says

—

"RanJcs with Goldwyn's best."

HoUyivood Reporter says

—

, "Moviegoers will be quick to hail
it as a magnificently enacted of-
fering. A superb work."

Kate Cameron, N.Y. Daily News,
says

—

"One of the most important pic-
tures made in Hollywood this year
. . . Places its director, William
Wyler, among the five top rank-
ing directors of the screen."

Howard Barnes, N.Y. Herald-
Tribune, says

—

"It shakes one's heart in no ut

certain manner . . . an outstam
ing motion picture.'*

H, B., N.Y. Sun, says

—

"It is a drama to set your hair o

fire."

Bosley Crowtber, N.Y. Times,
says

—

"A very exciting picture."

Archer Winsten, N.Y, Post, saysr

"Will certainly stand out as on

of the memorable tragedies of th

year."

G. E. Blackford, N.Y. Journal- l

American, says— ' I

"Candidates for the best pictur

of the year had better make wfl.

for this one."

WiUiam Boehnel^ N.Y. World^
Telegram, says— '

"Undoubtedly one of the gred

dramas of the year . . . No bette '

acted or gripping film has flf

peared in months."

Lee Mortimer, N.Y. Daily Mirroi

says—
I

"Triply pleasing because of it*

distinguished direction^ prodxu.

tion and acting."

John Chapman, N.Y. Daily News
says

—

"Magnificent picture . . . Bette

than the stage version."

John T. McManus, PM, says— ' I

"The most provocative movie o,

the season."

Leo Mishkin, N.Y. Morning
Telegraph, says— v

"A magnificent and immem^^
ably powerful picture."

j
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Hedda Hopper,' Des Moines

Register & Tribune, says

—

*^An amazing human document...

Thia picture is so much better

than the play . . . After seeing it

you will walk ahotU in a daze."

James Francis Crow, Hollywood

Gtizen News, and Look Magazine,

says

—

"Powerful, passionate and fascin-

ating. Goldwyn*s newest produc-

tion is typical of his work. He sim-

ply insisted on the best.**

Edwin Schallert, L.A. Times,

says

—

"Will probably be entitled to

^Academy Awards right and left.**

Jimmy Starr, L.A, Herald &
Express, says

—

"Once again giving an emotional

'performance that puts her in line

[for Academy honors, Bette Davis,

'surrounded by a brilliant cast,

^scores in *The Little Foxes*."

Virginia Wright, L.A. News, says

—

"The most perfectly produced,

the most skiUfuUy played drama
to come put of Hollywood in a

great many months**

Louella Parsons, L.A. Examiner,
says

—

"Mr, Goldwyn deserves our thanks

for bringing so many new faces

to the screen, and all of them in-

teresting and with talent . . . To
William Wyler goes great praise

for a finely directed film."

Mayme Ober Peak, Boston Globe
and NANA Service, says

—

"Goldwyn has done it again . . .

Here is an Academy Award winner

for 1941 . . . Samuel Goldwyn
brings a great stage play to the

screen and produces an even
greater motion picture.**

''WILL NOTBE SURPRISED
IF THIS IS PROCLAIMED
GOLDWYN'S BEST'

—Damon Runyon* in N« Y* Daily Mirror
and King Features Syndicate.

Directed by

From the Stage Success by Lillian Helliii»ifc

Dutributed by RKO RADIO Piclura, /»•«,
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For t'l'omurton o/ tJiearre and /Sfm exchu-ng& bookers Varibtv presents

o c»mp;V:«; c>iar!,o/ /t-aturc releases o; all Che American distnbuling com-

paiiiej for the ciirrcnt qiiorterly period. DaU of reviews as given in

Variety and the running time oj prints ore included.)

Key to Type Abbreuiafions: M—Alelodrama; C—Comedy'; CD—Comedv
Drama; W—Western; D—Drama; RD—Romantic Drama; MU—MusicoL

Figures hcrcu-ith indicate date ot Variety's revieio ond runnine time.

rOPVRUinT. 1»4I>. Bl VARIETT. IXC. AIX Rir.HTS HB3ERVBU

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/11/41

Two In a Taxi (Col)
Kavy Blue and Gold (M-G) (reissue)

Father Steps Out (Mono)
Forced Landihc (Par) T/9
They Meet Again (RKO>
Gangs of Sonora (Rep) 7/16
Mountain Moonlight (Rep)
Accent on Love (20th)

Hello, Sucker (U) 7/2
Bride Came C.O.D. (WB) 7.2

D 62 A. Loulse-R. Hayden
U •S R. Young-J. Stewart
D F. Albertson-L. Grey
M 61 R. Arlen-E. Gabor
D J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
W S« 3 Mesqulteers
CD Weaver Bros. Elvlry
U 61 G. Montgomery-O. Massen
C 60 H. Ilerbert-T. Brow^

CU »t B. Davls-J. Cagney

WEEK OF KELEASE-^7/18/41

Blondle In Society (Col) 7/2
Son or Davy Crockett (Col) 7.-

9

Stars Look Down (M-G) 1/3/40
Arizona Bound (Mono)
Shepherd of the Hills (Par)
Hurricane Smith (Rep)
Sunset In Wyoming (Rep)
Dance Hall (20th) 7/23
Raiders of the Desert (U)
Rawhide Rangers (U) 8/20
Bullets for O'Hara (WB) 6/30

6/18

8,13

c 77 P. Slngleton-A. Lake
w M B. Elllott-I. Meredith
D 104 M. Redgrave-M. Lockwood
W B. Jones-T. McCoy
D B8 J. Wayne-B. Field
D R. MIddleton-J. Wyatt
W 6S G. Autry-S. Burnette
D 13 C. ROmero-C. Landis
W 60 R. Arlen-A. Devine
W Si J, M. Brown
D 50 J. Perry-R. Pryor

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/25/41

The Officer and the Lady (Col) 7/16 D
Blossoms In the Dust (M-G) 6/2S D
The Deadly Game (Mono) - D
Hurry, CharUe, Horry (BKO) 7/» C
Citadel of Crime (Rep) M
Bad Men of Mlssonri (WB) 8/16 D

59 R. Hudson-R. Pryor
98 G. Garson-W. PidgeoB

J. Lang-C. FarrcU
6J L. ErroU-K. HoweU

R. Armstrong-L. Hayet
7S J. Wyman-D. Morgan

Thunder Over the Prairie (Col)
RInciildc Mamie (M-G) 7/30
Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
Fugitive Valley (Mono) 8/20
Kiss the Boys Goodbye (Par)
My Life With Caroline (BKO)
Bags to Riches (Rep) 8/13
Charley's Aunt (20tli) 7/23
Cracked Nuts (U)
Three Sons o' Guns (WB)

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/1/41

7/30 W 59 C. Starrett-E. O'Heam
C 95 A. Sothern-G. Mnrphy
D W. lIuU-L. Gorcey
W 60 R. Corrlgan-M. Terhun*

6 '25 CO 83 M. Martln-D. Ameche
7/16 C 78 R, Colman-A. Lcc

M 57 A. Baxter-M. Carlisle
C 80 Jack Benny
C M. Aner-U. Merhel

CD W. Morrls-T. Brown

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/8/41

TUlle the ToUer (Col) 8/13
WhlsUing In the Dark (M-G)
Dynamite Canyon (Mono)
Wide Open Town (Par) 7/38
Six Gun Gold (BKO) 8/27
Drened to KlU (20th) 7/21
Bold That Ghost (U) 7/3«
New Wine (UA) 7/30
Manpower (WB) 7/9

8/8
67
78

C
D
WW 77
W 57
M 75

C 85
MU 82

D 103

K. Harrts-W. Tracy
C. Veldt-A. Bntherfoid
TrKeene-E. Flnley
W. Boyd-R. Haydea
T. HoU-L. White .

L. Nolan-M. B. Hughes
Abbott-Costello
I. Masscy-B. Barnes
E. Roblnson-U. Dietrich

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/15/41

Bllery Queen and Perfect Crime (Col) M
KlUK of Dodge City (Col) 8/13 W
Life Begins tor Andy Hardy (M-G) 8/13 C
World Premiere (Pat) 8/27 C
Ice-Capades (Bep) 8/20 C
WUd Geese Calling (20th) 7/30 D
This Woman Is Mine (U) 8/27 D

68 R. Bellamy-M. Lindsay
63 B. Eillot-T. Bitter
ivo M. Rooney-A. Rntherford
70 J. Barrymorc-F. Farmei
88 J. ElUson-D. Lewis
78 H. Fonda-J;Bcnnett
91 F. Tone-C. Bruce

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/22/41.

Here Comes Mr. Jordan (Col) 7/30 C
Dr. KUdare's Wedding Day (M-G) 8/28 D
The Parson of Panamlnt (Par) 6/25 W
Scattergood Meets B'way (BKO) 8/27 CD
Vnder Fiesta Stars (Rep) W
Bad Men of Deadwood (Rep) W
Private Nnrse (20th) 7/30 M
A Dangerous Game (U) 3/S M
Highway West (WB) 8/6 D

93
82
84
70

. R. Montgomery-R. Johnson
L. Ayres-L. Day
C. Rnegles-E. Drew
G. Kibl>ce-E. Dnnn
Gene Antry
Roy Rogers
J. Harwell-B. Joyce
A. Devlne-R. Arlen
B. Marshall-A. Kennedy

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/29/41

Our Wife (Col) 8/20 C
When Ladles Meet (M-G) 8/27 C
Saddle Mountain Roundup (Mono) W
Aloma of the South Seas (Par) 8/27 RD
Flvlng Blind (Par) 8/20 M
LIUle Foxes (RKO) 8/13 * D
Doctors Don't Tell (Ren) ' D
PItUburgh Kid (Rep) W
Sun Valley Serennde (20th) 7/23 CD
LydU (UA) 8/20 RD
Major Barbara (UA) S/7 D
Dive Bomber (WB) 8/13 D

92

76
69
lis

88
103
lis
130

M. Donglas-R. Husscy
J. CrawXord-R. Taylor
Range Busters
D. Lamonr-J. HaU
R. Arlen-J. Parker
.B. Davls-H. MarshaU
J. Beal-F. Rice
B. Conn-J. Parker
S. Henle-G. MlUer
M. Oberon-A. Marshal
W. HUler-R. Morley
E. Flynn-F. MacHurray

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/5/41

Mystery Ship (Col) 8/8 D
ClUzen Kane (RKO) 4/lS D
Bad Man ot Deadwood (Rep) W
Charley Chan In Rio (20th) 8/27 D
BadUnds ot DakoU (U) W
Man from Montana (U) W
SmlUng Ghost (WB) 8/13 D

CS
120

Tl

P. Kelly-L. Lane
O. Welles-J. Cotton
R. Rogers-G. Hayes
S. Toler-M, B. Hughei
B. DIx-F. Farmer
J. M. Brown
W. Morrls-B. MarshaU

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/12/41

Harmon ot.Mlchlgan (Col) D
Gentleman from, Dlxle-(Hono) HD-
Parachute Batalllon (RKO) 7/lS D 75
Outlaws of the Cherokee TraU (Rep) W
Apaohe Kid (Rep) W
Belle Starr (20th) 8/27 ' D 87

Vnflntshed Business (U) 8/27 RD 94
Navy Blues (WB) 8/13 D 108

T. Hannon-A. Louisa
-J.'I'ABuc-M. Marsh
R. Preston-N. Kelly
3 Mesqulteers
D. Barry-L. Merrick
R. Scott-G. Tlemey
I. Dnnne-R. Montgomery
A. Sherldan-J. OaUe

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/19/41

Ladles In Retirement (Col) D
Gun Man From Bodle (Mono) W
Marry the Boss' Dauehter (20th) C
Sing Another Chorus (U) CD
Nine Lives Are Not Enough (WB) M

I. Lnplno-L. Bayward
B. Jones-T. McCoy
B. Joyce-B. Edwards
J. Frazee-J. Downs
R. Regan-J. Perry

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/2«/41

Ynu>II Never Get Rich (Col)
The Drifting Kid (Mono)
Lady Scartace (RKO) 7/23
Yank In the RAF (20th)
It Started With Adam (U)
Sergeant York (WB) 7/2

CD
W
D
D
D
D 134

F. Astalre-R. Hayworth
T. Keene
D. O'Keefe-J. Anderson
B. Grable-T. Power
D. Durbln-C. Laughton
G. Cooper-J. Leslie

TBADESHOWN AND READY FOR RELEASE
(Grouped by Companies)

Down In San Diego (M-G) 7/30
JekyU and Hyde (M-G) 7/23
Lady Be Good (M-G) 7/16
Buy Me That Town (Par) 7/30
Aldrlch tor President (Par) 7/30
Hold Back the Dawn (Par) 7/30
New York Town (Par) 7/30
Nothing But 7ruth (Par) 7/30
Father Takes Wife (RKO) 7/16
AU Money Can Buy (RKO) 7/16
International Squadron (WB) 8/13

CD 69
D 127

MU 110
D 68

C 73
D 114

RD 75

C 89
D 80
D 100
M 85

R. McDonald-B. Granville
S. Tracy-I. Bergman
E. Powell-R. Young
L. Nolan-C. Moore
J. Lyden-J. Prelsscr
C. Boyer-O. de Havllland
M. Martin-F. MacMurray
B. Hope-P. Goddard
A. Menjou-G. Swanson
E. Arnold-W. Huston
R. Reagan-O. Bradna

Whiteman In Nev.
Continued from page l^ss

ideas for this town is Capt. Newton
H. Crumley, Jr., U. S. Army. Air

Corps, now stationed at Moffet Field,

Calif., and owner (with his father)

of the Commercial. As in many
Nevada hotels and clubs, the hotel's

casino (from roulette to craps) is its

most interesting feature. But it can't

be overlooked that Elko County is

the second richest cattle-producing

area in the U. S. and that there are

also great sheep ranches and exten-

sive mining interests.

The Elko County Fair from Sept.

11-14 here will bring in thousands of

ranchers from all over this state and
from adjoining Idaho and Utah to

over-run the Commercial Casino &
Lounge and have a rip-roaring, old-

fashioued, western time.

The Commercial's policy of big

name shows and bands began in

mid-1940, with a full-week show
since then at intervals of about six

weeks. There were smaller shows
with the regular Lounge Orchestra

during part of 1939 and early 1940.

Then the Commercial jumped to

the $1,500 weekly class for shows,

then up to $2,500 until now this

Whiteman show, which runs about

$7,500 for the nine-day run. Minors
are not allowed in bars ar^l casinos

in Nevada by law, so the Commer-
cial always stipulates in its contracts

with bands and shows that one free

show must be played (matinee) at

the local theatre for the kids.

Elko is a stop on the main trans-

continental railroads and Highway
40 goes through the middle of town,

so the tourists pack the Commercial
and elbow booted cowpunchers,

grizzled miners and just local towns-

people in the casino and at the bars.

There are about a half dozen other

casinos in town .but only one tried

putting on a show and it turned out

to be fourth-rate. The Commercial
has for its regular nightly dancing
Eddie McLane and his trio from San
Francisco.
Commercial house first tried using

name talent a year ago, with biz

building for each succeeding show.

Place is booked by Sam Rosey, San
Francisco agent. -

'

TRADE SHOWINGS
(From Aug. 27-Sepl. 6)

(Alphabeticolly arranged according to Exchange City, and chronolooicotly

sfeQucnced accordinp to colendar dale and hour of screenings. A ready

reference lor all e.rhibitors, embracino ALL the five major distributors

under one fnblc. Thi.'j null be brouoht up to date eoch week, listing the

schedule of releases for the ensuing 10 days from Variety's date of publica-

tion. Legend: T. for Theatre; P. R. for Projection Room.)

ALBANY

6-Day Nitery Wk.
-Continued from page 1;

tres, nite clubs and radio stations

of Chicago have been operating on

a six-day week as far as musicians

are concerned. In accordance with

a Chicago Federation of Musicians

ruling.
Otherwise, all theatres, liiteries

and radio stations must give its

musicians one day oft in seven.

Some of the houses Instead arranged

to give the musicians one week ofT

in seven "weeks, rather than break
up their shows one day a week with

new musicians, new and • uiure-

hearsed to the' show.
As far as niteries are concerned,

most of them have given the regular
musicians Monday night or Tuesday
night off and replaced with a fill

In orchestra. This is so at the Pal
mer House where Lou Diamond's
orchestra regularly fills In on Mon
day. Other places, such as College
Inn ot the Hotel Sherman, close
down entirely rather than try to

buck business with a pick-up group
The musicians' imion ruling was put
into effect, originally, to spread em
ployment among its members and it

is worked out that way in some
measure.
With the performers now going on

a six-day week, it is figured that ad
ditional. performers will now b«
employed by the niteries, with fill-in

actS '-hlr«!d to sub- for the regular
turns.

Among the better known niteries
which will go on a six-day week
are- Colosimo's and New Yorker.

Imitations OK
^Continued from page 3^

who^gave due credit to the persons
imitated, and the latter were well
pleased with the compliment in-

volved. There is here no claim that
the imitation is other than fair. It

is not charged that It aims to ridicule
or provide anything but admiration
for the skill of the plaintiff. The
public is not in any measure de
ceived.'

Miss Murray had sought a tern
porary injunction against the dance
being performed by.< Georges Fon-
tana and Mitzi Haynes, as she as-
serted she had performed it at the
Horseshoe from March 15 to Juiy 23.

The former silent film star also seeks
a permanent injunction and $150,000 I

damages, with this issue to be tried
J

in the fall. i

TUES.. SEPT. 2

'l ljliS., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2
TUES., SEPT. 2
WED., SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THURS., SEP'T.
THURS., SEPT.
TUURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

TUES., SEPT. 2
TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2
TUES., SEPT. 2

WED., SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THURS.. SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

WED., SEPT. 3
WED., SEPT. 3

THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES., SEPT. 2
WED, SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

THUBS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THDBS, SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
WED, SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

THURS, SEPT.
TBURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
WED, SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

TUES., SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
WED, SEPT. 3
WED, SEPT. 3
THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
WED, SEPT. 3
WED, SEPT. 3
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
TUURS, SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
WED, SEPT. 3
WED, SEPT. 3
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2
WED, ^EPT. 3
WED, SEPT. 3
THURS, SEPT.
tHUBS, SEPT.
THUBS, SEPT.
THUBS, ISePT.

(10 a.m.), 'Law of Ihe Tropics* (WB), Warner T., P.R.

(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB), Warner, P.R.

(2 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), 20th-Fox, P.R.

(3:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), 20th-Fox, P.R,

(2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), 20th-Fox, P.R.

(3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), 20th-Fox, P.R.

4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox, P.R.

4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox, P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox, P.R.

4 (2 p.m.), Skylark' (Par), 20th-Fox, P.R.

ATLANTA
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), RKO, P.R.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living* (Par), Paramount Ex.

(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough' (WB), RKO, P.R.

(12:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(12:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Paf),.Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.

4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind* (RKO), RKO P.R.

BOSTON
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the, Tropics* (WB), 20lh-Fox P.R.
(11 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(11 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16* (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy* (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

BUFFALO
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics* (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough* (WB), 20th-Fox P.R
(2 p.m.), 'Among the Living* (Par), Niagara T.
(3:30 p.m.) 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Niagara T.

(2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy* (Par), Niagara T.
(3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par). Niagara T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail,' (RKO). 20th-Fox PR.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy* (RKO), 20th-Fox, P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind* (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Niagara T.

CHARLOTTE
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics* (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough* (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16* (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind* (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Warner P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough* (WB), Warner P.R.

CHICAGO
(1:30 p.m.), 'Among the Living* (Par), Cinema T.
(2:45 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Cinema T.
(1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy* (Par), Cinema T.
(2:45 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Cinema T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Universal P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Universal P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Universal P.R.
4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Cinema T.

CINCINNATI
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics* (WB), RKO P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough' (WB), RKO P.R.
(2 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(3:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex
(3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), RKO Thea. Dept. P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO Th. Dept. P.R,
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding Wind' (RKO), RKO Th. Dept. P.R.
4 (2 p.m.), 'Skylark* (Par), Paramount Ex.

CLEVELAND
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Warner P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough' (WB), Warner P.R.
(1:30 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(3- p.m. ), Tiim of jSh. 16* fHa"rT, Tai-ainouiit Exr* " '

4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), iOth-Fox P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy* (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind* (RKO), 20th-Fox PJl.
4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

DALLAS
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics* (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough' (WB), 20th-Fox PR.
(2 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Parainount Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16* (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark* (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (1 p.m.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), Paramount PJl.
4 (2:10 p.m.), 'Dude Cowboy* (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (3:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

DENVER
(10 a.m.), 'Among the Living* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(8 p.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Paramount P.R.
(9:15 p.m.), •» Lives Not Enough* (WB), Paramount P.R.
(10 a.m.). Glamour Boy* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 ajn.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), Paramount P.R
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy* (RKO), Paramount P.R,
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind* (RKO), Paramount PJl.
* (2 p.m.), 'Skylark* (Par), Paramount Ex.

(Continued on page 18)
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Trade Showings
sContlnued from pace K;

DES MOINES
TIJES., SEPT. 2

TIIES., SEFT. Z

TDES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

WED., SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THURS., SEPT.
lliURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT,
THVRS., SEPT

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEFT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

WED, SEPT. 3

WED.. SEPT. 3

THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

(10 am.). 'Law of the Tropic!;' iWB), 20lh-Fox P.R.
,

• 11:15 a.m.), 'Nine Lives Not Enough' (WB), 20lh-Fox P.R.

C12-30 p.m.). 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(2 p.m.). 'Birth of the Blues' (Par) (Par). Paramount Ex.

(12:30 p.m.). 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par). Paramount Ex.

4 (10 am.), 'Outlaw Trail' tRKO). Paramount P.R.

4 (11:10 E.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Parr.moimt P.R.

4 il2-i0 p.m.). -Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (2:30 p.m.), SkyUrk' (Par), Paramount Ex.

DETROIT
(10 a m ). 'Lew of the Tropics' (WB). Film Bldg. P.R.

(11 lli a.m.). 0 Livc.<: Not Enough' tWB), Film Bids. P.R.

(1-30 p.m).. -Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3 p.m.). -Eir.h of Ihc Eluei=' (Par), Paramount Ex.

• 1-30 p.m.). -Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3 pm.>. Night of Jan. IC (Par). Paramount Ex.

4 (10 am.). -Outlaw Trail' (RKO). Max Blumenthal P.R.

4 (1110 a .Ti.). -Dude Cowboy" (RKO), M. Blumenlhol P.R.

4 (12:':0 p.m.). -Riding V.'ind' (RKO), M. Blumenthal P.R.

4 (1:30 p.m.), -Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

INDIANAPOLIS
TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. Z

TUES., SEPT. Z

TUES., SEPT. 2

WED, SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEFT.

(10 a.m.). 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Paramount P.R.

(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' tWB), Paramount P.R.

(1:30 p.m).. 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(1:30 p.m.). -Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.

4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' 'RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (11:10 am.), -Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

KANSAS CITY
TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. Z

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPX. 2

WED, SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT,
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2

WED, SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
TBUBS, SEFT.

(10 am.), 'Law of the Tropics' tWB), 20th-Fox P.R.

(11:15 a.m.), 'Nine Lives Not Enough' IWB), 20lh-Fox P.R.

• 1:30 p.m)., "Among the Living" (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3 p.m.). 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par). Paramount Ex.

4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (11:10 am.)', 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind" (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

LOS ANGELES
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the "Tropics' (.WB), 20th-Fox P.R.

(11:15 a.m.), 'Nine Lives Not Enough" (.WB), 20th-Fcx P.R.

(1:30 p.m.), 'Aniong the Livinf." (Par), Ambassador T.

(3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Ambassador T.

(1:30 p.m.), -Glamour Boy' (Par), Ambassador T.

(3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16" (Par), Ambassador T.

4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.

4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.

4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark* (Par), Ambassador T.

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT'. 2
TVES, SEPT. 2

WED, SEPT. 3

WED;, SEPT. 3

THURS, SEPT.
TBUBS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEFT.

TUES, SEFT. 2

TUES, SEFT. 2

TUES, SEFT. 2

TUES,. SEFT. Z

WED., SEFT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

THURS, SEFT.
THURS., SEFT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT,

MEMPHIS
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB). 20th-Fox P.R.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(11:15 a.m.), 'Nine Lives Not Enough' (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.

(2 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Pararnount Ex.
(2 p.m.), -Night of Jan. IS' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy" (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

MILWAUKEE
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Fox Thea. P.R.

• 11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB), Fox Thea. P.R.

(1:30 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:45 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par)', Paramount Ex.
(1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
• 2:45 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

4 (11:10 a.m.), "Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.H.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind" (RKO), 20th-Fox P.l».

/4 (.1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark" (Par), Paramount Ex.

MINNEAPOLIS

THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPl'.

THURS., SEPT.

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. Z

T'UES, SEPT. Z

TUE%, SEPT. 2

WED, SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

THURS., SEFT.
THURS, SEFT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEFT.

TUES., SEPT. Z
TUES, SEFT. Z

TUES, SEPT. Z

TUES, SEIPT. Z
WED, SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. S

THURS, SEFT.
THURS, SEFT.
THURS., SEPT.
THUBS, SEFT.

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2
TDES, SEFT. 2

TDES, SEPT. 2

WED, .SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3
THDBS, SEPT.
THUBS, SEFT.
THURS., SEPT.
THUBS., SEFT.

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES., SEPT. J

TUES., SEFT. J

TUES., SEPT. !

WED, SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

IHURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT,
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

TUES., SEFT. S

TUES, SEPT. J

TUES., SEPT. J

TUES, SEPT. S

WED, SEFT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

(10 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par). Normandie T.

(10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' iRKO), RKO P.R.

(11 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). RKO P.R.

(12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.

• 2:30 p.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' iRKO, RKO P.R.

• 3:40 p.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). RKO P.R.

(4:50 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.

OKLAHOMA CITY
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB1. 20th-Fox P.R.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(11:15 a.m.). '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB). 20th-Fox P.R.

(2 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par). Paramount Ex.

4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par). Parsmcunt Ex.

4 (12:.'?0 p.m.), 'Oiitlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount P R.

4 (1:40 p.m.), -Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.

4 (2:50 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Parainount P.R.

OMAHA
• 10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB). 20th-Fox P.R.

• 11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB). 20th-Fox P.R.

• 1:15 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.

(3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par>, 20th-Fox P.R.

(1:15 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.

(3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.

THURS.. SEPT. 4 (1:15 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.

FRI, SEPT. 5 (10 a.m.). 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

FRI, SEPT. 5 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy" (RKO). 20th-Fox P.R.

FRI, SEPT. 5 •12:2t) p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P. R.

PHILADELPHIA

(10 a.m.). 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Warner Bldg.
• 11:15 a.m.), 'Nine Lives Not Enough' (WB), Warner Bldg.

(1 p.m.), 'Among the Living' •Par), Warner Bldg.
(2:15 p.m.), 'Birth ot the Blues' (Par), Warner Bldg.
(I p.m.), 'Glamour Boy" (Par), Warner Bldg.
(2:15 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Warner Bldg.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

4 (11:10 a.m.) 'Dude Cowboy" (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind" (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R,

4 (1 p.m.), -Skylark' (Par), Warner Bldg.

NEW HAVEN
(10 a.m.), 'Am"bng the Living" (Par), Whitney T.
• 10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics" (WB), Warner P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), "9 Lives Are Not Enough" (WB), Warner P.R.
• 1:30 a.m.). 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Whitney T.
(10 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy" (Par), Whitney T.
• 11:30 a.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16" (Par), Whitney T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Whitney T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-rox P.R.

(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics" (WB), Vine St. P.R.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

• 11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough" (WB), Vine St. P.R.

(12 noon), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.

• 2 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(3:C0 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(Par), Paramount Ex.
(Par), Paramount Ex.

TUES., SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES., SEFT. 2

TUES, SEFT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. Z

WED, SEPT. 3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy
WED, SEPT. 3 (12 noon), 'Night of Jan. 16

NEW ORLEANS
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living" (Par), Paramount Ex.
(11:15 a.m.), 'Nine Lives Not EnoAgh" (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
• 12 noon), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex,
(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy" (Par), Paramount Ex.
(12 noon), 'Night of Jan. Iff (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark.' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox PJl.

NEW YORK CITY
TUES, SEPT. 1 (10 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Normandie T.
TUES, SEPT. t (10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics* (WB), Home Office P.R.
TDES, SEPT. 2 (11:15 a.m.), *« Lives Not Enough' (WB), Home Office P.R.
TDES, SEFT. Z (11:30 a.m.). 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Normandie T.
WED., SEFT. J 110 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Normandie T.

WED, SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEFT. 3 (3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.

THURS, SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO). RKO P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

PITTSBURGH
TUES, SEPT. 2 (10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Warner P R.

TUES, SEPTv 2 (10:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES, SEPT. 2 (11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Are Not Enough' (WB), Warner P.R.
TUES, SEPT. Z (12:15 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES, SEPT. 2 (2 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES, SEPT. Z (3:45 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex,
WED, SEPT. 3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED, SEFT. 3 (12:15 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED, SEFT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex. .

WED, SEFT. 3 (3:45 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THUBS, SEFT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par)," Paramount Ex.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'iJude Cowboy' (RKO). RKO P.R.
THUBS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 4 (2 p.m.), 'Slfylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

PORTLAND
TUES, SEPT. 2 (10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Jewel Box P.R.
TUES:, SEPT. 2 (11:15 a.m.), 'B Lives Not Enough' (WB). Jewel Box P.R.
TUES, SEPT. Z (1:30 p.m.). 'Among the Living' (Par), Star Preview Rm.
TUES, SEFT. t (3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Star Preview Rm.
WED, SEPT. > (1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Star Preview Rm.
WED, SEPT. 3 (3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Star Preview Rm.
THUBS, SEFT. « (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Star Film Ex.
THUBS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). Star Film Ex.
THUBS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Star Film Ex.
THUBS, SEPT. 4 (2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Star Preview Hin.

ST. LOUIS
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), S'Renco P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), "9 Lives Are Not Enough' (WB), S'Renco P.R.
(l.p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:30 pjn.), "Night of Jan. 16" (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (1 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

SALT LAKE CITY
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB), 20th-Fox P.R.
(1 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par). Paramount Ex.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Paramount Ex.

(1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail" (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). Paramount P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (1 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

SAN FRANCISCO
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Republic Pict. P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough" (WB), Rep. Pictures P.R.
(1:30 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Paramount Ex,
• 3 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16" (Par). Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail" (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

SEATTLE
(10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Jewel Box P.R.
(11:15 a.m.), '9 Live* Not Enough' (WB), Jewel Box P.R.
(1 p.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Jewel Box P.R
(2:30 p.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Jewel Box PR
(1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par)^ Jewel Box P.R.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jaii. 16* (Par), Jewel Box PR
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Jewel Box P.R.
4 (11:10 ajn.). 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Jewel Box P.R
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Jewel Box PR
4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Jewel Box (P.R.

'GEESr HIGH $10,500

IN PROV., 'JORDAN' 8^G

Providence, Auc 26.

'Hold That Ghost,' in its third
week at RKO Albee, and 'Life Begins
for Andy Hardy,' in its second wee k
at Locw's State, are still goiiig

strong. 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' at
Strand and 'Wild Geese Calling' iil

Majestic, are also strong.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200 ; 28-3fl-50)—

'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Repent
Leisure' (RKO) (3d wk). Still going
strong and making bid for nirtv

$7,500. Last week cleared swoil
$10,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 28-39-
50)—'Manpower' (WB) .-rrl 'Sons o'

Guns' (WB) (2d run). Pulling nicely
and should hit good $2,500. Lp.'it

week, "'Mats Hari' (M-G) and 'Navy
Blue, Ciold' (M-G), good $2,000.

Fay'a (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—
'One Night of Love' (Par) (reis.<ti(c)

and 'Bullets for O'Hara' (WB). Also
picking up here for nice $2,800. La.>;t

week. 'Bringing Up Baby' (RKO)
(reissue) and 'Jungle Cavalcade'
(RKO), fairish $2,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Wild Geese Calling' (20th) and
'Dance Hall' (20th). Strong appeal
and packing them in for hangup
$10,500. Last week, 'Manpower'
(WB) and 'Sons o* Guns' (WB), nifly
$9,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'Life Begins Hardy' (M-G) and Per-
fect Crime' (Col) (2d wk). Heading
for grand $9,000 after opening session
skyrocketed for knockout $17,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—

'Mr. Jordan! (Col) and 'Rass Riches'
(Rep). Stepping along to nifty $8,500.
Last week,' 'Parson Panamint' ^P.^r)
and 'Blondie Society' (Col), fair
$5,000.

TU^S., SEPT. 2

TUES, SEFT. Z

TUES, SEFT. Z

TUES, SEPT. Z

WED, SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THUBS, SEPT.
THUBS, SEFT.
THUBS, SEPT.
THUBS, SEPT.

TUES, SEFT. Z
TUES, SEFT. Z
TUES, SEFT. Z

TUES, SEPT. Z

WED, . SEPT. 3

WED, SEPT. 3

THUBS, SEPT.
THUBS, SEFT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEFT. 2
TUES, SEPT. 2

TUES, SEPT. 2
W£D, SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3

THUBS., SEPT.
THUBS., SEPT.
THUBS., SEPT.
THURS, SEFT.

TUES, SEPT. 2
TUES, SEFT. »
TUES, SEFT. Z

TUES, SEPT. Z
WED, SEFT, S

WED, SEPT. J

THUBS, SEFT.
THUBS, SEPT.
THUBB.. SEPT.
THUBS, SEPT.

'Bomber* Blitz $9,000

In Mildish Memphis
Memphis, Auj;. 26.

'Dive Bomber' nit the local trade
smack between the optics. Warner
Bros, air blitz is doing the biggest
biz the circuit's local house ha.s had
this year. Terrific campaisn. pli(s
rave notices and natural current in-
tere.<:t, make it the flicker of the
month.

Fair-to-middling is 'Here Comes
Mr. Jordan' at the Malco and 'My
Life With Caroline' at Loew's Pal-
ace. Loew's State is getting a sur-
prising holdover play on 'Life Begins
for Andy Hardy.'

Estimates for This Week
Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—

'Dive Bomber' (WB). Unusual mar-
quee name combine of Errol Flynn
and Fred MacMurray may boom thi.s

to walloping $9,000. Last week,
'Manpower' (WB) .-(2d wk), $3,000,
good.
Pataee (Loew) (2.200; 10-33-44)—

'Caroline' (RKO). Better for mati-
nees than nights; fah-ish $4.,500. Ln.'^t

week, 'Whistling Diark' (M-G), $3,100,
about as expected.
SUte (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—

'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk).
Still going heavy to swell $4,000. Last
week, socko $8,000.
Malco (Lightmsn') (2.800; 10-33-44)—'Mr. Jordan' (Col). Good reviews

and word-of-mouth. ought to get
at>out $5,000. not bad. Last week,
'Time for Rhythm' (Col), $4,200,
okay.

Strand (LIghtman) (1.000: 10-22-

33t—'Shepherd of Hil!.'!' (Par) (2d
run), and 'Lady Louisiana' (RepV
.<:plit week. Looks down to sickly

$1,200. Last week. 'Mountain Moon-
lii;ht' (Rep), three days; 'Broadway
Limited' (UA), two days; 'Hitler,

Bea.of (Indie), two days: $1,750, very
good.

TDES, SEFT: I
TDES, SEFT. X
WED, SEPT. >

WED, SEPT. S
THDBS., SEFT.

SIOUX FALLS
(\ p.rfl.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Amer. Th. Supply P R.
(2:15 p.m.), 'Birth of Blues' (Par), Amer. Th. Supply P.R.
(1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Amer. Thea. Supply P.R.
(2:15 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16" (Par), Amer. Th. Supply P R
4 (10 a.m.), 'OutlBw Trail" (RKO), Amer. Th. Supply P.R.

(Continued on page 20)

MONTREAL
(Continued from page 11)

Maisie' (M-G) and 'Penalty' (M-G).
fair $3,000.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—

'Broadway Ltd.' (UA) and 'Hit Road'
(U), good enough $2,500 in sight.

Last week, 'Prisoner Zenda' (UA)
and 'Tom Sawyer' (UA), fair $2,700.

Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
(600; 30-60)—"Gens de Voyage' (2d
wk.). Scraping bottom at $600 cur-
rently and last week.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2.300; 30-
40)—'Les deux Gamines' and
'Juahita.' House steadily climbing
and sighting a good $3,500. Last
week, 'Criminelle' and 'Parlez-moi
D'Amour' good $3,600.

SKOURAS' COAST H.Q.

National Theatres Head lo Vat
Offices to Bay Consent Pix

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Spyros Skouros is setting up of-

fices as president of National The-
atres in the Fox West Coast build-

ing, to be used seasonally in buying
deals under the U, S. consent decree.

Entry ot the company prexy
means a large shifting of t^ie lefai

and other departments in the F-WC
office layout
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3rd Week and oh boy!

LAUGH
WITH LEO!

Because "DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE" in its

Astor, N. Y. pre-release is packing them in — in its

3rd Week. A sure-fire audience sensation to start

your 1941-42 season. (SpencerTracy, Ingrid Bergman,

Lana Turner.)

Because Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland are to-

gether again and "LIFE BEGINS FOR ANDY
HARDY" has set a new all-time high (ox this gold-

mine series. Hold-overs from Coast-to-Coast (Lewis

Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland and the folks.)

Because just when you thought Leo had delivered

his Biggest Summer Show along comes "WHEN
LADIES MEET" to end the season in a blaze of

glory. Ooan Crawford, Robert Taylor, Greer Garson,

Herbert Marshall— all in one great entertainment.)

Because you'll soon be seeing at M-G-M trade-

showings four New-Season pictures (see hehw) that

are literally being raved about after Coast Previews.

Because one of them is "HONKY TONK," star-

ring Clark Gable and Lana Turner, cheered at the

California Theatre, Huntington Park, Preview.

Srudioland says it's another "Boom Town"!

Because at the same theatre "THE FEMININE
TOUCH" H'^^'s^^') starring Rosalind Russell,

Don Ameche, Kay Francis, rolled the Preview audi-

^n^cXcriiSTril^^^ ence in the aisles .and sent the folb out cheering!

Two of the Ten Top
Money-Making Stars,

(M. P. Herald poW)

Ail in one big show,

Joan Bob, Greer, Herbert

Clark Gable and
Lana Turner meet in

'HonkyTonk."WOWl

Snme here-

Jeanette comes
Smilin' Through
with another HlTl

Because at the Preview of "MARRIED
BACHELOR" (Robert Young, Ruth Hussey, Felix

Bressart), also at the California Theatre, they roared

so loud you couldn*t get all the comedy lines!

Because "SMILIN' THROUGH" is "dreams come

true" in its musical Technicolor production. Jeanette

MacDonald's newest eye-filling, heart-tugging role

will be remembered forever! That's what the

Academy Theatre, Inglewood, Preview audience said.

(Brian Aherne, Gene Raymond in a great cast.)
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THIS WOMAN IS MINE

(Continued from page 8)
producer-director Frank Lloyd, will
prove a misadventure for the thea-
tre boxoffices. Stiff in both script
and direction, at best it's a filler for
the duals in the nabes.

Picture unfolds with endless series

of uninteresting sequences that fail

to generate any dramatic punch
both stoj'y and direction quickly sail-

ing it into the doldrums, and keep-
ing it loafing until the final five min-
utes—but the little breeze at that
point is insufficient to revive audi-

ence interest
Story details the adventures of a

fur trading expedition from New
Vork to Oregon—financed by John
Jacob Astor. Schooner, captained
by disciplinarian Walter Brennan, has
aboard (1) Scottish traders Nigel
Bruce and Leo G. Carroll; (2) Fran-
chot Tone, reticent bookkeeper-
representative for Astor; (3) French-
Canadian riverman, John Carroll,

and (4) stowaway Carol Bruce, beer-
garden singer enamored of Carroll

and aboard because she believes the
ship is bound for France. All the
principals are tossed together for

innane and boresome Incidents dur-
ing the trip around the Horn—and
switch of Miss Bruce's affections to

the stable Tone during the voyage
fails to generate any interest. When
the ship finally drops anchor at the
Columbia river, story has flattened

out to such an extent that an In-

dian foray and battle on shipboard
stir little interest. Naturally Tone
and the girl escape- when the ship
blows up, Brennan having fired the
powder kegs.

Cast members fail to overcome the
burdens of static direction and script.

Even Walter Brenan fails to save
himself from the situation. Carol
Bruce, in first screen appearance,
starts off with promise in singing
two songs before the voyage, but
then clambers aboard the ship of
misadventure. Maritime shots of the
square-rigger under sail at several
points have pictorial values, but they
don't help to salvage the basic ele-
ments that carry on at low tide.

Walt.

SIX GON GOLD
(WITH BONGS)

RKO release of Bert Ollroy production.
Bun Tim Holt: (utores Ray Whitley, Jan
Clayton, Lm 'Lanes' Wblta. Directed by
David Howard. Screenplay, Norton S.

Farker; camera, Harry "Wild; editor, Fred-
eric KiiudtBOn; soncs. Kay 'Whitley and
sVed Rose; rauslo director. Pani Sawtell.
KevlewAd at Colonial, Lincoln, Veb.. Ave.
30. '-41. dual. Runnlns time, 61 -MINS.
I>«n Caldlsan Tim Holt
Bmolcey Ray Whitley
Penny Blanchard Jan CInsrton
Chopper Lee 'Losses' White
liarshal LeRoy Mason
Ben Blanchard Eddy C. Walker
Koblnson Davleon Clark
vander Harry Hnrvey
Miller Slim Whltaker
Bnid Cardl^n k...I.ane Chandler
Chuck . . . Jim Corey
^enny Blanchard Fern Emmett

Bert Gilroy sent Tim Holt gallop-

ing against outlawry and disorder in

this, the fifth of RKO's series to es-

tablish young Holt as the western
favorite his father. Jack, once was.

Sdward Killy, who piloted the first

foursome In the chain, gave way for

this one' to David Howard who skill-

fully guided a refreshing script to

what will prove for showmen a

profitable end. Total result is a neat
package of Western-action -entertain-
ment,^ made up of age-old elements
but cemented .together with a mor-
tar of new twists.

Holt and his two pals, Ray Whit-
ley and Lee 'Lasses' White, ride into
-Placer-City- to-vlsit Holt's- brother,
Lane Chandler, who's been ap-
pointed U. S. marshal. Instead, they
find a stranger, LeRoy Mason, pos-
ing as Chandler. Without' letting the
fake marshal know he's wise. Holt
and his sidekicks pretend to be
cared out of town.

Holt and his buddies are then in-
volved in a gold shipment, which
they manage to push through to its

destination despite the gang headed
..by Mason, " Holt's brother, im-
prisoned, is released and climax is a
•lambang gun brawl.
Holt performs as well in 'Six Gun

Gold' as in any of the starrers he's
done under the present setup, and
makes a plausible western hero.
Whitley sings two 'numbers, both
well received, which he wrote with
Fred Rose. Comedy burden is toted
by White and is of the broad slap-
stick type. "Jan Clayton, as the
femme lead, has little to do, which is

the main weakness In Korton S,

Parker's script. Art.

KANSAS CYCLONE
Republic release of Georse Bbermnn pro-

duction. Stnra Con 'Red' Barry features
liynn Uerrlck, William Haade. Directed
by OeoTKO Sherman. Scroeoplay, Oliver
Drake. Doris Schneder, tram original
•tory by Louis Sareoky; camera, William

. Nobles: editor, Charles Craft. At New
Tork, K. T., week of Aug, 19, 'U, dueled.
Running time: 07 MIMS. '

Jim Randall..-. Don 'Red' Barry
Martha Lynn Merrick
Sherlir Ed Kins William Baade
Cal CCiambera Milt Klhbee
Jud Park^ Harry Worth
Helen .Kliur .....Dorothy Sebastian
Jim Tamer Jack Kirk
Ben Brown Forrest Taylor
T-Bone Charles Moore

first-rate star of oats operas. 'Kansas
Cyclone' furthers his popularity be-
cause it's deftly scripted and given
above par, western meller direction.

Will fit nicely intj spots where they
go for cowboy dramas.
Aside from the accepted formula

of the hero, this time a U. S. mar-
shal operating secretly, pitted against

the cow country's bandit crew, this

film introduces considerably more
sex lure than usual for a film of

this type. Certainly, nobody else in

the cast or among the supporting
extras even approaches the heroine,

Lynn Merrick, in looks—and it's

seldom that a western opus -is

favored with such a comely miss.

Story, concerns efforts of federal
authorities to round up bandits who
have been robbing Wells-Fargo ore

trains. Deputy marshal Jim Randall
(Don Barry), operating in the guise

of a geologist, manages to trap the
bandits single-handed and then en-
lists the usual posse to rout the

escaping robbers in a gun fight. It's

all been done countless time in

westerns.
Barry holds interests despite his

comparatively short stature, and is

showing acting improvement. Miss
Merrick is becoming a first-rate in-

genue. William Haade contributes

a trim characterization as Sheriff

Ed King.
Milt Kibbee is interesting as the

Wells-Fargo agent. Support is'

headed by Dorothy Sebastian, Harry
Worth and Forrest Taylor. Script-
ing is given pat handling by Oliver
Drake and Doris Schroeder. George
Sherman's direction is neatly paced
while William Nobles supplies one
of his better camera jobs. Weor.

The Forgotten Village
(Docnmentary)

Mayer-Burstyn release of John Steinbeck-
Herbert Kline production: directed by Kline.
Script by John Steinbeck: narration w'rit-

ten by Steinbeck, spoken by. Burgess Mere-
dith; camera. Alexander Hackensmld: edi-

tor, Kline;' musle. Hanns ElBler. Reviewed
in projection room. N. T., Aug. 20. m>.
Running time, 66 MINS.

Don 'Red' Barry, third player on
this company's lot to be boosted to
stellar cowboy roles, is becoming a

Documentary - producer Herbert

Kline (now under contract to Metro)

and author John Steinbeck more
than a year ago determined to com-
bine their talents in a film on Mexi-

can peasant life. They delved into

the locale and for 10 months Kline

and his crew lived among the people

who came before Uieir lenses. 'The

Forgotten Village' is the result
Ranking high among documentaries,
with a much tighter and more
smoothly-flowing story than custom-
ary, it should be an easy coin-
grabber for limited engagements in
the arties. It will also provide good
dual support In certain regular sit-

uations. Current ban by the New
York Censor Board— (lespite the
apparent absence of anything that
could be. called lewd—should also
have the usual salutary effect at the
b.Oi

Film's major shortcoming is Its

lack of objective; the anticipated
lesson is not pointed, and in this
case that's bad. Both Kline and
Steinbeck have gained reputations
as men with an eye for social sig-

nificance and the patronage that the
film gains is going to be seeking it.

True,- K. and S. nave pictured the
Mexican villagers in all of their
miserable ' squalor, they have de-
picted the never ending battle of old
against new ideas and they have
shown bow primitive a man the
peasant of 'Mexico's "Forgotten Vil-
lage' is. But the net result is not
entirely sympathetic. 'Why don't
they do something to help them-
selves?' is the natural question
asked. Kline and Steinbeck make
.clear that the. Mexican government
is taking some small strides toward
digging its hinterlandcrs out o'f phy-
sical filth and mental slough but the
effects apparently haven't yet
touched the village pictured.
Story concocted by Steinbeck is

amazingly suspenseful and almost as
fast moving as piece of Hollywood
fiction, something unique for a docu-
mentary. It probably will be re-
flected at the ticket window. To at-
tain that objective, however, Stein-
beck has. greatly shortened the scope
of Kline's canvas. The broad stroke
that marked 'Crisis' and 'Lights Out
in Europe,' both made by Kline
abroad, are missing. The antici-
pated more or less generalized pic-
ture of a Mexican village and the
life of its people isn't there. In its

place are too few aspects of that life
to be entirely satisfactory. To avoid
making a travelog, Kline and Stein-
beck have jumped to the other ex-
treme. There's not even a view of
the village, a village street (except
in such closeup as to be almost
meaningless) or the outside of the
huts. in which the families live.
On the other hand there's the at-

tention-holding story of the Mexican
peasant family, first in birth, then in
death. Esperanza, the ntother, is

about to have another child. She
doesn't call a doctor — and she
wouldn't even if there were one

—

but there's Trini, the wise woman,
who mbces witch-like potions. After
predicting, for a fee, that it will be
a boy, Trini comes in a few weeks
later to act as midwife. The scene
Immediately preceding birth—and
the one to which the censors are ob-
jecting-^Js by far the most gripping
in the picture. Trini wraps Esoer-
anza in a shawl and, by the process
of having two other women puU the
ends, virtually forces the baby into

the world. The actual birth is not
shown.
Continuing on the same major

theme— medicine— the children of

the village one after another get

sick. Trini says it's the 'bad airs' and
works her potions to no avail. Ac-
tually it is the bad waters, produc-
ing typhoid. Juan Diego, son of the

family pictured, and a lot brighter

than his kinfolk and other villagers,

calls in Mexico's rural medical serv-

ice. The people, however, will have
none of 'horse-blood' (vaccine) doc-

tors and force them out of town.
Juan kidnaps his sick little sister to

have her injected and save her life.

But his father kicks him out for his

trouble and he is taken to Mexico
City by the doctor for a real educa-
tion.

Photography by Alexander Hack-
ensmid, who worked with Kline in

Europe, is superb, surpassing almost
anything that has come out of Holly-
wood. Likewise excellent is Kline's
choice of his characters from among
the villagers and the infinite patience
it must have consumed to coach to a
point so letter-perfect in their roles

as to make it appear that they aren't
acting at all. Steinbeck's running
commentary is appropriately done,
unobstrusive and fully explanatory.
Unfortunately, Burgess Meredith's
voicing of it is bad. Fact is it's not
the usual Meredith voice at all, but
much harsher, and the fault may lie

in the recording.
Certainly something to see for

anyone with the slightest interest in

Latin-America, it is not surprising
that the film has the complete sup-
port of the Mexican government de-
spite the fact that it is the unpretty
side of the country's tracks that is

painted. The picture's simplicity
and sincerity far transcend thnt.

Herb.

PENN OF PEN'S'VANIA
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, July 17.
Ansio-Amerlcan Film Corp. release of

British National (Richard Vernon) produc-
tion. Stars Clifford Ivvans, Deborrnli
Kerr. ' Directed by Lance Comfort. Origi-
nal story and S(-rcenplay by Anatole de
Grunwoid. with acknotvledsmcnta to C. E.
Vulll.-imy'a 'William I'enn'; camera, Brneut
Pulmer. At Phoenix theatre, London. Run-
ninR time: 87 3II>°S.
William Penn Clifford Evans
f?ullelmn Ucborrnh Kerr
Charles II Dennis Arunilell
King's Chnplain Aubrey Mnilnlieu
Lord Arlington D. J. Williams
Lord Cecil O. B. CInrcnee
Admiral Peon : Charles Cnruon
Pepys Henry Oeear
Elton .Max Adrian
Blndle :.John Stuart
Cook Malre O'.Veill
Buahcll Edward RIgby
Lord Mayor of London Joss Ambler
Ford J. H. Rolierta
Ship's Captain Edmund Wlllard
Holme Percy Marmont

British National historical feature
is, in the main, uisappointing. Pic-
torializing of William Penn, a hefty
subject, has the look it was tackled
with an unfortunate sense of aware-
ness. Ingredients talk big, but im-
press little. Kudos may come, on
grounds of courage, with sentiment
lending a helpful hand. Whatever
U. S, biz it gets will come from the
power of the Penn name.

Script of A. de Grunwald looks
a tough one on which to travel. It's

been tinted with romanticism and
weighed down with dialog where
simplicity and eventfulness were the
keynotes. Director Lance Comfort
has done well under the load. Cast
works hard; a dressy, class produc-
tion job from Richard Vernon goes
a long way. But world affairs and
ballyhoo alone will be responsible
for any of its success.
The fire and zeal that must have

been part of Penn are lacKing. Clif-
ford Evans tries hard to get inside
the title role and rates praise.
Deborah Kerr means little ' as his
wife.
Narrative unfolds the conversion

of Penn from son of a wealthy ad-
miral to a proselyte of simple
brotherhood. The Quaker persecu-
tion serves as buildup to the freedom
of Pennsylvania. Latter sequences
come off best in the picture. "There
are some good bits of acting through-
out a large cast: Joss Amber regis-
ters as judge in overlong court
scene, and Dennis Arundell s study
of King Charles is done neatly. . Gus
McNaughton, Edward Rigby and
John Stuart also get across.
Ernest Palmer has turned in some

first-class photography; Holmes Paul
does okay by the art department.
Looks like plenty money went into
this one.

JEANNIE
(BBITISH-MADE)

London, Aug. 7.
(Seneral Film Distributors' release of

Tanua-Murcel Hellman production. Stars
Michoel Redgrave. Barbara Mullen. Di-
rected by Harold French. Screenplay, An-
atole do Grunwald and Roland Pertwce,
from stage play by Almee' Stuart; addi-
tional dialog, Stuart: camera, Bernard and
Arthur Knowles. At r..olcester Rouarc the-
atre, London. Running time, 101 .>I1NS.
Jcannle McLean Barbara Mullen
James Mrl.ean Wilfrid Lawaon
Angus Whitelow Qus Macnaughlon
Kts. Whitelaw Phyllis Stanley
Stanley Smith Michael Redgrave
French Customs Mon Percy Walsh
Count Erich Albert Lleven
Margaret Kay Hammond
Mr. Janson Edward Chapman
Mrs. Jansen Hilda Bailey
Mrs. Murdoch Marjorle Fielding
RCBtaumnt Carman Phillip Godfrey
Laundry Olrl QoDgle Withers

In 'Jeannife,' Marcel Hellman has
coupled choice entertainment with
what has all the looks of a b.o.

theme. The female trade will love

this simple, straightforward yarn of

a . charming near-Cinderella; It

screens quaintly and deUghtfuUy.

A Scottish lass comes Into a few
hundred dollars. Life for her has
consisted of listening to The Blue
Danube' played on a neighbor's
phonograph, so Jeannie of the High-
lands makes tracks for Vienna to

spend th« coin on a splash vacation.

The brightlights duly" nmlcted, she
returns for a job as housemaid in

London. In between there's a heart
episode with a gigolo Austrian count
who mistakes the girl's show of coin
for a tidy fortune, asks her to be his

wife but bows out when learning the
reality. There's also a staunch fel-

low whom the dark lass met on the

boat-trip from England; he .sells

washing-machines and has the busi-

nessman's yen for blondes. At first

amused by Jeannie's .
naivete, he

strays, recovers, and never tires in

the age-old pursuit, so everything
works out fine.

To Barbara Mullen go kudos for a
svelte performance sans tricks as
Jeannie. Girl brings something
fresh to local screen talent, and
clinches the hit she made in the legit
original. Michael Redgrave and Al-
bert Lieven are equally sound as the
hero and the heel, respectively. It's

Lieven's first film chore here, re-
peating role he had in the stage ver-
sion.

There's dependable playing all the
way through. Kay Hammond regis-
ters as the blonde menace who steals
Redgrave for a night back in Vienna;
Wilfrid Lawson is great as the dour,
Scottish father, whose demise brings
about the unexpected legacy.

Direction of Hacold French hits a
pace that rarely lags; there are one
or two dull spots but due to story
rather than technique. Smarter
scissoring will aid, especially as pic-
ture tends to lengthiness.

Screenplay from A. de Grunwald.
Roland Pertwee and Aimee Stuart
is spiced with smart situations and
twists. Production is top class and
showy to the point of lavish on the
Viennese settings. Music in the
restaurant, opera and ballet se-
quences, art department and camera
all blend smoothly.

Rachel Berendt and Orestes Cavlglia
deserve mention in the supporting
cast. Comedy scenes of Semillltl
and Rosen in the first couple of reels
are also big laugh-getters. General
presentation and photography good
but musical background is hardly
originaL Ray.

UNA VEZ EN LA VIDA
('Once In a Lifetime')
(ARGENTINE-MADE)

(With Songs)

Buenos Aires, Aug. 18.
Argentine Bono Film production and re-

)ease. StarB Llbertad Lamarque; featurca
Luis Aldas. Orestes Cavlglia, Rachel Rc-
rondt, RaJmundo Paatore, Ana Arneodo,
Rosa Rosen. Semllllta, Domingo Froto.
Story. Leo Perutx and Jacobo Muclinik.
Directed by Carlos. Borcosque. At Monu-
mental, Buenoa Aires. Running time, 7S
MINB.

Libertad Lamarque is one of Latin
America's top film stars and 'Una
Vez en la Vida' ('Once in a Life-
time'), Argentina Sono Film's latest,

is Lamarque from start to finish. Di-
rector Carlos Borcosque doesn't let
the camera get far from her for a
minute, and though the story is

plenty meller, even for here, and the
dialog weak, I>a Libertad manages
to come through with what the cus-
tomers like. This one should do
even better in the nabes and in the
provinces than in the capital since
much of ,Lamarque's humor is ex-
clusively for the earthier audiences.
Story is one of those things, and

while credits go to Leo Perutz and
Jacobo Muchnik, there's no great
originality apparent. Libertad, the
day before her wedding, falls in love
with Luis Aldas, a very eligible un-
known. Complications develop when
she discovers he's in danger and
neetjs .cafh. in..a_J)UErv. ...Sh?.JleaiL«S.,
her country home, travels to B.A.
and in a risky game of baccarat (il-

legal here) she wins enough to save
his life. They both start off together
but the hero, in a noble gesture,
obliges her to go' back to her people
when he discovers what she's been
up to. The film starts out as a senti-
mental comedy, soon turns meller,
and gets hokier and hokier as it

goes along.
There's an overdose of intrigue

that drew barbs from local critics
and a lack of real emotional sub-
stance. Nevertheless, it holds to-
gether pretty well, although not up
to the writers' last big grosser, 'His-
toria de Una Noche' ("History of a
Night'), one of the biggest money-
making nationals in some time. Sen-
orita Lamarque does three son^s, one
unnecessarily cut before it fini.-ihes.

Aldas is mainly an oh-and-ah draw
for the femmes and French actress

NW Exhibs
; Continued from page 5;

Judge Hanft imdoubtedly will take
'

two to six weeks to study the argu-
ments and all the documents and to
write his flnduigs.

Another report In the "Twin Cities
was that a number of independent
exhibitors, not members of any
group, would petition Judge Hanft
to give an early decision.

"The relief expeiited by Northwest
Allied leaders from the objectionable
percentage demands for the consent
decree's' first groiips-of-flve is not
likely to be forthcoming, if distrib-

utors eventually arc compelled to
'

sell under the Minnesota state law
requiring the companies to include
their entire season's product in their

deals, according to local exchange
heads. The companies will still get
their scheduled quota of revenue
from Minnesota regardless of how
they have to sell, these heads de-
clare.

As far as Metro Is concerned, it is

being pointed out that, if the Minne-
sota state law eventually prevails,

the company will have to sell its

entire season's product "without

knowing what the season's output
will be at the . time the deals are

made.' The likelihood is that the'

company will tell Minnesota ac-

counts they must take 'the un-
known season's product,' if they wish
to buy, at 40%, according to M-G
heads. Then, as the season pro-

gresses, readjustments downward
from that- percentage will be made
for pictures that do not prove their

boxoffice worth. This is as pro-

vided for in the present sales' policy.

After contacting accounts in the

territory outside of Minnesota with
their first group and selling under
what they call their present "revolu-

tionary plan,' Metro salesmen are

highly enthusiastic. They claim

that practically every account so-

licited has bought and that the trade
has accorded the plan a most favor-
able reception.

The salesmen feel that, for the

first time, they are not selling 'hit or
miss,' but have a definite, scientific

formula for every account, a unit

being worked out for each situation.

Further claims that the independ-
ent exhibitors iri North and South
Dakota and western Wisconsin find

the small group buying to their lik-

ing are ma^e by Warner Bros., Par-
amount and 20th-Fox, along with
RKO. All of these companies insist

,

that sales have far exceeded expec-
tations. They assert that there is

much less buying resistance than in

former years.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

'The Secret of Boston Blackie' at

Columbia became "Confessions of
Boston Blackie.'
"The Old Doll's House' is now 'At

the Stroke of 12' at Warners.
Er.oiiu'iers ReleasintCnrjus.mtr-h.p''

from 'King of the Tropics' to 'Jungle
Man.'
'The Lady Is Willing' new label on

"Miss Madden Is Willing' at Colum-
bia.

Paramount shifted from 'Air Raid'
to "Mitinight Angel.'

'Call Out the Marines' new handle
for "The Marines Are Ready' at

RKO.
"Sergeant Yoo-Hoo' was wiped by

Paramount in favor of "True to the
"Army."
RKO switched from 'Before the

Fact' to 'Suspicion.'
Release tag on 'Gobs in Ble' at Re-

public becomes "Sailor Be Good.'
'The Americanos' at Universal now

titled 'The Kid From Kansas.'
'Bad Man from Bodie' became 'The

Gun Man from Bodie' at Monogram,
'Toy Soldier,' the George Pal P.up-

petoon at Paramount, is now
'Rhythm in the Ranks.'

Trade Showings
sContlnued from page Ili:

THUBS., SEPT. < (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Am. Th. Supply P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding Wind' (RKO), Am. Th. Supply P.R.
THVBS, SEPT. 4 (1 p.m.), "Skylark' (Par), Amer. Thea. Supply P.R.

^yASHINGTON
TUBS., SEPT. t (9:30 a.m.), 'Among the Living' (Par), Sylvan T.
TUES, SEPT. J (10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB), Earle Thea. Bldg.
TUBS., SEPT. 2 (11:15 a.m.), 'Birth of the Blues' (Par), Sylvan T.
TUES., SEPT. 2 (11:15 a.m.), '9 Lives Not Enough' (WB), Earle Thea. Bld«.
WED., SEPT. 3 (9:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Sylvan T.
WED, SEPT. 3 (11:15 a.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Sylvan T.

•'

THUBS,, SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Sylvan T.
THUBS,, SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), "Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-FOx P.R.
THUBS.; SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO),-20th-Fox P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
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LIVE GREAT DAYS!
Ride heedlessly...love audaciously...in

a story thai: takes you up...to thunder

along with mounted madcaps...trigger-

trained, horse-wise, prairie-toughened.
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Completion of Dixie s Many Defense

Projects Releases Material Men

For Much New Theatre Construction

Spartanburg, S. C, Aug. 26.

Completion of many defense proj-

ects is releasing materials and men
for theatre construction, bottle-

necked for many months.

Wilby-Kincey's new $70,000 Pal-

metto opened here with R. B. Tal-

bert, city manager, reporting best biz

In years. New house gives W-K four

local units. James Cartledge, State

manager, transferred to -house as

manager. Suvern Allen moved from
Strand to replace him at State. Pal-

metto will be B straight pix house,

minus stage. State vaudfllmer, with

name bands booked for Carolina, top

W-K local. Palmetto seats over 800,

air-conditioned.

R. E. Martin will soon open his

second Fitzgerald (Ga.) unit, the

Pine. J. H. Luther, manager, Grand,

will also manage Pine. Alvin

Whittle uppcd to house manager for

new layout.

Albert Soittle, president, Pastime

Amus. Co., Charleston, S. C, named
director of Organized Business, Inc.,

formed to bring new business and
Industries to S. C.

North Carolina Theatres, Inc., sig-

natured deal with $147,500 on the

line for new Greensboro location,

calculated to expand system in that

city.. Chain operates Carolina, Na-
tional and Imperial in Greensboro.

Montgomery S. Hill of Greensboro
district manager. H. F. Kincey is

chain chief.

New Ritz, Spartanburg, costing

$19,000 for initial layout, blueprinted.

Work starts soon. Replaces Liberty,

dark. Bijou Amusement, Nashville,

Tenn., will own, operate.

Arcadia, Savannah, Ga., toned up
Via extensive remodeling. New
Park opened at Hot Springs, N. C.

Fourth new Camp Croft (Spartan-

burg) army theatre set for late fall

opening. Camp Wheeler, Macon,
Ga., has added new house.

'

Tent theatres out for Dixie camps.
Some of new layout running into

real dough with latest equipment
and frequent program changes.
Harold E. Buchanan managing new

Carolina, Hendersonville, N. C, op-
erated by N. C. Theatres, Inc.,

Wilby-Kincey subsidiary.

Sunday shows still being sought In

several Dixie military area camps.
Pro-Sabbath amusement leaders con-
tend winter months will require

' greater amusement for soldiers.- Co-
lumbus, Ga., ha^ Sunday show move
on. Spartanburg, blanked from S. C.

Sunday theatre bill, awaits next leg-

islature session for another try. Suc-
cess indicated then.

Eitimte U 3d Quarter

Net Profit at $900,000] <

Prodigal Star

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Homeward trip for Alberto Vila,

Argentine star, was called ofC by
Paramount, which ordered him .'o

stick around for a star role in The
Gentleman From Buenos Aires,'

now in preparation.

Vila's picture commitments back
home will have to wait until next
winter.

ERPI MAY GIVE

UP ITS COAST

STUDIO

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Indie producers may face danger-
ous lack of production space un-
less purchaser qr lessee takes over
General Service Studios when ERPI
lease terminates March 31, 1942.

ERPI took over plant originally to

protect the heavy indebtedness due
them from the previous owners of

the studio. Rental returns sufficiently

reduced ERPI's remaining invest-

ment to figure allowing attractive

purchase price for potential buyer.
Portable sound recording equipment
for Western Electric recording will

be continued by ERPI or close the
operating unit.

Edward Small and Alexander
Korda currently are utilizing most
of the stage space and facilities.

Will continue until ERPI abandons
operation.

' Built 20 years ago, studio is one
of the oldest rental plants in Holly-
wood.

It's Tough on Westerns

When CaL's Green Fields

Tnm to Fire Hazards

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Heavy rains in the wet season, fol-

lowed by hugh growths of under-
brush in the dry season, have caused
extra expenditures in the shooting
of westerns in the southern Cali-

fornia hills. As an example, the Tim
Hol^ sagebrusher, 'Land of the Open
Range,' shooting tor RKO, Is rigidly

ruled by William Hall, fire warden,
with a forestry crew and equipment
of extinguishers, explosives, burlap
bags and shovels.

Fire watchers fallow pistol-shoot-

12,055 CONTRACTS

<Bebeco»' Topped UA Datei—Thler
Next With 11,848

Record niimber of contracts ob-

tained by United Artists recently,

even for some of the lesser pix

which it has distributed, has caused

expressions of surprise among sales

departments in the industry. Av-
erage, as revealed by Arthur W.
Kelly; operating head, is consider-

ably higher than other companies.

Top number of pacts was obtained

for 'Rebecca,' the Selznick produc-

tion played or being scheduled to

play 12,055 dates as of Aug. 2. Other

films listed by KeUy included 'Thief

of Bagdad,' 11,843 contracts; 'South

of Pago Pago,' 11,193; 'Kit Carson,'

11,551; 'Son of Monte Crlsto,' 10,842;

'Four Feathers,' 11,129; 'Pot O' Gold,'

10,209; 'Capt. Caution.' 10,214; 'House-

keeper's Daughter,' 10,639; 'Chump
at Oxford,' 10,897; 'Westerner,' 10,-

466; 'Real Glory,' 10,128; 'Foreign

Correspondent,' 10,775; 'House Across

the Bay,' 10,308; 'Winter Carnival,'

9,912, and 'That Uncertain Feeling,'

9,799.

Considered a good average num-
ber of contracts in tile industry is

9,900-10,000. It was pointed out by
a source familiar with UA that even
'Blockade,' Wanger pictttre of sev-

eral years ago that ran into all lorts

of religious and other difficulties be-

cause of the subject matter, and as

a result suffered many cancellations

and substitutions, had B,479 dates.

Another Wanger picture which was
admittedly lightweight at the b.o.,

'Slightly Honorable,' hod 9,682.

CoL audi). Bait

Accounts With

Definite Dates

Columbia last week followed the

lead of Universal, likewise hot sub-

ject to the consent decree, In provid-

ing exhibitor bait by announcing

definite dates for specific pictures

from now until Christmas. Col listed

21 pictures and the top members of

the cast of each.

With the companies subject to the
decree imable to give release dates
far In advance (Paramount and
Metro haven't even given theirs yet
for the first blocks set for release
'some time' in- September), U and
Col are offering exhlbs who buy
their product assurance that they
will have films as needed. In addi-
tion they can make plans for the
various holidays and periods of the
year, knowing what pictures they
can count on for each occasion.

Col's h.o. exec staff is ctirrently on
the Coast drawing plans for the seC'

ond half of the year. Abe Montague,
general sales manager, announced
that the schedule for the period from
Jan. 1 on will be made public early
in October.

U. (rf Minn. Economist Shows NW Kz

Up But Exhibs Still Cry Taint So

Jnst Loling Around?

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Brian Donlevy wound up his Para-

mount commitments for the year in

'The Remarkable Andrew* and is

free to take on outside jobs until

January,

Currently ho is on vacation In the

California hills, reading one radio

script and three film roles. He owes
one each to Inward Small and Co-

lumbia and has a tentative offer at

Universal

ODLunrs PICKUP

OF RKO TOPS

IN JUNE

Washington, Aug. 26.

Boompsa-dalsy activities for 'film

stocks for the month of June—with

complete quiet • during July—were

recorded by the Securities & Ex-

change Commission in its August

stock transactions summary.

Biggest deal involved purchase of

45,200 shares of Radio-Keith-Or-

pheum %\ par common by Floyd

Odium's Atlas Corp. of Jersey City.

Outfit bought from 100 to 19,700

shares a day during the month of

June to bring total holdings up to

807,927 shares. In addition. Atlas

was tagged as owner of 327,812 war-

rants for c<»nmon, and bought up

4,364 shares of 6% convertible pre-
ferred stock In same company. let-
ter purchase brought Its nest egg-

of 6% convertible t<> 43,845 shares.

American Co., another Odium sub-
sid, recorded ownership of 268,230

shares of |1 par common at the end
of June.

Selling flurry occurred with the
Manufacturers Trust Co., of New
York, when it dumped 15,000 shares
of 3^% convertible debentures of
the 1947 series of Paramount Pic-
tures, Inc., on the market Retained
3,377,800 of same, however, plus- 5,

710 shares of 6% convertible 1st

preferred.
Up-and-down buying and selling

of Loew's' securities continued with
J. Robert Rubin, its v.p., dropping
2,600 shares of common no par value
stock In Loew's, Inc., and Loew's,
Inc. purchasing 56 shares of $25 par
common stock in its protegee com-
pany—Loew's Boston Theatres. Ru-
bin was left with 21,315 shares of
stock after the transaction, while
Loew's showed an accumulation of
118,386 in the Boston subsid's $25
par common.

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of blank cartridges don't set fire to the UU Wtt V Pictures, Inc, was shown by Samuel
Universal, who planed to the' Coast,

. Thursday . (21) tor a production o.o..

Is expected back in time for the

regular monthly meeting of the

board of directors Sept 4.

It now appears likely that Univer-
al's third quarter report, ending last

July 28, will be ready for the dlrec-
tbiate on that date. This -quarter
1b expected to show net profit of

more than $900,000, reports from
foreign account* holding up stronger
than originally anticipated.

High Bndget Dno

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hep-

btim checked in yesterday (Mon.) at

Metro as co-stars in the heavy-coin
picture, 'Woman of the Year.'

George Stevens is directing the
film, dealing "with new^aper life.

- K-A-O'S $1.76 DIWY
Keith-Albee-Orpheum directors

last week declared a $1.75 dividend
on the company's convertible pre-
ferred stock to cover the quarter
ending next Sept 30. Dlwy is be-
ing paid out of the company's oper-
ating surplus.

Dividend will be paid Oct. 1 to

stock on record Sept 15.

scenery. Worst of all, the cowboys
must roll their pills under super-
vision and dunk their butts into

sand buckets.

WB-Capra Must Respond

In 'John Doe' Theft Suit

Warner Bros, and Frank Capra
must answer interrogatories . in IS
days submitted by Robert Shurr and
Pat A. Leonard, authors, who are
suing the film companies and the
director-producer charging plagiar-
ism. Interrogatories w^re submitted
to the N.Y. federal court yesterday
(Tuesday).
Authors claim 'Meet John Doe' is

a plagiarism of their play,, 'The
Stuffed Shirt,' and seek an injunc-
tion, accounting of profits and dam-
ages. Other defendants associated
with Warner Bros., or' Capra, are
Richard Connell, Robert Presnell,
Robert Rlskin and Jacob Wilk.

Keeps It Burning
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Harry Kdington drew the produc-
tion assignment on 'Keeper of the
Flame,' an I. A. R. Wylie story
slated as a Cary Grant starrer at

RKO.
This, makes two productions for

Edington. The other is - 'Lona
HeAry,' tentatively scheduled as a
starrer for Ginger Rogefs.

IN OHIO AT $3 PER REE

Columbus, Aug. 26.

Roy Reichelderfer, supervisor of

the Division of Censorship, Ohio De-
partment of Education, announces
that coin-operated motion, picture

machine product must carry an 'ap-

proved' leader. He has ordered a

supply of reverse 16 mm., leaders for
this purpose, which will be placed in
use in about two weeks. To date the
only company operatiing in Ohio is

Soundies, Inc. Concern has had ajl

29 reels okayed by censor, paying
regular $3 per reel fee.

Division has a new boss, Joseph
Ray, now director of education, tak-
ing over last week. Director, al-
though merely the nominal head,
frequently exercises his power. This
was apparent in the case of E. N.
Dietrich, former director, "who di-

rected the defensive fight to retain
newsreel censorship.

Buddy and Lupe Diwy
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Charles Buddy Rogers gets the co-
starring role with Lupe Velez in the
next 'Mexican Spitfire' feature at
Columbia, where he is currently
assigned to 'Sing for Your Supper.'

Studio- lias another top role for
Rogers in the offing.

Broidy, Hollywood officer' and dl
rector. Broidy picked up 3,000
shares of $1 par common—for a
total of 7,900 shares—and disclosed
purchases made In May of 3,300
shares of the same stock, plus hold-
ing of 11,129 options for common.
In addltln. Monogram Pictures, Inc.
was shown as owner of 500 shares of
the $1 par papers.
Contrasted with Its purchases of

RKO, Atlas Corp. shuffled off 88?
shares of Keith-Albee-Orpheum 7%
cumulative convertible preferred to
retain 2,618 of same. American Co.,
was shown as owner of 3,500 shares
of the papers at the end of June.

PROLIFIC EDDIE SMALL
Expected io Snpply 33% of UA's

'41-42 Program

Edward Small during 1941-42 Is
expected to account lor at least one-
third of United Artists product In-
die producer has seven pictures
lined up, with one completed and
one about 90% finished. 'Interna-
tional Lady,' already in cans, will
be released by UA in late Septem-
ber, while 'Corsiean Brothers' will
be ready a month later.

After that, in the order they go
before the cameras, the pix are
'Twin Beds,' 'HeUotrope Harry,'
'Annie Rooney,' 'Wings Over China'
and one now being worked on but
stiU untitled.

Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

Show business here and through-

out the territory finally is sharing In

the general business upswing, ac-

coriling to circuit heads and individ-
ual exhibitors.

Prof. R. L. Kozelka, University of
Minnesota economist, reports that
Northwest business activity in July
hit a record high. His conclusions
are based on statistics covering the
fields of finance, production and dis-
tribution—statistics which go back
as far as 1919.

Seasonally adjusted. Prof. Ko-
zelka's statistics give a preliminary
index of 143.5 for July. This is

43.5% above the average for the five

years, 1935-39. The previous peak
was 141-7 for October, 1928.

The 'spectacular rise in grain ship-

ments during July' is cited by Prof.

Kozelka as a primary cause of the
unusual rise in the activity index
from June to July.

Clamoring for' lower film rentals,

independent exhibitor leaders in the

territory have been stressing the fact

that the Northwest is not getting

anywhere near a fair share of de-

fense spending because of com-
parative lack of war industries. They
also have complained that the draft,

enlistments and National Guard
transfers have taken away many of

their best customers. In this connec-

tion, they've pointed out the absence

of sizable army posts and training

camps in the territory.

U's Stock Activity Again

Hints Simplification

Of Corporate Structore

strength in Universal first pre-

ferred shares and common stock as

well as certificates for the common
in the stock market last week again

revived talk that company plans
calling in its outstanding first pre-
ferred. Also linked with these re-

ports in Wall street was another
that the common would be retired.

However, Universal denies that

there is any new development on
either stock, but that U for the

last two years or more has sought
corporate simplification so tliat only
one stock would remain outstanding.

Present indications are that Uni-
versal will work towards simplifica-

tion so that only Universal Corp.
common certificates remain cs the

sole stock in public hands. At pres-

ent there are 525,681 shares of this

issue outstanding. Fact that put-
and-call brokers In Wall Street have
been active lately in writing papers
on the certificates was the tip to

Wall Street that an advance In these

was coming. Climb of the certifi-

cates of three points in the last

month or so is based on strong earn-
ings of Universal plus expectation
that this stock may ultimately be in

a position to share morelnc^^py^

Recent quotations for U first pre-

ferred around $160 do not indi-

cate ' any immediate intention of

Universal to call in remaining
shares because the first preferred
Is Callable at $110 plus dividend ar-

rears, now amounting to about $68.

This would make the shares worth
$178, and possibly a higher price In

the market.
Universal has not brought any ad-

ditional shares Into the company
treasury via sinking fund operations
since last January. However, the

corporation has followed the letter

of' Its certificates of incorporation
requiring a certain amount to be set

side for such operations -when earn-
ings reach a certain point. Financial
policy of the company has been to

take new steps towards simplification

only when steady Income is certain

or reserves indicate , such moves
being warranted. Uncertainty of

foreign revenue for the time being
has made the company hold In abey-
ance any plan for rushing through
redemption of the first preferred.

Stevenson Subs Milestone
Hollywood. Aug. 26.

RKO picked Robert Stevenson as

director of 'Joan of Paris,' slated as

the Hollywood debut for Michelr
Morgan, French film star, starting in

mid-September with David Hemp-
stead as producer.

Originally slated to direct, Lewis
Milestone pulled out after differences
of opinion with Hempstead.
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Schads Suing

WB,W.&V..20th

Far Conspiracy

Philadelphia, Aug. 28.

A suit for $750,000 triple dam-

Bses was filed in U. S. District Court

Friday (23) by Schad Theatres,

Beading, against 20th-Fox, the Wil-

mer & Vincent and the Warner

Bros, interests, charging the defend-

ants had entered into a conspiracy

to harm the plaintiffs' theatre be.

cause they had refused to cut War.

ners* renUl for the house. It is the

largest amount of damages asked in

any film anti-trust in PhlUy courts

up to now. The plaintiffs, Harry J.

Schad and Sallie R. Schad, operate

the Astor, Reading. Wilmer & Vin-

cent Corp. control the Embassy and

BiU in that city. The Stanley-War-

ner Co. operates the Warner there.

This is the case as outlined by

the brief filed by State Senator.

Harry Shapiro, Schad's attorney:

1. Stanley-Warner leased the As-

tor (built at a cost of $900,000) in

1929 and operated It until May, 1941.

During that time the house was op-

erating as a flrst-run house show-

ing only class A pictures. Among
these were one-half of all 20th-Fox

product.

2. In Novemlper, 1940, six months

prior to the termination of the

lease. Warner requested the Schads,

who had acquired title to the house

In 1935, to renew the lease but at

a lower rental. When the owners

declined, Warners warned them that

if they persisted In this stand, WB
would not only refuse to sell them
product, but would also get Fox
to stop selling them its product and

to sell away to Wilmer & Vincent's

house.

3. After the plaintiffs' refusal to

renew the lease under Warners'

terms, the defendants then entered

Into 'unlawful combination' in the

following manner, the ScTiads con

tend:

(a) Warner sublet the State, op-

erated by a Wilmer & Vincent sub.

sidiary, and renamed it the War
ner. (Schads claim the house is

in poor physical condition and in

ferior to the Astor).

(b) Warner renewed its lease on

the Arcadia and sublet It to Wilmer
St Vincent. (This house, too, is

dilapidated, according to the plain-

tiffs).

(c) Warners then—'by virtue of

the monopolistic control and co.

ercive power it exercises over ex-

changes in the Philadelphia area'—

compelled Fox to terminate the As.

tor's franchise and sold its product

to Wilmer & Vincent's Embassy and
Hitz.

(d) Wilmer 4c Vincent con

aequently is overbuying product

which is either not being exhibited

or dissipated.

As a result, the plaintiffs charge
the Astor has been unable to ob
tain product to replace that taken

prived of the right to bargain fo.-

film 'In a free, competitive and
untrammelled market.'
Actual damages suffered, accord-

ing to the plaintiffs, is $250,000 with
the triple amount asked under the

anti-trust laws. The plaintiffs also

ask that a preliminary injunction
be granted restraining Fox from
selling away from the Astor.

In addition to the $750,000 the

Schads are asking interest from the
date of filing of the suit plus costs

and a 'reasonable' attorney fees.

Named as defendants beside Fox
and Wilmer & Vincent, are the
Berks Amus. Co., a W&V subsidiary;
Warner Bros. Pictures, Warner Bros.

Circuit Management, Warner Bros.

Theatres, Stanley 'Co. of America,
and Vitagraph, Inc.

INFANTILE EPDEMIC

HTTS ST. JOHN, N. B.

St. John, N. B., Aug. 28.

Infantile paralysis is back as a

threat to theatre patronage in the

provinces. A concession that the

situation is very alarming is the de-

cision of the New Brunswick school
authorities to postpone reopening of

the public schools for two weeks,
from Sept 2 to 16, with probability

of further postponement if condi-
tions are not reassuring.

The epidemic is gaining volume
and health officials are unable to

cope with the spread, which is ac-

companied by numerous deaths.

Thus far, there has been no edict

against theatre attendance by chil-

dren such as prevailed just four
years ago, and which lasted over
two months. However, there is a
likelihood that a similar ban will be
announced soon if the spread of the
polio is not checked. In the mean-
while, there is a tendency on the

part of parents to halt or reduce the
patronage of screen shows by their

offspring as a precautionary meas-
ure.

A Little Detail

Detroit, Aug. '26.

It may have been a little thing

but—
Ray Moon, general manager of

Mutual Theatres, and Jack Krass
have to postpone the opening of

their Main theatre in Royal Oak,
nearby suburb. Invitations had
been sent out three days before
the house's scheduled opening
when it was discovered that be-
cause of defense priorities it was
Impossible to get hinges for the
doors.

Debut was postponed because
you can't open a house until you

.

can close it.

Lawyer, Koppeiberger

Examined in Sequel

To LaCrosse-Par Suit

Milwaukee, Aug. 26.

Frank Koppeiberger, v.p. and g.m

of LaCrosse Theatres, Inc., whose

$1,470,000 antitrust suit against Para

mount, 20th-Fox, United Artists,

Minnesota Amus. Co. and Wellworth

Theatres Corp. was thrown out of

Federal court when he and William

Burford, president, failed to appear

as witnesses, was given an adverse

examination here this past week be.

fore Court Commissioner Morris

Stern. This is preliminary to a jury

trial in LaCrosse, Wis., in October

of the suit brought against the firm

by Robert A. Hess, Milwaukee at.

torney, for approximately $13,000

allegedly due him for fees in the

case.

Koppeiberger claims Hess was
negligent in prosecuting the case,

while Hess, also adversely examined,

claims the negligence was on the

other side, and that both Koppei-

berger and Burford could have ap-

peared in court if they had really

wanted to.

COL HARRY L LONG'S

CHAIN OF DRIVE-INS

Louisville, Aug. 26.

Town's first drive-in theatre Is

scheduled to open Friday (29)

operated by Harry E. Long, who

wasmanarer of^

and Herbert J. Ochs, for 17 years an

executive in the eastern sales di-

vision of Warner Bros. Col. Long
opened his first drive-in theatre in

Toledo May 9 and biz was so grati-

fying that promoters immediately

optioned sites for 14 additional sites.

Being aware of the tremendous

improvement in Louisville business

conditions, Long decided to give

priority to the Louisville drive-in

venture and open at once.

WHODUNIT TO HEBB LEEDS
Hollywood, Aug. 28.

Herbert I. Leeds draws the direc
tor chore on the Michael Shayne
detective yarn, 'Blue, White and Per-
fect,' at 20th-Fox. slated to roll Sept
22.

Lloyd Nolan Is set for the starring
role.

Stole an Organ
Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Six West Philly youths were
rounded up by police last week
charged with stealing . a $6,000
pipe organ—piece by piece—from
the shuttered Baltimore theatre, and
selling the parts for junk.
The house closed July 20 for re

pairs.

U. S. Nixes Detroit's Dream Of

Legal (Patriotic) OK on Banko

Detroit, Aug. 28.

Uncle Sam, even under the guise

of patriotism, isn't going to encour-
age bank nights revived under the

cloak of national defense bond give-

aways. At least be isn't going to en-
courage theatres to skirt the fringes

of the lottery laws in states where
such hypoes to business are banned.
Theatres edged in that direction

here after the State Fair came up

with one device. To boost its at-

tendance the Michigan fair hera
announced it was putting dockers on
the turnstUes and each 50,000th per-
son through the gate was going to ba
presented with a $25 Defense Bond.
It seemed like a nifty idea to tha
theatre men, who felt they were on
the friendly side of the Govern-
ment already with their sale of

(Continued on page 27)

4 Raleigh Negroes Held

In 12G Theatre Fraud

Raleigh, N. C, Aug. 28.

Four Negroes, employed by the

Ambassador theatre at Raleigh as

cashier, doorman, janitor and relief

cashier at the. Negro entrance and

balcony, have been arrested on

charges of embezzling at least $12,-

587.45 in ticket fees from the com-

pany in a period of over three years,

detectives have revealed.

The employees, Inez Cumbo, 20,

cashier; Herman White, 34; Charlie

Brown, 30; and Telphair McCnm-
mon, 30, who also worked at the

State theatre, have admitted taking

and reselling tickets in a 'four-agree-

ment deal' for from 15 months in the

case of McCrimmon, to over three

years in the case of Inez Cumbo,

according to detectives W. G. Mad-

drey and A. G. Scarborough who in-

vestigated the case.

WHAT A fETTINC / WHAT A PICTUIIE /

• Scintillating Sonja Henie and John Payne, skiing, skating,

romancing to Glen Miller's new hit tunes, with Milton Berle.Lynn

Barn and a magnificent cast in a great picture—unfolding all the

glamour and entertainment that is Sun Valley, America's year

'round sports center.

For winter holiday or summer vacation ... or for the finest hunting

and fishing still to be found in these United States ... Sun Valley

is truly a "serenade" of outdoor fun and good living. Fall visitors

will find accommodations at picturesque Challenger Inn to be

moderately priced, meals delicious and inexpensive. See "Sun Valley

Serenade" for sparkling entertainment . . . visit Sun Valley, Idaho,

for a good time, any time.

WINTER SPORTfiuMDIII A fUMMSR fUH
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countless comedies in

innumerabie tlieatres—

but we've never heard any

audience laugh louder or

longer than a packed
house did at Proctor's

New Rochelle the other

night! You'll know what

we mean when you play it!
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1st Army Training Pix
^Continued from pige 7;

time probably is going to drive more
U::ir\ a few soldiers nuts.

Pictures shown the Washington

press men included 'Sex Hygiene,'

made by 20th-Fox; 'Pioneer Equip-

jnent" (knot-tieing), Samuel Gold-

wyn; 'Basic Principles of Skiing'

i20th); The 60 MM. Mortar' (Re-

public); and 'Military Courtesy and

Customs of the Service,' (20th).

Same Tconnlqae
Screenwriting technique in vir-

tually all of them is the same—intro-

duce a recruit in the film to whom
the instructor gives the lesson, in-

stead of having teacher speak di-

rectly to the audience. Aside from

its monotony, the defect of that tech-

nique is that the introduction of the

second party leaves the actual

soldier who must learn from the

film nothing but a bystander. It

gives him the unconscious idea that

this i.sn't meant for him at all and

ho'U just let Joe up there, in the

picture learn about life or a trench

mortar or whatever else the film's

about.

The sugarcoating has one major

value, of course; it provides a rea-

son for a variety of camera angles.

On the other hand, in the simplest

picture of the bunch, Goldwyn's on
knot-tieing, which goes at the sub-

ject straight off, the observer re-

members the knots, while in the

gilded pix he remembers the gilt and
forgets the essentials. The oppor-

tunity isn't as good for concentrat-

ing.

John Ford^s Hygiene Pic

Best of the five, by far, is 'Sex

Hygiene.' directed by John Ford.

Designed to scare hell out of a re-

cruit and at the same time give him
certain instruction, it serves its pur-
pose admirably. With a head start

jn that he has subject matter of more
than passing interest. Ford uses a
classroom full of soldiers to whom a
doctor is lecturing as the locale for

his Aim. He punctuates it with close

lips of the faces of various boys in the

on-screen audience and makes the

'extraneous party' technique seem to

serve a real purpose.

Skiing pic, made by Darryl
Zanuck, who's somewhat of a fellow

with the hickories himself, is a

terrific bore—at least to the layman.

That was apparently recognized by
the Army, which eliminated the

middle part of it at the press screen-

ing. Goes into minor details much
too slowly, although to a neophyte
skiier that probably would be more
advantageous than not.

Worst
Worst of the pix from any stand-

point, however, was 'Military
Courtesy.' Major subject is the

proper way to salute In various sit

nations—which seems to be a heavy
load of tripe at best—and it is

dressed up in a screenplay that even
the draftee from darkest Arkansaw
will recognize as right out of his

own cornAeld. '. . .Lad Joins the Army
and writes to his grandfather, who
served in the Spanish-American con-
flict, what he learns each day.,
then flashback from the letter to

lad learning It. .. .grandfather at

home practicing it, too.

Films screened were representa-
tive ones from the 100 reels,^ ap-
proximately 100,000 feet, of traming
pix already completed for'the Army
in Hollywood. Approximately 40

more reels are now in production,
in addition to about 250 reels now
being produuced by the Signal Corps
at its labs at Fort Monmouth, N.J.,

and Wright Field, Dayton, O.
Zannck'i Unit

Hollywood product is made by the
Research Council of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in

conjunction with the Signal Corps.
Zanuck, a lieutenant colonel in the
Signal Corps Reserve, is chairman of
the Research Council. On active
duty last week, he was to greet the
Washington press men.
Research (Council enters the- scene

after initial requirements for a film
are dawn up by the War Depart-
ment. Working through the Screen
Writers Guild, the Council assigns
scriptwriters to dramatize the ma-
terial required for instruction. After
War Dept. approval of the screen-
play, the Council assigns the picture
to one of the Hollywood studios.
Army technical advisers are con-
tinually present during shooting, of
course. Topnotch directors, writers
and players are donating their work
on the pix and studios shoot them
On basis of payment only for actual
money-out-of-pocket, with no over-,
head charge.
One of the most interesting points

of the demonstration was a sound
track simulating noises on a battle-
field, which recruits will be sub-
jected to in order to harden them to

the real thing. Army claims it has
information that a Jccrtairr foreign
power'—guess who— is using devices
'to accentuate the noises of battle to
induce a fear psychosis in opposing
personnel." The 'opposing personnel'
gets so . frightened at the terrific noise
that it just lies down and doesn't
fight, says the Army.
So Uncle Sam's nephews will be

prepared by long subjections to the
worst possible ear-beating. In ad-
dition, thej will learn to distinguish
what kind of gun or field piece or
shell makes each noise. The knowl-
edge tends to ward oA" some of the
fright. Arrangements have even
been made to record the sound of
projectiles striking a lank as heard
by the men inside.

Sound track is being made by
Lieut. Jack Clink, of the Signal
Corps., formerly a sound technician
at Metro.

ZANUCK'S ARMY STATUS

Lleut.-Col. In Signal Corps Reserve

Actively On Duty

Washington, Aug. 25.

Darryl F. Zanuck, clearing up con-

flicting reports about his status in

the Army, declared here last" week
that he is devoting approxiiriately

one week in each five to active duty^

He holds a commission as a lieuten-

ant-colonel in the Signal Corps Re-

serve.

20th-Fox production head has been

doing duty at the Army War C'-
lege here, although he may be as-

signed to other locales later. He
arrived in Washington last Thurs-
day (21) for a tour of service and
greeted newspapermen at a preview
of Hollywood-made Army Training
films, some of which he produced.
He also had a major hand in se-
lecting those to be shown the cor-
respondents.

Army Camp Cinemas Want Qm'cker

Clearances; Product Now Too Old

Inside Stutf-Pictures

Arnold Weeks, of Scituate, Mass., got motion pictures of President
Roosevelt returning on the Presidential yacht from his meeting with
Winston Churchill, and figured he had a newsreel scoop. As far as known
his films were the only unposed ones of the President after the historic
meeting, but his exclusive was short-lived when.lt was found that the
16-millimeter motion pictures in color could not be enlarged for usage in
newsreels. Weeks had submitted them to Paramount News.
Aside from the fact that it is virtually impossible to- 'blow up* 16-mm.

color films for 35-mm. motion pictures, lab technicians discovered the
prints to be too 'blurred by the chq?py sea from which Weeks photo-
graphed his 'epic' films to make suitable theatre showings. They have
been returned to Weeks, who values them personally.

Howard Hughes' picture, "The Outlaw,' which is to be okayed by the
Hays office as soon as certain cuts are made, is being trimmed even more
by several' states censorship boards. Understood that the Hughes office

wanted to try out the film with several typically tough state censorship
boards and see how they reacted as compared to the trims laid down by
the Hays PCA, idea being that If it got by this might Influence the Hays
ofl'ice later.

"

'The Outlaw' deletions suggested by the Haysian PCA were, .appealed by
the producer to the MPPDA directors. This group backed up the PCA
and suggested additional cuts.

Action on preferred dividend* and possibly on the common shares
likely will come before the Paramount directors' meeting scheduled for
Wednesday (Sept. 3). No announcement regarding ' action on calling in
preferred stock into the company's treasury is anticipated because Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the executive committee, is absent from New York
on a month's cruise.

If any divvy action is taken, indications are that this would include
common shares as well as the two preferred issues because Par Is earning
far in excesis of the 40c paid already this year.

Overlooked by the legal observers of the Will Hays office in Washington,
up pops a 'sleeper' which may cost the film industry an extra $3,000,000 in
taxes. The bill, passed through the lower House and now up to the Senate,
calls for a 10% levy on all film stocks and studio equipment, meaning all

types of motion picture film, still photo film, cameras,^ lenses, photo paper
and other essentials. With stocks currently on hand and likely to be used
in the future making of pictures, producers figure the payoff will run to

at least $3,000,000 a year if the bill is not clipped in its present form in the
Senate. Hays office hopes to get the levy reduced, or dropped entirely.

Dunningcolor has completed three color release prints of 'Broken
Treaties,' first In a series of liistorical shorts featuring Raymond Gram
Swing as commentator, produced by Cartoon Films, Ltd., and released by
Columbia. Prints of the subject, now in Columbia exchanges for current
release in major theatres, were processed in the Dunningcolor Hollywood
plant and delivered to exchanges two weeks ahead of distribution require-

ments. Initial theatrical use of Dunningcolor by Columbia-Cartoon Films
now makes a second three-color photographic method available to the

industry for production purposes.

Heavy production anfl a resultant shortage of sound stages on the 20th-

Fox lot has pushed the start of the next Charlie Chan picture, 'Castle in

the Desert,' back 10 weeks from its original starting date, Sept. 19. Most
of the congestion is due to 'Son of Fury,' which will occupy five, stages,

and 'Hot Spot,' requiring two and part of a third.

Like thrifty squirrels storing up supplies for stormy days, Hollywood's

film studios have been gathering huge lots of lumber, hardware, plyboard

and other building materials in anticipation of ai shortage in days to come.
Producers are also using old stuff, particularly galvanized metals, which
are much in demand for defense.

Republic's feature production, 'Mercy Island,' lists only six players for

screen credits, owing to the fact that most of the shooting was dona on
one of the keys in Florida, with a minimum number of principals in the

cast. Sextet consists of Gloria Dickson,. Ray Mlddleton, Otto Kruger, Don
Douglas, Forrester Harvey and Terry_ Kilburn.

Dorothy Lamour's status as a brunet star at Paramount resulted In a

cbange of hair for Patricia Morison, born with raven tresses but now a
blonde for her next co-starring role opposite Preston Foster in Th* Morn-
ing After.' Miss Morison's midnight locks have not only been re-colored

but bobbed.

Meredith Wilkon, the Maxwell House Coffee maestro, who scored The
Little Foxes' for Samuel Goldwyn (RKO), was omitted from the salient

credits in the recent Varictt review, having contributed a highly com-
petent score. His score for 'The Great Dictator' for Chaplin (UA) brought
him to Goldwyn's attention.

Charles Herbert (Herb) Miller, for the past four years assignment and
contact man for Pathe News in Washington, has been appointed assistant

to Robert Collyer, head of OEM Information Division's Newsreel Unit
Miller's government job will be pretty much the same as his former work
except that now he will be watching defense news for all five newsreels.

Appeasement is evident in the strife between the Hearst newspapers and
RKO, which began with the filming of 'Citizen Kane.' Columnists on the

Los Angeles Hearst dailies have been using RKO stories tor the first time
in months. Meanwhile, 'Citizen Kane' is still in the doghouse.

Washington, Aug. 25.

Confabs here between officials of
the Army Motion Picture Service
and the major companies are- ex-
pected to cut down some of the
clearance being demanded by the
distribs before films play camp thea-
tres. Lateness of pictures in reach-
ing certain Army posts because of
what AMPS execs feel is 'exhorbit-
ant' clearance has been a sore spot
with many soldiers, as well as with
their civilian friends and relatives,
and with War Department execs.

Army, as its part of the bargain
to bring down the amount of protec-
tion given exhibs in nearby towns,
is offering to prohibit civilian at-
tendance entirely at theatres on
cantonments. Only persons who
could attend would be enlisted men
and officers and wives and children
who are officially dependent on
them as shown by Army records on
subsistence allowances l>eing paid

This is a tightening of present
practice which merely seeks to dis-
courage civilian patronage. As It is

now, a soldier can take his gal to
the carrip filmery by payinf? a sum
epual to the highest admish pre-
vailing at theatres in towns near the
reservation. In the event there are
no houses to judge by, he pays 5c
more than the regular admish.
which means it costs him. a quarter
for the femme Instead of the 20c hp
pays (14c If he buys a book of 10
tickets)

.

33% For Film RenUI
Despite strong attendance at the

30 theatres, now
.
operated by the

AMPS, officials declare there^have
been no profits yet. Proceeds (aside
from the approximately 33%%
going for film rental ' and ' a like
amount to the recreation furid of the
camp where the particular theatre
is located) are used to equip new
houses. Army provides the AMPS
only with four walls and the
benches. The Motion Picture Ser-
vice, which gets no appropriation
from Congress, then must provide
projection and other equipment. It
is all of first quality and the jump
in a year from 85 to 380 houses, with
the end not yet in sight, has taken
a big chunk of coin.

If and when spare coin does ap-
pear on the horizon—which isn't
expected to be too long now—
AMPS hopes to start replacing
wooden benches with regular thea-
tre chairs. It will Uke a tremen-
dous amount of money with seating

capacity now at 250,000. AMPS
officials feel, however, that soldiers
will prefer that to a possible admish
reduction of 2c or 3c which other-
wise could be made to eliminate the
profit that the Service is not per-
mitted to make.

USO THEATRE DRIVE ALL

SET TO START SEPT. 1

Enrollments to date for the film
industry's United Service Organiza-
tion campaign, which starts Labor
Day (1), indicate the most success-
ful drive in the history of the film
business, according to Joseph Bern-
hard, chairman. More than 8,400
theatre; already have been enrolled,
although the campaign's start Is

nearly a week away.
Highlights of the film Industry

USO drive are that every theatre
on Broadway and all circuits in tha
N.Y. exchange area will participate
without a single exception.

lATSE's Co-op
Chicago, Aug. 26.

lATSE in this district will co-
operate 100% with the USO drive.
Has guaranteed the theatrical com-
mittee of the USO here that tha
lATSE,' both tor stagehands and opr
erators, will charge no overtima
during the days of the USO driva
collections in theatres in this dis-
trict.

First $10,OOP for USO
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Check for $10,000, film industry's
first return in its campaign for the
United Service Organization, was
turned over to Dr. A. H. Giannini,
general chairman for Southern Cali-
fornia, by the Hollywood chairman,
Frank Flynn.

Final returns, Plynn predicted,
^iU double the quota set.

Lady BlondeO

Hollywood, Aug. 28.

Joan Blondell checks in at - Re-
public Sept. 2 as femme lead in
'Lady For a Night,' with Ray Middle-
ton playing the male romantic role.
Director is Leigh Jason, Albert J.

Cohen producing.

New York Theatres
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Here it is! The greatest

impropaganda picture that

ever kidded the panzers oflF

the Nazis! Colossal? What

a puny word! Terrific? An

understatement ! Funny?

The word loses its meaning!"

"... and I thought

monkeys wero th«

cwazieit people!"
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NEWSREEL COS.

IN FEUD OVER

CLEARANCE

Newsreel boys are flghting again

over the alleged mishandling of Aus-

tralian war pictures, this time be-

cause Pathe . and Movietone have

been given a full week's clearance

over the other two U. S. reels.

Recent fuss was kicked up by

Pathe oyer the vivid Tobruk siege

story which the Anzac Intelligence

Service released simultaneously to

all five American newsreels. Pathe

protested so sharply that the Aussie

government agency ruled that Cine-

sound and Movietone, both with lo-

cal setups in Australia, must receive

government's coverage of the Anzac

forces one week ahead of any other

reel. Cinesound has a deal with

Pathe, which means that both Pathe

and Movietone have a virtual ex-

clusive on this material because the

ether three American reels will not

use material a week old.

Action was taken despite the fact

that David Bailey, of the Australian

Information Bureau, New Yprk, pre-

viously had set up an impartial pol-

icy which called for the simultan-

eous release of all Australian gov-

ernment footage simultaneously in

N. Y.

The thing the other newsreels

can't comprehend about the new
clearance ruling is why any favor-

itism should be shown for - one or

two reels over the others when it

Is all Aussie government-made film,

paid for by Anzac taxpayers' coin

and designed as favorable propa-

ganda for the courageous Anzac
fighting forces. Newsreel editors

claim the material is perhaps the

best to come out of the current war;

hence, they fail to see Why this rul-

ing favoring two above> the other

three reels was made.

Strange part about the Tobruk ma-
terial from which the present rul-

ing stems is that Paramount's cov-

erage was -the only one to give the

Australian Intelligence Service

credit, and this apparently irked Pa-

the. Par used Jan Yindrich, United

Press correspondent who'd been on

the scene, as commentator.

U.S. Nixes Detroit
^Continued from page 23;

stamps and bonds at the boxoffice.
Certainly the local authorities
wouldn't get tough about lottery if

Uncle Sam flashed the go sign on
bond giveaways. Besides the State
Fair was setting a precedent.

Exhibitors had some rosy dreiims,
including the idea that they could
bust down prejudice against such
devices by helping the Government
and get in line on other disguised
'bank nights' which would let them
whittle down the heavy competing
attendance at the okayed church
bingo here. They planned to dupli-

cate the State Fair trick, a bond for

each 10,000th customer or putting

names behind numbers on attend-
ance for a subsequent drawing.
However, it was all blitzed when

the heads of the defense stamp and
bond sales indicated they weren't
going to sanction busting of extant

laws.

4 TRADESHOWS

IN ONE DAY

TOO MUCH

Preferred Diwy For

Cons, in '41 Up to $1

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,

heavy stockholder in Republic Pic-

tures, declared a 25c dividend on its

$2 preferred shares last week. This
makes $1 that has been declared or
paid on this stock in 1941. Divvy
is payable, on account of accumula-
tions, on Oct. 1 to stock on record
Sept. 10.

Consolidated preferred will have
$9.75 in arrears owing on these

shares after payment of this divi-

dend.

Oriental, Chi, Gearance Beef

Against B.&K.; Other Complaints

r™p warner-saxe

setup; mirisch towb

Stadiom's Invasion Of

I.W. Rodgers Ciiain

Starts TheatreW
St. Louis, Aug. 26.

An invasion of Caruthersville,

Mo., where the I. W. Rodgers Circuit

which operates a large chain of

flicker houses in Southeastern Mis-
souri and Southern iTlinois has a

virtual monopoly by the recently

organized New Stadium Theatre Co.,

will be met by the Rodgers enter-

prise who will erect a larger and
more costly flicker house. The New
Stadium Theatre Co., the principal

owners of which are E. R. Gillett,

Memphis, Tennessee, Scott Carey,
Deering, Mo., and G. Carey, Paris,

Ky., have awarded a contract for

the erection of a new 1,000-seater

to cost approximately $40,000.

That info had no sooner become
-Jfnflwn. jHhen. the Rodgers Circuit .let

a contract for a 1,200-seater to cost

an estimated $50,000. The Rodgers
Circuit is expected to shutter either
its Bijou or Rodgers when the new
house lights up.

WB's Ft. Myers. FU., Hoase

Fort Myers, Fla., Ailg. 26.

All the fanfare attendant to a big
premiere has been arranged for the
gala opening of 'the Lee, 600-seat
house to show Warner Bros, product,
tomorrow night (Aug. 27). The
house is owned and operated by
Herb Copelan, who recently re-
signed as zone manager of Warner
theatres in AUantic City.
City and county officials will at-

tend the opening which will be
emceed by Ronald Halgrim, city ed-
itor of the Fort Myers News Press.
Mayor pro tern H. C. Case will make
the dedicatory speech over radio
station WFTM. Jack Goldsnvth, of
WB, is handling details.

Determining that four pix in one
day are too much for any exhib,

Metro has spread its next trade-

shows in New York over two days,

conforming with its practice In all

the rest of the country but Phila-

delphia. 'Married Bachelor' and
Smilin' Thru' will be shown in the

morning and repeated in the after-

noon of Sept. 11. 'Female of the

Species' and 'Honky 'Tonk' will be

dittoed on Sept. 12.

Philly exchange is screening one
pic a day for four successive days,

starting Sept. 9.

Harry Buckley to S.F.

To Straighten Ont UA's

Takeover of UA Theatre

San Francisco, Aug. 26.

Hitch apparently' developed over the

weekend in the deal by which United

Actists was to acquire a 50% interest

In the United Artists theatre there.

Hurried trip here by plane of Harry

D. Buckley, UA v.p. who is to han-

dle the company's theatre interests,

is believed to be In an attempt to

salvage the floundering negotiations.

Deal for the house called for Joe

Blumenfeld and J. D. McNerny, UA
exchange manager here, to be equal

partners with UA In its operation.

Blumenfeld and McNerny are part-

ners in a number of other situations.

House was to be acquired from Her-

man Cohen, who billed himself 'the

last independent first-run operator in

America,' at a reputed $150,000.

Hitch apparently developed from

the fact that the deal was originally

made on a loose, oral basis without

going into too much detail. Diffi-

culty arose when the lawyers started

getting down to cases.

So far as can be learned, the house

will not reopen Thursday (28), after

a summer layoff, with 'Major Bar-

bara' as planned, or will do so under

the- eotriinued ownership of Cohen-.-

It was reported today (Tuesday) that

newspaper adds, billboards end the

services of the house staff had been

cancelled. Ads, which started in pa-

pers yesterday, incidentally, plugged

two features. House has always been

single-bill in past.

Cohen had UA product at the

house and it appears h« offered the

property to Blumenfeld some time

ago, but latter turned it down be-

cause he could get no assurance he

could keep the UA franchise. Then
UA interest in the house developed,

and Blumenfeld, McNerny and UA
pooled their interests.

Blumenfeld recently acquired the

Orpheum and Esquire, downtown,
giving him three first-run situations

on the main stem if the UA deal

jelled. He would then become
threat to Fox-West Coast, which has

four first-runs (one a moveover).

• Milwaukee, Aug. 26.

While the recent split-up of the

Warner-Saxe theatres, effective Sept,

2, resulted in Fox Wisconsin Amu.
Corp. getting three de luxe nabes

—

Uptown, Garfield and Modjeska

—

another deal, concluded this past

week, adds two other deluxers, the

Oriental and Tower, to Warner
Bros, newly setup string. These key
houses, owned by the M. L. Annen-
berg interests, have been operated
for Annenberg by Harold L. Mirisch
for several years past

Mirisch is said to be slated for a

place in the Warner organization

starting Sept. 1, and on the same
date Milton Harmon, until now with
Warner-Saxe, becomes district man-
ager for the Fox group.

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Loop picture and clearance situa-

tion is ready to break wide open
again with the Oriental filing suit

before the consent decree board here
asking for an investigation into the
clearance which is being held over
the Oriental by Balaban & Katz and
other theatres. Harold Costello,

chief of the Iroquois Management
Corp., which is now handling the
Oriental for the owners, forwarded a

request for an arbitration on the
Oriental's grievances and Its indi-

cated that » hearing will be held as

soon as possible due to the general
recognition by the show business
leaders that the Oriental and loop
situation is one of the important
spots in the entire industry. It is a
poiifit that has been a sore spot for

years.

Clearance places 18 theatres in

Chicago ahead of the Oriental, some
houses being located far out in the

neighborhoods, and many built long
after the Oriental. Oriental is now
running in the 'C week of pre-re-
lease, behind such houses as the

McVickers, Uptown, Tivoli, Marbro,
Harding and others which are newer
and smaller and without the history

or importance in Chi picture busi-

ness.

Bud Harris* Beef
Detroit, Aug. 26.

First case to be filed with the
Arbitration Board here since Febr-

uary and first brought by an up-
State Michigan exhibitor, complaint
was filed here against five compan-
ies on behalf of the Drayton theatre,

at Drayton Plains. Case was
brought by David Newman, theatri-
cal attorney and exhibitor, on be-
half of Bud Harris who opened th«
Drayton six weeks ago.

Case, actually, is only the second
one to be brought since JuUus and
Milt London filed the first action
in February, although setting up
two separate cases for two Detroit
houses, the Booth and Mldtown.
This double-headed case was settled
amicably by the exhibitors and the
producers before Irvin Yachness,
assigned as clerk of the Michigan A
group.

Latest action names all five com-
panies under section eight and
charges the customary unreasonable
clearance. Harris alleges that in his
new house he must follow a week
behind the second-run In nearby
Pontiac, which comes 60 days after
the first-run. He wants his clear-
ance reduced from 67 days to seven.

His point in the action is that
while his house is only five miles
from Pontiac, similar small towns
within a 30-mile area are getting
their pictures a week after the Pon-
tiac first-run.

Unique feature of the case is that
it is the first to name an affiliated

circuit, Butterfleld, which operates
all the Pontiac theatres.

Frets' Second In Vlotorlm

Victoria, Texas, Aug. 26.

Ruben Frels opened another unit
known as the Victoria. He also op-
erates the Uptown here.

K. Lee WillUms' AddlUon
Hooks, Texas, Aug. 26.

New house here underway to be

operated by the K. Lee' WllliamV.

Remodeling Qulnn bldg. which will

house the new theatre. New house

I
will be known as the Lone Star.
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Motion Picture Theatres Drive
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NATIONAL U.S.O. CAMPAIGN
Paranounl BuUdlac ISOl Broadway, New York Qty

August 25, 19A1.

TO mr FELLOW v^yr^BTTf^pB

In the next few days you will be making final,
arrangements for U.6.0. Theatre Week. The Drive
officially begins next Monday, Labor Day. However,
those theatres which start their week on Thursday or
Friday, etc. may start showing the U.S.O. trailer on
their opening day this week.

Khile you are making these arrangements, let
your mind slip back 24. years ago when TOU were in the
service, or had relations and friends wearing the uniform
of Oacle Sam. Just try to recall how you felt about
having some wholesome recreation at the end of a hard day
Just try to remember how much you wanted some good, clean
fun, away from barracks, biking and maneuvers.

I am sure you will want to help the boys of
•41 as you wanted to be helped in 1917. To do this -
you will run the U.S.O. trailer at every performance.
Tou will spot it away from the break of your show, when
most of jrour patrons are seated and can be reached by the
collection basket. Tou will collect in the audience
because you get the most money that way. Tou will keep
the house lights up vintil the colleetibn basket Tfeaches
the last row.

For the honor of our industry which has so
generously cooperated In helping other causes, for your
own satisfaction as an American - together with the
thousands of other exhibitors throughout the country j»ho
are uniting during Labor Day Veek - let's make sure we
will collect all the people want to give.

Up to date, we have the largest exhibitor
enrollment in the annals of the Industry. Now - let's
make It the greatest collection in mgvle history. Let's
do a man-size Job for our boys in uniform.

Sincerely yours,

/TOBEPH BERHHARD,
v/ Chairman.

V. S. O. THEATRE WEEK . BECINMNC SEPTEMBER 1m, 1941

urns DO A VAN^IZB JOB rOR THE MES IN VNIFOHM t
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Youthbuflders Folds CBS Series

When Net Refuses to Submit To

Kid Tastes With Teppier Show

ONE HAM FINDS WAY

Makes FCC Take Notice Via Squawk
Put on Wax

Wednesday, August 27, 1941

Youthbuilders, Inc., a non-profit

organization devoted to helping the

young In the country recognize their

opportunities and responsibilities un
der democracy, has folded the 'You

Decide' series on CBS because the

network wouldn't agree to pepping

up the program with comedy and
a kid m.c. Columbia execs felt that

the show's highbrow pattern ought
to be retained.

Youthbuilders had made a survey

of public school youngsters and

found that the. series, which drama-
tized tough decisions that contem-
porary personalitiies have had to

make, was away above their heads

and that they preferred something
that was peppy, funny and entertain-

ing.

As the program stood, the organi-

zation decided, It was getting a se-

lective audience at the expense of

neglecting its direct contact work
with the masses of school children.

Survey^ Discloses

High Percentage

Of Ad Influence

CBS research department has just

completed a survey among the net-

work's personnel on gasoline buy-
ing habits for the J. Stirling Get-
schell agency, which has the So-
cony-Vacuum account The results

showed what the department
thought was a siirprislngly large
score for tradework recognition, and
indicated that there was still a 20%
margin, of consumer wliose buying
Inclinations could be strictly got to

by advertising. This 20% repre-
sented those who didn't know what
influenced, them In their gas purr
chases.

It was foimd that the car owners
who did their buying according
to convenience, that Is, the . pump

f happened to be in or nearby their
garages, constituted slglhtly under
40% of the totaL

BENNY ON WAX

FOR COAST

AIRING

DUPONT HOLDS

'CAVALCADE'

DuPont Is keeping 'Cavalcade of
America' after all. Account and
agency, B.B.D.&O., have dropped all

talk about replacing this series with
another program. The decision to
stick to 'Cavalcade' came after con-
sideralile time had been spent on
submitting 'Ah, Wilderness' to the
account

'Cavalcade' Is on the NBC-Red
Monday nights.

MIIUGAN NEW RADIO

HEAD FOR AGCY.

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Lawrence Milligan, who recently
lexited Blackett-Sample-Hummert
'agency, where ' he was account ex-
ecutive on Procter & Gamble, parti-
cularly Oxydol, on Sept 15 joins the
Sherman & Marquette agency here
as one of the top execs.

Milligan will be in complete
charge of radio department opera
tions. He will supplant Henry Sel
Inger, who has been with the agency
for several years. Selinger, has, as
yet no future plans. '

Russe Made Easy
: . Salt Lake City, Aug. 26.

To help announcers with the dif-

ficult Russian place names, KSL.
starts this week a class In languages
for all station announcers who care
to invest their time. KSL has re-

tained Mrs. Grigg A. Perkins for a
weekly class of one hour in Russian,
With some French and German. .

Mrs. Perkins was educated at the
U. .of Petrograd and i3 the wUe of

the fpriner U: S. Consul in Norway.

Network Premieres
(Auff. 27-Sept 6)

'Family Hour,' classic-pop mu-
sic, with Gladys Swarthout
Deems Taylor, Ross Graham, Al
Goodman orch. Sundays, 5-5:45

p.m., CBS, Prudential insurance,

Benton & Bowles. Starts Aug.

31, origination New York.

'The Great Gildergleeve,'
comedy - drama, with Harold

Peary, Sundays, 6:30-7 p.m., NBC-
Red, Kraft Parakpeary marga-
rine, J. Walter Thompson.
Starts Aug. 31, originates Holly-

wood.
'First Nlghter,' drama, Tues-

days, 8:30-8:55 p.m., CBS, Cam-
pana (Italian balm), Aubrey,

Moore & Wallace. Returns Sept

2, origination Chicago.

Eddie Cantor, variety, with

Dinah Shore, Bert Gordon, Wed-
nesdays, 9-9:30 p.m., NBC-Red
(WEAF), Bristol-Myers, (Ipana,

Sal Hepatica), Young & Rubi-
cam. Returns Sept. 3, origina-

tion New York.
'Maxwell Honse Coffee Time,'

variety, with Frank Morgan,
Meredith Willson orch (and

Fannie Brice, starting Oct. 2),

Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m., NBC-Red
(WEAF), General Foods (Max-
well House coSee), Benton tt

Bowles. Resumes Sept 4, orig-

ination Hollywood.
'K n I o k e 1' boeker Playhonse,'

drama, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.,

NBC-Red (WEAF), Procter &
Gamble (Drene shampoo), Kast-
or. Returns Sept 6, origination

Chicago.

West Coast listeners will get a re-

corded version of the Jack Benny
show (Jell-0) when the comic re-

turns to NBC Sept 28, and the sta-

tions in that area carrying the pro-

gram will be those affiliated with the
Blue Network. The Benny program
is aired ^otherwise over the Red Net-
work.
When Benny signatured his cur-

rent agreement with General Foods
the. latter yielded to the comic's re-

quirement that the rebrodacast ar-

rangement which previously pre-

vailed be eliminated. NBC's policy

bars the airing of transcriptions on
the Red Network. The transcribed

program will be carried over the
Pacific Blue the same day from 8 to

9 p.m., PST.

Weed Gets N.C. Outlet

WAYS, the new Charlotte, N. C,
stafibli',' has aesfghated''Weed & Co'.

as its national sales representative.

Station is on 610 k.c. and will have
1,000 watts day and night.

Opening date is around Oct 1.

Washington, Aug. 26.

Demonstration that even the Fed-

eral Communications Commission

has a sense of humor was made a

couple of weeks ago when a West

Coast amateur—lacking appreciation

that the Commish is now too busy

with national defense matters to at-

tend to the more picayune routine

duties—complained that he had re-

ceived no reply to his application

for modification of license showing

change of address.

The ham sent an Indignant follow-

up to his original letter, in the form

of a phonograph record on which

he had transcribed his squawk.

After playing the platter, the Com-
mish atUched It to the applicant's

request and sent back the necessary

papers.

NBC CBS Still

Hold Off Action

Vs. Chain Rules

With neither CBS nor NBC mak-
ing any move to force the issue into

the courts, some quarters in the

broadcasting industry have expressed

speculation whether the controversy

between the networks and the Fed-

eral Communications Commission on
the chain broadcasting rules has

now entered the bluffing stage:, and
whether each side is waiting for the

other to start something. General
impression in the trade is that Co-
lumbia will sue to restrain the FCC
from putting the rules into effect

since it would have nothing to lose

by such action.

If either NBC or CBS, or both,

elect to bring suit they will have to

file their papers by Sept 9, which
is a week before the rules are slated

to become effective (16). Chairman
James L. Fly has himself a choice

of two lines of procedure. He may
order into effect the rules as orig-

inally issued, or promulgate a re-

vision of the rules as based on data

submitted by Mutual .and NBC in re-

cent compromise discussions with

the commission.

ED FELLERS, 45,

DIES IN CHICAGO

Chicago. Aug. 26.

Edgar A. Fellers, 45, v.p. of the

Presba, Fellers & Presba ad agency

and rated as one of the best known
time buyers in radio, died of a heart

attack at his home in Wllmette, 111.,

early this morning (Tuesday). Be-
cause of the buying he has done in

behalf of Mantle Lamp Co. of

America, Olsen Rug and other ac-

counts Fellers became known per-

sonally to more broadcasters than

any agency man In the trade.

Surviving are his widow and a

daughter.

Tonngstown, O.—Gene Trace, for

the past two and a half years pro;

gram director at WMBD, Peoria, 111.,

has assumed a similar position at

WKBN here.

Don Brice, news editor of WKBN,
has resigned for Army service.

Chain hcome From Time Sales

(1941 billings are computed in round figures, since the networks by

agreement do not viake available the actual monthly totals to the

trade.)

COLUMBIA
1941 1940,

January $3,880,000 $3,575,946

February 3,410,000 3,330,627

March 3,780,000 3,513,170

April 3,770,000 3,332,689

May 3,800,000 3,570,727

June ,., 3,710,000 3,144,213

Total $22,350,000 $20,457,372

MUTUAL
1941 1940

January $510,000 $317,729

February 425,000 337,649

March "" 505,000 390,813

AprU 440,000 363,468

May 500,000 322,186

June 530,000 299,478

ToUl $2,910,000 $2,031,323

NBC
1941 1940

January $4,740,000 $4,405,208

February 4,290,000 4,132,084

March 4,750,000 4,304,344

April 4,400,000 4,041,518

May 4,330,000 4,034,622

June 4,180,000 3,642,100

Total $26,690,000 $24,559,876

1939

$2,674,057

2,541,642

2,925,684

2,854,026

3,097,484

2,860,180

1938

$2,870,945

2,680,334

3,034,317

2,424,180

2,442,283

1,121,495

$16,952,073 $15,582,554

1939 1938

$315,078 $260,894
276,605 253,250

306,976 232,877

262,626 189,545

234,764 194,201

228,186 202,412

$1,624,235 $1,342,179

1939 1938

$4,033,900 $3,793,516

3,748,695 3,498,053

4,170,852 3,806,829

3,560,983 3,310,505

3,702,102 3,414,200

3,382,404 3,200,569

$22,598,936 $21,023,672

Network Biz Up 11%; Leads Ad Medium

Field: MBS, Up 40%, Got Bulk of Boost

GOVT WARNS RADIO

ABOUT 5TH COLUMNISTS

Schick May Drop Tavern'

Material Priorities Would Force Razor Co. to Drop
CBS Spot

Disturbed by a report that Schick
Razor might have to revise its plans
for r^ssumlng the sponsorship of

'Duffy's Tavern' this fall, CBS and
the Music Corp of America, the
program's new agent, last week
started to look around for another
sponsor. The snag which loomed
between Shick and Tavern' had to

do with material priorities. Knapp-
Monarch Co., which is also in the
razor business, withdrew from the
NBC-Blue early this year for the
same reason,
Coltunbia Network recently re-

served the Thursday 8:30-8:55 p.m.
period for the account and Ed
Gardner, producer and m.c. of the
show, had lined up his cast for the
new season when word was re-
ceived that Schick might have to

call the deals off all around because
of the priorities situation. Those
concerned with the program are
afraid that even if Schick did get
started again it might be only for

13 weeks and they figure -that U
they found a substitute advertiser
that would carry it for at least 2flr

weeks.

Washington, Aug. 26.

Barriers in the way of station

barnstormers and sightseers were
recommended last week by Federal
authorities fearful that fifth col-

umnists may undertake to sabotage

U.S. communications. The Office of

Emergency Management and the

Defense Communications Board ad-

vocated taking precautionary meas-
ures to safeguard equipment an^
prevent disruption of service.

The recommendation was not obli-

gatory, nor did it mean closing the

doors to all outsiders. Officials

urged, however, that extreme care

be used to keep trouble-makers out

of vital places. Representatives of

any foreign nation should be ad-

mitted only with conspnt of the U.S.

Government, the DCB declared.

Mag Files Plagiansm

SflilVs.WFIL,Phii!y,On

'Swap Shop' Program

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

A suit was filed In U. S. District

Court Friday (22) by Yankee, Inc.,

a New England magazine, against

WFIL, charging the Phllly station
had infringed on the publication's
idea for a swappers program on the
air. The show which the plaintiffs

claim Is a 'steal,' is WFIL's 'Swap
Shop,' which has been aired here
for the past year by staff an-
nouncer Jack Steck.

The suit claims WFIL stole not
only the idea but the title, and has
even lifted material used by Yankee.
The magazine sells its swapper's
column for radio use on stations in
New England.

Another charge against WFIL Is

'unfair competition,' since it Is

claimed that the station is occa-
sionally heard in the environs of
Boston, where the Yankee's pro-
grams have been aired, No damages
are asked in the action, but the
Yankee attorneys indicated that a
damage suit would be filed when
ai^d if infringement of- copyright is

proved.

Philadelphia— James F, Coyle,
member of the WCAU sales staff for
the past IS years, has been named
assistant commercial manager of the
outlet Another new addition to the
staiion is announcer Joe Bolton.
Latter replaces' Jack Guinan, await-
ing induction- into the army.

Radio led the advertising medium
field for the first half of this year
in the way of business Increase. All
network business was up around
11%, while the tilt for magazines
was 7% and for newspapers (figured

by lineage and -not dollar volume),
4%.
Among the cross country webs.

Mutual accounted for' the biggest

boost in billings for the January-
June period. The margin figured

around 40%. CBS' jump for the

first half of the year is somewhat
over 10%, while with NBC it wav-
ered around B.5%.

ALKA-SETZER

PLANSFULLNET

Alka-Seltzer may extend its 'Lum
'n* Abner' s irias (five times a week

)

across the country. Discussions for

a quarter-hour strip are going on
with the NBC-Blue.
Team is now confined to the NBC's

Pacific Red link.

HOLDING CO. AND 2 CBS

EXECS IN STOCK SALES

Washington, Aug. 26.

Shucking off of considerable Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System stock

by two officials and a subsidiary of

the company was recorded for the
month of June by the Securities 8c

Exchange Commission in its early

August report. No trafficking In

radio stocks was reported in the

latest SEC survey.
Biggest, seller was Keewaydin

Corp—CBS holding company—which
dropped 1,100 shares of $2.50 par
Class-A common stock between June
10 and June 28. Retained only 2,500

shares of same at month's end.
Leon Levy, Philly exec of the

company, sold 541 shares of $2.50

par Class-B common stock on June
25, hanging on to 41,362 shares of

the papers at the start of July. Levy
also was recorded as owner of 37,-

723 shares of the Class-A $2.50 com-
mon stock at that time.
According to the SEC, H. Bayard

Swope, New York director, dumped
all of his interest in the Class-A
papers during the month. Recorded
as selling 400 shares, with the Gov-
ernment agency pointing out that he
held no equity securities.

Taooma—Charles Bryant now an-

nouncing at K'VI. Formerly with
KCMO,- Kansas City.
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UTILITIES' CO-OP COMEDY
Permanent Cast and Few Cuffo Names

Will Up Treasury Show Cost to Bendix

When Bendix takes over the

'Treasury Hour* and puts It on the

NBC-Blue It may find It necessary

to change the character of the show

and pay for practically all the talent.

The committee which handles the

series is talking about recruiting a

group of permanent entertainers and
limiting the cufTo names to the leads

in a brief dramatic sketch, . which
would be cut in from Hollywood. It

has also been suggested by this com-
mittee that Secretary of the Treas-

ury Henry A. Morgenthau be asked

to get Walter Wlnchell as the series'

permanent m.c, beginning with the

run on the Blue network Oct. 6.

The committee figures that it

might prove somewhat difficult to

book radio personalties and acts for

the series while they are back on

their regular commercial programs,

and that it would be more feasible

to make the first half-hour and the

final quarter hour straight musical

fare and to switch to the Coast for

a 15-minute sketch which would in-

clude a couple film celebs. As the

Treasury series now stands It's all

cuffo for talent except the orchestra,

chorus and Barry Wood, with

Texaco paying for these as well as

for the time.

It is imderstood that the Bendix
Corp. wiU be disposed to assume a

much greater 'cost for talent because
the script, when It takes over, will

have something to say about its

various products. So far no name
has declined to appear on the Treas-
ury series, although there has been
come muttering about contributing

services free on a program which
gives credits to an advertiser. The
complaint from this comparatively
negligible source has been that

Texaco is getting as much advertis-

ing benefit from the product as the

Treasury, and with the added ad-
vantage of some of the most expen-
sive talent in the country.

PAE SULLIVAN

OFF B-W SERIES

Paul Sullivan terminates a two-
year stretch of newscasting for

Brown & Williamson's Raleigh cig-

arettes Sept 19. During most of

that period he has been outletted
via CBS, and was the first news
commentator to be sponsored on a

complete coast-to-coast network.
Most of his programs originate from
Louisville, Ky., home of the spon-
sor, through WHAS.

Sullivan was on WLW, Cincinnati,

for several years before, he was en-
gaged in September, 1939, by WHAS.
His salary soon zoomed to four 'fig-

ures per week. He planed from
Louisville Monday (25) to originate
this week from CBS' New York stu-

dio.

CHESTERFIED HUNTS

PROFESSOR QUIZ SUB

Chesterfield is looking around for
another program to replace Pro-
fessor Quiz, which folds for that ac-
count Sept. 25 after a year's run.

Newell-Emmett is the agency.

7om Mix' Program

Retnming to NBC-Blue

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Effective Monday (29), Tom Mix
Ralston Straight Shooters program
returns to the air on a five time
weekly schedule over NBC-Blue.
Series will be aired at 5:45 p.m. in

all time zones, and will carry a net-
work of 65 stations.

Account is handled by Gardner
agency for Ralston Purina Co. of St.

Louis.

Report Nat'l Sponsor

Nibbling at 'Dirt Dobber'

Nashville, Aug. 26.

Columbia is reported to have a

prospective national buyer lined up
to sponsor 'Old Dirt Dobber,' Satur-

day morning gardening program
over the net, beginning in the early

fall. The show has been aired for

over a year as a sustainer.

General Mills Is local sponsor of

'Dirt Dobber' over WLAC dally.

U. S. PATRIOTIC

SERIES IN NBC

DEBUT

'Heirs of Liberty,' patriotic se-

ries of six programs, start tomor-

row night (Thursday) over the NBC-
Red as a joint cooperative effort be-

tween the Patriots' Committee of

American Revolutionary . Societies

and the Department of Justice. It

will be a series of 15-minute broad-

casts and each program will drama-
tize an incident showing the cour-

age of the early American patriots

at a critical time in the nation's his-

tory.

These incidents will be enacted by
such well known actors as Ray-
mond Massey, Maurice Evans, Wal-
ter Huston, Richard Waring and
Charles Laughton, all of whom will

contribute their services gratis. They
will draw dramatic portraits of such

men as George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, et al. At the close of each

program a direct descendant of the

historic figure will talk briefiy.

Dorothy Donnell, director of citi-

zenship programs for the Depart-

ment of Justice, will be in charge

of the series.

If Radio Show Moves

ToCoast,MeredithWiU

Play It for Half-Price

Burgess Meredith has agreed to

remain on 'We, the People,' as per-

manent m.c. if the account. General

Foods, and the agency, Yoimg &
Rubicam, moved the series from

New York to Hollywood, where he

has picture commitments. Y. & R.

offered him $2,000 a week, but Mere-

dith rejoined that he would take the

assignment for half that If he could

do the job from Hollywood. The

agency is muUing over the proposi-

tion. By switching the originating

point to Hollywood the agency

would have to move along the pro-

gram's research and writing staff.

Meredith has been subbing for

Gabriel Heatter on the series for the

past two summers.

Considine Sustaining

Bob Considine, syndicated sports

columnist, will start a series of

sports commentaries on WNEW,
N. Y., Tuesday (2).

Considine has done numerous guest

appearances in radio and a 13-week

series once for Ehret's Beer.

RDMNING AGAIN
Spartanburg, S. C, Aug. 26.

Virgil V. Evans, former owner
WSPA, Is a candidate for S. C. house

of representatives, of which he Is a

former member.
He was defeated last year for con-

gress.

AYEII LINING UP

[LEGTRIG GOS.

\I1 Will Co-Sponsor 'Mr. and
Mrs. North', Domestic
Mystery-Farce, in Unusual
Setup — Far Removed
From Dignified Bailies of

Past

CBS NET PROBABLE

N. W. Ayer agency is working on a
cooperative network campaign in-
volving local electric light and
power companies from Coast to
Coast. Quite a number of major com-
panies ha\»e already given their ap-
proval to the project and about the
only one of the important metropoli-
tan outfits that has yet to be heard
from favorably is Consolidated
Edison of New York. Latter has for
years had its own series on WEAF,
N. Y. Program that Ayer has picked
for the proposition is 'Mr. and Mrs.
North.'

The institutional job that the series
will undertake is to be something
difference from like campaigns of
the past. Instead of giving listeners
the dignified type of show that the
officials of the average utility com-
pany directorate would prefer, this
campaign will attempt to convey
an element of human warmth, hence
the selection of a domestic mystery
comedy. The copy will seek to ex-
plain to consumers why the com-
panies' rates are what they are, and
also the manifold services entailed
in supplying light and power from
the plant to the home. The cost of
the project will be based on the as-
sessment of so many cents per meter
controlled by each participating
company.
Matter of a night-time half-hour

period has been discussed with CBS,
but no commitment will be. made
until the required fund has been al-

most totally underwritten. Th?
radio idea has received a particular-
ly strong reception from the smaller
utility companies, and the indications
are that the loose ends of the project
will be cleaned up within the next
two weeks.
Program deal was agented by the

Lyons office. Martin Gosch and
Howard Harris recently returned
from their assignment with Para-
mount on the Coast to produce the

audition of the script, which they
had previously written.

STOKI, NBC DICKERING

ON NETWORK CONCERTS

Leopold Stokowski may conduct
a group of concerts with the NBC
Symphony Orchestra this winter on
the Blue Network. NBC and the

conductor are currently discussing

the terms and dates.

Similar discussions are being car-

ried on with Dmitri Mitropoulos,

the 40-year-old Greek batonist, who
is rated as a comer in his field.

Variety Shows Increasing Lead

Despite Drop in Number; Benny,

mia Perkins Night, Day Toppers

Ei. Pratt V.-P. of Eflis;

McKenna Joins Agency

E. S. Pratt, for the last eight years
"media director of Sherman K. Ellis

& Co., has been elected a, vice-

president of the agency.
William J. McKenna, formerly

writer for Young & Rubicam and
McCann-Erickson, has joined the

Sherman K. Ellis copy, staff.

EVERETT MAY
QUITY-RAGCY.

FOR TIME'

Tom Everett may withdraw from
Young St Rubicam's 'radio produc-
tion staff to handle the proposed re-

vival of 'The March of Time* from
the magazine's offices. Everett and
others on the Y. & R staff have been
Interviewing prospective scripists for

the show.
Matter of a network spot for the

show has yet to be settled. One pro-

posal has been the Thursday 8:30-9

p.m. period on the NBC-Blue.
There has been much speculation

in the trade as to whether the 'Time'

program will elect to depart from
its old starkly candid format and go

in for a policy of avoiding sharp
domestic and international edges,

because of the more sensitive atti-

tudes now prevailing on such issues

in the United States.

Bromo-Qoinine Buys

65 NBC-Red Net For

Lonise Massey Group

Chicago, Aug. 6.

Effective Monday, Oct. 6, Louise

Massey and the Westerners start a

three-a-week, 15-minute series for

Bromo - Quinine over NBC - Red.

Show will be heard at 7:45 a.m. in

all time zones Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
Program, which will carry a 65-

station network, is sponsored by
Grove Laboratories, with Russel'M.
Seeds agency handling.

BE£T WHEELEE ON 0. 0.

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Bert Wheeler and Hank Ladd have
been pacted for the Old Gold pro-

gram currently headed by Tommy
Riggs and Betty Lou.
Comics were formerly on a week-

to-week basis on the NBC Pacific

Coast net airer.

Credit Co. May Drop Radio Show Due

To Gov't Curb on Instalhnent Buying

Restrictions placed on installment

buying may cause the Commercial
Credits Co., which specializes in

auto financing, to drop its sponsor-

ship of the daily five-minute news
period on CBS after the present con-

tract expires in Oct. The account's

period is from 6:10 to 6:15 p.m.

The financing company hasn't de-

cided just what it will do about its

radio advertising, although it's pres-

ent disposition is to call off any ra-

dio commitments for a while and re-

turn wl(jen Government restraints

have become more clarified or less

dampening on the Installment busi-

ness.

New Beesos Agcy. Tag

Toledo, Aug. 26.

Beeson-Faller-Reichert, Inc., Is the

new name of the 17-year-old adver-

tising agency formerly known as

Sterling Beeson, Inc. Firm, which
has a number of radio accounts, is

headed by Sterling Beeson, Sr., as

chaurman of the board.

Other officers are John O. Munn
president; R. J. Faller, v.p. and
market analyzer; Arthur Reichert,

v.p., and H. Reed Sturgeon, secre

tary-treasurer.

In a semi-annual report on pro-
gram audiences covering the Octo-
ber, 1940, to April, 1941, period, the
Co-operative Analysis of Broadcast-
ing yesterday (Tuesday) disclosed

that while variety programs fell off

in number last winter they increased
their lead in popularity over other
types of network commercials. The
report indicated that listening as a
whole just about held its own with
the previous year. It was the first

time that this factor showed any
signs of leveling off after shooting
up consistently from year to year.
Variety programs, according to the

C.A.B. review, dropped from first to
third place in total time on the air,

while evening dramatic programs
afid audience participation programs
(such as quizzes) increased, but the
average ratings of the latter two pro-
gram types did not change appre-
ciably. The position of daytime
serials, stated the report, was as
strong as ever, taking up 81% of all

the network daytime schedules.
In the opinion of the C.A.B.'s an-

alysi&ts, the past radio season was
'devoid of any distinct new trends'

in network commercial programs.
(Since that period, however, the
trend has been distinctly away from
audience participation programs and
toward more night-time dramatic
and variety shows).
Following are lists of the programs

that had the highest average rattng
during the October-April period:

NIGHT-TIME
1. Jack Benny (39.9).

2. Chase ie Sanborn (36.9).

3. Fibber McGee te MoUy (32.6).

4. Lax BadJo Theatre (32.3).

5. Bob Hope (29.6).

6. Aldrleh Family (28.2).

7. Kate Smith (2B.8).

8. Major Bowes (26.6).

• ». One Man's Family (22.S).

10. Fitch Bandwagon (22.3).

DAT-TIME
1. Ma Perkins (10.2).

2. Fepper Yoang'i Family (9.6).

3. Vic and Sade (9.3).

4. Life Can B« BeantlfDl (9.2).
6. Woman In White (9.1).

KLEENEX BUYS

CBS HOOKUP

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Kleenex will go on a coast-to-
coast Columbia hookup starting
Sept. 19, using five minutes at 9:SS
p.m. New Yorl. time every Friday.
Ginny Sims of the Kay Kyser

orchestra group will be the feature.
Placed through the Lord & Thomas
agency here.

BARNARD QUITS MORSE

Joining B. B. D. & O. aa Assistant
to Carroll Newton

Lynn Barnard has resigned as time
buyer for the Morse International
agency to become assistant to Car-
roll Newton, business manager of
B. B. D. & O.'s radio department
He will replace Joseph Hornsby,
who has joined the U. S. Navy.
Barnard came to Morse from Ped-

lar & Ryan this summer and has
a.ssisted Richard Nicholls, head of

Morse's radio department, in the
placement of the Vick spot campaign
for the 1941-1942 season.

Edna May Oliver Clicks

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.-

Edna May Oliver has given a four-
time ticket on Rudy Vallee's Sealtest
program, appearing once monthly
starting Oct 4.

Miss Oliver guested on the Vallee
show a couple of weeks ago.
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Natl Accts.' Transcnbed Shows

At Lowest Ebb in Over 10 Yrs.;

Huge Buys Strictly on CAB Ratings

While the rush among ad agencies

iov chainbreak and minute an-

nouncements continued at a hectic

pace last week, it became apparent

that Ihe number of transcribed

shows sponsored by national ac-

counts on the air this coming fall

and winter will be smallest that the

Industry has known for over 10

years. About the only accounts of

this classification that have placed or

started to place a transcription cam-

paign for the fall are Wheatena,

Hecker H-O and Jelke. Vick Chem-
ical is buying local programs as well

as announcements.

Because of the stiff competition

for the chainbreak periods, some ot

the station reps have made it a rule

not to take options for their Class

A outlets. It's either a firm order

or no blocking out of the required

periods. Reps in general lament that

agencies are still buying their spots

strictly out of the C.A.B. book, and

that if they can't get adjacent to a

network commercial with a high

rating on the reports of the Co-

operative Analysis of Broadcasting

they don't buy in that market at all.

Few time buyers are inclined to buy

the second best for the money, that

Is, accepting a station which is sec-

ond in the market, but whose price

still makes it a good buy for the

account. Instead of making a sec-

ond choice, the agency man reports

back to the advertiser that he's sorry

but he can't get the right thing for

him in that particular market.

There are indications that while
the Class A stations in the basic

areas with major network affiliates

will fare big this fall from spot

broadcasting, the general run ot sta-

tions may find this fall that the in-

come from national accounts using

spot isn't anything" as big as they
expected. Some of the broadcasters
in this latter category are already
complaining ot the small amount of

new. spot business booked to date, as

compared to the new business at

hand at the same time last year.

Who Added It Up?

US. WATCHING

PROPAGANDA

LEON LEVY IN ACTIVE

SERVICE WITH Ui. NAVY

Dr, Leon Levy, president and man-
ager of WCAU, Philadelphia, and a
director of CBS, was called Tuesday
(19) of la^t week for active service
as Lieutenant in the communications
branch of the intelligence division,

U. S. Navy. He Is a member ot the
reserve and will be stationed in

Philadelphia. Understood he will
remain on active duty for the dura
tion ot the present emergency. He
Is married and has two children.

Dr. Levy will continue to devote
lunch hours and evenings to opera
tion of the CBS outlet. He will be
assisted by his brother, Isaac D
Levy, chairman of the board of the
station and also a CBS director.

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Fletcher Wiley, giving up his

'Housewives Protective League'

and 'Sunrise Salute* programs
over KNX after seven years, has
spent 2,100 hours in front of the

mike. During that period he has
uttered approximately 9,500,000

words on 16,000 different sub-

jects, with 14,000 individual

commercials for more than 350

sponsors.

Galen Drake succeeds Wiley,

who has gone over to Campbell
soup as commentator Monday
through Friday over CBS.

Alice Frost Qnittmg

'Sister'; to Freelance

Alice Frost Is quitting the lead

role in 'Big Sisler' (Lever Bros.)

late in September. It has been re-

ported for some time that things

weren't running smoothly between

the actress and the series' super-

visor, Herschel Williams.

Miss Frost's contract on 'Sister'

has been an exclusive one and the

break will give her a chance to carry

out her preference for freelancing.

Still Trying

To Fuid Show

That Hill Likes

»*»»>»»»»<*»»»»*«>«><>»

From the Production Centres

Washington, Aug. 26.

Shortwave eavesdroppers are di-

gesting from 600,000 to 900,000 words
of foreign ballyhoo and propaganda
daily, under the listenln'g-in pro-
gram related to national defense ef-

forts. The FCC Monday (25) said
extremely close attention is being
paid the rantings of alien spielers,

inasmuch as 'almost every political,

diplomatic, or military move is

presaged by shifts In propaganda
treatment.'

With four listening posts, the new
Foreign Broadcast Service is pick-
ing up signals from all over the
world. Stations are located at Port-
land, Ore.; Kingsville, Tex.; San-
turce, P. R.; and Guilford, Md. Im-
portant or suggestive items are
flashed immediately to Washington
and quickly relayed to interested
agencies by teletype ^circuits. All
intercepted programs are recorded
in the field, with master transla-
tions filed here for reference. Daily
summaries report outstanding mat
^er picked up each 24 hours.*

Tremendous volume of wordage is

waxed. Germans now fire propa-
ganda at this country tor II hours.
The British transmission tisually
runs six and a half hours; Japanese,
four and a half, and Italian over
four. Bulk of the daily intake is in

alien tongues.

Ruthrauff & Ryan is still trying to

find a network show for Pall Mall

clgarets that in formula will jell

with the one laid down by George
Washington Hill, president ot the

American Tobacco Co. Agency has

already submitted several to the ac-

count.
Hill is reported to have* become

an addict of the audience participa-

tion show on the theory that it the

program isn't a click it's because it

didn't fit the public. The Kay Kyser
stanza is an outright participation

event, while, according to the Hill

point of view, the Lucky Strike Hit
Parade is still a participation show
in that the public indirectly picks

the song hits by making them such.

WGAR, CLEVE, TO WAX
U^. ARMY MANEUVERS

IN JSEW YORK CITY . . .

Mary Orr has returned from the Coast where she worked on the 'Blon-

die' series and other programs Jessie Royce Landis, recovered from
operation, back into cast ot 'We Are Always Young,' on WOR-Mutual . . .

.

She's starred in this week's tryout ot the Edward Percy play, 'Dr. Brent's

Household,' at Woodstock, N. Y Sandra Michael in Norwalk (Conn.)

General Hospital with complications from her appendectomy ot several

months ago Griffin Shoe Polish dropping 'Who Knows?' from tour-

station WOR-Mutual hookup after this Friday night's (29) stanza

'Wheatena Playhouse' recorded series starts Sept. 29 with "The Rains

Came,' which runs four or five weeks Completing the first 16 weeks for

the show will be 'My Man Godfrey.' 'Jane Eyre,' 'Christmas Carol' and
'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town'. .. .Carlo DeAngelo will direct, from scripts by
Herbert Little', Jr., and David Victor, with Bill Meader arranging and
playing organ cues.

As suggested in last week's Varictt, WOR's all-night program gets a

live-music hypo with the addition of Cy Walter's pianology 3:30-3:45 a.m.

nightly. .. .Lisa Sergio back from New England motor vacation and re-

sumes her flve-mornings-a-week series on WQXR next Tuesday (2)

J. R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer, named to membership in Society ot

Motion Picture Engineers, which- is now gandering television problems
Stuart Hawkins authored this week's 'City Desk' script. .. .Loulie Jean off

the WOR-Mutual 'Rookies' series, with Lina Romay replacing Howard
Teichman back from summer in Wisconsin. .. .Ed Fitzgerald subs Sunday
nights for Jerry Lawrence on WOR's all-night, show. .. .Cab Calloway's
'Quizzicale' originates in Chicago next Sunday (31); In Canton, O., Sept.

7; Hartford, Conn., Sept. 14, and back in New York Sept. 21.... Phil Baker
on Rinso-Spry vaude program on WEAF-Red Saturday (30).... Mary
Mason, title actress on "Maudie's Diary,' will play the lead, with Arnold
Moss and McKay Morris on 'Grand Central Station' next Wednesday (3),

in a script by Jay Bennett.

Cleveland, Aug. 26.

Crew of announcers and techni-

cians will be sent by station WGAR,
Cleveland, to cover the sham battles

to be held Sept. 15-30 in Louisiana
by the Second and Third U. S.

Armies. Group will concentrate on
reporting the activities of the 37th
(Ohio) Division, about halt of which
is composed ot men from the Clever
land area.

Dave Baylor, who has handled
WGAR programs from various army
camps for the last three months, will

be in charge of the unit and will

leave the beginning ot next week
to make preliminary arrangements.
Larry Shipley, the station's assistant

chief engineer, will accompany Bay-
lor to supervise technical arrange-
ments. There will be no live pro-
grams, but all broadcasts will be
recorded on the scene and air-ex
pressed to WGAR.

SIX STATIONS GOING

FULL TIME ON MBS

Deaf, Dumb, Blind Youth

Passes Radio Op's Exam
Washingtoji. Aug._26._

Amazing demonstration dt ten-
acity in the face ot overwhelming
odds came to light last Wednesday
(20) when a Brooklyn youth quali-
fied for an amateur radio operator's
license although deaf, dumb and
blind.

Leo Sadowsky, 21, appeared at the

I

local field office of the Federal Com-
munications Commission to answer
10 pages of questions and problems.
Tapped out 30 pages of answers on
B Braille typewriter and demon-
strated that he could 'hear' radio-
telegraph signals through vibrations
produced by special devices.

Station WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.,
now affiliated with NBC-Blue (WJZ)
and Mutual, goes exclusively Mutual
next June 15. Stations WNAC, Bos-
ton and WEIAN, Providence, also
switch to full-time Mutual affiliation

the same date.

Stations W C A E, Pittsburgh;
WFBR, Baltimore, and WGR, Buf-
falo, join Mutual as basic full-time
outlets Oct. 1.

1st Nighter' Back SepL 2

For 12th Air Season

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Xavier Cugat made his New Year's Eve reservation early this year. He
opens on that date at the Cocoanut Grove in response to huzzahs from
Coast conga disciples. .. .Lan Lavinson has moved in to begin authoring

"The Great Gildersleeve' for bis cheese sponsor Hank McCune sprung
a prize contest along with football news in the Pacific Coast Army Camp
News stanza. .. .'Penthouse Parly' switches from 6 to 6:30 PST. to the
6:30-7 p.m. spot beginning Sept. 19 for R. J, Reynolds Lever Bros' 'Hol-

lywood Premiere' also shifts tc^a later hour on Sept. 19. .. .Announcing
staff at KROE, Oakland, has been bolstered with addition ot Bob Emerick,
who formerly spieled over KFI-KECA and KNX, Los Angeles Bert
Winn goes to KSFO, San Francisco, to handle a mike.

Paul Colon, radio author-producer, has called it a day with Signal Oil

for a transcontinental airer starting next month. .. .Jerry Lester comes
back to Kraft Aug. 28 after two weeks' trouble with tonsilitis: . . .Rolland

Morris, vet radio performer on the Mutual lanes, planed out to Detroit

Saturday (23) for top spot in a Jam Handy picture. .. .Frank Bull has

started a new sports program over KFWB called 'Juvenile Sports Wizards.'

Young America will get a chance to voice its opinions thereon. .. .Upton
Close, NBC commentator on Oriental affairs, has moved from San Fran-
cisco to Hollywood. . . .Ed Stanley has a new quarter-hour show over KHJ
for Sparklets. .. .Eleanor Wilson McAdoo, temme commentator formerly
sustaining on KFWB, has gone commercial. .: .New KFBM transmitter in

San Diego went into action last week, using compositions from staff mem-
bers while working out an ASCAP license. .. .Frank Graham, Columbia
drama narrator, gets top spot in a news series entitled 'Romance ot the

Ranchos,' originating on KNX beginning Sept. 7....Hedda Hopper vaca-
tioned in Canada.... Ralph Block, the screen scrivener, did a shot on tha

'Defend America' program Nelson Pringle, Union Oil's news analyst,

planed to Fresno to talk to Elks, Kiwanians, Rotarians and Lions. .. .Niles

Welch and his wife are vacationing here.

Hedda Hopper's first dramatization on Hollywood film notables will ba
a script on Lionel Barrymore when she resumes tor Sunkist Sept. 3....

Nat Tanchuck has written a skit for the British War Relief broadcast over
KFI Aug. 28. J. Edward Bromberg and Fritz Feld appearing in the show
. . . .Walter Tetley has been called back from Broadway for a role in 'The
Great Gildersleeve' for Kraft. .. .Bill Henry called Berlin the other day
and spoke to Max Schmeling, who said he had fully recovered from
wounds fighting in Greece Art Baker got laryngitis and stayed away
tronv a program for the first time in 10 years. .. .Rudy Vallee 'calls his

new home in the Hollywood hills 'Silver Tip' because it's set under silver-

tip evergreen trees Hale Sparks, NBC commentator, has returned to

the NBC-Blue out of San Francisco after a summer layoff.

S:) Rice is here from New York to begin scripting the Ballantine Ala
program starting over the Mutual net Sept. 12 Charles Laughton,
Milton Berle, Shirley Ross and Bob Crosby's orch are set for the sbow.

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Renewed tor another year, Cam
pana's 'First Nighter' will begin its

12th air season Sept. 2. Show will
be aired Tuesdays from 7:30-7:55

p.m., COST, over CIIS.
Principals Barbara Luddy and Les

Tremayne remain, as does Eric Sag-
erquist's orch and Bret Morrison, as
'Mr. First Nighter.' Joe Ainley again
produces.

F & P Geto WKZO
Chicago, Aug. 26.

WKZO, CBS outlet in Kalamazoo,
has appointed Free & Peters, Inc., as

exclusive national representatives,

effective Sept. 1. Move is part ot an
* expansion campaign by WKZO,
which includes opening of addititinal

studios in GiuaA iBipidi.

John E. Fetz^fr,^' present of sta-

. iion and Jobifi>ji^tai<»i conun'ercial'

lAiiager.

NLRB Cites WOV, N. YJor Unfair

Labor Practices; SepL 18 Hearing Set

Greater New York Broadcasting
Corp., operating WOV, New York,
was cited for alleged unfair labor
practices in violation of the Wagner
Act last week by the NLBS, Arde
Bulova station, which has been at
odds with the American Communi-
cations Assn. (CIO) for nearly a
year, was given 10 days to file an
answer. Hearing was set tor Sept
18 before an NLRB trial examiner.
According to the Board's com-

plaint, WOV 'has urged, persuaded
and warned and offered inducements
to its employees employed at said
New York.office arid Kearny (N. J.)

transmitting plant to refrain from
i^dtni; «yinpat&(zinc yAtb, becoming
^t^:>tiad»IJiitig-taiimUm Qii unlcm
'<ACA) or artj otl^ M» fide Jabor
orguslittioiK.'. TIip dtatlon ftmhet.
charged thai the station liat re^

quired employees to sign documents
stating that the signer is to have no
employment contract, and that he
can be dismissed for any cause with-
out notice, has refused to discuss
grievances with the union in behalf
of members of said union, has dis-
criminatorily declined to give refer-
ences to employees tor the purpose
ot obtaining other employment, and
has attempted to blacklist and other-
wise prevent such other employment
with other employers.'
Among the 33 employees the ACA

claims participated in last year's
strike against the station and to have
been injured by the station's action
are office workers, announcers and
technicians; Although many oi those
have since obtained other ]ob», the
amotnii of wafcs -claimed fOr time
lost totals almost $20,0(W.

ACA Will Bargain For

KYW, PhiBy, Technicians

Washington, Aug. 26.

Collective bargaining for broad-
cast technicians of KYW, Philadel-
phia, will be done by the American
Communications Association, affili-

ated "with the CtO, under a finding
of the National Labor Relations
Board. Question of . who shall
haggle for the hired help was settled
without an election, since the West-
inghouse organization agreed to
abide by comparison ot its payroll
with the union's membership roster.

Under the '
stipulation, the CIO

crowd was designated because 15 of
16 KYW technicians are cardhold-
ers. No objection was raised by the
station and the recommendation of
the NLRB's regional director has
been rubber-stamped by headquar-
ters. The Union demanded recogni-
tion more- than four months ago, but
no hearing was held in view of
Westinghouse's offer to abide by re-
sults of the record checking.

KTSA Toning Down
'. Washington, Aug. 26.

KTSA, San Antonio, has signa-
tured, a stipulation with the Federal
Trade Commission that it will desist
from using 4he slogan, 'KTSA, San
Antonio, Texas, 5,000 watts, Doing a
&0,O0O-watt Job.'

Station is licensed to operate at
6,000 watts daytime and 1,000 watts
nights.

LEVER INDEFINITE ON

TUES. NIGHT SPOT

Lever Bros, is still undecided as to

what it wants to do about its present
Tuesday 9-9:30 a.m. spot on the NBC-
Blue this fall. Account put 'Bring-

ing Up Father' into this spot early

in the summer, when it moved
'Grand Central' into 'Big Town's Co-
lombia spot (Wednesday, 8-8:30 p.m.)

as a vacation pinchhitter.

Lever had talked abbut retaining

'Grand Central' and giving it a period
on the NBC-Red, but with the 'Treas-

ury Show' set to move into the hour
preceding 'Father's' Oct. 6, the soap
manufacturer is now not so Inclined

to give up the Tuesday half-hour.

Frances Langford With

Bob Hope Program

Frances Langford joins the Bob
Hope show as permanent vocalist

for the season when Pepsodent re-

turns that show to the NBC-Red
Sept. 24.

Account has an option for her
serviees for -a second 39-week cycle.

Ken Dolan booked her through Lord
& Thomas.

Oakland.—Bert Synimes added to

KROW announcing otafl. Formerly'
with KLS, Oakland, and KGO-KFO,
Frisco, special events.
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RED TAPE TANGLES RADIO
DEPENSl S

ARE HANDICAPPED

Script Writers Amazed at

Bulwarks Between Them
and Cooperation From
Service Groups—Involved
Army Etiquette

MANY TABOOS

Radio script writers who have

keen connected with the preparation

cf defense programs, express them-

selves as both amazed and amused
at the unwieldly amount ot red tape

that hinders the smallest coopera-

tion from' any of the armed serv-

ices. Another factor that makes the

production -of this type of show a

headache from beginning to end, say

these writers, is the ramification of

taboos that looms up whenever
Army or Navy officers are involved.

One suggestion or another will be

turned down by such officers with

cut reason. A ' statement of 'It

can't be done' is about all the sati-

isfaction that a persistent inquired

gets.

Still another angle that dogs the

progress of one these defense pro-

grams is the formalities that are re-

quired at each step in dealing with

officers- in the service." It's all, say

the writers, an involved protocol. If

a captain is asked to participate in

a program he answers that it would
be best to invite the major also.

When the major is approached he

urges that the colonel be likewise

invited. And so it goes until the

division general is reached. The
general replies that he is sorry but

he will be out of town on that date,

but it's okay for any one else down
the line to go on the program.

By that time tlie program's pro-

ducer and writer have become so

much involved in red tape that they

have a tough time finding their way
back to the captain who was origin-

ally approached, and so it is decided

to drop that particular idea and go to

work on a entirely new one.

WSM Will Again Cut

Tigskin Prevue' Series

Nashville, Aug. 26.

For the third year WSM will cut

'Pigskin Prevue' series in coopera-

tion with other stations throughout

the Southeastern Conference terri-

tory. Stations included this year are
WSB, WREC, WRLB, WWL, WBRC
and WLAP.

Sports announcers on the discs

will be Louie Buck, Ted Grizzard,
Bill Terry and Marcus Bartley.
Transcriptions of interviews with
coaches and players are made on the
practice fields and distributed to al-

lied stations, the e.t.'s then being
presented three a week for four
weeks.

Akron—Marguerite Petran, conti-

nuity, publicity and program traffic

manager, has resigned from WAKR
to join WRRN, new Warren 250-

watter. Bob Bowles, formerly of

WJW here, is to be WRRN's com-
mercial manager.

GENE KING, JOE Be
NEW WOR PRODUCERS

Gene King and Joe Bier, an-
nouncers at WOR, New York, have
been upped to the station's produc-
tion staff, bringing the number of

production supervisors to four. They
will temporarily continue certain

special announcer assignments, but
will immediately begin production
duties.

Robert Shepaird and Bruce Eliot

have been added to the WOR an-
nouncer staff to replace King and
Bier.

Wilbur Evans on Air
St. Louis, Aug. 26.

Wilbur Evans, singer, who re-

cently appeared for his fourth con-
secutive season at the Municipal
Theatre Assn's alfresco theatre in

Forest Park, has been inked to ap-
pear on the Ben Feld thrice-a-week
program over KMOX.
Appearing with Evans are Esther

Witt, Jean Lane, Bernice Frise and
the Harmonettes.

NBC to Use All Its Commentators

In Review of 2 Yrs/ War Coverage

NBC will review American radio's

part in the coverage of two years of

war with a special hour's program

on the Blue network next Wednes-

day (3). The event will make use

of all of NBC's news commentators,

originating from such points as New
York, Washington, Hollywood, Pitts-

burgh, NBC's listening post at Bel-
more, L. I., Scott's Field, 111., Lon-
don, Berlin and Moscow.
There will also be pickups from

aircraft at sea and defense plants.

Niles Trammell, NBC prez, will

open the broadcast, and Lowell
Thomas will m.c.

As an afterpiece, H. "V. Kalten-
born, John Gunther, John Vander-
cook and Robert St. John will en-
gage in a roundtable discussion, and
another one of the items will be a

sample of NBC's show in which
British refugee children broadcast to

their parents.

WLW'S FEM. ANGLE ON

U.S. ARMY MANEUVERS

Cincinnati, Aug. 26.

WLW will offer the women's view-
point on the huge army maneuveri
to be held in Louisiana next month.
Marsha Wheeler, staff commentator,
will make special transcriptions at

the scene and ship them north for

airing as part of her 'Consumers'
Foundation' program.
Spanish versions of the events will

be made for WLWO, Crosley short-

waver, which wlU include them in

Latin-American broadcasts.

NETSCUFFOING

GOVT PLUGS

Networks have pretty well recon-

ciled themselves to broadcasting

cuffo any advertising material ema-
nating from U. S. Government agen-

cies, and the same policy is expected
to apply to spot broadcasting. Latest

twist on this question was furnished

by the Maritime Commission last

week, when it Inquired how much
cooperation it could expect in a pro-

posed minute announcement cam-
paign. The blurbs will seek recruits

for the commission's training school.

Other Government agencies now
getting spot plugs in radio are the

Army, the Navy, the Marines, the

Air Force, the Treasury and the

OPM In connection with recruiting

mechanics as inspectors in war ma-
terials plants.

CONSULT MARINES ON

'CAPT. FUGG' PROGRAMS

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Jack Richardson, Jr., Russel M.
Seeds agency rep., is in Washington
for conferences with the Marine
Corps Public Relations in connection
with the new 'Capt. Flagg and Sgt.

Quirt' radio program to be aired

starting Sept. 28.

Show, starring Vic McLaglen and
Edmund Lowe, will be sponsored by
Mennen Co. of Newark, N. J., at an
estimated cost in excess of $4,500

weekly for talent and writers. It

will originate in Hollywood.
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FRANCHISE TAX ON RADIO, TO COVER

POLICING COSTS, LOOKS CERTAIN

on Gross Incom

Initial Cons^essional Criticism

FCC's New Deal Element Wants Uniform Tax Based I moi^'°pubiic 'se "ice'"pro6rams. "lio

Drafting Legislation, Despite t"'^'^'

^

" ' Most of the FCC thinking has been

in terms of a percentage bite. Argu-
ments are developing, however, that

a more just system would result

from establishing brackets of income
—either net or gross—and fixing a

specific sum in dollars to be paid by

each licensee in the classiQcation.

The Commish, in' its annual analyses

distribution of radio wealth this way,

so the pattern is known for three or

four years and there is a ready-made
of industry finances, has gauged the

table from which to calculate the fee

for each bracket to bring in the

anount needed.

W^hington, Aug. 26. I $2,300,000 for routine activities. sup-

Regardless of what Congress does Pigmented by several millions of

... ~ . . money to meet extraordinary prob-

lems attributed to national defense.

The proposed bill was sent back
' for furiher consideration after brief

; discussion which did not go far

enough to indicate any definite trend

of sentiment. Majority of the Com-
mish, however, appears convinced

about soaking radio in efforts to

swell Federal revenues, broadcasters

appear destined to pay privilege or

franchi.-e fees and thus meet the cost

of I''ederal policing of the ether. Pro-

po.'-ed legislation for submission to

Congress is being drafted by the
j
that all persons regulated—includ-

FCC. Ihoush the initial braintrust ' i"S co^imon carriers, safety services

..... . 'police, aeronautical, etc.), ana
St. 3es'i>;n orew much criticism. .; broadcasters- ought to ante up.

A.s was clearly hinted last week
j There are almost as many ideas

bv Chairman James L. Fly, the New, about method as there are individ-

De,l element on the Commish is sold
,

"a'-^ Jjojird^ which^is why the

on the idea of some uniform
I study has been broadened.

! Some practical obstacles have
bobbed into view. Like finding an
equitable basis for taxing the non-
commercial enterprises, amateurs,

the public bodies and experimenters.

Nominal filing fees have been men-
tioned as one way of getting every-

Committee scale,

Further study of the whole sub-
ject of raising enough money from
regulated enterprises to pay the

FCC's annual operating expense was
ordered last week after varied criti-

ci.'m of the Rules Committee's brain-
child. The deep thinkers were told

to ponder alternative methods, such
as a wattage tax or a straight fee

expressed in terms ot dollars, not
percentages. Somettiing like the as-
sessment system used by National
A£sn. of Broadcasters has been
talked about in Commish circles,

though there is no crystallization of

sentiment yet.

Would Levy S1,000,000

Commish sources are reluctant to
talk about the matter at this stage,
but It is common knowledge the
Rules Committee proposal would
take about $1,000,000 from the broad-
casting business. Concession to little

stations was suggested, in the form
of an exemption for all licensees
doing under $25,000 business an-
nually. According to past Commish
surveys, this would relieve many of
the local operators, but by no means
would take care of all the 187 plants
which lost money in 1940. The rate
suggested by the Rules Committee
has not been revealed, to some ex
tent because the bralntrusters are
not entirely certain themselves what
percentage should be levied and
hinges on^he starting point, but the
formula would require broadcasting
to contribute about 49% of the an
nual FCC budget. For the present
fiscal year, the Commish has around

based on gross business. Everybody
in the agency agrees some charge

should be made. The formula pre-

sented by the Commish rules com-
mi::tee is described as considerably

stiller than the one-half per cent ^ ^ ^

rate which Fly mentioned during his
|

body to kick in something and meet
appearance before the S e n a t e jng the expense of clerical work re-
Finance Committee, though ma-

\ quired in ogling applications from
terially lower than the hotly con-

i such operators as airlines, police and
demned House Ways and Means

; fire departments, forest and conser-

vation agencies, electric light com-
panies using radio to communicate
with repair crews and maintenance
men, scientific bodies, and the liUfe.

Revival of Old Idea

The wattage tax Idea was revived
recently by Commissioner George
Henry Payne who tried to get Con-
gress to consider such a levy serious-

ly a few years ago. Payne brought
about introduction of a bill which
never received more than passing
notice in the House and, despite

squawks that this method disregards
ability to pay, still seems sold on
the theory. Chairman Fly has sug-
gested a levy based on potential
coverage in terms of population, a
proposal which industry people
maintain is equally unsound and
unfair.

What to do aboiit encouraging
public service activities by broad-
casters is one of the knotty prob-
lems. The Commish is overwhem-
ingly against taking action that
would have the effect of increasing
commercialization and consequently
is intrigued with the Idea ot using
the tax device for social purposes.

Don Lee Ups FM

Rates As Time

Sales Increase

as well as to put regulation on a
pay-as-you-go foundation. From this

point of view, there are strong argu
ments for levying on the net inbome,
though such a formula is open to the
objection that chiselers would load
down their expenses and engage in

trick bookkeeping to avoid paying
their share of the bill. Rejoinder to

the latter criticism is that a tax on
the profits, whether a percentage or
flat sum,.- would encourage licensees

"Like almost all other
families in the prosperous
TVArea, mine is sitting on that

well known top o' the world,

"We've money in the bank
. . . money we're ready to spend
on necessities and luxuries. So
If ycu have any idea about
giving us happier traveling on
file road of life, let's talk busi-
ncs.s.

"You can get in touch with nie any day or night with a

call over WNOX. That's the station we TVArea housewives

really listen to. And if you're going cur way, \*e're glad to pay
the fare!"

Sound Effects and Slogans

. . Oakland,' Aug. 26.

Things have gone completely haywire at KROW. Station now carry-

ing a flock of spots for Schwartz & Gordin, men's clothiers, using

winter sound-effects to sell overcoats in mid-August. Topsy-turvy
deal set by Segall agency.

Meanwhile, same station has also acquired a series of screwball

spots, via Botsford, Coustantine and Gardner, from Awful Fresh Mac-
Farlane, candy dealer, using 'puts whecin your knee' slogans to plug
a contest with a $137.29 first prize.

Radio s Position in Gov t Tax Bill

Uncertain; Labor Split Over Issue;

Fly Strongly Defends Industry

Washington, Aug. 26. I

It's anybody's guess where broad-
casting winds up under the new
$3,000,000 tax bill. The Senate

|

newspapers and magazines. Mean-
ing the agency commissions and time
discounts. Hagerty quoted Frank
White, CBS treasurer, as remarking

Finance Committee, swamped with
,
that the rake-oft was 'only 36%

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Business is crowding in on the new
Don Lee frequency modulation sta-

tion K45LA, which opened last week
with the management stating that

card rates will be revised upward
after Sept. 15. It is the only FM
station in this district.

Rates for announcements jump
from $2.50 to $5 daytime and from $5

to $10 nighttime.

Flock of commercials hitting the

new FM transmitter during the past

week includes: Marney Food Co., an-

nouncements; Pierce Bros., 52 quar-

ter-hour periods; J. W. Robinson,
announcements; Santa Fe, announce-
ments; Seven Up, announcements;
John T. Troll, time signals; Adohr
Milk Farms, announcements; Morris
Ball, announcements; Barker Bros.,

52 quarter-hour periods; Coast Fed-
eral Loan and Savings Assn., an-

nouncements; Consumers Credit, an-

nouncements; Cudahy Packing, an-

nouncements; Gospel Broadcasting

Assn., 52 one-hour periods; Philco,

annoimcements; I. Magnin, announce-
ments; and Rug Cleaning, announce-
ments; Earl Carrol theatre announce-

ment; Schalk Chemical Co., an-

nouncements; Telenews, three 15-

minute newscasts weekly.

STATION GIVEN OK

TO USE V SIGNAL

Washington, Aug. 26.

Permission to use the widely-

publicized !V—for Victory' signal

was granted an unidentified trans-

mitter which approached the Fed-
eral Communications- Commission
for a ruling on the propriety of pre-

ceding and signing oil each news
broadcast with the new famous sym-
bol.

In granting the station an okay
on the use of the Mqrse code
signal, Commish said that it had no
j'eason to believe that continued use.

of this symbol by the station in

question violates any law or is' con-
trary to the public interest.'

objections and perplexed by the split

within ranks of union labor, went
into executive .session Monday (25)

without giving any discernible hint

of feeling toward the tough House-,
ratified levy on radio's gross income.
The bill is slated for presentation to

the Senate soon after Labor Day,
with the press gallery odds very
much against reaching that goal.

Doubling of the 5% to 15% scale

on microphone takes was urged on
the Senate group just before the
windup of hearings. Earlier in the

week ' broadcasters and their friends

—which included, for this fight any-
way, several unions and Chairman
James L. Fly of the FCC—squawked
about discrimination, unfairness,

threat to jobs, jeopardizing of public
service, and lack of appreciation.

Much of it seemed over^the heads
ot the solon-flnanciers, but John B.

Hagerty, soak-radio leader and
president of the International Allied
Printing Trades, via a printed state-

ment inserted in the record, made
some provocative remarks that may
echo ominously in the future. He
not only insisted that the tax ap-
proved by the House is fair, but
drew attention to the discount-rebate

system which, he argued, is evidence
that broadcasters can pay far more
than the sum which the bill would
require in present form. Hagerty
fortissimoed the 'exceedingly high'

net which station owners make by
exploitating a public resource.

Labor Spilt on bsne
Organized labor, specifically the

American Federation, broke wide
open over radio's financial respon-
sibility and capacity to pay. With
Hagerty voicing the views of four
unions anxious to extract every'

pound of flesh, the Senatorial jury
found there is no unanimity and
plenty of selfish interest. The Elec-
trical Workers, the Musicians and
American Federation of Radio
Artists sided with the proprietors,
agreeing that any special bite out
of broadcasters' revenues would
jeopardize jobs, and much was made
ot the resolution adopted two weeks
ago by the American Federation of
Labor executive council opposing a
'punitive' levy on radio.

Hagerty 'Qaotes' Fnnk White
The Printing Trades spokesman

dressed up shopworn arguments with
complaints that radio enjoys an un-
fair advantage in competition with

990K<

K SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO STATION

iliated with Knoxvilfe News-Sen tine)

KNOXYIUE, TENNESSEE
THE BftANHAM COMPANY

Drake U. Adds Fonr

From Radio to Staff

Des Moines, Aug. 26.

Four appointments have been made
to the instructional staff of the
Drake University radio school here
by Edwin G. Barrett, head of the
department. The staff members are

Edmund Llnehan, .Leonard Howe,
Harriet Ristvedt and Andy Wool-
fries.

Lindehan is program director ot

KSO-KRNT. He will teach 'broad-
casting principles.' Howe will teach
'radio news announcing and proc-
essing' (he is a member of the news
staff of WHO); 'continuity writing'

will be taught by Miss Ristvedt, a
jnember of the continuity staff of

KSO-KRNT, and Woolfrles, farm ed-
itor of the Iowa Broadcasting Sys-
tem, will teach a new course* 'special

eventi broadcasting.'

predicting the levy as written by the
House Ways and Means Committee
would have salutory effects through
assuring network affiliates of a big-
ger return. Rebates and discounts,
Hagerty contended, 'divert some
$20,000,000 of yearly Income which
would otherwise be received by the
radio networks and broadcasting
companies. . , . The elimination of
the rebates and discounts would save
the networks and radio stations an
estimated total greater than the esti-

mated $12,500,000 which they would
pay under the low rates voted by
the House of Representatives.'

Figures compiled by the FCC
were cited as reasons for retaining
and for junking the radio levy.

Hagerty singled out the better-off

plants, while Ellsworth C. Alvord,
former Treasury Department execu-
tive retained to present the industry
case, put stress on the over-all pic-
ture.

In 1939, the Printing Trades officer

pointed out, the 35 big boys with
50 kw. netted on the average $284,-
000, which was 133% of the average
value of their properties. Collection
of 174 regionals had a 63% return
on property investment. And 26
stations in big cities lapped up over
100%.
Haggerty also went strong on the

idea that radio Is the only untaxed
amusement. He maintained it is un-
fair to the forms of commercial en-
tertainment subject to the 100% ad-
missions tax to let radio go scot free.

Two Webs Made $e«,eOO,000'

The financial experience of NBC
and the CBS was used as a major
argument that radio easily can carry
the special tax load. Hagerty noted
that from 1931 through 1940, includ-
ing the bleakest depression years,
the two webs made $60,000,000 on an
investment of only $4,600,000.
Other reasons for soaking radio

include the inability to prevent
'trafficking' in licenses, the small
number of persons directly em-
ployed, and the need to grab money
from everybody who has it, Hagerty
insisted. At the same time, he sug-
gested the Senate group could lift

the tax from labor, farm, religious

and educational stations—a move to

meet the yelp that .the House bill

would work hardships on non-profit
broadcasters.
Discrimination was the aspect of

(Continued on page 36)

what-'o^r watts
5,000 is 5,000 say some. But, those who

are familiar with the mechanics of radio

know that 5,000 at 570 kc. can match the

performance of theoretical 100,000 to

480,000 watt stations at higher frequen-

cies. In New York the choice 570 fre-

quency is occupied by WMGA with

enough power (5,000 watts) to reach

12,500,000 people. That's why WMCA
is the buy of New York.
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•vnllR OF HOLLTWOOD'
wilh Tony Martin, Bert I^r, Unda
Ware, Dave Rose orch

'cBS 'forecast no. U

rB«l,%':;wTor.
There was a passable variety show

this 'Tour of Hollywood,' which

TBS offered Monday night (25) as

{he nth in its 'Forecast' series. Tony

Martin is a click singer of proven

value Bert Lahr has been a con-

vulsive comic for years. Linda Ware

la a rousing rhythm singer and Dave

Hose is an esUblished conductor.

The show was proficient and amus-

w But as an 'Idea' for possible

Sponsorship, it had little novelty. It

stretched the 'Forecast' title a bit

""Announced in advance under the

title of 'Search for a Sponsor,' the

show had been retabbed 'Tour of

Hollywood' and turned out to be

merely a gesture toward a novel

iormat. Even that gesture was aban-

doned after a few moments, so the

major portion was frankly just an-

other comedy-musical turn by sev-

eral recognized names. It was good

enough as entertainment—and about

as new an Idea as an amateur hour.

Tony Martin opened by singing

'Tonight We Love,' with Bobby
Worth's lyrics to a Tchaikowsky

piano concerto. Tchaikowsky has

always been clickish. either straight

or in pop form, so this was clickish.

Then Martin was m.c. and straight

for Lahr's familiar broad buffoonery,

also clicking as always. Miss Ware
gave a metallic-voice, throbbing

buildup to 'Daddy'; Rose played a

jatisfying pop-classic, and Martin

Joined Miss Ware in 'Perfidia' for a

closer. Billing mentioned Sam Per-

rin as scripter. Herb Polesie as pro

ducer and Nat Goldstone as super

visor; he's Martin's Hollywood agent

also. Frank Goss announced.
Hobe.

BERKSHIRE PLATERS
fllnv Dramatizations
16 Mins.
t:30 p.m.. Wed.
WABY, Albany

, „ , ^
Resident company of Berkshire

Playhouse, standard atrawhat at

Stockbrldge, Mass., Is broadcasting

dramatized excerpts from pictures

Lnrnediatelv prior to opening at

Warner's Strand, Albany. Stunt is

first of kind by professionals here-

fibouts. A two-way exploitation, it

B also rather good radio fare for a

flmall station, at an hour when
Women are chief listeners.

William E. Barry, of Playhouse
promotion staff, is air-credited as

Sdapter for etherizing. Why names
of the actors, particularly the leads,

go unmentioned Is a mystery. Pro-
gram broadly showcases the picture,

Ilthough It Is impossible to cram
feature-length stories Into 15 min-
utes of miking. In the telescoping,

some ierkiness is Inevitable. Of two
tabloids heard, that for 'Bad Men of

Missouri' was the smoother job.

•Manpower,' also a WB release, was
the other caught and several lines in

It sounded a bit bold for radio.
Jaco.

BONNIE STUART
hongs and Interviews
is Mins.; Local
ISETSTONE AUTO CLUB
Tbars., 10:30 p.m.
XTW, Pbilly
Bonnie Stuart, one of the better

known canaries in.and around PhiUy
via a long-time' stint on the air and
at various night spots, has a pleasant,
ear-soothing set of pipes. Backed by
KYW's strmg ensemble, she gives
out with a well-rounded concert of
semi-classical and pop tunes.
Feature, of the program is the

shifting of the point of origin each
week to the floor of the various de-
fense plants in this area.- When
caught Thursday (21), the show was
aired from the Westinghouse plant.
The program winds up with an in
terview of a 'typical defense worker
and a community sing of the assem-
bled employees. BUI Griskey is the
announcer, with Donn Bennett con-
ducting the -Interviews.
Show has a good listening audi
nee all built up, as it follows imme
'lately after the Rudy Vallee-John
arrymore program on NBC-Red.

Shal.

Food for TbongM

J?b In the
,

bo»"''"9

on Hartford's No. i

Tamt Station. Tne

country'.

I WDRC more than over

beforel

BAsicCBS""
"nnecticutI

THREE WISHES'
With Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne,
Paul Robeson, Russel Crouse, Moss
Hart, Franklin P. Adams, Frank
Sullivan, Carl Van Doren, Lyn
Murray chorus and orch

30 Mins.
CBS FORECAST NO. 10
Monday, 9 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New Tork
On its originality of conception

and the value of big names, this No.
10 of Columbia's 'Forecast' series has
comrnercial prospects. But using dif-
ferent people every week, probably
including non-performer personali-
ties, it would be subject to perform-
ance limitations. And, at least on
the basis of Monday night's (25)
sample show, it would involve a pro-
hibitive budget. Both of those fac-
tors might be met, but they're prob-
lems.
Idea of 'Three Wishes,' the brain-

child of director George Zachary,
is for some public figure to select a
trio of things (or people) he'd like

to hear on the air. For this show-
case edition, Alexander WooUcott did
the choosing and, since he is not well
enough to accept radio dates him-
self, Carl Van Doren was m.c.
Three bits were George S. Kauf-
man's old revue sketch, 'If Men
Played Cards as Women Do,' with
Moss Hart, Russel Crouse, Franklin
P. Adams and Frank Sullivan as the
cast; Paul Robeson singing 'Some-
times I Feel Like a Motherless Child'
from the Coast, and Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne in the finale scene
from Maxwell Anderson's 'Elizabeth
the Queen,' in which they appeared
for the Theatre Guild some years
ago.

It all provided distinctly absorbing
and provocative listening. The
Hart - Crouse - Adams-Sullivan team
obviously lacked the professional
trouping skill to give the Kaufman
sketch its needed edge, being par
ticularly weak on timing and em
phasis of punch lines. Yet the boys
avoided pounding or a natural im-
pulse to play the femme dialog with
a swish.
Robeson's singing was magnifl

cent, of course, and the Lunt-Fon
tanne pair again displayed their
faultless team skill. Van Doren was
a personable.though occasionally un
sure m.c.
George Faulkner's script had a

tasty satirical quality. Lyn Mur-
ray's score admirably suited the
varied requirements of the show, but
it seemed to be a mistake to have ing
Irving Graham's essential lyrics at

the opening and close sung by the
chorus (rather than solo), because
of diction fuzziness.
Considering the difficulties of

handling such a show, Zachary's

production and direction were ex
pert; Hobe.

THREE'S A CROWD'
With Leigh Stafford, Irene Field-
house, Joan Bird, Rae Bezer, State
Sisters (3), AI BurneU, Miff Ferry
Orchestra

25 Mins.
Friday, 10:20 p.m.
BBC, London
Show is introing a new talent

lineup, Al Burnett alone having a
radio background and m.c.ing here.

Newcomer angle should earn the

acts plenty attention on this night

spot; listeners probably are ennui'ed
at the stuff customarily fed. Per-
formers are pleasing and listenable-

A studio show, consistent applause
of audience tends to be annoying,
with Al Burnett the worst offender
in aiming his stuff and waiting for

the hand music. Fellow is a smart
gagster, easy working, but should
sidestep that audience If he's after

listeners; they're altogether too well

rehearsed. Leigh Stafford works a
pocket Harry Richman routine,

talky-vocaling, but no pop tunes,

leaving the latter to Irene Field-

house, who warbles effectively. Staf

ford and the femme apparently work
hand-in-hand with Bezer and Joan
Bird, latter two on pianos; it's

distinct unit, although coming over
confusingly way announcement has

it in matter of billing. Remaining
act. The State Sisters, ve a har-

mony trio, who wi?xk S!(ps. orchestr_a

Or accompaniment, and apart from
it offer not much more than the

usual.
Ferry's outfit is new to the air

lanes; it's Dixieland-ish in style, but

ragged. For radio work it's likely

the combination needs more time
together. Probably Isn't using more
than six or seven pieces, and im-

pression is these could be moulded
into something really smooth.

•THERE'S SOMETHING NEW IN
SWING'

30 mins.
Thursday 3:30 p.m.
BBC, London
The tag on this one might be

switched, for even over here there's

wings to swing. Session is a sweet-

ly entertaining half-hour of dance

music served by a flrst-class bunch
of players; fiddles (2), viola, guitar,

bass, piano and xylophone. They
make use of some of Stepan Grap-
peley's arrangements and Moonan
himself contributes his own num-
•bers where strictly pop stuff doesn t

lend itself to the treatment.

Gene Pini seems to have a leading

hand in the aggregation; he's run-

ning his own tango outfit in addition

and may want to keep his name
clear. His missus, Dorothy Carless,

is also along for the vocals; girl is

dependable and wise to the art of

making a tune stick.

THEY'RE OFF
Racing Chatter
15 Mins.—Local
SARATOGA RACING ASSN.
15 a.m., M. to S.

WOKO, Albany
(.Leighton & Nelson)

Daily quarter-hour supplements
one-minute announcements broad-
cast here and in a njimber of cities as
part of Saratoga track advertising.
WABY, Albany, also airs a half-hour
program, at noon. The time seems

poor one for chatter about day's
feature races, listing of entries for
each event, jockeys' weights, etc. It

too late to reach bulk of men
dialers and is hardly slanted to hold
close attention of women—not likely
to be interested in details about
horses and riders.

Hour being what it is, would ap-
pear that chatter on femmes seen at
the Spa, clothes they wore, etc.,

might well be included. A young
lady teams with miker, but only
on first and final plugs. Program is

routine stuff, having no particular
distinction in formation or presen-
tation. Man heard on the chatter
was obviously reading and not do-
ing it too well. Transcribed music
fills in. Jaco.

BROADWAY CALLING'
Music, Comedy, Songs
With Jack Buchanan, Maggie Teyte,
Malcolm McEachern, Stanley Hol-
loway, Leslie Henson, Geraldo
Orch

30 Mins.
Sunday, 10:40 p.m.
BBC, London
Something must have igone awry

here, else Broadway called for longer
than was expected. According to

the announcement, NBC was not
carrying this section of the two-way
airer arranged between the official

British government entei-tainment
group for the services and Gertie
Lawrence. Jack Buchanan injected
ahead of his spot on the sched-
ule to just say 'Hello, Broad-
way,' a belated compliment to the
performer who did his. song later.

So the local air was invited to an
overtime feast of vocalizing from
basso Malcolm McEachern and so-

prano Maggie Teyte. Vocalists had
all the say on the show; Evelyn Laye
did her warbling on the U. S. section,

earlier. M.c.ing was Leslie Henson.

Opera star Maggie Teyte's ether-

...g of 'Ave Maria was brilliantly ef-

fective; if simplicity , can be high-

lighted such was the treatment. Mc-
Eachern's was more like a welcome
return to radio, since departure to

soldiering of his partner in their

vocal act. Flotsam and Jetsam. Pro-
fundo singer has a solid following

here. Stanley HoUoway was in with
one of his fave monologs around the

guy with a musket; piece is okay
stagefare, but too long for radio.

Show would have benefited in bal-

ance for the U. S. part if Buchanan's
item could have been included; his

lightweight touch left impression it

had a definite place there.

Reception of the Broadway con-

tingent was flawless and sans atmos-

pherics all the way.

THE ALDRICH FAMILY
With Ezra Stone
Comedy Serial
30 Mins.
POSTUM
Thursday, 8:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York.

(Young Sc Rubicam)
General Foods brought back 'The

Aldrich Family' to its regular NBC-
Red spot Thursday night (21) after

a four weeks' vacation, and the re-
sult was just so much slapstick ex-
pertly woven together. Ezra Stone,
who meanwhile was drafted into the
Army, continues in the lead by
special disposition of the divisional
commander. He gets a one-day fur-
lough for the broadcast.

The program once took high rat-

ing for its frequent glimpse into the
curious facets of adolescent nature

—

the sort that tapped the nostalgic
tear ducts as well as the funnybone
—but now the series has a high
C.A.B: rating but is low in quotas of

sheer comedy invention or good
character writing. All of which will

likely have no effect whatever on
the plrogram's popularity for some
time to come. Momentum of its

past season's appeal should be strong
enough to carry it over the humps
for another 26 to 39 Weeks.

What General Foods, which, in-

cidentally, is plugging Postum on the
program, may have to worry about
is the reduced rating that may de-
rive from the fact that there will be
many more programs like it on the
air this fall and winter. Counter-
parts, for instance, are to be found
in such newcomers as 'Maudie's
Diary,' 'A Date with Judy' and
Claudia and David,' and then there
will be the other family sketches in

which the central character is al-

ways getting into some mess; namely
'One Man's Family,' 'The Parker
Family,' 'Mr. Meek, 'Blondie,' 'Mr.

and Mrs. North' and 'Bringing Up
Father.' These are all fundament-
ally cut out of the same pattern.

Od«ft

DESI HALBAN
Operatic Singer
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Saturdays 5:45-6 p. m.
WEAF, New York
Desl Halban, daughter of Selma

Kurtz, is hardly as prodigal of her
voice as was her late mother, who
ranked as one of the world's greatest

opera singers of all time. The so-

prano, however, possesses a light

lyric voice of agreeable texture, used
with fine artistry and appealing

effect.

In her first sustaining program she

sang 'Deh Vieni non tardar,' from
'Nozze di Figaro,' creditably, but
without the fire the aria calls for.

'Obstlnation,' by Fontenaille, went
better. Best of the songs was 'The

Bird jn the Woods,' by Taubert, a

showpiece of the singer's mother.

Miss Halban sang a well-produced
trill and held it for 9 dozen seconds

for a click finish. Program should

have a definite Interest to classical

music lovers.

BRIGHT HORIZON'
Serial
With Joseph Julian, Alice Frost,
Santos Ortega, Sid Sloane, Chester
Siratton, Marjorie Anderson, John
Gart

15 Mins.
LEVER BROS.
Mon.-Fri., 11:30 a.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(.Young it Rubicam)

Lever Bros, appears to have
likely bet in this show, based on the
Michael West character formerly
part of the "Big Sister' series. For-
mat of the show is a change from
standard serials, while the West
character is unusual and meaty. Be-
cause the story is obviously going to
get a completely new slant so as to
steer it away from the 'Big Sister'

plot, it's difficult to predict how good
the yarn may be, but, on the basis of
Monday's (25) debut, chapter 'Bright
Horizon' has definite prospects.

Full title of the program is 'Bright
Horizon, the Story of Michael West.'
Takes the form of a first-person nar-
native by the hero, a soft-hearted,
idca1i.stic guy beneath his surface of
hard-bitten disillusionment. Narra-
tive fades quickly into dramatization,
but cuts back for brief first-person
narration to afford scene changes.
Most of the initial episode was flash-
back to familiarize the listeners with
the story's characters, situation and
background. It was neatly tele-

scoped, however, thereby quickly
preparing to cut loose from its 'Big
Sister' source and embark on a story
line of its own. Characters, all but
Michael apparently slated to fade
from future scripts, are sharp, par-
ticularly the hero. Dialog is good.

Production, direction and perform-
ances on the opener were excellent.
Pacing and mood were nicely han-
dled. Joseph Julian had the proper
blend of bitterness and romantic
softness as the hero, while Alice Frost
was expressive and authoritative as
Ruth Wayne, the title part of 'Big
Sister' and set to fade from 'Horizon'
pronto. Santos Ortega, Sidney
Sloane and Chester Stratton were
also convincing in supporting roles.

John Gart's organ bridges and cues
were notably helpful. John M.
Yoiing is author and Henry Hull, Jr.,

directs.

Balancing the presence of a man
as the central character, Marjorie
Anderson, instead of a male an-
nouncer, reads the intros and com-
mercials. It's a welcome variation,
besides which she handles the blurbs
rather persuasively. Product on the
regular 11:30 a. m. show is Swan .

soap, while on the 2 p.m. repeat to
the Coast it's Lipton's tea. - Hobe.

Scgina, Sask.— Robert Buss, of
CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta., added to

CKCK, Regina, as associate of man-
ager Jerry Gaetz. He replaces Bill

Speers, moved to CKOC, Hamilton.

Al Smith, sales manager of CKCK,
Regina, moved to CFCT, Victoria,

B. C, and Vic Staples, of sales staff,

to CJOC, Lethbridge.

W ^MT RESULTS
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Follow-Up Comment
'Music Hall," popular BBC visual-

audience feature designed for home
as woU as overseas reception, and
brought into the United States via

Mutual, uncorked a brand of enter-
tainment probably best appreciated
by vauiieville lovers. It certainly
was above par for early-afternoon
(2:15-3 p.m., EDST) radio here.
Naturally, the 45-minute show was
more on the English music hall

style than that familiar to Ameri-
can vaude devotees, or ex-devotees.
Not as fast moving or as socky as an
American bill when vaudeville was
vaudeville—even allowing for limi-
tations imposed by aural rather than
visual-aural reception. Two faults,

If they might so be termed, were an
over abundance of singing and of
'propaganda.' Every turn had a war
song or reference to the conflict; one
extended 'hands across the sea' to the
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U.S.A. Understandable that British

radio should be used to encourage
piorale—pride in the armed forces

and the importance of civilians in

the war effort. However, an Amer-
ican might think English listeners

would welcome a momentary sur-

cease or escape from what impinges
so relsntlessly on their daily lives.

Too, an instrumental or other-type

act would have given a change of

pace to the first 30 minutes. Acts
apparently were all standard.

Elisabeth Rethber; on Friday (22)

concluded the seventh of her 10

broadcasts of recitals over WOR.
Series continues to be as interesting

as ever, with the Met soprano sky-

rocketing along in supurb voice.

Program was highlighted by the

singer's exquisite mezza-voce in

'Lungi dal caro bene," and 'Am-
arilli, mia bella,' as weU as the flaw-

less English diction in 'Come Again
Sweet Love' and 'Have You Seen
But a Whyte Lillie Grow?' A group
of four Mahler lieder showed the

singer's fine shading and dynamic
control, while her brilliant top voice

showed up to best advantage in the

little-known 'Ebben, ne andro lon-

tana' from 'La Wally.'

'Treasury Hoor' (CBS) was the

source of much slick family en-
tertainment last Wednesday night

(20). Special kudos are due for the
deft welding and balancing of the
bill. Milton Berle was kept pretty
busy, what with getting off a con-
sistently funny monolog, function-
ing as m.c. and joining Beatrice Kay
in the takeoff of an oldtime vaude-
ville song and patter team. On her
own. Miss Kay treated the listeners

to some swell chunks of 'Gay Nine-
ties' vocal nos^lgia and the same
applied to the performance of her
confrere in the 'Gay Nineties' act,

Joe E. Howard, who again effectively
led in one of his own songalogs.
Teamed up with a group of univer-
sity professors and presidents, 'Quiz
Kids provided a rich mixture of
academic amazement and laughs.
Martin Gabel invested his recitation
of Pericles' 'Address to the Return-
ing Athenian Soldiers' with fine, dic-
tion and a keen sense of the theme's
appeal to the intellect as well as the
heart. The oration's sentiments on
democracy had a sound, contempo-
rary ring. Robert Weede, Metro-
politan baritone, gave a wealth of
melodic lift to 'Stout-Hearted Men'
when he took over for a brief in-
terlude shortly after the opening
Item.

20 Winks

•SUr-Spangled Banner' series, on
the NBC-Blue, took another step
downward in the clambake class last
Sunday night (24) with a -dramatic*
piece tagged 'The Pied Piper.' Artie
Shaw was brought in to blow the
clarinet and play the part of an ex-
con who made good in the dance
band business. 'Though no shakes as
an actor, Shaw was due a world of
apologies for the pathetic caricature
that the script posed. Abo due lots
of pity was Teddy Hart, star in sev-
eral Broadway comedy hits, who in
this thing had to struggle with the
sorriest of would-be wisecracks. The
sketch had him cast as a band leader
who discovered the great 'Pied
Piper,' but now reduced to whipping
the stick in a beerhut. The plot itself
proved a crazy hash of ancient (le-
vlces and absurdities. Louise Stan-
lay and Jack Arthur were aJso among
the acting victims.

The manner in which WEVD's
David Niles kicked around and

virtually ridiculed a commercial

reading for Servus Clothes, and

the next night (Sunday) figura-

tively Insulted a telegram re-

quest sender, by deriding the

sender's surname, was both a

blot upon his station and the

profession of radio announcing.

It means that local executives

hrd better stay up once in a

while to find out what goes on
on New York's all-night stations

....Those tennis broadcasts last

week from Brookline sounded

so futile. Husing might just as

well, have been up at Colgate

reporting the New York State

chess championship. Tennis has

still got some bums, but not

Them Bums .... Horace Heidt

may have another of those things

to haunt you in his choral 6/8

'Momma' .... Bob Hawks is

reaching so far for those gags

they sound pretty tired by the

time they get on the air ... .

Manhattan's daily matinee pho-
nograph joust between Martin
Block (WNEW) and Alan Court-
ney (WOV) trips along. Both
are now rating the records.

Block acting as his own author-

ity and Courtney using guest

boards of judges. But Court-
ney's juries, consisting of music
paper editors, bandleaders, etc.,

are not working out particularly

welL It's because all become
stumble-tongued when asked
why a record is bad, "and inar-

ticulate even in explaining why
an orchestration is good. The
resultant mental scene for the

listener is a group wearing
mackinaws and calked boots

gathered for the logrolling. So
Courtney may as well pin on a

star and become his own. sheriff

.... The proof of the pudding
on Cy Walter, pianist whom
WOR has added to its all-night

program, will be if he's forced

to go to a half hour. Station

currently . has him doing a

nightly 15 minutes at 3:30. Sim-
plifying the arrangements on
those first choruses might help.

Walter is not playing- to black
and white ties here. On this

one it's overalls and pajamas. . .

.

Mutual has so many remote pick-

ups in Jersey there must be a

band under every stop-light

over there.

Shudders of the week: The
alarming increase in traffic ac-

cidents (over 16,000) as shown
by National Safety Council fig-

ures for the first six months of

1941. Better roads. Better cars.

But the smashups keep mount-
ing. How much have automo-
bile radios to do with it?

'GOING PLACES'
Hosla, Comedy, Sour*
With Jaek Baehanan, Elile

dolph, WUlUm KendaU. Vincent
HelmsB, Joan MoeArthnr, George
Cross, Cavendish Three, BUIr
Ternent Orchestra

36 Mins.
Sunday, 8:30 p.m.
BBC, London
Smart half-hour would please more

if given better spotting; right now
it's following a previous hour of

comedy. It's too late to swap the
makeup of 'Going Places,* since the
series is from transcriptions made
prior to Buchaiian going on tour, and
comedy is its definite trend. The
writing was satisfactory, running to

the care-free, but some gags were
thrown away on this chapter through
bad timing on part of show's prin-
cipals.

A weekly, idea of show is to have
its cast visit some new spot in their
mythical world cruise. Here they
were dropping in on New York. Di-
alog sequences were woven in, main-
ly with little regard for reason and
sometimes thus a bit hazy as to how
come things are what they are.
More definite planting is needed.
Buchanan gave a nice light touch to

the proceedings, and got a lot of help
from William Kendall. Joan Mac-
Arthur had some good material as
one of those annoying spinsters on
shipboard.

On the musical end, tunes were
carried by Buchanan and Elsie Ran-
dolph. A surprising aspect is that
few, if any, really pop melodies
were included; those aired here
carrying a distant vintage for. pres-
ent-day ears. This applies to vocals
only; Ternent did his usual sound
work. Spotted an hour later, show
would benefit considerably.

programs

IMUodrake, the Maclcbui,' recorded
three-a-week juve adventure series
on WOR, New York, took about half
one of its recent shows with an
account of the hero's legerdemain
•Khibition for 'Ricky Blackburn and
Us pals,' while the latter came
through with phoney applause sound
effects. Since virtually all magic is
largely visual in effect, it made flat
listening. Stanza burst into action
suddenly near the close, however,
when.,niy.'?ti!riou3 culprits -appeared-
outside, the Ughts were doused and
a shot was fired. Only partially suc-
cessful hoke for the urchins.

Don Morrison, actor, who formerly
played accent parts on various dra-
matic programs in Buenos Aires,
provided a laughable and illuminat-
ing guest appearance August 13 oh
'Hemisphere Review,' via NBC-Blue
(WJZ). After explaining his for-
mer activity in the Argentine,
he spoke a few lines in appar-
ently okay Spanish, then im-
personated an Argentinian speaking
English, an Englishman speaking
Spanish, a Frenchman speaking
Spanish, a Jap speaking Spanish and
finally an American murdering
Spanish. It was not only skiUful
and funny, but should have offered a
useful comedown for superior-com-
plex Yankees.- Others on the pro-
gram were Carol Dennison, who
sang-recited a satire of rhumba
numbers; Dacita, singing a ballad in
Spanish and explaining the differ-
ence in Latin-American native
dnoms, and Louis Van Ruten in a
snappy sketch about a native in
Trinidad.

one or another of the" variety 'acts.'

Past Saturday's lineup, batoned by
D'Artega's orchestra and emceed b.v

Jim Ameche, had Dick Todd back in

two slots; Joan Shea with Hollywood
impressions; Sylvia Froos vocalizing
'Walking on .Air,' and okay; Al Stone-
Letitia Lee, satirizing radio quiz
shows; Tom Piper plugging the
products; Bill* Barr ditto; and Sani
(Shlepperman) Heam with his
standard dialectic comedy.

There's Gold, U Too Find It,' an-
other Sattirday morning show, is im-
proving. It's a trivial type of par-
ticipation show, seeking odd objects
with a cash prize of from $5 to $13
for certain articles, but it's generally
diverting. The

,
clearing house idea

is good open-forum stuff.

'FLIGHT TO THE SUN'
Dramatic
With Hueh McDermott, Emma
Treehman, Carl Carlisle, FanU
Green

30 MIns.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
BBC, London
Standard melodramatic stuff given

a wartime tint and some swell play-
ing. Philip Leaver's script, includ-
ing a couple of songs, was note-
worthy in the crispness of its style,

bi t short on story elements, building
well enough, but terminating in one
large-size fizzle that must have
pained many an ear. Yarn was the
time-tried escape idea from Nazi
domination, this time concerning
capitulation of France. Leaver wove
his characters into a set pattern,
heading them for a Britisher s yacht
and eventual sanctuary in England.
Each one of the parts was skilfully
bound up in the other, according to
the play of fortune. It was too bad
script could not promote a satisfac-
tory curtain to this interplay of fate;
once aboard the lugger it was not
even a case of 'fancy finding you
here.'

Hugh McDei-.nott, from films, han-
dled role of the Yank scribe who
has something on a French politi-
cian, also escaping. He's a smart
voicer at this type of stuff and was
entirely acceptable. Cute piece of
casting was that of Carl Carlisle,
whose forte is mimicry; player han-
dled a variety pf (jontinentalisms
where story called for types. Paula
Green was the lady of questionable
virtue; she's tied up with the French
bigwig, but falls for the virtuous
scribe. Girl is improving in radio
dramatics, a smart performance
here, and handled the song 'In Spite
of It AH.' cleffed by Leaver. Other
players delivered satisfactorily.

Constant impression while airing
was that 'Flight to the Sun' would
make worthwhile film fare. Its in-
gredients are dependable, and
Leaver did a good job of building
them up: all that's wanted is a defter
hand with the story strings.

WHAT'S NEW AT NINET'
Beeords, with Ted Campbell, Bob

Harris
OIMBEL'S DEPARTMENT STORES
Monday through Saturday 9-9:30 ajn.
WMCA, New York
This program's effect is spoiled by

the continual advertising plugs,
which predominate and take up at
least 10 minutes of the allotted 30-
minute broadcast The musical in-
terludes, which include recordings
of name bands, actually seem to get
in the way of the advertising.
Ted (Campbell does the announcing

and pushing of Gimbel's, and Bob
Harris, after a hurried sketch of
news which lasts 15 seconds, follows
suite.

Program is aimed at women only,
and includes, among the advertising
plugs, such articles as a French cake,
a woman's handbag and a boy's
leather jacket, all marked down es-
pecially for the radio-listening audi-
ence for the day of the broadcast
only. Listeners are urged to hurry
to the "store or place an order by
phone.
Among bands heard were those

of Horace Heidt and Guy Lombardo,
with selections, when caught, run-
ning the gauntlet from 'Chopin's
Fantasie Impromptu* and the 'Anvil
Chorus' from 'Trovatore' (both
ja'Tcd) to hot swing.
Program, as straight entertain-

ment, lacks pimcb.

Troth or Conseqaences,' broad-
.cazting-ir<vn the- stage of a-'Balti-
more theatre, went in for consider-
able horseplay, with a view to 'scar-
ing' the victims, only to find that the
'consequence' is mild. Throwing-an-
egg-into-an-electr'c fan was part of
such buildup. This was frankly
credited to Vabiety's Ben Bo-^er
(Odec), whose review stated that
T. or C. had done about everything
but that, whereupon the sponsor
seized upon the stunt and awarded
Bodec $10 for the suggestion.

lUnsa - Spry's Saturday morning
vaudeville half hour is distinguished
by invariably good acts ind show-
manly commercials as dramatized by

Lanny Boss closed his program
Thursday night (21) for Franco-
American spaghetti with a shoddy
presentation of a new tune, 'Love
Turns Winter Into Spring.' Vocal
arrangement lacked proper balance,
and the choral backgrounding of the
Smarties consequently sounded dis-
cordant and intrusive. Ross and the
orchestra were also off.

Fort Worth—Roy Bond is latest

addition to engineering department
of WBAP-WGKO. Bond comes from
KFJZ here, replacing Gus Rountree,
who becomes a radio inspector for

FCC in New Orleans.

George Cranston, general matiager
of WBAP-KGKO, announces the ad-
dition of Maurice Steinberg to the
stations' staff as music arranger.

'UNDERSTUDr
Dramatic ^
With Stella Andrew, Lacy Van
Ryner, Leslie French

40 Mins.
Friday. 6:S0 p.m.
BBC, London
Neatly constructed vehicle came

over as a genuine contribution, even
possibly the first piece of local
writing with definitely radio flavor.
Scripters Beatrice Gilbert and Pris-
ciUa Shryver merit praise for their
work. They ran into trouble only
on the time element, although it's

not unlikely piece was written for a
half-'hour, but drew an extra 10
mins. from BBC. It was unfortunate,
if such was the case.
Simple yarn treated of the im-

lucky sister, outshone and out-
gloried in every attempt to equeil
her twin, who takes to imagination
as creating the desired picture of
herself and eventually embraces re-
ality. Stella Andrew voiced the role
with appeal and charnti. Lucy Van
Ryner handled the up-and-coming
sister; Leslie French clicked as the
shy boy friend who finally steers
the suffering girl into getting the
right view of herself.

Certain stretches of dialog were
too loo,g and bogged the action, es-
pecially the continued repetition of
school sequences, where the unlucky
girt is reproved fort not 'being like
her sister.' Apart from this slack-
ness In pace, piece registered for its

characterization and general con-
struction on sound radio lines.

ATLANTA
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PAN-AMER. NET SPREADS
Inside Stuff-Radio

CpSeel promotion campajgn. In wh^h Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt re-

cently was enlisted as a microphone Attraction, has some wheels within

wheels that caused good-neighbor promoters to spend several uneasy
nights. The State Department, it has just been learned, had a row over

the radio series, which also was marked by strong agency rivalry and
some pointed political whispering.

Way the First Lady was enUsted in the movement has focused attention

on David Hopkins, young son of the Lease-Lend administrator and former
Federal relief administrator and Secretary of Commerce, who is supposed

to have obtained her as the spieler. The diplomats were upset because

not all coffee-producing countries of Latin America belong to the Pan-
American Coffee Bureau and resentment was displayed by these outsiders.

Guatemala squawked, while insinuations were made that heat was being

applied to force the holdouts to join the outAt. Delicate 'balance of inter-

national relations was further threatened when the cocoa and yerba mate
growers muttered it is unfair for the President's wife to plug one of sev-

eral competitive beverages.

Since all the arrangements had been made, there wasn't much for the

diplomats to do except give the radio series a belated blessing and then

start soothi(>g the Latin Americans. One version of the way the program
was set up is to the effect that the Pan American Coffee Bureau was
propositioned to shift its account on the strength of assurances that Mrs.

F. D. R. would go on the air before she ever was sounded out on the idea.

Something new in rewards to press-radio men was chalked up last

Wednesday (20) when the Federal Communications Commission broke

down and passed around large boxes of expensive Manila cigars to all

WJSV, Washington, engineers, production men, announcers and others who
took part in the broadcast over the CBS network of Joaquin M. Elizalde,

Philippine commissioner in Washington.

Scribes and radio men occasionally snaffle a solitary weed at some press

conferences, but the practice is not common and the newsmongers have
never before received a package of cigarettes—let alone a whole box of

perfectos—while on duty.

Mars Candy is introducing a new confection Sept. 1 to be known as 'Dr.

I. Q. Bar.' Seeking to take advantage of the popularity of the two shows

It sponsors 'Dr. I. Q.,' and 'Dr. I. Q. Jr.,' Mars Co. has been experimenting

with various flavor combinations for some time, and just this week arrived

at the right combination.

Grant Agency of Chi handles the two quiz shows for Mars, and will lay

out publicity campaign on the new confection.

Mars has renewed its NBC-Red web for the Monday night Dr. L Q.'

program. The new paper calls for 89 stations across the nation, starting

Aug. 25 and running for $2 weeks.

Nathan H. David, another of the bright young New Deal barristers,

who for some time was bufTer for FCC Chairman James L. Fly, has shifted

to the new Information Coordination agency headed by Col. WUliam J.

(Wild Bill) Donovan. David, a 28-year-old Massachusetts resident, be-

came assistant to Fly in 1B39 and last year—despite protests the appoint-

ment violated civil service regulations—became a member of the commish
legal stafl. Most recently he has been chief of the litigation section.

Bid of KWK, St. Louis, for a switch to 680 k.c. with 50,000 watts be-

came complicated last week, when word was received by the Federal

Commimications Commission that a petitioner for this same wavelength
has suddenly popped up in Mexico. KPO, NBC's red outlet in San Fran-

cisco, now occupies this channel.

Harold (Goodman has returned to station WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, after

completing a picture, 'Saddle Mountain Roundup,' with the Range Busters

in Hollywood. World premiere of the picture will be in Marshalltown,

Iowa, on Sept 6.

NBC ADDS 14

E

Outlets in Six Central Ameri-

can Countries Are Plus

21 Mexican Affiliates An-
nounced Last Week—Get

60% of Card Rate

CBS MARKS TIME

NBC yesterday (Tuesday) an-

nounced the second leg in its Pan-
American Network. This time it

was 14 stations in six Central Ameri-
can countries. Last week NBC re-

leased a list of 21 Mexican affiliates.

Meanwhile, CBS is marking time

with its own Latin-American setup,

explaining that actual operations in

that field will have to wait until its

new shortwave transmitter gets on
the air. The date for such event had
been armounced as Sept. 1, but be-

cause of OPM priorities delivery has
been put off for another 30 to 60

days.
NBC's Central American leg takes

in Costa Rica, Panama, El Salvador,

Nicaragua, Guatemala and Honduras.
It was stated yesterday by NBC that

the contracts which John F. Royal,

v.p. in charge of the international

relations department, worked out

with the Central American and Mex-
ican group, provide that they may
pick up and rebroadcast sustaining

programs at no charge to them. On
commercial programs the Latin-

American affiliates get 60% of the

rate card, with 15% deducted by the

network and another 15% by the ad
agency.
The Mexican affiliations had been

arranged through Don Emilio Ascar-
raga, head of XEW, which operates

now at 100,000 and is due to go to

200,000 watts. Royal, who has been
on a tour of South and Central

America for some time, was joined

last week in Colon by Charles W.
Horn, assistant v.p. in the interna-

tional relations department

Can. Nixes Radio

Giveaways For

Hypoing Prices

Montreal, Aug. 26.

Sponsored radio giveaways are

out in Canada for the duration, ac-

cording to Information from Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corp. sources, ex-

cept where sponsored by American

companies and piped into the Do-

minion. First to get the ukase are

the 'Big Three' milling companies.

Maple Milling, Western Canadian

and Robin Hood, which throughout

current year have been in cut-throat

competition every week, with cash

prizes running into thousands of

dollars each.

Price of flour has jumped 10 to

15% within last month or so and It

is felt in Government circles that

much of the rise Is due to heavy

radio expenditures. Newspaper ad-

vertisements will also be cut.

Programs wUl not be suspended

in any of above instances, but will

be limited to the domestic market

with no cash award: involved.

XEAW in New Quarters

Mineral Wells, Texas, Aug. 26.

The largest licensed power broad

casting system in the western, hemis

phere, station XEAW, will go on the

air in its new building just south-

west of the city limits of Reynosa,

Mexico, this week. XEAW has a

licensed power of 200,000 watts and

will have a sister station of 100,000

watts in operation within six weeks.

Station is owned by Carr P. Collins

and was purchased from Dr. John

R, Brinkley. '

FCC Modifies Rules So DX-ers

Can Escape Jamming by Axis

Making Snre

Mexico City, Aug. 26.

'National Hour,' the radio broad-
cast that the Federal Government
presents throughout Mexico every
Saturday and which is a highly po-
tent means for getting across official

information and propaganda to an
estimated audience of 3,000,000, is

now carried on a web of 26 stations.

Mexico has 104 active radio sta-

tions, but only 26 participate in the
Hour' because of their potency, at

least over 5,000 watts each. The
Government wants this program to

be high powered.

AUSSIE CLERIC SLAPS

RADIO'S POOR TASTE

Hobart, Tasmania, Aug. 8.

Very Rev. Dean Green, adminis-
trator of St Mary's Cathedral, told

a committee probing radio that aU
broadcasting stations pandered to

the lower tastes, stating that jazz and
crooning constituted an opium for

the public. Green intimated that all

stations should try and educate the
public to appreciate good music.
Slapping the Australian Broadcast-

ing Commission, national air opera-
tors, Green told the committee that

a show titled 'Out of the Bag' would
be better described as 'Out of the

Rubbish Tip.' 'Bag' presently is re-

garded as the top revue on the ABC
loop, employing top-grade Aussie
players, with Wilfred Thomas as

compere, and running 60 minutes on
weekly schedule.

Victor Sylvester uncdvers his ball-

room technique on the air; BBC giv-

ing him a 30-min. session, known as

Dancing Club.'

Washington, Aug. 26.

Complaints that Axis, transmitters
are jamming programs of U. S. in-

ternational stations have brought
countermoves by the Federal Com-
munications Commission that will

enable the American short-wavers to

do a better job of spraying South
America.
With the explanation that recep-

tion of U. S. signals in foreign coun-
tries must be improved, the FCC
has modified its rules' to allow the
DX plants here to use more than one
frequency. The plants, which the
Commish two years ago said ought
to carry programs promoting good
will and 'reflecting' American cul-

ture, henceforth can have biore than
one channel in order to escape the
interloping German and Italian sta-

tions. Also, more than one Amer-
ican outlet can use the <iame fre-

quency simultaneously for broad-
casts to different portions of the
globe.

The Commish was careful not to

put the finger on the Axis, but justi-

fies its new policy with comment
that present world conditions require
the U. S. to be 'well represented' in

short;wave operations and capable
of rendering 'adequate service' to

foreign listeners. The FCC added
significantly that 'expansion of inter-

national broadcast facilities in other
countries has. resulted in consider-
able and increased interference to

the transmissions of U. S. stations to

other nations.

Mlliza Korjns to S. A.
Miliza Korjus, coloratura soprano,

who made several appearances on
the Maxwell House Coffee program
when Metro produced It has been
set for a series of bro-dcasts on
Brazil and Argentina broa(T.:asts. She
leaves by plane from Miami Sept. 14.

Dates were arranged by Pan-Ameri-
can Enterprises.
. She will also^o p.a.s in S. A.
Miss Korjus was formerly under

contract to Metro.

7^
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Radio's Fight on Multipk Ownerslnp

Rules to Centre on loose Verbiage'

Rather Than the General Principle

Washington, Aug. 2G.

Fight against the proposed FCC
limitation on multiple ownership

apparently will take the form of a

major assault on the phraseology in

the proposed rule slated for exam-

ination at oral argument Oct. 6. So

far, though the summer doldrums
undoubtedly have delayed crystal-

lization of feeling, there is no evi-

dence of an all-out war against the

general principle. Rather, the pro-

tests will be against sloppy verbiage,

which may or may not be a smoke-
screen to conceal a drive at certain

individuals or corporations.

Though there may be some con-

nection between the multiple-own-

ership regulation and the still-in-

effective monopoly reforms, the for-

mer issue Is being treated as en-

tirely separate from the row over

chain regulation. The Commish
proposal to forbid the same person

or group to control more than one
station in an area admittedly ties

Into the social and economic objec-

tives of the Commish majority, but

at the same time the general idea

has the backing of the two dissent-

ers—Commissioners T. A. M. Craven
and Norman S. Case—who would
not go along on the drastic ver-

botens regarding chain operation.

Chief reaction to date is that the

Commish lawyers were careless or
else did not understand the wishes
of the regulators and ignored vari-

ous practical aspects of broadcast-
ing. Some observers see a diaboli-

cal design in the criticized language
but these are distinctly a minority.
The strongest complaint is against
use of the words 'substantial portion
of the area served' and failure to

pecify how the area is to be de-
termined. '

Bule Loosely Drawn
Many industry figures concede it

.is desireable to forbid any single
individual or group, to have more
than one outlet in a particular mar-
ket, but few persons in broadcasting
ranks have gone so far as the pro-
posed rule might permit. Admin-
istered overzealously, the

.
suggested

regulation could be used to prevent
a 50 kw station owner from having
another outlet within hundreds of
miles. The rule doesn't say whether
the 'area' is primary or secondary,
nor does it take into account cases
of minor overlapping where there
Is no serious duplication.
There are numerous instances of

how such a loosely-drawn regula-
tion could inflict severe injury if

applied thoughtlessly. Typical ex-
ample is that of John Shepard,
whosfe Boston clear-channel station
can be heard in Providence, where
he has a regional Though Boston
and Providence universally are re-

pjjjpnnnnniiiinnoi"-
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garded as different markets, the rule

might be construed to force the Bay
State operator to unload WEAN,
Providence, as well as WAAB, Bos-

ton. Ditto with others like Don Lee
in California, King-Trendle in Michi-

gan, and Amon Carter in Texas.

Even.if the Commish uses primary
service as the measuring rod for de-

termining when multiple ownership
violates public interest, a large num-
ber of transmitters would have to

go on the auction block.. Of course,

NBC will be hit by the proposed ban
on dual networks, notwithstanding

what's done about multiplicity, but

a host of prominent figures, many of

them pioneers, would be victims.

Including Powell Crossley in Cin-

cinnati, Jesse Jones in Texas, Shep-
ard, Buffalo Evening News, United

Broadcasting Co. in Cleveland,

Westinghouse in Fort Wayne, the

Cowles interests in De4 Moines,

Scripps-Howard in Memphis, the

Portland Oregonian, and Earl An-
thony in Los Angeles.

Fewer objections have been raised

though this is no measure of in-

dustry feeling, to the Commission
proposal to interpret 'control' as

used in the anti-monopoly com-
mandments. In view of some of the
fantastic lengths to which the Com-
mish accountants went in preparing
their list of stations with newspaper
connections, industry people are un-
easy about the idea of letting the
regulatory body decide who has
'working control.' Argument un-
questionably will be advanced that
the test of control should be more
precise, either by specifying majority
ownership or possession of a bigger
block of stock than any other in-

vestor, even though it still may be a
minority of the whole^

Bottler Boys Outdoor

Sports Show on WCCO

Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

Jacob Ries Bottling Co., Shakopee,
Minn., will sponsor a Jimmy Rob-
inson's 'Sports Show' to be aired
over WCCO on a 15-minute sppt at

10:45 p.m. Thursdays.
Robinson, who is Star Journal out-

door editor and also hunting, trap
shooting and skeet editor of Sports
Afield, will devote his broadcasts en-
tirely to fishing and hunting news. -

Milw. Grid Games Sold
Milwaukee, Aug. 26.

Deal was closed this week where-
by WEMP will broadcast all games,
both at home and abroad, played by
the Milwaukee Chiefs in the Ameri-
can Pro Football League, starting

Sept. 7, under sponsorship of the
Taylor-Button Fuel Co.
Announcing will be done by

Mickey Heath and Charley La
Force, who all summer have han'
died the baseball broadcasts of the
Milwaukee Brewers' games spon-
sored by General Mills,

Johannes Steel Will

DX to SA in Spanish

Johannes Steel, WMCA, N. Y.,

news commentator, begins a series of

Spanish language broadcasts Friday

(29) beamed at South. America, via

DX'er WRUL, Boston. Series will

be weekly, • 8:45-9 p.m., sustaining.

Steel speaks Spanish fluently, having

been S.A. correspondent for Euro-

pean papers for several years.

Once the Spanish programs get

underway, the commentator intends

inaugurating a similar series to be

aimed at France, in French. Steel's

stuff is sponsored for local consump-
tion, via WMCA, by Modern Indus-

trial Bank.

Radio's Position
; Continued from page JZ-

Sells Inquiring Hike
Des Moines, Aug. 26.

Dale Morgan's inquiring micro
phone for KSO has been sold to the

Inland Milling Co.
Will start at the Iowa State fair,

with Morgan Interviewing from dif'

ferent spots on the grounds.

the tax spotlighted by the opponents.

Other reasons given for letting

broadcasters off were the industry's

generosity toward Government pro-

grams, the loss on public service fea-

tures, the inability to pass the tax on

to others, and the danger that em-
ployment and business volume will

decline.

Fly's Defense of Radio

Leading the attack. Fly admonished
the solans not to forget that radio

station owners also pay income and

excess-profit taxes. Even the $4,500,-

000 to $5,000,000 'net' yield from the

House-proposed levy is a 'substantial'

sum to an industry like broadcast-

ing, the FCC chairman pointed out.

Especially in view of the heavy fixed

costs for studios, lines and talent, the

danger of less advertising due to the

defense program and interruption of

normal business, and the competition

with other media. He stressed the

subsidy' enjoyed by newspapers in

the form of below-cost postal rates

and showed gratitude for the amount
of time stations and networks devote

to war broadcasts, Government pro-

grams, and related public service

features.

On the basis of latest FCC figures,

the tax under the House bill would
involve $12,639,486, Fly sUted. Nine
chains, including regionals, would
pay $7,815,000. From 224 Individual

transmitters, the Treasury would
grab $4,823,790.

Principal industry case was made
by Alvord, one of the nation's most
famed tax lobbyists who was hired

hastily by NAB to pull the chestnuts

out of the fire. After broadcasters'

labor friends had told why they fear

the levy, the former Treasury un-

dersecretary unbundled legal argu-

ments, history, and statistics to dis-

suade thesolons. —
Any levy on gross receipts, is fun-

damentally unsound, viplatlng a

long-standing Federal tadition, Al-

vord reminded the senators. It over-

looks entirely the established ability^

to-pay theory. Furthermore, it is a

move toward restricting free speech

and dessemination of Information,

which would be bad even, if all

forms of advertising were included.

Going into details, the NAB mouth-
piece pointed out that one unidenti-

fied network now making a return of

9% would lose money if forced to

hand over the amount required un-
der the House-approved bill.

' The
tax cannot be passed on, as Is done
with liquor, cigaret, amusement and
other levies, he 'Explained.

Collateral protests were registered

by Emily Holt on behalf of AFRA;
Lawson Wimberly, for the . Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers; former Federal Radio Com-
missioner Harold A. LaFount, as

head of National Independent Broad-
casters; James C. Petrillo, the musi-
cians' prexy, and Maurice Lynch, of

the Chicago Federation of Labor. All

pulled the stops on tBe discrimina-

tion objection, raising the spectre of

curtailed operations leading to less

employment.

National Biscuit On .

EZ; Dr. CaldweD

Bhirbs to KFE

Denver, Aug. 26.

KLZ clinched 143 quarter-hour

sales during the past week, to two
accounts, KFEL signed one account

for 117 quarter-hours, and KOA sold

125 quarter-hours to one client

KLZ: Graham Furniture Co.,

through Robertson agency, 78 quar-

ter-hours; National Biscuiis' Co.,

through McCann-Erickson, 65 quar-

ter'hours; Union Pacific Railroad,

through Caples agency, 27 announce-
ments; Montgomery Ward, 13 spots;

Hugh M. Woods Co., 312 announce-
ments; Chatham blankets, through M.
H. Hackett, 78 announcements; In-

terstate Distributing Co., through
Driver agency, 28 spots; Kortz-Lee
Jewelry Co., through Ted Levy, 78

announcements; Mars Oil Co., 52

spots; Reader's Digest, through^

BBD&O, 26 spots.

KFEL: Rainbow. Ballroom, through
Robertson agency, 117 quarter-hours;

Veto Cabaret, 13 spots; Mountain
States Telephone & Telegraph Co.,

13 announcements; Kramer's Book
Store, six spots; Histex Corp.,

through United Adv., 78 announce-
ments; Denver Dry (>oods Co., three
announcements daily, one year;

Chase Candy Co., through Potts-
Turnbull, 26 announcements; Bell
Tailors, through Earl A. Pivan, 100

announcements; Dr. W. B. Caldwell
Co., through Sherman & Marquette,
eight announcements weekly, three
months.
KOA: The Pen Man, through

United Adv., 24 quarter-hour news;
Denargo Market, through Caples
agency, 24 station breaks; Hamilton
Furs, through Robertson agency,
seven spots; Johnson & Johnson,
through Ferry-Hanly, 170 station

breaks; Barnett Fuel Co., through
Max Goldberg, 312 one-inijiute an-
nouncements; Ralston Purina Co.,

through Gardner Adv., 126 quarter-
hours; Potter Drug fit Chemical Co.,

through Atherton fit Currier, 624 one-
minute announcements; Simoniz,
thro^h Geo. H. Hartman, one sta-

tion break; Kerr Glass Mfg. Co.,

through Raymond Jl. Morgan, 40 an-

nouncements; O'Cedar Corp., through
H. W. Kastor, 65 announcements;
Shaeifer Pen Co., through Russel M.
Seeds, 30 station breaks.

Comparative Unit. Count

LISTEN ^'^^ DAILY
NBC Red Network, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M, ED8T

IN - WABC—6:30-6:45 EDST—CBS
' • • COAST TO COAST
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St L. Ad Club TS. Tax
St. Louis, Aug. 26.

A beef, in resolution form, against
the proposal of Congress to' tax radio
and outdoor advertising, was
launched here last week by the Ad-
vertising Club of St Louis, which
sent copies of the protest to all Mis-
souri senators and representatives

and also to members of the' House
Ways and Means Committee and the
Senate Finance Committee.
Advertising itself should not be

taxed, according to the resolution,

'because, advertising being a form
of selling, this proposed tax would
retard the flow of merchandise.'

Nashville—^Robert Karnes is now
announcer at WSIX. Comes from
Los Angeles.

. Aur.23^.

Network .. 7,820.

Local 6,630

Natl Spot. . 2,511

Total 16,361

(Included: KFEL,

% or

Aug. 16. Change,
7,805

5,953

2,380

16,238

KLZ,
KOA, KVOD)

-I- «2
-t- IJ
-f 63
-f 0.8

KMYR,

Scrap Old WCAU Tower

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

The 500-foot transmitting tower of
WCAU at Newtown Square, Pa
was torn down last Wednesday (20)
and the 35 tons of steel cut up and
sold to several national defense
plants. The tower became obsolete
when the station opened its new
$200,000 transmitting station at
Moorestown, N. J.

The demolition of the old tower,
built at a cost of $25,000 in 1932,
was fllmed by newsreels and wit-
nessed by a crowd of nearly 3,000,

Miles Buys Barn Dance
Des Moines, Aug. 26.

Miles Laboratories (Alka-Seltzer)
will sponsor a half hour of the Iowa
Barn Dance Frolic this winter.
This is the first time Mileshas been

represented on the WHO stage-broad'
cast.

I/4HR.PGMS.FOR

QUAKER OATS

TOWFBR
Baltimore, Aug. 2.

Everything about the same here in
these days of maximum summertima
lethargy. Some renewals and con.
tlnued quarter-hour buying helping
some.
WFBR: American Chicle, through

Badger, Browning & Hershey, six
15-minute programs a week for one
year; Embros Wine, via Gourtland D.
Ferguson, seven nighttime spots a
week; Quaker Oats, through Ruth-
rauff & Ryan, five quarter-hour air-
ings a week; Mill End Shop, through
Katherine Mahool, seven spots a
week; Jay Allen Furriers, through
Maurice Chessler, 24 spots a week.
WCAO: Hub Department Store,

through Louis Schecter, spots; Koes-
ter Bakery, through Carroll Jones,
renewed 264 spots and 200 a.m. clock
announcements.
WCBM: Embros- Wine, through

Courtland D. Ferguson, 300 spots.

I

' Comparative Unit Count
|

% of

Aug. 23. Aug, 16. Change.
Network .. 7,585 7,506

Local 4,776 4,728

Nat'l Spot.. 1,919 1,944

Totol 14,280 14,209

(Included: WBAL, WCAO,
WFBR)

-1-1.0

-f-1.0

—1.3
+0.5

WCBM,

Texas Beer Co. Buys

$25,000 in Radio Time

San Antonio, Aug. 26.

One of the largest deals for local

radio time was closed by the Conroy
Agency for the Lone Star Beer Co.

of this city. Deal calls for an out<

lay of $25,000 for the coming year,

starting Sept. 1.

Every 30 minutes of the broadcast
day there will either be a spot an-
nouncement, or a quarter-hour pro>
gram on some one station here de-
voted to Lone Star Beer.

Station KTSA will broadcast a se<

ries of parades throughout the day
starting with. the Women's Parade
which is to be aired Monday through
Frfday.

Luden's Chainbreaks

Luden's Coughdrops makes an>

other account that has entered the

chainbreak field. It's buying such
announcements across the board at

the rate of six a week and for 20

weeks, starting with the shift to

standard time (Sept 29).

Mathes is the agency.

Cereal Sets 'Uncle Ray*
Minneapolis, . Aug. 26.

Sim Cereal company of Minneap*
oils has bought the 'Uncle Ray'a

Comic. Strip' program heard on
WCCO Sundays from 8:30 to 9 a.m.

George Grim, Star Journal radio

director, will continue to portray

'Uncle Ray' and there will be plugs

in that newspaper's comic section

and children giveaways as part of

the merchandising campaign.

BENNY^RUBIN

"MR. GINSBURG"
FOB

ARCH OBOLER

WBNS
PUTS YOU /
ONTOP /

CENTOAl OHlds OMLV
CBS OUTLET
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Baking Co. Boys lone Ranger On

KHJ; Insurance Concern to KNX

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.
'

Another upturn, alter a slight set-

back last week, sends figures in all

departments on the upgrade again.

Plus signs in network, local and na-

tional spot categories augur well for

the coining season, total running up

to 18,016 units, as compared with

J 7,739 last week.

KNX came through with the sale

of 39 half-hour programs, 'Cbvalcade

of California,' to the Title Insurance

51 Trust Co. as air institutional plug,

with - another good-sized chunk of

business going to KHJ In 52 half-hour

programs for P. E. Gardner and 156

half-hour 'Lone Ranger' shows for

Inter-State Bakeries.

KHJ: Vitapep, 13 participations

on 'Eddie Albright' through Ceasana

& Associates; Gillette Safety Razor

Co., one hour on Mutual net Tuesday,

Aug. 26, Maurello-Lesnevich flght,

through Jtaxon, Inc.; P. E. Gardner,

52 half-hour broadcasts, local, through
Allied Advertijsing Agencies; Inter-

State Bakeries Corp., 156 half-hour

programs, 'Lone Ranger,' thrbugh
Scholtz Adv.; Pacific Greyhound Bus
Co., .52 quarter-hour broadcasts, 'Ro-

mance of the Highway,' through
Beaumont & Holman; Pioneer Build-

ers, 26 five-minute broadcasts, 'Pio-

need Builders,' local, through Smith
& Bull.

KNX: Title Insurance & Trust Co.,

39 half-hour broadcasts, 'Cavalcade
of California,' through Buchanan' &
Co.; Pierce Bros., four 15-minute
broadcasts, through Philip J. Meany;
Nowell Bldg. Co., six participations,

through I. F. Wallin.
KFI: Wyvernewood, six participa-

tions, through Elwood Dobinson;
Downtown Dollar Day, 12 participa-
tions,and 14 announcements, direct.

KECA: Employment, 65 quarter-
hour broadcasts; through ' Allied;
Downtown Dollar Day, 19 announce-
ments, direct.

Compar«tlTe Holt Count

% of

Aor. 23. Ao(. 16. ChoDfe.

Network .. 11^72 11,736 -|-I.l

Local ' 4,574 4,435 +3.1
Nat'ISpot.. 1,570 1,566 -|-0.02

Total 18,016 17,739 -1-1

J

(Included: KECA, KFI, KHJ, KNX)

E-Z CUT HAMS USES

STORE QUIZ VIA WCAU

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Morrell E-Z Cut hams last week
purchased a series of store quiz
shows to run three times weekly for
13 weeks over WCAU. The show
will be tabbed "The Missus Goes-A-
Shopping' and will be aired from
transcriptions made by the mobile,
unit from various 'super markets' in
the PhiUy area> with women shop-
pers participating on the question
and answer bee on public events.
The dejil was set through Henri,
HUrst 8i McDonald.
Another contract signed last week

was for 13 30-minute programs fea-
turing Dale Carnegie, by the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools.
Show is to start Sept 18.

Other new business reported at
WCAU: Beech-Nut. Packing (gum
and soups), 180 spot announcements,
through NeweD-Emmett; Reader's
Digfest, 26 spots, through BBD&O.
WIBG: King Clothing Co., six 15-

minute newscasts weekly (13 weeks3;
Morris Gold (furrier), 15-minute
participation on recorded show.

ComparatlTe Vnlt Coant

% of

Ang. 23. Aag. 16. Change.
Network ..' 9,158 9,365 —2.2
LAcal 19,520 20,253 —3.6
Natl Spot. . M36 5,241 +1J
Total 34,014 34359 —2.4
(Included: KYW, WCAU, WDAS,

WFIL, WIBG, WIP, WPEN)

K.&E. Baying Transcribed

Pings for Three Fums

Kenyon & Eckhardt agency Is

placing transcribed announcements
for Quaker SUte Oil at the rate of

three-a-week, beginning Sept. 15.

Same agency is working on similar
campaigns for Flelschmann's Yeast
and Kellogg's.

DES MOINES DROPS

Gains Wiped Out—Total Down 1J%

Des Moines, Aug. 26.

Units in Des Moines slowed to a
walk after the previous week's spurt
of speed. All categories were af-
fected, with local and national spot
biz showing the greatest losses.

Comparative Unit Coont

%of
Aog. 23. Ang. 16. Change.

Network .i 7,134 7,155 —0.3
Local 3,468 3,553 —2.3
Nat'l Spot.. 2,841 2,915 —2.5
ToUl 13,443 13,623 —1.3

(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)

B'klyn Strand's Liye

Stage Shows WiU Be

BaliyhooedyiaWNEW

The Brooklyn Strand theatre's
policy of live stage shows which
start this Friday, August 29, will be
plugged on WNEW's 'Dance Parade'
program beginning immediately. The
contract calls for 10:15 to 10:30 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday for a
period of 13 weeks and was placed
direct by the Fabian Brooklyn thea-
tres owners of the Brooklyn Strand.
WMCA: Austin Nichols Co. (wine),

through Alfred Lilly, nine announce-
ments weekly, 26 weeks; Rev. Don-
ald Gray Barnhouse, direct, half-hour
once a week, 12 weeks; Peter Breidt
Brewing, through A. W. Lewin, half-

hour once a week, 26 weeks; Craw-
ford Clothes, two-week extension of

current contract, through Al Paul
Lefton; Empire Gold Buying Corp.,

through Friend Adv., doubling of

present announcement schedule for

duration of 27-week contract;- Hoff-

man Beverage Co., through BBD&O,
10-week renewal of announcement
schedule; Kellogg Co., through Ken-
yon & Eckhardt, five-week renewal
of announcements, 10 a week.
WNEW: Phillips & Benjamin (Sno-

Mist), through Chas. W. Hoyt, 'Make
Believe Ballroom,' quarter-hour
three' times a week, 13 weeks; Lester

Piano Co., through P. R. Manfre,
quarter-hour six times weekly, 20

weeks; Brunswick Laundry, 25 an-

nouncements weekly, 13 weeks;
Vogt's Philadelphia Scrapple, through
The Clements Co., 'Make Believe
Ballroom,' quarter-hour three times

weekly, 26 weeks; Goldenberg Pea-

nut Chews, through The Clements
Co., 26 announcements weekly, 26

weeks;- Beech-Nut Packing, through
Newell-Emmett, 12 announcements
weekly, 15 weeks; Red Seal Motor
Co., through Brenallen, Inc., 25 an-

nouncements weekly, 52 weeks; re-

newals include: Hoffman Beverage,

through B^D&O, 13 announcements
weekly, 10 weeks, and Kellogg Co.

(Pep), through Kenyon & Eckhardt,

10 announcements weekly.

WOR: Pinex Co. (Pinex Corn
Syrup), through Russel M. Seeds,

announcements in Farmer's Digest,

six days a week; Rubsam & Horrman
Brewing, through Samuel C. Croot,

renewal of Happy, Jim Parsons, three

days a week, and announcements
twice weekly; Manufacturers Trust

Co. Banking Service, through Mc-
Cann-Erickson, renewal of United

Press 'iiews with Frank Singiscr,

quarter-hour once a week.

Venter Breaks Arm

At Jinxed Benefit

San Francisco, Aug. 26.

Mel Venter, KFRC program direc-

tor, suffered a broken arm while "do-

ing a Red Cross benefit at San Mateo
and had to be taken to a doctor by
Eric Boden of KYA when it was dis-

covered that there wasn't a Red Cross
nurse in the crowd. Venter and Mary
Roeder (Mrs. Boden), who have been

airing on KFRC for the White House,

were appearing at a benefit Sunday
(17) when Venter tripped on stairs

leading to the stage. Show was not

broadcast. Venter's arm reportedly

is fractured at the elbow.
In the same show. Mis? Roeder got

tangled up in her gay '90s costume
and fell, but escaped injury. Affair

was an all-around jinx, climaxing

when the car in which Venter was
being returned to Frisco ran out of

gas.

Quin Ryan's 'Romances'

Get Another 13-Wk. Ride
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Quin Ryan, former manager of

WGN and its ace announcer, and now
an independent operator, drew an-
other renewal for his 'Marriage
License Bureau Romances' program
for Savoy Coffee.

Set for another 13 weeks by the
&win-Wasey agency here, the Ryan
broadcasts direct from the marriage
license bureau will start as of Sept. 8

and run every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.

Ford Dealers Buy

U. of MicL Footbafl

For Network Airing

Detroit, Aug. 26,

Following last week's buying of

football time, WXYZ comes up this

week with sponsors for both the
college and professional teams here
which will be carried via the sta-

tion and its affiliated Michigan Ra-
dio Network stations.

Sponsor for the eight University
of Michigan games will be the F,ord

Dealers of Michigan. Broadcasts of

the Lions' games, Detroit profes-
sional club in the national league,

which embraces 13 games, have been
bought by the Pfeiffer Brewing
Company. Harry Wismer, who has
broadcast the games here for four
years, will handle both assignments.
While the fall push hasn't started

here yet, units last week started a
shove upward. Heading into fall

the six stations for« this area show
total units of 23,713 as compared
with 22,679 during the same week
of 1940, a neat overage.

,
CKLW: Conn Clothes, half-hour

congo-rhumba time, five times a

week, 26 weeks, in addition to 10

spot announcement a day, direct;

Fly Tox, 16 announcements weekly,
four weeks.

Comparative Unit Count

% of

Aog. 23. Ang. 16. Change.
Network .. 7,620 7,590 +0.4
Local 11,645 11,653 * .

.

Natl Spot.. 4,448 4,426 -1-0.5

Total 23,713 23,669 -(-0.2

• No change,
(included: CKLW. WJBK. WJLB,

WJR, WWJ, WXYZ)

CHI UNITS IMPROVE

Total Up 0.3%—Walgreen Drag on

Four

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Walgreen drug stores are cracking

local records for news broadcasts

and now have a line-up of 93 five-

minute newscasts weekly on three

Chicago stations. In new contracts

signatured through Schwimmer &
Scott, the firm has six broadcasts
daily on WGN six times -weekly,

twice daily on WIND across the
board, once daily on WENR across

the board, and six times daily six

days weekly on WMAQ.
WBBM: Carson, Pirie, Scott de-

partment store, 30-minutes six times

weekly, through Stack-Goble; Alli-

son-Bedford Co., time signals twice
weekly, through David Goldman;
Atlas Brewing Co., one and one-half-

minute announcement preceding and
half-minute following 'World Today'
three times weekly, through Craig
Dennison; Peter Paul for Mounds,
Walnettoes and Ten Grown Gum,
five-minutes three times weekly,
through Platt-Forbes.

WGN: Adams Clove gum, 15 min-
utes daily, five times weekly,
through Badger & Browning; Savoy
coffee, 30 minutes three times week-
ly, through Erwin, Wasey.

Comparative Unit Connt

% Of

Ang. 23. Aag. 16. Change.
Network . . 9,505 9,505 *

'

Local 6,600 6,622 +0.5

Natl Spot.. 11,733 11,690 +0.4

ToUI 27.898 27,817 +0J
(Included: WBBM, WENR, WGN,

WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)

• No change.

WBBM Sells Musterole
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Series of station breaks at 8:00

a.m., Monday through Saturday over

WBBM, has been contracted for by
Musterole Co. of Cleveland, , Ohio.

SpotSj which will start October 13,

will run for 26 weeks.

&win Wasey & Co., of N. Y., set

the deal.'

Wm. Winter, KSFO News Analyst,

On Coast Web for Alpine Coffee

KANSAS CITY STEADY

Changes Marginal— Hlstcen Test
Series to KITE

Kansas City, Aug. 26.

Summer season is still in effect

with stations finding it stiff to keep
their commercials from slackening.

Tally shows little change, but varia-

tions are. unfavorable, if slight Man-
agers are inclined to ignore present
and point to Sept. 1, after which
date they say all will be well with
radio again. Looks to be true enough
as nearly every station has a list of

contracts to begin in Sept, and sum-
mer biz has not slipped to the levels
of previous summers.
Histeen tablets (hay fever), went

on KITE, with a four-week test sked
of announcements.

Comparative Unit Cannt

% of

Aug. 23. Aug. 16. Change.
Network .. 6,710 6,710 *..

Local 4,974 5,008 —0.6
Nat'ISpot.. 6.079 6,145 —1.0
ToUI 17,763 17,863 —0.6

• No change.
(Inclded: KCKN, KOMO, KITE,

KMBO, WDAF, WHB)

Compagnie Parisienne

Fafl Campaign To

Utilize 150 Stations

Seattle, August 26.

Fall campaign for Compagnie
Parisienne (Rhodius perfumes), San
Antonio, Texas, is being placed by
Northwest Radio Advertising of Se-
attle. Beginning Aug. 18 with the
use of 56 stations which will be in-

creased to 150 early in September,
fiive-minute periods daily are be-
ing set. Campaign scheduled to run
until the week before Christmas.
Following stations have received

their time orders: KIRO, WDBO,
WCDB, WPRO, WAAF, WAAT,
KMPC, KQW, WMMN, WORL,
WKST, KWJJ, WSNJ, WSLB.
WRVA, WCFL, KROW, KFYR,,
WCAR, KSFO, KSL, KMA, KYA,
KVOR, KFEQ, WPEN. WOV, KSAL,
KSOO, WCOP, WDEL. WDGY,
WTAQ, WSPR, WMEX, . KWFT,
WSUN. WFMD, KVCV. KVI, WBAX,
KMYC, WSOY, WIZE, WCLO,
WHBF, WRAG, WIND, WC^JI,
WCSC, WBYN, XEAC, KINY,
XENT, XELO, XEMO.
KOMO-KJR sold National Grocery

Co. a 104-hour contract . beginning
Sept. 1. Alternating between the

two stations, programs will be di-

rected by Pacifle National Advertis-

ing agency. Bulova signed for

three nighttime signals for 13 weeks
on KJR, and Serutan (Dr. Lindlahr)

renewed three times weekly half-

hour show on KOMO.
KOL sold St. Nicholas School for

Girls two spots a day, indefinite. One
spot will relate a tradition of the

school.

John B. Hughes did a nationwide
broadcast from the Boeing Airplane
plant (21) and also did a drama-
tized show on Jack Knight's first air

mail flight. Station talent partici-

pated in this, which was aired at

10:30 a.m. and p.m. Last part of

the program said to be another

'first,' with airing of pilots actual

readying for a Aight- — -

I
Comparative Unit Coont |

%"ol'

Aug. 23. Aug. 16. Change.

Local 7,187 7,315 —1.7

Network .. 3,450 7,117 +4.6

Nat'l Spot. . 799 757 + 5.5

Total 15,436 15,189 +1.6
(Included: KIRO, KOL, KRSC)

SHELL OFF COAST AIR IK

SUDDEN CANCELLATION

San Francisco, Aug. 26.

William Winter, news analyst
whose loyalty to KSFO's Lincoln
Dollar cost him a Union Oil network
commercial through his refusal to

shift to Hollywood, got (lis reward
this week when thre^ sponsors
bought chunks of him. Most im-
portant is a CBS coast network deal
for Alpine Coffee, set by Leon Liv-
ingstone agency. This is a Saturday
quarter at 7:45 a.m., a slot filled the
other five days by Nelson Pringle,

who got the oiler's nod after Winter
decided to stay in Frisco. Other new
clients are Petri Wines, through
Erwin Wasey, with 10 minutes at

10:15 a.m. Monday through Friday
starting Sept 15, and Belfast Spark-
ling Water, via M. E. Harlan, with
10 minutes at the same time Satur-
day and Sunday, plus Thursday at

12:15 p.m. Winter also does a Sun-
day afternoon chore for Mark Morris
tires and now faces the KSFO mike
15 times weekly with no days off.

Gordon Owen also picked up two
more particlpar^ts for his new 'Home
Service Council,' Macey Jewelry,
sold directly, and Red Heart Dog
Food which stacts Sept I. Henri,
Hurst & McDonald agencied. Russel
M. Seeds also has spotted two eve-
ning chain breaks weekly on the
same station for SheafTer pens. Ne#
sales dodge has been worked out by
KSFO for Its 5:30 a.m. Farm Journal,
which moves to the State Fair at
Sacramento (29). Special sponsor-
ship for the Fair week of eight days
only is being peddled in packages of
one participation daily for the eight
days. Four takers, already reported
by sales manager Haan Tyler.

Westco agency has picked Ira Blue
to voice the Wheaties commercials
on Ernie Smith's KQW baseball
broadcasts, deal being set' via Larry
Allen of CRA, agent for Blue.

Hastings Clothiers, which has been
using as high as three hours weekly .

on KFRC, has finally dropped off al-

together, cancelling its last partici-

pation in Fulton tiewis. Firm has
been spending almost as much on
radio as In the papers and wants to

get back to some direct mail, is given
as reason.

Programs on the Don Lee net got

a thorough shaking up this week
and starting Sept. 1, the KFRC
Breakfast Club will go to the whole
web five days a week from 8 to 8:30

with a vigorous drive on to sell

local participations. The Kirkwood-
Harris comedy stint is already, sold
solid on KFRC execpt for two
quarter hours weekly, bearing out
contention set forth In Variety some
weeks back that variety shows are
on the up-swing. Networks seem-
ing decision to really get out and
push the show is further verification.

I
Comparative Untt Cennt

% of

Ang. 23. Ang. 16. Change,
Network . . 8,750 8,780 —OS
Local 4,005 3,972 +3.0
Nat'l Spot. . 1349 1,739 +63
Total 14.694 14,491 '+1.4

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Shell Oil suddenly cancelled the

Art Linkletter weekly half-hour

airer over the CBS Ctoast net of

eight stations Thursday (21), the

third and final broadcast going on
sustaining without a Shell commer-
cial for the one-time shot

Shell was last on the air with a

net show several years ago with Joe

Cook, otherwise using -only -local

radio plugs. ShpU originally .figured

to go transcontinental With Link-

letter.

LOCAL POLITICS BOOM

BIZ AT wsa, WUC
Nashville, Aug. 26.

WSIX and WLAC are doing land-
slide business as pollticos are tak-
jng. ajl_ay§ik^ble. tlme_pyer these^te- .

tlons to solicit votes in the forth-

coming county elections to be held J

Thursday (September 4). 1

Station WSM peddled the Vander-
bilt football game broadcasts to

Braid Electric, distributor for Zenith
Radio and Norge Refrigerators.

Package includes 10 game schej^ule

and road as well as home games. An-
nouncer is unsettled.

WLAC reports fall business up-
swing. Chattanooga Meidicine Com-
pany has renewed Delmore Brothers
for 39 weeks on bebaU of 'Black
Draught' starting September first

Show will originate in Birmingham
and will be piped to Nashville and
Chattanooga.
Waltham Pen Company has pur-

chased six quatter-hour live talent

shows weekly beg[|iuun£' Monday
(25) featuring Sammy Snodth, the
pen man.
Prep school football games haven't

been sold as yet by WSIX. Holsum
Bakers hold an option on games and
are expected to exercise it before
season begins in' Aiiddle of. Septem-
ber! Orr (i Co-.; distributors for
Hermitage . Feeds have renewed
'Johnson Family' Ipr one year.
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War Has No Meet on Music

Tastes; German Compositions OK

Carson City
: Continued from page 3-

Tlie war in Europe has had abso-

lutely no effect on the types of pro-

grams demanded by the American
concert-going public. A survey of

managers in the field reveals that

the World War 1 hysteria, when
Wanner was taboo, and Beethoven
Mozart and Brahms suffered con-

siderably, does not exist today.

Even in the south, the so-called

"hotbed of Americanism,' German
liec^er programs are acceptable, al

though the more rural communities
demand lighter music for the most
part. More and more English and
American songs are being used, and
occ3£ional translations of worlu of

foreign composers are included, but
these for the most part serve as

encores and not the regular portion

of the programming.
Smaller cities are a little tired of

the continual flow of straight recitals

and more and more novelties are be
Ing given. The public appears to

want something with a fast tempo
more suited to American life. As a

refult, recitals are being stream-
linsd and even operas are being
greatly cut to accelerate the pace.
S,';'.vatore Baccaloni's 'Visnettes.'

which are scenes from a half-dozen
of the Mel basso's operas, is a good
example >f what is being done.
Baccaloni gets under way in No-
ve.nber, and is already sold out on
hi"; tour.

An unusual example of current
lack of war hysteria was a recital

recently given by Lauritz MelchloT.
Danish tenor of the Met, and a world
renowned lleder singer. Concert
wrs given In iJonfreal and Melchior,
warned of the war feeling, omitted
all German from the program, until

his audience en masse demanded
lleder.

Little Effect In Eneland
London, Aug. 18.

'

The war has had very little effect

On classical music here or through-
out England in general. Queen's
Hall, famous for decades as a con-
cert hall, has been destroyed, but
concerts continue just the same in

other locations. No real effect has
been noticed as to the temper of the
people against either German or
Italian music. Composers whose
works are featured the most are Bee-
thoven, Brahms, Bach, Shubert,
Purcell, Mozart, Hayden, Mendels-
sohn, Strauss, Delius and Elgar. The
majority of these are of Gcrr.-:r,-.:ic

decent.

Among some of the people, or-
ganizations and orchestras giving
regular concerts throughout the
country are included John McCor-
mack, who emerged from retirement
to sing over the BBC; Clifton Cur-
zon; the Stratton String Quartet;
Myra Hess, whose prominade con-
certs at the National Gallery resulted
In her being named a Dame of the
Empire; Richard" Tauber, Dlno Bor-
giolie, Italian tenor, who was placed
In a concentration camp at the be-
ginning of the war and was sub-
sequently released to sing in benefit
concerts; John Hammond, OUve
Groves, Walter Wlddop, Norman
"Walker, Elena Gerhart, William
Murdock, Albert Sammons, Basil
Cameron, etc.

Opera has suffered considerably
since the International season of
Covent Garden was abandoned and
the Sadler Wells Co.. went on the
road. The BBC has aided this sit-

uation by presenting monthly broad-
casts of opera.

Haiasz in Havana

Havana, Aug. 2G.

Lazlos Haiasz, of the St. Louis Opera

Co., is here arranging for a season

ol opera in October. The impresario

has signed Stella Roman, Ezio Pinza,

Rudolf Pechner and Francesco

Valentino, and is dickering for Licia

Albanese.
Operas set include 'Tosea' and

'Faust.'

Tosci, Stoki May Plug

Mefs B.O. in Place Of

Absent Kirsten Flagstad

The Metropolitan Opera Co., re-

signed to the loss of its biggest b.o.

star in Kirsten Flagstad for the

coming season, and realizing the im-
possibility of securing an adequate
replacement for the soprano either

at the boxoffice or for her roles, will

eliminate considerable Wagner from
Its repertoire this year. It also plans
to use important name conductors
who are b.o. stars in their own right.

Among some of those reported un-
der consideration at the moment are
Arturo Toscanini, who, it is rumored,
will baton 'Tristan Und Isolde' and
'Travlata'; Leopold Stokowski, who
is understood to be desired for a
planned recasting and revival of

Boris Godunov,' and Serge Kousse-
vitsky, leader of the Boston Synv-
phony. This will follow in line with
a policy inaugurated last season,
when Bruno Walter joined the Met
and packed 'em in for all his per-
formances. Walter has been re-
engaged for 10 of the 16-week season.

MEROLA PAYING WAY
FOR SEATTLE STAND

Seattle, Aug. 26.

Gaetano Merola, impresario of the
San Francisco Opera Co., arrived
here Sunday ' (24) for a six-day visit,

during which time he will broadcast
and lecture to women's clubs to pre-
pare them for his coming season.
Merola's tour is sold out for his eight
performances here, in Sacramento
and Portland.
Company will take in $144,000 dur-

ing its tour. The opera head has
made one change In repertoire, the
dropping of Tristan Und Isolde' and
the addition of Tannhauser* with
Stella Roman and Lauritz Melchior.

HELEN TRAUBE'S TOUR

FOR COL IS 957o SRO

k Helen Traubel, Metropolitan dra-
Inatic soprano whose career has
' meteored in the past couple of years
after over a decade of waiting. Is

being booked for a concert tour by
Columbia, which will cram in over
60 dates at $2,000 minimum. From
Sept. 26 through her abbreviated
Metropolitan season, and carrying
Into the middle of May, she is 95%
cold. out.

Badly as the Met needs her this
year to replace Flagstad, she will be
unable to grant the company more
than a half season.

Hnrok's Ballet Opens

Tonr m Mexico City

The Ballet Theatre, under the
managment of Sol Hurok opens the
tour for 1941-4Z In Mexico City in
October, and in N. Y. In November.
Repertoire includes 26 ballets, of

which .seven will be new produc-
tions.

Cincy Op's $3,500 Net

<- Cincinnati; Aug. 26.

The Clnci;in{tti Summer Opera Co.
closed out its 20th . season last week.
Net profit was around $3,600.

Operas on Screen

Washington, Aug. 26.

First presentation of operas on the
screen will take place Sept. 19 here
-atid in-Saltimore at thfe HtSSf TfliS
Little theatres respectively. Operas
are full-length, French-made fea^

tures with the Paris Opera princi'

pals, chorus, ballet and orchestra,
and are being booked as a road
show attraction.

Presentation will be twice daily^
with one opera in the afternoon and
another in the evening. Operas are
'Butterfly,' 'Boheme,' 'Manon Les-
caut,' 'Aida,' 'Rigoletto,' "Traviata"
and Trovatore.' Only complete
opera given before on the screen was
Grace Moore's 'XiOuise,' also French-
made, a couple of years ago.

BAILDTS FOB TEXAS
Dallas, Aug. 26.

The New York Ballet and Dance
Assn. of Texas, John Livingston, di-
rector, has just announced dates for
the first three of its series of ballet
presentations. These are Devi-Dja
and her Bali-Java Dancers, Oct, 14;
Doris Humphrey and Charles Weid-
man; Nov. 8, and Hanya Holm and
Co., Dec. 2.

'
, Livingston is negotiating with the
San Francisco Opera Ballet for -an
appearance here.

I

that more companies can be lured

there for location work.
Most regularly used location stands

are Lone Pine and Kernville, Calif.,

the.se two spots sharing in the many
thousands of dollars spent annually
by studius in search of authentic

backgrounds for westerns and other

outdoor- epics. Carson City's plan
to lure some of this 'location trade'

will have to be backed up with
more than just a request. Lone Pine
and Kernville, through careful co-

operation with film troupes and the

provision of ample facilities for food,

lodging and other location nece.<;si-

ties, have made a big business out
of such work and any competition
would have to come through with
something more substantial than just

a paper bid for such trade.

When Paramount descended on
Carson City, the small Nevada town
went through a prosperity period
that put plenty of cash in the damp-
ers of every merchant. Not only
did the film outfit's spending swell
receipts but the coin spent by others
who came to the capital to watch a
picture being filmed was an addi-
tional healthy chunk of business.

Restaurants, hotels and auto courts
got their share of the greenback
gravy and plenty of dinero was
dropped in the gambling spots and
bars.

Carson City figures It can offer

anything from ghost towns and min-.
ing camps, to mountains and deserts,

and a committee headed by Gov-
ernor E. P. Carville and Mayor C. H.
Austin is expected shortly in Holly-
wood to detail the town's attractions

for location shdoting.

Effort will be made to have
Sherman bring either a 'Hopalong
Cassidy' troupe to Carson City for
location, or one of his outdoor'
dramas that will be made for Para-
mount. Committee will also ap-
proach location managers on other
lots to see if their business can be
had.

While Lone Pine and Kernville
enjoy the steadiest location trade,

other spots not too far distance from
studios also come in for their share.

Sherwood Forest is one that jJres-

ently is booming, with Eddie
Small's "The Corsican Brothers,' and
Alexander Korda's 'Jungle Book'
locating there for extended stays.

Big Bear, in the mountains neir
Lake Arrowhead, draws a goodly
number of location safaris" when
wooded scenery is needed for a
background. The Isthmus at Cata-
lina Island is one of the favored
spots for simulating the South Seas
arid serves as a headquarters for

crews doing films requiring sea

shots. There is also the Sacramento
River, wliich has doubled for prac-

tically every big stream in the world,

changing its name to the Mississippi

or what-have-you on a minute's no-

tice, and once served as the Nile,

down which floated Cleopatra's

barge.

Numerous other spots around
Southern California, closer to the

studios, also garner location cash

but not on such a scale as those

places so distant that companies must
headquarter right on the spot. 'If

Carson City is successful in attract-

ing other companies, the little busi-

ness man there will be figuring

handsome profits at the end of each
season.

Rise Stevens WiB Be

Free for 25 Concerts

Reno Crop
^Continued from page. 2s

.secu<-<ng her decree MissTocres sold

she will leave for New York to ap-
pear as a vocalist with Xavier Cugat
and his orchestra.

A sidelight overlooked by most re-

porters in the recent Cal-Neva wed-
ding of actress Ellen - Drew and
screenwriter Sy Bartlett was the fact

that Bartlett's former wife, actress
Alice White, is now married to Jack
Roberts, assistant director for Miss
Drew's latest pictiu-e. Several scenes
of the picture were shot in Carson
City and when filming was com-
pleted Miss Drew drove 26 miles to
Lake ' Tahoe where the brief cere-
mony was performed by Chief
Justice Edward A. Ducker of the
Nevada supreme court.

Latest arrival In Reno is Mrs.
Edith Rogers Dahl, whose auto-
graphed picture to General Franco
was instrumental in gaining the re-
lease of her aviator-husband Harold
Dahl, who was held prisoner by the
Insurgent forces during the Spanish
civil war. Mrs. Dahl due to open in
the floor show at fashionable Club
Fortune here. Dahl, Incidentally,
subsequently denied they were ever
married.

Rise Stevens will be booked,for a

25-date concert tour by Columbia
from Feb. 15-April 15, 1942, this

being the mezzo's only available time

for concert work. The singer will

appear with the San Francisco and
Met opera companies, and expects to

make another -Metro film next sum-
mer.

Recordings for Columbia will be
made with Nelson Eddy this week,
and will include more selections

from 'Chocolate Soldier.'

Concert People

Nina Serena made her American
concert debut Monday night (24) at

a concert in Grant Park, Chicago,
singing under the direction of Ennio
Bologntni. She has been on radio

for several years.

Walter Sinrowy, husband of Rise
Stevens, has gone into partnership
with Rudy Polk, former Coast rep-
resentative of Columbia Concert
Corp., and Elmer Wilson in a con-
cert agency.

Norbert Ardelli, Italian tenor who
recently was told to leave Italy be-
cause of his American citizenship,

has been signed for Giorgio D'An-
dria's Puerto Rico season In Oc-
tober.

Margaret Speaks, in addition to her
radio Firestone Hour, has been set

for five concerts by NBC, opening in

Holdbege, Nebraska, Oct. 22. Vivian
Delia Chiesa will replace her on the
air for the stage dates.

AnU DorlDunn, pianist, opens a
five-concert tour In St. Petersburg,
Florida, Nov. II.

Jam Smetcrlln, pianist, opens an
eight-concert tour in Boston Oct. 29.

His Town Hall. N. Y.. recital wUl
take place Dec. 9.

Dongtos Seattle, former Met basso,

will sing this fall with the Chicago
and Mid-West Opera Cos., and will

give eight concerts opening in

Woontucket, L. I., Dec. 8.

john Onrney, Met basso, opens a
six-concert tour before joining the
Met in Waltham, Mass., Oct. 21.

Jean Wataon, Canadian contralto

reported signed by the Met, will

give a N,Y. recital on Nov. 18.

John Carter, tenor, will spend the

rest of this month and part of Sep-
tember singing for the army boys
tmder the auspices of the U.S.O., and
is booked for 14 dates in Oct,

lUohartf Crookscis set for six re-

cording dates for Victor during Sep-
tember and October and wiU make
some 20 sides. Victor has not as yet
released some 29 sides covering two
song recitals he made last winter,
making 49 records in all to come.

Ernest MoCheaney, tenor, will give
a Town Hall recital Oct. 22.

Norman Cordon, Met basso, has
been booked for performances of
Mephistopheles in 'Faust' at the
Rochester Music 'Assn., Rochester,
N.Y., Oct 24-29.

JnUns Hnehn, Met baritone, will
apEear .lft...concert-duriig -Oct. in-

Aslon, Oregon, Nampa, Idaho, and
WaUa Walla, Washington. He wlU be
appearing with the San Francisco
Opera Co. at that time.

*

Brona Castagna, leading Italian
contralto of the Met, has been sing-
ing at the Teatro Colon, Buenos
Aires, and the Teatro Municipale,
Rio, and before returning to the
States will sing with Giorgio
D'Andria's company In Puerto Rico.

Saxaane Sten. French mezzo, will
sing Mahler's 'Das Lied Von Erda'
with the Pittsburg Symphony Oct.
25-26. Fritz Reiner will conduct.
Contralto is booked in October at
Institute, West Virginia; Marietta,
Ohio, and Lanchester, Ohio.

Eleanor Steber, Met soprano, has
been booked to close the Ford Sum-
mer hour on Sept. 21. Soprano will
get $500.

Harriet.. Hendcrs, soprano, opens
her fall tour with an appearance as
Mary In 'The Devil and Daniel
Webster' at Worcester, Mass, In
October.

CHAUTAUQUA SEASON

BEST IN ITS HISTORY

Jamestown, N. Y., Aug. 26.

Nearing the end of its esth season,

Chautauqua Institution is enjoying

the most successful period in its en-

tire history, with a net average gain

of better than 12% over 1040 for all

of the factors that show trends of

attendai)ce'-and receipts.

Attendance is up 10%, according to

gate receipts; summer school in-
come is up 6%; plays and operas at

Norton Hnll are 20% ahead of last

year, and bookstore sales are up
15%.

Standfng room has been general
for all operas; Phil Spitalny's orches-
tra attracted 10,000 early in the sea-

son, the largest audience since Presi-
dent Roosvelt's visit, and -Wednesday
(20) Josephine Antoine's audience
was better than 9,000 for concert
with Chautauquib Symphony. John
Charles Thomas Is final feature next
Sunday (30).

FT. WAYNE_SKED SET

Marian Tally Heads. Gneit List

—

Spalding, Stewart to Follow

Fort Wayne, Aug. 26.

Dates of the four concerts of the
Fort Wayne Civic Symphony
Orchestra during the 1041-42 season
were announced by Wayne L.
Thieme, president.

The 10th anniversary season will
open Nov. 19 with Marian Talley,
operatic soprano, as guest soloist,

making her comeback debut. Regi-
nald Stewart, pianist, -will be the
guest artist with the symphony Jan.
21. James Melton, tenor, will sing
with the orchestra March 4. Albert
Spalding, violinist, will appear at the
April 22 concert. The four concerts
will be held at the Shrine Audi-
torium.

Name Concert Dates

(.Aug. 26-Sept. 6)

VUdimIr Horowitz— (with L. A.
Philharmonic, Artur Rodzlnski, con-
ductor), Hollywood Bowl (26).

' Mona Panlee—Tacoma, Wash. (27),
Toronto, Canada, Sept. 4.

John " Charles Thomas—Chautau-
qua, N. Y. (30).

Helen Traabel—(with L. A. Phil-
harmonic), Hollywood Bowl (28).

Opera in Puerto Rico
Giorgio d'Andrla, local Impres-

ario, win give a Puerto Rico season
from Oct. 14-21 with 'Ballo in
Maschera,' 'Aida,' 'Manon,* 'Manon
Lescaut,' 'Boheme,* 'Faust' and 'Gio-
conda' as his operas. D'Andrla has
lined up an Imposing list of talent,
which includes Zlnka Milanov, Jan
Kiepura, Bruna Casiagna, Alexan-
der Sved, Nicholas Moscona, Fred*
erick Jagel, Richard BonelU, Jar>
mila Novotna, and Francesco Naya.

Impresario then plans a jump to
Havana, where he wUl also present
a week's season.

Sm BEECHAU TO HEX?
The MetropoUtan, N. Y., Is under-

stood to have signed Sir Thomas
Beecham as guest conductor.

It is reported Beecham may do •
Bach cantata at the Met, something
never before given at the hduse.

Sue On 'Aunt'
; Continued from page 2s

Thomas Co. of London—the late
Brandon Thomas authored it—but as
evidence of Wharton & Gabel's con-
tention that their new stage business
had certain values Is the allegation
that Fox's Joe PintfUs (talent scout)
offered to pay them $1,000 for the
privilege of Blming certain stage
scenes intact, in the theatre,, for
Hollywood re-creation in the Jack
Benny filmlzatlon.

This was refused, but, allegedly,
director Archie Mayo visited the
theatre three nights running, ac-
companied by his secretary, to take
shorthand notes on the stage busi-
ness; and that other 20th-Fox em-
ployees dittoed. Wharton & Gabel
want protection of this heretofore
unused stage business. Julian T.

Abeles, copyright counsel for 20th,

denies all this, and the Injunction
motion, to have been argued tomor-
row (Thura,), has been postponed •
week.
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Inside Stuff-^Orchestras

U was not Lou Piatt who gave himself up to the police of Akron, O.,

last week (17) for operating a Sunday dance with Glenn Miller at Summit
Beach Park. Plait, who was running the dance on the okay, of the City

Council, but in defiance of Akron blue laws, had an underling, a 'Lee

Blatz,' lake the rap. Blatz was released on a $100 bond, trial to come up

later, and hais not been seen since.

Incident was not without its humor. According to a spectator at the

hop, Piatt almost got_ away with the dance because one of the arresting

officers went for Miller's music so solidly that he suggested to his superior

they forget the pinch and stay and listen. He was overruled. Reform-

group pressure forced the arrest.

Because of a Canadian law requiring an equal number of Canadian

stand-by musicians for all U. S. bands playing the Dominion, Tommy
Dorsey and his crew were held over in Buffalo for several hours Friday

morning (22) when they were refused admittance at the Canadian side

of the Peace Bridge because a certificate, showing that the stand-by mu-
Bicians had been hired, had not yet arrived.

The Dorsey group utilized the delay by catching up on their sleep until

noon. By that time manager Leonard Vannerson had received the re-

quired certificate and the outfit left for Toronto where they played a two-

day engagement at the Canadian National Exposition.

Krupa's Singer, DuLaney,

Leaves Sept. 9 for Army
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Howard DuLaney, vocalist with
€>ene Krupa band, is leaving Sept.

9 fur induction into the army, fol-

lowing engagement at the Orpheum
Theatre, Omaha.
Spot will be filled by Johnny Des-

mond, who was auditioned and en-
gaged in Detroit.

MORGAN, BYRNE

IN BOOKING

MUP

Biggest demand ever made upon the Milwaukee Musicians' union for

band men was encountered last week when the Fraternal Order of Eagles,

having its national convention there, put in an order for 12 bands for their

Sunday parade. Each band comprised 25 musicians, so 300 windjammers

bad to be supplied to hoof it over the long parade route.

Manpower of the union also will be taxed next month for the American

Legion convention, not only for parade duty, but for temporary beer

gardens to be set up throughout the city and many indoor events.

Don Felix, operator of the ballroom at Pleasure Beach Park, Conn., Joe

Barry, co-operator of the Ritz Ballroom', Bridgeport, Conn., and Harry

Moss, one-night booker of Music Corp. of America, were among the judges

who selected a Dnalist to represent Connecticut at the annual Atlantic City

beauty pageant, which takes place Labor Day (1). Leo Miller, Bridgeport

correspondent of Variett, ran the contest at Roton Point Park, South-

Norwalk, Conn., last week 07). Winner was Alls Lorraine Paul of

Hartford.

Glenn Miller Burns Ballroom Ops

When Twice Ducking On^Nighter
4(-

Glenn Miller's refusal vto go

through with a one-nighter for

which he twice set dates has Rich-

ard Guinan, owner, and^ Howard

Hobbs, operator, of Lakewood Park,

Mahanoy City, Pa., up In arms and

seeking the advisability of leitali

action. Rumpus began when Miller

cancelled out of an appearance dur-

ing the latter part of July, setting it

back to Aug. 18 because he wanted

a vacation, then refusing to play

the spot at all. Both appearances

were heavily advertised. Miller

played at Williamsport, Pa., Aug. 18,

about 90 miles from Lakewood.
According to Guinan, Miller's ac-

tions stem from a disagreement be-

tween them last year. Lakewood
Park, he claims, admits some people

at lower prices on courtesy passes

issued for various reasons (display-

ing window cards, etc). MDIer ob-

jected to anyone being admitted
under the $1 per that was being
levied for his date and claimed that

Guinan owed .him till, which was
60% of the difference between 75c

and $1 on the number of people ad-
mitted on passes.

Guinan wouldn't pay the money
then, but did so this year, he claims,

when he was Informed that Miller
wouldn't play for him unless >the

$111 was forthcoming. Much of

Guinan's yelp Is that the prestige of

Lakewood Park was considerably
Injured- after Miller was twice ad-
vertised and then didn't show at all

Snsialner With Giveaways
Miller's band begins a one-hour

Saturday afternoon series of sus-

taining broadcasts this week (30)

on the NBC-Blue, 4-5 p.m. First

program is to come from the Steel
Pier, Atlantic City. Shols are aimed
at arid dedicated to various army
camp.i around the country, with a

giveaway - idea whereby Miller will

donate a total of 250 recordings and
one RCA-Vlctor radio-phonograph
weekly to camps turning in the
highest number of votes for tunes
that are broadcast.
Donations of records and record

machine Is to be awarded as fol-

lows: Miller will play five tunes on
each broadacts based on total num-
ber of votes filed by all camps. The
five camps that turned in the high-
est amount of requests for the tuner
ultimately played will get 50 plat-
ters apiece, all of thm, of course,
will riot be Miller records.
To further complicate the system

of awards, the camp that turns In
the highest number of votes for Ihe
one tune most requested, by the lis-

tening public, who will also be asked
to vote, gets the radio combination
Broadcasts will be done by Miller

from whereever his band is playing,
line charges being assumed by NBC.

Col. Waxingr Weber On
Concert, Viennese Waltzes
Former Berlin maestro, Marek

Weber, has been signatured by Co

lumbia for a series of light concert

and Viennese waltz recordings.

Weber was long a fixture at the

Hotel Adlon,. Berlin, before coming

to America, and his European wax

ings have been widely distributed.

DUCHIN FLYING

RIO TO PITT.

Next week's Stanley. Pittsburgh

engagement is Eddy Duchin's first

since returning from Rio de Janeiro's

Copacabana Casino. Band flies in

over this weekend and opens Sept.

5 in Pitt, with more theatre bookings

to follow prior to reopening the

Room In N.Y. on Oct. 3, which is be

ing completely done over as the

Wedgewood Room.
Music C^rp. of America is priming

a 'goodwill return' publicity bally

hoo when the maestro reaches U.S

shores at Miami Monday (1). He
closes Aug. 28 in Rio, and per con

tract the entire band clippers home.

Duchin has been in South America

for two months.

He stops off Monday (1) in Trini-

dad. B. W. I., for a British Red Cross

benefit.

Bamet Musician KiUed, Singer Hurt

In LA Car Crash; Marijuana Found

Plays, Too

One of those infrequent band-
booking off-sides occurred at Andy
Perry's Saylor's Lake Pavillion, Say-
lorsburg. Pa., last week. Russ Mor-
gan and Bobby Byrne bands both
showed up for work at the spot.

Morgan's outfit arrived a bit late,

however, and Byrne was already

on the stand pounding out rhythms.
According to Perry, he had booked

Morgan for Wednesday, but it was
for a new project in a park near his

Empire Ballroom, AUentown, and
not at Saylor's Lake (Empire is

closed for the summer). Few weeks
ago he dropped the idea and noti-

fied Music Corp. of America, which
books Morgan, and asked to have
Morgan shifted to Saturday '(23) in

place of Shcp Fields.

In notifying Morgan, MCA appar-
ently changed the name of the spot

on the contract, but didn't change the

dale. So Morgan showed up on the
! York.

Latest in orchestra showman-

ship, or the most startling, at

least, is the stunt that Lawrence

Welk's drummer, Johnny Reese,

contributes to the floor show al-

ways put on by Welk's crew
when it plays a date. Reese is

a juggler,^ balancing all sorts of

instruments on his chin and
forehead.

Topper comes, however, when
he up-ends a string bass almost
twice as large as himself and
balances it from the stem end
snuggled on his chin.

Paralysis Scare

Hits Ballrooms

In Central Pa.

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Operator."! of ballrooms in central

Pennsylvania, lush territory for

name bands, are threatened with be-

ing forced to close down by the
spread of -an infantile paralysis epi-

demic which started last week near

20th instead of the 23rd. To make it

more complicated. Perry, figuring

that Morgan was set for the 23rd,

went ahead and advertised him.
But MCA fooled him. In not
changing the date on Morgan's con-
tract it consequently was not

changed oh headquarters booking
sheets—so Morgan was booked at

Coney Island, Cincinnati, starting the

23rd, the night he was actually sup-

posed to be at Saylor's Lake.

As result, Perry was left without

a band on a Saturday night, and on
top of. that 'lost the cash he had
spent advertising. Perry also claims

that the shuttered Saturday cost him
a lot in goodwill, explaining that it's

toiigh enough to get to his Lake spot

without getting there and finding it

dark. Pavillion is a new summer
name-band operation, taken over by
Perry past spring. It had never

played name bands before.

Thus far authorities have ordered
that no person under 21 may attend

public gatherings of any kind in

York and Red Lion. Parents of

youngsters in Columbia, York, Han-
over and Lanca.iter are keeping
them home for fear of the polio

germ.
Since the bulk of the ballroom

biz comes from the under-2l crowd,

dance attendance has fallen off tre-

mendously. Among the .'pots threat-

ened is Hay Hartenstein's Sunny-
brook Ballroom, Pottstown, one of

the most lucrative spots on the

Music Corp. of America itinerary.

The Valencia Ballroom, York,

skedded to open after Labor Day,

will probably be shut tight until

the paralysis epidemic passes over.

Film houses In the York territory

have also been badly hit by the

under-21 taboo.

Chi Nitery Becoming

Hoofery, Bows Sept. 19

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Theatre-Cafe, previously operated

by Michael Todd, but which closed

due to police pressure later, will be

reopened on Sept. 19 by Billy

Stearns, Chi nitery operator. Name
will be changed to Palladium and

the policy will be strictly dance-

hall.

No liquor will be served at any

time, with pop, hamburgers and hot

dogs to constitute the bulk of the

food fare. Even the bars will be

transformed, to be known as Coke-

tail Bars. It will all be cafeteria

fashion.

Admission will probably be 28c.,

considerably lower than the price

at the nearby Aragon bajlroom.

First show will have Charlie

Spivak orch and Dinah Shore.

MIxup On Henry Klnr
Seattle, Aug. 26.

While Henry King ate a leifurely

dinner, enjoying a night off last

Tuesday (19), more than 1,000

dancers wailed impatiently in the
|

Century Ballroom, "Tacoma, for King
;

and his band to arrive for a sched-

uled dance.

King, who played in Seattle Wed'-

nesday and Thursday (20-21), was
booked in the Century by Music Corp
of America, who forwarded the book-

ing and contract to the orchestra

leader by mail. The first King knew
of it was on Wednesday, when he

was informed that he should have
played in Tacoma one night before.

By Friday (22) he had not yet re-

ceived the letter.
^

His -night off was an expensive

one, he admitted, but probably even

more expensive for MCA.

MOVING ALLEN INTO

N.Y. AHEAD OF SKED

Anthony 'Bus* Etri, guitar player

with Charlie Barnet's orchestra, was

killed, and Lloyd Hundling, member
of the Quintones, singing quintet

with Bamet, was badly injured in

an auto crash early Thur.-iday (21)

morning in Hollywood. Hundling is

not expected to live, having suffered

a skull fracture among other in*

juries. He's in L. A. General Hos-

pital.

In investigating the smash polic*

allegedly found a quantity of mari>

juana in the car and in the pockets
of both occupants. However, no
mention was made of that angle at

an Inquest into Etri's death, held
Monday (25) by Los Angeles County
coroner's jury. Latter blamed Hun-
dling's negligence as the cause of

the crash.

Pair were on their way home from
work with Bamet at the Casa Man-
ana, Culver City, when the car ap-
parently driven by Hundling, crash-

ed into a tree in Hollywood.
Etri was 24, married and th«

father of two boys. He was with
Barnet for several years.

Visits to the Coast seem to be
hard luck for Barnet. Last time he
was out there, playing the Palomar
Ballroom, the dancery burned to the

ground and he lost his entire library

and his men lost their instruments.

WHITEMAN OFF.

EN ROUTE TO

NBC CHORE

Bob Allen's four-week-old band

has been set to reopen the Rosemorit

(Roseland) ballroom. Brooklyn,

starting a stretch Sept. 4. Allen's

outfit was originally scheduled to re-

main hidden in the midwest, where

it is now, for' at least six months to

shake out iU kinks. Apparently it

has come along faster than anlici-

I paled.

I

Allen Is former singer with Hal

I Kemp: his arranger Is Harold

I Mooney. also a Kemp alumnus. But

I

the style of the group Isti't patterned

I after Kemp's, as is Art Jarret's new
I combination, which Is staffed by

most of Kemp's musicians.

Switch from Roseland to Rose-

,
mont is simply a return lor the ball-

i room back to Its original title. It

I was known as the Roseniont to be-

nVFR VOfAI 1ST YOlINn ' sin with: change was made to avoid
UTLR YULALIOl I UUllU

, j^^ni^ii^,,,, ^^ich have cropped up

I

with the Roseland ballroom. New
York.

REYNOLDS SUES BROWN

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Paul Whiteman's band goes west

to join the Burns & Allen air pro-

gram on the Coast, beginning Oct
7, over NBC. On its westward tour,

the Whiteman outfit is booked for

nine days at Elko, Nev., beginning

Sept. 6; 11 days at Seattle, begin-
ning Sept. 17; and the Palace in San
Francisco for eight weeks and three
days, starting Oct. 2.

While in San Francisco, Whiteman
will shift to Hollywood for Tuesday
night air shows, with his road crew
of IS musicians augmented for the
radio program.

RED NORVOmL BUILD

15-PIECER IN LAYOFF

Red Norvo' began a layoff of five

or six weeks after finishing a stretch

at Pine Point Casino, Newburgh,
N.Y., Saturday (23), during which
he'll build a new full-size crew of
15-16 pieces. Norvo has been work-
ing for some time with a curtailed
combo of 12-plece.';.

Leader was undecided whether to

rebuild entirely, or take on an al-

ready organized band. Sa.vs that in

all probability he'll do the former.

Another suit has been started over

a band vocalist. Tommy Reynolds is
^

.

suing Ralph Young, singer with Les
,

^j^^j^^ g^jj|gy
Brown, and Brown himself. He seeks

damages of $3,000 from the pair,

alleging that Young breached a con-

tract to .sing with Reynolds' band.

and that Brown induced him to do
| y^^tor hotel. New York, dropped

it. Young was with Reynolds for wj,, Bradley's band suddenly bst
several months, but has been with

| ^.^^j^ installed Bob Chester's
Brown, at the Log Cabin, Armoiik,

; ^^^^^ ;^ pg^f Monday (25 ). Deal
N. Y., since June. ; Chester was made Thursday (21 ),

Young admits he signed a contract
^^^^ before it could be completed It

with Reynolds, but claims he was
, necessary for him to be released

forced into It by being threatened
j
^^^^ Qj^t inn. Sea Girt, N. J.,

Dolly Dawn Orch Set

For NJ. Meadowbrook

Dolly Dawn, vocalist who recently
look over leadership of George
Hall's band, takes her outfit into

h
_. . fii*'

Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook. Cedar

N Y A^nr Shit Orove, N. j., for one week Sept. 5.n. I. AMUI lJUII
gj^^ succeeds Sonny Dunham and
precedes Benny Goodman, who
goes in for three weeks Sept. 11.

Singer got started in the musiz
biz at Meadowbrook- She sang with
Daily's own band there, before th«
spot began its name band policy.

with discharge and, in addition, says

that Reynolds did not live up to the

contract. Alleges the bandleader

still owes him money for dales which

he worked on the road and at the

Famous Door, N. Y., last winter.

Nick D'AmIca band stays at Essex

House. N.Y„ until Sammy Kaye
comes in Oct. 20.

which had him under conti-act for

another four weeks.

Chester's slay at the Astor is for

three weeks with options. Date is

the most important one band has

had In the two years of lis existence.

It wad replaced at Sea Girl by Bob
Astor's new group, which was pulled

out of a stand at the Wigwam, Budd
Lake, N. J.

Protecting a Style
San Francisco, Aug. 26.

Carvel Craig, band leader, has re-
tained legal counsel to protect hi*

'Rhythm and Rhyme' bridges, where-
in titles are annoijnced in rhyme.
Three other groups have already
been halted from using variations ot
the idea, according to Craig.

Band is currently playing Hotel
Del Monte.
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Revolutionary changes have occurred during

tke past IS years. Scientific genius has created a

mechanical era, highlighted by radio, soundiilms,

>v^axings, jukeboxes, amplifications.

Amazing as these innovations have proved

themselves, the greater fact maintains that the

composer, the leader-interpreter, the performer,

the arranger and the showman have prevailed.

Talent has mastered mechanics. The individual

artist has conquered the intricacies of the elec-

tron, and personalized entertainment is extended

to an audience of uncounted millions.

It is for the helpful purpose of painting the

true picture of the 1941 showworld of music that

the BOXOFFICE BANDS number of Variety will

be published for the tfade. Herein you will find

the record, the facts and the future glimpse, based

on careful survey and experience.

BOXOFFICE BANDS NUMBER

To Be Published Sept. 17

OFFERS EXTRA EXPLOITATION VALUES-

, RESERVE ADVERTISING SPACE NOW

NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
164 W. 46th St. M W. Randolph 8t 1708 No. Vino 8t.

Band Reviews

OZZIE CASWELL OBCH (15)

Featuring Laura Dcane Dutton

Bainbow Room, N. T.

Caswell's lorte is smooth dansa-

pation with accent on smartly ar-

ranged show tunes of the Porter-

Kern school. His penchant tor mu-
sical comedy excerpts is reflected

also in his featured vocalist, Laura
Deane Dutton, personality chirper

who peddles a ditty with poise and
punch.

Caswell himself keeps his suave

combo under control, giving the

strings full scope, which of course

makes it an ideal unit for a class

room like the Rockefeller nitery. He
is also up on the current stuff and
withal shapes up into a surprisingly

solid orchestra for the new combo
that it is. Incidentally, Caswell Is a
better-than-average emcee in her-

alding the other acts. Abel.

LAWKENCE WELK ORCH (13)'

With Jayne WaUon, Joanne Hubbard,
ParneU Grina, BUI Kaylor.

Rustic Cabin, EneleWood CUffs, N.J.

Lawrence Welk is a midwestern

favorite who more or less makes the

Trianon Ballroom, Chicago, his

headquarters. He plays that spot

about eight months out of the year.

This date, for one-night, was the
band's first shot in the east. It came
to New York to make records for

Decca and the showing was arranged
to give eastern trademen and pub-
lishers a chance to glom it.

Welk's combination of three trum-
pets, one trombone, four sax, piano,
bass, drums, violin, electric organ,
solovox and novachord is show-
manly, well organized and surpris-
ingly clean-playing. For some rea-

son Welk sidetracked most of his

'Champagne Music' arrangements
during the few hours he spent at

the Rustic, and instead burst forth
with bubbleless writings that alter-

nated between good novelties and
smooth and semi-hop dance music,
tempoes of which were fine for
terps.

It's a commercial band, one that
would have little trouble clicking in

the east, if properly spotted. Besides
turning out good music there seems
to be no end of doubling among
members. They're switch - hitters

musically and from an entertaining
standpoint. Every member of the
crew has worked out some sort of

routine to include in floor shows,
topped by drummer Johnny Reese,
who spends his time juggling all

sorts of things, winding up by bal-
ancing a string bass on his chin.

Silly, but effective.

Welk's work up front consists of

an occasional bit on solovox, ac-

cordion, and a constant grin; latter

is occasionally ' overdone. His ac-

cordion work, etc., is elementary,
but lends a pleasant touch to the
band. He speaks with a slight con-
tinental accent. Joanne Hubbard
and Jayne Walton handle femme
vocals okay a°nd the former joins

ParneU Grina, bass, and Bill Kaylor,
trumpet, to make up a trio. All of
their work is in step with that of

the band, but -the girls make no ex-
ceptional impression on the eye.

One lone drawback at this catch-
ing was the uniforms on the men.
Not only are they in uninspiring
dark blue, but some looked worn
and as if they were allergic to press-
ing machines. Wood.'

CHARLES FISK ORCH (12)
With Ginny Coon
Hotel Contincntai, Kansas City

Orbh is on the Sky-Hy Roof of

the Continental for a fortnight's

stand in effort to bring the younger
and livelier dancers in to get ac-

quainted with the place. Fisk's

group is decidedly youthful, as the
leader is only 20, while the per-
sonnel includes his IS-year-old
brother on drums and another 16-
year-old trumpeter. They're mostly
Missouri U. lads, who out-stripped
their possibilities around Columbia,
where they began couple of years
back, and have recently made some
sorties iy.to the K. C. territory with
favorable acceptance.

Being on youngish side their style
is essentially swing, but outfit is

definitely a band and not a bunch of
boys. Basis of swing is to feature
a trumpet quartet, in which Fisk
takes part, but, with 12 instrumen-
talists, group is larger than most in
this territory and can make its of-
ferings varied thereby. Three lads,
Whitey Wilkerson and Tracy Lan-
caster, of the trumpet section, and
Johnny Whaley, pianist and dean of
the group at 28, can furnish capable
vocals, while Ginny Coon (daughter
of Carlton Coon, late bandleader)
provides featured vocals.

Many tricks, such as how to soft
pedal their large potential volume
for this medium sized room, are yet
unmastered, but band is out of its

swaddling clothes. Fisk has ar-
rangements handled by Worth Lind-
ley, who soon will devote his full
time to this department and travel
with the crew, and by Kenny Early,
trombonist. Lindley bandies both

swing and sweet bars, but Early
sticks strictly to swing and some of
the hotter jive.

Personnel is rounded by Calvin
Weiss, Bruce Branson, Bill Nacken-
horst and Louis Ott in reeds; 'Vin-
cent Hughes rounding out the
trumpet foursome; Earl Thornburg
string bass; and Joe Fisk, drums, be.!
sides those above mentioned. Band
is well enough known in this vicinity
to have a local following and the
Sky-Hy is getting some extra atten-
tion from younger set during this
stand. Crew wouldn't do for an
extended stay here, but was a good
move to build a varied clientele for
the Roof, which was recently re-
opened and likely will continue as a
supper spot during the winter.

Fisk and crew head for St. Louis
and a ballroom date, after which
they go in for some one-nighters.

"

Quin,

Phil Kornheiser BkpL

Phil Kornheiser, general manager
of Radiotunes, Inc., filed a voluntary

petition of bankruptcy in N. Y. fed-

eral court Thursday. (21), listing no
assets and $2,546 in liabilities. There
are no theatrical creditors.

In 1939 Kornheiser earned $850,
and 1940 to date, $668. Music man
became general manager of Radio-
tunes on June 23, 1941.

Tyrone Power completed his record
date, at Victor last week, cutting a
recitation of 'Ballad of the Leather-
neck Corps' on a 12-inch disc,

backed by Al Goodman's band and
Ray Bloch choir. Reverse is new
cutting by Barry Wood of Irving
Berlin's 'Arms For Love of Ameri-
ca.' Royalties on the platter go to
the USD.

• SONNY

KENDIS
AT THE FI.INO

Leading Both Bands

STORIC CLUB, New York

46th Consecutive Week
OF

6th RETURN ENGAGEMENT

After a Eecord-Breaking^ Tom

HENRY
BUSSE
and HIS ORCHESTRA

will appear

Edgewater Beach Hotel

Chicago

Opening Sept 5th

THANKS
To All My Friends

Who Came to See Me
at the

Rustic Cabin, Aug. 19

LAWRENCE WELK

HARRY :

JAMES
AND HIS

Music Makers Orchestra

Columbia Record*

ON TOUR
Dir.: — Hailo Corp of Amtrti'a *
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T. Dorsey, Clinton, Big in 1-Nilers, Rain

Hurts Barron; Venuti-Andrews N.S.G.

(Estimates)

Blae Barron (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 23). Day-long down-
pour hurt; fair 800 paid $810 at 85c advance, $1.10 gale.

Bobby Byrne (Pleasure Beach Park Bridgeport, Conn., Aug. 24). Byrne
drew very neat 1,360 at 77c.

tarry Clinton (Sports Arena, Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 22). Clinton proved
best draw yet, reaping $3,100 fronrj approximately 3,050 at 90c and $1.10.

. tommy Dorsey (Celeron Park, Jamestown, N. Y., Aug. 21). Best biz

ot 1B41 season with 2,241 at $2.50 and $3 couple advance and gate. At
Lake Compounce, Bristol, Conn., Sunday (24) Dorsey cracked his own
high mark by 700 with approximately 4,500 at $1.10. At Hershey Park,
Hershey, Pa. (20) band got okay 2,990 admiiisions, grossing $2,845.

$hep Fields (Columbia theatre, Erie, Pa., Aug. 20). Good $1,272 gross

at 40c per person

Ins Bay Hutton (I^ke Pearl, WreiUham, Mass., Aug. 20). Blonde leader
pulled solid 1,400 at 8Sc top here.

Henry King (Trianon B., Seattle, Aug. 20-21). Swell midweek draw of

2,500 for two nights, at $1 per. In heavy rainstorms at Natatorium Park
B., Spokane, band still got healthy 1,500 at 85c,

Guy Lombardo (Narragansett Pier, Providence, R. I., Aug. 22). Lom-
bardo's sweet rhythms accounted for 'swell' 1,500 at $1.

Frankie Masters (Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa., Aug. 23). Good 1,422

turnout for Masters; gross, $1,053.

Bill McCnno (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Aug. 18-23). In first

shot here McCun6 proved solid six-day draw. Beginning with Monday's
1,100 he got 1,500, 2,000, 2,400, 2,800, and 3,700 Saturday for figure of

13,500-59,113; equal to Al Donahue-Russ Morgan top marks.
Glenn Miller (Casa Loma B., Charleston, W. Va., Aug. 23). Miller set

another new mark here with 2,089; 1,634 at $1.75 advance and 455 at $2.25

at gate. Day before (22) he drew 2,085 at Wheeling Park B., Wheeling,
W. Va:; 1,122 at $1.35 advance, 963 at $1.75 gate.

Joe Sanders (Chermot B., Omaha, Neb., Aug. 22). Sanders opened Cher-
mot season with big 1,611 at 70c for $1,127 gross.

Lant Thompson (Lake Worth Casiho, Fort Worth, Tex., Aug. 17-24).

Fair 4,000 in eight nights at 44c to 75c equalled $2,461.

Joe Venutl-Andrews Sisters (Excelsior Park B., Minneapolis, Aug. 22).

Duo attracted disappointing 1,200 al $1.10. Gals are localities, too.

Band Bookings

BEBNIE BEBIE BACK
PhUadelphla, Aug. 26.

' Bernie Berle makes his return to

the music field with an engagement
to play at the military baU of the

Veterans of Foreign Wars at the

Philly Convention Hall, Thurs. (28).

Berle had been absent for more
than a year because of difficulties

with the musicians union.

Music with Pertonality

FORD

HARRISON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Currontly Attracting

Capacity Business at the

5r. MORITZ ROOF
(New York)

After 4 Successful Years at

The CASINO, Biarritz

The BAGATEIA?, Paris

CHEZ VICTOR, Cannes
SPORTING CLUB,

Monte Carlo

Mgt. Meyer Davis, New Tork

IN A SUBWAY
FAR FROM IRELAND
Columbia Record No. 36211

By

RAYMOND
SCOTT

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

JOHNNY
LONG
and Mb orchestra

HOTEL NEW YORKER

NBC—DECCA RECORDS

Goodman for Founders

Day Gala at West Point
Benny Goodman is slated for the

Founders Day gala at West Point
Oct. 12,

Maestro interrupts his Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y., engagement for that

night. He opens at the latter spot

Oct. 9 and the West Point date falls

on his night off (Sunday).

Vaughn Monroe, Sept. 19, Stanley
theatre, Pittsburgh; 26, Palace the-
atre, Cleveland; Oct. 5-7, Adams the-
atre, Newark.

Ted Lewis, Sept. 26, week. Palace
theatre, Cleveland.

Clyde Lncas, Aug. 29, gym, Knox-
villc, Tenn.; 30, Palmetto theatre, Co-
lumbus, S. C; 31, Plaza theatre,
Asheville, N. C, Sept. 1, Jewish
Progress C, Atlanta: 3, Beckley the-
atre, Va.; 4, Granada theatre. Blue-
field, W. Va.

Anson Weeks, Aug. 30, Topeka,
Kans.; Sept. 1, Ravenna, Neb.; 2,

North Platte; 5, Rapid City, S. D.; 6,

Leadville; 8, Pierre; 12, Mobridge;
17, Great Bend, Kans.

Lon Breese, Sept. 9. Surf B., Clear
Lake, la.; 10, Prom B., St. Paul; 12,

Peony Park, Omaha; 13, Turnpike
Casino, Lincoln; 15, Skyline B.,

Tulsa.

Chuck Foster, Sept. 25, four weeks;
Roosevelt hotel. New Orleans.
Bay Kinney. Sept. 11, week. State

theatre. New York.
Artie Shaw, Sept. 18, Riverside

Stadium, Washington, D. C.

Charlie Splvak, Sept. 18, Trianon
B., Toledo; 19, four weeks. Palladium
B., Chicago.

Joe Rcichman, Aug. 30, Tower B.,

Pittsburgh, Kansas; 31, Meadow
Acres B., Topeka, Kansas; Sept. 2,

Lakeside Park, Denver.
Tiny Bradshaw. Sept. 1, Temple

Roof Garden, Baton Rouge, La.; 2,

Crystal Palace, Jackson, Miss.; 3,

City Aud., Galveston, Tex.; 4, City

Aud., Houston, Tex.; 5, Cooper Club,

Henderson, Tex.; 8, City Aud., At-
lanta, Ga.;'9, Aud., Bristol, Va.; 10,

Palmetto Park, Augusta; 11, Aud.,

Macon.
Ella Fitzgerald, Sept. 1, Armory,

Cincinnati; 2, Armory, Fairmont, W.
Va.; 3, Armory, Charleston, W. Va.;

4, Armory, Millsboro, Delaware; 5-8,

Strand theatre, Brooklyn; 12, week,
Apollo theatre. New York.
Harry James, Sept 10, Armory,

North Adams, Mass.; 11, Riverside

Park, Springfield, Mass.

Calloway, $21,500 in Philly; Krupa,

21G, Omaha, ^ in Bandfihners;

Hines-Ethel Waters OK 19G in LA
Estimates for This Week

Bob Armstrong, Buffalo— (Buffalo;

3,500; 35-55). 'Whistling in Dark'
(M-G) on screen taking bows for
part of draw. Rather mild stage
show is building to excellent $13,500
on the strength this maestro's local

radio popularity and dance follow-
ing.

Loo Breese, Pittsburgh— (Stanley;

3.800; 25-40-60). Brenda and Cobina
plus Dennis Day on stage, with 'Kil-

dare's Wedding Day' (M-G) on
screen. Booming along for smash
$25,000, or ttetter. Stage combo is

getting the money.
Cab Calloway, Philadelphia —

(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75). 'Par-

son of Panamint' (Par) on screen.

On the Upbeat

Jack Colebangh, from Tiny Hill,

replaces - Tony Moreno in trumpet
section of Mel Marvin band, now at

Pelham Heath Inn, New York.

Bob Green orchestra went into

Village Barn, N. Y., Monday (25).

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

NEW YORK
(Presented herewith, as a uieekly tabulation, is the estimated cover

charge business being done by name bands in various New York hotels.

Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Fiflurcs a/ter name of hotel give

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount desionates weekend and
holiday price.)

Cover* Total
fCceka faat Coren

Band Hotel Plnye<l IVf«l< Od Ihit*

XavierCugat Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50) 19 2,550 38,500

Will Bradley Astor (1,000; 75c-$l ) 6

Ray Heatherton . . . Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50) 11

Ray Kinney* Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) 19

Johnny Long* New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50) U
Hal Saunders St. Regis (400; $1-$1.50) 14

12,050

475

1.325

1,600

375

14,150

4,775

24,850

15,550

5,575

•Asterisks indicate o supportine floor show, althouph the band is the

major droit). tBradlev was replaced Monday (25) by Bob Chester.

Chicago '

Benny Goodman (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $l-$2 min.). Con-

tinuing a great money stay here, Goodman came up with another banner

week of 6.100 customers. Management announced thai band has broken all

previous attendance records in the room.

Skinnay Ennlg" (Empire Room, Palmir House; 600; $3-$3.50 supper

min.). Still packing them in and enjoyed a swell week with 5,800 payees.

Boyd Raeburn* (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). New show, headed

by Carmen Amaya and Cross and Dunn, helped boost this week's total to

5,300 customers. ^ . , „ .

Jimmy Joy* (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Provmg

a consistent draw, Joy and his crew come up with another good week,

playing to 2,400 patrons, . . ^ ^
Bob Grant* (Camellia House, Drake Hotel; 300; $2.50 min.). Russell

Swann, single act, and Strong band succeeded in bringing in 2,400 cus-

tomers; good week.
_ „ , r^

bon Orlando* (Villa Moderne; 1,000; no mm.). Winnie Hoveler Dancers

the attraction here, pulling in 3,800 payees for a strong week.
_l

Los Angeles

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Held to tempo of previous

week, still welcoming back old friends from summer holiday with salisfac-

lory 2,600 on hand.
> „ . j ,x j

Chuck Foster (Biltmore; 1.150; minimum $1-$1.50). Raised attendance

ante during another week with patronage around 4,800.

Woody Herman (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-83c). On second week of hold-

over mainUined patron pace of between 18 and 20,000. Gene Krupa com-

ing up.

Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Playing on

four-nighls-a-week schedule, the payees averaged around a repeat 1,300.

Bob Crosby (Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28c-44c). Turned in one of

the biggest weekly grosses of the season, with 16,000 hoofers greeting his

second week. Did 4,400 payees on Sunday (17) for a record.

Ted Fio Kilo (Trianon, Soulhgate; 1,200; 40c-55c). Opening in the mid-

dle of the week Fio Rito drew 1,500 stubs first two days, finishing four-day

opening stand with around 2,600.
. , .

Charlie Barnet (Casa Manana, Culver City; 200 ; 55c). Kept to last

week's pace after overcoming a slow bow, with 4,500 on hand.

San Francisco

Carl Bavazia* (Ro.-se Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 50c-$1.25). Sixth-final

week finished fine, with just under 2,000 covers despite strike threats to

close hotels. Will Osborne takes over. The DeMarcos slaying two extra

weeks. .

Teddy Wilson and Red Allen bands
again reserved Cafe Society, N. Y.,

Jobs Saturday (23). Wilson moved
into uptown and Allen went down-
town.

Ken Marvin band replaced Art
Mooney's at Bordewick's, Tuckahoe,
N. Y., last week (Wed.).

Ed Rogers, former Asbury Park,

N. J., booker, road managing new
Bob Allen band at Buckeye Lake, O.

Frank Loesser doing the tunes for

'Air Raid' at Paramount.

Felix Bernard sold hLs Army ditty,

'$21 a Day—One a Month,' to Mono-
gram for use in 'Top Sergeant Mul-
ligan.'

Arloro and Caballeros into Ohio
hotel, Youngstown, until Sept 12;

booked by Delbridge & Correll.

Lynn Slcbardi now singing with

Harry James' band, taking over dur-

ing latter's Eastwood Park, Detroit,

engagement.

John Salllvan Orch opened a stand

at the Barlett
.
Pavilion, Pleasant

Lake, Jackson, Mich., this week on a

booking that will keep the band
through Labor Day.

Jimmy Doriey's band is furnishing

music for 'The Fleet's In' at Para-

mount.

Gui Arnhclm'a orch will follow

Don Bester and his crew into the

%aker Hotel roof, Itallas. Arnheim
will play through the month of Sept.

"Hal Wayne orch goes into the

President hotel, Kansas City, Thurs-
day (28) for a four-week stay. Then
shifts to the Wolverine, Detroit.

George Towne's orch has been

held over at the Burden Lake Ca-

sino, Averill Park, N. Y.

Lcs Bite played a string of one-

nighters upstate. Advertised as

'Hollywood's Colored Sensation.'

Artie Friedman, first saxaphonist

of Vincent Lopez's orchestra, is re-

covering from a serious operation.

Slardusters quartet replaces Three

Debs with Charlie Spivak.

Jack Teagarden band set for in-

definite stay at the Syracuse hotel,

Syracuse, N.Y., opening Sept. 19.

Lee Edwards begins work as vocal-

ist with Henry Busse when that

band goes into Edgewater Beach
hotel, Chicago, Sept. S.

Moe Gale has taken on Tune-
toppers quartet.

Al Donahue skipped to Coast home
for 10-week layoff last week after

short hospitalization for ulcers.

Checking in with zingy $21,500, with
lion's share of credit going to Cal-
loway's organization.

Jan Garber, Indianapolis— (Lyric;
1,900; 39-40-50). 'Ice-Capades' (Rep)
is picture. Garber crew handed
laurels lor much of good $12,000 in
till.

Horace Heldt, Chicago— (Chicago;
4,000; 35-55-75). Helped by second
week of 'Charley's Aunt' (20th).
Film shares plenty in sparkling
$45,000. Picture brought in nearly
$56,000 opening week teamed with
Gene Krupa and Andrews Sisters.
Earl HInes, Los Angeles— (Para-

mount; 3.595; 30-44-55-75). Orches-
tra backed up by Ethel Waters on
stage and twin bill on screen, 'Par-
son of Panamint' (Par) and 'This
Way Please' (RKO). Sweet $19,000.
Gene Krnpa, Omaha—(Orpheum;

3,000; 10-40-55). Krupa band and
revue teamed with 'Million Dollar
Baby' (WB). Doing so well it may
top Sammy Kaye's record here.
Terrific $21,000, or more, expected.

Clyde Lucaa, New -York— (Strand;
2.767; 35-55-75-85-99). Coupled, with
•Bad Men of Missouri' (WB) and be-
ing strongly helped by 'Rochester'
on stage (2d wk). Nice $28,000 ex-
pected, after fine $42,000 opening
week.
Clande ThorDhlli, New York —

(Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99). 'Kiss
Boys Goodbye' (Par) on screen,
while stage support includes Four
Ink Spots and Jerry Colonna. Sec-
ond week for film and stage setup,
excepting Ink Spots (4th wk), get-
ting rugged $49,000 after $59,000 on
opening stanza.

The WorliPt Greatest
Vibraharpist and Drummer

LIONEL

HAMPTON
And His 16 Hen of Music

PANTHER ROOM
HOTEL SHERMAN

CHICAGO

Starting Aug. 29

Broadcaiting Nightly

NBC

VICTOR RECORDS

Pcnonol Mnnavement

JOE GUSER, Inc.

30 Rockefeller Plaza, Now York
CIrcU 7-0862

JIMMY
DORSEY

and His Orchestra
Al«. so—COjn'ENTION H.*M„

AHBVBY rABK, N. J.

SEfT. 1—8TEBI. PIEB.
ATLANTIC CITY^N. J.
BEFEAT ENCAOEMEMT

Decca B«<onla

PcrmnHl Manascmeot BILL DDBTON

DICK
ROGERS

And H!a Orcheitra

Artie Shaw's opening dance date

moved up to 'somewhere in New
England' for Sy Shribman, opening .

Friday (29), i

CCBRENTLT AT
RITZ-CARLTON
HOTEL ROOF

BOSTON
•

C'Of.i;.MIlIA OKEH RECORDS
' MtZAK TBANHCKIirriONS

MANAGEMENT
GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP,

MANAGEMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP,rf— wrriifif Tir • -I'lTfi-if
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Inside Stuff-Music

One of the human interest quirks stemming from the ASCAP-radio war
Involves a former soneplugger who has suddenly found himself the pub-
lisher of what looks like a smash hit. He was without a job for over .a

year prior to the ASCAP-radio split and had been living on relief money
obtained from the industry's benevolent organization, Professional Music
Men, Inc. His break came when an ASCAP firm agreed to return the
song in question to the writers because of the firm's inability to exploit
the number on the networks. The unemployed plugger soon fell heir to

the song and licensed it for radio through Broadcast Music, Inc. A band
leader recorded the tune and included it consistently in his remote broad-
casts. In quick time three other hands put the song on wax. Recently an
ASCAP publisher offered the plugger |5,000 for outright transfer of the
number, but the ex-reliefer turned the proposition down.

Jimmy Campbell' Publications, Inc., was organized by the former Lon-
don music man to protect a couple of songs he brought over from Eng-
land, but otherwise he has yet to form his own publishing outfit. Camp-
bell is doing a temporary exploitation chore for Meredith Willson, the
Coast maestro, on two songs the latter authored, 'You and I' (a hit already,

exceeding 100,000 copies to date) and 'Two in Love.' Larry Richmond of

Music Dealers Service, Inc., is selling agent, biit neither Campbell nor
Richmond are otherwise partnered in any publishing business. Richmond,
for obvious reasons of amity with all music pubs, doesn't want to go into

song publishing in competition with the established firms. Campbell
hopes, when his deal with Willson ends, to organize his own company.

Sudden revival in popularity of 'Miss You' has Santly-Joy-Select, which
published the tune in 1929, quite puzzled. Victor has lined up Tommy
Dorsey, Dinah Shore and Freddy Martin to make recordings of the num-
ber and there has been a marked call from sheet music dealers, but the
publishing firm is still unable to find out what started the thing. One
speculation from within S-J-S is that the song, becc^use of its nostalgic

theme, might h-ave caught the fancy of soldiers in some training camp
and the popularity began rolling from that point. Meanwhile, the lyrics

have been slightly revised, with the torch angle taken out entirely. Num-
ber was written by the Tobias Bros., Charles, Henry and Harry.

After an ASCAP publisher had been approached by a songsheet outfit

about selling it lyric reprint rights, he instructed his counsel to investigate
the executive personnel of the songsheet organization. The inquiry dis-

closed that both the general manager and the distribution manager had
done time in a Connecticut institution, one for fraud involving state funds
and the other in connection with the wholesaling of contraband song-
sheets. The two, it was also found, got acquainted in the clink.

Harry James and his father, Everette James, supervisor of music courses
at St. Anthony's School, Beaumont, Texas, collaborated on a modern
trumpet instruction book being published by Robbins Music. James got
his early instruction on the instrument from his father, who led a circus
band for years before settling in Beaumont to teach. Leader's early days
were spent playing in circus outfits.

The Treasury Dept. (Defense Savings Staff) has started distribution of
Irving Berlin's 'Any Bonds Today?' theme song specially written by him
for this branch of U. S. defense. Copyright is in the name of Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary of the Treasury, as a means to circumvent any
ASCAP-radio complications for widest clearance.

The 'I've Got My Captain Working for Me Now' wartime evolution Is

inanifested again at Fort Monmouth, N. J., where Ben Bernie's boy, Jason,
is Garson Kanin's superior in the film-cutting division of the Signal Corps.

Mutual Network Plugs

The follovoing tabulation of network .poputar music performances is not
confined to WOR, New York releaseffor Mutual Broadcasting System, but
also includes the entire MBS, chain. ' Compttattnrt herewith coners the week
beginning Aug. 18 (.Mondi^^nd ^ding Aug. 24 (Sunday), from 8 a.m. to

2 a.m. based on dai(]/,.'r^^ituIations furnished by Accurate Reporting
Service and the MBS lodsi'

TITLE PtlBLISHEB TOTAL
Kiss the Boys Goodbyie—*Kiss Boys Goodbye Famous
Daddy j ,. Republic .

I Understand....-,'..'..,./ Feist ........
You and I , ; Willson
Give Me Your Answer Mills
Guess in Have to Dream the Rest Block
Green Eyes Southern
Aurora Robbins
Jim Kaycee
Don't Want Set World- on Fire Cherio
Things I Love .• Campbell ....

Apple Blossom Time Broadway ...

Intermezzo Schuberth . .

.

Harbor of Dreams ..' Miller ,

Peaceful in the Country Regent
Love Me a Little Little Mayfair
Don't,Take Your Love from Me Witmark . . .

.

Maria Elena i Southern . . .

.

Rose and a Prayer B'VC
Under Blue Canadian Skies Feist
Do You Care? Campbell
Dolores—'Las 'Vegas Nights Paramount ..

Don't Cry Cherie Shapiro
I Went Out of My Way BMI
Music Makers Paramount .,

TattleUle Santly
•Til Reveille

; Melody Lane.
Vours Marks
Filmusical excerpt.

31

30
26
25
24
22

20
18

18

17

15

14

14

13

13

13

12

12

12

12

11

11

11

11

11

10

10

10

The writers of G'BYE NOW say "HELLO THERE"
and thank* to JOAN BROOKS' SINGtillating

Singing POWERS MODELS
NOW AT LOEWS STATE THEATRE, NEW YORK

for your swell vDcal* of O'BTE NOW aad oar new vmt 'HELLO THEBE'
' on jronr .perM^al, appearance (oar.

We'U be Ilstenlns Sat. at ai^Voa WJK and tfBC'.Biae, toot
' •

LEVISpNi'EVANS MUSIC «ORP. sm Werf sith BU. ITeW Tork City

10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines
(Week of July 21)

Darling Daughter Chappell

All I Care Wright

Tell M^ FDH
I Understand Sun

Amapolo C-C

How Did He Look? Prowse

Do I Love You? Chappell

That Song Again Wood
Love You So Chappell

I Yi-Yi-Yi FDH
Hear Rhapsody C-C
Happy Day Gay

Airlines
^Continued from page Z-

his way home from a trip to his

news-gathering unit in London.

Judy Clark to H'wood

Judy Clark, singer and dancer

with Ray Heatherton's orchestra at

the Biltmore (N.Y.) roof, who has

been sighed by Republic Pictures,

left the port Mdnday (25) for Holly-

wood via the American Airlines

way. Her first pix for Republic will

be 'Marines on Parade,' starring Al
Pearce and his Gang, which goes in-

to the works in October. The 17-

year-old Lynbrook, L.I., songstress,

made not-so-ancient news hawks
feel Social Securitylsh, for a few of

them remember when the gal made
her singing debut at Texas Gulnan's

old roadhouse stand in VaUey
Stream some 11 years ago.

Word flits northward that to-

morrow night (28) Cab -Callaway
and his musicians will fly United
Air Lines from Philadelphia to Chi-

cago.
Sunday's (?4) spies saw Mr. and

Mrs. Oscar Hammerstcin, in from
L. A. on the sTWAtoliner, while
Clare Boothe, Henry Luce's No. I

playwright, and William Schirer, of

'Berlin Diary' authorship, were off

on the evening sTWAtoliner to the

western end of the car tracks.

The 23d saw Milton Berle winging
his way westward via transport

plane, while the same face-on-the-

clock saw TWA carry Allen Jenkins
to Pittsburg. American Airlines

bring to town Madeleine Carroll and
Alexander Korda from the Realm of

Reels.

Lou Mindling, CBS exec, was off

to L. A. the TWA way on Friday
(22), while the sTWAtoliner that

evening brought in Kyle Crlchton,

Collier's wfiter.

A roll call of the week's aerial

manifests reveals Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Deere Wiman, of the pro-
ducing Wimans, were off, TWA, to

L. A.; Maureen O'Sullivan chose the
TWA route in from Chi, where she
had, with Naval Se'cretary Prank
Knox, attended the Governor's Navy
Day festival, to do some show shop-
ping for a few days; Billy Gilbert in

from the Coast to the east; Mrs. Ar-
turo Toscaninl and Jack Kirkland
off to Hollywood, and Vincent IiOpez,

Harrisburgh-bound on a personal ap-
pearance tour, all aboard TWA.

Jesse! Busy

Georgie Jessel was the busy bee of
the airways, hopping out Sunday
night (17) to L. A. and bounding
back in again four days later to be
greeted at the TWA gates by Al
Bloo'mingdale, who is straying from
the department store showcase to
Broadway to finance the Jessel
Broadway musical, 'High Kickers.'
Ole Olsen, of Olsen & Johnson,

the 'Hellzapoppin' kids, was due in
Monday night (25) from L. A., where
the boys have been slaving over a
celluloid record of their stage antics.
Katie Hepburn flew out during the

week, via TWA, to L. A., with a
stop-off at St. Louis. She's to make
a picture.

The visit Dan Topping and his
wife, Sonja Henie, made to the air-
port produced somewhat of an
event. The couple came down to
greet Miss Henie's mother, who was
inbound from L. A. aboard a Strato-
liner. While awaiting the ship's ar-
rival, the couple ventured upstairs to
the Aviation Terrace to arrange a bit
of party for Sonja's mama.
The couple never got around to

discussing the costs of preparing
fatted calves, etc., for they were told
they couldn't enter the restaurant
because they were accompanied by
Miss Henie's two.toy spaniels.
More mirthful than miffed, the

couple bounced back downstairs, de-
posited their pups with a friend and
arranged their fleste at another es-
tablishment that, they later learned,
wasn't adverse to slipping' bit of
supper to the- canines, too.

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week In Jukeboxes

throughout th* country, as reported by operators to Varieiv, Names

of more than one bond or uocalist after the title indicates, in order of

populariti/, tohose recording* are being played. Figures and names in

parenthesis indicote the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective publishers.)

1. Maria Elena (9) Southern

2. Yours (6) Marks.

3. Kiss Boys Goodbye (4) Famous.

(Jimmy Dorsey .Decca
*

I
Tony Pastor Bluebird

(Jimmy Dorsey Decca" ^Vaughn Monroe Bluebird

J Jimmy Dorsey Decca

I
Tommy Tucker Okeh

4. Yes, Indeed (4) Embassy Tommy Dorsey ..•Victor

„ ,r J T /.^ mil (Glenn Miller Bluebird
5. You and I (1) Willson ^Tommy Dorsey Victor

6. 'Til Reveille (1) Melody Lane
{ ^IT/ S.'^.V.V.V.boluS

7. Goodbye Dear Be Back Year (7) C. to C.
) grerRobtrtn\\V.^^^^^^^^^

„ „ J « (Jimmy Dorsey Decca
8. Rose and a Prayer (7) BVC

| Charlie Splvak Okeh
(Jimmy Dorsey Decca

I Barry Wood Victor

(Tommy Dorsey Victor
"

' { Glenn Miller Bluebird

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records arc directly below (he first 10 in popularttv, but growing

in demand on the coin machines.)

9. Things I Love (4) Campbell.

10. Guess I'll Dream Rest (1) Block.

Don't Want Set World on Fire (Cherio)

Time Was (Southern).

South of North Carolina (Porgie)
|

Peaceful in Country (Regent) ,

|

Booglie Wooglie Piggy (Mutual)
|

You Are My Sunshine (Southern)
|

Jim (Kaycee)
|

$21 a Day, Once Month (Kaycee)
|

I've Been Drafted (Pacific) {

Lament to Love (Roe)

Blue Champagne (Encore)

Why Don't We Do This Often? (BVC).

(Tommy Tucker Okeh

I Horace Heidt . , . .Columbia

(Jimmy Dorsey Decca

I
Charlie Spivak Okeh
Dick Robertson Decca
Gene Krupa Okeh
Charlie Splvak Okeh
Harry James Columbia

Andrews Sisters Decca
Johnny Long Decca

Bing Crosby Decca
Tommy Tucker .......Okeh

Jimmy Dorsey Decca
Dinah Shore ..... .Bluebird

Dick Robertson Decca
Tony Pastor Bluebird

Kay Kyser Columbia
Jesters Decca

(Harry James ....Columbia
'

I
Sonny Dunham .... Bluebird

Jimmy Jorsey ...i... Decca

(Kay Kyser Columbia
Freddie Martin ...Bluebird

NBC-CBS Plugs

Following compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York out-

lets covers the week beginning Aug. 18 (IVfondav) and endiTtg Aug. 24

(Sundav), from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulations fur-

nished by the Office of Research-Radio Oii>ision of the College of the City

of New York.
FDB-

TITLE LISHEB TOTAL
Guess I'll Have to Dreani Rest Block 49
Time Was Southern 36
Yours Marks 32
Daddy Republic 30
I Went Out of My Way BMI 27
Booglie Wooglie Piggy Mutual 25
Green Eyes ; Southern 25
You and I Willson 25
Do You Care? Campbell 24
Peaceful in the Country Regent 24
Things ! Love CampbeU 22
Til Reveille Melody Lane .... 22
What Word Is Sweeter? Rels 22
Lament to Love Roe 21
Maria Elena .....Southern 20
South of North Carolina Porgie 19
Intermezzo Schuberth 17
Yes, Indeed Embassy 16
Hi Neighbor BMI 14
City Called Heaven Warren 13
J™ Kaycee 13
Wasn't It You? BMI 13
B-I-BI Rinker 12
HeUo There Levison 12
Sing Love Song Musicana 12
Hut Sut Song Schumann 11
I See a Million People Radio Tunes .... 11
Nighty Night Beacon 11
You Talk Too Much Southern ........ 11
We Go Well Together Regent 10
Easy Street Pacific 10
Let's Get Away From It All Embassy 10
You Can Depend on Me La Salle ; 10

/«'« Hotter Than The Chicago Fire!
TOMMY TUCKER'S original recording of

I DON'TWANTTO SET
THE WORLD ON FIRE

Okah 6320

HORACE HEIDT— Columbia 36295
THE CHARIOTEERS— Okeh 6332

CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
1585 Broadway, New York City
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15 Best Sheet Music SeDers
(Week ending Aug. 23, 1941)

You and I Willson
Intermezzo Schuberth
Maria Elena Southern

'

Things I Love Campbell
Til Reveille' Melody
Daddy Republic
Yours Marks
Do You Care? Campbell
You Are My Sunshine Southern
Blue Champagne Encore
Green Eyes Southern
Apple Blossom Time Broadway
I Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest Block
Kiss Boys Goodbye ('Kiss Boys Goodbye') Famous
Until Tomorrow Republic

*FU7niisical.

CBS, NBC Getting Xareless' With

ASCAP Tunes; Either Peace Sign

Or Due to Name Singers Pressure

Publlshers affiliated with the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers have during

the past week expressed themselves

as puzzled by the increasing inclu-

sion of ASCAP numbers in commer-

cial programs on NBC and Colum-

bia. The pubs can't make out

whether the networks* checking

staffs have become careless, or

whether the laxity is due to the ac-

ceptance by these staffs of a near
settlement with ASCAP and ajfeel-

jng that under such circumstances
ASCAP would not be Inclined to

take any infringement action.

The ASCAP pubs involved also

wonder whether the clearance staffs

of the two webs have assented to

the requests for the use of ASCAP
tunes from name vocalists on the
ground that the publishers would
overlook much unauthorized per-
formances rather' than antagonize
the singers. These" ^ubs have nei-
ther called attention to the networks
to what has been going on, nor in-
dicated any intention to bring suit.

They have in most instances merely
advised ASCAP of the songs, pro-
gram, network and date.
Two vocalists that have of late

been dipping Into the ASCAP rep-
ertoire for their network programs
are Bing Crosby and. Lanny Ross.
Only last week Crosby (Kraft
Cheese) did 'Wrap Your Troubles
In Dreams' and Ross (Franco-Amer-
ican Products), 'Casey Jones.' Both
numbers are owned by Shapiro
Bernstein & Co.

PHONOGRAPH RECORD

PRICE BOOST SEEN

An idea of mounting costs for disk
production is shellac having gone
from 8c a pound to 24c, which some

• believe will inevitably force 35c
platters up to 50c a copy.
Jack Kapp, Decca prez, however,

states that, so far as his own com-
pany is concerned, they foresaw that
and stocked up, and undoubtedly the
others must have done likewise;
furthermore, Decca has been doing
all right at the 35c price and he
doesn't see any immediate need for
retail record price upping.

Juker Bankrupt
Robert Grenner, general manager

of the Robert Grenner Amus. Co.,
filed a voluntary petition of bank-
ruptcy in N. Y. federal court Thurs-
day (21), listing no assets and $4,473
In liabilities. Grenner earns $100
weekly.

Among some of the creditors are
Babe Kaufman Music Corp. and
sundry jukebox outfits.

6-to-l Ratio

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

KFAC, which took out an
ASCAP license not so long ago,
reported yesterday (Monday)
that it received requests for 162
ASCAP tunes and 22 BMI num-
bers during a four-day period.
The requests were directed at

seven recorded programs.

Music Notes

Jacques Press and Eddie Cherkose
turned in 'I'm Gonna Swing My
Way up to Heaven' to universal for
'Swing It, Soldier.'

Smiley Burnetie cleffed 'Drifting

Smoke' and 'Strings of My Lonesome
Guitar' for Paramount's 'Stick to

Your Guns.'

Gnadalajara Trio sold its song, "El

Relajo,' to Hal Roach for use in

'Fieste.'

Balph Balnjrer and Leo Robin as-

signed to write songs for 'Rise and
Shine' and 'Coney Island.'

Harry Tobias and Harry Baris sold

'Two Bravest Hombres,' to be sung
in 'Fiesta' at Hal Roach studio.

Raoul Krastaaar turned in the score

for 'Down Mexico Way" at Republic.

' Don Woods sold his cowpoke ditty,

'Lonely Buckaroo,' to Gene Autry's

Western Music Publishing Co.

'By-U By-O' is latest novelty crea-

tion of the Hut Sut trio, Ted Mc-
Michael, Leo Killian and Jack
Owens. Latter is publishing.

Harry Revel and Mort Greene are
doing score for two RKO pictures,

'Call Out the Marines' and 'Dying to

Live.'

Phil Silvers and Dudley Chambers
are preparing special songs for the

premiere of 'Navy Blues.'

Harry Peale and Allen Lair cleffed

'You've Gone' for publication by the

Syndicate Music Publishers.

Franz Waxman, who wrote the

score for 'Suspicion' at RKO, fin-

ished the job by conductiong a 50-

piece orchestra.

Bob Russell, lyric writer of "Maria

Elena' and "Time Was,' has placed

'Rainbow Ridge,' new pop, - with

Southern Music.

Feist's Harry Link Thinks

Ifs Up to ASCAP Writers

New York.
Editor, Vahicty:

Isn't it remarkable that, with
about 50 new non-ASCAP publish
ers flooding the market with songs
for the last eight months, how few
numbers have stepped out for 'nat-

ural hits' as compared with songs
by ACAP writers previously?
Now that there Is every indication

that we will be back on the major
networks by Sept. 1, the ASCAP
publishers are getting back in ac

tion. The hardest job our industry
faces is making the dealers, leaders,

singers and radio stations conscious
of the vast amount of great material

available to them. They will have
to realize that the catalogs available

after Sept. 1 are not material they
are compelled to use, because
there's nothing else to pick from,
but there is open to them the best

works of the past 25 years ' of

America's greatest writers. They
will find this material is not made
up of pseudo hits, forced on them
by the attitude of the networks to-

ward the music industry, which was
mainly instrumental in the networks
reaching their present position; but
is material the merit of which was
decided by the public through their

own free and voluntary acceptance
or rejection of songs—and not be-
cause they were forced for months
to listen to 'synthetic hits.'

Writers Stagnant
In my opinion, during this period,

most of our best writers became
stagnant. Their attitude has been
that it was futile to write material
when there was no outlet to get it

published or plugged. My idea of
the quickest way to bring back the
music business would be to flood
the market with ASCAP songs.
There are 1,300 writer-members in

this organization. If the 700 or 800
popular writers would each produce
two songs, and the 300 standard and
production writers do likewise,

within the next 30 days the Industry
would have a couple of thousand
songs being submitted to them. Out
of this great number at least 30 or
40 would be hits. This would put
the business well on its way to re-
covery and return the source of
good music to the ASCAP writers
and publishers. This should make
the dealer and music trade in gen-
eral realize that their 'bread and
butter' producer was still the
ASCAPwriter.
This amount of ASCAP material

being exploited by firms with large
and high-powered contact men staffs

would eliminate the small, 'shoe-
string' publisher who, during the
last eight months, has taken advan-
tage of our imfortunate and en-
forced position. A lot of great songs
on the market would stimulate the
sale of sheet music and would go a

long way in offsetting losses.

Harry Link.

ATiliateslHayHoIdUpNBC-ASCAP

Deal T3 Oct 1 to Save on Fees:

NAB Meets Today (Wed.) on Contract

On Hot Seat

The suspense is brutal now,
for the music men, as they're
awaiting the ASCAP go-signal.

In many respects it's worse than
the many-month enforced em-
bargo on the radio, because they
were keyed for a long drawn out
fight.

Now, as Sept. 1 looms—and
then again looks to be stalled

another week or so before
'peace' is ratified—they're chaf-
ing at the bit, hungry to tee off.

3(1 Quarter Plum

From ASCAP Will

Be Around 650G

If the present rate of collection

continues through September, the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers will, it was
disclosed last week, distribute at

least $650,000 among its members for

the third quarter of 1941. The roy-
alty divvy for the like quarter of

1940 was $900,000. For the previous
quarter of this year (April-June) it

was $1,000,000.

ASCAP's operating expenses, since
the break with radio, have been
reduced around $600,000 a year, and
it is estimated that, while the So-
ciety under its new contract with
radio will collect less, the overhead
savings will make it possible for

the members to derive in 1942 al-

most as much in royalties as they
did during 1940.

Thnmbs Up' Official

Thumbs Up,' published by Santly-
Joy-Select, has been made the offi-

cial song for the British War Relief

Fund in this country. Santly's tieup

with the organization provides for

the latter getting a share of the roy-
alties.

Number was co-written by Moe
JafTe, Jack O'Brien and Bert Lee.

Rodgers, O'Hara, Gilbert Murray,

KramerNew ASCAP Board Members

New ASCAP directors in the writer

and publisher classifications sees

Deems Taylor, Otto Harbach, Richard

Rodgers and L. Wolfe Gilbert, among

the songsmiths, elected to three-year

terms; Oley Speaks, two years; and

Geoffrey O'Hara for one year.

Among the publishers, Walter

Fischer, Jack Robbins, Jack Breg-

man and Dick Murray are new three-

year termers; Gustav Schirmer, two
years; A. Walter Kramer for one

year.

The election balloting closed Mon-
day (25) midnight and the totals

disclosed yesterday (Tuesday).

Gilbert is new to the board, this

giving the Hollywood contingent its

first directorial representation. Rodg-
ers is also new, as is O'Hara. Of the

two pop songsmiths and one stand-

ard writer, one of the replacements

is for Edgar Leslie, who resigned re-

cently in pique at the manner in

which ASCAP was conducting its

radio negotiations.

A. Walter Kramer succeeds to the

late George Fischer (J. Fischer &
Bro.) and Dick Murray (Paramount
and Famous) replaces Will Von Til-

zer (Broadway Music). The other

pubs are reelections.

There were two other pop pub-
lisher candidates, Edwin H. Morris
and Lester Santly, but these had,

after the ballots went out, expressed

a preference to stay out of the run-
ning. Despite Santly's statement

that he did not want to be a candi-

date at this time, Louis Bernstein, of

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., sent letters

to a group of publishers the week
before urging that they give favor-'

able consideration to Santly's candi-

dacy. Ballot count showed a large

vote for Morris from among the

smaller pop pubs, while Santly re-

ceived much consideration from the

standard group.

NBC will probably determine a
date for the resumption of ASCAP
music , on the network's facilities

after the executive committee of the

National Association of Broadcasters,

at a special meeting today (Wednes-

day), approves the licensing contract

forms that have been completed be-

tween the web and the Society.

Even though NBC had indicated that

it would be inclined to give the

ASCAP repertoire the greenlight

next week, the belief persists In

both ASCAP and broadcasting

quarters that the bitter-enders

among the affiliated stations will

seek to stretch the starting date to

Oct. 1, so that they won't have to

pay on ASCAP music prior to the

final quarter of 1941.

Intimations have been given by
NBC that it would like to make the

ASCAP catalogs available to its ad-

vertisers by at least Sept. 15, but it

also wants to make sure that an

overwhelming majority of the affili-

ated stations have actually com-
mitted themselves on paper to re- '

imburse the web for their share of
the network licensing fee. In other
words, NBC doesn't want to find it-

self at the end of a month or so
holding the bag for the major share
of the fees due ASCAP.
NBC and ASCAP, as well as the

executive committee of the Indepen-
dent Radio Network Affiliates, are
agreed on the substance of the con-
tract and there are just a few legal
phrases that have to be revised.
Should the NAB's executive com-
mittee ratify the agreement as It

stands at today's meeting, it will
then be up to ASCAP to print the
forms and get them out to the sta-
tions. The agreement witih NBC al-
lows that network 90 days In which
to get all its affiliates to comply
with the terms.

See NAB Campaign
Approval of the contract forms by

NAB's executive committee Is ex-
pected, to be followed by a campaign
on the association's part to sell Its

membership on the idea of signing
up with ASCAP and thereby bring
the music war to an end. ASCAP's
radio committee is scheduled to
meet tomorrow (Thursday) to give
the contract forms the final okay,
but the matter of similar approval
will not be put before the ASCAP
board of directors until NBC, having
received a satisfactory number of
okays from its affiliates, states that
it is ready to signature the contract.

Hints have emanated from ASCAP
quarters during the past week that
the whole NBC deal can yet run Into

a serious snag if the actually sig-

naturing is delayed much longer.
The ASCAP board is faced with a
change of membership as the result

of the recent elections, and, even
though the present board okayed the
terms of the NBC agreement, the
new board of directors, when it

takes office next month, can kick
over the applecart. The votes that

approved the NBC deal were far

from overwhelming and ^he attitude

of the new board members can be
of such strength as to veto what has
already happened and leave ASCAP
no alternative but to go through
with the anti-trust suits that it had
under consideration when NBC made
its counter-offer.

Addy With SahtlyJoy
Mickey Addy has joined the pro-

fessional staff of Santly-Joy-Select
in New York.
He last was with the Warner Bros,

publishing group.

FIRST ON THE LIST I !

!

"I GUESS I'LL HAVE TO DREAM THE RESF
. TOMMY DORSEY — VICTOR

BOBBY BYRNE — DECCA

MARTIN BLOCK PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK

GLENN MILLER — BLUEBIRD
LANNY ROSS — VICTOR

HARRY JAMtS — COLt/MB(A
LE8 BROWNE OKEH

Distributed by MDS, 799 Sewanth Ave., New York,^Nk Y.
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AGENTS WARNED

BY PA. ON RULES

New Acts in Niteries

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

William R. Douglas, State Direc-

tor of the Bureau of Private Em-
ployment, Pennsy Department of

Labor and Industry, on Friday (22)

laid down the law to booking agents

anent the new regulations for the

10% business beginning Saturday

(30).

The bookers were ordered to at-

tend a meeting at the local offices

of the bureau and 50 of them
showed up—about 90% of all thea-

trical bookers here. Douglas ex-

plained the provisions of the new
law and warned that his bureau was
ready to crack down on any viola-

tors.

Douglas revealed a hitherto undis-

closed amendment to the law. This

makes an actor vho Is party to a

violation guilty of 'aiding and abet-

ting' and makes him liable to a $25

fine for the first offense, with stiffer

raps, including heavy fines and/or
imprisonment for continued viola-

tions.

One practice which the new law
Is expected to curb is the old dodge
of agents* representatives, who go
to work in a bookers office and then
pull out after stealing some of the

best accounts.
Under the act, agents' reps must

obtain licenses (fee $5), which en-
title them to work only for the li-

censed agent who vouches for him.
If the rep leaves the office, the
booker must send a report to the

State office stating reason why thr

man left. If a man is deemed 'unfit,'

the State may refuse to renew his

permit. The State must also okay
any transfer from one booker's of-

fice to another.

CALLAHAN

SISTERS
BABES IN TAPLAND

juat concluded 4 WEEKS

HURRICANE
New York

Starting 3 week run Aug. 29

STRAND
New York

WITH

SAMMY KAYE
Thanka to

MILES INGALLS
HOWARD MAYER

Pan. Rep. C. E. RICHARD

KOLF PASSER (3)

MenUl Telepathlst
8 IWIns.

Balnbow Room, N. T.

Since his opening at the Rainbow
Room, Rolf Passer has stepped up
his stuff and makes for a nice cafe

novelty, particularly in a class room
such as this. Working with two
aides, a male conferencier and a

femme 'control,* through whom he
achieves the mental telepathy.

Passer calls on still one more assist-

ant, this time a customer. Latter

merely accompanies him out of the

room as witness that nothing surrep-

titious occurs.

The emcee explains the idea, and
then has the patrons indicate what
they would like Passer to. accomplish

when he returns to the room. They
ask for- different stunts, such as light

my cigar; put a femme's hat on the

maestro, have him play a certain

tune, and then dance with him; find

a needle or other object, etc. All

these are announced by the emcee
for benefit of the entire assemblage.

The comely femme merely stands by,

she eventually being Passer's 'con-

trol': i. e., he grasps her wrist—not
she his, and thus cannot cue him by
any hand pressure—and with that

contact the telepathist accomplishes

the sundry chores set out for him,

beyond his back, and during his ab-

sence from the boite proper.

Of Hungarian background. Passer

has been in the U. S. for some time,

and has appeared from Chicago to

the Coast, also in Canada, but this is

the first time in New York, for him.

Speaking with the proper 'conti-

nental' accent, he chalks up a deft

score and can play anywhere, class

or mass room. He has relaxed not

a little since his Rainbow Room de-

but, and it's for the better. Abel.

^
BOBBT BAXTER
Singing
10 Mins.
Wit's End, Miami Beach

Bobby Baxter scored a mild click

at the Grossinger hotel last winter,

b&t it took this off-season booking

for him to really attract attention.

Very boyish looking for his 24 years,

he's the possessor of a wealth of vo-

cal talent

A pint-sized personality, the full

impact of his robust pipes comes as

a distinct surprise. Initial reaction

is apt to be that accorded a choir boy
tenor, but it's quickly dissipated the
moment he pulls out the stops.

Repertoire can stand plenty of at-

tention though. With a voice such
as his, it's a mistake to confine him-
self to hashing over standard airs.

With smart handling, plus his

nifty vocalizing and fresh, youthful
appeal, Baxter is a cinch for general
nitery or hotel bookings. Leslie.

DIKTY'S KEW SHOW
Dinty's Terrace Garden, on the

Albany-Saratoga Road, has a new
floor show featuring Sol Grauman
and his musical Stair-A-Tone.

Others on the bill arc: Ralph
Lewis, emcee; Three Ritter BroOi-

ers, Barbara Belmore, Carlyle Sis-

ters, Florence Hallman, 'Two Kings
and a Queen and Virginia Mauch
Dancers (six).

Chi AGVA Ball

Chicago, Aug. 26.

', American Guild of Variety Artists

I

local will hold its first annual ball

I and show in the Sherman hotel on
Oct. 13.

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

sfKfiAi ixicuTivf erricfs

LOEW BUILOINO ANNEX
:^^^;^M0 W.4M Sf, N. Y.C • Uyonl t-TMO

Saranac Lake
By Bappy Bcnway

Saranac, N. Y., Aug. 26.

The Len Grottes have closed their

camp on Upper Saranac lake, go-

ing back to Flushing, L. I., and

Loew's Prospect theatre there.

Al Brandt (of the Brandt Bros,

chain pf theatres) is staging a nifty

comeback at the Northwoods sana-

torium.

Al Tint, who mastered many set-

backs here, is now connected with

Whitey Ford's 'Plantation Party' on

NBC out of Chicago.

Chris Hagedorn, long up here, is

successfully ozoning in Bayshore,

L. 1.

Emanuel Frisch and Samuel Rinz-

ler, of the Randforce Amus. Corp., in

from the big town to ogle Leandria

Rinzler and Ban Schultz. At the

same time every patient was handed

sn^okes and sweets.

Salvadore Ragone and his frau,

both ex-N.V.A-ites who saw a mess

of service up here, are both hold-

ing up on the good health side.

Pat Rogers, brother of the old

vaudeville team of Will and Mary
Rogers, got a check and o.o. while

advancing a one-night stand tliat's to

show here soon. The aforemen-

tioned Will Rogers is not to be con-

fused with the late film-stage com-

edian.

Ed Ross, Morris Levine, Dolph

Singer, Bobby Hatz and Joe Parker,

all ex-actors colony products, are all

doing o.k. in the big town.

Marie Fromm, who made the

grade here, is vacashing locally at

Lake Flower.

The temperature was 32 above

zero here last week—freezing in Au-
gust!

Cold speU kayoed two local nite

spots, Harvey's and Burke's.

Louis Betz recently mastered the

second stage of his rib operation.

Percy Wenrich, the songwriter, is

doing a real come'back act while

resting at the Hotel Saranac here.

Dolly Connolly, his Irau, Is at his

side.

Martha Gill, who did a routine at

the WiU Rogers, finally got her go-

home papers.

Thanks to Joseph Miller, district

manager for Columbia pictures, Al-

bany, for sending pre-released pix

to the gang at the Will Rogers.

Jack Conlin, who commutes be-

tween Philadelphia and this actors'

colony, has added so much weight

during his sununer vacash that he
vows that he will join the army.

Sidney Grill home with that final

good health okay. Ditto for Marlon
Hlrsch, who went back to work in

her home town, Harrlsburg, Pa.
. Joe Bishop, who tooted a horn for

Woody Herman, is skedded as a

downtown shopper for the gang at

the Will Rogers. That means the

boy is well.

Carl Kern all agog over the visit

from the fire chief from his home
town, Fairmont, West Va.
Vivian Vaughn getting fine reports

on general checkup.
Mesdames Christy Mathewson and

John McGraw seen walking down
this actors' colony's Broadway mit-

ting the gang.
Write to those who are ill.

The Good Old Days
Herewith' appears a Variety review of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 years

ago. The inteTition is to reprint these tueeklv usitip the relative week of

1921 with the current date of issue. No special reason in revivinfi these

reviews other than the interest they may have tn recalling the acts which
loere playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
(booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the

style of vatidevtlle reuieuiing of that day.

PALACE, N. Y.
(Reprinted from Varisty of Aug. 26, 1921)

The current bill at the Palace furnished diversified entertainment for a

well-filled house Tuesday evening. Show time found the lower floor- com-
pletely filled with a double row of standees.

Eddie Foy and Family topped the bill, opening after intermission. Foy
is using the restaurant skit for his return to vaudeville. It is the best of

the turns he has used with his children in support. Their individual abili-

ties are brought forth to the best advantage by it. The development ot

the Foy youngsters is pronounced, the specialties of each of the younger
members bringing forth bountiful returns. As a travesty act it has alt

the requirements for a headline.

Victor Moore and Emma Littleflcld 8e Co. in a revival of 'Change Your
Act,' had the special featui-e billing. The Moore-Littlefield turn remains
the same as presented by them in the past. It is a strong comedy act aud
next to closing, gave the final punch to a strong comedy bill.

Amaranth Sisters & Co. opened the show with a snappy- dance routine

by the girls and fast acrobatic work by their male partners.

Jean Granese, No. 2, started slowly with a straight vocal number, but
took a decided brace with the comedy by the two male Italian plants in

the audience. Miss Granese gives credit in the program to her brother,

Charles, at the piano, but no mention is made of the male singer who is

largely a part of the act. His vocalizing is one of its strong features and
he was allowed a solo as the final encore.

No. 3 held the George Choos miniature musical comedy. Two Little Pals,'

headed by- Jack Henry and Edythe Maye, who are billed above the title.

It is one of those flash turns that can be placed in any bill and give sat-

isfaction. Miss Maye is a comedienne who should develop into one ot

the leaders in her line. Her idea of comedy is refreshing with the present
turn containing a role into which she nicely fits. The piece Is greatly

strengthened by original musical numbers which lyrically are well up
with the best in the musical- comedy line. Darl MacBoyle is credited as
the writer.

Jack Henry runs through with a light comedy role in clever style with
the other principals, Estelle McMeal and the dancing team of Harry
Pearce and Mabel Grete.

Jack McGowan followed the musical comedy turn with a straight sing-
ing routine, having Jack McManus at the piano. McGowan is a production
man listed AAl by the Bradstreets of musical comedy, juvenile business
t>eing his line. As a vaudeville turn he can be given the same rating. A
singing voice backed by an undeniable personality should pave the way
for him to remain in the two-a-day as long as he desires. McGowan is

using largely published numbers. One lyric (special) gives as his reason
for being in vaudeville the retirement of George M. Cohan from the pro-
duction field, letting him out of his role in "Mary.* It proves a nicely
worked-out idea. Four additional numbers were used Tuesday evening,
each scoring easily.

Closing the first half had Robert Emmett Keane and Claira Whitney in

The Gossipy Sex,' a comedy sketch fortified with humor, handsomely
worked out by the principals. Vaudeville can use a number of sketches '

on a par with this. It is distinctly up-to-date, teaches a lesson and is en-
tertaining all ot the while.

Ruth Budd was placed second after intermission. The spot would seem
exceptionally heavy for an act ot this nature but Miss Budd landed from
her' first entrance and garnered returns with each of her feats on the
rings and rope. The manner in which this girl carried her Palace spot
makes her a. sure bit in the heaviest position on any bill.

Ivan BankoS closed the show with his dancing turn. Bankoff has se-
cured a most capable girl partner, whose toe work eclipses many promi-
nent in this line. She is deserving of program mention. BankoS had h'ttl*

difficulty in selling his own stepping.

Dallas* New Ice Arena

In Middle of Union Tiff

Dallas, Aug. 26.

With construction only 50% com
plete and a premiere opening sched-

uled for Sept. 26, officials of Ice

Sports, Inc., which will operate an
ice arena at the Fair Park, are un-
happy over a dispute between the
State Fair of Texas and the Dallas
Building Si Constructions Trades
Council which caused a strike last

week. Union officials refuse to per
mit their members to work any
where on the Fair Park grounds be-
o^e non-union labor is being ilsed

in another spot on the grounds. Ice
officials contend they have no con-
nection with State Fair of Texas and
that they used union labor exclu-
sively.

According to (Tlarke Newlon, gen-
eral manager of Ice Sports, Inc.,

'Icecapades* feiaturing Belita,, will

be the opening attraction here.

IN9

Ethel Shutta at Spa
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Aug. 2&
Ethel Shutta Is now heading the

show at Riley's Lake House, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y. Others on the
bill are: Claire and Arena, dancers,
Marvis Dinning, singer, and Wally
Stoefler's orch.

Kaj Vernon, singer, opened at Ar-
rowhead Inn Aug. 23. She has war-
bled on NBC, in musical comedy,
hotels and taight duba.

HOTE STAHER, CLEYL,

QUITS SHOWS FOR ORCHS

Cleveland, Aug. 26.

Hotel Statler is dropping floor

shows in its Cul>an Terrace Room,
which pulls up its shutters Sept. 22,

but doubling its budget for dance
music. Ray Morton's orch reopen-
ing it, alternating with a five-piece

rhumba outfit not yet picked by J.

L. Hennessy, vice-prez for Statler

chain. Morton formerly was a singer

who started here in 1934 on 'Fox
Fur Trappers* program over WTAM,
which he deserted to form his own
band.

Hotel room will keep Its Cuban
motif but won't accent the rhumba
stuff, which Is petering out in this

section. Jules Duke's crew staying

on in adjoining cocktail lounge until

fall season officially starts.

Night life at the moment is prac-
tically dormant in Cleveland. Frank
Monaco last week closed his swank
Monaco's Cafe for three weeks of
remodeling. Spot to bloom Sept. 5

with policy of floor revues and out-
oWown bands. Freddie's Cafe is

al^ (fark until second week of Sep-
tember, and Gourmet Club plans to

awaken about the same date.

DON
ARRES
HELD OVER
5TH WEEK '

ROXY, NEW YORK
Per. Dir.t

SAM RAUCH

DEAR MILTON BERLE:

Thank*—and my deepest grat-

itude and •ppreciatien for your

wondarful ee-op«ration during

my •ngagtmant at the Chez

Parae, Chicago.

Sincerely,

BILL GARY

Many Thanks to

Mr.JOHNROY
For the Kindness and Courtesies

He Has Extended Me
ROLF PASSER

Camattr
RAINBOW BOOH

MISW YORK
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Vaude Back in Uville After Long

Absence; Other Cities Prepare

Louisville, Aug. 26.

After a long absence from town,
stage shows are coining back to the

National, opening Sept. 5 with a

policy o£ revues, tab shows and flrst-

run plots. House has long been
dark, passed through various bank-
ruptcy hearings, has been used for

hillbilly shows and sales conventions,

and is now being readied for open-
ing by Bert Smith, tab show pro-
ducer, who operated the old Walnut
several years ago.

Smith, recently producing for the

Interstate circuit in Texas, will have
a line of 24 girls and well-known
principals. Opening show will be a
revue, with three shows daily and
lour on Saturday and Sunday. House
seats 2,400..

CIncy Shabert Reopens Sept. 5.

Cincinnati, Aug. 26.

RKO Shubert, burg's only combo
stand, relights Sept 9 with Phil

Harris' orch as the opening week's

stage topper. Horace Heldt's band
and Earl Carroll's 'Vanities' come in

for the second and third weeks.
It win be' the theatre's first get-

away with stage shows. In recent

seasons, following summer shutter-

ing, the house ran pics for a few
weeks before adding stage shows.

Des Moines Season
Des Moines, Iowa, Aug. 26.

Edgar Bergen, heading a variety

show, has been booked to open the

winter; stage season at the Shrine
Auditorium here Oct. 3, according to

Mrs. George Clark, manager. Mrs.
Clark is certain Des Moities will

have more stage shows this winter
than ever- before.

Other bookings she has made in-

clude 'My Sister Eileen' for Oct. 13,

and Veloz and Yolanda for Oct. 21.

.'Hellzapoppin,' which filled the

Shrine to its 4,500-seat capacity last

season, will return Nov. 13, and
Tobacco Road,* which already has
played the.aud on three different oc-

casions, will return Nov. 23. Ed
Wynn is, scheduled in 'Boys and Girls

Together' lor Nov. 25, and Al Jolson's

'Hold On to Your Hats' lor Dec. 14.

Dnnham-Day In Newark

Newark, Aug. 26.

When it reopens on Friday (29),

Adams theatre will present Sonny
Dunham's band and Dennis Day as

its stage toppers. House will operate
vaude weekends only (Friday to

Sunday), though will run through
Monday (Labor Day) this weekend.
The second week vaude bill will

include Rochester (Eddie Ander-
son), Dick Stabile's orchestra and
Grpcie Barrie. Eddy Duchin's or
chestra is scheduled for the third

•week and Cab Calloway lor the
fourth.

Ft. Wayne Reopening

Ft. Wayne, Ind., Aug. 26.

Palace will reopen with vaudeville
Sept 5, following summer shutter-
ing. Opening attraction will be Jan
Garber's band for three days.

Billy Gilbert will be teamed with
Reggie Childs' band for three days
Sept. 12. Tony Pastor comes in lor

lour days Sept. 18, and Raymond
Scott for four days Sept. 25. Major
Bowes' unit booked in on Oct. 2.

Harvey Cocks, general manager,
says house wiU run stage shows for
at least 40 weeks this season.

Miller in Albany

Albany, Aug. 26.

Glenn Miller's orchestra will play
a four-day engagement at Fabian's
Palace, Albany, Sept 12-15. It's the
first time in months this big theatre,

originally built for vaudeville as

well as motion pictures, has booked
any live talent.

Last live talent was a one-night
appearance .of the Metropolitan
Opera Company in May, the initial

one of its kind here in 25 years.

DeLories Ziegfeld Maps

Winter Ice Show Tour

DcLorles Ziegfeld, who puts on the
ballet numbers of the Hotel New
Yorker's ice revues, is at work on a
portable Ice tank lor touring the
hinterland hotels with a road com-
pany of the revue which is now at
the N. Y. hostelry.

Doesn't plan going out on tour un-
til after Jan. 1, as the current Ice
show holds over until Oct. 9, when
Benny Goodman succeeds Johnny
Long on the podium. Latter is due
into the Broadway Paramount Oct.
22, does several Paramount shorts at
its Long Island studio, and then
takes to the one-nighters.

Soldier Biz

Would Hypo

St. L Shows

Bonche Having Trouble

Chicago, Aug. 26.
Albert Bouche, declared unfair by

the local AGVA, is evidently hav-
ing difficulty In piecing together
shows for his suburban Villa Venice
due to the desertions of acts refus-
ing to appear in the place as long
as it's on the AGVA ban list
Several of the acts, which have

been working at the place since the
ban are leaving the nitery In order
to square themselves with AGVA.
And the result is that the Bouche
shows are being shot full of holes.
All agents have been notified hy

AGVA of the unfair status ol the
Villa Venice and the agents are
turning down bids Irom Bouche lor
talent.

AWAIT TUTHILL

ON NBC DEAL

WB Demand to Cat Pliy House Band

Brings Snag With AFM Local on Pact

Big Name Roster Set

For CaL State Fair

St. Louis, Aug. 26.

A hypo to rescusitate stage shows
in this burg is being mulled by Sam
Reider, vet showman, and il his plans
materialize, the Shubert, a ^,200-
seater in midtown, will be the scene
of musical comedies, imported from
New York, and vaude. Reider, who
recently returned from Cleveland,
where he pinch-hit for the vaca-
tioning manager of the Roxy there,

believes the combo policy he has in

mind will be a click since the nearby
Jefferson Barracks, Scott Field and
the not-too-dlstant Camp Leonard
Wood, where approximately 100,000

draftees are in training, would fur'

nish plenty of customers.
A year ago Reider, who formerly

managed the Grand, a downtown
burlesk house, dropped an estimated

$4,000 when he' attempted to open
the Shubert as a burleskery. The
lurid advertising posters with which
he plastered the front of the house
prior to the skedded opening aroused

local clergy, and they raised such a

howl that the house never turned

the key.

FINE WEATHER, GYPSY

STRff N Y. FAIR RECORD

Syracuse, Aiig. 26.

The combination of perfect
weather and Gypsy Rose Lee sent
the opening day (24) of the New
York State Fair here to an all-time
record in attendance. Turnstiles
clocked 33,663, against the previous
record set four years ago of 19,211.

Michael Todd produced the show
for this year's fair.

COPACABANA REVUE SET

BY INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

Dallas, Aug. 26.

Interstate Theatres has booked the

Copacabana Revue headed by Carlos

Molina's orch. Also included in the

revue are the Six Samba Dancers,

Rosita Rios, Estelle and LeRoy, Tito

Coral and Victoria Cordona.

Show will open for a week in

Houston on Aug. 29, then to San
Antonio for a week starting Sept. 6.

Dallas follows for a week, Sept. 13,

then three days in Fort Worth start-

ing Sept 21. Three days in Austin

follow, opening Sept. 24.

Already announced is a Clyde Mc-
Coy booking for November, with

Charles Freeman, booker for Inter-

state, seeking a show for the month
of October.

WSIX's 'Country Store'

To Tour in Vaudeville

Nashville, Aug. 26.

Apparently taking a cue from the

successful road showing of WSM's
Grand Ole Opry' unit Earle

Mitchell, former New York showman
is putting WSIX's 'Old Country
Store' under canvas Friday (27) in

Nashville. Unit will play towns
where WSIX is heard.

Joe Calloway, who has m.c.d the

show for past five years, will handle

the stage shows. Ine road unit will

include Kay and Al Carvel, Texas
Chuckwagon Gang, blackfacers Toby
and Susie, the Dixie Drifters, Ten-

nessee Nite Riders, Smith Sisters

and Montana Buckeroos. Additional

entertainers will- include magician,

ventriloquist and marionets.

Success of 'Opry' in vaude has

been above expectations. ' Show has

grossed on an average of $4,000

weekly.

Sale of the NBC ArUsts Service
had Etill not been effected up to
yesterday (Tuesday). NBC officials
stated that they were waiting lor
Daniel Tuthill, assistant head 61 the
bureau and prospective buyer ol the
network's booking business, to put
up the required money. It was also
said that the Music Corp. of America
was not entirely out as a bidder and
that if these two failed to buy the
network MCA had a darkhorse pros-
pect whose bid could then be ac-
cepted.

In putting the booking business on
the block NBC first withdrew its

package shows, which Include "Fib-
ber McGee and Molly,' 'Informa-
tion, Please' and 'Vic pnd Sade.'
What the deal would indlude is the
concert bureau, the Civic Concerts
Service and the popular end of the
artists' management In 1930 these
three grossed around $500,000 in
bookings, with the Civic division ac-
counting for $200,000 and the popular
section, $135,000.

It is understood that Tuthill has
approached Charles Green, of Con-
solidated Radio Artists, Inc., about
handling his band department if and
when he (Tuthill) closes with NBC.

Cafe Bouncer Has No

Right to Eject Patron,

Boston Jurist Rules

Boston, Aug. 26.

A cafe bouncer has no right to

take the law into his own hands and

forcibly eject a patron who has been

banned by the management. Judge

Joseph Donovan has ruled in the

municipal court hare.

On his own admission that he had
pushed an unwanted patron from
the Washington street cafe, where
he is employed, William Zeesman, a
waiter, was fined $10 on a charge of

assault and battery.

DALLAS' STATE FAIR

BOOKS 1DCKER, ACT^

Dallas, Aug. 26.

, Conversion of the norUiwest wing

of the Automobile Bldg at Fair

Park into what will be known as

the Cafe Esplanade started Monday
(25). George A. Smith of Fort

Worth will be the operator of the

de luxe night club which will run

through the 16 day;, of the State

Fair, Oct 4-19.

Orrin Tucker's band with Bonnie
Baker will be chief attractions.

Other acts will be arranged next

week when Smith goes to Chicago
to confer with Hogan Hancock of

Music Corp. of America.

Oliver, Curbello Orchs

Return to LaMartinique
Eddy Oliver and Herbert Curbello

orchestras return to La Martinique,

N. Y., when Joe Frisco heads that

cafe's reopening show Sept 17.

Imogene Coca may also open with
the comedian, or follow solo. Georgie
Price is another probability.

Bothe bands are at La Martinique;

Long Branch, N. J., currently where
bonifaces Dario and Jim Vernon
have not had a good summer season;

strictly weekend business.

Name talent booking for the Call

lornia State Fair has been completed
with signaturing ol the Dave Rose
orchestra and Tony Martin.

Schedule of talent also calls
for Ozzie Nelson, Aug. 29, 30, 31;
Abbott and Costello, and Gene
Krupa band. Sept 1; Susanna Foster
with Sacramento Symphony, Sept.

Orson Welles, Ray Noble band,
Sept. 3; Gene Autry, Charlie Bamet
band, Sept. 4; Vera Vague, Charlie
Barnet band, Sept. S; Kay Kyser,
Sept. 6, and Tony Martin and Dave
Rose band, Sept. 7.

Philly Tooters,

AGVA Agree To

Mutual Aid Pact

Philadelphia, Aug. 16.

A mutual assistance pact was
worked out last week between of-
ficials of Local 77, American Fed-
eration of Musicians, and the Philly
local of the American Guil^ of Va-
riety Artists. Under the tetup,
bandleaders at cafes will ask ell

performers playing at the spots to
show their AGVA cards. If the per-
former is not a member ol the union,
the batoneers will try to put on the
convincer to Join up. If the actor
shows outright defiance, the band-
leader then may refuse to work on
the same bill as the non-union en-
tertainer. In flagrant cases the band
may be pulled by the union.
AGVA has agreed that none of Its

members would play spots _on the

AFM's unfair list.

This is the first time lince the
formation of actors' unions in re-
cent years that there has been an
agreement worked out with the mu-
sicians' union. Up to now the mu-
sicians had fought shy of making
any. commitments to actors' or-

ganizations because the latter had
been in constant turmoil with bick-
ering cliques and factions.

The AGVA-AFM agreement was
the result of conferences between
Richard Mayo, AGVA business
agent, and Frank Liuzzi, Local 77

prexy, and A. Rex Riccardi, Its sec-

retary.

TERRY LAWLOR HURT

IN KY. AUTO MISHAP

Cincinnati, Aug. 26.

Terry Lawlor, songstress heading
the revue at Beverly Hills, nearby
Kentucky casino-nitery, sustained a
broken collar bone and her piano ac-

companist Bee Walker, escaped
with minor head and arm cuts In an
auto collision early Saturday (23)

morning in Covington, Ky., oppo-
site Cincy.
Miss Lawlor was removed to St

Elizabeth hospital, Covington, where
doctors said she would be confined

for several days.

Philly's College Inn

Hit by Liquor Board

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

The State Liquor Board cracked
down on Lou Tomasco's College Inn
for the seventh time in two years,

last week ordering a suspension of

the spot's liquor license for 100 days.

Tomasco had the option of closing

for that length of time or paying a

fine of $1,000, at the rate of $10-a-

day, which is what defendants al-

most always do.

This is the second 100-day rap
handed down by the board. Three
weeks ago Carroll's, a midtown spot
got a similar suspension. It has ap-
pealed to the courts,

The College In.i, near Temple Uni-
versity, is charged with selling^'

liqUor after hours and allowing eiu"

tertainment past the Sabbath cur-
lew.

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

It looks like another stalemate be-
tween Local 77, American Federation
ol Musicians, and the Stanley-War-
ner circuit over the terms of the
new contract for next season. The
present termer expires Sept 28.

The union is seeking to have the
present pact renewed at the same
terms—28 men in the pit at the
Earle, ^ith musicians working on
Sundays at the Stanley, Camden.
(Philly blue laws prevent Sunday
shows, so the Earle layout have
played Camden on the. Sabbath).
Warners is reported to be stand-

ing pat on its demand that the Earle
band be cut in half. The circuit fig-

ures that with 90% of all stage
shows booked at the house being
name bands, there is very little for
the house crew to do. At present the
band confines itsell to playing exit

music.
With both sides equally adamant

and no new negotiations scheduled,
observers believe that the house will
be lorced to close down after the
engagement o£ Jan Savitt, who
opens Sept 26. The union will allow
Savitt to fulfill his contract
Whether the union will go so lar

as to put Warners on the unfair list

as was done last year during the
contract difficulties, is doubtful.
Instead, it Is believed the local will
merely put the Earle on the 're-

stricted list' which will make it im-
possible lor any traveling band to

play t^e Ei>ot without Local 77's

okay.

Last year Local 77 put the Earle
and other S-W houses on the un- .

lair list, then lought imsuccessfully

.

to get the projectionists to walk out
in sympathy. At one point when
the AFM International refused to

back up the local In the Warner
fight members talked about seced-
ing to the CIO. The local had de-
manded that the AFM call out mu-
sicians at all Warner theatres and at

the Warner producing lots at Bur-
bank.-

B-K CHI THEA1KES

SET SEPT. NAMES

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Nate Piatt, booking manager lor
Balaban jc Katz, has set lieadlineri

for the B&K Chicago and State-Lake
through the month of Sept.

The Chicago during the week ol

Aug. 29 gets Alvlno Rey's orch and
the King Sisters, plus Tommy Har-
mon, the all-American. Weeks of
Sept. S and 12 wlU be headlined by
tlie Sklnnay Ennis orch, coming In

from a long stay in the Empire
Room, Palmer House. Weeks of

Sept 19 and 26 will have the Jimmy
Dorsey Orch.
Across the street in the State-Lake

the booking sheet lists Cab Calloway
orch lor the week of Aug. 29; the
'Funzaflre' unit for Sept. 5, followed
in order by George White's 'Scan-
dals,' Gypsy Rose Lee and lor the
week of Aug. 26, the Lionel Hamp-
ton orch, which will have just com-
pleted a lour-week run in the Col-
lege Inn for the Sherman hotel.

Parker-Daniel to Doable

Into N. Y. Musical, Nitery

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

The Mary. Parker-Billy Daniel

revue, with six girls, from the Co-
coanut Grove ' here, is due to shift

Into the Versailles, N. Y., this fall, at

the same time the featured pair

doubles from Vinton Freedley's

Broadway musical,' 'Let's Face It.'

Sonny Werblin, v.p. of Music Corp.

of America, has just arrived and,

among other of his Coast duties

while huddling with company presi-

dent J. C. Stein is closing the deals.

Understood the Versailles also goes

to a name-band policy with Emil
Coleman.

Bob Dancers
Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Mitchell Leisen signed two
dancers, Doublas Deane and Doodles
Weaver, to replace Billy Daniel and
Mary Parker in his subsidiary
amusement corporation,, /Hollywood
Presents, Ino.' ^
'.- ' *

; ;.

'

; ^Hay 'Bd<h''H&> 'lieMTi^okeil for
'two weeks at the Cave, Vancouver,
B.'C.' 'JoeTJarirels'tooked"

'
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This is the most in-

triguing' ad ever writ-

ten, because it never

mentions the person,

product nor produc-

tion it advertises. It

will bo commented
upon by every great

advertising agency in

America.

I have a show playing in Chi-

cago this week. At the State

Lake Theatre. It's the same show
that played for thirteen months at

my theatre in Hollywood.- Well,

not exactly the same show—we
had to condense it to about sev-

enty minutes—so it could play the

picture houses as a unit.

It doesn't matter what its name
is but it does carry a fine,

well established boxoftice trade

mark—and it the first three days'

business at the State Lake is any
criterion, well hang up a boxof-
flce record by the finish of the

week.

When I originally staged this

musical it was my fifty-third

legitimate production. That's a
long time producing. Fifty-three
major operations. Yes, most of

them were successful, but a few
of them were not very strong,

and some of them died on the
operating table. But this one was
a howling hit from the day of its

birth.

Some shows are like that. They
have that intangible something
that makes them different.

It means that the producer has
pulled every string properly,
mixed every ingredient to the
right amount—cast, material, mu-
sic, costumes, scenery, direction,
etc., and had all the luck in the
world besides.

The cast must be great. This
cast is. F'rst, The Slate Brothers.
A new kind of Slate Brothers.
Working now with more ease and
polish, but with that same dy-
naiAic pounding for laughs that
make an audience spontaneously
applaud a gag or a piece of busi-
ness. And by the way Fay Car-
roll, who sings with them, is more
beautiful than ever. A gold gown
for her opening number makes
her an "Ah Girl" from then on.

Next is the Weire Brothers
(only two of them, Sylvester is

still quite ill on the Coast).
Herbert and Harry, with their
fast pantomime and quiet comedy,
they make a perfect laugh bal-
ance against the raucous Slates.

Then there's Buster Shaver
with Olive and George. Well,
you all know the act—but now
Olive does a Carmen Miranda
with the Weire Brothers and Al
Norman (By the way, I'm signing
Al up for the new Hollywood
show in December, that's how !;ood
he is). Buster with Little George
work thru the entire show, so
does Zerbe and Weire—all acts
do. That's what makes the unit
different from the usual vaude-
ville bookings.

From the girl angle there's
Jean Devereaux, with her exact-
ing dancing technique, Charlene
Kimberland, Anna Lee, Beverly
Carroll, Lois Morrissey, em-
bellished by twenty of the pretti-
est picture girls I could find- in
Hollywood.

I truly believe it is one of the
best units ever produced for pic-
ture houses. If the weather is
favorable, it will establish B.O.
records for every theatre that
books it. And it's booked solid
until next January.

Miles Ingalls represents us In
the East. He's at the Hotel Astor
in New York; Hogan Hancock,
of M.C.A., arranged the State
Texas Pair in Dallas as well as
the other fair dates in the South

Nilery Notes

Jean Tiee replaced Ann Harriett

in the vocal spot at Bill Jordan's
Bar of Music, Hollywood.

Tom Harty, comic dancer, import-

ed from Boston by Rudy Vallce,

opened at the Pirate's Den, Holly-

wood.

Note: Any eommenta or crlU-
ebms of the eopy In this ad
irlll.be appreciated.
BoK 251, Variety
154 Vr. 48tti St., New Tofk.

Jalna. recently with Clifford Fisch-

ers 'Folics Bergere,' moved into the

floor show at Hollywood's It Cafe.

Bob Fisher. Jack LeMaire and
Jerry Kruger have been adde(l._to

the floor show at the Grace Hayes
Lodge in Hollywood.

Defence Employment

Splorge Gi?ing Niteries

Strictly Weekend Play

Buffalo, Aug. 26.

Bustling defense industries, work-
ing their men two and three shifts,

have spawned strictly weekend
spenders. Plants in this vital steel

and plane centre keep their work-
ers so busy the men either have no
time or are too tired to spend their

coin on week-nights, which means
all take one huge spaee on Friday,

Saturday and Sundays nights.

Ops*^ aren't displeased at it, but It

leaves them with empty floors and
tables on rest of week.

Resort spots outside of city are

enjoying the biggest trade boost,

since they allow a respite from torrid

city streets. Crystal Beach amuse-
ment park, across the Niagara river

in Canada, is having its biggest sea-

son in years despite 20% tax socked
by Canadian authorities on almost
everything. But the rush comes only
in latter part of the week, Harold
Austin, who runs dancery, explaining

a truck could be run through dance
hall in early part of week and
scarcely touch a shuffler.

Same situation forced Beaver
Island Casino on Grand Island to

whittle Bob Armstrong band from
original five days to last three nights

of week.

CHORINE SHORTAGE UPS

PAY FOR MPI^. GHtLS

JIM CROW LAWS

EVEN IN CAMP

THEATRES

Spartanburg, S. C. Aug. 26.

Jim Crow law, which separates

blacks and whites in theatres, ho-

tels, restaurants, etc., and on trains

and buses all over Dixie, popped
into spotlight unexpectedly here
when Wilby-Kincey opened its new
$65,000 Palmetto. City fathers vis-

ited house after being iiresented
with petition bearing 500 names and
protesting use of theatre balcony by
Negro patrons. They directed Rob-
ert Talbert, city manager, to pre-
sent at early meeting of council
specifications for alterations to bal-
cony,

Talbert said agitation against use
of balcony by Negroes was caused
by misuse of one word, 'alongside,'

in newspapers, and that 1,500 Ne-
goes attended the theatre the week
it was opened with no trouble.
Newspapermen, visiting the theatre,
report Negroes and whites are sealed
10 feet apart in the balcony.

Talbert also stated that Negroes
had been sold separate section bal-
cony seats at Carolina, chain's top
local house, several years, with no
trouble. State and Strand have no
seats for Negroes.

At Camp Croft here and other
Dixie area military posts separate
theatres are provided for white and
Negro soldiers—although most of
them come from the north.

'Down south we do as the south-
erners do, no matter,' one army of-
ficer told a V*BiErt correspondent.
Takes more theatres but we run
less risk of trouble.'

Borscht to Pabns

Phil Foster, comic, has been set
for two weeks at the Wits End,
Miami, starting Sept. 1.

Foster is an alumnus of Gross-
^nger's, N. Y., mountain resort,

where he is current.

U. S. Army As Barnum
; Continued from page 1;

worry-about-the-cosl' basis. A tre-

mendous boom for show biz per-

formers of all types is foreshadowed.
Army plans now being formulated

are for every boy—except in small

remote camps—to have the oppor-
tunity of seeing a big, live show at

least once every two weeks. In ad-

dition, there will be a continuous
round of singles and small specialty

acts, such as magic, in between the
big shows. Minor cantonments diffi-

cult of transportation will get only
the single turns.

Idea now being worked on is to

have the big shows staged by
Broadway producers. George Ab-
bott, John Golden, Vinton Freedley,

et al., would each get an assignment
for the type of show wanted. They'd
be allotted a budget and from then
on they'd be on their own. They'd
employ the writers to provide the

material or get it from whatever
other source they chose, hire the

actors they wanted and in every re-

spect—except that budgets will be a

lot slimmer—prepare the show just

as if it were one of their own. Pro-
ducers'- services would be donated.

Variety,

Army's Morale Branch wants each
of the units to be as different as pos-

sible. There will be straight Icgit-

ers, musicals, minstrel shows, revues
and vaude in presentation form.
Camps will provide a tremendous
circuit and, so far as possible, no
post will see the same type show
twice in succession. Army feels

soldier Interest will hold up better

by varying the legit, minstrels, mu-
sicals, etc.

Kxtrcmely anxious to stay out of

the position of having to choose and
hire talent. Army is ostensibly turn-

ing over details of its venture into

show bi2 to the Citizens Committee
for the Army and Navy. This or-

ganization, financed by the USO, has

had a number of small vaude units

out this summer, but its activities

will be greatly enlarged.

No Coin Worry
Where the coin is coming from for

all this the Morale Branch isn't say-
ing, but it appears confident that

financing will not be difficuli It is

understood a direct appeal will be
made to Congress for funds; that is

why budgets are now being carefully

drawn so that a concrete plan can be
presented. Alternate schemes are
for getting another big lump, in addi-
tion to the $500,000 already pledged,
from the USO. Private subscrip-
tions may also be sought, if both
Congress and the USO prove reti-

cent, from such men as Thomas Wat-
son, head of International Business
Machine, who's president of the Citi-

zens Committtee and financed it

originally.

Theatres on Army reservations
will be ready in time and suitable,
the Morale Branch feels certain. It

has been in conference with War
Dept. architects, with the result that
there will be good facilities for live
entertainment In each of the new
field houses, seating 2,500 to 4,500,
with which every camp is being pro-
vided, there is a substantial portable
boxing ring carefully designed for
transformation to a stage.^ It will be
in sections which makes 'it possible
to have anything from a 60-foot by
30-foot opening to a 20-foot stage
equipped with drops to make it suit-
able for a single. Drops and draw
curtains are also being provided by
the War Dept. for the smaller thea-
tres ordinarily used for films.

Lashing by Varibtt, Time, Life,

Equity and others is said to have had
its effect in bringing about a change
of administration last week in the
Morale Branch, Frederick H. Osborn,
who has been active in a Morale
Branch civilian subsid, Joint Army
and Navy Committee on Welfare and
Recreation, was nominated by Presi-

dent Roosevelt to succeed Brig. Gen.
James Ulio as chief of Morale.
Osborn will be temporarily com-
missioned with high Army rank.

Frisco AGVA on Alert

For Unpaid Salaries

San Francisco, Aug. 26.

Check of American Guild of Va-
riety Artists records here reveals

that AGVA, during May, June and
July, has collected a total of $2,949.73

in salaries which performers might
not otherwise have received.

During same period local chapter
htfs paid out $945.35 to members for

relief and transportation.

Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

Chorus girl shortage is skyrocket-

ing salaries for line gals in this ter-

ritory. Lennox night- club of Dul-
uth, for example. Is paying its chor-

isters $45 a week, a record high for

hereabouts.

cilubs in Minneapolis and St. Paul
don't use any lines In their floor

shows.

Hartford Theatre Gives

1 Show Wkly. to Air Unit

Hartford, Aug. 26.

State theatre is donating ohe show
a week to officers and personnel of

nearby Windsor Locks air base.

Under arrangement made with Lieu-
tenants Colin Kerr, morale officer

and Elliott Belson, press relations,

shows will be given as long as State
is in sesh.

Idea for weekly shows, gratis to

the newly created pursuit group air

base and its personnel, germinated
with Rudy Frank, p.a. for the State.

Opener was Sunday (24) with Phil
Harris troupe.

Set for next week are Rochester,
Dick Stabile band and Grade Barrie.
House has pencilled in the follow-
ing: Andrews Sisters, Joe Venuti,
Brenda and Cobina, Sept. 5; Cab
Callawoy unit, Sept. 19; and Truth
and Consequences, Oct. 10.

House now operating on a six-day
policy.

Nudity Charge Holds

Dancer in Toledo
Toledo, O., Aug. 26.

Mc£. Ada Brockett, 23, night club
entertainer billed as 'Zorita,' is free
under |1,000 bond pending a jury
trial on charges of indecent ex-
posure in connection with her 'snake'
and 'spider' dances at the Kentucky
Klub here.

Direct result of her arrest was the
creation of a night club squad by
Edward A. DeAngelo, city safety di-

rector, who declared war on night
club nudity and lewdity.

WORKING NOW
THE WHITSONS

STANLEY, PITTSBURGH

50th Consecutive Week This Season

IXS GHEZZIS

Katherine Harris

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO.

LOWE, HITE and STANLEY

Fairs Till October

BEN BERl
The Jaggler with Hair

4TH WEEK, ROXY, NEW YORK
Opens Hellzapoppin, New York, September Isl

BURNS TWINS and EVELYN
4 Weeks Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans
4 Weeks Rice Hotel. Houston '

4 Weeks Washinglon
Yonree Hotel, Sbreveport
Now Nixon Cafe, rittsbnrgh

Tff-TAP and TOE
4WEEKS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
New York

HELENE FAYE

TWO WEEKS
EARLE THEATRE, WASHINGTON

BARR and ESTES
OLYMPIA THEATRE, MUAH
STEEL PIER, ATLANTIC CITY

WEEK OF AUGUST '30TH

FAYNE and FOSTER
3 WEEKS

GOLDEN GATE, SAN FRANaSCO
Opens Bal Tabarin for 4 Weeks

RYAN and BENSON
STEEL PIER, ATLANTIC QTY
SUMMER RUN OF 11 WEEKS

THE BARKERS
2 WEEKS

CATINEAU COUNTRY CLUB

RAY and ARTHUR

EARLE THEATRE, WASHINGTON

AO pu«d ..EDDIE SMITH" "•;-^«^Jx''^.r
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Variety- Bills
WEEK AUGUST 29

Nmnerala tai eonncotlon with bills below Indicate opening day of

howi whether full or aplit week.

Paramount

NKW YOBK CITY
raramonnt (27)

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Condoa Bros
Jackie Qllforil

cmcAco
CItlcaco (29)

Alvino n«y Co
Colstons
Qhezzls
Tom Harmon

State lAk* (29)
Cab Calloway Oro

MIAMI
Olympln (29)

Brlant Raines & T
Shayo Sherman
Nan Dlackstone
Milt Douglas
Maxine Bros & B
MINMEArOI.IS
Orphenm (29)

Qsorge White Co

NEW TOBK CITY
Strand (29)

gammy Kaye Oro
Billy DeWolfe
Callahan Sis

(22)
Rochester
Clyde Lucas Oro
Nonchalants
Sunny Rice'
Fhyllls Colt

HBOOKLYN
Str»nd (29-2)

Vaughn Monroe O '

Lorraine & Rognan
Nonchalants
Dinah Shore

Earle (29)
Bon Bemie Ore
grenda & Coblna
udson Wonders

Bob Rlpa
(22)

Cab Calloway Oro

Avis Andrews
Pnul, Rllm & Eddie
HonI Coles
riTTSDURCn
Stanley (29)

Jerry Colonna
Mills Bros
F Masters Oro
Sunny Rice
Shea & Raymond

(22)
Lou Breeso Ore
Brenda & Coblna
Donnis Day
Lane & Ward

. WASIIINflTON
Earle (29)

Ous Van
Arnolds
Roxyettes

(22)
Roxyettes
J & L Seller
Lucille Johnson
Raye & Arthur

Loew

NEW YORK CITY
State (28)

Ed Sullivan

Harv't M'n Winners
Johnny Burke
Ann Lester
Robblns Bros & M

'WASHINGTON
Capitol (28)

Rhythm Rockets
Paul Haakon
Patricia Bowman
Diamond Bros
Fague Sprlngman
Jimmy Bdmundson

Independent

NEW YORK CITY
Hnsle HaU (28)

Tip, Tap & Toe
Loren Hollenbeck
t>anla Krupska
Adrlenne Tonner
Margerle Matlln
Rockettes
Sorps de Ballet
rno Rapee Symph

Rosy (29)
Archie Robblns
Ann Ross
Don Arres
Gloria Gilbert
Arnaut Bros
Paul Ash Oro

Apollo (29)
2 Ink Spots
un Set Royal Oro

Ralph Brown
Paulina Bryant
Eddie, Jack & B
John Mason
fiandy Burns
John Blgal
6 Dancing Boya
Whitoy Co

AKRON
Palace (29-2)

Phil Harris Oro
Paul WInchell
Ames & Arno
Bllllngtons

ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (28)

'Whitson Bros
Andrews Sis
Barr & Estes
Shep Fields Oro
Glenn Miller Oro
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Tommy Tucker Oro
Gae Foster GIs
West & McGlnty
OhrlBtlanI Tt
Sharkey
Gautler Co
RIohard Dana
Pinky Lee
Ryan &. Benson
Ben Tost Co

BALTIMORB
lUppodroma (28)

nlmacB
Emmett Oldfteld Co
Cheena DeSlmone Co
(One to fill)

State (31-3)N & V Collins
Burton & Kaye
(Two to All)

_ (28-80)
Ring & Arllna
Ross & Kennedy
Barry, Prince & C
(One to fill)

CAMDEN
Towers (SO-I)

Kitty Wolt Co
Anita Beyer
Rio Bros
(One to All)

FlillSniNO
MEADOWS
Stadlom (27)

Zfke Manners Co
Thompson Bros

FREEPORT
Freeport (29)

Wally Ward Co
Rochelle 3
Lynn Stephens
B & B Cole
(One to nil)

H/tRTFORD
State (28)

Rochester
Dick Stabile Oro
Grace Barrle
Walton & O'Rourke
Ruby Ring
JONES BEACH
Stadium (28-2)

Bob Howard
Lime 3
nell's Hawnltans
Pansy, the Horse

NEWARK
Adams (29-2)

Sonny Dunham Ore
Dennis Day
Nan Rae Co
Lane & Ward
PH?LADKI.PniA
Carman (29)

Parker & Porthole
Aunt Jemima
Alphonse Berir Co
PROVIDENCE

Metropolitan (30-1)
Frances Foj-e
DIosa Costello
Tommy Reynolds O
Carroll & Howe
Thompson Bros
WASinNGTON
Howard (28)

Andy Kirk Ore
Stump & Stumpy
Billy Nlehtlngale
Jimmy ik Jerry
WIMX>W OROVB

Willow Omve
(31 only)

King & Arllna
Barry, Prince & C
Rons & Kennedy
Alphonse Bore Co
YOUN08TOWN
Palace (2-4)

Phil Harris Oro
Paul WInchell
Ames & Arno
Bllllngtons

Cabaret Bills

NEW TOBE CITY
Armando's

Geo Morris Oro
Pedrlto Oro
Dorothy Allen
BlU BertolotH's

Nola Day
Lynn Russell
Marianne Farrar
Jane Churohlll
Bdlth Lambert

Annette
Maya GIITord
Ginger Lane
Don Sylvio Oro
Angelo Oro

Bill's Oay 90's

Charles Strickland
Lulu Bates
Frsd Bishop
Spike Harrison

Harold Wlllard
Harry Donnelly
Bernle Grauer

Cafe Society
(MIdtowD)

Eddie South Ore
Calvin Jackson
Kenneth Spencer
Ammons & Johnson

Cafe Society
(VUlage)

Teddy Wllnon Oro
Sammy Price
Art Tatum
Helena Home
Cliatcaa Hoderae

Annette Guerlain
Covert & Reed
Luclle Jarrott
Maurice -Shaw Oro
Gabriel
Lou Splelman
Dorothy Tannor
Carmellta

Claremont Inn
Joe RIcardel Oro

Club 19

G Andrews Oro
Jules Stower Oro
Pat Harrington
Jack White
Frankle Hyers
Vince Currnn
Roy Sedley
Gnye Dixon
Hazel McNulty
Lillian Fitzgerald

Club Cauclio

Don Avendano Oro
Currlto & Coral
Luis Camache
Jose Pores
Rosa Rio
Harriet Carr
Renee

Cora A Irene'*

Joe Ellis Oro
RlnBL<l,& Harris
Betty Frees
Marcella Clair
Nick Leeds
Diamond Horseshoe
Mae Murray
NIta Naldl
Carlyle Blackwell
Joe B Howard
Ross Wyse, Jr
June Mann
Delia LInd
Geo Fontana
Llla Lee
Gllda Gray
Charles King
Mangean Sis
Clyde Hager

EI Chico

Don Alberto Oro
Benito Collada
Padllla Sis
Tereslta Osta
Anita Sevllla
Antonio de Cordova

Famous Door
Babe RuBsIn Oro
Blllle Holiday
Johnny Sc George
Dixie Roberts
Linda Keen

Havana-Madrid
Frollnn Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanabria O
Ramon & Luclnda
Belen Ortega
Carmen Montoya
Augustin Rival
Alda' Rlos

Hickory Hons*
Bill Turner Oro
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith
Ginger Wayno

Hotel Astor

Bob Chester Ore
Bob Haymes
Betty Bradley

Hotel Belmont
Plaza

Arthur Ravel Oro
Joe Patumy Oro
Bea Perron
Gwen Gary
Eleanor Eberle
John Hubert
Belmont Balladcers

Hotel Blltniore

Ray Hoatherton O
Emily 'VaBs
Clawson Sis
Electra Allison
Plekert & Ross

Hotel Bossert
(Brooklyn)

Bobby Parks Oro
Imogen Carpenter

Hotel Edison

Una May Carlisle 3

Hotel Essex Hflum
Nick D'Amleo Ore

Hotel I.exlnKtoD

Ray Kinney Oro
Meymo Holt
Napua
Lellonl laca
NanI Todd
Lehua Paulson

Hotel McAlpln
Arturo Arturos Oro
Wendy Bishop
Hotel New Yorker

Johnny Long Oro
Adele Inge
Peter Killam
DeLorles Zlegfeld
Marlbol Vinson
Guy Owen
Angela Carsone
Elizabeth Cravens
Billy Kling
Grace May
Florence Walters
Tee Ballet

Hotel Park Central
(Cocoannt Grove)

Buddy Clarke Oro
Alfonso Oro
Jack Waldron
Blenoro Wood
Hlbbert, Byrd Co

IWInton & Diane
' Bunny Howard
Ginger Dulo
Wilson Lans
Kay Evans
Hotel Pennsylvania
Jimmy Flora Oro

Hotel Plata
Dick Gasparre Oro
Chlaulto Oro

Uax Jk His Gang
Rita A. Rubin's
Frank Parli^
Carl Ravazza Oro

Casa Hanana
Charlie Barnet Or<

Coeoanat Grove
Mary Parker
Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brierly
6 H'wood Starlets
Mitchell tielsen Rev
Freddie Martin Oro

Earl Carroll
Dr RocKwell
B MInnevltch Co
Helen O'Hara
Gene Shelton .

Madelyn Merldlth
Barney Grant
Dorothy Ford
0 Debonairs
Beryl Wallace
Ina Hayward
Reyes' Rhumba Bd
Bill Brady
Manny Strand Oro
Florentine Garden
Corrlnne & TIta

Fbll Ohman's Ore
Mlramor

Harry Owens Oro
Palladlnm

Woody Herman Ore

Paris Inn
Kenny Henryson
Marg'rite & M'rttnez
Henry Monet
Helen Lewis
Varne & Sarlta
Kathaleen
Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Oro

Pirates Den
Henry Grant
Dennlse
Gaby La Fltte
Billy Burt
Tom Hardy
The Strollers
Homer Rhodes
Shadrack Boys
Nick Cochran Oro

Rlidmboogle
Blackout In H'wood
Bob Evans

Carl Marx
Coleman Clark
Rhnmba Casino

Joan Merrill
Georgle Tapps
Gloria Gilbert
Gain Gslll
Bduard & Diane
Pan-Am Dane
Don Pedro Oro
Monchlto .Ore
Fe Fe Canay Oro

«09 Clnb
Billy Carr
Margie Kelly
Diane Rowland
Jean Mode
Dolly Sterling
June March
Jacqueline MIgnao
Bernlce Mar.Hholl

Claire Scott
Lola Andre Dane
Jerl Vance
Hazel Scott
Alaha
Elayne
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Villa Modems
Don Orlando Oro
Hoveler GIs

Villa Venice
Roslta Ortega
Poggl It Igor
Tana
Vanoflsa & Sandino
Jacqueline MIgnao
Buzzonnle
RInaldl
Aurette Sis

ATLANTIC CITT
Ambassador Hotel

(Surf Rom)
Johnny Pick Oro
Applegate Tavern
Gwen Marlowe

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
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Paul Haakon
Maxlne KIsor

Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Howard Lally Oro
Ifvonne Chevalier

Hotel St. MorlU
Ford Harrison Oro
Betty Thompson
Umlle Boreo
Carla & Fernando
Lolo St Ramon

Hotel St. Regis

Hal Saunders Oro
Gus Martel Oro

HoUl Talt

Vincent Lopez Oro
Ann Barrett
Sonny Skyler

Hotel Waldorf'
Astoria

(Starlight Roof)

Xavler Cugat Oro
MIguellto Valdes
Ijlna Romay
Frakson
Evolyn Tyner
B Williams, 3

Hurricane

Dave Dennis Oro
Romanl Oro
Billy Vine
Kay Pcnton
Olson & Shirley
Lee Mayers
Val Valtano

Iceland Restaurant

Ted Eddy Oro
Danny White
Stanley 2

Jack Lane Co
Lllyan Dell
Amelia Gllmore
Ann Bronte

La Martlnlone
(West End, N, J.)

Eddie Oliver Oro
Herbert Curbello O
Georgle Tapps
Adrlenne

Leon * Eddie's

Lou Martin Oro
Narlta Ore
Oscar Davis
Rose La Rose
i CrackerJacKS
Adrlenne Parker
Bee Kalmus

Place Elegante

Ernest Franz Oro
BUI Farrell
Vincent DoCosta
Art Tubertlnl
Victor Harte

Queen Mary
Chlnulta Venezia
Leila Gaynes
Terry Carroll
Jack Wallace Oro
D.ibe Slater
ronsuelo Klowerlon
jerry Blanchard
KIml Toye

Rnlnbow Grill

Rusa Smith Oro
Ashburns

Rainbow Boom
Ozzle Caswell Ore
Clemcnto Ore
Daella
Jose Fernandez
Juanlta Deering
jlolf Passer
Laura Dutton

Riviera
(Ft. Lee, J.)

Pancho Ore
Pnusto Curbello O
Hal LeRoy ,

F & J Hubert
Marjorle Knapp
Frances Fayo
Irene Vernon
Lathrop Bros & Leo
Uower & Jeanne
LIna D'Esko
Ches Hale GIs

Ross Fenton Farm
(Asbury Pk, N. J.)

M Bergcro Ore
Carole & Shored
Sally Gay

Splvy's Roof

Eddie Mayhofte
Barbara LaMarr
Haywood & Allen
Frank Shuman
Splvy

Stork Club

Sonny Kendls Oro
MIml Berry

Versailles
N Brand Wynne Oro
Panehlto Oro
Betty Bryant
Nick Long, Jr

Village Barn
Dob Green Ore
Lois Lynne
Frank Urban
Denver Darling Co
Hoftman 51s

NTG
Julian Oliver
Sugar Oelse
David Marshall Ore
Charlie Foy's Clnb
Charlie Foy
Leonard Sues
Phil Silvers
Lorraine Elliott
Red Stanley Oro
Grace Hayes Lodge
Mary Uealy
Neville Fleeson
Peter LInd Hayes O
Grace Hnyes
Mary Rellly
Jack Boyle
Jack I>eMalre
Val Delmar
Robert Bard
Bob Fisher
Ineclta

Honse of Mnrphy
Frankle Gallagher
Dorothy Sims
John Crawford
Jean MSunler
Gordon Bishop
Ellen Talor
Bob Murphy

Tt' Cafe
Peter Ray
Lollta
Joe
Dave Forrester Oro

Macambo Cafe

Edwardo Agullar O

Lovey Lane
Lois Galloway
Buck & Bubbles
Cee Pee Johnson O
Scheherazade Cafe
Mara Manet
Mallo Cheron
Tasclia Borowskl
Russian Gy^sy Oro

Seven Bens
Lllla KIplkona
Sybil Thomas
Benny Kaha
PuananI Mathews
MIkl Wlkl
Chief Sautlnl
Stanley Wheeler
Malua
Charlie Openul
Bobby Mathews
Eddie Bush Oro

Slapsy Haxles
Bon Blue
Cully Richards
May Williams
Ann Page
Benny Lossy
PattI Moore
Sam - Lewis
Joe Polsky
Joe Oakle
Al Bard Oro
Somerset Hons*

Joe Moshay Oro
Trianon

Ted Flo RIto
Armando & LIta

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Moslo

Bill Jordan
George Kent
Jean TIghe

Tony Sharrabba
Dick WInslow Oro

Blltmore Bowl
Grace Poggl & Igor

Ambassador Hotel
(Pamp Room)

Val Oman Oro
MaggI McNeills

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnnt Boom)

Jimmy Joy Oro
Betty Burns
Maurice & Moryea
Art London
Tune Teasers
Hadley GIs
Art London

(Tavern Room)
Dave Pritchard Ore
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall
Annette Shields

Blackhnwk '

Art Jarrett Oro
Gall Bobbins
Jean RIchey
Jose Rosado Ore
Blackfltone Hotel
(Ballnese Km.)

Johnny Duffy Ore
PattI Clayton

Brevoort Holel '

. (Crystal Room)
3 NIbllcs
Peggy Lester
Lois LaChance
Bob Billings

Broadmont
Wally Rand
Pat Patterson
Betty Coeds
Anita Pago
June Darling
Sally Darr
Kerb Rudolphs Ore

Brown Derby

Harriet Norrls
Jo Ann Dare
Charlotte van Day
Mary Earl
ChUiDlta
Evelyn Lee
Virginia James
Joe Franks
Edith Mitchell
Savage Trio
Marsha DcLand
Jim Polk
Ethel Brown
Advocates
Sammy Frisco Ore

Capitol Lounge
Modulators Oro
Maurice Rocco
Louis Jordan Ore

Chez Fnrce

Carmen Aniaya
Cross & Dunn
Sara Ann XlcCabe
Christine Forsyihe
4 H'wood Blondes
Boyd Itaeburn Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore
Evans GIs

Clnb Alabam
Larry Vincent
Pancho & L Roche
Irene Burke
Natasha
Mickey Dunn
Bernle Adler
Paulctte LaPlerre
Dotty Dale
Marlon Moore
Allan Coo
Dave Unell Oro
Eddio Roth Oro

Colnslmos

Frank Quatrell Ore
Gale 6
Tomack & Rela Bi-o

Androe Andrea.
Al Samuels
Hoffman & Kaye

Mildred Parr
Heatwood & Stone
Sparton Duo
Jack Prince
Marqulta & MIekles
Pronaph GIs
Harry Pooley Oro

Congress Hotel
(Glass Hat Rm)

Vincent Bragale O
Del Shore

Eddie Danders Ore
Drake Hotel

Camlllla Honse)
Bob Grant Oro
Russell Swan
Etigewater Beach

UoUl
(Deacb Wnlk)

Orrln Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker
Jack Bartell
Stuart & Lea
Nighthawks
Dorben GIs
Herb Foots

*8S Club
Johnny Howard
The Conrads
June Carson
lyOUlse Shannon
Johnny Honnert
Julio Garcia Oro

Kltel's
Hans Muenzer 4
Doris WIttlch
Cosmo Pusa-Terl
Heidelberg 4

Ruthskrllar
Louis & Ore

SlOO Club
Danny Thomas
Rnborls & Reynolds
Mary Beth Sires
The Bartons
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark Fisher Ore
GarricK Btagcbar

Barry Sis
Vic Artlse
.Milton Webb
Ann Howard
Graemere Hotel

(Gloss Bouse Rm)
Crunadera
Dorothy TImmlns
Betty Grey

Ivaiihoe
Florence Schubert
A I Traco Ore
Holly Swansea
Vlerra Ilawallans
Helen Sumner

L'Alglon
.Splros Stamou Oro
Owendolyn Veausell
Edna Sellers
Isobel de Marco

New Yorker
Morey Amsterdam
J & J Walton
Mary Ann Russell
Doris DuPont
Krotlow G.ls

Arne Barnctt Oro
Al Milton Ore

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

flklnnay Ennis Ore
Rosarlo & Antonio
Carlos Ramirez
3 Pitchmen
Johnny Mack
Inez Gonan
Carmine Calhoun
I'edro DeLeon Oro
Abliiitt Dancers

Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Gene Korwin Oro
Jaros Sis

(Pnntlirr Room)
Bf^nny Goodman O

June Van
Romalne
Marie Kaye
Toodles Carroll
Ethel Terry
Helen Twenten Ore

Babette's Clnb

Diana Fontane
Valeyne Hague
Owen & Parker
Milton Huber Oro
Fernandez Ore
Guy Martin Rev
Bath * Turf Clnb

Grade Barrle
Jerry Cooper
Pupy
Gerardo
Jack 'Whitehead O

Benson's Cafe

Princess Whitewing
Bobby Wallace
Rita Cunningham
Roe Coletta Ore

Breakera Hotel
(Ship Deck)

Beala Street Boys
University 3
Pearl Williams
Brigantlne Hotel
(Treosnre Is Rm)

Pedro. AlbanI Oro
CUrldae Holel
(Mayfeilr Room)

Marty Magee Oro
Chelsea Hotel
(Terrace Room)

Johnny Hamp Oro
Billy Van 3

Cllqnot Clnb
Ann Howard
Mildred Gllson
Ramona
Bunny LeRoy
Bert Dagmar
Eadle Lang
Cosmo St Anita
Tony Glllard Oro

Chez Pares
Bothwell Brown
Helen Jerrico
H Montgomery

Clnb Hnrlem
Larry Steele
Aland Ic Anise
Derby Wllnon
The Beachcombers
Frances Brock
Jackie Mabley
Cook & Brown
Myra Johnson
Hotcha Drew
Helen Penn
Coleridge Davis Ore

Clnb Madrid
Jackie Law
Luclan

Dude Ranch
Dude Ranch Ore
Endlcott Ore

Elephant Cafe
Frances Carroll

Chuck Wassmnn .

Joe Armstrong
Joe Doyle
Peggy Shields

000 Clnb
Dorothy Blaine
Edna Janis
Dick Finney
Henry Jerome Ore
Jockey Derby Club

T.enny Ross
Bobby John.son
KIkl Hall
Lee Norre
PeppI- Carman
Ronny Ferris
Bobby Dell

Nonwd Club
.Sally Keith
Jacklo Whalen
Zola Gray
Edith Delaney
Dixie Sullivan
Helen Colby

President Hotel
(Round the World

Room)
Mayla
DeMar A Denies
Lee Bartell
Howard Brooks
Cheena de SImone
Phyllis Baker
Anselmo Saoasaa O
Juanlta's Bd

Paddock Infl

Ina Lorraine
Ramon Talavera
VIckl Cooper
Marie KIbbey
Jackie Richards

Paradise Club
PIgmeat Markham
Vllma MIddleton
Beverley White
Lucky Bucks
Tampa Boys
Bardu All Oro
Charlie & Dotty
Tondeleya St Lopez
Victoria VIgal

Penn Atlantic Hotel
(Palm Room)

Al Francis Oro
Sue Mitchell

Benanlt Tavern
3 Peppers
4 Men of Rhythm
Sid Rose
Harry Kay
Dorothy Johnson '

Al Francis 3

BItz Carlton Hotel
(Merry Go Bound

Boom)
Carmen Cavallaro O

RIvervlew Inn
(Somen Point)

Jacqueline Herman
Mary Ramsey
Freddy Tahn Ore
Traymore Hotel

(Stratosphere Rm)
Bill Madden'e Ore
The Paulens
Pooshee-Pooshee
La Hola

T. K. 9 Club
Alan Gale
Grace O'Hara
Estelle Sloan
Eddy Blum
Judy Cummlngs
Ralph Brown
Eddie Thomas
Bobby Lee Oro
VUUge Garden

(Black Horse Pike)

Don Gibson
Lenny Burke
Hap Brandoi Ore

Wyoming Cafe
O'Halloran Sis
Ray Loftus

Sissy Glnnle Loftus
Ed McGoldrlch, Sr

Nell Dlecbaa's
Victor Sc. Ruth
May Digs
I.«onard Cooks
Fred Werner
Bradfords (2)
Roy Hettinger Oro

Old Fhlls Tavera
Sonia La Dare
Dotty Vlllard
niUy Hayes' Oro
Frankle Richardson
Deity Keennn
Locoma
Rainbow Terrace
(Strafford, Pa,)

Cecil Golly Oro
Margie Kelly
Gene Hyman
Jimmy Englor

'

Hal FIfer

Red Hill Inn
(PennHoiiken, N. J.)

Julia Cummlngs
Uennldo
Warron rhilllpa
Murray Ann

Roman Grille

Bclty Fredericks
.lolinny Gullfoylo
Gloria Dnio
Lenny Pogton Oro
Hewson Sis

Rendezvons
(Hotel Senator)

Groovornoers
Walter Lane

Sam's Cafe
Frank PontI
Popper Garrett
Bud Reath
Paul Rich
Joe Altl
A I Rea
Mike Kay Oro

Showboat
Art Jurdnn
Joe Rankin
Brachard (3)
Gerard .& Betty
Kathrln Wolt GIs
Harry Taylor Ore
Silver Fleet Inn

KIppee Velez
Joan Corez
Chle Lauleir
Max Levin
Joe Lenny

Alpine TlUaga
Doris Bay
Claude Se Andree
Bvers St Dolores
Bob Copfer
Carl Mueller
Otto Tharn Oro

Rl nnmpo
Bob Manners Oro
Sammy LIpman
Antoinettes

Eldorado Clnb
Aggie Auld

Mackenzie Oro
Hotel Allerton

Joe Baldi Oro
Hotel Carter

hixton Sprenger
Ambsnsadors Oro

Hotel Cleveland
Lelghton Noble Ore
Hotel Fenway Hall

Johnny CowglU

PHILALELPHIA
Clnb Bull (Vivian Vance

RamonI Rhumba Bd Shevlln Ore
Alan Fielding Oro I (H Walton Roof)
Ball-Iovcllos
Oil Galvun (3)
Virginia Ramos
llelene Standlsh
Jano Johnston

Ben Franklin
Ralph Eastwood
Jj^o Zollo Oro
Ellon Mitchell
Eleanor Knight
Birmingham Inn
(Pemberton, N, J.)

Birmingham Ore
Jean St R Carney
Jerry Gordon

Camll's
Happy Arnold
Charlie Galnest Ore
Carrie FInnell
Elena Martinez
Baby Wassau
Hobby Vail
Jean Leo
Carrollettes
Jack Lament
Ann Dee
Cedanv'd Log Cabin

(.Malaga, N. J.)

Kay Weber
Ray O'Day
Cynthia Evans
Barbara Dale
Dolly Bruce
Carol Kent
Deanle Dawn
Frances Williams
Beth Byron

College Inn
Mary Love
Sid Raymond
Garner GIs
.Southernalrcs

Embassy
George Clifford
Susan Lang
Alllda & ChIco
Johnny I'arrleh
Chliiulta
Carlos Reyes Ore

Evergreen Casino

Lnmnrr Sc Mnrtin

Dany Richard*.
Phil Mills Oro
Joe Scotty

Silver Lake Ina
Maurlne St Norva
Goo Reed
Don Omar
Alice Lucey
Frank Hessol Oro

Bpatola's

Ted Friedman
Maxlne Lewis
4 Hyde Parkers

Stamp's
Pnye Trotter
Margie Drummond
Marlon Tulley
I.anny Vale
Cwpn Stador
Terry Lynne
Hal Pfair Oro
Jnclf Griffin

OOlli St. Rathskeller
Barbara Lee
VU-tur

. Dacouta
Shnndor ft Margo
Rny Harklns
Vlcior Nelson Oro

20th Century
Stylists
Kenny Shaffer Trio
Marjorlo Hyoms
Arthur Strohman
Wrber's llof Bran

Camden
Jules Flaceo's Ore
I'on Bannerman
Karin Zoska
Syd Golden
Pumphandle Trio
Al Coldeeker
Shirley Martin
Karolles
llnrry Roch
Jack .<;mlth
Stan Sherry
Hoy Davis
Signer Carmine
Ilaths'r Eldoradlano
Dove Plorson

Wilson's

Joe Hough
Martin St Lee
TCarilo
.Sandy ^IcPhorson
Geo Uaquet Oro

Yacht Clnb
Betty Gaynor
Diane Cooper
Judy Renault
Arnold Crocs Oro

CLEVELAND
Grant Wilson
Hotel HoUendea

Glover Sc LaMae
Parker ft Portholo
Frances Mercer
Sorelll
Sammy Watltlns O

Hotel .Btatler

Jules Duke Oro-

La CoBga Clnb
Freddie Carlone Or«

Lindsay's Skybar
Jaun Florer
Pearl de Lucca

Resal Clnb
Ducky MalTin Oro

S700 Clnb
Art West
Ruth Farranti
Pat Jordan-
Don Walsh Ore

DETROIT

Doris Stipp
Glamour GIs
Helen Heath
Vera Neva
,San Soucl Dane
Paul L^ Paul
Oerney 2
Atarlanne
Lou Morrison
Nell Fontaine
Carrie do Ludo

Jam Session

Geo Verfecliia
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer

Hopklns'Bathskeller

Jimmy VenutI Oro
Anila James
Sunny Ray
Lorraine Chevalier
Jimmy Evans
Agnes Barry

Lakevlew Inn
(Uammonton, N. J.)

Jimmy Walker
Lucille Rand
Mascelli St ItOHlla
Buddy Roberts
Don Ranick
Aaron Orkin

,

Lido Venice

Darieno
Ch Dougherty GIs
Danny Verseo Oro

Little RaUiskcller

Muriel Kritlow Dan
De Lloyd McKay
Al Srhenk
Gil Galvan (3)
Victor Hugo's Oro

Manoa Inn

Gens Tobin
Dot Oarroy
Kdythe Sallade
Frank Cunco Oro
Nancy Newell

Minstrel Tavern
Martin 2
Ed McOoidrick, Jr.

I Mnrele Rop'» Mnrrh

Book-Cadlllae Bote!
(Boob Casino)

Loren Parsons
Santord Mandel
Barry Wilkinson

(Motor Bar)
VIo Abbs

Bowery
Cass Daley
6 Bruce ttes
Duke Art, Jr
Doryce St F Drew
Paddy Clin
Don Arden Dano
Chas Carlisle
Benny Reeh Oro

Casanova
Diana Barry
.Shirley PXrker
l<ee St Roule
Uuena St Guepplna
Lee Walters Ore

Casino Gardens
Geo Olson Ore
Keuton & Arnflold
Vrltchard & Lord '

Ken St Roy Paige
Jean Blair

Club Congo
.Xfaxino Sullivan
Betty St Claire
(tiadyn Madden
Alice Lyons
3 JIudH
Snowball St Johnny
Joynor & Joyce
6 Refjdettes
King Perry Oro
Corktown Tavera

Dolly Stirling
Ilcth Farrell
Ellen Kuye
Joe E Kerns
Colo & Corte
G Vesters
Les Arquctte Ore

Hand's
3 Old Timers
Manuel Lopez
London Chop Honse
Tonia ValentI
Harney Green
Frank Whitman O

Club Mayfalr

McGrath St Deeds
Webster Sis
Renee Meiva
Vickey La Meer
Hob Hopkins
Art Mee
Phil Olsen Ore

Club Uar-Jo
Paul Regan
.Tune Carson
Dancing DIetrlehs
Merritt Lamb Oro

.Morocco
'

'Gay Nineties' Rev
Buddy Duray
Joe Foder Oro
Madelon Baker

Neblolo's

Bnth Farrell
O'Donnel & Loyce

Estralllta
Leonard Seel Oro

Nortbirood Ina
Anita JacobI
Woods Sc Bray
Harry Schilling,.
Roshee Sc Lee
Ray Carlln Ore

Olde Wayne anb
'

DInorah Ore
Bernlce Bishop

Palm Beaeta

Carlos, Vesta
Gus Howard
Martin St Marvel
Betsy Bain
Roshler St Shadow
Don Pablo Oro

Hack's Redlord laa
Mae McGraw Oro

Royalo

Raul tt Eva Reyes
Paul Roslnl
Cappy Ilarra Co
Ruth Craven
Iloyale Starlets
Dick Worthlngton
Pamela Britton
Don McGrano Oro

Statler Hotel

Bando Williams Or*
- San Diego

Al Alexander Oro,
Rudy Horn
Leola Taylor
Valencia & Tolanda
Margo Wade

Stevadora

Ethel Shepherd
Charles Nolan
Slyvia
Patricia Lyons
nilly Romano
Martel St Dawn
Jack Thomas Orp

Tlie Tropics

Betty Blair
Jean Field
Linda Bruce
The Friars (3)
Vincent Bragale Oro

Verae
nilly Meagher
Bobble Robblns
Raul St Annette
Alto Fryer Oro

Whllller Hotel
(Gold Cub Room)

Herman Fine

Wonder Ba*
Irene Rosch
Consuella
Hy Baron Oro
Costrlllos Ore

M9 Club

Dale Rhodes
Dl Giovanni
Marge Good
Good St Goody
Verne Wilcox
John Sc Jessie HorB
Olga Bay
Horace Houck Oro*

BOSTON
Beachcomber i Linda Bruce Daao

Harry M<icrlssey I Peplio ,&.i..ue.lft.^'

(Continued on pntre 55)
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Robert Sfianlev, Oanui Krupska,
Adrienne Toner, Mar;orie MatUn,
Loren- Hollenbecic, Ttp, To-p und
Toe, Three Stui/ts, Corps de Ball«t,
Glee Club, Rocfcettes, House Symph
Orch condticfed bv JEmo Ropec,
Richard" 'Ltebert; 'lAttXt Foxes'
( "KO), reuteujta in 'v^KlETY, ^luo.
13.

Strings are off the budget at the
Music Hall becruse 'Little Fo::es' is

a hit picture likely to stay several
weeks, so the physical production ior
the stage show is a sockeroo.

. Result
Is that the talent gets hefty backing
and it all provides punchy enter-
tainment. Builds to a potent climax
at the finale, as the Rockettes, in

while sailor togs, do their precision
kick on a battleship setting, with
huge gun'turrents upstage swinging
around and emitting pufYs of smoke
in a simulated broadside.
Show, dedicated to the USO and

tilled 'Follow the Fleet," opens wiUi
Robert Shanley, apparently from the
Glee Club, vocaling from the uncur
tained downstage left, then the en
tire curtain rising to disclose sec rep-
I'escnting South Sea island USO rec
reation center for sailors. Corps de
Ballet, costumed in a Music Hall
version of native duds, does a hula
number, with Dania Krupska, Ad
rienne Toner and Marjorie Matlin
offering individual bits.

Against the same set and with the
Glee Club members representing the
sailor . audience. Tip, Tap and Toe,
standard blackface trio, do their fa-

miliar sliding tap dancing on a
large, oval platform. Set changes to

a battl^ip layout and the Gtee
Club oilers several scngs, with dif-

ferent members warbling sob inter-

ludes and supplying visual comedy
business. It's quite good and has
even more movement than the once-
wooden Glee Clubbers have recently
shown.
Three Swifts, vet juggling turn,

next dols its standard comedy toss-

ing in gob togs, building to a solidly

received close. Rockettes provide
the spectacular finale on still an-
other, much more elaborate battle-

ship setting. Because of the ex-
tra-long feature, the entire stage bill

tuns only about 40 minutes. Hobe.

SHEA'S, BUFFALO

med the payees and ^ode home on a
heavy torrent of palm-smacking
His efforts are strongly reminiscent
of Red Skelton's type of stage em-
ceelng. With a bit of strict direc-
tion and a brush-up of his material,
this ingratiating clown should be
abM to negotiate any grade.
Bumper crowd at last show open-

inc i':\v, with plenty of noise from
what looked like a predominant
continnent of ickles. Burton.'

STATE, HARTFORD

STATE, N. Y.

George Jessel, Hudson Sisters (2),

Joyce Matthews, Pouiers Sfnging
Models (3) with Jay Levison, Ruth
Hughes i4arons and Sandor Glancz.
Wi/ntv Murray, Betty Bruce; 'Caught
in the Drafts (Par).

Buffalo, Aug. 22.

Bob ArmstTonfl urch (14; tirith

Titiy Schwartz, Vera Holly, Tnree
ireys, BiUy De Wolfe, RossUianos,

jay and Trent, Gil Moison; 'Whist-

Imp in Dark' (M-G).

Pretty mild midsummer entertain-

ment for a deluxe pic parlor used to

presenting top name bands. It's an
Item which qoesnt put any violent

. strain on the budget.
Bob Armstrong bas been around

these parts ior some time and has
cut himself quite a groove with the

local hoof-and-«ar addicts. Long a
sustainv around WBEN, be has more
recently drawn a Canadian beer
sponsorship and been cut in for an
NBC piping. Dances, benefits and
similar events have added to bis

considerable local following. Cur-
rently he is holding down the Casino
dance spot at Grand Island (state)

Park for the summer. This is the
group's first appearance as a band
show and, as the first instance of a
local radio crew going onstage, its

somethine of a gamble for the
house. It's probably smart enough
boxoffice because of Armstrong's
local popularity, but as entertain-
ment it is mostly on the down side.

Too bad that Armstrong under-
took this one without more footllght
experience or professional direction.

' -It demonstrates again the gap be-
tween ear and eye entertainment.
The group has' always sounded ac-
ceptable enough over the ether, but
in person its way short on ap-
pearance and delivery. There's no
excuse for slipshod stage manner;
and deportment from the ensemble,
and the instrumMitation could do
with lots less tin and much more
modulation.
Tiny Schwartz, 'Vera Holly and

the Three Treys, from the regular
program lineup, add little to the
show. Schwartz, a six-foot deadpan
tenor of uncertain range, is em-
phatically nil here. Miss Holly
stacks up as an unenthusiastic
thrush heard to much better advan-

^ tage on the air. The Three Treys,
^long local network standbys, have

looked and sounded smoother bothV via the airways and in other per^ sonals.
Added talent helps carry off the

proceedings. Ray and Trent develop
their legology into some fine acro£
and bandbalanciiig, although miss-
ing fire in timing and finesse at thlr
catching. The Rossilianos are Polish
folk -dancers for the longhalrs, if
any, and are definitely out of the
band show world.

Stranige commentary on modem
variety talent is that an animal act
can come near being the peak of
a performance. That's what Gil
Maison's click dog show did here
and, as seems to be the currenf
mode with these acts, the patter
neatly overshadows the tricks. Mai-
eoifs turn is cute stuff all the wav^
Including hlmselt his patter, his
animals, snd ^l"? femme assistant.

Billy De Wolfe Is too man with
this show. On his first showiiu! here
witlilh i-ecollectlon. DeWolfe wham-

Hartford, .iug. 24.

Phil Harris Orch (15) with
P-'ri-ia Kay, BilHngtons (2), Ames
and Amo, Paul Winchill, Sam Kap-
lan pit band; 'Piuldin Head' (itep).

For its opening attraction of the
new semester. State booked a show
that has turned out t>etter at the b.o.

then appeared oh paper. Making
his first trip here, Phil Harris, during
the Rrst three days of a six-day
booking, chalked up a pretty neat
coin score.
At teeoff of his show, Harris goes

into a detailed gagging bit about
characters on the Jello program, in

eluding Jack Benny.
Fifteen-piece band, consisting of

two pianos, three trumpets, three
trombones, traps, French horn,

guitar and four saxes, spends most
of its time backing up the acts that
make up the fast-moving, smoothly
paced divertissement. Piloted by the
affable Harris, band has a well-
balanced collection of sweet and
swing. Arrangement of "Poet and
Peasant' and Things I Love' are par-
ticularly okay. "Hut Sut Song,' done
with Harris under a green spot is

solid.

Harris, as a maestro, spends all of
his time fronting the band and gab-
bing away. His chatter is entirely in-
formal and ingratiating. In a couple
of spots, though he seems to spiel a
bit too long. Relegates himself to
two vocals. Weak spot of show is

lightweight vocal department, no
one's fault as Harris' thrush, Patricia
Kay, is laryngitis stricken. Despite
her handicap, luscious looking red-
head is out for a &ir effort at a
boogie woogie number.

Billingtons, boy and gal, are neat-
appearing, youthful tapsters. Kxude
pleasant personalities and- sell selves
easily. Ames and Amo, mixed
knockabout standards, are big laugh-
getters with their boked stuff. Work
exceptionally hard and earn the
plaudits accorded them. Paul Win-
chell, uses a redheaded dummy in
his ventriloquism bit. Chatter is
lively. He has an apparent lip mo-
tion but okay material puts him
across. Eck.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Aug. 23.
Jerry Coe and Maari Ann, George

Lyons, Florence Hin Louj, Lester
Harding, Caroline Gargotta, Rajah
Raboid, Herb Six house orch; 'Pri-
vate Nurse' (20th).

Assemblage of acts this week
rounds out a good variety bill and
entertainment average is a step
ahead of what's been offered here
past several weeks. No one act par-
ticularly outshines another, but all
get across well to Jiold the pace of
the show at a clicky pitch. Standard
and assisting acts are ' un off in 35
minutes, and then house Is turned
over to Rajah Roboid, top-billed,
who fills out 23 to 25 minutes to
make this one of the longest shows
in several weeks.
Leading off, Jerry Coe and Maari

Ann classify as a variety act, with
Coe showing off an accordion in trio
of. numbers before his partner comes
on for a modem terp. Coe shakes
a tambourine cleverly and they
wind up in a novelty dance as a
Ubangi-jittering pair. M.c. Lester
Harding fills second niche warbling
'Yours' to expressed satisfaction of
the house before he brings on Caro-
line. Gargotta as the house's weekly
amateur winner. She's been on
these boards enough past three years
almost to rate pro standing. Her
tapping is first-rate, though choice
of "Boogie Woogie Bugler* as a
vocal was unfortunate for a moppet.
From the orch stand George Lyons
works out his ^ing harp on .several
modern and standby pop tunes and
closes with an Irish number to show
off a capable vocal. All of these
acts thus far have appeared at the
house previously within the year,
and all earned better receptions than
on their earlier stands.
Acrobatic contortionism demon-

strated by Florence Hin Low is like-
wise aces. She sets off an extremely
elastic and graceful figure with ap-
pealing modernized Chinese cos-
tumes on first section of show.
Raboid ther works solo, blindfolding
himself as he answers questions
written by the customers while act
IS. in progress. Sans blindfold last
10 mmutes he devotes time to
identifying patrons by their initials
and calling out answers to their un-
expressed queries as they verify his
statements. As mentalist and psychic
Raboid does some clever work and
his delivery keeps the 25 minutes
moving fast.

The full hour is not solid socko,
but combination has enough strong
innings to sum above average, and
that's exceptional on such -a long
show. Quin.

Too much show at Loew's State,

but all good. It could be billed
George Jessel and his Glamour Gals,
it being the s.a.est lineup this house
has had in weeks. It's frequently
the reverse—a plussage of men, but
apart from Ruth Hughes Aarons'
'-"ble-tQnnis vis-a-vis and the Singing
'owers Models' oianist in the pit.

it's an all-femme frolic. And all

very cEsy on the optics.

Jessel, of course, is the mainstay,
marking his I5th return to the Loew
flagship and seemingly insuring him-
self for IS more repeats if he wants
it. Nor will Bob Hope's 'Caught in
the Draft' on screen hurt at the b.o.,

despite its having been milked for
five weeks at the nearby Paramount

Jessel is the omnipotent oom of
Broadway and 45th. He's on from
barrier to the tape, having trimmed
it all down to 30 minutes which, ac-
cording to State standards, is still

plenty of show. So much so that it

curbs him monologistically, though
what he does is highly effective.

In sequence, he opens with a spiel
ribbing radio, its quiz shows, news-
casters, etc. Thence the. Hudson
Sisters (Rae and Geraldine), nee the
Hudson Wonders (2), who have
grown up considerably and pulchri-
tudinou.<;ly since last seen by this re-
porter at Paris' Folies Bergere in
one of those Frenchy revues which
required no interpreter for the
American kids' tiptop whirling-
dervish, acro-dancing. Now, lithe
and lissome lassei. they have added
mature, nhotogenic appeal to their
nipups, flipflops and general upside-
down stuff. .

Next is Joyce Matthews, who Is

trailerized by Jessel as Milton Berle's
No. 1 romance. Miss Matthews is a
blonde looker who's her best author;
nobody could write better lines than
those with which nature endowed
her. Jessel's fol-de-rol about a stage-
coa'^hin* les'on. n'ior to a Metro
contract, Is so much hors d'ouvres.
Get a load of Hiss Mr.tlhews

—

vri
that's all, brother. Quite fittingly
Jessel preludes 'You're Always on
My Mind,' from his forthcoming
Broadway musical, 'High Kickers,'
with her as foil.

Then the Powers Singing Models,
a likely looking threesome who, even
if they're only stand-ins for the
magazine ads' gals whom they're
supposed to represent. lend a nice
Stork Club touch to the usual vocal
harmonics. They're lonsj-legged gals
who wear clothes well, look ditto
and sing better than that around a
mike. Two brunets and a blonde,
Rosalind, Carolyn and Kay, they
trailerize John Powers* beaut fac-
tory and the NBC. Jay Levison,
their arranger-accompanist, is in the
pit, and his 'Panamanita' is the act's
finale. 'Country Needs More Love,'
'Ever Think of Me' and 'Melancholy
Baby' (by Katherine as a solo) make
for a brisk routine, expertly ar-
ranged and professionally merchan-
dised.
Then Ruth Hughes Aarons-Sandor

Glancz, with her kid brother mike-
announcing the table - tennisters.
They put on a quite exciting ping-
pong exhibition. At long range, in
a theatre, they're possibly even more
effective than at the Rainbow Room,
where they just completed a fre-
quent' return. Miss Aarons is the
femme world's champ; he the former
Hungarian tbpper.
Next, Wynn Murra- no longer a

'Babe in Arms,* but a gro\vn-up gal,
nicely trained ' down in ingenue
fashion, and selling a song as if for

connotation of th« word telid.* The
Cab is all over the lot, singing,

tapping, wailing, while piloting the
zingy show and his band of jive
artists.

Band tears right into something
called 'Special Delivery.' Second
number is the latest C^oway re-
cording, 'All I Caa See is You.' fol-

lowed by 'Booglie-Wooglie Piggy.'
with maestro handling the vocals in

excellent style.

Honi Coles, lanky sepia tapster,
holds down the deiice with unusual,
eccentric terping. Calloway re-
turns onsta.ee wearing a huge straw
hat and long white jacket for his
tricky rendition of 'Geechie Joe.'

This is followed by him and bis band
beating out the pseudo-spiritual 'Yes
Indeed.'

In the trey spot comes taffy-col-
ored, attractive Avis Andrews, strik-
ing Jn a white evening gown as she
gives-out with 'In Still of Night* and
'Van I Love.' Though lacking some-
what in voice, gal has plenty of
salesmanship.

Calloway's quintet—guitar, sax,
drums, xylophone and bass—go into
action with an old-fashioned jam

KEITH'S BOSTON

Boston, Au0. 23.

Abbott & Costello, Six Willys,
Johnny Woods, Luctenne & Ashour,
Bea Wain, Larry Flint house band
(12); 'Lady Scarjace' (RKO).

With their 'Hold That Ghost' In its

third week at the Keith Memorial,
after a very recent flve-week run of
'In the .

Navy,' Abbott-Costell-o in
person are jamming 'em in at the
Boston: Ex-burley comics jump
right into a line of chatter that the
mob is waiting tor, Costello fools
around with the orchestra a bit,

then they encore with that terrific

routine about the ball game. Avoid-
ing all the best-known bits from
their pictures, the comics stay away
from the Hollywood personal ap-
pearance angle Eilmost entirely.

Surrounding bill, which opens the
vaude season here, is intelligently
booked, okay for the family. Six
Willys, opening, and Lucienne and
A.ihour, trey, got the best reception

^^..r^^ „.i»i. njT _* c . when caught Saturday (23) matmee.meroo with Meet Me at Savoy' as vriu-s eive out a slick iue^line rou-
Qtl>«>1nilf niiTnhor TKi= !. fn11nu,iw4 .WlUyS glVC OUl 3 SUCK JUgeimg TOU-
standout number. This is followed
by Calloway's terping sextet, three
gals and three guys, who give out In
true Lenox avenue brand of hoofing,
pa'-ed by Calloway himself.
Cozy Cole then solos on the skins

in a bit titled "Rhapsody In Drums.*
Almost halting the proceedings was
the swift tap-acro stint of Paul,
Slim and Eddie. The crowd con-
tinued to pound for more but the
trio declined to encore.
Finale has the whole troupe on-

stage in a number called 'Chica
Cw Ccn''a' v/ 'h.the gang swinging
off in a conga line.

House was almost filled when show
was caught (Saturday afternoon).

5hal.

FOX, ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Aug. 22.

Senator Murphy. The Colstons <2>,
Sally Foster, Roy Davis, Diana Lure,
Paul Ash Orch (40); 'This Woman
Is Mine' (U).

In response to a' recent survey that
showed 07% of natives contacted
wanted vaiidfilm, Fanchon and
Marco has installed stage shows in
this 5,000 seater. Current show, first

here since last spring, runs 60 min-
utes and has enough divertissement
to satisfy the most exacting. Out-
side of the al fresco Municipal thea-
tre. Forest Park, which winds up
season Aug. 31, and the Grand,
downtown burlesk, which opened
season this week, the Fox is the only
hci'"" .>n tr5\/n or' tp''"» shows.
Current bill, with the exception of

Sally Foster, featured songbird at
the local KMOX. was fetched here
from New York with Paul . Ash
doubling as maestro and m.c. Ash

tine that is smartly paced and
varied. Big early fla^ comes when
all six are cross-firing at each, other
with clubs, then the.7 click with a
short juggling bit with hoops. Finale
is a whizzer with four of the troupe
balancing on two ladders, tossing
clubs at each other with the other
two down below.

Lucienne and Ashour probably rip
through the same Apache-acro
dance they have performed before
here in vaude and musicals, but it's

so. continuously zippy that it appears
to have a few new twists. After
the couple finished scrubbing the
decks with each other, they had to

bow off in a barrage of duke din.

Bea Wain received a nice patter
of recognition when she first ap-
peared. Opens with 'Hut Sut,' fol-

lows with "Sister and I,' and gives
satisfaction in both cases; but her
best number, by a wide margin, is

'Bounce -Me Brother.' Encores with
'Deep Purple.'

Johnny Woods, deuce, also m.c.s
the show, cutting his intros to a
minimum and thereby showing good
sense in that capacity. Takes a
while for the customers to warm up
to his impersonations of radio people,
but after he doe.s Kaltenborn and
Vallee, they're with him right to the
finish.

Larry FUnt's house band is un-
changed in personnel, but sounds
slixhtlv better than last season.
Holdout biz when caught. Fox.

STEEL PIER, A. C.
(MUSIC HALL)

Atlantic City, Aug. 24.

_ John Boles, 3 Stooges, Wesson
has injected a new Fdea into the Brothers (2) , Evelyn J-'amey, Cae
show by clustering song hits by new; Foster Ballet (18), Ben Yost Singers
writers at the sUrt of the shindig,! (8), Dick Dana, Pinfcie Lee, Ryon
adding another bunch about midway , OTid Benson, Walter Morton, Music
and then ending up with the national Holt Orch.
anthem.
Outside of Senator Murphy, none

of the acts is known here, but all
click. A femme voice, over the
public address system, introduces
Ash as he steps through the curtains,
which fold back to expose the huge
band on the full apron. After the
footers, all local talent, are paced
through 'Daddy,' Miss Foster, a
blonde looker, does 'Maria Elena' o.k.
and the band continues with 'The
Thing I Love' and 'Green Eyes.' with

^ _ _^ Ash brings on Diana Lure, an
rVponsor-^which'she haTdone' fre^ acro-tapster who exhibits shapely

John Boles and 3 Stooges receive
top billing, but it's a thoroughly
good show all around at Steel Pier
this week. The usual weekend
crowd caused speed-up of shows
when caught Sunday (24), ei($it
shows being skedded. (Same num-
ber were' given Saturday).
Boles received good hand upon

appearance and sings 'Follow the
Sun.' Next is 'My Sister and I,'

„- „ , , , -.u - .
,

followed by "Look for Silver Lin-
Miss Foster back with vocals for • which is verv efff>etivi« nnd eni
the latter before the 'Hut o.,t I i'fe. wmcn is very etiective and got

Song* is socked over.
Sut big response. Wearing a goofy look-

ing hat and holding a bunch of

quently enouoh on the Fred Allen
show. 'Sing for Your Supper' and
'Where or When' are two Rodgers
and Hart excerpts from her past

gams in addition to some swell
sfeps. The mob liked her routines.
She gives way to Roy Davis, who has
one of the most novel acts seen in

shows,
J
and thence 'Minnie from ^^^f

parts. He plays records on a
IVinidad,' which she lends extra ?™a'l phonograph and then goes
lyric values, possibly because most
of the others just slur through it*.

Thenee, Betty Bruce, whose two"

through the motions of singing and

flowers in his hand he then does
'Waiting at'Gate for Katie,' a stan-
dard with him.
The Three Stooges drew big hailds

with their slapstick.

Richard and Eugene Wesson click
with their impersonations. 'They
synchronize their characterizations.

good reasons for dancing are quite Pl*yed are 'Sonny Boy' as done by
advantageously made public as she |

Jf^rry Colonna; 'I Heard Three
tap-stet)s to a nifty personal score i

g""'^^' Smith, and "You'd Be
with her intricate hoofing. Jessel ' Surprised' by Bonnie Baker,
finales to 'Lovely Day Tomorrow,'!. Then the band plays the second

exhibiting all the grimaces as if he one doing voice, other facial con-
were actually warbling. Songs ! 'ortions. Edward G. Robinson. Fan

-

- - nie Brice, Wendell Willkie, Edgar

group of songs, 'intermezzo,' 'Isle
of May," with a boogie woogie ver-
sion after the way it should be

interspersed with personal philos-
oph-" and small-talk, with not a little
nostalgia and a mild payoff or two
to those who ribbed him and his
'adolescent' wife, etc. Finale is a
strong s.a. display, as the nine
femmes return (in nice costume
changes); Jessel cues the customers
into good humor for vaudeville's
continuance, nlus a little plug for 'the
grand country' we live in.

Withal, Jessel's a surefire show- „ „„
man who can bivouac on Broadway

|
this time and unlimbered plenty

Bergen and Charley McCarthy are
included in the takeoffs, and for en-
core they mimic President and Mrs.
Roosevelt Explaining the satire,
they state it is 'only in fun,' and
'they are thankful they live In a
democracy where one can take such

played: 'My Reverie' and the over-' '**'^'"t'es. evpp with the. Oief fix-
ture '1812.' The Foster gal comes ecutive,' whii« i,ft—
back for her third session, this time
wearing an attractive cowgirl cos-
tume to warble 'Blanket Me With
Western Skies,' the ditty she sang on
Al Pearce's coast-to-coast program
from Hollywood last spring. The
customers really warmed up to her

as long as the Hotel Astor has been
standing and make *em come back
again and again because he knowr
how to sell. Abel.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Aug. 23.
,

Cole, Horn Coles, Avis Andrews, '

^

of oalmpounding.
Next is Murphy, who hasn't been

here in several years. He hasn't lost
I
his audience appeal. His monolog is
up to date with barbs directed at
tax-pavers, draftees, politicians. Hit-
ler, Mussolini and the 'Japanazi.'
The senator copped three bows. The
Colstons, sister and brother dance
team, are socko in their screwy

At supper show caught house was

While latter part of act
IS not particularly dignified, especial-
ly where the two sing and dance to
'Hut Sut Song,' it is humorous and
annlause was tremendous. It was
necessary to bring out team twice

putstand'ng- comedy is also sup-
plied by Pinkie Lee, from Frank
Elliott's standby Minstrels, who has
been taking la ;-er spot each week
in show. Dick Dana emcees.
The Ben Yosters, in cowboy cos-

tumes, open with 'Hi Neighbor," and
follow with a medley of cowboy
songs highlighted by their arrange-
ment of 'Home on the Range.' Gae
Foster Girls appear in two colorful
numbers. Their opening is in keep-
1?R with the 'Rio Grande Revue'
tiUe, doing a Spanish dance. Their

PniiT <tiim n-nii Fri/iio /-nt. /-„iT/' I
i;au(jni. nouse was stepping is best in finale number

&I?(S>^''' ^^^^^^^
'""^

Panammt (Par).
''^iS,

houses have been more than Sammy Kaye's Orch Alex Bar-
J?;.Rht during the run of tha's band t^iree fiuSs, ChUdre"sIts 56 soUd minutes of Harlem 'The Red Mill.' Fox will conUnue

transplanted on the Earle boards! to present the combo policy when
this session, with aU the Harlemese shows sought are available. Sahu

theatre, wild animal zoo. Sharker
the .'eal and water c'rci's rr» amonr
other attractions on pier. Carter.
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STATE-LAKE, CHI

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Earl CarroXl's 'Vanitiet; with Slate

Bros. (3), Al Womuin, Bviter Shaver
icith Olioe and George, Vfeire Bros.

{2) Fay Carroll, Jeanne Devereaitx,

Zerke and Wehr, Ann Lee Dorothy
Bvton Dancers (6), Ballet (16);

•DancehaW (20th).

This Is one of the best vaudeville

units to come around In some time.

Earl Carroll has assembled a lineup

cl standout vaudeville acts which

score terrifically here and demon-
strate once again the wallop of a

vaude show properly arranged.

The only' wealiness lies in the pro-

duction accoutrements. The girls are

anything but nifty, the costumes are

oldish, and the scenery cheap and

**'But these trappings are relatively

unessential to a show that has per-

sonality ' performers who take an
audience and rock it. And no local

audience has been rocked in the

manner this one was at the last show
Friday (22). It's indicated that the

boxoffice will whirl to a dizzy height

thi-; week due to this boolting.

The Slate Bros, have never worked
harder or better. Their material re-

niains familiar in the main, but it's

good stuff and their new items are

consistently funny. Slate Trio re-

. mains an act which could really go
places, but which needs Ihat certain

break to make good in the big-money
brackets.

Standout, however, of the entire

show is Al Norman, who several

years ago was going ahead fast, but
wlio disappeared from the major the-

atres for a time. Here he is back
again, and he evidences a great com-
edy ability and showmanship. A
naturally fine comedy novelty danc-
er. Norman has a wealth of person-
ality showmanship. He handles this

audience with fine skill and had to

beg off.
' He works throughout the

show, on his own and with the Slate

Bros., and every time he's on he's

dynamite.
Buster Shaver, with OUve and

George, again scores. The outstand-
ing midget act in show business to-

day, this pair remains a brilliant

dancing team of little people, while
Olive possesses the tops in show-
manly ability. She's putting on some
weight, but a bom pierformer on
every count, she discredits the weight
an?1e by ability.

Three Weire Bros, are here only
two because one of them is sick and
remained on the Coast. The two
aren't as good as three, and that's to

be expected, because as a threesome
they had developed much funny
business. But the twosome does well
enough and manages to get plenty of
comedy from their eccentric dancing
and burlesque violin-playing.

Excellent toe whirling is the con-
tribution of Jeanne 'Devereaux, and
Ann Jjee has a good aero control spe-
cialty. Zerfae and Wehr are an
adagio dance act that's suitable. Fal
Orroll is the comedy point of much
of the Slate Bros.' clowning, but,

oddly enough, the audience liked her
sipping when the boys let her go.
Dorothy Byton dancers are a sex-

tet of acrobatic girls who are the
one weak spot in the talent lineup,
giving forth with motheaten chorus
girl tumbling. And the 16 girls in the
Carroll line contribute little, too..

Gold.

several minutes at the opener, still

had to beg oil.

Introduced by the line in a garden
frock-minuet routine, Uie O'Hagans
close. Vet vaude couple, who re-
semble a page from the family al-
bum, are a heart-punch for the a.k.s

with . their spry grandpa-grandma
harmonizing and story-telling.

Biz fine at opening. Wem.

CHICAGO, CHI

Chicago, Aug. 23.

Jfforace Hetdt Orch (16) with
Larry Cotton, Donna & Her Don
Juans (4), Red Ferrington, Ollie
O'Toole, Fred Lotoery, Mimi Ca-
banne, Ronnie Kemper; 'Charley's
Aunf (20th).

CAPITOL, WASH.

Wdshinc/ton, Aug. 25.

RoUy Rolls, Afazzone-Abbott
Dancers, the Btltmorettes, Rhythm
Rockets (house line) (16), James
Barton, House Orch; 'Ktldare's Wed-
ding Day* (M-G).

A happy combination, this, with
the Jack Benny flicker held over for
the second week and a stage offering
of Horace Heidt & Co. which should
make for rejoicing in the b.o. de-
partment. And show really merits it

Musically, the Heidt band is only
average, but from the entertainment
standpoint, it must be rated among
the top. Heidt m.c.s creditably and
gives his supporting company ample
opportunity on their own. There is

a neat opening production number,
'Queen in the Tarlor,' and show
gathers momentum which carries all

the way through.
Larry Cotton, romantic balladeer,

scores solidly with three tunes, as
does Ronnie Kemper, h velty singer,
known best in these parts for his
version of 'Cecilia.' Ballads in the
feminine manner are handled
capably by Mimi Cabanne, and
Donna and Her Don Juans, quartet,
offer some harmonious vocalizing.

Whistler Fred Lowry does the
difficult 'Flight of the Bumblebee'
to excellent results, and encores with
a rendition of a cowboy song, ac-
companied by the yode'ling of the
Don Juans. Socko comedy relief is

offered by Red Ferrington, robust
novelty singer, and a diminutive
chao, Ollie O'Toole, for whom a real
future can be predicted. O'Toole
does unusual impersonations, treat-
ing them all from the comedy angle,
and kibitzes around with Ferrington
throughout the entire show.
For something different, Heidt in-

vites a few of the audience onto the
stage for a little game of musical
guessing. Idea is good, and situa-
tions crop up which lend for plenty
of laughs. Finale number includes
the enlire company in a satisfactory
'm"sical comedv' offering.

Biz strong at second show Satur-
day (23). Gold.

GOLDEN GATE, S. F.

San Franctsco, Aug. 20.

Gleason's Royal Guards (7), Carl-
ton Emmy's Dops, Britt Wood, The
O'Hagans, Flagg & Arnold, Charles
Kaley Orch (13), Peggy CfNeiU Line
(12); 'Jungle Cavalcade" (RKO).

The recipe this week is uninspired,
the routine of the staging ordinary,
but topnotch ingredients make this

excellent vaudc\ille entertainment.
There's plenty of variety and no one
lets the pace lag.

Youngsters who know only the
"Tobacco Road' billing may find

James Barton a surprise, but those
who remember vaudeville can al-

ways shed another tear for its pass-
ing at a glimpse of one of the able
veterans. Barton's of a breed not
being developed in great numbers
by night clubs and today's variety,

a smooth and sure performer who
wins an audience immediately and
takes it with him all the way. He
opens singing talking "You Made Me
Love You,' goes into that drunken
Irishman bit that seems to grow fun-
nier instead of more familiar, tosses

in a bit of the slick hoofing that isn't

seen often and winds up leaving the
customers wanting more. .

Roily Rolls, Continental music hall

performer seen recently at the
N. Y. Rainbow Room, and playing
his second vaudeville date in this

country, is another skilled performer
who's a surefire applause winner.
He's introduced as notable concert

Night Gub Reviews

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

Chicago, Aug. 22.

Carmen Amaya and Co, (8)
Christine Forsythe, Hollywood
Blondes (4), Sara Ann McCabe
Cross and Dunn, Fred Evans Ballet
(16), Boyd Roebum Orch (14).
Bobby Ramos Orch (10).

Again Joey Jacobson and Mike
Fritzel score in Chicago with a new
attraction, a booking that took con-
siderable nerve and will redound to
the continued success of the Chez
Paree as the town's outstanding in-
dependent nitery.
Carmen Amaya was an item in

New York, but in Chicago she was
an imknov/D quantity, and it look
plenty of heart by the Chez Paree
operators to take a chance on the
billing of -this girl. And it wss a
good booking. The Chez has been
the hangout of the old faces year
after year, so it is smart to come up
with an entirely new name for the
customers.

"

Senorita Amaya herself is an out-
standing performer, while the other
seven people in the act, merely back-
ground, are members of the family.
Amaya rattles4hose castenets as they
have never been shaken before in

. . ^ . . . , ^u ,
this town. She has a fiery, innate

?'e"^fiJ^l:t^"f^T".'t^^'^fi'„^l" ^^nse of .ypsy rhythm that had. this

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Light summer show on the boards
this week, supplementing 'Jungle
Cavalcade,' and it filled the house
with kids" and greyheads for the
opener.
Line is on first in bright new cos-

-tumes, backed by excellent lighting
for an okay start, followed by Flagg
and Arnold, hand-to-hand control
acros whose liquid motion in white
trunks drew half a dozen sponta-
neous outbursts from the customers.
Get off nicely by saving a neat one-
arm lift for the encore.
Charles Kaley's band deuces with

Trey goes to Carlton Emmy and his
ajamsesh that's solid with the jiyers.
12 dogs, a smash click. Leap-frog
routines, done entirely on a long,
waist-high table, are full 'of laughs.
Pooches are remarkably trained,
hardly waiting for cues and seeming
to enjoy the show as much as the
payees.

Gleason's Royal Guards, sextet in
white and blue cape uniforms and
knee boots, are next, .with their
femme arranger batoning the band.
Lads are husky-appearing, evenly
matched and give out with plenty of
harmony on standards ranging from
'Sweet Mystery of Life' to 'Song of
the Vagabonds.' £ach of the six gets

India-napblts, Aug. 22.

Jan Garber Orch, Lee Bennett,
Fritz Heilbron, Herman Hyde and
Sally BurriU, Whitson Bros. (4),

Lloyd and Willis; 'Ice-Copades'
(Rep).

In this age of priorities it is com-
forting to refiect that no govern-
ment agency has as yet taken Jan
Garber off the list of good things

still to be obtained. Garber and his

boys have been making the town
for a long time, and while there have
been some low spots in the chart, he,

nevertheless, never fails to bring out
a numerous band of loyal followers.

This week, the goods on display
behind the footlights is nicely bal-

anced ' to provide payees with con-
siderable entertainment. Three acts

are added to the band, consisting of
t""1 -u—ns'', tv'-- ''omb'^ne'. t'vo

pianos, drums and four sax. Garber
still retains his two popular vocalists,

Lee Bennett, for romance, and Fritz

Heilbron, comedy.
Bartd opens with "Girl Friend,' fol-

lowed by Heilbron singing "Goodbye,
Dear,' with the 18-month draft, ex-
tention built into the lyrics. Later,

Lee Bennett sings 'Hindustan,'
'T -,ve'i' ^a-" Tom'rr w' and 'Mana
Elena.' The two pianists get the spot

for some fancy keyboard work on a

Pr^^f-ru's'-i's n^i-'^oi*. ^"''»i!br"n re-

turns to sing 'Daddy," followed by a

red-wig impression of the way Mary
Martin might sing 'My "

"

for something tod good for them only
as long as it takes him to get wound
up on his version of 'Hallelujah' as
I>ebussy might have done it. Fol-
lows this with another impression,
then into his portrait of a new pian-
ist at his first concert, neatly timed
for laughs, with explosion within the
piano a sock finish. Playing of 'Old
Man River,' while blindfolded and
with cloth covering the keyboard,
provides a solid climax to the Rolls
turn.
Mazzone-Abbott dancers are

spotted where they should be, in

show's finale, their spectacular
Anache dance, with plenty of may-
hem and gunfire, making loud and
fiashy ivind-up. The three Bilt-

morettes are on early, after first

Rhythm Rocket (house line) num-
ber, good, as usual, in their acro-
batics. Rockets make three appear-
ances, mainly as punctuation be-
tween the acts, but come through
with an expertly performed garland
number in mid-show.
Lynn Allison, local soprano looker

often used at the house, takes over,
with organist accompanying, in 'com-
munity sing' spot usually held down
by Art Brown, vacationing. It

doesn't work out so well, however,
from audience participation stand-
point. Miss Allison's pipes are just

too melodious for amateur barber-
ship tenors to have the nerve to in-

terrupt her; they just listen. Mac.

ORPHEUM, OMAHA
Ortuiha, Aug. 26.

Gene Krupa Orch (17), Wally
Broum, Walter Dare Wahl, Virginia
Austin, Johnny Desmond, Anita
Day; 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB)

With Johnny -Desmond taking
over the Krui^ vocaUst spot va-
cated by the grafted Howard Du-
Lany, Gene Krupa's band opened
tft sock returns at the Orphcum
Friday (22), and by Saturday night
was headed for a big b.o. week

Desmond, recently with Bob
Crosby's band, delivers effectively
in two spots. Walter Dare Wahl's
comedy acros with his unbilled
partner are still smash though long
since standard.
Wally Brown's comedy talk drew

hearty guffaws. Virginia Austin's
clever puppet act was good for some
big applause.
Krupa is generous to his band and

qo-artists on spotlighting, never
hoggin); it while doing two specialty
numbers on his drums. His jungle

ranged set.

ar-

Routining is clevor, too
Rach.

rhythms catch the popular fancy af
do his quieter numbers. Band (17)

•a^JU'^Tt/ is especially effective In the trumpe'

f?*^^„'"A^='i',iJ'!"V»rh*r^w<: sectiS^hcaded by Roy Eldridee.
longs to Daddy (Jarber bows the ^ beautifully
fiddle down in the bill in a medley
of tunes ranging from waltz favorites

to hillbilly. The whole band goes
boogie-woogie for a closer with Lee
Bennett returning ' to vocalize Gar-
ber's theme, 'My Dear,' for a final

curtain.
The acts, in order of appearance,

are Lloyd and Willis, boy and girl

team, who do a ballroom tap and
-waltz tap. He then demonstrates the

buck-and-wing, while she exhibits

a ballet tap. The Whitsons do some
whirlwind risley work. They mix

littl*Towne and Knott . shows
thought or originality.

Charles Valda's tenor soloing 1j

okay. Very s.a. pipes have held him
over most of the summer. Gesture*
and stage deportment appear some-
what mechanical, however, and can
be improved. When this apparent
.self-consciousness is overcome he'll
be excellent bet for any class cafe.
Two blonde lookers, the Statler
Twins, also show to better advantage
here than on the stage. Gals uncork
some nifty footwork, and underpin-
nings provide a pleasant distraction.
Whoever tabbed this house line

New York's 'loveliest' girls really
went overboard. They'll get by, but
if they continue to bill 'em as Man-
hattan's best, and Mayor LaGuardia
ever gets a look, he'll probably call
an investigation. Gals' hoofing will
stand inspection though, and nifty
costuming helps.
Dansapation is spilt between Dave

Lester's combo and Jimmie Christie
rhumba group. Lester did a fine job
batoning I,atiii Quarter show last
-anson, hut nresent aggregation is a
disappointment. Xjeslie.

VILLA MODERNE, CHI

audience rocking and forgetting
about jitterbugs, conga and the
rhumba. It's a new dancing style
for local consumption, a hypo for the
blase mob which is sure it's seen
everything.
Two of her sisters dance nicely, a

cousin plays the guitar, and other
members of the family also play
guitars while Amaya holds up the
entire family by her own brilliant
flamenco terping.
As shrewd as is the booking of

Amaya is the setting of an old-time
local standby. Cross and Dunn.
They come up with a lineup of songs
that are fresh ^nd up-to-date. Most
of it is excellent, funny stuff and,
as ever, sold it in great fashion. Bui
for all the new. stuff, the customers
still remembered and demanded
some of their oldtime favorites, such
as 'One Hamburger for B^dam';
Cross and Dunn wisely satisfied this
demand.
Opening is Cliristine Forsythe, a

looker with a million dollar figure
and a fine tap dancing style to match.
Another single is Sara Ann Mc-

Cabe, a vocalist well established in

Chicago. A radio name of several
years' standing. Miss McC^abe is

backed now by personals in vaude,
shows and niteries that make h'er

surefire as a satisfying vocalist any-
where. With fine, clear-cut pipes,

she runs through variety of tune
styles, covering the pop and semi-
classical field with equal ease.
Hollywood Blondes, girl roller

skating turn, are a good acrobatic
turn, a good novelty in the Chez,
where acrobatics are seldom seen.

Fred Evans continues to produce
outstanding chorus ideas and rou-
tines, his current layout remaining
on the high standard he has estab-
lished here.

'

Boyd Raebum orchestra plays a
long, tough 'show with remarkable
deftness for a band new to this place.

Raeburn is yoiithful and makes a
bright appearance in front of the
band. His orchestra comes up with
excellent styling for the customer
hoofing. Bobby Ramos m.c.s the
show and' tries much too hard.
Ramos has the rhumba orchestra for

the tropical dance sets. Gold.

PAGO PAGO ROOM
(DEMFSET-VANDEBBILT HOTEL)

(MIAMI BEACH)

Chicago, Aug. 18.

Winnie Houeler Dancing Darling*
(6), Dick Gordon, Don Orlando
Orch.(8).

Going into a show policy for tho
first this summer, this outside-city-
limits nitery presents a short, but
interesting show certain to catch on.
Strength of the show lies in the

Winnie Hoveler Dancing Darlings.
Six lookers, these gals offer some
distinctive and beautifully costumed
routines. They open with a gaucho
number that has plenty of Aire and
requires some deft dancing by 4he
girls. After a quick change, the gals
return for a circus number and
aerial ballet. A complete circus
scene is depicted, with various mem-
bers of the turn appearing as a
ringmaster, a trained leopard, a
clown, and the three remaining girls
as aerlalists. These gals swing back
and forth on ladders suspended from
the ceiling, doing their stunts with
extreme skill. Number Is one of
the best performed by an act of this
type.
Rounding out the bill are Dick

Gordon, tenor with fair voice and
delivery, who also m.cji, and Don
Orlando, who In addition to leading
his band, contributes two ^accordion
solos. Band goes over. i.oop.

Miami Beach, Aug. 19.

Alan Carney, Toume and Knott,
Statler Twins, Charles Vatda, Hdute
Line (6), Daue Lester Orch (6)

Jinimie Christie Orch (4); $1 mini-
mum.

HAMID'S PIER, A. C.
(HIPPODBOME)

comedy with their muscle work,

winning some giggles along with a

nice mitt salvo.

Herman Hyde and Sally BurriU

have had a spot on the house pay-

roll for years. Their turn is always
surefire for plenty of guffaws. Hyde

a crack at solo passages during the I breaks up his partners attempts to

act and all have nifty pipes, boys sing with the introduction of trick

doing five turns before they could ' musical instruments, tossing in an

get off.

Britt Wood makes his annual visit

In the next-to-closing, with just

enough variation in his routine to
keep it up to date. His nifty har-
monica, rube gags and .'(Covered

Wagon' song are still just what the
folks want, and though he ran over

the strings froni a fiddle to a harp.

The bass viol that lays an egg is still

the sock of their turn.

Running time of 58 minutes is

swiftly paced, and at third show
Friday (22) house had full upper

and lower decks with standees.
Kiley.

Atlantic City, Aug. 24.

Ken Maynard, Lone Star Rangers
(2), Eddie Roeckcr, Joey Ross and
Gladys Bennett, Harold Boyd and
3 Jigsaws, Grace DrysdaU, Dan
Goldie's House Orch uiith Herb
Sands; 'ice-Capades' (Rep).

Ken Maynard has the big billing

at George Hamid's amusement cen-

ter this week, with Eddie Roecker
in second spot and serving as emcee
Dressed In flaming red shirt and

all the other trappings of a film

cowboy, Maynard makes his appear-
ance astride his horse Tarzan. He
alights and puts the equine through
a series of tricks. Then the two
Lone Star Rangers, guitarists, strum
and sing a cow tune, later joined b."

Maynard and his fiddle. They got

a big hand with their rendition of

(Continued on page 55)

N. Y. Nitery Fdlownp

With biz generally bullish on the
t>each this summer, the Pago Pago
Room is drawing almost as large
crowds as during height of last sea-

son. You can't get in for dinner
without a reservation, and this is

something that even Ben Gaines, the
operator, could hardly have antici-

pated when he decided to keep the
room open during the summer.
Judged by seasonal standards

though, the current revue is under
par. Only standout Is Alan Carney,
who scored heavily in recent
Olympia stage appearance.
Working in this smaller room, Car-

ney is an even bigger click than on
the stage. He's a versatile mime
with an apparently inexhaustible

repertoire of impersonations and
easily the best thing in the show.
Not only does Carney sound like the

characters he's dubbing, but he looks

like 'cm. Clever rhyming mono in-

troduces each subject and eliminates

stage waits. Ht is also a smooth-
working emcee, getting off to good
start with a 'please don't bother to

applaud me, I'm paid to entertain

vou' pitch. Welcome relief after

shilling most turns do here to cull

pjilmpatting.
The Brazilian ballroomoloav of

Eddie Davis is vacationing, so his
'

partner, Leon Enken, has lined up a
substitute bill at Leon & Eddie's,
which,'^lf not possessed of quality,
is certainly attracting a quantity of
business. Its general mediocrity
sustains the ' current adage that
they're hungry for diversion and
stepping out regardless. L&E line-

up Is a cheater, basically, and not
particularly distinguished. Oscar
Davis (no relation to Eddie) is an
inept emcee. Adrienne Parker, toe
dancer. Is so much hors d'ouvres.
Bee Kalmus, seasoned songstress, is

the professional highlight, but Rose
La Rose, stripper, may be presumed
accounting for some of the business
with her frank style of working.
You gotta be in the mood for MUe.
L9 Rose. The 5 Crackerjacks are a
Harlem combo of acro-ijround tum-
blers, in the Arabian school, but too
slovenly attired for intime cafe
work: In fact, just slovenly, period.
They'd be wise to perk up their

nondescript garb by some pretext
to cleanliness and professional neat-
ness. Otherwise, the Bobby Sanford
line of eight backs up the proceed-
ings and also participates in the
boomps-a-daisy finale. Lou Martin,
sax-maestro, again heads his snappy
dance sextet, and is featuring a new
upright form of Solovox that pro-
duces a fetrhinc effK~.t. Narita heads
the conga-rhumba combo.

Marlbel Vinson and Guy Owen,
iitst returned from the ice revue at

Rio de Janeiro's Copacabana, are
added starters with the ^ca .show at

the Hotel New Yorker, N. Y., along
with another recent augmentation,
Adele Inge, reolacing Belita, the
blonde English beaut, who rejoined
'Ice-Capadts' in Atlantic City. Miss
Inge is a wow of an acrobatic Skat-

ing novelty, easily the highlight of
the revised blade revue here. Run-
nerup is Guy Owen with his amaz-
ing and easy style. Peter Killam is

the juve lead, with an effective Top -

Hot' soecialty In rhythmic precision;

and DeLorleS Zlegfeld, Angela C^r-
sons, Elizabeth Cravens, Billy Kling,

Grace May and Florence Walter!
comprise a versatile background for

the ensembles which Don Arden hat
imaginatively staged and produced.
'The Frenchy cancan finale, the open*
frig Dixie-Belle routine, the Pan-
American stuff, including the flashy

Mexican-hat double by Vlnson-Ow^n,
Dunctuate one of the best Ice revuat
here. Johnny Long continues with
brisk dandanatlon. Ann.
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Tyrone-AimabeUa Head Barn Troupe

To West Point for Special 'Liliom' Date

Westport, Conn., Aug. 26.

As a major item in a publicity

buildup, the like of which has never
been equalled in the 11 years opera-

tion 6£ the Country playhouse here,

the Tyrone Power-Annabella team
headed a caravan of some 90 people

that safaried from Westport to West
Point on Sunday (24) to put on a

single performance of 'Liliom' for

the Academy personnel. Trans-
portion of sets offered a workout for

government setup, hauling being
done via army trucks.

Approximately 2,500 officers,

cadets and guests caught the play,

which ended with a Power curtain

speech and presentation of flowers

to Annabella. Program included

luncheon at the Officers Club, a buf-

fet supper at CuUum Hall a-nd an
after theatre party at the Officers

Club. Sandwiched in between were
an Inspection of the Post, an organ
service at the chapel and a garden
party on the grounds of the Reser-
vation Superintendent, Major Gen-
eral Robert Eichelberger..

Play was presented as one of in-

termittent legit attractions offered to

Post personnel throughout the year.

Comment from cadet body was
favorable on Power's virile interpre-

tation of his role (and incidentally

those boys were a tough audience
from that viewpoint) and bouquets,
figuratively and literally, went to

Annabella for a fine performance.

Among those making the trip, in

addition to the Powers, were Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Wilson, Lawrence Lang-
ner, Armina Marshall (Mrs. Lang-
ner) and Richard Skinner.

Shows m Rehearsal

'Candle In the Wind'—Play-
wrights-Theatre Guild.

'Mr. Big'—George S. Kaufman.

'Keep Covered'—Morris Sarnoff.

'Best Foot Forward'— George
Abbott.

'The More the Merrier* (formerly

'Great Whitewash'—Otto Preminger-
Norman Pincus.

Brother Cain'—American Civic

Theatre.

'Two Siory House'—Brock Pem-
berton.

Boys and Girls Together'—Ed
Wynn.

'Meet the People'—Shuberts.

'Distant City'-John Tuerk.

'Lady In the Dark'-Sam H. Harris.

'Claudia' (Chicago company)—John
Golden.

Keaton-'Gorilla' as Finale

. Toledo, O., Aug. 20.

Buster Keaton in "The Gorilla' is

the final attraction, beginning to-

night (26), of the initial nine-Week
season at Lakemont Landing, straw-
hat theatre near Toledo.

Baseball Play to B'wsy

Triple Play,* a baseball comedy
by William Roos, was recently in-

advertently referred to in Variett

as "Triplicate.' A fall production on
Broadway is planned by Harald
Bromley.

. Latter is presently .sponsoring,

with Harold J. Kennedy, the flve-

week summer theatre season at

Springfield, Mass.

Favor Compromise 75G

Tax Offer for Lycemn,

Mpls., to Avert Razing

Minneapolis. Aug. 26.

Acceptance by the Hennepin county
board of $75,000 in settlement of

taxes totaling $150,000 for the last

10 years on the Lyceum theatre
building is expected to avert the
threatened razing of the showhouse,
the ony home available for touring
legit here.

In seeking the compromise on the

real estate taxes, the Northwest Na-
tional Bank & Trust Company,
trustee for the owners, said the prop-
erty hasn't earned sufficient' to meet
its taxes. While taxes for the past

five years aggregated $75,000, the

property had a total revenue of only

$58;000, it was pointed out.

The vote In favor of accepting the

compromise amount was four to one.

Extend Det. Strawbat

Detroit, Aug. 26.

Sole strawhat in this area extended
Its season an added -week due to the

heavy run on 'What a Life,' in which
Gene Reynolds, young Hollywood
player, is featured. The run of the

play was increased from two weeks
to three by the WUl-O-Way Players,

thus giving them a nine-week sea

on.
Group, directed by William Way

Merrill will wind up with an original

musical comedy, The Ninth Minute,'

authored by the director and with

music by his sister, Cecelia.

Shnbert Barn Tryont
Jessie Royce Landis will star in

•Dr. Brent's Household,* new drama
by Edward Percy, in Robert Elwyn*s
presentation at his Woodstock (N.Y.)

Playhouse as the last vehicle of the

Eeason, Aug. 28 through Labor Day,
Sept. 1. Play, originally tried out
in England, is now the property of

Lee Shubert, who is casting the

Woodstock production.

Miss Landis will head a predomi-
nantly Broadway cast in which she
portrays a psychopath, a woman who
returns home after internment in a

fianatorium.

The author co-authored 'Ladies in

Retirement* with Reginald' Denham
'Off the Record,* also Shubert

property, was originally scheduled

, tor this date at the Woodstock Play-

house, but has .
be^n cancelled be-

cause Charles MacArthur has not
fli)ished rewriting it.

'Household* is a rewritten version
of 'The Fiddler Played It Wrong,*
which was given a Sunday night
tryout several years ago by the
Repertory Players at the Strand,
London.

Lillian Gish's Reason

The reason Lillian Gish didn't

continue' with the Chicago or

Detroit companies of 'Life With
Father' is that after' not missing

a rehearsal or performance for

nearly a year and a half, she felt

the need of a rest.

Oscar Serlin asked her to con-

tinue after her contract expired,

but Miss Gish felt in need of a
vacation and Is now in Beverly

Hills. That explains why she is

not now in one of the 'Father*

companies, rather than any
question of her political views
in the present crisis.

'HELU $54,000

ON LA. RUN

Los Angeles. Aug. 26.

'Hellzapoppin* closed its engage-
ment at the Biltmore Saturday (23)

with over $30,000 in the till for the
last 10 days, giving the house a take
of $54,000 on the 18-day run in-

cluding a special Sunday (17) night
performance.
'Tobacco Road' came back to town

last night' (25) with advance sales
strong. 'Jump For Joy,* Duke El-
lington revue at the Mayan, con-
tinues getting $7,100 on seventh week
after $6,900 on sixth. 'Fun For the
Money,' new musical revue, relights
the Hollywood Playhouse on Sept. 1.

'Tobacco Road,' giving its 5,886th
performance, opened last night
(Monday) at the Biltmore with nice
attendance. Sharecropper drama's
cast is headed by John Barton as
Jeeter Lester. Others in cast include
Sara Perry, 'Vinnie Phillips, Robert
Rose, Sondra Johnson, Merryl

.
Boy-

den, William Bishop, Dick Lee, Lil-
lian Ardell and William Robertson.

Ton and Games' Goes

Over m London Bow

London, Aug. 26.

'Fun and Games,* which opened
at P*rincess Aug. 21, has been
described by critics as an excellent

popular musical.

New production well -liked by
opening night crowd.

Premieres
(Au0. 25-,Sept. 6)

'Quiet' Sounds Off
San Francisco, Aug. 26.

'Quiet Please' perked tip in its sec-
ond week here lor a good $6,100 at
Duffy's Alcazar, due to departure of
"'Anna Christie,' which was skim-
ming the cream 6t the pop price
trade at the Curran.

The Gentleman Came to Kill,' by
Ray Golden, at Assistance League
playhouse, Los Angeles.

The King's Maid,' by Ferenc Mol-
nar, at Bass Rocks theatre, Glouces-
ter, Mass. (25-30).

'Sorrow tor Angels,' by George
Donald Batson, with Ruth Chatter-
ton, at Brattle hall, Cambridge,
Mass. (25-30).

'Lend an. Ear,' revue by Charles
Gaynor, at Town Hall, Cohasset,

Mass. (25^30).

'Balalaika,* operetta by Eric
Maschwitz, George Posford and Eric
Grun, at St. Louis Muny Opera
(25-30) (American Preem).

•Mr. Wife,' by William Zehv and
A. B. Channon,- at Hunterdon Hills

playhouse, Jutland, N. J. t26-30).
'Off the Cob,' revue, at Starlight

theatre. Pawling, N. Y. (26-30).

'Dr. Brent's Household,' by Ed-
ward Percy, at Woodstock (N.Y.)
playhouse (28-31).

'Fun (or the Money,* revue with
sketches by Charles Sherman, music
and lyrics by Chet Forrest and Bob
Wright, at Playhouse, Hollywood
(28-6).

'Rnfus and His Wife,' by Philip G.

and Julius J. Epstein, at County the-
atre," SufTern, N. Y. (1-6).

The Good Neighbor,* by Jack L,

liCvin, at Stony Creek (Cdnn.) the
atre.(l-6).

It's All Done With Memos,' by
Laurence Cireene and Theodore Dib
ble, at Hilltop theatre, EUicott City,

Md. (2-6).

Talk Cat Load,' revue with sketch
es by Reuben Shipp, music by Al
Moss and Will Lorln, lyrics by David
Greggory, at Unity house, Forest
Park, Pa. (6).

Theatre Gnild Vague

On Revival of 'Jacket'

With Woollcott, Harpo

Plans for a Theatre Guild presen-
tation of 'The Yellow Jacket,* with
Alexander Woollcott and Harpo
Marx, as a subscription offering for

Broadway and the road are now
vague. It had been set for Broad-
way. Show was a tremendous box-
office click recently at Marblehead,
Mass., but was not so well regarded
as a New York revivitl prospect.

Woollcott, ordered by his phy-
sician to take an extended rest be-
cause of a heart condition, is sched-
uled lor lecture dates in November
and also has a tentative deal for a
radio series. Marx will take a
vaudeville unit on a tour of army
camps.
Despite the record-breaking busi-

ness done by "Jacket* at Marble-
head, the show only broke even for
the strawhat management, princi-
pally because of the budget for cast
names, including Fay Wray, Sex
O'Malley, Clarence Derwent and
others, besides three musicians.

Tourists, Cool Weather Help B way;

'Arsenic' Back to Capacity at

Engagements

Ella Logan, 'Crazy House.'
Helen FUnt, 'Theatre.'

Philip Tonge, 'Blithe Spirit.'

Gil Stratton, Jr., 'Best Foot For-
ward.*

Gina Malo, Gregory Peck, 'The
Doctor's Dilemma.*
Marguerite Namara, Robert Cra-

ven, 'Claudia' (Chicago company).
Dorrit Kelton, Doro Merando, G.

Albert Smith, Herbert Duffy, Guy
Sampsel, 'The More the Merrier.'

Merle Maddern, Ben Smith, Mor-
gan Farley, Kaye Brinker, 'The Dis-

tant City.*

Ruth Clayton, Three Diamonds,
Milton Watson, 'Viva O'Brien.'

Howard' St. John, Janet Fox,
Henry Levin, 'Two-Story House.'

Fischer Adopts Name

Of His Paris Nitery for

His N. Y. Revue Theatre

Clifford C. Fischer will probably
rename the 44th St. roof theatre,

N.Y., formerly the Nora Bayes, as

the Ambassadeur, a compromise on
his Les Ambassadeurs, Paris, which
Henry Lartigue now operates as a
joint venture, with Fischer. How-
ever, Les Ambassadeurs is a smart
cabaret-theatre. While Fischer's N.Y.
spot will be a theatre strictly.

It opens in October with a 10 p.m.
revue theatre policy. Marek 'Web-
er's and Codolban's orchestras will

officiate, and a name new to Broad-
way will emcee. He is being nego-
tiated for now. Monte Proser, who
pressagented Fischer's French Ca-
sino on Broadway, will probably re-

associate in this venture although
also retaining his interest in the
Copacabana, N.Y., nitery.

'EILEEN' KEEPS NIFTY

CHI PACE AT $11,000

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Town's single show, 'My Sister
Eileen,' continues at a constantly
improving pace, now that there is a
flock of convention and vacation
people in town. Cooling weather is

also b.o.' factor..

Came through in its 28th week in
the Harris to brilliant $11,000 and
indicates great strength for some
time yet. . Matinees remain a con-
tinued sellout.

'Father' Up to 16G, Del,

J)espite Transit Strike

Detroit, Aug. 26.
Soaring up in its final week 'Life

with Father' garnered an approxi-
mate $16,000 at the Cass to round
out its 12-week stay with- a flourish—
despite a local transportation strike.
Farewell week might have seen the
Dorothy Gish-Louis Calhern com-
pany hitting higher—ito the level of
opening weeks—had not the strike
put out all streetcars and buses and
put taxis and parking space at a
premium.
However, the final week's strong

gross placed the summer offering
here well over the $200,000 for its

run, which took in 120,000 customers.
Company now takes a month's vaca-
tion before starting coast-to-coast
tour, and house goes dark for week
uhtil 'Meet the People* comes In
Aug, 81.

•Native Son* Tops A.C.

Season at Big $9,000
Atlantic City, Aug. 26.

"Native Son,* with Canada Lee and
Anne Burr, grossed approximately
$9,000 for week ending Saturday (23)
at Garden Pier. This tops all local
legit b.o. receipts so far this season.
Four matinees were skedded for
week, but an extra one was added
Friday.

Al Jolson opens t o m o r r o w
(Wednesday) in 'Hold On to Your
Hats.' At close of this show Ben
Jacobson and Rube Bernstein, who
have been operating Garden Pier
theatre all summer, plan to close.

Current Road Shows
(Aug. 27-Sept. 6)

'Beantlfnl People'
—

'Windsor, Bronx,
N. Y. (2-7).

'Boys and Girls Together' (Ed
Wynn)—^Mosque, Newark (5-6).

'Flight to the West' (Isabel Jewell)
—Flatbusb, Brooklyn (27-31).

'Hellzapoppin'—Aud., Long Beach,
Cal. (27); Civic aud., San Jose, Cal.
(28); Mun. aud. Sacramento, Cal.
(29-30); Curran, San Francisco (31-

6).

'Hold on to Your Hats' (Al Jolson)
—Garden Pier, Atlantic City (27-30);
Shubert, Boston (1-6).

'Jump for Joy' (Duke Ellington)
—Mayan, Los Angeles (27-30).

'Man y/bo Came to Dinner' (Tay-
lor Holmes)—Central, (lledarhurst,

L. I. (27-31).

'Meet the People'—Cass. Detroit
(1-6).

'Mr. Biff'-Bushnell aud., Hartford,
Conn. (6).

•My Sister Eileen?—Harris, Chi-
cago (27-6).

'Native Son'—Windsor, Bronx,
N. Y. (27-31); Fiatbush, Brooklyn
(2-7).

The More the Merrier'-Maryland,
Baltimore (2-6).

The Wookey' (Edmund Gwenn,
Heather Angel)—National Washing-
ton (27-30); Ford's, Baltimore (1-6).

Tobacco Boad* (John Barton)

—

Biltmore, hos Angeles (27-6).

'Two for the Money' (Willie How-
ard) —Brighton, Brighton Beach,
N. Y. (27-31).

Two Story Hoase'—National,
Washington, (1-8).

'VUIsge Green' (Frank Craven)

—

Maryland, Baltimore (27-30).

Continued cool weather, plus the
seasonal pilgrimage of tourists to
New York, gave Broadway another
b.o. boost last week, pushing the
grosses to autumn levels. Potent
sign was the fact that attendance
was strong at matinees, normally
slim pickings during the summer
period. Three more shows join the
list next week, bringing the number
of offerings to 13. ,

Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

'Arsenic And Old Lace,' Fulton
(33d week) (C-938; $3.30). Comedy
hit bounced back to capacity for aU
performances; $16,600.

'Claudia,' Booth (28th week) (CD-
712; $3.30). Business took a marked
jump, particularly early in the week;
nearly $10,500.

'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden
(153d week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Also
advanced a trifle in the general
trend; around $16,500.

'It Happens on Ice,' Center (2d re-
peat engagement) (6th week) (R-
3,027; $1.65).' Skating spectacle
moved up again, registermg approxi-
mately $2,000 better; $25,000 esti-

mated.
'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (reopens

Monday, 1). Advance sale of more
than $12,000 reported for this Moss
Hart-Kurt Weill show, with Gert-
rude Lawrence alone remaining of
the cast leads.

'Life With Father,' Empire (93d
week) (CD-991; $3.30). Leaped again
nicely, notably on bigger takings for
the early-week performances; $14,-
100.

'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (35th
week) (CD-991; $3.30). General im-
provement also felt at this show;
$11,000; Shirley Booth due back in
lead part next Monday (I).

'Pal Joey,' Shubert (reopening
Monday, 1). - Rodgers-Hart musical
resuming for probably four weeks
before |oing on road; registered
healthy improvement to $11,500 for
final week at Barrymore.
'Panama Hattle,' 46th Street (43d

week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Cole Porter
show sold out six times during the
week, compared to three times the
previous semester; $24,500; Ann Bar-
rett succeeded BetTy Hutton this
week.
'Separate Booms,' Plymouth (74th

week) (C-1,107; $3.30). This long-
stayer .goes to the road the end of
next week; up a triflle last week to
$3,800; Anna Sten replaced 'Virginia
Smith.
The Corn Is Green,' National

(39th week) (D-1,162; $3.30). Marked
improvement again last week, con-
tinuing rise from midsummer low;
around $10,000; moves Sept. D to
Royale.

'Village Green,' Miller (opens next
Wednesday, 3). Carl Allensworth
comedy currently getting a Balti-
more break-in arrives next midweek.
'Watch on the Bhine,' Beck (21st

week) '(D-1,214; $3.30). Boost to
about $16,000 is plenty strong and
the anti-Fascist play is slated to stick
well into the new season.

'Red Miir Nifty 47G,

Sl L, Despite Rain

St Louis, Aug. 26.

Rain and threats of rain for four
nights hindered "The Red Mill' biz
at the Muny Opera here during the
week ending Sunday (24). Victor
Herbert operetta, nevertheless, ran
up a nifty $47,000.
It rained on both opening and

closing nights and threatened a
downpour on two other perform-
ances.

'Hellz' Retakes Upset N.Y.

Return of Olsen-Johnson
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Retakes and pickup shots on
'Hellzapoppin' at Universal retarded
the departure of Ole Olson and
Chic Johnson for New York, where
they are due for huddles with Lee
Shubert and Harry Kaufman about
their new Broadway musical tenta-
tively named 'Crazy Show.'
Extra work on the film delayed

the comics until Saturday.

'Hansel-Gretel' Revival
The Metropolitan is planning, a re-

vival of 'Hansel and Gretel' for

Christmas'^this season. . Opera, which
has not been given in a half dozen
years, will include Jean Dickenson
and Rise Stevens in the leads, and
Erich liCinsdorf in the pit.

Another planned revival at the

Metropolitan this comlnfg season
will be 'Elixir d'Amore,' which has
not been given since Tito Schipa,

Edith Fleischer and Ezio Pinza sang
it in 1934. Present casting calls for

Salvatore Baccalonl, Bruno Landi
and Bidu Sayao.
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Cut-Rating Has Been a f&g Factw

In B.O. Click of 'Separate Kwm
' The handling of 'Separate Rooms,'
which concludes a long, unexpected
run at the Plymouth, N. Y., within
the next two weeks, is regarded along
Broadway as a classic in cut-rating.

On Sept. 6, when the final perform-
ance will be played, the comedy,
which originated on the Coast, but
did not play Hollywood, will have
accomplished a stay of a year and
one-half, principally through the
Ekillful manner in which two-for-
one coupons were distributed.

An incredible number of bargain
slips were made available in every
Epot in the metropolitan district, fac-
tories, large and .small stores, in-

ftitutions getting bundles of ihe bar-
gain tickets from time to time. Ap-
proximate total of two-for-ones dis-

tributed was 17,300,000, no similar

campaign approaching that figure.

Percentage of slips handed into the
boxoffice where two tickets for the
price of one were purchased was
four-fifths of 1% during the first

year, with declining returns there-
after.

Kept Many Shows Lighted
It is known that a higher per-

centage of the. bargainers have given
some sustenance to the boxoffice,

especially when selected lists of

plants or persons are used. During
the depression the two-for-one prac-
tice kept a bunch of shows lighted

on Broadway. Some managers sent

out bales of two-for-ones over a
limited period of weeks, as high as

SOO.OOO being for one show, while
others distributed between 40,000 and
50,000. There is a set fee for plant-
ing the two-for-ones, ticketsellers

out of jobs ' handling the spotting,

while other persons devote full time
to the distribution. Two-for-ones are
rot restricted to New York, and in

week stands on the road, where such
distribution is resorted {o, percent-
age of returns has been more than
6<;i.

•Rooms' opened in Seattle, then
played San Francisco, Chicago and
Boston under the title 'Thanks for
My Wife' before it was renamed and
presented on Broadway. Play was
considerably handicapped not only
because of the title change, but in
being spotted in the Elliott theatre,
located on the fringe of the present-
day theatre zone. After considerable
changing and removal to the Mans-
field, 'Rooms' started to turn a
weekly profit.

Modest Operation
Being a one-set, short-cast play,

'Rooms' has a modest operating cost,
principal factor in its continuance.
Understood that it went into the red
for around $35,000, with Lee Shu-
bert buying in, before the upturn.
When the play vas again moved,
this time into the Plymouth, busi-
ness improved and for a consider-
able stretch the grosses averaged $9,-
000 and better. At that level and less
'Rooms' has been making a goodly
net, both for the show and house,
where it spanned the season and a
second summer.
'Rooms' boasted of three names,

Alan Dinehart, Lyle Talbot and
Glenda Farrell. Latter has with-
drawn and Anna Sten took over the
femme lead on Sunday (24) and
will tour with the show. Several
names appeared originally as pre-
senter^but some were dropped from
the billing. Bobby Crawford has
made the presentation since.
Another switch in management

has recently been effected, and Ben
Stein, who has been general flian-
ager, will present 'Rooms' on ;he
road. Stein recently inaugurated the
idea of paying 75% of salaries in
cash and 25% in.defense bonds. That
plan is still being continued, with
the actors reported to be well sat-
isfied, as i' insures their saving an
appreciable percentage of their earn-
ings.

,

Interstate Sets Bigger

Name Road Season
Dallas, Aug. 26.

Interstate circuit will present more
road legit shows next year than they
have in three years.

"

Katharine Cornell in Shaw's 'The
Doctor's Dilemma,' slated for Christ-
mas at the Majestic, Fort Worth, is

among the chain's toppers. Other
road shows lined up that will be dis-
tributed over Interstate are 'Hold
On to Your Hals' (AI Jolson), Janu-
ary; 'There Shall Be No Nighf (Lynn
Fontanne-AIfred Lunt), November;
.'Boys and Girls Together' (Ed
Wynn), March; 'My Sister Eileen,'

March.

Hogan, Dogaii m N. Y.

For London Raid Play

James P. Hogan, Metro director,

and Tom Dugan, film actor, are cur-

rently in New York to arrange
Broadway production of their new
play, 'London Nocturne,' which deals

with events in an air raid shelter
during a bombing attack on the
British capitol.

Understood the Theatre Guild Is

one of the managements considering
the show.

LEGITIMATE 51

NEW HAVEN STARTS

WITH ABBOn SHOW

CORN' TO EXIT

N.Y. THEATRE

AFTER ROW

As a result of a scrap between
Herman Shumlin . and the manage-
ment of the National theatre, N.Y,,
"The Corn Is Green' will move Sept.
9 to the Royale, N.Y., a Shubert
house. National . Is an independent
thealre, owned by a bank and man-
aged by Harry G. Sommers.

Tiff occurred when Shumlin
learned yesterday (Tuesday) that
Sommers had. signed for the Maurice
Evans revival of 'Macbeth' to oc-

cupy the National in November for

eight weeks, forcing him to find

some other location for 'Corn' at that
time. He immediately gave Sommers
two weeks' notice, effective Sept. 8.

Shumlin tentatively planned to

keep the show at the National until

the Christmas holidays and then
send it on an extensive road tour.

Gene Kelly to Coast For

Pictnre After Directing

Abbott Show's Dances

Gene Kelly, who Is staging the
dances for George Abbott's new
musical, 'Best Foot Forward,' will

continue briefly in the title part of
the producer's other show, 'Pal Joey,'

when it reopens with a matinee per-
formance Monday (1) at the
Shubert. However, (Jeorge Tapps
will take over the role in a week or
so and continue it for the balance of

the New York engagement and on
tour.

Dancer will be busy with the 'Best

Foot' staging assignment until the

show's New York opening, scheduled
for Oct. 1 at the Ethel Barrymore,
after a Philadelphia tryout. He then
goes to the Coast on a picture con-

tract. First assignment isn't defi-

nitely set, but he has been told it

may be the next Alfred Hitchcock
picture for David O. Selznick. It's

slated to go into production about
Nov. 1.

Kelly last week succeeded John
Lonergan as dance stager for 'Best

Foot.' It made him the second new-
comer to get a dance directing as-

signment on Broadway this season.

Other is Charles Walters, who with
his former dancing partner, Dorothy
Fox, will stage the dances for 'Let's

Face It,' new Cole Porter musical to

be presented by Vinton Freedley-W.
Horace Schmidlapp and Richard

Krakeur. Walters staged the dances

for one previous musical, the Dennis

King show which folded on the road

last season before getting to New
York.

New Haven, Aug. 26.

Sfiubert theatre legit season gets
under y/ay here Sept 11 with preem
of George Abbott's musical, 'Best
F^oot Forward* (formerly 'Young
Man's Fancy'). Show is in for three
days.

House is under new management
thia season, a corporation headed by
Morris Nunes having taken a long'

term lease on theatre operated by
the Shuberts since its erection 26
years ago. Leonard Sang is in from
New York as manager, succeeding
E. D. Eldridge, who has represented
the Shuberts locally for over 25
years.

Following the Abbott show, 'Ar
senic and Old Lace' comes in for

three days (IS-IS); then Gladys
George In 'Distant City' (19-21). Al
Jolson's 'Hold On to Your Hats' is

set for Sept. 25-27, and Katharine
Cornell is due in 'The Doctor's Di
lemma' Oct. 2-4. Vinton Freedley's
production of 'Let's Face It' comes
In Oct. 9-11.

Amofig shows pencilled are the

New York company of 'Hellzapop-

pin,' tentatively set Oct. 6-8; Mau-
rice Evans in 'Macbeth/ Oct. 23-25;

and Eddie Cantor's 'Banjo Eyes,'

Nov. 6-8.

House will operate primarily on a
legit policy but will fill In - with
vaude and name bands, also oper-
ating Sundays, a 'condition that did
not prevail previously.

Herman Bemie's Prod.

Herman Bernie plans a Broadway
production of a comedy provoked by

the goings-on at a woman's milk

farm. Robert Marko is the author.

Bernie plans an early-winter pro-

duction.

'Fat of the Land' is the title.

LATER BOW IN

PHILLYTHAN

EXPEQED

Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Philljr's legit season doesn't get thb
August opening gun mentioned for
it, and first show will be approxi-
mately two weeks later than last

year's initialer.

TTie Wookey' (Edgar Selwyn) pre-
viously called "They Fought at Ar-
ques,' switched from here to Wash-
ington for its opening, and now the
curtainraiser will be Katharine Cor-
nell's revival of 'The Doctor's Di-

lemma' at the Forrest op Sept. 8. It

is strictly a one-week booking, with
the new George Abbott musical, for-

merly 'Young Man's Fancy,' now
'Best Foot Forward,' definitely sked-

ded for the 15th after a three week
break-in in New Haven.
Locust will also start the 1941-42

season in September but dates are

not officially announced. 'Johnny
Belinda' is mentioned but so is 'Sep-

arate Rooms.'
The Erlanger can definitely be

counted out of legit bookings this

season. Overflow of bookings might

mean either the Walnut, rehabili-

tated last year for 'Life With Father,'

or the Shubert, mentioned for bur-

lesque until chorine shortage was
given as reason for postponement,

would get some of the legiters.

Record Number of Strawhat

Tryouts Slated for Broadway;

Dozen Set, Formerly Just a Few

Selznick Sets Hardwicke

To Stage, Act m Strawbat

Santa Barbara, Cal., Aug. 26.

Sir Cedr}c Hardwicke has signed
with David O. Selznick to direct and
play the part of Gefieral Burgoyne
in Hie Devil's Disciple,' to be pro-
duced here at the Lobero theatre,

starting about Sept 15 as one of the
Selznick strawhat shows.

It will be Hardwicke's first ap-
pearance on the stage in several sea-

sons. Film player Alan Marshal
will also have a part.

'ARSENIC ROAD

UNIT IN N.H.

REOPENER

Road company of 'Arsenic 'and Old

Lace,' which played an engagement

In Chicago last spring, reopens Sept.

15 at the Shubert, New Haven, for a

three-day engagement Then goes to

Hartford, Schenectady, Syracuse,

Buffalo, Ithaca and Rochester, N. Y.,

before opening an extended run Sept.

29 at the Plymouth, Boston.

Rehearsals start Tuesday (2) with
Jack Whiting replacing Clinton
Sundberg, Forrest Orr succeeding
Herbert Corthell and Augie Adams
for Helen Twelvetrees. Erich von
Stroheim, Laura Hope Crews and
Effie Shannon will again have ' the

leads.

Original company again went to

capacity business at all perform-
ances last week at the Fulton, N. Y.,

and is apparently headed through the

fall and winter. No cast changes
are contemplated. , Boris Karloff,

who got out of a Columbia picture

commitment this summer to remain
with the show, may have to All the

assignment next spring, but that's

merely tentative.

Dodie Smitb's New Play

Carmel, Cal., Aug. 26.

Dodie Smith, author of 'Call It a

Day,' 'Dear Octopus'- and other

plays. Is working on a new comedy-
drama of unrevealed title, which
she expects vto have completed in

time for fall Broadway production.

Dwight Deere Wiman, who pro-

duced 'Call It a Day' and 'Octopus,''

will probably get first look at it

Amiie Doesn't Unzip Anpore

Corio Refuses to Revert to Her Burley as Per Legit

Mgr.'s Demand

Charles Harris will be company
manager for George Abbott's new
musical, 'Best Foot Forward.' Sid-

ney Harris (no relation) is with

'Pal Joey.' Carl Fisher remains
Ab'">»f's general manager.

Ann Corlo, who thought she had

given up burley when she left 42d

street for strawhats, discovered last

week that the opinion is fiot unani-

mous. Manager of the Brighton

theatre,- Brighton Beach, N. Y., de-

manded she take-it-off in the third

act of The Barker,' in which she

was appearing there. She vetoed

the idea, which led to threats of

charges and countercharges before

Equity until the actors' union step-

ped In arid, said Miss Corio was a

respected member of that body and

didn't hi>ve to peel if sHe didn't

want to. That ended the disoute but

not the hard feelincs between
Brighton manager Edward Gold-

ber" ?nd the cast
Goldberg had warned Miss Corio

she was going to have to un^.io at

Brighton, which Is hard by Coney
Island, when she was aopearing at

Ms Central theatre, Ced^i'-hurst L.

I., the previous week. She m^ln-
tain<^ she was throuch with that

to "Barker.' Which gave Goldberg
time to prepare for other measures
at the opening Tuesday (19) nicht

He Imported another stripeuse.

Marcelita, from Coney Island.

William Harrigan, in the Utle role

of The Barker,' figuring Goldberg
was only trying to embarrass Miss
Corio. refused to follow instructions

by going off script and introing
Marcelita. Gal came on stage
stood there a moment like an un-
decided fawn and then followed
Miss Corio Into the wings. She was
on hand again Wednesday, but
Equit.v stepped in to save the day
and she never did get her '•hance.

Mi« Corlo. Inclde"tjillv. fl>o,<:

tVe Coast Sept 15 for' her initial

film appearanre. She's to et'T—)p

a sarong—In 'SwarpD Wrnian.' brine
nroduced by Geori»e Merriok fnd
Max Alpxander for Producpri I'e-

i<;aiinfi Corp, She ret"rn.<> e"-«
S to he'''n re*"»Jir'!?l.'! for a '"r .)r>

'White Car<»o' uni^er .<;'>o''>;'^r''^i» r'

Artdls and Rorke in association w'**-

Record number of strawhat tryouta
are scheduled for Broadway presen-
tation this season. One opens next;
week, one the following week and
several others are in active prepara-
tion. -Total of about a dozen are on
various production schedules for
New York during the fall and win-
ter. Previously there have been
only a handful in any one season.

Next week's opening is 'Village
Graen,' Carl AUensworth's comedy,!
which Dorothy and JuUan Olneyi
and Felix Jacoves tested early thlji

summer at their Ridgeway theatre,^
White Plains, N. Y. Frank Craven^
was starred and haa the same spot!
in the current production, which is
currently playing a break-in week at
the Maryland; Baltimore. Broadway,
opening is slated for Wednesday (3)C
at the Henry Miller.

'Two Story House,' comedy-meller
by Parker Fennelly, was tried out
this summer at the Bass Rocks thea-;
tre, Gloucester, Mass. Brock Pem-:
berton is giving it a preliminary road
run, opening Monday night (1) at
the National, Washington, and wiU
preem it Sept 9 at the Morosco,
N. Y.

'Mis' Nellie of N'Orleans,' oldie re-i
vival with Grace George, played try-'
outs earlier in the summer at Stock-i
bridge and Gloucester, Mass., and',
will be presented by William A,!
Brady at his Playhouse, N. Y., In the
fall if next week's engagement at
Westport Conn., indicates the piece
has boxoffice pull.

Gordon's Operetta
Max Gordon is definitely slated to'

do the operetta, 'New Orleans,':
which was first produced early in',

the summer at the St. Ixiuis Muny
Opera. John Van Druten's 'Behold!
We Live,' presented some years ago
in London and last week at Dennis,'
Mass., with Gertrude Lawrence and ^

Philip Merivale, for the first time in-'
the U. S., is a possibility on Dwighti
Deere Wiman's slate.

!

The Ingrid Bergman revival of^
'Anna Christie,' done recently on th»i.
Coast and playing next week at -Ma-i
plewood, N. J., may be presented forj
a tour by Cheryl Crawford and John
Wildber/?. So may 'The Hot Mikado,''
with Bill Robinson, which also waa
revived last week at Maplewood.
'Western Union, • Please,' by; ;

Frances Goodrich and Albert Hack-^
ett, was tested this summer at the!
Paper Mill playhouse, Millburn, N. J,-
with Charles Butterworth starred.!
Aldrich & Myers may bring It to'
Broadway in -the fall.

Jean Muir and Sanford Melsner!
have tenUtive New York plans for!
Rufus and His Wife,' the Philip G.i
and Julius J. Epstein comedy whichj
Ihey will try out at the Suffernl
(N. Y.) strawhat next week. Alsoi
Alexander Greendale's 'Walk Into'
My Parlor,' playing various strawhat l

tune-up dates, is scheduled fori
Broadway in the fall by Lutheri
Greene. , r

David O. Selznick has indicated on!
the Coast that he will present hii
current Santa Barbara (Cal.) try-!
out 'Lottie Dundass,' with Geraldlne't
Fitzgerald, in New York this season-
if he can get suitable revisions,;
Stewart Chanen and Dimetrios Vllan'
likewise have tentative plans for pro- i

duction of Theresa Helburn's 'Little l

Dark Horse,' which Lawrence Lang-;
ner and Armina Marshall preemed at

'

Westport this summer.
There Is still talk of a Broadway

presentation of 'La Belle Helene,' tho^
swing version of the Offenbach op-

'

eretta tried at Westport early in the
summer.

Kruger Steps Prom WB
'Animal' to Stage Version

San Francisco, Aug. 26.
Otto Kruger Jumps out of his role

in Warners' production of 'The
Male Animal' Into the lead of Henry.
Duffy's stage version at the Alcazar?
here Sept 8.

[

With Kruger will be Robert Scott i

of the original New York company.;

4

!, 1

Boff Tees OS Sept. 18 {

Buffalo, Aug. 26. i-

.
.
Erlanger will open local legit sea-

;

son Sept. 18 with Cornelia Otis Skliwi
ner in Somerset Maugb^'s Thea-!
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BALALAIKA
(AMERICAN PREMIERE)

St. Louis, Aug. 25.
Play with niuNlr. In tlirct' aciM (nine

Bcoiu*.**). bt'iil! iintl lyrics by lOric Mnsfhwlt?:.
niuHlc liy liciH'KC PtiRfoi-O iinil Uornnn) Griin.
SotlinK^, \\':ilM)t) ]lii|'ratl; chop uKr;iphy,
TllCdilur AiiulphUM. J^rcHcnlcd lit Muiilcllml
Opcrii, Kurcsl rnrk, .SI, Louis, .\utf. 'J.'i, '41.

Alcxcy Vii:'HlIyovllch Bitli LuHionre
Coliinpl lliiliiklicv Willhiiii O'.S'cal
Cooh'H Uutili* .T:iiiics I'dliick

Po.><lcnnl Seller IJiiillcy Harder
lira. Morrison 1-lelcn lliiyinonil
Rnndnll r. .^'.tt^rlsolt \'Jncciu Vornoii
Taxi Driver
Viirvara
Fedora
Madame Pclrova
Ib'or Serveraky .

.

Foilya
Nick I

Hasha
Lydhi Miimkov
Count Peter Karagln.
Prince KaraKin
Man lev

Professor Marakov
eiaRO Dlrei'tor
Call Uoy
Benlkov .Tack Dunohuo
Bergel AVIlllum Mercer
lat llcvolutlonary Lynwood Crowes
2nd. Revolutionary. .Frederick S\-hneidcr, ,Tr.

Premiere Ballerina Vivien Fay

.Edward Kniwll
Ijlhcl Taylor
Maryon Dale
Ituth t.'rhiin

Lcruy UuKch
.Kandolph Svmonette

William Lynn
VIoICL Carlson
Nancy .McCord

\rlhur Kent
. . I'^rederick Pcrs.son

Bnill Waclilcr
...Josciih Macautay

Wllllnm Meadcr
.Edwin Kleinp

American preem of 'Balalaika,'

produced in London five years ago,

was a click here tonight (Monday ^
but it is doubtful whether any pro-
ducer will risk the coin necessary
for another presentation because of
its filming a couple of years ago. An
all-time opening night record was
hung up wtven 10,800 jammed the
al fresco theatre in Forest Park and
paid an estimated $4,500.
Fine cast with a fine collection of

warblers and sock sets designed by
Watson Barratt helped the piece go
over. Nancy Mc(Jord, as Lydia,
Arthur Kent, as Count Peter Kara-
gin; Bob Lawrence and William
O'Neal carried the burden of the
signing chores to click. William
Lynn, diminutive comedian and
Violet Carlson, equally small, were
heavy socks on comedy, with Helen
Raymond, as the American traveler
scoring swell in a drunk scene.

Others in support who scored are-
Joseph Macaulay, Frederic Persson,
Ruth Urban, Ethei Taylor, Maryon
Dale, William Mercer and Jack
Donohue. Intricate terping routines
were cooked up by Al White, Jr.,
with Theodor Adolphus and the line
winning lots of palm-pounding for
their execution. Vivien Fay anii
Edward Caton won the mob with
their dance specialties.

Eric Maschwitz's original script,
which was changed a trifle for the
flicker, was easily recognized by
those who saw the picture version.
Libretto, dealing with the White
Russian era of pre-Revolutionary
days, then the post-v/ar days, has
retained much of the charm that
must have been part of the original..

5ahu.

LOTTIE DUNDASS
Santa Barbara, Cal., Aug. 26.

Drama In three acta (Ave aceneiu by Knid
Baftnold; presented by the David O. Selz-
nlck company at the Lobero theatre, Santa
Barbara, for Ave performances, opening
Aug. 21. '41; directed by. Vladimir S'oko-
lott; stars Qeraldlne Fllzfterald Tylth Dame
May Whitly and Joanna Roos: production
designed by Kate Drain Lawaon: sons com-
posed by Edward Llndaay-HoKg and Adrian
yanderhorst; mualc arranged and conducted
by David Raxin.
Cast: Oeraldlne Fitzgerald, Dome May

whitty, Joanna Roos. Clarence J. Straight,
Boyd Davis, Walter Williams, Norma Var-
oen, Bertram Tanswell, Pas Walker, Evan
Thomas. Ben Webster, Janan Evans, Faith
Brook, David Bacon.

Second summer play venture by
the David O. Selznick company at
the Lobero theatre could have stood
further tightening before opening.
Generous talents of Geraldine Fltz-
gerald, Dame May Whitty and others
1 the cast gave Tottie Dundass' an

NORMAN

HARRIS
and

SYLVIA

SHORE
_ Featat«d WUb

CEOBOE WmTE'S 6CAMDJUL9
Ulnneapolla—^Aiur. £9
THEN—ON TODB '

'
>

Usn^iKauntrWlL KENT '' '''

lT7a •Bmd#ay - Ktm rwfc

interesting debut before the elite of
Hollywood and Santa Barbara, but
because of the need for tighter writ-
ing it was a restless audience. £nid
Bagnold, author of 'National Velvet'
and 'Serena Blandish,' did her best
work on the second and third acts,

but can find plenty of polishing to do
in the first act to speed up the char-
acter establishment and get the play
'down to business.

concUiable as Molnar seems to sug-
gest, and whether it would be best
or even possible for one to merge
with the other is completely out of
ordinary. Thus, play faces unpre-
dictable future, testifying to author's
and producer's courage. Paul.

THE BEGGAR'S OPERA
(REVIVAL)

New Hope, Pa., Aug. 11.

rtnllad opera (new version). In three
acts <7 sconesj by Jolin (Jay; music ar-
ranged by Frederic Austin; settlogs, Itow-
nnl Day; stagInK and musical direction,
Lehman Kniiel; prescntwl by JHucIcr County

Plot is laid in a small English i Playhouse, .New Hope, Pn., Aug. ll
"

town and presents Miss Fitzgerald as ' " ' '
••-

Lottie Dundass, a girl who yearns to
.be an actress but is prevented by
illness. Neurotic creature also has a
streak of insanity, inherited from
her murderer father, now confined
to an asylum. She gets her oppor-
tunity when a travelling company
finds itself without a leading lady.
Lottie's friend talks the producer
into giving the girl a chance, but 10
minutes before curtain the troupe's
regular understudy appears. Lottie
strangles her in much the same fash-
ion as her father committed his
crime and makes her debut success-
fully. The murder is discovered by
her friend and mother, and the lat-
ter, when Lottie suffers a heart at-
tack brought on by the excitement,
withholds her medicine and Lottie
dies for the final curtain.

Miss Fitzgerald is splendid as the
strange girl, the play marking her
second appearance on the American
stage, having previously done 'Heart-
break House' for the Mercury The-
atre before entering pictures. Dame
May Whitty gives an assured per-
formance as the mother of Lottie.
Joanna Roos as Lottie's friend makes
the most of a strong part. Boyd
Davis, Norma Varden, Bertram Tans-
well, Pax Walker, Evan Thomas and
Janan Evans excellently contribute
the second act's comedy as members
of the travelling show company.
Faith Brook, daughter of Clive
Brook, is good as IiOttie's victim.
Others of the cast show well.

John Houseman and Alfred De
Liagre, Jr., produced for the Selz-
nick- Company, and Vladimir Soko-
lofl directed. Kate Drain Lawson
did the production design, achieving
a novel eftect in her treatment of
the backstage set.

THE KING'S MAID
Gloucester, Mass., Jtafe'.-'25:"

Dmma In two acts, by Fercnc Molnar.
Features Sam Jaffe, Teresa "Wright. Staged
by Oscar Serlln. setting by Ralph Alswang.
Presented by Martin Manulla end Henry
T^vln. In nsfiorlntlon with Oscnr Serlln, at
Uass Rocks theatre, Gloucester, Mass.. Aug.
2S. '41.

Ellzn Marilyn Ersklne
Anna Teresa Wright
Rosenbaum ...Sam Jaffe
Kts. Ballant Leslie BInghnm
Herman ; Knrl Maiden
Dr. Szllassey Duane McKInney
Lieut, of Gendarmes Edward Raquello
Gendarme Arthur Marlowe

{William Hughes
Jack Daley
Gilbert Saulllace

Jeannette Juliette Langdon

Eschewing theatrical artifice to

tell simple story of goodness and
faith, Ferenc Molnar has written
unusual play, one which may
represent moving religious experi-
ence to some onlookers and may
strike as thin drama. Controver-
sially . Inflammable to boot.

'Maid' hardly more than long one
acter with intermission, is about a
devout servant girl reared in con-
vent who tries to console ill-treated

Jewi^ peddler living in Hungarian
rooming housi. Recognizing Christ-
like kindliness in old man, played by
Sam Jaffe, Slavey (Teresa Wright)
reads to him from New Testament
and shows that unwittingly he has
been upholding precepts first ex-
pounded by Jesus. To Jaflee it

comes as revelation that poor and
downtrodden are encompassed by
Christ's love, and pride fills him that
the Great Prophet and teacher was
also a Jew.

Hungarian Christian community,
however. Will not allow the Jew to
claim' Christianity, and the maid's
fiance, angered by what he considers
presumptlousness, strikes the ailing
old man a mortal blow. Uncon-
ciously following in Christ's foot-
steps, Jaflee forgives his murderer
and lies that he himself provoked
injury by insulting name of the
Lord.
Molnar has writtei) with deep con'

viction, and the Oscar Serlin tryout
has been given benefit of flawless
performances by Miss Wright, who
justifles glowing predictions, and
Jaffe, investing humble role with
dignity. Duane McKinney, as doctor
attending dying Jew; Karl Maiden,
as fiance responsible for his death;
Edward Racquello, police intiuisitor
Leslie Bingham, the cynical land-
lady touched in spite of herself by
martyrdom, and Marilyn Erskine, as
her precociously mancrazy daughter,
as well « as lessers, all contribute
feelingly,- giving evidence of Serlin's
perceptive direction. Single Garret
interior is atmospheric.
Set against background of war.

just over the border in Poland,
maid's attempts to show pointless-
ness of theological and ideological
strife may stir-, up dissension, rais-
ing question, among Jews and Gen-
tiles whether faiths are basically re*

41.

Cn.sl: Jane rickens, Waller Cassel. llleh-

ard Hale. ICdIth KIiik, Wulliiee Acton, Dor-
othy Johnson, Itorjerl Challeiier. Curt Con-
way, Jnines Gregory, Zonia Porter, Car-
men Gagllnrdl, Otio llulett. John Harrold,
Samuel Uff, David Weiss. Mitchell Agruss,
Garry Davl:., lloUert Sliaw, Sieve Jlroily,

Emily Buckley. Inez Harris, llerniee Sher-
man, Vivian Hloeh. Josephine .Silver, Ruth
Frcmonl, Kloanor Knapp, Shirley IJrown,
Julia Huffman, Margaret Wallace.

Eighteenth century classic, given
a smooth and integrated production
—which this one isn't—should stand
up well as a novelty revival in the
strawhats or similar legit showings.

Maybe Lehman Engel, who staged
the show in addition to taking care
of the musical end, was bending over
backwards trying to prove that a
musician can have just a» much ^e-
atre sense as a Broadway director.
At any rate, he's filled John Gay's
lusty old comedy with too much
irrelevant, distracting and corny
business. But it takes more than
poor direction to murder a good
property, and when the actors stand
still long enough for the audience to
hear a few lines, or a song or two,
the bawdy old opus clicks.

Plot concerns the adventure of
Macheath, the highwayman, pursued
by Polly Peachiim and Lucky Lockit,
who both want to marry him, and
by the lassies' parents, who want to
turn him in for the reward. Charac-
ters are among the coarsest set of
trulls, vixens and sneakthieves in
dramatic literature, but it's all done
with a light touch—or should be

—

and makes for good, dirty fun. Book
is replete with off-color lines; it

registered as well at Bucks County
as it did in London in 172B.

Score was compiled back then by
one Dr«Pepusch, and rearranged by
Frederic Austin for Nigel Playfair's
London revival, which ran ^or a long
stretch in . the '20s. It's still fine
listening, fresh and tuneful and with
mweu.y.ocye. tbaj> .the music .Kurt
Weill wrote for his 'Threepenny
Opiera' version, seen briefly on
Broadway in '33.

Cast is mostly snowed under by
the direction, but Jane Pickens, as
Polly, shines like a good deed in a
naughty world and had the talent
scouts on their ears opening night.
A looker with a flne voice, she has
complete command of a difficult

style and part. Walter Cassel man-
ages to turn Macheath into a stooge
by his lack-luster performance and
Richard Hale, Edith King and Wal-
lace Acton ham unforgivably. Next
to Miss Pickens, Dorothy Johnson
and Curt Conway get the best re-
sults by playing their parts straight
Shirley Brown, as Lucy Lockit
shows ' |>romise as a singing and
dancing comedienne, but her Martha
Raye Imitation doesn't belong. The
chorus is sloppy and amateurish both
vocally and dramatically. Settings
by Howard Bay are in the groove.

SORROW FOR ANGELS
. Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 25.

Comedy drama In three acts, four scenes,
by George Batson. .Itars Ruth Chatterton;
features Barry Thomson. Staged by "Wylle
Adams, settlngfl by Andrew Mack. Pre-
sented by Cambridge &\immer Theatre <Lec
Falk and John Huntington) at Brattle Hall,
Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 2fi, '41; $l.es top.

Stanley Corwln .-..Wilson Lchr
Mllly Marjorle Pcgge
Ernest Mordaunt Robert E. Perry
Angola Mordaunt Helen Gillette
Margaret Mordaunt Ruth Hermnnacn
Kent Wallace Robert Wilcox
Carrie Nina Wontworth
Clnlre Fenwick Ruth Chatterton
Waldo J. Corwln William Mendrck
Dennis Rjardon Bart>' Thomson

'Sorrow for Angels' is Joy for
Ruth Chatterton, but sad news as a
b.o. prospect While George Bat-
son's Writing gives of" a bright glow
in spots, he has an eminently un-
original plot. He merely sketches
his characters and passes the buck
to the players.
Eveiv with a more proficient cast

'Sorrow' would go limp.
Cast as a zippy, truant wife re-

turning from 18 prodigal years in
Europe to look over the old camp-
ing grounds in a stiff, starch Con-
necticut homestead. Miss Chatterton
affords some very pleasing theatrical
moments. Equally good when ban-
tering with her spineless husband,
sparring with his sour, disapproving
sister, or keeping her- distance from
flirtatious gentry on a weekend
visit, %he far exceeds the vehicle.

Star has a brief, sobby scene when
she deals out advice to her 18-year-
old daughter, but her lighter se-
quences are so much more enjoyable
that she leaves a good over-all Im-
pression. It takes no sage to figure
out that the prodigal wife won't re-
turn to the fold, that her daughter
will not repeat her mistake, but
marry the writer itistead of the old
family businessman.
The character of Waldo Corwln,

Which Batson merely introduces

here,' as played by' William Mendrek,
is a very llkeabla middle-aged sport,

hamstrung by a stralght-Iaced son.
Mendrek provides much of the fun
and easily stands out in the support-
ing lineup. Ruth Hermanson
breathes quit* a bit of life into the
snippy sister character, and Robert
Perry carries on well enough as the
husband who lacks the fizz of the
Scotch-and-sodas he drinks. Wilson
Lehr and Kent Wallace do well
enough as the losing and winning
suitors for the daughter's hand,
while Barry Thomson is under par
as a gay-dog Irishman sweeping
Miss Chatterton off her feet. Most
unfortunate casting is Helen Gil-
lete as the ingenue.

Direction of Wylie Adams is

noticeably better than usual for a
strawhat such as this, posi'ibly ex-
plained by the note that Miss Chat-
terton supervised production. Fox.

Walk Into My Parlor
Glen Rock, N. J., Aug. 20.

Drama In three acta by Alexander Creen-
dnlc; pro<Iuced and stagod by I.ulher
Greene; settings, Mordecal Gorellk; at Glen
Rock Playhouse, Glen Rock, N. J., Aug. 18,
'41; $l.CS top.

Theresa Roslna Galll
Carmella .\mella Romano
Illo... Silvio MIncIotll
Salvatore Guy Tliomnjan
OIno Nick Conto
Gmee Hnrtense Alrten
Nick Robert Simon
I,uIr1. . .., .Toscph ne.Snntls
Hn^e

, .Hlldegnrde Hnllldny
Aurora..: Itachel' MInclottI
Dndlsh Joseph Julian

Phy Out of Town

THE WOOKEY
Washington, Aug. 25.

Drama In three acts (live s<-cnesj by
Froderlck Hazlitt Brennan; staged by Rob-
ert U. Sinclair; settings, Jo Miclzlnrr; pre-
sented by Edgar Selwyn at the National
7'hentre, Washington, D, C, week of Aug.
23, -41.

Ernie Wookey (George Sturgeon or
t Charles Gorman

Aunt Gen Carol Goodner
Mrs. Wookey Norah Howard
Primrose Wookey Heather Angel
Constable Simpson Henry Mowbray
Walt Olbbs.. Nell Fitzgerald
Mr. WodUey Edmund Gwenn
Bury McSwIggln Horace McN'ally
t'liusln Hector Victor Boecroft
Mt. Archibald Byron Ruh.-4ell

A. R. P. Warden Roland Bottomly
Dr. Lewlsliohn Everett Ripley
l-'Irst Roy Allen Slmw
Second Itoy ....Gilbert Russell
Third boy John Moore
Fli-Hl Girl Grace Collins
Second Girl Cora Snilili

The Vack I,»dy Olive Rceves-Smlth
'I'he Curate : S'ean Dillou
Flrst-Ald Man Harry Sotliern
Messenger Allen Slmw
Subaltern Gilbert Russell
Colonel Glenn Charles Frnncia
Navvies (John Trevor

(Milton Bluiuenlhal

After a stormy week at Sayvllle,
L. I., summer theatre, where play
aroused irate citizens to call in the
police to stop 'indecent' performance,
Luther Greene brought 'Walk Into
My Parlor' to Glen Rock, N. J., Play-
house for another week of break-in
prior to scheduled Broadway open-
ini; in the early fall.

Reception In Long Island caused
Greene to preface first curtain with
plea that all customers with weak
stomachs apply for immediate refund
at boxoffice, rather than go flouncing
out during the play. Producer called
'Walk' a realistic slice of life as lived
by certain Italo-Americans in Chi-
cago, with no intent-to shock or trade
on blue appeal. Speech, while
shrewd showmanship -since it glued
audience to the chairs, seemed
scarcely necessary, for play, although
realistic enough, raised hardly a sin'
gle New Jersey eyebrow.
Author Alexander >Greendale was

ore of iirst recipients of Dramatists
Guild fellowship in playwriting,
given for 'Walk Into My Parlor,' in-
dicatine committee was on its toes
when It made the award. Play is

tense, dramatic, and trenchantly
written study of Italians in America
struggling to eke out a meagre ex-
istence.

Production Is first rate, with
Greene's direction getting most oul
of the tense momenta. A bit of re-
writing might not hurt in occasional
scenes where dialog becomes a bit
pompous, but otherwise Broadway
chances are fairly good. Picture
possibilities, however, are limited be-
cause of specialized appeal of sub-
ject matter and censorship difficul'
ties.

Rosina Galll is standout in excel'
lent cast, giving warmth to the es-
sentially unsympathetic role of
Mama Sorelli, unusual characteriza-
tion for this type of play. Nick Conte
also Impresses as Gino, although his
Group Theatre posturings become a
bit tiresome as the play goes on. Guy
Thomajan is inaudible at the begin-
ning, but works into likeable char-
acterization as the dumb, but honest,
Salyatore, Hildegarde Halliday, from
radio and revues, on for hilarious bit
In the second act as gabby daughter
of the Sorellis. is socle comedv bit in
otherwise serious play. Others in
the cast Robert Simon, Hortense
Alden, Silvio Minciottt, Amelia Ro-
mano, Joseph DeSantls, Rachel Min-
ciottl and Joseph Julian, all give
good accounts of themselves.

Mordecal Gorelik's set makes strik-
ing first impression, but closer in-
spection reveals some curious angles;
for example, part of the kitchen is

shown onstage, but the rest of it, to
judge from view through stage win-
dow, either doesn't exist or rests on
thin air.

Denham in N. Y. With
New Broadway Script

Reginald Denham,- co-author of

'Ladies in Retirement' and 'Suspect,'

returned to New York by auto from
the Coast last week with the com-
pleted script, of a new play for pos-
sible fall Broadway production. He
hasn't revealed the title or subject
matter, but the scene is understooti
to be New 'York, the first time he
has localed a play in the U. S. He
hasn't decided whether to produce it

himself or turn it over to someone
else.

Playwright went to the Coast last
spring to collaborate with Garrett
Fort on the screen treatment of
'Ladles' for Lester Cowan. The"
completed picture Is scheduled for
release by Columbia in October.
Denham has another picturg deal in
the works.

Frederick Hazlitt Brennan has
conceived an excellent theatrical
character in 'The Wookey,' but, at
this moment at any rate, he hasn't
developed the character sufficiently.

He has something, definitely, in his
portrait of a Cockney tugboat cap-
tain, who : rails at his Government
but finally' takes part in the war.
That something, however, isn't

brought to the fore clearly in 'The
Wookey.' Formerly titled They
Fought at Arques,' 'The Wookey' is

being backed by Metro^ with which
producer Edgar Selwyn is associ-
ated. Brennan received $30,000 from
M-G as advance royalties on film and
stage -rights,

Brennan's play is acted splendidly
by Edmund Gwenn, Heather Angel,
Carol Goodner, Norah Howard, Hor-
ace McNally and a number of others.
It has been provided a handsome
physical mounting by- Jo Mielziner.
And directed with understanding by
Robert Sinclair. But it talks in-
cessantly long after it has established
its point—that the Briton will be
brave. With a new, or at least a
refurbished, third act, one designed
to end the chatter when the in-
tended stage of character develop-
ment l&M achieved, play should be
highly tiramatic.

(ientral figure, "The Wookey,' cer-
tainly Is one ai'diences will love and
admire. A tough, independent Cock-
ney tugboat captain is Wookey, one
who is fed to the teeth with his Ooy-
ernment's wishy-washy attitude. At
the outset he isn't going to join that
government in any blarsted war that
could have been avoided if Downing
street had listened to him and shown
a firmer hand a few years pre-
viously.
This is about the extent of the

first-act exposition, which also could
do with a bit of doctoring. It winds
up with 'The Wookey' in trouble
with his Government because, v^ith

a sneer for its belated interest In his
safety, he has lost most of the family
gas masks and given his shelter to a
neighbor.
Second act is the one that moves,

dramatically and physically. Turn-
ing a deaf ear to a broaticast plea
for boats to send reinforcements to
France, "The Wookey' only crosses
the channel to Dunkerque when he Is
told by his sister-in-law that her
husband needs rescuing. After 17
trios, one with a disabled British de-
stroyer in tow, Mr. Wookey returns
to have his tug libeled be(:aiise he
owes a bill for gasoline and oil. This
Is what arouses him to the point of
sendlne off a curt letter to Winston
Churchill. In the midst of his dic-
tation there is an air raid which paps
an incendiary bomb through a win-
dow and right into the Wookey par-
lor. That's eoing to startle audleiices
no end. Clirriax of the 'Tetter caj)s
the scene, Mr. Wookev ending his
complaint by offering his service?.
The raid which opens the third

act leaves the Wookey home in the
IJondon dock area in shambles, with
Mrs. Wookey dug from the debris as
the family's first Hitler victim. "The
Wookey' is fighting a war on two '

fronts by this time, still stubbornly
shouting against the Government's
management of the war effort, while
doing his bit.

All of this, however, could be
pointed toward more telling dra-
matic effect, perhaps, with British-
German confltct made a more per-
sonal affair of Mr. Wookey's. His
central character seems the sort who
would go out and throw rocks at
bombers breaking his windows with
incendiaries.

Still 'The Wookey' is not beyond
aid, for the Gwenn. performance in
the title role is topnotch. He has a
lot of play to carry, but he man-
ages to do it. Others, with no ex-
ceptions, lend sturdy support, whip-
ping off Brennan's rich Cockney
witticisms easily—more easily after
the listeners' ears are tuned to the

Technically 'The Wookey' is a
superb piece of workmanship. Miel-
ziner's four sets are realistic to a
high degree and completely effective.
Same can be said for the elaborate
sound and lighting effects which are
used to .enghieer several air r?ids
during the course of the action. Mac.
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Broadway

Nate Blumbergs' 22d anniversary
celebrated on the Coast Sunday (24).

Jack Schlaifer checked in. as Ed-
ward ^mall's eastern rep oh Friday

(22).

The John Hoots (Margaret Mullen)
have moved back in town Irom Wil-
ton, Conn.
AI Rosen, Loew's State manager,

never did get his rest, a civil suit

holding him in town.
Arthur Heinemann, reader in Par-

amount's story departrfient, sold a
short-short story to Liberty.

Jerry Rosen, the Broadway tailor.

Is going very chi-chi with penthouse
quarters on Madison avenue.
Dick Condon's 2%-year-old daugh-

ter recuping nicely after emergency
appendix op last Friday (22).

Max Meth signed to direct new
Cole Porter (Vinton Fi-eedley) mu-
sical. Rehearsals start Sept. 8.

Marian Baldwin, Gabriel Pascal's

aide, a guest over a recent week-
end of Mrs. Roosevelt at Hyde Park.
Dorothy Lovett, RKO contract

player, back to the Coast by plane
Saturday (23). Called to Providence
by death of her father.

Late theatrical attorney Maurice
Goodman's daughter, Susan, en-

gaged to Lieut. Richard M. Rossbach,
last with Lazard Freres.

Sherman (Stork Club) Billingsley

has gag cards printed up reading:
'Confidentially, our competitors are a

bunch of blanketyrblanks.'
Rudy Vallee trying to sell his lodge

at Lake Kezar, Lovell, Me., as he
plans to make his permanent home
in Hollywood henceforth.
Maestro Harry Salter summoned

back hastily from Canada, curtailing

his vacation, in order to confer with
agencies on fall radio deals.

George D. Lottman still laid up at

his Hotel Roosevelt suite. His fam-
ily came in to be with the publicist,

giving up their Miami Beach home.
Stella linger returns to N.Y. Sun-

day (24) after three weeks in Holly-
wood to resume- her weekly broad-
casts on NBC Wednesdays at 6:30.

, Wally Downey planed to Mexico
City, thence to Panama and Ha-
vana, and back in N. Y. in 10 days.
Lining up Latin talent for the U. S.

Bob and Betty Wade succeed Mari-
bel Vinson and Guy Owen Sept. 12
at the Hotel New Yorkers' ice revue;
latter going to the Coast on a picture
commitment.
Moss Hart liked his makeup so

much as Beverlv Carlton in 'The
Man Who Came to Dinner,' at New
Hope, Pa., he's now wearing a Mc-
Cov mustache.

Eddie Sherman scrams back to the
Coast Thursday night (28) with Ab-
bott and Costello from Boston, the
comedy team closing their p.a. tour
at the RKO Boston.
Rodney Bush, head of 20th-Fox

publicity, much better after long
siege of illness which kept him home
nearly two months. Due back on
job early next month.
Leonard Lyons, N. Y. Post col-

umnist, back from Mexico City va-
cash, and reports that the tourists
are .so heavy they're camping out
virtually through lack of proper ac
commodations.

Irving Zussman and hfs Hurricane
syndicate have taken over the
Beachcomber in the Winter Garden
Bldg. since Monte Proser vacated it

major play over Australian Broad-
casting Commission's national net-
work. Pic bows into Sydney at
Met's Liberty on long-run bid this
month.

at

Aostralia
By Erki Gorriek

Far Eastern war threat slows show
trade somewhat.

Adelaide newspapers cutting out
amusement ads by 60%.

U. S. melodies r- lein the most
' popular at dance halls here.

Lack of imported talent zeroed
winter concert season over here.
Dorothy Thompson, U. S. column-

ist, most aired .speaker this zon» via
BBC.

Drastic petrol rationing Is crip-
Pl'ne:,tourinn shows throughout the
vanotas Aussie sectors.

'Gone' (M-G) still okay in second
year at minor-capacity house, the
Sydney (Greater Union). ^

Maurice Silverstein, Singapore rep
of Metro, is to wed Betty Bryant,
Aussie star of '40,000 Horsemen' (U).
Gordon Ellis, g.m. of British Em-

pire Films, announces that Mono-
gram is sinking frozen coin into war
bonds.
Metro bringing in 'Ziegfeld Girl'

for extended run try at Liberty,
Sydney, following 18 weeks with
'Philadelphia Story.'

Gilbert-Sullivan opera unit com-
pleting season in Perth, western
Australia, for Williamson-Tait May
do repeat run in Sydney.
Walter Grainger, Walt Disney's

local rep, huddling with Hoyts-
Greater Union covering 'Fantasia'
preem in Sydney shortly.

Legit shows in Sydney Include re-
vival of 'Sally'- for Williamson-Tait
and 'Eight Bells,' a sea yarn of Brit-
ish origin,, for Alec Coppel at semi-
nabe Minerva.
Carroll-Mus^ve Theatres, oper-

ating Prince Edward, Sydney, hit a
Proflt of $35,112, increase of $2,660
over the previous year for the fiscal
year ended June 30.
Ken G, Hall, Clnesound, presently

scripting, directing and editing spe-
cial shorts for Department of ^n-
•ormatlon as well as turning out
weekly newsreel with own unit.
Excerpts from 'Ziegfeld Girl' given

New Zealand has dropped right
out of the legit spotlight msofar as
any new shows are concerned. Dif-
ficulty in taking coin away, plus high
taxation, sours the territory present-
ly for legit and vaude-revue spon
sors.

When theatrical union employes
declined to staff Regent, Sydney, for
a Sabbath screening of 'Great Ameri-
can Broadcast' (20th) for wartime
charity, Charles Munro, Hoyls,
brought in own office staff. Screen-
ing netted $1,200.

Vaude-revue is doing good biz in
this sector. New show moving into
Sydney for Tivoli loop includes
Eddie Gordon, Bobby Henshaw,
Rebla, Page end Nona, Ray Baird,
Kwam Bros,, Gardner and Kane,
John Dobbie and Trevor Young.
Walt Disney, via Aussie rep Wal-

ter Grainger, has set 'Fantasia' for
dates at Embassy, Sydney, and Sa-
voy, Melbourne. Former is a 990-
seater jointly operated by Hoyts and
Greater Union, with the latter an
800-seater controlled by interests
headed by Stuart F. Doyle.

Atlantic City

By Mildred Carter

Dinah Shore to play Steel Pier
Sept. S, 6, and 7.

Canada Lee guest at Paradise
Club supper party.
Ids Lorraine tops new show

Paddock International Club.
Life mag photogs here shooting

pictures for 'Life Goes to Atlantic
City.'

P. Mortimer Lewis, of theatre
chain, and family at their cottage
in Pleasant Mills, N. J.

Jimmie Lunceford to play for
event Aug. 28 sponsored by Arctic
Avenue (Colored) Y.M.C.A. at Con-
vention Hall.

Mayla, Cliinese-American singer
and DeMar and Denise head new
revue at Round the World Room of
President hotel.

Musician's union benefit ball
skedded Friday night (29) at Presi-
dent hotel. Glen Gray and Shep
Fields among name bands to play.
Consuela Flowerton . begins en •

gagement at Babette's nltery Tues-
day (2) , Owens and Parker, who
played entire season here, leave that
day.

Vaughn Monroe's orch completed
week's stay at Hamld's Pier Monday
(25) . Glen Gray opened Thursday
(26) until Sept. 1. Tony Pastoi
plays Aug. 31.

Sepia show scheduled for Garden
Pier this week called oft when local
musicians union demanded 18 musi-
cians in show be matched by same
number of locals in pit.

L. Arnold Grayson, who played
the giant in short-lived Eddie Dowl-
ing musical, 'Tbe Little Dog
Laughed.' now stands in uniform at
entrance to Hamid's Pier.
Carmen Cavallaro's orch com-

pletes summer engagement at Rit;
Carlton Merry Go Round Room on
Monday (1). He opens at' Carlton
Hotel, Washington, Sept. 12.

Sammy Kaye's orch began week'."
engr.gement at Steel Pier Saturday
(23). Frankie Masters ended stay
Friday (22). Glenn Miller play;
here Saturday and Sunday (30 and
31) and will be followed on Labor
Day by Jimmy Dorsey.
Mayor Taggart and city commis-

sioners met Saturday (23) to insure
adequate gasoline supply for Labor
Day weekend, when heaviest crowd
of sea.son arrives here. Purpo.se ir

to make sure gas will be provided
for visitors returning home.

London

St. Louis
By San X. Hurst

Fred H. Collier, columnist of the
Globe-Democrat, left an estate valued
at $13,902.

State troopers busted up gambling
devices uncovered at the Missouri
State Fair at Sedalla.
Post-Dispatch boostine biz at film

houses by running Institutional ads
advising natives to enjoy 'movie va-
cations.'

Fay Gorman, dancer in local

niteries, preparing for trek to Hono-
lulu, where she will wed a U.S.
Navy employe.
Joe Schick, a native, again mae-

stroing the looters ^t the Grand,
downtown burlesk ' hou.se, which
opened season Friday (22).

Maurieta Vuylstcke, known as
'Coliseum Joe.' for 24 ycsrs super
of the old Collsuem In midtown.
died of heart disease at his home.
He was 69.

Robert J. Meyers, 30. a carny en-
tertainer, died of heart disea.se in a
local hotel. He and his wife. Aileen,
also a performer, were enroute to

California.
Films of Lindbergh and Wlllkie

drew more aoolause than those of
F.D.R. and Winston Churchill In

four flrstrun houses here, according
to a daily rag that checked the the-
atres.

William E. Gordon, an insurance
broker, has built a dance floor in

the back yard of his home here and
draftees are invited to terp cufTo.

Phonograph music is provided as
well as the fenome parlneri, '

i

Alan Keith wed to Pearl Woolfe
non-pro.

Price-cutting war has hit the lab-
oratories.

Florence Desmond has made a
briefie for Oxydol.
Esmond Knight lost a leg in ac-

tion as naval lieutenant
Ritzy Embassy Club reopened,

with Sonnie Miller as host.

Bea Llllie Is aclhig as her own
agent for vaudeville bookings.
Jack Jackson has taken new

suite of oflices at Bond street.

A. E. Abrahams' offices are now in
Pinner. His London offices were
blasUd.

Mother of Kay Young, former Ley
Fischer gal, was killed in recen?
London air raid.
PhiUip ivioss-Vernon running

shows at Reading for the Mayor's
War Relief Fund.
Buddy Bradley staged the cabaret

show at the Embassy club, which
reopened recently.
Cyraldo, conjuror running his owr

vaudeville unit, was originally a
butcher in Leicester.
John Jackson, former member of

the Three Sparkes Brothers, is a
sergeant air gunner.
Sam Spewack, who Clippered here

from Baltimore via Dublin, is at the
Savoy. Will stay two months.
Walter Maxwell, many years age

manager for Lena Ashwell and
Evelyn Millard, is now a war cop.
Morton Fraser, due to join Army

has l>een given extension, and so
is staying on with Len Mittel road
show.
Robert Winthrop Flanagan is the

moniker of Bud Flanagan, who gave
that name when summoned .for
speeding.
Sonnie Hale about to enter army.
Sir Seymour Hicks has retired

from government show group cater-
ing to troops.
Says Charles Cochrah: 'SaUy Gray

is best actress I have seen for some
time. She can throw away her
dancing shoes.'

Sidney Lipton, former leader at

Grosveiior House, and now in the

Signal Corps, is due for Army com-
mission shortly.
George Posford has written new

number for Gracie Fields to be pub-
lished by Chappell. It's titled 'Gooc'

Bye For Now.'
Charles M. Woolf lunching with

Marquess of Queensberry and dis-

cussing making of film on the life

of the Queensberrys.
Tessa Herald, niece of Sir Harry

Lauder, serving as corporal in

Women's Auxiliary Air Force. She
used to be in vaude.
Francis, Day & P^unter is seeking

exclusive contract with Val Guest,
who collal>orates in songsmitihing
with Manning Sherwin.
Ganjou Bros. 'and Juanita, after K

weeks with Jack Taylor's revue.
Eve On Leave,' resumed dates with
General Theatres Corp.
Margery Weiner, local head of

Music Corp of America, already
framing Victory Ball (or one of
London's famous hotels.

Serious throat trouble sustained
by Yvonne Arnaud postponed The
Nutmeg Tree' at the Lyric for at

least a couple pf months.
Archie Watson, formerly artists'

contact man for Columbia Grapho-
phone Co., is now staff captain in
the Worcestershire Regiment.
Joe Le Plant, former stilt walker

with Bob Pender troupe, now in the
Merchant Service and was recently
torpedoed on one of his trips.

(3riel Ross out of Stanley Lupino':
musical, 'Lady Behave,' replaced bj
Judy Campbell, former star of ErU
Maschwitz's 'New Faces' revue.
Johnny Lockwood, former com

pere .with Jack Hylton's vaude
shows for the forces at the Scala
theatre, Is now In the Royal Air
Force.
Paul KImberly appointed by Army

Council to new post of Controller
of Cinematography. Move intended
to combine all Army film arrange-
ments.

Billy Gerhardi, former band
leader at Piccadilly hotel, now op-
erates saloon In Westbourne Grove
London, under his own name of Bill
Hardy.
Vera Lvnn rushed from 'Apple-

sauce,' Palladium revue, to undergc
emergency appendectomy. Out for
four weeks, with Fred Emney re-
placlne.
Hugh French to double as m.c. and

leader of the combination Ambrose
is putting on the road as his octet.

Vaude unit has Polly Ward along for

comedienne.
'

Sir Hugh Walpole left around
$215,000. $20,000 of which he be-
queathed to his secretary-chauffeur,
an ex-policeman who had been with
him for years.
Quentin Reynolds said to have

been offered $1,000 per week a:

added attraction in 'Me and M.^

Gal,' at London Cpliseum, but
turned it dov/n.

'Black Vanities,' Victoria Palace
revue, closed for two weeks despltr
capacity biz. R. H. Gillespie and
George Black thought cast was en-
titled to a holiday.
For eight years in succession Les-

lie Macdonncll has had a band at-
traction at the Palace. Blackpool
week of August Bank Holiday. Tht
year It was Joe Loss. ,

A Northern Ireland di.strict ha.--

banned P. G. Wodehouse's book.«-

from their public library following

condemnation of the author's radlc
activities from Germany.
Harcy Lewis, formerly sax playei

with Ambrose band, and now In
the Royal Air Force, will wed Verr
Lynn shortly. Couple has alreadj
bought house in the country.

Some provincial spots in England
are still afraid to bill Katharine
Hepburn. In her latest, 'Philadel-
Dhla Story.' it's James Stewart and
Cary Grant who are featured.

Charles Coborn celebrated his 89th
birthday by joining the Bank Holi-
day crowd on Hampstead Heath. As
he is still singing for the troops, he
claims he's oldest working funster.

Eric Wollheim's 'Folies Superb.'
which laid off recently, has resumed
its provincial tour. Show consist*
of several scenes of former Clill
Fischer shows from the London
Casino.

Hollywood

Jean Phillips has the mumps.
John Carradine laid up with flu.

Ann Sheridan bought a ranch in
Encino.

Madeleine Carroll vacationing In
Cartada.

Jules Levey had an operation on
his nose.

Irving Rapper to Mexico City for
a month.

Charles B. Cochran is not doing
new revue he contemplated. Rea-
sons are 1) there's a redundancy
of this tyoe of show in the Wes'
End, and (2) there's an acute short,
age of talent.

Eddie Grossbart, former owner of
Melray club and previously band
leader who used to play In some of
Ben Blue's vaudeville unlu In Eng-
land, now owns saloon in the City
of London.
Archie A. Shenburne, formerly

food chalnstore operator, is playin'p
show biz. Owns Regal, Southend
and has leased Hippodrome, Ip-
.swich. to operate for vaude. Also
has three revues louring the sticks
Charles Harvard, formerly of stan-
dard cycling act of Harvard. Holt

.
Kendrick, wbich plavcd tha

K.eith. circuit some years ago, is hi'
general manager.

Mexico City
By Douglas L. Grahame

Margaret Sullavan laid
sunburn.

up with

Lily Pons and her orch-conductor
husband, Andre Koslelanetz, vaca-
tioning here.

Jacques Singer, director of the
Dallas (Texas) Symphonic orchestra,
here to pick a Mexican soloist.

Thomas Perrin. Jr., pic juvenile
player, debuted as newscaster with
'Night Reporter' at local radio sta-
tion XEQ.
Guz Aguila, pic producer, narrow-

ly escaped possible death during a
fire that broke out in a local bus,
caused by a careles.sly discarded
cigaret butt. Aguila escaped through
a window.
Mapy Cortes, Puerto Rican come-

dienne who has done well here, and
Ramon Armengod heading the cast
of 'La Liga de las Canslones' ('Songs
League'), novelty pic that Mauricio
de la Serna, manager of the swanky
local Cine Teatro Alameda, and
Alonso Sanchez Tello, vet producer,
are making.

Felipe Mier, ex-Warners' manager
here, is the only Mexican member
of the Film Board of Trade, unoffi-
cial organization of the American
distributors. Mier, a producer who
also distributes, because of his mem-
bership on the board would be af-
fected by the exchange workers'
strike against the Americans, threat-
ened for Sept 2.

Bucks County, Pa.

Romney Brent in to st&ge "Biog-
raphy" at New Hope.
Monica McCall, the play agent,

commuting to her Solebury farm.

'Desert Song' for Yardley Sept. 1.

Their first fling at a musical comedy.
Laura and S. J. Perelman week-

ending on Fire Island with Wolcott
Gibbs.

Edith King and Violet Heming In
from Toronto for 'Old Acquaintance'
at New Hope. Sept. 1.

Margaret Vargas, Life art editor,
down taking pictures of Art Gallery
on grounds of New Hope Playhouse
for possible layout
Nat Burns planning to keep his

Yardley, Pa., theatre open through
September, then move into Philly to
play stock until spring.
Louis Calhern backed down on

playing week of Sept 8 at Playhoii.se.

Instead is taking a real, vacation
from Father Day in road 'Life With
Father.'

Chicago

Irving Mack's son, Joe, got married
on Sunday (24).

Eddie Fritz has joined the William
Morris agency's music department
Stanford Zucker agency shifted to

new offices in the De Paul building.
Mitt Stein, as chief of the local

Campbell music Arm, setting up new
offices.

Novelty ditty, 'Meyer Is a Flier
Now,' has been penned by Charlie
Kallen and Tom Sherman.
National Artists Bureau, booking

and personal management agency,
opening offices here about Sept 10.

Larry Russell, staff arranger -lor
WBBM, leaving Sept 1 for Cali-
fornia to join Ted FioRito as ar-
ranger.
Bob Strong orchestra picking up

two days in the Trianon ballroom
before heading for series of one-
nightera.

Dick Stockton to Mexico City on
vacation.

George Jay laid up with two frac-
tured rib.s.

Arllne Judge bought a new hou.se
in Bel-Air.

E::die Rubin pulled out of the
RKO flackery.

Rose Hobart laid up with •
sprained ankle.

Fritz Lang hospitalized with gall
bladder trouble.
Leonard Fields bedded by a

stomach ailment
Don Roberts moved back into the

Orson Welles unit
William Holden to the hospital lor

an appendectomy.
Felix Young reports he will open

the Trocadero in the fall.

Gabe Yorke returned after two
weeks in Salt Lake City.
Richard Thorpe to Canada on his

first vacation in five years.
Alan Mowbray was elected presi-

dent of the Masquers Club.
J. Cheever Cowdin arrived from

New York for studio huddles.
Martha O'DrlscoIl bought a home

for her mother at Toluca Lake.
The James Gleasons celebrated

their 35th wedding anniversary.
Hal Wallis reports he hooked two

big marlin swordfish off LaJolla.
The Nate Blumbergs celebrated

their 22nd wedding anniversary.
The Felix Jacksons moved into

their San Fernando Valley home.
Frank Whitbeck to Denver for the

Inter-Mountain Circuit convention.
Curtis Bernhardt pinch-hitting as

director for Vincent Sherman, who
Is ill.*

Cecile Kramer back at her .story-
editor desk after a CaUlina Island
siesta.

Wynn Rocamora shifted from NBC
Artists Bureau to the Lyons & Lyons
office.

James A. Fitzpatrick doing Florida
as his first travelUUi for 1941-42 at
Metro.
Charles F. Relsner jn the hospital

seriously ill following an appendix
operation.
Lynne Roberts down with flu

while 'Young America' is being shot
around her.

Jaik Rosenstein is absent for a
while from the Universal flack staff
with mumps.
Milton Salzburg, Pictorial Films

prexy, arrived from New York for
a short visit
Lamar Trotti back from a 10-week

hunt for picture material in the
south and east.
Harry Sherman's Cowpokes wal-

loped Y. Frank Freeman's Tigers, 4
to 3. in baseball.
Ruth Hiatt, screen actress, granted

an annulment of her marriagC to
Harry Liberman.
Matty Fox, In New York since last

May, returned for Hollywood con-
fabs at Universal.
Michele Morgan, French film ac-

tress, took out her first American
citizenship papers.'
Bernle Grossman is off his Uni-

versal songwriting job temporarily
with a throat ailment.
Martha Raye back to her Universal

chore after a week in a wheel chair
with a sprained ankle.
Clark Gable and Carole Lombard

shoved off for the Arizona desert on
a three-month vacation.

Victor Kilian going t>ack to the
Broadway stage when he finishes
his current picture stint
Kay Norton left his cameraman

job at Warners for duty for the U.S.
Navy photographic division.
Aida Broadbent i.s staging her

dancing group at the California
State Fair, opening Friday (29).
Johnny WeissmuUer emerges from

the jungle to play in the Pebble
Beach golf tournament next week.
Angna Enters interrupted her

stage tour to play her first film role
in 'Passage From Bordeaux' at RKO.
John Chapman spending his vaca-

tion from New York Daily Nrws
chores as an amateur gold prospec-
tor in Nevada,
Nils Asther's illness caused him to

cancel a part with the New York
Theatre Guild in the Helen Hayes
show 'Candles Jn the Wind.'
Sidney L. Bernstein in from Eng-

land as guest of Alfred Hitchcock.
He is chairman of the board of Gra-
nada Theatres, Ltd., over there.
Bob Hope will be rooting at the

Women's Natioiial golf champion-
ship, Brookline, Mass., Sept, 7, for
his wife, Dolores Reed, wh» has a
six handicap at Lakeside.
Richard W. McFarland, former

legit manager for Doug Fairbianki
and London representative for
Unit«d Artists years ago, is in a Hol-
lywood hospital for a checkup.

Irving Cummings takes a two-
month leave Irom his Paramount di-
rector job to buy 14 horses for his
racing stable, chiefly at Lexington,
Ky. Fart of ~ his vacation will be
.•.pent at Aqueduct, Belmont And
Fimlico.
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OBITUARIES 1
WILMER WALTER

Wilmer Walter, 57, vet legit and
radio actor, died Aug. 23 in a New
York hospital following a two-week
Illness. At the time of his death he
had the title role of 'David Harum'
on the radio (WEAF, N.Y.). Walter
was born in Philadelphia and had
been on the stage 18 years before
entering radio a dozen years ago.

In legit he toured the U.S., Canada,
the West Indies,, and South America.

FLOYD JUDSON NEALE
Floyd Judson Neale, 54, radio mu-

sic commentator, died of cerebral
hemorrhage at his home in New
York Aug. 24. Since 1938 Neale was
• leading Mutual Broadcasting Corp.

the Atlantic City Million Dollar

Pier (now Hamid's) in 1909, died

Saturday (23) at his home in Phil-

adelphia.

For nearly 30 years Constant was
a member of the Philadelphia Music
Association and one of the best-

known band conductors in the city.

For the past 17 years he has been

associated with an insurance com-
pany.

Surviving are his widow and a

daughter.

DAVID M. ROBINS
David M. Robins, 61, manager of

the Warner theatre, Youngstown, O.,

and a brother-in-law of the Warner
brothers, died at North Side Hos-

A TRIBUTE

TO THE MEMORY

OF

WILMER WALTER

Frank and Anne Hummert

commentator on serious music, his
commentaries having' been heard on
Alfred Wallenstein's sinfonietta and
symphonic strings programs, the Pe-
role string quartet, and the Elisabeth
Rethberlg concerts,

Neale first became associated with
Mutual's WOR 12 years ago as an
announcer after having worked for
WGBS, N. Y., as program director,

H« entered radio as a program ar-

ranger after serving in the Naval
Intelligence in the newsreel and film
censorship division during the first

World War.

I

Deceased was a lifelong s^dent of

I

chamber music, founding the lia-

[
Salle string quartet, and was cred-

' Ited with having suggested the award

I

for diction which the American

I

Academy of Arts and Letters for-

i
Bierly made to radio announcers,

I Surviving are two sisters.

pital, Youngstown, Monday (25). He
had been in the hospital two weeks.
Funeral services in Youngstown
were held yesterday (Tuesday).

Robins, who came to the U. S.
from Russia 48 years ago, had lived
in Youngstown since 1904. He op-
erated a grocery business there be-
fore marrying Anna Warner, sister

of the producers. He was made
manager of the Warner theatre, the
city's largest film house, when it was
opened in 1931.

Widow, five brothers and two sis-

ters survive.

Maj, Albert Warner planed to

Youngstown from New York for the

funeral,
Robins was widely known among

theatre and film executives in Cleve-

land, where he often sat In on busi-

ness conferences.

HUGH A. O'DONNELL
Hugh A. O'Donnell, 67, assistant

business manager of the New York
Times, formerly an actor, newspaper
editor and lecturer, died at his home
in New York, Aug. 24.

O'Donnell's stage experience fol-

lowed his graduation from Notre
Dame in 1894, when he appeared as

a juvenile and a character actor in

a series of Sardou plays and in the

supporting cast of The Royal Box'

with Blanche Walsh and Melbourne
McDowell. He became a feature

writer for the Minneapolis Tribune,

and after a number of years with

other publications, temporarily left

the newspaper field to go on a lec-

ture tour in 1909.

Surviving are three sisters and a

brother.

JOHN C. TORKNET
John C, Yorkney, 70, silent screen

player and a member of the original

cast of the legit The Merry Widow,'
died of a heart attack Aug. 20 in

Fort Lee, N, Y, For several weeks
he had been undergoing treatment
for a cardiac condition at Engle-
wood, N. J., hospital.

Yorkney, bom in Argentina, had
played with John Barrymore and
often appeared in Shakespearian
roles. When Fort Lee was the cen-
ter of the film industry some 25
years ago, he was seen in several

D. W. Griffiths productions.
A brother, Arthur, of the sta^ of

Oxford University, England, sur-
vives.

JOSEPH ROBERTS
Joseph Roberts, '60, oldtime vaude-

ville actor and banjoist, died in City
Hospital, Atlantic City, Friday night
(22) following a stroke while play-
ing for passengers on a moonlight
sailing boat about a-mile at sea. Cap-
tain Charles Swan brought the boat
to its dock on Steel Pier and an
ambulance took Roberts to the hos-
pital.

Roberts toured most of the nation's
theatres on the Keith and Pantages
circuits for years. Of late he played
in cafes. This summer he banjoed
on sailboat rides.

His wife, Viola, and two sons,' Wil-
liam and Joseph, Jr., survive.

JOSEPHINE BANSOHOFF
Mrs. Josephine Beck Ransohoft, 39,

daughter, of the late Martin Beck,
died Aug. 19 after a long illness at

the Monmouth Memorial Hospital,

Long Branch, N. J. An interior dec-
orator, she and two relatives fell heir

to the Martin Beck theatre, N. Y.,

upon her father's death in 1940. Be-
fore her health failed she acted as

secretary of the corporation con-

trolling the house.
Besides her husband, she leaves

two daughters and a sister, Mrs.

Helen B. Ladin.

LILLIAN WELDON
Elizabeth Martin, 72, known in

vaudeville years ago as Lillian

Weldon, died Aug. 22, In Los An-
eeles General Hospital. Burial was
faken care of by troupers.

Known in the '90's as the 'Frisco

Favorite,' Miss Weldon was later in

vaude for quarter century. Under
her real name of Elizabeth Martin
sh« was one-halt of an oldtime bur-
lesk team of Murray and Martin.

She was doing pix bits until stricken.

HARRIET L. TAYLOR
Mrs. Harriet Leaman Taylor, 98,

died Aug. 22, in Boston, after a long
illness. She was singer in late 80s,

with long career here and in Eu-
rope with her brother, the late

Charles Leaman.
Survived by a sister, Mrs. Herbert

Bowl, and a nephew, Victor Lea-
man, both of London.

HAROLD S. BISHOP
Harold S. Bishop, 56, Rochester,

N. Y., portrait artist and scenic de-
signer, died Aug. 10 of a heart at-

Charles B. Dillingham
Aug. 30, 1934

"Gone, but not forsotlen"

Ra H. Ba

tack while visiting friends at Cana-
dice Lake. Early in his career he
taught voice end painting.

He leaves his widow, two sons,

daughter, mothei*, brother and two
sisters.

HENRI CHOMETTE
Henri Chomette, brother of Rene

Clair, French film director now in

Hollywood, died recently in Rabat,

Morocco, according to word received

in Vichy, France, Aug. 19.

Long active in French film circles,

Chomette had also directed but was
better known as a technical expert,

W. A. HAAS
W. A. (Uncle Bill) Haas, showman

for SO years and former manager of

the Ambassador hotel theatre, Los
Angeles, died Aug. 16 in Pasadena,
Cal., where he had been a resident

since 1914.

Surviving are two daughters.

JAMES M. LEASIA
James M. Leasia, 72, one of the

oldest of Michigan's film exhibitors.

died Aug. 19 in Detroit following
stroke. He was dwner of the Castle
nd Dunbar theatres.

Leaves widow and two daughters..

ANTHONY ETRI
Anthony 'Bus' Etrl, member of

Charlie Barnet's orchestra, was
killed in an auto crash in Hollywood,
Aug. 21.

Further details In Orchestra sec-

tion.

TONY AMBROSE
Tony Ambrose, 38, dance band

leader, died at Sharon, Pa., Aug. 21,

after an operation.

Kenneth SIsson, Jr., 14-year-old
son of the radio director, composer
and arranger, died Aug. 21 in Mary
Immaculate hospital, Jamaica,
Queens, N.Y. He had been ill two
months. Besides his parents, a
brother survives.

GEORGE FISCHER
George Fischer, 70, president of J.

Fischer & Brother, music publishers,
died Aug. 23 at Fire Island, L. I.

-Music publishing firm was founded
by Fischer's father, Joseph A., in

Dayton, O., with offices now in New
York. The firm published sheet mu-
sic, but Fischer was principally in-

terested in classical and religious

music. Deems Taylor dedicated one
of his works to Fischer' and latter

published some of Taylor's composi-
tions.

Fischer was a member and a for-

mer director of the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers.

I

^ Surviving are his widow, three
^^ons, a daughter, brother and sister.

V J. CLAYTON RANDALL
1 J. Clayton Randall, plant manager
'I of station WTIC, Hartford, who died

suddenly at his home in Hartfbrd
last week (19), was buried Thurs-
day (21) in Springfield, Mass.
Randall had been associated with

the engineering department of WTICi
.since its opening. When the Travel-
ers Insurance Co. decided to build a
radio station- in 1924, Randall was
chosen to assist in its construction
and operation. He had been head of

the technical department ever since.

He installed the radio systems of

the Hartford police and fire depart-
ments. Since the adoption of radio

by the local police force, Randall had
been a member of the department,
serving as technical radio engineer.

WILLIAM D. CONSTANT'
William Diiranit Constant, 74, di-

vector of the first band to play on

To the

MEMORY OF
a great actor

WILMER WALTER
who passed away August 23rd, 1941

Wilmer Walter for six years played

the title role of

DAVID HARUM
over the N.B.G. Red network

. This remembrance is a tribute from his sponsor

B. T. Babbitt, Inc., New York

Mrs. Benlah Bice, mother of
Grantlahd Rice, sports writer, died
Aug. 22 in Nashville.

Filmers In Army
^Continued from page 3-

sociate story editor at Paramount,
was highlighted by a mishap, the
loss of a pair of pants—his only pair

—which kept him indoors for a spell.

State TrsIniDg
Camp Upton, L. I., Aug. 26.

Military school locale of George
Abbott's legit production of 'Brother
Rat' apparently had a salutary effect

on the soldierly qualities of Gary
Merrill, who appeared in it. He won
first place last week in the manual
of arms contest which concluded
three weeks of basic military train*

ing for 127 members of the perma-
nent personnel here. Merrill, 26,

was also in Abbott's 'See My
Lawyer.'

MARRIAGES
Bessie Geraldine Metcalfe to Rich-

ard Davis, in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, recently. He's a member of

The Vagabond Cowboys, quartet
aired over a Calgary station.

Irene Chargot to Dr. Edward Bien,
in Detroit, Aug. 19. She's the
daughter of Michael J. Chargot, film

circuit owner, and active in the man-
agement of several theatres in

Detroit.

Katherine Holdren to Howard
Teitelbaum, in Grosse Pointe, Mich.,

Aug, 21. Bride is stepdaughter of

Victor Kolar, director of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra.
Martha High to Thomas Snowden,

in Rocky Mount, N. C, Aug. 17. He's
program director of WEED, Rocky
Mount.
Rosebud Scowcroft to Carl Grey-

son, in Ogden, U^h, Aug. 15. He
is announcer for KSL, Salt Lake
City.

Lois Delano, continuity, KIRO, Se-
attle, to Colvin C. Kitchener, non»
pro, in Seattle, Aug. 15.

Nancy Nussbaum to Russell J.

Scott, in New York, Aug. 23, Bride
is a daughter of Berthold M. Nuss>
baum, v.p. of Lambert & Fcasley
advertising agency.
Louise King to Jimmy Both, in

Chicago, July'^9, Bride is vocalist
with the Lucky Strike Hit Parade;
he's an NBC musician.
Lydla Perera to Wil Marcus, in

New York, Aug. 19. Groom is in the
CBS publicity department; bride has
been appearing on the same net'
work's television programs.
Muriel Gray to Sydney M. Kaye,

in Hillsdale, N. Y., Aug. 21. Lawyer
is v.p. of Broadcast Music, Inc.;

bride was advertising manager of
The Nation.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. William Kir-Stimon,

daughter, in Chicago, Aug. 19. Father
is with WBBM (Chicago) press staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gross, daughter.
In Hollywood, Aug. 17. Father is an
executive producer at Universal.
Mr, and Mrs, John Detlie (Vero-

nica Lake), daughter, in Hollywood,
Aug. 21. Mother is screen actress;

father an art director at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Cerf, son,

In New York, Aug. 20. Father is

the publisher (Random House);
mother is the former Phyllis Fraser,
writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dukoff, son. In
New York, Aug. 16. Father is a
publicist.

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Immel, daugh-
ter, in Los Angeles, Aug. 19. Father
is musician at Universal;
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wolever, Jr,

daughter, Aug. 19, in Nashville.
Father is program director at WSIX,
Nashville?
Mr. and Mrs, A. Mike Vogel, son,

Aug. 25, in N. Y. He's on M. P.
Herald.
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FDR'S Way
: Continued from page 1;

plained he 'picked it up In Norfolk.'

It is understood, however, that a

representative of the National Press

Club called on the British Embassy

about a luncheon for the Duke of

Windsor, who is to be here in Sep-

tember, and there was some half-

joking remark made about another

•famous personage' bound for Ameri-

ca, with Churchill hinted at. The

press club rep is said to have in-

formed Farr who did some further

checking and ^hose speculaUve

story coincided with an announce-

ment in Parliament that Churchill

was away. What Farr did get in

Norfolk, it is understood, was a few

details of the meeting, which he

combined with what he knew about

the two men to make a color story

that again made the American cor-

respondents mad—they were sure

the Daily Mail had a man on the

boat.

Stings from their desks. had the

White House newshawks in Maine

so hopping mad that the President

had considerably more difficulty

than usual in placating them upon

his arrival from the conference, al-

though no group of men in the

country is more ardently devoted to

Hoosevelt than those who cover his

daily activities. He scheduled a

quick press conference and when
the boys came on board threw his

arms around veteran correspondent

Mike Hennessy, pushing him down
in the Presidential chair. Then,

mocking the tones and words with

which he inevitably opens press con-

ferences, he declared: 'Mike Hen-
nessy says there Is no news.'

CoopenUive—Plus

A bit more playfulness and the

lads were calmed. Later came an-

other one of those instances which
endear the President to newspaper-
men. A correspondent complained
that they needed .a bit of time to

get their stories off and would miss

the Presidential special returning
Hoosevelt to Waihingtori. 'How
much time do you need?,' the Chief

Exec queried. 'Half hour,' was the

reply. 'Okay, we'll wait 45 minutes,'

agreed the President Actually, the

nation's chieftain and his entire

party of officials, waited an hour
at the President's order expressly
for the newsmen to write their

stories.

It's things like that that never fail

to amaze foreign newsmen who
cover the President. Another evi-

dence of his thoughttulness occurred
last fall when the Capital cor-

respondents accompanied him on his

train to Philadelphia for an inspec-
tion of the Navy Yard. Train arrived
late in the evening on a siding far
down in South Philadelphia near the
Yard. Quite certain the newsmen
wouldn't relish sitting there all

evening, the President arranged with
the Philly police for a caU-and-de-
livery service by radio squad cars
to take his boys uptown and bring
'em back when they were ready.

Esteem of the White House cor-
respondents for Roosevelt, instead
of sinking with the passing of time,
as has almost Invariably happened
with past presidents, has grown
with familiarity.

versions of plays, tab musicals and
other types of diversion. Occa-
sionally, the shows are put <Ai in

the factories in longer versions after
hours, although with the double shift

a lunch-period entertainment may
fair at 10 p.m.

Aside from (he ENSA shows,
which, of cour.se, are free, Miss
Fields said regular variety houses
in the provinces are also operating
full blast and doing tremendous
business. Half an hour after the all-

clear signal sounds in the heavily-
blitzed industrial areaSj-she declared,

the theatres are full.

Talented Factory Hands
Great new source of talent de-

veloping, Miss Fields remarked, is

among the factory girls themselves.
They are providing their own enter-

tainment in many cases from among
people in their own ranks, some of

whom have surprising ability. 'I ex-
pect England will develop many
new performers after the war is over
from these girls who are getting

their first taste of show business,' she
declared.

Miss Fields' initial performance
was in the factory in her home town,
Rochdale, where she herself worked
as a girl of 14. She also made a
number of appearances on battle-

ships at Scapa Flow and did one big

concert at Albert Hall in London be-
I fore returning to the United States.

WIND CAUSES $12,000

DAMAGE TO RUSSELLS

Lynchburg, Va., Aug. 26.

Wind flattened four tents, includ-

ing big top, of Russell Bros, circus

when it played Richmond recently.

Damage to equipment was estimated

at $12,000 to $15,000.

Blow occurred in midst of after-

noon performance, and several hun-

dred onlookers escaped serious in-

jury. A lion's cage upset, but ani-

mal didn't escape. Show played that

night with o;ily a canvas sidewall,

but management hoped to have new
tops to finish season.

Beatty Plans Circus

Featuring His Animals
Dayton, C, Aug. 26.

Presently appearing with the

Johnny Jones carnival, Clyde Beatty

expects to put a 15-car circus on the

road next season, featuring his ani-

mal acts but including regulation

circus acts also.

He plans to tour the early part of

the season, then join the carnival to

play fair dates.

Bills Next Week
Continued from pace 47

CaesAr & RopIIh
liuBier Kelin Jlev

Ullnnlrub'a

Knri RnTide Or«
Hoyd Heaihen
Paul KIrkland

Jack & X^orralne

Cufia Mniuin»
Hnl Miller Ore
Aulper Hro»
T^oulse Sliei'wood
Karl. CrPKK
.T&nft Oiddlngo
Jean Carle

Clnb Maffalr
Rnnny Weeks Ore
Uernle benntttt O
Cteorce LlbL^ Rev
Cookie BowvrH
Hlchiird Adrl&n t

Dorli) Abbuit

Cluli Vnnlly Fnir

Kal Nira Ore
Stella Ray
Alice Mann
Joey Lui-e

CocoHDut CroTe
MIckov Alport Oro
Don HIro Ore
Wnlly Wanifer Rev
Hilly Fame
Marin n lie L'^rnncla

Amnpolu I.oppz
Knrlco Ntivello
Nancy Henky
Keith Clarke

(Melody l^onee)
Marjurlo Garrelson
Herb L<«wlii

Crawford Hous*
Hay ColMnw Ore
Miriam JohnKuo
CrawCor'leltes
Carole Hall
nay Miles
Joun Petty

Kox & Mounda
Milton Geore* Ore

Grade Fields
sContlnned from page 2=

turning to England next April. She
plans to fulfill a promise to go to
Australia in September, 1942.
Miss Fields said lliat some 500

small entertainment units are now
touring England. Performers get a
minimum of £4 and a maximum
of £ 10 weekly, with the name play-
ers working for free. Shows, of
every conceivable type, have been
organized by Basil Dean, who heads
ENSA (Entertainers National Serv-
ice Association), Miss Fields said.

Loncbeon Vaudeville
Most of the shows run from half

hour to an hour and are given in

factory canteens during lunch pe-
riods, she explained. They are con-
sidered by government heads as

Important morale builders.
'The Girls—they make up most of

the British factory workers now

—

usually are packed as tight as sar-
dines and are munching their lunch
as they stand watching the concerts,'

the* variety and film star said.

'Stages usually consist of makeshift
platforms and often there are the
noises of machinery in the back-
ground, but neither audiences nor
performers seem to mind and the
entertainment is splendily re-

ceived.*

In addition to variety entertain-
ers, Miss Fields declared Dean has
set up troupes giving abbreviated

Hl-Unt
Pete llei-man Oro
T.uclUe Grey
Frank Petty

. Ifolel OrHdrord
(Circus Boom)

Florence Hnllinnn
Hunhl» Xt Lambert

Hotel KiMX
Ernest Murray Oro
Billy Knilv
Tacl< Munnlnff
Al Lewis
Victor r)onato
Artcio Corov
Rita Henderson

Hotel Gardner
Burt Shaw
UvKlyn Harvey

Hotel Hlieratoa
(.Sky Garden)

Don Dudley Oro
Hnlrl Rtatirr
(Cafe Honice)

Saivy Cavlcchio Ore
Hotel Wcstmlnalcr

(Root Garden)
.TImmy Mcllnio Oro
Harry Drake Rev
Tanner &, Thomas
>lurlel Daniels
Bob Flynch
Tohnny Argo
Hal Freed
Noel Sherman Gls

Hotel Rlli CarlctoD
(KItl Roof)

Dick Rogers Ore
Ur Giovanni
Mins Bros
Adrlenne
Intemntlniuil Casino
Henri Jobert Ore

Tll« CttTO

nalpb Porras Oro
.I.'i'W Fisher
Tainara J^ortva
.Terry & l.llllnn

Collla & Corral
I'llll Barry

PITTSBUB6H
AiH'liornite

Iliiffh Morton Oro
MaynaiU Ueime

ArllniEton rmlxe
Phil r'avezaa Ore

. BiilconHOra

Buddy Carlson Ore

mil Green's
B HuaKland Ore
Don liurke

Boofflf^-^VooKlc Club
BouK Sheriiian
Maiio Simon
Harry Cuniorada
Buddy Blaine
Xubby Miller
Reffgle Dvorak

Cork nod UottU
Lluyd Fox

Colonial
BUdle Weltz Ore
Cierry Rlchardn

Eddl« Peyloo'a
An SchaiiiberK Ore
Mildred Sesal
rsddle Peyion
Sundy .M('<-llnlock

Murinn Muller

Kvergrcena
Revelers
Kay Burke
liny Valunta
Nancy Oiey

iioiei riirt rat
Ken Bollry Ore
Johnny Mlichell
llerry \VKl:on

Hotel Henrr
(Sllver Grill)

SiAn Itucker 4

(Gn.v VO'u)
Porol hy NcHhilt

Hi»tel 7fli Meniir
\

Hest> SniinJers
Ida Inia
K\ prcH Jin i*dn

Heiiy ponahos
Al Devin
BTCrsrecn Garden

Hevelera
Rani Sn'eet
Alice Son«
X^lda
Wicked Wllllea

Hotel KnnwTell
Johnny Kanlhue
Royal Iluuilans

Hotel Wm IVnn
(Continental Bnr)
Wanda

MerrT-tvO'Round
T^enny Burlon Ore

nc-t ly Harper
BHbe Rhodes
Kennyn-ood Tark

Del Couriney Ore
.hiilf Mlltnn
Ave Mnrlln
l>irk Dlldlne
3 IJellH

Dob MAonfan
Falud>a

New Pen»»

Ralph Allen Ore
I.eon & Dawn
Buddy Birch
lanet I<ee
KlaHh Davlv
Ida .i«ne

^

>tlion Cafe
Al Mnrlffo Oro
Doll Cnrier
<'aryj Ofnild
Mary Jane firown
BlnncharcM*
(ioldeti PhIf

Not Honne
Sherdlna Walker
Ted JUlake
GeoricB (irefTg
Kvelyn Nelliii
Arthur I.loyd
i.'huck WllHun

<(n«ilii

Bobby A nnla Ore
Stu Brnden

j
rinca

I

Howard Uecker Ore
- Mae >1arrlB

TreloD
Yarhlpnien
Nancy Outdner
Ueoi-ge Webber

Yarlit Club
H MIddlernnn Ore
<:ordiin itt SH\vy«*r
Itoltelle &. Uurothcn
A I KerguKon
.M.mrh (!Ih

Shirley Jleller

Sky-Vno
Teddy King Ore

irnton Grill

Art Yairello
Krapk Nainlfl
Mike fiandretto.

Villa Madrid
Er'/t Covato Ore
Murk I.:inp

ciirr winehlll
2 Co-EdH
Peter HlKgloa
Key Taylor

Weei View Park
Riivz Af>h(on Ore
Torrence & Vicloria

House Reviewslews
I
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(HIPPODROME)

Sal's Got A Wooden Leg.* Act ends

with Maynard doing a series of

rope triclcs which:, brought him tre-

mendous applause at this catching
Sunday (24).
Roecker, in white trousers anc

double-breasted blue coat, sings The
Ranger Song* and Paul Whiteman':
version of 'Road to Mandalay," en-
coring with 'Did Your Mother Com<
From Ireland.' Crowd liked him.
Joey Ross and Gladys Bennett do
entertaining dance, songs and wise-
cracks. Her baby talk appeals.
Harold Boyd, dressed as a gob

and Three Jigsaws, huskies in con-
servative blue suits, kept audience
roaring with guffaws at their dizzj
antics and acrobatics.

Grace Drysdale entertains with
smart marionet turn in which she
makes the dolls perform various
dances. She Anally comes out and
does a dance of her own which was
well received.
Other attractions on pier include

Vaughn Monroe's and Eddy Mor-
gan's orchs, Terrell Jacob.s' circiu
and 'fun house.' Carter.

Literati
Mrs. F. V. R. on V. S. Tlx

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt doesn't

want (^nsorship of pix, even to put
Uncle Sam's best foot forward in

South America, says she. In her
question and answer page, titled, 'If

You Ask Me,' in September Ladies'

Home Journal, she is asked, 'Do you
believe we should censor movies for

export to avoid a false impression
of the United States to South Amer-
ica?'

'I Jiave a great objection to cen-
sorship,' she answers. 'I would far

rather see us doing a constructive
job of producing movies which tell

the truth about this country an^
really give the South American
people some idea of what our prob-
lems are and what we 6re trying to

do to meet them.'

Can't Sell Answers to Contests
Cease order was hung by a New

York court last week on a practice
which has been a tremendous head-
ache for a humlier of years now to

newspapers running puzzle contests.

Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkind
granted a temporary injunction to

the Philadelphia Record ordering
Jules Leopold, proprietor of the Puz-
zlers Research Bureau, to stop sell-

ing solutions to puzzles published by
the daily.

Court held that people who go into

prize contests automatically enter
Into a contractual relationship with
the contest managers, because, in

submitting their entries, they sig-

nify acceptance of rules and condi-
tions laid down. Those who offer

for sale the answers to puzzles.

Judge Rifkind declared, induce a
'breach of contract' and improperly
interfere with the business of run-
ning the contest.

The Record is demanding a perma-
nent injunction. Latter will be de-
cided by a trial.

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

Miami, Aug. 20.

Aoscoe Ates, Barbara Ray, Ginger
Dulo, iris Karyl, Will and Gladys
Aheam, Harrv Reser House Orch;
•Barnacle -Bill (M-G).

Envions of N. ,Y. Times' Scribes
When Fleet Street (newspaper

row of London) was blitz-Hl some
time ago, among others to suffer was
the New York Times' office. Paper
promptly moved the entire staff to

a topnotch hotel, where they were
comfortably ensconced at a cost of

$500 a week, which included 'bed

and breakfast.'

Naturally the other American
correspondents have been casting

envious eyes upon this lucky crowd,
which has resulted in continuous
and persistent requests for higher

wages. They have a strong argu-
ment to place before their publish-

ers, based on the fact the cost of

living in London at present is twice

what it was before the conflict.

died last week (18). Trustees are
Tom C. Gooch, v.p. and editor; Al-
bert Swinsky, Jr., advertising di-

rector, and John W. Runyon, adver-
tlsng, manager.

Under the terms of the will, eight

members of the staff of the paper,

including the trustees, and several

relatives of Kiest will share in the
estate

LITERATI OBITS

John B. Main, 40, veteran news-
paperman, who had been a member
of the staff of the N. Y. Journal-
American for the past six months,
died of a heart attack Aug. 19 at his

home in Ramsey, N. J.

Guy Emory, Spartanburg (S. C.)

Herald - Journal circulation man,
killed in automobile crash.

Chester E. Hutchlns, national ad-
vertising manager. Savannah (Ga.)

News and Evening Press, died Aug.
IB.

J. B. Howae, 46, publisher South-
western News, Houston, Texas, died
recently.

Warren S. Hastlnfs, 75, for' 30 odd
years an Albany newspaperman,
died in Methodist Hospital, Brook-
lyn, Aug. 22.

Harry L. Izor, 63, editor of the

Durand (Mich.) Express, which he
acquired from his father in 1910,

died Aug. 21 at his home in Durand,
He leaves wife and daughter.

James M. West, 70, president of

the Dallas Journal and the Austin
Tribune Newspaper Publishing Co.,

died, in Kansas City Aug. 24 of a
heart attack. West, also an oil man,
was reputedly worth between $30,-

O00,000-$50,000,000.

SUos Calvin Cutler, 76, publisher
of the Hackettstown, (N.J.) Gazette
since 1925, died Aug. 22 at his home
in Hacketstown, after a 10-day Ill-

ness.

Fred M. Hammctt, 82, dean of

Newport, R.I., newspaper man, died
at Newport, Aug, 22 after a long ill-

ness. He became associated with
the Newport Daily News in 1882 and
has been with the paper 56 years
until his retirement in.1938. He was
managing editor when he retired.

With Roscoe Ates proving the b.o.

magnet,' and a supporting bill that
has its moments, Olympia can rlne
this up as one of the best shows it

has unveiled this summer.
Ates is obviously on a goodwill

junket, even going so far as to plug
current and future releases. But at

least he's got something more than
a 'really 'it's so good to be able to

work before a real live audience
again' line of drivel. Monolog isn't

exactly calculated to hypo 'em intc

hysterics, but it's moderately comi-
cal. Oddly enough Ates seemingly
is anxious to shy away from hi;

familiar stuttering routine, giving
impression he wants public to know
It's adopted and not an affliction.

Raises point of whether or not this

Is good showmanship. Very notice-

able that occasional tongue slips go!
biggest laughs. Barbara Ray, femme
foil. Is on for brief exchange, and
remainder of turn is devoted to

fooling with a fiddle.

Sleight of hand feats of Glen Pope
can be picked up in any magic shop
but obvious simplicity of his illu-

sions is covered up by a depre-
ciating line of chatter that keeps 'em
giggling. Opening show he got

gVimmed up. in couple of tricks, bul
talked himself out of snarl, leavini'

most undecided as to whether he
did It on purpose or not.

Mannerisms and vocal style of

Ginger Dulo Is too close a carbon of

Martha Raye. Not only is resem-
blance very noticeable but she har

to top it off with a full-fledged an-

nounced imitation of the wide-
mouthed warbler. Miss Dulo will

do better to coast on her own tal-

ents because she's got lots on the

ball once she gets away from those

Raye touches. Arrangements anc
asides are socko and she has an
arresting personality.

Will and Gladys Ahearn can
usually be counted on to turn in s

creditable performance. Both are

adept at rope twirling, hoofing and
warbling. Will hqs a new mono tc

go with his ropc-spinnlng single

that gets plenty of guffaws.
Opener Is Iris Karyl, a lusclouf

looking tapster. Glorious gams, but
tapDlng Is tepid.

Full house with standees when
caught (Wednesday) Leslie.

< PM Jtoplalinr

PM, which '^months ago adopted a

one-edition policy, has recently

started to replate pages one, two and
three during the press run for im-
portant news breaks. In most cases

the lift catches the tail-end of the

run, but some days extra copies are

printed several hours after the regu-

lar run has been completed. PM
goes to press around 7 a.m.

'Weldon James, of the foreign

news department, went to England
in a bomber last week to replace

Ben Robertson, sheet's London cor-

respondent, for a six-week's stretch.

Publisher Ralph IngersoU has ar-

rived in Moscow and has made sev-

eral broadcasts from there.

Canadian Weekly Folds

Watrous, Sask., Signal, weekly es-

tablished in 1908, ceased publica-

tion July 31, and business was sold

to the other local paper. The
Watrous Manltou.

E. Leon Garrett, for the past eight

years editor and manager of the

Watrous, has been commissioned as

a pilot officer in the Royal Caiiadian

Air Force.

American Boy Suspends
The American Boy, for many gen-

erations a juvenile publication, sus-

pended with the combined issue of

July-August.
At the same time, Elmer P. Grier-

son, president-treasurer of Sprague
Publications, Inc., filed a petition of

bankruptcy in the Federal Court in

Detroit listing assets of $9,191 and
liabilities of $133,389.

Trostces for Dallai T-H
Control of and management of the

Times-Herald Publishing Co., Dallas,

and subsidiaries,, including station

KRLD there, passed into the hands

of three trustees, long-time em
ployes, who were named in the will

of Edwin J. Keist, publisher, who

CHATTER
Savannah (Ga.) Daily Times has

suspended as daily and will resume
publication soon as weekly.

Jeff Davis, formerly on Hedda
Hopper's staff, sold "The Guy in the

Preacher Coat,' a tale of show busi-

ness, to Collier's.

'Botany Bay,' written by Charles
Nordhoff and James Norman Hall

for Paramount, will be run as a

serial in the Satevepost.

R. B. Davis, editor of the Enfleld

(N. C.) Progress, was struck by a

cyclist at Wilmington, N. C, and
suffered a fractured leg.

Stella Adler is writing a series of

lectures to be used this fall in the

drama course at the New School of

Social Research in New York.

Stanley Silberman, copywriter
with the Raymond Spector ad
agency, has placed a children's book,

'Dexter.' with Simon & Schuster.

Cecelia Ager is taking a vacation

from her chores as motion picture

editor of the New York daily, PM,
to visit her family in Hollywood.

Joseph D. Ravotto, UP and
Variety corre.<'^?.ident In Madrid,
and prior to tfiat stationed in Paris

and Vichy, has been' shifted to Lis-

bon.

Constance Hope, who handles

many of the Met's stars' publicity,

will have a book entitled 'Publicity

in Bracolli' published by Bobbs-
Merrill, Sept. 22.

Random House rushing 'Dakar,' by
Emil Lengyel, foreign coi'respondent

of N. Y. Times, into print. Contract

calls for completion of the manu-
script by Sept. 10.

Vincent .
Sheean, whose first

American novel, 'Bird of the Wilder-

ness,' was published by Random
House, Aug. 21, was expected to ar-

rive for the publication, but unable

to leave London.

Ray Brecht, formerly Harrisburg

(Pa.) correspondent for the Phila-

delphia- Evening Bulletin, become*
the paper's Washington correspon-

dent Sept. 15, succeeding Ted Wilcox,

who will return to the regular staff.

O'Neill Spencer, drummer with

John Kirby fbr past four years, left

tha^^^group recently and has signed a
contract to playv-wlth Louia-Aim*
strong's band. Joins outftt tomowQW
(28) in.,Tex8s.

^ : ,;, - • s .
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THE
on*

Person*'

"The besf attraction of iti tvo» tin,-*

— f(7m Daily

'"'^J

best performance of St^^'^M"

EVERYBOOY'S

LIPS

"One.of those rare. flood film*,

warm with life!

— Lo* Angles Paily New. Ad e'^'

ALEXANDER KORDA presenfs

Show Business is Agog with, that excited feeling that
spreads like lightning from Hollywood to Broadway when
a great, history-making picture is about to break!
The tip-off is from the reviewers who are 1007o unanimous

,

starringMERLE OBERON m
ALAN MARSHAL . JOSEPH GOTTEN • HANS YARAY • GEORGE REEVES

with JOHN HALIIDAY • SARA ALLGOOD and EDNA MAY OLIVER

Directed by lulien Duvivicr, Original story by Julien Duvlvier and L. Bush-

Fekete. Screenplay and dialogue by Ben Hecht and Sam HofFenstein.

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

"Jyc//^" \% THE NEXT ATTRACTION AT RADIO CITY MUSIC
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